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VARIETY

The New York
':'

Press Unanimously Acclaim

_

A NEW HEADLINER
A

Veritable Riot of Applause and Laughter at

NEW YORK,

PALACE,
A

Triumph of

in

Artistry,

THIS

WEEK

arch

Comedy and Entertainment

•

"PIANOFLAGE"
NEW YORK "AMERICAN"—
"Performance at Palace
Makes Herschel Meniere

"Telegraph":

r

"HERSCHEL HENLERE IS FUNNY—
bright talk for every
tune a great hitvociferous demand for
him to continue."

—
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Herschel Henlere and his piano and Sophie Tucker

more enthusiasm this week than has been let
loose at the Palace in many a day. It looked like a
hard spot for Miss Tucker when the audience succeeded in getting lowered the curtain that had been
raised for her act, to pay further tribute to Henlere.
create

Henlere had no sooner appeared when; it
became evident the Palace had "made" another headline*, and on his first appearance
there, too. Only an artist could play as Henlere did. Seldom is such an ovation given at
the Palace, where many are acclaimed, as was
accorded Henlere.

Sole Direction,

MAX HART

"Morning World":
"Herschel He nlere's
act, "Pianoflage," could
aptly be billed as THE

HEADLINER."
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"Ruddigore" a
Influx Slows Down.

Reaches First Place.
Surprise.

Last week, a holiday one holding
Washington's Birthday, figures as the
week of the season. Broad-

final -big

1

way "dope *

a steady decline after
Feb. 22 and until* the ^raalc of the
season," which dates around late April
or May.
Bnt predictions of "whale"
box office takings for last week were

more than
a -number

:

-

lists

fulfilled.

House records

in

instances were again
smashed and a glance at "Shows in
New York and Comment" in this issue
will find a succession of remarkable
grosses. No less than eight npn -musical attractions beat $16,000. The leader
in that class was "Abraham Lincoln"
at the Girt with better than. $19,000.
Gold Diggers" ran second at the

of

The

month,

•

.

'

rights,

The

'

the six leaders are

The

also .enormous, especially in the big
stands.
This is reflected in the re-

gross set up last week
by 'the string of 28 shows now playing
under the management of A. H.

markable

total

Woods, which drew

$432,181.

That

is

an average of over $15,000 per show
$18,000, while the new
and includes five attractions playing
Letter of the Law" afthe
in and around New York, at an averit
though
isn't
Criterion did as welt
age of around $11,000.
of popular appeal Four other attracOne of the surprise successes on
tions were closely bunched- for the next
Broadway has been "Ruddigore" at the
places, with "Sacred and Profane Love"
Park in its seventh week. It is a Gilat the Morosco, "Declassee** at the Embert and Sullivan revival, after 33 years.
pire," The Son-Daughter" at the Be« The piece is a travesty on melodrama
lasco and The Famous Mrs. Fair" at
and was less appreciated upon original
the Miller getting from $16,600 to
presentation than now. Last week it
$17,000.
drew $7,000 in eight performances,
Among the musical shows
which is the record business at the
Night Boat" at the Liberty went into
Park this season or last.' "Ruddigore"
first place without contest, its gross
will continue until Easter and will be
for nine performances reaching nearly
followed by other Gilbert and Sullivan
$26,000, which established a house recrevivals.
The American Singers' seaord that should hold for some time.
son of 20 weeks "expired last week but
Not all the other musical shows-played
the success of "Ruddigore" has led to
an extra matinee but switched the reguan extension and comic opera will
lar mid-week matinee to Monday afterfinish out the season at the Park.
noon.
"Aphrodite" again jumped to important money last week with a little unWith increased scales new figures
der $30,000 drawn. The holiday helped
"As yon
were made nevertheless.
as did cut rate support, with the latter
Were**4ooV second place by beating
source being responsible for capacity in
$20,100 at the Central in eight performthe dress circle and gallery. The big
ances (within which limit a number of
show has four more weeks to go, stopnon-musical shows also kept the week's
"Apple
pin? its run April 2.
number of performances).
Blossoms" was not far under $20000
The current week's figures are cerat the Globe: "Monsieur Beaucaire"
tain to reflect a sharp reaction after
drew nearlv $19,000 at the New Amlast -week's great going. Monday night's
sterdam: "Irene" beat $18,200 at the business was especially weak but the
droo was expected.
»
Vanderbilt The pace of .the latter is
The influx of new shows which feaactually .as- strong as anything on
Broadway and that figure represented tured!; February- and continued up to
the current- week, has- slowed down
actual capacity plus standing room.
(Continued on page 19)
"Buddies" was op with the leaders, go-

The

'

;

.

,

.

picture rights hold the authors'
.

attention at present. One playwright
agreed to dispose of those rights tor
$1,000 to .a .producer who sold .them
to a picture concern for $20,000.
Protection or the writer, is aimed. at
in" the sale "oft picture rights even
.

demand

In

playwrights

the

.

.

Night Boat," The Gold Diggers," "As
You Were," "Irene*" "Abraham Lincoln" and "Sacred and Profane Love.''
Business on the road last week was

The

r

M

Among

sociation.

there is no attempt to control the percent age of royaltits.since it is an
-established promise that- recognized
authors are entitled to h/gher enumeration. But there are a number of
abuses, which -they seek to correct.
Most concern the musicalizatibh of
comedies after presentation in original form and. the- matter of picture

ness, there is "shot to pieces" and a
new, attraction tnay come in next

:

I

to

ing close* to the $18,000 mark. The
Passing Show" at the Winter Garden
stood up fairly well last week, but busi-

Lyceum with
tragedy

authors are the latest body to
adopt a standard contract or form of
agreement and will soon present the
an age r s' Asform to tb e Producing

-

'

though, the legitimate presentation is
unsuccessful.
Oftimes such transactions net the manager
profit even
oyer the' ^reduction coat and other expenses. The authors plan to particip-

a

ate.

..

'

,

.

,

The new

contracts provide penalties
for playwrights who violate the^principles set.fortp.

,'

the Century, now under
their control, is the revival of*Florodora." That is expected- to occur-there
April 5 when the show will be in readiness,
It will supplant the present

make

''"'

**
worshippers.
Many "shushes" finally got the house
;

•

::,:,,;

quieted down,

The performance is still a bit jerky
•••
- in places.
V
It wajs necessary to call for extra
police to hold the crowd in check when
to leave the theatre
the .performance, as a crowd
the alley where the stage door
located and' overflowed*. ...
Theda rebelled at the idea of being
drawn to and from the theatre in the
coach "with' the fourteen' milk white

Theda was due
,after„

.

jammed

•

'

"FL0R0D0RA" AT THE CENTURY.
The first production the "Shuberts
will

3.

The
Theda
Blue Flame," which was really the
of
this
show,
premiere
-metropolitan
was one of the theatrical event s of the
season, The draw the opening night
was $2,600, capacity, for the Majestic, a
small house, which was $600 better
than Pittsburg and compared with $L700 the show got in Washington. -•:'•
An* audience such as is seldom seen
in a bouse at $2.50 top was capacity/.
Theda got' a big reception when she
appeared and when she went off Stage
after first entrance lines of those remaining on stage' were inaudible because of the constant /chatter of her
Bara's opening here in

is

»•

RIOT.

Boston, March

The

/

Drop Looked for with Coming of Lent and Expected
Continue. Heavy Takings for Holiday. Eight N onMusical Shows Beat $16,000. "Night Boat"

THEDA BARA'S

AUTHORS' STANDARD CONTRACT.

STEADY.DECUNE ON B'WAY
DUE NOW SPRING IS HERE

in

Comgtock. & Gest "Aphrodite.".
"Florodpra" will vacate h> time for
Morris Gest to present the "Mecca"
spectacle at the opening of next season.
When "Mecca" finishes its. Century engagement,, the Shuberts will give another production to the -house and

horses.- John Montague, who is handling all A. H. Woods' shows here' did
a beautiful piece of billing and bad

matinees...,

•/.'_.'.,-

T

....,.,.•

<

-..-

y*.
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The Aborns

"are to

embark

in

grand

opera this spring on more ambitious
than ever, with the brothers now
readying four companies for around
Easter.
These companies will play
simultaneously in Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington and Pittsburgh for
six weeks. Regular theatre prices will
attain.,

The Aborns will revive "Hansel and
Gretel" iq English for matinees in a

WETS WANT AUTHOR.

Broadway theatre about the same time.
The -matinees will' start at 3.30, the

v

cfr>r.

.

The

a direct assault on the
Eighteenth Amendment. ' The author
lavs'

piece

down

hibition

in

is

his

the

argument i gainst Profirst act

:

lines

be thoroughly renovated and opened
for the summer with a roof show.

The wet element is trying to secure
William Anthony McGuire to take the
lecture platform and air his opinion
on the effects of prohibition. The wets
have a line in McGuire's new plar
"Stand From Under" which opened
two weeks ago in Stamford— hence the

'

ABORN'S GRAND OPERA.

.

thereafter solely operate it.
No decision has as yet been reached
by the new management what' will be
placed on the Century Roof which
Gest is also shortly vacating. It may

:

entire charge of the premiere; Woods
was -also on hand for the opening and
was constantly in evidence.
House is sold out for entire two
weeks now; but it is believed Woods
can prevail on Theda to play extra

idea being

to' attract

a child audience.

ORPHEUM DECLARES DIVIDEND.
Orpheum Circuit Consolidated has
declared the first quarterly dividend.
payable to all stockholders of record
on March 15, on the basis of $2 yearly, or 50 cents for this quarter per
.

share.

This concerns the recently reorganized

Orpheum

Circuit, stock for which
in January.

was put on the market

-

-..-:

V

--

CABLES

4
•

MANUFACTURED

London, March

The
has

THE

IN

U. S.

Preparing on Battle Fields of France for Curiosity SeekersV
Broken Bayonets and Helmets Buried, to Be Dug
Up Before Tourists' Eyes. "Framing"
for Visitors in -Every Way.

FREDDIE HEDGES DEAD.

LADY TOWNSEND'S PLAY.

»>

WAR

"SOUVENIRS OF THE GREAT

nobility's invasion of the
been .carried to Manchester

"The Fold," by the Marchioness of
Townsend, opened' March 1 at the
Horniman. It will stay there three
weeks and then come to London for a
It seeks to show how women
run.
lose- their husbands by careless dressing' and untidiness.

"SHOP GIRL" AGAIN.

London, March 3.
"The Shop Girl" is due at the Gaiety
25.
Evelyn Laqe will assume

March
March

Paris,

teen with a bonus of ten shillings for

3.

"Where are the souvenirs?" asked a
tourist of a guide while
battlefields of the late

France.

"We

great

war

CHANGES OF CAST.

in

t

soon have them," answered
now being made
in America."
conversation
Further
elicited that
while the" Frenchmen have been waiting for the tourists to see the gory
scenes of the. recent conflict, Ameri/.
cans, are preparing for them..
Some Americans who were over here
and surveyed the outlook decided the
supply of souvenirs could not commence to equal the demand, if, in fact,
genuine souvenirs to any extent may
now be procured at all. The Americans sounded the natives, concluded
the field would be fertile for U. S.
souvenirs and returned home to manufacture them.
The most that has been done by
native French guides has been to bury
'parts of broken bayonets, helmets or
any other material resembling the array of a sotdier which could be purchased in French towns. These have
been placed a few feet beneath the
surface, with the guides "steering"
will

the guide, "they are.

.

,

each share.

going over the

.

:

London, March 3. •
Nancy Gibbs assumed the lead in
"Sunshine of the World" and Amy
Augarde joined the cast of "The Wild
Geese" March 1.

ENGAGED FOR

"IRENE."

London,- March 3.'
be the leading comedian in the production of "Irene" at
the Empire featuring Edith Day.

Robert Hale

will

London Dancer Coming Over.
London, March 3.
The ShUberts. have engaged Alma
Fleurette Fisher, now dancing at the
Palace here, to appear this summer in
New York Winter Garden production.
"Little Visitors."

London, March

3.

London has indorsed the verdict of
v
approval given "The Little Visiters"

TILLEY.
London, March

i

An

address signed by

community

the

will

all

3.

.

at the Piccadilly Hotel.

They

will at

the same time perform in a current
revue.

'

So

So.

.

London, March 3.
Edward Knoblock,
produced at the Little recently, is a
very talky comedy of the war period.
It Is getting a good reception but no
'

"Mumsee,"

by

reported in Vabibth last week
Americans, .had received a record variety contract in
England, calling for their annual tour
of the Moss time over there for the
next six years; The act went to England some years ago.
It, was

at this trio, all

'

A ministerial decree closes the theatres at 11 o'clock after today, owing
to the shortage of coal
The managers are unconcerned and
report they can easily terminate their
Serf ormances at 11 instead of 11.30,
ut the dancing establishments are not
pleased.
,

"Sinners Both" For Matinees.

London, March

3.

"Sinners Both," a four-act play, has
at

Roberta.
3.

.Arthur Roberts will be starred in a
musical comedy called "Society Limited" to be produced at the Scala this

month.

.

LONDON'S "JOHN FERGUSON."

Sir Charles Santloy

\

"CANDIDA'S" REVIVAL SUCCESS.
London, March 3.
"Candida" was revived March 1 at
the Holborn Empire, with Sybil Thorndyke in the leading feminine role, with
great success.

Gemier is assuming the management
of Theatre Nancey, reviving Shake-

in praising her.

speare's "Shylock" at popular prices.

Vokes Homing.
London, March 3.
Officer Vokes and his dog Don sail
for, New York on the. "Imperator,"
April 17, and reopen here on the Moss

London, March 3.
Georges' Carpentier, the European
heavyweight champion, is to marry
prior to sailing for America.

GEMIER MANAGING NANCET.
-

Lionel Rignold
3.

Sir Charles Santley, England's greatest singer, was 86 years old Feb. 28.

\

London, March 3.
an estate valued

at $90,000.

"Baas

FOR LITTLE THEATRE.

London, March 3.
Vedrenne and Vernon have plays by
W. Somerset. Maughm, Harold Brighouse, C. Haddon Chambers and John
Galsworthy for presentation at the
Little Theatre.

London, March 3.
Marchioness Townsend's play, "The
was produced at Manchester,
and was favorably received.
Fold,"

A clause in his will made provision
against being buried alive.

J

-

Charles Gevlee Die*.

month

will probably finish this
at the Vaudeville'.

Sir

Beech am Buys Daly's.
London, March 3.
Thomas Beecham has bought
;

3.

"Little Johnny Jones," the adventures of.a naughty boy. wlll.be the title
the next Alhambra production.
George Robey will appear as a naughty
i
boy.

of

Reviving -Better 'Ole.*
London, March

.

3.

3.

Charles B. Cochran revived "The
Better 'Ole" at the Oxford March 1.

.

"Over Sunday" Well Received.
London, March 3.
"Over Sundav" received a good re-

•.

ception at St. Martitu's, Feb.

London, March.

3.

The British Incorporated State Society will produce the German play by
George Kaiser Von Morgan called "Bis
28.

OUT AT ELEVENTH HOUR.
London, March 3
"The Mystery of the Yellow Room,"
adapted as a play from the French
novel, fell through at the eleventh hour
and "The Better 'Ole" had to be revived at the Oxford to replace it.

LARGE COLISEUM DIVIDEND.
3.

The Coliseum is paying a dividend of
twenty-five per cent, as well as a
bonus. Moss Empires are paying fif-

ini AtaoetATiD orricn

ERNEST EDELSTEN
T.F.DAW1
PAUL MURRAY
JULIAN WYLEB

28.

s

Laddie

PRODUCING GERMAN PLAYS.

London, March

London, March

Charles Garvice died March 1. He
v,as a well known English writer, the
author of many novels and one play,
"The Fisherman's Daughter," which
was produced at the Royalty

.

London, March

Mitternachts" on March

Probably Closing.
London, March 3.

"Buzz Buzz"

'

•

Ban"

Daly's theatre.

ROBEY A NAUGHTY BOY.

.

>

3.

FOLD" PRODUCED.

'

;

March

'

THE
left

Paris,

CARPENTIER MARRYING.

tour, July 4, 1921.

Lionel Rignold's Estate.

86.

London, March

Laddie
in

It

Is 'when

mm
a

get together and say:

the last boy (,"

ua eld guys

"Well

fight to

-

CHARLES
WITHERS

ST.,

wlm:

leioester so., low dob
WMtnn*. u«#»a"

"IwKn,

NEW TORE

I

f©

lot of

iid

Harry J. riti«.r«ld, 16M Bresflway
REPRESEHTINE THE WORIO'S •RIATEST ARTISTS AMD A T T R A OT
HI

.

btho09m»

War

lisle

C«Mh

in French.

London, March 3.
opened at the Alhambra
February 27, playing in

Cliff

Paris,

French.

Cliff,

.;

London, March 3.
"John Ferguson," by St. John Ervine, was produced at Hammersmith's,
February 23, and by now seems certain of huge success.

Po«gy O'NeiPs Success.
London, March 3.
Peggy O'Neil was an instant success
in "Paddy" when it opened in Manchester. The critics were unanimous

.

classes of

.

,

t

To Star Arthur

l'KANK VAN

HOVEN

Do you know I've been thinking that everything In the world that Is near and dear to
Is In America.. My mother, my sweetheart, a host of friends and Gus Sun.
It Is "America, I love you," and I really
would like to pay you a visit to your shores:
but, dear as you are to me, the good old
Scotch Is dearer, and I am sticking close to
It. At that I understand It Is' dearer ini America if you're able to get It at alL

me

•

PARIS THEATRES CLOSING AT 11.
Paris, March 3. V

Officer

enthusiasm.

U;

.'..-.

deliberate suicide.

.'

"MnniM"

i

be presented to

Vesta Tilley (Lady De Frece) when she
retires at the Coliseum in May.

,.

'

by the provinces.

been acquired for presentation
matinees at the Duke of York's.

HONOR VESTA

—

—
!-"•';
Maurice Dancing in London Hotel.
London. March 3.
Maurice and his new dancing, partner, Leonora Hughes, are to appear

London, March

Approve

,

'

Jeanette Harvey Marries Abroad.
Marcus Beeirran to Jeanette Harvey
London, Feb. 7. The groom was
formerly in the picture branch of the
Committee on Public Information during the, war and is now in London as
representative 6f Robin son -Cole. The
bride. is also known in picture circles.
.

in

a

.

current curiosity seekers to the spot.
Explaining the battle was very fierce
"at this point,"- the guide asks if a
souvenir is wanted, and immediately
digs down to bis burled treasure.
The trade in buried souvenirs Is expected to be highly remunerative as
the summer approaches and the Americans arrive.

Terms' part, Roy Royston,
that of Seymour Hicks. Several of the
original cast will appear.
Ellaline

3.

After a dispute with his partners,
Freddie Hedges, of Hedges Brothers
and Jacobsen, was found dead in bed,
with a gas tube in his mouth. They
were appearing at Southsea. He had
been' drinking heavily.
Letters found in the room point to

tli

'

London, March

"•

3.

drama
where

i

i

r

VAUDEVILLE

.

RETURN OF RAILROADS SHOW NO
CHANGE IN RATES AT PRESENT

•

* .'*
.

•

NO SUBSTITUTES AT REHEARSALS.

CANCELS RAY SAMUELS.

As the result of a controversy between Talbot O'Farrel and Nelson and
Cronin at the Riverside Theatre over

All the time routed for Ray Samuels
in the Keith agency, totaling some 15
weeks, was canceled last week, following Miss Samuels' failure to appear
at the Riverside, New York, after
being billed for that house.
When Miss Samuels' absence was
first reported, before the opening Monday matinee, illness was ascribed as
the reason. Later it developed Miss
Samuels was displeased over the billing matter in connection with her
Riverside appearance.
When this was dissected at the booking office, it was said Miss Samuels
held no contract calling for any other
billing than received, and that some of
the billing given for the appearance
was extra also that the booking office
believed she had a certain drawing
power in the neighborhood and it was
unfair to disappoint, patrons attracted
by her name.

the priority rights to sing a. published
scng during their engagements; at that
F. Albee has instructed all
house,
the managers of the B. F. Keith theatres that in the future no substitutes
will be allowed to rehearse in place
of an artist billed to appear.
Mr. Albee's letter follows

E

Private Ownership Went into Effect Monday (March 1),
President Wilson Signing Bill Saturday Last
Probably No Important Changes Will Be

,

"February

"To Managers of

Made for Six Months.
The

'

•

rates.

cific.

TRENT1NI ASKING

.'''

Vaudeville and

Prediction that freight rates would
up, but that passenger fares would
remain on the present .'war basis
brought violent objections from shippers, who immediately pointed out to
an increase in living costs if freight
tariffs advanced. In railroad circles in
New York it was stated early in the
week that for the present no change
of rates would attain, but within six
months important changes were expected, including a possible downward
revision in passenger rates,.

|

.

Trent ini are

placed by Daisy Leoq, an American.
M. S. Bentham represents Trentini
in vaudeville.
Mrs. Oscar Hammerstein's corporation, per George Blumenthal, sent out an announcement upon
Trentini's arrival that she was under
contract to it, but would play a few

weeks

This prediction is due about September next, but there are plenty of evidences' that rates for some roads will
come down before that' Traffic officials point out that a resumption of
the so-called differentials is sure to
i

Emma

12,000.

negotiating for the diva to appear as
a big time attraction. Trentim wants
S2.000 weekly. She reached New York
last Thursday, leaving "Whirligig" at
the Palace, London, where she was re-

.

go

in vaudeville.

DOLLYS GOING TO LONDON.
though the Dolly Sisters
are going to London this time, in April
or May, to join a revue over there.
H. B. Marinelli has made the offer
It looks as

'

the smaller roads would
face impossible competition with the
larger roads. For Instance, with the

which
though

attain, else

calls

me

for

400 pounds

•'

HOME

•

.

1

•

THE STAFF OF

L.

F.

Harry
agent,

Vosburgh is traffic manager;
Parry is general passenger
and J. Frank Myers is again

city passenger agent for that road.
William B. Lindsay is eastern pas-

THE STAFF^PVAUDEVIIU

PARISH 8PEBU.
Pfrtfttoft-WM/W tVANS.

Nat W..1-SHI

8trwt

twditl,

':

•

;

'

j

The cancellation followed, including
week routed for Miss Samuels at
the Maryland, Baltimore.
Harry Weber is the act's agent
this

,

MME. OHRMAN

.

LOSES FATHER AND MOTHER.

London, March

3.

"Medorah" closes its brief run at the
Alhambra March 13. Bernard Hishin
is understood to have lost a large sum
of money on the presentation.
Sir Oswald Stoll is said to be paying
the salaries.

March

Seattle,

.

i

'

ance.

__

•'

'

GRAND OPERA.

I

•

"MEDORAH" CLOSES.

IN

Mme. Chillson Ohrman will sing with
the Chicago Opera next season. The
preliminaries to her debut in grand
opera have been completed. Mme. Ohrman has appeared in concert and of
recent seasons in vaudeville. About a
year ago the singer married a business man in the wall street district.
According to report Dorothy Jardon
will not again appear with the Chicago
Opera, and is due for a concert -lour.
Miss. Jardon sang "Fedora" with the
company in New York last season and
was scheduled for the same opera this
season. She was studying "Carmen,"
.also a new work the Chicago company
Internal dissensions,
intends doing.
carried over from last season, are said
to have led to Miss Jardon's sever-

I",

weekly

Dollys will probably, translate that into American money as $2,000
i

Lehigh, Lackawanna and other roads
dollars.
having the same rate to Chicago as
The matter was to have been closed
the Pennsylvania and New York
by now.
„
Central business would naturally flow
PARR AND FARLAND GOING
to the big roads entirely if the same
Farr and Farjand will sail for Lonrates attained. One of two changes
are/ necessary on the smaller lines,
don at the expiration of the Palace
engagement. The Englishmen did betwhile the big lines run direct without
ter at the Palace than at any of the
change or inconvenience.
That there will be a return to 2 other Keith houses and were said to
have been in a receptive mood as to
cents per mile on some roads is fully
an extension of their bookings.
expected -in the matter of differentials.
They asked $1,000 for future dates,
Double the number of men have albut the booking officials couldn't see
ready been sent out for business by
the figures.
the smaller roads than ever employed
in that work before, and' those men
AILS QUITS PALAIS ROYAL.
must produce. To do that they must
Roscoe Ails has resigned from the
have advantages to offer and a standPalais Royal finding it conflicted with
ard rate is not, one.
At this time, therefore, it is con- his vaudeville, bookings.
Ails got along all right for a while
ceded that passenger rates will not
but when he ran up against dates in
go up and that it is only a matter of
which he had to double, he found it
time when a reduction will be ordered.
By the railroad return bill the Inter- taxed his ingenuity.
state Commerce Commission again beEMERSON SIGNED CANTOR.
comes the supreme power in the matThe record "record" contract with
ter of fixing rates. That is, no line
Eddie Cantor on the long end has the
will be empowered to increase rates
Emerson Co. on the other end. Max
without the consent of the commisHart arranged the contract.
sion. But there can be no prohibition
against lowering rates.
$1,750 for House of David Band.
For the present it has been agreed
Cleveland, March 3.
that the consolidated railroad offices
The House of David Band, with 20
established by the Railroad Adminimusicians of the long hair, is at Keith's
startion are to be retained, and will
Hippodrome
this
week.
{irobably be held intact until next
The band is receiving $1,750 for the
all.
Railroad offices; however, will
engagement. It lately played vaudeagain be established as before the war.
ville for the first time in Chicago.
Agents claim that rentals have gone
so high and locations so difficult to
obtain, that they are not sure of offerLIFE
ing' as advantageous service as before.
Many of the old rate men who
handled theatrical movements are
back at the heads of their departments
and there have been some promotions.
L. A. Robinson, formerly passenger
agent in charge from New York to
Cleveland, is npw passenger traffic
manager, and has charge between here
AND
and Chicago for the New York Central ;i

\

"This* letter is prompted by a comCiaint coming from an artist who had
een singing a song on our circuit.
new artist (singer) had rehearsed the
same song first; that is, in order to be
at rehearsal first, he, or the music publisher, sent a .substitute with the music
to rehearse it early Monday morning.
The other act also arrived early, but
the substitute received Check No. 2 for
rehearsal.
It should not be the custom in our theatres to allow substitutes to rehearse. The song writer, in
this instance, wanted the new singer
(who has quite a reputation) to sing
his song instead of the man who had
been singing it all over the circuit.
"At times, there is a conflict where
two people on the bill sing the same
song. The usual method, I understand,
is to allow the singer who rehearses
a song, first to use it, unless it has
been the general custom for "some
other singer who has been continuously using same to do so, and, the
other artist is singing it for the first
'•'
time.
"The policy of arranging the rehearsals in our nouses, giving to the first
one who arrives Check No.
and following down the list of numbers in
the order, in which they arrive, protects the material. In some cases, in
order that an act' might be on hand
first, an
outsider is sent with the
music. This should be avoided. No
ticket or check should be issued unless
the artist himself or herself is there
to rehearse.
"I suppose there is more or less conflict Over material.
That should be
straightened out in a diplomatic manner by the manager.
"B. F. Albee."

A

senger agent for the Lehigh road, William Kibbe remains district agent for
the P. R. R. and F. L, Pickering is
again in charge for the Southern Pa-

return of railroads to private

ownership became an actuality on
Monday (March 1), President Wilton'
having signed the return bill on Saturday last. With the bill becoming law
many expressions followed from men
in official life in regard to a change of

27.

B. F. Keith Theatres

3.

Mrs. John D. Milne, 'mother of Edgar"
G. Milne, local manager of Pantages
theatre and northwest representative
of that circuit, died at the Meridian
Sanitarium March 1, after several
weeks' illness, aged 79. The following day John D. Milne passed away,
'
following a lingering illness.
Besides Edgar G., two daughters and

another son survive.

BIG TIME BOOKED UP.

DENY SALE OF CHURCHILL'S,

With' the approach of the season in
the big time booking offices,
especially in the east, are reported as
being pretty thoroughly' filled up.

According to Jim Churchill the deal
for Churchill's restaurant has not been
consummated and the report that

remainder of the season through the

.

Weber & Heilbroner had purchased

sight,

Agents
}

ing

said

it

was grow-

place acts for the
'

*

LOEW OFFER FOR REEVES.

Corbett's Return.
The perennially popular James J.
Corbet t is vaudeville-bent once again,
prepared to return around March 15 as
a single act. George O'Brien, of the
Max Hart agency, represents him.
The best heavyweight boxer the
world has even seen recently completed a Universal serial, "The Prince
of Avenue A." It is two years since
Mr. Corbett was in vaudeville.
J.

week

difficult to

books' condition.

the lease was premature.
k

this

more

J.

The Loew

tendered A!
Reeves a proposition calling for a ten
weeks' tour of the eastern nouses next
summer at $1,000 per. Included in the
offer is the proviso Reeves do the
old banjo specialty,
Circuit

has

I

'

1

and Fay with Another Agent.
Although M. S. Bentham had the
handling of Lieut. Gitz-Rice and Hattie
Lorraine when that turn was first announced, with the switch in partners,
leaving, a two-act composed of the
Lieutenant and Frank Fay, the hooking supervision passed to the Max
Gitx-Rlce

Hart

office.

New

Orleans Passes

Up

Mbuntford.

New Orleans, March 3
Harry Mount ford saw New Orleans
for the first time Saturday when he
slipped into town. No speeches and
no jazz during his visit which did not
List

long when Mountford found the

city apathetic to his presence.

Frisco Returning- to 'Roof.
Frisco and a girl will appear on the
there they
will do Frisco's "tough dance."
Frisco was in the Ziegfeld show before entering vaudeville.

Amsterdam Roof. While up

Gorham'i Revue Move* to K. C.

New

Orleans,

March

3.

The Joe Gorham Revue will move
from the Grunewald Hotel here to the
Hotel Baltimore. Kansas City, opening
there next week.

Mabel Franyear in Sketch.
A sketch will introduce Mabel Frenyear to vaudeville, she deserting the
Evelyn Blanchard
has the preparation of the act in hand.

legit for that period.
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KEITH OFFICE CANCELS TURNS
FOR PLAYING "OUTSIDE TIME"

'

Not

While Holding Keith ConArthur Klein, Agent, Loses Keith Agency

Booked by Keith
tracts.

V-".-'

Office

.•

Floor Privilege.

•

'

'

:

ft?
'.'

;

.

,

';'
J'..;

,

Pose

&

Curtis.

engagement, he was told nothing
was open, so he accepted the Fox

ft

•

?

.;

hi
,

$

.-

.;

Among

the

tioned' above,

cancelled

turns

men-

Collet te

are reported to have held Keith contacts for 35 weeks. For one of the
ments a couple of weeks
ago, Jdits
llette was ill and the
/

.

the

WIFE STABS JULES VON TILZER.

Fox- circuit

know

nights.

WANT TO PROHIBIT ANIMAL

ACTS.

Boston, March

A

3.

bill was introduced in the Senate
of the Massachusetts Legislature last
week which, if becoming a law,. will
not only eliminate animal acts from
vaudeville in that state, but will prevent the appearance of an animal in
•*<y, type of theatrical production in

Massachusetts.

would prevent

This

circuses playing. In addition to prohibiting public performances of animals
in theatres, parks and other places of

amusement, the

provides a maximum penalty of $500 or imprisonment
for six months, for violations.
The bill was referred to the Judiciary
committee where it is now pending.
A hearing Was scheduled for Wednesday. E. C. Mills, acting as representative
of the National Vaudeville Artists, attended the hearing and outlined reasons why the measure should be killed.
bill

,

Commencing Monday the matinee
New: York, undertilt. The entire lower floor was

scale at the Palace,

went a

dollar

for

the

but the

that

fact

several acts which recently played the
Audubon, and subsequently appeared
in a house booked by the Keith office,
have been cancelled on the ground that

they violated their contract with the
may have caused the Fox peo-

latter,

ple to protect themselves against last

minute withdrawals* which would be
possible under the former system without any liability on the part of the
actor.-.

cents -and war tax, behind that.
front balcony seats at matinee are

The

now

one

dollar, with those in the rear 75
cents. The box seats rose to $1.50 for

matinees,

Monday afternoon the Palace was
completely sold out before two.

FIRE AT

SHOW

TIME.

Banqueting Their Agent ^
Lopez and Lopez, tendered an appreciation banquet to Mr. and Mrs. Barney Meyers, at the Ritz Carlton March
•

Meyers

is

There v>s

epidemic

an-

of

indoor

their agent.

-

The stabbing occurred toward the
conclusion of a little' house party,
when Mrs. Est ell e Von Tilzer, 39 years,
seized a silver table knife and plunged.'
it-beh>w her husband's left shoulder
blade. She is said to have cried, "1
varied to kill him." She was released the
same night, claiming self-defense. "He
told me to go to sleep or be would pot.
me to sleep," she. said: ^ .*
Mrs, Jules Von Tilzer, since a motor
accident last August near Lynbrook
L. I., where she suffered a fracture of
the skull among other, injuries, has
had. numerous quarrels with her husband, it is said.
Jules' condition is not serious. The
Jules Von Tihrers have been estranged

W

:

..

from

,

::,

their relatives.

LOSES LOEW SUIT.

Most of these

affairs are under
the direction of the local posts of the
cities.

American Legion, but the circus stunts
are 'invariably suggested by carnival
'

As a

scheme without cost
the posts, have been

benefit

to the Legion,

approached with the

plan,. being guaranteed a certain sum or a percentage
of the takings.
The carnival people
supply the. show but stipulate that
boosting and billing be handled by the
Legion: This has been cleverly worked
out in a number of cases, -managers of
theatres being placed on -committees
and autographed ' tickets sold from
regular stages.
The Legion circuses
generally run for a week, with some
going as long as three weeks.
•

$750,000

THEATRE FOR 7TH AVE.

Sol Brill will hulld a theatre on Seventh avenue and 11th street at a cost
of $750,000. No policy has been decided, 'but it will have a regulation
stage. Tenants have been given until
Mav 1 to find ofher quarters.
Mr. Brill states nothing definite has
been done regarding the erection* of
another theatre at 145th street and
Lenox avenue.

BOOKING FOR THREE YEARS.
Negotiations

Orpheum

are

Circuit

on between the
and Whiting and
.

time.

Fitzgerald

office

represents

/

The
Loew

legal department of the Marcus
Circuit went through, rather a /
trial in a suit tor .damages
brought against the corporation "tor
$2,000 for forcible ejection and assault.
resident of the Delancey street
theatre district visited that Loew house

burlesque

A

'

with her husband one evening and was
ejected for creating
disturbance.
She was arrested, found guilty and
released' on
a suspended sentence,
bringing suit for $2,000, alleging assault on the part of the house employees. When the case came up before a jury it was dismissed with costs
-ja*

'*

defendant

to the

woman

The

'

testified

the

special

struck her in the face, knocking her glasses off and otherwise manhandled her, but the jury was loath to
believe the allegation and found other-'
•'•-'
wise.
1)1
!.v
officer

'.

•

1

ii

BILLING WORRYING BOOKERS.

•r

'

Big time bookers are having a new
worry thrust upon them -in the matter
.

It all came about when
of billing.
William and Gordon Dooley were given
the entire "stand" for this week's appearapce at the Alhambra.
As soon as it became known another
headliner playing one of the other uptown houses thought .he should he
given -the same billing. The regulation scheme, however, of having. 'the
headliner at the top of the "stand" in
large type -was followed out But the
single feature stand may bring forth

claims for like billing.

Whiting and Burt.

AGENCY MATTERS.
BETTY MORGAN ILL.
Betty Morgan (Jim and ;Betty Morgan) is suffering from a nervous
breakdown following the recent death
of her sister, Evelyn Kellar (O'Neil
and- Kellar).;

The Morgans
trip to the

recuperates!

will probably take a
Coast until Miss Morgan
.'

T^———-

1-

A slight fire in one of the offices of
the Keith's Riverside theatre building
broVe out about eight o'clock Monday
night. It was extinguished quickly by
the riremen but the apparatus remained around the theatre for some time.
The sight of it with tbe temporary excitement caused many intending pations to turn away.
The blaze happened in the ladies'
wear suite of Douta & Dolly. The
Do y of the firm is the mother of the
Dolly Sisters.

1.

EPIDEMIC OF INDOOR CIRCUSES.

pheum
The

that house.

•

circuses- on, there having been about 20
of such events In the various eastern

men.

1

afternoon

shows, as against the former rate of
one dollar for the first 15 rows, with 75

.

connected with the Broadway Music
Corporation, of wh ich hit brother,
Will, is president. Albert is alio with

.'

Burt to engage the act for three, consecutive yearly tours, over the Or-

PALACE PRICES UP.

made one

Tilzer.

Saturday

Under the new policy .an act will receive a contract covering the time en*
gaged for and will know in advance
just where and when they will appear.
No reason has been given for the

•v

brother of Harry, Will and Albert Mon
Prior to the assault Jules was

to week and
their next playing engage-

were booked from week

ment, until Wednesday or

!*;v!

-V-

V'l

The stabbing of Jules Von Tilzer, by
his wife, Estelle, occurred early Tuesday morning at the couple's apart-'
snent, 204 West 94th street. He is a

•

'

playing

acts

•

•

':

'

tofore

" •'

'
'

FOX ISSUING CONTRACTS.

t

•

.

Demarest and

,\

A reliable source of information in
the Keith office stated this week that
the agents who did not watch their
steps would trip if they did not conduct their business according to the
standards set by the agency.
The
agency is said to be looking for evidence to clinch a case against one Of
the agents, with two more under suspicion for offside work.
That .before long the often repeated
rumor of a coming and sweeping
change among the big time agents will
become a fact is believed by many.

The cause of Klein's expulsion is reported in connection with some financial backing secured by him. for bis

r

"':

-

half

\~

legitimate production, "Every Little
Thing," which, closed last Saturday to
be revamped. Klein is said to have'
induced a woman to invest $2,500 in
that .production and it is said the
woman stated Klein had mentioned the
name of a prominent officer of the
Keith agency as an interested party
ir.
the show. The Keith people first
heard of it, according to the account,
when the woman appeared there seeking information from the person who
bad been named to her. Klein's previous suspension resulted from an alleged conversation he had had with
Gertrude Hoffmann, wherein Klein
mentioned an executive of the Keith
agency in explaining .the matter of
commissions.

fered the Fifth Avenue. Instead they
appeared at Fox's Audubon for the last
half. Mr. Demarest is reported as informing his friends that when he catled
at the Reith office and asked for a last

date.

houses in New York and all were under contract to the Keith agency. It
is said there are several other turns
under notice by the "Keith, office for
the same reason, each holding a Keith
contract. At the Keith office it was
made clear the cancellations were not
against any specific circuit, but that
they were considered a violation of the
Keith contract which provides that no
\acf holding it shall appear in an "outside house" unless with the written
consent of the Keith office.
Another agency matter coming up
within the past' week was the expulsion 6f Arthur Klein from the Keith
agency floor privilege. It is the second
time within a year Klein has been expelled from that office. It is reported
this time he is out finally.
Other
agents in the Keith office appeared to
have that information" and ait once
commenced angling after, the Klein
acts.
He is said to, nave hid represented about 60 turns and to have
been in receipt of an income of around
$1,000 weekly from' his vaudeville representation. The previous time Klein
was suspended the agents held aloof
from his acts .and they were represented (until Klein was reinstated) by

I

:

'

For the first time the Fox VaudeAgency will issue contracts to artists, beginning next Monday.
Here-

new arrangement,

was cancelled for that reason. By
Wednesday Miss (Toilette had recovered. The Keith office says Mr. Demarest called there, mentioned they
could play the- last half and were ofditte

.

5

.'

.

.

fts

Several acts within the put ten diyi
have lost Keith agency route, through
having appeared in theatres around
New York City not booked by the
.Keith office, while under engagement
*;
to that agency.
"We cannot permit acts under contract to us to appear in other theattes
before fulfilling their contracts " it was
said at the Keith agency in explanation of the cancellations. This matter has been thoroughly set forth in
the past. When an act holds no contract from us we do hot care where
it appears, and when we require the
turn, its previous engagements will
not be considered.
"In two of the cancellations you
mention the acts appeared in theatres
not charging over 35 cents, knowing
they were both booked to play almost
immediately afterward the Riverside
and the Palace."
Three of the cancelled acts are "Hitland," the .turn of songwriters, "Tulip
Time" and' Demarest and Collet te.
Fach one played either in small time

"

ville

didn't

Several Acts Lose Routes for Appearing in Houses

"'"

BOOKS WARREN, PA, STRAND.
Walter

J.

Plimmer

Strand, Warren, Pa.

is booking the
Six acts and a

Lee' P. Muckenfus, leaving Arthur
Klein,

.moved

his, office into that of
Rosalie Stewart, his sister.
George King has gone into business
as a producer and agent for himself,
severing his connections with the Sam•
uel Bearwitz office.
Martens & Brown, producers of girl
acts have dissolved partnership and
the firm will hereafter be known as
.

.'

Hodgkins & Brown.
Louis Mosely has connected himself
with Jack Henry's office.,

picture, full week.

IN BUSINESS.
"Bachelor's Dream" Called Off.
The proposed "Bachelor's Dream" act

Frank Hale has had its production
until next season. Mr. Hale
felt it was too late this season to prepare the elaborate turn contemplated
b\ him.

by;

postponed

Lovoridf b Resigns from Fox.
John Loveridge has resigned -from
the Fox forces arid will accept the
management of one of New York's
largest theatres.

'<''

Harriette (Hattie) Barlow, in vaudeas a single pianist and. accompannow associated with Lillian Bradley's office as manager.
John Hodgkins, formerly of Hodgkins and Kingston, is now connected

ville

ist, is

with

the, office .of

Martens and Brown.

Mm*.

Olga Petrova is slowly recovering from an attack of blood poisoning.
She continued her vaudeville
tour against the advice of her physician.

'*:

"'I

VAUDEVILLE
TAX RETURNS CLOSE MARCH

TILTING PRICES

TO KEEP PACE WITH COSTS
Stem & Co. Announce Withdrawal of AJI Their Popular
Numbers from Store Syndicate. Increased Cost of
Production Deals Staggering Blow to Ten Cent
Sheet Music. Prices to Dealers Jump to 12 y2
Cents April
The high

cost of production and lack
of co-operation from the Stores, has
struck a staggering bto«r to 10-cent
music publications. The first step in
this direction was taken last Tuesday
by Joseph W. Stern
Co., with the
announcement of the withdrawal "Of all
our popular music from a large syndi'
cate, reported to be VVoolworth's.
In addition the firm issued to the
trade a warning that "they can for 30
days arid for the last time stock up at
the Old figure and make a handsome,
intervening
profit,"
for
beginning
April 1 their lowest price will be 12%
cents, less the usual concession to
jobbers. This means that every copy
issued from this firm increases in
actual value 5 to 6 cents.
Continuing the Stern
statement
reads, in part, at follows:
"We do
not anticipate handling 6% cent class
or publications again.
At least, not
until Such items as coated paper, formerly 5* cents a pound, now 16 cents,
and plates, printing and overhead, all
several hundred per cent, higher, return somewhere near a nor mil figure.
"irwe have the slightest regret, it
is that we" did not take this step 12
months ago, instead of selling in the
face of greatly increased tosts. As
far as we are Concerned it Opens Op a
new era in the Merchandising of popU*
lar music, which we firmly believe will
'greatly benefit not only every writer
and publisher, but every dealer 'who is
willing to give and take i fair price
and enjoy a substantial business and
added profits. Everybody knows that
6M> cent publications have been a dis-,
tinct barrier to the progess Of the music business."
/
The other side of the story, not contained in the Stern announcement, is
reported as the 10-cent store chain informing; Stern's that unless it stopped
publishing production music (30 cents
retail), and published only music limited in price to what the stores could
handle, that the Store chain would rev
fuse to take any of the Stern publica-

another.
.

The booking arrangement was made

by

1.

'

-

tion.'

'
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R. Samuels as an experiment.

—

MISS KELLER'S THIRD WEEK.
The engagement

of Helen Keller at
the Palace, New York, has been extended into the third week, commencing next Monday.
a
While a big time tour is at Miss
Keller's disposal- the salary matter had
not been adjusted up to Wednesday.
.

•

The managers

offer $1,700 and RUO0
New York and out of town), with
Miss Keller asking $2,500 and $3,000
(in

weekly;

•

_

CAPITOL'S CIRCUS

t

.

WEEK

OFF.

Plans at the Capitol for this week
for a "circus week." An attempt
was made to secure a group of the

were

Ring ling star turns. Edward Bowes
May Wirt h $1,500 per week with
a guarantee of 20 weeks but the bareback rider was unable to accept be-

offered

cause of vaudeville bookings.
The Capitol secured Alf Loyal's Dogs

and Dippy
Slaty

date are subject to

appointed as their legal guardian in the
Louisville Superior Courts. They will
return to New York immediately to
place themselves under the Nazarro

fine.

There was some confusion among
professionals regarding a bulletin sent

Diers.

Weeks on Loew Tim*.

Harry and Anna Scran ton wire performers, have received a play or pay
contract for 60 weeks of Loew time
beginning the week of July 5.

The "picks" played the Audubon recently with Nazarro's act and were to
Rosen
have opened at the Palace.
claimed to have brought them north.

He threatened legal proceedings and
the matter was threshed out finally being brought to the attention of J. J,
Murdoch who advised Rosen he should
return the boys to their homes, which
was done. As Rosen imported the
youngsters from the southland he had
to pay their transportation back home.
Now the kids will return and join
the Nazarro act;

however, stated that all such
deductions would be thrown out by the
Internal Revenue Department and tax
assessed on the amount This will lead
to considerable loss of time by professionals in refiling and probable requests to call at the collector's office.
When the ruling removing such items

some weeks ago Variety
considered the matter and
suggested that an appeal be sent Wash*
the items back on the
place
ington to
deductabie list as last year.
The error at the A. E. A. was probably made through the ruling on the
state tax, which permits hotels And
meals to be deducted by professionals
when on the road. In addition to that
exemptions allowed by the state are the
same as permitted by the federal forma,

came up

editorially

Dave Lewis has retained
Beekman of House, Grossman

,

.

Ton

Lewis, Single.

Vaudeville will again see Tom Lewis
as a single turn opening next week.

.

PICTURE SALARY SUlt SETTLED.
The suit of Arnold de Biere against

Court,; was settled out of court last
week, the plaintiff receiving $2,000 in
full settlement for his $J,oOO original
claim..
This was for back salary for services
rendered as' general manager of the
defendant corporation. , H. J. _ F. E.
Goldsmith represented the plaintiff.

^^

'

FOR SPECIAL PRESS WORK.
Former State Senator Glen Condon,
of Oklahoma, commenced the organization of a specisl publicity bureau' in
the Keith agency.
Mr. Condon, who was editor of an
Oklahoma paper before entering the
Senate of that state, will supervise a
department apart from that of general publicity for the Keith Circuit
which is Walter Kingsley's province.
.

.-'.

GALLERY GODS QUIETED.
«

That the Columbia gallery has tamed
down to a walk was demonstrated
Sunday afternoon and night when an
act called Lovett's Concentration had
a representative working on the lower
floor for 26 minutes at the matinee and
32 minutes at night, without a murmur.
It is a jazz mind reading turn and
the audience worker didn't go into- the
balcony or gallery.
l&M

Win $235 Goldlng Scanic Stall.
Leonard and Willard won the suit
against Golding Scenic Studios for recovery of $235 paid by them for a drop
which they could not use.
The case was decided by a jury in
the 7th District Municipal Court. Judge
Friedlander made the award, including

•

playing the ..Co-

&

\;

the Film Developing Corporation, of/
which Harry Houdini is president, that
has been pending in the Supreme

J

KEITH ROAD SHOW.

»nd Jenkins, Val and Ernie Stanton,
Wttjiarn Seabury's Frivolics, Joe Cook,
Aifeen Bronson and Three Races.
This will mark the first time that

.

..

-

AGENTS WARNED BY KEEFE.

bill

•--

"

Walter Kecfe has Warned several
agents that they must not advertise''
they can book acts with Pantages. The
warning follows after certain agents,
who have made! no efforts to book
sets with Pantages, advertise that they
can secure time for' acts from the

nine-act

Vor-

ON THE

.

lonial week of March IS will move
intact to the Alhambra the following
week. It includes Rekoraa, Brown and
Weston, Sophie Tucker
Co., Glenn

.

Alfred

&

haus, to bring suit against Harold Attendee and Harry Carroll to recover
g\2yi on a written agreement Lewis,
r services rendered in securing contracts for the defendents to write the
{oe Weber musical production, "The
Jttlc Blue Devil," alleges a contract
SCREEN.
BOOST SONGS
whereby he was to receive 10 per cent,
B. D. 'Nice & Co., music publishers,
of the authors' royalties in addition to
have arranged with Universal to re*
one cent on every r.hcct of music.
lease the Nice publicity film "VaudeThe show's total earnings were.
graphs," which will give the pictures
$148,740.15, the authors receiving four
booming their songs a country-wide Jer cent, of this amount or $5,949.60.
showing.
Ir. Lewis' 10 per cent, share on the
The three numbers represented In latter sum should net him $594.96 of
these "Vaudegraphs" are Tents of
which only $75 has been paid. This
Arabs" "Romance," "Wond'ring." The balance and a one cent share in the
publishers are now preparing a new
19.JOJ copies of sheet music sold brings
scries featuring their new number,
his total claims to $712.99.
________
•Clouds."

.-

circuits.

r

*
AUTHORS SUED FOR PERCENTAGE.

|

Loew, Fox, and Pantages

-

management.

out by the Actors' Equity Association
to the eilect that hotel bills and meals
This
while ou tour was deductabie.
bulletin was presumably sent out over
the name of Collector Edwards. The

Stern's answer is said to have been
the immediate withdrawal of 20 or
more of its numbers then handled by
the 10-cent chain and the closing of its
account. It is reported Stern's was informed that this was the intended policy of the 10-cent store chain in the
future; that music publishers issuing
music at over the 10-cent retail price
could not place any of its output with
this particular 10-cent house.

The

s
Buck and Bubble's, the two colored
lads from Louisville, who were the
subject of a coutroversy between Nat
Nazarro and Irwin Rosen, returned to
Louisville where they had their mother

collector,

a whole bill has been moved as a unit
from one New York Keith house to

&

1

1.

NAZARRO'S COLORED KIDS.

15.

There is but one week more for filing
income tax returns both Federal and
biate, the time limit being Monday
Marcn 15, at which date either partial
or full payment of the taxes is to be
raymehts or filing after that
made,

£LSA MAY
Leading lady In tupport of Fred Stone In "JACK O' LANTERN," which plan the Broad
Newark, N. J., next week (March 8).
Ithw Hay was a pupil of Wltherspoon of the Metropolitan Open Koum Co. aad recelred
bar Inatruetion In dancing from Koiloff.
Tnls Is her MMod leuon wltt tke (SABLBS
to

Street theatre.

tOUKUUM

T

costs.

Hal Hixon and Tot Quakers In Turn.
A vaudeville combination formed last

week holds Hal Hixon and Tot Qualters. Mr. Hixon will stage the turn.
:•.

?

VAUDEVILLE
money out in silver coin instead, Mr.
Althoff observes, he might have made
a' profit, for the silver in the coin is
worth more than the coin itself under
its Canadian denomination.
In Canada now when purchases of any
The "Eli Eli" amount are made and paid for in U. S.
not even disguised.
chant might have started melody, money, storekeepers say, if asked for
writers digging up the old songs. One
the exchange allowance : "We will give
weman Jingle lately returning to you what the banks alloVed this mornvaudeville could not understand why
ing," then naming 10, 12 or 15 per cent,
one of her songs was vociferously re- which ever they think of first, without
ceived at one theatre and would die at
bothering the banks about it. Anyone
the next house, until informed the
fmrchasing in Canada with money
melody was from a Jewish song and
rom this side should either exchange
quickly recognized in a Jewish neighinto Canadian money when entering
song hit of very great the town or find the exact exchange
borhood.
proportions within the past two years
rate and demand it be allowed when
was a Jewish melody, taken intact, paying for anything in American curwith a lyric written to ,the music.
rency.

NEW

INSIDE STUFF
ON VAUDEVILLE
Marty Shea won $100

week from
Walter Hast, over the amount of the
last

first salary ever received by Harry
Lauder in America. Hast said it was
$900—Shea mentioned $2,500. The time,
was when Lauder opened in the New
York Theatre for "Advanced Vaudeville." Shea was right Under William.
Morris' management Lauder received
That amount,
$4,500 weekly salary.
With expenses borne by Mr. Morris,
made Lauder an expensive attraction
to the management, but like all costly
drawing cards who draw, was worth it
.

A

were
>me
Two women

connected with
Fannie Brice in the Nick Arnold matter. One was with Miss. Brice on the
Amsterdam Roof and the other the

Vaudevillians hitting town relate the
effects of the recent storm. The snow
played havoc' with the baggage acts.
.Trains hours behind schedule caused
inconvenience to turns, at times necessitating cancellation of certain dates.
Where part of the stuff could be transported in the day coaches or Pull-.
mans, acts were able to play out their
dates with makeshift props. In many
instances acts played their engagements sans costumes and scenery for'
'
an entire first day.

retary of the firm, but she failed to appear. The producer is alleged to have
secured money from the perfume
people to be used in the producing of
the turn.

draw. This week Gertrude Hoffmann is
opening down there as an Interstate
attraction.

'

Coming out of Canada lately, Charles
Althoff got a line on the Canadian
money thing he thinks should be
passed on to other artists playing over
the border.
Mr. Althoff had a few
hundred dollars in Canadian paper

money.
Melodies of old Jewish song numbers
are finding their way to the stage. In
one or two instances of late they were

The banks on

this side dis-

counted it at 25 per cent, on its face,
because the banks said it was paper
money. If he had taken his Canadian

to

deliver

it.

An act often importuned its agen:
more money with the agent always
replying they were receiving the top
price for their style of turn.
Finally
one of the men demanded the salary
be increased. Agent answered it was
impossible.
"Well, then," said the
man, "why is it so and so with nothing but a bunch of seals gets $700."
"Don't know," replied the agent, "but
for

,

It will sound odd to say that an act,
wishing an opening on big time, went
to a small time agent—and secured it.

Vaudeville managers had better com-.
mence giving more attention to the
material used on their stages. Acts
increasing in large lots with many
comers determined to remain in the
business at any cost,., may yet ruin
paying vaudeville houses if not curbed
Managers had betin their material.
ter 'go back to first principles of sitting out front themselves and ordering out all blue stuff, whether in
songs, dialog or dances, and the blue
stuff is just now too abundant in
every way. Some acts are getting away
with murder in the smaller towns.
It's bad enough in New York and the
larger cities.
This jazz and shimmy
thing has* been permitted to go too
The matter really calls for edifar.
torial comment of a strong character,
but that is impolitic in a theatrical
paper that, the reformers or censors
could make capital of. Still the proposition is quite serious and the seasoned
artists have noted it themselves.

tried

*

•

|

sketch, featuring Al.

Norman

.

Weber.

writing

Stadiger

act

for,

McCormick and

Winehill.
Harriette Lorraine to be featured in
one of Joe Howard's new acts (M. S.

Bentham).

•''

*

'

J. Cooke (Cooke and Rothert) and
Margaret Valdere (Valdere Troupe),
singing, dancing and bibycle.
Joe Barton will remain with "Always
You" when the show goes on the
road. He will not enter vaudeville with
Sammy Weston.
Dick Himber, violinist, Eddie Pardo

'

•

and. Co., three people.

Fred Taylor has separated from
Olive La Compte and is doing a two
act with Ford West. Miss La Compte
has joined Harry Hastings' show as
prima donna.
Harry Stanley and "Cuddles" Farrar in a skit
Cotton White and Co. in "The Ram-

bow Widow" opened

at Lyric,

;

.

Newark,

Feb. 26.

Harry Brooks has leased a sketch,
"Reflections." He will play three of
five characters.
Kuter Claire and Kuter are having
an act written by Milton Hocke and

Howard Green.
Sullivan and Buckley are breaking in
The
girl act called "Goodnight"
cast of 12 includes Al. B. White, Alice

a

Heyward and

Lillie Stewart
"The Bachelor's. Dream," with Hal
Hixon and eight f ormer Ziegfeld
Hixon will dp
Beauties,, shelved.
double act with Tot Quakers, formerly
.*
of Jimmy Hussey.
Lieutenant Pat O'Brien, back from
tour, re-enters vaudeville,
March IS. (M. S. Bentheim.)
The two weeks' engagement of the
Police Reserve Aviation Corps Jazx
Band at the Broadway has been canceled.
Victor Hyde has taken over

j

Far East

'

The Melba Perfume Co. sought the
whereabouts of a man claiming to be a
producer of girl acts last week. It is
-alleged the man arranged to put on the
turn with the Melba product advertised
by means of characters and program
billing.
Several appointments were
made by the man with the woman sec-

Freeman

before

Out of nine "sure thing" tips sent
north by him, only one returned a
winner. That may have been an error.

t

•

houses, although the act played several of the Interstate towns in opposition theatres, through the Pantages
bookings. It's something of a decided
compliment to the Singer turn, even
more so than the big time taking the
act after it had played all the small
.time in the country. The Interstate
seems to be playing a more costly
grade of headline than previously.
Mme. Petrova recently went over the
Interstate houses and proved a decided

day from New Orleans, whither he had
gone to lamp an alleged string of race
horses who tried to run in the money
at the meet there. Freeman had been
warned not to return to New York
unless the information he sent was
"right." His brother Sain stated that
the dope was better from the track

Kyra, on the Century Roof, is doing
a plain "cooch" dance, with a clinging
shimmering silvered shawl, that causes
the "cooch" to be all the more pronounced.

It is true, nevertheless. The act tried
to for a showing in a house booked
by the big time office, but could not
make it. Going to a small time agent,
the act, after a couple of weeks, got
the opening and is still on the big time.
Just what the connection is didn't come
out, but the cited case is said not 'to
be the only one.

anniversary.

Freeman Bernstein returned Mon-

advertisement was published by
the B. F. Keith Circuit all over the
country in the financial section, of the
dailies, stating the Keith Circuit had no
stock to sell and that the Orpheum held
its 43 per cent, interest only in the
Keith theatres of tht B. F. Keith New
York Theatres Co. (former Percy G.
The reading
theatres).
Williams
matter of the Keith announcement was
incisive in its statement and seemed
to take issue with the mention in the
prospectus of the reorganized Orpheum
Circuit about its stock holdings in the
Keith properties.

George Scott (Bissett and Scott)
stood in front of the Palace Theatre
Building one day last week and inquired of a brother artist who the draw
Was. "Why, Helen Keller," replied his
"What does she do," said
friend.
George. "I never heard of her." "She's
deaf, dumb and blind, and their giving
her $2,500 a week," was the answer.
"Gee whiz, that's a lot of dough to pay
a dumb act," remarked Scott.

comedy

,

mark the

An

mencement.

The Interstate Circuit, playing vaudeville in the South (mostly in Texas),
has Singer's Midgets booked for its

probably being bought at one of the
Times square French pastry joints. In
the center was a skinny candle to

tioned by the dailies and they were not
than their close
implicated other
friendship with the Arnolds became
known to the authorities who wanted
any inside stuff.
knew
to learn if they

The prospective reappearance of a
female dancer in vaudeville recalls an
odd happening in her turn, shortly before she retired from the twice daily
field. That was not so long ago. The
act was playing out of town, in a big
time house. On Wednesday evening
of the engagement and while the act
was on the stage, the piano player, a
male, struck the star in the face. It
ended the act and engagement at once,
for the curtain was run down and the
Many vaudevillians
turn canceled.
will say that could' not occur in an
They are
act holding vaudevillians.
right.
Sawdust to sawdust. Vaudeville may interfere with the trip but
the finish will always be their com-

'

Tuesday, March 1, marked the anniversary of the first year of the agency
between Arthur Horwitz and Lee'

who recently Kraus. Lulu McCoonell sent a whole
widow
mocha cake to the firm/ the sweet
died. Heither one had her name men-'
of a vaudevillian

ACTS.

Mme. Yaeger and Co., singing skit.
"What Love WiU Do," a musical

your cue.

that's

your

Put some seals

in

\

act."

HANNEFORDS WITH

SELLS-FI.OTO.

The Hanneford Family of

riders, at

the

conclusion of their current enat the New York Hippodrome, will join the Sells-Floto Circus
for a few weeks. At the end of their
circus stjay, the Family returns to the
direction of Charles Dillingham.
"Poodles" Hanneford wants to correct the impression he had any disagreement or misunderstanding with
John Ringling last season. "Poodles"
says Mr. Ringling is one of the most
'likable men he ever met and a disagreement with tym would be impos-

Dorothy Doyle is out
Ben Ryan and Harriet Lee have resumed vaudeville partnership and will
the act

open over the Orpheum Circuit at St
Louis March 7. in "Hats and Shoes."
"All Aboard for Cuba," a musical act,
with Jimmy Hodges in it, has started
on the road, under the direction of the

Hodges office.
White and Ross, two-act
Jessie Japp and Lillian Engel,
act,"

gagement

.

,

.

sible.

BIRTHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sivan (Sivan
and Siyan), Feb. 22, New York,
daughter.

„

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sherry, at Buffalo,

N.

Y.,

son.

The

father

is

the

manager of the Star, that city.
Mr. and Mrs. George Thomas, daugh-

The

father is superintendent of
the Ziegfeld Roof.
ter.

MARRIAGES.
Edna Deal Duckworth, of St. Louis,
V. M. A. circuit, was married Feb.

W.

28 to R. G. Shute (Shute, Alexander/
Shute) at Massillon, Ohio.
Fred Miller (Trixie Four) to Vinie
Hoey, Feb. 29.
,
I

.

"sister

going to 'Cuba.

Hyman

Hirsch,

creator of

several
going into vaudeville. In the

dances, is
act will be

Erna Chaussens, Mae Romain, Erna Pape, Helen Goss, Sam
Morris.
Bob O'Hanan and Robin Adair, song,
talk and dances.
Winter & Williard, comedy sketch,
three people.
"The Love Tangle," with Harry
Howard, Jean

DeMore and Arthur

Harrison.
Chester Alexander, Joe Gallagher
(formerly with Sennett's entertainers).,
Billy Rogers ("Fiddlers Three"), single.

Maurice Lloyd and Saunders and
Fitzgerald (sister
(Jack Henry.)

team),,

three-act

Dooley and Harry Miller dissolved partnership after playing about
Bill

two weeks, because of Dooley's holdi
ing a contract that called for his services in "Let's Go."
Miller has rejoined his old partner, Olive Hill.
Al Sanders, the ex-wine agent, will
be, featured in a new girl act called
"Merryland" Henry BelTit is rehearsing. The act has a cast of 12.
Huston Ray,: the pianist,, has added
Betty Braun, of "Hitchy Koo," to his
single act.
'

(Gene Hughes.)

Roy Roth, formerly with Dora

Hil-

ton, has rejoined her after several
other- vaudeville engagements.

Teddy," world's champion jumper,
March 20 for England.

leaves

i

Jack McGowen, a booker some time
ago, has decided to re-enter the field.

Max

Taplln, jazz trumpeter, left the

Bessie Clayton act at the conclusion
of the Palace engagement.

.
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WITH THE MUSIC MEN

MUSICIANS 660 DEMANDS COVER
ENTIRE FIELD OF AMUSEMENTS

|

his act*.

all

musicians playing standard houses
New York, and are to be aoted

on Monday, March 8, which la the beginning of their monthly meeting. The
meetings are to be continued at adjourned sessions each Monday, Thursday
and Friday thereafter prior to -the
monthly meeting of April. The time of
meeting on Mondays and Thursdays is at
a.so p. m. and on Fridays at 10.80 a. m.
adoption are already In the hands of
theatre operators, and a look of concern was discerned on all those who have
given the subject any thought.
The resolutions make for the most radical. changes In the wage scale ever attempted In the history of theatricals
and unionisation schemes, although the
object of their enforcement Is still In
abeyance and is to be acted upon during
the scheduled sessions.
The new resolutions come under the
provisions of (thllr) Article XIII. entitled By-Laws. 660 resolutions are contained tn the document, the more important of whloh are embodied in the following, quoting at the same time the
number Indicated by (their) text:
No. 8, New. Chairman of Trustees to
receive $600, payable weekly, outside of
the regular allowance for attending

meeting of Board

of

week

The

Directors.

meetings, and
all his duties.

;

No. 33,

New, page

80.

,

scale shall be $7 per performance.

performances a week guaranteed. Over
eight performances pro rata.
No. 110. Productions such as are given
In the Winter Garden, Follies, Passing
Show, Frivolities, Revues and similar

No engagement

cancelled except on two weeks'
£otloe and then only under penalty of
alf the union price of engagement.
No. 86. No member shall be permitted
to perform In any theatre, band or orchestra where any pitch Is used than
low pitch, 440 A, United States Standard.
No. 87. For violations of above: For
a first offense the penalty shall be a two
hundred (8200) dollar fine. For a second offense the penalty shall be suspension from the, union for one year.
No. 49^4, Class 1, Grand Opera.
1:
Let there be understood, no free rehearsals of any kind, For eight threehour performances weekly, per man 880.
Contractor 8125. Performances exceeding three hours from time ordered, for
each hour or fraction, extra man f 6.
be,

productions to pay for eight or less
performances, not Including Sunday, $56
per week. Contractor $70.
No. 111. Musical shows to pay $60 per
for eight or less performances with
privilege of substitutes (moderately).
Contractor $66.
Without privilege of
substitutes, to pay for eight or
performances $66. Contractor $80.
No. 112. Same shall prevail for dramatic houses as In musical show prices.
No. 118. Hippodrome shows, two performances dally, excluding Sunday, $60
per week. Contractor $75.
No. 114,
For Sunday performances
given regularly in conjunction with 10
or 11 week-day performances, or less,
8 or man $10 without rehearsal. Twoour rehearsal, extra man $2. Contrac-

week

.

MM

,

Contractor
2:

per

Extra

man

$8.

man

815.

,

tor $12 and $3 for rehearsal.
No. 139. Overtime for performance or
rehearsal 60 cents for each
hour. Con'•
tractor 76 cents.
No. 144.
free week day rehearsal Is
permitted for a change of program from
preceding week, not to exceed one hour,

for single performance,
'

%

town performances

to pay
Out of
$6 extra to eaoh man.
4: Overtime on rehearsals to pay $2 an
hour or fraction.
musicians are required to re6:
main over night out of town, each musician shall receive, in addition to pro3:

'

A

When

accomodations 88.
Stage Band, 1: For not more than 6
Serformanoes eaoh week (no free reearsals), per man $45.
8: Extra man for single performance
$10.

The ruling on the wage scale for grand
opera has been further amended by the
I.

Paragraph (a). Musicians for grand
opera In any language, holding contract
for season, for not more than eight 4hour performances weekly 880. Eliminate rest of sentence. Keep lines 9, 10,
Paragraph
11, 12, 18, 14 and 16 Intact.
(b) to be extra men. Change 810 to $12;
gfj
ohi
on single
ilngle performance change
$10 to $12,
and eliminate rehearsals.
»
Rules for Class I to read:
No free rehearsals. Rehearsals 8 hours
or less, per man $4. Overtime ft hour
or less $1. Night rehearsals not to exceed 4 hours, and not later than 12
o'clock, same price as performance. On
out of town performances traveling expenses to he paid by engaging party,
and $6 per man for each calendar day
or part of calendar day In addition to
the above. On single out of town performances during contract season, the
.

time of a calendar day may be extended
one hour, provided the returning train

!

•

•

GRAND OPERA—CLASS

unless provided for,
No. 146. If fourteen performances are
given weekly and the bill is changed
during the week an additional rehearsal,
not exceeding one hour, Is permitted
free of charge.
No. 147. Seven night sessions op roof
gardens in conjunction with the above
with the privilege of one week day rehearsal not exceeding two hours and no
session to exceed three, per man $86.
Contractor $62.60.
No. 169. Change the entire Theatrical
Price List to read 76 per cent. more.
No. 168. All theatres where 14 performances are given, a half day
be given to each man, cost of any substitute to be paid by the management
No. 181. Extra men engaged to augment orchestra In combination houses,
etc., a 75 per cent. Increase and .no free
,

vision of preceding paragraph, for hotel

following:

,

.

No. 8, Art II, Sea (, page St.
The
entrance fee shall be raised to 1800, payable |60 annually.

can

,

For theatrical engagements,
a performance 'shall consist of three
hours from time called.
An .opening
night performance shall be 4 hours. The
Eight
(No. 108.

'

No. 191. Vaudeville shows, 60 per cent
increase and no free rehearsals for four
weeks or more. 76 per cent. Increase
Contractors
for less than four weeks.
to receive $15 a week more than regular

men.

That the Winter Garden shall
all performances alike, and also to
Say
ave no concession on its Sunday night
No. 196.

concert
No. 198. That every theatre employing an orchestra to have not less than

eight men throughout the season.
No. 821.
No two-day vaudeville or
ploture house (6 hours per day) shall

Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby may do
a vaudeville act If Eddie Keller can arrange It with the songwriters and man-

Jack Landau or has been added to the

agers.

Charles Pea re e Is professional
ger for Al. Plantodosl & Co.

Berlin

,...,...'.;

'

Cowan & Stark

,

branch

office

will open

Joshua Jones, formerly of Waterson,
ft Snyder's Chicago offloe, la in
New York with the firm.

a Chicago

ILL

next week.

Milton Lee has been placed In charge

McCarthy

of

ft

Fishers band and or-

chestra department

\-

Former, Chicago publisher.

Rae Garden

is In

charge of the profes-

W. Stern &

Leo Jacobs,

pianist, Is

Co.

with Harry Von

Frank Hogan (Whirlwind Hegans)
Robert Hilton (Fritcher and Hilton),
typhoid fever. Good Samaritan Hos-

M

pany of Chicago,
B. Lee.
The Arm will spend $26,000 In an ad
campaign to popularise their new num-

,

Dell

conflict In titles of

Farlardeau, "The Old Maid
at New Lorraine,

i

•''"
bronchial pneumonia.
Victor Lay ton, head of K. fit E. booking office, is recovering from a fort-

night's illness.
-f
•Peggy O'Neill, of "Shubert Gaieties
1910" Co., influenza, Toronto. Rejoined
v r
in Buffalo last week.
Ernest and Bobbie, ah English aerial
act, while playing the Music Hall at
Tarrytown, N. Y.. had a serious accident. Ernest while 20 feet in the air
fell and hit the footlights.
Defective
rigging is said to have been the cause.
They allege lack of co-operation by
•

show

free rehearsal,

Moving picture houses where
admission exceeds 26 cents and
ess than 50 cents, the price shall be $46
for 12 performances.
Sundays special
price.

tre,

between performances. Also a 20-mlnute
Intermission on 'eaoh performance of a
feature picture.
No. 320. For high class moving ploture theatres, such as the Rlalto, Capitol'

-

the
management was responsible.
Ernest received bruises all 'over the:
body, and Just escaped fracturing his
skull, because of an extra heavy wig;'
he was wearing,
While ^coming out of Fox's Bay Ridge
Theatre. Harold Goldberg, of the Fox'
office, tell and
dislocated his right
ankle and, tore three ligaments in his
right leg. He is back at his desk after
a week at home, but is forced to walk
',
with a cane.
Gertrude Webster, "Parlor, Bedroom
and Bath" company, ill at Los Angeles,
Rejoins show at Denver March 7.
Mabel Darrell left the Colonial, Detroit, last week, with an attack of
She was forced' to cancel
frippe.
hiladelphia this week.
/
Dan Dody is out again after several
weeks' attack of the "flu."
William Holly, "Aphrodite," overcome in fire in his Brooklyn apart•

.

'

and Strand, hours to be 2% eaoh show
for two shows dally with one afternoon
off, $65 per man.
Contractor $80. Without afternoon off, $70 per man.. Con-

ment.
J. D. Elms, agent, has returned to his
desk after a two weeks' siege of the

tractor $90.

"flu."

.

1/

•'

Louis Hurtig, manager of Hurtig and
Seamon's, returned to his post last
week after six weeks' absence with

of

.

•":'

month.

No. 222.

No. 223.
Resolved, That vaudeville
houses, such as the Keith's Palace Theawhere the price of seats exceeds the
sum of $2 at any time, per man $70 per
week; 'The leader to receive $90 per
WOGrC
. ,o.
224.
Resolved, Where the members of the orchestra are required to
assist any performer In his or her act
to make it effective with the audience
they must pay $10 per week in addition
to the regular weekly salary.
Vaudeville, burlesque and
No. 225.
moving picture shows where the price
of admission exceeds 26 cents for the
choicest seats, exclusive of box seats,
12 performances weekly, exclusive of
Sunday, $52 per man. Contractor $70.
The total time not to exceed 6 hours
dally divided In 2 performances.
No. 229. In moving picture and vaudeville shows where the policy of the theatre Is to run continuous, such as Loew
and Fox houses, there must he an Intermission of not less than 2 V, hours

,";wg

-V

*
'

William E. Meehan, of "Bucking the
Tiger," nervous breakdown, home, 133
W.. 129th street, New York...
Edward Margplies, the Shubert theatre builder, will undergo a serious operation. He expects to get back in a

several radical changes last week. Where
heretofore one publisher oould not issue
a number with a title identical to that
Issued by another publisher, more protection Is afforded under the new rules
In that a title shall not infringe through
a similarity In Idea, phrasing or punning. At the mooting at the Hotel Astor
iast week, It was brought out that a
lumber heretofore could be issued under
the former rules with but a change In
one or two words or the addition of a
short phrase to the main stem of a previously-registered song title and yet not
be a technical infringement, under the
bureau's rules, yet would cause confusion
In the sheet music buying public's minds.
To eliminate thlB and the ensuing publicity campaign expenses such conductions usually entail, a more, stringent
enforcement and Interpretation of the

No

,

ChicftsTo

two "When My

has caused the
Registry Bureau of the Music Publishers' Protective Association to undergo

trice

I.

Clown" confined

Baby Smiles" songs

less than $60.
except for leaders.

0#

pital, Zanesville,

"Desert-Land."

f

.

influenza, Gloversville, N. Y.

a. M. Gillespie, of New Tork, has purchased substantial Interests in and will
be president of the Riviera Muslo Comsucceeding

pay

.

'

confined International Hospital, Chi'cago, stomach trouble. '•'-'-;

Jack Beasley (Lawrence and Beasley)
has been added to the Remlok staff.
,

The

••

-

TlUer.

ber,

V

'

(

Abe Ol man arrived In New Tork last
week to arrange for a branch offloe for
sional counter In Joseph.

AND INJURED.

\ym

Ernestine Myers (Myers and Noon),
pneumonia, Minneapolis.
Helen Armstrong (Tappan and Armstrong), recovered from recent illness,
;.,'
has rejoined show in Buffalo.
Grace Carlysle, leading woman Jeff erson Stock Co., Portland, Me., unde.fo
went successful operation last week.
Minnie Blaumann, Irving Berlin,
Inc.. recovered from influent*.'*
Charles M. Smith, C. C. Church, recovered from ihflaenza.
verholt)
, Jim Francis (Francis and O

Harry Jentes has joined Harry Von
Tllzer's professional staff.

.

work.

ohandlse stolen. The burglars then broke
Richmond s office Where they
into
changed olothes, discarding their anolent
apparel and donning the newer raiments..'

ilano playing staff of Gilbert ft FriedJ
end.

.

No. 107. For Sunday concerts in any
hotel, the Bcale shall be $9 for 2% hours'

A

'

way. He Is also Issuing in book form
the Earl Fuller's Jast Classics, selling
the piano number for $1.60, with the orchestrated parts sold separately.

shall constitute six days.

Increase.

typewriters, while Maurice Rlobmond's
studios suffered the abduction of some
sheet music.
clothing shop on the
floor belOw hod $8,000 worth of mar-

ogy.'" selling retail at $1.25. Mr. Fuller
Is distributing to the trade In the usual

No. 99.
No free * rehearsal for the
above, either before or during the season.
No. 100. Rehearsals for the above not
exceeding 2 % hours, $3 per man.
No, 101. Contractor double. Overtime,
$2 per hour per man.
No. 102, Class 4, Burlesque Shows. 60
per cent. Increase for men engaged for
four or more consecutive Weeks. 75 per
cent. Increase for less than four consecutive weeks. Contractor to receive $16 a
week more. No free rehearsal,
r
No. 104. Relief pianist 60 per cent.
.

to Board of Directors'
shall assist chairman In

Burglars visited the professional rooms
of two music publishers last week. Leo
Feist's casualties were a couple of stolen

making

No. 98. Moving ploture houses, vaudeville, burlesque not more, than 12 performances weekly. Sunday to be charged
double the pro rata of six day/

other trustees to receive 8260, payable
weekly, outside of the regular allowance
attending
for

I

,

Earl Fuller has gone Into the record
business, making* his own discs.
His first Is called "Earl Fuller's 'Jassol-

Frank GiUen and Jack

.'

••

consecutive weeks.
No. 96. All salaries to be raised 50
per cent.
No. 97, Theatrical Price List, New. A

The text of the new resolutions prior
to

.

Stanley are now connected with the
Shapiro-Bernstein professional forces.

One advertisement
special' attraction.
reads "'Dardanella' will be played tonight at —r Restaurant"

formance $9.
Rules for orchestra to apply, except
last sentence which should read: Conditlons in paragraph A to apply only to
men under, contract for not less than 20

—

-Ed Moebus,

•

"Dardanella" out of town has been
advertised by cabarets and hotels as a

Note:
The conditions of paragraph
(a) to apply only if not less than 76 men
are under contract for not less than 24
consecutive weeks.
Class I—Stage Bands.
(a) First three lines to remain.
4th
line to read: For 6 or less performances
$86. Eliminate rest of sentence and the
next 4 lines. Additional, performances
pro rata. *
(b) To read: Extra men or single per-

In Greater

Joe Maxwell will publish numbers for

v

X

By-Laws.

'if

Lou Fordan, professional manager for
Bhaplro-Bernsteln, returned te town this
week after an extended southern tour In
the Interests of his firm.

Phil Kornhelser returned to New York
last week after an extended road tour.

scheduled to arrive not later than 1
m. Symphony concerts given by opera
orchestra subject to Article
of the,
is
a.

Consolidated
offices in the

Strand theatre building.

Asked in Wage Scales. Managerial Interests Concerned Over Proposed Revolutionary Changes.
revolution In musical circles affecting the entire- wage scale of musicians
playing In all manner and form of theatres from the small time film house to
vaudeville, burlesque, legit and grand
opera, la looked forward to with the la*
suance of 660 resolutions drawn up for
action by the Musical Mutual Protective
Union, Local 810, A. F. of M., 210 East
86th atreet and 209 East 85th street
This local embraces the membership of

a m
j.
rallng will be adhered to. An amendment to that effect was passed upon.
I

The newly organised
Music Corp. has located

Musical Mutual Protective Union 310 Begins Series of
Annual Meetings March 8 to Consider Radical Advances

A
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BURLESQUE
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NOTABLES HONOR FRED McCLOY
IN GAU GATHERING AT RITZ
Acting-Mayor La

Guardia, Judge Levy,
General Pershing,
Senator Kelly and Leading Figures of Political
World Tender Tributes; Dinner Fortieth Anniversary of McCloy 's Entry in Newspaper Field.

-

*\j

: *

lEDINrS SECOND SHOW..
Columbia
Amusement
Co.
by R. K. Hynicka, and
under which Ben Welch is playing this
season, will next season be the reason
for a second Columbia attraction, produced by Jean Bedini. It will be entitled 'Twinkle Toes," the name given
by Bedini to the revue he staged for
Reisenweber's some weeks ago.
'

The

'

franchise held

The additional Bedini attraction will
S've that producer two shows on the
>lumbia wheel. The other is Bedini's

The

"Peek-A-Boo."

latter

a couple of

-

*

•';

WEISS SUIT STARTS IN COURT.
The suit of Henry Weiss against the
American Burlesque Association came
up for trial Tuesday morning in. -Part
16 of the Supreme .Court before Justice
Giegerieh.
Max Steuer, attorney for Weiss
asked that the court award his. client
damages of $25,000 because the association revoked the franchise under which
he was Operating the "September
Morning Glories" during the season of
1917-18.

.Nathan Barkan

is

the case for the association.

defending
'

weeks ago when playing Kensington,

The testimonial dinner tendered
Frederick M. McCloy at the Ritz-Carlton Saturday night last, in celebration
of 40 years at a newspaperman, pub*
licity expert and theatre manager, was
attended by many men in the public
eye—judges, city officials and the distil luished presence of General John
Pershing. It was something that
cCloy will hand down to his children
as one of the most unique events in
Broadway 'history.' And in General
Pershing's words, "It is an honor to do
honor to the guest of honor," will be
most prised in the history of the McCloy family.

t

.

Mr. McCloy was the last speaker of
the evening, he arising just after an immense chest of 186 pieces of sterling
silver had been presented to him. The
gift was a complete surprise and following the brilliant events of the evening, Mr. McCloy was overwhelmed. He
choked and was forced to abruptly con-

clude his address.

'

*

flashed many
the dias. Two*
men of power attacked prohibition
and the dinner was highly important in that from the remarks of such
prominent men, criticism of the manner and enforcement of the Eighteenth
Amendment, there fan be denned the
sentiment against prohibition.
*rowing
wo other speakers talked, of Americanism. That was General Pershing's

The other speakers
potent comments from

.

topic

The friendship between General
and McCloy dates from the
time of the former's return to New
York at the conclusion of the war. McCloy was one of Rodman Wannamaker's committee to welcome the

\ Pershing

commander

in chief.

The General

-is

an ardent Elk and when he left the
transport down the bay and boarded
the committee's boa,t, the pair chatted
for sometime. General Pershing speaking to McCloy without introducion after seeing the manager's B. P. O. E.
insignia. It was through Christie Boasack, of the New York City News Association, that the general attended.
He had arrived at the Waldorf early
in the evening and when Bon sack suggested he attend the McCloy dinner
the distinguished soldier readily assented.
Her,
The toastmaster, Royal H.
former first assistant district attorney

We

under former Governor. Whitman first
introduced the Hon. Fiorella H. Li
Guardia, president of the Board of
Alderman of New York and acting
mayor in the absence of Mayor Hylan,
who is in Palm Beach. Mr. La Guardia
interrupted his term in Congress as
a representative to join the aviation
service and is looked on as a sure
"comer" politically. His speech was
witty and it promised relief from the
dry spell. He referred to Judge Haskell, also present and said that if the
Supreme Court didn't decide the
Eighteenth Amendment to be illegal
or unconstitutional, he was sure that
Judge Haskell's court would reverse
the Supreme Court. He was referring
to the present case started by Rhode
La Guardia's talk "kidded" the
aldermanic board but there was no
* doubt as to where he stood on the wet
or dry question.
Judge Haskell's speech was an orderly attack on the anti-saloon league, described as an autocratic body whose
agents were placed in every community in the country. He had no doubt
Island.

many people in the land were for prohibition but attacked the method in
which the amendment was "put over."
Hit honor traced the change in the
manner of great changes, showing that
whereas formerly senators were elected by the state legislatures,

now

they

were, elected by direct vote, through
a simple constitutional amendment
Judge Haskell asked that prohibition
be gotten before the people for direct
vote and if after such voting, the dry
issue would win, the question* would
then be settled once and for all. He
brought forth an important ruling alleged to have been made recently by
Commissioner of Internal Revenue
Roper at Washington within the last
few days, ' in which Roper decided
members of congress might move liquor
from .place to place, since the "domicle
followed the man."
This apparently
gives to the lawmakers the power to
carry hip pocket flasks and he demanded to know why such autocratic power
was invested in a single individual The
ruling was the more obxnoxious because the commissioner had declared
that 3-50 per cent beer could not
be sold in New Jersey, in spite of the
state law pending there.
State Senator Kelly followed with
inside information on the power of the

Anti-Saloon League and showed how
secretary Anderson of the League dictated to public officials. The case in
oint was the appointment of a memE'er to the New York State Board of
Regents, a body which in no way could
be related to the prohibition question.
It had been decided by the state as-

sembly

committee to propose Col.
Friedsam, bead of the Alt man store
and one of the most prominent men
in the metropolis. When the committee arrived in Albany there Was a letter waiting from Anderson saying that
it would be impolitic to appoint Col.
Friedsam since it had been discovered
that he was once a member of an or.

ganization that declared against prohibition.
Another name
tuted, said Mr. Kelly.

Judge Aaron J. Levy's
the most scholarly of
Judge Levy spoke on
and commended the New
'

was

substi-

address was
the evening.

Americanism

York Assem-

bly for its stand against the five members charged with being revolutionists.
His speech was a brilliant appeal for
staunch support of the ideas of Americanism and he went on record as being
for the expulsion from the country of
all those who opposed that principle
as to wit the people who stood behind
the ideas alleged to have been fostered
by the assemblymen now on trial. He
referred to the guest of honor as
"Freddie McCloy, who stands as the
highest type of American citizenship."
The affair was opened by a recital
by the police glee club. It was just
after the dinner that General Pershing
The
entered with other notables.
fathering jumped to Its feet and wildly
applauded for several minutes. This
interrupted a vaudeville show that was
in progress under the direction of William J. Sullivan of the Keith offices, the
artists being deputized to entertain by
E. F. Albee as a tribute to Mr. McCloy,
who received a. letter of sincere regret
from Albee, explaining his inability
to attend.

General Pershing sat to the right of
Mr. McCloy. At the left was Mr.
Weller. Others on the dias were Hon.
Mr. La Guardia, Justice Aaron J.
Municipal
Levy, president of the

Philadelphia, took the house record
with a gross of $10,100 on the week.
The usual gross there runs between
$5,000

and

$5,500,

In the production of the new show,
Hynieka and Bedini will be equal partners, it is said.
report in connection

A

with that production has it that Bedini
offered Blossom Seeley $1,000 weekly
for 35 weeks to travel with .the .show,
together with her present .vaudeville
act holding four boys besides herself.
Bedini has engaged so far for
"Twinkle Toes," Shea and Carroll, Newport and Stirk and Tiptop Four.
Ben Welch leaves burlesque at the
end of this season.

KABIBBLE

"Kabibbles" will be
shortly by International
field

POLICE STOP

A MMKTT&&

Davenport,
City,

la.,

la.,

March

3.

week, the
performance of
last

police stopped trie
"Let's Go," arresting the manager of
the Englert theatre and Marco Woolf,
manager of the show. Each was held
in $400 bail.
The police acted upon the complaint
pf an alderman and college professor.
It was alleged the company was giving
an "off color performance."
The attraction played recently at the
Burtis, this city (Davenport).
It was
profusely billed, but outside of the
paper there was nothing that a small
town censorship should, have become
exercised about
"Let's Go" is a
snappy revue, weir costumed with a
\large

company and gave a

perfectly

clean performance in this town.

"

-released

ROSE'S SENTENCE UPHELD.
4
New Orleans, March 3.
Lew Rose must pay a fine of $300 and

\

At Iowa

IN PICTURES.

K

Watson of "Abie KabibJoseph
ble" fame will create the character role
in the coming picture serial Of the same
Unlike most cartoon characters
title.
this will be a real picture with flesh
and blood actors.
Watson qualified at the camera tests
and was picked from a large number
of possible "Kabibbles." The Her sh-

serve 30 days in jail for'conducting an
immoral show at the Dauphine. The
sentence of the lower court in the case
has been upheld by the Supreme Court

AMERICAN WHEEL MEETING.
'

The Board of Directors Of the AmerWheel will hold ft special meeting

ican

next week.

Among the matters for consideration
be the question of continuing or
dropping several shows now operating and the granting of new franchises.
will

STOCK AT MINER'S BOWERY.
Joe Shea

will install stock burlesque
Rowery, beginning SeptemThe house is now playing
dramatic stock.

at Miner's

ber

1.

Italian

INCREASE BALCONY PRICES.
Baltimore, March

3.

The Gayety (American Wheel) has

BURLESQUE CHANGES.
Victor Faye has been engaged by
Harry Hastings for one of his next

raised the prices of the balcony to 25
cents, which is a dime jump over the
old scale.

season's attractions.
Delphie Daughn replaces Gapska the
dancer, and Peggy Coudrie, Ruth Par-

NEW

HERK- BAKER SHOW.

I. H. Herk and Charles Baker will
.
ker,
soubret
"Powderpuff Follies" jointly produce a new show on the
Broadway.
- American Wheel next season, taking
Maurice Kane will take over the
the place of one to be dropped.
management of Hurtig and Seamon's
125th Street, while Louis Hurtig is in
EloUe Matthews Comes Back.
Hot Springs for six weeks.
Eloise Matthews, prima donna with
Caroline Ross, "Sport Girls."
the "Star and Garter," is filling the
Louise Carlisle replaces Ruth Hast- vacancy of Florence Dorley, who in.

•

•

ings, "Bostonians."

jured herself dancing,
Miss Matthews (Mrs. Frank Wiseberg) has been absent several years.

BURLESQUE ENGAGEMENTS,
Jim McCauley, Rose Sydell show.
Sam Wilson, "Behman Show."

MAIDS OF AMERICA.
J.

Herbert Mack's "Maids of America"

at the Columbia this week will In all
York, Judge Ruben
Srobablllty make many new friends for
urlesque and hold all the old ones. The
Haskell, of Brooklyn. State Senator
Is as clean as Pershing's war recThomas Kelly, Emil E. Fuchs, John J. show
ord,
holds plenty of good comedy
Cray, chief of the detective bureau of
{lunches, and has a good looking chorus,
avlshly costumed.
New York City and Judge Robert
The production probably sets a high
Ten Eyck.
water mark for burlesque, all the scenes
Other prominent men all personal and settings being of the musical comedy
class,
and
Is
It
one
of the best authored v
friends of McCloy who could not be.
shows seen this season.
.
present were represented by letters
The cast remains the same as last seaand telegrams the names including U.
son with the exception of George Leon,
.who replaces Al. K. Hall, now with the
S. Senator Harry S. New of Indiana,
"Sporting 'Widows." It was no mean task
Judge Joseph H. Moss and George Gorfor Leon to follow Hall as the running
don Battle.
mate for Bobby Barry, the principal
The chest of silver was brought to comedian, but he accomplishes Just that
Leon Is an elongated comic and gets
•the dias by detective-captain Martin S.
returns with his every attempt at groOwens, John Fitzpatrick, chief of the
tesque stepping, also handling his lines
automobile squad, detective sergeant
acceptably.
Mr. Barry remains the principal comeThomas J. Horan and Christie Bon-

Courts of

New

C

,

—

sack.

The Keith show was recruited from
the several big time theatres in' New
York and Brooklyn. The bill included
Nellie Nichols, George Whiting 'and
Sadie Burt, the Cansinos, Harry Breen,
Harry Hines, Dodson, William Seabury and' Co., Thomas Saxstette and
Eva Hale.
.

dian and has developed Into one of the
best on the wheel. He tied up the show
on several occasions with his clever stepping and stopped It cold In one scene
with a burlesque on the classical dancers

now around.

George E. Snyder Is the straight and
doesn't overplay, looking well In his sevand doing hla share In a
clean cut manner that made him an excellent foil for the. comics in all their
(Continued on pages 32 and 33.)

eral changes,
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beaten a mile.

Cheap

stuff is

only a

It ii

temporary success in the magazine
world as on the stage. The very best
stuff always pays.,

".-

-

W—ttr

What Mr./ Nathan and his imitators
forget is that there is- a fundamental
appeal in all great drama, all great art..
What
he is pleading for is a theatre
,Xew T«ck
1M w«t itta
devoted to the precious and occasional
flashes in the pan worth the while only
SGMOUFnON
of a superlatively educated few. Great
.f7 Poreiao.
stuff Vke "The Jest," however, appeals
to these few and to the masses as well.
What is fundamental is in the novels
No. 2'
VOL. LVIII
of Rupert Hughes, Harold Bell Wright
and other "populars," but it is also just
as surely in the work of a Shakespeare
In tho current mue of "Theatre," a
and a Sent Benelli. It is added to and
monthly magazine devoted to the thepolished in these latter. There's the
atre, the Rev. Dr. John Roach Straton,
Church,
New
Baptist
difference,' but the fundamental appeal
?astor of Calvary
is in both.
ork City, undertakes to tell what the
It must be there to suctiouble is with the modern theatre.' ceed, and those who are very particYou may have heard his name before. ular what they see should back a pri-\
vate playhouse.
In the autumn he was much in the
.public prints as a result of the fervid
The iame advice) goes double for Dr.
sermons he preached against the stage.
Those bids for sensational, attention Straton and other clergymen like him.
passed unnoticed in Hie profession and Fur ther on in his article we find him
went unanswered largely because many declaring the stage is interfering with
the -attendance at church and Sunday
clergymen have sought publicity at the
school. In other words, people, prefer
expense .of the stage* and because this
|ji
the theatre to church, and for this
is to be expected, as the stage is a
flourishing rival of many a pulpit inthere must be a sound and excellent
£;-.- adequately filled.
reason. Apparent for some time, the
day has come when the wherefore
should be examined into by someone
In this magazine article, however,
with intelligence for these irritated
the reverend doctor seta down hit
opinions, without heat, abd so' it is fair and angry clergymen seem to lack that
'quality.
\ enough to examine them with attention. He cannot have been misquoted,
He is writing over his own signature.
What they do is to set their judgWhat, then,' are bis. opinions and 'how ment against the judgment of the peo\
much weight do they load aboard the ple. This only proves their, own
certain amount adwrong-headedness.
indictment?
What should be
mittedly, but even so, the late William
done is to find out why this drift away
,-Winter and George Jean Nathan are is" occurring. It will be found to rest
in the fact that the great brains, pleas:
called in to lend color (white in one
ing personalities, magnificent sympacase, red, in the other) to the whole
It appears
thies and abilities necessary to success
Elea. for housecleaning.
>r. Straton finds these two in accord
are devoting their talents these days
with him as to the low plain to which
to other 'concerns than those of the
the theatre has sunk.
church. Where the. brains go, there
the people follow.
Paarjuhed

kr

;
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FEDERAL TRADE
SUMMING UP

or piece of business used in an act
or show by a performer becomes the
property of that act or show." That is
the decision made by the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association in
the complaint of Julia Rooney (Rooney
and Ginton) against the use of her
dance and costume in "Last Night," a
vaudeville production.
Miss Rooney
complained that following her departure from the production, she was replaced by a dancer who appeared in the
unique costume Miss Rooney had designed for herself and that the dancer
did Miss Rooney's entire dance routine,
included in which was an imitation of
her brother's (Pat) dance. The defense
was that Miss Rooney's dance as an
imitation could be, employed by anyone. This was also upheld by the As-

Following the completion of
the publication in #varibty> of
the testimony before, the Federal

Trade Commission in New York
on the vaudeville investigation,
Vawbtv. will publish verbatim the
addresses made by the respective
attorneys in the summing up at
Washington, D. C, before the
commission, February 16-17.
Varieit will not publish 'the
testimony in book form as contemplated.
Trade conditions

make
and

We have never heard of any law
which held as the V. M. P. A. decision
states. It is quite common knowledge
in the legitimate that. after the introduction of any foreign material into a
play,

;

-

impracticable.

it

No .one

has heard of a burthe act of its
the artists closed their*,
season or left the company during its
playing period.
-,

i

sociation.

'

;/'

a matter of law that any

exit.

,

lesque

show claiming

artists

after

'•'..

*

Should a .vaudeville production attempt to and did hold the -act of any
of its personnel, with the turn leaving'

that foreign material becomes part of the performance, in
ownership, if the producer copyrights
the entire performance after its intro-'
duct ion. It's the copyright of the foreign material as a part of the story
that gives a legal right to the producer
to hold it. That is looked upon as a
that

produced

in opposition to itself, with
thii decision of the V. M. B. A. on the
records to protect the production. It
ii
manifestly unjust, unfair and in

——

.

trick..

j

•

»

r..

'
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Some—not much.

good?

The

chief

be found with Dr. Straton and
others like him is in the plays they
For clergymen they seek
examine.
strange amusements. Apparently, they
make it a practice to go exclusively to
certain types of girl shows and hold
these up alone as exhibits in the indictment of the stage.
fault to

I

)

'

.

Clergymen, when

they

are

sationalist attacks the theatre
momentarily given publicity ih

papers, he

is

is

news-

not providing for a con-

Some people can go to girl shows tinuation of the sensationalism, either
and come away in their 'right minds.' against the theatre or some other subject,
Even a preacher who increases

Others cannot. These last should stay
away, for a greater force than resides

ft

in

them

will act to right conditions.

This force is the box office. It has
been proved again and again— nastiness does not pay. There is a beauty,
a charm, a loveliness in a musical show
with girls that counts at the box office
and when those qualities are absent
the show is lost. So much for that.
Meanwhile, what is the trouble with
j

v

the American stage?

The

trouble with the American stage
the trouble with the American peoThe people are getting what they
want on the stage and the success of
such a play as "Lightning" attests it
is

ple.

is

not

What

fundamentally unwholesome.
such as Mr. Nathan eter-

critics

nally forget is that the theatre is a
democratic institution. To succeed it-

must be made to 'pay. To pay, it must
appeal and there is no manager who
wants to overlook a good method of
appeal. It is the same m the magazine
wotld. That healthy, wholesome, middle class publication brought out in.
Philadelphia
has
everything
else

his audience while doling out sensationalism from the pulpit should remember that to hold that audience in
as large a group as may have been

drawn by the sensational sermon, he
nuwt keep on pouring, out invective
against someone or something. When
they don't,
"die,"

in theatrical parlance,

they

and also from the theatrical verwhen they "die" "the house

nacular,

walks out on them," meaning the congregation. When a preacher is not
sensational he seldom can draw, but
when one. who does draw his congregation through the legitimate information he imparts to them, of the Scripture or other matters, in that instance
it quite often follows that* the clergyman elevates himself through his normal and "brilliant mind to a high state
in the church or leaves the church to
earn mo.re money in other pursuits he
is as well adapted for.
For a minister
feels the high cost of living, as he must
live, and he preaches to earn a salary.
When sensational in the attempt, he
is no better than the theatre or play
he alone complains of.

,;
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after a ten day trip.
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Bill Quald has installed a back stage
cafeteria at the Fifth Avenue.

"Patty" Smith has written her first
vaudeville act, a two-people character

is as

duction as "Last Night"

Broadway show.

V

Mose Gamble'

of a pro-

akit

itself or any
seldom, hdw-

,*

:--..-.,

/i

,

Priocew Kla-WIa-na, Indian harpand ban joist, sails this month for

ever, that a vaudeville act, other than
a sketch, can be copyrighted. In "Last
Night" Clinton and Rodney did their

ist

England, where she has been booked
':<
over the Moss time.
<i

.

•

.

specialty. This was as separate from
"Last Night" as it was originally constructed as an' act in "one" is from
a full stage skit. There is no legality
to the ethical rights of vaudevillians
upon the stage and with their acts. It
is a matter of moral right, hot law.
"Last Night" had no more proper authority to take Julia RooneyV costume and dance after she left the act
than the V. M. P. A. had in making
its decision on the case.
Both' were

sensa-

and

error.'

1

vaudevillians making it a contractual provision of their
engagement that the special material
they use in the production is their sole
property, recognized as such by the
management, and leaves the show when

A vaudeville

tionally inclined and attack the theatre, like other sensationalists, over-

look one very-important item to themselves and their future. It is show-,
manship. They lack it, -cannot acquire
it and know nothing of it.
Else they
would not seek publicity through their
sermons, lectures or abuse of subjects
with which at most a very limited number of these sensationalists are at all
conversant. A showman when securing an extraordinary attraction or an
attraction
evidencing extraordinary
drawing power, worries over what he
can do or procure to follow it, to hold
.up the box office income. When a sen-

been circumvented by
appearing in ^musical

}

.

Also in accord with him are Rabbi
Wise and 'the Chicago Vice CommisMorals, it seems, are at stake
sion.
as the result of the current theatrical
policy. This is the old, old y charge and
boils down to the fact that as long'
as men are men and women women,
morals will ever be more or less in
danger. Meanwhile, in all this rehashing of past invectives is there any

has'

comedy through the

they do.

A

-

It

vaudevillians
»

'-S.
;

to play the same act as it did before,
then the act through. appearing in the:
production would see its own turn re- 1

i

<

j

Anyone has the privilege of doing an
imitation already done upon the stage.
One may do an imitation of an imitation but where as in this instance
Miss Rooney did an imitation of her
brother during a routined dance that
contained original steps created by
Miss Rooney, and which Were not! proclaimed by the dancer as an imitation
in whole of her brother, that entire

'

Rooney's rights.
™"™~

•-

.

j

•»

'

i

Josephine Brandoll, in England for
five /ears, and who was aboard the
"Lusitania" when it was sunk, is returning to this country this month to
appear for the Shuberts. She is a sis- '
-v
/
ter of William Brandcll.
..'.--

'.

routined dance could not be taken by
another dancer on the plea of an imitation without trespassing upon Miss

.

Ruth Haeleton, a pupil from the Kosschool, stepped into "Look Who's
Here" the day Of its opening at the
44th Street.' ?
loff

and have been utterly wrong.
.

F. L. Pickering has been appointed
Assistant General Agent of the Pat*/
senger Department of the Southern
-.•(
Pacific. Lines,
;;., _.•• di

•

.

'•!''

i

Edith

Day

",:

"''

V'.'

to leave the cast of
"Irene". at the, Vanderbilt and sail for
London on the Adriatic March 20. She
has been engaged by J. L, Sacks for
the title role of "Irene* in the London

'

is

:

•i*

production to be made at the Empire.
Carle E. Carlton, her. personal manager, will also go abroad and look after
her interests in England.

i

Thi* is a matter of concern to vaudeville acts. The V. M. P. A. had" better
reconsider its decision. If it does not,
then all vaudeville acts entering vaudeville productions should be careful that
they insert into their contracts a specific clause giving them full ownership
of all material introduced. Vaudeville
productions are growing in numbers.
Many of them have been made by the
acts engaged. Others will be.
As a
rule they are but skeletons with specialities the main strength.
The production has no more moral right to
"lift" the act if the* act leaves it than
any other turn might have, and it has
no legal right to the introduced material unless it can steal that material
in some way through securing a copyright upon the story, if there is a story.
The skeleton of a vaudeville production
of the present day is generally sketched out before acts are engaged for it.
Acts are engaged for their specialities
and given a thread of a role to enter

A publicity stunt, of course, was contained in a special section or the London "Advertiser" on Feb; 14, two days
before Marcus Loew opened his vaudetheatre at London, Ontario. The
entire first page was devoted to the
enterprise with two three-column
heads, in addition to a two-column box
depicting Mr. Loew's career "from

ville

Loew

newsboy to magnate." It was labelled
"Loew's souvenir edition," and under
the date line appeared two eight-col-

umn

lines in 30 and 18 point types.
edition carried considerable advertising from the Loew connection.

The

Lew Cantor arrived from Chicago
Monday in the special interest of Anna
Meltzer, who is now playing Yiddish
stock in Chicago, and Who is touted as
a star. Cantor expects to secure a big
time opening for Miss Meltzer for next
fall. She is due to appear at that time
in a playlet written by Jack Lait

.v!

LEGITIMATE
THE CHICAGO OPERA

CONCESSIONS GIVEN MANAGERS
DISSATISFY EQUITY MEMBERS
Radicals Angered Over Granting of Nine-Performance

Week

Advocate Closed Shop,

to Winter Garden.

•

and Rehearsal Pay.

•:

•

A

among

feeling of dissatisfaction

a

Lady,

roller

the control of interests bidding foi
the property for the view to establishment of a department store on the
J
ground, was confirmed.
According to a reliable source the
Marshall Field interests, operating the
largest- department store in Chicago,
represent the interests alleged to be
dickering with the U. S. Realty Company for the Hippodrome.

$85,000 IN

a

new

a seating capacity of 1.900.
The theatre has been run by the Macauley Estate since the death of John
T. Macauley.
The bookings for the
house will be continued through Klaw
& Erlanger.

deal.

has' settled that Francis Wilson
be a candidate for re-election
to the presidency.
Frank Gilfmore,
while considered too conservative for
the radicals, has a considerable following among the milder radical groups.
Gill more, if nominated, stands a strong
chance of election. Others mentioned
for the presidency are Earl Boothe as
a candidate of the conservatives.
Heretofore at Equity elections during' the past five years there has been
no opposition, all of the administration ticket being elected unanimously.

>

HAST GETS "EXIT CLAUDINE."
Walter Hast has secured the production rights to "Exit Claudine," a
new comedy, and proposes to star in
a recruit from vaudeville, heretofore unknown, to the legitimate stage.
Hast proposes to advertise the presentation as a piece by a new author with
a new star, without mentioning the
name of either in advance.
it

This year two definite parties will be
in the field.

Two

BUD FISHER SAILS FOR LONDON.
Bud Fisher

FINNISH PLAYS IN DULUTH.
Duluth, Minn., March 3.
Finnish plays will be given at

in

The shows

be produced in the
English provinces June 1, London in

theatre folk "for its most unresoonsive chord."
The critic liked the show. Incidentally, he took a shot at his townspeople by asking; "Can it be that 'Oh,
-

i

will

the summer.

Marc Klaw and Harry Bissing are

to

produce a piece jointly called "Wild
Oats," an adaptation by Frank W. Tuttle from the German of a play entitled
"360 Wives."
Elsa Alda, who in private life is Mrs.

Actors'

Union has de-

week

Rosa

Raisa.

New York

the
promise of putting
in

,

.

'asks his friends to lay off sending. him
comedy condolences.
Instead of a pinch Joe thinks he's entitled to a wreath for managing 'the

Dolly Sisters in

3*s

"Oh Look"

m
•

\

.;*•
':.:'

r

all this

.:

'

t

''

-'

Mr. Glick of the theatre is also accused of taking money from the Dolly
girls through playing pinochle but he
states that that is not a crime, it's a
•.'..>

-pleasure.

:.'

;'•
"•'.

'•!?
-

SUES FOR MUSIC ROYALTIES/
Leon De Costa, composer of the musical

score of

"Tifty-Fifty .Limited,"

produced by Anton' F. Scabilia some
months ago, Has started suit against
Scabilia
royalties

associates to recover
alleged due him since the

and

...
fry

'

\

-

show completed its New York engagement and took. to the road.
The suit will be heard in the Supreme Court. Scabilia states in an
answer filed that he had substituted
.

New York, March 2.
Editor Vartett:
In Variety, last week you "published
a statement to the effect that I had
offered Edith Day a salary of $1,000
per week to sign a contract to appear
,

under my management
That statement is untrue.
-

It

appears

thaj there are many representatives
of artists who consider it good business to play one theatrical manager
against another. The fact of the matter is that Mr. Carlton, Miss Day's representative, came to see me- about a
part in a play that I have, and I
offered Miss Day a salary of $500 per
week to play the role. Mr. /Tarlton
suggested that if I would make, the
salary $750 he would sign the contract. This I refused to do and negotiations were thereupon terminated.

musical compositions for De
Costa's ''score and was not liable for
royalties after the piece left New York.
De Costa contends that his contract
holds for /the run of the piece and is.
not affected by substitutions, etc. S.
Goodman ren/esents De Costa.

other

JACK MASON HOME.
New York

Jack Mason returned to

Thursday after six months abroad,
mostly spent in London. Mr. Mason
went over to produce for Albert de
Courville and staged "Whirligig" for
DeCourville-Butt at the- Palace, Lonlast

;
.

don.

The stager may leave this week on
under contract", to
the "Imperator,
stage the revue for Vol terra at the
'Casino de Paris, due to show there
A. H: Woods.
April 5. Mr. Mason is also under engagement to return to London to con"OH HENRY" IS COMEDY.
"Oh Henry," a new comedy by Bide tinue* production work for the same
Dudley, will serve as the initial pro- London managers.
duction try of Theo. C. Deitrick, who
"PASSION FLOWER" PROFITABLE.
is known in the picture field, handling
The moving of "The Passion Flower"
The
the Doris Kenyon features.
"Henry" show will have" its premiere from the Greenwich Village to the Belmont made a difference of very nearly
at Far Rockaway March 26, going from
$5,000 in the receipts of the producthere to Washington.
i

'

The cast holds'eight

people, the leads

being handled by May Vokes, Bert
Leigh and Harry Hernsen.

tion last week.

At the lower end of the town the
was receiving but scant attenLast week at the Belmont $7,926
was the total taken at the box office.

piece
tion.

GETS

WEEKLY ALIMONY.

$35
Erlanger,

in

the

Supreme

Court this week, granted Mrs. Helen
D. Wilkerson $35 weekly alimony and
$150 counsel fees pending her separation action against William Richard
Wilkerson, a Universal Film Co. executive. A Miss Edith Goldenhorn is
*
named.

FRANK TINNEY

IN "PLAYTIME"

"Playtime" is the' tittle of a new musishow 'Arthur Hammerstein will star
Frank Tinney in next season.
The piece ts the Joint .work of Otto
Hauerbach, Frank- Mandel and Oscar
Hammerstein, Jr., the last contributing
cal

v

the lyrics.

take place at Carnegie Hall, May 22,
for the benefit of the Ionic Foundation,
a Masonic charity.
Maurice
Frank is directing the* artistic end of

Chicago, March 3.
Billy Topps, of the Cornell - Price
Players, secured a divorce last week
from Pauline R. Toyler, professional.
Mr. Topps' proper name is William
R. Topler. Edward J. Adler was his

the event.

attorney.

will

r

I

BILLY TOPPS DIVORCED.
Masonic Festival May 22.
The annual Masonic Festival

;

.'

'

JOE CLICK NOT GUILTY.

season.

Bissing, will star in the piece.
I

'•

'

•
\,

.

regular $6 subscription price. Ten dofc
was charged for the entire lower,
This price, of course, did not
floor.
prevail for the subscriber's, whose seats
were as usual $6.60. The gross for
the house Friday night went to between $9,000 and $10,000, equaling the
figure set by a performance of "Rigoletto," in the fourth week, with Ruffo,
Galli-Curci, Bonci, and a few others
making ,up a great cast. The operatic
version of "Aphrodite" did not evoke
meritorious criticisms from the critics,
and in general it was declared a "musical rocket that fizzled."

WOODS EXPLAINS DAT OFFER.

c.

;•'!#

.

She is a
the Irving Place Theatre.
Gentile and was permitted to appear
by the vote of the Union, which denot supwas
cided that Miss Valliere
planting any of its members through
-, -,assuming the engagement
Later, as it appeared Miss Valliere
would remain in Yiddish plays, the
•
to
her
.
Union discussed admitting
membership with a favorable result.

The

Justice

TO PRODUCE "WILD OATS."

CRITIC REBUKES AUDIENCE.

local

6,

Fisher.

Finnish.

Atlanta, Ga., Mar. 3.
Atlanta is getting the reputation of
being cold storage for legit productions.
When "Oh I Lady, Lady!"
opened Feb. 26, the audience gave it
the cold shoulder.
But not the critic
of the Atlanta Georgian, who, in his
review the next morning, panned the

London March

"Mutt
and Jeff," "Bringing Up Father" and
"Keeping Up with the Jones'" in England.*
Gus Hill Is interested with

the Little Theatre March 8 and 9, one
"A Midsummer Night" piquant characterization of Finnish people, and the
'other "A Midnight Fantasie."
j& They will be presented by Mrs. Victor Gran and the Misses Ruth Muller

and Marian Fisher,

sails for

to arranare for the production of

the illness of

lars

"NAME" SHOW.

is

was

its last

Chicago fulfilled its
on "Aphrodite," with Mary Garden.
seats went/over the limit -of the

Gus Pito'u has secured a lease on
Macauley's Theatre, Louisville, for ten
years, beginning Sept. 1. The house is
the only one -playing first class attractions in the city, which has a population of 300,000.

It

|

In

GUS PITOU GETS MACAULEY'S.

will not

TWO

scribers

the week following.
Up to the present time the attraction
represents an investment of $85,000.
There are 64 people in the show and
the attraction will have to gross $16,000
weekly before it can break even,- The
Elliott with have a $3 scale for it

There

The Hebrew

cided, it is said, to admit Jennie ValMiss Valliere
liere to its membership.
The
is at present leading woman of
Lily/.' played by the Jewish stock at

a note under $2,000 an appearance,
while Galli-Curci and Rosa Rais^ and \ In the Arnstein matter has been
Glick, a
Alessandro Bonci are said to be earn- mentioned the name of Joseph
bank messenger.
ing between $1,800 and $2,000.
Downjsouth-is Joe Glick, a theatricalThe Chicago got off with a bad- start /
he ever
nearest
the
who
says
manager,
of
throes
the
in
when the city was
Another issue 'which caused a got to a bank was one that had a wheel
"flu."
disappointment to the sub- and a deck of cards behind it So Joe
slight

The new Murray Anderson show,
"What's In A Name," is to open at the
Shubert, New Haven, next week and
to come into the Maxine Elliott here

radicals,

'

The unprofitable campaign is also atTitta
tributed to the high salaries.
Ruffo's figure for a performance is set
at $2,500, Mary Garden will not sing

The report published in Variety last
week with regard to the Hippodrome
passing from an amusement center to

are
strong for a "closed shop" and pay for
all rehearsals, and claim their, faction
is numerous Enough and can command
the votes to elect a council and officers who will demand the above concessions. While it is pointed out by
the conservatives the peace agreement
signed after the strike last summer
forbade any action of a strike nature
for five years, the radicals declare the
peace pact has been broken several
times by the managers, notably the
Shuberts, and consequently the Equity
should feel no- compunction about de-

manding

$10,000.

Lady I' which

HIPPODROME REPORT VERIFIED.

methods.

The more outspoken

•

.

does not lack
spice, is still much too decent .and
natural to tickle the normal musical
comedy palate, accustomed to braying
humor and extravaganza atmosphere,
with neither characterization nor plot?"

considerable element of the rank and
file of the Actors' Equity Association,
that has grown to large proportions in
the last two months over the manner
in which the present officers and council have conducted matters, presages
a bitter fight for the various elective
offices at the forthcoming elections due
to be held at the annual meeting of
tbe A. E. A. the second week in. May.
One of the 'chief causes for complaint by the disaffected Equity members is that the Equity Council has
been too lenient in dealing with the
managers. The granting of a nineperformance* week instead of an eightshow week to the Shuberts at the Winter Garden is one concession granted
the managers that the radical element
is particularly incensed about.
It is also contended the secret Equity
meetings are dominated by the conservative officers.
On several occasions when members objected to the
organization agreeing to certain concessions to the managers, the objectors were quickly silenced by steam

day in New Yoricat the Lexington
and played Jo a gross of between $300,000 and $350,000, record figures.
Despite the large receipts an official
of the opera company declared the
engagement did hot spell a profit It
was estimated that the pay roll (weekIn other
ly) amounted to $70,000.
words, to put on one opera including
the overhead amounted to less than
•

Indications for a Bitter Fight in Corning A. E. A. Election.

GENTILE IN HEBREW UNION.

SEASON.

The'' Chicago Opera Company closed
its -season of five weeks last Satur-

_

"River's End."
Willard .Mack is shaping the drama
"The River's End," which Charles L.
Wagner is to produce with A. H.

WaRnar Produce.

Woods.

-

..

Thirteen years ago Wagner produced
"The Money Moon."

!

LEGITIMATE
SCALE SURPASSES BOSTON.

MANAGERS SEEK ANSWER TO
ENGLISH PRODUCING PROBLEM

U.

S.

WAGE

MUSICIANS'

SCALE.

Boston, March

The proposed 660 resolutions,
affecting all theatricals, will come
up for action March 8 by the

Musical

Mutual

Protective
Union, Local 310,
F. of M.
Details are published on page
9 of this issue.

Law Stipulates That American Manager Without
Pre-War Standing Must Pay 80 Per Cent of Profits
to Government as Tax.
Other Difficulties.

English

A

;

MME. F0K1NE FORCES REFUND.
.

The

success this season in New York
of several English productions and the

mg

pending movement towards London of
a number of American' producers, with
at least two having in mind the presentation there of

American

Britishers.

plays, has

five

'.

"The Better 'Ole" carried with it a
royalty of 15 per cent to Charles
Cochran, some of that going to the
Juthor. Now "As Yon Were" is payig 10 per cent on the first $10,000
drawn and 12 per cent on all over..
which means the show must do around
break even.
$l6j000, to
"Monsieur
Beaucaire" is hooked up differently
since it was originally produced by an
American (Gilbert Miller) in London
and there is little doubt but that A. L.
Erlanger was interested with him right
along. The case of "Abraham Lincoln"
too is exceptional. That play was put
on in England by a group of players
similarly to the Theatre Guild here and
the American rights rested at all times
with the author, John Drinkwater.
Royalties for the show are somewhat

'

|

The matter

is

tion of international business relations
'*•..
of pre-war times.

Perhaps the major handicap to the
American producer' going abroad with

-

the idea of putting on American plays
in London, is the English law which
stipulates that unless the manager had
a pre-war standing as a producer, he
must pay 80 per oent of, the profits .to
There appears only
the government.
one way to surmount that obstacle and
that is for the American manager to
arrange for his English presentations
by English managers. A contract between the two managers would accomplish the end. Another way is for
the doubling of the royalty, such sums
to be paid in America. One New York
Eroducer. who sails this week,' said that
e would not attempt to put shows on
in England without either such a
managerial contract or a royalty .ar-

rangement

A

case of

•

r

war conditions

is that of
Heart." Oliver Morosco
has something like $170,000 tied up in
England because of the law requiring
80 per cent, of the profits for managers
without pre-war standing. When that
money will be released is uncertain.
There has been no settlement since
1914 and with the show still running
(in the Provinces) none will be made

"Peg 'O

,

J>

until

it

My

is

withdrawn.

According to

the present understanding of the situation, the

American manager can receive

mote

.than 20 per cent of the sum.

.no

TWO PLATS FOR

YIDDISH COS.

'The. House of Glass" has been secured jby David Kessler for Yiddish inIt is a Cohan & Harris

terpretation.

Shuberts,

for

five

year calls for a salary of $1,500
weekly, the second $1,750, and the third
year and after, the brothers will receive $2,000 a. week, with an additional
bonus during the five years of 25 per
cent of the profits of all attractions
they star in.
It is the only Shubert contract outstanding besides AI Jolson's that gives
a percentage to stars of Winter Garden shows.
)
The Howards are now coast bound
with "The Passing Show of 1918."
originally*
They
had some trouble getting a start in vaudeville and were receiving around $250 weekly on the big
time when taken over by the Shuberts
some years ago.
first

'

,

IN "SWEETHEART SHOP"
Edgar MacGregor and William
Moore Patch are making a few changes
in. the cast of "The Sweetheart Shop."

CHANGES

*

Helen Ford, of -"Always You," has
been engaged as has also Dan Healey,
of the, Reisenweber revue.
The piece did a remarkable business
on the road despite the fact that it has
not had a Broadway hearing.
The
show holds the record for the Shubert,
New Haven, at $2.50 top, house record being held by Jolson at $3.

to be married to James
Regan, Jr., after the Lenten season.
Mr. Regan is the son of the proprietor
of the Hotel Knickerbocker, New
is

Yorlt
Miss Joyce is contemplating retire-,
ment but may compromise with three
releases a year. She is under contract
to Vitagraph.

523,000

when he was compelled

publicity

used

by

Richard Walton Tully in booming Guy
Bates Post in "The Masquerader" at
the Tulane last week caused the attraction to smash the house record
for the past five years, the gross for
seven days running over $23,000.

BELASCO REHEARSES "DEBORAH."
David Belasco is rehearsing a new
and while no mention of the

play,

name has been made,

it

is

to

answer

in-

sistent calls from the audience for explanations for this, they probably having Fokine's experience in mind, and
then after the play started some doubt
was expressed as to whether it was
the real Kessler who appeared.
He
had to bring forth credentials as to his
identity before the rougher element
upstairs would let the performance
carry on.
Manager Kinsey of the Lyric refused
to have! anything to say when interviewed 6 1 her than he was looking for a
successful way of getting from under

his

jinx

p.

Marie Dressier in "Tillie's Nightmare," will be at the Tremont, Boston, 8. weeks beginning March 15.
It
was to have played Washington next
week but was forced out by the Dillingham-Erlanger- attraction "The New
Dictator."

A week

of one nighters was offered

but the company

WEBER'S

GROSS IN NEW ORLEANS.
New Orleans, March 3.

The tremendous

.

slowly being refunded Saturday night
The same jinx still held good when
David Kessler played here in the same
house- Monday night of this week in a
Yiddish play. This play is usually given
without an orchestra or programs it
was announced by the management

DRESSLER SHOW IN HUB 8 WEEKS.

ALICE JOYCE TO MARRY.
Alice Joyce

inferred

that it 1s Sacha Guitry's "Deborah."
Granville Baker is now in this country and the English adaptation of "Deborah" was made by him.
J

KLEINS SHOW CLOSES.
The Arthur Klein production "Every
Little Thing" closed last Saturday. The
piece will have to be rewritten and recast before it will do for New York,
according to the out-of-town reports.

'

dis-

artist greatly regretted this cancellation but she would favor the Baltimore
public with another engagement in the
near future. She will be lucky, to get
the paper holders in for the next performance if one can believe half he
heard expressed while the money was

.

a

one of the most
important drawbacks to the resumpof taxes

with the

They will star in Winter Garden productions during the term. The

ducers.
is

.'This week the Howard Brothers,
Eugene and Willie, entered into a new

contract
years.

higher than usually given a new author,
but still under the almost prohibitive
percentages asked by English pro-

In the case of Drinkwater there

to..

< HOWARD BROS/ CONTRACT.

,

peculiar hardship on the author, who
must pay the full American income tax
and also pay the English income tax.

per cent of the gross they play

3.

appointed Saturday evening when they
were seated in the Lyric awaiting the
performance in Russian dancing to be
given by Mme. Fokine when she. decided that her art would suffer unless
she was accompanied by a symphony
orchestra and refused to go on the
The money was refunded at
stage.
the box office, but not until about ten
Meanwhile .the audience sat
o'clock.
around and awaited most impatiently
The
an explanation- of. the delay.
manager of Mme. Fokine in an interview to newspaper men said that the

Satz, at present the star of the Sec-

*

•

Up," will

Baltimore, March
About a thousand people were

"Go/
be staged by Ludwjg
firm's

ond Avenue Yiddish theatre company.
Both plays were let on royalty, about

aroused much comment as to the difficulty of presenting native offerings
abroad.
Last season English managers complained of the high royalties asked by
American managers but little was said
about the terms imposed by the

"

Another of the same

play.

is

to lay off instead.

NEW MUSICAL

'

W.

Herbert.

The initial rehearsals were held this
week but the cast is being kept a
-The
performances

first of the out-of-town
is to take place at StamCo. have
ford March 19. Remick
signed a contract to publish the numbers of the piece.

secret.

&

REMEMBERS

HIS FRIENDS.

Rochester, N. Y., March 3.
Charles Henry Foster, with "Chu
Chin Chow" Co., at the Lyceum last
week,. visited the editorial rooms of the
"Democrat and Chronicle" and insisted
upon presenting various members with
tickets for the show.
He produced an old scrap book which
showed that in the long ago when he
was walking across the country, carrying his belongings in a hand cart, he
was completely cleaned out in Rochester and the members of the newspaper
staff

financed

him

\

the price of $3.30 each for even the last
row of the orchestra, with the entire
orchestra selling for $355 per smash
Saturday nights. It was new to Boston, but there was not a murmur.
The prices were noisily advertised
along with some, wonderfully snappy
newspaper copy, and the psychological
reaction was that many people went
jaist because they could talk about the
price they paid.
The girl ushers were all dolled up
a la Greenwich'village-McDougal Alley, and the midnight roof garden
hammers were introduced.

'

.

'

.

Frances White apparently has not
found her stride in the production, although she was given an extraordinary
reception. Her new material is not up
to her old numbers and she apparently
is resting a bit on her previous laurels,
lapsing

»

•

occasionally

into

the

•.-'•'

,

blaze

"

which somehow does not seem to fit
her.
Although headlined, she is in
fast
compa'ny against Ted Lewis,
James Watts and Al Herman. Lewis
carried first honors Monday night It
has been a long time' since Boston
made the noise it did at the conclusion
<,'.•'

of his jazz specialty.

The house was capacity and standing
about six deep in the rear.

)

JOLSON RETURNING TO SHOW.
"Sinbad" in Chicago will have .Al
Jolson back in it before the end. of
the week. Jolson' returned Wednesday
to New York from Atlantic City and
left for the West. He will open with
the production at Detroit next week.
A report that ','Sinbad" and Jolson
may play another engagement in New
York, at the Winter Garden within
the next few weeks could not be confirmed.
It seems to be under consideration.

"JUST

A MINUTE"

AGAIN.

John fCort is re-staging ""Just a
Minute," which has been rewritten by
Frank Stammers, Harry Cort and G.
W. Stoddard.
Tom Dingle and Mabel Withee will
be members. The piece went into, rehearsal this week.
It will reopen in Chicago about
April 5.
.

BRING FRENCH PLAYERS HERE.

A deal is pending between the
French government and Richard Herndon, representing American capital, to
bring the entire Gaities Lyrique Co. to
this country for an engagement in New
York and an extended road tour.
.

:-i.

PIECE.

Joseph Weber is producing a new
The score has been
composed by Efrem Zimbalist, .the
noted concert violinist, the book by
musical piece.

Joseph

3.

"The Greenwich Village Follies**
brought a number of novelties to Boston, the most important of which was

BOOKING CONGESTION.
The congestion of bookings still
continue in the legitimate field, although the various booking offices had
hoped conditions would have assumed
1 normal aspect long before this time.
Tlie week stands are almost impossible to enter and the one-nighters
have practically been showed to death.
Therefore the one-nighters are not
giving the bigger attractions the returns that they should have.
This
condition is forcing managers to take'
layoffs
between the bigger towns
rather than play the smaller burgs at
a loss.
i-sm

ENGLISHMEN HERE.
Among

several English managers recently arrived in New York is Hughes

Massey,

whq

is

making

his first visit.

Mr. Massey specializes in rights for
India and the Far East, sending his
own companies to those lands.
Captain Malone, the London stage
director, who is to put "Aphrodite" on
in London, is also here.

•_•;/.•/'

.

•
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WILLIS DID

SHOWS IN NEW YORK AND COMMENT
"

"Abraham

Lincoln," Cort (12th week).
Another extra performance week with
Washington's Birthday the reason on
Monday of last week, sent the gross
to the $10,000 mark. One of the cur-

shows

rent

listed for possible contin-

uance through summer.. Late week's
'
business a new record.
Eve," Longacre (25th week).
The holiday matinee laat week went

to 12,000, which Is a house record for
afternoons'. With the extra perform-

ance the show grossed important figures, going to nearly $12,000.
"As Yon Were," Central (6th week). Ah
with a number of musical plays, no
extra matinee was played last week,
the regular Wednesday matinee being
switched to Monday. With the scale
lifted on the holiday the show went
to new figures, getting over $20,100—
about $2,000 better than previous week.
"Aphrodite," Century (14th week). Flayed nine performances last week, the
extra show being Washington's Birthday matinee. On that/ holiday the takings went to $10,000.
This greatly
aided the bhow in "coming back," with
the week's figures going to nearly
t

.:

$28,000.

Will continue until Easter.

"Apple Blossoms," Globe (22nd week).
With an extra performance this atagain
well over
traction
$19,000
class. Can last out the season, but
another.. Dillingham show may come
.

.

In before then.
'•llerond the Horizon," Criterion (6th
Still playing matinees, waiting for ad opening for regular presen-

week).

Continues to arouse wide comment and praise. Matinee on Friday
afternoon last drew $1,700.
"Baddies." Selwyn (19th week). .Again
tation.

t

showed

Its

class last week.

With an

the takings went to
$17,700. Listed to complete the season
extra matinee
here.

"Breakfast la Bed." Eltinge (6th week).
No extra performance last week, the
Wednesday matinee being switched to
Mo.nday afternoon. Show has picked
up and went over $10,000.
"Clarence," Hudson (24th week). Showed strength again last week when
$13,830 was drawn. Of that total $10,000

came

into box office

last

week drew

$16,880.

"East Is West/* Astor (69th week). Here,

too, big receipts were drawn last week
and. In spite of the show's long run.
Around $16,000 was played to. That

Includes an extra matinee Washlng•

-.
ton's Birthday.
Pair," Miller (llfh.week).
This attraction Is Included with the
six demand leaders.
Is consistently
to
excellent
business
and
playing
classes with the season's best com-

"Famous Mrs.

-

"Goia Diggers," Lyceum (23rd week).
The extra performance sent last
week's receipts to around $18,000.
which is about top money for this
great money-getter. Saturday prices
on the holiday aided In the big gross.
"George Washington," Lyric (1st week).
A dramatization of the play publishedabout a year ago and staged by Ferny

night
Mackaye.
Opened Monday
Dailies gave it a scant measure of
,

praise.

"Happy Days/' Hippodrome (28th week).
The holiday week was reflected in a
jump In receipts, the gross colng to
$70,866. That does not Include a Sunday rental at $1,500.
"He and She," Little Theatre < 1th week).
Last week's business was an improve-

ment, with the holiday aiding.
traction not regarded a success,
ever.

At-

how-

"His Honor. Abe Potash," Bijou (21st
week). This show has been getting
'airly good business, which management hopes will Jump when a larger,
house is available. Last week's takings the best since the first of the
.

year.

"June Clecsr," Garrick
(2nd Week).
Classed with the most Interesting. Is

that may continue much longer than that six weeks allotted by the
Theatre Guild for Us offerings this
season.
"Irene," Vanderbllt (16th week). Running nine performances last week,
with the Monday shows going at Sat-

a drama

urday Bcale, this solid success hit a
gross of over $18,200, which is all
house can hold.
"Letter of the Law," Criterion (2nd
week). There is some question as to
this attraction's chances. Show cluttered with technical points of French
legal procedure. A tragedy not destined to widely appeal. Still great figures were attained first week, with
bettor than $18,000 In.
"Little Whopper." Casino (21st week).
Show is to move to the road April 2.
Succeeding attraction not definite, but
"Flnradora" revival may play 'there,
as did the original presentation.
"UghtnlnV Gaiety (77th week). The

.

-Look Who's Here," 44th Street Theatre (1st week). Opened Tuesday night
with Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayfleld

"Magic Melody." Shubert (18th week).
Going on tour after next week, Boston
being the first stand. Theda Bara in
"The Blue Flame" the succeeding -attraction, March 16.
"Mamma's Affair," Fulton (7th week).
Has averaged better than $12,000
weekly since moving over from the
Little. Last week's gross jumped ts
around $13,000 with the holiday aid.
"Midnight Whirl," Century Roof (11th
week). Due to close si the end of
next week.
"Midnight Frolic." New Amsterdam Roof
(23rd week). Roof is dark this week,

\

covered when, during the war, it was
necessary to fill the' places of the German members of the band.
During the week the greater matre in April
jority of the players affiliated them-,
Shildkraut is one of the world's
selves with the musician's union.
greatest tragedians among contemCarl Gardner, who is the representaporary artists.
tive of the players' claims the average
pay of the Boston Symphony players
ANH ALT'S LEASE OF PARK.
is $35 a week while in Detroit the minThe reports on the leasing of the imum
is $45 and that in other cities as
Park Theatre to John Cort were
high as $70 is paid. On trips out of
wrongly dated. Tenancy of the house
town 'the players are allowed $5 a day
remains with Lawrence Anhalt until
for expenses, he says as against $4
late in 1921, which gives him control
*
a day in 1914.
for about a season and a Half more.
Frederic Fradkin, concert-master of
Anhalt will have another theatre afthe orchestra, is one of those' who
ter relinquishing the Park.
is talking loudest in favor of the union.
He joined and in a conference with
"Home That Jack Built" Rehearsing. Jndge Cabot stated that while he per"The House That Jack Built," George sonally did not have any kick coming
M. Cohan's first production since his he believed his fellow members did
and joined the organization- for this
dissolution of partnership with Sam
purpose. He denied the report that a
Harris, is now rehearsing.

Girl." Bayes (6th week).
Considering its roof location, this attraction has done fairly well.
Last
week's takings better than regular
pace, with around $13,000 drawn.
"Night Boat," Liberty (6th week). Again
established a new house record last
week with nearly $26,000 In. That Is
biggest gross of current musical attractions. Played nine performances.
-

Julian Mitchell

this

week). Newest George Tyler offering,
with Emily Stevens starred... Opened
Tuesday night
"Son-Danghter," Belasco (16th week).
Held strong pace, last week and the
takings were again up with tne nonmusical leaders. Played, nine performances, getting $16,680.

•Tick Tack Toe," Princess (2nd week).
Show priced at $3 all over the small
house, with the lower boxes scaled at
$3.60. Last week, aided by a $5 first
night; show played to $8.900 the best

—

figure for the Princess this season.
(9th

"The Acquittal." Cohan *& Harris
Reached
week).
far

its

last

best gross thus

week with over

Looks strong enough

$14,000 In.
to run until the

break of the season.
"The Cnt-nird." Elliott

putting on several

is

jump

as

much

week, but bettered the $9,000 mark.
Another house may be found for the
Drew piece when "What's In a Name"
is ready to come In.
"The Hottentot." Cohan (1st week).

and in France all members of
symphony orchestras are union men.

cities,

under the direction of
Adolph Mayer, has been called off for

was
Baltimore March

need of

•

to
IS,

.

premiere date has been

Wednesday afternoon, March
'

10.

Assistant for Worm in Boston.
Boston, March 3.
John Sneckenberg has been appointed assistant to A. Toxen Worm, now
the
Shubert
representative
here.
Sneckenberg has been back with "Miss
Simplicity" which closed its tour last

as endeavoring to obtain Boston

DILL'S NEW SHOW:
San Francisco, March 3.
Kolb and Dill opened at the Curran
last week in "Wet and Dry," a farce
in a prolog and two acts by Max Dill
and Jean Havez, dealing with liquor
and crafty pojiticians.*' It is' a typical
Kolb and Dill show, filled with laughs,
with some catchy music and songs by

KOLB

.

ft

Havez.
Six girls with voices above the
average chorus are used to fill- up the
time during the second act in. solo and

ensemble singing.

week.

"White Cypher" Dramatized.
William Harris is to do a piece entitled "The White Cypher," from a
story dramatized by Anthony .Paul
(

Kelly.

Sym-

phony Orchestra musicians brought a
hot retort from Arthur Judson, manager of the local organization this
week.

..'.

set,

Adler in Biblical Drama.
Jacob P. Adler, the Yiddish star, will
make his first appearance since his return from London, at the National, in
a biblical drama, "Elishu-Ben-Avue,"

,

violinist of the Philadelphia Orchestra,

,

have opened in
but the book is in

fixing.

No new

.}••.

'»

Philadelphia, March 3,
The statements emanating from Boston, crediting Hedda van den Beetnt,

preparing

the present.
The piece

:

_

Twinkle Twinkle" Held Back.
The premiere of Twinkle Twinkle,"
a new musical show which has been

•':

"•."

\\

.

STOCKS.
James Boschell has been engaged as
stage director for the Warren O'Harra
Stock Co. in Fall River, Mass., replacing Hal Cummings.

Thomas F. Kane and James Thatcher
and was acclaimed a laughing hit
"The Passion Flower," Belmont (8th have secured the stock and repertoire
week). First week away from the rights to "A Voice in the Dark? and
Village this drama drew almost $8,000, * "The Woman
in Room 13" from
H.
making good the claim .of Its strength.

—

Played nine performances,
"The Purple Mask," Booth (9th week).
Hit capacity pace last week with over
$12,000 in.

"The Storm," 48th Street Theatre (23rd
week). With nine performances $13,600 was drawn last week, which gross

—

equals top money of the run. Strength
of this attraction undoubted. Classes
with the most consistent araws of
this season's dramas.

(3rd week)... as expected last
"The Wonderful Thlna-," Playhouse (3rd
week). This piece liked and though It
started weakly showed power In last
week's takings, which went to $8,600.
The holiday was of considerable aid.
"Wedding Belts," Harris (17th week).
First production of Sam H. Harris on
Played eight performances last week,
his own to reach Broadway. Starring
petting $8,400. Will go to road after
William Collier. Opened Monday night
Easter.

Didn't

unionization of the orchestra would
tend to destroy the artistic standards
of the players and said that in' other

numbers, and Cam Forrest is putting
the piece on all under the supervision
of Mr. Cohan.

-.

With nine performances

•'

'

•

"My Golden

week).

time.
If this action is taken, and the trustees adhere to their original stand that
they are powerless to grant such demands the course of the orchestra for
the future looks rough, for players of
such worth as the members of the
Symphony are hard to find, as was dis-

SHILDKRAUT COMING HERE.

made for innovations in service and the premiere of
the "Nine o'clock Revue," to be called
"The Girl of 1820," opening Monday
night next. Midnight show resumed
Tuesday night of next week.
"Monsieur Beanealre," New Amsterdam
(13th week). Did not play extra performance, the mid-week matinee being shifted over to Monday. Gross
jumped to $19,000.
"My Lady Friends," Comedy (14th week).
Classes as one of the successful comedies, and run should last well into
the spring. Doing $11,000 and better.

attraction got better than $15,200 last
week, which placed it With the big
money getters. Has fooled the critics
and will probably stay here for the
rest of the season.
"Sophie," Greenwich Village Theatre (1st

town at the present

According to cable Rudolf Shildkraut, the German dramatic artist, will
leave for this country the latter part
of March, sailing from a German port;
He is on his way here to play a brief
engagement at the Jewish Art Thea-

preparations being

season, this revival getting nearly
$17,000 last week, which Is the best
fltrure at the Park last season or this.
"Ruddlgore" to continue until Easter
and season of American Slnsers has
been extended. Other revivals follow.
"Sacred and Profane Love." Moroeco *2d
week). Starring Elsie Ferguson, this
attraction regarded as having great
box office chance. Has played to capacity since opening with the first
week, going to nearly $17,000.
"Scandal," 39th Street Theatre (25th
week). Is fulfilling the prediction of a
solid season of success.
Lnst week
with nine performances the gross
again tilted the $13,000 -figure.
"Shnvlnna." Knickerbocker (3rd week).
Show has a pecular appeal and may
develop a creditable run, though It Isn't
In the ''smash" class.
Last week's
business went to around $14 500, with
the holiday greatly aiding
"Sim on the Door," Republic (12th
week). Classes with the most Interesting of the current dramas and is
set for the balance of the season.
Went over the $10,000 mark iaet week;
eight performances.
Through," Broadhurst (10th
"S mil In'

.

things stand now there is talk of
the players asking the trustees in the
course of a few days to either grant
the increases of $1,000 a year. for each
player or else they will sign up with'
'other orchestras throughout the country, representatives of which are in

As

Mr. Willis was an employee of Walter
Greig, the latter signing the contracts
for the stranded troupe.

"Richard HI," Plymouth (1st week).
This show, starring John Barrymore,
Is looked forward to with much Interest Production Is said to be most exceptional.
Opens Saturday night of
this week (March 6).
"RnddiKore." Park (7th week). Has
proven one of the surprise hits of the

Monday and

Instead of the matter being patched

op and a peace being declared the
breach between the players of the Boston Symphony Orchestra and the- trustees has been widened during the week.

Chicago, in New York and "stranded
before opening," it was stated E.
Cooper Willis "touched Leslie Morosco for a substantial sum."
Farther investigation of the story
which was given out by the Actors'
Equity Association has proved Mr.
Willis did not borrow any money from
Mr. Morosco. It. has. also developed

run leader held its own in the fast
going of last week and gross went to
$16,700, which keeps it with the money
leaders.

"Panging- Show of lftlft," Winter Garden
(20th week). Has dropped off markedly, with present business especially
Reports of another attrac"shot."
tion coming in after Easter.

Saturday, eacH hav%ng a matinee.
"Deelasaee." Empire (22nd week). Remains with Broadway's elite in business and demand. Nine performances

BOSTON SYMPHONY BREACH.

NOT BORROW;

In a story published in Jan. 31 issue
of VARiETr relative to a company of
players being engaged for the Princess,

featured.

"Adam and

.

.••_ •

•

•

I

Woods.

A

•

SHOW IN FRISCO.
San Francisco, March 3. .[
and Dill flayed to $20,000 last
week and are holding up for the second, and final, week. They play a week
at the Savoy March 14.
Margaret Anglin opened well at the
,

'

Kolb'

Columbia.

BANKRUPTCY PETITIONS,

.

Dragon Restaurant Co.. Ino."<*Pekin
Restaurant), of 1676 Broadway. Augustus H. Sklllln Is the receiver.

'

]
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Don't take any- stock In the modern school
And he careful to be guided by this Eastern
rale;
Show every girl la a B. V. D.
And you ell mar he ralers of the Century.

Here's; a funny psychological wrinkle
on the frails: There is a smoking
room for women in the Woods Thea-

Chicago, probably the only avowed
in the land. Jake Rosenthal, the
manage?, installed it, and has a col"
ored maid in attendance, who hands
each woman a cigaret as she enters.
tre,,

•••'

one',

;

it

of "that woman—
the one with the high notes." She
and Luisa Tetrazzini were .both singing for Hammerstein at the time-

member

the

name

Frank Mclntee

is

putting on

for

matinees a version of "The Piper," the
poetical play by Josephine Preston
feabody with A. E. Anson and Pedro
de Cordoba slated for parts. Lots of
people are being told about it with
strict injunctions not to say a word.
The result is the news is all over town.

Eugene Walter wrote a play for
Fania Marinoff years ago and sold it
to David Belasco who thought so well
of Miss Marinoff 's talents he was
to' produce

going

it.

Why he

has never

done so is, a question agitating both
and author.

actress

In the burlesque of "Aphrodite" given

on the Century Roof two weeks ago
by, the Tea Nights Club, the role of
Morris Gest was played by Thomas
Chalmers who gave a vivid impression
of the impresario. His song, set to
the music of "Pinafore," has been the
talk of Broadway and brought Morris
in for considerable kidding. It seems
good enough a lyric to slip to the
world in general, so here it is:

!•'.•'

'
'

When
I

I was a lad In old Rus-ehaw
never heard ot Alexandria—

My

roving eye to the West wan bent
I didn't, give a damn about the Orient;
I cared so little successfully
That now I am the Venue ot the Century.

And
And

When

I

grew up

I

sailed

away

.

To carry hope
I

Into the TJ. 8. A.
a flowing tie
the Orient to pine away and die;
so gradually
I am the ruler of the Century.

bought a hat and

And
And
rhat

1

left

I left

now

It flat

In time I got a first class start
For all I did was In the name of art.
But art was short In dollars and cents
Until I got to. dabbling with, "Experience"

and "Experience" did so much tor me,
That now I

One day

I

am

the ruler ot the Century.

overheard how grand

art bb practiced In an Eastern land,
since 'twas nice and nude and raw,
I decided to Import it to America;
So I formed a ComBtock Company
For to elevate the morale of the Century.
Is

And

For showmen all, to win success,
Just let your slogan be the word

of vitalization, the ability to
breathe life into word people. . . .. .
Utterly disregarding effect, technique

of the entertaining units. Her friends
in New York expected to hear at any
time that they were married abroad.

or method, Tolstoy has explored his
own soul and there touched hands with
countless other souls, and since he has
trod the path of countless millions that
will come after him, the mementoes of
his journey will long be sought. Tolagainst convention," he
stoy's cry
writes earlier and before the concluding paragraph in the introduction, "that
disregards spiritual struggle, and system that ignores human growth, will
find answering cries in many breasts

They were

gift

Similar to the $500 prize contest recently conducted in the Evening Mail
in conjunction with "The Famous Mrs.
Fair," a new one has been inaugurated
with the theme of Rachel Crothers'
"He and She." As yet the publicity
has not been very telling for the
health of the show's receipts. "He and
She" did less than $4,000 last week and
any noticeable increase will be due
to this advertising splurge.

Mary Garden and Geraldine Farrar
may. pose for pictures .together but
the other afternoon at the Lexington
while Miss Farrar and Mr. Tellegen
applauded vigorously, the prima diva
on the stage bowed right and left to
her friends from the stage but gave
neither Miss Farrar nor her husband
so much as an eye wink. Time was,
too, when Miss Garden couldn't re-

One of the most pitiful tales ever
heard in professional circles is that of
a handsome actress who recently lost
her mind. She was a member ot "Experience," for several seasons playing
one of the most important roles. During the war she was reported as engaged to a -physician who went into
service. He was sent overseas and a
short, time later she followed with one.

'

—

some repeat

In a published version of the play
"Redemption,". Arthur Hopkins has
written a thousand word introduction.
The volume also contains two other
plays by the late Leo Tolstoy. The
introduction is one of the most praiseworthy, and Hopkins sums up the
great. Russian's influence over the
drama by saying: "His was the rare

i

The cigar ets are of a well established
brand and have, printed on them A. H.
Woods' compliments. Now, here is the
weird wrinkle the colored girl says
every woman takes a cigaret and only
one in a dozen or so smokes it; the
rest carry their free souvenir along to
give to their men; and
after each act, too.

.'•

j

'

Two days later "the ruler of the
Century" knew the Shuberts had
bought the house.

:

,

many

in

lands."

Reports

"Honey

continuew

Girl,"

to

Sam

musical production.

come

in

H. Harris'

Even

on
first

not,'

and

later both returned

Their friendto the United States.
ship continued and it was. practically
settled that they were to 'marry early
this year.
Suddenly came the announcement of the marriage of the
physician to another actress. The jilted girl held up bravely under the blow
and. did not show by any display of
emotion that she felt badly over the
-matter. It was the supression of her
real feelings that finally affected her

reason and specialists who have examined her have pronounced her fate:
she will be hopelessly insane for the
"mamder of her life.

ticket spec-

ulators who journeyed out of town to
"catch" it -say the show is a "cinch."
success of George McKay (McKay
and Ardine) is interesting. Several
other managers were after "Red's"
before "Honey Girl"
services just
started and one said he thought the
comedian couldn't fail in a Broadway
show. "Red" plays a race track tout
and. is said to be very "sweet" in the

The

role..

Some English people with an American among them were having tea the
The
other afternoon at the Rite.
faults of Americans as a race and as
individuals were up for discussion.
',

One, two or three choristers out
of the fourteen girls in "Always You"
failed to go on tour when it left the
Since Arthur
Lyric last Saturday.
,

Hammerstein
to

is

gifted

m

depends upon, the floor of a
without a mirror attachment.

sh*ows to be produced within the next
few months. But all the "Always You"
bunch were promised berths in the
new Frank Tinney show, due for August,
The title of the latter piece has
not been picked since the original name
"Arabian Nighties" was discarded.
There is an idea to carry 'out a title
with, "time" suffixed, to follow the current
Tinney offering "Sometime."
"Playtime" is thought of but it is just
as liable to be "Ragtime.?

—

1

stage,

"The Blue Flame" played to $18,000;:
Washington the opening week,
Theda Bara being credited with the
draw. Advices from Washington and
Pittsburgh agree the show runs disin

tinctly secondary to the star, or as the
opinions put it," the show "isn't there",
but A. H. Woods put over a shrewd
move in introducing the picture vamp
to the legitimate stage. An idea of the
Bara name as a box office magnet is
indicated by the $9,000 Pittsburgh advance sale. The piece comes into New
York, at the Shubert, March IS.

;

,-£

%
'
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There was an inside rumor last week
that George M. Cohan had bought a «
lake front home for his mother and
that he would move his family to Chicago, using that city as. a base for future
production activities.
It
was
pointed out that "Sport" Herman.
Charlie Comiskey and the late "Smiley*
Corbett were, intimates and that Mr.
Cohan's interests in 'Chicago had overshadowed that of Manhattan.' The. re-. \S
port appears to be "bunk." Mr. Cohan
purchased a house on 86th street,' flew
York, last month and' moved there
from Long Island.
:

<

1

:

'

'
'
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THE HOTTENTOT.
.................. .Donald Meek
lira. Ollie Gilford
... .Helen Wolcott
Larry Crawford. ........ .Calvin Thomas.
Alex Fairfax. . ,/i
Arthur Howard
Ollle Gilford.
Frederic Karr.
Swift.

. .

Peggy Fairfax

«

.

Mrs. Chadwick.
Perkins. ...;...

;

. .

A
will

Ham

•

/
'
•'

.Frances Carson
.

.

.Ann Andrews
.Edwin Taylor

Sam Harrington
."William
Dorle
MoKisson
Claude
Reggie- Townsend.. Howard Hull

Alreo

his' ability

pick "lookers" for his shows, the

few "resignations" is unique for generally when a Broadway musical show
moves out the gals stay here. One reason may be figured in the few musical

Often it is when foreigners foregather.
Finally the American arose. "I bid
you good afternoon," he said. "It is*
true you foreigners have about everything. You have left us American .only
good manners." Before this incident
"The Sweetheart Shop" is reported
left the English to their tea and their
undisturbed perfection the theatre had to have levied an assessment of 10 per.
been on the mat The party had just' 2?*ij£ »ts_original capita^ stock on
four commercial men who backed
the
returned from the matinee at the Criterion. It was agreed the success of. the production. The show laid off last
week to make the repairs which rethe three Barrymores was due to the
quired the extra money. The four men
fact that on the American stage they
first put up $5,000 each and the show
stood alone. They were a woman and
two men. They were well bred, and so started out. That is what the account
says. Then came the 10 per cent, ason the American stage unique. This
sessment. Being commercial men they
point of view is so pecularily English
and so peculiarly stupid it is worth couldn't understand that, not knowing the show business, but were indiscussion. It is true the Barrymores
formed it was necessary if not cusare the aristocrats, of the stage, but by
tomary, and so they dug. up.'
no means does this dispose of other
.

: .19

.

helped build an empire the fact that
some women in show business can
cuss like any man' without that fact
meaning anything in particular is more
interesting and helps give life the.
pleasing, virile and natural variety
making it worth the living. None of
this last is meant to apply to the
Barrymores. They imitate no one, not
even themselves, and so are among
the- bright lights of the American
stage.
,
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Collier

Sawyer
Cooper

i
'

Gibson,

melodrama with reverse English
serve to succinctly describe WllCollier's latest starring vehicle;

:

,-.-

.
,

"The Hottentot)" written by Viator
Mapes and the comedian himself, produced at the Cohan Theatre Monday:
evening. The plot told straight would
serve as a second cousin to "In Old Kentucky," and tho numerous other old.'
melodramas in which the heroine's horse' a"
Wins the race and saves the old home,
r
But in "The Hottentot" It Is all about
people of wealth residing in a fashionable hunting community near NeW York, ';whose sole Interest in life Seems to be v
centered about the winning of a silver »s
cup at an annual steeplechase event.
A romantic young girl falls In love':
'

;

.

1

<=

'

with a man she meets in the west, who is
Introduced to her as. Sam Harrington, a
famous rider. .His name is really Sam- Vi
Harrington, but he isn't the famous '"*•
rider.
As a matter of fact he fears
equlnes having sustained a bad fall years ,'before and breaks into a cold sweat
every, time he gazes upon such an animal.. t:
It .can thus be readily perceived that
the role of the timid Sam Harrington, as
played by Collier, lends itself readily to
;'<

.

the star's Inimitable style of comedy
s
that of a person sailing under false pretenses.
^'
There are all the familiar Collicr mannerisms to Indicate nervousness
that of pulling at hie collar, gulping
innumerable drinks of liquor and so on. i"j.
The situations come quite naturally on
/
the Whole and the story runs along in
'
rather consistent progression to the ineyltable conclusion demanded by the
,
school of dramatics but always kidded
with Colllerlsms that keeps the auditor:-:
In rare good humor.
For example when
the great race 1b really run off stage
and Collier determines to overcome his
'V
fear by riding his sweetheart's honse,
he wins, not through any brilliant equestrianism, but because the horse runs ' "i
away with him and the race is won
1
through no fahlt of his.
;>
The hundreds of Collieresque come- \5
backs are heard all through the dialog,
such as handing the butler a J20 tip and "'•
saying to hlm:^'Try and buy a seat with
'';
v -It in some theatre"; "Auntie was forced
to go to Connecticut that's the only,
j
way I'd gy'j "What are your racing.
colors?—Black and blue"; etc. In other

—

T

:

—

••
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Americans connected with show business. It is true the Barrymore appeal
is naturally that of the care-free and
self-sufficient aristocrat in the European sense of the term. They wear
their clothes with a careless elegance,

They don't care for the newspapers and
what they do is human, and is done
but it is also true there
people connected with theaof the same temper and
of
view.
The only difference
Soint
etween them and the Barrymores is
that they do things in their own "way
and it happens to be different both
from the Barrymore and the English
way. To anyone with an, open mind
gracefully,

are

many

trical

life

is interesting in itself.
Only to
fools is imitation excellent. The aping of English ways may please some
of the English, but to the type who

this

The rush of "Ouija Board" numbers
around town of late does not presage
a fad, merely a coincident in ideas.
The new Ziegfeld roof show is to have
•oneVf Sat kind of numbw7the Moulin
Rouge show has another and "TickTack-Toe" at the Princess beat both to
it with an "Ouija Board" number of
its own, while a couple of vaudeville
acts long since claimed the prior right
to the "Ouija Board" as a song topic.
The "Tick-Tack-Toe" • show has a
checker board number also, the first of
its kind for a long while at least. The
floor of the stage is squared off and
colored, with a couple of number leadens moving the girls about, as the
checkers.
Probably no attempt was
made to elaborate the number owing
to the difficulty of those in orchestra
seats ever seeing anything clearly that

!

.

'

—

:

words, Collier

fulfills his mission as a
public entertainer to give you a bunch
pf hearty laughs and a pleasant even-

'

—

ings amusement.

•

Collier is Just Collier as always, Just
as you would want him to be. His most
the role of the timid Sam Harrington, as
outstanding support is Donald Meek, who
as a butler, contributes a splendid piece
of character acting In which he elucidates that servants of the present day
no longer have references, but preferences.
The feminine contlgent, on the
whole, were a rather incomptent lot.
"The Hottentot" looks like a certain
success.
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LEGITIMATE
GEORGE WASHINGTON.
Washington
Walter Hampden
Martha Washington. .Beatrice Reinhardt
Alexander Hamilton
Gerald Hamer
Paul Leyssac
George Marlon
Fred J. Verdi

Lafayette
Qullloquon

A
A

Little Boy
Little Girl

This

a

1b

Phyllis
flop

Artistically

It

Is

Lough ton

and a thorough
as bad as

merclally and Percy Mackaye,

It

Is

one.

com-

who wrote

it. has no one but himself to thank unless be Is willing to shift part of the
responsibility to his Harvard training
and his association with that silly collection of snobs, the Drama League. Certainly he gave a year out of his life to
no purpose If he devoted all of it to writing this sequence of scenes from the life

.

Washington. He might have better
written a biography for children. The
play is not a play. Drama does not lurk
in the tnost remote corners of it and all
it has theatrically to recommend it are
a few accidental Incidents and the
during
charming
interludes
which
George Marlon and two' kids enlivened
the proceedings with old ballads charmingly rendered.
The fault of this effort to cash in on
latent American patriotism was apparent a year ago whei Jacques Copeau-put
a French version by Pierre de la Nuz
at the Garrlck. This may have prevented
Arthur Hopkins from making the English production he promised.
At any
rate he did not make it. Mr. Mackaye
himself is supposed to be backing Mr.
Hampden in the venture which opened
March 1 at the Lyric with setting and

•of

.

m

<

UKi

*

costumes by Robert Edmond Jones and

acknowledgment given also to
Sovey, Ami Mali Hicks and
Berenice Langton. Harry Irvine helped
the author with the staging and Elliott
special

i

Raymond

Schenck arranged the Incidental muelc.
So much for the credit sheet The
debit side, bearing in mind Mr. Mackaye's admitted talents, is loud with
figures that added up make a sufficiently
noisy protest.
The trouble with this
dramatic poet is the distance he is 'putting with increasing speed between him-

Those who cannot think
self and life.
In terms of drama always write history
and here Mr. Mackaye has set forth
history, not drama It would not have
taken a year to write a drama. If a live,
dramatic conception had been in the author's brain he could have done the
ictual writing in a month. Having seen
this show, you feel like saying: "The
.

Give us a significant

devil take facts.
lie."

In other words, seise on a clinching
argument and from that drama let the

j

-.

M

-

.

inner fact of the Virginian's slgnflcance
proceed so you cannot miss it. To do
this would have required a man, a
dramatist, a poet. That Mr. Mackaye has
in the past proved himself such you
would never guess from this Burface description of Washington and the events
surrounding hlmy Furthermore the think-

ing Is cheap and maudlin sacrilege. This
Virginian soldier and farmer was a man.
Mr. Mackaye has given us a mawkish
sentimentalist and Mr. Hampden by his
sonorous mouthlngs has not helped the
impression though in a rightly written
play he would both have- looked and felt
the part.
The trouble with Mr. Mackaye and
others like him 1b that they go back to
a past pasted over with false Inferences'
'

.

.

and the sort of idealism fed to children
and call It patriotism. The reason the
:olonlsts went to war with King George
and Britain was economic. Over taxed,
they fought so they would have more for
Mr.
themselves and their children.
Mackaye seems to think they fought for
Borne idealistic reason such as children
are falsely taught 1b operative in the
Such philosophy is
grown-up world.
damnable. Children know such reasons
are not valid In their own playtime and
disgusting to teach them that it
ever Is. What they should be taught is
that the pressing, vital, angry necessities
of life are best dressed In fine clothes
and so made more bearable. However,
this is not done. Mr. Mackaye is only
following the prevailing mood in teaching what he does, but in becoming a
propagandist for the prevailing fashion
he writes himself down ob that and
nothing better. There Is more, consequently, to be hoped for from one Eugene
11 is

than from a dozen such as

G. O'Neil
lM&CrCHV6

The acting of this trying and tiresome
pageant, true enough to the outward
semblances of Washington's life, but
never illuminating the Inner promptings
of this regular fellow among flgbtlng,
love-making

luntlng,

aristocrats,

is

competent. Paul Leyssac as Lafayette
lifted the thing for one scene above the
ordinary by a flash of acting genius and
as Molly Washington Beatrice Reinhardt
brought a relieving touch of beauty to
tiresome evening. ' Lsci.
a sufficiently II
II

ill.
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Mr.
'

Mr. B. Rosenthal
Mr. Jacob Frank

-Max _
Felf
.

Adolph Sonenshein
Bertha
Mr,

thanson at this Junction made a speech,
saying he Intended to turn the proceeds
over for the benefit of the Jewish children orphaned abroad through the war
or massacre.
Mr. Nathanson recently

SLAVES OF THE PEOPLE.
(In Yiddish).
_
Rosenduff, Manager of Theatre

Bessie
Jack Mlllsteln

.Miss Fannie Lubrltzky
....Mr. Hyman

Oscar Holtz
Julia

,;...'

\

:

Samuel Relchman

A Guest....
Cafe Proprietor.
A Little Girl
Driver

became a father. His interest In Ahe
welfare of the orphans was. accounted
for through that. Following -the Nathanson speech a committee of three meninveigled, the house Into contributions
for the same cause, with those giving
paper money having their names called
off from" the stage. That was a dry portion of the proceedings and not well
handled.
Benefits are customary in the Yiddish
houses. At the Second Avenue when one

Mr. Nathanson
Mrs. Lackser
Mr. NadOlsky

Erdman

.

.

Mr. Jacobson

.Miss Jennie Cashier
Mr. L. Sets
.'...Mr. Cashier'
.Mr. Boris Auerbach
N. N.
Mr. Boris Auerbach

.

The Second Avenue Theatre with

what are known as "discount
tickets" are sold.
These are Identified
by their color when presented and the
holders of the cut Tate coupons are.
obliged to pay war tax extra while the
full
price
tickets
include the tax.
Through this a jam that was difficult to
smooth out was in the lobby for half an
hour or more before curtain time. Those
holding the discount tickets did not
want to pay the war tax and tried innumerable ways to dodge it.
.
The -Hebrew Actors* Union, whir"1
really controls the Yiddish theatres in
their operation, Is probably the nearest
to what may be called the perfect closed
occurs

Its

extensive Yiddish stock presents a different piece nightly, except Friday, Saturday and Sunday when "The Rabbi's
Melody," musical, Is regularly shown.
Last Thursday night the company played
"Slaves of the People," a comedy by
Oslp Dlmow who wrote "The Bronx Ex-

'

'

r

press."

"Slaves of the People" was written
six years ago or before. Its revival is
spasmodic in this group as with all
other Yiddish stocks. There are about 23
theatres now In the U. S. playing Yiddish.
Anyone may be called upon to
play a piece at six hours* notice. Each
of the players has an extensive repertoire.
Some of the Second Avenue company had not played the Dlmow comedy
in at least five years but they went on

with one rehearsal.
Taking Mr. Dlmow's play by Itself it
displays a novelty in construction that
suggests those who write for the Yiddish theatres have a more fertile Imagination than others, unless the Yiddish
houses demanding less scripts one may
see there the choicest collection pf selections.
In that case the American
playwrights could well afford to look
over the Yiddish pieces for ideas, though
they do not understand the dialog.
"Slaves of the People" Is all comedy
with dramatic Interludes. It was given
in four acts although two would suffice.
Its plan Is susceptible of being Impressed
for a musical revue on Broadway, with
the success of the effort depending upon

shop unionism can produce In this counSo -close is the union of actors alll eel
with every other end of the theatre they
play in that no one can join the Yiddish
Actors' Union or become an actor on the
Yiddish stage without "trying out" before a committee of union actors to
--have their ability or necessity passed
upon. In this way the union keeps to
its maximum membership and as the
union or the Hebrew Actors' Club takes
care of its members as long as they live,
|t has grown to be accepted that tho
course pursued Is the best for all who
try.

'

'

may benefit by It.
The union may order any slayer or
girl Into a. company ana the company manager must obey, or It can refuse permission to anyone to appear.
"The Rabbi's Melody" is paying four
chorus girls full salary to remain at
home while the show Is running, through
the union deciding they were entitled
The Yidto play lp. -the performance.
dish chorus girl must be the manager's
anguish. A few showed for a moment
In "The Slaves of the People." The star of the present Second Avenue
company, If it holds a star, is L. Sat
chorus

the brilliancy of the author.
After an opening in a manager's office
wherein an author is informed his play
was awful, it was suggested the company present go through that piece also
a course of others to convince the author
he was As' awful as the play they tried.
The author wants royalty and cares for

nothing

else.

Believing

he

is

who previously appeared In Philadelphia.
He went there after appearing In Londonand then came to New York, given
a try out, was accepted and Is now a

being

huge favorite on the East

In this
piece, as the author, Mr. Satz had no
His conception of the all-in
range.
writer hot after his last chance was

trimmed obliges the theatre manager to
go to this extent.
The next scene, or second act, opens
on a bare stage in "one" set for a reading.
The author reads the piece with
'comedy Interruptions to a certain point,
when the stage is darkened, the drop
goes up and a set in full stage .Is there
for a dramatic bit. With this ended, the
act Is through and the next act is al^o
set to open, in "one," with the reading
again gone through, ending to go into
a full stage for another dramatic scene
taken from the second book.
While
reading the second book and when the
assembled company expressed satisfaction with it, the author stopped long
enough in the reading to Inform the
manager the book was copyrighted at
Washington.
To assure the author his plays were
impossible the manager Informed him
the company would play them all together.
This formed the fourth and
last act.
It was wholly comedy, travesty and very enjoyable.
With the
author and manager in a stage box upon
the stage, the company jumbled the
pieces together In a humorous way, to
the amazed disgust of the author who
started to do many Billle Reeves' out

funny enough

"

,

went

was

Many

flowers
over the footlights and Mr. Nasaid.

his

Intent

-

A

dividual actor by his notices.
bad
notice from him Is equivalent to a blue
envelope from the management.
William Morris had the scheme at one
time to bring a Yiddish show to Broadway. The union's demands stopped it
but Morris's scheme was a good one.
Broadway would enjoy the Yiddish, in
Yiddish, and it would be a different sort
of a place to drop Into. >
§ime.

usher. Max's word seemed to go. When
the manager disagreed with him, Max
would answer/- "You're right, chief." B.
Rosenthal gave a most excellent performance as the manager.
A nice comedy bit was the wife of the
leading man listening to the reading
with her husband, objecting to any scene
thafcalled upon the leading man to kiss

in the house, it

up,

.

In the play within a play, Jacob
Frank was the head usher and also a
special policeman. The manager's office
could be taken for the sanctuary of any
Yiddish manager. During the readings,
the manager refused all information
tendered him by anyone but "Max," the

handle anything. Miss Lubrltsky is a
splendid looking woman jvho can act
and sing, at least she did both In this
play, and stood out, although Miss Lubrltsky's sole Idea from the front appeared to be the featuring of a squirrel
coat worn by her In the first act and on
every entrance after that excepting
when In costume. If squirrel coats are
scarce on the East Side, Miss Lubrltsky
must be enjoying the one she owns.
The performance Thursday night was
given as a benefit for Mr. Nathanson of
the cast.
The house seats 2,200 and
every seat was taken. About $1,800 was

make

reading of the books disregarding all
disturbances held humor and his low
comedy in the box brought uproarious
laughter, but the piece failed to do more
than Indicate that with opportunity Mr.
Satz Is as good as the theatre's patrons
say he is.
The Yiddish theatre Is an institution.
It's a worth while institution for any
student of the theatre. There Is so much
novelty about it from the stage to the
audience that a visit now and then will
do any of the students a world of good.
That old one about bringing babies and
bologna to the Jewish theatre doesn't
go at the Second Avenue. Its audience
Thursday night was perfectly right in
Possibly excepting the
every respect
critic of a Jewish daily who did not
stop to express his personal opinion of
the play and the- -actors. Also possibly
as a young man standing about remarked, that his own plays had been
turned down. This recalls that there
Is one critic on the Jewish papers whose
verdict Is akin' to success or failure.
When he gives a play a good notice, all
other paper is thrown away and only
sheets posted containing his expression.
He also "makes" and "ruins" the In-

of the box.

a female principal.
,
Fannie Lubrltsky is the prima donna,
ingenue or soubret of the company. The
versatility of these players prevent any
single designation.
They seem able to

In

Side.

-

Dressed In typical Russian oM*
though
the garments were

tions.

tumes,

scarcely appropriate for the chill blast
of a February wind, they presented a
unique picture. What seemed lacking
In the first performance and probably
due to the lack of a director reglsssur.
seems In the Interval to have been found
with the result of offering a performance far more consistent with the demands of Euro-American and American
audiences. *
The offering, nevertheless, has not
changed very much in either its selections or dance numbers, except that there
Is a more compact stage picture and
the first number of three has been out
somewhat to speed Its action.
The entire ensemble will also benefit
greatly If It would eliminate the solo
numbers of Serge Borowsky, whose voloe
is hardly suited to the compositions he
sings. His vocal efforts are marred by
tones which are too exacting in range.
The substitution of more dance numbers
for vocal selections in general would
also produce a feature that would find

greater favor and fervent response from
an. audience. This was indicated by the
reception that the dancers got In the
secqnd part of the show.
Particular mention must be made of
three dancers, Nina Sergeyeva, M. L.
Leonidoff and Vanla Volkoff, whose performance caused the warmest enthusiasm, particularly that of Mile. Sergeyeva,
whose future in this country under
American auspices will gain for ber a
place to be envied by professional dancShe Is almost Anna
ers of her class.
Pavlova, not the classic Pavlova, but
the Pavlova remembered for her dances
In keeping with popular demand.
Step.

MAN AND WOMAN.
Washington, D. C, March, I.
Utilising but one set and a
numbering but four people, William A,
Brady presented a new play by a new
author. "Man and Woman," at the ShuThe play is a
bert-Garrlck Monday.
good one, it Interests throughout grips
and arouses you to speculation as to the
final

unraveling

of

the

old

"eternal

triangle."

F. Glezer, the author. Is a
to most of us, but he has
constructed a play which threatens at
times to find a new way out for the two

,

Benjamin

new name

men and the one woman. Mr. Glaxer
works upon your sympathies, first for

the crippled husband ^'whose touch la
like that of the dead," to quote his wife,

and then again your heart goes to the
wife who is torn with the desire for a
"real" mail.
As the wife,

Mary Nash covers
She was

herself

everything
honors.
that the author's conception should be.
The story Is laid In Spain, high In the
Pyrennees mountains, in a tanner's cottage, and the one set furnished by Mr.
Brady is complete In every detail, excellently lighted and the properties create a splendid atmosphere.
Pedro, the --husband, a cripple from
birth. Is a smuggler, and through bis
cunning at fooling the border guard has
become known as "The Fox" and at the
opening of the play he and hlff wife,
Marguerite, have been married for six
years, both delightfully happy in the anticipation of the home they, are to bay

with new

i

in Seville.
The friendly guard, through whom the
smuggling has been so successfully carried on, Is relieved and a new one apThrough this friendly guard
pointed.

the information is brought to Pedro and
Guerlta of the plan of the commandant
to reach Pedro through his wife and
thus bring him to justice. Pedro sees
the possibilities of turning tbe trapping
game upon the trapper and much against
his wife's wishes prevails upon her to
work her wiles upon the new guard.
Holbrook Blinn suffers because of his.
-

"robustness,"

making

it difficult

to visu-

as a weakling, however, his experformance overcomes this
CurtlB Cooksey's sincerity
was most convincing and he won his
auditors.
The fourth member, Wilson
Reynolds as the friendly guard, does a
very good piece of work, he suggests
just what he Is supposed to be.
The play was directed by Jose Rubin,
who has demonstrated much skill la
this endeavor.
"Man and Woman" looks like a success.

alize

ceptional
handicap.

Ueakity.

THE RUSSIAN IBSA.

.

After a preliminary showing at the
Academy of Music, Brooklyn, this at-

SHOWS

CLOSING.

traction moved to the Belmont where
it. secured a week's booking and played
to about $3,000 gross.
With the Manhattan Opera House vacant and unable
to wedge into another house on Broadway, It opened In the former home of
opera a week ago Monday night
A second review of the show, must
offer a verdict on a performance greatly
superior to the presentation as first

George Broadhurst's "Crimson Alibi"
closed Feb. 28, Philadelphia,
closes
"Pollyanna"
Cort's
John

presented.

town, Pa., last week.

.

The, Balallka orchestra,

made a

which has been

March

6.

A, H. Wood's "Voice in the
closes

The

March

Dark"

6.

presenting
Co.
"Please Get Married" closed in Allen-

Otis

Oliver

consistent addition and did not

appear with the troupe In Europe, found
a consistent spot In the pit and on stage.
The orchestra proved a feature of the
entertainment In both capacities. It fulfilled Its duty adequately on stage and
during the Intermission rendered selec-

Klaw Show Opens.
"Mrs. Jimmy; Thompson." Joe Klaw's
show, opened in Stamford, Conn., Feb.
27.

-

VfllTlA/l ATT?
LEGITIMATE

^
WHY CHANGE TOUR
B.

De MUle's

feature

"Why Change Tour Wife"

Is

mate play at the Rial to.
moral and

nunclatlon of the English language were

WIFE.

Los Angeles, March

•

Cecil

better.

now a

legiti-

a

It carries

the story of a wife who,
worked only to make her
cultured
and
never
of the relaxation he needed. His
after bualnees needs never occurred .to
her until after he fell In love with a
flashy little model in a dress shop. The
wife demands a divorce and gets it.
The .husband then marries the little
is

'

'

more

-

./

-

wife number one then re-enters the
race for her husband and wins out in the
closing scenes where a hair pulling contest is staged to good effect.
Thomas Meighan and Gloria Swanson
score in the principal roles. Bebe Daniels
as the little vampire also did well.
As usual with Be Mille productions,
the producer's name isi played up lalarge electric lights in front of the theV
»
atre despite the all-star cast.
-The house Is packed, standing rqo:
'

only nightly.

'

-

.

The whole thing shows- De

cellent direction.

,

—

ing disappointment made much of a
Madeline
brief part in capable hands.
Marshall's
sister
was bright
little
properly stilted and well done. Mr. Robinson's inventor was a nice old man,
while C. Bailey Rick as Hupe'r Hancock
ScJiewer,
was unimpressive.

Mllle's ex-

,

Atlantic City, March 3.
_,.
Florence Mash, In a role similar In

many ways to "Aggie Lynch" by offering
also a dual part for her. made her debut
sit the Apollo last week In "Cornered,','
a melodrama by Dodson Mitchell. The
play has no relation to the former Owen
Davis play of the same title.
Mias Nash Is seen as the tool of a' gang

NEW

They plan
to

to

a rich

utilize
girl

her
a

..'

.

City.

Walking dswn Broadway he

'

'

-.

'

Scheuer.

NOT SO LONG AGO.

cuses.
Zip, P. T. Barnum's 'What Is It," Is
one of the features and according to' the
management is the oldest living freak.
Zip has been exhibiting since 1866 and

Atlantic City, March »..
Fifty years is generally considered a
'

little

more than "Not So Long Ago" with

most

folks, yet the

closed

.

passed
what was formerly the Globe Cafe at
48th street and a "To-Let" sign halted
him in his tracts. Sam Dolllver was
inside, the ghost of the, former gin mill.
Lanham- explained his racket to Sam
and the latter pulled the first smile he.
had exposed since "Pussyfoot" Johnsorf
lost his eye id England. Then and there
a partnership was declared ana Lanham
wlreaV to his' freaks to lam into New
York and prepare to decorate the mahogany right on Broadway.
They have been successfully decorating for the past Ave weeks and the
Broadway throngs have been clawing
each other to give up two bits a smash
to lamp them.
The slab opens at 12 noon and runs
through to midnight 'with the number
of shows limited to the size of the play.
George Dexter, the oldest living leeturer, can pull his bally-hoo on each of
the freaks and empty the Joint every 20
"s
minutes if necessary.
There are six freaks seated on the
former bar, which is covered with greon
baize cloth.
All are old friends and
have been exhibiting for years with
various shows, fairs, carnivals and cir-

One

atregoer.

fairs,

out In the
Jungles and bopped on a John 'O'Brien
with a pocket full of scratch, to spend
some of the yokels' sugar In New York

as
likeness
means of robbing the family under the
pretext of maintaining- social equality.
of the men Is of a low type. The
other Is polished and shrewd.
The girl gets into the house, takes the
place of the young mistress, who is out
on a visit, and in her clothes completely
fools all servants. She lets in her companions and they proceed to rob the
private safe.
\
In the dark the mistress returns, is
discovered, and shot by one of the men.
From this point on the play develops
as a poilce mystery, solving the problem. During Its course the girl learns
that she 1b a sister of the other girl.
The problem of the police remains unsolved but the relationship Is cleared
with good dramatic result. A love story
has an interesting place in the problem.
Miss Nash does splendid work in a well
written play»>which with little remaking
may prove a second "Within the Law."
The piece has many unexpected turns to
Its mystery solutions and many phases
to its complicated plot It holds the* interest and fascinates the hardened thestartling

YORK'S DIME MUSEUM.

Fred K. Lanham, who manages freaks
for the Canadian-Eastern
his season in December

of quite desperate characters located In

Chinatown:

in this

was interesting. He was stolid in face,
expressionless to a point that made his
facial Interest have a most important
accent to the moment
Mr. Blackmer
seemed to prove an ability for bigger
things' that Just a mere modern lover.
Charles Abbe failed to sufficient advantage! a comedy role that was out of
proportion to the play a n-'sflt character who could never have n de love to
a charming girl or been considered In her
family.
His boisterous methods placed
him out of tune with the plot of its finer
stripe.
In the same manner the gentlemanly old Inventor, father of the girl,
lost his- strength by the author's hand.
Inventions that were positively silly were
announced with comic Intent all out of
-line with the finesse of the love tale and
in manners not needed for balance.
The young lady of Mary Kennedy was
an especially finished piece of acting.
Jaunty ways, aristocratic manners, tout-

CORNERED.
.

Her ways and manners

part prove her limitations, but they also
prove her charm. It Is the best thing
Atlantic City has seen her do.
As the young man, Sydney Blackmcr

.3.

picture

after marriage,

husband
thought

I

year before the Cen-

his income tax reaches ambitious figures.
tennial Is really the locale of the play of
Next In years of service is Ell Bowers,
this name offered at the Globe Monday
vthe legless man. who sits on a cushion.
for the first time on any stage.
Bowers haB two normal feet growing
It Is a romantic bit with many posslchief characters are a
Sut on either side of his thighs and is,
Its
bllltles.
quite a curiosity. He is said to. be the
charming young seamstress with, a marfather of three husky sons, all of normal
velously delightful, ability to lie In a
fascinating manner and a young man* proportions. ""
Serpentina the boneless girt, lies on a
with down pressed ambitions In life that
are revived by her fictitious stories.
red couch attended- by a maid, who
-t The romance first conceived from the
changes her posture occasionally at the
for
woman
young
the
of
imaginations
command of the lecturer. Tne freak
the purpose of a rebuff to an obstreperpossesses no vertlbrae and is -boneless
ous and undignified lover gets her into
below the shoulders. In all other reall kinds of/ trouble with the object of
spects she is normal, -having an active
her stories who Is none else than the
mind, answering questions rapidly and
young man of the house where her seamIntelligently.
stress duties are performed.
Francesco Lentlnl, the three-legged
Eventually the objections of hor father
man, does most of his own spieling and
are overcome, but his mother remains on
allows the curious to touch his addiher grandiose poise of family tradition.
tional propeller. Lentlnl can ute his apa
refusal
ot
the
s/ith
climax
comes
The
pendage for a stool when necessary, as
rich man to marry the sister unless the
from behind about the
it grows out
mother withdraws her opposition. As
same position that a tall would occupy.
this flopplsh criterion of sociology Is to
Lentlnl doesn't mind' playing the Subfurnish a restitution of the family forway during the football hours for he
tune the mother immediately humbles
carries
his
own
flop.
as do all such stage and fiction mothers.
Walter Cole Is the "Living Skeleton."
The play starts and finishes on the
He doesn't weigh over 70 pounds, gross.
brownstone steps of a typical old-time
Cole
Is a ringer for "Eggs" Gordart, the
offers
It
front.
brownstone
York
New
in facial appearance and looks
many comments on life of the time with magician,
like a scout for Campbell's in his dress
reference to costs and possibilities that
suit and two gallon Disney.
appear as good comedy in a present
Last Is the midget, Princess Yuma, a
light, but it has room for a much more
well proportioned little lady, who Is a
bountiful supply of this ingredient
great pal of Serpentina.
For two acts there is a surfeit of conbearded lady and a tattooed man
versation that obscures much of the dewere not present, both being sick. Lanlightful fantastic romance that is the
ham says he isn't afraid of his actors
play.
The
third
act
this
chief asset of
pulling a strike, for, as far as he has
introduces more speedy comedy and holds
heard, there Is no union of freaks and
tho interest far better. Much tuning of
he doesn't employ any stage hands.
the play will be required to move it from
All the freaks sell picture post cards,
its too even tenure of progress at the
but that Is the only concession In the
present time.
place.
The story haB much to remind of a
The last Broadway museum was the
production once called "66 Washington
William Morris' side show on the New
Square," while there are several remi-York roof. Nothing approaching Lanniscent methods to the "Tilly of Bloomsham's collection has been seen in New
bury," which had the same young loadYork since the days of Huber's on 14th
ing lady, Eva La Galllenne.
street.
In this play Miss Galllenne has a mueh
Thurston, fooled the wise ones when
It requires charm, smiles,
better part
All of these she possesses,
fantasy.
he played five weeks on Broadway, selling them magic at two bucks a seat. It
though one can always wish her pro-

>
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.
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looks as though
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Lanham &

the music added to it for good measure
Frank Mandel is the author with Edward Paulton responsible for the lyrics.
The music Is a bilvo Keln score without
anything that resembles a popular hit

Dolllver are

same show

due for

a clean-up with the
that gets the saps In Medicine Hat. Hunature doesn't vary much the world
over and a Mew York couple will halt
at the strains of the player piaiio, take
a peek af the photos in the lobby and
blast In Just as readily as their more
rural brethren- out in the sticks.
At any rate Dolllver has aaved his
place from the degradation of a conversion to a Rotlsserle and if the number
of transients who walk up and down
Broadway daily run true to form he and
his showman partner won't worry or
skip any hot meal for many moons
If they could only slip in a coochl
The proper way to pull one of those
things is to Inform the crowd that men
only can crowd Inside, Just off the main
ring and for 50 cents see the "show" of
their lives.
When the 60-centers are
exhausted an adept spieler will tell the
others the "rate has dropped to 25, but
the twenty-fivers mustn't tell the screen ters they sot a cut price, or no one
will see the show where the twentyfivers are all In, the ticket man Informs
the rest that Just to All up the open
space In the room they can go in for 10
cents apiece, but that must be a secret
likewise. Then the oriental thing is put
over, a quick dance that dies and while
the 50-centers may be a bit up-6tage at
the Job, the 10-centers come out smiling,' knowing they beat it for 40 cents
anyway, so the crowd, as they go out
believe one set is sore because the inside show was raw and the other set
must be happy over what they saw. as
they were smiling, which makes It easy
But again New
for* the next oriental.
York is tob much of a city, as far as the
police are concerned. Otherwise though
what a pipe to gather in the 50-oent
pieces at Broadway and 47th.
The museum is reported to have cleaned up $1,200 the first Week ana to have
shown a steady profit since then. Cos.

man

The program credits the travesties and
dialog and extra lyrics of four of the
numbers to Mr. Lean. Edwin T. Emery
staged the production and Edward
Hutchinson is supposed to have staged
some dances. The latter coudl not be
discovered in the show on Tuesday night
The chorus did walk through several
numbers but there wasn't a semblance ot
anything Jn the show that could have

'

been termed near-danalng.
Lean plays the role of Robert W.
Holmes, an author of popular fiction,
selling thrillers brim over
with love, but his wife feels that he
'

whose best

as the

.......Geo. R.

Flo

Alicia

rather dull
lines

Lean

..Cleo Mayfleld

Georgle Mack
De Frankle
Daniel V. Chase.-. ....John F. Morrissey

JSffiiSi

fi.t*G

fw?

of double-voiced

singers,

Dave

Qulxano and Georgle Mack, who in their
solo numbers show that they can climb
from baritone to tenor and back again
with remarkable ease. The only thing

about this was that the audience didn't
know what' it Was all about. John F.
Morrissey and George R. Lynch are also
In the cast, the latter as an outraged
father and the former as the proprietor
of a country hotel where the entire action takes place..
The story is of the farclal order with

bright
with

fire"

concsfi.l6cl

lord

down

M.

m

at the Fitzgerald Building for
to handle seats for it

Joe can' refine
•;.

/.;

*_
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will oaklandIn concert.
Simultaneous with his engagement at
the Orpheum, Brooklyn, Will Oakland,
"America's Favorite Contra Tenor," as
he Is billed, made a radical departure
Feb. 26.
He added an additional concert at the Academy of Music, Brook*

who'.Hm

tirety again.
As for the men in the show there Is
Cecil Lean, and outside of him are a

couple

1

te Kuarantee^he house M'OOO
e k rental thefe seems
"S5!
for "Look
doesn't look mSchove?'»2 400

Egg/SK

with the featured team working on /a
guarantee and a percentage of the profits.
That would let the trick break even on a
(6,000 week even at the 44th Street
where the house would get an even break
on the terms.
At that Max Spiegel doesn't have to
worry for if the worse comes he has
scenery and costumes for one of his
shtrws on the wheel next season.
There iBn't anything to "Look Who's
Here" except Lean and Mayfleld and the
former's .facial/ ivory display becomes
rather familiar after a bit That leaves
Miss Mayfleld as the only permanent
,thing in the show. -She Is all of that
There are two other principal women,
Louise Kelley, who sang off key oftener
than on It, and Sylvia De Frankle, an
Ingenue without much to do. Next to
Mtss Mayfleld it remained for the little
McCarthy Sisters (Alicia and Mary), who
were a couple of clever small timers a
short while ago, to clean up individual
honors at the opening of the second act.
There was also a bit In the. first act
played by Madge Rush, who slipped over
a couple of toe dancing specialties and
the applause on the latter of these showed Bho had friends In the house.
For
the encore that she was forced to do
she offered the same routine in its en-

r"eal

on

'»•-

Summing up on "Look Who's Here" it
looks as though one of the 11.50 top
road shows of five years ago Is on
Broadway.
There is, however?* a great chance for
Joe Leblang to get even'on Max Spiegel,
if the latter proves to be a tough land-

la

IgFffJsS
iitti.'S

is

expert who by this time has developed
an attachment for the author. The curtain drops and the ball Is again shown
for a single number and a dance specialty after which It is again raised and the
room is the scene of the final untanglement of the complications.
There Is a chorus of 14 road girls who
wear costumes that are road dresses and
who work in a road manner. For, a novelty number they walk on and carry
flower baskets In which electric lights \9l
r

Sylvia

Max Spiegel made a mistake bringing
"Look Whoa Here" into New York. It
a show that could get along on the
road and hop In and out of towns getting the money on the strength of the
names of. Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayfleld.
But it is not a show for Broadway.
Spiegel is evidently aware of that for
outside of the featured names he did
not try to bolster up the other characters
with names for the New York showing.
At that there is no doubt that the
show could remain In New York withJoe Leblang's help for a long time playing to business that would pay as far as
the company end Is concerned, but In
these days when attractions are clamor-

where

head

girls'

McCarthy

.Cecil
,

my

this section with the breaking In of the
father, the friend who is married
to the girl and finally the matrimonial

Lynch

Mary McCarthy

Dorothy Chase

first act,

were "Ah

Is 'the sleeping room
floor of the hotel where by a novel arrangement the scene in two represents
the hallway and when a set all at the
back of It Is hoisted one of the rooms
is disclosed.
It Is Holmes' apartment
with the writer and wife No. 3 shown In
twin beds. There are some laughs In

'•

Caroline Holmes. ........ .Louise Kelley
Carlos Del Monte
Dave Qulxano

Robert W. Holmes
Rocamond Purcell
Horace Bream

complications,

dose, ot

the return quip being "I thought! smelt

•

Jo.

wife of the author.

wood burning."
The second act

Madge Rush

Bell Boys:

first

As an extra

.

May

vr

affection In his novels

Georgle Mack, as a friend of the author
admits that he has posed as the writer
and married a girl under his name. The
reason was that the girl was crazy about
Holmes' books and in love with him
without ever seeing him. As the friend
was violently In love with the girl he
decided to nose as the novelist Then
when Mrs. Hofmes No. 8 appears things
begin moving.
All this occurs In a

,

LOOK WHO'S HERE.
James Saunders

much

plants too

and doesn't show her enough and Is ready
to elope with a "wop" whose business
Is to be a fascinator of women, either
young, medium aged or appreciative.
Just for that Holmes sends for a "matrimonial expert" in the person of Cleo
Mayfleld and she steps In at the right
time to make wine Jealous, by posing

lyn.
The occasion was described as a
"concert and reception" for the American Legion, Brooklyn Post No. 211. He
supported by Don yan Buren,
and Raymond Meyerhoff, vio-

Was

pianist,
linist
.

A

Oakland offered groups of songs of
the popular, semi and classic type, revealing a voice tenor in character, to
be sure, yet* possessed of a unique
power in blending the Voice in its upper
range Into a. falsetto which emphasised
qualitatlveness in an even/ tone and
ease In ability in producing and sustaining it
The voice Is not of the
robust and, while It seems that Mr.
Oakland is aware of its limitations,
switches from effect in volume and gives
preference to a persistent but advantageous use of the high notes as de-

'-*"'i

Its

Often, too, there is a soprano
quality In the tone, which, is rather Individual, /
The quality of his voice also shows
adequate schooling, and while light it is
resonant Breath control and action have
also not been overlooked.

•'JtV

i

scribed.

.

'

His program opened with Ernest Bali's
followed by Hall MoKenna's "Three Roses." and concluding
the first group was Ball's "Dear Little.

"Who Knows,"

Boy

of Mine."
Among Mr. Meyerhoff s selections were
the Shubert-WUhelm arrangement of
the "Ave Maria" and Liszt's "Hungarian
Rhapsody," No. 2. While he played with
a high degree of skill. and produced a
bravura tone, resonant and luscious in
effect his bowing seemed to betray the
imperfections of the student.
This
seemed to be due more to nervousness

than anything else.
Mr. Van Buren showed versatility in
his accompaniment and also rendered the
"Andante (Finale de Lucia dl Lammermoor, Op. 13") of Leshetlzky, in the
capacity of soloist
The audience, though -sparse, was
warm In Its appreciation.
Btep.
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"The Powder Puff
make their entrance

Revue"
a

in

Wear

her

the back as

of

drunk

it

with two streamers forming a train,
dark blue sequins formed bands round
the bodice. A band of the brocade was
worn round .the head with three feathers in front.
gold lace, hip-hooped
style was Miss Baldwin's choice for her

lit-

"Debutant
with

Simmons wore some pretty gowns, especially a mauve creation made en-

What

.one

would

i

a good half

hour wasted, witnessing the film "Who
Is Ydur Servant." Lois Wilson as the
heroine is convincing but' should not
attempt to play a young girl especially
The only gown at all
in a close-up.

becoming was of

lace

frills,

made

Sophie Tucker wears a handsome
coat for her entrance. Moleskin
| forms' the top and half of the sleeves

new

is seal.

The gowns

"The Sirens" are good

in

though not much different
from the usual shows of this type.
of the girls wore neat riding costumes, white breeches with sleeveless,
green coats, with jockey caps to match.
For one number the girls looked sweet
in frocks of mauve, the s1$rts being entirely of frills. The bodices were plain
with sashes of blue. Alice Bertram's
evening gown was neat ,of white lace
looking

down

trailed

the

the

front,

was edged with narrow gold

lace.

one gown was
pretty pink chiffon heavily embroidered

Rae Elinore

Ball's

in sequins -double skirt with silver rib-

for the sash.

,';','«
amusingly.
^
It met with a good reception, particularly by the friends of- the authors
on the opening night. It is a success
and should have a long run.
The house has been renamed Thea-

tre du Vaudeville; and the. title of
Theatre Lyrique has disappeared from

the posters.
Messrs. 'Signoret Sergius, Quenault

and Mesdames Gallois, Deval and
Doring played their level best and
made good in the new revue, which
.

after all resembles other productions of

same category.
With the revue at the Palais Royal
Paris has two by the same authors run-

the

tume was

chic.

'

White

ning at legitimate houses.

.

Marie Cah ill's gown of pink beads

was striking, made perfectly plain with
just a narrow band tied loosely round
her waist.

dotted stuff with jet sleeves with trans•
parent, lace.
Nina Payne made a charming-picture
as a cameo attired in flounces of white
chiffon with a white wig. Miss Payne's
; Cleopatra cakewalk was clever but too
late to be appreciated.

j

.

/

Rose and Dell at the American first
would improve their act if they
went straight into the bicycle tricks
half

work

.

LIQUOR.

in "one" is crude.

Miss

Rose in a costume of white satin
trimmed with steel beads displayed a
figure.
The Queen in Four
Jacks and a Queen looked good in all
her changes. A Belle of New York
dress of powder blue with touches of
scarlet was sweet. Another frock of

Yvette Kiviat, the designer, is entering the vaudeville producing field
and will feature Bobby O'Neil in an
elaborate fashidn and girl act, the
costumes to be designed by herself.
'

Ten
The

he included.
being readied and
will be handled by Ralph Farnum of
the Kellar office.
girls

rique,
'

in

Paris, last year.

Damages of 100,000 frs. were asked,
but the court allowed 30,000 frs. with
interest.
This judgment was brought
before the first Courts of Appeal, and
the Massenet family have won the appeal, the Court promising to fix the
plaintiff's material losses later,, after
proof,

"
f

•

'

Laddie

Cliff

now

Op«n»

Cliff

27, "also

in Paris.

Paris,

.

Laddie
Feb.

March

3.

opened at the Alhambra,
Billy O'Connor, both do-

ing nicely.
1

Daphne

Pollard's Versatility.

London r March

3.

Daphne Pollard will appear as an
Egyptian lady and as a hen in the new
edition of "Joy Bells."
Mr*. Campbell in Ibsen Play.
London, March

TO BUILD MORE THEATRES.
Akron,

O.,

March

3.

from the 44th Street.
Jimmie Peppard, formerly at the
Eltinge, will go into the 44th Street as

Club.

treasurer.

LE1GHTON BACK ON THE JOB.
Leighton returned to the
Erlanger booking offices
Monday. He had been away for three
weeks with an attack of influenza and
pneumonia.

&
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attractions.
The figures show Detroit is running
ahead of. Boston and Cleveland and
has fewer theatres' than the volume of

population and business demand. An
indication of this' is seen in the plan
to run "Sinbad" with Al Jolson there
for three weeks.
Cleveland actually,
holds more people than the figures
will show, because, three suburban.
points insist oh remaining separate
municipalities but there is a plan on
foot to bring them within the city
limits.
Akron,' without a legitimate
house, is regarded as most fertile 'field
for such a theatre,
,

.

Columbus, '(Indianapolis and Kansas

i

SUMMER REVUE AT

REPUBLIC.

Earl Carroll is preparing a summer
show, which while it will be musical,
will be away from regular revue lines.
The show is aimed for the Republic
which is to be among the "summer
theatres" this year. The house will be
available for the Carroll show May 24.
Carroll has '"Vanity Fair" in mind
for a title. If retained it will be the
second summer show to, carry the
name of* a publication. '"Broadway
Brevities" is being readied by George
and Rufus Lemaire.
."The Way to Heaven," the Chinese
piece produced by Carroll some weeks
ago is on the shelf but is due to open
at the Booth in August. It may be re-

.V

named to "The Lady of 'the Lamp."
A. H. Woods is interested in both of
the author-producer's plays.
i

•i

"AS YOU WERE" RECORD.
piece, "As You Were,"

The Ray Goetz

with Irene Bordini and Sam Bernard
as the stars, broke all records at the
Central last week with only the regular
eight performances.
The capacity of
the Central is $19,163.50.
The gross
statements of "As You Were" had
$20,132 at the end of the week.
Goetz is trying to secure passports to
sail for London on tbfc "Imperator"

tomorrow (Saturday)/ While he is
abroad the company will be. handled by
Arthur J. Levy, who has been handling
the publicity and business end since the
engagement at, the Central opened.

PALM BEACH BENEFIT OFF.
Palm Beach, March. 3.
i
The benefit in aid of the Actors'
Fund scheduled to be held at the
Cdcoanut Grove here March 7 has been
definitely called off.
It will, however,
be a feature early next season.
The reason for calling it off at this
is that a number of the theatrical
•'
folk had to leave for New York.

demand, Akron promoters have decided to build two more
houses, one downtown and another
in East Akron.

The

BOOKED FOR SHOWS.
Placed through Davidow & Lemaire
week were: "Irving Fisher with
"Florodor,a," Jessica Brown with "The
New Dictator," Dan Healy with "The
Sweetheart Shop," Nip and O'Brien
with Joe Weber's "Honey Dew" and
Joseph Neimeyer and Elsie Gordon
with "Little Miss Charity."
this

•'

Arliit in

Need of a House.

George Arliss

To meet

this

erection of a

modern theatre

to

be included in an office building and to
have a tunnel connection at the Waldorf, will cost $400,000 with a seating
capacity of 2,500.
It will cater to

legitimate and photoplays.

.

City are complained about and some
managers say this season's business
points to them as three day stands instead of a week.

3.

Mrs. Campbell is to appear in Ibsen's
"John Gabriel Bjorkman."

Akron's 32 theatres, 29 of which are
picture houses, are inadequate to the
demand of the amusement seeking
public, according to James Dunlevy,
vice-president of the Akron Screen

Klaw

/

time

There is to be a switch of treasurers
with the taking over of the Century by
the Shuberts.
Matty Cancer and his
assistant at that house will go to. the
Manhattan, replaced by Herman Fuchs

Victor

Fred McNaughton, brother of Tom
and Charles, is dangerously ill with
pneumonia. He is of the original Two
McNaughtons.

will

act is

TREASURERS CHANGE.

dainty

yellow chiffon looked girlish, loops of
ribbon hung from the waist.
Hal Johnson has a very amusing
sketch and gives a good impersonation
of the fair sex. His dress was white
trimmed with silver with a sash ot
mauve, the ends hanging each side.

STAGING O'NEIL ACT.

IS

3.

singers to hold the lead in "Cleopatre"
and "Amadis," it being stipulated in

Wilkie Bard, who leaves Saturday for
England, returns to open at the Palace,
New York, Oct. 28.

KIVIAT

March

the last will of Massenet that Mile. Arbell should, if she wished, always play
those parts. Certain directors ignored
this clause and produced the works
with others, the last being Mary Garden in "Cleopatre" at the Theatre Ly-

,

MAY MOVE

Paris,

.

As reported in a previous cable message Mile. Lucy Arbell (whose real
name is Georgette,, Wallace) claimed
damages against the heirs of Massenet,
composer, for having authorized other,

bodice.

A

',.

MASSENET JUDGMENT REVERSED.

satin knickers

with a jumper effect of chiffon for the

statement made by one of the
speakers at the Fred McCloy dinner
Saturday night at the Ritz, that Commissioner Roper had ruled that liquor
could be moved when a person changed
residence and that the "domicile followed the man," was verified as correct
by a revenue agent this week.
Persons moving from place to place
have the right to move alcoholic liquors
just the same as, other personal property. In the case pf a man dying and
Willing any liquors, say to his' son,'
before such liquor could be legally
moved from the home of the. father to
that of the son a permit must be
applied for from the commissioner.

.,

.

The woman with Herschel Henlere
wore three neat dresses. The prettiest
perhaps was her last, short of black

as their

'

Now

Two

''

1

was edged

cock blue.
Miss Rose (Rose and Moon) although her costuming is neat would
look better in darker materials. She
is fair and appears colorless at the
back of the theatre. Her Chinese cos-

quite

has.

flowers
bodice

lace

.

,

the rest

The

,

simply.

Helen Keller in her second week at
the Palace wears a becoming gown
of white satin trimmed with fun The
bodice was patterned in glass beads
while the hem had a trimming of bugle
The more one sees of Miss
fringe.
Keller the more bne can realize what
a sunny and lovable disposition she

'

Theatre

Rip and Gighoux called "Mousix."
The fashionable writers of this kind
of entertainment have supplied a witty
show.
Signoret impersonates Grock

mention.
Orchid shade velvet with
three bands of ermine at the bottom
edged with tails and the collar trimmed
the same.
Harry Fox has two very nice looking girls in his act.
Edythe Baker
seems familiar, her "Chong" on the
piano deserves praise. Heii frock had
lace flounces edged with flowers. Beatrice Curtis wore blue chiffon pale at
the bodice shading to almost a pea-

shell effect of

call

Girl."
tinsel.

3.

at the Vaudeville,
Lyrique, not having
proved a financial success, Gheusi and
A. Devai closed the house a few days
and reopened February 26, with a revue

and again as Miss
Baldwin danced one caught a glimpse
of dainty knickers edged with bright
green feathers.
There were many
others.
Her cloak though deserves

were brown chiffon opening at

a

Paris, .March

The opera regime

called

A

They were caught at the.
the sides.
Miss
ankle with a band of sequins.
tirely of ruffles .with
tissue at the back.

REVUE AT PARIS VAUDEVILLE.

in

Her gown

Altea Doree

much.

frock of shimmering white caught
at each side with little wreaths of rosed
which also trimmed the neck. Delphie
Daudhn for her Egyptian dance wears
a handsome ccstume. The bodice was
entirely of bronze sequins while the

'

\

'

''' V
''.'
•

•

Miss Baldwin wears some

adorable clothes.

for the
"Follie Girl" was exquisite. Rose brocade very tight caught up at the back

a dainty Miss especially in her

trousers

and worked

delightful

is

cleverly.

tle

.

'•'

•/'

'.W

:

costume— longer at
was inclined to show her

"Bird"

figure a trifle too

bon

'".i

Population figures already being
turned in by the census takers verifies
what managers have claimed all season, that certain cities of the central
west are under-theatred and others
have become unattractive for legitimate

The Riverside this week has a splendid bill although four of the eight acts
used pianos. Percy Bronson and Winnie Baldwin have a charmingly clever
act and it is witty.
Mr. Bronson's

girls

sort

Hawaiian costume of pale blue short
trunks and streamers are the only covering for the legs. One young woman
who is rather on the plump side should

Hi ,'.

.'''''

CENSUS FIGURES.

AMONG THE WOMEN

.

.'•''
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VARIETY

18

is

"'.

York

in

is

due to open

in

New

"Pojdekin," by Booth Tark-

ington in less than a fortnight..
The date of opening is still doubtful,
while George Tyler is making a desperate effort to line up a house.

Broadhurtt't "Whispering Wires."
George Broadhurst's next production
is a piece entitled "Whispering Wires,"
by Henry Leverage.
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knocking out,
if for no other reason than to efface
put on Johnny's
blot Willie
the
'scutcheon by knocking .him cold in
one round one. night in Philadelphia.

.

champion grabbed

shadow

$9,000 for 24 minutes'

He

'

,

delight in

Dundee has beaten Jackso'n twice on

landed

three
smacks on Valger's face in the eight
boxing..

.

Dundee would

'Johnny Kilbane smiled his way to defeat at the hands of little Benny Val%it; iii the Newark Sportsmen's Club
'ring, last week.
The featherweight

;;"'

•

! wen

'

points.

.

Dundee claims the lightweight title,
founds and called it a night.
Valger had the chance of_a lifetime giving as an argument the fact that he
can scale under 135 pounds, while he
to grab the title he has been gabbing
about for two years, but he played it is doubtful if Leonard can ever make
that weight again.
safe and helped in a small measure to
#
-make the bout a burlesque. Benny
We are going to have with' us, besouthpawed to the body three or four
ginning midnight, March 8, a second
times in each round. He had many
six-day bike race in Madison Square.
opening's to hurl the tight at the
Charley Hanson,, of Brooklyn, who
champion's chin but he refused to let it
made a wad on the event last Decemgo. Valger can hit if he tries.
'•:.
The dailies did not pan the titlehold- ber, was so pleased he arranged an
er half as much as he deserved.
The. innovation in cycling circle two races
at a time.
Hanson, "with Joe Fogler
last time he fought in Jersey the refand Isaac Dorgan on the job, has
eree practically begged him to do some
signed up most of the best riders in
fighting and when the Clevelander said
the
world to compete.
he would, he knocked Frankie Burns
"With the rum joints, closed, the
Eight years ago he outout cold.
boys have nowhere to go, and they'll
pointed Abe Attell in 20 rounds. He
just as soon take in the. race again
has fought very few good fights since
as to stay home," says Hanson. Pretty
he dethroned Attell.
.Some day some capable referee is good reasoning, that.
going to throw Kilbane out of a ring
and his title will pass to his opponent,
Harry Mansfield returned recently
from England after a three months' so.unless Johnny gets hep and gives the
journ among the fistic fraternity of
public a run for their money. In a bout
such' as this one, all bets should have
Europe. Mansfield will start training
been declared off, because of the un- immediately with a view to securing a
satisfactory milling. Most of the wise
crack at Jimmy Wilde whom he boxed
.money in Newark was -on Valger "to on two occasions in England. He lost
cop" the consensus of newspaper de- a 20-round decision to Wilde on one
Funny thing about Jersey, appearance aiid was stopped in 11
cisions.
the oftener they get the bunk the betrounds on his other try. Despite these
ter they like it. If the Jersey commistwo set backs Mansfield figures he
sion had any nerve', they should have --would show to better advantage at
"*
barred Kilbane. Since they got box- home and is anxious for a chance to reing back over the Hudson, Kilbane has
deem himself. He boxed several times
bolstered his- bankroll by $15,000 or
in Paris meeting the French "bantams,
$20,000.
\
Leprewsc, Gloria and Dastilion.
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pals

won

'

There were 12 attractions listed at
cut rates this week. They were "Little

for
'

dailies

had Hal Chase,

first

v

fight engagement had been made up
(Casino)
"Aphrodite"
# Whopper"
to that time between the American
(Century); "Breakfast In Bed" (Elchampion of the world and the con- tinge) ;,"Look Who's Here" (44th St.)
tinental champion. Descamps expects
Wedding Bells" (Harris) "Adam and
to arrive in New York March 20. He
Eva" (Longacre); "The Cat-Bird,"
did not say. whether Carpentier would
(Elliott); "My Golden Girl" (Bayes*)
accompany him. Marinelli placed Car- "The Wonderful Thing" (Playhouse);
pentier for some English dates at one' "The Sign On the Door" (Republic)
t»me and it was a theatrical matter
"Buddies" (Selwyn) "The Magic MelDescamps cabled about.
ody" (Shubert).

base-

man of the Giants, leaving New York,
"not for the training camp at San Antonio, to take up the playing of basebut for Los Angeles to take up
posing for pictures," early last week.
Chase crossed the baseball sharps for
as late as midnight Feb. 28, the great
ball' tosser was enjoying the speeches
at Fred McCloy's banquet. Hal told
a Varibtu representative the reason
he quit the diamond was because he
"was looking to my future."
"I've played ball for eight years and
I am tired," continued Chase. "I have
two years, left for baseball, but I have
reasoned it out that to get a foothold
in some other venture I must start
while I am young. I am going into
pictures for that reason, and of course
the money that's in it. Like everything
else you get. tired of one thing. I am
sorry to quit the Giants because I feel
they will win the pennant this year.
But business is business a'n'd I'm going to get mine while the getting's
good." Chase has had a spectacular
career in£the game of swat. He played
with the* Yankees for several years,
jumped, than rejoined them. He went

'

;

ball,

-

•

White Sox in a trade
and then jumped for the Federal
League.
After peace was declared
August Herrmann purchased Chase's
services from the Buffalo Club.
He
was sold to the Giants last year. Chase
led the National League in batting in

;

SPEED RECORD FOR PICTURE.
Philadelphia,
is

N. V. A.

COMPLAINTS.

Harry Miller of Schriner and Miller
complaining against Morris and
Townes, alleging the latter act is infringing on a dark stage bit, identified
with the" Schriner and Miller turn.
Sophie Tucker has filed a complaint
is

against

ment

in

Miller, alleging infringethe method of handling a

.

-

professional.

THE JUDGMENT RECORD.
The following 1b a list of the Judgments filed In tho County Clerk's office.
The first name is that of tho judgment
debtor: the socortH tho judgmont creditor,
and tho amount of tho judgment.
Samuel L. Robinson; Gray Seal Productions, Inc.: $2,215.87,
Lillian E. Blair; Metropolitan

Opora

Co.. Inc.; costs, $14. 96.

Fields Enterprises. Inc.; Seller TheatCostumes Co., Inc; $151.44.
Lew M. Follds; P. Friedman; $422.85.
Joseph E. Shea; J. Flelsman; $328.88.

rical

NEW CORPORATIONS.
Projcctoentor Film' Corp., Manhattan,
$260,000; T. W. G. Donovan, F. JL Brown,
Perry, 108 West 43d street.,
MeKennn'n Plnatu Theatre Corp.. Bayside. $50,000; J. C. McKnlght, -J. F. and
J.

.

,

SHOWS

IN

NEW

New

ORLEANS.

Orleans,

An undersized company
'

ERNEST WILKES MARRIES.
San Francisco, March 3.
Ernest Wilkes, author of "Broken
Threads" and other plays, was married
March 1 to Mrs. Alice Zabala, a. non-

Maud

Chinese number, done by Miss Tucker.

1916.

contenders for Benny Leonard's
laurels will swap, punches in Dave
Driscoll's Arena, Jersey City, March 8,
They are Johnny Dundee and Williei
Jackson Tackson is one fighter w hom

3.

.claimed for Director Ira M.
Lowry, of the Betzwood Film Co. The
picture was staged, finished and produced in 18 minutes.
The old speed record was 21 minutes.
It was also held by Mr. Lowrie.
The new record was made on the
roof of the Hotel Walton in this city.

ture

to the. Chicago

Two

March

"A. new speed record for making a pic-

March
is

J.
3.

playing

La La Lucille" at the Tulane this
week, opening Sunday to capacity.
The risque dialog of the musical
f arce will probably give
it a good week
"lere.
It has been doing that in the
'preceding southern towns played.

it'll*

I

Musical Club and Apollo
Club here, died in Seattle, Feb. 29, of
pneumonia, aged 37. She is survived by
a husband, mother, brother and two
children
Mrs. Wardall was' division
lecturer of the Theosophical Society,
under whose auspicqs the funeral was
.•

C.

McKennn, Bayslde.

Dclnivfire Charter*.
Iiupont Pictures, manufacture motion
Pictures,

Newark,

fte.1

$100,000;

John T. Dupont,

N. J.: Benjamin E. Mossier,
Montoharln, N. Y.; Elizabeth Bauer, New

York City.
Da pout Pictures, manufacture motion
pictures, $100,000; Incorporators

above.

same as

Monday.

held

T. Nelson Dixon.
T. Nelson Dixon, until recently asFrank Gillmore, executive
secretary of the Actors' Equity Association, died of pneumonia Feb. 29 at
sistant' to

Mn

his home in New York.
Dixon
was only ill for a day. He leaves a.
wife: The' deceased was about 63 years
of age, and was a legitimate actor, for

,

;

The

DEATHS.
Mr*. Josephine Wardall.

Mrs Josephine Wardall, member of

;

;

3.

the Ladies

lage).

The principal topic of discussion at
the brokers during the week was the
new method of scaling the Plymouth
for the presentation there of John
Barrymore in "Richard III" opening
tomorrow night The first ten rows
are to be $3.50 and the balance of the
orchestra $3 at the box office.
The buys running are "Son-Daugh-

March

said~to be Laura
formerly an artist's model,
and said to have been a member of the
chorus in several Broadway shows, is
in the Hahnemann Hospital here suffering from amnesia. She was found
ill on the streets.
A card found in her
handbag gave her address as 242 West
49th street, New York. ",
There was a letter addressed to her
mother, telling her not to worry and
saying the daughter was on her way'
to Chicago, San Francisco and China,
and she expected to be absent three
years. /The young woman is not able
to remember anything about her trip
here and shows an almost total lack
of memory.
Her mother has been
notified and sent word she will come
here to take her daughter home.

Easter.
The poll or. the situation in the ticker
agencies for the current .week shows
that there are 24 buys running while
there are 16 houses giving "regulars"
Three of the current
to the offices.
They are
"buys" finish this week.
"Clarence" at the Hudson, "Aphrodite"
(Qentury) and "The Cat Bird" (ElOf the new attractions of the
liott).
week but two are thus far listed in
the buys. The brokers have taken 360
a night for four weeks for the William
Collier show and' the demand is strong
for tliis attraction, while 210 seats a
night for the "George -Washington"
attractions were also brought for four
weeks, with the brokers feeling that
they have been burnt, on the latter attraction. -The brokers stated on Wednesday morning that they would not
touch either "Look Who's Here" (44th
Street) or "Sophie" (Greenwich Vil-

Georges

manager

Philadelphia,

A young woman,

Barcsch.

i

Carpentier, cabling H. B. Marinelli
last
Saturday, positively stated no

Descamps,

heavily.

(Continued from page 3)
and few- fresh attractions are listed to
With Broadarrive during March.
way's "map" about set, the next gendate will come around
eral switch

"Purple
(Belasco)';
Mask"
ter"'
(Booth); "As You Were? (Central);
"My Lady
(Cohan);
"Hottentot"
Friends" (Comedy); "Abraham, Lincoln" (Cort); "Letter of the Law"
(Criterion); "Breakfast in Bed" (Eltinge); "Declassee" (Empire), a part
buy at only two agencies; "Apple BiosBells"
soms"
(Globe);
"Wedding
(Harris); "Famous Mrs. Fair" (Mil"Clarence"
(Hudson); "Night
ler);
Boat" (Liberty); "Gold Diggers" (Lyceum); "George Washington" (Lyric);
"The Cat Bjrd" (Elliott) "§acrcd and
Profane Love" (Moros'co); "Monsieur
Bcaucaire" (Amsterdam); "Tick-Tack(39th
(Princess);
"Scandal"
Toe"
Street) and "Irene" (Vanderbilt).

The Geo. McKay interest in the
Sophie Tucker garage at Baldwin, L. I.,
has been purchased by his partner,
Frank Westphal, leaving the latter and
his wife, Miss Tucker, the sole owners.

At the Jefferson Park track, New Or"War Mask/' Johnny

leans, Feb. 25,

Dundee's lone thoroughbred possession,
scored his third straight Victory for the
New. York lightweight by defeating a
good field of distance racers, over the
The
mile and seventy yards route.
horse paid 5 to 2. Many of Dundee's

LAURA BARESCH HAS AMNESIA.

DECLINE ON BROADWAY.

SPORTS

;

19

:

;

upwards of 40 years.
.

W. Righter Walter.
Righter Walter, whose stage
Paige, died suddenly
26, while appearing at
the Park Square." He was a brother of
Helen Paige (Kimbcrley and Paige)
and at the time of his demise was a
W.

name was Jack
Boston, Feb.

in

member

of the

"Honey

The mother of Fred
line

Girls."

Billy

'

and Made-

Newsboy Sexon February 21st at Phila-

Gould, late of the

tette, died

delphia, Pa., aged 47.

r

SHOWS

IN PHILADELPHIA.
Philadelphia, March 3.*
It was all comedy and musleal comedy
this week, with four new openings In
the legitimate theatres and business

.

generally good all over. town. "Frivol-"
Ities of 1920" was Riven the biggest play
Monday night and the Chestnut Street
opera house turned out an almost capacIty house for the premiere.
The show
was warmly greeted and the Tuesday
reviews ought .to be a big help to future
business, for almost every paper took a
rap at the thinly clad members of the
company. Otherwise the show was given
kindly treatment.
"Take It from Me" opened strong at
the Shubert, no doubt getting a lot of
play on tho good Impression made by the
ploce. during Its summor showing at
Atlantic City,
a fine Impression on its catchy music
"Somebody's Sweetheart." which made
and clean comedy (hiring: Its stay at the
Chestnut Street op.era house, opened
well at the Adelphl; where It moved this
wcefc. It Is there for only orie week as
"Up in Mable's Room" Is booked for

March

•

8.

.

William Hodge Is a big hit In "The
Guest of Honor." The piece is still drawing heavily at the Lyrlo and ought to
remain there for a long time.
"Listen Lester" began Its engagement
nt the Forrest to a blft house Monday
night, following the tremendous rush for
"Ben Hur."
The Cort comedy has a
good reputation here and Is expected to
i
draw.
"The Irresistible Genius" with Georges
Rnnavent strongly featured opened well
at

tho Broad.

cpmody that

It is a cleverly written
will appeal to" the higher

ClllHS.

Not much

expected of "Dore Mable."
now In ItH second and final week of fair
business at the Gorrlck. The pIocb needs
a lot of attention, for there is little
punch to It. Ed. Wynne's Carnlvu.1 next
week.
"7 Bays' Leave" opened a two weeks'
engagement at tho Walnut at popular
prices.
Dramas hvc been getting good
returns at tills house this season and the
Lnglinh war play should do well, as It
P nyed to good business last season at
higher prices at the Chestnut Street
opera houBe.
Is

'

•
'

•',

:

.';::

:'
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ing Saturday,

CABARET

<

has fallen

resented only $800. With performances
weekly at an estimated gross of between $3,500 and $4,000, and the roofs

,

It's rather an intrepid restaurelse.
ateur who will gamble with a new show
such as this is, against the dry season and what that means in a former

place.
The Moulin Rouge
charges one dollar coveur. With the

liquor

At the Winter Garden, in Chicago,
Virgil Bennett has put on a new re'

kind ever.
Inspection failed to
prove this. Of course, the girls do
come, .out in .several numbers all but
bare.
However, this has been the
regular progression at the Winter
Garden. In a vanity number there are not eight ounces of clothing on the
eight girls, but nothing shows that
hasn't been seen before from dinner
tables in this subterranean resort.*
Now. it is seen soberly, which changes
the aspect somewhat since the inebriate days. The principals include Isa-

A

fault.

The

12 girls,

none particu-

Dean, Billy Arnold and Myra Evans
are the other principals. The principal
far over the
choristers. "So This Is Broadway" may
be a novelty and a draw with so many
other revues having closed when their
restaurants ran out on the dry thing.

women were gowqed

That

is

the show's one chance.

The Century Roof will probably close
at the end of next week as far as
•Morris Gest and the present"'Midnight
While
Whirl" there is concerned.
"Aphrodite" remains for a while downstairs at the Century the roof will revert to the management of the ShuWithout
berts when Gest leaves.

vue called "Sweeties," which- has
caused a bit of a village buzz. Word
went about it was the rawest thing of
its

donna who creates wonderment why
she is in this floor show when musical

main

likely

.

Soss,

larly good looking though youthful,
walk around the oval floor in a conventional way. Mr. Gray wrote one
song, "What the newspapers say." This
was hurt through the film that should
have gone with it not being ready the
opening evening. Earl Miller, Ethel

$5,000,

nearer $6,000, counting everything, it
was only the bar percentage that could
have given Gest a profit, even if he
did a bigger box office business. "Yet
the Amsterdam Roof, in the same position as far as the bar returns are connected, seems to be satisfied with" the
gate money. Reisenweber's will not
have the restaurant on the Amsterdam
Roof with the new show. Bill Kurth
will probably take it over himself. He
has been the restaurant manager up
there for Reisenweber's. Gest must
feel a pang of opposition regret at
the closing of the Century, leaving the
midnight $2 thing clear for Ziegfeld,
but as Gest shortly leaves for the other
Ziegfeld may
side, there is no help.
have an opposite feeling and remark
that he was the first in that field he
should be the last. Though calling the
atrial 'shows* $2 ones, it costs $5.50 a
seat to sit at the ringside of either.
Without liquor and seeing the girls in
the show while wholly sober, it's a
question if any floor show is worth
that amount but as it often happens
nowadays that the bottle goes with
the person, that may explain the continued demand for front row tables.
Healy's Golden Glades has a $2 coveur
charge for its ice show.

"So ThU Is Broadway" opened Sat-^
urday night -at the Moulin Rouge. It
is a restaurant floor show, with six
principals, 12 chorus girls and not much

plays are looking for women of her
type and voice. Martin Cuthane makes
'the hit of the evening with his "audi-,
ence song," passing among the tables
and doing the "ad lib" lyric for several
laughs. The only number worth while
Not much
is an "Ouija Board" song.
has been done with that. leaving it a
nice little idea badly worked out. The
costuming is in bright coloring and
the prevailing styles but does not atplan of
tract attention or comment.
having a long trail on a couple of the
sets of costumes rather detracts than
adds to the ensemble. Tommy Gray
wrote the show which means Tommy
wrote the lyrics to the songs, with
Clarence Gaskell furnishing the music.
The lyrics and the music* are all right,
with the staging of the numbers the

off, until

weekly overhead above

'

when

there

No Sunday

congregate and

is a $2 tax
shows.

.

the past having given the police the
right to step in and order the place
closed at certain hours, the dancing

and

.

hilarity continue all night long.

Mra. Margaret P. Bacon was granted
an interlocutary decree of divorce from
Benjamin Frank Bacon, last Tuesday
by Justice Tompkins at White Plains.
Bacon is with Olive Burke in a skating act at the Strand Roof Garden,
New York. The defendant's partner
was named as correspondent. Neither
put in a defense. Mrs. Bacon testified
that she was married on January 15,

How

.

*

'

-

1917, at Minneapolis, Minnr
Manny
Eichler gave the* principal evidence
against the skater. He said he called
on Bacon at an apartment, where he
found. Olive Burke with him. She wore
a fancy kimono.

over the country has subscribed liberally. The last report of the Methodist

was

go" the same

as in the days before the war and
strict police supervision came about.
One o'clock was once the time limit,
now, however, without a license fee to
pay to the state, the same license in

dealt in liquor more confidence for the
future, though they say that the supply will be short under any circumstances through none of it being manufactured a^ present. It "is expected
the agitation will have a bearing on
the^ enforcement of the act. The resolution adopted by the New York Assembly Monday to investigate the AntiSaloon League did not anger the liquor people. That league has been
running to suit itself and always plentifully supplied with money.
far
the money reached oj* where it went to
is likely the object of the proposed investigation. While the Rockefeller interests have been credited with furnishing a great deal of money toward
the Prohibition cause, it, is true nevertheless that the Methodist Church all

contribution, in total,

"lett'er

as of yore. One of the reasons evidently is the fact that Joel's now remains open until the wee small hours

The strong agitation throughout the
country against Prohibition, now that
it is here, is giving men who formerly

up there the attendance
the gross seldom
bit $500 on the night at the box office.
One of the biggest crowds at the CenRoof
within
tury
the past month repliquor selling

Gambling aharpiliooter* have nothing on prohibition violators. They are
•a» shrewd lot, the boys who are promiscuously peddling booze, good and
bad. Their latest gag is a corker and to
date it is working wonders. So much
so that they are becoming actually
wealthy. This is what they do, simple
to say the least. The/ go to a printer,
have him run off' a pad of physician
certificates, giving false names and addresses. They scribble orders in duplicate form for half pints of whiskey.
These are distributed to the "gang."
The druggist keeps the original and
he sends the carbon copy to Albany
where it is supposed to be investigated
before being filed. If the upstate authorities discover something wrong,
they cannot hold the druggist nor locate the guilty ones, for the life of
a bad certificate is of one to two weeks'
duration. The whiskey in pints costs
them $3.50* and they resell it to
"hungry" customers at from $2 to $2.50
profit. On the lower east side of New
York City, Italians have reaped a harvest with the sale of alcohol, some
cleaning up as much as $100,000.

absence of strong drink and high prices
for soft stuff alone with the coveur
Beit's a matter "of drawing.
re the show went on the Moulin
Rouge was doing $400 or $500 a night.
Giving two performances nightly if
there is an increase of business commensurate with- the hazard taken on
the show, the gross should go to between $1,100 and $1,300 or it won't
mount much at all. There's nothing
in the new show to draw. None of the
principals make any decided impression
other than Yvonne Darle, a prima

at the doar.

$130,000,000.

\

There are certain places along the

Main Stem that are getting by with
the booze selling despite the prohibitions that the Government has placed
on the traffic in spirituous liquors. The
"method" employed a varies in almost
everyone of the places where "a jolt"
can still be secured. One place will
sell nothing except a half pint flask.
A bottle of White Rock goes with it.
The flask is slipped to the purchaser
at the table and he assumes all risks,
mixing his own high balls and slipping
the flask back in his pocket afterwards.
In otlaer places those that are in the
know are "cued" as to what to ask for
in various brands of soft drinks, so in
asking for a particular brand of ginger
ale will bring a bottle containing in
reality a ginger ale highball. Yet there
are other places along both 7th and
8th avenues where the sale goes on
openly over the bar and where the purchaser asks right out loud for what he
wants and gets it, and at that without
the price being prohibitive.

Reisenweber's, which has from time
number of big acts at
the cabaret or have assigned those attractions to special "floors," is angling
to time played a

for Eva Tanguay.
to be the first big

.

Some

parts of Canada seem to have
very satisfactorily working liquor
law. If it had been tried here before
a

the' radical prohibition

amendment was

voted, there would have been no great
outcry.
The Canadian restriction is
that no liquor shall be sold that is not
delivered to the home of the purchaser.
Which means that the Canadians in
belle Jason, Al Wohlman and some
the sections where this law prevails
lesser lights. The girls are doggone
may purchase all the liquor they want,
pretty, and if girls must be exposed it
in bottle or bulk but it must be shipped
far more artistic to expose this
is
to
their, residence.
No liquor can be
brand than most of the knock-down
and drag-in cuticle-revealers usually sold over the bar or in a hotel. In one
seen in cafe shows. The costuming is section the natives thought so well of
the liquor regulation that in a referartistic and. in spots highly original,
and the numbers, especially an Orien- endum vote, the regulation was continued in effect. The law does not protal ofte, skilfully done and handily put
hibit
a person from carrying liquor
Wohlman corrals the main apon.
around, and if giving a dinner there is
plause, having that knack of athomeno objection by the restaurant if the
ness which is essential to cabaret,
host
provides
the drinks.
round,
powerfulwith
a
backing
it
and
voice and a sense of poised comedy.
doem't someone write a show
about "The Three-Mile Limit" or with,
Canada is going after the cabaret. that as a title? The three-mile limit is
There has been a -company formed going to be quite popular around New
which is to operate'a chain of non- York this summer from all accounts.
liquor dance, dine and revue places
Schemes are being hatched to have exacross the continent. At the head is
cursions run .three miles out to sea,
Colonel John Fiddes. The name of the
take aboard enough liquor to keep the
corporation is the Dominion Operating party wet,- and remain outside the preCo., the one that is now running the
scribed distance until the liquor has
Venetian Garden in Montreal and re- disappeared. The boats transferring
Toronto the wet goods will come up along the
cently another in Ottawa.
coast, from Cuba, always remaining at
and Hamilton are to be invaded.
The company plans to employ about least three miles out. It is expected
yachting parties will be more popular
75 acts and keep them from three to
than ever this summer.
six weeks in each one of the stands.
John with
William Roehm, of Roehm & Rich- a yacht and booze will have to remodel
for increased capacity if he believes
ards, returned to New York from
Montreal last week after having closed* what he will be told about himself
a contract with the Dominion Corpora- by those seeking invitations.
tion to supply them with talent.
Few and far between in these days
The gardens open at 9 o'clock each
are the cabarets that are keeping up
evening. There is dancing from nine
anything like their old pace in busiuntil eleven and from eleven until one
ness. One of exception is Joel's, down on
the show is presented. The admission
price is $1 for all week nights .except-' 41st street where the old gang still

Why

A

The
one

offer
in the

is

said
of

way

cafe entertainment since the operation
of the eighteenth amendment. Revenue
in this case to counterbalance the salary outlay will find couvier charge
raised to a dollar.
new revue pro-

1

A

duced by

Max Rogers

opens

in

Reisen-

;

weber's next. week.

.

Wallack's Hotel, at 43d street and
Broadway, passed put of existence
March.l due to prohibition. The management has disposed of the lease and
the Schulte cigar stores is reported
taking 6ver the lower floor and will
sublet portions of it; What will be
done with the rest of the property is
problematical. Several offers are reported from parties interested in dance
halls.

An

new

entirely

augurated at the

policy will be in-

Marigold Gardens,

Chicago, March 10.
Beginning with
that date there will be two perform-'::
ances nightly. The new revue, "Marigold Frolics," with music by A. Baldwin Sloane and lyrics by E. W. Floyd,
is being rehearsed in New York, with ^
a -strong cast of principals and a
cnorus of twenty-two girls.
-

Bode Brothers' Cafe on 28th street
and 4th avenue, closed its doors SunWhile given to catering to the
silk merchantmen during the past de7
cade, thf cafe formerly was a rendevous for the theatrical folk and news-r
paper men when the theatrical district
centered around 28th street years ago.
day.

Pommery champagne may
chased in

Bordeaux, France,

be purat

one

dollar a bottle. Through the inability
to export its wines to the United
States and Russia, the two principal
points formerly shipped to, France is

clogged up with champagne.

_V

McCarthy's tnn at Portchester, N.
be rebuilt, following the recent fire there, which did about $20,000 damage. The flames did not touch
the dance hall annexe JacklMcCarthy
had to close the place penditg repairs.
Y.,

will

Max Rogers
the

Bingham

is

supplying artists for

Hotel, Philadelphia.

The

Sheedy Agency formerly booked the
Bingham, which plays a revue and
vaudeville type of entertainment.

Katharine Horter in the "Dardanella" revue at the Pekin, this week, replacing Kitty Flynn. Miss Flynn has
the "flu."

Jack Ferris has taken over the dance
Rockaway, and

hall at the Strand; Far
30.
will open it

May

,
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cepted.

of a play. She has given up acting for

this

whereas

f
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'
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Mack Brown (Brown and

Elaine)

is

advised to communicate with his parents owing to the death of his sister..

::

:

Sneak thieves have been prowling
around the apartments on Broadway.
Tuesday two attempted robberies were

„

-

V''—.
.

discovered. Thieves tried to enter the
apartment of Mr. and Mrs. Max Winslow by cutting out the lock on -the

door, but their efforts were frustrated
by neighbors. The second attempt was
made on the apartment of Beatrice

Ebert
Paul

,

Amen

electrician at the Palace, is to be married March 3 to a girl
the "Follies."

Flo
agent,
ken.

Rhainttrom,
is

Akron and
'

former .booking

managing the Strand, Hobo-

Cleveland,

amusement

promoters, are back of a plan to build
a million dollar amusement park at a
location just east of Loran, O., according to an announcement, Work will

will be the star In "Wilderness Fear," a 'story recently purchased

By BARRY.

by Myron Selznlck.

'

Loa Angeles, March 3.
Russell Simpson will be featured In
"The Iron Band." Production was started
this week at the Qoldwyn lot.

Joseph Henaberry will direct Robert
Bebe
In his next production.

Warwick

Daniels will assume the female lead.

Ralph BuBhman, son of Francis

Marshall Nellan has rnoved-to His new
in Hollywood -on
the Santa
Monica Boulevard.
studios

T. Roy Barnes spent the last two'
weeks In the Texas oil fields getting
scenes for "Scratch My Back," a Goldwyn
production, and while there got the Idea
for the new vaudeville sketch he has
Just completed.

Frederick

is

now

directing

"Roads of Destiny" while
Lloyd prepares the script for
in

The Tragedy of Nan," which played Frank
only four of the six special .matinees
J. Parker Read, Jr., has been made
scheduled at the 39th Street, drew a
general manager of the Producers' Assos
fross of $2,680. The absence of Philip' ciation,
lerivale, who played opposite Alex. Mabel Normand's next picture Is, "The
andra 'Carlisle, and who had to leavb
Slim Princess," in which Hugh Thompwith "One Night in Rome," precluded
son plays the male lead, filmed under
the direction of Victor Schertslnger at
the six performances from taking
the

Higgina and Bates, sister team, who
have completed a 55 week contract at
Rector's and the Moulin Rouge, have
abandoned the cabaret for a Broadway
production.

C-

Qoldwyn

studios.

"

Lillian Hall will start soon
feature.
The picture will be

new Jaspor

Jess Bobbins

Adelaide and Hughes, who recently
closed with "Monte Cristo, Jr.," are
producing a revue with 18 people
which will go into the Win ton Hotel,
Cleveland.

Maxim'* will put on a new show
next week, Percy Elkeles producing.

Emmy

Hope, a French soubret, Kitty
Walsh, Billy Cook and Est el le Penning are the principals.

'

"Curtain."

Charles

cisco this

Ray is a visitor in San Franweek prior to beginning profirst Kane picture

duction work on his
for 'First National
Is

release.

"Zlegfeld Follies,"
Florence JDlxon. of
.
hli
leading woman In his
Earle Williams'
"
feature, Captain Swift," by C. Had-

new

don Chambers

Ben Abrams, formerly Southern representative for D. W. Griffith, la going over
to the First National as general representative.

V'

Arthur

Kane announces the

S.

addi-

to his staff of Katherlne Anne
Porter who will be In charge of feature
writing for the fan publications and
newspapers.
tion

The Kane Pictures Corporation has
leased new quarters in the National Association Building on West 43d street
with space calling for four times -the
size of its present offices.
.

.

Adele Blood (Mrs. Edwards Davies) is
She may make a picture before
going Bast.
i
here.

the

has

Catherine MacDonald will do the lead
In the screen adaptation of Rita Weiman's Saturday Evening Post Btory,
.

J. C. Brownell, the Universal scenario
chief, has arrived and will remain for
three weeks. He brought with him the
rights to several plays to be produced
at Universal City shortly.

X.,

signed for leading roles with the Christie
Comedies.

Margaret Loomis, the classical dancer,
will he Bryant Washburn's leading lady
In "The Sins of St. Anthony."

herself

*<

.

COAST PICTURE NEWS.

Pauline

place as scheduled.

The Nippon Film Co.. Inc., with L.
Soman as Its head, has started- work on
a series of pictures that will show the

Owen Moore

start this spring.

*•

Ruth Price will take the leading female role In Taylor Holmes' next fea-

The new Regent at Flint, Michigan, a
picture house seating 1,700, opens March
10.
•
"

Johnson's, the oldest restaurant in
J., closed Sunday.

Newark, N.

t,

m

I'

'=
"'

on a big

made

at

Richard C. Travers and Irene Tarns
have been engaged for the new Capt.
St oil feature, "Determination." Herbert
L. Mesmoro is the technical director and
John L. McCutcheon one of his assistants.

studio by Edgar Lewis.
is

now

directing

Aubrey comedies for Vitagraph.

Jimmy

Annette Kellerman has started production of her next picture for Sol Lesser productions,
The script calls for
some Hawaiian scenes and will necessitate a 2,200-mile trip across the Pacific.

James Grainger, Eastern manager for
Marshal Nellan Productions, has arrived
to consult with Mr. Nellan In some important matters.

to get

It.

famous Judo artists of Japan In action.
They will be single subjects made by
H.* France and Stewart B. Moss and
Charles Roth handling the scenic effects
and cameras.

Douglas Fairbanks and a company arrived In San Francisco last week to obtain yachting scenes on the bay.

•...»•'

•

s

.

Pty

Invoke the aid of the cour

nick.

ture.

Artistic Treat," with Margaret
Bill Downing and Beulah
is
booked for the .Palais

Stewart,
Stewart,
Royal.
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SJ

may

Arltne Pretty has been signed by Sols-

they might have been acMr. Thomas appeared to scent

and avoided

"An

-v.

-'''.'

FILM NEWS

C*rIott« Nillion is now at the Hotel
Commodore completing the manuscript
writing.

&
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The "Topics of the Day," through the
Literary Digest, is offering a $60 cash
prize for the best 60 word topic on "why
teachers should receive more pay." Only
teachers' are eligible In the competition.
This fact Is being announced via the
current "topic" releases.
A. H.
to

go

Woods and Thomas Ince are apt
mat in the courts over the

to the

rights to "The Guilty Man,"
Woods had the play and Ince produced
the picture version. Woods has not received his bit for the rights as yet and

picture

.

J. D. Williams, manager of the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit, left for the
Coast last Saturday. He will remain In
Los Angeles for about four weeks. It
is hinted that his stay there will find the
consumatlon of a deal whereby the productions of the "Blx Six," otherwise the
Associated Directors, will be released

*%
'3ag
fgm

m
m

&|
;';

through the First National.

The Arrow Film Corporation
defendant In an Injunction

Is

named

i§

by

j|

suit

,=;
the Mayflower Photoplays Corporation.
Through Alfred Beekman, of House, „;.•%
Grossman & Vorhaus, the Mayflower >MI
seeks to prevent the defendant's use of jg
"^
the title "A Scrap of Paper." claiming
sole ownership by virtue of the May* :-=ks
flower's acquisition of the screen rights
>j
,;S
to the A. H. Woods production of the
same name.
ng
\,
:

.

STILL L00KINGF0R NICK ARNOLD
It was riot until Wednesday, after a
week of front page

s

that

stuff,

the

-'--.:-<;

"Nicky"-Arnstein-Arnold-Fannie Brice;:z ;|2
story was pushed off the front 'pages «|
of the metropolitan dailies. Arnstein '^f
or Arnold as he is better known is still -A3
missing and with the district attorney Yf«|
and bonding company sleuths on the
trail of the man alleged to be the leader !;;$
:

in a plot to steal $5,000,000 of negotiable securities in Wall Street, the con-

tinued

mystery

of

aboutsHs now a

v;

:^

;

whereYorf'scandal.

i

"Nicky's"

New

Attorneys retained, it is claimed,
parties
through
third
represented
Arnold, and the lawyers promised to
deliver the
acceptable.

man

if

bail for $50,000

was

*',.'

The district attorney refused to
make such a deal. Xate last week one

:

v|
ri

r

of the lawyers departed with three de/
tectives with the. promise to bring
j?
Arnstein back. But they failed to de- flp
.

liver

posed

One

and on Wednesday were^sup-.
to

be

in

Pittsburgh

"licked."

|

of the defendant's counsel ven- r -M
M
turcd to say that he doubted if "Nicky .:,:iS
would give himself up at all.
Fannie" Brice was examined several 'I
times last week arid at times she lapsed
into stage dialect arid became humorous.
She said she would rather sing
a song than remain seated answering _ui
questions before an audience.
-

1

•:

,.'

;

Roehm and Richarda are engaging
seven principals and twelve choristers
for the revue at the Hotel Winton,

1

:

Cleveland.

.

:;.'

f.

The Lambs Club held a special
meeting last Thursday afternoon to
the resignation of R. H.
Burnside as its Shepherd. The resig-^
nation -was rejected and a vote of con-"
fidence
given Mr. Burnside.
The
.

consider

trouble at the

Lambs of

late is said to

have been in the controlling board
(Governors) of that club, with many
petty complaints continuing to be
made. Augustus Thomas presided at
the special meeting and averted impending trouble through his adroit
handling of both sides.
One side
seemed to be led by Wilton Lackaye.
The Lackaye faction evidently had

i

-

.

.

\

'')

singled out

a couple of the board's
they wanted to land on.
When a suggestion was made that a
vote of confidence also be extended to
the board there was a decided hue.
Following the objections, a couple of
members of the board submitted their
resignations on the spot.
Led by

members

i

•3

Lackaye these Resignations singly were
rejected, and the intent of the Lackaye faction as well as trend of their
attack or defense appeared to be that
they wanted the objectionable members of the board who were present to.
present their resignations, in the expectation they would also be rejected.

'1-iiK

The above was

PltEl)

•':

McCLOY DINNER

flnshllghted at the dinner tendered by his friends to Frcdcr'?k.M. McCloy at the Hotel Rltz-Cnrlton, Feb. 28.
the duls, reading from left to right, arc Hon. Emll E. Fuchs, Senator Joseph D. Kelly, Justice Aaron J. Levy, Judge Reuben L. Haskell, General John J. Pershing, Mr. McCloy, Royal H. Weller (toaitmaster), Acting Mayor (of New York City) F. H. La Guardio, Colonel John
O. Qulkemeyer, Inspector John J. Cray, chief of the Detective Bureau.
,
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PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
gether with a

Including talk,
juggling, considerable singing and asurprlso finish, into a springing hand stand,
deserved a later spot. The Miss assists
Marconi Brothers were a hit
capably.
with accordeons and talk Intermingling.
Jack Josephs.

ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO.
San Francisco, March 3.
The Orpheutn has an Impressive show
thia week.
Henry Sentry and his Syncopated- Society Band registered strongly,
Their songr routine included '.'Cuba"

'

and "Every Pal Like You" scored. They
also got good results with passo numbers
cleverly delivered. Sentry's comedy recitation with descriptive music by the band
provod most entertaining. The 'act finished a hit with Sentry doing some
speedy Jazz stuff to the band's playing.
The Lightner Girls and Newton Alexander stopped the show completely next
Winnie Is featured getting
to closing.
to the house strongly with her excellent
nut comedy and good singing including
Irving Berlin's "Baby Smiles."
Maria
Lo closod the show with beautiful poses

much singing, but pleased nevertheless.
Linton and his Jungle Girls headlined, making a big flash and were enJoyed despite most of tho dialog being
familiar- to the audience.
Harry Goulson with only fair .talk but
better songs nicely handled was aidod by
a good personality and stopped the show
completely with an off color comedy
number.
The Corrodinnus Animals
"The Broken Butclosed successfully.
terfly" was the feature picture.

Tom

Jack Josephs.

well presented sketch that is different.
and Nelson opened with' a
speedy and original line of acrobatic

NOTES.

Kennedy

San Francisco, March

strenuous pianist, assisting admirably.
The Marlon Morgan Dancers with their
artistic dancing spectacle held over from
last week continued to be the big featurn. Lady Lo Wah, an exceptionally attractive Chinese prima donna gorgeousgowned and possessing a clear
ly
through small voice, appeared fifth assisted by Froken Kumbey, a charming
Danish pianist. Both were good to look
Jack Josephs.
at and pleased.

•
Richard M. Hotaling has been specially
engaged to play the drain man In "The
Sorvant of the House." the current stock
attraction at the Malt land Playhouse.

Gene Gorman, one of the principals In
Revue Comlque on Jhe Hipp time,
leave the act next week to Join
Kelly and Rowe's musical stock at Tacoma, Wash.
the

CASINO.

The wrecking

8.

nicely balanced six-act bill provided .godd entertainment In^the first
Wilbur and Girlie opened good
part.
with a juggling act out of the ordinary.
line,

familiar talk during

Cook and Hamilton

will contain over
40,000 feet of rentable office space. The
theatre will have in addition to the Market street entrance an exclusive automoAn imbile entrance on Taylor street.
mense cafeteria will be built in the base-

ment.

The new Merced Theatre in Merced
opened last Saturday with five acts of
Bert Levey vaudeville. The house will
play pictures, road attractions and Levey
vaudeville, the latter one day each week.

"SamThe mixed team

in their skit

ples" did well second.
have some pleasing talk In front of a
drop showing the Interior of a cafe, music
It is
store and a Chinese laundry.
from the latter that the most comedy is
derived and they finished to a good hand
with a costumed oriental number. Ruth
Curtis and her band injected a lot of
Ruth, who Is of
pep into the show.
the robust sort, handles her songs' very
well and the five men Jazz it up in great

Phil Rock opened with Jln\ Post-Tom
Kelly, musical comedy stock, at the Majestic Theatre,

riding.

The

little girl,

and

good

Al

appearance

Watson, former manager of the

Charles Baker arrived last week from
the EaBt where he was in charge of the
Mack Sennett bathing girl act.

to-

_

Joe Fleischer, who conducted a column
of theatrical notes for the New York
Globe, is baok on the city staff.

"The
Shubert

Magic Melody" closes at the
In, two weeks, and then It goes

to Boston.'

The name of the new 9 o'clock on the
New Amsterdam roof will, be "Miss
1920." It opens next Monday.
.Nace Bonvllle, who created the role
of "Loandro" in the original production

SHOW CLOSES

WILL KING

IN MAY.

San Francisco, March 3.
The Will King show, now. in its 42d
week at the Casino (second season), is
expected to continue until some time
in* May, when" the company will take a
vacation of six weeks.
A large musical production of New
York is being negotiated for to keep
the Casino open during its absence,

with

grand opera probably installed

part of the time. Wilt King will go
cast about that time to stock up with
new ideas for a third season.

JEWISH STOCK PLAYS ON COAST.
San Francisco, March 3.
The Grossman Yiddish Players enweek of Jewish stock
The policy of two perl?st week.
formances weekly (Friday and Sunday
tered their 30th

and
are proving popular,
enough is taken in at the box office on
these two nights to pay full week
salaries of the players and a neat profit
left for the sponsor, Samuel B, Grossnights)

man.

'

Billy Elliott sailed on the Ventura to
Join the "Mcintosh Follies" at the Tlvoli
Elliott will replace Bert
In Sydney.

Clark.

Earl Macquarle

is

now in the box office
He formerly held a

of the Orpheum.
similar position at the Alcazar.

Worth-

Ington McGrath has switched his activifrom the Columbia, succeeding Macquarle at the Alcazar.

MUSICAL SHOW FOR ORIENT.
San Francisco, March

3.

George, Barnes and Irene West are
organizing a musical comedy show for
the Orient. The company will consist
of 18 people including a chorus.
Rhearsals have been started and the
company is scheduled to sail about
April IS to open at the Gaiety in Yoko-

ENLARGE COLISEUM.
the outlying pictures theatres, is to be
enlarged to a seating capacity of 3,000,
including about 500 additional loge and
box seats in a new extension of the
balcony.
A large modern and fully
equipped stage will also be installed
for the presentation of prologues and

at the Curran, the sheriff was in
charge of the box office as a result of
the suit, until a bond was put up.

Cluxton Resumes Management.

San Francisco, March

3.

main as assistant manager,

T

("OUT Villi".

<
'

'
:

One. hundred members of the Long
Island Press Association witnessed the
performance of "He and She" at the
Little Theatre, Tuesday night.
t

March

22.

•

.

•

.

.

,

The Theatre Guild has begun rehearsals of "John Ferguson," which will be:
revived later in the season. "Jane Clegg" "'•
is at the-Garrlck.
Ruth

who was absent from
"Adam and Eva" for ten days

fihepley,

the cast of

because of Illness, resumed her role of
Eva in the comedy last Monday night.

The third recital of Mme. Ruano BogIslav, scheduled for March 7, at the
Greenwich 'Village, has been postponed
to next' Sunday evening.
"Always You" was presented
Shubert-Creacent,

Brooklyn',

at 'the

Monday

night, with Irene Franklin and Ralph
Hers and other members of the original
•

cast.

•*
.

season
Mabel
Taliaferro,
last
in
Browning's "Plppa Passes" at the Cort
theatre, has begun rehearsalB for "The
Piper," the Shakespeare Playhouse production, to be given at the Fulton theatre
beginning March 11, for special matinees.
In Baltimore on March 16 "Twinkle,
Twinkle," musical comedy, will be produced by Adolphe Mayer. The cast will
Include Denman Maley, Frank Doano,
Edith Kingman, Harold Crane, Leonora
Noraslo, Harry Delf, John Daly Murphy
and others.

March

22 the Jewish

Community Home

Players of Allentown, Pa., will offer their
flrBt annual play at the Lyric, New York.
Is called "Romance," in three
acts, written by Max J. Lewis, with
music by Lee David.
Messrs. Shubert produced at the Globe
Monday night "Not So
The cast Includes Eva Le
Sidney Blackmer,
Charles
Abbe, Mary Kennedy. Thomas Mitchell,
Madoieino Marshall and Esther Lyon.
In Atlantic City

Long Ago."
Galllenne,

George Gershwin Is writing the music
for George White's "Scandals of 1920."
The book is to be written by Arthur
In addition. Gershwin has also
completed about six numbers for the
revised "Dear Mabel" Co. which Marc
Klaw has on the road. *
Hattle Sims, whose father. Captain Edward Everett Sims. U. S. N„ is a first
cousin of Admiral Sims, has made her
stage debut in "Aphrodite," In the role
of Ghadames at the Century; She will
also have a ro)e next season In "Mecca,"
which Messrs. Comstock & Gest will produce at the Century theatre.

Tessie Ferrano, non-professional, of
Brooklyn.
ano, non-professional, of Brooklyn.

On" March 11, In the Punch and Judy,
Wendell Phillips Dodge and Willy Pogany will produce "Musk," with Blanche
Yurka In the chief role. The cast Include Misses Yvonne Oarrlck, Margaret
Rand and Leah Temple; Henry Mortimer,
Cecil Owen, Douglas Garden and Scott
Moore. A Russian director, vadim Ura-

San Francisco, March 3.
Harry Burns (Burns and Frabito)
announced during his engagement at
the Orpheum here that he will be
married in Milwaukee April 12 to

CHINESE GRAND OPERA NEXT.
San Francisco, March

grand opera.

Josegh Conoly has begun action in
the Supreme Court against Marfin
Sampter for an accounting of the
profits of the road show, "Hitchy Koo."
Ke claims a one-fourth interest.

Henry

J.

stage

•

it.

"The Unwanted One," a new ChineseAmerican play written by Forrest Halsey and Clara Beranger, opens at Parson's, Hartford, to-night, prior to Doming Into

CONOLY SUES SAMPTER AGAIN.

his attorneys,

neff, will

.

3.

The Girlie show at Lyceum Theatre
in the Barbary Coast district closed
last week, to be succeeded by Chinese

and

Frederick E. Goldsmith, Sampter denies all charges, repudiating the plaintiff's one-quarter interest.
A similar action begun by Conoly a
year ago was dropped.
.

."*

'

The "Medea" of Euripides will be presented at the Oarrlck by Maurice Browne
for a series of matinees, beginning

BURNS TO MARRY B'KLYN GIRL.*

Through

J. J. Cluxton has returned, here to
again assume the management of the
local house. Roy Stephenson will re-

the revival.

Robert Grelg, associate director, Tivoll
Theatre, Ltd., Australia, Is in New York
following a round-the-world trip. Re is
considering the possible plays available
for presentation over his circuit of theatres in Australia, and has completed arrangements for the presentation of "Chu
Chin Chow" In the Antipodes.

i

ment

been engaged to play

Frank Smlthson will sail for England
March 6 on the "Imperator." He will
stage all the Hippodrome shows for He-

Jackson.

San Francisco, March 3.
The Coliseum, one of the finest of

SUES MANAGER ON CONTRACT.
San Francisco, March 3.
Charles Baker, former advance man
of the San Carlo Grand Opera Co., has
brought suit against Manager Fortune
Gal to, claiming the latter owes him on
his contract for 1918-19, which expired
last May.
During part of three weeks' engage-

f "Florodora," has
Is former part in

t

The show

scenic effects.

,

Martha Hamilton and Company act
well in a good comedy vehicle which
proved a big laughing success. JameR
T.lchter has excellent entertaining qualJlmities at the piano and scored big.
mlo Glldea and Joe Phillips wore formally featured In different girl acts andwere induced. by Pantages to team up.
They scored tho show's hit. They are
both clever comedians of contrasting
types and have framed a dandy comedy
rbutlno full of good talking bits and.
business. The ventrllonuil finish stopped
the show.
Harry Berry and Miss opened. Berry s
\ftrHattilti es

doing Jew op-

ties

San Francisco, March 3.
Pantages' bill this week is designed
for laughs, the malority of the acts
featuring comedy. "Tho Brlzllllan Heiress," headlining, closed the show very
This neatly presented girl act
good.
features Frankle Kelsey, an eccentric
commedlenne who keeps the fun moving
throughout. Fred Lancaster, by his fine
appearance puts songs over, creditably.
An Apache number, with all hands participating, stood out.

.

Is

Hippodrome in San> Diego, has located
hore In the manufacutrlng and dealing
In projection and stage apparatus.

feature,

PANTAGES, SAN FRANCISCO.

*

Alibi."

Edith Mackle. a member of the San
Carlo Opera Company, was sued last
week for $3,000. H. B, Brlenlng, who
brought the suit, claims the amount due
for lessons in voice culture.

how-

scoalng
a big hit all by herself with "Freckles"
out of which many hoarty laughs are
won by the really good business the
child adds to the number.
Joe Christy and Kitty Ryan, with
songs and dances, closed tho vaudeville.
They are a good appearing couple and
neat dancers. A jazz dance by the girl
was her best effort In which she redeems
herself and overcomes the impression
created regarding her ability at the
"When My Baby Smiles at
opening,
Mo," by Claire Starr and Girls, was
the outstanding number In tho King
Show that closed.
the principal

Is

ahead of "The Crimson

hama.

Mole, Jesta and Mole, a mixed couple
and a wee bit of a girl about six years
old in a bicycle routine, do some Btraight
Is

Rock

Bart Levey is negotiating to take over
In
a theatre in the Fillmore District.
tho event the deal Is closed Levey willsublet his Princess and transfer his
vaudeville to the new house.

Charles Hlckey (Hickey Brothers) going It alone had an easy time here
scoring the hit of the show. There Is
a lot of class to Charlie. He opens with
talk In a neat manner but It is his excellent dancing and acrobatic work so
classlly presented that rings the bull's

ever,

i

posite Post.

style.

and comedy

site for

new theatre building

The

girlie in this Instance Is more than a
mere assistant' as it is her singing and
comedy Injected in her piano accompaniments to his Juggling that makes the

turn unusual.

of the present buildings*

Loew's Metropolitan will
commence some time, next month. The
on the

including some

his juggling.

Is

will

A

Wilbur has a good

3.

With the exception of the drummer
the entire personnel of the Pantages
orchestra was changed last week. Pletro
Marino Is the new leader, succeeding Dr.
Maxim J>e Gross.

Hubert Kinney and Corinno
wore second with a speedy dance routine
and attractive draperies; Tom Tucker, a
twists.

-San Francisco, March

Garrett Cupp

San Francisco, March 3.
Klpp and Klppy opened with old fashioned comedy Juggling and were well
liked here.
The Carr Trio, a couple of
men and a woman, all making a neat
appearance, have' little talk and too

from the audience.
-Dan Bruce and Margot Duffet Company wore f.hroughly enjoyed with a

LOEWS

NEWS OF THE DAILIES
"The Purple Mask," at the Booth,
to be done in Japan.

LOEWS HIPPODROME.

presented to numerous walk-outs. Harty
Jolson proved the hero of the early section getting a ..it on his excellent singing capability and laughs for his talk.
He stopped the show with request num"Venetian Moon," in
bers Including
which Ford Rnph assists by singing

-

routine,

New

York.

In the cast are

Forrest Wlnant, Margaret Leslie, Madeline Delmar, Ivy Troutman, Leo WinBlow,
Mabel Bert. Frances Nelson. Frank Conner,
Doris
Fellows and Gesmonda
Nlcolal.

William Harrlgan of "The Aqulttal"
has been asked by the Public Library
New York for the original manuscripts
written by his father, the late Edward
Harrlgan, of Harrlgan & Hart, as the
only literary record of New York life
from 1870 to 1895. They Include the

>f

"Mulligan Guards" series of seven plays,
"Squatter Sovereignty," "Pete," ,rRl)ey

and the Four Hundred," and "Old Lavender,"

'

1

.

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING

VABBTY8 CHICAGO OFFICE
found it hard rolling, despite
snappy ooatumes and pretty routine. The
act .is good enough to close any bill on
the time and its reception at this show
is not to be taken as indicative of its
turn,

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.
-~~"
Chicago, March, 3.
Imhof, Conn and Coreene got more
laughs Into their act than all the other
acta on the bill put together, and. that
rocs without, doing any damage to the
other acta. There are only three funny
acts In vaudeville, and this is two of
them. Roger Imhorfs Inimitable, human,

Chicago, March

The

Garrick blew up

...

N-

.

•

.

H'>

the opening act, started the show off
nicely Tith their Russian dances. Maude
Karl and Co. followed Kharum. Miss
Earl, who has played Chicago half a
dosen times this season, has been frequently reviewed here, and did as well
as she usually does with her novel song
offering, one of the most ambitious given
by a single woman on the time, who

does hot occupy a headline position.
Swor Brothers, working hard In cork,
get big returns. Joe Browning, reviewed
last week at the Palace, encountered
difficulties by vlrtue-of following two
moro of less hilarious acts, but finished
strong. The Three Bobs closed with a
fine Juggling turn In which a dog helps
awing.
materially, and held them In.

ability.
lines in

Mr. "Arnold's "minister" bit
which could be eliminated to the .Improvement of the act. One In particular
which is offensive Is a reference to
"files."

,

PALACE, CHICAGO.

7

Chicago, March

8.

u

and from the manner In which the Singer
offering was received^ there Is no doubt
that a production made up of the midgets
would do as well or bettor.
Only one other act on the bill got a
notable response from the audience. This
was Muriel Window, who made her swift
changes behind a special prop arranged
Miss Window has all the
as a couch.
of Tanguay, plus a
Jiep and Insouciance
ot of little tricks that Tanguay never
knew. Miss Window has an ingenuous
way of doing naughty things with her
shoulder, and a neat little way of saying
singing
things and
little
naughty
naughty little numbers which might
cause a lesser artist to cause the bluenoses to shudder, but she robs It of all
-

risque qualities and sells It clean. Miss
Window is essentially of vaudeville and
-vaudeville fans love her.
Paul Decker and Co. offered a sketch

Swing.

•

Is by no means State-Lake vaudeville.
but for the place, the clientele and the
price It does the trick.

Du Nord (New

Acts)

opened with a

impersonation act

that

carried

a novelty.

This act mlghtvery well have changed
spots with the No. 2 turn, Slims and
Warfield, colored.
The two men tried
talk that dragged, even for this house
where the mouldler a gag Is the better
they like It; they sang and they danced.
That they did fairly well.
Leigh, De Lacy and Co., two women

—

—

der to make good as a business man.
Not a second of the sketch Is believable.
James H. Cullen went mildly despite
the favorable No. 4 spot, and not until
he started to read the old Joe Millers
out of the little black book did he get
anything in the way of laughs.

Roy Rice and Mary Werner, with a

Slapstick act In blackface, on a painter's
scaffold, did well, but could have done
much better in a later spot. Dolly Kay
in the second spot expired through interruptions of the late comers. Le Rye and
Dupre opened with an interesting sand
Swing.

act.

Chicago, Mar.ch 3.
The supper show was a refrigerating
plant, and Ernest Rackett, who sang
songs and spoke lines in a formally
dressed tramp makeup, froze stiff In
The act would
the zero temperature.
not be more than lukewarm anywhere,
but in this north pole It shuddered be„
low zero.
With this In view, Simmons and Beadley, who followed with a roller-skating
.

.

How

about it?"Mr. Early:. 'Send you the .'money in
the morning."
~
Mr. Keyes "Miss Sims is entitled to
her transportation back to New York."
Mr. Early: "She can get it anytime
you send for it/'
W
illegal:

:

There Is a report that one of the loop
houses will shelter a stock company this
summer, on the Morosco Los Angeles

plan.

power.

Marian Kerby and Mart Helsey have
^surrendered their places In "Dear Me"
at the Cort to rejoin "Howdy Folks,"
due at the Olympic March &.-- Their
places have been taken by Grace Reals
and Frederick Beane.
Elsie Janls and her Gang will succeed
"Hltchy Koo 1919" at the Illlinois March
*

"Welcome Stranger" has been clipping
along at the Grand at an average weekly
gross of nearly $18,000. "Lightnln"' is
booked to arrive Aug. 31.
March

of the local Horwltz-Kraus- agency.

Edward Beck, long produoer

of cab-

...

bid, leaving the field to .the United
Fairs
Booking Association, which
signed for the service.

a

Fort Worth, Texas, was closed tight
Sunday, Feb. 22, in accordance with
Sheriff Clark's edict.

Dallas, 30 miles,

away, did a rushing business.
The
houses affected included Keith's Ma-'
jestic, Hulsey's Palace (pictures) and
three tabs.

Martin Beck and Mort Singer have
from a sojourn at Palm

returned
Beach.

Whan

',.'<

._

E.

Ray Goats

Europe

sails for

next week all of his personal affairs
will be handled by Arthur J. Levy;
manager of "As You Were." -

Howard Rot h«rt (Cooke and Rothwho abandoned vaudeville to en-

ANNUAL SONG CONTESTS.

•

-

With

in the Aviation Corps for three
years, has been commissioned a corporal.
list

Chicago, March 3.
the dedication of the Pol Com-

munity house at Greenwood, Ind., recently, announcement. was made that
it was to b_e_ihe home of the
annual
national convention and contest of
song writers, the first to be held next
-.»
June.
Prizes will be offered from a fund
provided by Grace Porterfield Polk, an
Indiana song composer.

BEN JEROME NIGHT.

SHOWS 1N~CHICAG0.
Chicago, March 8.
Extra matinees on Washington's birthday and favorable weather fattened the
gross all around last week. Numerous

openlngs'keep the critics busy.
"A Voice In the Dark," Woods—Played
its swan song to a $14,000 tune, which
nearly paid the wages of the 89 stage
handb necessary for this melo. "Monte
Crlsto. Jr.," had a hllaslous opening Sunday night,, and from tho advanced sale
ohould do nearly $20,000 on the week.
(1st week).
Sothem A Marlowe, Studebaker The
Shakespearean 'duo .grabbed off over
$25,000 and could have gotten more If
they had decided *to stay, but "borne
Time" had to open Sunday night (1st
•

—

Chicago, March 3.
of the Elks gave

The Chicago branch

a special night complimentary to Ben
Jerome, musical director of "Oh,
Dear" at the La Salle Feb. 24th.
In addition to tHc presentation of the

-

My

show there were parodies sung
by Juliette Day and the Big Four
regular

Quartette.

The Society of American Singers
produce "Jack in Petticoats,"
musical comedy, next fall.

arets at the Marigold Gardens, has severed that connection and will probablv
put on the next Winter Garden revue.

Goodwin

passed through and
v sited with Billy Stoneham, the Shapiro-Bernstein chief factotum.
'

So thorn and Marlowe opened lightly,
but after hot reviews, business Jumped
to capacity at the Studebaker.

Ed,^?ColIy £f K $\Y and Bertha, ask
.u
the Chicago
office of VAniBTr to announco
that recent reports of tho death of his
wife. Ida K%lly, were erroneous.
"We
are both enjoying the best of health and
expect to remain so for some time.''
wrlteB Mr. Kelly.
'

Lulu Netheway and Grace Davis have

joined the Mack Sennett Bathing Girl
show playing the Louisiana and Mississippi torrltory.

Inez

Bollalro

Is

to

be

featured

In

"Love Jinx," the revue produced by Will
Bradshaw and Gil Browne.

3.

Guy Perkins, for years with the C.
W. Nelson agency, is now at the head

Robinson Mad* No Bid.
Chicago, March 3.
The Robinson Attractions, which for
contracted for the Western
Canada Fairs, did not this year make
15 years

ert),

Joe

The amusement parks plan .the featuring of large bands this season, as
was the custom In former years. It Is
said the- park revues have lost drawing

A

the curtain went up.

ville, single.

15.

M'VICKER'S, CHICAGO.

:

was

will

NOTES.

Arnolds* Victoria, formerly a singer at
Colislmo's cafe, Is rehearsing 'a vaude-

Chicago, March 3.
Edward D. Cummings, manager of
the Saratoga, left Chicago last week
leaving. the hotel with an indebtedness
of over $20,000. His departure was preceded by filing of an involuntary bankruptcy petition against the hotel.
This followed a judgment for $17,000
on back rent
receiver is to be installed.
The hotel has had frequent
trouble with the police since Cummings
took it over. It was regarded as a
disorderly house, and the better class
of theatrical patronage deserted it
several months ago.

1

to*

-

rushed over, they

headquarters.
As a result, the union employes of
the theatre were instructed to keep
the curtain down at the evening show
pending further instructions. Shortly
before time^for the show to start Mr.
Keyes, fortified by the horny-handed
Bd Nockels, secretary of the Chicago
Federation of Labor, called on Bill
Early, manager of the show'.
The, following conversation (from
stenographic notes) took place:
Mr. Keyes
"The fining of that girl

and a man. offered a bigamy sketoh with
couple of serious mo-

ments.
The act is of a calibre suited
the smaller family timer—f
Jack Lewis owes his raison d'etre to
Cliff Gordon.
All he needs is
ability to put the stuff over.
He has
the stuff. It Is almost a stenographic
copy of Cordon's monologue,
Hershoff's Gypsies closed, full set with
the campflre in Btage center. The youngest gyp danced Russian steps as they are
seldom danced In any house, and a little
girl in the troupe did excellent toe work.
The rest of them are fair. The boy and
girl could team up and do a good turn on
the better small time.

reporters

were told by Mr. Keyes to wait. They
There was much telephoning
and mysterious conferences. When it
was all over the facts were given out.
The facts are:
Elaine Vance, one of the chorus girls*
in the show, came late to rehearsal and
was fined $2. Her roomate, Beatrice
Sims, went out on sympathey strike
when Mabel. S. O. S.'d the A. E. A.

many laughs and a
the late

bubbles Sunday.
Marcus Keycs,

J.

waited.

And

Chicago, March 3.
of vaudeville being
sold here, the house has a good chance.
It is the pet of George Webster, and
into It -he books the best he has. This

"—

titled
and Son," grotesque In Its
unreality, with Deoker overplaying, mugadllbblng.
flng, and from Indications
he sketch has to do with a worthless
son who double crosses his father in or-

When

STATE-CONGRESS.

-

the.

local head of the A.E. A., called up all
the city editors and told them to hold
their bulldog editions back an hour, as
he had a "hell-bending story to give
out."

As far as the brand

female

Singer's Midgets, dosing the show,
held them in admirably. The act carries
almost enough people, props and animals
not unlikely
for a production, and it
that it could be "made Into a production,
playing dates like Thurston has been
playing. The magician got over $10,000
on the week at the Olympic this week,

There are a couple of risque,

It)

in

morning

.

•

3.

third Shubert strike' in Chicago
"Hello Alexander" struck the

since

value.

Billle Bowman Introduced herself by
a film showing her on a transport comIng home from France, where she had
The film
been entertaining the boys.
humorous and thoroughly typical Tad
carried her to the stage door of a thela one with Jefferson's Rip, Chapln's
atre, and then the film stopped and Miss
Lincoln, Thompson's Uncle Si, Bernard's
Bowman made her entrance before a
Abe Potash and Mansfield's Beau Brumspecial drop In one, transparent in the
mel. There are some who seek to minicenter to permit the audience to see her
mice the value of "The Pest House" by
make the changes required In her varicalling It hoakum; If this be hoakum,
ous numbers. She did an old maid numlet us have more of it.
~ber, a number in male attire and a clos•The applause hit of the bill was
ing number In evening dress, and got
Kharum, who makes up as a Persian.
over handily.'But whatever his nattonalty may be, he
The Base Ball Four also opened with
certainly is a piano fiend. Scorning the
a dim, showing each of the members la
.usual piffle of the vaudeville pianist,
uniform playing ball. Then the drop
this temperamental baby plays his piano
went up and disclosed. what purported
as that piano Is seldom played.
to be a dressing room of ball players.
The always youthful dresden doll,
The act has big time calibre If It kills
Louise Dresser, and the ever young Jack
The quarall the inconsequential talk.
Gardner occupied a parlor set (piano
tet should work in one right after the
played by Philip Charig) and with an
film, but should by all means retain -the
even and uneventful routine, sold their
ball-playing finish in which one of the
numbers with such excellent taste, such
men runs through the audience In sembgracious mannerliness and such cleanlance of a home run dash, sliding to.
cut delivery that they made an unquesfinish on the Stage.
tionable success where most couples
Carlisle and Romer offered a pretty
might have found the sledding bumpy.
musical turn, set In a beautiful parlor
Always favorites In Chicago, they got
The man played Classic seIn three;
applause throughout and acclaim at
lections on the violin to applause, which
their finish.
In this house Is a great compliment to
Josle Heather, with John McLaughlin
He showed also marked
his ability.
and Bobble Heather, helped the dry bill
ability as a pianist: The young woman
with a little Scotch that helped make
sang a couple of numbers in a full,
everybody feel better. .Miss Heather's
The act Is a trifle light
toneful voice.
-on
spontaneous good humor is valuable
for big time, but is better than small
any bill, and while she changes her cosA rerouting might qualify".'."it for
time.
•
tumes Mr. McLaughlin does not waste
_
the two-a-day. .
his time at the piano. Were it not for
Jack and Eva Arnold are a couple of
Kharum on the bill, he might have stood clean-cut "persons, Jack an adept at the
forth as the best pianist on this bill.
Eva excellent in character
piano.
*
Samaroff and Sonia, undismayed by
songs.
The act shows unquestionable

SARATOGA HOTEL HEAD DUCKS.

CHICAGO'S FLOP STRIKE,

"The Visitor," a production put out by
Conoy Holmes and Porter J. White, which
floundered^ last week after seven days'
showing, will try again after being
cast

re-

Powers—Francis

Starr'*

$16,000 on Its last

week.

"Tiger, Tiger,"

show got over

Mrs. Flake opened Monday night in
"MIb' Nelly of N'Orleans," with Indications of excellent business.
(1st week.)
"Hetty, Be Good," Princess Betty wasn't; so good; during the brief engagement the show struggled hard to get
over the $10,000 mark, but couldn't

—

Grace George in "The "Ruined Lady" to
open next Monday night.
••Oh, Mr Dear," La Salle
Breezed out
to Indianapolis with a meagre take-in;
under $10,000. "Rose of China" had a
brilliant and profitable premier Tuesday
night, and will probably bring capacity
houses for some weeks. (1st week.)
"Hello, Alexander," Garrick Despite
strike bulletins every twenty-four hours
the Mclntyre & Heath show managed
to garner about $16,000 this week. (12th

—

—

WG8K

^

"follieit," Colonial—Over $40,000 with
the extra matinee. This is the eleventh
last week of the most profitable run
the Bhow evor had in Chicago.
March

and

"8ee Saw" come In.
••Welcome,
Stranger,"
Grand Over
$18,000 and no signs of a let-up. (10th
week.)
"Slnbnd," Audtorlum— With Mr. Jolson In and out, the show netted over
$17,000.
It goes Into Its sixth and last
week. No show announeod to follow.
"Oliirenee," Blackstonc Over $14,000
and a steady patronage which assures'
more profitable woeks. (Ojth week.)
'•Dear Me," Cort Tho Grace La. Rue
show Is a winner. Over $14,000 and Indications the business will hold up.
(4th week.)
"Hltrhy Koo," Illinois— Took a brilliant hop, and astonished everybody by
jotting over $22,000. Ironically enough
Elsie Janls is boooked to como in March
15, although It seems that Hitchcock's
show could do business of over $20,000
for weeks to come.
(3d week.)
Thurston, Olympic— The magician has
found the town gravy; over $10,000.
7,

—

•

.

•

—

—

March

7

"Howdy Folks" comes

In.
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Wait MR*

fltraat,

below

'

FBHHMX BCfWiWAflON
Q. You think It would be very much more satisfactory, and
collect
of course It would. If 'the theatres themselves would
A.

think

I

yes.

bo,

What do -you think would he a reasonable compensation
you ought to pay the theatres fdf collecting- your money?
Well, that I do not know; whatever agreement I could
Probto. I do not book with the United Booking Offlcei.
ably If I made the' arrangemeat with the Marcui Loew Circuit
through which I book most of my acta, I would be willing to
ta
spoke
I
when
but
per
cent.,
half
to
two
and
a
one
give up
a
.Mr. Loow about it at that tuna he aald It would require
large extra office staff to take care of It; that la the reaaon ha
advisable.
was
did not think it
Q.
that

f

-

By Mr. Goodman:

When

Q.

you say one and a half or two per

a half or two per cent, of the

mean one and

By

Of my five, yes.
Mr. Walsh:

Q.

Of

A.

your

A

do you
per cent?

cent.,

five

an absolute position

to college
<

.

assured T
A. In fact I have orders. According to my- form of contrast.
I am entitled to place a slip In the box office If I want to,
but I cannot go and- put in a slip In Memphis, Tennesse e , or
anything like that The Loew office would not accept It

'

Q.

Do you put

A.

No,

air;

Will the

Q.

A.

No,

Q.

What

air;
la

I

some
depend upon the
fn ellpa in

A.

actor.

Loew office allow you to do that?
they do not approve of it
that?

They do not approve of it They have nothing to do
outside of booking tho actor, and they do not take care of the
all.

Q.

Tou are a

Q.

are you?
A. No,

licensed

agent under the laws of the State,
v
'

air.

V

la that?
not an agent. No, air.
Ton are not?
No, I am not a, licensed agent
Tou do not procure a llcenae from anybody,!
No. I have a managerial contract with the acta that

A.

I

q.

A.

Q
A.
book

A

Q

A

am

A,» I did not.
Q. Did you tell either of
X

Q.

my own.

i

A.

Jack Wilson

Q.
A.

Where?

Is

any actors

for

your claims?

the only one I aued.

New

In Newark,

attached him in Newark.
lives In New Tork, does be not?
A. Tee, only I did not know the first State he played. In
fact, he was breaking In In Elisabeth and Newark.
Q. Did you ever receive legal advice as to whether you could
eue In the State of New Tork?
A. I did, yea.

and

I

Q.

Q.

>

But he

What was

vestigation.

all.

Mr, Goodman:

want to get one thing dear. Tou said you thought
that one and a halt or two per oent would he aatlsfactorjr to
I

you, to charge for collection?
A. Tea.
Q.

And

I asked

Q.

•

I

Ave per cent?

*

Did he ever ask you to return his ten dollar check?
No, sir.
rejected his membership?
A. No, sir.
It la stipulated that Respondent's Exhibit No. 1 waa published
In VARIETY, October 22, 1010.
Mr. Fay testified with regard to certain acta that played
Q.
his theatres in Providence and Philadelphia, and he was shown
lists which were marked in evidence as Respondent's Exhibits
Have you examined that list to And out whether
81 and 82.
any of the acts which played In Mr. Fay's theatres in Providence and Philadelphia subsequently played In any theatres
owned or controlled by members of the Vaudeville Managers'
Q.

do you know?

•RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION.
Q.

Was

Q.

A

that,

think during March, 1017.
Q. That la when it started?
A. I think so.
Mr. Walsh: Tes. I think that la

By

sir.

A,

some time?

A,

No,

the ten dollar check ever returned?
No, air.
\
Explain why not
Because subsequently to his sending his ten dollars, he
had two interviews with me In which he agreed to pay the
same amount that the other theatres had paid In Providence.
After It had already been arranged and he waa to send his
money in, and then the matter would be closed, he went out
of the office, and I never aaw him until I aaw him In the inQ.
A.

would be satisfied rather than have the money.
s Q. But did you ever get legal advice as to whether or not
.you could sue In the State of New Tork?
A. No, I never asked for it, because I did not care to sue
an actor. It was \a personal feeling.'
Q. Do you recall there was a strike on the Loew Circuit at
Tea,

you whether you meant two par cant of the

q,

Have you ever

Protective Association f
Tea, sir.

A

Tee, sir.
of the

members

Which

now

of the Vandeville Managers' Protecusing It?
.

A

I think

It

waa

In

N

August

.

O, Well, you do know that that
B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange?

,

form

la being

used /in the

/

A. Tea, and I believe the rest of them around New Tork
have got them In the hands of printers, hut there, la a printers'
strike on here, and they cannot aeem to get them out, but
«*
they have all aald they would use them.
O, Ait matter of tact Respondents' Exhibit No. ISO, which
you hold In your hand, la the completed contract showing the
form aa used In the B. F. Keith Circuit la It not?

A

Yes.

'

Mr. Goodwin: I offer that now In evidence,
Mr. WalSh: May I ask a question?
'
'
Mr. Goodman: Tea,
<
By Mr. Walsh:
Q How waa this form of contract arrived at?
.'

a.

waa drawn up by Mr. Goodman.
me, and It was then taken up with

I believe the contract
finally submitted to

A

No.
It will

be received.

By Mr. Goodman:
Q. At page 248 of

the -record it appears that you .testlfled that
the Vandeville Managers' Protective Association waa reorganised
In the spring of 1015. Tou have corrected that in your testimony
today by saying February, 1810?

A

That

is correct.

Q. Are you able to state the number of personal represente e
ttves rep resenting acts or doing business with the United Book<
ing Offices?
Tes; 47.
Q. Can you give me the number of these personal represent* tlvea that you find doing business In the other booking offices In

New Tork?

A

The Fox office, 14; the Loew office,
By Mr. Walsh:
Q Are part of them a duplication?

A

21; the Morris office, 20.

,

I
I took the matter up with each of the
booking offices,- asking them how many representatives did business In their offioea
I presume quite a number of them are

do not know.

duplications.
1

his election to membership.
Waa Fay ever elected
membership In the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Associa-

A.

jail I

When waa

A

A, That I do not know. I know that I sent a copy of this
contrast to the different ones and got tetters hack that they
would use them.
Q. How long ago did you send your letters out?

(The paper was marked "Respondent's Exhibit No. ISO" In

us the practice of the different circuits In

tion?

It?

Q.

by the Vandevllls Managers' Protective Association?

tive Association are

A

tell

notified of

to

A. Well, I thought maybe If I got him outside of New Tork
State I would be able to collect it quloker. In fact It waa
more of a case of a grudge. I thought If I could throw him. In

A.

'•

A

to play.

didn't you sue him hare In New Tork?
A. I will tell you. The time he played out West, at the
time with Kitty Gordon, he was out In California and his
first appearance here, I believe, was in "Newark, to break in
with Jim Corbett, and he opened In Elisabeth and Newark,

.

Examiner Mogre:

them that Mr. Keogh was on a black

Q. In the Pantages case I presume that one contract for -the
tour Is because Mr. Pantages owns all the theatres in which the
artist Is contracted fort
A. I do not know that he owns, them all, but I guess he owns
most of them, but they are all contracted under one contract.
Mr. Walsb^ It la very likely they allow him to do that
Q Mr. Fay testified that he sent to the Managers' Protective
Association or you an application for membership with a ten
dollar check and never received his check, nor waa he ever

Jersey.

Why

Q.

I did not
Will you

'

evidence.)

February 34. 1010,
from members?

engaging vaudeville artists, sa to whether the circuit engages
and makes one contract for the season or whether It makes individual contracts for each theatre?
A. In most cases It la Individual contracts for each theatreI believe in the Pantages Circuit that they make a contract for
the entire tour, and in some cases I believe that both the
United ami the Loew o trices have Issued blanket contracts for
a certain number of weeks which were afterwards supplemented
by individual contracts with the theatres where the act waa

Q But those acta whtah you represent that you do not produce yourself, you have a managerial contract?
A. Yen, the actors come to me on account of my being a
performer, and they know I will take care of them, and I
Improve It— If there are any improvements to be made on their
acta, I do ao. I have a knowledge of 28 years In the ahow
business,
Q. Tou never sued

1912, and
or collected

•SPUHjaK^SSf
:''''..:
~/. ;'.*'.

the N. V.
'a or a committee over there, and they approved it,
-I sent a copy of the contract to every manager belonging
to the organisation requesting him to use. It
Q. It waa not taken up directly at a 011*0101** meeting of the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association?

list?

A
managerial contract?.
I have produced many acta of

Tes.

23,

'

and

were any dues' paid by members
A. Not that the records show.
Q. Did you tell Mr. Keogh' or Miss Nelson, both of whom
testified by deposition In this case, that Mr. Keogh would have
to resign from the White Rata to obtain engagements with
members of the Vaudeville Managero* Protective Association T _

What

Q.

And between November

.

By Mr. Goodman:
Q. I ahow you Respondents' Exhibit No. lsd tor Identification
and ask you if It Is the. newly adopted form of oaetract adopted

S

was

m

14, 1017;

A.

agent at

1010.

Well, go on.
Bt Louis on February
In Boston, on February 6. 1017;
the Poll strike on March B, 1017; the Loew strike en
Haroh 8, 1017; the Chicago. March 8, 1017.
Q. Can you* tell ua according to the records of the vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association when the last meetinf of that
association waa held prior to February 24. 1010?
a. The last meeting of the V. M. P. A. before February J*.
\
1010, wjas November 02, 1012.
Q.

A.

places T

.-"

am

Q. Mr. Casey, can you give ua the approximate dates of the,
strikes of the White Rate? First, in Oklahoma City?
A. Tee, air; the Oklahoma City strike took place the letter
part of July.
Q. 1010?

q. That Is. If the slips go In or the actor gives you an order
on the theatres, your compensation, of course, la absolutely

-

-"-;•, v :•:•

'

of that sort?
a. Tea, Mr.

DIRECT EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Goodman:

.

-

elr.

.--:

Q. The form that you sent around to the various members of
the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association waa a form In
blank without the name of the theatre or the circuit or anything

thereupon recalled, aa a witness, and having been previously duly sworn, testified aa follows:

course, the theatre Is In
they will do It?

'"

:

.

.

Waa

i.

fee, If

Tea,

.

PATRICK CASEY

.

EJ

We

'

A.

come

"

Tea.
Is this the Uat (handing paper)?
Tea, sir.
\
Mr. Goodman: I offer that in evidence. At page 700 of the
record it appears that I aald:
"My purpose win be to ahow
when the Respondents make their case that these acts—those
that are conceded that played at Pay's Theatre at. Providence
and at Philadelphla-eubaequenUy played at theatres booked by
the United Booking Offioea or the Loew office-members of the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association," and I
now
making this offer In carrying out my promise.
Examiner Moore:'
will admit It .
(The paper was marked "Respondent's Exhibit No. ISA)

'

your money T

-

A.
Q.
A.

u

,

the

0H THE STJXM-(@mii***)

m

\

'

M«r T«k «Mr
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Q. And have you prepared a list of the acts that Mr. Fay
admitted In' Respondent's Exhibit* 81 end 82 aa having played
at his theatre, showing the data whan they played his theatre
and the dates when they played theatres controlled by members
of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association?

mesa

-

JWWWP
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16
IRVING N. COOPER
fkjfort

'--.'";

-

:

Q. That Is, supposing your commission waa, for example,
you would be willing to pay of that sum 13 or $1.80 T
A. Well, I would be willing to give him IS or even IS
get my $7 that waa coming, to mo.
Q. I am wrong; you would be willing to give .up 84 of your
'
'•'.
110, at the rate of two per cent?
A. Tea.
\<
By Mr. Walsh: .
Q. Well, are you not. aa a matter of fact? What la the difference between the way you operate and these. other man who
are agents, for Instance, like Mr. Casey here?
\
A. I don't know any difference;. I never looked Into the
Q. Don't you operate practically the same as Mr. Casey
A. I don't know.
Q. Harry Weber, for instance?
A. I don't know anything about their business.
Q. Or Max Hart Well, they look up actors and
s
them to the booking house s
A. I do not know how they transact their business. I aaa
transacting ray business is my own personal way.
Q. But that la the way you do. Tou look up actors sad
present them to the Marcus Loew Booking Officer
A. Tea.
Q. And you present to the booking office the talents sad
make representations aa to the character of the acta?
A. Tea.
y,
Q. And try to get all -the money you can for them?'
A. Tea, air.
Q. Whether you own the act or not?
A. Whether I own the act or not. In fact, I am knows an
the booking office 'as em actors' representative.
"
Q. Tea.
A. In fact, they always have been down as an actor's agent.
because I try to get more money for the act than It realty
>
deserves at times.
(Witness excused.)

Appearand » as heretofore noted.

M

.->.••*.'!

A. Tea.

•

W^TTS
•'*'
'-'

...-.•.:.•./••;';-

'

'

$10;

Tie

;".--.:'.."•.-'
.

A. Two per cent, of my Ave, yes.
Q. If It were two per cent of the five, it would really
forty par cent of the amount that you got?

«arf» ©»ja«Ifl«le« la ike natT«!fW»e |»T««k«tt».

of ttaf Kefleafi
ter of flte

";.'

'..';'

'•".
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Q.
a.

Well, do some of them operate in more than one?

Some of them operate in every office.
By Mr. Goodman:
Q. Do you know whether the members

of the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association, In the operation of their reI

spectlve theatres, employ union stage hands, union musicians
and union moving picture operators or mechanics?
A. kt most of them they do.
Q. in other words, so far as stage hands and musicians and
electricians and moving- picture operators are concerned,, they

have a closed shop in that branch of the busineas?

A

Tea

Q. There wae a list marked in evidence Commission's Exhibit
No. 8, I think It waa entitled, "List of Acts Actively Engaged
in Agitating the Closed Shop" or worda to that effect
Do you
recall the names on that list Commission's Exhibit No. 6?
No, air.
Q« Welt I will show It to you (handing paper).
Now, the

A

first.

a.

name on

that

Jo* Blmes.

list la

what?

-

Q. Do you know what his busineas waa at the time that Uat
waa compiled?
A. I believe ho waa deputy organiser for the Whit* Rata,
q. What is the next name on the list?

A.
Q.

Ernest Carr.
he?

Who waa

A. The same, a deputy organiser, and I believe
the International Board.
q. What la the next name?
A.

Edward

Q.

Who was he?

A.
Q.

A.

Clark.

Vice-president of the
the next?
William P. Connelly.

What

•
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White
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Charlea Wayne.

*

"The Royal Vagabond/' Mr. Wayne
had just completed a jump through the

A

center door over a three-foot wall.'
diagnosis disclosed death to be due to
a blood clot on the brain. Mr, Wayne,
whose name in private life was Charles
Liggett, was a native of Fort Wayne,
Ind.
The adoptipn of Wayne as a
stage name arose from the fact of his
birthplace. He was about 55 years old.
Mr. Wayne started in show business
about 38 years ago as a member of the
variety team of Wayne -and Tierney.
:

IN

daughter, Mrs. Etalka B. Piland. The
deceased was a member of the Masons,
Elks. N, Y. Athletic Club and N. V. A.
During the recent war he was a member of the Ninth Coast Artillery. Burial took place Wednesday from the
Campbell funeral parlor i.

—

Frederick Halloa.
Frederick Hallen comedian, died Feb.
29, Palace Hotel, New York City, of
cancer of the stomach. Hallen became
ill last December, while playing with
his wife, Mollie Fuller, in vaudeville
at Torbnto, Canada, and was brought
to New York City where he was operated on. It was found that the disIN LOVING

MEMORIAM

Who

MY DEAR MOTHER

Who

Memory of

Her Loving Husband

•

BOBBY EARLE

ease had

Later he joined the Barlow Wilson
Minstrels and for several seasons
played with the different blackface organizations popular at the time. He
was at one time teamed with Anna
Caldwell, the playwright, in vaudeville.
Mr. Wayne starred in "A Cure for
Curables* and "The Tenderfoot" during his career. He was connected with
various farce and musical comedies
during the past ten years, among them
1

IN LOVING

M

was no hope for

JACK PAGE
passed out to the Great
Beyond, February '25th, 1920

HELEN PAGE
.

recovery.

Frans Steiner.

Ike Rose cabled the H. B. Uarinelii
New York of the death of
Franz Steiner. The deceased was 55
years old and for 12 years was managing director of the Berlin Winter
Garden. He retired three years ago.
Prior to that Steiner was manager of

office in

FOND REMElf BRANCB

IN

DICK CURTIS
My

MEMORY

who

his

Hallen, who was born in Montreal.
Canada, 60 years ago, fint attracted
wide attention as a co-star of Joseph
Hart in the team of Hallen and Hart in
the musical comedy "Later On."

Mr. Wayne's

MY LITTLE BROTHER

i

GRAY

1.

Unlike "Abraham Lincoln," the spirwlthout-whlch no play of
kind can be Impressive or successful,
Mr. MackKaye has taken a
fatal plunge between the two stools Of
fantasy and historical drama. 'His play
la neither one nor the other.
It is u
labored, alow-moving and Inexpressibly
la lacking.

wearisome pageant
World,
There were unfolded a dozen scenes Interspersed with a dozen Interludes. We
darkly suspect it, however, of being a
masque. At all events, It is an amor-,
phous thing, suitable perhaps for open
air festivals or some patriotic- pageant,
but absurd and futile in the theatre.'

•

.

Kelly and
week.

:

Tke Hotteatot.

this

Faroe in three acts, by Victor Mapes
and William Collier, at the George M.
Cohan, March 1.

remains were shipped from Boston to
his Fort Wayne home on Tuesday.
Burial took place Thursday.
Letter

:"'.

i

Howard

Lifelong Friend

ARCHIE LLOYD

•

MEMOKY OP

MY DEAR BROTHER

BILLY CRACKLES
May

hi*

«Ml

rat*.

In

-^

...:

substituted for

Pollack at the Alhambra
Pollack sprained her

Emma

one
performance cancelled remainder of
engagement
at
the
Metropolitan
(Brooklyn) because of sudden illness
of one of the cast.
Harry Kranz, of Kranz an-' La Salle,
is out of the act this week and was
replaced by Joe Santly of the. Feist
Music Publishing Co. The act is at
the 81st street this -week. Kranz will
rejoin his partner next week.

Ill"

.'#

Booking

wife of Jack' M. Welch, general
manager for the Selwyns, was operated on at Mrs. Alston's sanitarium
Tuesday, She is reported in favorable

~~

condition.

A

Wadding at Hip.
wedding ceremony was perform-

ed on the Hippodrome stage Tuesday,
when Hugh McCabe, one of the electricians married Chetta Yocsary, one
of the ballet girls in the "Happy Days"
show.
"Musical Revue." Her husband (Frank
Hughes) and- two children survive.

Pet* Berg.
Pete Berg, for a number of years
with Hi Henry and the Haverly minstrels, died at his

home

in Clinton, la,,

Feb. 21 of blood poisoning.

He had

POND MEMORY
OF MY FRIEND

|N
'•

JACK PAGE

Offices.

A
Waltar N. Uwrtnca.1
Walter N. Lawrence, formerly manager of the old Madison Square Garden and producer of several plays, died
Feb. 28, at his home in Bronxvilie, N.
from acute indigestion. He was 62
years old. His officei were in the New
Y.,

During

Building.
his career, Mr.

moa.

VERA VARDON
To » Pal not fOfWlttoa by

Prank A. Vardon and Harry H. Perry
ten years ago, which marked his entry
into the theatrical business, Mr. Riley
was ei gaged in the wholesale woolen
business. He was booking manager for
the Proctor Circuit from 1912 to 1915.
Since 1915 Mr. Riley occupied the post
he held with the Proctor Circuit until the tjme of his death.
Mr. Riley
leaves a wife, Eleanor Troctor Riley,
the daughter of F. F. Proctor, and a

Lars Lareen.

Feb.

OF MY MOTHER
Mattie L. Sweatman
Who pauad away

WILBUR

C.

February 17th, If IS.

SWEATMAN

with Lovenberg's Six American Dancers 'and previously with Homan's

Morris
Greenwald,
the
Chicago
agent, jumped into New York to witness the opening of one of his acts. ,

Madras has taken booking of

Fally

the Lincoln, Union
booked in the Keith

Hill,

formerly

office.

Nelson and Cronin have been signed
for the Palladium, London, opening
there June 4, prior to an extended tour
m the United Kingdom. /

The A. T. Richards indoor circus continues to play New England stands,
despite the decision several weeks ago
to close the show, which is operated
by Richard Ringling. ,-The show will
probably stop after next week, as most
of the turns are to appear in the Ringling-Barnum and Bailey Circus, opening Madison Square Garden March 25

•

Mrs. Otto Dattloff, mother of Henry
Dettloff, stage .manager of "Monte
Cristo, Jr.," dlea at her home, Detroit,

MEMORY

NOTES.

tc ruin."

been off the road for a number of
years and was engaged in the laundry
business in Chicago.

of Continental showmen.

IN

A

'

.

.
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-
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•

v.
j-

.

Zelo, th« magician, who sued hi/./.
landlord for withholding certain of Hftffi
magical effects, settled the case out of
court, and received a substantial Sum
of money in addition to receiving his
property back. The landlord claimed
that Zelo owed him money. ,
'•

"Happy" Johnny Fielc'j has returned
to America after six years in England
and Australia.
a*

Henry

Neatdiews

has

.

resigned

as

manager of the Regent, Nor walk,
Conn., and is now managing the Strand,

26.

Mrs. Alary Doyle, wife of Peter M.
was killed by a Lake Shore

Bayonne, N.

J,

Doyle,

Electric Limited at Stop 29, near Cleveland, Feb. 24. She was about to return to Cleveland after visiting friends
and while trying to flag the train in a
blinding snow was struck.

Mrs. Anna Zelo, non-professional,
wife of Zelo the magician, died last
week from the "flu." She was 21 years

Tho British Government has commissioned Dare Austin, the English actor,
who appeared here in "His Wedding
-Morning," a King's High Commissioner.
He has abandoned the stage to
take up his new duties.

The Joe Santley-Ivy Sawyer act
opens at Proctor's, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.,

of age.

March

Leopold Freeman, of Boston, father
oi Al Freeman, the agent, died last
week, 88 years old, from natural causes.

Beauties" have been routed over the
Orpheum Circuit by Frank Evans.

William B. Palmer, of the San Fran"Examiner" died Feb. 24, pneu-

Members of the Friars and the Fifty
Club tendered a beefsteak dinner to
Eddie Bruns at Parrish's last week.
Eddie was presented with a silver flask.

cisco

monia.

.

f

.

and

LEON RIMBERLY

Lars Larsen, owner of the famous
Tivoli Garden, Copenhagen, died January 25. He was one of the best known

Eva Adeline) Taylor. *
Eva Adeline^ Taylor died, Feb. 15 at
her home,. 29 Anthony street, Providence, R. I. The^ deceased was formerly

of
"Fiddlers' Three, 'succeed* to the role
of Duke Cross in "Just
Minute."
J

(Thursday)* Among performers the
Richards show, because of its stop
start career, was called "the road

Friend Has Passed On
But the Friendship Sudoral

Lawrence pro-

duced a number of plays including "The
Three of Us," "Mrs. Temple's Telegram," "The Prince Jap," and others.

PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENT.
Tom Dingle, principal comedian

The

the Karl Theatre, Vienna.
He was
well known
in New
York, and a
brother of "Doc" Steiner, of Keith's

Riley.

Lester Howard Riley, confidential
secretary to F. F. Proctor, died at his
home, 220 West 98th street, New York,
Feb. 31, following an eight days' atMr. Riley was
tack of pneumonia.
born in New York. He was 48 years
old. Before joining the Proctor forces
IN LOVING

-

-

ankle, causing the cancellation.
Don Mallilfy and Co. after giving

It is a frequently hilarious farcical
adventure, well sustained for two of its
three acts and concluding somewhat
lamely if Inevitably In the last. In It
Mr. Coiner, if anything. Is a farceur even
more adroit than he has shown himself
Times.
in the past
Mr. Cillier was.never more like Mr.
Collier.
It Is prdlable Mr. Collier will
be spending his evenings—together with
Wednesday and Saturday matinees—for
WcrU.
quite a spell at the Cohan.

York Theatre
'•'.

v:

AND OUT.

Keegan and Edwards

Ttmst.
•

y.

2V
IN

Its

—
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Mack and Salle cancelled Fay's,
Rochester, this week through illness,
Stan and Mae Laurel out of the National and Deiancey Street this week,
because of illness. --'••,
The Fifth Avenue added an extra
act Monday. when one of the turns fell
put Parish and Peru and Adrian
went in the bill the first half.
Morati and Harris were out of the
bill
Monday at the Harlem opera
house, Frank Juhaz substituting.
Al Cotton sepera ted from Bernie
Cannon, at Spokane, Wash., Feb. 24.
(To re-enter, vaudeville.

itual quality,

made such progress that there

'

being "The Pink Lady,"

':.••'-..;'.,->.

:••.'

.

Will Live Always

In the

February Mtk, IMS

BESSIE

Died

Christmas Day, 1117

Bat

MEMORY

KATE GRAY

Wh* pa««d away

JEANETTE EARLE

..--.-.•

Georaje Washington.
Prologue,
three
acts
and twelve
scenes, by Percy Ma.cKa.ya, at the Lyric,

March
"

.

CRITICISM.

OBITUARY
Charles Wayne dropped dead on the
stage of the Colonial, Boston,, during the course of the performance of

•'";.

.-

'

j-

-..

I

11.

Bothwell Browne and his "Bathing

;...;5

;

,

'

;:'

••

William and Gordon Dooley and the

23 Mins.; Full Stage (Sepccial Set),

Comedy and Dancing.

Morin

A new

1

act in

sketch form, written

for Percy Bronson and Winnie Baldwin by Jack Lait, makes that standard
vaudeville couple look ever so much
more important than anything they
have prcviousFy done in the twice
daily. It's a production act, oh the advanced era of- life, set 50 years hence,
when according to Mr. Lait the world
will be sky-planing.
The setting and
the special drop are peculiarly attractive, the drop even more so. The scene
is a roof on Times square with surrounding roofs, variously marked for
, direction
little

of air

An

ships.

summer house stands

to

-effective

one

side.

-

^'v

"Look"

.

•.;.

•-/'...'

WEEK
De Corsia and Co. (3).
Sketch. "
17 Min..; Full.
•
•-.-•'
Harlem O. H.
Rather a sorry spectacle of a sketch.

(7).

Dancing.

Sister*.

27 Mint.; Full Stage (12);
Alhamibra.

6 Mini.; Full Stage.

One

.

(15).

»

'

Alhambra.

Mmc. Rialta presents this novelty.
It was out some months ago- as "Recredis" but since then has- been considerably switched about and is .now

i

Four people, two men and two women.'"
The opening is on a darkened stage
with two masked roen confronting each
smoothly working /sight turn.' A other. One is the gentleman
type of
.wide angle lens is employed to project
burglar, who turns out to be the huscolored pictures upon a white screen
band trying to secure a. pair of
hung as a back curtain, this providing pajamsfs containing some letter pink
which
by stjrepticon a series of changes m he has received from his wife's
brother
settings." There are six giris for the .The other is the tough
type of crook
dances which call for several costume Vith hick slang, up to. the
time that he
changes.
Juva Marconi is featured turns preacher and delivers a long serand though the stage was in semi-dark- mon in the very best of
English., The
ness, to permit the projected pictures
wife is. seeking a divorce. She wants a
to stand out, Miss Marconi impressed
picture hero for a husband and as her
as an exceptional dancer. She is lithe
own hubby was not self assertive enough
and in the matter of high kicking has she Tias decided to gate
him. He, to
few peers. The winter scenes and the protect the brother who
has written
dances looked the prettiest. At the
a letteT panning the wife, decidesto
finish curtains are drawn in
enter while the wife is away and deabout
two for some striking effects of the stroy the evidence. The other
masked
futuristic kind.: Here Mme. Rialta
individual catches him as he enterj
apthe
peared (although programed only as
house and forces him to obey, at the
presenting the act) for butterfly evolupoint of a revolver. Both are discovtions. "Look" is a flash act well
ered, in the room by the maid, and
suitall

William and Gordon Dooley showed
up best as a comedy team when first
at the "Midnight. Whirl" on the Cen-.

a'

tury Roof last season and thereafter at
the Winter Garden. This season they
went to the road with "Monte Cristo,
from the Garden but recently returned to the Century Roof. With the

'

Jr.,"

due to close soon the
brothers framed a routine for vaudeville «nder the direction of Rosalie
.Stewart who probably put the Morin
Sisters in the turn. Early in the season
the girls had also been in the legitimate, appearing in the short-lived "Just
a Minute." At Union Hill Sunday Zena
Morin strained a ligament in her leg
and that left Bessie to appear a* Monlatter

"

"

THIS

Bronson and Baldwin.
"Visions of 1969" (Comedy).
Riverside.

v

:.-*".

NEW ACTS

26

resort

-

Mr. Bronson is the maidish man, day's matinee. At the night show
looking after- borne "duties, while Miss
Phoebe Whiteside went into the act.
Baldwin is- the suffragette, support- For such short notice <she did splendidly and from the front the replacement
ing and running the family.
Their
was not noticeabte. For the opening
dress is a mixture of men and women
three are in the room when the wife
number all four appeared, the sister ed for closing big time bills.
Ibee.
wear of today. The couple speak of
returns. Hubby hides 'behind the
teaming with the brothers. Gordon
what their grandparents said happened
screen
"
and the crook behind the portiers.
was "straight," while William was Bertram, and Sax ton.
SO years before. Miss Baldwin quizzes
Hubby is discovered and when the
Song*.
Mr. Bronson on the history, of 1919.
"baggy," but both sported number
wife is putting him over the jumps
17 Mins.; One.
digging through an old chest Brontwelve sized shoes. It was a nut numthe
other comes to his rescue, delivers
Harlem O. H. " \
son discovers a bottle and reads
ber with Gordon saying something
his
Here is a team of men that is due to sermon, and then discloses he is the
w-h-i-s-k-e-y on the label. He takes
about his car running along Seventh
brother.
Playlet is the variest form of
a swallow.
Someone up stairs sent avenue. Aside from the work of the be seen on the big time. They have
forth an audible "Ah."
Fred.
He took an- girls, who were on while the boys made appearance, personality and voices, nokum, for small time only.
ihe opening is a novelty. One apother and the house again displayed
changes, the balance of the routine is
McGee and Anita.
pears and starts with an operatic aria,
sympathy or envy. Mr. Bronson acpractically that. done by the Dooleys in
Dancing.
the other joining him and then as the
the "Whirl" show. They began with
cumulated a souse and then sang "Poor
IS Mins.}. Full Stage (Special).
audience settles "back into their seats
Downtrodden Man." While singing
the Apache burlesque and after Bessie
23rd Street. prepared to receive a dose of the clas"Experience" previously, Miss Baldwin ""Morin put over her double-jointed
Man and girl in routine of character
number and Miss Whiteside offered a sical, the two switch to syncopated melmentioned she would show how the
odies and everyone sits up again. One" dances. Act starts with song off stage
people on the stage acted in 1920, dotoe dance, the boys were out with
by the man. Girl-offers highland fling
does .a solo "When My Baby Smiles at
ing several little bits. Miss Baldwin
"Strolling Down the^Avenue."
That
next,
done in typical Scotch kilted cosc
)ei
ng the number after which
looked very pretty in her- modern
was done in "one," the bits before the
.t£ j !
Budaha'-is offered" as a double, then tume. Sailor's Hornpipe by the man
olio counting the encores taking up
gowns.
The couple have a double
Daddy You've Been A Mother to Me". follows, white sailor garb being worn.
number with the lyric a one-worded
15 minutes.
The funny falls at the
u rendered as a single with a yodel Skipping rope f dance by the girl, with
affair.
exit brought the boys out for their imLait also wrote a couple of the
a double whirlwind dance for a
double at .the finish. For an encore
songs. The program says Harry Wilitation of the Rath Brothers and the
finish
with both in Chinese costume.
they did "Dardanella."
liams did the words of the numbers and
final encore was the cabaret bit which
Fred.
Both
are very good dancers. The
Neil Moret the music.
.opening
None of the the boys had in their former turn with
song by the man should be dropped.
Black and Dardanella.
authors need fight over the credit for
Ray Dooley. Now the sisters aid in
The turn will make a pleasing opening
Songs and Dances.
the song's- Mr. Lait as the writer
the concluding bit. A leader is carried.
o}

'

i

'

;

.

-

.

,

the playlet however~*iurnished-Bronson

and Baldwin with an idea which they
have carried out in a way that will advance them along the vaudeville ladder.
1 hey play it well and it's nicely
written

m

the Lait crisp style of pointed dialog.
the finale is effective, the couple leaving in an air ship of mahogany
shade.
Closing the first part the act held
easily,

going over in a snappy manner,

-an evenly balanced entertaining
number, and a desirable act with
a
..classy couple in it.
Sime.
it

is

Stone and Campbell.
Sidewalk Conversation.
18 Mint.;

One.

-

.

John Michael Campbell (Smith and
Campbell) is now working with "Hank"
Stone in an act patterned,, in a
general way; after the former
offering.
Campbell is still the eccentric
with
Stone attired as. a policeman and
rais"ing his club menacingly in
place of -the
old-style slapping the comic
with a
newspaper
Stone is a very good
straight and the act should rank
with
the best of those doing this
style of

work

-

Jolo.

Dobbs, Clark and Dares.
Singing, Dancing, Tumbling.
15

Mm*.; One.

125th Street.
,T w.° "> en one woman.
Open with
old fashioned song and dance,
in ancient costumes. One man
does eccentric stepping, joined
later by the othergirl changes to rompers
for kid song;
all three do comedy, acrobatic
.

by

men while

tumbling

girl contortions.

of the girls did much to
dress the act and they looked smart
in their several costume changes.
As
for the comedy the Dooleys. can't fail.
The act looks good for a long stay in
vaudeville either as a feature or headliner,
for vaudeville is greedy for
.-.•
laughter.
Ibte.
-

-.

Lark Laming.
Whistling.

One.
Harlem O. H.
Lark Lanning is a nice appearing boy
in dinner jacket outfit which suits him
somewhat better than when "he tried
out in sailor uniform.
His offering
11 Mini.;

consists of a series of bird imitations

>

125 th Street.

The presence

The

fast

tumbling they do for a finish
is
so
well done and with such
good comedy
that they are sure to finish
a "riot"
en any bill.
/oto#

by whistling. -'There is also a phonograph imitation of Harry Lauder singing "Stop Your Ticklin' Jock."
The
young man -must be given credit for
one thing however, and that is finding
a new one to pin the old buzz saw imitation onto. He pulls it as an aeroplane. What he needs is a little more

work for the placing of comedy into
the talk and then he will do for small
time.

Fred.

Harlem O. H.
Another variation

A boy and

girl

drop do the usual

flirtation bit; pull a

few gags that arc mostly "old boys,"
using the newsstand stuff with "Snappy
Stories" and "Breezy Stories" as attempts for laughs.
The team do a
double number with some little comedy
and the boy later offers a single. Just
.a small time turn.
Incidentally whoever painted the drop might be
taken
to task for the spelling
of sandals.
Fred.

Musical.
12 Mins.; One.
Greeley Square.
The team opens as a banjo double/
one of the members next offering
a
violin solo, the other following
a banjo
solo with "Cavalleria Rusticana"
intermezzo.
The 'banjo used for this
has a sounding horn attachment.
The
violinist arrives for a double
'at the
finish of the act with
a violin also
with a sounding- horn. This
instrument gives out a rajher metallic sound.
Ihe banjoist in the turn is good but
the violinist often plays off key,
or at
least this was the case last
Friday

-

t

airplancand Miss Dardanella atop

a quarter section of the earth,- the
latter a set piece occupying nearly

the

whole^ width of the. stage. More talk
here, followed by a scenic transformation, in which the quarter
section of
the earth changes to a full stage
old
rose cyclorama. This transformation
well worked; and a rather ambitious

is

bit of scenic stuff for a
vaudeville act

to carry.
This set holds an upright
piano, upon which Black plays his
own
accompaniment* for "It's Grand to Be
ni Loveland with a Girl
Like You"
this

with this. Notwithstanding the
slide
Hlack next announces he wrote
Dar-

danella and proceeds to play it
on the
saxophone.
Felix Bernard, the cov/nter of the song is not
mentioned.
Black next plays the* violin, handling

raggy

very well, with Miss Dardanella dancing to the fiddling.
The
turn holds a fair measure of
entertainment, which is greatly
enhanced,
by the elaborate scenic stuff
carried.
Miss Dardanella has a likeable
personality,
shows, several neat costume
changes and sings and dances
capably
stuff

Bell.

bills.

Bell.

Ward and Cowry.

drop in one." A scenic change to
full
stage next with Black seated in a
practical

a double later, Miss
JJardanella changing to a nice
appearing blue costume. There's a
short dance

of the old bench
before a special

or ho. 2 act for the small time

16 Min*.; One and Full. Stage (SpecialSetting*).
23rd Street.
A slide projected before Black and
Dardanella make their appearance ann ° un "s John Black is the writer
of
^Dardanella" the current pop song hit.
The adoption of "Dardanella". as a
stage monicker by Black's female
partner is also another move by Black
to
cash in on the success of the song.
The
turn opens with the couple exchanging
a few lines of comedy gab at a
newsstand, set in an alcove formed by
drawlng.apart an attractive looking old rose

They make

Montgomery and Morton.
Comedy and Songs.
10 Mins.; One (Special).
act.

-

-

-

n,ght

"

Fred.

and Wescott.
Piano and Songs;

Driscoll

16 Mins.; One..

Greeley Square.-

A song team that has as its principal
asset an impression of Sophie
Tucker
tinging "Landlord Blues." Impression
is

m

right, but it

seems a

little

overdone

the matter of weight oh the
part of
the lady and size is the
only resemblance that there is to Miss
Tucker.
The act however, is a good small
time
offering for an early spot. It
also has
some comedy, the gags being
rather
old boys."
jy^
Athletic Oliiett.

B»? Punching, Etc.
7 Mine.; Full Stage.
12Sth Street (Feb. 27).

Husky looking woman enters clad
in
white sweater and short leopard
skin
sWt, warbles a bit, swings
Indian
clubs, just a pair of them,
then punches
a couple of bags-one at
a time-with a
most amazing- self assurance.
Crude
incom 8 etent and amateurish.
Jolo.

-

-J

'4

"
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NEW ACTS

THIS

KT1
OliTer Smith and Co.

-A Toach

In

(3).

Time" (Corner).

FaH
Harlem 0. It

21 Mini. i

audience.
'

-

f.

.

*

In the cast are three

men

and the woman. The lover is the comedian, doing a very clever sweet sister
impersonation. The other two men. are
the husband and a crook. The former
is in the apartment when the woman
phones and overhears the conversation.
When the lover arrives the crook at
a time when he is alone impersonates
the husband and scares him into se-

house must have caught him at it. This
is*one of the tricks Jack Merlin and
others have done much better. For
comedy at the finish a couple of trick
tables are used with a bottle on one
and a glass on the other. Covered with
tin cones the glass and bottle are made
to change places and a near expose of the trick is later tried for
laughs. The kid on leaving the stage
is used for the disgorging of cards
and finally a live rabbit Juhaz does
go in for comedy and manages to get
laughs so with a little more finish to
the work that serves as an excuse for
getting him on the stage he should get
SPVeoL
a route.

curing the $50,000 necklace the woman
has and also has him hand over his
watch, ring, pin and a "grand" in cash.
The lover and the audience still think
the crook is really the husband. His
final orders are that when the woman
returns to the room both are to remain there until he turns out the. lights
and then he is going to kill them, for
"the turning over of the necklace by the
woman has convinced him of her unfaithfulness. The lights go out, a shot
is heard and the real husband dashes
into the room.' He confesses the necklace was only a phoney and all are'
jubilant because there was no actual
loss, that is until it dawns on the sweet
sister that his jewelry and money have
flown. There are a lot of laughs in
the offering which is strong enough
for an. early spot on the big time bills.
Several spots are overdrawn and a
little speeding would result in a general advantage.

.

*

A

colored

trio,

'

forte is buck and

ever.

three a day turn are there, but the
chef to properly concoct a pleasing
mixture has -yet to be found.

when perfunctory applause brought
out Mr. Combe for a bow and he signaled the pianist to- come in on it, the
applause was swollen to quite some
volume upon the pianist appearing. Mr.
^
Combe
as
_„ a
.....i. single
>,...
„ big
„ a time
.w needs
..*,«, u „ somet/wiaiw
one to hold him upon the big time,
He's an ordinary single singer with
no special numbers, no originality of
material or method and seems to have
a routine quite similar to one lately
heard on the small time, by one Of
those English singles in that division.
Combe's best was a sneezing song,
fashioned. after the Clifton Crawford
bit.
His opening was George Lashwood's "Sea,. Sea, Sea" never a good
,

,,

its

seasickness busi-

M

Frazere could be called the man
with the educated heels. Working with
the trapeze swinging through an arc of
a good deal more, than a third of 'he
circle he performs a number of stunts
most of which finish with him gripping
the bar with bis heels. He so smoothly
slips from a knee hold to a heel grip
that the feat looks easy but when he
varied the routine a few seconds later
that.

is

by pulling a flying foot hold, there was
a gasp from the audience.
Frazere
chats between stunts, taking in verse.
He remarked that if the last stunt
looked hard the next .'one was even
iiiujv hazardous.
more
uatai uuu3< While
vviuic swinging
3W
K n fc the
inc
widest he topped off his act off with
a hair-raiser. That started with him
hanging naturally with a hand hold and
then suddenly throwing his form upward to a heel grip. It is about the
champ feat yet on a trapeze. Frazere
1 1 1

i.38

I

M

1

:•

opened the show
shift

until Sunday when a
him to open intermission.
fine hand. Its a shame

sent

There he drew a

to use this act for the

and

its

opening spot
too exceptional for the closing

position. This neat

young man

is

about

made it one of his the nerviest gymnast developed in
it Another
ye»w.
Ib'*>
•_
halting number, "That's Right,"
presumably English and heard before.
Rahn and Beck.
Then he had the vegetable song, like- Sonft and Dancea.
wise heard before but not well known.
10 Min».j Two (Special)} One (SpeThe pianist happened in then, with*
cial).
Combe doing the sneezing number fol- 23rd Street
lowing, closing with the Harry Lauder
Paul Rahn and Valerie Beck have
encore song, "As
Used to Do." backed up their singing and dancing
Mr. Combe, was with the Julian Eltinge abilities with an elaborate scenic equipshow up to Chicago and played vaude- ment. Two special- seta are employed,
ville in that section after leaving it.
the first a futuristic sort snowing a
There's nothing about His delivery or
cottage with a fence on the side and
numbers that recommends him for the the second a novelty drop containing
big time, but his pianist may hold him
reproductions of the animals Alice was
there if he can or wishes to hold his
supposed to 'have met in her trip
Pianist.
through Wonderland. At the opening
Sime.
in "two" Rahn and Miss Beck are

Combe opens with

.

We

Chuck and liny Harvey
Son*. Dance and Talk.
15 Mini.;

shown garbed

as a crow and canary respectively, convincing looking prop re-

(3).

reductions of each bird encasing each,
is a short exchange of talk here

One.

The

act starts out like another

? here
one

of

those
flirtation-opening-boy-andsong and dance affairs. It progresses through the stage of the song
and three .quarters the way through
the dance evolution, when a woman
in the audience bursts out into oeals
of shrill laughter.
The "plant" ascribes her mirth to the alleged ludiccat" in her ways. The other woman,
rous efforts of the couple to dance. Of
a pleasing young miss, is the unsophiscourse,
the "shill" is finally brought
ticated "kitten" half of the title. Kiton the stage to strut her stuff. But
ten is madly in love with a man who
has promised to marry her. Cat stum- the illusion, while in the audience, completely foots the house in a number
bles on man's identity showing him
up for married nian, would-be biga- of ways. For one thing, the regular
house usheress comes down the aisle
mist, home-wrecker, etc., et. al., in true
with. the "put you out" gag. For anheroic fashion. It went big and should
make the -sketch acceptable in pop other, the woman plant is rather old,
grev-haired. unprepossessing in apcircles.
pearance and an easy pass-off for any
resectable 8th avenue housewife.
"Panti Is Pants" (4).
Then, too. she sports a very evident
Comedy-Dramatic Sketch.
• limp.
The latter must" be subterfuge
17 Mini.', Interior,
as it disappears with her arrival on
125th Street.
the rostrum. There she sings a song
Well written and well played semi- and stens a few in resoonse to the
roitole's invitation to show them someserious playlet. Scene is supposed to
thing better. The woman admits to
represent the office of a targe pants
girl

'

wing

personae,

A

•,-

Mjrm-mmm

'

American Roof.
Bloaaom Baird and Co. (3).
"The Cat and the Kitten" (Playlet).
IS Mini.; Four (Parlor).
American Roof..
Two women and a man in the
sketch. Miss Baird does the role of
Leslie, a stage woman, and a- "wise

They perform their clogs on a special
wooden mat, mixing up their stuff with
the conventional waltz clog, and hornpipe and Irish jigs. The routine runs,
far too long and tires the audience by
reason of the dragginess in the turn
due to the similarity in all the offervery, very forced encore was
ings.
taken advantage of to show off Miss
Teis and her eight medals, announced
as spoils and testimony of her prowess as a buck and wing dancer. A
short exhibition followed. This was
excusable due tp Miss Teis*. evident
ability and personal comeliness. What
led up to this "encore," however, did
not merit this extra session. The act's
salvation lies in immediate trimming
and elimination of the perceptable
slowness.

The act finishes weak, howThe constituents for a pleasing

pleased

A man and two women comterspicboreah

(Special Drop).

two men and a
One man opens ballyhooing
before circus tent drop with alleged
funny remarks anent the attractions
awaiting all who have the necessary
thin dime to gain entrance into these
sacred inner portals. Enter other man
in juvenile get up for a little talk and
dance. Woman renders ballad in none
too certain, though powerful voice.
The juvenile does a dancing solo that

Tracy and Halsey Mohr, after

trio's

1

best

woman.

Rnsso, Teis and Rosso.
Dancing.
18 Mina.| One.
American Roof.

The

Feb. 23):

It has been so long that something
Boyce Combe, billed as a "Light Eng
Comedian,"
™—
--— -, a
has a
— pianist,
— young
^
HI.'" '""J
V different in the way of a trapeze exhibiman, who makes Mr. Combe's act, not- tion has come along that Frazere is
withstanding the pianist is unbilled. like a cooling drink on a warm day. The
The youth, of ethereal looks and a skil- program bills him as the "ace of
thrillers," and in his particular line he
ful touch played his way to a stop-

«"

lish

was the

American Roof.

trying their luck in vaudeville previously with 'female partners, have
formed the present combination. While
not vaudevilling, both boys are songIt
writing for Shapiro-Bernstein.
looks easy for them, all things considered, for unlike many songwriting
combinations, both boys can actually
sing and what's more know how' to
get their stuff across. Mohr presides
at the ivories, Tracy opening with a
"novelty" number of the duo's composition. A new "Advice" number folreceived.
was well
and
lowed
Mohr, in a pranolog solo, poked fun at
his avoirdupois build with a "gee but
it's tough to be a fat man" number.
Some comedy verses on prohibition
were offered as a double. For an encore the duo rendered the conventional
medley of their past. song successes.
A little more heft and the turn will be
set for the bigger houses.

stepping.
prise
the

One

14 Mint.;

Frtt.

15 Mlnj. j On*.
American Roof.

_

(Week

Palace

Riverside.

ness but Lashwood

Abyssinian Trio.
Song, Danes and Talk.

Tracy and Moor.
Piano Act.

*

.

• Min».| Fall Stage.

song .because of

..-.

Billy

Trapeze.

•

the-act record Monday evening, follow-:
ing his first solo. Mr. Combe returnence is his best card. The opening is ed to the stage for the next song but
given over to various forms of shuffle, t the applause drove him off and the boy
the roll up the arm and the turn back. played again. The house appeared to
Then a card passing trick, each of the recognize he was a finished performer
two assistants on the stage suposed on the ivory board and wanted him to
play again but that was asking too
to have ten cards counted into their
much of someone. the program did not
hands. The first count by the_ boob
even allude to. Again at the finish
assistant was so raw every one in the

-

•--

Eaoa Fraaere*

Songs.
On*.

Mbu.} One
Harlem O. H.
Frank Juhaz, a rather pleasing personality, and Frank Juhaz a flock of
card tricks, none new and none particularly difficult. Then Frank Juhaz
a plant from back stage that is good
for laughs, but the kid from the audi-

.

:

Boyce Combe.

Card Manipulator.
12

(Interior).

This sketch is built for laughs the
frit one of which comes right alter the
rise of the curtain when the woman on
the stage says over the phone "Jack
come right over, my husband is away."
That was enough for the Harlem O. H.

-

WEEK

Frank Johns.

*

._,

factory,

owned by an

has an

office

elderly

man who

staff consisting
a "fly guy,! ' the

of

two

other a
clerks, one
serious-minded, timid "drudge," and a
female stenographer. Fly chap has been
courting the steno for four years, flamboyantly declaring he is to be made
general manager, and so on, never creating anything but giving the boss the
impression that the ideas created by
the drudge are his own. The drudge,
the end, gets the
firm from failure and
in

ner

in

the firm.

offering.
.

girl,
is

saves the

made a

part-

Splendid three-a-day
Joto

68 years,
Some more showmanship,
evidently, though It's certain she has
passed the half century period. When
asked her name by the original couple

and Miss Beck goes into a vocal number. She has a pleasing soprano, out
of which she gets full value. The bird
costumes are discarded for overalls by
Rahn and a gingham dress and suit
bonnet by Miss Beck next for a double
"Somewhere in Tennessee." A short
bit

Of "essence"

Rahn then

solos

The

act then goes to "one" with the
"Alice in Wonderland" drop for a song

38

m

:

Bttt.

B. Hajmanek.
Pianist
11 Mint.t One.
125th Street

for deceiving the house.

uS

,

it

her real name. She. carried the balance of the act thereafter and was
the otise of stooping Proceedings after
the lights had been doused. The act
is a novettv in its way and a variation
on *ht iisua' audience work, made so
hv -Chuck and Tinv Harvey's excellent
feeding and the old lady's natural gifts

this.

"What Wonderful

of the same title. Rahn changes to
English schoolboy, Eaton suit and Miss
Beck to a pretty peach colored frock
for the Alice song. The animals' oh
the drop roll their eyes through a mechanical arrangement during the second chorus of the number, some pleasing comedy being derived from the
scheme. For the finish "We do the.
Dirty Work," a double introducing burlesque drama. All of the numbers are
nicely handled, each drawing a good
hand. With a few wee''s of playing the
turn should he fit for an early spot on
the better bills. Just now it shapes up
as a high class pop house turn.

she

s.aid she is Lydia Gardner—or so
sounds—which may or may not be

stenning with

Things They Can Do" a "wise" chorus
girl number with good comedy Ivrics.

Woman

of pleasing appearance in
evening gown of tulle over
Conducts herself as a seasoned concert pianist and nlavs well, with

pretty
silver.

brilliant

execution.

Medlev of stan-

dard operas and ponutar airs with obligato side-line to display spirited execution. Could entertain on any pro-

gram.

/oto,
*Q—SJSM IPH

-

-f
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SHOW REVIEWS

^

».;
PALACE.

order had been hurtled

The running

Farr and Farabout by Tuesday
land were opening the second halt and
Herschel Henlere was fourth. An overnight.

flowing

audience more notable ror

been

a

punchy and

timate,

for

.

consplououe hand-olap nit in tnis

a«t acrdss the country, but the demonstration here was amazingly explosive In
of the shabby returns for his comedy. His feminine assistant (Mrs. Hen-

now

finishes

stray

Intervals

later

and later.

A

that reach almost to her knees. Howthe punch Is Henlere's Angering.
certainly wiggles a nasty set of dighow
Its over the keyboard, and he knows
He uses tne
to work up an audience.
orchestra, the spotllghter and everythen
body else, too, works and sweats; after
finds that piano playing Is his gift,

He

and

high-pitched elocution until each burst
at the moment of percussion, When It

'

"bends."
Miss Keller
by the crowd,

beautifully embraced
She was not rlproarlngly
hurrahed like a hero or a vaudeville
favorite, but she got affectionate and
sympathetic attention !nd honest apSlauoe with hearts back of the hands.
[lss Keller's turn Is uplifting but a bit
It
grisly, especially when she speaks.
could have been either a simple demonstration of her miraculous development,
or It could have been a morality play In
allegory.
An attempt Is made at the
spectacular by the dressing and the staging, the presence of a piano player and
a girl singing off stage, but those effects seemed to fall of their mission.
If Miss Keller's demonstration should
be theatrical It should be soundly and
conclusively so, with a performing punch
perhaps a beautiful girl endowed with
every faculty presented alongside of her
as a tragic and gripping contrast. Otherwise It would be better if the adored
heroine appeared In a simple frock In
"one" and merely gave forth her memorable and Inspirational exhibit.
Sophie Tucker, second after intermission, walked In on her Kings of SyncoKings Is right. She has the
Iiatlon.
ast breath In Jazz bands. And if these
be kings It Is as near as Sophie approaches to royalty, for she certainly
doesn't pay any. Everything about her
act Is "special," except the -most ImporHowever, perhaps
tant, her material.
that la a strength rather than a weakness, as she can follow the Held with
a pop number and make it bloom again.
She had a little "strike" Idea to bring
her Into her first song, then she shed a
cloak and appeared in a futurist frock
She
that made her nice and slender.
syncopated a ditty, then did a mammy
ballad ("Chocolate Drop") In a red baby
fliellght spot, then her "Wild Women"
scream and an old-fashioned Tuckerism
by medium of "Alexander's Band Is
Home from France." The superlative
band played and she returned In the
dizzy creation that she used in "Hello
Alexander," with the butterfly dragging,
and knocked the living daylights out
of "Nobody Knows," with comedy buttIns, after which a sweet Jap number in
special improvised costume' for all hands,

was

—

-

•

encoring with "Dardanella" to a smash.
Sophie hit solidly. She Is still the foreaiost syncopator, despite her "refine-

.

From the time Keegan and Edwards
and warbled their first
number, there was no question about
them being "In." The CMcagoans are
the best exponents of the blues style* of
singing that have been developed and
they make their wares sure fire. Ed-

sat on the stage

wards' first specialty Itself drew a demanded encore and he gave "Sweet
one, of light
Tour Papa's Mad." The lights
throughout with Marled Mamma,
went out for the Dooleys, but the house
Cahlll. Harry Fox and Bronson and Baldwanted
more blues and more of Edwards'/
win (New Acts) the features. Mr. Fox
great clarionet-Jazz Imitation. So they
was the only act mentioning the fire.
"Easy Rider." There was
The Harry Fox turn Is a regular obliged with
a bjt of dancs from Keegan and some
laughmaker. It ran 35 minutes. Mr.
Jazz from Edwards.
Fox has seven people Including himself. "sweet"
Dale and Burch were moved from next
While he Is giving a big act for the
to closing to No. 4, which looked about
management, Mr. Fox furnished a comthe right spot for them with "The Riding
plete turn with, himself In "one" and
Edythe Baker at the piano. After that Lesson." Thelr's belongs with the brightest of talking acts. Dale is excellent and
Beatrice Curtis came on the stage with
Miss Buret's good looks and appearance
him. and later the five scrubwomen for
a delightful asset. She sure was
whom Mr. Fox has provided a special form
cute in the white riding outfit with the
drop.
It ended the act In a whirl of
ends of her bobbed blond thatch peeping
laughter.. Fox kidded throughout, talkfrom underneath the cap.
ing and singing. Told the house his
Anna Held, Jr., with Emmet Oilfoyle
wife was broadmlnded and then to let
were switched from fifth to opening Inthe audience know who his wife was,
had a stage hand bring on a lltho of the termission. When Miss Held annexed
her mother's name and teamed with OilDolly Sisters, but Harry^ did not disshe leaped from the small time to.
foyle
tinguish Jennie on It. It seemed unnecesthe big. For Miss Held the turn is mostsary, hut Mr. Fox did It more, for c nly a costume display, for Oilfoyle supedy than anything else, although the
plies the real "works." As the "ash-can
Introduction of the Dolly Sisters' picture
was an undoubted plug. The Misses poet of the subway," whose lines anent
Baker and Curtis are pretty young B. V. D. "outstrips them all," he grabs
manylaugha His lines on "His Majesty
girls.
MIss^Baker Is an accomplished
the Flea" brings the retort from Miss
planlste and Miss Curtis In a talking
Held to "scratch that out." He calls
and song bit with Fox did very well.
The scrub women are pips.- Two of them Miss Held "Mme. Gazelle," and wants
Harry should put under contract for to look at her at least once a day, even
life, the two end ones.
He could throw If it Is through a keyhole. Oilfoyle's
song succession for the finish, which
everything else away and do the entire
permits the many costume changes,
act with that couple working.
The Fox turn was next to closing grabs laughs too. One was when he.
announced that "we do not sing Darwith only three acts In the second part.
danella" The act, finishing with Miss
"The Reckless Eve" closed the show.
Held displaying the silver peacock cosEight actB In all make up the program
tume effect like that used by her mother,
this week.
Marie Cahlll opened after
drew a hearty hand.
Intermission, doing fairly. Her main deFlorrle Mlllership and Alfred Oerrard,
pendence Is upon the phone conversawith Charles -Harrison at the piano
tion, containing some of the roughest
moved up one position and closed Interdialog refined vaudeville has heard In
mission with their "musical comedy rea very long time. A couple of the lines
Several numbers' have been
view."
are simply "raw." The talk Is the same
changed since the act first opened, but
as when Miss Cahlll was at the Palace
the act Is the same In total. Miss Millerand as It passd there, that may be the
argument why all other big time houses ship does well, with "Buddha" and while
Oerrard appears best with "Logic." The
should stand for It. It's bad stuff for
vaudeville.
Tf Miss Cahlll Intends react pleased but could stand a stronger
maining she had better commence buildfinish.
»
ing up the act so that It will support
Pearson, Nownort and Pearson landed
The excellently on second. It's a dancing act
Itself without the blue material.
quicker that goes out the better Miss
far different from the usual. The routine
Cahlll will stand with vaudeville fans.
is framed for comedy and acrobatics and
Ryan and Ryan opened the show, In the latter feature an .original collecdancing, and immediately afterward
tion of stunts has been built.
On* of
Rose and Moon did a dance production
the man's plunges from the table constiThey carry a girl piano player,
turn.
tutes the nerviest sort of tumbling.
with their dancing of the usual routine'
"Look" (New. Acts), the reorganized
and average merit.- Both Insist' upon
Mme, Rlalta's "Recrodls," made a flash
singing, a serious error.
for closing. " The show was nicely opened
After Boyce Combe, an English single
by Chong and Rosle Moey, whose won(New Acts), who got over through his derfully embroidered costumes aided in
pianist. Fenton and Fields in blackface
Ibee.making their dancing liked.
made them laugh. That was the object
of the team of boys. They are undercolonial.
billed as "Passed By the Board of Censors," but what board Is not named.
Plenty of show at the Colonial this
If a vaudeville board of censors ever
week, quantity and quality an unusual
Bits on the turn, much of what Is similar
combination. Nine nicely assorted acts
to other acts could be ordered out. But
which play until after 11 p. m. without
the' talking and dancing won them with
tiring.
the audience probably giving no parBernard Granville In the lights was In
ticular attention to material. They fitted
the next to closing spot wltha lot ofnew
well Into the spot.
Closing the first
material that he confessed he had to get
half the Bronson and Baldwin playlet
up In with but two day's warning. .Granheld the house to Mr. Bronson's neatly
ville was plainly nervous and forgot the
films.
placed "speech."
the lyrics of one of hla songs, but Insisted that Benny Roberts go back a
couple of bars, which was accomplished
J
ALHAMBRA.
in time for Bunny to get another start
An epidemic of sprains affected the and forget It all over again. He Anally
finished It but the balance of his perbill with two nets Interfered with, one
Granville doesn't
formance suffered.
of which withdrew.
That was" James
Kelly and Anna Pollock, replaced .by
seem to Have made a happy selection In
the material for his present vaudeville
Keegan and Edward9. It was respontour, several of his gags running too
sible for considerable switching of the
long before reaching the laughs. His
program, but the show ran smoothly
song selections are all O. K. and a couple
Monday night and lined up as an excel-

The

'*

welcme Jockeying after Insignificant ap-.
plause. An audience, when it Insists on
aplaudlng, cannot be stopped, but It can
he made to continue applauding when-lt
doesn't want to, and the latter kind la
aggravating. Inartistic and valueless,
though the artists may think they1 cash
and
In on the number pf "curtains

Sunday evening.

Ore at the Riverside building Mon-

a very good

Is

bill

entertainment

Farr and Farland started slowly and
began to sawaway with that nerve-tanThe
Ullilng technique of repetitions.
material was old, even for an English
turn. But the dozen or so laughs were

.

of the turn and at the matinee
Bessie danced alone. At night Phoebe
Whiteside replaced the Injured sister,
who "pulled" a ligament at Union Hill

stretches of emptjness.

•

wss over they took bows one at a time,
trylnevto swell the applause inthesame
Srocess they used to fatten the laughs,
ut It didn't register and they looked
rather surprised and defrauded-llke.
conspicuous
seemed
system
This
throughout the whole performance—applauae-baltlng. The Frank Dobson company, was the foremost offender. That
veteran act .whloh always went well and
always had Just so much coming, systematically went after a riot, which
turned out to be a bowing parade and
a shooting of curtains up and down for
fully a minute during which the clapping
was lukewarm and was continued only
because the acknowledgments were being taken by the company one by one
and In twos, and the audience was loath
to stop and Insult those to come, having
been hoodwinked Into a bit of warmth
If there Is
for those who bowed first.
one reform that would do America s
foremost vaudeville temple a lot of good
It would be to limit unnecessary and un-

they have registered so strongly they
are already doubling. Monday they came
over from the 81st Street to fill the gap
left by the Kelly and Pollock withdrawal
and going on seventh landed with a
bang. They were tbe hit of the show
until William and Gordon Dooley (New
Acts) plus the Morln Sisters, followed
In the next to closing spot. Zena Morln

was out

day night kept attendance way down. It
happened around eight in one of the offices upstairs.
Firs apparatus around
the theatre frightened off many and
some took- a' refund. Women were the
chary ones with tbe result the rear of
the house all evening showed vast

aver,

stalls

*

Lait.

RIVERSIDE.

with a saxophone. The

pyramided up with pauses and

that the house enters
It was about half

seated at 8:20.

orchestra Is up forte and no one knows
whether or not she Is playing, probably
not; but she looks attractive In dresses

all

wards bowed into fast company and

and Naess and, Collins, on early, had a
straggling crowd to contend with; It
seems to one who visits the Palace at

lew
lere)

fast.

Joe Cook, the one-man show, whose
is reminiscent of Charlie Case,
got sound returns next to closing. His
"four Hlghwallans" story Is a gem. He
bad no difficulty at any stage wafting
toward his hit. Nina Payne's spectacular
dancing episodes closed late and held
them In comparatively well. The Balls

comedy

its

Us enthusiasm was In.
was
If applause was the test, Henlere
as
the Hon. But his laughs were not
vociferous as they seemed out west.
Just to he contrary, they gave Farr and
let
then
Farland heavy haw-haws and
corked
Henlere
them perish at the tape.
and
up traffic long after he had passed,
the
on
oil
pour
and
twice
In
had to back
Henlere-had
track for Helen Keller.
volume than

Fuller.
For those out front there was
nothing unusual, even down to the passing of a bouquet over the footlights.
The supporting cast Is now billed, the
players being John, Emerson, Mabel
Vanet, Maude Leone and A. Lincoln. MIbs
Fuller's act went over nicely, No. 8.
Several weeks' ago Keegan and Ed-

ment," and she can get closer to an audience than any other Individual on the
Btage. Miss Tucker Is pure vaudeville
melodious, gaudy, lowbrow, naughty, In-

*

.

.

,

-

'

'

.

lent

bill.

«,

For those back stage there was a touch
of the pathetic in the. presence of Mollle
Fuller, who appeared In spite of >the
passing of Fred Hallen and his burial

Tuesday morning. Miss Fuller bore up
remarkably well, but there Is little doubt
that she would have played this week If
it wasn't Just necessary.
Joseph Hart,
Hallen's old-time partner and co-producer was In the audience, and after
the playing of the playlet, "Cousin
Eleanor," went baok stage to see Miss

of new recitations helped. The inebriated dance at the finish gave htm ».
chance to pull, his extemporaneous

sneech

Harry Langdon on

third In the vaude-

"Johnny's New Car," shared
the laughing honors with Mason and
Keeler in the eighth hole with the always new "Married" one of the few surviving sketches remaining In vaudeville,
Both are gems In their respective ways
and! both were howls from start to finish.
Langdon has some new mechanical
ville classlo

laughs concealed' in his prop bus and a
oouple of new. gags which will be heard
around. They went like the wind,
Marguerite and Alvarez opened the
show, moving up from the closing spot
It was a happy thought for The Magleys
who switched, held them In almost unanimously. The latter are one of the best
dancing teams In vaudeville and Pearl
Magley should get a world of credit for
her costume selections. She looks better on each appearance and her last creation a dead black short skirted affair,
Is the last word in clever color blending
?nd style. Both are clever dancers and
he opening with both seated before the
phonograph in Chinese attire is novel'
and away- from the obvious.
McCormack and Mellon, the only act
on the program that didn't switch position after Monday were deuclng it Tuesday night with a corking routine of
eccentrto and acrobatic solo and duo
stepping. The boys have been making
strenuous efforts to originate a different
opening and have succeeded very well.

One

starts

a

violin

solo and is inter-

rupted by his partner who Is selling a
book which gives them an excuse for
a song double with the stepping following without a let up. The aerobatio
finish with one playing the violin got

them away to nice returns.
Elizabeth Murray was fourth moving
up ahead of Loretta MCDermott and Eddie Cox, who were originally tabbed for
the fourth notch.. Miss Murray got
quite a reception Upon her entrance and
built up solid applause with a well selected routine of dialect stories and
songs. She also sported about the niftiest thing seen in special drops this
season. It was a checkered affair with
natural
French
windows' tastefully
draped with curtains. Her best liked

song was "How Dp You Keen Tour
Spirits Up," sung first by a soused dough
boy and then by a mulled chorus girl.

A

couple of her stories were? ".wows" and
she went ambitiously.
Loretta McDermott, Eddie „ Cox and
Jazz Band, Frank Hale's latest contribution to the realms of syncopation. Is
noted for a lack of the shim, which
seems strange when It Is remembered
Miss McDermott's Introduction to vaudeville was as a partner of Frisco, the
Columbus of the quivering muscles to
stop time. The new act is lavishly produced and Loretta remains one of the
neatest tricks now appearing.
Eddie
Cox Rives her able assiatanceand coo's
I

'

Laughed When I Think How
You" and several others
a fast Jazs double dance
with Loretta at the finish. The band
worked hard, two of the boys stopping
down to the apron for violin and saxophone -dancing solos along the convenThe act caught on
tional Jazz idea
'Oh

How

I

I Cried About
in addition to

strongly hare and the much heralded
Colonial clap resounded from the upper

reglona
Allan RogerB stopped the show In
seventh position with a 16 minute concert program running to semi classical

and operatic selections. Rogers fooled
the Colonial bunch by taking bows to the
Introduction of "Oh How I Miss You
Dear Old Pal of Mine" and after three
bends responding with "Ell Ell," a Jewish chant.
Canto's Lament from "Pag-

was another operatic contribuRogers has a sweet tenor voice
of powerful range and his tone shading;
was masterly.
The Magley's. chained them to their
seats with their opening and held them
llaccl"
tion.

v

until 11. IB p. m.

Con.

i
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The Pat Rooney revue, "Rings of
Smoke," set such a terrific pace for two
weeks here that this week's show seemed
slow and quiet. Yet, when thoroughly
analyzed, It was far from being a poor
bill, and with Eva Tanguay as the headliner proved strong enough tp/ hold up
the average for big Monday nouses. It
has been some time since the little comedienne has displayed her- eccentric mannerisms, her unmusical voice and her
ravishing cfostumes'here, hut she has not
been forgotten and her appearance on
the stage in a sort, of merry-go-round
effect for a costume was greeted with
a great outburst of applause.
The long lay-off has affected

Miss
in more ways than one.
It
has caused her to lose some of her "pep"
and sureness In delivering her songs.
She does not appear to have the' same
amount of confidence. This may be because her songs have not got the old
Tanguay punch. She could use some bet-,
was a bit hard for her
It.
ter ones.
Monday afternoon, but toward,"the' finish she had them going strong and at
the finish she could easily be credited
with bolng almost as big a hit as at
any time she has appeared here. A week
or two of work should help her a. lot
and by that time she will probably decide that her songs are not Just right

Tanguay

and try for some new ones, Whatever
else may be said of Miss Tanguay; she
Is still as strong at the box office £*?
over, and that's a lot to say of one who
has played the line so often. • A
There was nothing else In the bill
'

that stood out particularly strong, the
honors of the remainder of the show
Alberbeing pretty well- distributed.
ttna Rasch and. her company of dancers
and musicians added a classy aot. Her

..-

SHOW REVIEWS
dancing

1b artistic and her support adequate, Including- the musicians, but It Is
of the quiet sort. It vent
strongly with those who have an eye
for beauty and grace and won Its share
of the laurels. Talbot O'Fatroll, a newcomer hero, disclosed a tenor voice of
decidedly pleasing quality. He Is a singing turn away from the usual. Opening
With a few lines of comedy chatter he
suggests more of a monolog turn, but
.sticks to his singing and with a variety
of numbers not familiar here registered

a dancing- act

.

a

nice sized hit.
"The Heart of Annie Wood," a new
playlet In rhyme, by Frances Nordstrom,
was responsible for slowing up the first
half of the show. Here is an Idea of
some value completely spoiled through
weak playing. Whether the principals
nave been coached In the way they are
playing, or it is Just a natural fault Is
a question, but It remains that the.
sketch in its present form seems to
have little hope of long life. It la entirely too slow for vaudeville, too quiet
in its playing: and the work of the players is too amatourlsh to glvo the piece
tbe tone It needs. It was given some

attention by the crowded house, nut Is
not of big time calibre.
Lloyd and Christie are back with the
old act of Avellng and Lloyd and It is
still good for laughs, although. Lloyd's
new partner does not inject the same
personality as the former partner. The
talk has been changed a little, but the
rnor t of most of It remains. It Is a funny talking act and did very well. James
C, Morton and his family kept the laughs
going heartily with a lot of low comedy
material, much of which Morton has used

-

In former offerings.
Mamie Morton Is
his chief support and Morton as usual
works hard for the laughs he gets all
through the act. Llbonatl was very well
received- for his clever playing of the
xylophone. He varies his program and
plays all selections equally well. For
n finish he uses a young man to sing
from one of the upper boxes, which does
not help the act any and the song he announces as being new has been used here
several times.
The finishing number
should be changed or discarded altogether for it Is simply a boost for the
song and does not help the act.
~

•

Charles McOood and Company, a girl
being a member of the company, did a
routine of clever hand-to-hand tricks In
the closing position and got well deserved applause for their efforts. The
girl is far above the ordinary" worker of
this kind and the act is capable of holding a good Bpot on any of the big time
bills.'
Jolly Johnnie Jones opened with
some good work on the wire and the
Klnograms and "Topic of the Day" were
up to the usual average.

comedy Ideas, seemingly of his
Two or three of his remarks are
bright and he delivers them
It's
a question whether his
"dame" burlesque Is worth the while.
He displays an aptitude right along for
soma thing much better than that. The
act should be framed for a more legitimate routine. Then the comedian can
carry it into the next to closing spot on
•
any bill.
The souse sketch of Macart and Bradford's hopped In just right at this time.
The
Bill Macart never played it better.
house wanted to laugh the moment they
saw him enter "stewed." He kept them
laughing after that with the Invaluable
assistance of Ethelynn Bradford, who
looks as well and plays the straight t..
The
her husband as nicely as ever.
wittily
nicely.

'

comedy number, however.
Next was Jean Sothern In a new
-

/'.

ess," with Miss Sothern making her
changes on the stage. There Is a variety
of numbers, for types, with one song,

the concluding one, taking Miss Sothern
from a sob start to a fly finish. She
doesn't shine with fly stuff. While the
act runs better than her former one did,
It will get over more on looks than anything else. Miss Sothern lacks spontaneity.

something a

bit more varied.
Crowded houses saw the Monday per-

formances In spite of several new attractions at other houses.
Marguerlta
Sylva, the operatic star appearing here
in her vaudeville tour, was the headliner,' and
If
her reoeptlon was any
criterion, her popularity has not waned.
The show opens with the Wheeler Trio,
acrobats, who perform amazing feats of
strength and dexterity. Following them
1b Tony, the wandering violinist, whose
-work made an excellent Impression.
An attractive act came next, "Once
Upon a Time," musical farce, headed by
Jack Princeton and Lson Leonard, with
four clever and attractive young women.
.The scene is prettily set In a baohelor'B
apartment and shows good comedy and
real music and singing. Dainty Dorothy
Brenner, one of songland's artists, made
added conquests with this week's apShe Is very
pearance at this house.
popular here. Her dosing song, "I'm
Going to Hell," yesterday was cleverly
given despite the
<

title.

Krame and Boyle, the former In blackkept things moving and had the
house In an uproar.
Another good number was Amelia
Stone and Armani! Kallz in a "Song
Romance," an excellent vehicle. Ford
and Cunningham, with their comedy
skit, are some mirth provokers. The bill

face,

closes with the Aerial Lloyds.

Libbey.

FIFTHAVL
.The Fifth Avenue show the first half
wobbled along for a while, shading both
ways at times, until toward the finish,
when it broke for the better, running

well then until Its close, when the acrobatic act ending the performance scored
the hit of the evening In applause. It was

Kane, Morey and Moore (New Acts),
with the best perch balancing turn ever

'

shown over here, easily .beating the best
of any of the foreign acts of that class
whloh have been seen.
In laughter Kellam and O'Dare had a

walkaway. They were next to closing,
The turn must build up a finish, when it

can go into the best of the big time
There is a lanky comedian and
a young woman who sings. The come-

houses.

trouble In warming the audience,
which,, queer as It may seem, is usually
a cold one at this house to opening acts.
The bit of business of the apparatus some
distance from .the floor was received
with peals of laugh tor. Jack Lexey and
Cella O'Connor, in second spot, favorably
Impressed with soft shoe dancing.
Dorothy Shoemaker In the one-act
playlet, "Life," finished strong with the
explanation* of the why of camouflaging
themselves as "dicks," to redeem a
straying woman and bring her back to

her husband.

•'

.

sustain the illusion with a greater de*
gree of efficacy.
Toto, next to closing the vaudeville
end of the show, scored every minute
that he was on the stage. Preceding
Toto, Keegan and Edwards were recalled
by an Insistent audience.
Cross and Co., In closing spbt preceding the feature picture, held up their end.
The act moved rapidly and the Individual
Btep.
dancers were -applause winners.

KEENEY'S, BROOKLYN.
'

And while smearing the

strong show on the
American Roof the first half of the week,
with nine good acts that carried the
entertainment up to 11 o'clock, when the
news weekly was flashed. Not an act

and most of them emphatically. There was no single woman
and but one single turn Andrew Mack,
and he had a woman "plugger" In a
box for a ballad, and a child on his knee
for a ditty from one of his old plays.
Mack was accorded a big reception on
He told some Bplendld
his entrance.
new and exclusive
stories, all of them
1
with Inimitable Celtic and Semitic diaFor the finish he Still steps a
lects.
Next to closing he held that spot
bit.
as only a recruit from the big time can
scored,

—

right Bide of the bridge.
''Shimmy Inn" and Melville and Rule
divided applause honors, the latter turn
hiding away over here under a double
alias, the program calling them Mellbelle and Rutl and the stage card having
them "Brown and Scott." MIbb Melville
was formerly of Melville and HlgglnB
.

Llzefte,

acrobatic comedians, do some very fast

m

«.-.

hand-to-hand stuntB, the
,

fitting

so

»•*

The bill was rich with entertainers
who- availed themselves of tbe good
natured

hospitality

extended to

them,

was

leg

Clc-

best liked locally.

was not approved at first through
beginning his endeavor with an aria
little popular
appeal. He did better In rendering Mascollnl

•'

from "Tosca," that holds
senet's

"Elegle" and later scored triumphantly ln«"Dear Old Pal of Mine"

and "Mother Machree."
Harry Green bagged the
,r

performance

George

in

of the

hit

Washington

Cohen," getting a maximum of result
with the matter in hand. The finish
could be padded with some arrangement
to evoke resounding laughter, the quick
exit now occurring about a minute too

"

;

-

soon.

Venlta Gould was handicapped In her Impersonations by not .using artlBts fa— c'
miliar to Orpheumttes, but she never re*

linquished striving, finishing In a rather
successful manner. Her prize bon mot

from "The Man Who Came Back" lost
much through the play not having been
seen

In

New

Orleans,

"how and following

,0 8.* n s" a
,.
llnl, Harry Green

9

cessively

Cicco-

:

and Venlta Gould suc-

was some task

for Haokert and
Delmar with naught save danoing, but
they held them in mainly through the
fetching costumes and expert stepping
of Miss Hackett
Samuel.
'

PALACE,

NEW ORLEANS.

New Orleans, March $. l<
•...
«...
The
bill at the Palace the first half
had the Dancing Kennedys, opening.
They were very sure' of themselves, and
so an old-style act with -somewhat ancient Incidental music went to good re'

;

'

turns.

Merrlt and Bridewell walked out as If
old friends and sang their own
songs, forcing the melodies aoross and
Juggling the footlights at the end to
make the reoeptlon seem overwhelming!

among

'

William Lampe and Co. played a^thln
playlet -to meager response because of
overplaying by the featured member.

Tho butler was much the best
cast.

'

of the

y

..:&

Creamer, Barton and Sparling shot
across In great shape, earning the applause trophy easily. The act is sure fire
for the proletariat.
-..,.
c-IE
Gypsy Meredith and Co, ran rather
long for an acrobatlo turn closing In one,
but managed to hold them. Better effect
would be gained In full stage.

and It would take mote than a program
and stage card to disguise her familiar
lisp, whistle and .comedy mannerisms.
The talking routine was a steady stream
Rule's quiet"
of laughs Tuesday night.
method makes a perfect contrast for
Samuel.
Miss Melville's breezy line of gab, and
the customers simply ate It all up. A
goaalpy character number, "Far Be It
CRESCENT,
ORLEANS.
From Me," with a genuinely funny lyric,
sensehandled with a keen
of comic
*An Imposing small time program was
values by Miss Mellvllle, landed a whale
given at the Crescent the first half with
of a hit.
The couple have dug up the an engaging picture, Viola Dana In "TheM
old lobsterscope idoa used at Weber and
willow Tree," to aid the general im»
Fields Music Hall some time In the last
presslon. Beth Stone and Co, In a nicely
century, and It makes a dandy novelty
staged Interlude gave the opening spot.',
finish, the fluttering spot light giving a
an atmosphere of progresslveness, soorweird kaleidoscopic effect to the dosing
Ing decisively. Buhla Pearl went to her
dance number.
knitting early and soon had them sewed
When It comes to modern Jazz turns, up. She had a couple of wise pumber*
Shimmy Inn" ties the best and tops that hit the throngs and bowled over all
most. The program has Jackson Taylor
her matter; with the. best results
and Co. ns presenting the turn, which
accruing.
Includes a male rag singer, a female
"Nine
had flvo aged men and'
shimmy dancer and a Jazz band of five a teachero'clock"In a soholl room moment that
pieces that makes real music, minus the
appealed because of Its ludicrous trend,
usual discordant noises emitted by the
It Is Implauslbe, but the clowning InA capital raggy
majority of jazzlets.
dulged In pleased tho audience. The' girl
r
medley and "The Cigarette Ball,' as playing the teacher 'possesses latent
"
Jlngly novelty number, were slammed
ability.
over for a hefty wallop by the man.
Kaufman and Lillian, with Miss Lil"When I'm Alone" was a bit too straight lian
evoking
uproarious
laughter'!
for the woman's first single, hut she
throughout, were an easy success and*
turned 'em upside down later with "My
ensnared the honors. Tho act could bo-r
Daddy Walked Out," one of those plainbig timo with rearrangement. Fred
tive -natural negro "blues"' songs.
A made
and Lydia Weaver made an excellent
double rag number "shimmied" neatly
closer, having elaborated their aerial
and without vulgarity by the woman
turn since last around. Tho act Is not
with the. man slipping In a little wrigrunning so fast but that can be excused'
gling concluded the act to a young panic,
In'tho amount of shows required In the
Helen Primrose (New Aots) opened,
present classification.
The Weavers
''••
followed by Story and Clark,, a man and
have played the twice .dally.
woman singing and piano combination.
flomtfeJ.
In addition to playing the woman's
accompaniments, the man has. an xylodinner was tendered by Rosalie?]
phone boIo. "Profiteering Blues,"- "I'm
Stuart Stewart to her parents, Mriif
Not That Kind of a Girl," 'a prohibition
song and a rube comedy number made a/ and Mrs, Muckenfuss, at the Claridge;
nicely diversified
repertoire for the
last night (Thursday) on the occasion^
woman, and each of the songs scored,
of their thirty-fifth wedding anniver-':
With a marked natural brogue the woman Is overlooking a bet by not Including
aary.
>

M
1

woman
for

eliciting the
his support.

bum

,

equilib-

81ST STREET.

Dave Ferguson Is making "The FoundBroadway" entertaining farce
warmest approbation of
The member doing the

er of Old

.

Very good

closer

when

i

In which the
dresses for the stellar characters
and also -wriggles while she warbles
"Buddha." She sings well and Is quite
comely, but ruins what would otherwise
be a good stage presence by painting
her mouth way beyond Its natural length
until It looks like the slit In a clown's
make-up. Her mouth Is naturally large
and needs no unnatural exaggeration.
Otherwise a very classy turn for the
t hrcG -fl,-divv
Lynch and Wink, alBO Hal Johnson and
The closing turn was
Co. (New Acts).
rists, In

•>.*

excited a
reception
In full stage. It la a wire act with
a different trend. William Ebbs kept
them speculative as to whether his
dummy was a human, gathering salvos
as his midget walked off in conclusion.
He repeated here very well.
"one,"

~:

ormer comic opera success

acting as the understander.

ard prices.
Melnotte duo ran along quietly the
first few minutes through opening in
but
regular

I

girl

appearance - and
strong a bill.

A

"

tumbling and misfit Instrumentation, all
good
for comedy and get away with It
shape. Howard, Kane and Maher (New
_
Acts).
Opening after intermission are Four
Jacks and a Queen, a male quartet and
a woman, with a drop, behind which they
sing at first to visualise through a scrim
that it is the interior of a cabaret. They
emerge in evening clothes for a conThe girl Inviting
versational number.
them to her apartment," the drop Is raised
and they are at the girl's flat. More
?uartettlng and qulntettlng, bits from

Rock and Drew, man and woman

^

Orleans, March 8.
hi
Substantial provender at the Orpheum
this week that was firmly relished.
U
standard show of standard acts at stand-

i

male

three

.'••
.•

New

NEW

dances some and she sings—some, John-

Howard and

Bell

ORPHEUM, NEW ORLEANS.

.

•
do.
Rose and Dell opened. Orben and
Dixie, male and female blackface comedians, with singing, dancing and crosBtalk, tbe woman In grossly exaggerated
eccentric make-up, have a good routine
of coon talk, but with no dialect. He

son,

time flourish.

salve on. Mr.

Keeney's Brooklyn temple It Is only fair
to mention his orchestra kindly, because
they're deserving of a boost. There are
ten muolckers In the outfit and they rap
out everything from Pagllaccl to "Mary"
Another thing to
with equal .'ability.
their credit Is that when retiring under
the stage for the time honored pinochle
game while a Bketch Is on, the retreat
la made noiselessly and with an absence
of confusion that might well be Imitated
by several big time orchestras on the

especially

what

a very pleasing turn

It's

stands,

it

times.

MM

AMERICAN.

but

Frank Keeney has been giving the na-

tives of the baby carriage and rubber
plant borough a consistently high grade
brand of pop vaudeville for the money
this season, and na a result the dentsens
of Mayor Hylan's home berg have been
Jamming the house regularly at all performances.
The first half show this
week held seven acts, four of which
have played big timo Rround New York
recently, and the usual picture lay-out,
-jtews weekly, cartoon, educational and
five reel feature. Pretty good value for
half a caser In these old profiteering

-

•

MIbb Shoemaker's camou-

flage accent varies between French,
Italian and sometimes Yiddish. But the
fact that she is supposed to be a detective relieves her of the responsibility
of a bettor, accent, although the lines If
articulated In a more even manner and
less variance In characterisation might

The Fifth Avenue was Jammed, as

usual.

An

KEITH'S, BOSTON.

cycle'

of songs, "The Evolutions of a. Quaker-

as

Arthur Hart and Co. (New Acts) third
and Will Crutchfleld fifth both held down
their respective spots creditably. "The
Awakening of the Toys." De Witt, Burns
and Torrence, but with the names unprogramed, closed with their standard
pantomomlc and ground tumbling specialty, winding up the show with a big

no

Wilcox and Co. (New Aots), Adraln and
his stage hands "plants" made a comedy
moment, though what Adrian does besides being the straight man didn't come
out. It works well enough for a rough

an Irish song.

.

longer prohibition endures the stronger
will become such standard comedy turns
as this souse playlet. It can go right
back over any circuit and be depended
upon as a heavy laughing number. The
policeman's dance. Is dragged In so badly*
it does not look right in these days and
should be dropped. Merely saying he
will see that the stew arrives home
safely will take off the cop.
Just before were Parish and Peru,
with their varied allotment of many
Surthings,* In the middle of the bill.
prising the house with their assortment,
the couple rung up a high score at the
finish through the acrobatic dancing.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilde and their daughter
The turn is
in shadowgraphs opened.
quite pleasing of its kind, but Mr. Wilde
is erring In attempting to do WashingOtherwise the turn
top and Wilson.
Wilde
should
doesn't miss, excepting MIbb
be able to locate a song better suited
to her than the one she sang Tuesday
evening.
After Frederick Ferdinand and Frank

.

Boston, March 8.
In the offering at Keith's this week
tnusio lovers are given a treat In that
more than one-half the bill Is devoted,
to musical numbers, vocal and Instrumental, nearly all of a high class order.
Many of the vaudeville followers who
saw the opening would have preferred

and everything seemed to go like clock
work.
,
The hit of the evening was Toto, although Wellington Cross and his company were not far from first honors,
while heading with the- former was the
feature, "Two Weeks."
A close second
In applause honors was Dorothy Shoemaker and Co., and sharing with the act
for second honors were Keegan and
Edwards.
The opening was James and Etta
Mitchell Tn "Fun In the Air." They' had

dian has

own.

»

'
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NEXT WEEK (MARCH

BILLS

8)

IN VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
(All houits open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwiM Iik Jested.)
The bills below are grouped In divisions, according to the booking offises they are sup-

Falaca Theatre Building,

NEW YORK cmr

New Tark

1st half

We

City

KNOXVILLE

&

Gates

Josephine Davis Co

(Two

to

Hip Raymond

With Shiberti' "Ostitis*

Marguerite ft Alv's Stone & Campbell
O'Rourke & Adelphl Gertrude Van Dyke
Langfcrrd & Fredk's (Others to till)

Clifford Wills

Co

Magleya

t

Keith's Colonial

Wheeler Boya
J & B Morgan
Anna Held Jr.
Bronaon & Baldwin
"Cave Man Love"
Harry Fox
Rlalto "Look"

& Mrs. J Barry
Boyarr Troupe

Mr.

ft Moon Co
Kramer & Boyle
Frank Dobson Co

Rose

& Leedum

Margarita Sylva

May Wirth Co

Donovan & Lee
Belle Bake/

•Tom Lewis

Roscoe Alls Co.

Richards
Keith's Grcenpolnt

& Kalisz
•Trlxie Frlganza
Geo Price
Those French Girls
Keith's H. O. H.
2d half (4-7)
Schepp's Circus
Stone

111

Brand ft Lyon ft
Frank Wilcox Co

Orphenm

Keith's
Sosart

Keith's Riverside
Aerial Lloyds

2d half (4-7)

Irv*g

Ward & Raymond
La-Toy .Bros
Lawrence Crane Co Harry Hlnes
(Two to fill)
Benny One Co
1st half (8-10)
(Two to fill)
Willie Smith
2d half (11-14)
Helena Fredericks
Gates ft Finlay
Kellam & O'Dare
Franklyn Ardell Co
Powell Troupe
Old Time Darkles
(Others to nil)
(Two to fill)
2d half (11-14)
Keith's Prospect
F ft E Carmen
2d half (4-7)
Holland & Aden
Marco Twins
Huckleberry Finn
Scanlon D Bros ft S
(Others to

fill)

Ryan & Lealy

1st half (8-10)

Bert Lewis

Enoz Frazer
Ray Brlant Co

"Knockout"

Luba Meroff Co
Kellam

&

(One to

fill)

C

O'Dare

Royal Sydney Co
Davis & Chadwlck

Ward & Van

"Heir for Night"
(Others to All)
2d half (U-14)
La Toy Bros
Searl & Allen Co
Josephine & Davis

2d half
Randells

Morey Senna & L
Harry Holman Co
Cahill

.

Co

Josephine Davis Co
(Others to fill)
Proctor's 88th

M

& Homalne

Hart

ft

Saxo Rev

ATLANTA
Lyric

(Birmingham

Split)

1st half

J & J Gibson

Santry & Norton
Henderson & H'day Dunham & O'Malley
Walsh Lynch Co
Geo Campbell Co
•Vayer & Wilson
Neal Abel
Nevassar Girls
Collins ft Hart
June Mills Co
ALTOONA
Clemeno Belling Co
Orphenm
2d half
P Bremen & Bro
Max Laube
Frazer ft Bunce
Smith Inman
Shea ft Carroll
Dobbs ft Welch
Brown Gardner &B
Newhof & Phelps
2d half
Cecil Bernlce

fill)

Proctor's 5th Ave
2d half (4-7)

Murphy

& Lechmar

Lambertl

La Toy Bros
B ft B Wheeler
O'Rourke & Adelp'a Chinese Jazz 3
Monroe & Willard
AUGUSTA
Smith & Sou vain
Grand
Frisco Co
(Macon Split)

Lew Wilson

1st half

fill)

1st half (8-10)

-

Al Jerome
Sheldon & Dally

F & E Carmen
Yvette Co
Shaw
Lelghtons
Howard & Clark R Hayataka Bros
BALTIMORE
Kranz & La Salle
Allen

(Others to fill)
2d half (11-14)

Marco Twins

Roy Brian

ft

Co

June Mills

•«"' i>

Vogue 3
Jim Murray
Daniels & Walters
V ft E Stanton
(Others to All)

&
&

Ball

Smith

Hugh

Wiser
ft Bro

Austin
Herbert Co

Hedley 8
(One to fill)

CHARLESTON
Victory

Mnrylnnd

S

Nell O'Connell

Earl & Sunshine
Fisher A GUmore
Kl tamura Japs

BIRMINGHAM
1st half

& Spire

Colvln ft Wood
Footllght Revue
Merlin

P Bremen ft Bro
Frazer & Bunce

.

A Modern Mirage
Hendricks & Stone Shea ft Carroll
Brown Gardner
Shone Co.

ft

Briscoe

B

DRM.J.CAJtY

Stockton's Terriers

Rites

Special

to

the

PROFESSION

Jas Thornton
.Herbert & Dave
(One to fill)
Keith's Palace
Sully Rogers ft S
Petty Heat & Bro

White Co
Columbia ft Victor
Frank Conroy Co
Espe & Dutton
Creole Fash Plate
Buzzell ft Parker
Brlants

(One to
.

CLEVELAND

.

Young

Danolse Sis 3

ft

April
Follette

Hennlngs
Grey ft Byron
Chas Irwin
Mang ft Snyder

2d half

1st lralf
ft

COLUMBUS
B. F. Keith's
Daly & Berlin

& Goodwin
Emily Darrell
ft M McFarland
Royal Gascoynea

SHECKM

Crelghton

ft

Proc tor's

Fltzg'd

W
H Armstrong Co
Helm & Lockwood
Plantadosi
W
Powell Troupe
ft

.

Betty Elder Co
Mcintosh & Maids

DENTIST

NEWARK

(.4-7)

Major Jack Allen

Colsnthla
(Charleston Split)

(Others to fill)
2d half (11-13>

Warden Bros

Aheam &

Caprice

2d half (4-7)

Mr ft Mrs Wilde
Bartram & Saxton
Welch Mealy ft M
(Others to

fill)

1st half (8-10)

1st half (8-10)

Hip Raymond
Holland & Oden
Old Time Darkles

fill)

Princess

M

COLUMBIA

Powell Troupe

(Louisville Split)
1st half
Barthoidl's Birds

Nadel ft
Mean Man In World Janet of France
Crawford & R
Vardon ft Perry
Ata Gygl Co
Paul Levan ft
Swor Bros
JERSEY CITY
Whiting & Burt
B. F, Keith".

Over Seas Rev

Percival Girls
& Dietrich
(Others to fill)
2d half (U-14)

.NASHVILLE

1st half

Hippodrome

L

ft B Shannon
James Grady Co
Morey Senna ft L

•

(One to fill)
2d half
Golden Gate S
Lodge ft Robles
Wllkins ft Wllklns
Chief Little Elk
(One to fill)

•

(Mobile Split)
s«ni<» i«8™nr»zTrr™T»
1st half
AN Is OestMnr.
Ginger Snaps 4
HM» I A. H. to S.3C P. M Jack La Vler
CAPITOL THEATRE BIOS. Ned Norworth Co
NEW VOtU CITY
Yates & Reed

Bob

ft

Tip Co

La

W
H Armstrong Co
Alleen Stanley Co

Gabbv Bros

ft

Clark

ROANOKE
Roanoke

(Charlotte
1st half

Split)

W
Sutton

McCormack

H

K

ft

ft

.

Dolce Sisters Co

Hank Brown Co
Jim

.

Barbette

Raymond

ft

Schram

Zardo
Spanish Rev
Clara Howard

(Two

to

SAVANNAH
Bljon

Cutty ft Nelson
CHabot ft Dixon
Ruby Clun ft A Dixon Bones ft D

SYRACUSE

International Travel Bureau, Ins.
131 Bsst «lnd Street, New Tors
ONsr

•

ft

Morgan Co

Herman

Allen Bronson Co

& G Girls
TOLEDO

TORONTO

Shea's Hipp
Herman & Shirley
Foley. & La Mar
La Tell & Vokes

Geo Kelly Co

Kaufman Bros Co

Bert Erroll
Boltot 3

(One to

fill)

"Outcast"

(Two to

"Playmates"

fill)

3d half

PoIPs

Scott ft Christy
J Small ft Sister
(Two to fill)

HARTFORD

Palace
Lea Valdons
Lamey ft Pearson

Rose Revue
Evans ft Wilson
E Francis ft Arabs
ft

._

t

WATERHTJRY

Hurleys

Randolph ft H'comb
Jack Reddy
Broadway Higglns
(One to fill)
Sd half

Lamey

ft

-

Pearson

Rose Revue
Evans ft Wilson

W O'Clare Girls

WILKES.BARRE
Poll's

Lovejoy

(Scranton Split)

1st half
H'oomb
ft Grace
Broadway Higglns Turner
Mills ft Mauley
HEW HAVEN
G Grin Co
BIJcro
ft

Carson ft Willard
Scanlon Dennos ft S

Hurleys
Scott

ft

Christy

WORCESTER

B Richardson Co
Sammy Duncan
(Ope to

Poll's

Noel Lester

fill)

Cornell Leona ft Z
Lou "Frisco" Chins

Id half
Noel Lester

S

ft

Cellna's Circus
(One to fill)

W

ft

2d half
Cornell Leona

Davis

ft

ft

Z

Walker

J'celyn Chapman Co
Gillen ft Mulcahy

"Pedestrlanlsm"

SPRINGFIELD
Palace

Holman Bros
Pagans

/

Nevlns ft Mack
Telganee Sextet
(One to fill)
Flaia
Frank Bernle

Vernon
CClare Girls
(Two to fill)

Van

Corlnne Tilton
"Pedestrlanlsm"
2d half
Holman Bros

Jack Reddy

Palace

John

R

Gordon Co

Bartlet Smith ft S
Potter ft Hartwell
(One to fill)
2d half .

Wright ft Wilson
Pagana
Creole Revue

(Two

to

fill)

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATION
ART BOOKBINDING CO.
ill

.

8

Cellna's Circus

Cortex Sisters

Marie Cahill
Julie

Parker

Jim Doherty

Jim Doherty
Bartlett Smith

B. F. Keith's
Netos 8
Bert Howard

Kane

Split)
1st half
ft Elliott

and Cable Remittances

Drafts, Pests!

Stevers

(Jacksonville Split)
1st half

(Wllkes-Barre

STEAMSHIP TICKETS

Randolph

fill)

Poll's

FOREIGN MONET EXCHANGE

2d half

Lawton

Beatrice

SORANTON

Petite Jennie Co Martin

Frank Bernle

Marie Hermann

•

Corlnne Tilton
Lou "Frisco" Chlh*

Reservations far All Steamers at
Companies* Bates

Florida 4

B. F. Keith's
Haunted Voilen *
Tuscano Bros
Margaret Young
ft Kraft
Franklyn Ardell Co Masters
Klrksmlth Sis
Hal? & Waldron
Courthope Co
Jane
(Others to fill)
Sen Mel
Lady
2d half (11-14)
Evelyn Nesbltt Co
Kranz & La Salle
Olsen & Johnson
Wright & Dietrich
Page Hack ft M

Nolan Leary Co
(Others to fill)
Kellam ft O'Dare
Catherine Powell Co
NEW ORLEANS
(One to fill)
Palace

Sammy Duncan
R Gordon Co
ft Vernon
B Francis ft Arabs
(One to fill)
Plan

Van

Bush

ft

&

Walker
Sd half
—
J'celyn Chapman Co Sultan
Gillen ft Mulcahy
Lester & Vincent
Stevers ft Lovejoy
B Richardson Co
Davis

Lyric

i

fill)

J Small Sisters
Nevlns AMack
Xeiganee Sextet

Polls

i

Sultan

(Norfolk Split)
1st half

Rahn

•

Poll Circuit

RICHMOND

Temple

Wright

(One to

fill)

2d half

1st half (8-10)

Marco Twins

to

J

ROCHESTER

(Others to

Arcade
(Savannah Split)

flll>

fill)

Haunted Vallln

fill)

JACKSONVILLE

Wlll'ms

Sam Tee Troupe

Old Time Darkles
Grace Huff Co
Harry Hlnes Co

(One to

Elsie"

Harry Bond Co
Snow & Velmar

2d half (4-7)

"Last -Night"

B. F. Keith's

2 Jesters

fill)

Proctor's

INDIANAPOLIS

Victor Moore Co
Fallon ft Brown

Cowan

to

Majestic

VERNON

MeVlcker's Theatre Bldg-

CHICAGO

DR.

Kiss Me
Bailey ft
Ortons 4
(Three to

MT.

Ben Bernle
Chas King Co

M

Rouh

ft

(Two

BRIDGEPORT

READING

Prlneeis

Jean Chase Co
Brennan ft Rule

Chinese Jazz 3
2d half

CINCINNATI

(Two

2d half

YONKERS
Reed ft Tucker
Proctor's
Eleanor Cochran Co
Valeska Suratt Co
Dobbs ft Welch
Morgan ft Gates
Aunt Jemima ft B
Keegan ft Edwards Grey ft Old Rose

.

Ensign

ft

Esther 8

MONTREAL

Lambertl
B ft B Wheeler

B. F. Keith'.

Whaler
Sherman Co

Kerr

Flo Henry Co
J C Mtgent
-Maryland Singers
Swift & Kelly

'
.

ft Bernlce
Murphy & Lachmar Redford & Winch'r

Cecil

&

Ernie ft Ernie
Porter J Whi te Co

Young

Arnold

Sherwin Kelly

Majestic

Rich
Jordan
Honey Boy Mins
ft

ft

&

WILMINGTON

B. F. Keith's

Great Johnson •

ft B>

F Semon

2d half

HARRISBURG

1st half

M

Lyric
(Atlanta split)

Dockstader
Donald Sis
(One to fill)

Rlalto
(Knoxvllle SpUt)

Sablna

Stagpoole

Rives

Lew

CHATTANOOGA

Catalaln
Mantelle

Chas

Frank Brighton
Frank Gaby
Jonia ft Hawatlns -Frescott ft Eden
Twin Bros
MONTGOMERY
(Others to fill)
GRAND RAPIDS Gypsy Grand
Meredith Co
Empress
Merrltt & Budwell
Dancing Dorans
Wm Lamps Co
Harris ft Manion
Creamer Barton ft 8
J R Johnson Co
Dancing Kennedys
Sully ft Haughton

Split)
1st half

Willing

(New

Alex Bros

2d half
Tile

ft

Esther 3
Dockstader
* L ft B Shannon
J J Jones
Jas Grady CO
Alf Grant
Lawrence Crane Co Rome ft Gant
McFarland ft Palcee (One to fill)
YOTJNG9TOWN
Billy Bouncer's Clr
Wilton Sis
Hippodrome
Nathan Bros
Gordon ft Day

PORTLAND, MB.

Lillian ft

(Roanoke

Aubrey

Lyric
Orleans Split)
1st half

2d half

Colonial

Academy

ft

Komalne
Hart & Saxo Rev

Jimmy Hodges
E RDE, PA.

& McGurty

CHARLOTTE

Jas Mitchell.

Mosconl Family
Morris & Cempbell
Gruber's Animals

M

Split)
1st half

Ed Esmonds Co
Renn ft Cavanagh
Weber Girl s 8

Loew Evans

Patrlcola

Cahill ft

(Columbus

Grays
Astor

Chas Wilson
Klmberly &. Page

Du For Boys

Keegan & Edwards Rose Coglan Co
(OtherB to fill)
Proctor's 23d St
2d half (4-7)

R E

Ragged Edge

MACON
Rooney Bent Rev
Grand
(Two to fill)
(Augusta Split)
Only Girl
Sheridan So.
lBt half
Herbert Clifton
(Johnstown split)
Valeclta's Leopards Amoras ft O'Bay
1st half
Ntta Johnson
BASTON
Emmett Briscoe Co Patricks
Able X H.
Fred Berrents
Oscar Lorraine
Randells
Burrm & Wilson
Olga's Leopards
Lane ft Harper
Ara Sisters
Harry Ho'man Co
MOBILE
(One to fill)
Ruth Raye

Frost

ft

DENTIST

Orphean*

Lay Toy Bros

(Others to

Newell
Mo ran

H

fill)

PITTSBURGH

Davis
Herbert Brooks
McLallen ft Carson
Bartram ft Saxton

Chas Ahearn Co
(One to fill)

Diana ft Rublnl
Wilson Bros

Jimmy Hodges

Co

(Others to

BUFFALO

Shea's
Sylvia Loyal Co

(Two

to

Wm

Emma Stevens
Leon Errol Co
V ft B Stanton

Westbrook Breen Family.

ft

Time

Marion Harris
Nevassar Girls
Anger ft Packer
(One to fill)
Reynolds Wish ft R
YORK, PA.
Opera Hoaie
(Two to fill)
2d half
Golden Gate 8
Le Doux ft Le Doux Lodge ft Robles
Wllklns ft Wilkin*
Jack Joyce
Meyers ft Hanford
Chief Little Elk
(One to fill)
(Others to fill)

Ryan

ft

Eddie Foyer
Gaxton Co

.

Stanley ft Burns
Sullivan & Scott
Will Oakland

DAYTON
B. F. Keith's
Kartell!
Follls Girls

Miniature Revue

Margaret Young
Harry Hlnes

ALLENTOWN

(Others to fill)
2d half (11-14)
Searl Allen

Powell Co

(Others to fill)
2d half
Stockton's Terriers
Mary Servouss Co

(8"-10)

lBt half

ft Mills
ft Flint

Bevan

Swor

Colonial
ft B Valentine
"Lots ft Lots"
Catherine Murray
Diamond ft Bren'an

B

B. F. Keith's

B. F. Keith's
Plerlott & Scofleld

tw BRVANttMl

UTIOA

fill)

PHILADELPHIA

Transfleld Sis

Clifford

Proctor's 125th St
2d half (4-7)

Worden Bros

BRCMPrVHV

Zardo & Hall
Walter Fisher Co
B Montrose Co

Campbell
"Haunted Violin"

1st half (8-10)

(Others to

Ryan

Sampsell & L
Melbo'rne Camilla's Birds

Mr & Mrs

MOST SBUAB LB AG ENCY
IN THE WEST

.

Silver

LOWELL
M93

CHICAGO

Split) M
1st half

.

Tempi.

Salt. 1111, Msssnle

Helen Jackley
ft Burger

fill)

Madge Martland
Reynolds D Co

ft

McCormack &
Ward & Van
B Billy
Fern Co

Raymond

to

W

Vmim Oi r SmHiItc

F & E Carmen
Stone

Corson

Vance

ft

fill)

Century
(Newport News

Anderson

Griff

Langdons
H & A Seymour
Alice Lloyd
Marguerite Padula
Sophie Tucker Co

ft

Y

to

r~>-

Artists Representative

PETERSBURG

(Nashville Split)
1st half
Aerial Belmonts
Marshall ft C

Hit"

of

Dugan

(Others

Keith's Bushwtck
MarKot & Francois

Eva Tanguay

(Two

Ellda Morris

f

BROOKLYN

Elisabeth Murray

"Good Night"
Alan Rogers

Sylvester

Malle

Cora

nc

Split)
1st half

Nash & O'Donnell

WATSON, JR.

fill)

Id half (11-14)

(Others to fill).
Keith's Alhambra

Academy

(Richmond

Burton & Shea
Strand Nlo

LOUISVILLE)
ft

"

-NORFOLK

1st half

Hibblt

HARRY

Finlay

Geo E Murphy Co
Helm & Lockwood

Qlenn ft Jenkins
L Meroff Co
Johnson Baker ft J

(Chattanooga Split)

Rhoda & Crampton
Millard ft Marlln
Scotch Lads ft L

Placed

>

ft

arry Comer
Victoria ft G
(One to fill)

B. F. Keith's

(8-10)

Worden Bros

Keith's Palace
•Hrlxle Frlganza
Blossom Seeley Co

iSl:

1st half

E Dooley
Sawaitan Seren'd'rs

Eddie Ross
The Qlockera

KEITH

B. P.

ERNIE
YOUNG

Olympic
(Petersburg Split)
Jed

Bijou

The manner In which these bills are printed does not denote the relative Importance of
arts nor their program positions.
•Before name Indicates act Is now doing new turn, or reappearing after absence from
vaudeville, or appearing in city where listed for the first time.

Melnotte

NEWPORT NEWS

.

Majestic.
(Pittsburgh
split)
1st half
Al Raymond
Fred ft Albert
(Others to fill)

plied from.

iff!

'^^mm^

WEST 4IND

BTREsTT.

NNW

TOM OTT

*

-

"

-_.....

.

•-•..;•.-.•"..

.

...

.

VARIETY

31

—
:

LAWRENCE

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

-

i

Official Dentist to the N. V. A.
(PatnasrBslldlng). New Yofk

MM iMrtny

CHICAGO

Varderille Exchanie, Cbleero

BATTLE GREEK

.

-

2d halt

Adams & Haggard

PrlncessrKalama Co

Peck ft Mclntyre
Burke Walsh ft N

Jack Alfred

Clayton ft Lennle
Adelaide Bell Co

S

A

Wellington

Moore

Temple
(London split)

La Mdnt

Frank & Grace DeMont
'On the Mississippi'
Sterling Rose Trio

lst-half

Bert & Flo Mayo
Lee & Lawrence
Alex Sparks Co

LAFAYETTE, IND.
Family

Wayne Beeman

FLINT

Cliord ft Marsh
7 Serenaders

Meredith & Snooser Elrey Sisters
Gordon & Delmar
"Corner Store"
Gaylord A Herron
2d half
Ernest Hlatt
The Puppets
"Snapshots"
Cleo ft Thomas
LONDON. CAN.
Farrell Taylor Co
Grand O. H.
SUber ft North
(Brantford split)
Merrlans Dogs

FT. way.ve;

1st half

&

Otto

Palace
Three Lees

"Look Pleasant"
Skipper Kennedy A

MUSKEGON, MICH.
Naomi
Adel Bell Co

Melody Monarchs
Collins ft Dunbar
Claudia Coleman

Sterling

Barry

JACKSON
A

Law

2d half

4 Higgle Girls
Tennessee Ten

Austin
Dalton

(8-10)

plays
bill
Victoria 11-13)

Myers Noon Co
Montgomery ft A
John B Hymer Co
Maurice Burkhardt
Coy Ling Hee Tr
Nltta Jo
La ont Trio

M

CHICAGO

Keene & Foxworth
Mattle Ferguson
Frank Frans
Raun ft Healy

Wagner

ft

DORCHESTER
Codman Sq

Arthur Hill Co
Root ft White
Geo Stanley & Sis

Grand Opera Duo
Patsy Doyle
Esumo Japs

Hanson Duo

2d half
Bolger Bros

BOSTON

Bos tea
Harlequin Trio
Arthur Geary
Holland ft Meehan

Alman ft Nalle
Walsh Mealy ft

M

nil)

Conlin

Bullock

Ford

Bush

Glass

Craig

Acker's
(20)

Arthur Hill Co

Tony

Nelson & Bailey
Karl Karey

Dolly Ward
Musical McLarens

BROCKTON

Strand

Strand

(20)

Juliet

K

White
V ft C Avery
Ryan ft Healy
Padrlnl's Baboons
ft

ft

Florence Henry Co
Baldwin ft Sheldon

HAVERHILL
Colonial

2d half

Selbini & Grovlnl
Conway ft Fields
Raymond Bond Co

Hector
Klass ft Termini
Raymond Bond Co

Pals
Marlette's Manikins
2d half
*

ft

Grovlnl

CAMBRIDGE

Gordon's Central Sq
Burke ft Betty

Hector
Whitefleld ft Irel'd
Stuart & Mercer

4

Higgle Girls

Ray Conlin
V & C Avery
Whitfield

&

Ireland

McKay's Scotch Rev

LEO BEERS
Playing PrUdaal Cltlea la the Werld with
Jallas

Watts ft Hawley
Mabel Burke Co
"The Miracle"
Herbert's Dogs
Palace

gJtlni. Ce.

J Connolly

Coley

ft

Ovondo Duo

3 Boys

Ardlne

Hollls

Cockle
Caldwell

Martin

Webb

Frawley

ft

Louise

State Lake
ft Ball
Singer's Midgets

Lambert
Santos

Hayes

ft

DENVER
Orphenm

Steele ft Wlnslow
Una Clayton Co
Fay Courtney

DBS MOINES
Orphenm

(Sunday Opening)
Beneee

ft

Polly Oz

Baird

&

Chick

Eva Taylor Co
Willie Solar

Grace Ayres & Bro
"Pedestrlanlsm"
.

DULUTH
Orphenm

(Sunday Opening)
Olga Petrova
Gene Greene
Samsted ft Marlon
Musical Hunters

KANSAS CITY

IA.

Tom Mahoney

Girl

"Current of Fun"
E. ST. LOUIS. ILL.
Erbera

Tojetti

Gus Erdman
Walsh ft Bentley

Jimmy

Bennett
8avo Co

Vail

ft

Comedy

Stratford

fill)

Jeanne Boydell

LOUIS

ST.

(Two to fill)
SPRINGFIELD,

(One to

Argo

Cliff

fill)

2d half

'

Nichols

Frances ft Fox
Mullen ft Corelll

C

Wlllette

ft

SIOVX CITY,
Orphenm
ft
ft

Barber

E Evans

•

Hippodrome

Co

(Evansvllle

Duchess
Go-

"Let's
•

Norwood
Dorsch

(Two

Girls

split)

&

Duke

IA.

Vincent
Jackson
ft

M

TBRRB HAUTE

&G

Lillian Mortimer
Aso r la Trio

5
vji

Cleveland

Borsinl Troupe
(One to fill)

Howards

Harvey Haney

M

ft

MEMPHIS
Color

to

ft Hall
ft Russell
fill)

New York City
CITY Jim Reynolds
Ward Bell ft Wart

Baildiag,

•The Florlnls
*Robb & Whitman
ft Moyer Sis
•Dixie Four
The Decorators

(One to

fill)

National

Stone

Harrah

•Rodero

The Geralds
Jim Reynolds

Rice

•Jimmy Rosen Co
Jack Rose Co
(One t6

Col

•;

Va Steppers
Orphenm
Ward Bell ft Ward

Golden Troupe
Dorothy Burton Co
ft

Gr'nd

Six

Elliott

ft

ft

2d half

The Bradners
Jones ft Johnson
The Geralds

Weber

Dlmond

6 A val lona
Allman ft Nevins
Harry Lee

fill)

2d half

Dunham

Mulroy

ft

Francis

ft

Minnie Harrison
Jones ft Johnson
Dorothy Burton Co

Edwards

Harry Lee

RIva Larson Co
(One to fill)

Six

Va

Steppers

2d
Hall ft Gullda
Dixie Four
half

Retter Bros
Blair ft Crystal
4 Jacks ft Queen
Al Lester Co

Howard Kane

Golden Bird

4

E F Hawley Co
Jacks

ft

Queen

ft

M

-?

ARTHUR J. HORWIT2-LEE KRAUS, inc.

Orphenm
Gems

Wintergarden Girls
Will J Ward Girls
B ft J Crelghton

MILWAUKEE
Majestic

Imhof Conn

ft

Grace Wallace

"Putting
ft

Ferro ft Coulter
"Curren of Fun"

Orpkeum

8

It Over"
Williams

& Werner
McDermott
Roy La Pearl
ft

Delmont

Orphenm
Gus Edwards Co
Stuart Barnes

Brent Hayes
Mary Marble Co
The Rickards
Jordan Girls
Al ft F Stedman

NEW ORLEANS
Orphenm

Eva Shirley Band
Johnny Ford Maids
Sybil Vane Co
"The Man Hunt"
Harden & Ercelle
Robbie
Walter

ft

Gordone

Weems

OAKLAND
Orphenm

.

.

Sloan

ft

'League of Nations'
2d half Helen Harrington

Rawson

Claire

ft

Pearl

Follette

A

W

Cantors Minstrells

Ermine Sisters
Harry Hayward Co

2d halff
2d half

Sosman ft Sloan
"At Turn Pike"

(Two

Alice's Pets

Sosman

ft

to

Wells

CVANSVILLE, IND.
Grand

(Terre Haute split)
1st half

Lehr Edmunds
Finks Mules

(Two

to

ft

M

fill)

GRANITE CITY
Washlnscton
Cooley & Jaxon

fill)

-

CHICAGO
Kedsle
LaPetlte Revue

Kent Keys ft Mel
The Honey-Moon

Stuart Girls
2d half

Arthur

ft

La

Bernlcia
Equillo Bros
Lincoln

Gonne

Melody Monarchs

Orphenm
Rexo
La Bernlcia
Creedon & Walsh

Creedon

ft

Walsh

ft Albert
Chalfonte Sisters

Jeanette Chllds

(Four to fill)
2d half
Taylor & Francis
(Five to fill)

DAVENPORT,

2d half

Rexo

IA.

MADISON

Hursleys
(One to fill)
2d half

4

MOLINA

Boulevard Louis Leo
Bernard ft Merritt
Holden ft Herron
Walter Low Co
Bernard ft Merritt
Nelson ft Barry B'ys Returned S'lors Rev
World of Variety
(One to fill)
-;
2d half
Lincoln Sq
Stone ft Mover Sis
o Avallons
•

'

Louis Leo

Newport & Stirsr?^
ft Clifton
Hunter Randall ft S Blair ft Crystal
Trovato
Billy K Wells
Maxine Dancers
A venue B
Mildred Val more
2d half
Col Dlmond ft Gr'nd Allman ft Nevins
Harry Watkins
Soda Fountain Girls
Jimmy Rosen Co
Shaw ft Bernard
Ward Bros
LaDora ft Beckmah
Returned S'lors Rev (One to fill)
2d half
_ Greeley Sq~Rose ft Dell
Lannlgan ft Wood
-?
Orben ft Dixie
Rodero
Bobby Van Horn
Townsend W'bur Co
Walter Low Co
4 Volunteers
Ward Bros
DeArno ft Douglas
Gene Hamilton Co
(One to fill)

Herman

•

2d half
Retter Bros
Abyssinian 3
Rice ft Francis

BROOKLYN

Tyler

ft

-

ft

Parti

& Barry B'ys
E F Hawley Co
Dunham & Edwards

Decorators
Delancey St

Cunningham

V

Metropolitan

Monte

Nelson

Hughle Clark

D

ft

St Clair

Hughle Clark
Autumns

World of Variety
2d half
Kltaro Japs

Herman &

Clifton-

Al Lester Co
Murray Livingston
Maxine Dancers
Drlscoll ft Westcott
DeKnlb
Loughlln ft West
The Brlssons
Lew Welch Co
Mack ft Salle

Weber &

ft

(Sunday Opening)
Orphenm
(Two to fill)
(Sunday Opening) Morgan Dancers
2d half
Hugties Duo
Vie Qulnn'Co
3 Misses Weston
Maria Lo Co
Frank De Voe
WelBBer ft Relsser
Kinney & Corlnne
The Duttons
"Reg Bus Man"
Harry Jolson
Claire Forbes
Dave
Manley
Bruce Buffet Co
Hudler Stein ft P
Howard's Ponies
Master Gabriel Co Kennedy ft Nelson

14*3

2d half

3

Hans Hanke
Colombia
Brady ft Mahoney
Bennett
3 Jahns
Frank Halls Co
Century Serenaders (Two to fill)

Lee

NEW YORK

Bids.,

.

Leah Bell

D

Hugh Johnson
GREEN BAY, WIS.
Orphenm

Stephens Hall
Venetian Gypsies
2d half
Jack Hanley
Stuart Girls

Pvtmn

ana conaami t lTa booktat iwrmnnnlraKe

Alaska Duo

Fields

MINNEAPOLIS

BAST AND WEST

8t.

dealrlae Immediate

Dennis Bros
Ben Linn
LaSova & Gilmore
Angel ft Fuller

Billy

Lady

B

Frank Halls Co

Rice

Robert

ft

CHAMPAIGN
C

Jazzland Naval
Muriel Window

Keene

Acu

,

Mayhew

Stella

BOOKING

CHICAGO

Late Eat Bits, 177 M. Stat*
.

Elliott

Golden Troupe
2d half

•

Palace

Eva
Damarel ft Vail
Edwards Trio
Dave Manley
Howards Ponies
Bell

ft

g
.<!

GabbertB Duo
BUI Robinson
John T Doyle Co

Grand

8

,
•"•,

."•£

Murphy ft White
(Two to fill)

Grace DeWlnters
8 Serenaders
(Three to fill)

Howard

ILL.
Majestic
Bailey Duo
ft Virginia

"The Owl"

2d half

H

4

'

Columbia
Hugh Johnston
"On the Links"
Mabel Blondell

Victoria

Clara Morton
(Three to fill)
2d half
ft

(Three to fill)
2d half
Gaits Bros A Beatrice

Chas Grapewln Co

Wood & Wyde
& Reed
Mrs Wellington's S Athos
Eddie Borden
Belleclalre Bros
Bert Hanlon
Bob Mllliken
Aerial De Groffs
Alfred Farrell Co
Palaee
(Sunday Opening)
"Extra Dry"
Ivan Bankoff Co
Francis Renault

ft

Orpenm

Broad

Billy

'

ILL;

Bmnreap

DCBUQCE,

.

(One to

..'!

Melvlns

3

Tom Mahoney

American

Majeatlc

Ic

Relsser

Althoff Sisters

Damarel

-..:

MARCUS LOEW

Tojetti ft Bennett
Grace Wallace A B
Russell A Van Fobbed.
Ferro ft Coulter

t

ft

Brady ft Mahoney
8 Jahns
2d half
LaPetlte Cabaret

Putnam

Girls

M a Jea

Hana Hanke
WelBser

NEW YORK

Jaxon

ft

CEDAR RAPIDS

"Little Cottage"
ft
ft

Keena

3

Dell

ft

'

Jno T Ray Co
Florence Tempest
(One to fill)
BO. BEND, IND.

Palace
Jess

Nestor

G

ft

Dennis Bros
Howard ft Lewis
Angel ft Fuller
Ben Linn
6 Venetian Gypsies

2d half
Walsh ft Bentley

Ford Sisters Co
Bert Baker Co
Jas J Norton
"Indoor Sports"
Emerson ft Baldwin Lydla Barry
Phina Co
Black ft O'Donnell

Sylvester Schaffer

Bush

E Kuehn

Washington

McRae ft Clegg
LOS ANGELES
Orphenm

Kenny

DECATUR,

W

Helen Harrington
Howard ft Lewis
"At Turn.Plke"

Bob Hall
Ruth Budd

Lucille

Sandy Shaw

M

Orphenm

ROCKFORD

Holllday

Wilbur Mack Co
Chas Howard Co

Hippodrome

.

Bradley

Ines

Benny

Follette Pearl ft
Bill Robinson
Staley 'ft Blrbeck
Werner Amoros Tr
2d half
C ft
Cleveland
Mabel Blondell
Borsinl Troupe
'League of Nations' (One to fill)
BELLVILLE
2d half

Duffy ft
Gallagher ft Martin Pisano ft Co
Winston's Sea Lions Bert Fltzgibbon

& Wagner

Keno

Cervo

.

Cunningh'm
ft

HALIFAX

Sisters

4 Pals
Selbini

ft

ft

Dalton

Bert Earl ft Girls
Gordon'a Olympla
(Washington St.)
John 8 Blondy Co

Irving

Rooney

Colonial

•

McManus ft McN
Fat Thompson Co

Dunn

&

(One to

Arthur Davids
Austin ft Allen

(Scollay Sq.)

Tom

Sweeney

FITOHBURG

Gordon's Olympla
Juliette

& Bergman

Claire

MnJeMtc
Hussey Co
Rockwell & Fox
Jean Adair Co
Jlmrtiy

&

Mlrano Bros.
Shelton Brooks

ALTON. ILL.

New York City
LINCOLN

ft

K

Bennett

ft

Phase: Bryaat 144*

"Flaahes"
(One to All)
2d half
Ambler Bros
Kennedy & Francis
Mason & Keeler

"Number Please"

f

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

(U-13)
4 Mortons
Lyons ft Tosco
Lew Brice Co

E

O'Nell

State-Lake Theatre Balldlng, Chieage

Co

ft

Ben

Jack Osterman

•

Orphenm

(Same

•"

Tony

Brooks

CALGARY

.

Nelson ft Bailey
Karl Karey
Cycling Brunettes
Id half
Bldora Co
Nellie Burt

Allen
Craig

,

Bolger Bros
Shee
2d half
Arthur Davids
Smith & Bagley
Rena ft Florence

Palace Theatre Baildiag,

Meredith ft Snooxer
2d half
Peggy Brooks
Clifford & Marsh
Cedrlc Lindsay
7 Serenaders
Frank Bush
Corner Store
Jack Alfred 3
(Three to All)

Keno

ft
ft

ft

Gehan

ft

ft

Lucas

Rlgoletto Bros

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

&

B. F. KEITH
YaadevUla Exchange, Beaton
BANGOR
2d half
Opera Hooie
Zlska & Klne

•

2d half

P George

Rooney

BOSTON

Van

M'guerlte

Orphenm

Dale

ft

ft

(Sunday Opening)
"Ye Song Shop"

Waldorf
Yorke

Avey

Chas Mack ft Co
WINNIPEG
Hammond ft Moody
Orphenm
Resists
Rita Mario ft Oroh
ST. PAUL
"And Son"

WALTHAM

Stanley

Hal ft Francis
Robt Hodge Co

North
Gaylord ft Herron
Peggy Brooks
Merrlans Dogs

Laura Bennett Co

.

Byrnes

Joe Laurie

2d half

Mabel Johnstone
Mason & Dixon
4 Dancing Demons

Palace

EataMlikatf
OSloee at
4Sth St. Net Yert
Brutal 3iii

Silber

•

"Fixing Furnace"

Lew Huff

l« Wwl

Clayton ft Lennie
Elray Sisters

Frank Frans
Ketohum ft Cheat'm Gulran

MANCHESTER

-

N

Burke Walsh ft
QXJINCY

Phil Baker
Bostock's School

Sarah Padden Co
Lachmann Sisters
Llbby ft Nelson
Bothwell Br ft Girls
VANCOUVER
Jas Cullen
Orphenm
Paul Decker Co
4 Marx
rx Bros
Br
Co
Cartmell ft Harris
Mahoney ft Auburn
Kharum
Alexander Kids
Rlalto
B Lynn ft Rowland
Lillian Shaw
O'Donnell ft Blair

Klxdcnld

Vine ft Temple
Lamplnis

Haw

PHtae:

Bros

Stanley ft Slater
Conlin ft Glass

KENDLER

MAX

Attarsaya at
•art* 7«

&

Mason

JULIUS ess

Malay
Jack Kennedy Co
LlghtnerB ft Alex
Henry Santry Co

Dainty Maul

Bert Melrose
Peck ft Mclntyre
-,

B

2d half

-

"Snapshots"

&

plays Marino

bill

Ryan & Orlob
ST. LOUIS
Orphean*
_
Ryan ft Lee

Wright

ft

2d half
Irving & White

Bergman

ft

Kremka

Jeflnn Stimnd
Lura Bennett Co

Shy

ft

Claire

Barnes

ft

Waldorf
George

SAGINAW

Sylvia

& Thomas

Moore

P

Rooney
Vox

Hamilton
8 Lees

Orphean*
Wellington

Cleo

&

La Mont

Cranberries
Rena & Florence
Rornalne Pow*S ft

Lay ton
Rose S

ft

2d half

Leonard ft Whitney Wilson ft Wilson
Primrose 4
Murl Prince Girls
"Once Upon a Time" Mme Berzac's Circ

2d half

Mason

Valentine

(Same

'

Ames ft Wlnthrop
Ed Morton

Fresno 11-13)
"For Pity's Sake"
Gordon's Olympla Syncopated Misses
Elsa Ruegger Co
Cranberries
Ray Conlin
Harry Cooper
Van ft B elle
Stevens & Bordeau Presaler Klats ft S Bessie Rempel Co
SEATTLE
•
Pressler Klalss ft S Kremka Bros
Marconi ft Fitzglb'n
Orphenm
PORTSMOUTH
Jason ft Halg
Burns & Frablto
Billy Shaw's Revue
Colonial

K

2d half
Clinton Sisters
Billy Broad

Melvlns

Mile Rhea Co

(8-10)

Lew Huff

LYNN

G

R

The Rials

Regent
Hamilton ft Barnes
The Stanleys
Buch Bros

S

Orphenm

Orphenm

,

Cook

2d half

Hanson Duo
Root ft White

Sherlden

Frank Jerome

Sam

Bercac's Clro

ft

Mm

Willie Solar

Kapt Kldds KldB
Nixon ft Sans
(One to fill)

(Sunday Opening)
Emma Carus Co

SACRAMENTO

ft Bagley
Jack Tratnor Co

Hawthorne

_,

.

•

BIJon

Cedrlo Lindsay
"Pinched"
Calts BroB ft B
Lloyd & Wells

4

K & E Kuehn

LANSING

Val Vox
Lee & Cranston

Mme

™

Lewis & Norton
Lloyd ft Wells
Buch Bros

Palace

W
Smith

ft

Primrose

tad Aetlwra
Bii f .,
York Cltj

Can. Mgr.

2d half
Jess & Dell

SAN FRANCISCO

Baraban ft Grohs
Harry Rose
Le Malre Hayes Co

NEWPORT
Opera House
ft K Kalana

Straw Theatre

NED DANDY,
Lee

Hickey Bros
Ford ft Urma
Ishlkawa Bros
Sam Hearn

Co

Nan Gray
Mower ft Avery

Haig

ft

Edith Clifford

,

2d half

Rose Miller

Jason

Bert Melrose

Co
M ArlingtonWright

Sylvia

Shy

ft

Conway

2d half

2d half

BRANTFORD, CAN,

,

Stevens

Pud sow

"Rainbow Cocktail"
Josephine & Henn'g

Orphenm
Wm
Rock Girls
Leo Zarrell

& Mayo
ft Bordeau
& Fields

Fox

Muelc Hall

VOU WORKIN8 NEXT WEEK*
OUR ACTS WORK EVERY WIIKI
The REAL PRODUCING CO.
Sit

Orphenm

(Sunday Opening)

S

ft

AM

SALT LAKE

PORTLAND

Cervo

LEWISTON
Murl Prince Girls

Frank Bush

Dayne

ft

M Creasy
Nasarro Jr Co
Bernard & Duffy

N

2d half

Adams & Haggard
Weston & Toung

Grace De Mar
Cooper ft Rlcardo
Frank Wilson
Travers ft Douglas

Orphenm
Creasy
Will

Mable Johnston
Leonard & Whitney Marmeln Sis
Pletro
Fox ft Ingraham
"Once Upon a Time" 4 Readings

Marlette's Mar'ettes

Resent
Clinton Sisters

ft

NEW BEDFORD
Gordon's Olympla
K & E Kuehn

Fox ft Ingraham
Wilson ft Wilson

.

KALAMAZOO

Bljcm

The Puppets
Gordon & Delmar
Farrell Taylor Co

Wx-

Empire
Zlska ft King
Mat Ferguson Co
Fox ft Mayo
M Arlington Co
2d half
Stuart & Merecer

KEITH

B. F.

OMAHA

Cunningh'm
Padrlnl's Baboons
Ford

BEHT

FORD
With Julian Elttst*

PAULINE

and PRICE
Co.,

Mart*

|.s.

Tlintjln,

Ch

.."

'.-;

Gwynne

Sabbott

ft

Hippodrome
KInzo
Grace Leonard Co
Mayo ft Nevins
Conroy ft CDonnell
Klnkald Kilties

Brooks

2d half
Rose & Cell
Or ben ft Dixie

"Concentration"

Billy K Wells _
Tony & George Co

DAYTON

Gene Hamilton Co
ft

Bernard

Belle

& Beckman

ft*

Colonial
Joe ft Sadie DeLler

Bard & Bernard
Loughlln ft West
Murray Livingston

Ted Healy

Roomer

Carlisle ft

ft Seals
2d half

Jack

T Weir

ft

Grazer

The Brlssone

ft

'

Imperial Four
Gangler'e Doge
MeDermott ft ffney Bolla Trio
3d half
Innocent Eve
Harvey
Thetlon Co
Lieut
ft
T
C
Seymour ft Jeanette
D'Arno ft Douglas
Id half
Married Via Wirel
Harrah ft Mulroy
Pinto ft Boyle
,

Mack

Green
Golden Bird

Mason

Gwynne

ft

ATLANTA

FRESNO

Grand

Yank

Coscla ft Verdi
Stelner Trio
•
2d half

Van

Lamotit's Minstrels
Gilmore & Castle

Tom DavIeaCo

Dorothy Roye
Bertram May Co
LeRoy ft Dressner
6 Tasmanlans
(One to nil)

BAKERHiriELD
ft

Drlsko

ft

Bdw Lambert

Taylor Tripletta

Henry ft May
C Hansen & Boys
Peacock Revue

Dae

Rogers

ft

Jack Levy
fcSHs.

.

ft

B

2d half

Lamont's Minstrels
Gilmore ft Castle
ft

Y. C.

Emerson

Gory

ft

Abyssinian 8
Kltaro Japs
(One to fill)
2d half

Helene Collne Co
Holbrook Co_
Swartz ft Clifford

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome

The Bimbos

Gangler'a

Dogs

Powers
Bonner
HOUSTON v
Thos P Jackson Co
Prince
Nick Hufford
Marshall ft Welton
Adolphus Co
Murray LeBlle
BIRMINGHAM
"Oh Auntie"
nijou
Hampton ft Blake
Spencer & Ross
Faber Bros :
Ryan ft Moore
2d half
Honeymoon Inn
J & I [Melva
Slsto
ft

1

Wm
Randow

Trio
*
2d half.
Swain's Animals
Neal & Stewart
Tom Davis
Coscla & Verdi
Stelner Trio
.

BOSTON

,

Orphcum

Fredericks

ft

P

ft Munson
Jimmy Brltt
9 Krazy Kids
KANSAS CITY

Klnsbury

Garden
Cook Mortimer &
Billy DeVere
Morgan & Grey
Monte & Lyons

Lieut Thetlon Co
Seymour & Jeanette Allen Clifford &
2d half
Married Via "Wire
Gere ft Delaney
Pinto & Boyle.
Dolly ft Calame
Mack & Fulton
Mercedes Co
(One to fill)
Ferns '& Lltt
2d half
3 Alex
Herberta

B

'

Stuub

Dorothy Roye
Bertram Maye Co

LeRoy & Dressner
6 Tasmanlans

Bolla Trio

CHICAGO

ft

H

KNOXVILLE

Saxon Sisters
Nippon Duo
Eddie Carr Co
Imperial Four

2d half

MeVleker'a
B Frabel

Kennedy

Harrington Co

Harry Antrim
"Oh Teddy"

ft.

to

'

'-'

'"".

>'

;

;

/

:".

LAWYER

BjSjjfc

LaJBalla

Bt

Roach

McCurdy

Henry
Flske

Bird Cabaret

Kramer

Hippodrome

LONG BEACH

Hwa

Chung
Great
4

Rlalto ft-Lamont
ft Hamilton
Brownies
Four Solores

Cook

2d half

-

7

2d half

De Lyons
B & B Mathes

3

"Let's

'

Beth Stone Co
Beulah Pearl
"Nine o'Clook"

4

and knows how

Howard

Melloa

Pantages
(Sunday Opening)
Bullawa Girls

Denny

ft

Donegan

Samarqff Trio

Kaufman

ft

Lillian

Get Married" Flying Weavers

CHICAGO

Chicago Offices

CALGARY

nUTTE

Pontages

I'nntnaee

(G— 9)

soula 11)

Brueh
McGrath & Deeds
Girls Be Girls
Fred Allen
Asahl Troupe

"Tango Shoes"
Mme. Ellis,
Harriet Rempel Co
Lydell ft Macey

.Foley ft O'Nell
'"On High Seas"

Lucie

O

DENVER
Pontages
& M LeFevre

Itay

Lawrence

Archer

&

.

Bedford

Ergottl'a Midgets

"Begln'g of World'

FORT WORTH

LITTLE ROOK
Majestic
Prevost & Goelet

Majestle

'

Hugo Reo

Murray Girls
Mrs Gene Hughes

Walton

Ward

ft

Dooley

GALVESTON
Blajestle
(8-10)

(Same

plays
bill
Austin 11-18)

Rosa King Co
Holmes & Wells
Burt

ft

Rosedale

Stone ft Hayes
"Sweeties"
Julius Tannen
Dunbar's Singers

ft

Itephens

F
,

ft

ft

Brant
Holllst'r
'

O Walters

Long Tack Sam

The Sharrocks

Laurels

4

(Same bill plays Henry Frey
Anaconda 10; Mis- College Quintet

Haas Bros

Anderson

Lillian Herlefn

Chris Richards
Gtrtrude Hoffman

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
New York and

Majestle

Kanazawa Japs

Morgan ft Kloter
u S Jazz Band
Comfort ft King

Majestic
Melnotte Duo

William Ebs
Harry Green Co

Kitner ft Reany
"Nursery Land'1

m

The Pickfords
Duncan ft Caslar
Burt

M3aW>n

2d half

Bros ft
Janet Irwin
Fallen's Bears
Sptssell

(Two

M

to All)

PINE BLUFF

Majestle
Splssell BroB ft
Janet Irwin
Fallen's Bears
2d half
F ft O Walters

Walton
(One to

ft

M

Brant

fill)

i

(Continued from page 10)
scenes.
Snyder has a nice appearance

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

ft

Burt

WICHITA FALLS

MAIDS OF AMERICA.

ft Adelaide
ft Fallon

Glaacow Maids

Majestle

King

Paatages

•

Hippodrome
Bohn & Bohn
Hallen ft Goss
Will H Fox
Huyler ft Bann
Some Baby Co

ft
ft

SAN DIEGO

.

SACRAMENTO

Brendel

1st half bill

Sd haU)
Maleta Bonconl
Arnaut Bros

Hendrlx ft B Isle
Gelli Troupe

,

Danny Simmons

Joe Towle
Dave Ferguson

Orph.

'

Jack Moore Trio

Brlerre

Karl Emmy's Pets

a

Trio

.'»*•

(One to fill)
2d half
Lohse ft Sterling

Donald Roberta *
Powers ft Wallace
"Not Yet Marie"

(Same

Paatages

M

,

Bert Kenney

Doll

TULSA, OKLA.

Frank Shields

Harmony
ft

ft

JaDaS

SALT LAKE

Pantages
(8—lu)

Eadle ft Ramsden
Paatages
Mori Bros
Bob Alright
Hill's Circus
Kaufman ft Lillian Goetz ft Duffy
Hippodrome
Eldrldge B ft E
SEATTLE
Flying Weavers
(7-8)
Bert Stoddard
Pantos**
2d half
(Same bill plays
Phil LaToska
Marshall ft Welton Ware ft King
Hanford 9)
Henrett DeSeris
Perrone ft Oliver
Murray Leslie
7 A J Burns
Bud
Snyder
Auntie"
Patrick
"Oh
C
ft Otto
Drlsko ft Earl
MINNEAPOLIS
Hampton
Blake
Aleko
Psnthea Co
ft
MoLane ft Madge
Paatages
Qulnn ft Caverly
Faber Bros.Revue Comlque
(Sunday Opening) "Oh Mike"
Edw Lambert
SAN DIEGO
Fashions DeVogue
SPOKANE
Taylor Triolets
Hippo drome
Miller ft Capman
Paatages
(12-18)
2d half
Little Plpfax
Trio
Wilbur ft Girlie
Evans ft Dean
Weaver ft Weaver Sypsy
arsden ft Manley
Fennell ft Tyson
T ft C Breton
Charlie Hlokey
Reeder ft Armstr'g "Oh That Melody" •Gorman Bros *
OAKLAND
Fenner Co
Ruth Curtis ft Band Harry Thome Co
Althofl
Chaa
Pantages
Knight ft June
V'glnla Deacon ft B
(Sunday Opening) Derkln's Dogs
Mole Jester ft Mole Robert Dohn Co
Berry & Miss
VANCOUVER, B.C.
MONTREAL
SAN FRANCISCO Lt
Marconi Bros.
Paatages
Loew
Caalao
Hamilton Co
F ft A Pelot
8 Gregorys
(Sunday Opening)
Baron Lichter
Raynard ft Jordon
Jessie Reed
Zhong Foy Duo
Gildea ft Phillips
Perelira Sextet
Genard ft Gold
Jones & Georgia
Brazilian Heiress
Sherman Van ft
Barnes ft Freeman Daisy Dean Co
Florence Bayfield
OGDEN
R&yal Uyena Japa
Lutes Bros
Pantages
Berlo Girls
Posters
NEW ORLEANS 4 BillHfppodrpm*
(11—18)
VICTORIA. B. C.
Orescent
DePage
Opening)
Pantages
ft Y Sis
J ft I Melva
(Sunday
Mary Dorr
Aerial Patts
Fredericks ft P
The Fostos
Howard ft White
Allen Lindsay Co
Kingsbury ft
Rice ft Graham
Dancing Dave
Fay
"Four of Us'f
Eva
Jimmy Brltt
Anna
•
Nell McKlnley Co
9 Krazy Kids
Granvlue ft Fields Hickman Broa
Corinthians
Great Leon Co
2d half
Claude Wade
Wilbur ft Lyke
PORTLAND
WINNIPEG
Tom Lincoln Girls
SPRINGFIELD
Pantages
Phil Davis
Pantsges
GUroy Dolan ft C
Broadway
Wlnton Bros.
H ft H Savage
Gertrude Newman
Wilson ft McAvoy
Canarls ft Cleo
Rucker ft Winifred
Morgan
ghs
Bender
M
Hu
Gertrude
Santuccl
ft Meehan
F ft
Again"
Business is Busln's Father's Daughter
NEW BOOHELLH "Never Simmons
Loew
Texas Comedy 4
Danny
Laurie Ordway
Little Hip ft Nap
Robert Swan
Jack Moore 3
Broadway Echoes
2d half
Drlscoll ft Westoott
T'nsend Wilbur Co Paul Brady
2d half
Mann ft Mallory
E.
Primrose Minstrels
C ft T Harvey
Jewelers to the Profession
Innocent Eve
Mary Haynes Co
OKLAHOMA CITY Aroo Bros
LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED TcJ. John 171
STOCKTON
Liberty
48 JOHN ST.. NSW YORK
Hippodrome
Gordon ft Gordon
%
Wilbur ft Girlie
Senna ft Weber
Geo Randall Co
Ted ft C Breton
HodMns-Psntsfei Beoklnrt
Mumford ft Stanley Charlie Hlckey
Ruth Curtis ft Band
4 Bangards
DALLAS, TEX.
Knight ft June
William Dick
2d half
Jefferson
Verona Mersereau Co
Stryker
Mole Jester ft Mole
Mason ft Cole
-2d half
"Making Movies"
Sheppard ft Dunn
(Same as Sacra- Oklahoma 4
Homer Llnd Co
WACO. TEX.
B Morrell Co
mento 1st half)
DavlB ft Rich
• Orpheum
Hippodrome
Maker ft Redford
Ling ft Long
2d half
(7-8)
Casting Campbells
PITTSBURGH
DePage & Yorov 8
MUSKOGEE, OKLA. M
Toni ft P Almond
Lyceum
Forest ft Church
Bway
Clark ft Lorraine
Russell ft DeVitt
Happy J Gardner
Smith Lynch ft 8
(7-8)
Mabel ft J Dove
Stephens
A Brumelle
M DePage & Yorov 8 "Rising Generation"
Baldus Trio
2 Yaquls
(12-18)
Forest ft Church
Lane ft Plant
Happy J Gardner
WICHITA FALLS
Pope ft Uno
Nakee Japs
Mattis
P
Stephens
Wichita
ft
Brunelle
J
ft
O H
PROVIDENCE
"Rising 'Generation"
Raymond Whllbert
C Hansen ft Boys
Emery
Peacock Revue
SAN ANTONIO
Bernlvlci Bros
Paul Brady
TORONTO
Cardo ft Noll
Royal
Saxon Sisters
The Gallons
Simpson ft Dean
Manny ft Mallory
Harry Glrard
H ft B Conley
Primrose Minstrels Leonard ft Wright
Eckhoff ft Gordon
Mary Haynes Co
Marie Russell Co
Arco Bros
INTERSTATE
CIRCUIT.
Stuart Black Co
2d half
Julian Rose
Canarls & Cleo
Palace Theatre Bnlldlnr, New York City
Al Golem Troupe
Gertrude Morgan
DALLAS
HOUSTON
WACO, TEX.
"Never Again"
Trio

MODESTO

fill)

EDWARD J. ADER
10

John

Tetter Sextet

GREAT FALLS

Beth Stone Co
Beulah Pearl
"Nine o'clock"

Slsto

& Francis
Barnold'a Animals

LONDON, ONT.
Loew
Liberty
Musical Waylands
3 Maxims
McLoughlln & E
Burns & Garry
Arthur DeVoy Co
Arthur J Finn Co
DeVlne & Williams Taylor & Francis
Wyoming Trio
Weber Beck & F

CLEVELAND,

Ryan ft Moore
Honeymoon Inn

Hackett

(Two

Morrill

Japanese Revue

B

ft

.

Loew

Ward

Abraham

Wills H Wakefield
Nevins ft Gordon
Walters ft Walters

HEMMENDING1R

HOBOKEN

•

Dave Vanfleld Co
Green ft La Fell

Frank

Deraarest

Carletta

Lonnle Naoe
Walzer ft Dryer
J C Mack

.

""""ptTllTBETtG
L

Yank

Van

O

...
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H

-

Princess Rajah Co

Majestle

.

Neville

ft

Tllyou

•at auto*

C

'

The Von Cellos

plays

bill

Saskatoon 11-18)
ft Lewis

Postages
Nelson's Katland

Skating Macks

M

HAMILTON
Clairmont Bros
Johnson Bros ft J

J ft P Mattla
Pope ft Uno

ft

Paatages
(8—10)

(Same

H

Earl

MoLane ft Madge
Revue Comlque

Loew

Roy

ABE

Emerson

ft

2d half
J ft J Burns

Opera House

,

.'.'

:

SAN ANTONIO

REGINA, CAN.

Myer

Pantages
Thornton Sisters
Broughton ft rner Love ft Wilbur
Haynes M'tg'y ft H Nalda Norrlne
Peerless Trio
Mudge Morton 8
Jovedah
DeRaJah
Marlin Wilson 8
SAN ANTONIO, TEX LaFrance ft Kenn'y
Yip Yip Yaphank'a
Princess

C

McAvoy

td half
Spencer ft Rose

Wm

Allen Clifford

H

ft

EDMONTON

W

Hippodrome
vanfleld Co
Green ft La Fell

Dave

Swain's Animals
Neal & Stewart

Eetelle

Fulton

ft

ft

M Hughs

ft

Randow

Lawlor

FALL RIVBB«
Minnie Harrison
Empire
Hunter Randall ft S
Herberts
Tracey & Mohr
Nippon Duo
Odiva & Seals
Eddie Carr Co
Warwick

Cliff

Phil Davis
Gilroy Dolan ft

2d half

Cook Mortimer ft
Billy DeVere
Morgan ft Grey
Monte ft Lyons

Tybell Sisters
2d half

Lyceum
Wilbur ft Lyke
Wilson

Caron

ft

DKTROIT

Pulton

Odiva

MEMPHIS

Dayton

Frank Stafford Co

Hyman

Eddie Foy Co
6 Partrowaa

(Same bill plays
Caalao
Helena 11)
Buster ft Eddy
Harvard Holt ft K
Saxe ft Wood
Hope Vernon
Billy Dailey
Valand Gamble
Tom Brown s Sextet OasBon ft Kirk
Estelle Sully
Empire 4

Joe ft Agnes Riley
Clark ft Lorraine
Smith Lynch & S
Baldus Trio

Flying Henrys
Jack Goldle
"Sweet SweetiesBernard ft Meyers

Saketa Trio
ST. LOUIS
Garrlek
Wilfred DuBols
Half Past Two Co
Weston ft Eline

SALT LAKE

Adams ft
Fom ft P Almond

Goss

H Fox '
Huyler ft Bann
Some Baby Co

Jewell ft Raymond
Bobby aVn Horn

•

2d half

Blrkemo

Will

4 Volunteers
(One to fill)
2d half

Klumker

ft

Hippodrome
Evans ft Dean
Fennell ft Tyson
Roeder ft Armat'ng
Harry Thorns Co
Virginia Deacon ft
Robt Dohn Co

Bonn

ft
Hallen ft

M

Howard Kane &

Shaw

^

3d half

Bohn

Palace
Cliff Green
Helen Collne Co

LaDora

Grey

Girls of Altitude

LOS ANGELES

DALLAS

"Concentration"
ft

Bennett Twins
Pearl Abbott Co

Bulldlnr

NEW- YORK CITY

Broadway

1493

Mason

Lawrence Johnson

2d half
Stanley

PHYSICIAN

J. BIER,
Boom 308, Putnam

DR.

.
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to

wear

clothes.

Three other male, principals are Al
Ellsworth, Irving Golden and Ed Rogers,
who handle minor roles acceptably and
do a singing specialty In the seoond act.
Their ensemble vocalizing got over
strongly, and. they are a tower of
strength to the performance.
Florence Bother Is the prima donna
and is a well proportioned blonde with a
talr vocal equipment.
She leads three
numbers, her best being an Oriental one,
"Sahara," backed up by the choristers In
Oriental attire In "The Slave Market of
Cairo," scene In act two.
May Stanley and Jane May are peppery soubrets and cop* the appearance
honors of the female contingent. Miss
Stanley 1b a statesque, wlllowly brunet
and May Jane Is a shapely, fast moving
red-head. Both can sing the Jassy type
of song and move an agile limb, looking
well on all appearances. Miss Stanley
looked well in several decollette bodice
and short pantalette creations, and May
Jane costumes ran to the pantalettes
and tight knickers.
Billy K. Wells wrote the book and his
handiwork 1b evident throughout the acts
and six scenes. He has given the comedians and principals something to work
on, and they take advantage In meritorious fashion.
Scene one Is "The Castle of the King
of Jazzonla," a full stage affair with the
King of Jazz (Snyder) on his throne surrounded by the Court Fool, The Crier and
a real musical comedy send off. The funniest piece of business in this scene is

one in which Barry Impersonates a dog
and hibernates In a small kennel to fool
the King. The lines and stuff got out
"
this situation kept the crowd rocking.
Scene two Is In "one," and more comedy registers with scene three, another
full stage affair, "The First National
Bank of Laughland," with the two comics
as bank messengers. Barry. Leon and
Snyder have some funny dialog here
when Barry is trying to tell what ,a
demon he Is as a messenger and la apparently, urged on by Leon, who interrupts him lrrevelantly at the crucial moment. It Is worked up for a howl.
Another funny bit Ed Rogers Impersonating a detective sent to the bank
after Slipper Sam and after disarming
the messengers revealing himself as the
dreaded "Pete man." They start loading
all the dough into a suit case while he
stands by armed with an automatic, and
Is In turn stuck up by Snyder as the
bank proprietor. Laugh follows laugh
when the comedians take credit for
Sam's capture after Snyder has a realistic looking battle with the invader and
*
subdues him single handed.
The second act Is also In three scenes,
the first "The Slave Market at Cairo,
giving Barry and Leon an opportunity
for some- clever comedy along comic
opera lines. Barry Is "Ah Sing Gow"
and purchases all the good looking slaves
in the
neighborhood, finally buying
Boozerln's (Leon) for a dime. Leon does
a funny dame and pulls some nifty burlesque and eccentric hoofing to a piccolo
accompaniment of Barry's. . The latter
finally breaks Into a dancing rash and
they exit to a harmonica and piccolo duet
which forced them to several encores.
The last scene Is "The. Blue Bird Cafe."
and the comedy average remained high.
Specialties were introduced by the Cabaret entertainers and. a Fashion Parade

with the choristers as the Manniklns,
gave both comedianB a chance for ad lib
remarks about the girls, that never
failed.

Seme funny business with macaroni
was accomplished without the usual disgusting methods.
Miss May had a number here, "I Like
You," In which she appeared In a pretty
black and white coBtume of tights, etc.,
with the ohorus looking well behind her,
and Barry tied up things once again
with a singing and travesty specialty in
which his Lauder Impersonation stuck
out as one of the high spots of the even-,
ing.

V

*

The chorus make eight or nine changes
and are a shapely, well appearing group
who could move into several
Broadway musical attractions without
weakening the show.
It's too bad they can't hold shows over
at the Columbia, for If the length of a
run is judged at the Columbia by the way
the "Maids of America" was received
of nineteen,

Monday

night, It could stay at the 47th
street corner for several weeks,
Con.
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"'Damns" up to the middle section. There
of, the needless
profanity after that, it came too faat
to be registered.
In addressing his
principals Watson likewise overstepped
the bounds of good taste several times,
referring to Sadie Banks on four occasions as a "Bronx Kike" and once as a
"Long Island Goose."
Watson, however, can. handle clean
straight low comedy for riotous returns,
the poker game in theflrst part, fe. Watson trade mark, being perfectly clean
and at the same time one of the funniest bits in burlesque.
Another bit
between the first and second sections of
the afterpiece in which Watson does a
comedy cop was also free from dirt and

was no keeping track

_Last week the show given -was "We,
You & Co." with the second part programmed as "Conem & Co.," the burlesques credited to Jack Perry.
The cast totals ten persons, there being five feminine players, two comics, a
Juvenile, .a straight and another man
(who looked like the carpenter) doing
everal bits. Among the women there
were two new (aces who joined last

week, they being Hazel Hargls, a soubrette, and Ethel Costello, ingenue. This
gave the. cast two soubrettes, Grace
Howard being the older member. Norma Bell Is the prima donna and is the
only voice In the cast. Miss Lorraine
completes the women. Harry Marks
Stewart, doing Hebrew, also was new
to the company last week, teaming with
Joe-Rose for the comedy. Harry Mandell remains as the juvenile while Brad
Button, the straight man, has been with
the etock longor than any of the others.
Last week's show was one of those where
bales of stage money is the prime requisite, in which particular a number of
wheel shows are in the same class. At
one point Rose ran oTut of phoney dough
and peeled off a regular bank note from
his role. He cautioned Sutton to "kick

back." The bit seemed the funniest
thing of the evening, whether it was on
the level or not Rose bungled a gag
when he described a "terrible accident"
—that of a sewing machine running
down stairs without a stitch on— but Rose
said it "without a stitch of clothes on."
Being away from the wheel regulations the Union Square can use a specialty dancer. "Florlenta" was the doll last
week. Her numbei near the close would
have been funny had the house not been
so chilly. The way Flo was Introduced
was a scream. Sol Fields, who stages
the show, worked things up to a fine
pitch the chorus came oh In bunches
of three and four at a time and every
time a new flock entered the whole bunchwont through evolutions—and then the
Oriental dancer failed to supply a tiny
thrill.
The stunt in entirety took about
ten minutes with "Florlenta" working
for perhaps two minutes.
The grand
preparations /or Flo supplied the bunk
and it'B evident that even at the Union
Square they are Instructed to put blinders on the muscle dancers.
.' Among the new members Miss Costello showed up best She drew the first
encore with "Oh, By Jingo" and later
made a dandy boy when she sang "Mandy." Miss Howard, a rather good-lookins Sal, did well. with most of her numbers.
Miss Hargls is a plump miss, of
neat appearance and the general Impression was the new people in the show
added pep and youth.
The book hasn't been changed from
the way the chorus girl hit was done.
Miss Lorraine talks about being in
trouble, having an .over-due board bin,
limousine on the Bum, etc., and then
says as a chorister she only draws f 20
Ser week. In these days of the Chorus
Iquity Association, that is, a salary to

.

a howl from start to finish.
The Watson slide is worked
.
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pleasing contralto voice, and a nice assortment of ankle length dresses.
._ Other principals who do bits are Al.
Turpie, Charles Brown and William O.
Rogers. This trio forms a singing combination in the afterpiece, harmonizing
effectively and pulling down one of the
hits of the show with "Oh What a Pal

•;•

.

tub

hit.

'

AH of the principals play up to Sliding
Billy after he enters, each contributing
to making the first part a pleasing entertainment by good team work. The
first part of the afterpiece is one of those
"tun in a fool house affairs" with a goodly supply of well seasoned hokem of the
.

rougher sort;

The

be laughed at.
The stock chorus itself ran fairly
good. In theory the show should have a
pretty good looking bunch since the
attraction does not leave town. There
was ah absence of beef and also of
"female" Impersonators.
Ibee.

third scene is a modified version

of "Dr. Dippy 's Sanitarium," Watson and
hlB company getting a world of fun out
of the ancient burlesque classic
The

objectionable business mentioned occurs
in this scene, while Watson Is supposed
to make an examination of a female pa-

One

SLIDING BILLY~WATSON SHOW.

.

Watson show preI. H. Herk at the .Olympic this
an old fashioned burlesque frolic strong on comedy Inexpensively produced and judged by American wheel
standards a "good" show. Watson carries the burden of the comedy in both
The

Sliding; Billy

sented by

•

Was Mary" and "Bye Lo."
- The first set is a hotel Interior fairly
attractive. The whole first "act" takes
place in this set. The second section Is
divided Into three scenes, the first supposed to be a household Interior, but
whloh looks more like a hotel set than
the first scene; the second a house drop,
and the third a freshly painted and fine
looking exterior.
The show opens with the 15 choristers
in a line down stage, „wlth the customary
ensemble singing. The first 26 minutes
runs to dialog,, entertaining and holding
several good laughs. Sadie Banks as the
slangy picture vamp has most ol the fat
lines here and handles them for sure
results.
Watson gets. Into the action
about the middle of the first section, getting laughs with his slide
" and a bath

tient.

'."."

?$

:

lingerie; Myrtle Andrews, soubrette.
goes in for tights exclusively, and

Gladys Bijou the prima, with a very

—

i

leas fre-

quently than in past seasons, and although wearing the old chin piece and
misfit clothes identified with his "Dutch"
character for years, the dialect Is out.
Assisting Watson in the comedy-department, and lending real aid are fcawrence
Brooke in the first part a conventional
.western bad man, with black mustache,
guns, etc., and Alfred Dupont who does
one of those burlesque FrencHmen, miles
away from the character in dialect and
mannerisms, but funny.
There are three principal women,' Sadie
Banks, who does a vamp, and wears
long tight fitting costumes throughout,
except once when she appears in tights

Week

./
i.

'

?=:

;

.

'

is

parts, keeping well within the hounds
of cleanllnesa in the first section but
loosening up toward the -finish of the
second and pulling a choice collection
of double entendre eploe and Anally out-

right "smut," which, although funny, is
thoroughly out of Place even in a second grade burlesque house.
WatSon also seems unnecessarily rough
in his vocabulary throughout the show.
He rang up a total of 12. "Hells" and 7

of the lines has Watson remarking the female patient has a leaky exhaust valve. After his Cincinnati experience it looks as if Billy hasn't
learned that this sort of stuff might
lead to trouble, not only for himself, but
has the effect of giving all burlesque a
bad name with the reformers who are
always ready to regulate the stage if
given the slightest opportunity.
And
Watson Is sure giving 'em an opportunity In the afterpiece.
Some of the
other lines are quite as broad.
The program. says Watson wrote the
Book, Dan Dody wrote the music and
lyrics and staged the numbers. Crediting Dody with the music and lyrics is
nonsense as nine tenths of the numbers
are published songs.
Gladys Bijou, leading "You Don't Meed

P

the Wine," "Dixieland" and "When My
at Me," does the most tot
the numbers. Sadie Banks, leading "Oh
La La Wee Wee," landed for several
legitimate .encores, receiving a boquet
Monday night. Myrtle Andrews Is short
on voice but long on shapeliness and a
good dancer.
"Carolina Sunshine," as a trio -with
Gladys Bijou, Sadie Banks and Myrtle
Andrews, was the. best liked number,
coming nearer to a pick out than anything else in the show. The choristers
work hard and show the effects 'of care-

Baby Smiles

'

ful training.

Monday night the Olymplo stood 'em
The Watson show should
do business. Aside from the "dirt" It
Is one of the best that has played the
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Reeder ft Armstrong
_
Richardson Floyd
Richards Hetty
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Rider Ruth
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Fay Anna Eva
Ferry Mrs
Fields Sally
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PROFESSIONAL HOSTS:—Ben

am

Edwards, Leo Edwards, Arthur Johnson, Jim Rule, Bert Reed, Charlie Reed, Dick

Chicago, 111
Grand Opera House Bldg
Philadelphia, Pa. ... 401 Globe Theatre Bldg
St. Louis, Mo
314 Calumet Bldg
Boston, Mass
240 Tremont St
San Francisco, Cal. . . 704 Pant ages Theatre Bldg.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Fisher Block, 621 Walnnt St.

Harry Bloom, Gen. WeBt. Mgr.
Willie Pierce

Mark Morris

. . .

. .

Fred Steele
Tommy Leahy
Joe Weber, Jr.

JOS. MITTENT1IAL
General Manager

McCARTH
224
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YORK CITY

Inc.
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Jentes Johnny Heinzman, George Piantadosi, and Jack Glogau
,

nV

IA
J Al.ll

TM«f«AV
JMC^U I

Professional

Manager

Detro,t»

Wch

Eldorado Hotel
819 Soperba Theatre Bldg
St. Charles Hotel
Seattle, Waah
Ml Montollua Bldg
Minneapolis, Minn. . .215 Pantagco Theatre
Bldf .

Lo« Angeles, Cal
Orleans, La

New

Billy Priest

Charles Melaoo

Nick Lang
, , . Jack Hayden
. . . Arthur White
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VARIETY

NEW YORK;

RfVEaRSIDE,

THIS

WEEK

:'•''"'

'

1)

KATHRYN

LEE

ROSE

(r-

(March

'

'•

and

"A STORY IN SONG

GRACE DORO

AND DANCE"

MAX GORDON, Representative
ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN, NEXT WEEK (March 8)

Wllmot Dolly

Wood Delphi*
Wyer P G

Loralno Carl
Lolbler Allen

Zola Sisters

CHICAGO orFICE.

Rials

Elliott

Qiaoe

Murray
c\

William*

K

Wells

|

(Mareh 8-Marck, 15)
"All
16

Jaw

llovue" 8 BIJou Philadelphia

Mt Morris New York.
•Aviators" 8-1* Lyceum tit Jose IS Standard St Louis.
"Baching Beauties" 8 Cndltlao Detroit
16

Engelwood

I

(Chicago.

"Beauty Bevue" 8 Majualic Wllkea-Barre
16 Majestic Soranton.

"Beauty Trust" 8 X'alnoe Baltlmora 16
Qtfyety Washington.
8 uayety Rochester 16-17
18-20
Lumberr
Syracuse
Bastable

•

Utlca.

"Best Show In Town" 8 Gayoty Kansaa
City 16 L O.
"Blue Birds" 8-11 Broadway Camden II14 Grand Trenton 16 Trocadero Phila-

.

_v

delphia.

"Bon

Gayoty Omaha.
"Bowerya" 8 Miner's Bronx

Orpheum Pntcrsnn.
"Broadway Belles" 8. Uayety

,

.

,.

St

_
Paul. IS

Qayety Minneapolis.
"Burlesque Reviow" 8 Qayety Detroit
16 Oayety Toronto.
"Burlesque Wonder Show" 8 Orpheum
Pateraon 1C Majestic Jersey City.
"Cabaret Girls" 8 Uayety Milwaukee IK
•_.
Gayety St Paul.
^
"Cracker Jacks" 8 Lyceum Columbus
,

.

.

.
Victoria Pittsburgh.
Dixon's "Big Bevue" 8 Empire Hoboken
16 Star Brooklyn.
_
_
1
8 Oayety Toronto IB
"Follies of Day'
•

Gayety Buffalo.
"Follies of Pleasure" 8 Oayety LouIbvIH
*
16 Empress Cincinnati.
"French Frolics" 8 Oayety Minneapolis
14,16 Oayety Sioux City.
"Gins a la Car to" --8- io Bastable Syra...
ouse 11-13 Lumbers- Utlca. 16 Gayety
.

*>'

,'.

..l

Montreal.
"Girls de LookB" 8 Majestic Jersey City
16 Perth Amboy 10 Plalnfleld 17 Stamford 18-20 Park Bridgeport.
"Girls from Follies" 8 Howard Boston
16 Empire Providence.
"Girls from Joyland" 8 Emprons Cincin-

_

nati 16 Lyceum Columbus.
"Girls Girls Ulrla" 8 Trocadero Philadelphia 16 Empire Hoboken.
"Girls of U S A" 8 Qayety Boston 15

Grand Hartford.
"Golden Crook" 8 Olympic Cincinnati 16
Star ft Garter Chicago.
"Grown Up Babies" 8 Empire Cleveland
16 Cadillac Detroit.

I

Hastings Harry 8 Casino Boston 16 Columsta New York.

Plans are to be announced this week
of the change to be made In the new
house to be the home of the Sbnbert
Bchanplays next season. Frederlok
oerger Is In New York completing the

C

.

cester 16 Howard Boston.
"Bight Seers" 8 Empire Newark 16 Casino Philadelphia.
"Social Follies'' 8 Folly Washington 16
Bijou Philadelphia.
"Social Maids" 8 Perth Amboy 9 Plainfield 10 Stamford 11-13 Park Bridgeport 16-17 Cohen's Newburg 18-20
Cohen's Poughkeepsle.
"Some Show" 8 Empire Providence 15
Olympic New York.
"Sport Girls" 8 Penn Circuit 16 Gayety
Baltimore.
.
"Sporting Widows" 8 Casino Philadelphia
16 Hurtlg ft Seamen's New York.
"Step Lively Girls" 8 Oayety St Louis
16 Columbia Chicago.
Stone ft Plllard 8-10 Armory Blnghamton Auburn 12-18 Inter Niagara Falls
"..*'«
16 Star Toronto.
"Sweet Sweeties Girls" 7-8 Orand Terre
Haute 9-13 Park Indianapolis 16 Gayety

.

\

"Tempters" 8 Majestic Soranton 16-17
Armory Blnghamton 18 Auburn 19-20
Inter Niagara Falls.
"20th Century Maids" 8 Empire Toledo
16 Lyric Dayton.
"Victory Belles" 8 Jaoquea Waterbury
16 Miner's Bronx New York.

Watson

Billy 8 Gayety Brooklyn 16
Gftvotv Nowftrk
8. star Cleveland 16 Empire

Welch Ben
Toledo.

White Fat

.

8

Academy

pire Cleveland.

Buffalo 16

Em-

Williams -MolUe 8 Columbia New York
16 Casino Brooklyn.
»
"World Beaters" 8 Gayety Newark 16-18
Broadway Camden 19-20 Grand Trenton.

-Noel Leslie, of the Jewett Players at
tbs Copley, received some encouraging;
news during the week when the manager
of a Southern company wired him that
a play of his had been acoepted and
would be produced next summer.
The next attraction at the Majestic
will be "The Magic Melody" and for the
second time this season a successful mus-

ical show will be shown at this house,
the "try out" house of Boston as things

have been going

this season.

BUFFALO.
8IDNEY BURTON.
SHUBBRT-TECK. — Alice Brady-

in

"Forever After." Doing excellent business.
Miss Brady a favorite here
her connection with "Little

through

Women" and

the Hon a telle Players.
majestic. Robert Mantel repertoire.
Drawing strongly from local schools and

BOSTON.
LBN LIBBEY.
ORPHBUM. -LOE W. — Pictures and

—

"

SHEA'S.—Vaudeville.
SHEA'S HIPP.— "Everywoman."
wardo Albano.

/

Bd-

vaudeville.

BOSTON.—Vaudeville and a. feature
bowdoin.— Pictures and vaudeville.
BIJOU.— Pictures
ST. JAMES.—Vaudeville and pictures.

SCOLLAY'S OLYM PI A— Pictures and
vaudeville.

CHAS.ALTHOFF
Headlining the Pantsges Circuit

,.

GORDON'S OLYMPIA.— Pictures end
GORDON'S CENTRAL SQUARE.—Pic-

vaudeville.

tures and vaudeville.

SQUARE, STRAND, FRANKLIN PARK,
tEXETER STREET, COLUMBIA, LANCASTER. WALDORF, GLOBE, FEN-

WAY.—Pictures.

—

PARK. Last week of the feature picture "Huckleberry Finn." >
SHUBERT. Started an engagement of
four weeks to capacity houses with
"Greenwich Village Follies."
MAJESTIC. Opening of Theda Bare
in "The Blue Flame" for a two weeks'
stay to a Backed house.
WILBUKT—"39 East" starts on the
third w*GGK
mollis.—Third week of Helen Hayes
In "Bab."
PLYMOUTH.—"The Girl In the Limousine."
TREMONT.—Opening of Elsie Janls
and her "Gang' r to a typical "Janls"
house. First time she has showed here
in many seasons. Will go big.
PARK SQUARE.—Second week of

JOHN GOLDEN

Sole Management

orrnt Falls

-

MODERN. BEACON. CODMAN

.

Girl," the new Harris musical
BOSTON OPERA HOUSE.—The big at-

"Honey
show.

traction of the season, the Chicago

Opera

Company opened a two weeks' engagement.

COPLEY.—Another week

of "Hobson's

Choice," the comedy which has proven
to be a good vehicle for the Jewett
Players.
.

'Tines*"

I

.

Good Vaudeville
Program
at Grand

—
—

.

Louisville.

detail*.

picture.

.*

.

.

colleges.,

"Roseland Girls" 8 Grand Hartford 16
Jacques Waterbury.
"Round the Town" 8 Worcester Wor-

York
New _

16

policy of the

Shuberta to bring Into the Boston Opera
House attractions which had good business here in this and other seasons,
"Chu Chin Chow" will be brought there
for a run at the finish of the opera company's engagement

'•'.

Boston.

Toms" 8 Casino Brooklyn If Peoples Philadelphia.
"'.. "Boatonlans" 7-8 Derchel Des Moines' IS
•

burlesque.

final

new

In line with the

.

'

WIZARD.— "What's Your Husband Dolng?" picture.
FOLLY.—"The Superior Girls," poor

Lowell Thomas' picture. The Last of
the Crusaders." Is this week's attraction
at Albaugh's, portraying the activities*
of the Allied Forces In Europe' and Asia.
Considering the number of simitar attractions that have played this house
to small crowds this attraction is doing;
exceptionally well.

"Rasxle Dazzle" 8 Gllmore .Springfield
15 Worcester Worcester Mass.
"Record Breakers" 7-9 Oayety. Sioux' City
16 Century Kansas City.
Beeves Al 8 Gayety Washington If
Oayety Pittsburgh.
Reynolds Abe 8-10 Cohen's Newburg ll18 Cohen's Poughkeepale 16 Casino

Behman Show

'

•

"

.

picture.

'•Midnight Maidens" 8 Olympic New York
15 Oayety Brooklyn.
"Million Dollar Dolls" 8 Hurtlg ft Seamon's New York 15 Empire Brooklyn.
"Mischief Makers" 8 Haymarket Chicago
16 Gayety Milwaukee.
"Monto Carlo Girls" 8 Englewood Chicago 16 Haymarket Chicago,
"Oh Fronchy'' 8 Star Toronto 16 Academy Buffalo.
"Oh Girls" 8 L O 16 Oayety St Louis.
"Pace Makers" 8 Century Kansas City
16-16 Lyceum St Jose.
"Parisian Flirts" 8 Victoria Pittsburgh!
15 Penn Circuit
"Parisian Whirl" 8 Columbia Chicago
14-16 Berchel Des Moines.
"Peek a Boo" 8 Gayety Pittsburgh 16-17
Park Youngatown 18-20 Grand Akron.

Girls"

the feature film

the. long run of
"Pollyanna/7

of

NEW.—Film, "In Old Kentucky," secPARKWAY.—"His House In Order,"

ond week.

"Roseland

HOWARD.—Barney Gerard's "Some
TREMONT TEMPLE.—Near the finish

Burlesquers."

hippodrome.—Vaudeville.
GARDEN.—Vaudeville.
PALACE.— Reeves "Beauty Show."
GAYETY.—"Social Follies."

Boston.

BURLESQUE ROUTES

CASINO.—Cooper's
Company.

In "Jack o'-

Chin Chow," return and while not repeating its former
big success will do better than the average for this house.

'

Williams' "Greatest

Show."

.

MARYLAND.— Vaudeville.

"Maids of America" 8 Empire Brooklyn
*
16 Empire Newark.
Marlon Dave 8 Empire Albany 16 Gayety

Fisher

ft

GAYETY.—Mollle

AUDITORIUM.—"Chu

pic Cincinnati.

M H

West Arthur

Fields

week of the

fifth

Craig Players in "The Outrageous Mrs.
Palmer."
\

O'TOOLE.

ACADEMY.^-Fred Stone

dianapolis.

Whirlwind Hasans

Hendrickaoo Carl

F. D.

Lantern." Good crowd opening night SIX
Brown Brothers with their saxophones,
big favoriteahoro, easily the hit

"Liberty Girls" 8 Oayety Montreal 16
Empire Albany.
"Lid Lifters" 8 Mt Morris New York 16
Majestic Wllkea-Barre.
"London Belles" 8 Lyric Dayton 16 Olym-

'

Traoey Claudia
Vincent His
Wilson A Van

Haven Do A D

Howard

.

P.oborta

Cameron Do Maria
Cbasen D

Hill

Mr & Mrs
Don

In
hurt.

8 Gayety, Buffalo 16 Gayety
Rochester.
"Jazz Babies" 8 Star Brooklyn 16 Oilmore Springfield Mass.
Kelly Lew 8 Star ft Garter Chicago 16
Gayety Detroit
"Kewple Dolls" 8 Standard St Louis 1416 Orand Terre Haute 16-20 Park In-

Seaman Mabelle
Bykus Danoa

Wm

ARLINGTON.—The

BALTIMORE
By

—Florence Nash In dual role
"Cornered." Lenten season has not

FORD'S.

.

Howe Sam

Rochester Nina

ool

Bernard Mike
Berry H

Oayety Baltimore IS

"Hip Hip Hurrah" 8 Gayety Omaha 16
Gayety Kansas City.

Mr &

Mrs
Melroy Sisters
McNaniara Teddy
Plunk .jit Arthur
Pan tier J C

Kenneth

Berms

W C»cll

•Lyle

8

Folly Washington.
"Hello America'7 8-10 Park Youngatown
11-13 Grand Akron 16 Star Cleveland.

Mr

Johnson

Teaser Mar?*
Yosnida Echo
Zelle

Hayes Edmund

Iverson Frltsle
Irwin Caas
Jordon Sisters

Wilson Helen
Wilson Lillian

at the PiahO

/

Six-Act Psntsges

BUI Wins Capacity Houses en
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KEITH BOYS' BAND

IS

PRAISED BY ONE OF SPONSORS

E. F. Albee Compliments Youthful Musicians on Their
Record and Manliness. Notable Guests Join" in
Third Annual Reunion of Unique Organization.
Facts that are little known by the public were divulged by JL. F. Albee
Washington's Birthday address to the 365 members of the
B. F. Keith Boys' Band upon the occasion of that unique organization's
third annual banquet and reunion, held in the band's club rooms atop the
Alhambra theatre Sunday evening, February 22.
The band played a most important part in war work and has been
seen in numerous military- parades and other public events. The impression had gotten abroad that the boys were employes of the Keith Theatres, This idea was dispelled by Mr. Albee in his address. The members
of the band are not Keith employes, but come from the humblest homes in
Greater New York, and have no connection -with the theatres in any way.
Mr. Albee's well known championship of the policy of "equal chances*
for all" was clearly emphasized in his address, which brought home to
the boys the fact that in this great country any young man with ambition
has as much chance to make good in the world as anybody else, regardless
of environments, early station in life or ancestry. That his remarks were
an inspiration to the manly young fellows who make up the band was
indicated by. the enthusiastic manner in which his address was received.
Among those present at the reunion, in addition to the band and Mr.
Albee, were' Senator Walters of Albany and wife; Mr. and Mrs. William B.
Sleeper, J. J. Murdock and several guests who are*interested in Boy Welfare movements.
in a stirring

Mr. Albee spoke
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Washington made

all

this possible.

He made

us free, to choose

live our lives in our own way.
must credit go for making it possible for this organiThe. thought was born in the
zation to be brought together ? Not me
mind of my associate and beloved friend, Mr. John J. Murdock. In his
quiet way, without blare of trumpets, he gathered together a few boys
and had them taught music. These few. multiplied as time went on, and
under the intelligent tutorship of professional masters of music, who, with
patience and' forbearance, have .brought this splendid organization, with
its 300 members, to such a state of perfection that wherever they appear

our own profession and

whom

1

they receive nothing but praise for their wonderful work.
Fillad with Pride.
"As I look back over the past three years, and count the many services
you have rendered to your country during the war, always willing to
go here, there or anywhere, rain or shine, always good-natured ana enthusiastic, it fills me with pride. Your precision in marching, the spirit of
your playing, have brought forth praise from all sides.

DRESSING

Much Attention to Welfare of Artists as Patrons.

(

Back Stage Accommodations as Complete as
Those Out Front
That the comfort of the artist is of as great a relative importance in
the construction of a modern vaudeville theatre, as the comfort of the
patrons is the firm policy of the B. F. Keith Theatres. Artistes who have
played the new Keith house in Syracuse and the Albee theatre in Providence have, seen that the owners, in planning these wonderful buildings,
have benefited by the lessons of a lifetime in show business.
The time was, not so far back, when the principal idea in constructing a theatre was to lavish all the time, effort and money on the front of
the house, to the almost utter neglect of "back stage" architecture and
accommodations. One of the principal causes for complaint on the artist's
part in the past has been the inadequate dressing rooms in many theatres.
Gradually, however, conditions have been improved, until the time has
arrived when men like E. F. Albee, in planning a theatre, insist on as
.much relative' attention being paid to the dressing room and stage as is
•
given to the auditorium and lobby, et cetera.
That show business cannot be absolutely, "reformed" in a fortnight is
realized by all artists with brains, but /the biggest and most successful ones,
.in the business now see that big organizations like/ the Keith Circuit are
just as much interested in making the artist satisfied and happy as the
artist is himself.. There are several thousand more artists in America
today than there are theatres that can play them. In spite of the abnormal

"The real American is the one who;
tries to put something into his gov-'
eminent instead, of taking some.
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Serve* More Than One Purpose.
"This organization accomplishes more than one purpose. To acquire
a musical education is a splendid accomplishment,. but 1 feel that just as
much importance can be attached to the gathering in this hall of 300 boys
in such close association, being educated in discipline, making lasting
friendships, and going out into the world later on equipped with a knowledge that boys rarely gain unless under similar conditions and training.
In traveling about seeing the great sights which you did during the war,
taking part 'in parades for the raising of money for charitable war funds,
seeing the great mass of people gathered in front of the Treasury Building where the sale of Liberty Bonds was taking place, entertaining the
multitude with excellent music, the trips out of town for functions of different kinds, where your services were given in numerous' parades of the
returning soldiers—ail these things gave you a glimpse of human activities which would not have been possible excepting und»r these very conditions. I want to say to you that all this has been stamped on your
memory, and will reveal itself to you in a practical way later on as you
go on from year to year, and help you to a better understanding of life.
"Let me give you a word of advice as to your character-building.
Commence by first having love and respect for your family; love and
companionship for your brothers and sisters, love and respect for your
father, and above all love and respect for your mother—and veneration for
that splendid love which a mother gives to a boy. Follow these precepts,
and you cannot help being real men.
What tho Future Holds.
"This organization, with its 300 members, will, as time goes on, no
doubt number 5,Q00. The. earlier members will go out into the world here,
there and everywhere. Here you will cement friendships which in later
years will bring you together again, much like, the comrades, of war who
re-unite. You will be helpful to each other in many ways, and the Keith
Boys' Band, which started with only a few members, will have grown and
grown; new members will come in, old ones, going on their way, all
carrying a fond memory of those who made, this organization possibleMr. Murdock, Mr. Sleeper, and the professors who have taught you; and

youhave made will be lasting.
had had more to do with it.

the friendships

-

wish I
"I thank you for your attention, and wish you every blessing."
"I

ROOM COMFORTS REACH NEW HIGH STANDARD

New Keith Houses Show That Builders Are Now Giving
as

my

little something on
own account. I feel very
more in evidence, as far as my visits to this hall are
will understand and overlook this, knowing, as
interests I have under my control and which occupy
time.

say a

know you

1

It is splendid in this glorious land made sacred by the birth of the great
father of our country, George Washington, to see .boys of humble origin
giving their time and thought to the task of making something of them-

"Now, to

I

you do, the large

"It is

selves.

me

let

guilty in not being

in part as follows:

Mr. Albert Addre.t.".
an inspiring sight to see so many boys of tender years, some
just budding into manhood, congregated together in harmony, with one
object in view—to make something out of their lives that, is useful. Music
hath charms .to soothe the savage breast; its martial sounds and beat of
drums stimulate courage and enthusiasm when men go into battle ; its soft
and harmonious strains lull the tired mind to rest. Operatic and symphony music lead men to higher thoughts. *
"Here are boys of different nationalities and different religious beliefs.

Now let me speak of one who has been your comrade and friend
since the Keith Boys' Band started; one who has been a father to you,
looking after your every comfort, who has adopted you as his. children,
and is as much interested in your Welfare as though you were his own.
flesh and blood—'Mr. William B. Sleeper. In after life you will carry a
fond memory of the kindly things he has done. He is a human man, with
human thoughts for those who need his care, and you are most fortunate
in having him to look after your interests.
The men who have instructed you—have you ever given a thought
to the nerve-racking position that these, men hold, teaching 300 boys, most
of. whom came here with little or no idea of music? These men, with
patience and kindness, moulded into perfection this splendid musical
organization—the Keith Boys' Band. What do you owe them? You owe
them respect, obedience and a lasting gratitude, and I am sure these you
.
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disap-

when he gets what he
The man who fights for the

when he

gets

/

Slayed
few York. who has no connection whatever with his bookings. Mr. Devoy
wrote as follows:
"This house is the last word in theatres. Really, Mr. Albee has outdone himself here. Nothing like it was ever dreamed of, and it will be a
I hate to think of
hard matter to duplicate it. Such dressing rooms
leaving them; a shower and toilet in every one and all beautifully furnished
and decorated. Just imagine lace curtains on the windows of dressing
rooms Well, I ask you, whoever thought it could be done?
"I believe Mr. Albee would be very happy if he could have been a fly
on the wall for a few minutes and overheard some of the delightful things
his actor folk said about him yesterday.
You know, the very decided
change in the attitude of players today toward him is quite wonderful to
Why, let me tell you that the fellow who has knocked and never
me.
was known to be satisfied—even he speaks in the most affectionate terms
of our little boss. Well, he surely has earned it, for no man ever tried so
hard to convince his stage associates that he is for them as has Mr. Albee.
Why shouldn't they love him?"
"

.

I

I

out. finding out that the

man whom

they believe their worst
really their best friend.
conditions in

vaudeville have not improved has
not been in the business very long.

Some

cost of construction at the present time theatres are being built as fast as
consistent and with every new one completed the condition and prospects
'..
of the artist are bettered.
.
As an indication of the fact that the biggest men and. women in the
profession appreciate the efforts of Mr. Albee and his associates to make
perfect
as
humanly possible, at the same
near
their working conditions as
time realizing these things cannot all be accomplished over night, regardless of intentions, a letter, selected at random from a large number of
similar communications, is offered. It was written by Emmet Devoy, who
Keith's theatre, Syracuse, recently, and addressed to a friend in

people go through

life

with-

We

enemy

is

noticed any actors
booking passage on the soviet arks,
nor has there been an actor's name
on the wood alcohol casualty lists
haven't

as yet.

Case of good judgment in
both instances.

Now that the railroads' have gone
back to the owners prohibition and
politics will regain their prominent
spots on the smoking compartment
conversational

bills.
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KEITH'S.—Vernon Stiles, House of
David Jasi Band, Martin and Webb, Lida
McMillan and Co.
MILES'.
Four Leons, Four White
Kuhns, Jean Leighton and Co., Long and
ward. Three Bartons and pictures.
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OPERA HOUSE.
George Whlte'a
"Scandals of 1919," with Ann Pennington.
Next week, Robert B. Mantell.
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HERE IS A NEW IDEA IN A SONG BALLAD
THAT GOES OVER WITH A SMASH! IT
CONTAINS A LITTLE 'TRICK" ABOUT A
BABY'S .EYES AND "MOTHER LOVE"—
THAT HITS ALL!

I

pictures.

EMPIRE.—"The Bathing Beauties."
STAR.— "Twentieth Century Maids,"
with Ed Lee Wrothe.
MILES' GRAND. — Utopian Troupe
.

"BLUES"

"ONLY FOOLING
'ROUND

(My Naughty
Sweetie Gives to Me)

ME

(Why Don't You
Put Me Wise")

ONE OF THE BEST—IF NOT
THE BEST, SINGLE OB
DOUBLE (AND PATTER)
FAST TEMPO SONGS IN

A DROLL COMEDY BALLAD
WITH A "LEAP YEARKICK. A LAUGH GETTER.

VOGUE.

Hellion." Olympla des
vSS&S^Ite
Vails, Welse Troupe, Al Tyler, Omearus,

Gleaming and Albright

Avomizan, Campho and Nique, Pramtola,
Downie Painter and Co., and pictures.
STLLLMAN.—All week, Alice Lake in
"Should a Woman Telir
EUCLID. Second week, Mae Murray
and David Powell in "On With the

OLYMPIC—"Among

Those Present."
Leighton, Lee and LawMabel Whitman's Dixie

Wamsley and

rence, Rooneys,

Boys.

LYRIC.—"Dawn,"

Bros.,

Gordons,

—

Billy Hart.

LaFrance
Harvey-DeVara

Morln,

GAYETY—Behman

Dance."

Babies."

GARDEN.—Second week of "Some "Wild
kOat8.
STRAND.—Olive Thomas, "The Spite
Brian."
..
FAMILY.—"The House Without Chil-

ALHAMBRA.—Irene

Amateur Wife."

*

"Deliverance."

JOS.
New York
Btadloi

Profeeilonal
Located at

Now

W. STERN
226

WEST

OUR FRIENDS ABB ALWAYS
North Clark

119

CHICAGO

St.

&

Keys—Get Yours!

vaudeville

So far this season wo have been surwith
"carnivals,"
"revues,"

feited

"hitchy-koos," and such forms of entertainment, but this week we have a couple
more. There will be a clash for public
support when the "Scandals of 1319" and
the "Gaieties of 1919" are staged.

The Play House announces an attractive schedule, listing Leonid Andreyev's
"Life (ft Man" for March 6 to 8, Synge's
"Dlerdre" for April 30 to May 3, and
Mollere's "Miser" for May 28 to 31.

Edward I* Cullen, playing Bruxton in
"Three Faces East" last week attracted
favorable comments from the local reviewers. Cullen Is a former Buffalonlan.

Ziegfleld '.'Follies" are

New

HARRY TENNER.
General Manager
SAMMY SMITH

181
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...Pro*, Mar.,
Prof. Mir.'. Beetoa

TOM LAN MAX.... Prof.
STEVE CADY
Prof.

JOHNNY GREEN.. Prof.

Mar., BirSaio

NEW

Tremont St

BOSTON

Profeealonal Manager
810 B 08 LEY

to A I,
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N. V. A.
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-Blckle

UNPl J BUSH ED :MlM.
It

oliVr Mill.

due March

By a coincidence the old burlesque
team of Watson, Blckle and Wrothe meet
here this week, but in separate attrac-

a*

PIIK-I'UII.IC

CO.

.

started on another
and picture house to open

July l. it will be called the Splllman,
with a seating capacity of 1,200, at a
cost of $100,000.

"Some Wild Oats," now In its second
and last week at the Garden, came in for
a liberal panning by the dailies. "The
Express characterized it as* inane and
senseless. At 60 cents a head the management is finding it necessary to paper
liberally, even using a mailing list for
the purpose. The feature is playing the
house 60-60. The policy of the theatre
after this week Is still in doubt

ness at Erie, Pa.

"The

in

Work has been

Friday when she received notice of the
sudden death of her brother in Boston.
Pago, who was playing in a musical
comedy, dropped dead Wendesday night
as he walked off the stage after completing a dance number.

The Tetrazzlni concert which was to be
given Tuesday evening, was cancelled at
the last minute owing to the singer's IllOrchestrations and Professional Copies Ready in All

Castle

KNICKERBOCKER. — Constance Talin "Two Weeks."
METROPOLITAN.—All week, Marjorie
Daw in "The River's End."
STRAND.—All week, Helen Keller in
madge

-Helen Page (Page and Kimberly) at
week cancelled for the week

OLD.

week, Mary Plckford In

"Pollyanna,"

Shea's last

IN THIS ONE WE HAND YOU THE SEASONS BIGGEST NOVELTY ECCENTRIC
SONG AND DANCE RIOT! IT IS THE FIRST
JAZZ "TURKISH PATROL" EVER SET TO
MUSIC—ENTERTADONG TO YOUNG AND

.

MALL.—All

Show.

ACADEMY.—"Grown-up

dren."
a

OLD MAN JAZZ
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NEW YORK,
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BOYCE
ENGLISH LIGHT COMEDIAN

GORDON BOSTOCK

Direction,
which is higher than Detroit paid
for the Follies.' Nevertheless. Advance
inquiries indicate a complete sell-out for
the entire engagement.
18.60,

A oerUln abut* want hta'tUtod to imnl pernni he It nbemlng « new show to go Into tie
BeKMinmt lltnb 8. Toe tutanwit u ln<

mm

oonoot*

.

Arthur Halter1! Revue. "OlrtuHtBi" If a maj* the Pekln. ind will remtln Urn (of mwiI

cm

weeks

ARTHUR HUNTER
1547

NEW YORK

BROADWAY

CITY

at

Wrothe

the

the

is

The Pa/Eon Stock

Players, at the Proshave fairly hit their stride and are
Three times last

pect,

playing to capacity.

week the orchestra pit was vacated to
make room for real honest-to-goodness
paid admissions.

DES MOTltES.
By DON CLARK.

"Up in Mabel's Room" broke the seaat the Berchel for attendance, February 26-28. Audiences on the

son's, record

whole were more than satisfied. Cast
was headed by James Donlan, former
Princess player, Des 'Moines, and Mildred
.

Southwlck.
This week, last three days, Nora Bayes
Next week, return
in "Ladles First."
engagement, "Scandal," one day, and
and
Cawthorn in "The CanSanderson

two days.

"The Guilty Man" in stock at the
Next week "Very Good,
Princess.
Eddie."
Belfrage's "Hip Hip Hooray" burlesque
at Berohel first four days this week.

"Ye Song Shop" headlining Orpheum
"Old Soldier Fiddlers" holding top

Empress

at

first half.

Pictures this
Charles Ray in

week.'

lies

Moines,

"Alarm Clock Andy";

Rtalto. Mabel Normand in "Jinx"; Gardun, Elaine Hammerstein in "Greater

»

Than Fame."
<

.

«

DETROIT.
By JACOB SMITH.
*

Louis Mann In "Fnlendly Enemies"
'Will
scoring heavily at the Garrlck.
stay second week.

"Betty Be Good" at the Shubert-DeNext,
second time this season.
Top prices
"Sinbad" for two weeks.
troit,

',

•

At the photoplay houses: "Confess ion"
Washington; "Byes of Youth" at
Adams: "Should a Woman Tell" at MadiLone Wolfs Daughter," Masecond week of* "On with the
Dance" at Broadway-Strand.
son; "The

When Charles H. Miles takes over
Miles theatre April 1 the headline -act
the. opening week will be Eddie Foy and
family.- Jfcm Ealand, Detroit general
manager •Tor the Miles theatres, says
there will be no change in policy at the
Miles except that first-run pictures will
be shown In connection with vaudeville.
Gus Greening will remain as house manager.

sum:

\

PARK.—Musical Extravangza.
CIRCLE.—Pictures.
The Standard Realty Company

KnK

a $1,000,000 legitimate
E vans vi lie to begin April 16.

A downtown

lot

DR. PRATT
Ge through Hi. with aa

of the Stuart

Co.,
now director of the Indianapolis Ltttle Theatre Society staged
three one act plays at the Masonic Temple last week Jthat have aroused unusual comment" The pieces were Arthur
Schnitzler'8 "The Festival of Bacchus."

By
Is

to

theatre In

has been purchased by

the city of Rochester, Ind„ and plans
have been drawn for a new city hall and
theatre which will be erected at a cost
of $100,000.
The theatre. It la understood, will house both legitimate and

G.

NORFOLK.
EDMUND HATCHER.

— The

COLONIAL.

Dolly Sisters played
practically to capacity In "Oh Look"
March 1, 2 and 3, with "Going Up" following for tho balance of the week.
ACADEMY OF MUSIC—Keith vaudeville featuring Eddie Hume and Co. In
the comedy, "Wicked."
Nazlmova in "Stronger
GRANBY.
Than Death" and a Mack Sennett com-

—

edy, "The Speak Easy," is the double
bill for all this week.
_ -.
WELLS. Marie Doro In "Twelve Ten"
and Wallace Beid In "Double Speed."
STRAND.—Pictures.
AMERICAN.—Pictures.

—

—

ORPHEUM

(Portsmouth).
L.
Barlow's Rainbow Review Musical Comedy
Company all week.

Soolety swarmed to John Agee'e in*
door circus at the City Armory this
week.- The show, under the auspices of
the Virginia Auxiliary of the Naval Belief Association of Washington, Is for
the benefit of indigent families of naval
officers and men who saw service overLeslie, of the Virginian-Pilot,
seas. J.

A

Film

Corporation, of
Earle Parke, Ind., has been incorporated
with $50,000 capital. Directors are Kenneth Hackley, John L. Bond and James

I'll

be your partner for

Strong, Forceful Men
With Plenty of Iron In
Their Blood-

this

1
I.-

$

number"

—Chesterfitld

E. Childress.

The picture theatre of J. S. Knight
at Morgantown, Ind., was destroyed by
Are with a loss of $3,000, partially covered by insurance.

';'*}.

,

OLYMPIC (Portsmouth).—Pictures.
RIALTO (Portsmouth).—Picture*.
PALACE (Portsmouth).—Pictures.

pictures.

The Hackley

«>

i see.

i

Robert W. Sneddon's "Fear" and Gilbert Cannan's "Everybody's Husband."

LYRIC—Vaudeville.
BROADWAY.—Vaudeville.

Up Oaa

yosr

^^^

to i, B t» tx
6th Avsnne, near list
6th Aveuse, at 111* ItMtft

SM
Walker

INDIANAPOLIS.

of

It-

George Somnes, formerly

By VOLNEY B. FOWLER.
ENGLISH'S.—"Howdy, Folks."
MUF.AT.—"Oh, My Dear."
KEITH'S.—Vaudeville.
RIALTO.—Vaudeville and pictures.

Lift

NEW FRENCH MODEL
Sll

Fred Zobedle, vaudevllllan, has opened
a Detroit office as a branch of the Carroll Vaudeville Booking Agency.

build
bill.

UUbrnMAm

jestic;

-

.

ary,"

Before Tour Mirror!

at

Opera House, while Ed
headliner with the
"Twentieth Century Maids" at the Star.

dais"

Go

.

Eddie Leonard in "Roly-Boly Byes" at
the New Detroit Next, William Gillette
in "Dear Brutus."

yet*

COMPANIONSHIP in a ci*
aretteP

Yes.

sir!

Chesterfields, sore as

Chesterfields betin
cigarettes leave

off.

It's

you

in

live.

where other
They not only

please—they "Satisfy!'

These Are the Ones With the
Power and Energy to Win
estimated that over 3,000,000
people annually in this
country alone
It is

TAKE

For Red Blood. Strength and Endurance
•

"I
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FAVORITE AMERICAN CONTRA TENOR
AT RUSH WICK THEATRE, BROOKLYN, THIS WEEK
You Love to Hear—The Way You Love

Singing Successfully the Songs

•

to

Hear Them
.

mum

Mr. Oakland takes this
of thanking bis loyal professional frionda for their tofocrana and
mtuiiH with wishes for tke success of hia concert laat week at the Academy of Music for the
Amerlcsn Legion and la hippy to itata It waa a tremendous snceeaa in every way. Thanks to all.

™

NEW

RIVERSIDE,

||

CECIL
~

WEEK

YORK, THIS

B.

<•
.

•.

.

.

1)

SUMMERS

THE "GLOOM" ENGINEER

Featured with "Reckless Eye"

~~-

(March

/

_

Something Big

'

81ST STREET,

NEW YORK, NEXT WEEK

is

in Store for

Me

(March 8)

—
did the press

work for the society coterie
Jim Donaldson was the

Interested,' while

Richard Carle Illumines
next week in "Sunshine."

Tulane

the

press representative of Agee's big top

The two boya put over a
vast amount of stuff. When Donaldson
smell ed the sawdust he pawed up the
duat Hke a war horse tfiat smelMh the
battlefield of amusement from afar, but
attractions.

declares that he will stay off the road
this season, preferring the quietude of
reportorlal duties. Agee's principal performers are the Raymonds, John Shubert, Irene Montgomery, the Peldrens,
Mr. and Mrs. DeMont and the riding
*
Stickneya.

Bennle Plana Is going to Institute
Saturday morning matinees for children
at the Palace as an experiment, with the
latest kid theatrical fare served.

"She Loves and Lies" is current at
It Is conaldered quite puerile
but a Sennett comedy accompany-

the Strand.
locally,

ing it, "His Last False Step," seems to
have shot that director back from. nudity
/
\

^

to comedy.

SHERIDAN' SQUARE.—Vaudeville.;

PITTSBURG.
By COLEMAN HARRISON.

The Gayety, burlesque, is undoubtedly
one of the best patronised houses In the

GRAND.—Pictures.

OLYMPIC—Pictures.

Armory and managed

—Pictures.

house has acquired a steady, heavy pat-

LIBERTY.

ACADEMY.—Burlesque.

1

2T

ARTISTS
IN

take In
sufficient coin to pay their fnros out .of
town. Most of them went, to New York
City to seek other engagements. Manager William Lamar had purchased their
tickets to New York when the eomtHiny
went broke, but the members declined
the tickets and brought suit for their
salaries.

It is

said

the

to

case

will

BACK EUROPE

be

HOME

dropped.

Road

Under Manager Kurtzmann the

country.

Stranded
members of the Buster
Brown Musical Comedy Co., which suddenly closed its season after the night
performance in the Colonial on February
17, gave a benefit performance In the
City

VICTORIA— Burlesque.
GAYETY.—Burlesque.
HARRIS.—Vaudeville.

LOEWS LYCEUM.—Vaudeville. -

attractions playing the Colonial,

which were bound for the Gulf states
during the last month, and those coming' toward 'Norfolk from that direction,
have had to jump clear over South CaroUna ahd North Carolina owing to theatres in practically ail leading cities In
those states being closed on account of
an epidemic of Influenza. "The Little
Shepherd of Kingdom Come" compelled
to lay off a week in Norfolk because of
the flu. and "I a Da laicille," which
closed in Pittsburgh last week, was diverted from, large Carolina cities to one
night stands until the- company could

Players in Europe desiring

..

to

advertise

may

mail

Mlscha Elrjian. the Russian violinist,
gave a concert March 2, In the immense
tabernacle that had been used for eight

weeks by

Billy Sunday.

NEW ORLEANS.
By O. M. SAMUELS.
TULANE.— "La La Lucille."
LYRIC.—Freeman's Fireflies
LAFAYETTE.—Dark.
DAUPHINS.—Dark.

—

STRAND. Norma Talmadge
Loves and Lies."
LIBERTY.—Charles Ray

In

In

"She

"Red Hot

Dollars."

TRIANON.— "The

payment

in

RIETY'S

paid In, a theatre In New York will
secured, and America's forest acengaged to Interpret tho roles, in
order that the show can be displayed
properly. Oh, you Lo'.vsl
Is

bo

tors

John V. McStea
Riley.

MAYBELLE

Is

here.

So

le

Lee

Carlton St.

NEW MODESm and MODELS

S.

Mall

Co.

VARHnr

WRAPS, COSTUMES

Through

VA-

Regent St

W., London

will aeoept deposit*
at the prevailing rate.
otitis

manner of

for

transmis-

sion, all danger of loss to the
player
Is averted. VARIETY assamas
full risk
and acknowledges the Pall Mall Co.'i

FROM THE NEW YORK FASHION SHOWS

CHICAGO

to

For uniformity In exchange, the Pall

HATS, GOWNS,

JS,

it

DEPOSIT CO.

WITH MANY SMART

UNITY BLDG.,

for

credit at the

PALL MALL

Miracle of Love."

Louis McCaleb of this city has drama"The Scarlet Letter,'' and has organized a stock company, capitalized at
$50,000 to produce his play. McCaleb ts
selling shares at ten dollars each, his
prospectus stating when the fifty "thou"
tized

copy

York, and deposit the amount

MLLE.

INC.

(Colored).

VARIETY

VARIETY, New

direct. to

j

stand the pressure no -longer.

in

advertising

as. Ms own receipts for
money placed with the Pall Mall
VARIETY'S credit

receipts

all

to

\

•.

VARIETY

H ARRY
Eddie

Submits

.

h

%

VOM

T IL2ER

Cantor and Van and ^S.chenck's• T

****
Words by
B. STERLING

sor

Mnsfe by

ANDREW

G US VAN

& JOE SCHENGK

that tHe^
te

^c

9 5^.
y

,>, i
.

* ht

This song

j

sweepnv

is

actors are

•

-

e rr

'

ZrfCFELD FOLLIES IN CHICAGO
All The
«wj« Love
Mary
*" w Boys
^^ mmm'J

-

I
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'
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«

singing

countr
'«#

Rein.^le««^

i»

'Roip..-

is quite

'

tl

-

"•

alh

.,

vat* tag.

tic

lo -

-;--

*»

.-

•

—

U

.fas

Gay
Gay

ola •

•

gym - pa

la

thet

•

lc

.

Barbette—

is

Ba.p_ette_

at golf

such

a

sly

co

is

quite

a

Jjj
And. sweet

If a .

And

1U

irwect

•

tie

Is

such,

a

dear

lit

can

roll

her

eye a

like

l

While
While

pet j

-tie

a vamp

.

quotte

champ

JJ.

I

lit-, tie
-

lit.tlo

1
•

V

Ma

-

.*ry

Ma

•

ry

'

B rown

is

the

hom

- 11 -

Brown.

Is

a

sight

in

est tirE
the hand

the

in
:

som-est

lown___
gowa

'

fv:

—

rouoa
cent

Kein.-. le
Rein . le

ana

lean,

and

Jcan-ie,

I'a-cette and
Ba- bette and

le,

Ma.ne___
Ma-rie__

cry
sorv

Are
Are

*
.

"what a the

tot;

-iarnotb^ing.
'*,

mat.

tor

with

strong. cr than

rae'>-

But All

tca__

B«t All

think she's going

to

go when they

feel

"

boys love
boy* love

tEe
the

cry

But

they

ain't

dry.

They

come

in"

ry

got

what

pairs

from

And when she laughs you'd
They know juBt.iwhere to

'

Ma-rys
er-'ry

.

got

A

where

And

All. Itinds

iiiM'iJJjUi

version
dad. dy

.-«*

"*•

.

:

Ma
Ma

Ma •

with

a

ry Winks and

eel -tar

you

of

full

leads-them
hem down the

ecl
cl

,

know what
stairs

lar

^
.

And

all

the

boys
boys

of Singles

and Doubles
Great Poems

love
love

,

after,'.

iPfg

^vvant
:'s.

a Riot

....

t

--

Com-ing
Com-ing

1
thro the

Rye.
Rye.

nut.

Kyc.

Dyt

Rye..

Beautiful

CAROLINA SUNSHINE
S
^i
HARRY VON
Copyright

:"-

-Chorus

and a

MCMXX

thro' the-

by .Barry Von Tilzer Music Pub Co..22>» W.

46«.» St.,

N.t.

R

B

TILZER MUSIC PUB. CO.

.

-

.

$

-:

•

1

BEN BORN^EINi .General Manager
,

'•CHl.CA'GO^-STATE
-

'...".Eddie
!

LAKE BLDG,

Lewii.lMgr.

,

..".;•'>."

SAN FRANCIiCb— PANTAGES THEATRE BLDG
'

Suite 20p,

Carl Lamont.

Mgr

[OTfMiA^i

M.^RA^;BEOOM-:Supervisor

BOSTON— 220-TREMO^r
......

.

.._

Billy Harrii6n,;

.

ST;

i;

ITH-THEATRE- BLOC:

'
.

,

Mgr.

..j, ,'V.j;

DETROIT— TUXZDO HOT EI:Ted Emerji Mgi>.

i

Ja'rYy.

Link, Mgr.

LONDONr;
Herniar, Dorrw'iki Mujic

P'uli

To
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ARTIE MEHLIN
(Formerly of Meyer

Announces to

,

many

his

& Mehlinger)

friends in the profession that

he has accepted the assistant-professional management
of JEROME H. REMICK
CO'S New York Office,

(

&

and

'

is

waiting to greet you

wonderful songs at his

.

new

and demonstrate some

all

address.

COME IN WHEN and AS OFTEN as you
/

-

•

.

-

*
'

Don't forget the address:

JEROME

can.

-

*

-

-

f.

V

H.

••'••>•

REMICK & CO.

219 West 46th

Street,

New York

ESSSSSS

DR. W. E.

REMOVAL NOTICE

BALSINGER

facial nnurarr.

dsmatolmt

AND

CLEANER

^4ML

DYER
HOy

BP

ftOCJJ

WEST

205

AM

49th ST.

M.Stetr>C*ftmotloCo.

PHONE: CIRCLE
•ff

1TI

Wart

«S

U

Street,

MM
New York

City

tat

IN Nsrth But* st

NEW YORK COSTUME

Vlotor Herbert directed the orchestra
at the opening of '.'Angel Face" at the

Nixon Monday night.
'

The Herbert show

is playing to capacity.
"Scandals of 19HT next

George White's

*

Despite adverse criticism of both play

in other fine Qualities of acting.

Mystery plays are holding forth at
the local Shubert houses. At the Alvln,
"A Voice in the Dark," with Olive Wynda

fine cast, is

sized audiences.

At the

playing to fair
Pitt,

"The Un-

known Purple" Is the attraction. Alice
Brady in "Forever After" is the underline at the Alvln, while "Betty, Be Good"
return will be at the Pitt, after having
opened here earlier In In the season at
the Alvln.
its

usual

allotment of play premieres this season,
and also has seen the curtain fall to
stay down on several others. Last week
saw the breaking up of the Tom Wise
Co. of "Cappy Kicks." Two weeks ago
"La La Lucille" closed here. Before
that Kitty Gordon's company all but
broke up before leaving here, and at the
close of the present week. It la probable
that the "Boomerang," which is at the
Duquesne, will disband.
Is

drawing unusually

large attendance at the Davis this

week

BSHREN8-LIPSHUTZ CO.

SCENERY BY EDWIN
;',-.-

AUDITORIUM.

um

LIBERTY.— Norma Talmadge,
Daughter of Two Worlds."
MAJESTIC.—"Should a Woman

in one- of the cleverest one-act plays that
has ever graced that popular two a day
stage.
Jack Lait's vehicle gives the
star fine opportunities.

PORTLAND, ORE
By RALPH ELLIOTT MILLER.
ORPHEUM.—Henry Santry and his

syncopated society band.

ALCMZAR—"Little Boy Bine."
Verna Felton and Emanuel
Turner. "Get There Brown."
PANTAOES.—Viola Denny.

BAKER—

i

JACK
H.

Fosto, Versa-

—Ellison-White

Lyce-

tlno.

i

COSTUMES m

..'

HIPPODROME.—Nettle
tile novelty.

Bureau presents Bertha Farner Co.,
four artists, featuring Josephine Mar-

VK.

Valeska Suratt

Pittsburg has had more than

CO.

nrr

,

and acting, Al Woods' presentation of
Theda Bara in Z!The Blue Flame" drew
packed houses all week. The star has
unusual endowments in respeot of voice
and delivery, but Is somewhat lacking

ham and

fw tenor

nnffla xm
Dr. W. K.

ronage, which lnoludea a large portion
-,
of the fair sex.

L.

8TAR—Pictures.
PEOPLES.—Pictures.
COLUMBIA—Pioturea.

In

"A

Tell?"

RIVOLI.—Jack Plckford In "The Little
Shepherd of Kingdom Come."
CIRCLE. QLOBE. BTJRNSIDE, CASINO,
REE. SUNSET.—Pioturea.

Thomas Ince has purchased ten acres
of land in Westover Terrace to construct
a studio this summer.
Mark Smollsmann haa been added

to

the Portland circles to become pianist
symphony orchestra under
the direction of Mlscha Outerson, Its

In the Rlvoll

Russian leader.

UPSHUTZ

|

FLAGG STUDIOS

N

•
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THE B. F. KEITH
cntcurr of theatres
"^-

PALACE THEATRE BUILDING
1564
.

/

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

.

SDWABO

ALIO,

F.

':-.

m1

.:.-..••••,<.•

,
•

».
-.

'.•

\

s

->.

m

.

February 25, 1920

ft:-

1

*

m
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WARNING TO VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS:

.

'- *#vst
.

.

,^-V..;/. •,'•:,;-

.'',-.•'•.•
•

:

An

.;

;

••'

v

•

«

•i

occasion arose recently where a vaudeville

artist,

who had been

playing the

m
m

"v-

v <

number of years and had a play or pay

Keith Circuit for a

':

contract for future time,
:

was approached by an agent

him

plained to

that she

to appear in

She

first

to cancel

With

tract

and

told

this office

live

to.

'

A week from that time, she came to my office,

a pitiful story about taking her paraphernalia and rehearsing

m

-

>

.

in this cabaret for
."'

a week. At the end of

was told

that time, she

that they could not play her act

any

who had no
of work. He informed

but that she had signed a contract with an agent

responsibility, so she

was thrown out

theatre,

$'$&

nor had he

her that she would

a

•

have to play the smaller houses here, there and everywhere, and most of these houses

were the smallest of the small time and located
contracts with us.

She explained

to

him

in the very cities

:,,

....

where she cancelled her

that she could not accept

this,

her value in the big time houses, and his reply was 'Ton must take
\

'm
I

ran

I

no con-

the transaction down, and found that the proprietor of the cabaret had signed
tract,

-v.

-

this

with her. She asked to be released from her con-

which we consented

1

.*:

com jng to this office and explaining that she

had an offer to play a number of weeks in New York, and that her mother was here, and

would give her an opportunity to

exV,

had a contract with the Keith people, and he asked her

This she did not do without

the same;

one of the cabarets for ten weeks.

a contract with you, or cancel the contract you have with me."

I

her back on the books, and gave her the Keith time, which she

is

as

it

would lessen

this time,

as

I

hold

.':.

had the managers put

now playing.
:-'•

-

V
:..
.

:

-H-.

;..'.
.

I

advise

all artists

not to sign contracts with anyone except the principals or owners

,:.>

'',

,;

J.'

:•"'>,
:

V".

.

«ifJ»-....'J:-.-. .^

of vaudeville theatres, and then sign a play or pay contract. /Agents eannot book your
act unless

managers want

it,

and

if

managers want the

act, let

them /sign the

contracts,

and be responsible/ Don't sign blanket contracts with agents for prospective work.

If
-:.

they claim to represent any particular circuit, see that they produce contracts issued

by

said circuit,

and don't allow them, to peddle you about as

in the past,

and which

'I :'

is

-•

.

being done

now

to

.

a great extent

.

•.^

.

•

.
.

-a

S

E.

E Albee
-,_!
r-'-:.

..:-,
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DIPPY DIERS
Following a Successful Season in the Leading Vaudeville Theatres of London and Paris
IS

NOW A FEATURE ATTRACTION

AT THE CAPITOLWM.THEATRE
ENGAGED
STEWART
BY

ESPECIALLY

SIX CONSECUTIVE SEASONS

AT THE NEW YORK HIPPODROME

:

Vaudeville Representative,

CHAS. ALLEN, M.

S.

BENTHAM OFFICE

A,RATKOWSKY,Inc

.

34 West 34th Street

FURS

A little Jaz* is as Important In a*
"black-face" act today as the Jig
was years ago.
Albolene Is as necessary
in removing black-face, or any
other kind of make-up, as cold

The

latest! The smartest!
Priced lowest] Wraps, Goatees/
Dolmans, Stoles and Novelty
'Pieces in all the popular furs
at 1/3 less than wholesale

McK A R

cream

and

toilet

creams

were

years ago.
As necessary, you might say, as
the Jau or the jig.
In one- and two-ounce tubes and
half-pound and pound cans.

prices.

SAMPLE TUBE FREE
ON REQUEST

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO

THE PROFESSION

At

all

druggists

and

dealers.

Furs Repaired and
Remodeled

ALBOLENE

—
Phillip Pels,
of the Strand,

week ua head

former musical director
assumed his duties last
of the People's orchestra.

McKesson & robbins.inc
William Lee, leading man of
the Baker Stock Company to play high

OPERA

tract with

Walter B. Armstrong, one- of the best
known picture men on the Coast, has
left for Los Angeles where he will be-

class

come business manager of the Edwin H.
Flagg Scenic Company.

Hugh Renny. Northwest manager
.

Select,

was

in Portland last

comedy

leads.

Margaret Patton, a Los Angeles pic-

ture actress, is in Portland this week
will most likely sign up with the
Cloverlo Film Company, playing light
1

and
for

comedy

week sewing

leads.

down
all

tightly an exclusive contract for
Select releases with Jensen and

-

Von Herberg.
The

JACK

PROVIDENCE.
K. KLARKL

KARL

latest acquisition to the Cloverlo
is the signing of a con-

Film Company

SHUBERT
Three.?

MAJESTIC.
."

—

"Tea

for

•

BLAIR

.

—

"Mrs.

Jlmmie

Thompson," Joseph Klaw's now farce
The cast for this play, ofcomedy.
which Norman S. Rose and Edith Ellis
are the authors, is headed by Frances
Sterling Clarke and George L. Paulding,
while others in tho cast are Warren
Krech, Peggy Boland, Anita .Rothe, Gordon Johnstone, Minna Phillips, Thomas
Eolfe, Daniel Jarrett, John Clements and
The comedy Illustrates
Sara Enrlght.
the clever method employed by a maid
of the present leap year to win a husband..
•

..

HOUSE.

•

MANUfACTUReRSESTABLISHED 1833

NEW YORK

new Mayflower Stock Company with
"Common Clay". as' the offering.
E. F.

ALBEE.—Vaudeville.

FAT'S.—Vaudeville and

EMERY.—Vaudeville
EMPIRE.— "The

films.
films.

and

Midnight Maidens,"
burlesque, continues to go good following its resumption here after a lapse of
almost an entire season.

•

MAYFLOWER.— Second week

of

the

Mary Garden

is

to be seen at the E. F.

FLO

AND
IN

a
Booked Solid Loew

THE REPORTER"

Circuit

Personal Direction

JACK POTSDAM
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BLANCHE

EVER
SINCE

FIRST

GERBER AND ABNER SILVER'S ROLLICKX&SllilSH

ALEX.,

'VELT^/SONG

.

llililipll

OVER HERE
were v^EOM-fei^rREJEWEl^

(vou;d think that, yor

'

.

GARI)EN;NEW YORK -EVERYBODYJIAS
WITH SUCH GREAT-SUCCESS AT THE
BEEN RAVING ABOUT IT, AND SO WILL YX)U,.AETER YOU GIVE .IT THE "ONCEOVER."
\VINT ER

IT

OW

I
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557 Fifth Avenue, at 46th Street
math a urrru frost dsuvered to tod» duns
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TRUNKS,

$10.00

Bis Bargains. Have been need.

Also s

few Second Hand Innorotlon and Fibre
Wardrobe Trunks, 111 and 111. A few
extra

Property Trnnke. Also eld
Bal Trunks. Parlor Floor,

large

Taylor and
33
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Now York

81st St.,

City.
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HYGRADE
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Frits Krelsler, violinist, appeared, before a packed house at the Shubert Ma-

BUSH WOBK OUB tPXdAXTT

jestic last Sunday, the conoert being- the
fifth in the 1919-20 Stelnert series.

The present

Dr.waforries
AMEBICAf LBABINa EACB

WBCUUIT

•'In

Noses corrected.. No petai
no bandajrm a* Imo of Has

from

AMM

bastness.
FTMu
Faeeei

sesslon^of the legislature

half over but nothing has yet been
heard of the- Sunday movie bill which
each year seems to die a natural death
is

committee,"

many

The Providence Orchestral Association,
under the leadership of .Roswell H.
Falrman, and Included many of the most
talented professional players of the city,
will give a concert at the Shubert MaAmong the
jestlo Sunday afternoon.
artists to assist are Mario Carbonl, baritone; Vivian Place, harpist, and Reatrlce
Wardeb, pianist.

Manager Charles Lovenberg, of the E.
F. Albee, has announced that two more
members to sign for the 1920 season of

THKATBICAL ODTFITTKB
Rru4.tT
Now Torb Otr
::..

DROP CURTAINS
FOR SALE—FOH RENT
PAINTED-SATEEN-VELVeT-STo,
BARGAINS ON. HAND ALWAYS

M.

GOLDEN,
.

Tot

248
emit

W.
am

46th

St

erttrfttttee.

the Albee Stock Company are Berton
Churchill and Raymond Bond, former
members of the company, who are to
share the leading roles. They have both
been in the local company for the past
three years. Churchill Is at present with
"Adam and Eva" and Bond Is on the
Keith vaudeville circuit .

Dorothy Sohoemaker, formerly a member of the Albee Stock Company here,,
greet her Providence friends next
week when she appears at the E. F. Albee Theatre in her own company In
will

"Life."

Write

Beau-

Girls

WIGS

ALEX MARKS

Professional Logic No. 1
IF

Booklet; ire

NIL
Bffz.

V

from the South, Ada

Footer, Mack and Salle. Tom Nawn and
Co. Geraldlne Farrar In "Flame of the
Desert," screen feature.
FAMILY.—Orrln Davenport and Co., air

week; Henry Horton and Co., Morris and
Town,. Pee Tee Toys, Margery Garson,
first half; Fiddler and Stevens, Myrtle,
Joss and Art, Dae and Neville, Hardy

The Jeweler

TO THE FHOfMHON

— fecial

DLresat to sVl lft SlSIS
WHEN IN GHTCAOC-

Itste-Lake Theatre

—

Oretad Flset

*Ug>

Many performers have been greatly inconvenienced In getting to their stands
due to the Intermltten billiards whioh
have tied up rail traffic during the past
\
few weeks.
Manager B. B. Cridler, of the Dansville
Opera House, has arranged to have some
of the companies give special matinees
at the United States Public Health Service Hospital for the World war veterans
who are convalescing there.
Professionals helped the Elks put
across a benefit performance In Auburn
on Sunday.

1MW.

WIBTING.

—

First

EYEBROWS
& LASHES
SPIRO'S COLOTJRA

Not particularly new as to Idea,
but funny farce of "Twin Beds" type.
Dorothy Mortimer, Marie Chambers and
Suzanne Willa capture the chief atten-

Night."

day opening was

to

In front
Mongood business. Last

half, dark.

EMPIRE.—First

"3

F.

B.

application lute

oeame do not
neirected.

MATERIAL MATTERS MATERIALLY.
MATERIALLY MATTERS

Next
2 Company; Tuesday
"3 Wise Fools."

KEITH'S.—Vaudeville.

Trlxle

EUGENE COX
SCENERY

PERMANENT HAIH WAVE

SPIRO'S HAIR
31

West 46th St

1714

SHOPS

21

Wett

38th St.

NEW CATALOG OF

H&M

OODKN AVE.

PROFESSIONAL

TRUNKS

NOW READY- 14 Uue-«43.M

&

to

|M.M

Meisel Trunk Co.

910 Washington Ave., St.

Lonla

CHICAGO AQHNT:
BARNE8 TRUNK WORKS

&

Deaibom

St.

PRICE-MAYER TRUNK CO.

12 Navassar Girls

Y. C.

mass

-Xrebtows and

treatment, at our parlor*,

Ouaranteed 6 months or refund money.
Front Wared, 16 curie, $10.

117

Ask

MATERIAL
J* ft** SjMttk OStafl IM2 Broadway, N.
Jtut nalaaed a new oomedy
edy ana and
I
•otr-wocdtrfui novelty.

80a per

Last half,
week, Monday,

Frlgansa becomes richer In dialogue as
she becomes less slender from the point
of physical endowment.. Headlined this
week, her monolog, In Its subtlety, closely resembles
one of those unusual
sketches by Beatrice Herford. Valerie

NORMAN 8TADIGER

two to four weeks; wtiblng

affect; 11.20 per box.

half, dark.

Showers."
"Hltchy Koo," No.

and Wednesday.

One
or

luhee

down

tion of the folks

DARKENS

EYEBROWS AND LASHES

"Nightie

half,

MrrTerk

BEAUTIFUL

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
By CHESTER B. BAHN.

MATERIAL.

am

II

VsaBBTge*

n»

L. L.

ties."

Herkert

LARGE STOCK ALWATS
ON HAND

pod

Tate iou»» osss
printer or-

.

Carlta, ballet instructor who
local events during each
season, has returned to this city after a
brief vacation In Southern climes.
Mile.

stages

Ultor-E*!.

Gunther. Castle and Linder, Gary and

certs

Young

MUSIC ARRANGED
ttym ladlrtevU order nm
awns BMra.

v

TEMPLE.—Vaudeville.
Q A YET Y.— "Q Iris a la Car te."
COLUMBIA.—"The Powder Puff

Among another of this season's con- Brothers, second half.
which are exceeding those of all
VICTORIA.—"Pretty Baby" company,
past years is to be that at the Strand
first half; "That's My Wife," second half,
next Sunday when Signer Fasquale
musical comedy. Also pictures.
Amato, baritone of the Metropolitan
RIALTO.—
Henry B. Walthall in "Con\ fession," all week.
Opera Company, will be heard.

Faces Made

11*1

M. Y.

8KEFFINGT0N.

half.

FAY'S.—The
Albee -next Sunday In her only appearance In Rhode Island this year.

DJ

JMKI

Near

208 Wett 424 Street
Now Tork
Phonei Bryant MT8

I* B.

LYCEUM.—Mr. and Mrs. Coburn in
"Three Showers." premiere, first half:
"Chin Chin," return engagement, second

m.

atele-Leks Bid*.
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ROCHESTER,

EDWARD CROPPER

AKE-UP
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CUSTOM TAILOBB

SHORT FLIGHT UP—NEAR PALACE THEATRE
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JEROME
HERE ISA HIT
WHEN
I

MOONLIGHT
THE

SWANNEE

SHORE
AFASTSMUMBI

M ALWAYS

HAND
HAND

FALLING IN LOW!

WITH THEOTHER

AGAIN

FELL0WS6BRL

WONDERFUL
BALLAD

0VERHI6HT SENSATION

THE BI6 SUCCESS
^$p£4pft

"<

IN

DARKTOW!

DANG

SCHOO
JAZZY
JAZZ

&
BEAUTIFUL NOVELTY SONG
feT EVERYBODY TO
BE THE REAL MUSICAL GEM
OF THE SEASON

CONCEDED

THE

YOUR
ARMS
DANDY BALLAD,
FOX TROT

HEN AND

NY ISLE
FGOLDEN

HE SO

THECOW

DREAMS

HIGH CLASS

ONLY A DREAM
OF THE PAST

WALTZ SONG.

TOUR EYES
HAVE TOLD
BALLAD

will find a " REM ICK" office In nearly every town you play— no waltingeverything ready for you—orchestrations. Prof, copies, special arrangements.

•You

NEW YORK—219 West 40th Street
BROOKLYN—066 Fulton Street

PROVIDENCE—Berkshire Hotel, Eddie Mtok
BOSTON— 228 Treiront Street
PHILADELPHIA—31 South 9th Street
WA8HINGTON-9th and D Streets, N. W.
PITT6BURGH-244 Fifth Avenue
CLEVELAND— HiRPOdrome Building

DETROIT—137 Fort 8treot, West
SEATTLE—321 Pike 8treet

ATLANTA—301 Fletlron Building
BALTIMORE—323 North Howard Steffi
SALT LAKE CITY— Linden Hotel
TORONTO—127 Yonge 8treet
CINCINNATI—515 West 0th Street
MINNEAPOLIS—218 Pantages -Building

CHICAGO—S3* 6tste. Lake

Building

PORTLAND. ORE^322 Washington Street
8AN FRANCI8CO-W8 Market Street
ST. LOUIS—Tho Orard Leader
L08 ANGELE8—427 South Broadway

BUFFALO—485

Main 8treet

AKRON, OHIO— M. O'Neill Co.
ALBANY. N. Y~-Kenmore Hotel
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SEASONS
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COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

f

Playing 33rd Consecutive

Week and Booked
"IT'S

ARTHUR

J;

THE

HORWITZ

Bergere is less fortunate In her company than in. her sketch, "The Moth."
Her leading man, Herbert Warren, is
the sole bright spot in the cast, except
"The Moth
of course Miss Bergere.
measures up as follows: Entertaining
in its first scene, mediocre in its second,
worse in its third, and excellent in itB

i ?

fourth. The Bracks, athletic novelty, is
one of the beat ever seen in' Syracuse;

the Bedini

Show

V— ft:.-

mm

Rehearsal Date

BERRIES"

and LEE
JIM MIE

George MacFarlane pleased with his
songB and stories. Hunting and Francis
hit a popular note with their flower shop
skit.
Ann Gray, with a series of songs;
Adonis and Company, and Felix and
Fisher add additional athletic features
Business at this house
to the program.
continues excellent; there is no let up
in the patronage even on days When the
weather is Btormy.

1,

\ '.':'

^

r

Solid Until August

Exclusive Representatives for

:•'•

•

**
'"''''

Thank* To

./&

REVIEW ENTITLED
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KRAUS
SHEA

CARROLL

and CLAIRE

—

BASTABLE.
First
half,
"Liberty
There are Just three reasons
Girls."
for applauding the "Liberty Girls" and
their present vehicle,. "Manlese Isle,"
which Drew and Campbell brought to
the Bastable Monday for three days. The
trio of excuses for working up a circulation in the hands are the Runaway
Four, from which, however, one of the
quartette has apparently ran. Or maybe

THE NIFTY COMEDY ENTERTAINERS

I

he ran from the show itself: if the
1b the case, he sure, displayed
latter

..-.-

head work.

TEMPLE.—Vaudeville.
CRESCENT.—Vaudeville. ..»:'-"•
STRAND.—All the week, "Male

and

Female." One of the best films of the
season, dramatized
from the Barrle
novel, "The Admirable Chrichton." Heavily

by

advertised

the

house,

netting

splendid results. Opened on Sunday to
capacity houses throughout the day
with crowds in line for a full city block.
Breaking all box office records.
ECKEL-All the week, "Heart o' the
Hills" and "The Grocery Clerk." Making good shewing as opposition to the
•

„

LATOY BROS.

@©$g @&$d&*mimw $&M6&

DAN

de Mille attraction at the Strand.
"
SAVOY.—First part, "Water, Water

Everywhere.'

TOP.—First

part.

"The Amateur Wife!"

Business; in the legitimate houses here

The

INEBRIATE
and

'

BACHELOR
In

,

*»*

SOMETHING
DIFFERENT
March
March

Man*
Man*

4,
0,
8,
9,
II. 12.
IS. 16,

6-Flftfl

Important
as umbrellas

AVMW

lO-QrwwpcHnt

IS-iath Stmt

17—HuImi Opera

in

Hoots

Sailing

'

"Mauritania"
'

.•

-

ACROBATICS
way.

STILL DOING

IT.

30catyourdntggzst

GEORGE FOSTER

,

off ill effects of cold,
rattiy weather. For 55

years it has ended distressing cougbs and eased inflamed, ir«
mated throats, hoarseness and throat
tickling.
Keep it in the medicine
cabinet ready for immediate use at
the very first symptoms.

We were the first to Introduce
CLEAN COMEDY
in • different

March

Because Piso's wards

March 20th

•*

opiate.

,

s.

Contains no

Good for young and old'i

London Representative.

HUGHES &
MANWARBSfG
Palace Theatre Annex,

Drawn by Archie

Onri.

Of course we featured him in the

cut,

with as.

New York
BOOKERS

Broadway,

IBM
City.
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JEROME

REMICK

H.

AND

CO.

'GONE ARE THE CARES OF THE DAY,"

WHEN YOU HEAR THE ENCHANTING LAY

>

?!

v.-

VENETIAN MOON
Lyric ty

.

.Music by

SONG

*

PHIL. GOLDBERG

GUS KAHN

4

FRANK

MAG1NE

.'

PIANO

remarkable

-This

song was written by
Kahn, Goldberg & Magine
and is conceded by orchestra leaders and

P

singers alike, to be the

musical gem

"Neath

the

pale-

the

season.

;

any

the «*REMICK ,»

ol

Branches.
_^Wjwf-«Mt_tta» Hn-ihJ

«,\e'.nc4ha waaQ*twnttir$-iMtt>t»*i*

of

Complete

chestrations
?

or-

and"... artists'
*

.

.

,

copies are ready for you.
.

Oonr liht JOBI 1» jnidW H.BBDCK 4 CO, gjf tttfc
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You will find a "REMICK", office In nearly every town yon play— no waiting—
every Ihlagjready for you—orchestrations. Prof, copies, special arrangements.
NEW YORK—219. Wart
BROOKLYN—566

46th Street

.'•

Hotel, Eddie
228 Tremont Street
PHILADELPHIA—31 South Oth Street

Mack

BOSTON—

WASHINGTON—9th
i

•

PITTSBURGH—244

and

D Street.,

Avenue
CLEVELAND—Hippodrome Building
Fifth

SEATTLE—321

ATLANTA—801

Fulton Street

PROVIDENCE—Berkshire

N.W.

TORONTO—127

PORTLAND, ORE.—322 Wathiagtoa Street
SAN FRANCISCO—908 Markrt Street

Pike Street
Fl.tiron Building

BALTIMORE—323 North Howard
SALT LAKE CITY—linden Hotel
DETROIT— 137 Fort Street, Wert

.i?--fiS

Street

Yonge Street
CINCINNATI—816 Wert 6th Street
MINNEAPOLIS—218 Pantagee Building

ST.

LOUIS—The

Grand Leader

CHICAGO—634 State-Lake Building
LOS ANGELES—427

South Broadway

BUFFALO—485 Main Street
AKRON, OHIO—M. O'Neil Co.
ALBANY,

N.

Y.—Kenmoro

Hotel
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BEST PLACES TO STOP

LEONARD HICKS
Madison and Dearborn

S00

HOTEL GRANT

amd

"The Keystone of Hotel HcspitalRy"
Offers Special Weekly Rates to the Profession

Streets

(huni) piano .™^
all kinds op scknerv avi) spotlk.ht— open. slnhay
'.

the direct faperriiion of the owners. Located in the heart of the city, Jnet off
offices, principal theatres, department stores, traction

Broadway, cloie to all booking
"L" rosd and *ubway.

;

gxoo

lines,

We

are the largest msintalneri of housekeeping furnished apartments specialising to
theatrical foiki.
are on the ground dally. This alone Insure* prompt serrics and
cleanliness.

We
ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH 8TEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

Ph,ologr-«ipK"?r.«.-

HILDONA COURT

HENRI COURT

•
Phase: Bryairtias
Jsrt ceaislftst; tfoiatar
ajartawat* rmnnl I* *olta of MM, two aaa turn
tllaS kIMiMM.
rnsi, wlta Tllod earn iM
MtSBSSSttm, TIwm *#*rtn*nt* (wtoey ovary laxiry

uul 311 w«*t 4tth 3t Phsss: Briaat «s»
aravta-the-mlasts, mm. trsmaf
ram* Is aaarbeasta el threrssd tear ream wtte
Mtonest as? arlvata bath. 'Pbsas to as* apart-

•41 1* 847 Wsstssth at
sallalaa. so lax*.

A

mmr.

keews

t* sMdem mtmm.
tU.M Up HratMr:

IIS

312, 314

As

117-00

W

U» We*Iy

aoorha.

MB

;

NORTH STATE STREET

!!Hi

tatti

Passe: Bryaat 7112
noa artnaeta, with art*»S t*la>h«aat. Tu* prtraay

u

ts srs setef

traction*.

for

i»

ou

at

ha

at-

tS

-R;iil(]()!ph:0::!):{

mW

at swalee,
date tear sr b ore

One Block

Bryant IJ4-555-78S3

PEUHAM HEATH INN

v

PetBam Parkway,

'.'
£MRS. GEORGE DANIEL, Proprietress
Spscisl Summer Rates from J* a* to September
Csterlns BidnilT.ly to the Prof eaaion
776-78-89 EIGHTH AVENUE Bejtween 47th and 43th Stxort*
Private Bath and •Phone
.™«ttT7« EIGHTH AVENUE
In Bach Apartment
'

NEW YOBK

'

Of

,

Prei

Times Bonare

to

EMMFM AVENUE
Hwt

754-7§6

Ons Btoth
Between «•*% andtnh ffiscsJa
Throe, fear and Prrs-Beeca EShj&^tqa Fhxals&vd

The Edmonds Furnished Apartments

at ahatolMSter

BLOSSOM

'

Merrick Read. Lyabreek,

P^Si^—-

Open

P

,

|

Phone:

aa«

Tfcr*«

tme

Apartments can be seen evening*. Office in each bnlldiag.

Tal.

Ruildin<

-

U* Weekly

MO Wert sjsj ft, Ptose;.s*>SBS4a»f.jlll
US f*or man wJtb earn, fartfisei Ore
a curt*
n Is ttt»
Thaw
3 WWI **w*ewa**
at) em
„
U
SMS lip
112.(0 Up Weekly
Address all eommanications to M. Clsmsn
Principal Office—Ysndls Court, 241 West 43rd Street, New York

vrtnu

Sfntf-Lakc::- 1 !'-!!*-

THE»DUPLEX

YANDLS COURT

Watt 43rd at
On*, tans asd tear

241 -247

tksN

CHICAGO

CHICAGO'S FOREMOST
THEATRICAL PHOTO STUDIO

Housekeeping Apartments
(Of the Better Class—Within Reach of Economical Folks)

Under

AT

All

U

Aycaaot and

EBMM

I UneoaaSsa In

Year

Bttfior

INN

Gafrine and Sarrloa.

&X9t»m

Of H.

*

JL

•W
Gee, P. Behaelder, Prep.

Pksast Bryant 1144

THE BERTHA
West 43rd

NEW YORK

Street

"The 13tk C2air""PETE" SOTERfift

CITY

Catering to the' comfort and convenience of the p rsf ststesu
Steam Heat and Bleetrlc light - - - - 1I.W Up

NEXT BOOB TO TEE COLONIAL THEATRE,

IRVINGTON HALL
IS5

TO

$:.

.

359

WEST

S18T

You'll

mmm

'

Up

aMammjt

..'

Address

all

i

eommanications to' Charles Tenenbanm, Irvington HalL
-No connection with any other honse.

'

.'

It located

WEST RANDOLPH

Brsbtsry of tt* Great

at 179 North Clark St.

COBi

Hatbart

12

Neon to

U»

A.

City

MsjplMS

Joist sf Ills Choerfal

Hall

aaj OMIias lea.

"MY CELLAR"

"The"

Bendeweu* of Bofiemlsm.

THE GRIDDL1

MRS. LEVY'S KITCHEN
Open

CHICAGO

.

49

Eddy St, San Frsadsco
Adjacent to ererywliere.
Open all the una ;'"..:

242 West 41th St. Opp. N. V. A.

FLORENCE LESTEO. Mgr.

ST.,

>

Chew

Mloan; JpsejlteJHstst SbarMaa,
111 IM owt PuTTfcp, tttfl Prop.

BALTIB0R6

FOOD FOR THE BODY
HOME COOKING

SI

plenty of Potts but no Pans at

at tts Dnstttots
it
;

CATER TO THE PROFESSION

'
\.

find

POTTS PLAGE

Phones CIRCLE «44»

STREET

elevator, fireproof building of the nnreet type; sarlnc erary Aerie* aaa aajB
]
ApaitxeeuUi are beautifully arranged, and oom*l*t of X 3 and 4 room*, wlta luttftan* ana
tiled bath and 'phone
117.00
Weekly

Aa
i

'

It chairs.

Private Bath, 3-4 Roams.
,

S.R. O.

tUofimt to Capaslty srary alght ss> hars rsasdolsi, adding IS mere ehalrs and tt toblss,
as> Pstl Drsas salts afloired. My tosks and chops are Jnst the same as whan 1 had

hat

Clean and Airy.

Complete for Housekeeping.

32S

S.R.O.

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

If.

Waffle*,

Hot Cake*. Han)

A Eggs,

"SOME COFFEE"

v

MARION HOTEL
'

'

156

West 85th

Under new management

Street, N. Y. City (2 blocks

Tel. Greeley

from Penn. Station)

'

Ben Fitzer, formerly of the Regent
and Happy Hour, theatres here, has assumed the managership of the Top the-

,

roam s a ll modern convenience*— kitchen
Rates: $4 and up.

101 newly renovated
privilege*.

MARTIN

5373-6374

A.

WEST 44TH STREET

All

(6TH AVE.),

Room* Single

or

En

Convenience*—Equitable Rates

continues to show a slump, and the
present season will be far from a successful one, unless there >ls a sudden
shift in the situation.
Bookings have
been cancelled in New York, it is said,
as a result of the poor response. The
vaudeville houses and the movies are
doing excellent business, however, while
the Beatable is also coming in for a
good percentage of patronage.

Mlse Blllie Kendall of "Nothing But
Love," which played the Wleting- here

m

Billy Bantey, ball player

and evan-

NEW YORK CITY
ay

who wove

(

experiment. Billy is desirous
to see whether he can "come back" and
hence, this return engagement in Syracuse. He will be here for 10 days and
the revival will be staged in the Arena.
aa»aa»a«»ma«»»«

*

Morris Fitzer, proprietor of the Langan
theatre here, will add to his theatrical
holdings oh April 1 when he will assume
control of the Arcadia, a movie house
iu the South End.

/

_^a»ntffffc?5a

.

Charlotte Le Clair, Eckel theatre usher,
Is the center in Detroit of a strange
web of Justice entangling two prisoners,
Joseph Muscolino and nls wife, Mrs.
Genevieve Muscolino, both of this city,

With or Without Bath
TEL. BRYANT 1197-1118

Suite,

make an

f

picture house.

laet'woek, la critically
at her apartment in the Onondaga here. Mlsa Kendall was stricken soon after her arrival
here, and has failed to Improve,.

(FORMERLY HOTEL BRYANT)

101

atre, the city's

IBJTIUHaVWrgr

GRAHAM, Manager

HOTELfARISTO
Under New Management

eta,

.

and professionals at the Lyceum, Elmlra, on March' 15. It's under the direction of the Woman's Civic League.

the snare for her.

The Mua-

collnos are held, charged with violations
of the Mann White Slave Act. Miss Le
Clair, 18 and pretty, disappeared from

this city two weeks ago.
She told the
Detroit authorities that she was' lured to
Detroit- by the pair of Syracuaaos and
there held a captive In a hotel.

The John
pany

B.

Rogers Producing Com-

of Cleveland, O., will stage "FIBf
"
with a cast of amateurs
of the r~
Toy Shop"
i

newest big down town'

Myron Cornell, connected with the
Eckel for many years as house attache,
celebrated his nineteenth birthday on
Sunday, although he has actually seen
76 summers and winters. Mr. Cornell Is
still at the Eckel ticket slot every day;
very much on the job.
Funeral services for Frank X, MUo,
former circus man, who died at Oswego,
N. Ya Feb 28. were held on Tuesday in
the Starch City. MUo In the old days
both

was a horseman with

Barnum &

and with Yankee Robinson's
After retiring from the sawdust
game, he served Oswego as a police/
officer.
Besides his widow, he leaves
two sons, two daughters and four
Bailey'a

chows.

•

brothers;

Five week's friendship culminated in
the marriage here on Saturday of J. H.
Taylor, Cnnastota manager for the Morton widmayer Amusement Corporation,
and Nellie Fry, teaches of music in Canastota High
h School,
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MESSRS. MORRIS

& FIEL PRESENT

THE AUSTRALIAN TENOR

ARTHUR GEARY
Two Yean Principal Tenor, New York Hippodrome

KEITH'S, BOSTON,

NEXT WEEK (MARCH

- "

:

8)

SAVOY THEATRE
IN

THB KB4BT OF

SAN FRANCISCO
House, available for Road Attractions
"FLO FLO" DID U«V8M

i'i;

fDB OB WBRi FOB

OFBf

TUB

SAMUEL B. GROSSMAN, Managar

i

The Western

Vaudeville
Managers' Association

Spectacular Scenery
plus Superb Service
Ifa a lone way from California to Boul Mich and
Broadway but ifa a great old trip when your yard of
ticket reads via the

Canadian Pacific Railway
you see quaint English Victoria and Vancouvertrail river canyons—Fraser, Thompson, Kicking
Bow—through 600 miles of spectacular Alpine
—24 hours through the best of "Fifty
Switzerland's in One." Make your

M. COOPER
IRVifiC
ABTBTSf BEPRBSKNTAT1YB

First

then

Horse and

locations"

-

Jump From Coast to Coast
In 90 Hours

JOK COOPER,

C. P. R. train with" Fifth Avenue dinner cuisine—
beds that sleep like your own—telegraphic news fresh
the way—and no passports required.
call, write or telephone one of the
reservations—
For
Canadian Pacific Passenger Offices:
N«w Tork : U J 1 Broadway. Msdbea Sqaar. SMS

1411 BROADWAY,
Gea. Kgt.

on a

I!

n—,

Vaadartll. Acta Waatad at All Ttaiaa

The Webster Vaudeville

all

I,

NSW YOEE

'

«1te SSS-tv* DaUwar. Kdf
WO ACT TOO BTaJ-WO SAIJUtT TOO

Cslcaro: 140 Booth Clark 8L. Mij«Ue M2S
San Francisco: 157 Harkat SU Sattar IMS
Lea Angeles: 105 Booth S prime St,
WSJ tfJSJ

Pfcaae BUJaaato

Mm

P.S.Cq west the same way—tVe a revelation
in

keen kicking on the prices charged here
In restaurants, as well as In department
Th? kicks are receiving a
stores.
thorough siring by the agents.

comfort and semen.

Robert Townsend, stage hand, la
complainant apalnst Orlan Kolsay; his
wife, Mrs. Ruby Kelsey, and Charles
Cashel arrested here charged with attempting; to work the old "badger game."
Townsend claims tbat Cashel took him
to a room where he .was introduced to
Mrs. Kelsey only to have her husband
come In and hold him up for $100.
Singling Brothers' Circus will be the
canvas entertainment to be presented In Syracuse this year. Coming
first

as a aura> sign of sprint;, the advanoe
agent hit the city late last week. Rlnglings will play here early In April.

& Amber Agency
trs bTARnr rnmrr
SAN FRANCISCO

Over a score of special Federal Department of Justice men are in Syracuse Investigating alleged profiteering.
Syracuse professionals for some time have

BUMPUS & LEWIS, 245 W. 46tii St, N. Y.

BEAUMONT'S

Phona
Bryant MIS

THE

PACIFIC COAST

taken over by the Bobbins interests.

n
The Btnghemton Festival Cho'«"-J^A
1 BO Parlor City most,
a membership
Trie
clans, -was organized last week.
chorus will specialise in operatic music.
president.
Clement Bowera

NEWBERBf.
„ By H. P.Empress
empress.
Flayers with

^

Edythe

—
—

Ray Collins and all the
Business very good.
23, Gallo English Opera Co.

Elliott,

favorit es.

U

AVENUE,

THE IMPRESSION YOU MAKE ON THE AUDIENCE
Livelihood. Our Curtains Will Give Your
Act Atmosphere. All Colors, Unique Designs. Handsomely Painted New Curtains Our Specialty. For Sale

Means Your
and Rent

SCENERY studios
^^
DIOrS AHD FULL STAGS SBTTWaB

Tour Serrlea

PMONIt BBYAMT SMS

DIRECTLY OPPOSITE THE

WEST

46th STREET
New Usdar CaaatmU sa Cargoes* Sato la Creea sad OU Call.

230

this week Joined the managerial
will
of the Bobbins Amusement Co: and
the Majestic. Utlca. Just

hVk&Ctedat

VELVET and
PAINTED

ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW!
Artists at

B. Candee, superintendent In the

and forUtlca Department of Recreation,
mer wellknown TJtlea newspaperman.
staff

G. Charles Paisley has signed a two
years' contract with the Arthur Shirley
Productions of Sidney, Australia, and
will leave April 7.

HOWS YOUR ACT
Our Factory and

Bae

rtU

Blake

'I
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Circuit

HOB

Cam Be

isi Dirtaa

Pisgis—
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Wat**

Tails

N. V. A.

CLUB HOUSE

Spaas far Weakly Aaa

BBS

3BS

B. F. AtfBaS. Preddeni

MURDOCH.

J. 1.

Genera! Manager

P. P.

PROCTOR,

Vfce-Pe*ideiit

Exchange

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville

:.

New Tor©

(Palace Tiieatre Buildtefe
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can book direct by addressing
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BROADWAY THEATRE BUILDING
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Theatrical Enterprises
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C MATTHEWS in
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1493 Broadway
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(Putnam Building)
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BEN and JOHN FULLER
AUSTRALIAN ENTERPRISES
Alkna«rl. M.Ml.ot, Pleeadlllr. London.

March

W. L Be. fUlcr

will

hi I.e*tc4 la

ftW

Tar*

ImW.V.UA.Ii OiImco. 8m BtU Haratiy. Ackwsuu-Banto. tu Wtm+wm.
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If

Harry

Rickard's

HUGH
I

D.

Tiroli Hieatres
McINTOSH, Goveming Director
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Offtelt

NORMAN JEFFERIES

You Don^t

VARIETY—-Don't Advertise

WILLIAM FOX CIRCUIT

TTOU THfATtX

OF THEATRES

mmhtm

WILLIAM FOX.

President
New York
JACK W. LOEB
a
BMMf Wumvm
EDGAR ALLEN

-M|

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING

Advertiae in
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"SMILES"

Direction

Ray Hodgdon and

Charlie Morrison

NEXT WEEK

KEITH'S ROYAL,

MARCH

KEITH'S BUSHWICR,
Many Thanks

MR. E. F. ALBEE, MR.

to

HARRY

E. V.

DARLING,

also

MR. DERR

D.

A

(March 8)

15

for Courtesies Extended While at the Riverside Theatre

$10,000

COMPOSER

WANTED

We

are publishers of "big hit" popular music and offer
exceptional opportunities to a A
who can measure up to
our requirements.

'!•
•

MAN

x

A

composer of

live,

popular music.

man

does not need to be, an experienced old "War*
He doesn't have to be famous; but he must know
how to write music that will win and hold everybody who
hears it. Maybe this man is just a youngster; so-called. Maybe,
he is just a "cbmer," but whatever he has done in the past or'
what he is doing now won't amount to a row of beans unless he
is able to produce real music.

This
Horse."

,

i

—

.

If

120 Laughs

',V

;
.

20 Minutes

in

How Do
:'

Do

I

It?

Mi-

GRANDWIEW.

them copying and doing
Just what I left behind.

Georgie O'Brien-Clicker
office)

Who Pays ?

,

ERNIE YOUNG

week, offering: a repertoire of three
operas to good attendance. 4-6 University Players Club .presents "Oreen Stock-

all

annual play.
—"Checkers,"

I

ORPHBUM. Wm. Rook and Girls
headline vaudeville bill.
VANTAGES.—Maurice- Samuels and Co.
top bill of vaudeville.
COLUMBIA. Hippodrome vaudeville
and pictures.
ARENA. Ice skating- and hockey.
DOMINION.
Marguerite Clarke In
"Luck In Pawn.".
REX. William Farnum In "The Lone
Star Ranger."
GLOBE. Constance Talmadge In "Two

WASHINGTON, D. C.
HARDIE MEAKIN.
SHUBBRT - OARRICK. — William

ROYAL.

first showing of
Was alBo shown at the
at the Maple Leaf Theatre.
Prices 36-50 cents and boxes 75 cents.
"Checkers," the song" written for this
picture is also sung; at each performance.
.

IMPERIAL.—Dark.

,

—

—

Weeks."

—

LEAP.—William

"Checkers."

COLONIAL.
T*<*rff k ct

—Eugene

Lover

Pox

fllm ;

—

la

McCulloUgh and John
However, John Ruggles Is miss-

Hlbbard,
ing,

Carl

as well as Peggy O'Neil,

Mabel

latter.

business.

8)—Mt

'

Ada Meade
Doing good

—The Dancers Diplomatique a
Russe, Helen Collne and Co. in "Win-

COSMOS.
of

the

Tiger"

Normand

In

la

dows." Ellis and Irwin in "What Next?"
Norma Talma. Kennedy and Burt In "EnMarried *- Divorced," George
gaged

—

POWELL TROUPE

Next Week (March

March
March

1-3.

4-7.

,

Vernon, and Harlem Opera House,

For open time address t
'

STOCKTON'S TERRIERS
"Billboard.,"

doing excellent business.

POM'S.— "Fifty-Fifty" with Herbert
SHUBBRT-BBLASCO.—Arthur HamThe cast remersteln's "Tumble In."
mains practically the same, with Edna
having succeeded the

O'Brien In "The

with David Powell.

KITSILANO.

11.,

Keith's Jersey City, March 18-20.
A.

Corthf.ll.

*'

BROADWAY.—"Teeth

"Jinx."

i

It

lead.
i

Kelly.

'

•

MAPLB

ings," fifth

same time

Harlem O.

Keith's Prospect, March 11-14.

Proctor's 23rd St, March 10-17.

Brady presenting Mary Nash and Holbrook Blinn In a now; play by Benjamin
F. Clazer, "Mand and Woman."
NATIONAL.—Return - of "Ben Hur"
wltb a looal man, Richard Buhler, In the

.

— —

this film here.

Keith's

Proctor's Mt. Vernon,

dramatic actress.

/

—

R05AN0 AND HIS
NAB1MBAPH0NE

Look This Act Over At

Elliott featured,

I

Direction,

fully.

PRIN-

The last attraction at the Empress'
was "The Straight Road" with Edythe
and giving an excellent
portrayal of an emotional part. It is
said that the play Is to be used next
season as a vehicle for a well known

W.

H. D.

PAIRVIEW,

Lee Morris, former stock player here
and also a picture actor. Is now teaching
picture acting with Robert Athon's new
dramatic school here. Bffle Johnson (Mrs.
Athon) Is also wltb the school. Pupils
of Mr. Athon will shortly be seen here In
a play to be staged by them.

I left

(Max Hart

us

CESS, NATIONAL, FROGRESJ3.— Films.

.

So

man—Write

.

i

,

',

you are the man or know such a
nobody in person.

will interview

ANSWER

And They Asked me how I did it!
So I quoted the Scripture's text:
"Let your lights so shine
That they are a little ahead of the next"
So they followed on and copied
'(•'.
But they could not copy my mind

-

We

New York

"

New York
.<

r

y

ar *. <

ln " l

^S

% £Z S
X?Bobby
Randall.
Feature
BOO.

...
w

Yo «r Pardon,"

pictures.
Bedlnl'a
"Peek-a-

GAYBTY.—Jetfn

-

»B^ -Vh^6E Dorothy Dalton
WS C
"ThrA
u?fe A -Iren °»*
MOORE'S RIALTO.—Norma

—

°

1'a te

In

"A Daughter

of

Two

.;

':-

v

.

?9KtX's-"0,rlax GlrlB Girls I"

H
*k

Talraadgo
Worlds."

I

CRAND ALL'S METROPOLITAN.—Owen-

Moore

in "Piccadilly Jim."

P1
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Wire Exploits"
Direction H. B.
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HERE

BALLAD
T WONDERFUL
THE CHORUS OF THA
— _—_________________________
—
_

IS

___

-

.

-

$1

"•''-n.'-ii

Great

Orchestra

r

Double
Will Fit Any Act
Call, Write or
Wire
Single,

Leaders:
Send for this

•

?:

v

j

Great Fox Trot

••.•*

S

Orchestra

KEOUGH

EZ.

.

#['

4

W

Prof. Mgr,

j

i

^Arrangement
'
»
s
,

$

:
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V.

By

the Composer of "Cirolina Sunshine"
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JEAN BEDINI
35 consecutive weeks next season on the greatest theatrical
Columbia Amusement Company,

will pay, for

-•-

-.sv

\.-.'.-

--•.-•

.->.,

•'•.

circuit in the world, operated

by the
'*

]

WEEKLY SALARY

$1,

M*.
for any feature attraction, artist (man or woman), or act, agreeable to

new Columbia

to

become the

star attraction of his

:

JEAN
ii

Mm,

T|

Circuit show,

BEDINI'S

'.\

TWINKLE TOES"

opening next August.

Jean Bedim

is

The

feature, artist or act

may come from musical comedy, vaudeville or the dramatic field.

the producer df the Columbia Circuit's sensational attraction
},.

JEAN BEDINI'S "PEEK-A-BOO"
the

wonder of burlesque, which

will also continue

over the Columbia Circuit next season.

JEAN BEDINI
Putnam

Building,

v

New York City

MOORE'S GARDEN.—May Murray' End
David Powell In "On With the Dance."

**-*-*-*-^M*#—**m**+*mmT**

Charles Sugnah-Turner fa hack In
town, hla season with "Polly anna" having terminated recently with the appear*
ance of the Mary Plckford of the same
Slay. Turner has planned to spend the
alance of the season writing:. A recent
vaudeville sketch of his which has
firoven successful Is to be lengthened

°bim Alive! Some

.

The second costume version of Cornstock and Oest's "Chu Chin Chow" Is to
appear at Poll's next week.

.

nto

a

play.

"^hais what ^41

Foklna gave the entire performance before a capacity house and three of her
numbers brought the audience to their
lVocal critics
feet with enthusiasm.
stated that never before had such
gorgeous costumes been exhibited as
those worn by this wonderful artist

said after
Sinsins

V

Lawrence Beatus introduced something
In the way of overtures for his symphony orchestra at LoeWs Palace during

new

Mine. Foklna was forced to appear
alone here at the National last week because of the continued Illness of her husband and dancing; partner, Poklne. Mme.

the past

The concerts for the forthcoming week
Include de Qogorza and Greta Masaon,
Louis Qraveure, Marguerite Matsenauer.
Mabel Garrison, Frits Krelsler, Tetranlni
and John MoCormack.

WARNING!

WARNING!
and

J7he waltz ballad fhats talcing
the country by storm and dedared by everyone to be one of the

Grab

Burton- Smyflie
f

529 ~Burk&Bidfy

Artists

not permit any artists, men or women playing your theatres to do my comedy version of Burlesque Mental
Telepathy or Mind Reading, in which a man or woman is blindfolded on the stage, man or woman going among the audience
.asking questions and securing articles, at the same time telling
the confederate in my original way using a strictly Burlesque
Code telling what the articles are, party on stage in turn
~
.
describes them,

To Managers:, Do

.

best "Par songs ever written.
it's out to make
record.'

a

Tallows

week when the orchestra ac-

companied the Chlokerlng-Amplco in its
remarkable rendition of "Hungarian
Rapsodie No. 8."

j

ft,!

To Artists: Any one who has been in show business any length
of time is familiar with my way of doing my comedy Burlesque

Music Pubs.

Mind Reading. This I have fully copyrighted and any one infringing on my material will be prosecuted.
Now, pirates

SzaWe, Was/b.
,

keep

off.

oAU Aatenals read/ write Or wire

Dance
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BILLY
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Q£ certs

Orchestrations.
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Direction
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South State Street, Chicago, Illinois
...:.-.
Iliat Nat. Exhibitors' Exchange, 402 Sloan BuUding, ClerelandV OhioFir»t Nat. Exhlblton' Exchange, Oid iMill Theatre Bnlldinft, Osllaa,
first Nat. Exhlhltora' Exchange, 1732 Welt on Street, Denver, Colorado
A. Si Blank Entexprlaea, S26 Iowa Bnlldlng, Dee Moines, lows
i
Fint National Film Exchange, 63 East Blixabeth Street, Detroit, Michigan
The H- Litber Company, 24 West Washington Street, Indianapolis,
-A. E, Blank Enterprises, 817 Gloyd Building, Kansas City, Missouri
Blehsids & Fly nn, 12th Street, Kansas City, Missouri
.;.'.; ,
first Nat. Exhlblton' Exchange, 83S South Brosdwsy, Loa Angeles, California

Fint Nat. Exhlbitorg' Exchange,
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Marietta Strwt, AtUntm,
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Piedmont Street, Boitoa,
Fnaklla Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Theatre Building, Louisville, Kentucky
Exhlblton' Exchange, 402 Toy Building, Mil wsukee, Wisconsin
Exhibitors' Exchange, 4M Loeb Arcade Building, Minneapolis,
Lieut
Exhlblton' Exchange, 126 Meadow Street, New Haren, Connecticut
Exchange of N. J, 729 Seventh Avenne, New York, N. Y.
•• .:
Exhlblton' Exchange, 1401 Talane Avenue, New Orleans, Louisiana
Exchange of N. Y, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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First National Exhibitors' Exchange, 414 Fen-y Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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fint National Exhlblton' Exchange, 904 Bast Broad Street, Blchmond, Virginia
Grand Central film. Company, New Grand Central Theatre, St, Lools, Missouri
2nd South Street, Salt Lake City, Utah
Turner & Dahnken, 184 Golden Gate Avenue, 8sn Francisco, California
fint National Exhlblton' Exchange, 2022 third Avenue, Seattle, Washington
Regal Films, Ltd, Temple Building,. Toronto, Canada
Allen Brothers, Allen Theatre Building, Toronto, Canada
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/-A. H. Blank Enterprises, 314 South 13th Street, Omaha, Nebraska
Dosslnlon Amusement Company, Imperial Theatre, Ottawa, 'Canada
/first National film Exchange, 1339 Vine Street, Phllsdelphls, Pennsylvanis
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First National Exhibitors' Circuit,. 126 East

First National Exhlblton' Circuit, Ltd, 1218 Standard
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We

have a big South Sea Island picture
showed and presented in big towns with appropriate
atmosphere and music and require a number of peiformers

to be road

The
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First Natiobal Exhibitors' Circuit. Inc.
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MOVING PICTURES
FAITH.
a Fox production of "The
style with Peggy Hyland
She Is at her best, giving a
flirtatious and when necessary an

This
Miracle
tarred.
firetty,

{.-'

la

Man"

ntense performance. If it Is true Fox
la lotting her go It seems a pity.
well directed and photographed, this
feature tells the story of an old Scotch
Tillage where the school teacher Is so
lovable a character he keeps people well
and happy by telling them bow to cure

.'

;

V

sis
!

I

their faults. His shepherd son falls In
love with the niece of the town's man
of wealth who wishes her to marry a
member of the nobility. Schemers try
to bring this about for their own benefit.
The result Is the niece's desperate ill*
nese.
Only the school teacher's faith
onres her. He and his son are released
from Jail and all ends happily. Simple,
sincere' stuff.
Leed.

"

background and discounting a rather
THE BLUE PEARL
slow pace, seem to qualify the picture as
a release able to stand on Its own merits,
One of the most Interesting sad
though Us class might be designated bedynamic pictures produced In some time
tween what Is best and what is medium.
Is "The Blue Bird," shown at the Stanley
The story is of the west with plenty of Monday. This Is one of the feature progun play, horsemanship that lends- a ductlons of the I* Lawrence Weber
thrill,
especially
two riders cutting 'Photo Drams, Inc., fiom the Shubert
down-hill at a pace that would almost
production, released by, Republic Pici

make the hair of the Inexperienced bris- tures.
{
tle, a love story that fits the action and
The story of the mystery photoplay rea struggle between a lot of western
volves around the disappearance of a
rough necks and the hobo for the pos- fem of fabulous price worn by Mrs. Perasession of a gold mine.
roke Kent, a woman who has a certain
The kids will eat It up while the social position in New York, although at
elders will Bit through It pleased but not
heart Is an adventuress. While at dinner
seriously impressed. A feature that has
at the home of Mrs. Kenneth Webb the
all the earmarks of making- good In a. pearl disappears from Mrs. Kent's neck.
ten-cent houaa
step.
One of the guests Is the New York

who begins an Inquiry on the spot. Suspicion points to
every one of the guests, and It is well
Although the police take
grounded.
every precaution, for a time they are
Police Commissioner,

baffled through their Inability to pin the
crime on any one or locate the pearl.
A visual demonstration Is given the
audience of the latest methods employed
by the police In pursuing crime. It sits
In breathless suspense watching the evolution' of the investigation.
The cast is a strong one. It Includes
Edith Hallor. Florence Billings, Fair
BlMey, Lumsden Hare, Carlos Giles and
Richard Halliday. The picture contains

Una settings, beautiful gowns and thrills
enough to please the most rabid picture
fan.

,.y

J?

BROADWAY.

:

The Broadway did a smashing business
Sunday night with the crowd hanging
over the brass rail, over the last row
of the orchestra and standing at interWithout a
vals of three to four deep.
shadow of a doubt the revue "Powder
Puff Follies," is proving as strong in

—

.-..

?..!.'

if}.--

>V

•

:'

•'

1'.

drawing power as when It first began
Showing four weeks ago. »•
It is the management's intention of
ho wing it 'four weeks more before the
{tresentation of a new feature, and it
ooks as if the "Follies" will last The
only change noted 1b that the Janes, six
In number, have covered a former naked
state which they exposed In the performance the opening night, by the use
Whether
»t the customary fiesblings.
the management, the law or the weather
had anything to do with taking to cover
There 1b one
Is a matter of conjecture.
girl, however, who has a little the better in weight over her slater-dancers,
and is causing an unnecessary, but well
needed laugh for the entire feature.
Between the revue and the feature

JesSe

L.

LdSky presents

WAL

REID

picture, both flashed In the lights, the
revue is by far the superior offering of
*»»•
the bill.
-

THE DANGEROUS TALENT,

i

,A feature needlessly drawn out y*t
a lavish hand, which might
easily have been connected in two reels.
It ie offered by the American Film Co.
and distributed through Pathe, but it
stands in no danger line of active bidding by exhibitors.

C
:

made with

---

'«*v#ffM&

By "the dangerous talent," the author
purposes the idea of a stenographer liv-

ing in an "indifferent city," who gets
the gate for ability to eopy the signer
turea of others In a manner that is entirely too dangerous to have her around.
She is out ot luck and while warming a
bench alongside an ex-chorus queen in
the park, listens to the rumbling pblli

i

she

$

•

.V.'

informed

as
osphy of
that In each rich man's home there Is a
skeleton that may rattle if the point is
pressed enough in that direction. True
enough I She conceives the Idea and begins to work it out on a man with a
philanthropic nature, whose curiosity is
piqued sufficiently to have her brought
to his home. In his employ she crosses
the "path of two conspiring individuals
butler and nurse, the latter whom she
met while living in the squalid section
of the said "indifferent city." The wind
up of the feature ends in the usual
clinch, with the pair arrested for trying
to make a get-away after killing one
man and tampering with the safe.
The feature is so devoid of action, good
drama and other equivalent to line It up
With the stronger features on the present
market, that its best recommendation Is
to remove It entirely and make room for
features that are amusing, and that goes
for the entire industry.
Margarita Fisher, featured. Is a very
personable woman, whose efforts would
be more appreciated in an offering better
qualified to play Loew or other houses,
Wtp.

the latter,

::

is

EXCUSE
MY DUST
JftyammouqltfrtcmftQicture

Y OUR
•fast

pulses will

pound as

as the engine

when

Waffle races with death—for

honor, love, and a child's

i

life!

\<

OVERLAND RED.

Directed

.Charles I>e Moyne
..Harold Goodwin

collie.

Louise Alacar me

.

Billy Wlnthrop.
Boggs
pago ...........

. .

8AM WOOD

ceaarle by WILL M. K1TCBBT
Adspted tress the -Batardsy *
Ivenlar Peer*

Harry Carey

Overland Red
Silent Saunders

by

Btery.

Vol* Vale
David B. Gaily
.C. Anderson
i.. Joe Harris

-Tee Bear Ttap," by

This, a Universal feature with Harry
Carey as an optimistic tramp, hoboing
hie way through the desert end meeting
with all sorts of adversities, yet looking
at life with an almost enviable sense of
humor, seemed to score with an audlAnoe at the Circle.
;

Its titles, star, locations,

picturesque

•*

i$y

WE CAN

This

is

the three column press book layout.

In

mat or
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MOVING PICTURES
THE RIGHT OF WAT.
This Metro 8cr sen Classic on exhibition this Week at the Capitol, juat
misses being a great picture. Of any
elame (or the miss Bert Lytell Is ab•olved. He give* a remarkable performance. He has been giving a series of
them. He Is as different In this from
his Interpretation In "Lombard!, Ltd."
(orginally designed for bla ate on the
•tags and then given Leo Carlllo because of Ly toll's contract with Metro)
as an actor well can be. In other word".
ho knows bis business and practices It.
Mere power to hlra. He's an actor who
keeps coming strong and aeon will be
Individually a foroe to reckon with In
I

j£Hr as this feature itself Is co'nmuch cannot bo said, though
'

It is a
vary fine picture,
ly its success because of Its
matter for speculation, but

_a

baa been dirty work at
.toe.' cross roads.
The direction Is at.trlbuted to Jack Dillon "under the personal supervision of Maxwell Karger."
Inasmuch as Mr. Karger Insists on personally supervising* everything Metro
does, It's a pity *e doesn't do hia work
thoroughly.
Into this product he has
let creep three fairly obvious errors.
A
word Is misspelled In an Insert and he
- has
let the dates stand at 1916 when
•rtlatically there

everyone who was anyone In Canada was

Ins>t war and In khaki at that ttme.
cidentally a newspaper head to fit the
circumstances is superimposed on a
story that has nothing' to do with the
play and so the illusion crashes for all
with eyes to see.

Mr. Karger's omissions, howsver, are
nothing compared to those of June

Mathis who has succeeded in getting the
minimum of drama out of Sir Gilbert
Parker's story. This yarn was a great
tear squeeser. It is so handled on the
screen that tbo least Instead of the most
is got out of It
It couldn't very well
have been "killed" altogether, but the
development of the two love episodes
are so Inadequate, the reasons for

Charley Steele's characteristics so much
a matter of say-so In an insert and the
last and final climax so mechanical aa

leave the spectator relatively cold
the whole vast audience at (he

to

5hen

ipitol should
to tears.

have

felt

impulse

tire

The length Is kept
down when there was no reason to curtail It and the whole affair seems a result of the mlamatlng of several minds.
Only Mr. Lytell, of all who had a hand
In the business, appears to have a clear
and continuous Idea of what was to be
This

Is

a shame.

done. He carries his conception of the
part straight through to a great death
scene. This and all of the picture was

charmingly photographed by Robert B.
Kurrle and the special art settings bv
Edward J. Shutter were up to the high
Metro standard. What was lacking was
that knit-together feeling so necessary
Everybody connected
to great work.
with this conception of the Canadian
baronet should have been Interested and
enthusiastic and working hard to make
a live effect. What we nave Isn't that,
hut a near-masterpiece technically.
The story Is well known, Charley
Steel, brilliant man of the world and
.

63

Is at his beat when drunk.
He
makes a cold-blooded marriage, believ-

PARTNERS OF JHE NIGHT.

ing neither In love nor God. Five years
he catches bis brother-in-

"To prevent men from becoming criminals" is the way a New Tork police detective puts It as his theory of conducting his profession. And In so doing he
.has a rather hard struggle with his chief
who tries to frame him for being honest.
This Is the basic plot of "Partners of

lawyer,

afterward

law embezzling and mortgages his

last

piece of property to clear his connection

with the name, proceeding up river that
night. Involved In a drunken brawl, a

big man springs to his defence. Steele
looks him In the eye. "Have I ever been
introduced to your* he demands with
characteristic Insolence and the whole
crowd turn on him. He Is pulled from
the river by a man he saved from the
gallows, but His memory Is gone.

When

It

comes back

to

him months

the Night," by Leroy Scott, scenario by
Charles & Whlttaker, directed by Paul
Scardon for Goldwyn.
With a remarkably splendid and evenly
balanced cast the producer has turned
out a fine, Interesting and suspensive
detective story.
The hero Ib a really
upright chap, who explains further that,
his mission Is not only to arrest criminals
but to give them a chance to run
straight
In so doing he saves Mary
Regan from becoming a crook and when
her better nature asserts itself and she
turns on the dishonest police chief she
earns the love of detective Clifford. The
finish may be more or less obvious to
the technical student of drama, but the
tale Is certain, to hold interest for the
layman.
,
Pinna Nesblt as the heroine, alternately good and wicked, indicates both phases
of her nature with intelligence: William
B. Davidson makes an attractive hero;
Mario Majeroni adds another to his

he learns that his wife has remarried.
He Is supposed to be dead
Shall he return? Not
The Insolent aristocrat shoulders his
burden because he Is an aristocrat, but
the lovely little backwoods girl who
feels his charm he cannot help. He can
neither marry her nor unmarry himself and so his death In a light Is the
best solution.
Admittedly all this Is great drama
but In the ploture It Is bare of warmth.
The bones are there but Mr. Karger
and Mlas Matthls have left them unfleshed.
What of the love of Kathleen
for Fairing? This should have been told
bo It gripped the heart. What ot Rosalie?
We hardly suspect how deeply
she Is hit. How did Joe Fortugals happen to be there in the nick of timet We
are asked to take It for granted.
Despite these faults Mr. Ly ten's fine
.acting makes of Steele a living person
—one worth. watching, for more than the
hour or so alloted him by the producer.
later,

and an embezzler.

1

i

.

numerous character

....

...

.

it does seem a trifle queer that with
the alleged hostilities between American
manufacturers of the cinema art and the
British exhibitors, that we here should
etlll keep on searching for material and
at last pick it up in an English market.
"The Sporting Duchess," one or the celebrated Drury Lane melodramas, bom In
England, has been given life in America
by the Vltagraph Co. and Is the-feature

.„,.

.

\
:/•:

.?-..'.

.

-

.

...
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offering at the Broadway.
Action!
One of three mediums -by
which the cinema has and can hope to
sustain the Interest of a restless public
la lacking in this "celebrated Drury Lane
melodrama", Its subject, offering the
eternal triangle, withcne bad egg trying to separate a gentle son of English
-.nobility from his cash and estates and
making another effort to separate his
wife from her virtue, Is about as played
out as '"Uncle Tom'B Cabin."
The story further taxes the credulity
and pajttence of a thinking public (if
picture patrons ever think) when trying
to make an audience believe that a man
can practice the villainy of Major Mobtyn's and get away with It In the manner
it makes one go away
that tie dues,
thinking that Englishmen either haven't
any sense, or that for the purpose of
the story It has been padded out to conform to a scenario writer's Idea of ful-

-.

•

.

•

T

-

.

•

.

.•

girl's'

THE SPORTING DUCHESS.

ieed.

'."'•

a8 the

?•••:. Jolo.

.

""

roles*

uncle and Emmett Corrigan dominates
as the thieving, grafting police chief.

'

v

.

,

:•'

J

filling his Job.

Robert. Br.uxitd

Warren

J.

be

a

delight

to

Kerrigan.

.

'

,

This Is a: Film Specials production rftL^
Edward Jose
leased by .the Republic.
directed 'the picture which has Claire
at the head of a cast of players that enact a fairly interesting story
In a capable, manner. The picture, now'ever, does not class as a special
way. although: the name sponsoring the
production would intimate- as much. It
Is Just one of the ordinary rum of tea...
tures that can be played In a dally

•

,

Whitney

many

"$30,000"

•

MOVING PICTURE WORLD: «30,000"
has plenty of action add the majority will
be pleased by the mystery incidents.
tt

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW: If you
want to enjoy "|30,000" keep your eyes
glued tight to
the time.

W.V.

It's

the' screen every moment of
a mystery -comedy-drama.

TOWNS ON

CORPORATION

527 Md> Awnoe. NevferkOtr
Msa*aajsTa^aaaJaei»»aSM»s»«s»l

-house.

__

_

•

The story was written by. Henry Warner and De Wit te Kaplan. It Is full of
improbabilities and about two years behind the time's.- To a great extent the
public Is through with war and spy stuff
and even though there Is considerable
of a love tale woven Into the piece the
war stuff predominates in such a manner
that- theeplcture must be listed with proAuctions of that sort.
A young girl, born of a French mother
and Austrian father is reared in Vienna.
She is also seduced there, by a young
officer,
she leaves the country and goes
-

.

is

interest

'•

MOTHERS OF MEK.

the

He

:

'

admirers of
a favorite
and his pictures are followed with keen

Warren

.

;

.

change program

will

£

.

Hcd-by brnestl. warde-

I.

and
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MOTION PICTURE NEWS:

-

'what is left of real dramatic worth is
seen In odd moments In the picture causing a contrast between what Is real and
what Is faked for the objective in contthuity.
_
WJ
Its cast is better than its subject, and
.characters help to main an English air
that Is
fitting with a locale In America
''
highly deceptive.
..
The shots taken of the race -is really v
the only palpitating In the entire feature.
An average draw for the exhibitor Is
BUp.
::
the verdict
.

KERRIG^
$30,000

It is not convincing

-

.

France, .where she Is taken in and
sheltered by her mother's kin folk. The
war comes and she" discovers that her
seducer Is In the house of. her relative,
a general In the French Army, as a serHe threatens her With exposure
vant.
unless she keep his secret and also secure advance Information of- the plans
of the general staff of the French army.
Finally she kills him and there Is a
happy ending with her clasped in the
arms of her husband,- who is, a son. of
those who have given her shelter.
Miss Whitney gives a pleasing performanco and she screens very well, although some of the camera work on the
close-up shots shows her out of focus.
The balance of the cast Is adequate
to

«rsa>

:-a

,

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD

INSIDE STUFF
ON PICTURES
tic one.
His best play, The Red
Light of Mars," has been, published but
not produced.
In the second mentioned Wilson Mizner was a collaborator, but all this is by the bye for
where Howard shone, was in the picture world. In Los Angeles, that intellectual desert, he became: a figure.
Than Howard there has never been a
better conversationalist. Richard Harding Davis alone could touch him and
all the wild escapades, the suits for
tibel, the Open defiance of law, the
leading of the Socialist cause were
E ut the gestures of a conversationalist
and producer who needed the stimulus
of life as some men need wine to inspire them.

The prodigious waste in white paper,
caused by "needless" exploitation matter which is sent out to the dailies
and which never receives as much as
an agate line of type, is emphasized
in an editorial pn the "Great Wastage"
by "The Citizen," of Tucson, Ariz.,
February 9. "It is not the paper which
is used by newspapers to tell the news
that is causing the trouble," quoting
the editorial, "but the unparalleled extravagance and waste of paper that is,
in line with all other extravagances
and waste which distinguishes the.
day." 'Enumerating matter as issued
from various publicity departments
over the United States, the editorial
pans the picture industry naming the
ollowing,

while

preceding

that

'

i

rather lighter cargo of one-cent mail
than usual. To the editorial waste
basket, virtually Without being opened
there went the following . . . seven-column circular of the Metro Pictures ; another one just like it in a

is

now a

from a young man who used to vwatch

the

home on Long Island,
George Bronson Howard is dying, they

already hitting this country telling of
the youthful Flavia's charms and her
suitors. Next we shall hear she wants

•

.

get anywhere
editorial

else,"

•

Down

concludes

—

G.

7

at his

ture

several stories. Established as a writer
he began a series of serials for the
new Popular under several names.
That magazine a success, he took up
playwriting.
"Snobs" was a popular
success and "The Only Law" an artis-

At any

rate,'

copy

is

But if some American picmagnate has, his wits about him

hell make her an offer right away.
This family has wit, beauty and abil-

The girls have been duchesses in
their own right and by marriage.' They

ity.

always go

far.
If the ) kid wants a
career whoever signs her first Is likely
to be In luck— §nd rich on a fair per!

centage.

Talking over present theatrical conand the possibilities, a showthe other day said in his opinion
that if the present general conditions
ultimately go 'to. a panic or a nearpanic, and the theatre business suffers
up to a 25 per cent, decline in that contingency, that a theatrical panic will,
result. At the present high and costly
pace, he added, the theatres cannot
afford a 25 per cent, drop in average

1

business.
"

Picture men in the offices are growing careless again with women, if they
have not always been, that way. Only
the other day a film man ranked as a
big one in the trade 'attempted liberties with a young woman who entered
his private office on business only.
Eventually these things will lead to a
picture scandal if not stopped, and
once that starts all the other inside
stuff in connection with that industry,
from New York to the Coast, and particularly the Coast, will commence tc
unravel in the public prints. So far,
luckily, it has kept out. Just why certain picture men who have come out
of commercial lines should feel themselves released from acting sane when
doing business- with theatrical \ eople,
will never be understood, Some itrong

arm girl some day will probabl/ send
ilk to a hospital and that
wilt teach the rest more than anything
else could. The girl insulted the other

one of that

!

d

i

a

The fact that Doris Casinelli is reported having completed a picture for
independent interests— Schohmer- Ross
—gave added significance to the report
that she had separated from the EdWin Car ewe interests controlled by
Harry Cahane.

picture adaptation of "Way
for D. W. Griffith.
-.

The U. 8. Photoplay Corporation is to
take over IB acres of land on the Palisades, N. X, to make four ten reel features a year.
/

Anthony Paul Kelly has completed the

does.'

>'••

<f\[.

'

East"

.

'

here.
|

"Abe* Warner left for the Coast last
Saturday in connection with his activities in the Al. St John comedies and
Helen Holmes serial;
L.
Lawrence
Weber also went West that. day for a v
,

On

vacation.

same

the

train

was

J.

D.

Williams of the First National.

Arthur White, generally accredited
with tfelng associated tn business with
Whiter Greene, has purchased the "Servant In the House."

Goldwyn Is gettin g ready to
a screen version of nWhen Bunty Pulls
the Strings." One of the unusual feaproduce

tures Is that the producers are trying to
secure as many of the originals cast In
the play as they can possibly get

_

There's talk going the rounds of a
large distributor-producer having gotten a nice pile of money out of the
two national committees. It is a matter of. fact that he did get some money
from the Republican National Committee and later it was stated he had
secured no small sum from the Democratic Committee. Just how much, or
how little, and for what purpose the
money is to be used, no one knows. ..A

r>.

"Way Down East" Is to be the neat
W. Griffith production. The director
New Tork for several weeks

has been In

Satherlng' bis cast

All the selections
have been made thus far are types
that have been carefully picked after a
number of rehearsals. The herotne of
the New England drama |s to be played
lat

,

by Lillian dish.
j

.

Jack Noble has been placed under con-

tract to direct the Vivian Martin productions. Noble baa been directing Olive
Thomas for the Selsnlek Co., but left
them recently. His salary Is 91,000

certain state right salesman who recently had a case in court against, the
distributor-producer,, visited various

weekly.

'

,

.

The Seashore at Old Orchard Beach,
Maine, collapsed Feb. 10 from accumulation of tons of ice and snow. Loss,

government officials in an effort to discover what use was to be made of the
money, but to date has brought no*
specific charges, although he is prom-

14.000.

ising a lot of action later on—or. -as
he puts it, "after the second or third

Americanization release."

Sown

-

Louis Burston has returned from the
Coast after nine, months' absence, bringing with him a new Francis Ford-Elm
Ball serial, which he is offering for sale

,

Messrs. Park and Whiteside have eontraeted with Br. Frank Crane, of the
New York Globe, to supply an original
scenario to be called "Democracy."

^^^

-i

*

»*

Abraham Lehr.

vice-president of GoldIs the head of
the Culver City, studio in Los Angeles.

ditions

man

1

Cosgrave for whose magazine he wrote

affair.

a career.

and so there is drawing to a close
an amazingly colorful and picturesque
career. Broadway, of which he wrote
in
the Maupassant manner (read
"Birds of Prey"), will never see ansay,

other like him— writer, correspondent,
adventurer and the only, novelist to
make picture producers in the old days
pay as they have to pay today. He set
the pace. He drew the gun, but before he chased H. O. Davis off the
Universal lot, before he earned $300
a week of Cecil De Mille's money by
studying Larry Griffith's methods— before all this he had starred in his own.
life's melodrama, a picture, 'romance
if there ever was one. Of the Duke of
Norfolk's family, he was cast on his
own as a lad and promptly studied
stenography to such good purpose he,
got into the State Department service
and presently was transferred to the
Philippines where he became a captain
in the rurales and got a shot through
the arm for his pains. Broke, he set
out with a friend for China. They
came into Hongkong and he suggested
to this friend that they impersonate an
Englishman of wealth and his valet,
the friend of course to be the valet
and eat in the servants' halt-all for
the purpose of getting extended credit
at a hotet until they could earn their
way. This ruse succeeded and in time
the bills were paid. From here Howard went to the Russian front where
he covered the Japanese-Russian unpleasantness for an English news!iaper.
Next he toured the world,
anding in New York with nothing but
a letter of introduction to John O'Hara

H. Q.

opened

"plays, players, publicity" office at Los
Angeles. Ho reoently severed his con-

nections with Fox as business manager
of Tom Mix and West Coast publicity
bureau.

he

>

-

has

Jr..

of

said to the picture man, as he
started to get fresh: "Who do you
think I am, an 'extra woman'?" which
may or may hot tell what the "extra
',>
women" have to endure.
:

Tom Ince is here in the interest of
While here,
Associated Exhibitors.
Mr. Ince will .probably take up with
Adolph Zukor, the reason for the absence of his name from all advertising
on. Ince productions in the various
European trade papers. A series of
display ads announcing Douglas McLean and Doris May, Enid Bennett,
William S. Hart, Charles Ray,- were
run and Ince's name, did not appear
in any way on any one page. The ads
looked as though ParamQunt-Artcraft
had done the producing, etc., and Ince
naturally likes full credit for anything

Socialist.

her tumbling in the show of St. Montr
when she was a kid and who enjoyed
her pretty clothes and graceful ways.
Her elder sister has married well, but
this Titian haired youngster apparently does not wish to marry and has
asked help of her uncle, .the Earl and
actor.
He is to get her a career.
Get a press agent first, he told her
mother. "Look what it did for you,"
he might have added, for Lady Angela
was nothing much in Mayfair until the

the

studio

Ed Rosonbaum,

Flavia, acceptable as a picture actress.
This little Flavia is a beauty, take it

a Tine of news
which it took
ten minutes to list.
No newspaper
ever uses any of it. But it pours
through the mails because it keeps
some publicity- writer and press agent
in a job. Congress ought to find some
remedial method to curb wastage of
tons of white* paper every week in
pure propaganda that is fit for the
and
never
alone
basket
waste

largest

They purchased

day

'

literally was not
value in all this stuff,

to

•

is of immediate interest is the
clever and amazing campaign being
conducted by Lady Angela Forbes of
the same family to make her daughter,

There

The New York State Conference

comedy with Jimmy Aubrey.

VlUgraph baa the
grounds In the country.

What

•

separate envelope; four-page six-column pamphlet from the Fox Film Cor

.Mayors declared state censorship of pictures Impracticable and the report of the
conference committee that "It would be
a sheer calamity to supplant the National Board of Review and the results
of Its efforts", was adopted at the midwinter meeting i n Al bany last week.

Lucille Carlisle ha* returned
Larry Scmon beauty chorus.

Do you remember James Erskine,
actor of minor, roles in the legit?
Well, he was really the Earl of Rosslyn.
His sister is the Countess of
Warwick—but why recall all that name
has come to stand for and- against for
Lady Warwick

ten acres of land adjoining another ten
aores at Hollywood.

Director Jess Koblns ha» finished bis
first

are

two paragraphs reading: f Propaganda
wastes tern j, daily. For instance, Sunday afternoon, The Citizen received a

Edward, Marti ndale will play heavy In
Earle Williams' next feature, "Capt.
Swift-

Associated Directors have offered
their product to First National for
1,500,000 for the first six productions,
first National came back with an offer
of $900,000 for; the third six, or $150,000
per picture advance against percentage. This is the best that has been
•

offered to date. Goldwyn offered to
distribute for 50, per cent, of the gross,

furnishing prints. ";'.:.

Marcus Loew is not going to pay
$50,000 for any story.
According to
Mr. Loew, he does a better business
with a strong title than with a great
stage play. Al Woods is asking $125,000 for "Friendly Enemies." Goldwyn
paid $110,000 for "Tailor Made Man."
'What would Belasco consider for "The

Music Master?"

Abe Stern, of L. K. O,, sold a girly
comedy to two smart boys for $25,000,
The boys hired a cutter, dressed the
film, retitled it, and sola it to Select
for $50,000.
It required five days to
make the turn over. The picture
originally cost about $12,000.

wyn

is In

New

Tork. He

George D. Baker will direct Marlon
Davles in "Burled Treasure."
'

Helen Ingersoll, for seven years secretary to Wlnthrop Ames, has resigned to
be' head of the scenario department of
the Wentworth-Livlngatone bureau.
J. Charles Davis, formerly In charge of
the accessory department of the F. P.tL.,
has been promoted to the exploitation
The billing on "Huok Finn,"
bureau.
which comprised 176 sheetB, was a
stunt advocated and put through by

Davis.
Christie

-y

:

Comedies will

Long Letty"

produce

"So

in pictures shortly.

Joseph L. Kelly, formerly with Frank
o. Hall, IS connected with Gerald F.
Bacon as publicity agent -\

Bayard Velller has been signed by
Richard A. Bowland and Marcus Loew
to Write four scripts a year. for Metro..

Ben Grimm, last with Belsnlok as puband adyertialng manager, has
the Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
Randall White, a trade paper Journalist,
succeeds Grimm.
/
licity

joined

Mme. Louise Walker, will arrive in
America March 16 to begin work in production for the Allied Film Players,
under the direction of Al Gilbert.
i

Jeffrey Bernard,

who came

to

New

York from London for Oswald Stoll,
and who boasted how Stoll had gotten
the better of Goldwyn on their original contract, is now bemoaning the
fact that Goldwyn refuses to renew.
.

Edward F. Callahan, formerly of the
Triangle, Detroit, is to open a Boston
Master*
office for Masterpiece Film Co.
piece la a new concern that will handle
all the World reissue*

•

-.'-

_
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'
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MOVING PICTURES
MONEY
PROGRAM FEATURES THROUGH

BIG PICTURES GETTING

A man
compiled

in the picture industry has
statistics on the grots book*

ings for the

United States and Canada

on the following features

Thomas H.

Ince's ."Civilization," for
years, $768,000.- ; <
Universal'* "Blind Husbands," directed by Eric Stroheim, 5j4 months,

VA

men, exhibitors and publicity men.

Chicago, March 3.
The Moving picture Operatbrs'
Union won a complete victory last
week in its fight over the* employment
of extra men with the Allied Amusements Association. The association

Indianapolis, March 3.
Theatrical men are talking about a
N. Wills, of
decision which Judge
the city court in Kokomo, has rendered

the union demands, even

operative as prohibiting Sunday picture shows.
/
The decision was made in the cases
of managers and operators of seven
Kokomo picture houses who were arSubsequent
rested Sunday, Feb. 22.
trial disclosed two lines of defense.
The picture men contended first that
the screen has come to be a "necessity," and second, is generally regarded
Under
as a disseminator of news.
either heading pictures would be exempted from the "blue laws" just like
the newspapers, drug stores and res-

'The Miracle Mao."
made by George Loaue Tucker, 13
weeks, $428,000.
"Tarzan of the Apes," a National
production,. 2 years, $902,700.
he Romance of Tarzan," same, VA
i

years, $405,000.'
1

Thy

"Enlighten

three

Daughter,"

years, $321,000.

T Mary
United

Pickford's

"Daddy Long Legs,"

Artists, 7'/2 months, $542,000. dis-

tributed on a quota basis of $2,000,000.
Mack Sennett's "Mickey,'* sold to
Winik for "a song, and staterighted by Winik for a relatively small
smb. did $468,000 in one year.
Universal's "The Heart of Human-,
ity," an Allan Holubar production, two

SB*

He

In

sell the scenario for $5,000.
court found that both the B. & C.

agreed to

The

The defendants, it is charged, caused
the arrest of the plaintiff in Rochester,
N Y., on July 2 last; charging him
with receiving and buying stolen
goods to the extent of $10,000. He was
acquitted.

Fairbanks in "When the Clouds Roll
By," handicapped by the "flu" epidemic,
has bookings for oyer $700,000 and will
gross $1,000,000.
\
~
Roscoe Arbuckle's two-reelers, conlered merely as fillers, gress over
His 'Slound-Up,"
00,000 a picture.
just finished, will do not less than $1,"T0O— and is getting the money sp
before release that Arbuckle is determined again to do two-reelers.
All of which goes to show that the
{

The

'

.

.

are getting

.

9-10.

Rochester, N, Y., March 3.
iWhen the New York State Motion
Picture Exhibitors League meets in
Utica March 9-10 for its annual convention, it promises to be one of the
most important gatherings of showmen
The present
ever held in the state.
league was reorganized at the Syracuse
convention last year, and how well the
new order of things has worked out
remains to be seen in the convention.
Irving N. Salyerds. of this city, state
Organizer for the league, has spent a
busy year rounding up new members
strength
and
and' increasing the
prestige of the league.
-

Another Rochester man, Erwin

J.

.

Hespe, March 8, for Sunday opening
that Jersey exhibitors have been advocating through Dr. Hespe for years.
The National Association of the MoHon Picture Industry in addition to the
Jersey exhibitors, are behind the meas-

—

'

ure.

ENGLISHMAN TO BUILD STUDIO.
John D. Tippett, an international
trader in pictures, arrived from London this week and it is announced of-

•

i-

Metro

is

for

literary

talent.

Winchell Smith .is now a member of
Metro's scenario forces at Holly wool
where he' will serve not only as a
writer of original stories for pictures
but will personally assist in the
picturization of several of his own successes.

•

acquisition of Smith follows on
heels of the announcement that
Bayard Veiller, another dramatist of
repute, had signed to write four original
stories for Metro.
Smith's first effort will be supervision of a screen adaptation of Bronson Howard's "The New Henrietta."

The

the

KAUFMAN SIGNS HOLUBAR.
From the coast comes word that Al.
Kaufman has signed Allan Holubar as
director for big special productions,
the agreement carrying with it the
services of the director's wife, Dorothy
Phillips, as star,
Holubar has received a number of

who
and

TALMADGES WITH LOEW.
In

the

trade

it

company Mr. Loew
in and may select.

believed

is

that

is

then interested,

'•'

<,

•

This is not looked for before the
present contracts of the Talmadge
girls expire.

branching out on a pre-

scale

tentious

here is to begin
once the building of a studio for
the production of big feature photo-

offers during the past year but his contract with Universal precluded their ac-

ceptance.

Build • Neighborhood House*.
Harrisburg, Pa., March 3.
Wilmer & Vincent, which operate
four theatres, will rebuild one and
erect a string of six neighborhood picture house tor $1,000,000.
The first of the string of community
picture places will be started within

at

two months.

plays.

j

GRIFFITH FINISHES FIRST.

D. W. Griffith is finishing his first
picture to be released via the United
Artists ("Big Four"), which is scheduled for public showing early in April.
The "Big Four" are to have four
features coming along for distribution

one group—Doris Keane
"Romance," Mary Pickford, Doug-,
Fairbanks, and probably Mack
Sennett's five reel comedy, "Down on
,.
theFarm."
;.,.,.,
practically in

in
las

•

.

MARY PICKFORD DIVORCED.
Reno, Nevada,

Man

3.

Mary Pickford was granted a decree
of divorce from Owen Moore on the
Sounds of desertion, in the Supreme

Tuesday,
Nevada,
Minden is a small town
Owen
near Carson City.
attendance
when
the
in
not
Moore was
decision was rendered, but was represented by an attorney,

Minden,

>urt,

March

2.

situated

'

Broadway,

it

Sltt

StoMt

Edward Bora. Mar. Mr.
Noon to s :is—so& to li.oo
Tfo, 5:45

to

ll-SOe. to 11.50

DOROTHY DALTON
In

Huber, showman and publisher, hopes
1

'

"BLACK

18

WHITE"

COM ED V-nEVIEW—SOLOISTS
CAPITOL ORCHESTRA OF SO

Three Years for Robbing Cinema.
London, March 3
The thieves who broke into and
robbed the Kingston cinema theatre

FILMS.

business.

Farnum with Robertson-Cole*
Dustin Farnum, whose pictures were
announced to be released through the
United Pictures Corp., is .understood
to have made arrangements for future
distribution through Robertson-Cole.

Goldwyn Denies Capitol Purchase.
Goldwyn denies the published report

picture the-

Called Straight."

FUNNY

man from commercial

street, built

and operated by David Picker; opened
March 3, with Goldwyn's "The Street

CAPITOL
n A IT V
UAlLiX

FOX'S

Fox's Funny Films is the title selected for a' series of two-reel comedies to be made by Harry Fox. ';
Interested with Fox in the venture
is Jack Curtis, the agent, and a money

Rio Opened.

The Rio, a new 2,800 seat
Broadway and 160th

atre,

'.'.

Joseph M. Schenck, who directs the
destinies of Norma and Constance
Talmadge, will eventually reach an
agreement with Marcus Loew for each
of the sisters to appear on the screen
under the presentation of the picture

.

SMITH AND VE1LLER WITH METRO.

ficially that His visit

W.

to launch a plan for an organization
composed of distributors, exchange-

those persons from prosecution
are engaged in the publication
distribution of news."

i

NEW JERSEY SUNDAY SHOWS.
A new bill will be introduced in the
New Jersey Legislature by Dr. Charles

more money

than ever while the ordinary program
pictures that used to "get by," are now
practically a total loss. Exhibitors do
QQt want them at any price.

STATE CONVENTION MARCH

conducts the Rochester
in that city and states

the arrest materially injured his business, name and fame. Through a Syracuse attorney he has filed the suit
as a means of redress. No answers
have been filed. Nathan Vidaver represents the World Film.

>

big. pictures

plaintiff

Film Exchange

'

sociation.

•

1

•

'

at the Masonic temple, that the picture association and exchanges would
be guilty of conspiracy if attempt was
made to withhold pictures from theHe
atres wishing to remain open.
asked for full power to treat with the
union, which was granted.
Jones got busy and the trouble was
settled in less than an hour. Power to
deal with the union in future quarrels
was wrested from Sam Atkinson, business manager of the employers' assoIn the future the union will
ciation.
take its grievances to the arbitration
board of the Allied Amusements As-

he has never received one penny in
payment from Brenon, to whom he

'

Judge Wills said:
"The picture shows as now operated
are engaged to a certain extent in the
distribution of local, state and national news and there is reasonable
doubt as to whether or not the operators of picture shows come within the
exception of the statute, exempting

Mr. Jones promptly assured the
union heads that the differences would
be settled. He next told 300 picture
theatre owners, in a special meeting

the suit instituted by Earl
Carroll to restrain the Republic Distributing Corp. from further distrib.'
uting "12.10."
The picture was made in England
by the British and Colonial Film Co.,
directed by Herbert Brenon, and the
American rights were purchased by the
Republic for $40,000.
Carroll alleges authorship. He states

week

Kimball Young* in '"Eyes of
(Equity Pictures), 12 weeks,

.

turants.

tion.

and the Republic acted in good faith
and ordered the Republic to furnish
a bond for $5,000 pending Carroll's
final action.
If they are ordered by
years, $779,000.
.the court to pay Carroll they will be
learner Bros.' "My Four Years in indemnified by B. & C, who, in turn,
Germany," sold to First National for will have to look to -Brenon for. resomething like a quarter of a million, imbursement.
grossed in two years $833,300.
Par a mount's "Male and Female," 10
FALSE ARREST $500,000 SUIT.
weeks, $266,100.
Eugene. A, Weatcott has begun a
Griffith's "Broken Blossoms," $800,$500,000 suit against Irving I. Brown,.
000 to date, registering over $225,000 in
World Film Corporation and the Nabookings in one week.
.King Vidor's "The Torn of the Road" tional Association of the Motion Pic(Robertson-Cole), one year, $306000, ture Industry, Inc., on the grounds of
false arrest and imprisonment.
production costing something like $15,lara
ith"

C

which he holds the old-fashioned
"blue law" of Indiana obsolete and not
in

they had an appointment with the international president of the organiza-

DEMANDS SCENARIO PAYMENT.
A decision was handed down this

Happi-

Mayflower's

all

retracting charges made against
Maloy, business agent of the loNone of the Chicago picture or
cal.
vaudeville houses closed.
Decision to end the controversy,
which for a time bid fair to become
national, was forced by Aaron Jones
and Nate Aschar, who rushed to Chicago from New York and set aside the
association of officials with whom the
union refused to treat.
The Chicago magnates arrived just
in time to stop Tom Reynolds, president of the union, and Mr. Maloy from
taking a train to New York, where
to

says there are too many wrangles between the distributing and exhibiting
end of the picture show business, mainly because the two groups do not fully
understand the aims, conditions and
business details of the Other.

$341,000.

Universal's "The Right to
ness," eight months, $407,000.

M
INDIANA "BLUE LAW" OUT.

Tom

With Two-Reelers.
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CHICAGO OPERATORS WIN.

agreed to

Compiled by Insiders Show Amazing Profits
"Broken Blossoms"
Gleaned by Special Issues.
"Mickey" and "Turn of.
Amazing Clean-Up.
the Road" Upset Guessing. Arbuckle Done

Statistics

*/'•

l

it

purchased the Capitol
had
5

New

York.

•

'

Goldwyn claims

M

theatre,
'

the story

J-

was wholly

incorrect.
i

.'•»

n

"'vi

have been given three years penal ser-

Benton with Hepworth.
London, March 3.
Leslie) Benson has signed to appear in Hepworth Picture Corporation

vitude.

films.

Leslie

;."'.'.'

MOTION WCTDRE DEPARTMENT PAGES

FEWER PICTURES BEING MADE;
LONGER RUNS NOW PREDICTED

INSIDE

W

&

ON GOLDWYN,

D'ANNUNZIO FOR PICTURES.

There is more or less furtive whispering to the effect that Frank J. Godsol will shortly withdraw from active
participation in the conduct of Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
It seems to be a case of either Goldwyn or Go dsol, as the two men do not
agree on a number of matters) in the
management of the film concern.
Last week the indications were that
Godsol would gain his point, in which:
event there was a reasonable certainty
,

Mere Program Features.

Assistant Directors Making:

These Draw the Real
P. P. L. Issues Cut Hearst Lures with

Making

Directors
ti

Money.

•>

-

Specials;

High

Salaries.

The lack of good pictures is causing
a complete reversal of policy on the
Eart of producers and exhibitor*. Exibitors will soon be forced to increase the length of runs.
Twice
weekly runs will be changed to the
full week and we shall probably nee
houses like the Rivoli, Rialto and
Strand showing features for" two continuous weeks.

On

the producing side the situation
is perilous.
In fact, it is the cause of
the exhibtors' tactics. Good pictures
sfmply cannot be had in abundance.
The reason is that first-class directors
are devoting themselves to producing
'"big pictures" because these are the
ones that pay. Already on the Famous lots assistant directors are being
promoted to, directorships and assigned to the making of program features.

.

Famous, will only release eight pictures in March and six in. April. Exhibitors will have to exercise their ingenuity as to filling out their evenings and afternoons. /'United Artists
are in a strategically advantageous
position as a result of this scarcity, as
they will have four probable successes
for release two weeks apart, commencing March 15, » Fairbanks, a Pickford, a Griffith and probably Mack
Bennett's new .five-reeler "Down on
the Farm,''
.

.'

.

.

.

m

Big:

Metro is also short. First National
recently had to release a couple of
Talmadge pictures almost simultaneously, nor is anyone in sight with anything to help the shortage. It is generally, recognized as a great chance
for the little fellow to come through
with whatever he is able to show. The
recent shake-up in the Fox organization and the one rumored to be impending in Metro all point the way the
wind blows and explains v«hy the
present situation has come about.
in the Metro organization Maxwell
Karger's determination to keep all the
strings in his own hand is responsible
for the shortage, according to reports.
Such directors as he has complain they
cannot work under him. They are
handed parts of a continuity and told
to shoot certain scenes; but. are not
told the whole story and so work in
the dark. Mr. Karger and the scenario writer are the only ones ap;arently who know the whole story,
he former goes into the projection

room with what the

directors

have

in, picks and chooses and
sends his directions to the catting

brought

room. The result

At the base

is a. canned

of all

product.
the present flurry,

the demand for excellent

however,

is

pictures.

These cannot be made

in

a

day. Directors who know their business are off taking their time to work
in and producing pictures that can
draw for longer than the usual ruri.
They are demanding also that their
pictures be shown to full' drawing
power. This means the bigger theatres will show them for a long time
and crowd the smaller fellow out. The
smaller fellow will have to take what
he can get, possibly lower his price,
shall
and so the gulf will widen.
have then high-priced and low-priced
houses just as we once had ten, twent,'
thirt' and $2 houses in the legit.
Hearst's Cosmopolitan is attempting
to solve the difficulty by paying directors fabulous salaries, but Frank Borzage's. lengthy preparations for a six
months effort are bothering the cashier, as he is afraid it will create a precedent.
Already the Suggestion is
made that directors be given merely
a share of the profit**.

We

WILL MAKE EDUCATIONALS.
Chicago, March 3.
That the right use of special educational pictures will be the next advance in school work is the belief of
a group of educators' who have formed
an organization here called The Society for Visual Education.
Roll in D: Salisbury is. president and
Forest R. Moulton, secretary. Both
are on the faculty of the University
The society intends to
of Chicago.
produce pictures for use in the class-

room.

PINKERTON'S IN GOLDWYPTS.
Chicago, March. 3.
heavy investment has been reported made by William A. Pinkerton,
head of the famous detective agency,
in the

that Samuel Goldwyn would resign.
Godsol spent Sunday in Wilmington, in
consultation with the Duponts and it
was believed this would result in the

Delaware magnates throwing their

fi-

Goldwyn

film corporation.

activities.

secured a star of the biggest magnitude.
D'Annunzlo's name has been tn print
as often as probably any other individual living and there should be unlimited
interest in such a film engagement.
Marinelli also has under his wing
Ida Rubepstein, .the famous pianist and
actress, who is willing to come .to

America, bringing with her complete,
eight productions.

LORD BEAVERBROOK BUYS.
London, March

3.

San Francisco, March 3.
The report 'here that H. D. Connick,
representing Famous Players-Lasky in-

had purchased the California,
Imperial. and Portola, is confirmed, i
\ Another deal by Connick is for the
purchase of a half interest in Kahn &
Greenfield's Modern theatres in the
terests,

'

Mission and

Hamrick's daughter and the child of
a neighbor were in the car at the time,
but escaped with minor bruises. The
the house caved in and one
occupants was thrown across
room by the impact

side of

of
the

its

PASSAIC HOUSES SOLD.
Passaic, N. J., March 3.
The Playhouse and Montauk here
have been purchased by Fabian, of
Paterson, N. J., who operates two picture theatres in that city.
The policies of the local houses will
,

remain the same.

The new owner

is

To Star Paul GBmor*.
Character Pictures Corp. will star
Paul Gil more in a series of big productions.
Gilmore is not a newcomer to,
the screen, having been seen in pictures

issued

by Triangle, Metro and

Mary

Humphries with B.

C

'

also

districts;

Levin's Coliseum, which it is4 expected will be closed this week.
The California Theatres jCo. has
abandoned its plan for a proposed dew
theatre at Market and Jones street*

—

%

!

y™

'

MYRTLE HIGBY ARRESTED.
Seattle, March'; 3.
Myrtle Higby, actress, has been ar.

*

rested in connection with the robbery
of Cyril M. Cohn, a picture man, who
lost $20,000 in cash and jewelry.
Two men, arrested with her. begged
the deputies to let her shoulder the
blame for the robbery.
.

|

y

RAT

IN "45 MINUTES." fi
r
Los Angeles, March 3;
Charles Ray will appear first in ]?4S
Minutes from Broadway" for which
V-

he

is said to have paid $50,000.
Sol
Russell's "Peaceful Valley" will f be
filmed next. Ray is just back from his
first visit to New York.

WELCOME BUXBAUM

TONIGHT.

An official welcome to Harry H.
Buxbaum, general manager of- the F.
P.-L., ;New York Exchange, will^e
given by the sales force tonight at
v

Keisenweber's.

:.1

William De Mille, Thomas Meighan
and Adolph ZuVor will attend. The
committee in charge of arrangements
includes Charles S. Gets, Joe Lee and
l»
Henry Randall

^

-

-

i **

Ruth Chattcrton Negotiations.
Negotiations have been pending for
fortnight
the past
whereby Ruth
Chatterton would become a film star,
for at least

Films.

London, March 3.
William Humphries, lately with
Vitsgraph; has joined the British
Colonial Films as a producer.

Fillmore

Sam

recently enobled Lord Beaverone of England's richest men,
has bought a controlling 'interest 'in
the Pathe British films.

HURDLING AUTO.

.

,

brook,

Seattle, March 3.
The auto coupe of John Hamrick,
manager of the Rex, slipped on the
steep grade of Denny way Hill Monday morning, jumped a 12-foot embankment and crashed into the home
of H. P. Foch on Howell street

:

,

BIG COAST PURCHASE.

The

Pathe.

Pickford on Way East
Los Angeles, March 3.
Mary Pickford and her mother have
left for New York. The object of the
star's visit is a mystery. It ts rumored
she will build a studio in the Cast.

H. B. Marijielli is making strenuous
efforts to induce Gabrielle D'Annunaio
td come to America and appear as a
picture star. It is believed that if the
international agent succeeds in persuading the writer-soldier lover to appear before the camera he will havs

A

Godsol.
strength with
stormy meeting of the executives was
looked for on Tuesday of this week
but those who kept their ears to the.
keyhole of the directors room failed
to distinguish any undue noise.
From what could be' gathered afterward, it is understood the Duponts
favored the Goldwyn policy and -that
it was now only a matter of a short
time when Godsol, who' is a heavy
stockholder, would resign his executive
nancial

in possession.

A

66

one picture

this

summer,

with an option on the part of Lewis
Selznick to utilize the leeitifflMe

J.

star's services for several additional
film features at such times when she

was not employed on the

stage.

!
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MBET THE WIFE

JOYCE

>•:
;.-.

FRED DUPREZ

AND MAMAN

JHVI

Starring in "Br. HaafcatUn"
In Rutland

Nay Vert Way.:

SAM. BASBtWITZ
I4SS

VrmMw

MUBKAY
• Ua)S

31

aV

MAW

W.C

St.,

2

HARKINS

My Aaiartau Artfcer:
JAMES MASISON
EssIM

WEST 71st STREET
NEW YORK CITY

OMKOTMN:
Walt

NORMAN JBFFERIE8

Coauealttlee:

WEtTON A LCg

till I

go play a

Although I'm In the wholesale shirtwaist business in New York, I cannot get
away from the footlights' glare yet

That Marie

WOOBS0B

out with some Girlies.

is

CHARLIE WILSON

"You know how it
with me, Tim-

mie"

,

.

Fleeport, L.

I.

R0XY
LA ROCCA

Dear Sir:
While riding home from the theatre in
our Ford, the Wife and I were held up.
The Wife hid the Grouch Bag in her
mouth, but the thieves got away with our

What

Car.

shall I

HBNNBJL8

BOREM

ARTISTS'

Clarke

will soon blossom

Alter next week 1 nave a long route
on the big time and open on my Seventh
Orpheum Tour in August. I'm Just a
good man who Is still single and saving
all my money.

do?
E. JTortma Wages.

Too bad your Agent wasn't

Nothing.

there—yon might have saved the Ford.

"THE LOOSE NUT"

Direction

N«t Week (Msroh 8)— MtryUne, Belttoon
Week Men* is— Keith'*, Ycongrtwn, 0.

FRED ALLEN

.

FRANK EVANS

Pentoses Circuit

FRED LEWIS

THE PEERLESS TRIO

Direction,

WIZARD OF THE HARP

HARK LEVY

Pauline Saxes

Some Comedy

Act!

SI

Yean
Them?

Best Broadway Has Seen in

Did You Catch

••-,

Says: "Your nose It in the middle ef your
face Decease ifs the seenter.**

"DM he

700

CONDUCTORS

PERKINS
KID

700

SHOVEUNGSNOW

have four?"

Weaver Brothers

Playing

At the Rate they were Going
The Lines Should Be
Running by August

The Arkaneaw Travelere

Handsaw Harmony
Still on a Slow Train;
But NOT In Arkansaw.

Originators ef

PANTAGES
CIRCUIT

HATS

Moss Time

Direction.

MARIONNE

PAUL FETCHING

HARK LEVY

THE KING OF HATS

Whimsical— Novel— Appealing

*—
FAREWELL TOUR OF
JOHNSON BSOa
and JOHNSON

Packard

Permanent address t
Ave, Lymansvllle* R. I.

AStfisee

FRIARS' CLUB.

NEW TORE

CITT

DeGODFREY and SANDIFER
"FUN IN A STREET CAR"
A

Laagh a Mutate

"A Bird

Ceatasaee A-Ne. 1
Coriia-ht

Without Power
Original

Words and Mnste

that

in the

•-*•.

COOK
Loew

and

Circuit

-IN-

;

MA Fow Moments of Minstrelsy"
loqnlre ef JOE MICHAELS

.-:

Hand

Two—during

AHERICA'8 MASTER SHOWMAN
BOOKED BSLIB UNTIL 1921

for next season.

Year's

has ceased taking encores—
and always remember

We-iCFDFS

that contains the three great elethat h»?e made Vaudeville the
Farorlt* Amoiemint of the American
People: BEAUTY. COMEDY and MUSIC.
18

Brroe

'''

ment*

New

TURKEY

With

An Act

Open

Here's hoping your

JULIAN ELTLNGE
All Star

HATS

——

PREMIER »ANBBUg«

THE MUSICAL
FLOWER GARDEN

HATS

JACK JENNINGS

LES MORCHANTS

.

TOUHING THE WOBLB

.

wife and w.Tl

OSWALD

Maggie Sez:

DEAR FRIENDS:

slip the lax to the
ef peel.

game

worth

is

Argo

one's act"

OATMAN

Direction,

\ltfv

and

HARK LEVY

Verjenia

IIKKAKJ.N'if;
'M.T.'l 'I.K

'•

IN: 'vTlVklR

HK'lTNHli

paw, MrioceA

DANCING ROOTS
PROCTOR'S, 8STR

Direction

ALF.

T.

ST.,

NEW

WILTON

YORK. MARCH

and

4-7

ARTHUR

F.

WILLI

—3EVELYN

ERNIE

GORDON

anel

till

Jane 2«th on B.

EABL A YATES.

Hunter, RatadaO a&d Seaorita

DELMAR

SNAPPY SINGERS OP SNAPPY SMNGS
Booked

F. Keith

"ON THE BORDER LINE"

Comedy Singing. Talking and Banclng
Special Scene: Consisting of the United States Pest on the Border of Mexico

Western Time

Direction

ReprceenteUToe

LOEW'S AMERICAN

NOW

ARTHUR

J.

HORW1TO

and LBE KRAUB,

New York

(March 4-7)

MINNIE

"THE RAGTIME DYNAMO"

k.'*-T

*".:•»¥

Personal Representative,

HELEN BEDENI
HiHiUI

City

1

VARIETY

ASHTON STEVENS'
'

i

REVIEW
OP

"OH, MY DEAR"
WHICH TURNED OUT A
REVIEW OF FASCINATING
JULIETTE DAY

Jl'llETTE
THE THEATRES
By ASHTON STEVENS
"Oh, My Dear", began Its engagement at the LaSalle
Theatre last evening. It is one of the real Princess Theatre
musical comedies—smart, melodious, witty, not too wise,
'and peopled by persons. Host everybody in it is folks
even the chorus girls are folks—folks In dresses like Lucile
makes, rather than ravlshers In robes and costumes. It is
beautifully and ungarlshly staged-managed and staged;
Mr. Comstock has the art in these little intimate productions of spending a lot of money with little noise. And
the cast is likable all the way up to Juliette Day.

of the stage, but the other, straight from the Turf, was,
I thought, much more distinguished.
•
•
•

She was presently clinching our love at first sight with
a song named Phoebe Snow—a scandal song, a ditty that
gives the "dirt" about' the Immaculate Phoebe; who, it
seems, had her fare paid by a millionaire, did Phoebe
Snow, to Buffalo. There are the rhymes; write your own
lyric.
Not that Guy Bolton and P. G. Wodehouse haven't
written it smoothly, and to nothing short of a gleeman's
tune by Louis Hirsch (who is most melodious all the way,
if sometimes not as Mozartlan as the superseded Mr. Kern)
But here is an unusual instance when the singer's enterprise surpasses that of a genuinely enterprising song.
Gullbert—I say It In all modesty could not have done better by the ditty than Miss Day did. She gave it to us with

—

tact, poise,

charm, humorous

No, she is not, I take
That's a long way up, too. When finally she does come
on, Hiss Day instantly Is one of the most entrancing girls
from whose hands this avid town ever accepted sustenance.
She feeds us at 9:30. Up to that hour the fare had been
plentiful and nourishing, but not Just piquant

But Juliette Day made her first entrance at 9:30 as casual
as the most casual chorister. She coolly disposed herself
and her dog on a friendly piece ef furniture (did you ever
observe what solid and friendly furniture they use in these
humanizing Princess productions of girls and music?) and
sat and gave a perfect imitation of a nice girl enjoying
another's double encore.

ASHTON STEVENS
.

"Class!" remarked, in admiration of this deportment, a
racing man in the second row. And be said, as Miss Day
said later on In a part which la sometimes bent but never
broken to slang, "a forkful." "Distinction" would also
be a nice little word for Miss Day's easy, charming way

it,

thrill

an

and never an

indifferent

girl.

effort.

There's

nothing inert about her magnetism. On the contrary, it's
as vivid as a nerve. But she never lets you catch her
trying to please you. Apparently she Is having the time
of her life. And it's all very simple. She is an artist who
knows her business; she Is a brilliant little actress, and
she has more than good looks—but nobody will get up and
leave the theatre because she has those, too.
•
•
e
This column soon will begin to look as though Miss Day
had made a hit with me. I suppose I might as well own
that she did.
very personal hit. But I think you'll find
that it Is a hit Just as personal to everybody else in the
house.
Yes, there Is also a tellable plot and many other mentionable people in the cast But somehow I feel this midnight
that plots and people are always with us and a Juliette
Day only once in a green moon.
"HeinoM-XMeamsr."
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Samuel Goldwyn Pmidtnt
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VARIETY

A SENSATION

!

NOTHING ELSE

Held Over
This

Week At

B. F. Keith's Hippodrome, Cleveland
After the Most Riotous Applause Engagement Ever Seen in a
Theatre, Last Week, Also at the Hippodrome.,

The Most Unique Novelty Act Ever Placed
Upon a Stage

h

Ttie
.

!

House_
of-

David
Playing Under the Sole and Personal Direction of

EKNIE YOUNG
OF CHICAGO

Guaranteed that This Act Will Be the Sensational Talk of
York After Its First Appearance in That City.

New
ERNIE YOUNG

i

NEXT WEEK

(March

15), B. F.

KEITH'S PALACE,

NEW YORK

CITY

of Chicago

>

.
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V
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by

New. Tort. N.

Street.
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NEW YOBK

Doing Enormously But Must Leave*
Boston for New York.
.-•"I

Boston,

:

March

10.

of the sights of the city these

One

the arrival and departure of
Theda Bara from the Majestic. In the
neighborhood of the stage door when
she is due gathers hundreds of the

days

.

'

is

curious and

it

has been necessary to

out the police, reserves on several
occasions to take care of this crowd.
If it were not for the weather conditions last Saturday the crowd would
pcobably have numbered thousands.
Theda originally was booked to go to
and from the theatre in a coach drawn
by several pair .of milk white horses.
This idea was abandoned. The. limousine she uses attracts enough attencall

tion.

,

Theda Bara received

A

H

Woods "as

ceipts of
jestic,

last

week from

her share of the re-

at the MaThe week before Miss

"The Blue Flame"

$6,000.

Bara's end was $4,700. This week will
equal her share last week. She is appearing under a weekly guarantee of
$1,500 and SO per cent of the net profit.
When Miss Bara appeared in pictures
for William Fox, at the end of her Fox
engagement, she was receiving $4,000
weekly.
The debut of Miss Bara on the legitimate speaking stage in a dramatic play
has proven a revelation to theatredom.
While it is incomprehensible to show
people why film fans who saw the
famous screen vamp for' from 25 cents
downward will pay $2 or more to see
her in person in a speaking piece, that
fact
remains,
nevertheless.
The
strength of the Bara draw appears to
be from among her picture admirers.
All rights to 'The Blue Flame" were
purchased by Mr Woods for $35,000.
It cost $40,000 to its day of opening
and is^ believed by the producer to
have a value as a picture play of at
least $200,000 Miss Bara has one-half
interest in the piece for pictures and
will star in it.
The show must leave Boston this
week, though it could have an indef-

12,

m mmd

due

natter

H

DmnlMr

IMS. »t the Port OfliM at New Tork,
N. X. under Uie ^et Of Kiroa I. lift.

1920

a.

Received $6,000 Last Week as Her Share of 'The Blue
•
Flame" in Boston. $4,700 Week Before. Picture.
<*Blue Flame"
Salary was $4,000 Weekly.

.-.:•

MARCH

(wju

THEDA BARA'S STAGE SALARY
EXCEEDS HER PICTURE INCOME

m

CITY,

1

A contract clause js
inite run here
reported to be the cause, calling for a
Broadway appearance of the vamp. It
opens at the Shubert, New York, next
Monday.

'.•..'

The initial New York appearance of
Theda Bara is bringing about specuwhether she can duplicate in
*
the metropolis ner undoubted drawing powers in the provinces, as indicated by her record in "The Blue
Flame" at Washington, Pittsburgh and
Boston In all of those three cities
the show brought capacity

lation

.

Another picture star, Elsie Ferguson, returning to the stage in "Sacred
and/ Profane Love," now at the Morosco, New York, seems to be also
drawing through . her picture fame.
Whereas Miss Bara is having her first
experience in a speaking role, Miss
Ferguson was a star of the legitimate
before posing in front of a camera.
Each has made "personal appearances"
in picture houses in connection with
the pictures they were appearing in,
for publicity purposes, but neither ever
drew in the picture houses when personally appearing as they have done
since opening in $2 productions
When Martin Herman, of the Woods
office, was asked to what he ascribed
Bara's phenomenal box office pull in
view of all the facts, Mr Herman answered:
"The most important fact has been
overlooked William Fox spent $2,000,000

to

make Theda Bara

the best
known picture actress in the world.
The result of that now is being reaped
by Miss Bara."
The success of the Misses Bara and
Ferguson in their stage plays is expected to induce other picture stars to
reappraise their value for the legit, if
approached. It is also quite likely that
the freedom with which "personal appearances" have been hitherto requested and acceded to will be quite
appreciably abbreviated in the future,
picture stars deciding their appearance
in person is becoming too valuable

SHUBERTS BUY

SEX PLATS FOR SERMONS.

IN PHILLY.

...

Philadelphia, March 10.
The Chestnut Street opera house was
purchased by the Shuberts this week
at a reported price of $850,000.
This week also the Walnut Street
Theatre, Philadelphia's oldest playhouse, was purchased by Thomas P.
Charles
Barry, its present lessee.
•'

as its manseat 1,800 is
-\
planned, to be ready by October,
acted' for
Brothers
The Maitbaum
the Shuberts in the sale of the opera
house, and against Fred Nixon-Nird-

Wanamaker will remain
ager. A new theatre to

,

linger, who was negotiating, it is said,
on behalf of the Klaw & Erlanger
With the forthcoming demolition of the Forrest and the Broad

interests.

and Garrick out of the future running

Reading, Pa., March 10.
Rev. L. Griswold Williams, pastor of
the

Universalist

Church

Our

of

Father has shocked some of the more

by readpulpits on three

austere ministers of the city

ing sex plays from his

successive Sunday nights.

•

;

.

he read "Damaged
Last night
Goods." The church service' well .advertised, by the two former readings
was filled to the doors. Many people
could not get inside. The other ministers while viewing the effect in apparent silence have discussed the matter at the -weekly meetings of their
issociatioh where none but clergy could

through realty deals, the prospect for
& E. is barren just at present
Those three houses are the K. & E.

obtain admittance.
Rev. Williams in his own. defence
says he sees nothing so exceptional
in reading a play instead of preaching

stands.

a

the K.

*

:

.

Two years ago the asking price
for the Chestnut Street opera house
was quoted as $425,000.

COLUMBIA STOCK AT

$400.

While various theatrical stocks are
being quoted on the exchange or curb,
little is heard of the Columbia Amusement Co. stock price. The last quotation reported was $400, with the par
$100. Little of the stock Is on the market and is quickly taken up when ap<:
pearing.
V'
The Columbia Amusement Co. is the
parent corporation of the Columbia
burlesque wheel. Its capital is said to
be $250,000, with 19 stockholders of
record on its books. Last year the Columbia's dividends are reported to have
reached a total of 30 per cent, with a
considerable sum placed by the comin its surplus fund.
Any number of subsidiary corporations operate Columbia theatres and
are separate institutions.
,.,»

pany

sermon on Sunday nights.

CANADA A TEMPTATION.
Montreal,

'

one play it on a
musical instrument, one dance it, and

the

the last recite

sold at high prices in the
As visits on this side are confined to a limited time, different cases

have been reported where someone or
another tried to take in a full supply

PICTURE SONGS AGAIN.
"picture song" threatens to be
revived. The idea was the composition of a number "inspired" by a picture production, hitching both together for mutual publicity benefits.
According to E. Z. Nutting, of the
stores,

first

day.

TRADE PAPERS COMBINING?

it.

The

Woolworth

..•:

;

poison

it,

10.

fact

States.

one whistle

March

heard, about it hut Jhe_
remains Canada as a wet country
is commencing to prove a' temptation
to American artists who come over the
border for engagements.
With liquor freely on sale hereafter
their prohibition experience in the
(not profesStates, the -Americans
sionals alone but all of them) look
upon a Canadian visit as a holiday,
with varying effects. The booze here
is cheap and good compared with the

.....Yerjc. little is

"DARDANELLA" REHEARSALS.

it,

.

way?"

Five acts rehearsed "Dardanella" at
Harlem opera house Monday.
Sol Levoy in an effort to straighten
out the mixup suggested that one sing
the

"If the

play teaches a lesson it does the same
thing a sarmoh is Supposed to do," he
says.
"The monks originated the play
after it had been Almost forgotten.
They traveled to nearby towns during
tUe dark jiges tnd told their lesson
by means of plays. They kept the play
alive.
So why shouldn't a clergyman
today teach his lessons in the same

Famous Players-

Lasky and Griffith will publish these
songs and release through the Woolworth stores.

Negotiations looking toward joining
the "Clipper" and "Mirror" into one
publication were reported in progress
during the week.
Both are theatrical weeklies, with
"The Clipper" the oldest publication of
its character in this country.
^
The present extraordinary high cost
of paper and printing may have had its
influence in the overtures. Nothing is
reported regarding the possibilities of
the negotiations.
,
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MME. BERNHARDT RETURNING
TO REAPPEAR IN VAUDEVILLE
Consented to Open Next October for the Keith Circuit,
Playing 15 Weeks at $2,500 Weekly. Has Been
Playing Continuously in France.
Paris,

March

Madame Sarah Bernhardt

10.

has cabled

New York of a return
engagement on our side,
commencing in the fall. She will play
on the Keith Circuit.
Mme. Bernhardt has been continuously appearing over here and apparently thinks nothing of making anher aceptance to

was a much older man and outclassed
he put up a stiff battle for the championship of Great Britain.

vaudeville

HOLFORD BOTTOMLEY DEAD.

•

'

other trip to America.

At the Keith office in New York it
was stated that Mme. Bernhardt is to
open on the Circuit Oct. 18, next, with
20 weeks so far contracted for.
It is said Bernhardt will receive $2,500 weekly during her vaudeville tour.

effected by the
She will present a
Marinelli office.
including
playlets,
repertoire
of
"L'Aiglon."
"Camille" and
This will mark Bernhardt's third tour
in the twice daily on this side.
Mme. Bernhardt is now 75 years of
age.

The engagement was
'

PARIS DANCE MAD.
Paris,

March

Dancing remains the craze

10.^

in Paris.

It is recorded that Terpsichore has
even held sway after great upheavals
and that following the great French
Revolution there were over a thousand
dancing establishments in Paris. They
were then called Bals; now the English
word "Dancings" is used, and without
estimating the number, such resorts
are numerous. It was thought Spanish
steps would prevail, with the tango, but
it now appears we are to have an invasion of neo-American dances, and
something fresh is crossing by each
boat. The authorities do not svtile on
the craze, but still it brings in large
sums in the form of "war tax" and poor
rates on the admission prires. Yet, we
shall probably get down to work again
one of these dayvs.

Paris,

March

only a short innings at this house. It
was withdrawn some days ago, and the
theatre was dark pending the revival- of
the operatic version of "Quo Vadis,"
which was given nicely February 28,
because it was gorgeously mounted.
Battisini sings the role of Petrone and
Lucien Wurmser is conducting.

HEDGES SUICIDE FINDINGS.
London, March

The coroner returned a

the originator of the educational film
and the organizer of feed guns and
the tank bank campaigns. He was a
commander of the British Empire.

MARIE LOHR'S NEXT.
London, March 10.
Marie Lohr will not appear at the
Globe again until her next production,
"Birds of a Feather" is made. "The
Voice from the Minaret" by Robert
Hichens continues there until Easter.

':-':
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10.

verdict of

unsound mind

in the' case of Frederick
suicide. He was a partner in

the vaudeville act of Hedges Brothers
and Jacobson, but the partnership had
been dissolved owing to the deceased's
habits. He changed utterly after his
wife's death in America.

"L'ALCOVE DE MARIANNE,"
Paris,

March

10.

"L'Alcove de Marianne" by Felix
Gandera was presented at the Athenee
February 26 and poorly received. It
is a farce concerning the love intrigues
of politicians, the

usual, holds the leading role himself.
It has the same run as "Amour quand
tu nous tiens," just withdrawn; it will
do well.

SEYMOUR HICKS THROUGH.
London, March 10.
Seymour Hicks has decided to retire
from the stage and go into politics and
business. This has compelled Cochran
to postpone indefinitely the production of "Debureau."

SHOW CHANGES.
..

"Over Sunday"

March

tin's

London, March
finishes at St.

London, March 10.
After the recent Beckett-Smith contest Kid Lewis challenged Carpentier
at 5,000 pounds a side. Beckett's win at
Albert Hall over Smith was not an
easy one March 5. Despite that he

'

West & Co., relatively newcomers,
have had one hit in "Long, Long Trail,
while Feldman will probably never recover from the effects of the accumulation of an independent fortune from
"Tipperary."

10.

Paris;

March

'

Paris*,

,.

stated

March

March

10.

the Belgian Parliament
has introduced a motion taxing allnight restaurants; ballrooms, bars and
cafes with 30 per cent of receipts. The
Government proposes 25 per cent.
It is contended the night revellers,
now so prevalent, should be heavily
taxed. -When special motor cars can
be sent to" Rheims to fetch champagne,
as alleged, retailed at 100 frs. the bottle,
in Brussels at present
take in over $5,000 in a night, a tax of
30 per cent, is considered even mild by
some of the Belgian congressmen.
The tax of 25 per cent, on gate money
at race meetings has been adopted.

and some bars

MELLER BOOKED FOR LONDON.
Paris, March 10.'
The engagement for eight weeks at
the Hippodrome, London, for a revue,
has been made through Bert Ly tell, for
Raquel Meller and Albert deCourville.

Miss

Meller

is

the

Spanish

girl,

known

as "The Parisian Yvette GuilShe is to open in London May 1
at a weekly salary of 250 pounds

bert."

CARPENTIER TO RETIRE.

"BLOSSOMS" AT ALHAMBRA.
10.

for Carpentier,
after the pugilist's marriage,
8, to Georgette Elsasser, that

he would retire after his bout with
Jack Dempsey. The champion and
his wife sail for New York March 13.

London, March 10.
"Broken Blossoms," the much heralded feature picture produced in America
by D. W. Griffith, will succeed "Medorah" at the Alhambra.

.

NEW

London, March

James Bernard Fagan

will

LORAINE REHEARSING.
London, March

OFFERINGS.
10.

move 'The

Merchant of. Venice" from the Kennington to the Duke of York's March
8
Matinees are being given by the
Russian company from Moscow. The
revival of "The Better 'Ole* is creating
no excitement: It was only put on as
a stop gap.

;
10.

Safe from his venturesome flight
over the Alps Robert Loraine is back
in London and has begun rehearsals
of "Henry V" and other Shakespearian
dramas.

AFGAR SECOND EDITION.
The second

London, March 10.
Af gar will be

edition of

given at the Pavilion

March

9.

"CRIMSON ALIBI" CLOSING.
London, March

GALSWORTHY'S "SKIN GAME."

10.

"The Crimson Alibi" closes at the.
Strand March 13, after its one hundred
and twenty-fifth performance. Ger-

London, March 10.
"The Skin Game," a new play by
John Galsworthy will be the next pro-

trude Elliott, in "Come
Kitchen," will follow.

duction at "St. Martin's.

Out

of

the

"JUST FANCY."
London, March

COMBINE WITH CARL ROSA.
London, March 10.
The Turner and Carl Rosa opera
companies have amalgamated, r

GOYESCAS AT OPERA.
_

Brussels,

A member of

Mar-

"In the Night" will be
transferred from the Kingsway March
13.

"Just Fancy," a
is

due March

new

10.

vaudeville revue,

22.

Feb. 25.

Granados work, which was withdrawn from the Academie Nationale
de Musique after half a dozen performances, is being revived, Marguerite
Dupre replacing the Spanish dancer,
Amelia Molina, who is now appearing
at the Olympia.

o O
N L

HICHENS' "ALLAH" AT DRURY.
London, -March 10.
„
''

Garden of _Allah" by Robert
Hichens, produced nine years ago in
New York, will be the next production at Drury Lane.
It follows the
Russian Ballet.
I'The

Ob, that Income Tax

CHARGES AGAINST THEATRES.
"

London, March

The Actors Association is bringing
the question of unsanitary theatres before the House of Commons.

CLOSE EARLY IN DUBLIN.
London, March

•
.

10.

Theatres must now close by 10.30 in
Dublin by the terms of the new cur-

few

Direction,

Tha "Oh" ntea

to

i

M. S. BENTHAM
«• Ihomm tax, art ay

10.

It

Blood

Is

much more

thicker

than water, bat

unpleasant.

act.

THE ASSOCIATED OFFICDi

CHALLENGES CARPENTIER.

Irving Berlin, Inc, for which he
paid-an advance royalty of $25,000 for
a period of two years

cf

signifying the

title

French government's recess.
Lucien
Rosemberg, manager of the house, as

LAUDER FUND GRANTS.
London, March 10.
Over $200,000 in grants were issued
last year by the Sir Harry Lauder
Fund.

NIGHT BIRDS TO PAT TAXES.

FIGHT FOR OUR SONGS.
London, March 10.
Competition for English' rights to
American popular songs continues
apace and has resolved into a threecornered race between Francis & Day,
Herman Darewski, and West & Co.,
with BV Feldman, who formerly controlled a number of American catalogs,
gradually falling behind.
Francis & Day are the oldest in the
business. Darewski, a composer, is said
to be backed by Solly Joel. His brother,
Max. the pianist, is to be married to
Joel's daughter. For the past few years
since going into the publishing business, Darewski has made some flattering monetary advances to American
publishers and in this way has bulled
the market. His most recent important
plum from America was the catalog

Manager Deschamps,

10.

"Aux Jardins de Murcie" removed
from Theatre Antoine to Quinson's
Theatre des Champs-Elysees has had

Hedges'

London, March 10.
Holford Bottomley is dead. He was

Id*

AUX JARDINS DE MURCIE.
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Harry J. F1U»«rald. lftU Broadway
REPRCSENTina THI WORLD*. IRIATARTISTS AND A T T « A T
M I
EST

I

CHARLES
WITHERS

VAN HOVEN
When

In the course

.of

human

events

it

becomes necessary to wear a monocle and
a wrist watch, I, VAN HOVEN, am there.

The English who Invented both, know It
They are crowding into all the theatres where
I appear to learn just how a wrist watch and
a monocle should he worn. There la art In

everything,

\7AII1

VAUDEVILLE
BUILD 24 CLEVELAND THEATRES.

NEW ARTIST-AGENT CONTRACT
WILL LIMIT AGENTS' DEALINGS
.
:

Be Published

Five Per Cent Only for Artists'
Representatives. Feinberg's Dealings with Loyal and
Gordon Act Partly Responsible for Another Rule.
This Forbids Part Time Guarantees.

Will

April

1.

A new

contract to be used by vaudeand artists' representatives
'has been formulated by the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association. The
^agreement is now in the hands of Mau'
rice Goodman, attorney for the V. M.
i,P. A. for. final consideration and posy

'* 'ville

artists

ll sible revision.
It is understood the new agreement
.will be made pnblic April 1. Among
<; rthe new rules provided for the conduct of agents is one which limits the
: agents commission to 5 per cent. Another rule- expressly forbids an agent to
make a contract with an artist in which
15
J the latter is to play for instance
weeks
out of 20, the agent guaranteeI
-ing salary for the 15 week period.
|h The new agents-artists form of con*
.tract came about through contracts
issued by Abe Feinberg, a smair time
j/J
I agent, to two acts, Sylvia Loyal and
John R. Gordon and Co. In the Loyal
•t
matter the Keith agency released the
turn, which expected to take' an engagement of 10 weeks at the Palais
Royal restaurant. After opening there
it was ordered out by Paul Salvain,
with Feinberg alleging he had a verbal
• contract of 10 weeks for Miss Loyal at
the restaurant.
Feinberg has since
stated that he intends suing Salvain
.on behalf of the Loyal act. The latter
returned to big time vaudeville booking following an explanation made by
Miss Loyal to E. F. Albee. It is said
that, through the Loyal affair, the Albee announcement was published last
week warning artists against promiscuous signing of agents' contracts.
The Gordon case had Feinberg as the
agent, he giving Mr. Gordon a contract
for 10 weeks, consecutive playing.
first half opening was secured by Feinberg in the Loew office for the Gordon
sketch, a new one, to open at the
American. On the morning, of the
opening day Gordon asked J. H. Lubin,
the Loew booker, where he played the
last half.' Mr. Lubin answered he did
not know and could not tell until seeing the new playlet Gordon said he
expected to continue on the Loew-time
after opening. Lubin replied he could
make no promise without seeing the
sketch.
Gordon suggested a release
and Mr; Lubin granted it on the spot

;'

'

.

',

..

'

A

they were for many seasons identified
with years ago. Following the revival
and a route given the turn with nine
weeks fet unplayed upon it, trouble
brewed between' the Leonards with
Miss Leonard siding with Anderson.
The latter two stated they would continue with the skit, while Mr, Leonard
replied the vehicle was his property
and could not be played' without him.
James and Sadie Leonard were husband and wife besides vaudeville partners years ago. Following their divorce
Miss Leonard married a Brooklyn
Koliceman. She rejoined her former
usband in the skit for the business
end of the proposal.
AH three of the players involved are
knoWn as-old timers. It is the novelty
of witnessing internal trouble develop
in a "come, back" such as this that is
interesting if not amusing the booking
.

—

people.

$2,500.

When
side,,

Wilkie Bard returns to this
which wiH be next October, to

again play vaudeville for the Keith office, he will receive $2,500 a week.
A route for 15 weeks at' that figure
for Bard has been laid out
When recently opening here and asking $3,000 a week, the figure he also
named for a return date engagement,
Bard was allowed to play two houses

weekly around

New

York, receiving
each house. On the road
he received $1,500 through being unable to play but one house. In most
of the out of town cities Bard played
two weeks and was received in a manner which brought the return engagement.
$1,500

for

i

"GOOD NIGHT RETIRES.

•

The

Mr. Lubin was asked

if

Gordon, when

requesting the cancellation, made any
claim of misrepresentation on the part
of the agent (Feinberg) and Lubin replied he had not.
Now Feinberg asserts he has started
an action against Gordon for commission on the 10 week's work he could
have secured for him. Feinberg books
with other circuits besides Loew.

Both Gordon and Miss Loyal have
been in vaudeville several seasons.

LEONARDS MAT DISSOLVE.

A rather odd proposition has come
up before the big time booking men.
It is the announced intention of James
and Sadie Leonard with Richard Anderson to dissolve their vaudeville association.

The
of

trio did

Sullivan

&

Buckley, vaudeville

production act, "Good Night," retired
from the Alhambra, New York, program after the Monday night performance, for revision.

•

Gordon is said to have related to
the Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association that Feinberg, when securing his contract for 10 weeks (which
specified no circuit) stated he had the
Loew Circuit for that length of time
at $300 weekly.

meet

theatres.

Contracts call for the completion of

more than twenty before the end of
the year.

Five downtown houses will have a
combined. seating capacity of 13,000 to
cost $5,000,000. The
for 50,000 seats.

whole scheme

calls

Marcus Loew, who owns a string of
houses, has the most pretentious buildBurlesque will have a
here. The two legit, Ohio
and Shubert, will he comparatively
small.
One of the two new Keith
houses will be downtown. The Keith
interests do not relinquish possession
of the Hippodrome until 1922. In addition the Keith people are building
a vaudeville theatre to accommodate

it

The turn featured Al B. White, and
was its first metropolitan showing.
Roscoe Ails, doubling from the

Colonial, filled in at the Alhambra.

THE DOOLEYS REPEATING.
Chicago, March 10.
reported there is expected another addition to the Johnny Dooley
family. Mrs. Dooley is Yevette Rugel.
They have a child about two years old.

a very successful revival
Her," a travesty

New York, this week folcancellation of all Keith
office time after she left the* Colonial,
'without playing, complaining the billing
there did not please her, was explained
in the following announcement by E. F.
Albee:
"I have been asked the question,
why Rae Samuels was put back to
cancelled
the
she
after
work
Colonial? She lost two weeks, one
at the Colonial and one other house,
and in an interview with myself she
expressed regret for the position she
had taken by walking out of the bill
Monday

at the Colonial.
"It is not our intention to persecute artists for their shortcomings,
but in order that our business may
be run in a business-like manner, the
artists leave us nothing else to do

new home

>

3,000.

DRESSER AND GARDNER

WONT

Louise Dresser and Jack Gardner
have informed George M. Anderson
they will not give up the present vaudeville route being played by them. To
make it more certain Miss Dresser and
Mr. Gardner have retained House, Vorhaus & Grossman to represent them in
any legal angles Anderson may bring

Andersonhad the couple under contract to star them in "Just Around the
Corner," a musical piece. When that
was postponed, Dresser and Gardner
.through Jenie Jacobs picked up the
vaudeville route. Last week Mr. Anderson informed the Gardners they
must keep the production engagement
under threat of legal proceedings. Anderson's first date for the showing of
the show was in January*

but discipline them when they walk
out of a bill for petty grievances. I
had Miss Samuels' time put back
after her interview with me. .The
artists are working under a play or
pay contract and they should expect
the same."
:

"DAVID'S BAND" HELD OVER.
Cleveland. March 10.
"The House of David Rand," at
Keith's Hippodrome last week has been
held over at the same theatre for this

A

week. It's an Ernie Young collection
of funny whiskered musicians who
come from a Michigan section where
they live on the commonwealth plan
in order to trim barbers.
;•

"The House of David Band"

will first

appear in New York, at the Palace,
next week. Ernie Young, of Chicago,
who promoted the band into a vaudeville feature, reached New York Tuesday, securing 8 weeks in the East for
it

that day.

-

PICTURE AND REVUE ACT.
A new style of vaudeville turn is proposed in a production now being prepared by Ira H. Simmons, acting for
the N. Y. Independent Master Films.
It is a combination of Chaplin's "Carmen" picture cut to two reels, which
after run off on the screen, is to be
followed by a revue carrying 11 people.
The whole is expected to do 40 minutes.
Doraldina is staging the turn. Rose
& Curtis are representing it

McINTYRE

ft

HEATH WANT

$2,500.

Mclntyre and Heath are negotiating
with the Keith offices for a summer engagement in vaudeville, asking $2,500
Previously the largest salary they reFrank Evans is
ceived was $2,000.
handling the team for vaudeville.

"60

WEEKS" EXAGGERATED.

Jake Lubin, the Loew booking head
explained that the report of Stan and
Mae Laurel having a 60-week contract for the Loew circuit is incorrect
The turn was given booking for 20
weeks. In addition the duo received
a 20-week play or pay contract from
the Horwitz-Kraus agency, that contract being renewable for a like period,
which

totals 60

weeks

in all.

''- :•..

:„:£:)£!
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St. flairs Separating.

Nellie and Willie St. Clair are separated. Willie is joining Rose Crouch
in a dance revue now in rehearsal, and
Nellie may also be in a new dancing
act.

It is

Sbrinera' Circus Week in Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh, March 10.
The Shriners, week of April 5, are
arranging for a "circus week" in their
The acts will be booked
Temple.
through the Davis theatre of this city.

ss

Raymond in Connolly-Wenrich Turn.
March 22 at the Colonial, New York,
Dolly Connolly and Percy Wenrich will
reappear, reinforced by Ray Raymond.
Mr. Raymond was last with 'The Velvet Lady."
The three-act is asking $1,500 weekly.
Harry Weber is booking it.

;

v

-:

.'.
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Irving Fisher Alono Agafa.
Washington, D. C, March 10.
is to again essay vaudeas a single act with Don Prosser

Irving Fisher
ville,

accompanist
Mr. Fisher was formerly leading

his piano
in

man

support of Nora Bayes.

Bert and Eitelle Gordon Diaiolve.
Bert and Estelle Gordon have dissolved partnership.
Bert will double
with Jean Ford (Madden and Ford)
under the direction of Max Hart.
Divorce for

Mae

Mao

Buthell.

(Mae Bushell and Co.)
divorce, from her husGreen, by New York Su-

Bushell

was awarded a

"When Caesar Sees

MISS SAMUELS' TIME RESTORED.
The appearance of Rae Samuels at
the Palace,
lowing her

ing program.

up.

BARD RETURNS AT

.

.

Cleveland, March 10.
immediate
Cleveland's
amusement needs, $10,000,000 is to be
spent for the erection of two theatres
to replace the Opera House and the.
Shubert-Colonial, two Keith vaudeville
houses and twenty or more picture

To

band, Willie

preme Court Justice Pendleton, Jan.

16.

CLA1B STAKR
FEATURED with the WILX KING COMPANY.
Now In Its second season at the CASINO, SAN
FRANCISCO,

m

'

"

.-••"'
•

VAUDEVILLE
TAX TIME ENDING.
assigned

Specially

Cadwalader

Woodville

labors Monday
Variety's New York

revenue agent
will complete

(March 15) at
office, where for

his

month he has given invaluable
hundreds in making out federal

the last
aid to

tax forms.

Through notices carried in Variety
the agent has received communications
from all over the country, the letter
requests arriving in such great quantity
Many
it was' impossible to answer.
letters asked that forms be mailed, unnecessary since forms were supposed
to be available in every town and city.
There were several amusing letters, one
from a woman, saying she had form
1040 (used for net incomes up to $5,000)
.but that it was a puzzle and "please
send four more," the writer feeling that
•

she might fill out one successfully.
The time limit for filing of the New
York state tax expires Monday as with
the federal tax.
recent test case regarding the state tax is important. The
New York revenue law provides for a
higher .tax rate for non-residents of
the state than those' living within the

A

The U.

state.

S.

Supreme Court dewas un-

cided that such differentiation

constitutional, which has opened an
avenue for non-residents to escape the
New York tax entirely this year.
much the non-resident decision affects
professionals
is
open to question.

How

-

Where an

actor

established

a

is

on the road and has

residence

New

within

York, he would be liable. But prowho have no residence, appear to be in the position to enjoy the
decision which made the non-resident
provision of the law unconstitutional.
fessionals,

MANY ACTS GOING TO AUSTRALIA.
Because of improved passport conditions in this country

a number of

acts

have sailed for Australia since January
1, four under contract with Ben Fuller
and several for Rickard and 'Williamsons.

Passport

regulations

are

being

straightened out and by the summer a
normal flow of material to the Antipodes

is

expected.

~

There have been few if any acts going from England direct to Australia
for some. time. Shipping from England
is booked ahead solid for 12 months.
Recently, however, Frank Wirth booked two English turns for Australia via
this country and the acts (the Five
Wonders and the Martinez Family)
are now in San Francisco waiting to
sail

March

20,

as are the Apdales for

Cuba.

BERNSTEINS' CLEAN UP.
The two Bernstein brothers, Freeman and Sam, did a clean up Monday
They had to visit the Night'
Court through it. Judge Douras dismissed all of the complaints upon some

night.

chauffeurs who were involved together
with the Bernsteins withdrawing the

charges made.

The Bernsteins were taking their
father to his home at Broadway and
180th street, in a black and white. taxi.
The night hawks of that neighborhood,
who drive their, own taxis, have declared a feud against all cheaper fared
public cars, saying they can secure
$3.50 to drive downtown whereas the
others charge but $2. The Bernsteins
duly arrived in front of their father's
home and Freeman assisted him to the
apartment. .Sam waited downstairs for
his brother and noticed their taxi driver
in an argument with one of the free
lance chauffeurs.
Asking the trouble,
Sam was told to mind his own business'
and did so until one of the free lances
threatened him when Sam knocked the
chauffeur down.
At once a flock of
free lance drivers hanging around 181st
street and Broadway rushed to destroy
Sam and started in to do .it, when
Freeman returned to the street. A
crowd of about 1,000 watched the battle,
the two brothers doing valiant work
until officers arrived, who took the com-

•

batants to the nearest police station.
The chauffeurs were pretty well battered up, but the lieutenant at the 'desk.
insisted the Bernsteins make a complaint against them as they were repeating a. favorite trick against the downtown taxis, the lieutenant said. When
asking one of the drivers his name, the
man could not answer but indicated
one of the Bernsteins must have placed
his jaw in a straight jacket during the
maul. He wanted to make a complaint
against both brothers in order not to
miss the one who did it It was accepted and the entire party ordered to
Court.
Judge Douras agreed to accept the
withdrawal of the charges upon the
request of the chauffeurs, who first suggested to the Bernsteins the affair be/called a mistake and forgotten.
Tuesday the Bernsteins seemed all
right excepting Sam could move his
fingers with difficulty.
Freeman said
Ihe only blow he received Sam banded
him in the excitement

Freeman appeared to be aggrieved he
and his brother had been drawn into a
fistic argument without cause.
Sam
agreed with him. Freeman added it'
his first test of endurance in some
time. .It rather surprised him, as the
uptown melee lasted about eight
minutes.
Freeman said his previous
record for fast work, since he left the
maiden class, was but three minutes.

was

MCINTOSH'S ASSOCIATE HERE.
Robert Greig, associate director with
Hugh D. Mcintosh of the Tivoli
Theatres, Ltd., of Australia, who arrived
in New York two weeks ago, was
scheduled to leave for San Francisco
Monday en route for home, but an
attack of flu has postponed his departure until March 23. Coming here in
search of material, plays and artists fqr
Australia, -Mr. Greig has not effected

any arrangements as yet Numerous
deals under way when he was taken ill
have been postponed until he recovers.
Before his arrival here Mr. Greig
stopped over at London and secured the
Australian rights for "Bran Pie," Andre
Chariot's musical revue at the Prince
of Wales; Robert Courtneidge's "Paddy
the Next Best Thing," a three-act
comedy which opened in the English
last
week;
'The Lilac
provinces
Domino," musical comedy playing at
T
the Empire; "His Little Widows ' at
the Duke of York's, and C. B. Cochran's "Maggie," a musical show current
at the Oxford. "Chu Chin Chow" was
secured by cable by Mr. Greig for
Australia before his arrival.
On his way west Mr. Greig will hold
a conference with Alex Pantages.
Asked whether this suggested a possible affiliation between the Pantages

and Tivoli
he was not

Circuits, Mr. Greig replied
in a position to state.

AGENTS TEMPORARILY OUT.
Dan

J. Hennesy, of the Keith VaudeExchange, suspended eight agents
for failure to submit a list of
available acts the preceding Saturday

ville

Monday

"Dardanella" bids fair to establish a
world's record for song sales. It
has sold 1,400,000 copies to date but
the half way mark according to accurate estimates, with the three million
It
or more mark the ultimate goal.
"Miswill no doubt attain that figure.
souri Waltz" holds the present record
for a 30-cent number with a little over
Before "Dartwo million copies.
danella" caught on, the trade bought
some 300,000 copies at only 12j£ cents.
similar amount went at 15 cents each

new

A

began to show up a little. The
up to the current 1,400,000
by
Fred
(figures
supplied
Fisher, the publisher) were disposed of
at 18 cents the regulation trade price.
That a song of such huge selling
after it

balance

mark

days.

The suspension is for one week and
does not effect the standing of the
agents on the sixth floor of the Exchange where the big time bookers are
housed.

'

proportions should come from two virheretofore unheard of comtually
posers is interesting in itself. Johnny
S. Black "and Felix Bernard are the accredited writers -of the song; Fred
Fisher having coined the present title
and supplied the lyric. The authors had
"Turkish Tom
originally
called- it

ing last week's announcement contracts
would be issued by Fox for the first
time in the history of that office. .
This endorses the supposition that
the contracts are being issued as a
protective agency following the action
of the Keith office in cancelling the
routes of several big time acts—recently at the Audubon and subsequently opening in a- Keith house.
Several agents who book with the
Fox interests are reporting it extremely hard to secure name attractions
willing to play the uptown Fox house
since the Keith action was taken. Acts
having no Keith time following the
requested Audubon appearance are reported as easy to secure, but turns
with -further routings following the
proposed Audubon engagement are not
inclined
jeopardize
to
the
latter.
Agents say actors express a readiness
to play any of the other Fox theatres,
which may explain the contracts for
the Audubon only...

BRIGHTON OPENING MAY

T

'•

and while not exactly turned
no publisher was particularly anxious to bring it out owing
to the difficult bass accompaniment
hit
McCarthy & Fisher last
It
spring and was accepted as the sole

thereafter

flat

work of

Bernard

who

did not
mention Johnny Black's collaboration.
Copies were printed with Bernard's
name on it alone, although the tnde
had not gotten hold of it then. After
a merry rumpus in the Fisher sanctum,
Black with the assistance of his professional friends, convinced the publishers he had had a good deal to do
with the composition of the number
and was let' in on a half interest
It lay on the' shelf the ensuing eight
or nine- months owing to "Buddha,"
another Oriental being the cur-rent
Orchestras were not
plug" song.
much in favor of the number because
of the difficult orchestral arrangement.
Mr. Fisher simplified it later with the
result it began to catch on some time

Felix

December. The rest is history. Mr.
Bernard, however, sold out his interest
about two months previous to this.
Mr. Fisher has answered Bernard's
charges with a general denial. Davis

in

&

Davis,

the

publisher's

attorneys,

have letters and other documentary
proof showing it was the plaintiff who
first approached McCarthy & Fisher,
Inc., with an offer to sell.
It was ac-

17.

The Brighton theatre at Brighton
Beach, Coney Island, will open one
week earlier than usual, for the coming
summer. The start will be made May
17.
Big time bills furnished by J, J.
Collins in the Keith office will be the
policy as formerly. For the first time
the Brighton will have a film booth
this season, to project minor films during the performance.
The staff, front and back, will remain
the same, headed by George Robinson,
the manager.
^,13JJ
Atlantic City, March 10.
Keith's will have a big time Vaudeville
for Holy Week, commencing March
No further plans for the house

bill
29.

have been made.

Tax Warning:.
You have

three days left in
which to see Special Federal
Revenue Agent Cadwallader
Woodville at Variety's office,

154

West 46th

street

Regard-

ing the State tax there has been
an important decision which
lets

oat non-resident profes-

sionals living outside New
State.

York
Tax returns close March

15.

KEITH BOOKING NEXT SEASON.
Big time agents are reporting a number of contracts issued by the Keith
It seems to
office for next season.
agreeably surprise the agents who have
been accustomed to wait for midsummer before securing routes.
The lead jn next season's engagements is taken by the Eddie Darling
Mr. Darling lately
staff of bookers.
assumed charge of the Keith big time
bookings.
He expects to make his
annual trip abroad the coming summer,
with no date of departure yet set.
.

cepted.

BERT SAVOY WINS DIVORCE.
.Chicago,

March

10.

Bert Savoy, of Savoy and Brennan,
was granted a divorce against his wife,
Anna Kremper, actress, charging de-

sertion.

Savoy's testimony was unique and
amusing. He charged her with wearing
his clothes.

MEETING OF THE I. A. T. S. E.
The' International Executive Board
I. A. T. S. E. started its annual

of the

Wins Breach of Promise Suit.
Phil Baker, vaude villian, had a breach
of promise suit brought against him
by Belle Beresford, a non-professional,
dismissed last week. Julius Keridler
represented Baker.

GRADY WRITING NEW ACTS.
Billy Grady, the vaudeville agent, has
turned author and has written a comedy skit for Rome and Wager, a man
and woman, also a new comedy singing, talking and dancing act for Irene
and Bobby Smith.

FOX'S AUDUBON. CONTRACTS ONLY
The Fox agency is issuing contracts
for the Audubon theatre only, follow-

Toms."

With Felix Bernard's recently legally worded accusation that he was
-tricked into selling out his interests
for $100, some inside "dope" on the
matter is brought to light It was Mr.
Black who composed the original Oriental strain, having used it in his act
in the Winter Garden the last three
Last spring Mr. Bernard hapyears!
pened to hear the tune and suggested
several additions to the melody.' It
went the rounds of the publishers

afternoon.

Agents have been repeatedly notified
to fill in blanks supplied by the office
with a list of acts and their addresses,
to be used in an emergency on Sunday
or Monday in case of disappointments.
The suspension followed several
warnings which have been issued by
Mr. Hennesy and will be followed by
still more suspensions in the future if
the lists are not forthcoming on Satur-

z.

"(a

HISTORY OF "DARDANELLA."

down

'

Monday at the New York
headquarters. Those attending were
Charles C. Shay, president; F. E. Xe
Master, general secretary-treasurer;
meetings

L. G. Dolliver, assistant president; Win.
Canavan, 1st vice-president; Richard
Green, 2d vice-president; Stephen B-

vice-president, Fred J.
Dempsey, 4th vice-president, and Wm.

Newman, 3d
Willard Foote Taking Up Law.
Willard Foote, who appeared in
"Holliday's Dream," and. with Ruth St.
Denis for some time, has given up the
stage. He has gone into the law office
of Rhinelandsr, Seymour ,& Bernard.

The sesCovert, 5th vice-president.
sions will continue daily this week,
11 to 4 p. m.
several
radical
understood
It
is

from

cbangt*

in

by-laws will be made.

VAUDEVILLE
Omaha, March
..

Editor Varibtt:

-

Replying to the letter
%your
last issue beg to

•;.

..

9.

•

state I

Albany, March

Amusement

:

dis-

ABOUT GABY DESLYS.

charged Fred De-Wein for missing perk> formances and enticing men to leave
f& the act at Orpheutn, Vancouver.
and Ralph Markee, one
H> Mr. De-Wein
of my cornet players, came upon the
stage and could not play. Both missed
*
the opening day's performance in Seat;
tie for the same reason.
...
After being out of my act a -week Mr.
U De-Wein begged me to reinstate him
r again,. promising to do" his utmost for
| the interest of Nat Nazarro, Jr. He
Sp'wasr taken back upon probation only.
I
After rejoining his actions were uni
bearable and when I reached ,Los Anil geles I decided to let him go. He was
given first-class railroad ticket from
!# there to New York City, which he
§g signed for. Without notice four men
t; quit upon Mr. De-Wein's instigation
thinking they would bluff me into reinstating him. Again,, however, I replaced them, opened in Salt Lake City
for on schedule tune and now have the
best band I ever had.

*>."

more or less true or
have been published about
the late Gaby Deslys/but nobody seems
to know very much of her life nor of

Many

stories,

flattering,

•"

the secret of her success. This* was
-not the result of a sensational story,

but of hard work, H. B. Marinelli was
her manager or*adviser for'fif teen years
and knew this for a fact
t
Her first contract was at the
Parisiana in Paris. From there she went
to the Ofympia and Folies BergereT
then directed by Mr. Ruez. She first
came to attention playing small roles,
but her style and personality counted.
She was soon playing leads in revues
in and out of Paris. Her foreign engagements began at the Gayety, London, from which she went to the AlIt was at the Apollo in
hambra.
Vienna that a conversation about. King
Manuel between her and her representative was overheard by the theatre
manager and made clever use of.
It helped, of course, With her engage-

..

'

-;

;--".-

Queenie Nazarro.

'

April.

,

sections to the General Business
Law providing for the licensing by any^
corporacity or town of persons or.
theatre
tions intending to operate a
the.
or other place of amusement or
to such
tickets
selling
business of
busiries.

at the

per "cent in such a success. Per*
sonality is something out of the ordinary in looks, shape, style of dressing,
and manners. Next comes talent, voice,
dancing, hard work, and last
but not least, intelligence and business

acting,

'

"choosers."

rendered to her, was quick as lightning in her decisions, and her only ambition was work.

I

should think that he would stick to his
ice.
Before he left this country he
and I were the best of friends. I ask
Van to be good enough to cut the bit
out of his routine.
„ ^Charles Wilson.
.

at
a ticket of admission thereto
price
a greater price than the regular
charged therefor op printed on the
ticket

March 6, to the Princess- Bariknown on the stage as Lydia
Yavorska. He is the adapter of "Anna
Karenina" and "Damaged Goods."

ried

at { ns iE i |

sell

ETHEL LEVY OPENING.

•

-

Nut*.)

Editor. Varibtt.:

Roanoke, Va., March

6.

In reading this' week's Varibtt: we
noticed an article in which it states
that our manager, Joe Glick, is accused
of taking money from us in pinochle,
also that he thinks that he is entitled
to a wreath for managing us.
In reply, you know us long enough
to know how hard it is to get any
money from us, and as you know pinochle is a game of science and skill,
how is a man like Mr. Glick going to

SHEEDY SUES GRANVILLE.

ist.

CLARA BUTT

when

advance but failed
was
agreeing to
to play out his contract,
also
do so the following Sunday but
Sheedy claims he
failed to appear.
was damaged to the extent mentioned.
The defendant has answered with a

London. March

a special train.

Detroit,

believe I

am

10.

Monday noon,

.

9.

do-

March

the cashier of the Miles theatre here

Editor Varibtt,:

makes

'*„
.......
Morns' original antentfon to

Lander Leaves, for South Africa.
London, March 10.
Sir Harry Lauder has arrived here,

was
accompany Lauder
It

but intends leaving immediately to tour
'

South Africa.

Robert Evett Survive* Chang*.

.*

to Africa, but pres-

divorce
against

Miles Theatre, Detroit, Robbed.

I see in Varibtt I am supposed to
have had an argument with Insen &
Cronin • Re a song I am singing.
Will you please state I have not had
a word on this matter with either of
the two boys. In fact the only time I
spoke to them at all was to give them
advice on a proposed 4rip they intend
making to England.
article

until the retarn trom
star, Sir Marry

South Africa of his
Lauder.

Tompkins yS the Supreme
week awarded an absolute
decree to Margaret Bacon
her husband, Frank Bacon,
Olive Burke). The latter
and
(Bacon
was named in the proceedings. No defense was entered.
Justice:

last

-.

r

'London, March

10.

Despite the change in proprietorship
Robert Evett will continue at Daly's
as General Manager.
Sir Thomas
Beecham bought the theatre last week.

:

*yg

stole $5,100 from the.
escaped in a motor truck

safe and
through the heavy downtown traffic.
Two of the robbers are believed to be
men who applied at the theatre for
jobs as ushers about a week ago.

Emma Haig in "Magic Melody."
"The Magic Melody," leaving the
Shubert Saturday to play four weeks
in Boston will have Emma Haig and
Jack Waldron with it.
They are a team of dancers in vaudeville.
Miss Haig gave as her reason
for joining the show she required a
rest between dances.
Hillcrest Opens on March 20.
The new Hillcrest,. in Tarrytown, will
open March 20, under the management
of Burt Holiday, for vaudeville, a feature picture with a cabaret on the roof

garden.

Offering Treasure Ulead."
London, March 10.
Herbert Jay has many new pieces
for production here including "Treasure Island."
:

....

-

Budd and

../'•

Ft. Wayne.
Wayne. Ind., March 10.
The Temple will have a big time bill

Big Tide at Temple,
Ft.

of nine acts next week, inclusive or
the Shriners' Band. It will be Shnners

Keith office, New
J. J*. Collins of the
At other
is booking the bill
times the house is supplied through
the Chicago branch of the Keith
agency.
l

York,

•

.

London, March

Budd .and

and

New York

sailed back

early last

Two

Years for Togan and Geneva.
"*?
London, March 10.
Togan and Geneva have been' booked
solid for two years.
The bookings
were given them immediately after

•

.

Dr. Crane's "The Stranger."
Dr. Frank Crane, of the New York
"Globe" will make his debut as an author with "The Stranger."
The sketch calls for a cast of four.
It was originally produced as part of
the last Lambs' Gambol.

Sherman New Moss House.
B. S. Moss' new house at 181st street
and Broadway is the Sherman, to open

May

1.

The
ville

policy wjll be two-a-day vaudeat pop prices.

~

EARL YATES SUSPENDED.

week

Monday with Wilkie

Bard's company.
Horace Reeves, London agent, who
came over with Talbot O'Farrell, left
for home on the "Cedric" last Saturday.

10.

Clark, the American bur-

lesque comedians, opened in London
successfully and have been booked for
the whole Stoll tour.
j

English Men Home Bound.
George Arthurs, the English lyricist,
arrived in

1

Clark's Success.

their first performance.

Three gunmen held up and assaulted

inform you that Mr. Glick is troubled
with asthma and he cannot sleep in
a bed as he has to be in- a sitting position, and as this show is going to
close at the end of this month he is
looking for a rocking chair. If you can
?:et him one he is willing to rent it
or the summer, or by the week,

Your

London

trip to

Court

lilies.

.

10.

Gladys Cooper will be seen in her
when "My Lady's Dress"
the. Playhouse at Easter.

-

William Morris has postponed his

'

We also advise him to take good care
weather down south does not
agree with asthma. We also wish to

Washington, D. G,- March

1

t

.

MORRIS POSTPONES SAILING.

Mr. Loew and his executive staff
wilfmake^ the journey from New York

folk, Mass., granted a divorce March
4 to Harry Romaine, assistant manager of Remick's Boston professional
department, from his wife Helen Saitz
Romaine (Plunkett and Romaine).
Edward ^. Dangel, a Boston attorney appeared for Romaine.

as this

Dolly Sisters.

*

-.

original part
revived at

•Jm

general denial.

DIVORCE GRANTED MRS. BACON.

HARRY ROMAINE'S DIVORCE,

In reference to the wreath, the only
one he will ever receive from us wiU

v

.

10.

REVIVING "MY LADY'S DRESS."

heavily billed in

exterior of the "house.

Judge John D. McLaughlin, of the
Superior Court for the country of Suf-

win?

»

IN CAST.

London, March

Clara Butt will sing during the course
of the production of "Peter Ibbetson"
at the Savoy.

"-

Marcus Loew's Nashville theatre
opens April 5. Over $40,000 has been
spent in reconstructing the inside and

in

.

wreath of

i

!

10.

March

M. R. Sbeedy through his attorney,
suit for
Julius Kendler, has brought
in the
$1 000 against Bernard Granville
for
Municipal 'Court
Dsitrict
7th
with
connection
breach of contract in
date
a Sunday concert booking
Sheedy was-bookmg tbe Selwyn
charges
comolaint «hi
t
The complaint

March

Paris,

Ethel Levy opens at the Alhambra
12, as does Mareski, the violin-

'

-

.

.

.

(The Loose

a-

It is

places.

made a misdemeanor to

MARRIES JOHN POLLOCK. ^V_
London, March 10.
John Pollock, the author, was mar-

sure of business here prevented.

LOEW'S NASHVILLE READY.

i

be

the adding ot

Mr. Healey proposes

ew

I

Van Hoven among. the

REVUE,

January, De Courville now states he
will present a new revoe there in

These make up the other fifty
ability.
have been using it successfully and from time to time there have/ P e "L, cent
These Gaby had, and a heart big as
been acts that have "chosen" the bit
a house. Her word was as good as a
and placed it into their own offerings.
v However, I did not expect to find
She never forgot any service
bond.
Since,

NEW MARIGNY

Paris, March 10.
Undismayed by his loss of 300,000
francs on his vaudeville venture at
the Marigny during December and

exhibition purposes.

fifty

triloquist idea

f'

NEWS

provision is made with regard °to""efflployment of children for

Winter Garden in New
York, but was really no more than an
incident in. what would have been a
Personality
brilliant career anyway.
and inventive power count for at least

ment

CABLE

at-

The same

,-.

Editor Varibtt;,:
I note in. Varibtt a picture of. my
friend Van Hoven doing a burlesque
I
vcntriloquial bit with a dummy.
.claim to be the first one to have
ever done this bit with a figure. It was
written for me about five years ago and
when I broke it in there was no one
erse doing, it with a figure and it in no
way conflicted with Felix Adler's ven-

10.

had some

legislation

tention in the Assembly the past week.
Two bills were introduced.
The first, by Mr. Booth, consists of
amending sections to tfie Penal Law,
relative to permitting children to attend dance houses, public pool and billiard rooms, theatres, picture shows
and other resorts by prohibiting admission of any child under 18 instead!
of under 16 years as at present, unless
accompanied by parent or guardian.

ing things and so short a visit to this
country does not allow me to do so.
Talbot (yFarrell.

published in

KP

ALBANY BILL ON CHILDREN.

FORUM

ARTISTS'

i

Chicago,

March

10.

By orders of John Nash and C. S.
Humphreys, Irving Yates, floor representative for Earl & Yates, has been
temporarily withdrawn from the floor
privileges and Lou Earl instructed to
represent his agency.
The business of the agency will go

on without interruption.

ViflB

m

HARRY CARROLL'S REVUE.
March 22 at Proctor's, Newark, for
the first half and Mt. Vernon, N. Y.,
the last half, is due for Harry Carroll
in his own revue written by himself, to
appear in conjunction with about 12
other people.
On the same program in the towns
will be the initial appearance of Carrie
Jacobs Bond in vaudeville. Miss Bond
wrote 'The End of a Perfect Day."

jH

SPORTS

INSIDE STUFF
ON VAUDEVILLE
not been told anything about themselves. The Loew State will have a sufficient stage for any kind of attraction
and while the announced policy of the
new house has been picture, the Loew
people recently brought the' building,
156 West 46th street, a private house,
With the intention of reserving that

George White's "Scandals of 1919"
has a current one of its own, according
to a letter received from a member of
the show. It is about cards and cheating.

The longer show business progresses
and the higher salaries go, card playing there will be cheating, sooner or
later.
This particular affair in the
"Scandals" show, is about stud poker,
how a clumsily marked deck was
found on the table after one of the

building for dressing rooms

marriage recently occurred in
which the bridegroom was 27 and the
bride 39. Both are professionals. The
newlywedded wife explained she -married her husband because he was good
to his mother.

A

complete
players had won $200.
description is given by the writer of the
with several of, the- boys now
with the White show mentioned as '
witnesses. The- person -accused denied
having rung in the marked cards, claiming he had secured the deck from someAnyone who gambles takes
one else.
chances, two ways, against losing and
being cheated. Therefore anyone who
plays cards or gambles in any. way and
is not in a position to protect himself
against cheaters should not gamble.
There are several low lived cheaters in
the. show business, especially in vaudeville.
Some have been exposed, others
are known and should be.* They are
low enough to cheat their friends and
'pals. It's no trick, stealing money from
your friends. Any fool can accomplish
that, once anyway, and instead of being _
able to live it down by saying he is a
fool, it only fastens a lifelong rep on,
the cheater as a picayune crook. But
that isn't the answer. The proper answer is not to gamble with anyone you
are not absolutely positive of. These
cheaters and steerers are. sure thing
'

A

.

his* father, B. F. Keith.
alleges he adjusted the matter
such a manner that A. Paul Keith
was not cut off and that as a result
of- the agreement made he is entitled
to one-third of the estate, which runs
high in the millions.

COPYING ORPHEUM ADS.
white checkerboard border which has
immediately caught on if imitation is ; a
Copies of the dailies in
criterion.
which the Orpheum bills are advertised

show
realize

reading Junior

be the best investment ever made, for
it will teach* you something nothing
else in the world could, that you can
be cheated and have been cheated.

.

Orpheum

Loew

agents

can't

find- out

building* at

They know

Broadway and 45th

street.

the Loew' booking staff, as
well the remainder of the circuit's
executives will move there but have

'

Circuit.

called the TivolL
The Arena Co., which operates a
picture house on Eighth avenue and
40th street, is behind the project.
Tearing down of the structures now
occupying the site will begin April 1,
and building will immediately follow.

BAKER ABRAHAMS MARRIAGE.
Belle Baker and Maurice Abrahams
were married in Brooklyn, Feb. 17.
'

was 7 to 5 favorite. Every
.Dundee tried to pull was quickly
smothered by the foxy Jackson.
Bouncing against the ropes to get a
flying start, one of Dundee's old gags,

for the latter

The second

trick

edition of the six-day

which began at midnight
Sunday and ends to-morrow at 11 p.
m., has made plenty of money, exceeding the fondest expectations of the
the
Hanson,
Charles
promoters.
"angel" for the December event—he
grabbed $15,000 profitrrand John. Chapman, of Newark, are in 50-50; on this

didn't

-«

—

---.

-

".

.-•

,

;,.-.

-;-

10.

Hammond Improvement Co.,
by Chicago and Hammond
Hammond this
$900,000,

the

largest

in

the

Chicago suburban district. The structure will be completed by fall, it is announced.

New

Song.

Chicago,

March

10.

Eddie Cantor's first release under
the new agreement for records will be
a new song written by Jack Osterman
a;id Gus Edwards, called 'Why do they
Call Them Daddies
K elated at All?"

When

man and meet

the jumping jack stuff he found Jackson right on the job to break up the

:

attack.

Governor Edwards, of New Jersey, to
the tune of "How Dry I Am," fired the
pistol shot that started the 14 teams
on the long journey. Monday night at
10 o'clock the Italian-Belgian combination of Brocco and Deruyter stole a
lap after 15 minutes exciting competi-

-

.

'

.

,s"

Broadway must have been a lonesome spot for two hours Monday night,
for everybody worth while in the
Great White Way was at the fight
They thoroughly enjoyed the entertainment, which was in marked con.

.

trast to the burlesque between Kilbane
and; Valger in Newark two weeks ago.

The' crowd went almost daffy,
tion.
for this was the first timar in the his-

Jackson's followers grabbed some
of the odds, but not half enough... The
only man who was most confident
Jackson would turn the tables on Dundee was "Slim" Bill Brennan, a referee.

tory of the grind that a team got- in,
'."'
front so early.
The old bar in the cafe has <disap-,
peared. The boys that used to .swap
stories and meet for the first time once
in a year, were nowhere to be found.
You know. -Leon Errol
Reason?
jumped over from Philly Monday night
to glimpse the thing, -but he left early
because there was no one around to

He

bet $25 to

$30.

Ever since the 'night three years ago
when Jackson, an unquantity, knocked out Dundee
in one round, a feud has existed. Some
of the boys must have known somekeep him company.
thing, for from the time the doors
The management reported the -am*, opened until the bout went on,
the fans
phitheatre was sold out for to-morrow,
Dundee beat Jack. '•'<,. ....- fought to get in.
"'
the last night.
son twice, hands running after the
Two bike races in a year will go in Philly
disaster, but Jackson redeemed
New York because there is nowhere
1

in Philadelphia,

known

•

else to go.

...

:>.. .::':

himself magnificently by his decisive
victory Monday. Jackson's next opponent in New Jersey may be Lew'
Tendler, the Quaker City southpaw.
Dundee earned the honors in only

v

sensational
flyweight boxer,' created a real Sensation in Philadelphia last week when he
defeated Patsy Wallace, a rugged local
lad, eight pounds heavier, in a fast six.
round bout. No decision was. rendered,
but Wilde was proclaimed winner by an

Jimmy Wilde, England's

easy margin. Wilde's style, hitting
power, cleverness and clean fighting
caught thTs fancy of the Quaker City
boxing fans and he was given a great
welcome. Wallace made a much betHe
ter showing than was expected.
caught Wilde off his balance in the
fifth and scored the only knockdown
suffered by the Briton since appearing
here. It was not a clean knockdown
at that, but his hands touched the mat.
Wilde is a real champion and local fans
will be glad to see him at any time.'
The show drew close to $11,000 at the
National A. A. and' Wilde was paid $5,000 for his bout on a guarantee.
A
party of Englishmen, friends of Wilde's
witnessed the bout. The party included
Wilkie Bard, John Shine, Talbot O'Farrell.and Horace Reeves and were chaperoned by George M. Young, the Keith
house manager in Philadelphia.
>

When

They're Not

.

-.-

one session, the fourth. Jackson was
in rare form and he kept walloping
Dundee to his heart's content Once
feared Dundee,
p'r" twice' the crowd
woqld either collapse, from punishment
or go down to defeat via the knockout
route. Jackson rocked him almost off
his pins with a terriffic bombardment
'

>

-

the fifth' and sixth stanzas.
Confident that he had victory cinched
Jackson let up a little in the seventh,
but when Dundee tried to pull some
rough stuff he got his'n plenty. Jackson never, fought better in his career.
Of course,, he'll never beat Leonard,
but right now he stands No. 1 on thelightweight ladder. And he can make
the weight— 133 pounds ringside. '
•

The House

*

and they meet
tors, for a

.

in

one fighter dislikes another
in the ring the spectachange, get a run for their

fought.

costing

night, for Jack-

son would dive after his

slimmer a nine-story hotel and theatre

Chicago, March

The

.

him half way with a fusillade of blows.
And when Johnny attempted to pull

capitalists, will erect in

Theatre for Hammond.

headed

work Monday

.

money. Willie Jackson and Johnny
Dundee, bitter rival contenders for
the lightweight laurels, gave the crowd
in the Arena Club, Jersey City, Monday night, several thrills in every one
of the eight sensational rounds they

Cantor**

The

whether their future offices will be in
Loew's new State theatre and office

quick to
the novel

A new 3,000 seat picture and vaudeville theatre will be erected on the
northwest corner of 50Jh street and
Eighth avenue. The house will be

A number of

vaudeville agents in the
Putnam building cleaned up neat sums
last week by trading in Loew stock.
The quotation hit its lowest mark at
26.
At that time there was considerable buying on margins. It was this
stock which sold last week when Loew
was quoted at 31. Several agents admitted clearing $1,000 each through the
transaction.

in

THEATRE AT 8TH AVE. AND 50TH.

is

ly win.

managers Of the other

Orpheum 'cities were

the possibilities

arrangement and have framed their
copy along similar lines.
The Finn & Heiman houses of the
Orpheum circuit carry an over-line

game

tually wins out in gambling, any form,
any kind. So when cheated there's no
used kicking or squealing, just put it
down to the experience account,, layoff playing thereafter and the loss .will

that the

houses in

dejfeatediecause Jack
Haskall, one of its star players, played
against them.

,

The new Orpheum Circuit newspaper
display ads carry a fancy black and

A

ultimate-'
It's the percentage that even-

is

in

.

must

who

Cronan

getters. It isn't marked cards a
card player should be most afraid of.
deck of those may be purchased for
a. couple of dollars in any of the stores
selling "games," nor is it stacking the
cards or shuffling up.' Anyone' -Who
can do either of the latter well enough
to escape detection- in the long run
won't play with actors; there is too
much money to be had from others by
the expert. But the actor must look
out for a combination of players
against them. Any two or three persons standing in together in any kind
of a poker game, by signalling or. signing up to one another, can take the
entire party if the game lasts long
enough, and be certain to escape, if the
standing in is done with judgment
poker player must keep watching all
the time, and ii it worth it—to play
cards in a "friendly game" and look' out
for crooked work? It is not, for if the

slight, in his favor,

.Storey,

the will of

A

how

Mo ore field

acting in the capacity of Master and
Auditor on the case..
The hearing before the Master
started Monday. It is expected several days will be consumed in presenting the evidence.
Cronan is suing the estate for .onethird of the amount left by the late
A. Paul Keith, which he claims is, due
him. because of an agreement between

him and Keith and which' was made
when the late theatrical magnate
feared he was going to be cut out of

.

v

10.

suit of attorney John F. Cronan,
of this city, against the estate of the
Paul Keith is being heard by
late

money

is on the level, there's always
the fifty-fifty chance of losing, and if it
not on the level, the .honest player
hasn't a chance.
The fellow who is
playing With a percentage, no matter

March

The

Attorney

.

The

best pro quintet in the country.

Loew team was

one.

KEITH ESTATE TRIAL ON.
Boston,

situation

landed the

bicycle race,

A

letter

.

required.

if

was master of the
almost from the time he
first right, a corker to the
v point of the danger zone.
The crowd was in a frenzy every
secorrrj- of the succeeding rounds. They
could not believe their eyes when they
saw the Bronx idol pummel Dundee,
see that Jackson

The Marcus Loew basketball team
went to New Haven last week- to be
beaten by the Franklin All Stars 34 to
The Franklins- are considered the
29.

What a battle I It was voted the
greatest boxing match seen in the
East since the good old days of the
Frawley Law. Jackson tore into the
gritty Italian at the tap of the first
gong and almost annihilated him with
a wonderful display of right hand
hooks to body and jaw.
Jackson roeked Dundee a few times
with triphammer rights to the chin..
In spite of the severe punishment,
Dundee stood by his guns and fought
back as' best he could. Any one could

of David Band, contain-

ing about 20 long-haired male members
of some kind of a freak sect at Benton
Harbor, Mich,, has a baseball nine
among the musicians. As baseballers
they have quite a rep around their
native town. Last summer they lost
but 3 out of 33 games.
'

'':•, ^" 'V
V."
McCarthy Bros. Incorporate.
/
Chicago, March 10.
McCarthy Bros., controlling the cir*

::'

$.%

"'

.

vv-

'

"

.

booking with the
V. M. A, have incorporated under

cuit in the Dakotas,

W.

the same name for $1,500,000, to build
and -operate vaudeville houses in the
northwest. There are nine brothers.

Warren F. Lemon this week took
over the management of Fox's City, replacing Harry B. Dean, who has been
transferred to the New Britain,. Conn.,
house. Mr. Lemon was last connected
with the Shuberts in Pittsburgh.
Nick Arnold- Ara«tdii, husband of
Fannie Brice, was no nearer capture
up to Wednesday than he was a week
ago. Detectives supposed to have gone
after Arnstein returned to New* York
Tuesday as did one of his attorney!.

VARIETY

NUTTING BLAMES BRANCHES FOR
INCREASED PUBLISHING COSTS

&>-.

Wool worth's Music Buyer Says Big Fellows Have His
Sympathy.

Others Profiteering.
Jobber Egging
Publishers On.
Suggests Both Ten and
Thirty Cent Songs. Describes Success

_

"I have nothing against the publishers," said E. Z. Nutting, head music
buyer of the Woolworth chain stores,
to a "Vajiiet xi reporter. "I simply asked
you here to' set certain misinformation
right and give you' my angle of this

music publishers-Woolworth wrangle.
begin with it's the big fellow who
my sincere sympathy.' It is for
I feel really sorry. It's the lesser
light who has taken advantage of this
30c song tilt and is using it for no
other reason than profiteering."
Then Mr. Nutting stated huge overhead expenses necessitated, this tilt
from the ten cent figure to the six
jitney scale, but he offered a remedy
for this situation. Ten years ago publishers, the big ones only, maintained
four branches, New York, Boston, Chi-

.

move

htm

to

do

My

first

I had
number was Gilbert

—

disposed of 400,000 copies.
I have
scheduled it for the million and a half
(Continued on page 18)

THE JUDGMENT RECORD.

and San Francisco. With these
four offices, and keeping the fact well
in mind that there were not as many
million and two-million song hits then
as now, a publisher made mote money
than he does nowadays with all his

The following

is a list of the judgthe County Clerk's office.
isithat of the judgment
debtor ;lhe second the judgment creditor, and the amount of the. judgment.
Not hern Film Corp.; E. K. Lincoln}
.

ments

The

enormous

sales, mechanical royalties
The whyfore is simple, "Mr. Nutting contends.
,"•,./:
"It's the extra branches in St. Louis,
Pittsburgh, Minneapolis and towns of
similar size, with their huge overhead

filed in

first

name

\

$819.20.

et ah

-

.'

Amusement

Progressive

Co,;

'

M.

E.

Yzquierdo et al.; $3,590.50.
Edgar Allen ; H. J. & F. E. Goldsmith ;

'

Rex Laboratories; Wids Film and
Film Folk, Inc.; $92.40.
Lew Rose; Lewis Publishing Co.;
$30.967>
Films, fnc, and William M. Young;
Baumann & Co.; $166.12.
Eff and Eff Producing Co.; Lewis

Publishing -Co.; $332.51.
Films,

Joseph

J.

Inc.;

Wm. W. Young

McDonald; Baumann

fit

Cinema News Pub. Co.; McConnell

or she will get his money's worth for
every dime expended in *>ur stores.
allow ourselves a- small profit but

We

we

take
There-

fore the change from the 10c scale to
a higher figure is impractical and impossible.

!

.

'The jobber, however, has been egging the publisher on to sell his stuff
at the bigger price. They saw Forster
get away with Missouri Waltz selling
five million copies at 30c. When Hindustan followed, it meant a new era.
Then Teller and the other music printers tilted prices, so did the -engraver,
labor troubles intervened and the 30-

cent song

were

right.

The publishers
There's no more money in
How could there

was born;

the ten-cent game.

be with their manner of doing things,

and the loose way of disbursing huge
sums of money?
"Then came the unkindest cut of all.
Instead of issuing meritorious songs

singing and dancing.
Roy Bryant and Co. rural

AL SANDERS OPENS.
Philadelphia,

The man who

March

10.

will

in."

Domamt

and Colletto Placed.
Demarest and Collette, one of the
.

week.

Faye Smith (Faye and Jack Smith)
underment a minor operation last
week. The team lost one week's work.
Therese Josephs, ingenue, fell and
broke her wrist while making an exit

three acts recently losing big time
routes after playing the Audubon The-

have been engaged by the Loew
Fox agencies for 16 week's in New
York City.
At the conclusion of the vaudeville
engagements they will sail for Europe
to open at the Palace, Manchester.
The foreign booking was secured by
atre,

and.

Willie Edelsten.

"Fads and Frolics," revue

(10)

and

filed

a com-

plaint alleging May Wirth is infringing on the following tricks: "Falling
between two horses," "turning somersault from back of running horse into
arms of partner," "riding on back of
horse and holding on to partner," "allowing horse to bump him," and "stepping from horse on one foot to the

ground."

Harry H. Coleman has

filed

home at New Canaan, Conn.
Floyd Stoker, vaudeville agent, is
home with heavy cold. He
will be away from his office for about
to his

a musical director, six scenes with 19

hanging pieces.
duce,

Costs $25,000 to pro-

confined

it is. said.

Mossman and Vance have combined
with Babette Winifred.
Dolly Connoly. Percy Wenrich and

Magical Irving has recovered from
an attack of influenza.
F. Ray Comstock was called back
from Florida last week because of his
Comstock
Mrs.
illness.
mother's
slipped" in getting out of a taxi some
weeks ago and sustained a broken leg,
Shock attendant to the fracture, affected the patient seriously, but she
*"•
is reported improved.
act.
*
Walter Gallagher, specialty dancer
Richard Burton and Gene Brady.
with "Dere Mable," is temporarily out
Clark and La Vere have dissolved
of the cast,, being ill with the "flu."
partnership. Miss Clark will produce
Fred Stewart, treasurer of the La
a girl act assisted by six girls and La Salle, ill at his home in- Chicago.
Vere will double with Al Haig, a
Bigson Herbert (Jerome and Her-

.

Ray Raymond,

three act.,
Harry Miller, who recently dissolved
partnership with Bill Dooley to go with
Olive Hill, has made another change.
The latter being under contract to
work in a sister act could not rejoin
him. Miller will do Ted. Doner's old

'

whistler:

a com-

/.-.'

..'.

''

became ill at Detroit.
.
Harry Sauber, producer *>f "What
Love Will Do," a musical comedy act,
had to jump into the role of the debert)

Mary Melville and George- Rule in a
comedy skit, "The League of Nations,"
and Jane and Katherine Lee, assisted
by a male, in "The New Director," a
comedy act, both written by Tommy
Versatile Sextette,

new

act.

.;

Rome, and Wager, comedy skit...
Tom Lyman and Roy Barton, sinking specialty. Barton is from the Chicago cabarets and Lyman at Coney

week in order to save the
week's bookings, when the man playing the detective became ill.
Mabel Wright, with Mrs. Gene
Hughes jn vaudeville, had her shoulder
fractured by an automobile when playing New Orleans,' but continued playing notwithstanding she suffered coirtective this

Gray.
,

siderable pain.

•'

/"7»
'•
:

i

•*

-••
.

Island.

Dick Dooley

Ward

rehearsing with the
Sisters; Herman Barrens at the
is

two-act.

BIRTHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward McNamee,
March 3, daughter .
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Carroll, March 4,
son; Harry Carroll, III.
Mr. and Mrs. Lew Frey (Russell and
189 West End Avenue, New

Frey),

York, son.
Mr. and

Mrs. Harry E. Buxbaum,

daughter.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth MacGowan,
The father is dramatic editor of

son.

"The Globe," New York.
Mr. and Mrs. James Slevin at their
home in New York City, March 2, son.

Mr. Slevin has been interested in the
picture business, having been the first
to secure permission to camera the
Pope and Vatican.
Mr. and Mrs. Ford Hanford at the
Lakeside Hospital, Chicago, March 4,
son. The father is of the Myers and

Hanford

act.

Mr. and Mrs. Philip A. Weiss, at the
Woman's Hospital, New York, March
The father is with the Tyson
3, son.
Company. The mother was nee Edna

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Driscoll (Sadie
Perry) March 2, Medford, Mass., son.
plaint against Walters and Walters
alleging infringement on a walking
ventriloquial figure, on which Coleman

claims he holds a patent dated April
10,

IN

::.:,.:-

Alice Lloyd

Arthur Hartley and Virginia Eastman, singing and dancing.
Helen Patterson and Dick Himber,

Feine.

N V A COMPLAINTS.
"Poodles" Hanneford has

from the Colonial stage at Norfolk,
Va., March 4.
David Gardener, a vaudevilban, who
was "gassed" in the war, is confined

comedy

$1,061.13.

never forgive Prohibition, Al Sanders, opened Monday
at the Alhambra here in "The Movie
Man," a Henry BeHitt vaudeville pro-'
have caused this rift between us. And
duction. Mr. Sanders was formerly a
at the bottom of it all, I can safely say,
wine agent with an elastic expense acis the jobber, the retail store keeper
count. He is now about the only prinand last but not least our competitors,
the Kress, Kresge, McCrory, Grant, and~ cipal with the turn.
The act plays the Towers, Camden,
Metropolitan chain stores. We have
N. J., the last half.
It is "breaking
built up our trade, and made lots of

money incidentally I'll admit, as everybody knows through faith—the con-.
fidence of a patron in knowing he

.

comedy singing

(LeRoy and West)

confined at Central Islip Asylum, is
slowly recovering her mind.
I. H. Hamp of "Round the Town"
(American Wheel) who fractured his
leg four weeks ago, has recovered. He
rejoined the show in Worcester last

piano.

and
Co.;

$561.13.-

Printing Co.;

Lavere,

sketch.'

$556,70.

expenses, salaries', entertainment funds
for dinners and parties for privileged
artists, that adds a needless six hundred to eight hundred thousand dollars
extra expense as far as I can figure
out. I do not say these' figures are
authentic but they're pretty near that'
amount judging from my observations.
Tfiere are some publishers who maintain from 22 to 30. offices when they
could formerly, and still can, get along
with but the four in the four chiefcities mentioned
And what -caused it
all—competition 1
"I have sent a letter to this effect
to the ten big publishers, offering my
solution to the problem—and some
agreed with me, funny as it may seem.
But it was the dissenting ones that

selling in bulk
care of ourselves financially.

Haag and

Orr and Hager (man and woman)

& Friedland's Afghanistan.
Today,
just four weeks after the song was
born mind you not four weeks after
it
became heard about—but just a
month after it first saw daylight, I have

cago,

by buying and

Milton Wallace and Co., including
Jack B. Walsh and Lucille Harrison,
"Showing Uncle the Sights."

"Studio Songsters." "Passing the Bull," "Luther," and "Scatter."

for preservation's sake.
it.

Emma LeRoy

ing.

in rehearsal,

both the ten and 30. cent scale, it
was a case where a ten-cent song was
left out in the cold.
The trash and
junk the Staff writer unloads'is what
is printed up to retail for a dime.
"My method of securing a song and
promising to popularize it before it was
even published was simply a tactical

has

beck) recovered from influenza.

and talking.
John Robb and Co., sketch, "Pearls."
Hodgkins and Brown have four acts

at

To

ILL AND INJURED.
Ed Kennedy (Kennedy and Haver-

NEW. ACTS.
Bob White and Babe Wells, songs.
Irwin Rosen with Ethel and Madge
Warde, assisted by Dick Dewey, danc-

"Afehanistan."

witti

9
'

1917.

El Cota complains against EI Cleve,
claiming the latter is infringing on
his professional name, by using the
prefix "El."

AND OUT.

is

substituting at Keith's

Providence, this week, taking the headline position, having agreed to. the shift

from the Bushwick, Brooklyn. Miss
Lloyd will play the Bushwick instead
-March 29. Henri Scott and Dickinson
and Deagon reported ill at Providence.
George Price out of the Riverside

week through a sprain, with Ray
Samuels deputizing. Miss Samuels is
doubling from the Palace.
Bert Errol reached New York Sunday from the other side, arriving too

this

late to-

make

Shea's, Toronto,.

Monday,

with Wanzer and Palmer substituted.
Eckhoff and. Gordon had to cancel
Loew's, Toronto, Monday through illness.
Murphy and Klein left New
York Monday night to take up the vacated Spot

-

•"»•'

,'>V'

*

and Cowan were snowbound
Me., Sunday morning,
having left Portland the*night before.
They reached New York late Monday and passed up the Allegheny,
Bailey,

at

Biddieford,

Philadelphia, date for that reason.

Allan Rogers was out of .the Alhambra bill Monday for: the week, through.
illness.

Keegan and Edwards

substi-

tuted.

Thornton

could not make.
Louisville Monday and the vacancy
was filled by the Keith Chicago office.
Murray and Volk went into the Colonial
Monday, replacing Jim and
Betty Morgan, who were out because
of illness.
Aileen Bronson was obliged to leave,
the Keith's, Syracuse, bill after Tues-

James

day,

owing

to illness.

MARRIAGES.
Lieut. Robert Follett Synge, March 6,to Alice May Bradley, at the Church of
the Beloved Disciple, New York. The
bridegroom's mother is Charlotte Grai ville in "Smilin' Through."
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INCREASED ADMISSION FOR ONE
SHOW WEEK, COUNTERMANDED
Gayety, Pittsburgh, Ordered to Restore Regular Scale for
This Week with Bediui's "Peek-a-Boo."
Tickets
Printed and Advance Sale Started. General

Order Sent Out Concerning Matter.
Pittsburgh,

The admission

March 10.
week at

scale for this

the Gayety was restored to its 75 cents
top, following the receipt of a mes-

why

the prices should be raised, as we
endeavor to establish an average.:
Yours very truly,
Columbia Amusement Co.,
(Signed) /. Herbert Mack,
.

•

manager, Henry
President.
by
Kurtzman, from the Columbia AmuseBURLESQUE IN TROT.
ment Co. in New York, that the 'inTroy, March 10.
creased scale, to $1 top for this week
Troy, N Y will in all probability be
?
with" the Bedini show, "Peek-a-Boo"
-granted an American Wheel franchise
could not stand.
next season as Henry Ford has purThe Gayety had increased 'the scale chased a vast tract of land at Green
Island opposite the collar, city.
for the one week with the opening of
The Detroit manufacturer plans to
the advance sale. A new set of tickets
erect a mammoth tractor factory and
"
%:
had been printed.
the opportunities for population inIt has been known throughout the
creases and 'financial gains are limitColumbia Circuit that Bedini, arranging less. Heretofore the Trojan was content to journey fo Albany or Schenecwith the local manager, had increased
tady to witness a burlesque show, but
the scale for the Bedini week in sevunder the new conditions they will deeral cities. Manager Kurtzman was unmand the home brand. The Lyceum,!
this
city's former burlesque house, is
aware the sanction of the Columbia,
now being used as a fight club and is
executives had been lacking in these
unsuited for housing a theatrical atfrom
the
wires
matters until receiving
traction of any kind.
new house will
New York, after he had advised head- in all probability be built
quarters of the intended move!
sage

the

local

•

.

;•'.

A

It

«%

was understood around

bia Theatre building in

the

Colum-

New York

early

the week that the Columbia Amusenient Co. through the Pittsburgh incident, had sent out a general order to
all of its house managers requesting
that no increase of scale be made under
any circumstances, for a single week
in

P
»;:•'

one attraction. T$o instructions
were given regarding increasing a
for

for

scale

Pittsburgh,

permanency. The Gayety,
is a Columbia house, oper-/'

ated by the circuit.

Looked upon as good business on
the part of jean Bedini, when it could
be gotten away with, the increase of
scale for the Bedini show-in three or
four instances resulted in astounding
receipts for the Bedini weeks. Record
breaking takings were made recently

Waterbury^
Baltimore and People's, Ken-

by the Bedini show
Conn.,

in

with the increased

sing, Philadelphia,

scale proposition.

The Columbia's
house managers.

letter
It is

was sent to

all

reported here-

with:

New
Dear

York, March

8.

Theatre building is proposed, through
having the dressing rooms running
along the upper tiers back stage, transferred to a specially constructed house
in Hhe alley to the northward of the

MISS STANLEY RETIRES.
The 8tage

js

losing

May

management of the "Peek A
boo" Company has been endeavoring
to induce— in fact has induced— some
of our local managers to raise their
prices during the engagement of that
wish to impress upon you
show.
the fact that you must not raise your
prices either for "Peek
Boo" or

We

A

any other company.
While some .of our shows may be
better than some of the others, we do
not believe that is any good reason

HENRT DIXON HERE 'AGAIN.

way

;,'

..

•

...

son.

•

niece of J Herbert Mack, of the /Columbia Circuit. The young woman has
been appearing in her uncle's show,
"Maids of America." She permanently
retired from the production and stage
last Saturday, and is succeeded in the

performance by Ruby Wallace
Mr Mack prevailed upon his niece to

MRS. BERNSTEIN RECOVERING.
Mrs. Rube Bernstein is recovering,
following the arrival of her still born
child last

on Sunday, June

The show

The

13,

13.

definitely

as the date

forthcoming benefit performwill be held at the

Columbia.

°

ten rows of the orchestra
and the boxes will be auctioned at the
Burlesque Club Sunday, May 30 (Decoration Day).
first

HERK INSPECTING.
I. H. Hertc, president of the American Burlesque Association.- is on an

inspection tour of the wheel shows
and. will be away from headquarters
for about ten days.

&

Irons
damage Get Franchise*
Irons & Clamage have been granted
a franchise to operate a new show
next season on the Columbia Wheel.
The firm now control "The World
Beaters" and "All Jazz Revue" on the

American Wheel.

ty

Trust," dissolved

pounds,

.

Vic Dayton closed with Barney BerDe Looks" in Paterson,
N. J., last week. Ruth Gale is playing
nard's "Girls

the part temporarily.
'Helen Adair rejoins Kahn's Union
Square Stock next Monday after a six

weeks' absence through illness.
John Bele replaces Charles Fleming
in "Beauty Review."
.Harry Mandel replaces Jimmy Gallagher in "Lid Lifters."
Kitty Warren, National Winter Garden.

:-

Cady (Cady and Rice) replaces Harry
Marks Stewart in Union Square.
stock

Shargel,

Jack
handle

will

recruit,

comedy

with
Harry Hastings' "Kewpie polls" next
principal

season.

role

'

-

.

BURLESQUE ENGAGEMENTS.
Harry Steppe, "Tid Bits of
(American Wheel.)

1920."

' »

DE KALB FOR STOCK.

Three Rounder* Separate.
The Three Rounders (Harold Rick,
Jack Young, Oscar Gardner) of "Beauweek.

15#

BURLESQUE CHANGES.

BURLESQUE BENEFIT JUNE
The Burlesque Club has
settled

week.

The baby, weighing

necessitated the Caesarian operation.

forego her stage career.

of its
ance.

.

partnership last

A deal is on between Marcus Loew
and Ben Kahn for the latter tp take
De Kalb, Brooklyn, May 1 for
stock burlesque. The' De Kalb is playing pop vaudeville and pictures.

-over the

It's

bright, well produced, elaborately

cob-.

.

Is "clean."
first part

has three scenes and
the second, one. Miss Williams does not
appear until the third scene of the first
part when she presents a new version
of her Klondike melodrama of previous
seasons. This year it's called "The Unknown Uw" and features the same
dram at lo climax with the villain Frank
Fanning taking the same fall from the'"
stairway after being shot as heretofore.
This dash of melodrama in the middle of
a musical show makes for a highly desirable note of variety.

Tuesday night the Columbia audienoe
paid undivided attention to the simple
story of the sketch, the scenic mounting
of which would do credit to the best type
of $8.00 show. The set itself received
a hand at the opening. Miss Williams
handles a serious acting role exceptionally for a comedienne, playing easily and
without affectation.

The show begins with the usual ensemble getting

off to

a flying start with

the 20 choristers clad in attractive yel-

low and green costumes. The first twenty minutes Is occupied by the Introduction of the principals, Interrupted by a
series of swift moving numbers. "Maryland" led by Eveleen Ramsay, the soubret, "Moving Picture Ball" as a single
by Emil Caspar, "Eyes" soloed by Mildred Campbell and "Vamp" by Harry
Bowen all drew legitimate encores.
Emil Caspar and Harry Bowen are the

lieve

VICTORIA GETS OVER.

*,

modern burlesque entertainment.

whole
The

.

Chicago, March 10.After three. weeks of Columbia burlesque, the Victoria, Chicago, newest
stand for the first wheel, may be safely reported a success.
This outlying
house has taken in $6,300, $6,800 and
$6,900 with its shows, more than it ever
averaged with the various kinds of attractions during its long career.
F. A. P. Gazzolo, proprietor, may
have a show on the circuit next sea-

.-.

turned and more Important than all of
the foregoing- holds a wealth of comedy
which runs the gamut from chuckles to
yells.
There's one or two bits of mild
ginger here and there, carefully and Inoffensively handled, but the show on the

be kept a secret as it was only for a
week. The last seen of Mr. Dixon he
walked over to the traffic cop at 46th
street and asked him as a favor to
give him a pass for that station house,
The officer didn't beto keep warm.

him and when Dixon started to
chatter further talk, the cop also fell
for the shimmy effort and told the
burlesque manager to cut it' out
Mr. Dixon later decided to go to
Palm Beach but a friend told him they
were all coming back from there with
trains only running one way now, so
Dixon hired an electric stove, got a
special rate from Edison and Monday
night they were feeding him ice bags;
to get him back to normal.

-

MOLLIE WILLIAMS' SHOW.

to .save the crease' in his trousers
'

\

Mollis Williams' Show at the Columbia
thla week Is a first rate example of

and not ruffle his coat
The Dixon show is in Jersey City
this week but Harry asked that that

Stanley a

office.

has been brought to our attention

that the

m

"

theatre.

The present dressing room space will
be utilized for offices in an extended
portion of the building to the east,
while stores on the 47th street side of
the building are to^be cut in.

-

We

It

>*:'•;

...

I

:.

Yes, that noise on Broadway Monday was Harry Dixon, the biggest noise
in the
show business. Mr". Dixon
landed in New York with a spring suit,
held over from last season and his '17
derby. A light top coat that looked
like a frock cut down kept Mr. Dixon
.shivering on his way to let the Columbia building bunch get his Lash flash.
Accused of trying to do a shimmy
while walking on the highway, Dixon
replied, as he lighted a match to warm.
his fingers, that it wasn't summer on
Broadway and he wanted to -stun the
boys with his new model dress. Dixon
felt badly hurt at the cold and the inHe said that
attention he received.
en route from Washington to New
York he stood up in a day coach all the

ENLARGING COLUMBIA BUILDING.
An enlargement of the Columbia

Sir:

wish to remind you of the fact
that we have a fixed policy in all our
theatres with reference to operating
and prices, and we do not wish to deviate from this policy except that orders to such an effect be issued from
this

'

BURLESQUE

10

.

featured comics, Caspar doing black face
throughout the show and Bowen a tramp
in the first part and an eccentric character In the afterpiece. Caspar stands out
prominently. He's a real comic, unctuous to an abnormal degree and landing
the heaviest sort of comedy punches with
an easy quiet effective manner that suggesta Bert Williams. There's a conversational skit in the second scone, with
CaBpar as the central figure that's a

'

comedy gem.

Caspar as a slow moving
"dinge" stands In one spot for upwards
of 20 minutes leaning against a prop
lamp post in this bit, and rocks the
bouse with laughter. Lending capable
assistance Is Bowen as a "souse" and
Eveleen Ramsay doing a convincing
dramatic bit, topped off with a likeable
comedy twist. But the big laughs here
are worked up capitally by Billy Purcella as a talkative ."wop" with Caspar
expanding each of Purcella's lines for
/
an additional roar.
Nobody Is credited with authorship,
but whoever put the above bit together
had a dandy memory. In digging up material they went way back, bo far that
the present generation will find difficulty
The late George Evans
in placing it.
.

monolog has been slightly drawn upon
for part and Joe Welch's turktBh bath
talk also furnishes several hefty laughr-.
The lifted material, however, ia very
cleverly disguised in the general outline, and as It Is not being currently
used, its presence does not matter.
There are no familiar burlesque bits or
conventional comedy formations In the
entire show.
The first scene has several draggy moments where one or two
of the old boys would fit In nicely.
Bowen has the burden of the comedy
In the first section, getting some laughs
.with a life Insurance examining bit,
"reminiscent of Conroy and Lemalre's
talking act of several years ago. The
first part finale Is weak, an umbrella effect with the choristers holding on to
streamers and going through an uninteresting formation falling to bring the desired results.'
Possibly It's the song,
"Moon, Lightning and Sunshine" led: by
Mildred Campbell, Eveleen Ramsay and

Madge

Boaz. J
Mollle Williams gets into her element
In the afterpiece. This Is called "A Day
at Coney Island." It's -Just one of those

tilings, elastlcally arranged to rjermlt of
special ties. Miss Williams holds the stage
tor 35 minutes with her Fashion Revue.
"She's Chic," a French number starts her

Then successively she does "The
Modern Farmerette" In rube dialect,
"High Brown Babies Ball" as a Jazs contribution, and "I'll Say She Does" as an
off.

audience song, concluding with "The
"Spirit of Alcohol," a comedy number
which brings on the chorus In pairs, each
team representing a different kind of

Chorus girl contest.
For each of the numbers Miss Williams
makes a complete costume change of her
upper garments. The first la a one piece
affair, with a stunning red cloak and red
tam-o-shanter.
Pink tights are worn

liquid refreshment..

with all of the changes. And when it
comes to filling these Miss WllliamB as*
suredly makes an eye filling picture.
For the ^farmerette song she shows a
blue •silk Frenchy creation resembling
overalls.

But the most

effective of the

is a red and white checkerboard
one piece costume that's the last word
In designing and artistic color schemes.
With the passing years Miss Williams
has developed remarkably as a come(Continued -on page 22)

five

•

,
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VARIETY
The

practically a monologue.
r

'.

.

was the

critics

result

down and wor-

fell

shipped. The trick was done .though
already Mr. Barrymore's strength is
failing him.
He may carry the play
only as far as the scene with Lady
Anne and then let it flop, but he is
established as a tragedian. What he
does next will be heard by minds properly impressed,

I.

1HWMI4M
Amve&I* ..•»••••••••"

<.*••••••••
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"Richard III* current at ^Ke Plymouth, is hardly the revelation described
by the praising chorus who review
{lays for the New York newspapers,
It is
t is more nearly a revolution.
this because it brings one era in the
legitimate to jm end and begins another,

vr

Of this Dew in John Barrymore will
undoubtedly be first lord. To understand clearly what he has done ana
has done it, it is necessary to
In
recall the days of Edwin Booth.
those piping times that followed the
Qvil War the actor was by way of
being a king in his own realm. The
able bodied, thinking men were busy
repairing the damage of four years of
conflict. Very few of them were in the
newspaper game. Those few, whatever
else they did, did not review plays.

how he

Thai type of mind Booth faced was
akin to that of the late William Win-

Louis Pinctts returned March 6 from
a three weeks', sojourn at Palm Beach.
Billy K. Wells opens
circuit for 15 weeks;
i

.

on the Loew
;

The -Dolly

Sisters will sail for
don April 17 on the "Baltic."

Lon-

Duke Cross Is in negotiation to take
the Donald Brian role in another "Buddies" company. ...

.

Shirley Sisters! and Bud Bernie open
week tour of the Loew Circuit

a 30

March

22.

\

'::

.f

.

ing

To Winter the strutting, thundermen who roared the rich sonorous

lines of

Shakespeare from the stage-

to Winter such men appeared great because of their very physical power.
.They took their "art" seriously and so
did Winter, Showmanship was a game
Barnum alone played at to win, but
with the influx ot young, well educated
men into the newspaper business, .the
old timers began to go on tour or die
off in obscurity and Richard Mansfield succeeded to Booth's position.

To
tler

the stage Mansfield brought a subunderstanding than that of the
who preceded him and he faced

actors
:

a more critical public. How cleverly
he got away with his job is a matter of
history, but he did not get away with it
without being called everything from
fakir" to "fool." The clever men writing for the papers saw what he was
after and let him get by, but they, too,
have gone their way. How to get by
with their successors has been John
Barrymore's problem.

Friars Post, American Legion,
have a benefit at the Cort, March
1

'

way he has

cleverly. Along Broadbeen a social light some

years and esteemed a wit of
calibre. He began as a newspaper caricaturist, but soon forsook
that for a stage that promised more
money and more fame. This stage
he has used for his own purposes. It
has* never used him and if he has
chosen to take up Shakespeare it -is a
safe bet the instinct that led him to do
it was that of a showman, not that of

no mean

.

an actor,
.

*/>•

v

Barrymore's problem was to establish

himself as a Shakespearean actor. He
had his following, but to get the idea
large in the public mind through newspaper reports was necessary. So he
thought of the critics. These same

Broadway with
laughter many a time. Two of them

critics

have

shaken

have

had. to explain their connection with prominent managers; but all
of them had seen Hamlet done' by

Forbes Robertson and Walter Hampden. For Barrymore this role was out
and Iago to his brother Lionel's Othello
had to wait..-

So John hit on Richard" and a rearrangement and improvement of the
original text. By an amazing feat of
Khysical strength he did what no one
ad ever done before, put over this
sharply edged caricature which is

-

.,

The

theatres

o?Fort Worth.

Tex.,
'

Sunday through minThey are expected
isterial agitation.
to reopen this coming Sunday (March
last

14).

Fally Markus has taken over the
bookings of the Stroud Theatre,
Stroudsburg, Pa.; New Theatre, Amityville, L. I., and the Unique, FarmingI.

wW -be

He

is an illustrator and
in the advertising department.

American."

Marjorie Rambeau will replace Mary
in The Sign on the Door" at
Republic next Monday evening.
will continue in the part when
the piece goes on tour.

Ryan

the

George Arthurs, the English writer,
in New York briefly, left for
London Saturday.

Abe

Dennis F. O'Brien, of O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll, arrived back in town
from the coast last Saturday.

Frank T. McGrynn, who created the
Lincoln character in the American
production of the. historical drama, is
an uncle of" John McGrynn,: owner of
the Rennsallear Inn, Troy,, N. Y-.and
president of the* Hotel Men's' Association.

Jorfe Heather will leave New York
May to join a West End, London,
production the following month.

.

Willie Edelsten and Max Hart testified Monday in the Mulligan murder.
trial. The man was charged with having thrown a woman out of a wtndov.in a house opposite the Friars Club one H
day in May last, about 2.30 in the af- y
ternoon. Edelsten and Hart were just \
leaving the. club to take an auto ride.
They testified the woman leaped from
the window. On the strength of their
testimony
the
court
ordered
all-?
charges excepting assault be dismissed
against Mulligan.
""""
The third heavy snow storm that has
.:

the New England section developed into a blizzard late last week
and east of Boston train service was
so badly crippled that theatrical movements came to a standstill. In Maine
10 feet of snow stopped the railroads
and not a single train'arrived or de-

visited

;

'•

'

Houses supplied by Harvey Watkins
of the Keith office, were the worst

Ramon* Park, Grand
its

season

May

Rapids, will

Patricks Day.

t.

Jesse Freeman, of the Harry Spingold office, Chicago, has been in New
York this week, looking over the bills.

Joseph Allen ton, formerly

in

"Pretty

Soft," will have a role in the "Piper,"
at Fulton, March 18.
.

.

TOMMTS TATTLES.
THOMAS J. GRAY.

23 with the first en-

troit

W. W. Pasapart, who has been abroad
for three months for vaudeville material for the American circuits, returns

New York March

15.

Shina S. Samuels and his Russian
'

Bailalaka orchestra have been signed
for

to play with "The Russian .Isba'
the entire tour.
.'

.

An

order went into effect at the N.
V. A* Club Monday prohibiting guests
participating in card, pool and billiard

games hereafter.

Guess Governor Edwards has decided
to make the state of New Jersey famous for something besides mosquitoes
and cut weeks.
r<

in captivity, friends of George Appleton will
assemble in his honor at a beefsteak

/Theatrical costumers were arrested^
for "Bootlegging."
can't understand just how much you could put in the bootleg of a theatrical costume. V?

will

open Monday.

For being the youngest Friar

the grill room tomorrow evening.
The committee of arrangements inin

cludes

Barney Klawars, chairman;
W. Sammis, Leon Spachner,

Edward O'Brien and Harry

B. Nelmes.

The

tenants of several theatrical
buildings.- in the Times Square district
have been complaining of late about
the congestion in the lobbies and hall-,
ways due to the presence of a large
number of "extra people" seeking positions with motion picture concerns in
Several picture firms
the buildings.

have been notified to vacate.
Evelyn Blanchard, the authoress, is
suing Max Gordon for 8 weeks'
royally due on several songs she wrote
for Rita Boland, who is under Gor''

don's management. The act played a
year, and then .resumed at the beginning -of this season. She then instituted suit through William M. Wald-

James Terry will sail from Halifax to
open for the Variety Controlling Co.

man.

at Sheffield, England, April 12.

E. Ray Goetz sailed Monday on the
"Imperator" for Southampton.
Mr.
Goetz will endeavor to secure the
American rights to several English
productions and will bring Mile. Mistinguett, the French actress, back with
him. George Meyers, the song writer,
who was to accompany Goetz, unable
to make the necessary arrangements,
did not sail.

Charles

Bornhaupt did the booking.

The §how
vi lie

Jos. Eckle sent to Gloversthe last half of last week was

prevented from getting back to
York by a snow storm.

New

1

i

The Strand, Gloversville, N. Y., has
switched booking back to Walter
Plimmer, after having been on the
books at Eckle's office for three weeks.
Alexander Carr and his sketch open
on the Orpheum Circuit March 28.
Singer's Midgets start the same tour
in July.

Mack Browne (Browne and
left

New York

4 months ago

Elaine)

and has

not communicated with his parents.
His mother, Mrs. L. S. Browne, of 1339

1

By

Thereafter the week
John J. Collins of
the Keith office will book the Park as
formerly. It plays twice daily.

ning eight days.

George
Fallon and Brown will dissolve partnership after April 25 in Indianapolis.
Brown is going into business in De-

-

tj

open

gagement of the vaudeville acts runold time minstrel, will
§ive a supper to friends at his hotel

%

parted from Portland from Saturday
late Monday.
With telegraph 7
wires down too, no communication
from most of the affected points hadbeen received in New York and vaudeville bookers were especially worried
through the delayed movements. It
was expected that in some, towns the
bills were held over for the first half. ?

until

sufferers,.-!

in

Dan Sherman,

:

,-.'

Jack Mayes, the- drummer in the
Frisco act, has accepted a position on
the staff of the Philadelphia "North

•

it

.fifteen

to April 18.

were closed

She

who was

its

Isadora Sherman, for the past four
years with the B. F. Keith press department, is now associated with Edgar
Allen, of the Fox oflice.

21.

to

He has m*t

pone^

';,..'

The
will

tour of New Zealand this month,
the length of stay there being four
months instead of three, as first
planned. The box office takings have
been a revelation.
In the "south
island" alone the gross exceeded the
total figures for the whole tour. Advices received in New York this week
state that the record for receipts was
broken at every stand played.

to

The Piper," which the Shakespearean players are to present at the Fulton on off-day matinees, has been post-

dale, L.

The Eddie Tants Revue was added
to the "Powder -Puff Follies" at the
Broadway Monday.

'

ter.

11

avenue, asks Taribtt
''notify him of his sister's death."

Prospect

.

We

Will Rogers, a cowboy, who can talk,
stays in pictures, while the cowboys
can't talk stay in vaudeville.:

who

^

Marconi predicts wireless telephone
conversations between New York and
London for 26 cents a minute. Not if S;
the American telephone companies ar- S
range the prices.
'

;

-f0^M

Imagine an American nut comedian 1
explaining his act over the phone to an
English agent,: at 26 cents a minatel^
•

Just so things will be quiet there,
the allies have decided to allow the
Turks no navy. Ireland never had a
navy either, and
(anybody can
fill the last line in themselves).

'"-'A

Newspaper headline reads : "Movie 1
Camera To Show Pictures of Wild I
It referred to wild game and -1
animals, however, and not to Broadwayas
after Eleven P,H.
____
If the new fad of making most of
our ex-presidents heroes of plays
should spread to other countries,
there's going to be an .awful lot or?
work for the authors in South America.
Life."

,

•

'

'

x

%
:

!

;.

The handwriting on the wall points
to the fact that Jazz music will soon
take its place with society dancers,
ukaleles, Salome versions and other
veterans of vaudeville.
•:,$
!

,

<

The

U. S. Supreme Court decision on
the stock issue income tax may release
much surplus funds held by theatrical
corporations. The stock wfll be issued
in lieu of dividends with the possibility of the stockholders returning the
stock to the company as collateral for
money borrowed, thereby receiving the
free use of what otherwise would have
been a cash dividend.

The Wirth Brothers Circus

will

end

:

Ouija Boards seem to be getting a lot
of time and attention in stageland.

Acts using Ouija Boards should be S
how they are going to ^
go each week—after they open.

able to find out

"Dardcnella"
bow music.

for

now

leads

the

league

-US

mw -

v, -v.

-,-."

•

'

'

'

'
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LEGITIMATE
ASTOR REAL ESTATE HOLDINGS
BRING $5,159,075 AT AUCTION
Parcels Sold Include Ground on Which Astor, Bijou and
Shuberts Active
Morosco Theatres Are Built.
Bidders. Sol Bloom and Edward Margolies /
Go to Mat Mock's Old Corner Sold
for $167,000.

m

.-.

,

sold at' auction at the Hotel Astor,
•Tuesday, the sale lasting from 11 a. m.
until almost midnight. There were 141
parcels offered and the
aggregate

amount realized was $5,159,075.
The interest' of tilt theatrical world
was centered on the fact that the
ground on which the Astor, Bijou and
Morosco. Theatre and 8th avenue, the
part of the sale.

,

.

*

All three sites

were

of New York which has baseball, but
the Smith measure will allow the various Jersey communities to decide for
or against Sabbath entertainment such
as dramatic shows, vaudeville, burlesque and baseball.
The Smith bill is expected to reach
the floor during -the current session.

JOHN DREW GOING OUT.
•The Cat-Bird," starring John Drew,
withdraw from -the Maxine Elliott
at the end of the week and after playwill

purchased by Robert E. Dowling, head
of the City Investment Co. The Astor ing several subway dates will strike for
Theatre property was purchased for New England territory.
The show opened to good prospects
$790,000, the assessed valuation by the
four weeks ago but failed to stand up
city being $960,000. The Bijou and the
Morosco brought $350,000, the city hav- after the first two weeks. Last week's
gross
was a little over $6,000, not coning assessed it at $455,000.
Next in point of interest was the sidered good this season.
Mr.' Drew makes the foarth star who
sale of. the row of houses on the
north side of 45th street between the failed to deliver on Broadway recently.
Morosco Theatre and 8th avenue, the He is figured a much better attraction
corner on which Mock's is situated on the road than in the big cities.
"What's in a Name" will be the sucand the houses on the south side of
ceeding attraction at the Elliott:
46th street east of 8th avenue.
The Shubert faction was very much
in evidence at the. sale, J. J. Shubert KELLY WANTS HIS HONEY BACK.
and Edward Margolies being present
Anthony Paul Kelly, author and proand when Shubert left his bidding was ducer of "The Phantom Legion," has
done by Sam Stone who bought in brought suit in the Supreme- Court
two houses on West 45th /street in against John Cort, operators of the
Shubert'a name. Margolies also bought Cort Theatre, to recover $4,000, paid
several pieces of property.
the defendants in advance for one
Sol Bloom was also there. He and week's rental of the theatre which was
Margolies went 'to the mat over the not taken advantage of, however.
bidding on the lot and building at 255
Mr. Kelly Vas to bring his show
West 45th street. When the building into the Cort Dec. 8, last, on a 60-40
was knocked down to Bloom at $53,250, basis with a $4,000 weekly guarantee.
Margolies objected saying that he had He paid the first week's guarantee renbid over that sum. The matter was tal down.
On December 4, however,
placed before Referee .Charles P. John Cort opened his "Three's
Brown who ordered that the parcel be Crowd" show there despite the fact
sold again. It was then bought in by
Kelly was to bring his "Phantom LePincus who paid $60,125 for it. gion" in four days following.
Mr.
Margolies later bought 254 West 46th Kelly immediately procured the Playstreet for $30,750 and 729 8th avenue house for his production.
'

A

:

A

on West
from 239 to 247 were bought
in by William Goldstone in a block for
$63,000 each, a total of $315,000, the plot
being 100 by 100.5
Mock's old corner was sold to John
Kadell for $167,000. This includes 740
and 742 8th avenue and 264-66 West
46th street. Kadel later bought three
adjoining houses on 46th street, 258-60
and 262 for $33,000 each and 256 for
for $62,500.
45th street

-.-

The

five buildings

J. J.

YIDDISH ACTORS BAR STAR.

HAVANA CANT SUPPORT SHOWS.

March 10.
, Chicago,
Actors' Union made it impossible for Rita Gould to accept a
starring engagement at Glickman's
Palace, offered her by Joseph Kessler

Havana is not a logical place to.
stage American legit shows, according

The Jewish

Cuban
"A show

the

23,

Abe

"His Honor

The union sat on the case and decidit was unfair competition, as the
company at the Empire had no

ed

rival

attraction of parallel merit: to offer,
and served notice that Miss Gould'
could not play. That settled that.

TO PRODUCE SUMMER STOCK.

261 and 263 West 45th street for $35,000
each.
The properties lying between
that plot and 247 were split up in the

'

On

46th street east of Broadway,
are located the 'first parcels of the sale,
The first sold was 150
148 and 150.
which went to H. Rosenberg for $45,000
which is $13,000 in excess of the assessed value.* 148 was sold to Charles
Globy for $43,000.
A list of the properties directly in

(Continued on page 22)

JERSEY SEEKS SUNDAY SHOWS.
Trenton, N. J„ March 10.
Senator Albin Smith, of Paterson,
introduced a local option Sunday bill
in the legislature and the measure had
its first hearing before the judiciary

Cleveland

committee

last

Monday.

A

number of theatrical men in this
state and others, including Ligon Johnson, representative for the United
Managers Protective Association, were
present. The measure follows the lead

is

price list set

here March

the juvenile.

His present vaudeville turn will be
incorporated in the show. Miss Dardanella (Mrs. Black) will do a number
of bits.
4

10.

somewhat' aghast at the
for "The FoIliesT* due

The

scale is topped at

COLLIER WRITES REVUE.

-

and Dardanella.
Johnny Black and Dardanella have
been signed for George Le Maire's
"Broadway Brevities." Black, will do

22.

PRICE.

March

$4 with a request for any buyers to
bring along 40 cents extra as war tax.

William Collier

"*

"Brevities" Get Black

March

women members

\,

10.

of Arthur

Hammerstein's "Tumble In," barely, escaped with their lives Sunday. night
when the Hotel Chamberlain at Old
Point Comfort in which they were stopping was destroyed by fire.
Some of the. company members lo>st
their, clothes and baggage and EleanorWilliams' $1,200 worth of jewels disappeared.
..

.

,

;

Norfolk, Va.,

season..'.

is to

In

.

.

_

-i^i.

..-...

_

.."..-.-

answer the association admits

Miss Morgana was engaged at the
specified salary June 25 last, her services to be performed within the state
of Illinois until. January 25, 1920, but
includes no agreement for the renewal
or extension of the contract for New
York season. It asks dismissal of the
action with costs.
.

try his hand at

revue writing and, under an arrangement made this week will supply the
book for the Sophie Tucker show, doe
to open in Chicago early in the sum\
mer.
Sam Shannon will produce the show.

A

PRINCIPALS IN FIRE.

CORT WINS

CLAIM CASE

John Cort, who

more
joint

is said to have had
cases for arbitration before the
E. A-P. M.
board than any

A

A

other manager, finally, was awarded a
decision in his favor this week in the
matter of a salary. claim by cast members of 'The Whirlwind."
The show rehearsed 5 weeks before
its
out of town 'premiere and the
players claimed a week's salary for
.

'

.

Washington, D. C, March 10.
George Marshall, who in conjunction
Women members were resting preMonta Bell conducted the Garrick ' paratory to the performance that eveStock last summer is to produce a new
ning at the government Liberty Thea"
farce by Avery Hopwood to be known
"tre at Fort Monroe. Several thrilling
as "DodoA
rescues were noted.
Marshall has already engaged the
Getting itself together the "Tumble
following players for the cast, it going
In" company came across Hampton
into rehearsal shortly: Roland Young,
Roads Monday morning for its engageErnest Glendenning, Juliette Day,
ment at the. Colonial at Norfolk
Hazel Turney, Reed Hamilton,- Grace
Principals who had narrow escapes
Louise Anderson, Tot Qualters, Harold
included Ada Meade, Edna Hibbard,
Salter, HarryO*Neil.
Olga Mishka, Eleanor Williams, Mabel
Ferry, Alice Johnson, John Philbrick,
LOVERIDGE MANAGING CENTURY. Carl McCullougb, Charles Knowlden
John Loveridge has been appointed and John Kelly.
manager of the Century theatre and
will take charge of the house immedi$10,000 CHICAGO OPERA SUIT.
ately.
Nina Morgana/ coloratura soprana,
Mr. Loveridge was formerly manager
filed a $10,000 damage suit in the Suof the Alhambra and later supervising
manager of several of the Fox houses. preme Court last week, against the
Opera
Association,
He. resigned from the latter position Chicago
Inc.,
charging failure to renew her contract
last week to accept the managerial
of $250 weekly salary for the eastern
vacancy at the Century.

Cleveland,

"The Unseen Hand" has a spiritualan intensely dramatic way, according to reports of the

Boston, March 10.
As a result of the dropping of E. D.
Smith*, whose position has been taken
by
Toxen Worm, here have been
some changes made in the personnel of
the Shubert house managers. Worm
is general representative,- Arthur J.
Sheldon, manager of the Shubert;
Frank M. Hoyt, manager Wilbur ; John
W. Lyons, manager Plymouth Henry
Taylor, manager Majestic and John
M. Schneckenberger, manager Boston
opera house.
John Luce continues to be local publicity man for the Shuberts.

v

SHOW

.

with

AGHAST AT "FOLLIES"

istic trend, treated in

irrespective of its type in

modate people."

Several

ENGAGED FOR -DODO."

,i

Newark, and why managers should figure on spending: a lot of money for
steamship tickets when they can as
easily route the show to Newark and
get a better break, I can't for the life
of me "tell. Then again, there are no
more than 1,500 hotel rooms to accom-

•

"Black Eyed
Susan," produced a number of years*
ago by the late Charles Frohman_and
there is a current English production
of similar title.

Pot-

ash," another Woods show, will leave
that theatre for the Lyric

BOSTON MANAGERS.

.

Price and the score by Jerry Jarnagin
and Lester Keith.
The show -will star Nonette, who is
Price's wife. A revue "Snap It Up"
will also be offered.
There was' a farce,

capital.

English, hasn't the ghost of a chance
of lasting more than two weeks," he
said. "While the opera in Spanish or
French may find a larger clientele
among English speaking people, shows
will not Tall* of a great colony of
English speaking residents in Havana
is the bunk.
"Any manager sending a show down
there would have to lay out a round
figure of about $3,500 assuming for a
company of 70.
"Havana is not much larger than

paring a vaudeville act.
Kessler met her and was surprised
to hear her talk Yiddish with a kosher
accent, and immediately offered her an
engagement with a guarantee of four
performances weekly, for 12 weeks.

Alonzo Price, the playwright, will
produce summer stock in addition to
several new musical shows to be staged
near New York. One of the new pieces
is "Black-Eyed Suzanne," written by

V

to Karl Kitchen, of the "Sunday
World," who recently returned from

and Ellis F. Glickman.
Miss Goold is here, pending the settlement of an alimony matter and pre-

Shubert bought, through Stone,

purchasing by Margolies and Bloom.

,-

AH

March

Bijou

story.

$30,500.
•

"HIS HONOR" MOVING.
Woods'- production of
With the
"The Unseen Hand" opening at the

"•.
.,

She accepted.

The property of the Trust Estate of
Henry Astor, located principally in the
heart of the theatrical district, was

...

""••

"Gloriana" Forced to Close.
"Glorianna," with Fritzi Scheff and
Al Wilson, closed March 6 because of
reported differences between Wilson
and Miss Scheff. Wilson had a run of
the play contract and refused to give
it

up.

fifth rehearsal week The manager
set up .the counter-claim that 'The
Whirlwind" was a spectacle, which'
under the rules classes the same as
musical shows in that- five weeks re-

the

'

Ziegfold Paying Spinelly $1,000.
Mile. Spinelly, who is over here from
France to appear for. Flo Ziegfeld on
the Amsterdam Roof will receive $1,000
weekly for the New York engagement,
Mile. Spinelly created the role of "As

You Were" 'in Paris now played by
Irene Bordoni in the New York production.

hearsals are permitted -before salaries
start.
The 6 arbiters stood divided
in their opinions as to how the show

should be classed.

was

-

Augustus Thomas

called in as the seventh

man-and

agreed with Mr. Cort, Dissatisfaction
was expressed by the players over the
decision.

-

••»

a

LEGITIMATE
John Barrymore

will

.

Acclaimed at Plymouth with
John Barrymore Starring. Box Offices Off 20 Per
Cent Last Week. "Clarence" Slipping. ''Hottentot" and "Sacred and Profane Love"
v
Now with Leaders.
III'

The fag end of last season was spotby an ambitious manager who
stepped into the foremost ranks among
producers by putting on the most
picturesque drama in years. It was
Arthur Hopkins whose presentation of
"The Jest" starring John and Lionel
Barymore was sensational and continued to be so until the piece was
withdrawn.
With both the Barrymores remaining in it, the show could
have lasted throughout the present season. For the length of its run
Jest" established new business -figures
for non-musical plays. With the present season now tn its last quarter the
same producer has again drawn the
focus of dramatic interest, with the
premiere on Saturday night last of
"Richard III," again starring John

I

lighted

Boat" stands as the
Last week it averaged
add passed
Slim OB. the week. "As You Were"
holds to strong business at the Central with the normal pace better than
musical leader.

"Irene"

however, is still a capacity winner at
the Vanderbilt "Look Who's Here"
surprised at the 44th Street' That attraction was not given the best of
Barymore. Though it may-not be in newspaper comment but pulled near
the cards for a Shakespearean play to $15,000 for five days and started off
the current week strongly. It is figprovide the dramatic sparks of the
ured a "word to mouth" attraction and
colorful "The Jest," still "Richard" was
hailed in a manner which makes the
stands a good chance.'
Business followed predicted form last
chances bright for Mr. Hopkins to repeat the production success of last
week dropping off from 18 to 20 per
season.
cent all along the line/with the hits
The presentation of "Richard HT excepted. One of the decided slumps
has been viewed rather calmly by is "Clarence" at the Hudson, where
showmen who figure that Shakespeare the takings slipped down to $8,000. This
show shaped up as- one of the most
can have little general appeal but so
promising comedies for long run
astute a producer as Hopkins has more
honors until the holiday season, but
than the artistic sense in his favor. For
one thing the Sothern-Marlowe tour appears to have shot its bolt. "Clarence" should, however, last for the
this season has met with unprecedented
balance of the season, having a stop
success for an attraction of the kind.
But Hopkins has done more than put
liimt of $7,000. It has completed a six
on Shakespeare. He selected an exmonths' run and during four months
purgated version of "Richard" and the of that time its business was among
<!
Hopkins Richard",is the first attempt
the best of non-musical attractions.
to combine two plays of the old master*
Another comedy which has shown the
poet, it being a combination of "Richpate lately is "Mamma's Affair" now
ard -m" and "Henry VI."
down to an $8,000 pace also. This piece
has
developed for the most part in a
John Barrymore; like in "The Jest,"
downstairs draw. Had it remained at
succeeded in arousing the critics to
the Little it would most likely have
ecstasies of praise,; that including the
"armor plated" reviewers. One of sustained a longer demand. "He , and
She," which succeeded it there, sudthe leading dramatic men's opinion that
denly withdrew last Saturday, provid"John 'Barymore's "Richard' is the
ing a regular berth for the O'Neil
most inspired performance which this
tragedy, "Beyond the Horizon," which
generation has, seen" is a sample of the
has been playing matinees first at the
tenor of the press comment. Hopkins'
Morosco and then the Criterion for the
production is praiseworthy as to cospast five weeks. Richard Bennett is
tumes and settings, work on the props
starred in the piece and his presence
having consumed months. There is a
led to the withdrawal (temporarily
set scene showing the interior of the
Tower of London, reaching the ex- at least) of "For the Defence,* which
started out over the subway circuit.
ceptional height of 48 feet The other
Oliver Morosco is credited with
scenes are masked in front of the
permanent tower scene, which in itself showing managerial skill in his theatre
operation this season, when control of'
can. probably never be- taken on the
a Broadway theatre has meant more
road.
"gravy" than the production field in a
The flower of. the Barrymore family number of cases. His control of the
is now appearing on Broadway—John
Little should net a nice profit this seain "Richard," Lionel in The Letter
son, but in sending his "Mamma's Afof the Law" and Ethel in "Declassee."
fair" into the Fulton and bringing
Their uncle John Drew departs for the
"Sacred and Profane Love" into his
road with "The Cat-Bird" on Saturday.
own Morosco theatre, has worked out
The financial success of "Richard" is exceptionally well. The latter show
practically assured but there is a hitch
with Elsie Ferguson is a capacity, draw
with the agencies who demand onewith 'the weekly business nearly $17,third return privilege. The producer,
000— figures the house never played to
however, is holding out for an outright
before.
buy, claiming that- most of the high
There are but two new arrivals for
priced seats are in straight demand at
next week with the Theda Bara show,
the box office (the first ten rows are
"The Blue Flame" attracting the real
$3.50 nightly).
"Declassee" is one of
interest. The advance sale at the Shuthe current dramatic hits and will last
bert opened strongly and there is little
out the season without trouble. Lionel's
doub ha h efilmPYthv-a"0 0?w-Ei-tTu
show is still in doubt as to popular ap- doubt that the film vamp will prove as
peal. The Barrymore name is credited
great a draw on Broadway as on the
with the draw thus far. The show
road. The other premiere is the revue
drew $13,000 at the Criterion last week.
'"What's in a Name," which succeeds
Among the newest shows to arrive, "The Cat-Bird" at the Elliott. The
Sam H. Harris' ^The Hottentot," star- "name" show is wise enough not to
ring Willia m Collier, is the comedy suc(Continued on page 14)
-

'

'

$2,900 nightly at the Liberty

$18,000 (practically capacity).

London

i

chestra of 93 musicians, with ( Walter,
Damrosch, conductor, will sail from
New York, April 22. on the "Rochambeau" for Paris. This is the first European tour of an American orchestra.
The orchestra is taking two American
artists to appear exclusively on the
European tour. They are Albert Spalding, violinist, and John Powell, pianist
-'The opening concert has been set ,for May 4, 6, and 9, and the French
government has put the Paris opera
house at the disposal of the orchestra,
while the Belgian government has given
the Theatre -Royal de la Monnaio for
the concert in Brussels.
'

For this purpose he is already reorganizing his company along lines
suited to England. English actors are
being included in his cast. The wife
of one of them, a man who has distinguished himself here as a manager

way.
"The Night

The

to

that slowly
growing collection is complete. He
will not tour this country. This has
been his plan all along. It is now clear
the trip to London contemplated by
him last winter was not for the purpose of making a presentation there
M>f "The Jest" but for looking over the
ground preparatory to the more extended venture mentioned above.

SENDSB'WAY TAKINGS DOWN

cess at the Cohan and Harris. Its first
week grossed nearly $16,000 with indications that the current week will materially top that figure. The surprise
of the show is its matinee power. Saturday afternoon's performance drew
$2200, which is a novelty for Collier,
who never showed much in a matinee

go

when

with his repertoire

(Premiere of "Richard

BIG ORCHESTRA LEAVES ARPIL 22.
The entire New York Symphony Or-;

BARRYMORE FOR LONDON.

EXPECTEDIBUSINESS SLUMP

:

as well as on the stage itself, is playing the lead with him in "Richard III."
Maud Hannaford, who played opposite
him in "The. Jest" and whom he described to his -sister as the best "feeder"

An engagement

in

been planned for
place June

14,

London has

five

15,

also

concerts to take
19 and 20 at

16,

Queen's Halt

on the stage, was not let out, but left
FLOOD OF SUMMER REVUES.
of her own accord, friends declare.
The summer revue thing, which has
She felt she could not develope fully
been growing for the past three seawhile overshadowed by Barrymore.
The ownership of "The Jest" is 75 "Hons, looms up bigger than ever for the
coming hot months of 1920. To date it
per cent. Barrymore. Arthur Hopkins
looks Tike the field for summer money
has a twenty-five per cent, interest, but
via the revue idea will be increased
the Barry mores expect to finance their
this season by no less than six profuture on the proceeds of this amazing
ducers not in the going before.
success. Barrymore himself feels that
In addition to the four added start-,
he must -take no chances with that fuers announced at various times since
ture and so is choosing to appear, in
the first of the year, the latest entry
plays bigger than himself, plays that
The latter will
is Wilner & Romberg.
will carry' him. In light comedy he
do the score and the book will be done
would have to work all the time and
by Rennold Wolf.
would take far greater chances than
he will ever take in classic tragedy*

•:

.

ROWLAND

ADELE
IN. "IRENE."
The role in "Irene" at the Vanderbilt
to be vacated by Edith Day is to have

FOREIGNERS OFFERED MILLIONS.
Max Reinhardt, the German wizard
of the drama; Franz Lehar, of

"Merry
Fall, who wrote
"The Dollar Princess"; Oscar Strauss,
of "The Chocolate Soldier," and Jean
Gilbert, composer of the music for
"The Queen of the Movies," and the
other German and Austrian dramatic
people who are coming to New York
to produce plays and pictures, have
been guaranteed $200,000,000: by the
Export and Import Film Co., of 729
Seventh avenue. Their contracts run
for ten years and they are to produce

Widow" fame; Leo

exclusively here during that time. Ben
B lumen thai is president of the com-

pany. Samuel
the deal.

Rachmann engineered

"BETTY BE GOOD" AT CASINO.
"Betty Be Good"

as the next
attraction at the Casino, succeeding
"The Little Whopper" on Easter Monday, unless there is a change in booking
which has "Florodora" opening at the
Century.
^Betty" has been held out of New
York longer than any musical show because of the house shortage. It opened
last fall The Shuberts recently bought
an interest in the show.
_. "Betty" is in Pittsburgh this week
and after playing Buffalo next week
will lay off until the Broadway opening.
is listed

,

Adele Rowland.
Miss Day sails March 20 to take up
the same part in the English production
of "Irene? to' be made by J. L. Sachs
in London between March 31 and April

Eva Puck
instead.'

interested in
theatricals at the college are known
under the title of the "47 Workshop."

"MAN AND WOMAN" STORED.
Washington, D. C, March

10.

"Man and Woman," the new William
A. Brady which had its showing
here last week with Holbrook Blinn
and Mary Nash, has been sent to the
storehouse.
'

Miss Nash is sailing for London to
appear in "The Man Who Came Back,",
wile Mr. Blinn is going to sojourn in
pictures, were the reasons given.

also reported to replace

•';"••""'
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A

foreign agent in New York who
in negotiation with a large
artists looking toward Eng

has been

number of

engagements, said this week he was
through trying. The cable tolls without result the agent stated was putting
iija bank account on the wrong side.':

;

lish

:

The

agent's survey of the situation
included the English pound as against

the American dollar, the English .in-1
come tax, trade permit and passport as
causes contributing against/the.
Americans' desire to go abroad.
the

TO CONTINUE AT THE PARK.
The

success of "Ruddigore" at the
led to the American Singers
Society extending tenancy of the house
for the balance of the season.
"Ruddigore," which got $11,000 last
week, will continue until Easter. After
then there will be a succession of revivals of Gilbert and Sullivan operas,
the plan being to go through the entire
list This will include the presentation
of "Princess Ida" for the first time, and
a repeat of "Yeomen of the Guard."

Park has

DEMAND THEATRE AT HARVARD.

The students who are

*.

ENGLISH BOOKINGS POOR.

.

Boston, March 10.
Harvard University is out to run the
Shuberts and all the other big producers "ragged." The Crimson, the official organ of the college "demands"
that the college should have a theatre
where plays similar in construction to
the prize plays which have appeared in
the past on the professional stage
should be worked out and produced.

Is

Day in "Irene* but VMiss Puck
may go in the second "Irene" show
Edith

TO PRODUCE MUSICAL SHOW.
Gus

-

Hill

has

acquired

producing

rights for "Not Tonight, Josephine," a

new musical show written by Frank
Kennedy.
Mr. Hill will give the piece a preliminary work out this spring with a view
to placing it in a Broadway house
in August The production
not be made under Hill's name,
corporation being formed to
handle it

some time
will

a

new

GETS DIVORCE AND CHILDREN.
Victoria Wallace of "Mabel Be Carewas awarded her divorce decree
week in her suit against Eugene
Wallace. The plaintiff also received
custody of the three children.
ful"
last

Julius

& Max

Mrs. Wallace.

Kendler appeared for

,Av
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Philadelphia,

According: to Freddie McKay, who
should know, the various printed
stories concerning the personnel of the
original "Florodora" Sextet contain a
For example,
lot of misinformation.
he says, Edna Goodrich and Evelyn
Nesbit were not members of the famous six, but were "Indian girls" 'in
McKay's memory has it
the show.
that the girls who created the "parts"
were a Miss Wilson, who married
Frederick Gebhard, Margaret Relyea
(now Mrs. Albert Stokes), Miss Tex-

Frances

Belmont

(who

later

became leading lady for Charles Hawtrey and is now Lady Ashburton),
'Daisy Green, and Clarida Vidal, who
was at that time reputed engaged to
marry Reggie Vanderbilt. The second
week Alice Toland joined the girls
and there were rumors of her engagement to Wilson Marshall, who was
then Commodore of the Larchmont
Yacht Club. There were many others
later,
including
Margar.et Walker.
Among those selected for the sextet
for the forthcoming revival by the
Shuberts are Beatrice apd Marcella
Swanson, Madeline Richers, Dorothy
Leeds and Dama Sykes. The New
York "Times" was the only daily
newspaper to give- "Florodora" a favorable criticism after the first performance. It was written by a substitute critic, the regular man having
covered another premiere.
Publication of a suit started last
in the Supreme Court by John
D. Williams against Arthur Hopkins,
asking for $15,000 damages and praying
for an accounting in the matter of the
profits of "The Jest," caused surprise
along Broadway. It was set forth by
the complainant that Mr. Hopkins,

week

who produced "The

Jest," suggested
season that Lionel Barrymore be

released from "The Copperhead" so
that he could jointly star with John
Barrymore in the Sem Bennelli drama.
Williams further set forth that an

arrangement was made whereby Hopkins would share losses on "The Copperhead" and divide profits on 'The
Inside sources state that

Hop-

kins

in lieu of Lionel's withdrawal
from the Williams show, offered an interest in "The Test" to the latter, but
Williams failed to believe that any
profits would be made.
While it is

understood that the proffered arrangement would have made is easy for Williams tO participate, Williams' proposal of a contract was so "impossible"
that the deal was never consummated.

"Kid" Beebe, one* a ticket speculator and later a soldier, is now successfully playing the horses wherever
they run. Beebe doesn't care when or
how they run. he seems to get the winning horse three times out of four.
That has netted Mr. Beebe in the past
month, according to reports from the
race track men, $100,000, which is doing a bit better than handling the coupons as a spec. Wise boy, that Beebe,
besides.
He sidestepped a show that
wanted an investment of $30,000 to take
it along, then Paul Salvaiu and
Jimmy

•"

it

:-•

lj

Thompson put up
money is still up.

the

money.

The

e
edcrer P' ece drew $17,200; at
Jr
«r
Washtngton the following week the
takings jumped to $18,800; but in Pittsburgh last week the top gross since
the show started was enjoved, the box
office there taking in $24,200. That in-

cluded the biggest

Wednesday mati-

-

Boston.

story reaching print last week that
several members of the William Harris,
Jr., forces had been presented with
"pieces" of "Abraham Lincoln" by the
manager was inaccurate, in_ that a
member of the cast was mentioned as
Karticipating. It is true, however, that
Ir. Harris gave a" small interest in the
success to David Wallace, general manager of his interests; Livingstone
Piatt, who spent much time in securing settings and props, and Lester Lonergan, who staged the play. Gifts of
interests in hit attractions are decidedly rare.

One husband

to protect his

money

of his wife's royalties and salary from
making records with her voice. She is
admittedly some singer. The other is

not in the legit but quite well known.
It may be worth a couple of hundred
thousands to get rid Of some husbands.
Lucky is the, lady who has the coin.

According to returning managers of
legitimate shows, the talk of the onenight stand managers is that "Let's
Go," playing east from the coast is the
e
biggest kind of a hit and doing business everywhere and giving satisfac-

booked by Klaw

&

Erlanger
and it is understood the Shuberts are
anxious to secure it for one of their
It is

New York

houses.

It is

the

Fanchon

and Marco show, with Ackerman &
•Harris, the Coast managers, interested.
In back of the postponement of
"Twinkle Twinkle," a new musical
show, is the alleged dissatisfaction of a
woman backer who is said to have
financed the production to the tune

The sum involved is not
an abnormal one in these times of exceptionally high production cost.
It
includes $2,000 paid for rewriting of the
book.

.

IN BOSTON.

Boston, March 10.
There wasn't a change at any of the
houses here Monday night. Alt the.
shows held over. There are three scheduled for the coming week, when "The
Magic Melody" comes into the Majestic, "Dere Mabel," a new musical
show produced by Marc Klaw into the
Tremont and "Chu Chin Chow" into
the Boston Opera House.

"ANGEL FACE" PLAYS TO

Wednesday matinee with

$3,100.

advance sale. After the Riviera engagement the show closes.
(Continued on page 22)

Buffalo,

third place to the

Follies, with $41,000 and "Jack O'
tern," second, $37,500.

Lan-

Revamp "Golden Ago" for Tour.
George C. Tyler is again sending out
"The Golden Age," with Patricia ColIt

opens at Power's, Chicago,

March 22.
The piece has been rewritten and

re-

cast.

10~.

.'.•

Philadelphians.

SHOWS
O.

W. Wee's

CLOSING.
Shepherd of

"tittle

closed 12 weeks' engagement at Norfolk News, Va., Feb.

Kingdom Come"

"Man and Woman," with Holbrook
Blinn and Mary Nash closed its tour
suddenly last week.
"Fiddlers Three" with Chris Brown
Mr.
advance closed Saturdav.
in
Brown is going ahead of another JohnCort show, the revised "Just A Minute."

BWAY. BUSINESS STORY.
,

(Continued from page 13)
Bara attraction for premiere
in- Tuesday.
This week's opening was "Mask"
which reopened the Punch and Judy
Thursday.
Twertty-three buys are listed at the
agencies. The early part of the current week found business off and a
dump to Joe Leblang on both Monday
and Tuesday nights. The buys running are: "Son-Daughter" (Belasco);
"Purple Mask" (Booth); "As You
Were" (Central) ; "Hottentot" (Cohan)
"My Lady Friends" (Cpmedy); "Abraham Lincoln" (Cort); "Letter of the
Law" (Criterion) ; "Breakfast in Bed"
(Eltinge)
"Declassee"
(Empire)
battle the

and bows

'

"Look Who's

Here"

(44th

Street);

"Apple Blossoms" (Globe); "Wedding
Bells" (Harris); "Famous Mrs. Fair"
(Miller); "Clarence" (Hudson) ; "Night
Boat"
(Liberty);
"Gold
Diggers"
(Lyceum)
"George
Washington"
(Lyric); "Cat-Bird" (Elliott): "Sacred
and Profane Love" (Morosco); "Monsieur Beaucaire" (Amsterdam); "Richard III" (Plymouth); *Tick-Tack-Toe"
(Princess); "Scandal" (39th Street);
"Irene"
(Vanderbilt)
and "Passing
Shows" (Winter. Garden).

The cut rate fist includes 18 of the
current shows, they are: "Adam and
Eva" (Longacre): "The Wonderful
Thing" (Playhouse) ; "My Golden Girl"
(Nora Bayes); "The Little Whopper"
(Casino);

Thomajhef»ky Touring.

March

tinge);
10.

Boris Thomashefsky will begin a
road tour for eight weeks beginning
April 3, opening in this city for a twoday stand. His route following that
takes in Detroit, Pittsburgh, St. Louis,
Chicago, Canada, Buffalo,; Rochester,
Syracuse, Hartford, Bridgeport and

then

March

;

The show made

Iinge.

Geniui and the Crow<L"newtide.

;

$25,000.

Pittsburgh, March 10.
"Angel Face" played to $25,000 here
last week at the Nixon. It broke the
1

record on

the spines of staid Bostonians,
supporters of the almost sacred Boston
Symphony Orchestra, and during which
Frederick Fradkin, concert master was
"fired" by the trustees for a clash with
Director Monteux, and half of the
players went out on "strike" just before
the concert Saturday night and refused
to appear, things now are just about
where they were when the controversy
started, with the exception, important
to Fradkin, that he is still oat of the
orchestra.
In this fashion the matter now
Undoubtedly, the players will
stands.
are sparring
Silay for a time—both sides
or -time. The musicians realize their
responsibilities to the music loving
public of- Boston, the trustees don't
want to be placed in the position of
having' the orchestra tinder anything

down

The

Al. Jolson in "Sinbad" is due back
at the Winter Garden, April 12. The
attraction is playing Detroit at present

NO CHANGES

10.

George M. Cohan's second legit piece
on his own, called "An Irresistible
Genius," which has shown before out
of New York by thai name is to be
changed to "The Genius and the
-~
Crowd."
.
It is to open Monday at the Majestic.
The piece is by Mclntyre and Hill, two

JOLSON BACK AT GARDEN.

for three weeks opening last Monday.
'The Passing Show" at the Garden
has suffered a severe bump in the last
month and the. Shuberts figure that
Jolson can hold them to big business
until it is time for the new summer
show.

March

After a week in which things happened that sent 'shudders of dismay

but their direct control. What, if anything, this the fourth week of the controversy will bring remains to be seen.

Rich will conduct '.five..;

There will be no western tour which
has proven profitless. The orchestra
will give five concerts in Washington,
five in Baltimore, five in Harrisburg,
eight in New York and five pairs fii
Pittsburgh, in addition to the 25 pairs
of subscription concerts here. There
will be six given for the general public.
Next year's deficit is expected to be
about $55,000, > which will be considerably decreased through the income
of the endowment fund raised last
autumn. Hans Kindler is to leave the
organization and tour under the management of Mr. Judson. Others to
leave are: Anthony Ferrera, first violin; Charlton Cooley, viola; Edmund
Roelofsma, clarinet; Ernest Williams,
first trumpet. About 10 more are said
to be making negotiations with other
organizations.

Cleveland,

"Maytime" is playing in Brooklyn at
present and the indications early in
the week were that it would do about
$12,000.
It comes to the Riviera next
week, where there is also a healthy

Hans Kind-

.

is

reported having taken an assignment

by.

the musicians carries an increase of
$5 to the minimum salaried men and
to establish a sliding scale of increased
wages for others, according to merit
and years of service.Of the 100 -concerts this year, only
83 will be conducted* by Dr. Leopold
Stokowski. Twelve will be con ducted
by Ossip Gabrilowitsch of the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra. Dr. Thaddeus

.

Divorces are growing more expenA couple lately are said to have
sive.
cost the wife in each instance $200,000.

committee headed

solo-violincellist, demanded a flat
wage increase of $10 a week for the
members who have been receiving
the minimum of $45 weekly. The offer
by the management and accepted by
ler,

39

A

Gossip from the Florjda resorts says
that the pickings among the theatrical
colony this season have been far under other years,. This especially concerns the visiting managers. One who
was the heaviest loser last year to the
tune of around $35,000, did not once try
his luck with the dancing ivory ball
Another producer who
at Bradleys.
is south with his family "swore off"
roulette and "stayed off" the game for
two days. Last reports were that he
was a winner.

Philadelphia Orchestra avoiding grave
difficulties caused by a demand for a
big increase in wages. Five of its best
known members are leaving the -organization.

A

An operatic singer of a. rather brief
experience in the grand end of that
singing department has grown quite
some up stage, according to people
She
connected with her company.
plunged into opera after hard studying,
erected a reputation for herself and
then became a temperamental diva.
Refusing to rehearse and sending a substitute, the singer when appearing at.
the opera house, rated the orchestra
for not playing better. The first time
she did it the staff was surprised, but
no attention,
after that they paid
regretting, however, that so nice a girl
should believe, it so soon.

of $40,000.

The prediction that "Angel Face"
would clean up on the road has more
than held since it left the Knickerbocker a month ago. At Baltimore,
the first date after leaving New York,

BOSTON'S SYMPHONY'S HATTER.

10.

compromise has been reached by
the members and management of the

nee ever played at the Nixon, with $3,100 in. The show left Broadway without going under its stop-limit

tion.

March
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ON LEGIT

Jest."

*

PHILLY ORCHESTRA COMPROMISE.

INSIDE STUFF

last

-

LEGITIMATE
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smith,
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New

York.

"Breakfast

"The

Storm"

in

Bed"

(48th

(ElStreet);

"Aphrodite" (Century): "The Sign on
the Door" (Republic); "Smilin*
Through"
(Broadhurst)
"Buddies"
(Selwyn); "Russian Isba" (Manhattan
Opera); "The Magic Melodv" (Shu;

;'Wedding Bells" (Harris); "The
Cat-Bird" (Max. Elliot); "The Passing Show" (Winter Garden) ; ''George
Washington" (Lyric).
bert)

SHOWS

SHOWS IN NEW YORK AND COMMENT
"Abraham

Lincoln," Cort (13th week).
Any slump that started last week and
In evidence early this week failed to
affect this success. Takings last week
were around $16,600—virtual capacity
at all performances.
"Adam and Eva," Longacre (26th week).
Continues to play to a fairly good
profit and may continue until May.
"A* Yon Were," Central (7th week).
Around $18,300 last week. No falling
off here and pace Is virtual capacity.
Stands up with the leaders in demand.
"Aphrodite," Century (lath week). Has
three weeks more to run. Stops then
for^ season and takes to the road in
the fall.
Business last week rather
good and show should fare well for
rest of the engagement,
"Apple Blossoms," Globe (23d week).
Little felt the dropping off displayed
in some of the box oifices of the older
attractions last week.
Decrease in
business felt early this week, however. Better than $18,00 last week.

•

Opened Thursday

-

held.

among a majority of
Last week's gross around

of deorease felt
$8,200.

Gilbert and Sullivan revivals.
"Sacred and Profane Lo-v* tn Morosco (3d
week). No* doubt about this attraction
having caught on. Last week takings
again went to, figures not far under
$17,000.
House never played to such
business or demand.
"Scandal," 39th Street Theatre (26th
week). Dropped a little last week but
still strong in the going and practically sure of completing the season.
"Shavings," Knickerbocker (4th week),
in a big capacity theatre this attraction has held up well thus far. Last
week the takings were around $12,600, which is very good, for a nonmusical piece of this class.
"Sign on the Boor,'* .Republic (13th
week). Traveling along at an $8,000
pace, which provides a fair profit tor

Hudson (26th week). Looks
like this show which aroused all sorts
of box office fireworks had shot Its
bolt.
Last week's gross was $8,000.
Show can make money at that pace.
Has a stop-limit provision of $7,000,
and should be able to stick for some
time yet "DecUasee," Empire (23d week). A fall-

'

<

ing off here only natural, but with last
week's gross going to arbund $13,000,
this drama looks set until May."Baat Is West," Astor (70th week). One
of the "sweetest" attractions on Broadway, and, in spite of its long run, the
takings last week slipped over the

.

$18,000 mark.
y.
Fair," Miller (12th week).
Stands near the lead with the comedy
hits, with last week's business going
to nearly $14,000. Matinees announced
for every day during Easter week.
"Geld Diggers/* Lyceum (24th week).
Affected In no way aa yet, and .last
week's pace of $16,800 Indicates this
attraction as Broadway's leading comedy success.
"George Washington" Lyric (2d week).
Length' of stay looks brief. House
freely papered and a sudden substitution of attraction In this house likely.
"Happy Days," Hippodrome (29th week).
Big house seems to be holding its
own. Brew $68,600 last week, which
shows a profit Season's length will
probably be under last year, because
- of increased operating expense.
"His Honor, Abe Potash," Bijou (22d
week). Fell off about 18 per cent, from
holiday week, with the gross last week

"Famous Mrs.

the attraction.
"SnUiln* .Through,"

113,000.
"Son-Ua lighter,"

Belasco (17 th Week).
Holding its own at a pace close to the
dramatic leaders. Last week it drew
$13,400 and should contluue until May.
"Tick Tack Toe,** Princess (3d week).
Takings last week slipped to $6,200 and
show went Into out rates this Monday.
Figured to continue but a tew weeks
more and may then move to Century
roof.

week).

Show

is a steady draw and is consistently turning profit
"The Cat-Bird," Elliott (4th week).
Leaving for the road this week.
"What's In a Name," a new revue,
starts Tuesday night of next week.
"The Hottentot," Cohan (2d week). The
new comedy smash. Business for the
-

.

first

"Irene,**

week was aroung

$16,00

dications for the current
$2,000 better.
$2,200,

and

in-

week are for

Saturday matinee drew

surprising for a Willie Collier

show.
"The Passion

Flower," Belmont (9 th
week). Went to around $7,000 last
week, which is considered good for this
small house, and turns an acceptable
profit

week's gross around $13,000.
Whopper,** Casino (22d week).

Has

week).
This attraction has shown
strength throughout its run.
Last
week with $10,000 in the show addedto its growing profit column.
Good
until May.
"The Wonderful Thing,** Playhouse (4th
week).
This attraction figures to
catch on. Last week it drew $7,000,
and though the takings are not large
as figures go this season, week day
business has climbed.
"Wedding- Bella," Harris (18th week).
Showed a profit again last week. Due
to leave after Easter, playing subway
time before striking westward.
.

CARR SEEKS

$1,200

FROM CORT.

Nat Carr has brought suit against
John Cort for $1,200 balance due on a
ten weeks' contract for "Just a Minute."

-

'

it but with a definite purpose with the
result that has been equalled by mighty
few productions.
The music isn't startling but it is good
to listen to. It Is the work of Silvio.
Hein while the libretto and lyrics are
credited to Frank Craven who is also
featured.
The story does not get very far away
from the original Richard Harding Davis
tale and depends more upon the situation for Its comedy- than it does upon
the lines, In this respect the piece must
be brightened up, which it naturally will
be before It goes into the Globe, New
York, for its assured lengthy run.
Mr. Craven is delightful droll, delightfully clever and amusing. He has a quiet
way of putting over a song that is most
effective and two of the best numbers
are handled by him most successfully.
With Mr. Craven is Jed Prouty, whose
excellent voice had but few opportunities but who made the best of those he
did have.
The balance of the oast is

—

"Hitchy Koo," Collnols.— $17,000, a
$6,000 drop from the figures of last
week (3th week). Goes out next week:
Elsie Janis and her revue will follow.
Mrs. FUke la "Ml** Nelly of N* Orleans," rowers.^— Despite glowing eulogies of critics and announcement that
Mrs. Fiske was here for a limited engagement, three weeks, the show got
only 113,000, but showed Indications of
a 316,000 week to follow. "Golden Days"
will follow. March 22.

"Ruined Lady" (Grace George), Prin-

-splendid. Marion Sunshine
good spirits along with

—

$10,000 on the opening week. Show
well liked and should show marked
Increase as the news spreads.

—"Sometime"
$21,000. (2d week)
huge
"Monte Crlsto, Jr„" Woods.—$20,000
-opening week; panned mercilessly by the
(1st week)
"Sinbad," Auditorium. —Closed to $14,Much criticism of management beStudebaker.

hit;

000.

sung by Mr. Mack. This number has
a dandy swing to it and after numerous
encores served to introduce for a danc-

cause Jolson stepped out of show several
times, said to be due to illness, without

management making due announcement.
"Rose of China," La Salle. Pronounced

—
sound hit; got $11,700 on the short open-

act needs rewriting, but otherwise the
piece is strong and George lienaven,
despite his youth which is the only seriout drawback to bis role, has won individual praise for his work in the prin-

new

play,

"Chris" comes net week.
"The Ed. Wynn Carnival" opened at
the Garrlck to a well filled house and
is looked upon as a good business propo-

where Wynn lives and has
a large following. The piece, however,
is not up to the higher class of musical
sition here,

success this season,
"Listen Lester," without the help of
some of the big names which helped
it earlier in the season, 1b doing very
well at the Forrest in its second week
and should continue to draw .during its

"Up In Mabel's Room"

Is

the only

new

Shubert attraction of the week and
opened strong at the Adelphl. Hazel
is very popular here and her presence will help.
"Frivolities" at the Chestnut Street
opera house is in its second week and
has not shown much improvement in

Dawn

business.

The big

flash following

the

opening night, when things "ran wild"
has been tamed down so that the piece
is pulling only on its merits, and there
has been a drop in business.
William Hodge in "The Guest of
Honor" is a big hit at the Lyric where
he is playing to big business and "Take
It From Me" is doing fine at the Shubert.
The Walnut has "Seven Days Leave"
for a three-week engagement

CRITICISM.

RICHARD

III.

Play by William Shakespeare, Plymouth,

March 6.
John Barrymore's first attempt in
Shakespearean tragedy is in many ways
effective, his Duke of Gloucester a wily,
Production accomplished
alert villain.
with beautiful settings and odd and inWorld.
teresting, innovations.

His performance (John Barrymore's)

was altogether splendidly picturesque
and vital, even if he is the Richard of

—

day not of Shakespeare's. He and
Mr. Hopkins, whatever one may think of
this method of playing the tragedy, de 3""
serve the credit of most distinguished
achievement. Sun-Herald.
Fortified by backgrounds and trappings of great beauty, aided (if you
care to use the word) by a company that
is somewhat short of so-so,- Mr. Barrymore held his first audience riveted until
a few minutes before 1 an extraordithis

—

nary feat in itself.—Timet,
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Jessica Brown.

SHOWS IN PHILLY.
Philadelphia, March 10.
The critics and public of thiB city who
have seen George M. Cohan's new production, "The Irresistible Genius" pronounce It a distinct success. The piece
has been doing fine business for two
weeks at the Broad where It plays to a
high class audience and the general impression is that Cohan has another tremendous success when he has put the
finishing touches to the piece. The first

O'Neill's

-.- : '

ing specialty, that incidentally was a
work of art, by the delightful dancer,

ing week, opening Tuesday.

Eugene

p-

-

has youth and

Collier, make the evening most enjoyable.
These two surely can dance and
their numbers. "Just Say Goodbye" and
"A Great Idea" went over big. This is
also true of the Jazzy "Ocean Blues'' as

critics.

cipal role.

"

the like attributes of Russel Mack as the wireless
operator, the part that first brought John
Barrymore to the front when he appeared In the old comedy with William

is

"Sometime,"

)',

first

'

,

—

cess.

s

1

i

Dictator,' 1

saw the light Monday at the
National was mightly slow getting
started but when it did get "a-goin' " It
bore all the "ear- marks of a success;
The costuming, sets and all the other
components Including, of course, a wonderful cast, showed the lavish spending
of money not for the mere spending of

week)
"Dear Me," Cort. The Grace La RueMale Hamilton show took a bend this
week to under $12,000, due probably to
numerous recent openings. (6th week)
"Clarence," BlackBtone. Got $11,200,
with prospects for a continuation at
about this pace for some weeks. (10th
pacity. (11th

-

balance of the season.

"The Storm/' 48th Street Theatre (24th

-'t

New

newest Venture, "The

Is

which

—

"The Purple Mask,*' Booth (10th week).
Holding to very strong pace. Draw
consistent enough to keep It in tor

"Little

entertainment and may develop a
good run.
"Magic Melody,** Shubert (19th week).
Final week.
Made good predictions
that it would outlast most of the
musical shows which opened at approximately the same time.
Theda
Bara in 'The Blue Flame" arrives
next week,

& Harris (10th
Last week's gross was $11,700.

"The Acquittal," Cohan

to larger theatre
Maroh 28, probably the Lyric.
"Jane Olesg," Garrlck (3d week). Is
attracting attention, though no ex-

three weeks more to go. Successor not set, but "Betty Be Good" again
mentioned for this house.
New attraction opening Easter Monday.
"Lfghrnln.*" Gaiety (78th week).
The
run leader stilt going strong and Is
v
Bure of sticking longer than most of
this season's crop of successes.
"Look Who's Here." 44th Street Theatre (2d week). First week proved a
surprise, gross nearly reaching $16,000
for five days (opened Tuesday), with
around $6,000 drawn on Saturday.
Notices fair but show is satslfactory

'

Broadhurst (11th
week). Stands up as one of the strongest attractions on the street Missed
one performance last week (Tuesday),
when Illness prevented Jane Cowl appearing.
But gross went to nearly

move

ceptional business reported.
Vanderbllt (17th week).
Remains one of the leading attractions
in demand, and business showB no
decrease. Regular pace of over $16,000 enjoyed.
"Letter of the Law," Criterion (3d week).
Following of the Lionel Barrymore
name will provide a natural heavy
draw for a few weeks. Staying qualities of the show still in doubt. Last

strong enough to run until mid-spring.
Golden ulri," Bayes Theatre (tttfi
week). Mas not shown strength. Is
pleasing snow but not exceptional,
whicb makes the house handicap felt
"Might Boat." Lluerty (6th week). Continued to show its class last week with
around $2,900 nightly and a gross, of
over $21,000. Easily leads the musical

"Passing Show of 1919,** Winter Garden
(iilst week). Comparatively little business here lately, save for the holiday
week. No succeeding attraction lined
up, however.
"Bichard 111,** Plymouth (2d week).
Opened on Saturday night with $6 top.
Seated at $3.60 top throughout week.
Production drew remarkable notices,
with John Barry more' s anting acclaimed finest in a decade.
"Iluadi»-are," .Park (8th week).
Is to
continue for three weeks more; last
week's business nearly $il,0UU, American singers will continue for balance
of the season and offer a succession of

"Clarence,"

to

!

.

"i

Sue

week).

(1st

"ai»

Dropped 20 per cent, from the holiday
week, which Is about the percentage

$7,800.

Judy
night.

"M j Lady Friends," Comedy (16th week).
Has Bbown consistent draw and looks

small capacity (620 seats). Predicted stopping of "Me and She" on
Saturday made house available. The
tragedy moved In Tuesday.
"Baddies,** Selwyn (20th week). Showed
a natural reaction from the record
breaking Washington's Birthday week,
but played to $13,600 last week. That
Is a strong pace for this small cast
show.
„
"Breakfast In Bed," El tinge (7th week).

attractions.

>

until spring.
"Musk,** launch and

—

Mclnrrre and Heath, Garrlck. Dropped
Next week Is the 13th and
final week of "Hello, Alexander." "Gayetles of 1919" next
"Welcome, Stranger," Grand. Comedy
hit of the town with a steady gross of
over $17,000. representing practically cato $12,000.

roof.

"Monsieur Beaucalre," New Amsterdam
(nth week). Last week the takings
were around U6.60U; about $2,4u0
under the holiday week. Looks safe

is of

.

wantr \

at $8,000.

.

i

Affairs,"

"Midnight Whirl," Century Roof (12th
week;. Closes this week. Some talk
of a musical attraction moving to the

.

"Beyond the HorUon," Little Theatre
(6th week). House for regular showing finally secured, though the Little

—

.

'

Washington, D. C, March 10.
When Charles Dillingham puts on a
Sroductlon he surely does do it properly.

Thurston, Olympic. Got $10,000, plus,
left with extensive profits for the
Chicago run. "Howdy, Folks," the Golden play, formerly titled "Thunder" and
"Sunrise," opened Sunday night
(1st

and

Fulton (8th week).
This show IS not a smash, and, classing
as a smart comedy, most of its draw
la downstairs.
Dropped off more than
some others last week, with the gross
i's

THE NEW DICTATOR.

IN CHICAGO.

Chicago, March 10.
See Saw/* Colonial.—Opened Monday
night.

.

Ted Doner's solo number and the. one
he has with Miss Brown scored most emphatically. Another dancer, Marguerlta
Flor de Mayo can surely dance the Spanish numbers, Her brief moment in the
second act brought her big returns.
William Burr ess did well, as the fiery
president General Santos Campos. John
Parks was fine aa Colonel John T. Bowie,
George K. Mack was delightful as Dr.
Vasquez, with his two sided coat which
he could change at a moments notice to
fit in with the army of the new president, you see they have a revolution with
a new president about every fifteen
minutes, so to speak, in South America,
according to "The New Dictator."
Gladys Caldwell and John Hendricks
were both good and the balance of the
cust Is ai lworthy of mention and the
chorus which is a large one will be a
delight to the t b. m.
A word must be said of the artistic
work of the musical director, Anton
Heindl and his orchestra aa well as the
staging of R. H. Burnside.
Meakin.

M
-
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CHRIS.
Eugene

m

:

Atlantic City, March 10.
new play "Chris"

O'Neill's

opened at the Apollo Monday and revealed for the first time that fire of
dramatic characterization that has distinguished his writing.
In the new play tragedy Is hovering
over the story the tragedy of the sea
that Is never conquered. But the story
does not culminate in that ever potent
influence engulfing the folk of its tale,
instead it carries forth the idea of constant futurism of Its unsolved problem
of the sea and its persistent lure.
The play if full of red blooded life,
problems of its people, human touches
of the sea and its men and its women
folk. It deals with an old sea dog who

'.A

>M
I

fights to overcome the persistent attraction of the sea and to koop his daughter

from following the same lot, while all
the while he knows the attraction that
he cannot himself overcome.
Emmett Corrigan plays the sea man
"Chris" one of the finest parts he has
ever had in his fine career. He realizes
opportunities for spirit, muffled contempt, for soulful outbursts, for human
emotions.
The daughter is handled by Lynn Fontane who missed in many ways the
heights of omotlon and soulful spirit
that could have been hers.
The remainder of the cast offers character
parts, well played but of no particular
dramatic note.
The play is Bet In six scenes divided
into three acts. For the most part the
unusual and oft times crude stagecraft
of Mr. O'Nell's construction succumbs to
the power of his Inborn dramatic gifts
his tremendous ability to hold the attention of his audience with plain ordinary conversation boiled down to' a

%

—

vm

real intensity.

Atlantic City may well consider it the
piece of drama that has visited
the shore this year, if not in many more.
finest
It

is

a marvelously dramatic

play,

a

sterling piece of craftsmanship.
Beheurer.

m
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LITTLE MISS CHARITY.
Washington, D. C, March 10.
Graham, Fulton's Valet... Roland Hogue
"Dickey" Foster
Roy Gordon
"Fingers" Clay

Amy

...William Halllgan

Lucy Weston

Le Grande

Hotel Manager
Rosalie
Angelica Butterfleld
Miss Wheeler
Woodrow Porter
Mortimer Gayling
. -.

Lester Sharps

Gwendolyn Roland
...Anne Sands
Harriet Burt
Bernard Wells
Bernard Wells

When

the "pruning knife" has bees
liberally used and the action considerably speeded up, "Little Miss Charity,"
which had Its first presentation Sunday
at the Shubert-Garrlck, will rank as an*
other "Irene."
The piece Is the Joint work of S.
Henry and M. Savin, who are responsible
for the music, and -Edward Clark wrote
the book, staged the production, and Is
also sponsoring the show. The story Is
an excellent one, with Interest maintained. It Is based on a story by Edgar
S. Franklin, and the various song numbers fit Into the dialog.
Sunday night's audience had grown
rather tired waiting for the first curtain,
which did not rise until nearly nine
o'clock, but for the final curtain around
midnight, there, wasn't a dissenting

R

voice.

,»

f

The company

•.

has

been

when

come with

two former associates
a proposition which they

Of course, J. Robert goes after the'
appointment and naturally his polished
manners get him the lob and then, un-

known

to him, the heiress appoints his

former pals as his assistants,
also

made

their application.

who have

The story

unfolded with many clever twists and
Anally the chance comes for the three

Is

to make their get-aways when through
the trust and confidence of the heiress
and her declaration of love, causes Fulton to go through with his Imaginary
plan of the ideal community to be known
as Angel Town a{ter the little heiress.

Anne Sands, in the leading role, is
good to look at and this coupled with
her splendid capabilities as an actress
and' a good singing voice made her most
acceptable In the part. Roy Gordon Is
equally successful as the master conman, his apparant polish and
earnestness brought him a well earned
fldance

•

"The Piper" opens at the Fulton,
March 18, by the Shake speare Playhouse.

Their Sons ^
.Reginald Denny
B. J. Ballantlne

A. H. Woods has signed Lenore Masse,
of the "Follies," to a flve-year contract

j.

Edward

. .

«

Richard,

John Barrymore
Sons of Edward IV.

Edward...
Richard

success.

Lucy

Halllgan

(the

Weston and William
latter having been here

the past season on no less than three
occasions, with new ventures) are splendid and gained many laughs.
The numbers, although not startling,
are all of the "swlngy" variety and yau
enjoy every one of them, this being parT
ticularly true of "I Think So, Too,' sung
by five principals and which was exceptionally clever; "Little Miss Charity,"
"That Certain Something," "Crinoline
Girl" wherein a medley of the old time
favorites of a- generation ago are successfully Introduced, and ''when Love
Comes to Tour Heart."
The California Four, a splendid quartet, adds materially to the vocal end of
the performance; while the dancing
team, Joe Niemyer and Sadie Gordon,
were repeatedly encored. The orchestra
was under the direction of Arthur H.

Uutman.

LASSIE.
Providence, R. I., March 10.
"Lassie," a musical comedy based on
"Kitty Mac Kay," had Its premier here
Monday night at the Shubert-MajeBtio.
Theatregoers and critics placed their
stamp of approval on the new offering.
No more prettily staged piece has come
here for years, the settings being most
artistic. The first act Is rather slow and
a bit thin in humor but with plenty of
time for Improvement la expected to

make good on Broadway.
The score Is tuneful and book, muslo
and colorful costumes make a most satisfying combination.
Thero are no Interpolations to Jar, no strivings after
effect to detract from the Interest and
the climax strikes a little deeper than
It used to be safe to go In light musical
pieces.

In the cast are Tessa Kosta. Molly
Pearson, Roland Bottomley, Dorothy
Dickson, Carl Hyson, Miriam Collins,
Louie Emery, Colin O'Moore, David Glassford, Percival Vivian, Ada Sinclair, Ralph
Nairn, Alma Mara, Robert Smythe, and a
Jig chorus of "Lassie Girls."
Included In the tuneful musical numbers are "Piper o' Dundee," "Boo-Hoo,"
"Fairy Whispers," "Lovely Corals." "Lassie," "Be Still. My Heart," "Kitty of
Juniper Green,'* "Dilly Dally O'" and

"A Teacup and a Spoon."

James K. Hackett will take on tour
next spring "The Rise of Silas Lapham."

Mary Hughes

.".'

.Helen Chandler

Edgar McGregor has engaged Helen
Ford for the "Sweetheart Shop?*

Children of Clarence... *&?,<$*#&
Walter Ringham
Earl of Warwick

Duke
Duke

Buckingham.... Leslie Palmer
.Robert Whltehouse
..George De Winter
Lord Hastings
Lewis Sealy

Allen Atwell sailed lost

of

of Norfolk.
Earl of Derby

Monday

,

Through the Committee of Hope, the
"Buddies1' company has undertaken the
care and education of Henri Gey, a
French "war orphan."

Montague Rutherford
Earl of Westmoreland
Robert Whltehouse
Stanley Warmtngton
Lord Clifford
William J. Kelghley
Lord Rivers
.........:. Denis Auburn
Lord Grey
John
Trough ton
Sir James Tyrell

"The Humming Bird," by Maude Fulton, Is to be produced by Oliver Morosco,
with Miss Fulton in the cast.

M

I

Sir Richard Ratcliff

Montague Rutherford

Ridley Wells succeeded Joe Jackson
as assistant to Louis V. De Foe, dramatic
editor of the "Wo rld."

Sir William Catesby

Stanley Warmlngton
Malcolm Barrett

Sir James Blount
Sir William Brackenbury

The Lord Mayor

of

J.

Harper Bros, will Issue a noveltiatlon
of the Wlnchell Smith-Frank Bacon suc-

Kelghley

London
Tracy Barrow

First Murderer
Second Murderer

A

Cecil Clovelly

Citizens,

eomedy, "A Week -End Marriage." by
Davis, has been accepted by the

Owen

Raymond Bloomer
Richmond
Queen Elizabeth. ...Evelyn Walsh Hall
Helen Robbins
Lady Anne.....
Soldiers,

"LlghtulnV

cess,

Marcll

Isidore

'

Snub arts.

The

:•'

Shttberts

.

•

have engaged Margot

Priests,

Kelly to sing Angela In the revival of
"Florodora."
i
j

It is no longer the province of the
contemporaneous newspaper reviewer to
criticise Shaketjpeare'B plays, but merely
to express his opinion on the adaptation,
the characterizations and the interpretations given the roles by the players,

The Russian Isba moved from the
Manhattan Opera House to the Lexington Thursday.

Courtiers,

Messengers.

the staging, etc.

Drinkwater's play "Abraham
Lincoln" has been added to the "white

John

'

John Barrymore, under the chaperonage of Arthur Hopkins, presented last
Saturday evening at the Plymouth "The
Tragedy of Richard III" in his "King
Henry VI" and "King Richard ill." In
other words, there was a sort of prolog
of five scenes taken from "King Henry
VL" designed to show the early youth
of Richard and to reveal him as a young

list"

Charles D. Cochran has completed arrangements for Lauretta Taylor to appear in London, April 16. In J. Hartley
Manners*s play, "One Night In Rome."

man, keenly sensitive of his deformities

—

will be In the leading
rple of "The Bonehead," which opens at
Providence March 88. It will be pro-

Edwin Nlokander

"misshaped trunk" and bewailing the
Almighty for having "to disproportion
me," a brilliant reading that stamped
him at once as a genuine contended for
legitimate Shakespearean honors along

duced

—

—

sinister, relentless,

conscienceless, merciless villain, vain of
his ability to encompass his ends, yet

cowardly clear, through when things are
not going to suit him. The text is quite
unexpurgated in the broadness of Its
verbiage and, If memory Isn't faulty,
follows much the version employed by
the late Richard Mansfield.
"Richard III" was always a poor play
as a play but it Is a great part, for
a male star, and any actor with ability
to "read" Is sorely tempted to have a
whirl at it.
Due to Barrymore's histrionic gifts, surrounded by the magnificent production given it by Arthur Hopkins, etc., the presentation last Saturday
night gave one less a sense of stage and
more of reality than at any Shakespearean performance of recent years. The
director carried out the fashion of the
time by having the carriage (walk) of

—

—

the ladles true to the period, and it
would be superfluous to dwell upon the
careful adherence to proper coBtumlng.
In but one department was the production at all weak that of the selection

—

'the supporting company.
Perhaps
Shakespearean actors are scarcer to-day
than In previous years.
Few of the
company are entitled to individual men-

of

\

NewYork

April

B.

Before the students at Columbia last
Wednesday night, Thomas H.*nce, speaking on "Writing for the Screen," Offered
t2,ooo to any student who would give

etc.

more makes of him a

In

John Murray* Anderson, Inc. creators
of the "Greenwich" Village Follies," will
present a second revue, "What's In a
Name," at Maxlne Elliott's, March 1G.
Beatrice Herford head s the cast

original lines.

This was later borne out as, the evening progressed and passed Into Sunday
morning by his numerous other soliloquies, the best known of which are "I
have no brother"; "I am like no brother":
"Now Is the winter of 'our discontent,"
In spots, especially in the more
virile places when he sought to strongly
emphasize, he suggested the ravings of
his brother Lionel in "The Jest," a quite
natural resemblance, the result of consangulnlty.
Whatever Interpretations of text may
have been employed by other Shakespearean stars, the present text and John
Barrymore leave no doubt whatever In
the mind of the spectator of the utter
villainy of Richard, Duke of Gloucester.
Audiences, other than those of them who
are Btudents of Shakespeare, always received the impression that Richard was
an old man, because, in the past, the role
had Invariably been played by stars well
advanced In yeara. This is probably the
first time it has been given an important
and serious production with a young
man portraying the relentless and uncompromising arch villain. From his
opening speech "Speak thou for me
and tell them what I did" to his violent
death at Bosworth, young Mr. Barry-

of the Catholic theatre movement.

Saturday night John Drew In "The
Cat-Bird" will end his four weeks' engagement at Maxlne Elliott's, and start
a tour |n Brooklyn next Monday.

and hesitating between which path In
life to take
the right or the wrong one.
Thus we find him soliloquizing on his

him a
-

suitable scenario.

There will be no exodus of New York
critics this summer on a scale comparable to pre-war days, with the exception of Alexander H. Wooloott of the
"Times," who leaves for Europe on the
"Finland,"

May

.. a

.,*

I

—

fc

DAILIES
M Cohan has been presenting on

George

the road, will be known hereafter as
"Genius' and the Crowd." George Renaren
plays the leading role.

The Century Midnight Whirl will go
on a spring tour of the principal cities,

under the management of John Henry
Mean. The tour starts In Boston, Maroh

and includes Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Toronto, Detroit and Chicago.
38,

for

England to play In William A. Brady's
"The Man Who Came Back."

. .

Cardinal Bourohler

his

claim will bring millions. Fulton turns
them down and shortly after notes a
"want ad" wherein a young heiress
wants an executive manager to handle
the disbursement of a fund of $7,000,000.

NEWS OF THE

(John Barrymore)

George

—

'nirti

King Henry VI
Arthur Row
Rosalind Ivan
Queen Margaret
Burford Hampden
Edward
Duke of York ......... .Marshall Vincent
Dutchess of York.... Mrs. Thomas Wise

William
excellently

chosen and the story, which has to do
with three crooks, who, because of the
"rough" work of one of the members,
the trio had been broken up and at the
opening of the play there Is a room full
of creditors waiting for J. Robert Fulton
and his fortunes are running mighty
low,

III.

1.

"The Irresistible Genius," a comedy by
John T. Mclntyre and Frances Hill, which
tlon for good work, and tt Is perhaps aa
well not to single out any of them for
criticism, adverse or otherwise.
The production is broken up Into 16
short soenes, each of them fading In
and out, which breaks the monotony
and does away with the old-fashioned
idea of concluding a long speech in the
center of the stage and "walking off
cold" to the entrance. Some ot the present text will have to be out On the
opening night It ran from 8:80 until
nearly 1 a. m„ despite the abruptness of
the finish, of which too little was made.
This refers especially to the nightmare
In Richard's tent and the death of Richard at Bosworth.

the curtain after the
second Interval, Mr. Barrymore made a
neat speech In which he referred to his
''audacious plunge," for which he hoped
for tolerance, but didn't expeot enthusiCalled before

asm.

The Barrymore-Hopklns production of
is a sincere, legitimate effort and is certain to enjoy a vogue, due
not
to the popularity of the star.
Jolo.
try "Romeo"?
"Richard III"

Why

UNDERCURRENT.
Providence, R. I., Maroh 10.
According to critics from the standpoint of the evU of prohibition theme,
the Btory of "Under Current" Is not convincing nor la the end warrented, but
the play Is really a drama of human
weakness and from that viewpoint is Interesting, absorbing and well written.
The work of a good cast was apparently much appreciated by the big first
night audience Monday.

At his home at Port Washington, John
Philip Sousa Is nursing a sprained ankle
ago, Friday, he fell on the loe
getting out of his sleigh at the Port
Washington station as he was starting
medical
for Philadelphia to receive

A week
degree.

.

F. I* Pickering has been made assistant general agent passenger departof the Southern Pacific lines, with
Hie chief care
office at 145 Broadway.
will be theatrical attractions booked

ment

over his line.

.

t

/

Sailing on the Imperator last Monday
were Mary Nash and William A. Brady.
Miss Nash is going to London to originate the role Bhe created here in "The
Man Who Came Back," which Mr. Brady
will present at the Oxford early in April.
While he Is abroad Mr. Brady will arrange for the production in England of

several of his other plays.

Last Friday, Beatrice Forbes-Robertson Hale, niece of Sir Johnston ForbesRobertson, filed in the New York County
Clerk's

'office

summons

in

a

Swinburne

against

vorce

suit for di-

Hale.

The

latter la an attorney and was a captain
in the intelligence service of the generalThey were married
state of the army.
ia 1910 and are the parents of twins.

Adolph Zukor, head of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, left Monday
on the "Imperator" for Europe, where he
will laspeot the company's interests in
England and Paris. At the annual meetlag last week he was re-elected president, Jesse L. Lasky first vice-president
and Cecil

MUle director- general.

B. Dfi

Barrymore, Blanche
Bates, Amelia Bingham, lna Claire, Jane
Cowl, Julia Dean, .Katharine Kaelred,
Franelne Larrlmore, Florence Moore,
Nance O'Neill, Vlvienne Segal and Laurette Taylor are among the patronesses
of the pageant that will be given in the
Hotel commodore Sunday night for the
Misses

Ethel

American Relief Committee for Hungarian Sufferers, which is raising a fund
to feed 100,000 starving Hungarian children.

George Hoeard will direct the Maroh
entertainment ot the Catholic Actors'
Guild, following the regular monthly
meeting this atternoon at Hotel Astor.
Gladys Rice, Madame Barsesca, Fan

Tom Hackett are among the
who have already volunteered.
There is a plan afoot for a great pageant
on the campus of Fordham College, by
the direction and under the auepioes of
Arohblshop Hayes, in commemoration of
O'Brien and

artists

the beatification of Joan of

Arc

One of the most notable gatherings of
contemporary musicians was instanced
last

Wednesday night at the Metropoli-

tan Opera when, at a performance of
"Le Coq d'Or," by Rlmsky-Korsakoff,
Louisa Tetrazzlni, the famous , diva;
Rachmaninoff, -.the' Russian .pianist;
Serge Porokofleff. composer of "The Love
ot Three Oranges'; Montemezzi, the composer; Victor Herbert and Margarete
D' Alvarez gathered at what seemed on
off night to listen to this curious
masterpiece of the Russian composer.

an

1

Answering Robert B. Kegerell's $100,damage suit John Drew and other

000

officers of the Players' Club, the defendasks the action be dismissed, contending the club was Justified and within
its
rights In expelling the plaintiff.
Kegerell, who 1b a professional, dismissed
during the war for patriotic reasons,
sued for reinstatement When he was
apprised of the fact that he was bnoe
more a member he was asked to pay
dues covering the period of suspension.
Kegerell refused to do so and was once

ants,

more

expelled.

'

Helen Sheehan, who says she Is a ploWuS honorably discharged, in
Monday charged with grand
arceny by Gustavo Edwards, a Swedish
Importer, who alleges Miss Sheehan extracted a $100 bill from his pocket when
dining with him at the Little Club last
Sunday. He met the prisoner with a
number of other women In a restaurant
on West 36th street and invited them to
the olub. He charges he missed the '• 100
bill after Miss Sheehan had put her
arms around him at one time In the

ture actress,
fiolico court

course of the dinner.
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INiLONDON

IN PARIS

-

London, March

3.

After a period of unprecedented
financial success the inevitable slump
has set in, especially at matinee pcr-

Alhambra production Feb. 11.
style is a great improvement on
the original conception of the part
and aided by Jamieson Dodds she lifts
Hishin's

only receive 120

Paris, Feb.. 27.,

Her

',

bank

Several stage hands at the Opera, in
the theatre more than a -quarter of a
century- have been awarded the longservice
medal.
The doyen is M.
Watier, drjwser specially devoted to
the shoe section, who has been employed at the Opera 35 years. He is a
walking encyclopedia in the history of
the house ; a great friend of the great
artistes who have appeared on that
stage, anxious to fit their feet to the
best of his. ability as a professional
.

She Stoops

mainly

to Conquer." forms the basis of a new
opera to- be produced by the Carl
Rossa Company. The subject has already been uied for opera.

fact that many managers are still
clinging to their "war time!* idea that
anything will do, but with the army,

navy and "war workers" looking for
jobs or trying to make both end's meet,
they are finding' their mistake. Probably half a dozen shows are doing
good business—the rest are just able
to "carry on."

The Court being wanted for the production of the adaptation of Daisy
Ashford's "The Young Visitors," James
Bernard Fagan will transfer his "Merchant of Venice" 'production with the
Jewish actor Maurice Moscovitch as
"Shylock" to the Kensington.
"Carnival" has apparently caught on
at the New, although much of its success is due to the position Matheson
Lang holds in the heart of the West
End playgoers. His matinee production of 'Othello" is also going strong.
For this he has an exceptionally fine
cast, including Arthur Bourchier, a
breezy villain as Iago, if a little too old
for Shakespeare's idea of the part;
Hilda Bayley is exceedingly good as
Desdemona, and Hutin Britton (Mrs.
Matheson Lang) a fine Emilia. Murray Carrington is the "Cassio" and R.
R. Hignell the "Roderigo." The staging is especially sumptuous, the design
being the work of Matheson Lang himself and A. W. Tyrer, his stage man-

.-

;-'-

A new

musical comedy under the di-

Lyceum.

will

come

probably to the

.

Much of the first night success of
"Pretty Peggy" at Prince's was doubtless due to the fact that a large percentage of the audience was drawn

*

..

If You Don't

'.'-'

:',/

somewhat serious

illness of
illness neces-

Percy Burton's wife, an
an operation, has delayed that
astute showman's departure for the
Riviera.

;

sitating

We

indicated some time ago that
the .Gaiety was likely to revert to the
old form of musical comedy which

made George

many

other people famous. This will come
about when "The Kiss Call" ceases to
exist The play is "The Shop Girl,"
the author of the new version, Arthur
Wimperis, and the producer, Seymour
Hicks.
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son-Bruce Winston management have
been compelled to rearrange their
plans somewhat. Feb. 23, will see the
revival of The Trojan Women" of

o

-.'•"

•

I

Euripides for a series of matinees, and
the Greek play will be followed by
Professor Gilbert Murray's "Medea",
and George Bernard Shaw's "Candida."

Clara
;•:.
.

Reeve

Butterworth
as

"Medorah"

followed
in

om

,Tlie

theatrical

Lew Lake

and vaudeville

circles.

musical comedy has

settled into its stride and looks
like really making good. Charles Austin and Toots and LOrna Pounds are

now

becoming big

favorites.

Madame Pavlova, after a somewhat
long absence, will reappear at Drury
Lanev when the Pantomime "Cinderella" finishes. She will revive all her
most popular ballets and produce, four
new

ones.

•

*

"The Maid of the Mountains" has
started. into its fourth year. Jose Collins

has

returned

to

the

cast

and

combined

be excellent, but relaxation after labor is the first object
of the ordinary playgoer,
it

will

There is a probability of Manager
Rouche organizing a masked ball at
the Opera for mid-lent this year, as in
pre-war days.

"-

There are some typical gags being
introduced into "La Belle Helene" at
the Gait6, as in the time of Offenbach.
This week Max Dearly (as Calchas),
when borrowing money from Menelas,
gets a dollar, but expresses satisfaction with the foreign money at the
present rate of exchange.

An operetta "Flup," by G. Dumestre,
music by Seulz, will be created at the
Ba^Clan shortly, with Dranem,
Defreyn and Mathillon.

Firmin Gemier will appear in a
depicting the life of the late *.
Jaures, the great French socialist and
editor of "Humanity." who was shot by
a royalist just before the outbreak
of the war.

There seems to be a wave of alleged
The new film "Sang des
Immorteles," by Andre Lcgrand, is said
to resemble an English yarn, "The
)loit Beautiful Story," by Drummond.

Bates, another favorite at
Daly's, has just signed a three-year
contract with Sir Alfred Butt

Another candidate for the direction
of the Theatre de la Monnaie at Brus-

M. Ysaye, a virtuoso, who is 'the
conductor of the "Symphonie de Cin-

sels:

"Whirligig" has been greatly improved by the changes in the cast, although the greater portion of the evening work remains on the shoulders
of Charles Withers. "For Pity's Sake"
is the best thing in London.

The Surrey Theatre opera season
seems to be bringing prosperity to the
old house, large and fashionable audiences attending. This week's program includes "Cavalleria Rusticana,"
"Pagliacci," "The Flying Dutchman,"
"II Trovatore" and %aritana."
The
dearth of West End houses and the
use of suburban theatres for high class
productions is teaching many people
more than they ever knew about localities which, to their minds, were
only associated with crime and pov-

cinnati."

will

probably

The French Federation of Agents
has been definitely organized and a
banquet was given in Paris to commemorate the event Ryner is elected
chairman for the year, with G. PasquieT
as vice chairman.
,

.

'

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

)

I'M

Author*' Stave aad 8cre«a Play*,
ack: 1100,000; fi. O. Kosob, JU. Lundbei
M. Oerst, 1476 Broadway.
34a 6th at. Th«-ntr f to- Brooklyn; |l,-

M. de Diaghilew's troupe forming
the Russian Ballets has left Paris for
Rome, where it is due to open end of
February

andB. and I. WeU», 1037 Manhattan avenue, Brooklyn.
Aatlonal Stylo Ikow of APhertea, Manhattan: 'theatrical. Industrial and commercial shows. 1300,000; K. F. Wheelr ht ' J *
»*. Croonoerg, 235
* A*™en.
S.
A5.
Fifth
avenue, New York.
Cnpltol Motion Picture finpply CoManhattan, 16,000: I. Perse, M. Ginsberg,
H. Zuokerman, 87 Nassau street
Itobblna Amuarmont Co., Utlca, thoatrlcalB and motion picture*: 100 sharea
preferred stock, f 100 esoh; BOO oharoo
common, no par value; aotlvo capital.
° reen N Hokb,n>
000; A.

M

The lawsuit of Le Bargy versus
Pathe Freres has be'en postponed to
March.

Mme. Thamar Karsavina

has first visited London, while Igor
Stavinsky, composer, has returned to
Switzerland.

HEwf

'

'

'

^

Delaware Charter*.
Monarch Theatre Snpplr Co, produoe

pictures; 160,000; T. iZrCroteau; 2. A.
Bruce, S. E. Dill, Wllmlng-ton.
Inereaae la Capital.
Loevr'a Ohio Theatre*, Cleveland: II,*
000,000 to 8,160,000.
Irohmnn Amoaemeat Oorpn., New
York; 1500,000 to 11,000^00.
•

The third anniversary of the death
of Octave Mirbeau, novelist and playwright, was observed by speech-making in the cemetery of Passy, Paris,
Feb

16.

.

Still

city:

MMlnad Theatre aad Realty

sas

Co.,
City, Mo., $400,000 to 11,000,000.

Tolatoy

another strike on in the gay
attendants of the wooden

the

horses and other merry-go-rounds
have ceased work, claiming an increase
of SO frs. per week At present they

PIctarea

Corp*

1100.000 to 1200,000.

New

-

erty.

order.

The* Russian Ballets

return to the Opera, Paris, in May for
a further series of performances.

>,'.

Thorpe

Although George Robey will go to
the Alhambra in the spring, the new
Ada. production will not be of the revue

Bernard

"

plagiarism,
fr

.'"

Nigel Playfair will produce St. John
It vine's Irish drama, "John Ferguson,"
at the Lyric, Hammersmith, Feb. 23.
The Lord Chamberlain's department in
whose hands is the censorship of plays,
still refuses to release "Tom Trouble'*
for production at the Holborn, therefore the Charles Gulliver-Lewis Cas-

vi

.

,

.

Bernard Meyer,, known in French
music hall circles as Berthvs, died Feb*
17 and was buried in Montparnasse
cemetery, Paris
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The F. R. Benson West End season, could not be said to have been a
particularly gloribus one and ended

Sfc

1

'

The management of the Comedie
Franchise has been authorized by the
French Government (the house being
under the control of the State and receiving a subvention) to increase the
price of all seats over 4 frs.

••.
'

i

with the production of "Hamlet.""
Speaking to Vabibtt, Martin Sands, the
Benson business manager, said the
main thing was to get the London "hall
mark" for "Pompey the Great," so having produced Masefield's somewhat telious play in town, doubtless the management will have no cause to cotnlain of the provinces, where Sir F. R.
8tenson is all-powerful. Rumor also
has it that the- actor-knight is about
to make his appearance on the screen.

windows smashed by a party of young
people who organized a raid for the
purpose. The brave curl has made a
complaint to the police at Tulle.

:/
l

_

ager.
1

of Aix, who damned mod*
ern dances in his sermon had all his

There are several propositions' for
a Popular Theatre in Paris and the
scheme may be realized one day. Miue.
S. Weber, of the Comedie Francoise.
is among the candidates -for the envied
post of administrator. At present it is
Jroposed to have special performances
or the people at the Trocadero, but
there is a fear they will be too classical
for the masses. The workers are still
fervent admirers of the popular drama
and many managers seem to overlook
this fact. The ordinary man in the
street wants to be amused, not educated at the theatre. If both can be

'

'

«

-

The Curl

.

':;;.

like an ordinary
on duty more hours

frs.
is

shoemaker.

Bellenden Powell
After a provincial

Araby"

who

A

1

rection of Frederick Lloyd has scored
an immediate hit at the Wimbledon
Theatre. "The Rose of Araby" is well
staged,
tuneful and
is
admirably
played, although the chorus, while
singing well, are somewhat amateurish.
The principals include two old

dramatic favorites,
and Marie Bryant.
tour "The Rose of
to the West End,

teller

the day.
But as the owners of
shows at the fair grounds have increased their prices the assistants
claim a share of the enormous profits
the masters are alleged to be making.
ride on the round-about now costs
50 centimes (against 10c in the good
old days before the war) and some
proprietors of such apparatuses are accused of earning half a million franca
a year. -.;;-.y /

of

New

.

KanYork.
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Jersey Ohartera.

We

Jewel Amaaeraeat Co.
at New York,
to conduct pictures; $00,000: 'David ZtoBenswelg-, Brooklyn; Isaao Kats, Harry
Gross, New York.

ADD

Delaware Charters.
Monarch Film Corp., 1100,000: F. R.
Hansen, B. M. Mao/arland. J. Vernon

Pimm,

Philadelphia.
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AMONG THE WOMEN
"Partners of the Night" is another
picture minus star. If producers continue to put on pictures such as this
and "The River's End," one will agree
with Neilan that if you have the story
you don't need the star. Pinna Nesbit
has the distinction of being the only
woman in the "Night" cast whi*h is
very evenly balanced.
In a black
sequin gown Miss Nesbit looked striking.
It was made on straight lines
with a cord tied loosely round the
waist. Tulle was draped on the- shoulders. In this picture Miss Nesbit wears
grey
three different evening cloaks.
velvet trimmed in squirrel was handsome. Miss Nesbit's hair was beautifully dressed.

A

Madaline Traverse

in

"The Hell Ship"
wear modern

clothing but her splendid acting atones.
One part of this film" Miss Traverse
shoots a man pretty badly, yet a few
seconds later he is hoisting the sails.

Why

A

was tied on her hair.
The woman in "The Decorators" blue
serge frock trimmed with fawn looked
nice.

Rae Samuels at the Riverside wore
an effective gown of apple green chiffon embroidered in pink roses round
the hips; the foundation was silver tisband of the silver formed a
sue.
circle round the waist, the ends hanging at the side and back.

A

.

(Continued from page 9)
mark. 1 have also selected five other
publications to be plunged along with
Afghanistan.'
They are Stark and
Cowan's 'Everybody's Buddy,' Jack
Mills' 'Manyana, Van Atstyne & Curtis'
'Mississippi Shore.' Kendis-& Brockman's 'Ages and Ages* and George A.
Friedman's 'Zomah. These will all be
worked' upon together. The window
displays will be accorded to these six

is

weeks

Ask any man

1

if

that's not a

"What does this prove? It shows
the mechanical people are with me and
cause heart, soul and body. What
do you think the phonograph people
or the music roll concerns want? Dothey care to record a 10c song that sells
a million- copies and more— as it will
with' us if it's any good—or do they
want to put on their catalogs a 30c
number that sells, only 300,000 which is
the best the average present day hit
barring a 'Dardanella' or the

sells

'

centers lose annually. There's a limit
to everything.
Despite all present
prosperity, a popular song is worth
only ten cents to the buying publicnothing more. That's all they care to
pay.

"To protect myself and the corporation I'm giving the lesser concerns that

are with me a good break. I want -to
help them all I can. Each one of those
fellows get advance orders of 120 to
150 thousand copies before the song
is even published.
Two representatives
of a large London house are waiting
for me and I'll not slight their publications in the least in according them
plugs. As you know the Woolworth
stores are no mean factors in the British Isles and these two British men
who are here to establish local offices
will be given equal courtesies by us."
Mr. Nutting was especially desirous
his attitude be correctly set forth in
Variety He went into the matter
pretty deeply. He wishes to deny state-

ments erroneously recorded Woolworth

ing the Palace, except that Miss Melnotte enters in a cloak of brocade velvet, fawn shade, collar and cuffs of
ermine.

They

sells

ans-

20,000,000 copies
sell
;

of

more, acording to Mr. Nut-

The chain of

stores consists of
of which a music
maintained.

1,200 in practicall all

counter

is

bodice.

A

poke bonnet was worn.

A

gold lace frock trimmed with purple
net was Miss Stone's other gown. The
lighting effects for this act were exquisite.

The Amoros

Sisters

make a great

PICTURE NEWS

r

Booth Tarklngton's

'

::

-z!:.'

Edgar com-

first

Burton King has appointed Charles
><
Reed Jones publicity director.
-,.\

tol,

Mitchell Lewis

lnga will

be

held

the

Trade show-,
part

latter

of

March for pre-release engagements
the big
April 18.

first

in

run houses on or after

week

Pathe Will present Blanche Sweet in
Sex*' at the Broadway next
for a pre-release showing. It Is a
story by Bayard Velller.
.

week

s

ture for Selznlok.

was married to James B.
only son of James B. Regan,
proprietor of the Knickerbocker Hotel,
and Mrs. Regan, in the Church of the
Holy Innocents, New York. March 6, by
the Rev. Thomas Lynch. The bride wore
a traveling coetume of mauve cloth, with
hat to correspond, and a corsage bouquet of orchids.
The only witnesses
were the parents of the bridegroom and
the bride's mother.
Jr.,

•

,

Louis K. Sidney

.

director of. the

is

the

.

.

.

new managing

Washington at

Detroit.

James Young will direct Katherlne
MacDonald in Rita Welman's "Curtain."
The director will collaborate with the
author of this Saturday Evening Poet
story on the continuity.

Emmett Moore's 'Irea Nation" have been sent on the

Six companies of

land

Each carries an Irish vaudeville
show. Letters of commendation have
been received from the heads of societies of all denominations and creeds.
road.

The picture

is

a historical feature.

Matthias Radln has bought out Jacques
Tyrol's Interest in the Tyrad Pictures
and will assume sole active management.

Jack Holt and Julienne Mabel Scott
will do the leads In "The Translation of
a Savage," by Sir Gilbert Parker.

The Realart Pictures Corp. is conducting an introductory advertising campaign for a hew female star - whose
Identity is secret.

.-.

•.;.•'

>•

.

exportation- of "In
Old Kentucky" during Its first run engagement at the New Theatre. Balti-

handling

the

more. In 2 weeks the ploture played to 90,00fr,
according to Victor.
-->...
.

E. H. Griffith is directing Corinne Grifa new O. Henry story. They are
not related.

Alice Joyce

,'•'••?

Leon Victor has returned to New York

fifth in

Regan,

2Lv.

March

Helen Johnston has been selected to
play a part in Olive Thomas*' next pic-

after

"The Deadlier

of

.

the Btar, with Mlgnon

is

Anderson. leading woman.

NEWS OF THE COAST.
By BARRY.
Los Angeles, March

10.

Lillian Hall has been engaged to play
opposite David Butler In his first D. N.
Schwab production, ''Sitting on the.

World."

-

Pauline Stark Is appearing in

Shepherd
Jack Pick?ord.
Little

of

The

Kingdom Come" with

T. Roy Barnes has done such fine work
in his first picture for Goldwyn that an
effort is being made to induce him to remain on the Coast tor several more pictures.

A. H. Woods' "Parlor, Bedroom --and
Bath" will be put on by Metro with Viola
,

Dana.'

-.

'

.

.

Hugh Thompson, who arrived recently
from the East to play the lead la "The
Slim Princess,'! With Mabel Nor maud, will
remain on the Coast for another.
Leslie Austen, who was last seen la
"Five O'clock," had been offered a contract to come here.

Wallace MacDonald Is playing the lead
in five pictures showing In Los Ahgelea
this week.

Wallace Reid
role in

is

playing the leading
"

"The Rotters."

Mary Roberts Rlnehart has returned to
her home in Pittsburgh. ~
Vice-President

Abraham

Lehr, of Gold-

wyn, has been elected president of the
Producers' Association of Los Angeles.

'

Edward

of the Wonderland,
Pittsburgh, Is now the manager of the
Grand Opera HouSe at Wilmington, Del.

Jones,

R. George Burnett is working in "The
Araby" for the Burton King

Road

to
studios.

Albert Capellint, French director, haft
sold

his

latest

feature,

"The Fortune

Teller," to Robertson-Cole. He has also
signed a contract to produce four fea-

tures for as

many

years.

Grace Louise Anderson has finished a
picture for F. P.-L.
She has signed a
five - year
contract with
Chamberlln
.»
Brown.
*
•

The first issue of Selznlck
place Easter Sunday.
•F.

.

'

news takes

P.-L has acquired the picture rights

to "A Full House," Fred Jackson farce,
to be used as a vehicle for Bryant Wash-

burn.

Goldthwalte

VIRGINIA CENSORSHIP DEAD,
Norfolk, Va., March 10.
Picture exhibitors in Virginia breathe
easy again, for the present session of
the General Assembly will adjourn sine
die March 13, with no prospects of the
drastic censorship bill being taken

from its pigeon hole.
The bill provided for a board of
three censors, one of whom was to be
a woman, to receive §2,400 per annum.
It is conceded the bill was defeated
through the activities of Jake Wells,
president of the Virginia Motion. Pic-'
ture Exhibitors' Association, with able
assistance from David Wark Griffith
and J. S. Connolly.
Griffith

made

a

remarkably effective

address in opposition to the proposed
H. Dorr

was appointed

receiver of the Films, Inc., of 1482 Broadway, by Judge Hand in the U. S. District Court, last Thursday, under a bond
of 16,000.
The company is unable to
continue
the
production
of
"That
Woman" without additional finances.
Tc date the picture has cost 860,000.

censorship,

declaring
that
it
was
the spirit of autocracy and

founded on
not on Americanism.

AARONS PRODUCING AGAIN.

Vera' Gordon will take lead in Goldwyn's next feature,
"North Winds
Malice," by Rex Beach. Production has*
started at Port Henry, N. Y.

Alfred E. Aarons re-enters the production field with a new musical play,
"Oui Madame," which opens in Philadelphia, March 22. The score is by
Victor Herbert, book and lyrics by
Harry and Robert B. Smith.
In the cast are Georgia O'Ramey,
Harry Kelly, John A. Butler, Dorothy

Ann Forrest will have the female lead
Tom Moore's new feature, "The Great

Maynard, May Thompson, Glen Anders,
Margaret and Dorothy St. Clair and

in

Accident."

PAGES 53-58

Carl J. SorHn, attached to the tales
force of F. P.-L's New York office, has
been appointed manager of their Buffalo
' -'", .'>..-.'
exchange;

.

feature.

OTHER

-.

W. W. Hopklnson Corp. has acquired
the distribution of "King Spruce/7 Holman F, Day's story ~bf the Maine forests.

Frank Crayne has left New York for
Los Angeles for Earle William's next

A

WORLD

FILM

edies, entitled "Teacher' b Pet," released
by Goldwyn, will be shown at the Capi-

sheet music.

A

beautiful gown was worn by Margaret Padula. Black and silver metal
cloth made tight, opening half way to
long train hung from the
the knee.
waist.
Pink chiffon with bands of
orange and green formed the waist
while purple chiffon caught at the elbow flowed to the ground.
Aurelia Stone looks sweet in an old
fashioned make up of saxe blue taffeta
with ruchings of pink on the skirt and
edging the fichu which formed the

!

like.

It's the ten cent song that's favored
most decidedly. Here I prove just how
much these high and mighty thirty

i

Mason and

novel of Grace Sartwell
adapted by R. Cecil Smith..

world's record.

my

_•'.•

'JRX£t.
;'

—

'''-.

posure.'

1

.-.*"

leading feminine role. The picture will
be made in Culver City under the direction of Paul Scardon. Others In the oast
will be Lewis Stone, Harvey Clark and
Gertrude Norman.
;

Elaine Hammersteln has a dual role in
her latest picture-, "The Shadow of RosaHe/* which calls for a lot of double exThe picture was made from the

NUTTING BLAMES BRANCHES.

The Misses Melnotte and Leedom
wear the same dresses as when play.

Sydney Drew has suspended her

Vaughn."

"

first half

,

lace.

one exception to this rale,
Leo Feist. He gets a break with me
also.
Why I refuse to say. But I'm
showing you I can make a song any
time I feel like it. Here (showing the
VARiBTr man several disks) are the
mechanical recordings of 'Afghanistan,'
recorded and ready to be released as
a special next week. All within four

A

The Moyer Sisters at the American
made a pretty picture in dancing frocks of pink chiffon with bodices
of tinsel material. They looked dainty
in short frocks made alike but different
shades, one of apple green, the other
rose. An orange dress was sweet, veiled
with gold lace, made very full, aTflop
hat was worn to match.
The woman in Jimmy Rosen's sketch
looked striking in a tightening gown
of pale blue sequins with three pink
feathers at the left side. Miss Robb
(Robb and Whitman) made a cute figure in black velvet tucked up each
side, edged with wide fringe showing a
large bow
.flounce of red chiffon.

lira.

m

OF

studio operations for six weeks to go to
California to secure a western studio.
The first three productions for Fathe
were made in the Bast She is starred
in one of these, "The Emotional Hiss

were dainty. One Sister made a striking picture in a sort of chemie of black

them.
There

when

a great deal of time
and money is spent taking a picture diIn
rectors forget the minor details.
"The Sporting Duchess" the production
is magnificent yet one or two incidents
not
did
director
realize
the
one
make
know much about racing abroad. For
instance, to announce the start of the
Derby a bugle is blown. This is not
bell is rung.
correct in England.
Neither do the horses carry number
cloths. Alice Joyce looks as beautiful
None of her gowns was
as ever.
wonderful,. although some were smart.
A one-piece frock of serge satin top
long waisted was good looking. Miss
Joyce wore a sweet negligee of chiffon.
Fine lace formed the collar and cuffs
while a long train hung from the side.
Irrthis part of the picture Miss Joyce's
hair was very becomingly dressed.
is it

many changes, each one neat. Clown
costumes of blue patterned in silver

songs. I have instructed my managers
to allow the girls to play no other song
than this choice half dozen. I do not
feature or play other publishers' numbers.
I carry the big fellow's songs
only when there is a real demand for

'doesn't have a chance to

-.;:

VARIETY

'\.
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Irene Boyle has returned from Tenthe ex-

nessee, where she completed
teriors for "The Deadline,"

Alice Hollister is returning after an
absence of 2 years, due to illness. She
has joined the Goldwyn forces for the
filming of "Milestones" and will have the

"Pickles" Sinclair.

For ZaSu Pitts.
Los Angeles, March 10.
Sarah Mason has completed an original story for ZaSu Pitts, to be produced by the Brentwood company,
called "The Heart of the Way."
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"The Revue Magnificent" opened at
Maxim's Monday and showed to brilliant advantage. Just why- this new
Maxim revue isjhe best floor show in
the city\at the"present time, will be
discoveredJ>y the Maxim's patrons who
see them

•':'

~

dred Kay, Donna Harris, Claire Richardson, Eva Meeks, Daisy Lambert, a
very personable group of girls who are
at the same time good workers, a remarkable combination.

;

Healy's Golden Glades

was not indicated. In the main room
for dancing and accompanying the
show Arnold Johnson's orchestra holds
It is said to be the most exforth.
pensive bunch yet ajt Reisenweber's,

CABARET

•'••..'
.

the^weekly salary for the six
ing>500.

•

men

lyn last Thursday night.

in its numbers is still led
by Helen Hardjck, who has been a

Ritz

is

besides

,

"ice

a

palace for

#

Miss Hardick
numbers is doing a
Spanish "Carmen" song, placing a dance
to it. She is an attractive figure in the
performance. Miller and' Mack have

two or three

The

its

The show

be-

,

now under the sole ownership of Henry
Fjnk, who bought out all other interests. Doing a new show in the restau-

holding

is

combination ice and floor show up to
standard mark all the time, through
addition of new people and numbers.

strong favorite at the

,

"You'd Bo Surprised," is the new floor
show produced at the Ritz in Brook*

"Saucy BiU of 1920," the latest
cabaret revue by "Max Rogers, got under way in the main dining room, (second floor, since the opening of the
cafeteria) att Reisenweber's Tuesday
x
evening. The "Bits" show was given
Monday night in the form of a dress

19
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VARIETY

seasons.

leading

Among the
a couple of specialties.
others on the carpet is an Oriental
danceR.' On the ice Baptie and Lamb
rant evidenced Mr. Fink's confidence in
are features. Mr. Baptie is a speed
performance has more ideas, snap and
his proposition with or without liquor.
skater, who includes enough fancy steps
The Ritz always stood well up as a
novelty. Percy Elkeles' again has proin his routine to make the (audience
rehearsal, resulting in 15. minutes being
Brooklyn downtown resort. Mr. Fink's
duced the Maxim entertainment: With
grow dizzy as he whizzes around the
cut and several eliminations made, that
not
least
popularity
had
the
personal
from all leaving the first night shows (7.30 and
confined space. Miss Lamb is one of
its very limited proportions
to do with this. He is always on the
might
the best formed young women who
11.30) of one hour and a quarter in
arigles, there is no knowing what
job and. that means a lot in a restauever put on a skate. The Paulsens atlength. The first section ran 25 minrant or elsewhere. Rockwell Terrace,
be done there by Elkeles if he could
their
the,
tract especial attention with
sauce,
utes and showed little of the
the Ritz's closest competitor closed
spend one half the money on the
character bit, the Apache d jnce. Build*
second part holding most of the hits in
Brooklyn
period.
Other
with
dry
the
many
on
so
ing this dance on the steel runners ;^
Maxim show that is wasted
the revue. Elsa Huber and Ruth "Peaplaces of greater or lesser rank quit
the couple have made a big hit out of
nuts" Valle held over from the Jean
other revues.
also, leaving the Ritz alone. With Mr.
During the dance Miss Paulsen
ten-week
it.
Fink taking a. chance with his show in
telephone number in this new shoyf" Bedini show, which closed a
takes what is probably the most
engagement and so did four of 'the
face of that, it does not «alone seem
has a practical switch board set in the
dangerous fall ever tried by a dancer.
Regarding
twelve squab' choristers.
good
judgment
his part, but it dison
on
receivers
with
While whirling Mr. Paulsen lets his
centre of the floor,
the Bedini revue, it is said that Jean
plays that Fink's showmanship, added
allows for
wife fly northward along the ice and
invested something like $10,000 in cosall of the tables. The board
to his understanding as a restaurateur,
she slides for about 15 feet after leavthe
on
out"
to
"get
"Cenand
failed
tumes
talk
to
to
six of the audience
is held up by the outpouring of Brooking his hands. It look hazardous and
engagement, though the show pleased
Others "listening
lynites to this restaurant. On the opentral" at one time.
but the results are gratifying.
is,
it
the cafe people.
ing
seat was open, downnight
not
a
two
are
operators
"Central"
The.Healy resort is very popular these
in," The
Tuesday night's supper show (11.30)
stairs or in the balcony, and the Ritz
number
days -and while the ice place with Nick
.01 the girls in a set as the
was not smooth running and since
700.'
given,
nightly
are
seats
Two shows
in charge draws its own crowd, the
progresses. For "business" and drawthere are several changes to be made
for dinner and after the theatre. The
Balconnades or third floor, with Benny
next week, it is not likely that the
Ritz produced its latest entertainment
ing power it's probably one of the best
host, also attracts. Besides
show will be set until then. The cast with a certain reserve that will be Uherall, the
a
devised^for
ever
numbers
Healy's has its ground floor restaurant,
audience
singers of accomplishment in
holds
two
noticed
those
familiar
with
mostly
by
difbe
to
going
cabaret, though it is
where there is one of the best jazzing ':.%
Villani
Ida
Heydt.
Mario
Villani
and
floor
shows,
in
On
at
the
production.
order
ficult to keep it running in
dance bands in New York.
is said to have been in opera while in
principals and chorus Mr.. Fink did not
Maxim's. Another audience number
his native Italy.' Prior to the present
cheat. He has six principals and eight
>i
Seat* at the tables for the opening
nearly as good and even more so for
engagement he appeared in a Gus Edruns
chorus
girls.
The
in two
wherein
show
song,
"necktie"
a
is
girls
of
the nine Vclock revue "The Girls of :
the
ward revue and recently closed with a sections. The opening number is the 1920"
at the Amsterdam Monday eventhe girls tie a necktie on such men.
Miss
road
company
of
"Going
<Up."
best
of
the
performance.
there
Then
—-..
ing weire $5 each. Patrons were inas they select at the tables.
Heydt was in the WaybUrn Capitol reOne of the specially written songs is vue. Of their three numbers, their best are singles and ensembles until the formed at the box office that dinnei
finale, a southern scene. The revue is
Good Girl Now." It's a corker
would be served at 7 p. m. the Zicgfeld
"I
try was an operatic duet near the
for
backgrounded nicely through a unique idea being that the first nighters set
in lyric The hit song is "Rattle
finish, the voices being, quite above
arrangement at the rear of the stage, a precedent by dining on the roof.
Me,* intended likely for a contest song
those
sported
in cabarets.
to
set
girls,
correspond
with
country
a
scene.
the
by
as the. refrain as sung
With the revue starting at nine the
The hits of the evening easily fell to The performers as they emerge appear aim is to establish a dining clientele
with noisy rattles at all of the. tables,
to. walk from a distance, the house sewould, bring about the most popular- Ned Nortan and Jean Barrios. The
and at the same time having the
tatter's female impersonation fooled
curing a
very pretty perspective "house", completely seated and ready
young woman before the number endthe house completely and that, not so i through this effect. While the double
ed. The melody of this song is*very
by the time for the revue's start. With £
much
through
stage
setting
cost
the
it
voice
as
his
clever
may
house
some
puts
imidea
the
with
that
catchy and
that established the time schedule for \,
itation of feminine ways-' Nortan is
seating capacity, it really more than
.
over to a strong hit. 'j
the finale of the nine o'clock show;^
Then there is Billy Cook, about the from burlesque: Jrle was Straight man repays in giving the show a foundation would-be ample to reseat the audience
with the "Million Dollar Dolls" until
•
that impresses the house with a greater
The latter '-,
hardest working juvenile anywhere,
for the midnight revue.
who looks well, sings and 'dances, do- hit by the "flu.". He showed a voice magnitude than the performance actu- show was temporarily withdrawn last
ally possesses. The speed is held up
in duetting "Blue Diamonds" with Miss
ing a solo dance number during which
week but started- again on Thursday
s
through
Huber
Broadway
and
later
the
presence
of
the
with
tore
tables
to
a
specialty
the
he invite* women from
(not Tuesday as first planned). Din-,.
Trio, three boys who- have been at the
off "Blues
Naughtie Sweetie Gives
dance with him. Three accepted Monner at 7 cost $3.50 per head and those
Ritz tor some time. Harry Tanner of
to Me." He did a "hot. dog" shiver that
day evening, none of them a plant. This
nine o'clock patrons who did not apdrew attention but his jazz imitation the Trio is doing some telling character pear for the dinner embarrassed the
bit is then turned without cessation
forthe chorus of the "Blue Diamonds" work in a couple of the numbers and management, which felt "cheated."
into a general dance ensemble with
he
leads
the
number
principals,
wasn't
so
for
returns.
numbers
good—
is
Ed.
that
for
two
Running
all of the girls.
those who have heard Keegan and EdMurray and Pat Hanley are the other
IP
into One is repeated when Kitty Walsh
The* coveur charge has clung to the
wards. Nortan goes into the first part
two. Mile. Florie did some solos. She
does the "Good Girl" song as a single
restaurant menu, cards despite that
is
of the show next week replacing Harry
pleasant appearing singer.
Belle
with the "Cutie Tie" number made an
booze has disappeared. The coveur
Gannon is the rag singer and dancer- may have been all right when the
Glynn, an English comic, seen at the
ensemble immediately following, Miss
with considerable pep. Olga Marwig
Palais Royal show and others. Glynn
Walsh also leading that song.
drinks were' flowing. Even the waiters"
(
does a toe dancing specialty and is knew ho one soused ever figured up a
The show opens with all of the girls could do nothing with his numbers, in
worth noting. Mr. Fink leads the check. But with the departed spirits -"s~'
spite of chorus aid.
Mile. Valdeo, a
recalling in costume and song the
blond Oriental dancer, provided a flash
finale, as is usual with him.
Brooklyn why the coveur? The idea is to bring
favorite numbers in- by-gone Maxim
"'"'•.
but little more. Veronica who was in
wouldn't believe the Ritz show if Mr. them in and with the present menu
revues.
Fink didn't get intojt. That's where scale in the cabarets, the coveur charge
Standing out above the novelty of one or two of the Hammerstein shows,
goes
into
the
Rogers
revue
It
is
next
week.
costuming.
his
is
the
old
showmanship
asserts itself.
alongside is and does look silly. Also iM
the brief show
She appeared at the dinner show MonHe can handle himself and a crowd. it may keep people out. Eating stewed ';;.;
splendid.- There is a variety of dresses
Fink was formerly in vaudeville. He and eating sober are two kinds pf eat- ',;>;
and designs that are peculiarly pleas- day but was not in the latter perwrote the lyrics of this piece, with ing. One restaurant is featuring a table f<
ing to the eye. The color combinations formance. "Peanuts" Valle's value is
Es telle Pen- her cuteness as a number leader. Hall
Abner Silver doing the* music, Ed d'hote dinner, and adding a coveur
are perfectly blended.
f;
Hutchinson staged the show, getting charge to the check per "person. It's
ning for instance looks as though wear- and Kirnmer danced in the first section,
.;-;
doing a tango but did not again appear.
ing gowns especially selected for her
quite some action out of the girls for
following no one but itself. Other res-,
Miss Huber did something with "I'd
the limited periods they are allowed.
type. Miss Penning is one of the handtaurants are charging coveur on the fm
The chorus is composed of Fay.Tunis,' before the dry belief that the coveur --M
somest wholesome looking girls ever in Kiss Each Finger of My Mother's
Catherine Winters, Jane Hewes, Alice
a cabaret. She is a graceful dancer Hand."
should pay the cost of the show. It
Like most revues the "Bits" has a
Winters, Brita Northe, Marie Somily,
who only needs development. Miss
mightp-be better now to get the people
team
handbalancers,
of
Rothman
promising
soubret
or
enand
Mildred Cart, Marinonia Lustina. For
Walsh is a
in on the strength of the performance
:H
Robillo, who drew fair amount of atBrooklyn and a dry town the Ritz is or food with the coveur off or at most
genue, whatever she finally decides up'f
giving a very decent floor show. It
tention. For the first time the back
on, and soubret it should ,be, through
a minor charge, and then slip it good
portion of the room was draped and
displays at the very least enterprise
her enunciation. She is quite a promto the customers from the menu prices. .^
being one step above the floor'' was
and nerve, for the production repre- That won't be hard if they are-hungry. ?M
ising young artiste. Emmy Hope did
.
sents some money and few restaurants
a couple of French songs, as singles, used as a platform for chorus pictures,
being quite animated in them, and Eva also providing a curtain entrance for „away from Broadway wflere they can
Zeiss' Hotel, Philadelphia, one of the
.?."
Stanton was another principal. But it the company. Next week the Rogers
get away with the high priced menu
best known theatrical headquarters in
was Mr. Cook who shone brightest, show should be much improved and cards are taking any* risk nowadays, the country, is the latest victim ot the 'iffl
s
Fortunate, however, in outliving comthrough his work.
most of the bolstering will come in the
dry law. After an existence of more
The songs were written by Edward first part of the show. The crowd petition Mr. Fink is not taking advan- than 50 years the place has been sold '•
Brier
(lyrics)
and % C. Weinstein Monday night was fairly good but
tage of that fact—he is giving the
to A. J. Henry, a lawyer, for $80,000,
(music). Earl Lindsey staged the proBrooklynites what. he gave them bethere was more "dress" down in the
including the fixtures. The property
duction and no little credit is due to
fore—a good show.
cafeteria than upstairs.
Ted Reily
is 45x90 feet and is assessed at $56,000.
5
him. It is the' best staged show also staged the show. The music was by
The Ritz chorus -for singing is a It has been conducted the past five
t
that Maxim's has had.
Nat 'Vincent and lyrics by Reily but
banner one. Several of the choristers
years by Myers & Seltzer.
The cho risters are Eva Lawlor, Mil- just what numbers they contributed
own real singing voices.
(Continued on page 22)
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PANTA0I8 THEATRE BUILDQfO
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i

ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO.
San Francisco, March

While not pretentious, the Orpheum
week Is a rapidly moving enwith singing leading and

Mil this

tertainment

Emma

ample comedy.

Carus, topping the
program, has good talk and a collection
of song that brought her a welcome
throughout. Her Inltimable and original
business wherever Injected registered
big. WalterLeopold helps in some numbers and otherwise assists at the piano.
The dance finish besides getting big
laughs brings Mlsa Carus back (or a
cleverly arranged speech.
Jack Kennedy and Co. gave plenty of
amusement.
There act also contains
numberless laughs and an' excellent
punch. Billy Link, Jr., and Betty Hart

wore very good
port.

Florenz

In Mr.

Ams and

Kennedy's supAdelaide Win-

throp. next to closing, 'did exceptionally
well from the good comedy opening until
tin- Indian dance finish, but received only
light applause. Mile. Rhea with Joseph

Much.

Jr.,

and Jack Cook have several

These overshadow the
attractive sets.
work of the trio whose best efforts Just
manage to please. The honors are about
even, although MUe. Rhea Is featured in
'assisted by Mach and
dances
plcturesquo

Cook who play the

violin

bers of the Fanchon-Marco Revue.
show at St. Paul.

Thsy

and sing, re-

Larry Toell went to Los Angeles last
week, where he will be in charg* of the
Irving Berlin professional office.

the theatrical section that

plant in a box aided. Good comedy was
The boomerang
injected throughout.
throwing at the finish and Van's pood
whistling imitation got big applause.
Henry Sentrey and his syncopated
band repeated big. In spite of being in
the closfnp position, they easily held the
Jack Josephs.
entire house.

PANTAGES, SATTfRANCISCO.
San Francisco, March 10.
"Without any outstanding feature, the
show at Pantages this week went along
Hill's Comedy Circus
at a nice pace.
headlining with fine ponies and dogs
with a klcklne mule finish was enjoyed
in
the.

closing position. Bob Albright holds
record for return engagements on
circuit,
and registered strongly

this

His good singing with some new
Encoring with
stories went for a hit.
"Every Pal Like Tou," a gray haired
woman in the box assisting, lent a sentimental touch. Olga Samanoff Trio are
They encored retalented musicians.
peatedly on their playing ability outagain.

classing their stage settings and general

apnearance by their musical work.
Denny and Dunnlgan are a classy appearing mixed team with clever exclusive patter and songs and good business.
a big hit.
The girl Is
a strlklnglv beautiful brunette, and the
act. with slltrht bolstering up. Is certainly
for the big time. Eadie and Ramsden got
a neat start for Introducing the man's"
contortion and acrobatic twists. These

Thev registered

were verv entertaining and drew good
laughs.

woman
•

The

act starts slowly with tho

singing a ballad.' Three Bullowa
Songs
Girls ononed wnll on the wires.
with slides by Bustor LaMar followed.
Jack Josephs.

LOEWS HIPPODROME,

'FRISCO.

San Francisco, March. 10.
Anna Eva Fay, heading at Loew's
Hippodrome this wook, drew capacltv
Blindfolded and- covered with
houses.
a sheet, Miss Fav answers questions
written between shows. The questions
are retained bv those asking them. There
was a good deal of comedy included in
the answers and unusual Interest was
manifested. Tho Chong Toy Duo opened
verv nicely juggling oriental paraphernalia.
Adam Klllejoy. with Blllv Miller
and Co., received good laughs throughout despite, the cast being below par.
Granville and Fields, a mixed team' of
wop characters, put over hokum to big
results and also scored on their Yiddish
dialog nenr the finish. Jones and Georgia
ore a nifty boy and girl duo. The boy
the violin whllo tho girl sings.
They scored big with a nicely costumed
and presented offering.
Jack Josephs.

MM

NOTES.
Han Francisco, March 10.
Orval Spurrier has changed his name
to Ner| Doyle.
The mistakes In pronouncing and spelling of (Spurrier) was
the reason given.

Walter Pughe wiih here last wook
from Kansas City, Mr. pugho Is organizing a 32-poople repertoire show which
will show under caavsa In Kansas City
and other pulnlsi In that vicinity.

Dave Pernor and Alteon Miller returned

week nftor
niMiUin, during
lant

an absence of neveral
which tlioy wero mem-

were

Rosed of and their purchasers

dis-

given

is

—

1

The catalog

description stated "a five-itory theatre
and office building containing theatre
seating 1,141, two stores on fust floor,
five offices on the second floor and

(Continued from page 12)

erewith.
Bill Dooley replaced Dave Lerner with
the Fanchon-Marco Revue at St. Paul.

"The Follies of 1920," composed of 16
kiddles students of Blanche Herts, Is an
attraction at the TIvoll this week.

DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTIES
Assessed

An act entitled the "Song Shop" will
be presented by local representatives of
the following music publishers; Waterson, Berlin and Snyder, Remlcks, McCarthy-Fisher and Sherman Clay & Com*
pany.

"

"V'al.

Location.
41th St., 148
4«th St, 150
45 th St., SS9
45th St, S41

•

45th St., 248
45th St., 145
45th St., 147
45th St., 149
46th St., 251
45th St., 25S
45th St., 155
45th St., 15?
45th St., 159
45th St, 161
45th fit, 263
45th St, 266
45th St., 267

Love Tou" will be offered by the

"I

Alcazar Players week March

14.

Gene De Bell came in from Reno to
engage people for a stock company to
indefinite engagement in that
play an
city.

Herbert Harris is back in the A.
offices after successfully having hie
sils removed.

&

H.

ton-

spectively.

Ed Morton has a pleasing personality
and got the show's hit In second spot
with good popular comedy numbers. "The
Profiteering Blues." with a timely parody
medlev, did the trick and forced a speech
in which Mr. Morton said he had, no
more songs rehearsed.
The Llghtner Girls and Newton Alexander repeated big. Van and Belle, with
numerous original flying paper and wood
devices expertly handled, provided more
entertainment in the opening position
tt'an has been seen there this season. .A

by 88J# to Broadway.

ASTOR SALE.

left the

10.

Al Frank Is now looking after Jim
Post's Interests In the front of the house
at the Majestic Theatre.

Nat Farnum continues successfully
with his girl show at the Crescent
Theatre, formerly "The Allies," In' the
Ncrth Beach section.
Al Browne, western manager for M.
Sons, has returned from a
road trip through California and Nevada.

Wltmark &

Cunning, the magician, Is touring the
southern part of_ the state.

The Cliff House will open some time
month under Bustonaby's manage-

this

ment

RECEIPTS

ON THE

Manager

Jack

MacArthur

bought. the shows outright paying $4,200 for the former and $5,000 for the

_

\
David Warfield in 'The Auctioneer"
drew around $40,000 for his 12 days'
latter.

engagement at the Columbia here and
a gross of $1 1,000 for three days in Oakland last week.

Kolb and 'Dill in their prohibition
farce, "Wet and Dry." played to around
$39,000 on their two weeks' engagement ending at the Curfan last week
and are this week playing a return
engagement at the Ye Liberty, Oakland, coming back here next week at

Margaret Anglin in "The Woman of
Bronze" at the Columbia, continues to'
big business iq her second week, selling out completely at the matinees.
Business decidedly good the past
month, the war tax check of the Curran for that period being $8,074.

LOEWS STOCKTON STARTED.
San Francisco, March 10.
Construction of the new Loew theatre on the site of the Yosemite in
Stockton began <last week. $120,000 will
be expended on the house that will
scat about 2,000. The theatre will have
a stage adequate for any style performance and be devoted to pictures.

San Francisco, March 10.
Richard Wilbur, who was in advance
of the Banvard musical comedy show
in the Orient and other foreign points,
returned here last week.
Wilbur is
tour

the

EnUiged Pan For Honolulu.
San Francisco, March 10.
A tabloid musical comedy is being
organized by Harry Lewis for the Pan
time which will be enlarged for a stock
engagement at the Bijou theatre in
Honolulu scheduled to follow the
vauclevil!

:

tour.

.

.

.

.

.

.

W. .3 at. dw.
W. ... 3 st. dw.
.

W.
W.
W.
W.
W.

W.

.

... 3
.
.3
... 3
. ..3
. . . 3
... 3
.

.

.

.

.

St. dw.
st. dw.
St. dw.
st. dw.
Bt. dW.
st. dw.
st. ten.
Bt. ten.
st. ten.
st. ten.
st. ten.
st. ten.
st. ten.
st. ten.

.

3 st dw.
W.
W. ... 3 st. dw.
W. .3 st. dw.
W. ...3 st. dw.
W. ...3 st. dw.

Eighth Av., 725.
Eighth Av., 727.
Eighth Av.. 729.
Eighth Av.. 731.

. . .

.

.

. 4 Bt. ten.
.
. 4 st fen.
...4 st. ten.
. . . 4 st. ten.

.

.

.

xlOO.4
xlOO.4
xlOO.5
zlOO.6
xlOO.5
xlOO.6
xlOO.6

15
15

30
20
20
20
20

xlOO
xlOO
XlOO
xlOO

20
20
20

20
10

xlOO

.

.

16 x
18.8X
18.9X
18.9x
18.9x

87.5

66
68
60
66
19.1x100
18.9x100
18.9x100
18.9x100
60.6x100
60.6x100

X198

74

160 XlOO

The Bijou and
$790,000.
Morosco plot Was the runner up. Mr.
Dowling stated after he had made the
purchase of the theatre property that
he had certain plans in mind regarding the property but that he < felt it
best not to -divulge them at this time.
The Astor Theater property has a
frontage of 79 feet 6J4 inches on Broadway with 148 feet 11 inches on 45th

street. The plot is irregular, its western line having 100.5 by 32.6# by 7.9?4

Suspected Murderer Captured.

San Francisco, March

-•

10.

Acording to the police the description of Dennis Chandler, a sailor who
was captured here last week when he
attempted to hold up a store, fits that
of the man wanted for the murder of
Frances Altmann Stockwell, the chorus
girl of the 'Trench Follies" who was
killed in Cleveland
"Ladies First" with $3 Scale.
San Francisco, March 10.
prices for Nora Bayes in "Ladies
First" scheduled for the Curran next
month will be $2.50 and tilted to $3
for the Saturday night performances.

The

FAST WORKERS.
San Francisco, March 10.
Frank and Rae Warner on the LoewA. H. time carrying their 11-month old
baby are expecting an increase in the
family,

Harris advised Mrs. Warner to
pending the arrival of the stork
paying Frank the double salary
or a single he is doing meantime.

Sam

rest

is

A H. Discard* Less Than 3 Days.
San Francisco, March 10.
Ackerman & Harris have announced
the elimination of the one and two
day stands in Montana and that three
days will be the minimum in any of the
A.

Loew-A.-H. theatres,

.

Buyer.
Charles Globy
H. Rosenberg
William Golds tone. ..
William Golds t on e
William G olds t one
William Gold stone...
William Goldstone. .
E. Margolies.
.

.

.

.

Sol Bloom
Sol Bloom
Sol Bloom
A. Plnkus
E. Margolies
J.
J.

A
A
A
E.

J.
J.

Shubert
Shubert...>....

Moore..:

Moore
Moore
Henderson

S.

L.

Yampolsky
Porrlno

John Moody

$960,000
455,000

Robert E. Dowling.
Robert E. Dowling..

-eight offices each

Price.
148.000
46.000
68.000
68.000
63,000
69,000
68,000
66,600
47,600
47,600
60.115
47.600
43,090
86,000
35.000
36,000
85,000
80,600
46,000 '
43,000
43,000
47,000 -~
40.000
41,000 ..
40,100
•

Louis Rleth
Cirodkin Bros
G. V. McNally

32,000'
80.000 John Had ell. . Sold as
26.000
one parcel
26.000
25.000 John Hadell
26,000 John Hadell
26,000 John Hadell
25.000 John Hadell
44,500 Jdhn T. Brook.......
44.600 W. H. Rehrens
44,500 E. Margolies
72.000 Cappa Realty Co....

Theatre leaseholds.

which was

fnd

Land

$11,000
82.000
36.600
86.600
36.600
34,600
34,600
33,000
38,000
31,000
31,000
31,000
25,000
25,000
25,000
23,000
23,000
47,000
39.000
18.000
28.000
35,000
36.000
35,000
35,000

16.8x100.6
16.8X100.5
16.8x100.5
16.8x100.5
16.8x100.5
16.8x100.5
25. lx 76
25. lx 76
25. lx 76
25.1r 76

present but did not take any active
part in the bidding.
The high mark of the sale was the
price paid for the Astor Theatre land

•".

.

16.8x100
16.8x100
16.8x100
16 x 87.5

Other theatrical managers were also

TENT SHOW FORMING.

to

.

.

A

46th St, 266
46th St, 256
46th St., 258
46th St., 260
46th St., 262

the Savoy.

organizing a rep show
Coast under canvass.

.

714. ..'.4
A v., 726. . . . 4
Ax.. 72S. . .4
v., 730. ...4
Av., 732. ...4
Av., 734. . . 4
Av., 736. . . 4
4
Av., 738. .
Av., 740. .. .4 st. ten.
Av., 742. . . . 4 st ten.
46th St., 264 W. ...3 st. dw.

10.

"The Bird of Paradise" did $10,000 on
the week at the Ye Liberty in Oakland
while "Turn to "the Right" got $11,000
during a week's engagement there recently.

A v.,

.

land
Astor Theatre
Bijou & Morosco" T's land

COAST.

San Francisco, March

i

Eighth
Eighth
Eighth
Eighth
Eighth
Eighth
Eighth
Eighth
Eighth
Eighth

W. ..4 st. dw.
W. ..4 st. dw.
W. ...4st dw.
W. .4 st. dw.
W. ..4 st. dw.
W. .4 Bt. dw.
W. ..4 at. dw.
W. .3 st.dw,
W. ... 3 st. dw.

* Bldg.

SUM.

Description

.

on the

167,000
30,500
33,000
33.400
33,000
67,260
64.760
62,600
76.000

790,000
350,000

third, fourth

and fifth floors. Sold subject to a
leasehold expiring May 1, 1922, at $16,340 with the privilege of two renewals
of 20 years each at agreed rental. If
1
no agreement A /,
per cent of appraised
value of land.
Tenant pays taxes,
water charges and assessments. The
building on these premises not included
in sale.
Selling ground only."

Wagenhals & Kemper still own the
theatre which they have leased to the
Shuberts for a term of years.
The Bijou and Morosco locations
were sold as a block, the size being
160 by 100.5. The former is described
as a "two-story, seating capacity 607,
with six-story extension containing
nine dressing rooms," the Morosco detail being "a two-story building, seating capacity of 925, with six-story
extension containing three dressing
rooms on each of the four, lower floors,
5 rooms on the fifth floor and 6 private
offices on the sixth floor."

The plot is. subject to a lease expir T
ing May 1, 1931, at $20,000 per annum
with the privilege of two renewals of
20 years each at agreed rental; if no
agreement, five per cent, of the value
of the land. At the end of the second
renewal the landlord to buy the buildings.
The Shuberts are running the
Bijou while Oliver Morosco has the
other house under a lease.
After the properties on West 45th
and 46th streets between Broadway and
Eighth avenue had been disposed of
the interest in the sale as far as the.
theatrical

interests

were

concerned

nil.
The sale, however, contained
full house until the final parcels were
disposed of.
Joseph P. Day, who conducted the
sale, broke the long distance record
for pulling a non-stop monolog, for,
from the time that he made his opening speech, shortly after 11 o'clock in
the morning, he remained on the
rostrum continually until after eleven
at night and talked constantly. He is
something of a comedian and looks
good enough to get over on the small
time any day with the line of "old
boys" that he is carrying in his gag
foundry.

was
a

'.

'
>

-

-
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VAMBTY8 CHICAGO OFFICE
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STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING
•.Si

clerk Just going off duty and ahe as the
day cigar girl Just coming on, got quick
attention
on comedy, neatness and
speed.
Miss Louise la a lovely thing
to behold, reedlike, Brlnkleylike. light of
hair and manner, while Frawley la a
snappy Juvenile comedian of warm personality and a deft toucb at slang.
Though the running order made this
team close in "one," which the vehicle
does not naturally welcome, the finish
held five bows for the team. The east

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.
Chicago. March 10.

Starting with dogs and finishing with
Hon* would Indicate a steady progress.
The lions are only sea lions, but what
do you want for 11.65 Including war tax

— aThe
dynoaaurua?

doga are Herbert's, the tawny
wonders that make one mad at the popularity of Pekinese and chows.
Greyhounds, as epitomised by Herbert's
loapera and loopera, are. In the crude
western language, "the berries." The
house thought so for several hands. The
lions wore Winston's.
Winston announces In the program that ho is tho
"owner and trainer" and that the act la
"the aquatic marvel of the 20th century," which /Should be telegraphed at
once to Annette Kellermann. The act
carries a tank containing 6,000 gallons

•

will

of water, making it a considerable
"chaser" for a heavy show. In apfte of
Winston's superlatives in the program,
his act utterly outclasses any. competition In its field and makes the other
vaudeville tank acts look like split-week
try-outs.
The .water lions are college
graduates and the nymphs are lulus.
Winston lived to take his bows to almost a full audience, very unusual- in
this house. His comedy stuff cemented
the exhibit together and made it enter-

*

i

tainment whereas the average -of

Its

class Is just demonstration.
Jimmy Hussey and his Jazzy

lampoon
on everything, headlined and headed. If

this castle, of reserve and repose.
He
was invited to stay a month. If hands
talk.
George Watts and Belle Hawley,
with a catalogue of gags out of the almanac; of our childhood, went for a neat
success, nevertheless. One song about 10
bottles dwindling one By one, in the
style of the old nursery Jingle, was
enough to get them in right. But Skeet

..

.

.

-

style, the best there is in the

or muBical comedy stars
two seasons nothing can stop them
but pestilence or moving pictures.
Jean Adair went well In the comedy
drama, "Ella Comes to Town," by Edwki
Burke. The story is thin and the plot
is thick.
She gets sympathy and laughs
.on her personal work, highlighted by
gleaming talent, but this vehicle cannot,
run in the same block with the disapearing tail-light of her former sketch,
Slabel Burke, assisted by Sidney Forbes,
in a mingling of old and new tunes illustrated with- over-colored slides, drew
>\o. 2 position, but held and hit.
Forbes
has melting pipes and Miss Burke revived the song classics of grandma's
prime with a deal of effectiveness. Rockwell and Fox, next to closing, Jammed
it through as they have 'done here since
their first post-Loew assault on the risibilities.
it is no

'

—

angel cake.

*
.....
. wt.
Martln-Webb overdid the comedy a bit
between the tenor on the stage and the
pianlBt-comedlan in the house, but when
they got to their real singing they

sopped up a dripping hit. Emerson and
Baldwin got them Interested and laughing In a difficult spot at. the tall end of
powerful program, and JfSSA
thfs
James J. Morton ne^er failed of a laugh
This
and a hand before each turn.
proved In all an extraordinary feast of
'

vaudeville.

Chicago, March 10.
Alfred Carroll and Carley opened the
presenting a unique novelty in
bill,
landscape and Illustrative design using
rag" ends of varying colors as material.
The girl in the act sang while the ef-

huge satire, though
Lait.
longer a huge novelty.
It is still a"

:S
Chicago, March 10.
"He who hath never tasted it oh, he
hath been a dead one all his life," says
James J. Morton, the royal jester on this
bill.
He probably means something alBut it "goes" for success as
coholic.
well as gin. And this bill is replete With
success and successes in succession.
The headline turn. Ford Sisters (Dora
and Mabel) come here for the first time
Frank Hurst
as headliners and win.
comes here for the first time as an artist
in his own right since his humiliating
support of dancers with singing bits, and
wins. Frawley and Louise played here
last at the Hippodrome and before that,
at the Windsor, now they cork a clean
Texas and
hit over the Palace fence.
Walker open the show and stop it.
Phlna and her Picks, long absent from
Miss Gassman's home town, bent the bill
double in No. 2 location. Bert Baker is
as distinguished for having played here
too much as the Mothers are for being
'""comparative strangers, and his skit still
hurdled everything and bounded lightly
into the panic class. Emerson and Baldwin, set to close and not veterans lo-

fects were being created.

—

senting the exterior of adjoining studios..
The situations are full of laughs without
a descent to hoakum. the act closing
in a burlesque of classical dancing well
done. A sketch, "Mrs. Wellington's Surprise," shows the atmosphere of the

modern drama by a bedroom set In a
Despite a good deal of
small hotel.
comedy, the act did not speed up. possibly because it was talky and the
dramatic moments were renderedrather
timidly and with mild effect. The act
Santos and
is risque, but not offensive.
Hayes, who look like income and ex-

•

pense, heavily taxed the risibilities of
the house and mopped up easily, 'Putting It Over." the all-soldier revue given
by former members of the 27th Division,

impressed with a large cast and impressive production, and some excellent
work in female Impersonations.
Bob Mllliken held down the next to
the

closing spot with gags delivered in
pecan style, stories which were reasonably funny if past the age of adolescence
and song selections that got him atten-

cally,

after

veloped prof esalonnlly, too. The threedance ut the finish. I" shimmering satin
costumes, got salvos.
Bill Frawley and Kdna I**!** JP At
hotel lobby set, ho as tho night

dandy

Wood and

Wyde followed in a rollicking skit with
a somewhat Greenwich Village atmosphere, using a special drop In one repre-

-

broke up an exodus with their first
appearance and held In the mob, Just
Martln-Webb heard heavy laughter
Tea, verily,
and ponderous applause.
there were no dead to pick up after the
smoke of the Monday matinee blow over.
Texas and Walker got a hand on tnelr
western set and got a. hand on their rope
tricks and got many hands on the girl s
beauty, the skillful manipulations and
"
For « ™° m
the bright gags.
**i
threatened to bo a feeble Will Rogers
Imitation, but there was no chewing
an ingum, so It can hardly bo called
fringement on the original. Many curPhlna, dazzling In a
tains and bows.
hlgh-yaller makeup, was reminiscent of
her coon-shoutlng days In an opon'ng
They
song, then turned loose her" plea
and they have denow,
Igrown
ful
are

*•*

STATE LAKE.

PALACE, CHICAGO.

/

purely na-

tive American dance. They have staged
and dressed their offering exquisitely
without ever becoming raucous or sensational. They are not afraid to do simple
dances In simple frocks and they are
able to do startling numbers in amazThe Mabel-Dora Walts,
ing creations.
music by Jack Osterman, was a triumph
that any headllner might remember With
satisfaction. The split-bottom tap dancing was like old champagne and fresh

ville headliners

t

'

'

on legitimate lines.
The Ford girls, assisted by a Jass[band
In colonial clothes and wigs, stole the hit
of the day, as they should on merit and
position in billing. Dora and Mable express In straightforward, artistic, modest

Gallagher and the, toothsome Irene Martin completely smothered the audience
with personality, gobd looks, clean
Gallalaughs and sprightly dancing.
gher -and Martin will either be vaudein

Edna's charms

spankingly and smartly and took a fine
hand on it. "Say it with Flowers" Is a
bit effeminate for a male, tossing roses
Into the pit, but Hurst got away with
He got solid
it and the ladles loved it.
acknowledgment, and has apparently established himself as a single for big time

there is a theatre on earth that isn't
ttucksoup for flip material of the sort
that gets recognition in the Friars' grillroom, it is the Majestic. But Hussey,
the irresistible scoffer, found a home In
.,

its lips .over

part its teeth to laugh at Bill's
frothy comedy. Bert Baker, followed in
his classic "Prevarication" and mutilated
the audience. He has two new women
since last hore, Anita Fortler as the
wife and Paddy Baker as the comedy
ingenue, both up to grade.
Frank Hurst came on In a flower-decked
scene before a red velvet drop. Hie appearance in Tux togs helped him immediately, and his pianist (Albert Hockey)
stuck to his business and didn't detract.
Hurst sang a* little verse about himself, not Important but not too egotistical, then did a routine of fitting songs
which he Interrupted with a series of
In. an
brief and Juvenile recitations.
Irish number he took the high peak of
his vaudeville career and let loose voico
and delivery that one scarcely suspected
he had during the visits as the prop for
Lucille cavanagh, Bessie Clayton and
Jack Wilson. He did the Irish ditty

;

•

smack

with

and

i

Lady Alice's Pets closed the show,
trained cats and dogs, with mice as an
innovation. The presence of the mice In
conjunction with the cats gave the act
a quality which few animal acts possess
—dramatic suspense. The man in the
next seat hoped that they would introduce a few fleas to go with the doga
Nevertheless the act., went over splen- Bvutg.
didly.

HIPPODROME, CHICAGO.

Chicago. March 10.
The Bhow opened at the Hippodrome
with B+Jou Olrcus, cat and dog act, with
and
full stage circus set, bars, rings
revolving discs, a type of act most pleasing to women and children and mucn
appreciated here. Verdi Duo. men and
woman in piano and vocal act, open

man

then

does melo-

the
song;*
dramatic travesty with piano, and both
follow with operatic travesty in which
a section of a prison drop Is set before the piano. Well liked. Holiday and
Burns act with unquestionable big time
callbro and were recently seen here on
the two a day. Full stage trench set
•straight man working as American army
officer comedian in blaokfaoe as buck
private. Material funny but Inclined to
Both men are artists and
be passe.
belong on the two a day. Prince and
Bell, man and woman, song, talk and
piano act, open with shot offstage, then
man enters as crook in mask meets girl
dark stage in ono and sings a number in
which the theme Is an intention on his
part to steal her. The act then goes to
straight piano and talk. Gags*Bomcwhut
fromage but delivery good. Celll Hingors,
three women and two men, sang old*
fashioned numbers harmoniously with
a Colonial manse backing. It is a resteverything exeful, pleasing offering,
cuted with manners and good taste and
excellent routine of old songs of the
type which cannot miss If well rendered

as they were here. Jim McWHUams,
monologist and piano, with nut material
and nerve (more nerve than material)
got by because he seemed not to cure
much whether he did or not.

know

woll how to wear correct clothes,
havo extraordinary voices. The act
easily big time with sumo bluo stuff
trimmed out. It went, in nil, for n hit.
Hilly
H rotor was another offender
against the proprieties.
Ho Is of the
Hector, Woher and Talbot combination,
a chap with a round face and u telling
Is

LINCOLN, CHICAGO.

Chicago, March 10.
This Is the official showing house for
W. V. M. A. and nets here are either
revealing new material or undergoing
"trial" before the association Judges on
disputes as to salary value, otc. Some
of the turns are bis; timers.
She Is tho
Anna Vivian opened.
statuesque singing sharpshooter of the
original Vivians arid was once known
hereabouts as the Edelweiss Girl. She
opens in "one" Jn evening dress, singlug a ballad and singing It well. Hoe
foreign accent Is palpable. The spot Is
hard for a straight vocal specialty and
it gets all that the circumstances permit, after which a full-stage shooting
turn of meritorious but conventional
type transpires, in which she Is assisted
by a man. Miss Vivian's appearance
and personality are spectacular for this
The stunts are of the
sort of turn.
big- time order, but, strangely, the finishing applause was light.
This was
probably due to a cold audience, as there
was a blizzard outside and a bit of
frost inside. This act is worth number
3 on the best circuits.
Miller and Kalney, a stout woman and
an undersized comedian,, before a zoo
drop in "one." showed deplorable showmanship and misfire material and perThe
ished throughout and after all.
woman Would be an acceptable comedienne on size and an easy kidding manner that she has, but her jests are of
the Joe Miller calibre; the man does
good tricks with a trombone and ordinary stuff on a soprano saxaphone, and
dancing that hinted at an outlet for
him—he might get over better if he
danced more. When the woman started
to sing a high ballad it was difficult
tc determine whether she was on the
level or kidding; if she was kidding it
was good. She was flat and failed to
carry the tune. When she did another
for an encore it seemed certain that
she meant it, so the audience let the
-

the

team die without a murmur.

case of

Just a
misdirected efforts almost all

the way.
Earls S. Dewey and Mable Rogers, in
a new act with a gorgeous full-stage
set after a marvelous scrim drop in
"one'," easily captured the honors on
The turn has a plot,
class and snap.
smart clothes, sparkle in work and subject matter, wholesome fun and a fla'

vory finesse that spells preparation, fidelity and respect for their work, their
This
profession and their manuscript.
pair was booked for the rest of the season before leaving the theatre, as the
act was refreshing and of high voltage,
despite Its newness, and Is undoubtedly
headed for the foremost cli cults. Dewey

and Rogers were featured leads in "The
Naughty Princess" last season. Worth
a spot in the middle of any first-rate'
bllL
Smith and Kaufman, big timers asking more than the small timers were
willing to allow, showed. The first part
of the act went strong, one of the men
as a drunk and the other as a straight
in the drunk the comedian was splendid, and the blend of voices, each rich
and powerful, while not used enough,
proved welcome when used. After an
exit elided by a rapid monolog. the

comedian returned as a sort of hoakum
"fairy," and the comedy became broader
than broad and the applause became
The .great gifts of
thinner than thin.
voice which these two men possess might
put them over immensely If they would
stick to Hoyle and sing more, but they
burlesque
far-fetched
for
seem striving
at which they are not especially apt
and which is In spots luridly offensive
As the
suggestive nastiness.
Its
in
refuge for two men without talent such
lengths might be understandable: here
unprofitable, as Smith
It la wanton and
end Kaufman have good personalities.

'

n healthy volco and an easy manner.
But whon hu did tho female undressing pantomlnn which was rulod off
the stage by popular disapproval yean
ago, ho committed vaudeville suicide in
tho face of tho yells ho got. A Yiddish
effusion might havo boon stronger withReutor show, d little'
out dialect, too.
entitling htm to tho upper circuits, and
siiiiiu,

showed lots that thoso circuits would
not tolerate,
Ho hus good staxu ores*
enco and an acceptable volco. Ho needs
more polite and more Innocently amus- „.
lng stuff In his act Tho Kills Nowlnn
Troupo, 6 people in a circus cyqlorarha, 3
with fust low comedy, tumbling, clown.
lng and a pretty girl, closed tho show
with a bang. This outfit is up to top 5
.grade, good for roars and hands, of old

-

,.

•

frtshloned but always amusing and

licking standard.

.
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PIANISTS..'
ORGANIZE PUBLISHERS'
*
Chicago, March

Swing.
,

'-

niitl

?$

10.

An attempt is being made to organize |
the piano players of the local music
publishers' professional offices 'as a*
branch of the Musicians' Union, with a
demand of $55 a week minimum.
The publishers' representatives say.d
that if it goes through they may have
|
to" close some of the Chicago ofhees, as
the increase would swamp them. Nor- j
man Hcnscbel, brother of the State-;;'
The
Lake leader," is the organizer.
present salaries run around $25.- The
plan is to include women as well as-"

*;

;

;

men

pianists.

.

y

BREAKING STATE-LAKE RECORDS.
Chicago,

March

10.

"

There hasn't been much lec-way in
the receipts of the State-Lake, which
has played to nearly capacity since it
opened. But its records were succei-l
sively broken in the last three consecutive weeks. The House of David
Jr.zz Band topped all that had pre- '
ceded: then came Singer's Midgets and |
bear that mark; fast week Evelyn Nesbit went over the works and establish.
ed the high figure for the 50 weeks.

The State-Lake
s

year on

St.

will

have been open 'M

Patrick's day.

—-——
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•

';

-

.
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CHICAGO'S MUSICAL JAM.

Chicago, March 10. \A
The musical comedy competition in '1
Chicago last week was unprecedented
\

and perhaps anywhere. No such
array of girl shows ever bucked one
another. The list was : "Follies," Raymond Hitchcock in "Hitchy .Koo,"
"Sometime,*' "Monte Cristo, Jr./" AY
Jolson in "Sinbad," Grace La Rue and
here,

Hale Hamilton in "Dear Me" (comedy
with songs') "Rose<of China" (big Hit)
and Mclntyre and Heath in ''Hello,
Alexander.

"FOLLIES" GIRL ELOPES.
Chicago, March
Just
left

before

town

it

the

Ziegfeld

became known

5
10;

"Follies"
that Jane

Reed, one of the Ziegfeld girls, had
been secretly married to Fred Gardner,
Jr., 19-year-old son of the president of
the Gardner Mill Co., very wealthy.
Mrs, Gardner left with the company,
accompanied by her young husband.

House for North Side.
Chicago, March 10.
Schiavone,
wealthy Italian
banker, one of the factors of .the Wil-.
urn Avenue theairc, recently torn down
for a bank structure, announced this
week the purchase of the corner at
Froadway and Pratt street, one of the
best locations on the north side- iir.
Schiavone said there would be erected
en the site this fall a $2,500,000 theatre
-v/hich would house "only first class atNic'<

tractions."

^V-"'

'

".')

.'.:
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MOLLIE WILLIAMS SHOW.

OBITUARY

t^

Mmc
-

Dockrill.

March 10.
once known as

Chicago,

Mme.

R. H. Dockrill.
the greatest bareback rider in the
world, starred by P. T. Barnum, and
proclaimed by him as one of the four
celebrities that made his fortune (Mrs.
Dockrill, Tom Tumb, Jenny Lind,
Jumbo) died at Delavan, Wis., aged 70,
at the home of her daughter, Mrs..
George Holland. She is survived by
Rose Dockrill (Holland and Dockrill)
and another son and daughter in the
profession.

Kathl«en Bruiher, age 19, daughter
of John Brusher, trombone player of
the Orpheum Orchestra, died Feb. 22,
in San Francisco.

Ha budded on

RUBY MYEE&
cannot iky. and I will not lay,
ti dasd. St i 1»"»1 «*Wl
. „
_,
wava of tha hind.
a ehaaty tmllt »nd
Sha hai wandered Into in unknown land,
how very fair
And left in
thire.
It noodi murt bo. alnca iha llno*r*
And you—oh. you, who thi wildcat yearn \
For the old time itep and the glad return
Think of her faring on. ai dear
In the love of There, ai the love of Her*.
Think of her rtlll a* the lame, I lay,
Ruby It not dead— ihe d Jutt away.

ln Loving

Our Friend and Pal

of

E.

Died March 14th. ISIS
Gone But Not Forgotten
F. T. PIEK30N

who control the South African
Trust, Ltd., died in New York, March
6,

aged

74.

v

CABARET.
(Continued from page

Johnny Hoey, of Hoey and Mozart,
Uniontown Hospital, Uniontown, Pa., Feb. 23. At the time pf his
demise he was appearing with his.

died at the

Funeral services
were held from St. Johns Catholic
Church and the remains interred at
Oak Grove Cemetery, Uniontown, Pa.
Girls" Co.

Lennie Maion.

Lennie Mason, known as England's
fattest boy, died recently at the World'*
Fair, Islington, England. The deceased
weighed 480 pounds; his mother, 144
pounds.

IN LOVING

MEMORY

OF MY HUSBAND

NATHAN

ELLIS

Passed This Life March 2nd,

Who

19 1»

ELLA ELLIS
Nan Hcwina.
Nan Hewins succumbed

to

sleeping

Swedish Hospital,
She was with the
Edmond A. Spooner and Baldwin stock.
the

in

sickness

Brooklyn, March

j.'F.

3.

Kr*jy«r, bass violinist-of the
orchestra, dropped dead last
night just outside of the

W.

Tivoli

Wednesday

Columbia,
There's a pleasant contrast offered in
the three women principals supporting
Miss Williams. Madge Boas is brunet
and demure. Eveleen Ramsay, brown
haired vivacious and a lively dancer and
stately.
uampDon, blonde
monae ana
Aiiiorea Campbell,
and siaieiy.
Mildred
Specialties which filled In very well each
landing plenty of applause, were a monolog by Harry Bowen, a convincing lnw
personation of Bert Williams by Bmll
Caspar, a singing and dancing double by
Piircella and Eveleen Ramsay, and a
singing interlude by Bernard and Camp-

»

ger,

The Moulin Rouge,

Up

MEYERS

Who

installed a

Johnny Hoey.

Is Murray Bernard who does a "wise
guy" straight In the first part and a
dress suited juvenile In the afterpiece.
Bernard plays legitimately, striving for
team work with the comics rather than
making a bid for Individual honors.
Harry Bowen gets into his stride In the
afterphfee working up an artist posing
bit with Miss Williams and Caspar that
landed for a ten-minute scream At the

5.

of the Mess'rs. Schlesin-

Memory

19)

-

Atlantic City, has

bell.

permanent nine-act vaude-

The choruB Is well matched with 7
qualifying as ponies and the other 17 as
show girls. The numbers with the exception of the first part finale were all
put over with lotB of pep. The costume
designer Is entitled to a word of praise
for avoiding the customary clashing
color schemes that have held sway In
buriBBijuo for years, and are still to be
found in 90 per cent, of the big wheel
shows today.
Mollle Williams has logically succeeded to the place held in burlesque a
generation ago by May Howardas a i e
mala "nama" Aftfwoino- fATAVnlH RA&
r
ma,
.°
ISES'f.JTfSF
BmlL»
defects but^Bmilc^
has a jew rt«f
son's show

show.

ville

Arthur Hunter

is

'rehearsing a revue
the King Edward

"Dardenella," for
Hotel, at Montreal, Canada.

Atlantic City, Asbury Park and other
Jersey resorts will get a great
if the law permitting the manufacture and sale of V/% beer can be
manipulated. Upon- the passage of the
bill last Tuesday and the affixing of
Governor Edwards' signature celebrations were held in various Jersey
towns. Crowds swarmed the streets
and the newspapers carried spread
heads.

New

^t«^t

terbalanoe the weak spots. The show
went over at the Columbia. It can re*
Btll.
peat anywhere on the wheel.

THE MIDNIGHT MAIDENS.

The show at the Olympic this week Is
keeping a lot Of the regulars from spending the week at the Six Day Race at the
Garden. It's one of the best shows on
the American Wheel and la sheltering one
of the best low comedians on either of
the two circles.
George Niblo is the. red nosed tramp
comic, and not so long ago he was a clean
cut dress suited halt of a danolng aot in
vaudeville. He didn't mean a thing In
vaudeville, and no one suspected his possibilities as a mirth stirrer, that is no one
but the party who precipitated him Into
burlesque. He Is the And of the season.
Another old friend Is the book of the
Midnight Maidens and the sets used, both
being old friends. The book Is the old
Social Maids score which Hurtig & Seamon transferred to the maids when Stone

Control of Wallick's hotel passed to
the owners of the Claridge March 1.
On* that date the dining room of Wallick's was closed and the second floor
immediately, above vacated. Remodeling of Wallick's will result in the dining room there to be of the same height
and general decorative scheme as the
Claridge, and when completed the wall
between the two hotels will be broken
through. This will give the Claridge
a room reaching all the way from 43d

Broadway.

*

Arnold Johnson's orchestra, from
San Francisco, is playing the
show and dance music at Rcisen-

and PUlard left the H and S stable, and
the two Bets used are the same as In
the other Columbia Wheel piece.
The rest of the male principals are
John O'Donneil, who Is the second comic
and the best dancer in the troupe; Jimmy
Connors, a smooth talking, well appear-

Tait's,

weber's.

GOD

A

wlidom, which ll not within the mortal
undentandlng of men, haa' taken from me
My Adored Wife
In

Hh

.

the

new revue

March

23.

will

Royal,

Palais

be produced at
York, about

ing straight formerly of the Hotel Van
Cortland and vaudeville, and Johnny
HuKhuB, who does a putty nosed "Dutch"
character throughout
The latter gets
a great mauling from Nlblo on numerous occasions and sports a oonslstent
dialect better than the average.
He
works in a mild likable manner that accentuated the eccentric mannerisms of
the principal, and aided the. fun-making

New

be costumed by Andre

It will

Sherri.

RUBY MYERS
who paiied
February
leaving

Into

tlio

keeping

of

the lord

on

1920, at Chicago, III.,
14th,
bereft, bewildered, itunned.

me

height of her youth; at the turning point of
her brilliant profeulonal career.
can only tay In my grief, luttalned alone
I
my faith:

by

"1I1S

The Tokio on West 45th street is to
be reopened by Benny Salvain in about
1

Her Matter called her when the wai at the

WILL BE DONE"

TOM PATRICOLA
Tivoli theatre, San Francisco. Kreyer
was 49 years did. His death was due to
heart trouble.

a month.

It will

have a rotissiere and

many improvements

in the interior.

The Bel Tabarin Monday night is
presenting six masked hostesses. No
mention made about any guessing contest, but the event will be hopped ifpon
by the management as the opportunity
for a "premiere."
Joachin Fuentes, 35 years, the leader
of the Imperial

Marimba Band

American House, Boston, was

The father of Charles Winniger died
March 4. During Mr. Winniger's ab-

last

week when

at the
killed

the roof of the hotel

A

of Leona< Starr (Starr
and Starr) and Loraine Lee died Feb.

chimney toppled down.
Fuentes was instantly killed. He came
to the hotel several years ago as the
leader of the band, which is the descendant of the first native band ever
formed in Mexico City. The band
consists of about eight players. Only

26.

zylophones are used.

sence from the Winter Garden, New
York, show, James- Barton played the
role.

The mother

collapsed.

gtwal

producers and authors,' haye brought
f °"h ity
managers. One stated that with all
branches of theatricals attaining standard contracts aqd formulating set
rules, about the only thing left to the
producer- was the permission to sign

"^ ^^J

^^^

checks.

The Academy

of Music, Richmond,.

Va., which was condemned by the local authorities' recently, is undergoing
reconstruction. Pending the\ improvements the visiting combinations are

playing at the Strand, a picture house.

Actors' Fund benefits counted as part
of Actor q' Memorial Day celebrations
which were delayed in a number of.
cities, are proceeding but Fund officials''
are trying, as much as possible to
evade conflict with various* "drives" in
the several cities. Spokane is due to
•

hold 'the next Fund affair, sometime
next month.
Boston's annual Fund
benefit has been set for May 31. Vanrnllv „ r -a
i« arranging
ir
a "miHnirrlif
couver,
B. r
L., is
midnight
a
matinee, in one ot its theatres,
A
combined" Actors' Fund and Memorial
eyent will be held at Buffalo and Mem*'
phis during the spring.

nn™«

The Actor's Equity

is

seeking redress

from the Manhattan Grand Optra Company, headed by Mark Byron, on the

comp

a j nt

f sev eral chorus girls en_«„„j through
i?" V..
( l„.,-l t r» T7i_„
£agea
J. D. Urns. The Equity
is seeking to make'Byron live up to the
contracts which the girls say have been
i

m*

violated.

-1

•

play

to 44th streets 'along

e " her ln-° r

drop, the third the Klondike scene with
solid looking cabin and aurora
borealis lighting effect and the fourth
In which the afterpiece Is played a replica of Coney Island with Luna Park's
towers nicely suggested. In addition to
the principals mentioned which includes
Mildred Campbell, a prima with an air
of refinement and excellent voice, there

of Mrs. H. B. Marinelli

March

"*""

Its

ftotwa.

MR. and MRS.

DOROTHY ESPE

"Cheer

la

W

^

.

1IM

Moon

earth to

ADOLPH

'

I

Ruby

MM

la me^ana

out oFburiesque
The first set la a clean looking, well
painted exterior, the second a street

Infant Sen of

The father

Will)

ot^r-iplTn^Mc^or

.

One pony with a pipy voice
r
n ty f
P
n a nd l°ed
as well as any male comic on the wheel,
aad with a sense of comic values that

v$3&»

and Vera Morrissey
Died March 3rd,

died in Paris,

MEMORY

w

number.

OUR DARLING

The mother
IN LOVING

.

3 1"

.Bert

LEGIT INSIDE STUFF.

(Continued from page .10)
(Continued from page 14)
This was noticeable in the reThe plans of playwrights through
fined
but sure
Are k
kidding directed at
ed b
U
to place in yogue
, the Authors League
the va
v
various
riou2 chorlSter
choristers
as they filtered
delivered *
B as^ey'
contract for use between
ti
a-iin e
So.

dlenne.

.

materially.

Of the women, Helen Spencer stuck out
like a steeple on a church and sported
of the niftiest one-pleoe costumes
Been all season. MIbb Spencer used to
be the other half of the Nlblo, and
Spencer dancing act, and like her partner has found.plenty of opportunity in
her new Meld, She Is possessed of a well
proportioned figure and looks cute in her
different changes.
She works hard all
the time, and pulls several passable
dances, the best-liked being a double In
het former specialty with Nlblo.
Evelyn Demerest, a tall statuesque
sweet-faced blonde with a refinement of
demeanor and perfection of diction, seldom found in burlesque, Is the prima-,
donna.
It's her first season and her
slight air of unfamillarlty with her surroundings enhances her performance and
was a' welcome relief from some of the
strident damsels of experience who preceded her In other attractions. She sang
a few numbers In a pleasing contralto
and looked like Long Beach in several
changes.

some

—

Anna O'Donnel and Vie Perry
were
-•
-

prominent throughout In double and sinMiss Perry cops the voice
honors among the women and looks
8l»apely In white tights.
Miss O.'Donnel
U8e8 a naBal ao prano on several occasions
gle numbers.

looking neat with a nice assortment of
clothes.

.The

fifteen

blessed

with

choristers are nearly all
physiogmatlc
attractiveness,

but eleven of the fifteen will never mako
138 pounds again.
They made ten
changes and stepped around some despite
the excess -poundage, and several of the
girls displayed possibilities as future
principals in a "pull out" number led by
Nlblo and worked up for a dozen encores.

The first act Is played In one full stage
set and the scone, is laid in Venezuela in
the home and grounds of Ludwlg Krauee,
a millionaire noodle manufacturer. In
the second act the characters are retained and the action takes place on
the quarterdeck of a battleship, which
could be seen in the distance on a baok

drop in act one.
The show probably
takes the record for consistency of story
being created several years ago before
they allowed a' comic to wander on and

t>ff

at will, and draft a

show around a

chorus and a succession of remembered
bits.

Another element that helps the suc-

show was the fact that the
producers went out and fitted people to
a familiar book, thereby reversing the
cess of this

usual method.

Competition

so keen

is

nowadays that the cast Is the paramount
issue and when that Is completed, some
hack Is called in 'to drape the various

personalities as best he may.
Nlblo has plenty of opportunity for
comedy and doesn't muff a chance. His
mugging and facial acrobatics were the
extreme of ludlcrousness and he reached

his peak in a scene with Connors and
O'Donneil in the second act.
It's the
funniest burlesque drill witnessed* In ages
and handled in an entirely different way
by Nlblo, Connors as the captain of
the ship drilled his two awkward rookies
and dominated the situation like a finished performer.
Another howl was Nlblo biting Hughes
and mouthing his putty nose all out of
shape.
This might offend a fastidious
audience, but It was well spotted here.
There are one or two digressions from
the road of good taste and Nlblo should
drop them, for they are not needed. One
is the reaching up with his- hands undor
tho apron of one of the girls, and the
other is the dialogue reference to "Latrine orderly" and "Captain of the Head."
Army and Navy slang haa become so
Interpolated into our speech that It no
longer belongs to the former service men
and the roars that greeted both remarks
doesn't excuse Its
presence In the
slightest.

"The Midnight Maidens" Is a typical
burlesque aggregation fnpm the manager to the last chorister, and as an aggregation strong enough to get by
strictly on their merits with a clean
record. So why spoil it
Con.
ay *"
n
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'
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i
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__The 88th anniversary this month of
Harry Won -User's music career brings
back opce mor« the claim of his friends
that he Is ttio most spectacular figure
to the muslo. business.
It la a matter
of record and often discussed In tho
trade that Harry Von Tllaer la the single
anthor-publlaher who could be so termed
strictly, that has survived in the publishing business while continuing to
write. Charles K. Harris, If accepted as
a, song writer, might be the exception.
Von Tllaer haa written over 8,000 book*

For several
and music to
all of his numbers, until forming an
alliance with Andrew B. Sterling, with
that couple still a song writing team.
In 1898 Von Tllaer became a publisher.
since he started In 1892.
year* he wrote the words

when

Joining the firm of Shapiro, BernTllaer.
In 1803 Von Tllaer
branched out for himself and his pub*
lishing trade name haa been Harry von
Tllaer ever alnce.
The silver-haired Harry haa many
"nrsts" to his record. He was the first
to "plug" a song from in front of a
theatre stage; the first to suggest the
professional copy for the artist; the
first to extensively advertise In the trade
papers and the first to inaugurate the
*black and white" music publishing advertisement that la now ao commonly
employed. His writers say he was the
drat and still remains the only publisherauthor who helpa his lyric writer, that
Harry Von Tllaer sketches out a lyric
while he ia committing the melody to
paper.
As a publisher Mr. Von Tllaer has
been first aid to a number of new noted
Sehwartr a
no gave
jean oc
composers. He
composers,
frnve Jean
drat chance by publishing Schwarts'
"Dusky DdtJfiB," and did the same for
Ernest R. Ball when Ball's "Summer
Romance" went on the market Jimmy
Muller was another, through Von Tllaer
E'Mshlntr "Eva* ufor him, and Jimmy
aco also, with Joale." Fred Fisher
saw his name on a frontispiece
-Hjvery
published his
'niser puDijsnea
nis "Bvsry
von Tllaer
sn Von
when
Little
tie Helpa" and Irving Berlin got Into
the light when Harry accepted Berlin's
st Like the Rose."
"JuBt
publisher-writer's
Another first to the
credit la his debut In vaudeville, the
first muaie publisher to become an aet.
Harry Von Tllaer played HammerBteln's
In 1907, receiving 8500 for his first week's
engagement there and 91,000 weekly
stein

& Von

.

.

-

thereafter.

His

first

Hammerateln en-

gagement held the box

office

record of

the house, 818,600 for the week. That
the atage plan waa worth while commercially for the publlaher waa proven
while Harry appeared at a Chicago theDuring hla Chicago week orders
atre.
for 70,000 copies of one of hla number
were turned In.
'In the daya when Harry first started
wiuis Woodward waa the big publisher
of ponular Bongs. Harry placed "I Love
Tou Both" with him. It needed a world
of perauaalon on Von Tllser's part to
secure Woodward to furnish free orchestration to Josephine Sabel and Cora
Root. Up to that time singers had to
procure their own orchestration. From
this evolved in a way the profeaelonal
copy, white the Consolidated Muslo
Co. was publishing hla compositions, and
the first supply reached 1,000. Von Tllaer says he believes that BOO of the 1,000
requests were phoney.
Harry Von Tllaer had. the Bong plugaing field alone to himself for 10 yeare.
He would make several theatres In the
early part of the evening and go around
the dance halls until late In the morning.
It was while ••plugging" that Harry conceived the.scheme of aiding the singer,
on the stage by singing from the audience. It waa In 1900, on a Sunday night

New York theatre when the Sire
Brothers ran It, that Emma Car us was
singing "Oh Miss Phoebe" and flopping
with it. Jean Schwartz was at the piano
for her. Von Tllaer seated down front
and noting the flop, arose from his seat,
at the

joined In with her and Miss Cams remained at that houae for two years.
Again In 1908 when Nora Bayes was
booked at tho Orpheum, Brooklyn, with
Percy Williams In a quandary over the
unknown, singer, that Harrypromlaed
to help her out In "Down Where the
Wurcburger Flowa,'" wbloh he did from
*>
a box.
Mr. Von Tllaer believes his forealght
?rears ago was responsible to a degree,
n the ragtime vogue of song, ''when
Tou Do the Ragtime Dance," "Pas Ma
Las" and "Oubanola Glide" were of the
earliest publications of a different type
of swinging song that Mr. Von Tllaer
was the pioneer of.
Of much, personality and an aggressive manner, whether on the atage or in
his office, Mr. Von TIlBer first placed
his personality on the stage, doing a
"double Dutch" act with George Sidney
in the Irwin Brothers burlesque ahow.
Von Tllaer reached New York, from In-

dianapolis, his home town, on a cattle
train with 88.90 In his pocket. He left
the burleaque show to return to New
Tork and become a writer at $15 weekly
with royalty.
Since publishing he has spent around
$700,000 In advertising his publications.

'

#

He

writes all of -his advertisements. In
lost $800,000 in legitimate productions. There were three
"To-day," "Law of the Land" (with
George Broadhurat) and "Innocent"
(with A. H. Wooda). He has written two
musical productions, "Fisher Maiden"
and "Kissing Girl." Mr. Von Tllaer produced "The Fisher Maiden," and doesn't
even wear a scowl aa he admits the
ahow cost him $43,000 the first four
weeks. Now he haa written another,
with Frances Nordstrom. It is "Mad
Love," and will shortly be placed for
production.
Von Tllxor aays he thinks his best
composition, musically, was "Blanket
Bay?' but the public did not altogether
agree with him, though others do. That
song, however, went to a sale of 600,000.
His beat sellers of long ago ware "Last
Night Waa the Bind of the World" and
"The Mansion of Aching Hearts," although "On a Sunday Af terhoon," written years ago by Mr. Von Tllaer,
reaehed a sale of 100.000 In four weeks
at the production prices, running from
13% to 16 cents a phenomenal sale for
those days. "My Old New Hampshire
Home," written by Mr. Von Tilaer and
Mr. Sterling In 1908, was sold by them

one year Harry

—

to William C.

Dunn

for $15; hut later

recovered and published by

Von

Tllaer.

It. is still selling.

perpetual.

Mr. Von Tllaer has Ideas about classical
and popular music, the inter-relation of
one to another, the trade and the publishers of both, but won't express himself.

Now. Von Tllaer says, he la again goflrft Prfnolnles with his
!£_-_blM!?t
"38th Anniversary Jubilee Number,"
called "When the Harvest Moon Is Shin______ following along the lines of his
years' old famous hit, *Whsn the Harvest Days Are Over, Jessie Dear." Mr.
Von Tilaer modestly refrained from mentioning what he considers the best songs
on the market at present, but stated In
an aside he la now working on, "When
My Baby Similes at Me" and "Carolina
Sunahlne."
The "Sunshine" song has)
already reaohed the million mark of eales
at production prices,
Harry Von Tllser must be unique In
the muslo trades, for It Is estimated that
since he started 35 other writers have
attempted to be publishers and all failed,
with but three or four now In the publlahlng business who could be so classed.

V

The Woolworth 10-cent stores and the
music publishers are a continual matter
of comment In the music trades. The
Woolworth

stand, per B. Z. Nutting, Its
chief music buyer, that it will not sell
the 10-cent product of any publisher who
Is

Issuing "production" or 80-cent

Harry Von Tllser will re-Issue "Walt
Till the Sun Shines, Nellie" and one or
two of his former ballad hits next

worth" or Cutting" thing will be a
bugaboo to any .publisher of standing,
whether he Is affluent or broke. Nutting often caught them when they were
broke, and the cash on the spot thing
waa a great big item In those days, but
those daya have gone In the muslo business.
Another thing Nutting doesn't
seem to figure Is that with the very re-.
cent Increase In printing and paper a
publisher cannot put out sheet musto
at 6% cents a copy. Let Woolworth aubmlt an offer of 8 cents per copy wholesale and It may Induce some publishers
to listen, for he needs the publishers
now more than they need him.
The Woolworth stores are said to have
Informed the musto publishers they are
now doing business' with that they will
give each a small olectrlo sign In all of
their music departments with the name
of the publisher's hit song upon It The

month.

Fisher catalog.

num-

bers, seems to amuse the publishers.
That Nutting has taken a few small publishers under his wing, guaranteeing
them with a flexible guarantee that he
can put over any song he wants to to'

the extent of 800,000 or more, does not
alarm the larger houses. The publisher
vs. Nutting proposition lookp quite simple.
Nutting wants the publishers to
give him hits for Woolworth to make a
profit, with the publishers selling to Nutting at a loss, whereas they can dispose
of a hit at the production price. 80
cents, the publisher receiving as high
as 18 cents wholesale, against the Nutting price of 6J4 cents. So, the publishers say, the Woolworth music department will be barren of hits, but loaded
up with a lot of Junk, since the songs
Woolworth gets must naturally be those
that cannot command tho 80-cent rate
In the open market.
The Woolworth
muslo departments In Its many stores
seem to reflect this. For every song
Woolworth Is now selling three are
asked for that Woolworth has not got,
with the salesmen or saleswomen finding
It hard to push the unknown numbers
on the, customers. Publishers say it Is
ridiculous to assert any one can put over
songs. One song might be pushed over,
but the music departments are more apt
to lose their trade If not supplying the
public with the music they want and ask
for. There will be no Incentive for the patrons to make another trip. The Woolworth contract with the five or six publishers It Is now doing business with
guarantee so much "on sale."
That
permits returns, so no one will likely
know the net until the returns get In.
Other department store chains are using
both the popular and production priced
music, but Woolworth', cannot do that
owing to its policy, with Nutting apparently making * desperate effort to hold
up the muslo department, willy nllly.
Nutting ran the popular muslo publishers
for a long time. Now they are running
out on him, and It Is unlikely he will
ever again see the day when the "Wool-

productions.

ville

Toby Fitapatrlok, formerly of WWmark's, haa Joined the piano playing
aUff of McCarthy ft Fisher.

Herman Sohenok,

Is :back after
ia.
flu.

George Edwards will become profas
manager for Kendla and Brookman next week.

slonal

i

.

.

Sid Lorraine has Joined the profeaslonal staff of Irving Berlin, Ino.

C

Joseph Howard's

The A.
an office
of

J.

new show "SylvlavV

ftrj

Stssny Muslo Co. has opened
at Birmingham, Ala., In charge
J.

R. Stevens, that of

J. A. MaoMeekln. a publisher with
headquarters In San Francisco, haa established an office In New York.
-^
•

number of vaudevllllans simultaneously.
Vannrrr'a Informant says a resolution
was passed agreeing to desist from any
alleged "complimentary dinners on the
house," or things of that aort, with the
consensus of opinion remaining, the M.
P. P. A. Is now stronger than ever.

William B. Frledlander has signed a
contract with Jos. W. Stern ft Co. t©
publish his stuff,

Henry Reach, of M. M. Crockln & Co.,
Portsmouth, Va., has conceived a window
display to exnlolt the prohibition hit—
•The Moon Shines on the Moonshine."
The backsround Is a forest scene, tall

mark

'.;.-

ding

for

Berlin.
At. Mitchell

new number.

placed a

Shadows,"

with Irving

are Waterson, Berlin

ft

Snyder, Irving

the Music Publishers' Protective Association the publishers were accorded
plugging privileges by the six-day race
management in return for each buying
9100 worth of tickets.

Fred Fisher Is publishing "Daddv,
Tou've Been a Mother to Me." Joe Goodwin (Shapiro-Bernstein), passing the
dime museum on Broadwav, bought a
photo of the bearded lady. Taking it up
to Fisher, he said, "Fred, here's your
front cover for the "Daddy* song."

Mehllnger and Meyers finished their
last vaudeville week Sunday. They have
not separated but want more money. Receiving 8 BOO weekly they now ask $700
and Insist they will not reappear at lees.

Leon Pollack, of Gilbert 'ft Frtedland.
haa returned from an extended business
trip.

Walter Zlnn and Bert Dixon, a newly

formsd song
ig writing combination,
combination have
placed several
«ral numbers with New
Nan York
.
publishers.
'

.

Byron Gay has placed a novel
and sonar. "I Like to do It
tittta

trot

Henry Burr Corporation.
,

F. J. A. Forster, the Chicago publlaher.
rejoined the Muato Publishers* Protective
»••
•••
Association Monday.
.

.

.

The

first

operation

was

unsuccessful.

Katherlne Joyce, former manager of
the band and orchestra department for
McCarthy ft Fisher, Inc., will assume
her duties with F.
cago,
office.

when he

A. Forster. of Chiopens his New Tork
J.

...

.

.

Fred Cohen, formerly of Stem's, ha»
been added to Waterson, Berlin ft Sny-

:;

,ri';

ii'iV.

The National Florists' Association has ill
adopted Al Von Tiller's "Tell It with
Flowers" as Its official song.
Eddie Ross Is now professional mag-,
ager for Jack MIHb.
t:,.
;
______ .....
Joe McCarthy sailed for London last
Saturday.
,•;.'.,
..•.,•,',.!,..
.-.

.

R. Stevens Is In charge of
stasny*s Birmingham branch.

':*&

J.

CARLE'S "SUNSHINE";

New

ROAD

Orleans,

March

1

10.

Richard Carle opened in "SunBhrne/'
at> the Tulane Sunday.
It is the show
reported angling for a New York
house
There is naught about the performance to warrant a Broadway hearing.

'.•

..;'•

The

entire affair is rather creaky and
of the vintage of 1905.
The cast holds hut one member of
promise, Zella Rambeau.
The others
are mostly addicted to that deficient
brand of histrionism that adorns the
«..'
road.
"Sunshine" has its two acts laid
,

.

m

Spain with resurrection of much of the
Spanish musical comedy lore that has
long lain dormant. Carle relies as of
yore on his colloquialisms for the vital
comedy element.
Revealing little that approaches
novelty in a humorous way the minimized chorus carried lacks the daah
and nerve demanded in cities of im'

Herman Paley. who broken his middle
finger through falling on the Icy paveIn December, has been forced to
have the digit broken again and reset.
ment

m

has returned to the Wit-

fold..

der's piano staff.

Berlin, Feist ft Shapiro and Bernstein
ft Co.
Through nermlSBlon granted by

.:

i

Sam Merley haa

J.

The only publishers represented at the
fllx-dnv race at the Garden this week

.

Stern Co. will publish the musie •_'':,

and lesser reputation Incorporates that
partloular number in his or her act. One
or two particularly outstanding song
hits, according to Information, happens
to have struck the fancy of a large

In accordance with an amendment, to
the by-laws of the Mualo PubllBhers Protective Association adopted at their last
meeting, the rules covering the registry
of song titles was ohanged ao that hereafter a title that Is near to another n»*
vlouslv registered title will not be permitted to be used by any member of the
M. P. P, A. Heretofore the rule stated
All
a title must be exactly similar.
oueatlons or controversies over song
titles' will be decided by v.. C. Mills
chairman of the board of directors. A
clause In the amendment provides for an
appeal from Mr. Mills' decision to the executive committee.

*i

professional

agar of Harry Von Tttaer.
r,
three weeks fight with the

A

prevail.

.

Jerry White, formerly with Waterson,
ft Snyder, has Joined Irving Ber*,..lin's piano staff.

The old act-payment bugaboo Is cropping up again, tt seems There was a
held at
Becret meeting of the M. P. P.
the Hotel Astor a week ago Wednesday,
to which all profeaalonal managers were
Invited to attend. This In Itself Is something out of the ordinary. Whan apMills,
proached *or Information, B.
secretary of the executive board, had
"nothing to say for publication." Inside
Information aays some publishers are
accusing each other with entertaining
acta for ualng their songs. This to always an attendant accusation when
some partloular song hit happens to
strike the public fancy, a natural result
of which Is every professional of big

peace and lovellnesa

,

Berlin

first to receive the sign was Gilbert ds
Frtedland, according to the report with
Curtis, of Chicago, promised one for their hit number, "Miss-Isslppl Shore."

fect

<

*.

Jos. W. Stern ft Co. have acquired tho
publishing; right* to the songs contained
In all of William B. Frledlander'a vaude-

Van Alstyne &

trees shading a ravine, beside which Is
a large moonshine with a Are burning In
the oven and the flames leaping out In
crimson tongues like streaks of red
liquor. The flame effect Is gained through
an Ingenious arrangement of red tissue
paper kept blowing In the air by an elecA
tric fan behind tho moonshine still.
sack of corn and a barrel of sour mash
stand at one side of the still, from the
copper worm of which the white whlsksy
Is running Into Jugs with suggested
realism.
Oak leavos strew the ground
nad a thicket of pines hides the still.
And over all this blissful scene the moon
shines on the moonshine still and per-

V

:

Jack MoCoy returned to New Tors)
Monday following a four weeka* western
trip In the interests of the McCarthy ft

I

t Von Tllser's "MIsb Liberty." published
by himself, had the first title page of
seven colors.
Mr. Von Tllaer aays "Missouri Walts"
(Forster) has' been the greatest seller
in the popular class, reaching over
8,000.000, though he adds that "Mickey"
(waterson, Berlin ds Synder) went to
8,000,000 without a professional singer
plugging it The End of a Perfect Day"
(Carrie Bond Jacobs) waa another in
the three million class, with Its sals

M

•

'.

portance.

"Sunshine" Is fairly diverting staff
for the provinces only.
The show has been, attracting good
patronage in the southern one nlghtera.

'"
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Walter Law end Co.

Trixie Frire

Comedienne.
One,

"On the

i

25 Mine.,

fresent
riganza

>;'

£

(i

Any More."

Having Birthdays
This
she follows with a monolog retailing to
the audience the various presents she
received, among which, for instance,
is a moustache cup. While her chatter
is original and funny, it might not
sound so emanating from the mouth of
a less talented woman. Miss Friganza.
as has probably been before remarked!
oh many occasions, i* one of .the few
women with a full sense of comedy
values. For instance, she gets a trerrendous laugh when she says: "The
way for a fat woman to do the shimmy
isto walk fast, and stop short." She
gets a lot out of it by illustrating the
point. Then she does a parody to a
medley of popular airs and, heaven forgive us, a serious recitation.
Just
what is this irrest ible fascination for
reciting. Miss Trixie is no worse than
most vaudevtllians when they recite—and no better, but such things get her
.nowhere and she hasn't even the usual
excuse of employing it for a finish.
More kidding of herself, a burlesque
or mock ballad, "I'm in Love with
Mike McGinnis," relating the tale of

-.•

•

>
.

•

.

:

y

I

.

i

a

girl in love with a garbage man, and
honeymoon on the garbage
wagon, one line of which runs*-* "Well
and coo while the birds whisper
pew"; more, chatter, impression* of a
?irl singing' with a cola in her head
an idea which is not new and not
worthy of her talents) as Theda Bara
would sing, if she sang, leading up to
a travesty Egyptian song and dance,
attired in black velvet gown adorned
with huge Egyptian designs. While

their

bill

1^
p.-

;

i

wriggling about she displays her limbs
to her knees, revealing herself attired
in men's socks and supporters for an
instant, goes off and returns immediately with the evening gown stripped
and in an abbreviated ballet-length
skirt, which is a howl. For encore she
Cons quickly a sort of Mother Hubbard gown of midnight blue and steel
sequins and does a burlesque recitation kidding her shape, employing one
line in it that is a colorable infringement on Irene Franklin's "Oh, God, he
smells so sweet," with the last word
pf the line changed from "sweet"
to
nice.
riotous hit. Trixie Friganza

A

is

m:

Minnie Harrison.
Singing Comedienne.
12 Mim.j On*,
American Roof.

i3i:

Jolo.

*.'

'

!

r

Minnie Harrison is a single woman
singer with the familiar jaw delivery
who gets a popular number across.
Openmg with -TJever Let No One
voa 8he f«lh"M with
WorJ£ X
Tiddle
Um Ti Um.r a good comedy published
number and "I Amten Gotten." Miss

m
k

Harrison

is

a big small time single.
•

•
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Dancing Root*.
Dancing.

FuO Stage

Mln«,i

J
Soth

(Special Cye).

Street.

and woman
evening clothes
a forManstage
room dancing.
in

ball

woman

is

with fox

gorgeously gowned.

The
Open

elaborate waltz, and for
finish woman wears short skirt for
whirlwind stuff. Easy and' graceful
workers, but offer nothing new and
are;: not
prominent enough
with
"names" to command the big time.

V^o
w
:
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p
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title

of the Sketch he

The story

in.

is

simple.

A

man enters a house to rob it, and
finds a married woman and her lover
about to elope. The burglar nips the
elopement in the bud, orders the pair

to sit down and forces the man to write
a confession which he (the burglar)
announces he will hand over to the
The lover tries to

woman's husband.

-

'
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Military Rev*, («%

Act

Girl

14 Min«., Frail Stage, One,

theatrical property in "On the Threshold." It's a dramatic sketch with sustained interest right up to the surprise
finish, finely written, without one extraneous line of dialog and with a story
that grips from the moment the first
line is spoken to the end. Before the
curtain rose at the Roof, a slide was
projected stating Walter-Law was "the
famous moving picture villain" and an-

nouncing the
would appear

'

.

;

Mb*., Fall Stage.
Five ponies and a female, principal
in a series of songs and dances. The
first number brings on the six girls
in Huzzar costumes, singing "Swanee
Shore." At the American Room the
IS

Bare stage opening with the Buttercups as scrub women. After some
remarks about "I can sing as well as
any one on this bill" they step into
As maids in white caps and
"one."
aprons the first vocal number is "Oh,
By Jingo," comic song. It's a corking
number for them. A soprana solo follows with the others getting in on
Next a bass
the chorus "Angetine."
solo "Big Bass Viol" the woman getting applatJseonher lower registers.
Then a teqor solor, "Irish. Eyes," the
1

best voice in' the ensemble, holding a
high note until applause interrupts and
"Endearing Young
blending
into
Charms for an ensemble finishing
number. The ensemble vocalizing will
pass and asrit's a long time since a
female quartet has been arouna it
should have no trouble. The opening
could go out for it doesn't fit and isn't
followed up. A little more effort at
comedy would, also help. This act
has been playing around the west This
Com..
is its first eastern appearance.

opening failed to land even a ripple.
principal next does "While
Others
Are Building Castles
in
the Air" as a solo. This got over.
"Darktown Dancing School" next by
the five ponies clad in black and yellow
"Yama Yama" costumes. The girls
taper' this off with a short dance, each
turning a cartwheel at the finish. Then
"If I Knew Ireland Was Free" soloed
by the principal in green dress and hat,

The female

\

four of the choristers getting in. cm
the second verse wearing neat and
attractive abbreviated yellow costumes.
Rather bad picking that yellow for an
Irish song, surely never done by a
Hibernian.
reel by" the five girls,
following the Irish song. The principal
next offers the best bit in the, act, a
particularly well done toe dance. She's
an expert toe dancer. This brought
.

argue and finally draws from the burgfar the, reason for his interference.
A
Burglar tells of how his own wife ran
away with a lover years ago and took
Subtheir on!y# daughter with her.
»
_____
sequent dialog discloses the woman
who was about to elope is the burglar's Fitxer and Day.
sizeable returns. The. five girls in a
daughten Sounds conventional enough Comedy Singing and Talking.
Scotch number, with the regulation
but doesn't play that way. Law is the
kilts for closing, the principal holding
14 Mint.; One (Special Set).
burglar. He gives a remarkably dean
up' the finish in great shape with some
Harlem O. H. (March 8)'.
cut and intelligent performance. The
nifty individual stepping. The opening
man playing the lover has little to do
Man and Womap. Man does rube should be replaced. The rest of the
beside listening to Law, who holds the. constable handling the character very
numbers will do nicely. All of the
center of the stage for ten minutes well and not overdoing things as rechoristers are willing workers putting
continuously. .The lover's role and that
gards mannerisms or makeup..' A. spelots lot pep into the various numbers.
o* the daughter are both adequately cial drop showing, a small berg is carThe act is inexpensively but artistically
handled. Just as the climax seems imried, with town hall, opera house, gencostumed. With a little fixing will do
minent a man rushes on the stage and eral* store, etc carrying the regulavery well as a small time girl act,, suit7
the audience learns' for the first time
tion'. comedy signs.
Act opens with able for featuring in the miner pop
the. whole thing is a morie rehearsal.
.exchange of talk between constable
Bill.'
houses.
The act took six curtains closing the and the woman, who \ makes her en-*'
—-*
first part on the Roof Monday night,
trance in a neatly, fitting riding cosRobert* and Co. (2).
Hans
landing the hit of the show. Followtume. The talk holds bright comedy
V
"Future Haabands" (Sketch).
ing the sketch. Law stepped into "one" lines, all landing heavily at the H. 0. H.
15 Mint.; Full (Interior).
and in response to the applause started A comedy doggeral to the melody of
what looked like a short speech. This "Reuben, Reuben," with snappy verses, City.
was dragged out to ten minutes, how- by the man next The woman changes
ever,- during which time Law told of his
to a pretty, summery dress, sings "By
From the looks' of things somebody
experiences as a villain in various pic- the Camp Fire," puts it over and the
must have been reading Jack La it's
tures, with Annette Kellerman, Bill
turn closes with a double song and
mail, for Hans Roberts has an act that
Farnum, Geraldine Farrar and~others. dance. The act will fit nicely in any is a sort of a looking into the future
While the talk was interesting enough spot in a pop house bill.
idea. The act in itself is simple enough,
Btll.
and held attention throughout, it seemany manuscript of more than a thoued, unnecessarily lengthy. The sketch
Autumn Three.
sand vaudeville sketches would have
is strong enough to establish Law in
answered for this one. The trick is to
Whistlers,
A three-minute speech IS Mini.;
vaudeville.
reverse the reading and the characters.
Full and One, (Special Set).
would top it off just aboot. right. A
Take, a -sketch with two men, one the
,\
house set was used on the Roof. If American Roof.
husband and 'the other the lover, and
•>*• >
Law intends to stay in vaudeville, it
a woman playing
-wife, switch it
A pretty set showing* cottage in a around making thethe
would be to his advantage to carry a
husband the charcountry with two males as chauffeur
Bttt.
special interior of his, own.
acter whose affections are to be trifled
and car owner entering carrying a dog with and make .the wife and a female
which they have run over. Girl in
doctor the other two characters. That
Rex Trio.
modern attire emerges from cottage is what Roberts has done in his present
Snags.
.'-';' y and is recognized as a former war en- offering and it makes for good fun.
12 Mini.; One.
He
tertainer by the car owner. This is the
is. the abased and neglected husband,
Harlem O. H. (March 8).
Three men in evening dress and high excuse for a whistling and paper tear- his wife is a Wall Street brokeress
ing
duet
by
the
girl
All
the
familiar
who
kicks
him
out
of bed and the dochats ooen with "Dixieland," harmonizwhistling offerings fallow; each contor who comes to attend his bruises
ing effectively. Next a bit of comedy
tributing.'
They are. the "Mocking is the «nt that falls in love with him
business, introducing money-changing.
Bird," Chickens," "Rooster." and othand tries to get him to elope with her.
This landed laughs.
A parody on ers
are "Planing Mill," Train," etc.
Roberts playl the husband without any
'They Go Wild Over Me" by the bariThe act closes in one after a change all 6f the "nance" that might have easily
tone next. Then the tenor does "Wonin evening^ attire whistling popular seslipped into a characterization of this
derful Mother" as a solo, putting it
lections. It's a small time affair with
sort and the two women that support
over with a slam, A medley for closing.
The three all have good voices a commendable effort being made' at him give excellent performances. There
is one hopeful sign in the sketch and
snd harmonize excellently. Good small originality. AH the whistling specialties have been heard but each of the
that is that it predicts the return of
timers.
Bell.
trio is a clever specialist
It enterliquor in 1943 for there is a line about ,
tamed
the fifth spot
Con,
the wife coming home filled to the neck
Lois
;

j

•

.

:

>

.

.

;

!

.

'

.

certain to fare similarly everywhere

with her present offering:

It

.

Walter Law has. a valuable piece of

When Trixie Friganza has a new act
for vaudeville it becomes an event. Her
Miss
effort it no exception.
appears caparisoned with a
coat of half ermine and half Russian
sable, with a cap of similar materials
and starts off the festivities by warbling a comic ditty entitled "I'm Not

i

••'

\

Four Buttercup*.
Female Quartet.

(2).

Threshold** (Dramatic).

II Mint., Poll Stage.

Pal.ce.

;

'

ACTS

*:.*;

£rT

.

'

m

Songs.

'

'

12 Mine.; Two (Special Set).
H.rletn O. H. (March 8).
Lois Lee, a brunet of comely appearance and possessing a pleasant singing
voice,' starts her turn with a few bars
of "Mme. Butterfly" off stage.
fe-

A

male accompaniest assists. A waltz
song by Miss Lee next, then a piano
solo by the accompaniest, followed by
"Chong" in Chinese garb by Miss Lee.
**When the Shadows Fall," harmonized with the accompaniest, singing
alto for closing. Miss Lee lacks stage
experience. This is noticeable. About
six weeks out of town should give
the girls the needed presence and confidence .to, "shape them tor the smaller

hou ses.,

'

v '.) ,

'
-

'

Btfi

Fad» and Frolic*
Tab. 5

on

The

fr*L

cocktails.

.

(t).

16 Mjna.i One, Two,
(An Special). .
Joti 6Tf o ru

Bre»» aad Kreft.
Comedy and Songs.

Three and Four

usual chorus of six and the leading couple, featured in the lobby bitting as Al Garbelle and Mary Lee. The
act also carried a special orchejtra director. The chores is better trained
Jhan the average tabloid coryphees, except for one of the end girls who is too
affected and spoils the otherwise pleasing picture. The entire production is
finely staged, the special sets and
hangings (four in all), adding a good
c ass t0 the offering. The act
l °, \ J
should do i n the bette r houses.

11 Mina.j One.

en!*

-

•

:_.

'

'

A

comedian and a straight man with
the former doing a Hebrew characterization. It is a rather stereotyped two
man turn, opening with a few gags
after which the straight sings "Daddy
You've Been a Mother To Me" which
is followed by "When You're Alone"
done as a double. A medley as a double
is the closing bit. The comedian manages to add an extra bow or two for
the act with his disrobing bit
'

Man Lore" (5).
Musical Comedy.
SO Mini. j Fall Stag* (Special Setting*).
Colonial ~~
"Cave Man Lore" is and isn't a "girl"
act More properly it is a new style
of girl act pins production, worked oat
iy William Friendlander, who wrote the
music and put it on. There is a book
by Harlan Thompson, while the dance
b:ts were arranged by Guy Kendall.

Hal Johnson and Co.

"Cava

v

V

But she (Cora Mayo)

off a female impersonator— and
a very good one at that (the impersonator, not the skit). Father objects
to his daughter being courted by college boy, orders him out and phones
employment agency for a chaperon.
Youth disguises himself as woman and
impersonates
the
chaperon.
Then
"vamp's" father, gets him to give "her"
a check for $500 and blackmails father
into consent to marriage on penalty of
telling mother on her return. All very
commonplace in the telling but the
man playing the chaperon is one of
the best "females". seen hereabout in
some time, with. a. keen sense of travesty. The "father" is a good performer
also, yodling two numbers from the
repertoire of the elder J. K: Emmett
while the woman makes a fine appearance and furnishes adequate support
With a better vehicle and some of the
small time slapstick stuff 'eliminated,
this trio would be strong contenders
for the best two-a-day booses. -

IS Mint.; Onej.v

the straight returning in kind. The
comedian does an excellent descriptive dance next, as a single. This introduces some funny business, with
reference to a colored man walking
before and after shooting craps, imitation of Chaplin dancing, etc.
More
talk, with the pair getting laughs from
'mis-reading a sign posted up on the
entrance. "Ma'ndy and Me* doubled
and finely harmonized, 'with the. comic
uncovering a first rate tenor voice for

scenes. One is -very effective, disclosNada (Estelle McMeal) an Egyptian posed a la Cleopatra, with an azure

sky for a background. "Nada" the
song here allowed Miss McMeal to
show something in the way of high
The last scene brings on a

'

notes.

Adon and Co.

,

(2).

Feats of Strength.
10 Mini.! FnH.
Adon Is a strong man, assisted by a
woman who can also juggle the weights
and a plant from the audience used
for comedy. The name Adon suggests
that at one time or another the act

•„';'-

ness suit, and the comedian, who enhances his natural brunet complexion
with cork, affects the usual comedy
garb. Act opens with a bit of singing,
then a short exchange of comedy gab.
mostly along the tines of ail colored
duos, wherein the comic tells of how
hard he's going to hit the straight, with

doesn't- talk

ing

^

'•

losing.

Good

small timers. -'•''•

Btll.

Ferguson and Francis.
,
'•"
Son*t end T.Ik.
12 Mina.| One.
Man and woman wfth appropriate
costumes. He as a Harlequin and she
as a masked dancer have 'some dialogue anent dance they just' left He
sings an excerpt from Tagliaci" in
'

j

.

pleasing baritone while she makes' a

change and follows with, a solo "You
Never Can Tell." After a* change to
street attire he monologues in amateurish fashion, about partners' family
and after another change she loins him
in a double.' For an encore he solo's
-

"Ship Without a Sail,' followed by another double, "Next Sunday Morning,"
delivered
with both kneeling on
cushions. The girl looks Immense and
has some pretty wardrobe. Botb are
fair vocalists. Neither should attempt
dialogue, bad delivery. After the nee-,
essary apprenticeship they should
qualify.
Con,

McCreery and Doyle.

Comedy

Skit.
19 Mtns.i .Two (Special Drop).

With a drop to visualize the exterior
billed as Adonis and - of a gasoline station, at which a girl
the present billing is an abbreviation
presides, there enters a man trudging
of the same. There is the usual routine
a motor cycle. They take turns at alof weight' lifting with single bells and
ternately feeding and pulling smart
might have been

«n

double-barred

bells.

The woman does

her share in the lifting. The plant
and one of the stage hands are called
on to assist at various times and the
plant supplies a lot of prop falls that
will get laughs from a small time audi-

The

losing of the trousers in the
final trick is rather poor taste and It Is
far from new. The act looks like a
fair opening turn for the smallerbig
iHrstC
timers.
ence.

:

One

1

,

runs a few minutes too long and is
draggy In spots with the lines given
to monologistie spasms on Simon's
part. With pruning, the present turn
will please in

pop house company. The

when

it

.

actually starts after sevSure fire for three-a.

Joh.

left the

wife away (the villain attired as the
devil); she kills the friend; she says
"It happens every day"; is once more
asleep; hubby and friend enter, awaken
her;

husband shows her check for

$100,000 which friend loaned him and
she cries: "Now, I can have that new
limousine, etc." The sketch doesn't

seem

to

Jolo.

have a chance.

The Lolletos (S).
Song and Dance.

i£
Four (Special Cyelorama).
Three woman and two men com«

'

IS Mini.)

prise the turn, one of the latter being
the special orchestra leader. The only

man on the stage handles some good
hock dancing. Of the women, one does
two' vocal numbers, the others specializing in folk and other stepping. One
of them, a sinuous "vampirisn" woman,

held the audience interested with her
the "widow" character
stuff but seemed unable to gain much
suffering, with a cold Thursday
night and her reading of the lines was ^response. It may be accounted by the
spasmodic. The juvenile George should
Psychology that the pantomimic somerness of the numbers so reacted on
economize with the make-up box. He
had too much on. The "judge" char- the house as to create readiness in the
matter of exercising their hands.
acter was good. The girl handled her
Then, too, the over-abundant Russian
role capably.
atmosphere reacts unfavorably for patriotic reasons. The act carries a speFrank Wilcox and Co. (5).
cial
exterior eye in "four."
"Salt", (Farce).
18 Mim.j Fonr (Parlor).
fast moving farce with six people. •West, Virginia and West.
It's
Telk end Dance.
a large company for vaudeville
nowadays in a sketch. The cast holds 15 Mlns.| One.
two good, looking girls who play very
The turn opens with two gobs halt
series
well and the company is nicely baling a passing half-hosed girl.
anced, with Mr. Wilcox taking the playof individual dual and triple dance
ing honors. As a young man with three
solos follow, with the youngster in the
women in love with him, he is compli- turn mopping up and stopping procated to death in the sparse 18 minutes
ceedings completely. His only reason
for staying with the three-act. probaallowed for all of the action. There
bly, is that it's a family affair. The
are many ins and outs of the principals
gray haired man slouches through a
with door slamming still retained as
one of the fundamentals but it is en- good deal and does not aid matters
with his gesticulations. It's the blonde
tertaining up to the finish, which leaves
haired lad and the woman that carry r
the story too abruptly broken off.- Mr.
the turn, carry to the extent it will
Wilcox had better add a rewritten
logical conclusion, when his sketch will
The trio
fit in on the better layouts.
do nicely in "the No. 3 spot on the
are seasoned performers, but must be
8im*.
small big-time.
new hereabouts.
.

'

A

A

Nat Wharton.

'•

Ventriloquist,
10 Mini.; One.
As a ventriloquist Nat Wharton
hardly seems to qualify, at least on his
showing on Monday night, when his
lip movements were easily detected
from the third row of the balcony. He
must however, be credited with the Introduction of a novelty, for he does not
use a dummy. All that he .carries It a
black suitcase and on opening it speaks
to the spirit of a departed dummy who
is supposed to be inside the case.. The
speech regarding spiritualism and occult manifestations is made at the

His dressing might be Improved on.
'Frtd.

Bobb*, Clark and Dore*.
Song, Dance, Acrobatic
IS Mini.; One.
•
Two men and a woman. Open In
"hick" get-up. Song and dance bits
follow. She does a "kid" number that
missed fire. The turn's heft lies in
their ground tumbling, acrobatics and
"fallal
These brought down \the
house. Those up front could see the
re-enforced jackets the men wore, with
rood slats and extra felts for protection, but from the rear the falls were
as ludicrous as they were foolhardy
and dangerous. The act is essentially
an opener, although it was No. 2 here.

opening.

lines.
Open with crossfire, conversational duet, more talk, ballad solo; the
other man sings "The Lyre Bird" with
whistling—duet medley. One warbles
very well. Neat team fori the best

Lew Peyton.
Blackface Monologlak
12 Mini. One.
Payton is a colored artist formerly
in a two act. He has a new departure IT
in a near single in which he sticks':
to a waiter characterization but is \
hampered by poorly constructed comedy songs. His monologistie efforts
get over fairly and a piece of business
with an imaginary guest at a table

three-a-day.

was worth

falling apart of the motorcycle. It is
another variation of the old auto junk

chine

Interior.

Maybelle Adams, erstwhile viotiniste,
by two men. in a sketch that
audience at the Fifth Avenue
Tuesday evening in a mental attitude
that indicated they did not know exactly how to take it—whether to regard it as a travesty or an impossible
attempt at serious ptaywriting. Miss
Adams enters with a bulldog and talks
to it, revealing .the fact that she is
squandering her husband's money on
trifles such as dogcollars, clothes, .etc,
until he is financially ruined. Then she
goes to sleep on a couch and has a
nightmare in which her husband comes
to her in a convict's garb ; then her
husband's rich friend who had refused
to help him out of his financial difficulties in an endeavor to win the
is assisted

woman doing

Singing, Talk.
10 Mine.* One.

motor acts. There are lots of funny
bits of business and a good finish with
the man taking the girl for a ride and
dropping her off the rear of the ma-

20 Min».i

was~

Lynch and Wink.

eral attempts.

-

old Horatio Alger yarns where the
squire has it in for the poor widow
whdse sole earthly property is her
farm et al. But it seemed to please
in the mam at the 23d Street
It

come-backs; She sings one number and
most of the comedy is created by the

day_.

and Four

(Special)

Clinch' between Simon and widow for
curtain after exit of baffled attorney.
That part 'of it reminds one of the

Two men (colored Vin a conventional
singing, talking and dancing routine.
The straight dresses neatly in busi-

Rhodes using the chorus of the second
number to permit changes behind the
back panel curtain there are two more

'

.

Cnilport and Brown.
Singing, Talking and Dancing.

middle-agy, handling the present day

cave girl (Gertrude Gesner). Like the
preceding damsels she declines the
boy's marriage proposal but she gives
him the dope on how men in the caveman age treated their women. The
boy follows the tip and in succession
the other girls, brought in from the
sides this time, admit he is some lover.
So when his sweetheart reappears
dressed for the theatre, the boys new
tactics bring her around to accepting
him.
In supplying the book Mr.
Thompson may have written what he
thought was an original idea. However, it is quite similar to the idea in
"As You Were." It is true that in
"Cave Man Love" there is a different
treatment and the excuse of the pills
is absent—there is no given explanation
for the switch back.-save for the boys
mention of former ages. The Friedlander act is a novelty, expertly produced and for the most part well
enough acted. It drew considerable
attention at the Colonial and is bound
to stand np with vaudeville offerings
of the highest class..
Ibtt.

.

Jolo.
,.

Mini.)

(Kitchen Sat).
Edwin Locke, a rather elderly man,
essays a character akin to Tom Sawyer, despite the difference in ages. Remember the way Tom got out of whitewashing his aunt's fence by making
the task attractive to his confreres who
were not only eager to do the work,
but paid Tom something to boot for
the privilege?
That's Simon.
He
made everybody do his chores for him
by this very ruse. And everybody
knew it, but it took Simon to bamboozle them. He and George; a juvenile, are working for the widow, Sophie-something. The act opens in
"one' with the scheming "jedge" arguing with a young lady who is in love
with George. The judge is about to
close the deal whereby he purchases
the widow Sophie's fifty-acre farm.
This takes place before a rural exterior drop in •*'ohe." To "four," where
Simon nips the scheming lawyer's plan
in the bud by proving its great value
to his mistress, the value being some
granite and slate quarries on the land.

show

lingo with an occasional "dost" and
"thou." There is a song here "When
With.
Knighthood Was in Flower.

A

18

A rather home-made skit designed to

With "Sweeties," Friedlaner showed a
little musical comedy with four men
and one girl. "Cave Man Love" has one
(nan and four girls (besides a leader
and carpenter), which is much the bet*
ter idea. The act is something of a
novelty and is programed as a "proAn
lesson .in five scenes."
Jiosal
nterior has a boy and girl (Billy
Rhodes and Jean Me rode) in a proposal bit Rhodes shows a voice with
*Tm in Love with You." The pair
are about to go to theatre, but the
boy insists on proposing marriage.
Like former trys he is turned down
and while the girl exits to change her
frock Rhodes has a second number,
"Can't I Get Someone to Love Me." He
mentions that he believes it has always
been thus with him, that his proposals
to girls in ages gone by have always
been met by the reply 111 be a sister
to yon." There is no dream suggestion
but with a tableaux Curtain arrangement back stage there is a succession
First there comes forth a
of. scenes.
maid of the middle ages, a princess.

Maybelle Adam* and Co. (2).
'The Nightmare" (Dramatic).

Edwin Locke and Co. (5).
"Simon Senders" (Playlet).

(2).

Farcical Skated.
22 Mini.} Interior

.

Two men who work

along modern

.

;

Jolo.

while.

^ Com'- it

•
'

NEW ACTS
Frank Fay and

Comedy and Dance.

Piano, Songa,

One

32 Mini.;

i

u
4'
;"

Fifth Ave.

The combination of Frank Fay and
Lieut. Gitz-Ricc, the former taking the
top spot in billing as. "the popular comedy favorite" and the latter as "the
well known composer," in "Bits of Hits
of Their Own Conception," offers
vaudeville a valuable addition to any
bill.
At least so much may be vouchsafed when the presence of these two
held 'em to their seats for 32 minutes,
and that seemed hardly enough to
satiate the audience, albeit its being a
friendly one and obviously a number
of friends of both were on hand to give
them the glad hand. The act is perhaps amply explained in the billing with
the soldier composer at the piano and
Fay doing practically all the work to
get the comedy effects. His versatility

These three boys do two tricks in six
minutes. Both are corkers. The final
one is the only trick of its kind ever
seen, and a wonder in perch balancing.
The understander who is also an ex?
pert risley worker, 'balances a perch,
silver, at least 22 feet high, on his
forehead, while one of the young men
clambers to the top. While there he
gracefully does a full swing outward,
with the understander still balancing
the pole on his forehead without any
other assistance. It held the house
en wrapt and is one of the best acrobatic thrillers vaudeville has seen. The
other trick was the balancing of a ladder on upraised feet, with tbe other
boy doing' acrobatic work upon it. The
boys are full grown youths. It's a turn
for those who want a real acrobatic act
of novelty that can go into any position.
The better the spot the more
value* will be gotten from it. Whoever
owns the act should stage it, put in
some showmanship and stall at least
to nine minutes. It is now too short.

good stead with the material garnished for the act. At the start
he began a explaining (or it may have
been an impromptu apologia) to the
effect that his partner (Rice) was not
looking to make good on past efforts.
Instead it was their intention of making good on the material they had
brought with them, and from then on
r
-. Pice banged the ivories as an introduction to a song of the recitative type
essayed by Fay. The act opens on a
semi dark stage with Rice walking on
in

stage while the orchestra plays the
w
< "Pal
O' Mine" introduction. At the left
of the piano
one of the
library
1
Hj£ lamps supposed to emit a red glow (but
is

tall

which didn't work during the Monday
! night show) while Fay is throughout
|H enveloped in an amber flood. The telephone on the piano rings with Rice
p;

•;.

supposedly talking to Fay,

who

invites

come down and try to "play
The orchestra introduces Fay who enters singing an
i excerpt of a popular song. The comedy
-material handed out by Fay is of the
P prohibition stuff. It seemed fresh and
him

to.

Howard, Kane and Mater.

',

Dancing.

18 Mint.; Foil Stage.

Fifth

Joe Kane, with a man and a woman.
a nut comic as is also Kane,
while the other man does straight for
them as a policeman. Drop is supposed
to depict a scene in Chinatown or
lower East Side Cop sings a couple
of Irish ditties with good voice and dialect.
Many sure-fire old time gags.
Very fast three-a-day act and certain
hit in that field of operations.

on, their feet.

He

registered with the audience.

drunk

Oliver Smith and Co. (3)."

"A Touch

in Time" (Comedy).
18 Mint.; Full Stage.
23rd Street.

also

song and dance that
went for a big hand. Rice tried out a
new ballad— a "Mother" song. This,
however, is far below the standard set
by the former song which brought him
the recognition he has amassed up
to the present time. To hold 'down
does

pj

a,

in

the stage during the absence of Fay it
is quite evident that he will have to get
a number if not as effective as the
"Pal" song, at least somewhere near
the region and pace in popularity set
by the other. On the insistence of the
^audience "Pal O* Mine" was given with
:

'

both harmonizing

it

effectively.

Fay

also did an imitation of John Charles
singing "Strutter's Ball" that

Thomas

proved the biggest applause winner

Du Nord

Sfcfc.

(2).

Female Imnertonator.
12 Mina.i Full Stage.

"

State-Congreai, Chicago.

Du Nord works in a neat eye, full
stage, with transparent section which
permits the audience to see the maid
dressing him as he changes. He does
three dances— a Spanish, toe and Egyptian dance. Not using bis voice, and
giving the house a glimpse of the maid,
has the tendency to heighten the surprise when he takes off his wig at the
finish. The maid, rather, does this for
j

bim, which is an unusual twist, and
(then she takes off her own wig.

Council,
Sonsrs,

Leona and Zippy.

Talk and Dances.

Mini.; One.

10

Columbia (March 7).
Boy. girl and a dog. The dog at the
finish wins out the turn.
Previously
'there had been little of account excepting an acrobatic dance by the boy.
Some talk is tried, but neither of the
is equipped for it.
^ humans
Good small
e.
m
\i
«_
t- _
•:>mer through the animal.
t

M.-V

.

..«

i

&

Lewis

;w

"{

Gordon production.

\

It's

an

old-fashioned farce with familiar but
sure-fire situations for tbe smaller
houses, competently played by Oliver
Smith, who does a silly ass type of

Englishman, a woman and two men.
The story concerns a woman who plans
to entertain <her lover while her bus-

band

away on

business trip. While
the wife. and lover are enjoying tbeir
clandestine meeting, a man who claims
to be the husband appears and makes
the lover hand over to him a pearl
necklace and the lover's watch, chain,
etc. The pseudo husband turns out to
be a burglar. Later the real husband
appears and all ends happily. Smith is
a clever light comedian and the supporting company handle their parts
capably. The act holds just the sort
of material that the small time is
strong for. The sketch kept the lauorhs
moving constantly.
Bell.
is

a'

"

the turn.

of-

-

•

Bert Bergman
Sonera

and Comedy.

18 Mine'.; One.
125th Street (March 5).
It's really a two man act but the second member of the team isn't billed.
One boy appears in neat tux but is

interrupted in his first number by another in jumpers (it may be Beet) who
explains to the singer that "he's rotten." In the resultant patter two lifted
gags aonear. One is about Nat Goodwin ("He's dead:" "I know it") and
the other about "I can go around tbe
corner and get four to one." The boys
did something with a rehearsal bit and
also, with the line "that song about
Palisades Park"—"A Million Miles from
Nowhere. H The boys did well enough
with "By Jingo" at the close to win
an encore which was "All a Dream of
the Past." The single billing isn't deceiving.

_

Bine.
j"

i

(1).

this turn

Further working will improve
which is bound to improve.
/»#•
eg!*"

»» »'<a

One

can't tell

;.

Slme.

Cycle!

,

-

treating

the

other

very rough while going through it
hit is Mr. Muldoon's acrobatic
dance. He's a oresentable young man
with a smile. He could make it work
a bit harder, for Muldoon's smile will
always get over. - The band accomoanies
besides
playing a medley.
Nothing startling to the turn, but it's
good, even entertainment of the rag
and jazzing kind. This combination is
arriving a little late to get the best of

The

it.

Rime.

tured,
kidding fashion.
Whatever
stunts they do, are interesting, the feature being some solo and double dancing on the tall unicycles. The attractive miss aids matters with three neat
costume changes. A. good three a day

opener.

Robb and! Whitman.
Act

One,

American Roof.

Robb and Whitman do a kid act
but are not necessarily kids. They
sing and talk, with the boy having a
blatant voice, while the girl's hardly
itself heard on the Roof. When
she sang a slow ballad, it was so slow
it became a question, whether the orchestra could keep to the time. Robb*
has the Little Tich shoe trick, bending
over the foots, for a laugh or so. The
turn is all small time.
.
flfois.

'-

made

:

.

.

Murray? and Volk.
Son its and Comedy.
15 Mina.; One.
Colonial.

~.

;

>
.

•"

Volk enters alone, eye-glassed and
with a tight-fitting cutaway suit. He
starts off with "Carolina Sunshine"
but
back stage interrupts.
f
he c u rtam he vanks forth the
J, ?.!
J , ,

hammering

H

m

oddly

billed

Murray?

Why Murray?

is

Murray? is probably to arouse
questions.
He is a comic with the
loosest trousers ever shown, but
he
sports a tenor voice that sounds likely.
Throughout the act Murray is concerned with holding up his pants. He
gets laughs through it. and also
some
through the talk. Volk requests a
song and with, a Yiddish dialect, Murray starts off reciting something about
billed;

Stone and Mover Sisters (3).
Songa and Dances.
9 Min..'; Full Stage.
American Roof.
Stone and the Moyer Sisters are certain for the better small time. There
are two girls who dance often and well,
changing for each dance tbey do. Mr.
Stbne plays the piano and sings. It's
the young women, however, who send
the turn along. Their dance stvle is
fast, varied and as they bear a family
resemblance to Gertie Moyer, it's safe
to say Gertie coached her sisters. She

coached them well. They did more in
nine minutes than many other dancing
acts take care of in twice that time,
an d they will do.

• -* aaaaaanauaeMauaaiejeea

gm

g
•— uaejauaa»»—

-.

\

KM

7).

and funny through

i

the talk being particularly bright
and an outstanding feature of their
routine.
It is delivered in good na-

A new rag end

•.

-•

./

art.

15 Mine,} Full Stage.

stow in ' action
''business," each,

.

.

um to get some rather familiar cycle
stunts over in an interesting fashion
by virtue of a number of telling comedy
bits, and talk. It is far from a "dumb"

j

jazzing combinationwith Johnny Muldoon the \ leader.
Frank Marvin is the' singer. Pearl
Franklvn dances with Mr. Muldoon.
Their "tough" dance is their best, made

.

This couple has struck a happy medi-

Johnny Muldoon, Pearl Franklyn,
Frank Marvin and Eddy Edwarde'
Jan Band (8).
Columbia (March

Act

11 Mina.; Four.
58th Street

.

,

.

'

Jack and Jessie Gibson.

whether

is trying to kid with them in
or the girls believe it Anyway,
it means nothing excepting their legs
are bare. Bare legs are growing to
be an excuse for a great deal. It's just
a matter of Frisco's name and how
much) it is worth. That is What his
act is worth. Frisco could take his
dancing partner and the tough dance,
building up from that, but then he
urobably would be doing the act he did
before, which brings it back to the
same point, a matter of Frisco's name.
Frisco made it. has cashed on it and
should cash as long as cashing may be
done. Other jazzers the same.

Min a.; One.

Nattily clad, slender .young man of
the Ernest Truex type, in.cutaway coat
and silk hat, opens with a comedy song
with burlesque stepping monolog with
some clever chatter, singing and prancing; comedy recitation, operatic parody medley.
He dances easily and
gracefully, and has magnetism. In his
present form,, minus a reputation, an
excellent three-a-dayer
and would
probably shine effulgently with a
/ola,
classy female partner.

this

Tolo.

;

IS

Frisco

:

M

Singing, Dancing, Monolog.

At

Frisco in his newest act has four
girls, besides a female dancing
partner—and his old stuff—which
means his old jazz dancing. That still
seems to go the best, for Frisco has
a name around New York, though,
everyone has taken about -all his 'old
stuff for themselves. A "tough" dance
he does gets some laughs, and is a
good piece of work of its kind, also
his dancing imitations or "demonstrations," as Frisco terms them. He can
dance, but doesn't do much of it. The
four girls attempt some classical' work

•

a little vaudeville."

Roe Reeves.

dancing

Woman

;>j

,

Dorothy Bard.
Songs and Saxophone.
14 Mina.j One.
One.
As the turn stands, Miss Bard no
Starting with whistling, Frederick
doubt will do on the small time in her
Ferdinand sprung a surprise when
resent spot, No. 2. But' Miss Bard
commencing to tell stories. He spoke E ints of greater possibilities. It is a
with an accent and afterward mention- .matter of routine rearrangement—also
ed he was French, though his Accent
the acquisition of a little more poise.
'could not be definitely placed as such.
She renders three numbers before atHe sang an American ballad in French tacking the sax A special "embarrassand closed with another whistling bit. ment" number meant to be funny,
As a whistler Mr. Ferdinand ranks draws a feeble hand after three verses.
very well. Despite some appearance it
A by now antiquated "lonesome" balis as a whistler that he must worry
lad,, including two choruses and extra
along in vaudeville and that seems to
patter, does- not warrant the time conspell small time. He is quite ambitious
sumed with. it. When finally down
in attempting to score as a monologist
to instrumental work, she reels Off
and if persisting in that, should decide
three ancient jazz numbers in succesVim*.
whether to whistle or talk.
sion. Miss Bard's comeliness possibly
sustained where her abilities fell shy
at times.
A showman's assistance
Frisco and Co. (5).
would work wonders for her.

Croisfirey Singing, Etc.
14 Mini.; One (Special Drop).

'.,!

.

12 Mini.;

Slat Street.

m- stood him

•

'

6 Mina.i Foil Stag*

*

-

Frederick Ferdinand.
WUatling and Talk.

Acrobatic.

(Special Drop).

'.'•'

'

WEEK

THIS

Kane, Morey and Moore.

Lieut. Gits Rica.

:.:.

herring and potatoes" but then dewith "When My Baby Smiles

livers

at Me." There is a duet on "Brother
if Lily of the Valley" but the
best

singing of the turn comes with
a
duetted mother song. On second the
pair did well and can hold that
spot

or possibly

'

a little later.

(Continued on page 32)
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VARIETY
advertise la
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(to
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ti/ff lftlt

Q.

Too

A.
ft

Yew,

27

the T. M. P. A. over
I said Mb

VABDSTY. and

hM Mt

i

sir.

As e

matter of test too did writ* lettersA. Yes, asking them to, aad telling town It
thine Cor U»m to do so, bat not requiring thorn to do
Q. When did you OBJ thot the V. M, F, A.

CM).

Q. Have yoa attended all tie toariaga before tho,
In this proceeding
A, With the exception of about two boors one morn ng
Q. Tou have st those hearings actively assisted counsel tor
tho oommlssloa in the way of furolablag him wlta data, papers
and suggestions' for the examination and oross-exanunaUoa of

wm

a

witnnrnT

it.

A. 1 nave— the first part of the aueatloa yea, the ssooad part
to a certain extent.
Q, Do you recall the Introduction In evidenoe of Respondent's
Bxnlblt No. lui, a letter addressed by you to aUraesi Cetrt
a. 1 recall the Incident, yea.
Q. In which something was said about his procuring the
olosed shop agreemeut to sent to some of the— ...
A. There wars several- letters introduced; It you will only
show me the letter then 1 will say.
Q. The dliSculty is we haven't got It here; It is in Washington; at any rate there was a letter—

!
A. February 24. 1816.
ii > matter of foot there was an organisation,
ft was a porfooted organisation or not. perhaps a
gantsstlon, whloh celled ItaoU tho V. XL P. A., whloh
there not, Mr. Coaoy.
operating la ttocombar. lals,
prior to that tfmoT
A. Prior to December, lfiia?

a

«u

Thursday, October 16

A. Tho only record I bar* found, Mr. Walsh, la from tho
minute book. X did not go into tho V. M. P. A. until 1918.

PATRICK CASEY

QA.

Who was

ft

What

Q.

And who

A

s* to
Q. Oh. yset I think I recall
A. Tea.
Q. Mr. Casey, will you refresh
reference to the date of tho Oklahoma strlksT
A. Tee, sir; the latter pert of July, ma.
Q. It was originally tha stags hands—
A. Stage hands and musicians, and than tha actors
lsatlon jo lned la with them.
ft In St. Louis, I wish you would refresh your

ho?

chief deputy organiser.

la tbe, Bast name?
George Delatore.
Q. Who to be and what did ho dor
A. .He la part of an acrobatlo aot, a

What

those th'Tipy* out,
Q. Are you pot referring to East
I believe

as officer of tho White Bate.
ft Tho next?
A. James W. Fltspetriok, prosl rtaTit and big
White Bate.
ft Go ahead.
A. Prank Herbert. I believe ho to a director
Rate, or was.
Q. Tha next'
A. Collo Lorelia.

I believe be

U a

Q,

i

of the

White

l

other

ft Meat,
A. Junto McCroe was formerly the Big Chief and
wards, I behove, on the Board of Director* Jam Marco, t
believe. Is on the Board.
Q By the way, waa Mr. Karoo ever booked over any of the
circuits la the theatres of the Vaudeville Managers' Pfttoottve
Association subsequent to the date of that list*
...
i"
A. There hi no date on the list.
Mr. Goodman: Do you remember when that list was dated
Mr. Reeves; January 8, 1918.
ft January S, 1*18?
A. Well, he was booked, bat whether it was subsequent to
that list X do aot know.
t
Mr. Goodman: Not In 1818. The strike was ever then.
Mr. Reeves: The complaint la tale ease was Issued la May,
H
IBIS, sad that was January, BUS.
,
-,Q. What to) the next namet
.
A. Barry Mountford.
ft He to the International—
A. International Beoretery of the White Bate Aston

'.

mechanical operators of the theatres unionised?
In all lbs theatres?
ft Tea.
A. X guess the stage hands and musicians'
la existence far 16 or to years, to ay
Q. And during all of that time have they
closed shop?
A. la some places they have sad la some they have aot
3. Has there been opposition to the maintenance of the
closed shop by tha stage bands sad musicians?
A. That I do hot know, as to what their own opposition was.
But I mesa on the part of the managers, have there
been some controversies?
A.' They have had fights sad strikes practically every yea* to
different parte of the oountry far the last SB years, to ra;
soasl knowledge.
q. And that Involved, of course, the proposition of a
shop or opsa shopr
A, Tea.

Q-

An

you

A.

No,

sir.

<1

Not

In

Q.
-•

say way

la

Interested la

i

*•
.

A

A.
deputy organiser.
ft Was that the final list of what you termed aa
aminatloa in behalf of the Commission, undesirables t
A. I do aot think there was anything la that list saying
that anybody waa undesirable, or anything of the kind.
Q.

A.
Q.

U

A. No, air.
a Did Mr. Keith sad Mr. Albee, either or both, oontrol and
dominate the policies and affairs of the entire vaudeville Industry while In the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association?

A. No,

sir.

Has

the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association ever
required that actors patronise the advertising oolumns of
VARIETY or of any publ lcation ?
A. Ton say, ever require them tor
Q- Yes.
Q.

•

A. No, sir.
ft Does the Vaudeville Managers'
operate any vaudeville theatres?

Protective

A. No.
ft
A.

Or any
No,

sir.

Has

It

theatres?

the vaudeville branoh of the theatrical business
A. I should say it runs up into several hundreds of millions
Of dollars,

'

>

Mr. Goodman: That

Is

all.

CBOSS EXAMINATION.
By Mr. Walsh:
Q. Ton say tha

,

;

Vaudeville Managers' Pro tecUve Association
never required the members to advertise la VARtsffXT* that
was your statement?
A. Just a minute. He wanted to know, aa X

;

!»•<

A. Conners, Carr, Conway, Boras, Oarson, Barry,
Gllmore—about twelve.
Q. And did that take) ia practically the antltn territory of
; V
the United Stateir

m

A. Tea,

i-A.

•.

0aaigagej paper) .

a

Tea, sir,

.

•

I

fe$

•'•••
•

And

these deputy organisers Ant these proposed contracts'
cut at about tho saate titans in the dWsreat pans of tha
"
\..- -\.-'.- .eountryt
»;.,
-,
%%' ! ."*s;ti|
•."':•'-„'..
A. .Simultaneously.
.:v.
ft I notice la the left hand comer of this letter, Respondent's
Exhibit Ho. 141, a sutement, "Members of the Baa i'raaciaoo
Federation Including Wnlu Hate Actors' Ualoa
IS." and
.''' •>
:••.•
'.:.,
"Si
i
T
other unions?
t
A. Tea, sir.
does that mean ?
Q.
A. In the White Bate ss International union it was Composed
of different branches, that la, the branch in Sea Francisco, this
That" Ban Fianolsoo branoh local there
particular branch.
entered Into aa agreement with other locals of Inter national
unions la the town of Ban Francisco to take such action as they
would see fit for .the betterment sad improvement of the whole ~y.
theatrical business, for the whole theatrical profession. It was.
a local branch committed only to this agreement with these .-)
""-,'
branches of different international unions, the dlflerect local
branches of the union in that section, an agreement made UP
which did not or could not Interfere with traveling members ''/•.
union
the,
came
that
section
the
of
who
Into
of
oountry. under
the. lnternatloaal law; that is. It would only bo binding oa
.ft
~~
those who were residents of Ban Franoisco, and it wouia aot bo~v:
binding la any' way upon any act or actor coming Into the place
from the Orpbeum or Western circuits, coming there to play,
• i'T
and then go oa their way,
;•
Q. Bid the locals situated In the other parts of the Unitsd
States have similar local arrange mooter
A. Not all of them. Tbeydld la Winnipeg, and an attempt
:'H
was mads to form ons In Chicago; sad an attempt was made to
form one in St, Louis, and one was In progress of formation In
Beattto, but those were the only two complete.
Q. And It was and Is the object of your organisation to locally
organise la the same way In those other places?
A, Only for local conditions,
ft For local conditions r
A. Not for traveling actors.
Q. included in this arrangement which you say |g
local, were Included the White Bate Actors* Union,
::;:•'
of actors? V
In Local No. 12, whatever It Is.
.-»
Q. Local No. 12?
A, That
that local branch,
Q. The local branoh conslstsd of actors?
':<
A. Yes, sir.
;'
Q. Looaltyr
\.'S
A. Yea
Q. And the local union of the musical people, that Is the
union of musicians?
:

'-.

!

•'•.

•

•

-

',

.

"=fll

•

Q. Did you ever rep r esent a man by the name of
A. X don't know.
ft Can you say whether you did or not?
\
A. X could aot say.
Q. X show yoa this slip and ask yoa to

•

Mr, Goodman: I offer In evidence a letter attached to Re'
spoEdsnt's Exhibit No. lea
(Paper- received la evidenoe and marked Respondent's Exhibit
Q.

Circuit?

'

.-.;

No, lat)

--

'

N*

'

.

'.

,

•

Wha

'

j

A. X do aot know a thing about it There Is another Casey,
fellow by tho name of Mr. Paul Casey, that runs an

.

;;

•

,

.

Q.

And

that might

be he?

{

•

[

.

A. That might bo,
Q. Does he book at tha V. 8. O.I
A. No, sir.
Q. Or do you know whether he oolleots through the VaudsvlUe CoUeotloa Agency?
A. X do aot know.
Mr. Goodman: That looks like tha Vaudeville Collection
Agency slip. I do aot know say other Casey than oar friend
Pat hers.
Mr. Xslley: I do aot think there ever was say other Casey
.

except the baseball Casey.
The Witness: It may have been booked sat of my office. I
do aot know tho act or anything about It
s
Q. Where Is, the Victory Theatre?
A. I do not know.
Mr. Goodman: What date Is that?
Mr. Moaatfordt July 2d, this year.
Mr. Goodman: The Victory Theatre would probably to tho
theatre la Providence, a moving picture sad small time vaudeville, I think; I am act sura,
Mr. Mountford: It Is la Charlsstoa, South Carolina.

Mr. Walsh: That

any Interest by way of stockholding or
in the theatres owned or controlled by its members?
A. No, sir.
Q. Does the Vaudeville Managers' Protective gsssswsswsws
conduct any part of the theatrical business of its
A. .No. sir.
Q. Have you any Idea "ol the amount of capital Invested la
Q.

*

v

A. Yoa

,

Did you term it % list of nndeslrsbl sst
I don't remember.
Well, that was a list of the penoas who were then egi-

tatlng the olosed shopr
.A. Yes.
or was the Keith Circuit, of whloh A. Paul Keith and
.ft
E. P. Al bee are the controlling Interests, of dominant inflnonno
In the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association during your
connection with It t
A. They were oae of the dominating Influences, yes.
Q. Who were the others: t}
A. Well, Marcus Loew, Mr. Bosk, Mr. Fox sad Mr. Mass,
Q. Then there was aot any .one particular circuit that dotal*
tutted the conduct or action of the Vaudeville Managers* Protective Association?

V

Q. And wars these other deputy organisers authorised to send
out similar forms of closed shop agreement?

any way?

''

j

-I

Q. How manyr

say theatre?

A. No, sir.
ft Not as a stockholder or otherwise?
A. No. I wish X was la some of them.
ft Ton sap that the Keith Circuit Is one of the
Influences in the vaudeville Industry to tha United States?
,..,';..
a. Yes.
ft Just what do yoa mean by that?
A, X mean it to one of the biggest circuits la the United
control
vaudevUle
buslneai:
they
a lot of theatres
States ia the
of their own. They are a big taster In the enow business.
ft And Mr. Albee, of course. Is at the head of ihe Keith

:

There ware other chief dspoty organisers, were there

Mr. Mountford?
'A. Tea. ". '

.

.

'

hoT

'-'}

•

a

V.'haien.

Who was

•

states.

•

.

Jettry L.
Q.

A

140.)

Q. Xou recognise the signature of Barry Connors at Uw oad
"[
of the letter attached to that form of agreement?
v
-' .'^.
A. Tea.
-;\.
''
Q. Who was Barry CoaaeraT;
organiser
California
and
for
tho
A, Our Oblat deputy

,

I

director alio.

suamlt the enclosed forth
'"••','.

r

A

ehlot of tho

•

-

tools T

to

letter
'••

(Paper received la evidenoe and marked Bsspqadeat's Exhibit

NO.

'

mar have been Bast St. Louis.
Whoa wsti the stage hands sad musicians sad

•'.

forth.

q. Mr. Mountford. Is that the form of contract that to referred to SS the closed shop contract (banding paper to wltnessj f
A. That Is the agreement or alleged egreement (reading) 1 enclosed known as the union shop agreement for their oaretol consideration and which 1 attached. Correct,
•»
Mr. Goodman: Well, 1 will offer It ia evidenoe.

memory

X. This

.

|

A. I did writs such a

and so

•'

.

8t

'>-.,,]

;;.-.

*
shout that.
A. February 14, MIT.
ft Could aot that have been March S of that year?
A. I do not think so, because I got this myself from the
trade papers. X went back through the trade papers aid dug

eae T

A. Chief deputy organiser for
ritory.

Q.
A.

'-"*.
Q. Do yoa know of one la tssitlealar that was introduced
directing hun to present a form of Cioejed a&op agreement to
certain mauasexs?

'

.

tha noxtT
Cora Toungblood Coraon.
to

la

"•

Ttti

Q.

.

Is all.

(Witness excused.)

HARRY MOUNTFORD
Was

thereupon called as S witness, and, having been

worn,

testified

first

M

.

'

Mr. Harry Hountford, S7S Broadway, 48* years old.
Are you the saas Mr. Mountford who at the outset of
this proceeding appeared here sad moved to Intervene?
A. I did and am.
Q. Tou are the same gentleman whose name has ben mentioned from time to time OB the record by various counsel engaged la bearings herot
A. lam.

-

-T!(.!

i

A

,

M

'.

|

duly

as follows:

DIRECT UXAMIN ATION.
By Mr. Goodman:
Q. What Is your full name, ago and address, Mr. Moantford?
A.
Q.

,

•

.

A.
Q.

A.

Yea
And

CM

sir.

the local union of theatrical stage employees?
Yes, sir.
the local union of the moving picture operators?

Q.

And

A.

Q

Yes sir.
And. the

A.

Tea

fftt

'"'
'.

local

union of

bill

i
posters and blllers?

;

"1

air.
«

MT s>«faSI
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mat
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SHOW REVIEWS

28

women

PALACE.
With the exception of a bunch of new
material employed by Trlxte Frlgmnza
(New Acta), there la nothing on the bill
at the Palace this week that baa not
played in and around New York for tome
time past, all of them commented, upon
la these columns on many occasion*
But reverting to Miss Frlganza, one cannot dwell too often upon her talents as
a cemedlenne. She ia one of tbe very,
very few female travesty artists this
country has developed the current senoration.

Western critics dubbed her "winsome
Winnie Baldwin," and she is all of that—
a peppy little person, a very graceful
dancer and one with the nicest sort of
bare legs. Her chorus girl stuff Is amusing to a degree. The act took a flock of
curtains, and deserved It."
James McCormack and Eleanor Irving

.

Johnson, Baker and Johnson, club
Juggling and comedy hat tessera earned
a remarkably hugs' quantity of applauae
for an opening turn, following tbe Kinogram News Weekly. Their act baa been
elaborated a trilie over the one offered
by them at the 68th Street last week.
Luba Meruit, with ainglng, cello playing,
etc., leading up to the real merit of the
turn tbo Kusslan dancing, which was
badly handicapped by the orchestra not

This
an arbut the house leader waa looking
everywhere but at the performers.
Florrle Mllrershlp and Al. Uerrard.

keeping time to their stepping.
sort of thing is heart-breaking to

fault or tbe musicians Isn't known. The
noise emanating trom tbe players waa
too blatant to enable one to distinguish
Bennie Fields,
her chief assistant, entertained artistically with her "niggerlama."

,

The Kaufman brothers and Arthur

Fields, three lamous phonograph singers,
harmonize effectively and With considerable volume. Then came the noisiest hit
-

-

i

Minn McDermott husveut her "shimmy"
liddlo Cox slnga "Oh How I
stuff,

Think Uow I Cried." etc,
renouncing the word "cry" in two aylfables. He has an erroneous conception
Jato.
of the number

Laugh When

I

.

COLONIAL
In addition to names the bill this week
baa class and rich humor, with the addition of a "musical comedy" novelty in
Once
"Cave Man Love" (New Acts).
started the show proved a high scoring
one and highly satisfactory.
Again that Jazz duo, Keegan and Edwards, tore off a man's sized hit. On
fourth, they Were the first to hit the high
register, and came out twice after the
lights were down, having done two encores before that. There were several
little chafiges or additions to the routine.
One was the opening lyric. Edwards is now using a baby spot for his
jazz band bit, and it Is effective. From
the way the team is scoring the Chicago
boys are about due to stay in New York
for the rest of the season.
Harry Fox et al headlined, his 28
minutes starting at quarter to eleven in
the next to closing spot.
Everything
about the act credits Fox with being a
good showman. He has been away from
vaudeville for quite a spell and he is wise
enough to pull something different instead of Juat springing Harry Fox.
Edythe Baiter and Beatrloe Curtis are
two very valuable aids. Both are sweet
to look upon. And that Baker lass is due
to start something.
She may not be a
pianist from the concert platform angle,
but for vaudeville she la a peach. She
might have continued after her scoring
specialty, but Fox's kidding, "I'm the
boss," stopped that. Miss Curtis has Improved since she appeared with Ous Edwards' act and nicely paired with Fox in
"My Sahara Rose." As a comedy trick
the scrub ladles and such used for the
finale
number, "Belles of the Swell
Hotels," Just about lends the proper
touch. Fox Is set for some time with his
present routine.

Percy Bronson and Winnie Baldwin
with Jack Lait's "Visions of 19G9," appeared seventh instead of closing Intermission, as programed, the latter spot
being given the "Cave Man Love." Bronson and Baldwin have been West for,
some time with their satire, and won a
wealth of praise. It looks as If they
would surely draw equal attention on
this side of the continent.
As for the
possibilities outlined In the act, the satire
could easily be turned to truth—when

seemed

for the spot on the

ultra-refinement
on Armand
it's a smoothly execuated arrangement. The lighting effects are effective and both reveal pleasing voices.
Mr. Kallz sang several songs in French
and held to the accent throughout with
Miss Stone Btlcklng to the English.
Tom Lewis (New Acts) followed in his
tangled monolog.
The Aerial Lloyds, one of our best
casting acts, opened the show, and Melnotte and Leedom struggled hard in the

deuce spot. The girls were handicapped
at their opening by the constant walkins apd couldn't overcome the lethargic
start Edna Leodom's usually effective
nut comicalities went for the end book
up here. They closed fairly strong with
double "Come Back to Me.". The girls
had to hustle to make tb ^encore for

bill

that Its preten-

'

titled "Don't Do JThat" she won the
audience, and the stories that, she followed with were easily laugh*producers,
although they were rather shop Worn.
An. antl-prohibltlon song about "How
Are You Goln' to Keep Your Spirits Up"
was another laugh riot for her, and

,

i

.

tiousness^- calls for.
Jack Clifford and
Miriam Wills in "At Jasper Junction"
managed to put over a pleasing offering
of comedy and songs.
The girl has a
most /pleasing personality, being of tha
type that women will look at and remark, "She'a a sweet girl."
Next to closing the first half was
Elizabeth Murray, who showed 'all that
there was to putting over a song. Her
opening number, however, did not seem
to hit right, but with a comedy song en-

routine of acrobatic balancing on the
high school horses that registered amazingly. Miss Wlrth's solo work was good
for repeated appreciation.
It's an entertaining and welcome diversion and
just as popular with vaudeville audiences
as at Madison Square Garden.
,.
Roscoe Alls closed the first half and
took several bows despite the march out
of the nicotine woo'ers.
Alia' dancing
Insures him for It is novel and original.
Mtdgie Miller assists greatly and the
band compare favorably with the other
jazzlsts heard around. Mr. Ails is starting his second swing around the metropolitan houses and going as strongly aa
ever.
"Topics of the Day" seem to be taking
up the fight for Increased salaries for
school teachers in earnest: not a week
passes without some cryptic allusion to
the underpaid guardian, of our children's education. The printed references
are usually greeted with applause.

toward

a first rate offering.
Following Emma. Stephens, Leon Brrol
put over a screaming bit with his comedy
"drunk" bit Probably many In front
expected to see him make his entrance
carrying a Jug of boose, but he has discarded that and Is doing one of the funnlest drunk bit even seen on any stage.
It is a real classic In Its line and Brrol
plays it right up to the top notch. His
actions, facial contortion and speech all
fit
the character, and the house was
laughing at him every minute. Alf James
does capitally as the butler. Errol waa
a riot when with the "Follies" and he
could do this bit on any New York roof
show and be just as big a riot again.
It was all the more creditable to Errol
that he was able to get so many laughs,
after the big laughing hit scored by
William Gaxton and Co. in "The Junior
Partner." This sketch is not new here,
but It was a corking good repeater and
Gaxton and his company are playing It
better and faster than ever. It was not
so easy to follow both sketches and continue the laughs, either, but Val and
Ernie Stanton succeeded In doing this
in the next to dosing spot. Their garbled chatter Is handled to a nicety and
brought them big rewards. They are
clever, versatile chaps and have a twoman comedy turn that Is away from all
others and far ahead of the majority of
comedy talking ads in vaudeville. The
Breen Family closed and filled the spot
entirely satisfactory. There is a lot of
good dancing, some olever Juggling and
comody bits jumbled together and It all
forms a very pleasing turn. The Kinograms and ''Topics of the Day." whloh
were shown before the vaudeville portion
of the bill, were well up to the average,
whloh has been high of late.

added to the rather sorry showing.
White cannot do everything, and though
he tries through sheer physical force to
put the act over the strain is noticeable
from the front. In its present shape the
act is not' big time material suitable

ax-,

Kallz's part,

Adelphl In the /bill. The glrla delivered
a combination of piano playing and singing that was liked. Their closing num-

seem to be in shape as yet. There was
some trouble lb the handling of the
scenes by the stage crew, and this all

pocted.

.

having the audience call out about a
dozen poems, after whtoh he selected
"Boots."
The way he recited this, It
might be that it was a "plant." but If
not, the seleotlon might have come sooner, for he waa losing his audience very
fast when he finally started.
He recovered everyone he had lost, however,
and finished very strong. Foyer should
out bis act by reducing the number of
selections waited for, then he will have

My Daddy Comes Home," getting them away in great shape.
"Good Night," the Al. B. White act,
was moved up to second spot from closing the first part. The turn does not

May Wirth and Phil, assisted by the
family, and Roscoe Ails and his Jasa
Band were the other high lights.
Miss Wlrth and Phil soon convinced as
riders.
They slid through an elaborate

finally "Dixie Jubilee" sent ner. away
with, a tremendous wave of applause
following her.
Closing the first half The Magleys,
moved up 'from the closing spot of the'
show, cleaned up. This team couples
all of the grace, gentility and finish of
the Castles at their best with the daring
and whirls of the Millers. Placing them
KEITHVBOSTON.
In the closing Intermission spot made it
Boston, March 10.
possible to get a line on the act that
Bessie Clayton headlined on a bill far
would have been unobtainable were they
from the best of the season and had little
closing. The act Is so good that it can
trouble In carrying her position Monday
close first parts on any bill on the
night, thanks to the Canslnos, If apstrength of the showing at the Alplause Is any criterion. Miss Clayton Is
humbra.
putting much more energy Into her own
The second half of the bill was opened
work than when last here and the
by Keegan and Edwards who also were
audience not only noticed the difference
added starters. The boys, with their
but expressed their approval much more
combination of blues and an inimitable
manner of putting them over, scored emphatically. She is carrying, in addition to the Canslnos, a leader, James
heavily and practically stopped the
demons: Joseph M. Regan, and Wither
show.
demons going well In his short '..
Dunn,
Howard Langford and Anna Frederbut energetic ecoentrlo specialty.
.
icks preceded Tanguay and as a juvenile
Thomas E. Shea proved a welcome sur- x
type of comedian Langford showed that
prise, especially to those who had not
he ranked with the best. The chatter
seen him since the days of his successes
of the act was''wrltten by him and' the
in "The Cardinal," The Bells" and De.
lines are all bright and pull laughs.- It
Joky 11 and Mr. Hyde" in Boston. Neatly
is an an act well worth while.
Fred.
staged and cleverly handled, Shea gave
three scenes from those productions, supKEITH'S, PHILADELPHIA.
ported by a company that was competent,
Philadelphia, March 10.
although completely subordinated to
There was an abundance of comedy in
him.
thla week's bijl, in fact it was almost
Charles
and Madeline Dunbar In
100 per cent, -comedy, Including what
"Anlmalfunology" caught the house imlittle Was injected by Camilla's Birds,
mediately after Shea, who was an excelwhich opened the show with a very
lent set-up for rough comedy. Dunbar \
pretty novelty, and Emma Stephens, the
does not develop his possibilities as a
ever-smiling soprano whose contrlbunut comedian sufficiently to do himself
tion to the comedy was a song that had
justice, depending too much upon his
something to do with a cellar. Miss
extraordinary olever Impersonations of
Stephens might have used one or more
animals. He nearly ruined his Imprescomedy numbers in her turn to advansion in closing by taking an encore in
tage, or maybe it is the song she la
a tom-cat impersonation number whloh
singing this season which did not get
verged Into the offensively vulgar at
the usual response for her, though she
one spot where the two "oats" spit in
was accorded a nice hand. Miss Ste- each other's eye. Hazel Moran opened
phens is a bright-looking girl and should
In a lariat act, which she put over by
pick her songs to suit her personality
sheer energy and strength, closing to
as well as her voioe.
a good hand. Leon Varvara, billed aa
Ryan and Ryan, who have worked out a "Piano Personality," proved to fee an
something worth while s for a dancing
exceptionally clever pianist who ham'

*

.

Stone and Kallz were the artistic moment opening after intermission in their
tastefully conceived singing Idea "A
Song Romance." Barring a alight leaning

The song Itself is enough story.
' The bill was rather Jumbled- up Montwo acts were out of
the program and two added starters
were present. Originally billed to open
were Marguerlta and Alveres.
They
were switched to closing spot, holding
the audience there With a remarkably
clever routine of balancing on the
trapeze.
The openers were Shaw and
Campbell, who, replaced O'Rourke and

ber, "Till

first

attempt an encore which

:

.

i

I

doing a "come-back"

song.

An- added starter copped the hit of
tbe Riverside show when Rae Samuels,
substituting for George Price who was
off the bill through Illness, stepped into
part of the bill and bung up
one of tbe biggest individual hits of the
season. Miss Samuels was doubling the
Palace, which accounts for her early
appearance, and lt'a luckly for both
bouses that she got on early at the
Riverside for the audience waa loath
to let her go.
At the completion of
her specialty, she explained her other
engagement and begged off in a neat
speech.
Another single woman who got big
returns waa Margaret Padula in the next
to closing position. She has a aong cycle
anent the different ways to hold a
sweetie, all but one sounding new. The
exoeptlon is the lemonade song heard
before. Miss Padula Is an excellent pianist and possesses a sweet sympathetic
soprano which she knows how to modulate.
She took several bows but didn't

Is

with long shoes and both boy and
Sri are exceedingly olever In using
em.
A switch In the program brought
Sampsel Leonhard on In the third position.
This alms to be a rather classy
singing turn and gets very close to the
mark. Both have pleasing voices whloh
seems to bear out the program announcement that they have been in musical
comedy. There is a piano solo by a third
member of the act which helped nicely
and the whole offering was very well
liked.
The closing duet carries a well
worn number and something new might
replace this. Eddie Foyer opened with
what promised to be a humorous monolog and finished with serious recitations.
He got a lot of good laughs with the former, particularly with the use of an old
bit made new by eomo up to date lingo.
This is the ordering food in a cheap
lunch factory. Foyer makes this a real
funny bit and is a splendid reader of
poems, but he dragged through a lot of
explanation and used up a lot of time
finish

day, night because

N

lbee.

the

Ryan and Ryan have a corking gooq

ALHAMBRA.
Eva Tanguay

RIVERSIDE.

—

/

•

Monday
the Alhambra this week.
night she packed the house. She received a reception that amounted almost
to an ovation, and while her numbers
were of the usual Tanguay typa and
met with the usual applause, it remained
for the big wallop to be delivered by "I
Don't Care."
Up to that time the applause was Just
that which would be accorded anyone of
her numbers, but when she started in
on the song that placed her In lights In
vaudeville originally there was a wave
of handclapping.
She remained on the
stage for 26 minutes In the next to closing spot. One fault with the turn Is tha
introductory remarks to her "Gossip"

act,

,

and worked

at

•

of the evening—Olenn and Jenkins, a
pair of colored character comedians, with
a special drop to indicate a railway staTheir genuine Southern dialects
tion.
are a rare treat and their crosstalk,
wooden shoe stepping, harmonica and
guitar playing all registered with a
wallop.
Home of their gaga are not
new (see Keleased Jokes DepL).
Rae Samuels, with her original magnetic personality, gets much out of her
songs. Her "rube number is still her
piece de resistance and sbe will probably
never get away from il or something
along the same lines. Miss Walker, her"
pianist, is a comely creature and helps
to dress the stage. Loretla McDermott
and Eddie Cox, with their Jazz band, had
a tough spot, closing the show. The
act didn't belong on the bill for the
reason that it bad to follow a lot of
lass. A dumb act would at In much mora
effectively.
They/ have an oulja board
number to open, which is slow and
started the audience homeward bound.

Sisters closed

-

,

witJ* Joe Saniley at the piano, presented
their neat little singing and stepping
turn. Blossom Seeley also suffered from
the orchestra, but whether it waa her

a word she vocalized.

started the second second of the show off
to a fine pace. The Inverted flirtation bit
is funny, and so is the inside stuff on
their marriage. McCormack haa a crisp
tyle in working, and most of hla
"cracks" get over. He remarked that .the
aong, "By Jingo," had as much sense to
it as the Eighteenth Amendment. Had it
mentioned that after the song. It would
have gone better. The team's final number, "Play Kagtlme and Opera All Day
Lo»»2," with a patter chorus, was very
well done.
,
Anna Held, Jr., and Emmet Gilfoyle
were third, well placed. True to form,
Gllfoye supplied the entertainment feature, of the offering and Miss Held the
The comedian's material at
dressing.
times has quite a*"kluk," but there appears to be no come-back. He started
them laughing from the time he gave the
"obligate from Sears-Koebuck." At the
start of the act Miss Held instead of
throwing the bouquet forward, let it slip
backward, and that was good for a laugh.
Murray and Volk went into the show
In place of Jim and Betty Morgan and
amused on second (New Acts). The
Wheeler Trio opened and showed an exceptional routine.
For big men their
feats are to be ranked with the best
"Look," the dancing flash act of Mme.
Rial tas, closed. Figuring the start of
the turn at 11.16, "Look" held a big percentage in. The act haa again been improved by apparently changing the ayatom of lighting. The dancers can not be
plainly seen and little is taken away
from the clearness of the projected picture-scenes. "Look" is properly a closing
1

tist

<

The Amoros

hard holding them In remarkably well.
It took one a long while to go to the
trapeze but when she did she registered
with some great dislocations and balancing stunts.
The lower floor filled slowly Monday,
night and the upper r ruons were a
trifle
light
The Riverside gets it's
strongest play through the week after
•
Con.
the opening.

•

—

.team, followed the birds and got away
with a liberal share of the early applause
honors. There wasn't a particularly «nthuslastic orowd in front at the matinee
and thls'ls probably the reason the show
did not go better, for there was plenty
of laughing material to make it go.

there was just about enough noise for
one brief bow and then into the song.

get the vote, for they say there
are considerably more women than men.

.

<

»
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them by in great shape.

rather than help* bis act fcy patter,
not especially clever, and not put wrote,
by him with any particular ability; Varvara, If ho sticks to ble piano, should alway* find a welcome awaiting: him In big
tisae vaudeville, Hut ao a monologist be
apparently le not destined to be equally.
successful.
The Bracks pat across one
of the best acts of its kind seen here In
seasons.
Hunting and Francis, billed ae "Over
Here from Over There," brought back
their old aot without a change, proving
a trip overseas does not necessarily
guarantee the return of any foreign theDespite that, tne
atrical merchandise.
aot went over as "big ae usual.

merged under a melange of song and
comedy to make those ancient stand by s
excusable.
Kven the rendition Of "All
the world will be Jealous of me" is for'

given because of its expert handling by
the wisecracking, slangy city guy, .••'•

.

-

Bobby Henshaw,

.
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their appreciation.
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and popular muBic
The laugh hit of the show went to
and Burt Gordon (New Acts)

finished.

'

.

Estelle

who romped. away with
was

that there

all

had from the audience. Odlva
and Seals closed with the feature shewing Peggy Hyland
In
"The Block
Shadow'r finishing the show.
Frett
to be

AMERICAN" ROOF.

"A Reckless Eve," with Esther Jarre tt
Summers and Jack West, closed th.j
vaudeville end. There was some attempt
at perfunctory applause as the girls
flashed some of their creations In style
walking across the entire length of the
stage and' exhibiting them before walking off. They got some laughs, but they
were not well meant. The film, "The
Lone Wolfs Daughter,"

Black and Dar-

cal'

Jake Lubln booked a good nine-act
small time bill.
Thursday night the
lower flour was filled, with tho balcony

Cecil

gong.

S.

denella put over a solid hit. Black Isn't
much of a stepper but he does manage
to slam over a few nitty melodies on
the violin, piano and saxaphone.
"The Street Urchin" (New Acts) Is the
title given to a youngster who plays the
violin remurkably well both as to classi-

easily the best laugh ot the entire but
Fay and Glu Bioe held down the spot
next to closing for 32 minutes.

house from

girls, with, a singing
filled in after the

and dancing routine,
Tnen John
picture.

Fay and Claud and Fannie Usher In "The
Blde-a-Wee Home," were there with the
goods all the time. The kid characterization of Miss Usher delivering the gags
with her partner as an ample feeder was

Anderson and Graves, Kcllem and
O'Uare, and Dippy Ulers, all three comedy turns of widely different methods,
Bpilt the honors about evenly, *wlth
who was given Uncle Jimmy's room, and Deiro a close contender tor the blue
so on.
Koso knew he was ,< taking a
ribbon., The' Powell Troupe opened the
chabce, first squaring the stories by talk*
regular show with their speedy wire
ing to his* pianist, who remonstrated i walking turn. The double stuff on the
against the country tale. Bose said It
wire and the contortion teats of one of
moving
went two ways, illustrating by
the boys of the troupe were the high
If the
his hands to the right and left.
lights ot the act.
audience took the story the right/way, he
Helena Fredericks, second,' made her
said, it was all right, but if they leaned
best score with "Wc Must Have a Song
toward the left—and he shrugged his
to Remember," which introduced favorite
As his turn la framed at melodies of other days. An attractive
shoulders.
present, Bose, for those who will stand
assortment ot costumes, .with a green
for his stuff, .can go all over the country
.spangled creation standing out, helped
once.
But even at that, taking the
the general effect of Miss Fredericks ofMarie Cahill turn as the example and
fering considerably.
r
what she is getting away with, why obNext were Anderson. and Graves who
Throw everything panicked the house With on of those
ject to anything?
wide open. It will only take a couple of low comedy sketches jthe small time Is
seasons to kill off Vaudeville that way.
strong for. The act was a roar from the
The Way they are allowing it to run now opening to the tag line. Anderson hanmay take a couple of years longer.
dles the farcical situations like a vetThe best recommendation for the
eran making some very old material
American's first halt show was its runstand up- Just as .well as the new stuff
ning time. Nine acts In 120 minutes, that
in tho sketoh.> Miss Graves "touda" exalso took, in an intermission of around
v
cellently.
18 minutes.
That made the show fast
Directly following came Kellem and
even If .it couldn't .make it good.
O'Uare with another low Comedy turn
The Florelnds opened with balancing, in "one." Kellem went right after 'em
then Bobb and Whitman (Now Acts),
and piled up a terrific laughing score on
Who couldn't do much, but thoy .wore top ot the previous turn's riot. Kellem
After them came* Stone and
noisy.
has Improved remarkably as a comic and
the Moyer Sisters (New Acts)',-, who
Miss O'Dare lends valuable aid in the
caught the applause hit of the show, fun-making.
though^ the girls did steal a couple of
Deiro, next to closing, was accorded
.'':<
.':
bows. After that the Dixie Four, col- areception. "La Bohemo," "Dardanella"
ored men, with the poorest singing and"' and a pop medley, which included a
poorest harmony ever heard even on the
bunch of up to the minute melodies, all
bunch
this
did
to
a
small time, what
landed hefty returns. Deiro 1b using tha
"Daddy" number was a pity. They Just orchestra for only half of his routine.
slaughtered "Daddy." and after it looked
The continuous use of the orchestra
as though it was all over for thorn, thoy
would be better, as it tends to minimize*
pulled themselves heavily across with a
the harshness of the accordion reeds.
Unfailing dance. Just before that they
Dippy. Biers and Co., dosing, were a
yodeled, with the bass Blnger doing most
yell with medley of ground tumbling and
of the yodellng. That's a departure. It's
lofty acrobatics, topped of with sure fire
the common thing where there are solo
panto. Dlers does the four high table
singers without voices to And that they
drop. He gets a lot out of the big drop
keeping the laughs coming In gales right
harmonize rather well, but. the Dixies
Hell.
missed on that. Anyway they wore four
up to the moment of his fall.
. evening
dress suits and four silk top
hats. In these days of high prices for
clothing that should constitute a pro81ST STREET.
duction investment and leave them safe
The bill at the 8lst Street while holdtor transportation wherever they may
ing acts of the big time calibre fell off
land.
act "A
Ardath's "Decorators" closed the first " that quantity with the closing audience
Reckless Eve," when the
half, getting some laughs with the filthy
in to kid the prima donna. The
started
paste business but dying down to nothing
who
coloratura
was
principal
in
issue
a
at the finish. It's an awful mess of an
Started in to try it out Prior to that the
'.
act whloheveri way looked at
act seemed to work smoothly, the dialog
After the intermission Bodero did a
r
also registering a good proportion of the
single violin, etc turn, the etc. Including
.-.
'''"
But the kidding began when
laughs.
talking, singling and whistling. Bodero
»,\the girl, started to sing. Her voice berevived the oveture from "Poet and Peastween notes disclosed a peculiar catch
ant" for his whistle. At '.one time it was
that amounted to an Irritating sob. Inthe leading popular number of variety
stantly some of the less appreciative upv\
musicians, and for. a long time, having
'•.'
towners began Imitating it with* the reM
had some trouble in edging "William
sult that there was a general anrullness
Tell" out of first place. Whatever Bodero
W> v.,.v
throughout
..
so
j-j.
not
fairly,
sometimes
does he does
•''
sm"*.Another striking example ot what lidmuoh so, and does the best with his tin
ding will do (especially to the Monday
whistle: On the small time he can single
night audience) occurred when Jay Dil•/
along for a while.
lon- and Betty Parker -were winding up.
After the Jimmy Bosen sketch had
one of their songs. The bit of business
brought some mild laughter through the
before seeking shelter In the wings calls
'Contrast of the midget and his tall stage
for a kiss. Dillon was on the point of
wife in angry strife, the Rose incident
delivering, the distance of a hair was all
happened, then Alvln and Alvin olosed
.."
that separated turn from caressing tho
in
Abe/ show.
lips of his fair partner, the audience
audience.
capacity
held
a
The Boot
aims.
seemed expeotant, when one egg in the
orchestra sighed with all the eloquence
\
of a man' ready to sink Into that brief
58th Street.
chapter of bliss himself. The Blgh».however, was not an inward one, but so
Jack and Jessie Gibson (New. Acts)
modulated that the last shilling Juvenile
opened. Henderson and Holllday, a twoman colored team, had rather easy going in the gallery could hear him plainly.
4 -"v
The sigh started a riot and the team
on second, accepting an encore. In street
the
costume
off without delivering the kiss.
walked
cleaner and letter carrier
men unoork some rather trite, comedy, Confederate or not, it was well put over.
The combination of Frank Fay and
...but the stepping and vooalulng gets
.

of rather clever

.

orchestra to gallery as usual Monday
night, the professional try-outs, a sort
ot Monday night institution here, and a
good all round, show drawing- 'em in
• early and holding a full house until the
final

_.

terval both members wondered at the
cool attitude, as air acta seem to do
when playing this house. They finished
strong for this spot j- /
.-,
Dillon and Parker following in "NloNacs of 1920," were easy winners. Frank

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE.

half that became

until reaching the
next to closing position, whloh held Jack
Bose, the nut single, who has played the"
big time, and is. this week finishing the
Leant route. "What Mr. Rose did In. stories
may tell why he left the big time, and It
should be an equal reason for the small
time, if he can find no others. Rose made
them laugh. He couldn't miss with his
stuff, about the doctor who called on the
servant girl; the traveler in the country

•

mighty good show, although rather
badly laid out Inasmuch as two violin
acts followed each other.
Delmar and
Kolb (New Acta) opened with Brems
and Kraft (New Acts) second and Hans
Roberts and Co. (New Acts) in "The
Future Husband" following,
v
The- Fox News split the bill. They
have appropriated the general Idea of
the "Topics of the Day" and Included it
as part of the service on these reels.
Hill and Acker (New Acts), a couple

bit as they finished with their dancing,
Parish and Peru, In second spot, woke em
Up with the barrel stunt, but in the in-

.

weaker right along,

.

CITY.

A

£

The buBiriess was capacity, with Chong
and Boaie Moey following Sinograms..
The Orientals found the usual coolness
of the audience awaiting them, but the
thermometer in appreciation went up a

is decidedly In his favor. Ills conception of a steel guitar Is particularly
commendable Navassar Girls, headlining, was followed by June Mills, who annexed the comedy and hit honors of the
bill, with her inimitable style of getting
a song and dance across, She is assisted
by a man In the orchestra pit for some
crossfire.
He also handles a "daddy"
ballad neatly In a resonant baritone,
demons. BlUlngs and Co. closed With an
interesting circus act to an Interested
house, "The Blue Pearl," a screen version of Anne Crawford Flexnera play
closed the show.

a white ourtatn upon which are thrown
colored lantern slides apparently nearly
The act was
fie old as the Idea Itself.
short, which was In Its favor, and/ met
Libbey.
:With quite a walk-out.

•

of the

which

.

their 46ft shoe dancing going especially
big and, being the strongest possibility
they have for development Into even a
better aot that it is at present.
Bessye Clifford closed in one of the old
fashioned fleshing pose Btunts against

.>

late feature

Al Q. Field MinBtrels, was a decided success in the fourth spot with his musical
imitations and yodellng. In green Jacket
and ducks he makes a spruco appearance

Fenton and Fields, next to closing;
had a merry little time in a soft: spot,
.

Lieut Gits Bice (New Acts) must have
brought a number of people down who
are not usually the Monday night patrons
of the 81st Street If at all. That they
had friends enough in the audience was
to be instanced in .tho demands^mado or
the new. team who were addressed wt.
their first names from various parts Of
the house. They stopped the show, and
despite 30 minutes on the stage were
forced to come out and Verbally deliver

Walsh. Lynch

and, Co, fared Well with their buoolio
sketch In which the "mortgage" plot, the
hard hearted squire and the poor but
honest country miss are sufficiently sub-

';'•..

.
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trifle off.

Andrew Mack was

the bcadllner. He
a favorite around Eighth avenue, having quite a following among the elders
of the Irish population who remember
him when he used to break hearts in his
romantic Irish plays of days- gone by,
Mack Is playing u full Week. Ho held
down next to closing spot with the assistance of a pretty blonde song plugis

.

010s,

ger, who sang a chorus of "Mothers
Heart" from* a box. Mr. Mack Is a.ao
minus the services of Jack McCloy. who
.usually accompanies him an a pianist in
—
his vaudeville appearances.
Mack doesn't sing as much as formS8TH STREET.
erly, exhibiting good Judguisaf, for the
beginning
years
of
service
are
imthe
to
on
material
Plenty: of big. time
pair the once golden tenor, but ho has
bill last week. Th« Dancing Boots (New
about the best assortment of irisb
Acts) opened and could occupy a similar
stories, heard around in seasons.
He
Sositlon on a two-a-day program. EU.
tells
them with the technique and
Larahall, cartoonist with chattel*, scored
brogue of a Walter Kelly, and should be
of people seated in
with his caricatures
,"'
able to appear before the public as long
the audience.
as he wishes, even after be reaches the
Maud Muller and her Jazz band of six, stage
where he wont care to vocalbse as
men, backed up by a beautiful cyclorama
all.
drop,' Is working Out an act designed
Tyler and St. Clair, a mau and woman
wrongly
It Is
for the twice dally.
xylophone team, opened, followed by
routined and needs the firm hand of a
The fault seems Harry Walking (Now AcU).
vaudeville producer.
The Four Itennee Girls, were third In
to be that every time tho comedy gets
a routine of costume changes symbolical
started It is Interrupted by a solo by
of different countries;' In onn number, a
Miss Muller, which necessitates beginDutch affair, the song was "Budwolsor,"
ning all over again. Again the boys,
with the lyrics camouflaged to something
with possibly one exception, work meelse.
It's a good small .time offering,
chanically and devoid of. spontaneity.
the girls being average danoera -with
Murphy and. Barrett (New Acts).
qulto some appearance and looking well
Paul McCarthy and Elsie Faye, with a
In the not over elaborate wardrobe procombination of sketch and singing, (lancvided. Allman and Nevino in a singing
ing and crosstalk, are a pair of pernovelty got over In the fourth spot
formers who score principally through
The Autumn Three (New Acta) olosed
.extremely pleasing personalities.
the first halt.
Minnie "Harrison (New
Anger and Packer, male, and female
Acts) opened after Intermission folsidewalk conversationalists, with singlowed by Lew Welch and Co.. In his
ing, were a riotous hit In next to closing.
character
familiar
small time Jewish playlet whloh
The man Is a .clever eccentric
diby
got
over
strongly.
"foods"
It's a good comedy
woman
comedian and the
Idea, ,tho lawyer sop who secures a
recting her' questions to the audience.
divorce for his own mother and father.
Otherwise she is a good performer.
two
The comedy lines are In capable handu.
andv Johnson,
Johnson, Baker
.After Andrew Mack, Caron and Farstraight and one eccentric comic, made
num held them with an Interesting roua strong closing act with club Juggling
Solo.
tine of ground work and comedy acroand comedy hat throwing*
batics along the old Rice and PreVost
lines. One of the men Is a very ordinary
pantomimist, but both are good tumblers
JEFFERSON. v
and acrobats. The feature trick la a
Big time vaudeville at small, time
neck dive over five chairs.
Con.
firices is what Moss gave the patrons
ast week. It was a top notch layout
23RD STREET.
McRae and La Porte opened with a
and
comedy acrobatic routine. Newport
The show split 60-60 in small and big
Stirk had them begging for more with
time values. Anna Chandler and Vol
their hokum and acrobatic stepping.
Ernie Stanton ran a dead heat for
When as effective a turn as that Is. and
the honors, with Orvllle Stamm a good
placed second, It sets one wondering
and the rest of the nets several
what acts will follow. Lellla Shaw and second
lengths behind the winners, but alt
Co. occupied No. 3 with a pleasing playgoing over well.
let
The Vogue Trio opened and enterThe Le Grohs were fourth. The woman
tained
pleasantly with vocal and Inis out of the «eurn for the next month
strumental selections. The violinist, a
or so, report saying she has committed
good musician, and the female rag
matrimony. She will return in several
singer
something with a Jassy
started
.men
two
the
meantime,
weeks. In the
number toward the finish, the girl buildare handling the acrobatlo and contorThey come ing things Up for a hurrah get-a-way
tionists features capably.
with a mild but sufficiently expressive
near stopping the show.' The four Fun"Forever Is
bit of "shimmy" stepping.
sters, a comedy quartet of the type that
Long, Bong Time," planologed by the
was quite popular In former years, went a
accompanist also landed. *
big, accepting one encore. They may be
Jim Murray, second, held attention
the forerunners of a general revival of
throughout
monolog
section
of his
the
such turns. To tho present generation,
turn, getting his full share of laughs
the old "slapping" oomedy business was
some new and several very old
new and they devoured It ravlshlngly. with
wheezes. A varied routine of dancing,
Three males and- one girl (kid) In the
It eluding a cleverly executed waits clog
act the men doing Juvenile straight. Jew
and an old-fashioned Irish Jig, sent him
and wop. The straight uncorked a pleasacross successfully.
ing double voice In his rendition of
"A Touch In Time" (New Acts) was
"Boy of Mine." One fault of the vocal
third, and Daniels and Walters next
routine is that all the nthnoers are
characterization
of 'an
old
Daniels'
given to ballads, and they are all from
actor, embracing bits from "Macbeth,"
one publisher's catalog. Why not mix
"Othello." "Trilby" and "The
"Hamlet,"
comedy
or
novelty
a
things up with
Master,"
and
Introducing
pop
Music
old
song?
song favorites such as "Darsy Bell,1*
Fads and Frolics, and Palo and Pal"After the. Ball," etc., scored for a bull'sette, both new,; ^coupled No. 6- and T
eye. Miss Walters, In 'addition to makspots. Joe Jackson, staying a full week,
ing a dandy appearance in an attractive
closed with his familiar tramp Cycle
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Carson does his single In "one," his conception of a nervous histrionic aspirant
ceptlon
elngrremarkably true to life. The aged
being
couple handle thoir roles In an exaggerated fashion, the old man restraining
imself but the woman knowing bo
bounds. At that, this very lampooning
scored many of the laughs thus Sort of
balancing the unreal! am.
Demarest and Collette were peculiarly
placed next to closing, a spot they were
Incapable of coping with. It was evident to the gallery gods they were letting down matters perceptably and they
made themselves felt to some degree.
That City gallery, judging from several
weeks' straight running observation is
getting very rough. The Silverlakes, a
mixed trapeze team closed with an Interesting routine.
Josle C. Mears opened in a wire act?
mixed up with a little vocalising. A box
"plant" assists with a "Peggy" number.
Her, wire dancing seemed to impress the
house. Chappelle ft Stennette, the mixed
colored team, were thelt usual success,
accepting an encore. The couple Is using a new "All I Want Is You" number
that is an improvement on the, one It
Swarts ft Clifford, another
replaced.
mixed team, had a cinch in the third
spot with their fast talk and songs. Mr.
Swarts bears the brunt of the work, his
solo session of monologlng establishing
•'
the act solidly.
,„
A Will Rogers picture was the feature

23RD STREET.
(Continued from pave J9)
collection of gowns, pulled down an Individual hit with pop and standard
'-,'.

violin solos.

.

Anna Chandler started with a rush
with "I've Got a Luck of Luck," an lndiligently delivered chorus girl numtr, and clinched her hit with "I Told
ou So," a fly double, In which her male
accompanlest lent valuable aid. "Oht
By Jingo!" on the tag end, left them
iboutiag for more, .but Miss Chandler
wisely took it out in bows. She has the

••;
it!-!

§

and knows how

sruff

to selt

it.

Next to closing Vol and Ernie Stanton
found the going very soft with their familiar "nuv comedy turn. The uke and
harmonica dueta were a panic. The boys
gat a lot out of their material, handling
their .comedy
exohanges In expert
fashion. This Is one of the few "nut"
doubles that can repeat and more than

'

'

,

.

.

duplicate their Initial success.
Orvillo Stamm closed with an interesting "strong man" routine.
Stamm
claims his unusual strength comes from
eating potatoes. A likable personality
alda him greatly in putting Over his
physical culture feats, His feature stunt,
singlag a oo.Tiff with five men standing
on his cheat, makes a. great flash.
'

:

!v'i

i

Bell.

•

•-

'-•'.':.,

-

•

.

George M. Cohan wrote some material
for Le Roy and the present «ct has

for

:

The

harmony

.He,

results.

"Your AH Right In The Spotand "One Little Girl," While she
changes to girlish costume to sing
"Alice In Wonderland" in which an-,
other ^special drop with Toylahd ani-

(Ruth and Ben) meet
in "one" as two old friends and they
chatter of times back in their home
town, she confessing she had been
married three times and divorced
thrice. Ben at first. claims he "never
look up high mathematics matrimonially." but confesses to a triplet of
alliances. Ben tells Ruth that he always thought a lot of her and does'
now and "Ruth replies, "there is a lot of
actor.

excellent,

solo's
light"

bright spots that suggest that author-

f

3

W

Back.,

"
Singing and Dancing.
,,'*-' v>- .14 Mint. Two »nd One (Special Drops).
LeRoy and JLytton.
"Entre No o's" (Dialog).
/p A special drop showing the exterior* .r
12 Mins.t One.
i*J
or 'bungalow wtihM
.......
$j % ofv* farm house
W« l$«,UB«yandJ^ly»^sTO^.
tl | e .a ri nc ip a i f ; BS two birds, a canarjr/x
a middle-aged couple, and their present
and a black bird, are spooning on »
offering is unusual because the matefence. After some crossfire about proTherefore,
rial fits that time in life.
hibition she solos a pretty aria and
itis excellently suited to. them, ->£pa fce returns in overalls as a farmer boy
haps the idea for their routine of talk trying to catch the canary who e*ifi ;;
was taken from- thev comedy pktylerv tpr "Quack, quack." Then comes Va.
"Neighbors," a three^perspa sketch, of 8eries f $ingi e and double nutobersy
}
several, seasons ago. & At one,' time
"Way Down In Tennessee" is utilised <
.

L

•
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(Continued from page 26)

pair

.

:

>

,

.

mals -'.seen thereon, He changes to'
Eton jacket, etc, for this number, and
the last number is a 'double from a
former Broadway musical cOmedy j: ..
'?
titled "We Do The Dirty Work." Both;... >;
have appearance and splendid singing
voices, and the offering hasn't been
stinted from a production standpoint, >
'

•

me," a gentle way of admitting that
A commendable effort -at originality is
she isn't at all slender. Ruth says that
noticeable and it should smooth Out ;
'Whether It's the competition offered, she was just on her way down to colinto a big time possibility with a little
lect her alimony and Ben, remarks that
'.
•'£'£,
by the two Fox houses farther down the
Con.
work.
--•,•
:t' ? / ;
___ ""
he was just on his way to pay his and
street or another picture house east of
',:.:'- :••<'; -it '.
draw
marry,
the
both
free
to
since,
they
are
now
mentioning
not
.the Jefferson,,
~V
Tom Lewis.
of
chilwonders "if your children and .my
of. the Labor Temple on the corner
Mfenologiit.
.
dren, would like to take care of our
>
'£. I
Second avenue, where a picture is of times
12 Mins.; One.
shown in addition to a draw by lecturers children." This leads -into a lyric for Riverside.
the finish, Hiss Lyt ton's verse ending
of the highbrow type, Moss is to be given
Tom Lewis, last seen in New York'
chilof
playing
up
promise
with
reply
to
the
policy
of
liberal
credit for the
vfith "Monte Christb, Ju" ts irt vaudedren to come that "she never knew a
acts and a feature picture.
ville
with his former delivery, retree to bloom in the fall." .Le Roy's
This week the bill (first half) held
tained, but most of the material soundverse mentions Methusalah, who was a
ing new. Lewis "tails his speech* the
eight 'aoU In addition tp "The Copperfather at the age of 500. The number
head," the feature, and. certainly the
League of Nations, but as it is commay be classed as delicate but it'ss posed of interrupted and incompleted
quality of entertainment deserved a big''"
cleverly handled. LeRoy and Lytton
*
sentences delivered in his style, the*
ger house.
J
The headline act In lights Is "Shimmy have a novelty among talking acts, one title makes no difference. Mr. Lewis
the
with
.topped
It
Inn," but the glims
that should fit nicely, oh the better precedes- his- act with a series of still
name of the feature. The honors seemed/
bills, for it is bright and has many
pictures projected on the picture sheet -'
equally divided between Fisher, and
Ibte.Hurst, Jarrow and the Helens Trio.
chuckles.
detailing his trip to Europe, his recep- >
"Shimmy Inn," while figuring in the runtion by the King and Clem en ceau and
ning, had .some of the edge taken off by
r
i
HU1 and Acker.
/
his triumphant return.
The pictures
Vivian Oakland running too olose In the
Songs. 'and Dancas.'running order of the bill. Shaking a
are laugh getters, as most show nothwicked shoulder herself, she aroused the
15 Mini.} One.
..
ing
t>ut two pairs of hands or feet, etc.
gallery. Shimmy seemed hoinovelty, but
*:•
City.
:•
V
.••"^'v'^.'..
lewis
pulls
laughter
with
his mono-; '?:•;
they like, that kind of stuff on 14th street
Two girls who are offering an act log, but. the song, at the finish slows
Just as much aa at the Riverside. Both
i>
Miss Oakland and the dame shlmmler in
that is all to the small time-in its preshim up to a whisper. It should be
the "Shimmy Inn" act rendered the
"When You're Alone", number. This; ent shape.. This does not seem' to be propped or replaced. The idea and
the fault of either of the girls indilyrics are too ancient for appreciation
find duplication on
was the only song to
*
the entire bill. .
vidually, for both are clever-in their reby the. present-day audience. OtherAt 9:10 the snow was under way with. spective lines, but rather due to the
w:se he will no doubt be welcomed on
Cole and Francis opening for seven mln
wire .fact that 'the f ramp- up is all wrong. the best of the bills.
tig
utes clever work on the. tight
Con.
Hopkins and Ax telle were less effective' One of the girls has a good soprano
In their opehlng songs,_ but scored with
voice while »the, other is a dancer of
the old trolley car dialog. Milton Pol
no mean ability with a very pretty pair Murphy and Barrett
-lock and Co., taking the full stage in the
Blackface Comedians.
of limbs. They open as a double with
familiar act of the college boy. winning
the hand of a sweetheart, by taking a
one singing a bit of "Carmen" while 14 Mins.t One.
58th Street
check of his Intended father-in-law's
the other does a Spanish dance. This
given to him to establish himself and
is followed by "Buddha," offered in a
buying a $100,000 bond certificate given
The
team
is made up of Harry Murto the daughter as a present, registered
Turkish costume by the songstress.
phy, who worked with Frank Conroy
a continuous laugh with the perfect team
work of the four members In the cast An. Egyptian snake dance follows, with after the dissolution of the Conroy and
the singer going to the piano for the
Vivian Oakland followed in fourth spot
Lemaire combination, and Barrett, late
opening with the "When You're Alone,"
next number and playing her own acof Gallagher and Barrett. Seasoned
and singing it through the mouthpiece of
companiment to "Kiss Me Again."
the telephone; while holding the receiver
"Peggy" number for the close iir well performers, with corking coon dialects,
to her ear." The young lady looks very
not theatrically exaggerated but perput over with just the suggestion of a
striking In the scarlet evening gown.
Her songs were rendered. in a fresh voice "shimmie" in it. The act needs to be fectly natural. They have a routine of
but the audience woke up to the considewalk talk that needs considerable
Fred,
revamped.
cluding shimmy number, which made
~ working out -but which should eventuher a strong winner In that spot.
'.c
ate into, a standard big time act. One
Fisher and Hurst pulled the old subPalo and Palette.
•Jis.a
big, pompous, "educated" darkey,
way stuff and were on close terms with Mt|sicaL
the audience to the last, scoring big.
who uses a lot of big words and U
16 Mins.; One (Special Drop).
"Shimmy ;'Inn" following was well recontinually trimming the little, illiterceived.
The Jazz orchestra and the Jefferson.
ha
The 5r hai1 from
camouflage around it before uncovering
?"
The turn is said t© be formerly that ?}£' u e
took the audience by surprise. It will be
,g ?„
" ti ros Be.r<> U8 J°
of Gallarirfi & Son, If so, they should
an easy. matter to modulate the orches«« while
fiftS
»P£wMce.
the "chump" is work.
be congratulated
>ngratulated ort
oiT their showmanship
tra to make the song numbers of the
trig
as sandwich man for the Eleventh
woman go over bigger than they do. The coup in adapting the present routine.
orchestra playB a little too loud, and
Their two former offerings never ap- Hour restaurant on' Eleventh avenue.
ferhaps by the application of the mute
The: come-back of the little fellow at
proached
this
in
effectiveness.
As
they
he volco should easily take precedence
the finish is still weak. When this is
over the .instruments.
stand it's big time for them. In Pierot
strengthened the act should be able to
Jarrow with the familiar card stunts
costumes, before a special drop, their
walked away with the show. ,,He evicommand work anywhere. ' Joio.
difference in ages' further camouflaged
dently knew the element down there, for
by the white, chalk, they reel, oft as
he started gabbing in Polish and Yiddish,
yx
>
getting a round number of laughs from
pleasing a routine of pop tunes on their
Pelmar
and Kolb.
several women who understood him. His
accordions as ever atl act of this type Hand Balancing. *
comedy didn't stop there, for he' works
could select. One of the men offers a
with the drummer, the leader, and when
10 Mins.) Full (Garden).
collecting the long green for the lemon
difficult operatic selection on his inCity.
trick he, keeps on pulling a lot of perstrument, the other directing the audisonal stuff. The audience In his case doea
ence. Both mea change to various in'A man and woman team working in
not take offense and after finishing to
loud aplause with the house dark he was
struments in the ensuing selections, a garden set with a swing, etc. The
heard off stage getting another laugh.
embracing practically every wind in- man using the woman as top mounter*
The Helens Trio In closing prior to the
strument from the trombone to the in a number of hand balancing feats..
feature showed big time calibre.
'
fife, including the saxophone, flute and
neat act. for the Opening spot.
Bttp.
(Continued on page Ut
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'that half— big in quantity and big In

By

quality.

V

L*

pi

of

v

:

>

,

•

•

.

good entertainment.

'

i.

.t

i'-

'

'

!

'',)

•

n
:

1

.

i

'

vociferous warblers, who closed
Strongly with the little chap's Imitations
Of dancers.
Others on the bill were
Anger and Packer, a man and woman,
straight and eccentrlo team, whose act
Is commented upon in the last half show
•review St the 58th Street; Allan Shaw,
coon manipulator, who works 'with poise
.and' ease and whose whole demeanor Is
that of a gentleman. When he finishes
he bows and says politely: "Good
Salle,

.

i

1

,

Frank and Ethel Carman, hobp rollers,
opened with a fast turn of, its kind and
the Morok Sisters, four of them, closed
with a teeth act.
/oto.

j

,

A

l !

>:

P

•

v

night."
.i

.

'••

.

'

-,

-

:

demanded encores.
Next to closing were Krans and La-

.

'

.

This after several strongly

applause.

i.

..

I

i

;

.

Another act of quality Is Oliver Smith
and Co. in "A Touch in Time," a comedy
sketch inimitably played by Smith and a
man and woman, assistant Smith's characterisation of a man Invited to visit an
old sweetheart and is confronted by a
Jealous husband with a revolver stamps
him aa an Englishman and if -he Isn't
he Is a mighty good imitator. of one.
Then there Id a team of colored
singers, Bisqle and Blake,- who render
coon melodies with a fine sense of ragging and blues. And as foe their Jazz
oh boy Then Blake tears things wide
open with his pyrotechnical Ivory tlckling. _ After being on 25 minutes they
bad to turn the lights out to stems the

•

>

,

:

meant

big ti me acts. It Is headed by the How-.
ard and Clarke revue, "Chin Toy," In
which Joo Howard and Ethelyn Clarke
star themselves and feature Clinton and
Rooney. Julia Rooney was accorded as
v t>lg applause as the stars for her dancing. Hiss Clarke is an artist and whatever Abe does Is finished. Her gowns
are alontf worth the price of admission
-—for the feminine contingent anyway.
The act aa a whole 1b a conglomeration

.......

v

"big in quality" is

.

.

CITY.
The applause hit of the show appeared
on the screen, none other than the Gov-

New

ernor of

Jersey signing the 8.60

.

beer bill. What a riotl Nothing approached that salvo of applause and
whistling during the entire program. Of
the acts, Swartz and Clifford and James
B. Carson annexed all honors equally between them.

:

The first section consisting of three
acta prior to the Fox News exhibition

m

seta an exceedingly fast pace and one
'Wondering what type of high grade
Vaudeville Fox is selling at these pop
prices. "But with the White Way Trio
reopening after the news reel, all illusions were completely shattered for the
act almost perished.
El Cleve xylo-

JS«S

.

phoned his way to strict attention thereafter but left them miserably hungry
after stalling about for a second encore.
After this waste of precious time he
slipped them the "ladles and gentlemen
thank you" gag concluding "but I'm all
in"— with the accent on the personal pronoun and exited. The chill that set over
the house after this unkind rebuff could
almost be

James
his

felt.

B. Carson and Co. followed with

human

playlet,

Be" and mopped

"To Be Or Not To

up. All of the "wise"
talk volplaned over the yokels'
cranlume. It is cleverly conceived, the
appearance of the Jewish young man's
parents In the upper box to view his performance at the "Greasy Square" being a
distinct novelty. As ''Mike Kelly," Mr.

shop

^

M

;

.

,

-

'•'

.

.

A

-':—.

;S~

.^~ ^^.^;^
;

",:

'

;

:

w"^;';
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VARIETY

33
Ely Ward

JERSEY CITY

BILLS

homes open for

(All

the

The Mils below, are grouped In

.

piled from.
'

IN VAUDEVILLE THEATRE8
week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise
divisions, according to the

booking

Indicated.)

office* they are i
•up-

relative Importance of

•Before name Indicates act Is now doing new turn, or reappearing after absence
vaudeville, or appearing In city where listed for the first time.

New York

Pal ace Theatre Balldlnr.

SEW TORK CUT
Keith's

Palace.
Wm G Dooley
Co

•House of David B'd
Trixfo Frlgansa
Elisabeth Murray
•Bronaon ft Baldw'n
•George Kelly Co
Pearson Newp't&P
Lucy Olllett
Delmore ft Lee
Keith's Alhambra

Evans & Peres
McConnlck ft M
Hay Wlrth Co
Jack Inglis
'Vave Man Love"

Tobln

ft

(Others to fill
2d half (16-21)
Lieut Eldridge
Gibba ft Caldwell
Old -Time Darkles

Passlag Show of
at the Winter Garden

With "The

Stone

H

.

ft

Thos

Keith's Colonial

Rome

,

,.

ft

(One to

fill)

2d half (11-14)
Keith's Greeapotat
Gates ft Flnlay
F Ardell Co
Old Time Darkles

_

(Others to IIII) *
Keith's Royal
Selblnl ft Orovlnl
Wallace Galvln
Anna Held Jr Co
.

(Two

.

Keith's gist St.

Harry Hlnes

•.

Kranz A La

Thru Thick ft Thin
Powell Troupe

Ray Brland Co

International
2d half

5

Flnlay
Adair

Le Doux

2d half

Miller Kent Co
(Others to (111)
Proctor'. 2Sth St.
2d half (11-14)"

La Toy Bros
Searl Allen Co

Lew Wilson

Nolan A
LAB
Wllklns

A Lee

Willie Hale

ft

Wllklns

ft

ATLANTA

to fill)
Id. half (18-21)
.

«

Lyrle

(Birmingham Split)
Dusenberry ft B
1st half
Black ft Dardanella
Franklyn Ardell Co Glockers
Millard A Marlln
(Others to fill)
Emmet Briscoe Co
Praetor's B8th St.
Lelghtons
Martin & Btdelll
Porter J White Co
Babcock A Doulda
AUGUSTA
La Petite Jenle Co
Grand
Billy Davis
(Macon Split)
(Others to fill)
1st half

2d half

Cutty A Nelson
Janet of France

-Warden Bros

Dyer Rogers ft B
Hurst ft De Vars

Coogan

ft

Ed Robs

Weber

(Others to fill)
Proctor's 5th Ave.
2d half (11-14)

Dlx Bowers
(One to All)

ft

Lyric

(Atlanta Split) '
Marco Twins
1st half
ft Weston Co
Ernie ft Ernie
June Mills
Hensings
"Last Night" __
ft Mrs Melburne
Mr
HHaw
Dong FG ft
'

Bert Kenny
Mang ft Snyder

Shadow Ford ft
Bevan ft Flint

M

BOSTON

Franklyn Ardell' Co
(Others to

fill)

2d half (18-21)

Harmon

ft

A D'gon
Daisy Nellls
La Toy's Models

'

ft Campbell
Andersoa A Graves

Gertrude

-

washb'n Dickenson

Grace Fisher Co
Proctor's 33d St.
2d half (11-14)

Hip Raymond
Stone

—

B. F. Keith's
Chong. ft Macy
Stanley A Blrnes

(Two

-

Marie Cahlll
Patricola

Chief Little Elk

.

COLUMBIA
Columbia

Jas Grady Co

W

Shea's

Barbette

.

ft

„..

Cora

Follls Girls

Bohraa

Dugan

.

Creole Fashion P*te

(Two

Corson
ft

Raymond

Geo MacFarlane Co
ft K O'Meara

T

JACKSONVILLE

Arcnde
(Savannah Split)
<

lat half

to nil)

DAYTON
B. F. Keith's)
Grey A Old Rose

Two

Y

Ellda Morris

Jlmmle HuBsey Co
Qulxey 4
Valleclta's Leopard

Jesters

Mrs. Wton's S'prlse

Wm

v.

;

Girls

VERNON

Grays
Astor ft McGlnty
Ed Esmond Co
Renn ft Cavanugh
Hayataha Bros

ft

Kellam

ft

fVWTfr* \r*f\

VjrLlWiA*L»

Special

Rstes to the

- PBOFESfllON

BHIDGEPORT

ft

B

Mnrtelle
"Frolics of Youth"
Proctor's .
2d half (11-14)

Kranz ft La Salle
Wright A Dletrloh

(Two

to nil)
2d half

!

•
>.

V

i

Z
Laohmar

Manlkens

flll)

Palace
Collier

Scott

&

Hawaiian S'naders
Larry Comer

A Quirk
ROCHESTER

Lawrence

Temple

Chas Henry Pets
Billy Glason
Vlnle Daly

A DeWaUde
Christy

Qlllen Mulcahy
Broadway Hugglna

2d half

_

Lew Hoffman
Fox & Mayo

Girls

W O'Clare

ft Girls

Marguerite Padnla
Btever
Love

A

Joy

WATBUBURY

•
Poll's
Cellna's Circus

2d half
Noel Lester
Lester ft Vincent

Lester
Btever

"Mr Chaser"

D

ft

SPRIIVGFIBL.U

:

Bros

8 Fox

ft

A

Vincent
Lovejoy

ft

Mayo

ft

Marlett's Manikins

2d half

Holman Broa
Davie A Walker
Tcleanee
Corlne Tllton
"Pedestrian Ism"
'

Les Valdons
Syncopated Misses
La Mey ft Pearson
Vine A, Temple
Rose ft Moon

WILKES.BARRB

2d half

Poll's

Bolger Bros
Orr ft Hager
Honeysuckle ft V
Krenkar Bros
Palaeo
Patter ft Hartwell

ft Hatch
Leona ft Z
ft Lachmar

Farrell
Cornell

Murphy

"Love Shop"

Jd

half

~
Dare
Bros

Hall ft O'Brien
Morrlssey & Hartl'y
Allen Shaw
Little Cinderella
.

Claxton

Dunn

ft

ft

Nevlns

May

Whlller

& Mack

Cleveland Br*ner Co

ARI YOU WOHKINO NKXT WtCRT
OUR ACTS WORK EVRRV WISKI
Tha REAL PBODUCINQ CO.

,

PraSswn aad Aallien
B St., New Ywk OK*
.

811 Stratf TlMStn

,

)

•

Mar

Whlller

Murphy

I

Bijou

Helen Jackley
Herln ft Lockwood

Raze 11 as 2
Pederson Bros
(One to fill)

ft

ft

Nevlns A Mack
Cleveland B'ner Co
2d half
"Love Shop"

NEW HAVEN

6

& Earle
^ Mack
AO
"U 6 Glee Club"

Claxton

Dunn

Whirlwind Hagens

Scanlon

Roanoke

Redford ft Wlnch'r
Newell ft Brldwell

\

Poll's

Cellna's Circus

ROANOKE

(Louisville Split)
1st half

flll)

sen ANTON

(One to fill)
Plasa
Noel Lester
Bartlett Smith A 8 Cornell Leona ft
Prosper A Maret
Farrell A Hatch

W

(Charlotte Split)
1st half

Princess

(One to

Dare Bros
'

Potter-THartwell
Allen Bhaw
Little Cinderella

O'Clare ft
Corlne Til ton

Sis ft Stern
Connolly A Webb
J ft M Harklns

Nosses

ft

Gerald Griflln Co
Prosper A Moret

Felganee 6

Dawson

NASHVILLE

Irving Fisher

Bcanlon D Bros ft
"PedeBtrlanlsm"
(One to All)
2d half

Palace
Holman Bros
Davis ft Walker

Frltchle

(Others to fill)
2d half (18-21)
Santley & Sawyer
(Others to fill)

'•'-

Morrow Co

.

1st half

O'Dare

Pearson N'port

Wm

HARTFORD

'

Rayra'd

Hi half
Lamplnl
Davis Chadwlck

PoII'o

Lamplnl

(One^o

Jarvls A Harrison
Randells
2d half
Dooley ft Ioleen

RICHMOND

Ned Norworth

V. A.
New York

Poll Clrenlt

Marlett's

Henry Toomer Co

Lyrle
(Norfolk Split)

,

NEWARK

McVieker's Theatre Bids.

DR.M.J.CARY

Randells

La Meyft Pearson
Syncopated Misses 8

All).

Brown Gardner

,

DENTIST

J C Nugent
(Others to

.

Anita
ft

2d half
Parahleys

Frazer ft Bunco
Henry Toomer Co
Fox ft Brltt

i

E. F. Albee

Cahlll ft Romalne
"Oh Billy"
'Shea ft Carroll

1st half (16-17)

Magle

McGowan

Official Dentist to the N.
1488 Broadway (Putnam Balldlng),

•

Proctor's
2d half (H-14)

Connolly

Glass

READING

.

Clara Howard
(Two> to nil)
JIT.

A

f
Mnjeatle
Parshley
i
Frazer ft.Bunce^

Shel
Shirley

Powell Troupe
Morey Senna ft L.
Bros
_
"Mammy's B'thday" Innlss
Jas C Morton Co
INDIANAPOLIS
Halg A Waldron
B. F. Keith's
"Haunted Violin"
Walthour ft Pr'ton
(One to Ml)
Al Raymond
Hall A Brown

COLUMBUS

to. fill)

BUFFALO

Yaa Dyke Raymond

2d half

(Charleston Split)
1st half
Buttons

Perry
GAM
Dolce Sis Co

Fred ft Albert
Hobson ft Beatty

A

Bert Earle
Grenadier

'

Atwood

ft
ft

Les Valdons

Brack Co
Hunting & Francis

Evelyn

Princess

Permane

Herman A

fill)

PROVIDENCE

MONTREAL

Ballot 8

Mnjeatle

Nolan A Nolan
A Sakton L & B Shannon
Bert Howard
Harry Holman Co
Gallagher A Martin Wllklns ft Wllklns

Howard Clark Rev

Conlln

F Semon
Rives A Arnold
ft

to

PORTLAND

Chas Ahearn Co
Will Oakland Co

Clias

Alex Bros

fr^^'U.^ Romalno
"Oh
Billy"
Shea A Carroll
Brown Gardner ft B

fill)

UTICA

..

Swor A Westbrook
Raymond Bond Co

Frank Gaby_

HARRIBBURG

B. F. Keith's
Challen A Kike

B. F. Keith's
Kartells

BIRMINGHAM

Lzrlo

Edward. Hill
"Fall of Eve"

Duffy A Sweeney
(Others to All)

Burt

B. F. Keith's
Fierlat A Scafield

Nlta Johnson

i

ft

Delano & Pike
(One to fllr) ...
Sheridan So.
(Johnstown Split)

1

2d half

,

to

to All)

YOHKVPA.

DR. JULIAN S1EGEL

Royal Gascoynes
Crawford ft Br'dlck
Maieta Bonconl

(Two

Grand

y

Bartram

Jim

Brown

1st half (16-17)

Vlltnar

McCormack A

D

/

(One

• Opera Hoose
Dooley ft loteen

.

"Night Boat"
Alexandria
(Others to fill)

GIrIa

Quakert'n to B'way
Lodge ft Robles
J J Jones

Jack -La Vler,
Ginger Snaps 4
Willing ft Jordan
Yates A Reed

to fill)

Faber

Davis

1st half

Spier

A O'Bey
MONTGOMERY

HAMILTON

CLEVELAND

Chief Little Elk

Bro

(Two

(Two

Casting Wards

ft
ft

Colonial
Claire

,,

Split)

Walter Fisher Co

•

i

Whiting

Olcotte

-

"Only Girl"
Rockwell ft Fog

Overseas Revue

Amoros

.

Palace
Al Jerome
Madge Maltland

Snow A

,

Belle Montrose

Klrksmlth Sisters
Tusoano Bros
Swor Bros
Dorothy Brenner

Scotch Lads A Las
James Cullen
Leach IWallln 8
"Honey Boy Mine"

Nolan

Shannon
Harry Holman Co

Old Time Darkles

I

Bob A Tip

Rooney Bent Rev

"Mamma's B'thday"

,

Lyric

A

Hippodrome

'

Most
Wiser
Hugh Herbert
Rae E Ball ft Bro
Hedley 8

(Two

fill)

4TOUNGSTOWN

TORONTO

Moran

•.

Arabs

Chas Wilson
Lydla McMillan Co
Esple A Dutton

Shea's
Sylvia Loyal Co

Newell

tO

ft

Regay A Lprratn8

Donald Sisters

-

Warren

1st half

Stagpole

Nonette

PITTSBURGH

AM
MOBILE

(New Orleans

(TWO

Lew Dockstader
v

'.;

carmen

Francis

,

April-

ft

E

Nathan Bros
Daisy Nellls
Sablna ft Goodwin
J R Johnson Co
Emily Darrell.

1st half
Helen. Miller
Perclval Girls
Sylvester A Vance
Dobbs Clark A D

fill)

2d half.

•

Billy Davis

B. F. Keith's

PETERSBURG

'

Chablt

and Cable Remittances
International Travel Bureau, Inc.
18* Beat 42nd 8traet, New York

'

.

2d half

fill)

1st half (16-17)

Hilda Thomas

Young

(One to

F & „b

-.

TOLEDO

Rauh

.,

Co
Lew Wilson
Aunt Jemima Co

Wanzer ft Palmer
La Toy Models

.

fill)

Miller Kent

;

{

B. F. Keith's

Young ft Wheeler
ft Dlx
Klrby Qutnn ft A
Paul Levan

Empress

Reno

',

8

(Others to

Powell Troupe/

Laurel Lee
Jas C Morton Co
Fred Berrens
Valeska Suratt Co

Reynolds ft White
Falkner
"Playmatea"
Victoria Georgette
(One to fill)

RC

Elly

1st half

Alfred Farrell Co
Masters ft Kraft

Chandoh

Proctor**

B. F. Keith's

J ft E Dooley
Zardo
Rose Coghlan Co
Ran Samuels
Mdtconl Family
Morris ft Campbell
Wheeler 3
;

2d half
Sperling Sax 4
PI leer & Douglas

Mel Klee

YONKBRfi

SYRACUSE

1st half

,

for 19 Days

VARIETY

Yvette Co

Du For Boys

MACON

GRAND RAPIDS

Brian ts :>•'Jas Thornton

Nelson

LOWELL

Orond
(Augusta Split)/

Rev

SAVANNAH
Gene Fowler
Mabel Sherman Co

Academy;
chmond Split)
Sp
'(Richmond

PHILADELPHIA

Meredith

.

Fred A Albert
Hobson A Beatty
Jas Grady Co

A

A Wood

Le Doux ft Le Doux Kerr A Ensign
s
McKay's So'toh Rev
Rome'ft Gaut
Leon Varvara
Sullivan ft 'Scott
Morey Senna ft Lee "Fixing Furnace"
•
Gordon
ft
Day
Amoros Sister*
Frances Kennedy
2d half
8

care

Hank Brown

NORFOLK

.

.

:

me

Dijon
(Jacksonville Split)
1st half

Beck

ft

Split)

B. V. Keith's
Francettt Sisters

Drafts, Postal

Amoros Sisters
ALTOONA
Orpheum

Bobble

G

E A STOW.
Able O. H.

(Naer Grand Central Station)

!

Josephine Davles S

W

\

1st halt

Century
(Newport News

Colvlfi

International

Olympic
(Petersburg Split)

New York

In

Address

..

NEWPORT NEWS

'

Daly

ft Berlew
Fallon ft

Now

Is

Arbpna 4
(One to fill)

Aubrey ft Rtche
Creamer Barton AS
Lampe Co

FOREIGN HONEY EXCHANGE

Rev

Le Doux

ft

Rame A Gaut

Sullivan A Scott
Jarvls A Harrison

,.

OF CHICAGO

San try ft Morton
ft O Malley
Georgle C'pbell Co
G Campbell Co
Neal Ahle
Miniature Revue

Anderson.

Beservstions for All Steamers at
"Companies' Rates

B Wheeler

Palace
,
(Mobile Split)
1st half

Briscoe, ft

(Nashville Split)
1st half

i

STEAMSHIP TICKETS

_

A Parker

Mabel McCane Co
Joe Browning
Herbert & Dare

Coloala
Ella La Vail
Cordlnl

B. F. Keith's

fill)

NEW ORLEANS

OTTAWA

Hermlne Shone Co

Josephine Davles Co
Bobble ft Nelson

Columbia ft Victor
Elsie White Co

(Others to

Dominion
Brennan ft Rule
Jean Chase Co

Claudia Coleman

fill)

ERIE

Wayne Marsh'U ft C Esther

Orphean

ft

La Toy Bros
(Two to fill)

Girls 8

CHATTANOOGA

Rlnlto
(Knoivllle Split)
'
1st half
Aerial Belmonts

Josephine Davis Co
ft

B

v

2

Buzzell
'

Dotson
Grace Huff Co
Hallen ft Hunter
Olsen ft Johnson

Ed Marshall

,

fill)

ALLBNTOWN
Brit

ft

Maids

(Two to fill)
CINCINNATI

Harry Hlnes

Fox &

ft

Bartholdl. Birds

2d

B

Donovan

Norton-

(Others to

Carmen

to

A

Ha 1st on

Esther 8

(Two

Weber
-

Old half (18-21)

(Others to fill)
1st. half (16-17)

E

Salle

Worden Bros

Holland ft Oden
Huckleberry Finn

ft

Lawton
Cunningham
Mcintosh

Chums

4

DETROIT

Temple
Page Hack ft M

(Others to

Haw

ft

LOUISVILLE
B. F. Keith's
Alice De Garlno

Ben Bernie
Nlghtens

YOUNG

Apps Family
Bevan ft Flint
Kellam ft O'Dare

Gabby Bros & Clark

Footlight Revue

Stone

Lady Sen Mel
Sheila Terry Co

Brown
"Kiss Me"

1st half

till)

Stockton's Terriers

.

fill)

Keith** H. O. H.
2d half (11.14)

Chap In a

Academy

Lieut Eld ridge
Hopkins A Axtelle
Black' A Dardanella

.

Blossom Seeley Co

I

CHARLOTTE

(Roanoke Splltl

to mi)
Leedum (Two
Keith's Prospect
Co
half (11-14)

Beatrice Morgan
Morton ft Glass

Gates

Earl ft Sunshine
Fisher & Gilmore
Kltamura Jap I

1st half (16-17)

Mrs J Barry
Roscoe Ails Co
Harry Mayo
Harry Langdon Co
Belle Baker
The Magleya
ft

F ft E

to

1st half

Lowe Evans A S

Edwards

Keegan
•

,

Nell O'Connell

Gruber's Animals

Keith's Blverstde
•Orlit

Bessie Clayton Co
Mollie Fuller Co

(Three to

Victory

Georgle Price

Aran Gray

ft

CHARLESTON

(Columbia Split)

&

ERNIE

Adair

W
H Armstrong
Billy Rogers

(III)

KNOXVILLB

Gautler'a Brlckl'y*rs

Cullen

ft

"Girlies Club"

.

Melnotte

(One to

Hendricks

E

ft

'

Bijou
(Chattanooga, Split)
1st half
»-.•;•'
S Kelly
Sheldon A Dalley
Oscar Lorraine

nt-BHYANTrM

Klngsley ft Bened't
Spencer ft Williams
Spanish Revue
Smith & Austin
-Allan Rogers

'

E

Florida 4

Olga's Leopards

Call is

A Seymour
E Shea Co

Langford ft Fred'ks
Alice Hamilton

Wm

Eary & Eary

M93 BRftirWAV

Kallss

Wburn

ft

Santley ft Sawyer
(Others to fill)
2d half

Rahn

Murray & Voelk

Cadar Oar Kxelsrlve

Williams

ft

ft

Marco Twins

Olenn ft Jenkins
Sophie Tucker Co
Alleen Bronaon Co
Seabury Co
Joe Cook :
Naees 8

Mr

Dohertya
Lambertl

If It"

2

Trixle Frlganza
(Others .to fill)
Keith*! Orphenas

•Brown Weston Co

Eva Tanguay

Majestic ..
(Pittsburgh Split)
1st halt

Keith's Bashwlek

EUnore

6

tofllr).

JOHNSTOWN

Lee

ft

Halston A Norton
Dane! ng Humph'ys

(Two

BROOKLYN

•Pekonla
ft B Stanton

.

South

F A E Carmen

Chaptns

HEATH

Buddy Doyle
McCarthy ft Stew*d

1st halt (16-17)

Harmon

Lawrence Grant Co Dunham

FRANKIE

let half
If Q6-17)
Stockton'!
,'a Terr lers

hair (16-17)

1st

Warden Bros
Ahearn A Caprice
Nolan Leary Co
Bolly Ward Co
Kellam A O'Dare
Catherine Powell Co

(Others to fill)
2d half (18-20)
Stockton's Terriers
Gates A Flnlay

We Placed

.

flU
fill)

Donovan
Madcaps

V

.

(One to

•"Haunted Violin"
Alice Lloyd
,
fill)

City

Harry Breen
Eary ft Eary

Frank Dobson Co
(One to

from

KEITH

B, F.

.

2d half (11-14)

15)

<

The manner In which these bills are printed does not denote the
acts nor their program positions.

(Others to All)

D. F. Keith's

NEXT WEEK (MARCH

,

NED DANDY,

Gen. Mar.

'

"

34

DR.
si

;

VARIETY

bm MS, Putnam

MIS Brssdwsy

New York City
MINNEAPOLIS

CALGARY

Poll's

Orr & Hager
Kelly * Green

.

V

ft

2d half

&

Scott

BOSTON

Fox

Myers

ft

Whltefleld

Jason

Halg

Imhof Conn

Gordons OlTSBfla
John S Blondy Co

Helono Vincent
Keen* ft White
Burke ft Toohey

Josilyn ft

Chapman

Peck Mclntyre
Frank Wilcox Co
Waldorf
Lou Elliott

Cortes Slaters

John O'Malley
Bert Earl ft Girls

&

Dalton

Craig

BROCKTON
Arthur Geary
Mason ft Dixon
Eiumo Japs
ft Foxworth
El Clove
(One to nil)
Mattle Ferguson Co
3d half
C ft Du nbar
Joe Woods
Jason ft Halg
Randolph ft
3d half
Bell ft Belgrave
Arlington Co
Gilbert ft Saul
\

M

Urma
Ishlkawa Bros
DBS MOINES

.Palme*

CAMBRIDGE

•-

-

Bldora Co
Stanley ft Dale

Gordon's Central

Square
Burke Walsh ft N
Brown ft Delmont
Josslyo ft Chapman Bwlft ft Kelley
Rose Revue
Duncan

Sam
W&

Kk
k

H Brown

»

&

ISlilB

MarcO
Htolla, P. I.

Doe

Stevens ft Bordeau
Puller & Vance
Arthur Davids
3d half
Elliott

& Weat

ft

ft

Foxworth
C ft M Dunbar
Black & vWts Rov

Colonial

NEWPORT

Shee

Harry Brooks Co
ft Meehan
Rose Revue

'

HALIFAX

V

Wagner

Baldwin ft Sheldon
Plcollo Midgets

LAWRENCE
Empire

Elliott ft

West

Ray Conlln

&

Ireland

Van & Vernon
Frank Browne
Burke Walsh ft

LEWWTON

ft

LOS ANGELES
Orpheum
•For Pity's Sake"

Ryan
ElBa

C Avery
3d half

N

&

Van

_
Ruegger Co

ft

Burns

Belle
Frlbato

ft

CotUgo"

"Little

MEMPHIS
Dreaser 4 Gardner

Kinkald

Lamont ft Wright
Faden Trio
Padrinl's Baboons

Paul Decker Co
Kharura

2d halt
El Cleve

Geo

Brown

ft

Clinton

Burt
& Dixon
Dancing McDonalds
and

-Ifi3rr•{a

,

w2rSi.

Mtori 8 A. M. to S30 P. M.

CAPITOL THKATRK BLOB.

HEW YORK

CITY

Clinton

MILWAUKEE

Nellie

&arvl»

ft

Moore
Meyer

ft

York's Dogs

Mason

DR SHECKMANR•?

A

Green

DuMont
& Bro

3a half
Esumo Jape

B

Orlob

ft

Ford Sis Co
Owen McGlveny
Watts ft Hawley
Martin Webb
Dainty Marie
Frawley ft Louise
Texas ft Walker

Hammond

ft

M

Raymond Wyle Co
Howard ft Lewis
Venetian Gypsies
i

Bailey

<Four

to

Mayhsw

ft

Hamilton

1

"Flashes"

Ernest Evans Co

M Montgomery

F Steadman

SALT LAKH

.

(Sunday Opening)
Chas Grapewln Co

Kenny &

FORT DODGE,
F

Little

(Sunday Opening)

Jordan Oirla
Stuart Barnes
Eva Taylor Co.

The Templetons
Vox.
Johnny ft Wise
Barnes Bennett Girls

Werher Amoros 3
Jim

Pott Pourrl
Nora Norrlne
Equillo Bros
ST. PAUL

ft

ft
ft

Hollls

Bert Fltsglbbon
Bradley ft Ardine
Duffy ft Caldwell
Lucille & Cookie
Pleano Co

SAN FRANCISCO

Oaphease
(Sunday Opening)

Wm

Nan Gray

Harry Rose'
Lee Zarrell Co -'
LeMaire Hayes Co
Emma Carus Co
Homer ft Avery

Jack Hanley
Ermine Sisters
Keno Keys ft Mel
Jean Boydell
Baxley ft Porter
Stan Stanley Co

Women

Venetian Gypsies

Bennett

ft

Stuart

ft

(One to

A

1

ft

L

Bob Roberts

LaPetlte Cabaret

Mid
White

ft

ft

GRAND FORKS,

A

N.D.

3 Romanes
Weston ft Young
Sara Matthews Co

30 Fink Toes

Kedsie
Ford ft Hewitt
Nixon ft Sans
Poughkeepsie

K

Benny

Smith

M

.

Gonne ft Albert
(Two to fill)

Washington
Walton ft Brandt
Bentiey & Walsh

Sailor
3d half

3d half
ft Gllmore

Lasova

Hall ft Shapiro
(Four to fill)

3

ft

Dietrich

WINNIPEG

2d half

Orpheus

Wallace ft
Taylor ft Francis
Kapt Kidds Kid

Murphy

ft

White

Tom Mahoney

Ethel Clifton Co

Borslnl Troupe

<

*

\

ROCKFRORD,

Sisters

Comedy
Valentine Vox
P ft
LaVarre

4

W

Orphensa

"

2d half
Fields

ft

.

Wells

Damarel
(One to All)
JOPLIN, MO.
Electric

Galvin

ft

Wma ft

Bath

Howard

3d halt

,

On Manila Bay

WATERLOO,

IA.

Majestic

Old Soldier Flddl's.
Myrtle Mason Co

Gray
Page

raises
Swain's Cockatoos
Lee ft Bennett

(Two

"Reg Bus Man"
Stratford Comedy

E

Bailey Duo
Bob White
The Honeymoon
Thelma
Cliff

Goff

ft

K

fill)

Jackson

ft
ft

Gray

Saranoff ft Soala
(One to fill)
3d half
Slayman'a Arabs
Robbies ft Fulton
Frank
Gould
ILL. Everest's
Monks

(One to fill)
3d half

JOLIETT, ILL,
Pierce

Vanes
Smyth ft
Smyth ft
ft

Kemp
(One to

Hans Hanke
"You'd Be Supsd"
(Two to fill)

Tom Mahoney
B Bottomley Tr

Broslus ft Brown
3d half
Swains Cockatoos
8 ft A Beverly
Imperial Quintet

Olga Petrova
Gene Greene
Brent Haynes
Samsted ft Marlon

Moran

Stratford

Lyrle
24 half
Loster
Miller
Miller
Miller

Keefe

Woods

Bialto
Stuart Girls
Slat kos Rolllokera

-

'

Choy Ling Bee Tr

ft
ft

Stuart

Jahns

VIRGINIA, MINN.

Mid
White

ft

Harvey Haney ft G
RACINE, WIS.

GRANITE CITY

Mahoney

•Look Pleasant
VANCOUVER
Weir & Crest
Oiphensa
(Four to All)
Myers Moon Co
Montgomery & Al'n DAVENPORT, IA.
John B Hymer Co
Columbia
Grace
Ashley

3

Hell
ft

Weston

3 Misses

2d half

«

Bennetts Girls
2d half
Austin
E ft
Just for Instance
Mattle Lookett
Schuyler
Co
Elsie

Wilson ft Van
2d half
Angel ft Fuller
ft Lyman
Harry Hay ward Co Harris
Mabel Blondell
Lloyd ft Wells
i
4
GREEN
BAY, WIS,
Ellis
Knowllm
Tr
Auburn
Mahonay ft
'Orphensa
Lib coin
Alexander Kids
2d half
Mason ft Rooney
Basil Lynn ft H

Ben

L

.

Orsheant
Mar Bros

O'Sonnell ft Blair
ft Ines

ft

Cummins

Bob Hardy
The Templetons
Johnny ft Wise

SEATTLE

Lucas

Alaska Duo
ft Jackson

Brown

Co
R LBillMortimer
Robinson

Q.C1NCY, ILL.
Orphean.

Chody Dot

Ospaenas

3d half
Arnold ft Florence

1st half

2d half.
Jessie Miller

Fired from Yale

Bell

(

Hippodrome
(BvansvUle apUt)

Grand

Woods

t

Walsh

ft

TERRS HAUTE

& Girl

Imps

6

OSUKOSH, WIS.

Oil)

Cummins

BenUey

Brown's Hlghl'ders Walter Weems
"At Turn Pike"
2d half
Sosman ft Sloan
The Ovondos
Asorla Trio
John T Ray Co
(One to fill) j
Alice Nelson Co

'

2d half

Chody Dot

• -

,

GAXE8BURG
Orpaenae
Smith ft Keefe

ft

Newton Twins
What Happ Ruth
Roth Mitchell ft R

•

Ines

ft

XA.

d LaTour
!

Valyda
6 American Girls
Frank Mullane

Brady
Every

Burns
SPBINGFDBLD
Lewis ft Morton
MsJos Ho
Johnny Ford Revue Howard ft Lewis
The Younger*
Raymond Wylie Co
Angel ft Fuller
OMAHA* NEB.

Cleveland & Dowry
*
Cheer- Up
Ferro ft Coulter
Rinaldo Bros
2d half
Tojettl

Hippodrome
Dennis Bros
ft

i

Holliday

Al Conrad Co
Frank Halls Co
Page ft Gray
Roy La Pearl Co

2d half
Orren ft Drew
Cantors Minstrels
Poughkeepsie
(Three to nil)
Carl

ft

Staley ft Blrbeck
(Two to fill)

•

3d half

Bob Hardy

Van

Peggy Brook*

'

UoVoU

Melody Garden

-

Cantors Minstrels
3d half
Staley ft Blrbeck
Jean Boydell
Baxley ft Porter

Taylor

Billy MoDermott
Ed Borden Co

A

ft

Valentine

N. D.

Grand

Charles Downs
Austin ft Russell

Garcinettl Bros

Wilson

ft

ft

•

3d halt
Grace Wallace & B
Ermine Sister*
Taylor ft Francis
Nash & O'DonneU
Murphy ft White
Nixon ft Sana
Broslus ft Brown
Alice's Pet*
Lady
(One to fill)
(One to nil)
PEORIA. ILL.
8PR1NGFIE LD, MO.
Orphenm
SUeststo
Alex Melford Co
Louis Brocade*
Nash ft O'DonneU
Mason & Lee
Fields ft Wells
3d half
(Two to fill)
Galvin ft Bath
3d half
WUllams ft HoWd.
Green ft Dean

W M Rogers
La Bernicia
FARGO,

,

Cleveland

.3d half.

Grace De Winters

Barton

M

Borslnl Troupe
(One to fill)

Resist*

fill)

3d half
Hall ft Shapiro
(Five to fill)

Palace

The Love Bugs

(Terra Haute split)
1st half
Aerial Eddys

Duo

id sisal
Cleveland ft Dowry
"Cheer-Up"
Ferro ft Coulter
Saranoff ft Soala
SO. BBND.IND.
Orphensa
Werner Amoros t

!

(Two to fill)
MOLLNE, DLL.

ft

1

Billy Rector

Kennedy ft Francis
6 Imps & GUI

Althoff Sisters

C

.

SJ>.

The Ovondos

'

Bottomley Troupe

IA.

•

Orphensa

Bway

fill)

Reg Bus Man

fill)

D Stephen Ball

CHICAGO

American
•Look Pleasant
Cliff

'

mc

ft

to

3d half
Lee ft Bennett

'Grand
3d half
Paper Dress Revue
E VANS V1LLE, IND.
MOW Grand

3d half

Gabberts Duo

Bialto

LaMont 3

Chalfonte Sisters

(One; to

ESTHER V1LLE,

Sisters

Beverly

Chateau

Palace
"Putting It Over"
Howard's Ponies
F ft O Walters
Jas J Morton

Walsh

A

Johnston
Finks Mules

ft WUllams
Herbert's Doga

Nltta Jo

Creadon

Kenna
ft

Hugh

Winston's Seals
Bert Haalon ».
Jean Adair Co

Bob Mlllken

Rexo

.

Chas Mack Co

ST. LOUIS

Rook Girls
Harry Cooper Co
Marconi & Fitsg'b'n Baraban ft Grohs

u

Ray Conlln
Tennesee 10
QUINCY

Waldorf
P George
Randolph ft H'Ic'be
Patsy Doyle
Dancing Demons

Music Hall
Stuart ft Mercer
Wilson ft Wilson
Delro

Winslow

Bessie Remple Co

Ingraham

ft

ft

Clayton Co

Fay Courtney

WALTHAM

3d halt
Clayton ft Clayton

DENTIST

Steele

Una

J & Blondy

4 Higgle Girls

Pressler Klaiss

"Extra Dry"
Ivan Bankoff Co
Francis Renault

.

Colonial
Arlington! Co

White Black ft
Dreon Sisters

,

ft

Whitfield

(xS-20)

Hector

...

k -•(

LINCOLN

PORTSMOUTH

Fox

-

E Kuehn
/
Juliet Bush
Florence Henry Co
:

Readings
Folly Os ft Chick
4

Tennessee Ten
2d half
Arthur Davids
Stanley & Dale
Dalton ft Craig
Arthur Geary
Padrinl's Baboons

M

Arthur Bill Co
Nelson ft Bailey
Karl Karey

Pietro

.

*

Holland

Orpnenra
(Sunday Opening)

Marmeln 81s ft 8
Wat Nasarro Band
Bob Hall
Jimmy Lucas Co

Nellie Burt
Harry Brooks Co
Holland ft Meehan

:

Strand

ft

Opera House

Dunbar's Singers
3d half
-Bldora. Co
Patsy Doyle

ft

S

V.

Frank Wilson
Mary Marble Co
Rlgoletto Br os
KANSAS CITY

W
H Brown
Clifford
Sen warts

FITCHBURG

Kurt

Bloardo

ft

Clara Morton

Vernon

ft

Keene

Sweeney ft Rooney
Smith ft Bagley 1
Welch Mealy ft M
Mabel Johnstone

Kono

3

The Honeymoon
Echoes of

-

Brice

(Two to all)
8IOUX FALLS.

Orpheus

(Two

.'

Century Serenaders

LaPetlte Cabaret

CorrelU

Asorla Trio
2d half
Joe Kelvin v „
Norwood ft Hall
Submarine F 1

Cleveland

Ospneusn

(16-11)

L FBINBERGc
ABE
•MMOWAY-

Musical McClarens
2d half

Smith ft Bagley
P George

Tony

Cooper

M

ft

CHAMPAIGN

SACRAMENTO
(Same bill .Plays
Fresno 18-36)
Morgan Dancers
Jack Hughes Co
Maria Lo
Harry Jolson
Kinney & Corinne
Bruce Duffet Co
Kennedy ft Nelson

I4N

Van

Irene Francis
•

C

Lew

MADISON

WUlstte

ft
ft

ilulllns

A

Collins

,

Dave Ferguson

Stanleys

HalHday

"Every Sailor"

E.

j

'"

Master Gabriel Co
Grace DeMar
Century Serenaders Bernard ft Duffy
3d half
LaGraoloaa
What Happ Ruth
3d half
Bell ft Ar lies
Lohse ft Sterling
Bertie Fowler
Bernard ft Duffy

Erbers

•

-

Orphensa
Beth Berl

MUt

Alice Nelson

E. ST. LOUIS, ILL.

'

Don

Jack tieorge

John

Dave Manley
jimmy Savo

Polly Os ft Chick
Kapt Kid Kids

Ous Edwards Co
Keegan ft Edwards Keene

eo nets to

Eva_ ;

Bell ft

Dave Manley
Ambler Bros

Kawanas
T Ray Co
Co

2

-

Argo a Virginia
Browning * Davis
Norwood ft Hall
Submarine F 7

Rawson ft Clair*
(Two to mi)
sioux orrr

Liberty

IA.

Eva

ft

Esther

ft

Go"

(Three to flU)
Colombia
.
Joe Melvln

3d half
Stanleys

Goans 4 Albert
Peggy Brooks
The Seebacks
LLNCOLN, NEB.

Al Conrad Co
Frank Halls Co
Polly Os ft Chick

3d half

Phil Baker
Bostock'8 Sohool
Byrne ft Geb.au

KENOSHA. WES.
Virginian
Pierce ft Goff
Stuart Girls

Majestic

'

Majestic

Shaw's Revue

Arthur

'

Gordon's Olysspla
Clayton & Clayton
Dolly Ward*
Bert Melrose

Codxnaa 8a
ft

(Sunday Opening)
Creasy ft Day ne
Vie Qulnn Co
Claire Forbes
The Duttons

DLBLQIE,

Bell

CEDAR RAPIDS

Ruth Budd

BUI Prultt
Gray & Jackson
Brown's Hlghl'ders
(One to fill)

IA.

Myrtle Maoson Co
Hay nea ft Mont
Both Mitchell ft R
M Theo ft Dandles

Baker

ft

"Let's

"League of Nat'ns"

Kawanas

3

Finks Mules

Willis

GrlndeU

-

Jlsters

Cnas Sack Co

Hugh Johnston

Thelma

White Kuhas

B

ft

A

Paper Dress Revue
Bobbins ft Fulton
3d half
F & C LaTour

BRANDON, CAN.

Grand
Duke ft Duchess
Sam Naomi
Haddoa * Norman

Globe

Wanda

Chamberlain

Empress

Sldonne Dixon.
Temple ft O'Brien
Mabel ft Partner

NE W BEDFORD

DORCHESTER
Edson

6-15,

Co.,

.

(Sunday Opening)

and PRICE

EMlBfl

.

Orphean

Roy &

PAUUNB

FORD

Baker

3

with

LOUIS

ST.

Terpsichore 4
Coffman
Carroll
Alex Sparks Co3d half

-

DEB MOINES,

Cities In

Julian Bttage Os.

KANSAS CITY

Tojettl ft Bennett

2d half
Alex Melford Co
Coley ft Jaxon

Wm

Dunbar's Singers

S

W

Jimmy Savo
Holliday ft Willet
Majestic

Orphean
Hudler Stein ft Phil
Chas King Co
Creasy
MDULUTH
Lambert ft Ball

3d half

DelrO
Pressler Klatss

ft

,

Sweeney ft Rooney
Mabel Johnstone
Grey ft Byron
Welch Mealy ft M

2d half

Wilson ft Wilson
Jack & No van

Follette Pearl ft
2d half
ft Virginia

Argo

Rhea Co

OMAHA

Kenna

I

Claire

ft

Mile

*

Edith Clifford
Hickey Bros

MANCHESTER

Rawson

Imperial Quintet
McRae ft Clegs;
Co
Floronse Te'pest Co Lew Brice
ft Fields
PORTLAND, ORB Howard
(Three to nil)

Ford

Swift ft Kelle
Harlequin Trio

Bert Melrose
Primrose Four
6 Musical McLare na

Washington
Mabel Blondell

Jack George Duo
Green ft Dean

Bill

Gabberts Duo
(One to nil)
3d halt
Jack Hanley

Brandt

ft

BELLV1LLE

Singer's Midgets
Joe Laurie
Bert Baker Co
McLallen ft Carson
Phlna ft Picks
Hackett ft Delmar
Musical Johnsons

SanvHeera**
.

,

Walton

The Cromwells

Avey & O'Nell
"Rainbow Cocktolf" Sarah Padden Co

H

.

M
Dolly Ward Co

£.=:'-

2d half
ft CorrelU

Mullen

Mortons
Mason Keeler Co
Lyons ft Tosco

Orphean*
(Sunday Opening)

.

Jaxon

ft

Orpaemas
(Sunday Opening)
Henry Santry Band
Lelghtners & Alex
Ames ft Wtnthrop
Ed Morton
Marino ft Maley
Jack Kennedy Co

4

DENVER

Keono

Coley

DeOro ft
L ft J Archer
State Lake

Aerial

[

Sultan
Gordon's OlrxnsU
(WaehlngtorTat)

'

a Tear"
Herbert Clifton
Morgan ft Gates

"5,000

Schwarts * Clifford
3d half
Chafe Edinbury

Edwards

C

ft

M ft H McFarland

Frank Brown
Black ft White Rev

Frank France
.

ft

Palace
Hyama ft Mclntyre
Jassland Naval 8

Hanford

Valentine ft Bell
Gordon's Olympla
(Bcollay Square)

OAKLAND

The Rlckards
Wilbur Swaatman

4; Irel'd

Gems"

"Color

Homer B Miles Co
»
Ryan ft Lee

ingraham

ft

Window

Muriel

Hector

Smy the Co
Melodious Maids
Robt H Hodge Co

W

Lillian

B. F. KEITH
Vaudeville Exchange, Boston
3d half

Billy

Orpheus*
Saranoff Co
J Ward ft Girls

B ft J Crelghton
Majestie
Both well Br'wne Co "Indoor Sports"
Lvdla Barry
Shaw
Black ft O'DonneU
Ernest Evans Co

Christy

Broadway Hugglns

BOSTON
Untoii

NEW ORLEANS

G

CHICAGO

De Walde Hurleys

Morrlssey ft Hartl'y
Hall & O'Brien

Barber ft Jackson
Benses ft Balrd
Jack Ostermaa
The Bios
Travers ft Douglas

Victoria 18-20)

Whirlwind Hagens
Honeysuckle
"Mr Chaser"

-plays •Ye Song Shop"

bill

Rita Mario Orch
"And Son"
Bandy 8haw
Mlreno Bros
Shelton Brooks ft
Wilbur Mack Co
Chas Howard Co

Plasa

Bolgor Bros
Davis ft Chadwlck
Gerald Griffin Co
Marguorlte Padula
Krenkar Bros
3d half
Collier ft

(Same

& Mulcahy
Rose & Moon
Gill

Pbylng Principal

DJSOATTJB
Empress
Morgan ft Ray
At Turn Pike
Sosman ft Slaoa

Hippodrome

Sylvester Bebaeffer

(18-17)

WORCESTER

ALTON
Hammond ft M

Orphan as

Orpheass

LEO BEERS
as World

State-Lake Theatre Balldiag. Chicago

Pslees ThsatM BalMlag,

Bolldlns

NEW YORK CUT

;
.

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

BDER, PHYSICIAN

J.

t

^w

r

i

4

to

fill)

WINNIPEG, CAN.
ft

Strand
Austin

M

"Just for Instance'*
Mattle Lookett
Ellse Schuyler Co
2d half

Jerome

May

ft

Maok

Lodl

Follery

(One to

ft

Pal

fill)

HEMMENDLNGER

Jewelers to the Profession
TeL Jain
41 JOHN ST, NEW TOttK

LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED

171

-

CLE VELA ND

MARCUS LOEW
Pntna

BaJMlx*,

YORK CITY

1»BW

Decorators

Ward

American

GardnerAVan

A

Lacey
Kltaro Japs
McDerm't & Heag'y
Jim Doherty
Swarta A Clifford
Arco Bros
(One to fill)

Cooper
•V

2a half

'

Sam Lee
Saxon Bis
Gaudschmidts
Hal ft Francis
Maxine Dancers

.

Bros.

,

Tony & Geo Co
2d half
Paul Petchlng Co

Hunter Randall ft S
Bwartx ft Clifford
Royal Uyena Japa
DeKalb.
Paul Brady.
Bernard ft Herrltt
Shaw ft Bernard
The Gaudsohmldta
(One to fllle)

Kaufman

Rice

Victoria

Rose & Dell
Hal & Francis

J
J

/

Paul Petehlng & Co
Id half
Johnny Clark Co

Orben & Dixie

»

C

Murray Livingston
ft Moyer Sis

,

&

Bollinger

Rodero_

.

Reyn's Al Lester Co'
Billy
wells
Sene Hamilton
2d half

Jones

ft Jones
Golden Troupe

K

:!.

2d half

Monte

'

Parti v
Abbysslnian Trio

Jim Reynold
Better Bros

Autumns

2

Henry Moore
Royal Hawaiian
Greeley Sej.
ft

SUrk

Concentration
Harry Lee. '
Jack Moore 3

(One to

?

.-

fill).

.

.

,

FRESNO

•

ft

Adair

,

-'i

'

.

\

&

Dae,

Neville

Tllyou ft Rogers
Jack Levy A s Gy.
.

Solores

ii
!

AKIHVRXlfC^WfT2-tEE KRAUS,
™
CHICA80

W.

. i

E,i B.d B . .77

II.

BOOKING

m+mi

T

;

Jim Doherty
Al Lester Co
Concentration

i

*

Baker

.

(One to

fill)

Edw

Farrell Co
Christy ft Ryan

-

-

"

,

'

1

Mystic Hanson 8

(Two

'

ft

Carmen

Avallons

v

M

'i

ft

Moore

Iden Bird
ary Haynes Co
ne Dancers

2d half

ft

Danny Simmons
OdlVa

r.

S

ft Seals
2d half

The Bradners

Minnie Harrison
Jones ft Johnson
I;

ft

^ard ft Gowry
lck Hufford
"ayton
Ward
Two to nil).
3d half

Healy Co
Halley ft Noble
Barnold's Animals

A

Tyler

A

St Clair

Jack Marley
Allman A Nevlns
Loughlln ft West
Al Fields

Ward Bell A Ward
CHICAGO

nkle Rice
'nard's Minstrels

MeVlekers
Wilfred DuBols
Billy DeVere
Monte A Lyons
Borgan A Grey
Burke ft Durkln
Cook, Mort'r ft BTy

to nil).

BROOKLYN

T

Metropolitan

Thormley Sis Co
Hughle Clark

Montambo

Orphenm
«

,

ft

Nap

Bonner A Powers
'TU.SaySo"

(Two

Imperial Four
Bolla Trio

Staab

'

BOSTON

lth
Jordan
iey ft Mohr

A

I

•

.

Jeff

The Perinis
Bobby Van Horn
Murray Livingston Walter Low ft Co
^drva ft Seals
Roland & Ray
Avenue B
LaFollette A Co
arrah A Mulroy
2d half

Two

.-.

Kramer

8

to All)
2d ' half

Ward

ft

Kind

B

Wood

'

"On High Sean"

'

'

:

Venlta Gould

.Pantagee

A

W

(One
-

'

to

fill)

SAORAMBNTO
Hippodrome

Majeatfe

(Same

bill
plays
Austin 13-20V

The Von Cellos

Phone

Andrieff Trio

2d

Loew

Violet

Jesson

.ft Jesson
Johnson Bros ft J
Eckhoff A Gordon-

'

Julian Rose
Russell A DeWItt
2d half
LaVlne Trio

Cooper

•

half-

ft Lewis
ft Valll

Bingham
Francis

4

ft

Garrtek
Gere & Delaney
Dolly ft Calame
Mercedes
Qulgley A Fltzgeld Ferns ft Lltt
Lee Art Sextet
3 Alex

Harvey DeVora
Long A Ward

3

Anderson

Morgan

A Phillips
Brasllllan Heiress

.

OGDEN

Pantaaes

;.

1

(18-20)

Bfajeetle

Mary Dorr
Howard ft White
Dancing Davey

Tom Kelly
Corinthians
PORTLAND

x

',

Comfort A King
Beginning of World

LITTLE ROOK

.

.

Kloter

U S Jazz Band

-Rosa King Co
Holmes ft Wells
Burt ft Rosedale
Stone
Hayes
"Sweeties"

A

,-.-,..

Majestic

(Two

to

&

Holl'ter

fill)

PINE BLUFF
Brl erre ft Klnff -:,=i?v

Joe Towle
j*rf§
Dunbar's Salon Sis

Holmes A Wells
Burt A Rosedale
Majearte

-"

-S.U:-:

Kanaaawa Japs
"Tango Shoes"
r

Mme

.-'

•*

>•
:

Ellis

Lydell

Maoey

ft

Ercpttl's MlflRetB

/TTTLSA, OKLA.
Stephens

A Burt

ft

MUSKOGEE
Stephens

Vernon Stiles
Lane A Brown

Vernon

Mafcstlb

Glldea

&

Holl'ter

Stiles

'

LansAMoran-

"r:

'

Brown's Mu'cal Rev
2d half

The

-

Bradfl

Carloton A Belmont
Joan Harcastle. Co
(Two to fi ll)- - -~'

WICHITA FALLS

MalesHe
Robbie Gordone

•.

Hayden ft Ercell
"Man Hunt"
Br en del

ft

.

Burt

Four Aces

1

''

Pantagea
Wlnton Bros
'

Judge Knox's decision rendered last
Thursday In the United States District
Court, dismissing' the suit filed by William
H. Rankin Co. against the Associated
Bill Posters of the. United States and

.

Gertrude

Bell

Bemder

ft

Newman
Meehan

Business Is Busin's

M Wlnohell AGr*n Texas Comedy 4
Little Hip ft Naps
A Lee
REOINA
Salvation Molly
Psnraaea
Haverman's Anlm'ls
(1B-17)
Regent
(Same bill plays
Delanitls A Rose
Saskatoon 18-20)
Johnny Johnson
Jo ale Hayward Co Carllta ft Lewis
Abrahams ft Johns
Rose Wyse Co
Wills H Wakefield
"Current of Fun"
Nevlns A Gordon
EDMONTON
Walters ft Walters
Paatages
"Hie Taking Ways"
Nelson's Katland
Ionnle Nace
SALT LAKE
Walzer ft Dyer
Pantagea
Frank Shields
J C Mack Co

Canada to recover

Manning

treble

damages

of.

2760,000 under the Sherman act, means
the termination of a number of similar
auits to recover damages of $1,600,000,
provided It Is affirmed by the higher
courts. The plaintiff company alleged -that
the defendant corporation had built up a
monopoly. In dismissing the complaint.
Judge Knox "held that the restraint
brought about by tne defendant was

-

limited to a refusal to deal with any
advertising matter handled by the plaintiff which was not held to be a violation
of the 'provisions of the Sherman act.
.

A

Harmony Trio
Roaoh ft McGurdv
.

Hendrlx Belle-Isle
GT FALLS
Irene Trevette
Pantagea
Cell Troupe
(18-17)
SAN DIEGO
(Same bill play's
Helena 18)
Pantagea
Harvard Holt ft K Henry ft Adelaide
Fiske ft Fallon
Hope Vernon
Glasgow Maids
Valand Gamble
Chung Hwa Four
Hazel Kirk Trio
Great Howard ......
Empire Comedy 4
Four Mellos
Bird Cabaret
I

--,

HI

,

'

Frank Morrell

Japanese Revue

De Mar

Willis Gilbert Co
ST. LOV IS

A

Tarsan

HOUSTON

The Plckf ords
Duncan ft Cafllar

I

-

-

Lillian Herleln-

Demurest ft Doll
Donald Roberts
Powers ft Wallace
"Not Yet Mario"
Ja DaTrlo
Karl Emmy's Pets

V

City'

2d half

SAN ANTONIO

(13il7)

-

.

Morton Bros
Martha Urban k Co
Raines ft Avery
Norrls Baboons

Bimbos
Henry J Kelly
Mons Adolphus Co
(Two to All)
LONDON, ONT.

Brloe

.

2d half

GALVESTON

Lt BarTy, A Miss
Maroon Bros'
Martha Hamilton Co
Baron Llchter

.

'

Princess Rajah

\

Mllettes

Del

-

Harry Green Co

'•

(Sunday opening)

A

CLEVELAND

.

Rogers & 8
ft King
Dunbar's 8 Slngsrs'
Joe Towle :

*•
.

Melnotte Duo
William Ebs
Arnaut Brothers
Kltner ft Reany

-

New Tozk

.

Dooley

Majeatto

•-

ft

ft

FORT WORTH

Bud Synder ft CO
MINNEAPOLIS
-

.

.

Kennedy

University

Ward

Henrlette DeSerrls
;

.'

Garden
Gordon ft Gordon
Senna ft Weber
Lieut Thetion Co
Geo Randall Co
Mumford ft Stalney Seymour ft Jeanette
Jack Marley
4 Bangards
Married Via Wirless
2d half
Pinto A Boyle
;
Stryker
Mack A Fulton s
Sheppard ft Dunn
Homer Li n d Co
2d half '.,:.
_
Herberta
Davis ft Rich
Nippon Duo
Ling ft Long
Eddie Carr Co
KNOXV1LLE

2d half

.

....

.

Dorothy Roye
Bertram May Co
LeRoy ft Dresdner
<6 Tasmanlans

.

Bldrldge Barl'w
Bert 8toddard

OneiU

.

KANSAS CITY

BIJow
Lester Raymond. Co

,

The Decorators
Shaw A Bernard
Kltaro Japs
Boulevard
Sam Lee
Rice A Francis
Hunter Randall

Wm
SIsto
Randow t

Chris Richards

O Hoffman Co
The Sharrocks

•

Pantagea
Mori Bros
Goets ft Duffy

'

'•'.

Conroy ft O'Donnell Louise Gilbert
Kinkaid Kilties
Wolfe Paterson
2d half
Omoros ft Jeanette
Bobn A Bohn
Kuma 4
Hallen ft Goss
DENVER
Will H Fox
PautsgcB
Huyler ft Bann
Goo & May
"So me B aby*'
Ray
Lawrence
PITTS BTTRGn
Archer
ft Belford
Lyceum
Hy man Meyer
3 Maxims
Eddie Foy Co
Burns ft Garry
Five Partro wae
Arthur J Finn Co
DETROIT
DeVlne ft Williams
Majestic
Weber Beck. * F
Rose Blly A Rose
PROVIDENCE
'Helen Morettl
Hsaery
"Number Please"
'

Ryan A Moore
Honeymoon Inn

Furcella Sisters

BIRMINGHAM

Thormley 8)8 CO
Nick HufTord

.

8

Arthur Lloyd
LaHqen & Dupreece
4 Volunteers
Erford's Whirl

'

Brltt

ft

•>'

Conley.

Brlerre

'

LOS ANGELES

,

:

D'ta

Foley

B

Sully-

..

Murray Girls
Mrs Gene Hughes

I

;

Yip Yip Ya'phankers

Grand

.

-

-

,

Peerless Trio

'

.«ia

Huge Reo

.Tovedah DeRadjah
LaFrance ft Ren'dy

Four Laurels
Henry Frey'
College Quintet

Dixie Four

Hughle Clark
5

•

•

Gallons

ft

William Dick
Verna Mersereau Co
"Making Movies"

•aire Ballolag,

Mafestte

A1H- White Co
The AngeluB
Miller & Capman
Mary Havnes Co
Belle Tones
ft Folsoh
OKLAHOMA CITY O'Connor
Maggie LeClalre Co Jullari Rose
Liberty
/
Chains ft Lambert Riding Lloyds
Klnzo
Dangerous D McG'w
OAKLAND
Graoe Leonard Co
Miles
Pantagea
Mayo & Nevlns
(Sunday opening)
B Whittle

.

2d half

Louise

'

ft

.

.

Loew'

V

Church

ft

DALLAS

:,/;'.!

.

..

to All)

(Two to fll)
Taylor Trlpletts
Blair A Crystal
2d half
Helene Colene Co
HOUSTON
Dunram ft Edw*da Wilbur ft Girlie
Prince
Cooke A Hamilton
Retter Bros
Wilbur ft Lyke
Charlie Hlokey
Phil Davis
2d half
Ruth Curtis ft Band Gllroy Dolan ft C
nko ft Linko
Knight ft June
Wilson & MoAvoy
„ swport ft Stlrk
Mole Jesta A Mole _ F ft
Hughes. , i
Billy K Wells 2d half
Golden Troup*
BALTIMORE
Spencer A Rose
Orpkcnsa
Hlppodrosao
Dixie

:

'«

Leonard's. Minstrels

A

ft

'•••.

-'.''••

.

nnlngham

i

NEW ROCHELLE

.

.

Pan tn (res

••:•..>':.'-

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT.

Caleage OSIcm

Faatagea
Love ft Wilbur
plays Nalda Norrine

CALGARY

-

Sis?

Forest

i

'.-.<

.

LONG BEACH

Fred Allen
Asahl Troupe

.

»•

.

...

!

rben
*nry

3

'

.

'

'..

Eddie Phillips
Krazy Kids

Haas Bros
Lucie Bruch
Mcurath ft Deeds
Girls Be Girls

LaDora & Beckman
HOBOKEN
Howard Kane ft M
Loevr
Frankle Rice
Drjscoll A Westeott
2d 'half

:

.

H

ji Royal
ft York ov

"

.

•::-;

Wfeklta

.

SAN ANTONIO.TEX The

DePage

9

soula 18)

-2d half
Swain's Animals
Neal ft Stewart
Tom Davies Co
Coscia & Verdi
Steiner 8

HAMILTON; CAN.

"'

•

.

son

'

(13-16)

.

Robinson's Eleph'ts

.

.*•

TEX."

'
.

Kingsbury & Mun-

.

Pantastes

••'.-,';

-SIsto.'.

LoeVr
"'.
2 Yaquls
Marie Russell Co'
Stuart Black Co
Barnes ft Freeman
Al Golem Tr' ,"

,

:

Wm
Randow

Booth & Leander
Eddie Hughes Co

Grand
MoDerm't ft Heag'y
Cunningham ft D'a Kennedy ft Kramer
Jeff Healy Co
Delsacey St
University 8
The Bradners
Barnold'a
Animals
">
Dorothy Doyle
Thos p Jackson Co Halley ft Noble
2d half
Abbysslnian 2rio
Montambo ft Nap
Thovato
Bonner ft Powers
5'Avallons
'Til Say Bo"
2d half
(Two to flR)
Areo Bros
Rodero
BAKER8FIBLD
Blair ft Crystal
Opera Hooao
J ft J Burns
Mystic Hanson 8
Dunham ft Bdw'ds Drisko ft Earl
McLane Madge
Gene Hamilton Co
Revue Comlque
National
Edw Lambert
Monte ft Parti
.

r--

^

B,Z TSS^Mdaw

Ryan ft Moore
Honeymoon Inn

Kimball & Kenneth

& Beckman

ATLANTA

•

"

S

PltSSJ.

..

Blake

J ft I Melva
Fredericks ft Pal'r

(Same bill
Anaconda 17; Mis-

Rogers

ft

LaDora

•

:

:

•

A

Inter"nl 9

/

.

2d half

BUTTE

.rye.

.

2d half
Coper ft Lacey
C6oj
-

r

"Oh Auntie"

Faber Bros

New York and

,„„„

B

KAST AND WEST

t

;

.,

:

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

•

P

Leslie

.

.

WACO

ft C Breton
Seven Brownies
Cortelll ft Rogers

4

•

HI p pod roue
Marshall A Welton

Hampton

Bra-

WACO, TEX.

r

.

Muray

&

Stephonnes

"RlBlngC»ene^at, ^' ,

"
Simpson A Dean
Orphenm '/:
Harry Glrard Co
..
2d half
MUSKOGEE. OKLA' Mier A Gibson Sis
Broadway
Cavana Duo,;
« '•
"\
..(14-16)
Novelle Bros
Mier ft Gibson Sis
Inter'nal 9 .>
Cava no Duo
Robinson's Eleph'ts
Novelle Bros
WICHITA FALLS,

Girls of Altitude

SAN FRANCISCO

Happy J Gardner Co

.

Bernlviol Bros
Cardo ft Noll

Grey ft .Klumker
Chlsholm A Breen
Lane ft Plant

T

Crescent
Spencer A Rose

Jcfferaon

Raymond Wllbert

'

•.

Yonnge

Hippodrome
(Sunday Opening)
RIalto & La Mont

NEW ORLEANS

«'•-•-

TORONTO

'

Coi

Hedklss-I

Taylor Trlpletts

Caalno
(Sunday Opening)
3 De Lyons^
Bert & E Mathes
"Let's Get Married"

D'Armand

Isabelle

2d half

Adair

Co'

Loew

•

i

Daughter

Laurie Ordwasr^ —.
"Broadway Echoes"

;'

DALLAS, TEX.

Stanley
Bennett Twins

.

Clalrmont Bros

Hippodrome
Wilbur & Girlie,:
Cooke & Hamilton
Charlio Hickey
Ruth Curtis & Band
Knight & June
Mole Jesta & Mole

(19-20)

.

...

Santucot
Fatfhofa

PantogT*
Roshler ft Dog
Green ft Pugh

ft Jessie Burns
Revue Comlque
MoLane ft Madge

i

WINNIPEG

TAOOMA

Jas

Es telle ft Roy
J ft P Mattis -".
Pope ft Uno
Henry ft May
C Hansen ft Boys
"Peacock Revue"

,

-MONTREAL

LaFollette Co.

Lyke

MoAvoy

2d half

-

,

ft

M Hughes

A Co

Great Leon

Pantagea
Savage
HAH
Rucker A WTnnlf'd

Emerson

ft

Hlppodroaao

Klppy
.

ft

Paatages

Walter Fonner Co,
Gorman Bros
Chas Althoff

Yank

Van

Girls
Nell MoKlnley Co

SPOKANE

Lamont's Cowboys
Gilmore ft Castle

SAX DIEGO

Leander/

ft

ft

"Wilson

F

(19-20)
ft

Munsoif

Phil Davis
Gllroy Dolan ft.C

plays

Carr Trio
Tom Linton Girls
Harry Goulson
Co rradlnl's Animals

.

,.N

Jimmy Rosen

.

Booth

& Ward Klpp

Bell

2d half

ft

Lamer

Gypsy Trio
Marden & Manley

,

Hippodrome'

Eddie Phillips
9 Krazy Kids

Ghristy ft Ryan
Edward Farrell Co
Eddie Hughes Co

The Perinls r
Bpbby Van Horn
Walter Low Co '
Roland Ray Co

'

'

'

K

:

St Clair*
i

Ward

•

& Co
.

Minnie Harrison
Douglas Flint Co
Senator F Murphy
Primrose Minstrels
•_2d half
Ward & Gowry. v

Gertrude Morgan

Newport

Empire

i

Pantages
Aerial Patts
Allen Lindsay Co
Four of Us

*

.Corrodlnl's Animals
2d half

Melva

Wilbur

(Same

ft

I

ft

Aleko Panthea
Quins
ft Caverly
7Oh Mike"
.

(Same as Sacramento 1st half)
TAFT, COL.

AH

VICTORIA

Otto
Perrone ft Oliver

,

Jordan

Florence Rayfleld
Berlo Girls

LaToska

Patrick

STOCKTON

2d half

Hanford 16)
Adair ft Adair
Kimball A Kenneth

bill

ft

Klngsb'y

.

'

FALL RIVER.

Warwtek

i

J

Phil

A

Sherman Van

Pantagea

Fulton

P-elot

Perlera Sextette

SEATTLE

MBaoaresae
Klpp ft Klppy

Fredericks ft Palm'

MODESTO

'

Allman ft Kevins
Loughlln & West
AI Fields'

"The Florlnis

4

Dawlor

"Oh, Teddy."

Tyler

.Primrose Minstrels

ft

Dorothy Roye
Bertram May Co
LeRoy ft Dresdner
6 Tasmanlans
.

Harry Antrim
£_

Rose ft Dell
Bernard ft Merrttt

.

ft

DETROIT
Colonial
E Frabol

...

Hugh Nbrton Cot
i

ft

Prince*i

ft

PaatagM

A

FA

Reynard

Clrcua

Hill's

Carr Trio
Tom Linton ft Girls
Harry Goulson

SAN ANTONIO

;

ft Hall
Hazel Harrlng'n Co

2d half
Florlnis

Peyton ft Ward
E F Hawley Co
(Three to Ml).
Andrew Mack
Fulton
Stone & Moyer Sis Johnny Clark Co
Lincoln go
Saxon Sisters

-

'

Manning

Stone

The

'

;

Grazer

Jordan

ft

Co

.

2 Ladellas

Virginia Steppers
Palace

Smith

ft
ft

Stewart

ft

Davies
Coscia & Verdi
Steiner IK
2d half
Lester Raymond Co

T Weir
Carlisle A Romer

Tracey A Mohr
Jimmy Rosen ft Co

8 Autumns
Andrew Mack

Neal

Tom

Mack

J ft A Reilly
Clark ft Lorraine
Smith Lynch A S
Baldus Trio

Swain's Animals

,

ft Blake
Dayton
8 DeLler

ft Bill

Adams & Blrkemo
T ft P Almond

''..

Lycenm

,

.

Hampton

'

Millard
Chas Millard Co
Bertie Fowler
La Follette
2d half

Emerson

ft

MEMPHIS

Welton

ft

"Oh, Auntie"

Helene Colene CoWard Bros
6'

Van

2d half
Leslie

Bob

Lament's Minstrels
Gilmore ft Castle

Flying Weavers
Marshall

Murray

Francis

ft

Dave Vanfield Co
Green ft La Fell
Yank

v

VANCOUVER

Samaroff Trio
Eadte ft Ramaden
Bob Albright

-i

Oaslao
Violet ft Charles
5 Red peppers

2d half

ft Lillian

Pnntagea

(Sunday Opening)
Bullawa Girls
Denny ft Donegan

,.'•,
Bolla Trio
2d half
Lieut Thetion Co
Seymour ft Jeanette
Married Via Wlrel's
Pinto A Poyle

SALT LAKE

Maurice Samuels Co
Jones A Sylvester
T Shawn's Dancers

SAN FRANCISCO

Broadway

Herbert*

Geo Randall
Nippon Duo
Mnmford ft Stanley Eddie Carr Co
4 Bangards
Imperial Four

Mattis

Pope ft Uno
Henry ft May
C Hansen ft Boys
"Peacock Revue"

Hlpodrome
Beth Stone Co
Beulab Pearl
Nine O'clock

Drlaooll ft Westeott

P

ft

SPRINGFIELD

2d half

Gordon ft Gordon
Senna ft Weber

Estelle

J

."

DALLAS

2d half)
Bollinger ft Reyn'ds

,

Gertrude Morgan
Hugh Norton Co
Harry Lee
S DeMuna Bros

i

Flying Henrys
Jack Goldle
Sweet Sweeties
Bernard ft Meyers
Bell ft Caron

Ctty

-

Virginia Steppers.

6

LOS ANGELES
Hippodrome
ft Roy

Liberty

New Turk

musical

known

.

comedy company

to

be

as George M. Cohan's Comedians
has been organized. The members Inelude Charles Judels, Jack MoGowan,
James Marlowe, Alfred Glrard, George
Fredericks. George Caine, Florrle Millerhip and Bstalre Kaye. The first pro-

duction will be "The House That Jack
Built." by Otto Harbach and Frank Manwith music by Louis Hlrsoh, and the
premiere will take place at the National
Theatre, Washington, D. C, during the

del,

week commencing Monday, March

88.

'
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VARIETY
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-
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SHOW

I
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ORPHEUM, NEW ORLEANS.
New

March

Orleans,

Rough

and assistants, appearing fifth.
Robbie Qordone ever artistic

-^y^-Mr^-

:

"U

Here

thing, else..by comparison.

Is

;

t
I*j
.

.

[•'<

:.

•

-

:

-\,

-•.

-.

Shea

XJUVUI
?>• .>

;

>

<'-:

'$3tffa&«

J

a
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-

'

^

-

.
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.

'
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"•

MUbe shown

feminine piano play-

own winInformation about
When the Ford en-

local cllntele picks its

....'

'

Strum

•

:

in the
1

".

''"

new

building at

*fm WEST
.

-

.

FIFTY-SIXTH STREET

Yan Harold
Vaughn C

x

'

-

-

•.

.

\

i

{

:-

<•

.

•.

Orleans. March 10.
The first half show at the Palace was
submerged by an avalanche of 'obtuse
triteness. The more tempestuous of the
auditors with emotions easily stirred received the turns with dynamic outbursts
but the major portion were palpably
bored. Four ginger snaps displayed expressive draperies while submitting their
various assaults on muse Thespla, thetf
extreme confidence tending to. further
the Impression to such an extent they
pleased. Jack La Vler held sway throughout his aerial comicalities, doing extremely well.
Ned Norworthand Evelyn Wells could
well bill themselves as the successors' of

the Cherry Sisters. The main humorous
points are- Norworths squeezing Miss
Wells nose a half dozen times, pummelling her stomach and pulling her
clothes up and down. Buffoonery Is terrible when It Is terrible and this act Is
an Insult. to the Intelligent. In IB years
of reporting shows for Vabiett this is
the worst act encountered.

Yates and Reed followed the Norworth
drivel and working stoically

and Wells

Bunyea Mabel
Burns Geo
Byron B B

Cah ill Jack
Cain Vera

.

Campbell Dewey
Carpenter Helen

Harry

Carroll

Casino Joe
Chain J Dill
Chandler Anna
Chandler Joseph
Chrysler Virginia
Clark ft Duncan
Clayton Mr
Clay Miss B
Cleveland Babe
Clifford Luvlnnla

Cohan s L

Cole Hodwog
Coley

W

H

Connors Anna
Cook Stanley
Cook Zarella

blotted out some remembrance of it, doCore Gladys
ing very weir considering.
^ .Coscla & Verdi
Bob' Tip and Company proved as enCote Adeline
tertaining aa during former visits, the
Cowlea Marie
remarkable canine seeming to grow betCrawford Winnie
ter each time around.
Bamtul.
Crawford Dolly
Cuthbert Rupert
I

If

LETTERS

Deber

Debrow

adbnt

for mall fo TAiaXTT.
address Ball CJert.

or en*
JSP^^SSSL^PW^svm
CtrLAJLETTEnS WILL NOT BB AJ>

VBBTT5HD.

I

ADVKRTISBD
ONLY.

01

QUI

Detain

Bauman

Ahearn Chas
Aldro Agnes
Allen ft Lewis

Alexander Gladys
Allan Florence
Allman ft Nally

Bellow Cosmo
Bellmonte Hazel
Belmont Harold
.'
'

Amedia
Anderson Wm
Armand ft Yan
Archelees
Arnold,

A

ft

Wm,

Bell Adelaide'

Venue

Wm

Arnold
Astro 8latera

Belmont

Tom

Bennett Delle

Benxon Fox

M

Berleln A
Bernle Jessie

DeLoach

Oliver

Aubrey Helen

Bowman Bros
Bowman Nellie,

Baldwin Joseph

Boyle Billy
Bradley Helen

Branch B
Branlgan Woods

Barto

Brennee August
Breneb Samuel

ft

Clark

MoLa'p

Parker
Dixon Jim -...
Dobes Capt
Dobler Lyle
Dolly Bablan
Donla Marie
Doradlna Mme
Dorian ft Carllnl
Dowling May
Downey J
Downing Geo
ft

Dunham Jack
Duppree Adrlenne
Eanser Mr N
Echart Geo

Elfman Bessie

Ball Leonstte
Baptists John
Barnes ft Lorraine

Bauman Mrs

ft

DeLong Babe
Dentler Mary
Desmond Michael
Diamond Maurcie

Drew Marjorle

Berton Chas
Blgden Myrtle

Bingham

Ollie

& Pk

Delmar Fred
Del mora Geo

Dillon

LETTER, LIST

Edw

j

Klein

Emmett Miss L

Errleo' Joseph

Innls

Evera Frank

Fabor

Frank

Lawrence Lou
Moore Jean ,
Meyers Buddy
Puatona Sal
Rhodes Florenoe
Bblnock Frank

;.atpsTt:Jla*rv_".-

Smith

James Walter

Tommy

-

Wm

Wallace BIB

Weinberg W Mr
Wood Margaret

Wm

Anno

Kahanu William

Fern
Fern Ray

Karrell Edward
Keane Charles
Kean George

Florencz Fred

Keating Joseph
Keef
J
Keeley Arthur
Kellem Frank

i

Norman

Grenne Jeanne
Greene Tom
Grey Clarice
Grey ft Old Rose

Guelman Henry.
Gulram J

LT

Ray

Halls Frank

Hawkins

.

S.

Hebard Blbert
Helman Marcus
Helsen Carl
Helsey Mart

Hemingway Helen
Helman Carl
He"nry Nora
Heron Eddie
Hiett Miss

B

Hoffman Dave

Holbrook Florenoe
Eichel Bobble
Holly J L
Eckhoffs Aerial
Horton Henry
Esmond Flora
Howard Joseph
Eagelhart Cbrlst'ae Humphrey Paul _

AM

Wm

Harry .
Frank

-

,

22-2B

25

Auburn

-

-

NataHle

ft

Ferrari

Nicholas Nolle
Nlekeraon Mrs

BF

t

Sole

Norworth Ned.
Oakley Edythe
ft

Sheriff of

O'Nell Bobby
One Ruby
Or men to Ben
O'Ramey Georgia
Orth ft Cody
Ossman Yeas

r

.

.

Payton

Blllle

Pollard

Dr

i*
Porter ft

Hick

.

,

.

Charles Althoff In fas

numthe Grand Is soma

sheriff of Hlcavflle

Sullivan

Althoff is the most laughable character ever seen

Rand Marva

Holo'be

Rawla & Y K'fman
Reece Kittle
Reldy J
r
RaJuo Jaok

•

ber at
Hick, believe me, and In
the anew given last night,
to be repeated tonight, ia
worth the money alone,

upon the stage In af>
tempted caricature, and
his funny little squeaks

Randall Bobbie
Randolf Fannie
ft

J

\

Rackett Clara
Rafael Dave
Ralph 8ammy
Ramsey Beecher

Randolph

:

Some %

Presa Florence

|

<?

ffickville

Pantages

Sally

GR

JOHN GOLDEN

Great Falls, Lender

Hall
O'Mara Rosella
O'Brien

Phillips E B
Pirnlkoff ft Rose

HcGraw
McManus F „
McManus ft McNty
McMahon O R
McMurray V D
McNeil Lillian
McNeil Dan
McQuay Lola
McTodden Geo^

Management

e>

Patrlcola Thomas
Pauline -Dr
'

CHAS. ALTHOFF
Headlining the Pantages Circuit

Norman Edith
Norman Edith*

McConnell ft West. Purdy Walter
McCormlck Hannah Pyohe Joe r •

Madden Ed

Armory Blnghamton

r

Nltchle Geo

Pony

Macklin Albert

,

27-28, Inter Niagara Falls.
"Beauty Trust" 16 Gayety -Washington
r?<
22 Gayety Pittsburgh.

Oxley Evelyn

Lydson C C
Lynch Nan

McWllllams

.

Myrtle Besaie

Laval Ella

La VamLThe..
La Var
Lawrence ft McQn'k
Laavrue Edna
Le Roy Babe
Lee Wllllard
Lee Hannlette
Leavey Nora
Le Roy! & Lyton
Leslee Roxle
Lewis Ted
Lewis Dolly
Leyue Helen

Mack Walter

,

'

:

Muroa The

Lloyd Jack

Harris Al
Parrison Inns
art Merle
Hartley Flo

*

Morlnl Joseph

Lakln ft Lakln
La More ft RoseU
La Vail Geo -

Llttlejohn

Harktns Jas
Harne Jack

AD-

La Fair Twins

Little

_

-

.

J.loyd Polly
Lorraine Babe
Lorraine Olive
Lord Alvine
Loreni Jos
Lovett Bessie
Lutz Howard

Jessie

Haven
Hayes Brent
Hays ft Neal

Miller

_

-

Montran Donna
Moran Flleberto
Moras J

Llghtner Claude

Hanlon Chas
Hanson Albert
Hardy Allele
Hawk Arthur

apolla.

Mllleken Bob

*

m£

Grand Terre Haute 23-27 Park Indian-

"Bathing Beauties" 15 Engelwood Chicago 22 Haymarket Chicago.
•TBeauty Revue" IS Majestic Serantoa

Merlman Hilda
Michael Edwin

Kublick Henri

Goodyear Mildred
Gordon 'John
Goslar ft Lusby
Grantz Alma

'

May

Melville

Kramer Dave

Gilbert ft Pealsln
Gladlola Florence
Griffin Carlton

(March 15-Marek 3S>)
16 Mt Morris^ New
ZJ Majeatlc Wllkea-Barre.
^Aviators" IB Standard St Louis II- J

"AH Jas* Revue-

^ York

•

•

>

Kessner Ira
Klee Mel
K off Harry

Garrison Dolly
Garrison Jules

Gibbons Mary
Gibson A

Hal!"

'

Keough Edwin

Franks Jessie
Futton Grace

Blllle

Masters ft Kraft
Martina Flying
Martin ft -Florence
Mattbes Bert
"
May Tlart
May Jack
Meadows Dorothy

\

W

Foyer E
Forrest Jane
Francis Bertha

Haigler

Mason

Kaletzkl Charles

Fields Sally
Fields Arthur
Fllklns Jack

-

Mai-key Frank
Martin Bertha
Martin Johnny
Marvin Earl

Jarrett Arthur

Juggling De

White Eva

Trisie

Manning Ben

AF

Jansley

Faithful Doris
Farrell Alfred
Farrell Peggy

Grebel

Mann

1 H Hr

Scott Sylvia
Stanley B Mae
Searlea Arthur
Temple Luella
Violet A Charles

•

Walsh Bud

Maddox Dick

.:-:.'

.'

Velde Dedia
Vine Dave
watts ft Hsrsisy

Waldls

'

Mr

Hough Wm M __
Howards Mr ft Mrs
Kavanaugb Joe

Walker Eatelle
Wall Jim

Brltton Frank
Brown Eleanors
Brown Peggy

•

Adair

Hale Bobble

Yerobel Mme
Vincent Claire
Ylncent S
Vivian Harry

•

.

ft

Gladioli Florence

Hearn J Miss

:

Yellett Blanche

...

j-j:

.

.

New

Frlck

'

-: '''•:

ft. Yfjtil

DeVo* Frank
Dat Juliette

Dolan Gertrude
Sudor Chas F

Van Geo
Yan Cello Johnny
Van Fossen Harry
*

v

NEW ORLEANS.

PALACE,

Copper

Treat Camilla

!
'

the small time. Weems does not need
the horn any more. His sallies landed
more resoundingly than his "blows."
Eva Shirley's Jazz Band proved an
Impediment for this city. With an original on almost every corner her quintet
seemed like an Imitation. Al Roth pot
something for his shimmy, but Miss Ship.;
ley found them parsimonious In bestowing approbation.
Bamue I,

'

Qm
Jack

Tbursby Davs
Tracey Claudia

'-.,

(

Ceell

Brice Elizabeth
Beti Mathaw
Bennett C

Taylor Chester ^
Taylor Herman
Terry K Gibson
Thomas Marjorle

"V

:

Andrue

B ^\
WTwo
Wito

Sullivan G
Bylphlde Sisters

on Tuesday next

atthree^'elock in tteafternoon
r

Young Peggy
CHICAGO OFF! CH.

.

-Stakes O O
Stons Harry
Striker

\

insid-3

numbers were hung
up for It.
Walter Weems was liked beoause of
his Ingratiating manner and somewhat,
new stories. That about the little negro
who was spoiled Is In bad taste and
again about eight turns are using 1t on

9-a
Thomas
Wright Jack; :S-V
Wright Armand
Wright Jaok

•

Stewart Deal

.'

.

'-""

Wlnfred Tanny

Winn Alfred
Wolman Al
Woods

Steppers

^m-

**3

Williamson ft D'ey
Wllllngham Jsa

Soars Mabel
Spencer Eugene *
Steele Floss
Stelfer

i

*

;.-,.;

.,

Williams Elsie

EA

Snow Ray

•"j-.,7-v*'.

-

Johnny Ford started with confident demeanor, expatiating at length upon the

histrionic entrants.
try ran Its race no

Wilbur Crane

WllllamaBert

MS

'

1

fro

Vane should be promoted now, as It Is
so anuch better to fan the flame of art
descending.
five

*

-

.

''

Whitfield Ana
Whyte Kitty

Sheldon Louis
Bhepard Al
Sherlock Florenoe
Sherry Marion
Shotland
Simon Joseph
Smlt Jasbo
Smith Thomas
Southern Dorothy

."••

:

when ascending than when

The

,'

::

..

™**i
.

Schaefer Anthony
Schone Walter
Bcbroder John
Sears Gladys..

•"

•••

;>

and Hats

headllner the big time Is overlooking.
is the most proficient in
this particular niche of the season. Miss

virtues of his
ing assistants.

.

'

.-::^::

'•-/v<

.

Her accompanist

ners and hates

W he Ian Tim

bands Maude
Savoy ft Savoy
Scares Suzanne

'-

A

i

,

Whipple H'tonft Co
White John
v,„
White Bonnie

.

leans, recently.

Vaudeville has a find in Sybil Vane.
She rooked the theatre to the rafters
with reverberant applause at the end of
each of her numbers dwarfing every-

Thomas

Sailor Every
Salter Harold

•

-,,.
•

.

,.'

Welsh ft Long
West Jaok
Weston Francis
Wheeler Elsie
Whelan Minnie

Ethel

Bussell

in pos-

Hayden and Ercelle were appreciated
through the charm of Miss. Ercelle. New
Orleans has long been a nemesis for.
Hayden. The early section success redounded to "The. Man Hunt," artistically
staged and competently played ,one member, Isolde Illlan, appealing as the most
expert, ingenue seen
hereabouts In
months. Another of the cast to score
unmistakably was' Ralph Bailey whose
comment anent house parties evoked sly
•hackles. Few playlets have received as
-much favorable attention in New Or-

Welsh Austin
Welles Millie

Ruffln Leonard

•

•

turing lent beauty to the opening position.

ward Tom
Warden Harry
Warren Mae »

Roiella Maria

V

-.- .<:

"

>

v

i I Is

I

They were Eva Shirley and
closed and Johnny Ford

Jan Band who

.

Palmer

ft

Viola

Waters Ward
Walton Al

•

10.

The coldest March weather in SO year*
diminished attendance at all theatres the
flret part of the week and the Orpheum
was no exception, although the bill
poiaesaed light box office strength with
a couple or split headllners bereft of past
(and present) popularity the main financial flash.

Ward

Bins Guy
Robinson Rhea
Rosco J M
Bockler Lilly
§oot Edward
ose June
Roaener Geo
Boaa Carolina
Ross Katharine

(Continued from paije tl)

•-.

Wsnzer

Riddle Billy

REVIEWS.

,

and .rheumatic twinges'
are something all hla own;
His violin playing at the
last la muslo worth while
in any nun's show.
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^1$hy One who takes a position of endeavoring to improve conditions lor the better- vi
tftment ofcany ^p^rticular £usiMss;isr^,a rule, severely criticized, or held up asToftieioiis^Mmsm

|W-^^&W&^
had to perform
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to the

one duty

that I have
general hettennent a
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Dear Mr. Albte :
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BROADWAY THEATRE
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letters

to take this
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want
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co-operation in our endeavor to better cond itions in general in the different branches

our busfoes& v
of 6urbus'uies&'.'::'
''-X:-6f

'?*

and such

as the one printed below, has
method of thanking the vaudemanagers throughout the United States and Canada for their consistent and liberal
'splendid to-operation, however,

me

given

;
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^.ivvhen'"-sending oui the) fiumeroiis letters to the vaudeville managers all over ffieftJm^4-||f *-l§|
States and Canada that I da ea^v/eels^ tatexcep^
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Thank you a great deal for ths general letters of constructive and helpful erltleUm
on theatre management which yon have been sending me. Our business has long beta
sorely '.in*.
In VKBCjd
need of someone willing to take tthe time from Jils own Immediate affairs .to
rjf; Msrsay.
'''
;''•
consider the theatrical ontlook and survey tli
the situation as a whole.
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all of Its responsibilities to devolre
gratitude, I am sure, of everyone— the public, the actor,
benefit from a policy of co-operation.
...

In voluntarily assuming this task, and permitting
ne

have earned the
upon you, you Dave
the manager— because all derive

|

1

.

Probably the great majority of the owner-managers have themselves recognised the
existence of the evils yon point out, but have tolerated conditions because they have not
.;?"=.,
harm they worked.
1
J"8* how innch ha

^^^K^t^P^ ^

:

K- .v-J>JL---.i

"^'";--^«; -^. -;,:—- Mosr of the men in. 01
onr profession are in the parlance of the day, "good fellows,".
,
at they do to continue in their theatres on account of though t-^''^^^:.«Bd permit the things. that
.'£-.^-B t
They are busy with things that seem of more pressing importance.
»
:..;•
•-.;«: ;-^
Your general letters,, however, serve as an admirable stimulant for Improrements
and certainly make every manager devote care and attention to problems that he would',
otherwise overlook amid the rash of a day at his desk. You are performing a real and
genuine service in acting as monitor for ns all.
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Ballads
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LL FADE AWAY
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DOUBT ONE GF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
NUMBERS OF ITS KIND EVER WRITTEN

MAKES A WONDERFUL DOUBLE
..-

SHADOWS
Will

Lytic by

J.KEIRN -BREKNAN

Fade Away

Motio by

Billut Fos Tnjl
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Band and
We

5..

Can Produce the

Latest Popular Jazz Saxophone and

.

?

All Types of Reed Instrument Effects With the Use of
Ordinary Brass Instruments By Our
Arrangements.
Our Orchestration and Band Arrangements Will Help You "Put Over" Your Music
-

*

8^

Special Service to PubUshers—Write for Details
...
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Gayety Minneapolis.
22'

Penn

.

Circuit.

;

>

•

GUmore

Springfield.
"Follies of Day" 16 Gayety Buffalo 12
22

Gayety Rochester.

'
.

"Follies of Pleasure" 16 Empress Cincinnati 22 Lyceum Columbus.
Frolics" 14-16 Gayety 81ouz
City 22 Century Kansas City.
"Girls a la Carte" 16 Gayety Montreal 22

Empire Albany.

Important
as umbrellas

.

in

March

.

•

Because Piso's wards
of cold,
rainy weather. For 55
years it has ended distressing coughs and eased inflamed, ir-

.

off ill effects

•

.

ritated throats, hoarseness
tickling.

Keep

it

Jacques Waterbury.
"Golden Crook" 16 Star & Garter Chicago 21-23 Berchel Des Moines.

and throat

in the medicine

'

"Grown Up Babies" 16 Cadillac Detroit 22
Engelwood Chicago.
Hastings Harry 16 Columbia New Tork
22 Empire Brooklyn.
Hayes Edmund 16 Folly Washington 22

cabinet ready for immediate use at

the very

first

symptoms.

30c at'four druggist' j.
opiate.

Contains no

i

Good for young and o/di

for Coughs

Trocadero Philadelphia.
"Hello, America" 15 Star Cleveland 22
Empire Toledo/'
"Hip Hip Hurrah" 16 Gayety Kansas
City 22 L O.
Howe Sam 16 Gayety Rochester 22-24
Bastable
Syracuse
26-27
Lumbers
Utlca.
"Jazz Babies" 16 GUmore Sprlnfleld 22

& Colds

Worcester Worcester Mass;
Kelly Lew 16 Gayety Detroit 22 Gayety
Toronto.
"Kewpte Dolls" 14-15 Grand Terre Haute
16-20

Park

Indianapolis

Gayety

22

Louisville.

TYPEWRITERS
I

Boston.

3eci ef too following tnwwrltert,
in any condition, for cub:

CORONA, UNDERWOOD,
860

_

-

.

AL

C.

MITCHEL
SATS

'

...

I'm not the fellow who makes
the Mitchell motor can.

Behman Show 16-17 Bastable Syracuse
18r20 Lumberg Utlca 22 Gayety Montreal.
"Best Bhow In Town'W6 L O 22 Gayety
St Louis.

'

"Bowerya" 16 Orpheum Paterson 22 MaJeBtic Jersey City.
16 Gayety Minneapolis 21-28 Gayety Sioux City.
"Burlesque Review" 16 Gayety Toronto

"Broadway Belles"
22

Gayety Buffalo.

"Burlesque Wonder Show" 16 Majestic
Jersey City 22 Perth Amboy 28 Plainfield 24 Stamford 25-27 Park Bridgeport.

^

.

••

'''';''

—

& Seamon's
New York 22 Orpheum Paterson.
& Garter 15 Palace Baltimore 22

"Sporting Widows" 16 Hurtlg

--.:

.

•

-

-r-

•

•

-

Star

Gayety Washington.
"Step Lively Girls" 16 Columbia Chicago
"22
*

Gayety Detroit.

emy

& Pillard

Howard

Boston.

"Record Breakers" 16 Century Kansas
City 22-23

Lyceum

St Jose.

Reeves Al 16 Gayety Pittsburgh 22-24
Park Toungstown 25-27 Grand Akron.
Reynolds Abe 16 Casino Boston 22 Grand
Hartford.

"Roseland Girls" 16 Jacques Waterbury
22 Hurt-ig & Seamon's New Tork.
"Round the Town" 16 Howard Boston 22
Empire Providence
"Sight Seers" 16 Casino Philadelphia 22
Miner's- Bronx New Tork.
"Social Follies" 16 Bijou Philadelphia 22

SCENERY BY EDWIN
*H

easily;

Olympic Cincinnati.
"Victory Belles" 16 Miner's Bronx
Tork 22 .Casino Brooklyn.

nervous or irritable; who
are subject to
fits of melancholy or the

New

Watson Billy 16 Gayety Newark 22-26
Broadway Camden 26-27 Grand Tren-

"Maes," get
yourblood examined for

ton.

Welch Ben 16 Empire Toledo 22 Lyric
"
Dayton.

iron deficl.
ency. MtoitrJ

-

White Pat

16

Empire Cleveland 22

Cadil-

lac Detroit.

Iron taken
three times a day after meals will Increase
your strength and endurance in two weeks'

Williams Mollie 16 Casino Brooklyn 22
Empire Newark. „

"World Beaters" 15-18 Broadway Camden
19-20 Grand Trenton 22 Bijou Phila-

tJmeinmanycase3.-FerdlnandKuig.il

delphia.

-- ATLANTIC

% Mmn

futm

aX»rt<l«3 tixrn

Russell 'Austin has been appointed
manager of the Colonial, succeeding H.
M. Russell, resigned. Mr. Austin has
been with the* Stanley Co. since his return from France, serving as assistant
manager of the local Keith's last summer, as associate manager at the Globe
Theatre during the fall and early winter, and for several past months has
been studying the photoplay end of his
firm's activities in Philadelphia.

'

BALTIMORE.
O'TOOLE.
—D. "Somebody's

Sweet-

heart," although more than a year old.
packed them in on the opening night of
its engagement here.
Ardelle Cleaves
most acceptable in the leading role. The
scenery, costuras and humor of the piece
still remain fresh enough to have the
play enthusiastically received.
ACADEMT. Klaw
Erlanger's revival of "Ben Hur," more elaborately
stagM and with more people drew fair
crowd opening night. John Dunsmore
as Ben Hur was particularly atfccessf ul.

—

&

—"Three.

H.
./

Showere,"

a

new

i

'

M>r«.NratM lion.

br Dr. Klnj,

en

obliinrt
%\frwo taj good droetfit on inbeibsolnte
^k%gTtmr»nt*e of iBectia or money reatatllj prt% tribe
Xa\. fBsd*dBre- Vaeton
grain tablet? to be BS
•
ttr" Ul!5
eT|

CITY.

By CHARLES SCHEUER.

By F.
AUDITORIUM.

are'

pale, haggard

and .worn;

Star Toronto.
"20th Century Maids" 16 Lyric Dayton 22

FORD'S.

Empire Hoboken.

Yon who tint

"Sweet Sweeties Girls" 16 Gayety Louisville 22 Empress Cincinnati.
"Tempters" 16-17 Armory Blnghamton 18
Auburn 12-20 Inter Niagara Falls 22

•

"Peek-a-Boo" 16-17 Park Toungstown
18-20 Grand Akron 22 Star Cleveland.
"Razzle Dazzle" 15 Worcester Worcester

YBAUfiHERSi

Toronto 22 Aead-

15 Star

Buffalo;.

^SXSLSS
^^=^^^^^^tSp^^D

22

v

•

'//WOMEN!
//MOTHERS!

•

22

•

"Blue Birds" 16 Trocadero Philadelphia
22 Mt Morris New Tork.
"Bon Tons" 15 People's Philadelphia 22
Palace Baltimore.
"Bostonians" 16 Gayety Omaha 22 Gayety Kansas City.

.-

:

.

•

.

X. C. SMITH and ROYALT £
Call oi Write: W. BUBKHARDT
WMt Slit St.
New York City

•

New Tork

"Liberty Girls" 16 Empire Albany 22 Casino Boston.
V
"Lid Lifters" 16 Majestic Wllkea-Barre
-'.'"•'•
22 Majestic Scran ton.
Keith's will open, for a week before
Der
"Lorfdon Belies- is Olympic atoaauutg
ESSsSSZ
«°I2
B S^it*
8
22 Columbia Chicago.
"Maids of- America"rtt$- Empire Newaefi^"^
22 Casino Philadelphia,
The 7 Automobile Show under local
Ma:irlon Dave 16 Gayety Boston 2S Codealers " auspices haB been scheduled for
numbia New Tork
the Million Dollar Pier next Week, March*
"Midnight Maidens" 16 Gayety Brooklyn
16. The Pier opens for the season March
22 Gayety ^Newark.
22.
"Million Dollar Dolls" 16 Empire Brooklyn 22 People's Philadelphia.
Full week bookings are now current at
"Mischief Makers" 16 Gayety Milwaukee
the, Apollo,,
with "Chris," the new
.22 Gayety St Paul.
„
Eugene O'Neill play, this week; Dilling"Monte Carlo Girls" 15 Haymarket Chiham's "The New Dictator" next week,
cago 22 Gayety Milwaukee.
ana other bookings unannounced. The
"Oh Frenchy" 15 Academy Buffalo 22
Globe had "Always You," 8-10, "Business
Empire Cleveland.
Before Pleasure," 11-12, "Mrs. Jimmy*
"Oh Girls" 16 Gayety St Louis 22 Star Thompson" 16-17, "Somebody's Sweet& Garter Chicago.
heart" 18-20.
"Pace Makers" 15-16 Lyceum St Jobs 22
Standard St Louls."v
Charles Luzenburg, for many years as"Parisian-Flirts" 16 Penn Circuit 22 Gaysistant to Fred Moore at the Apollo, has
ety Baltimore.
now. been rated as assistant manager,
"Parisian Whirl" 14-16 Berchel Des
(tiling a vacancy caused by the death of
.'"
Moines 22 Gayety Omaha'
the late Dr. Underwood Cochran.
'•

vast to tar

m

..

.

Gayety Brooklyn. -> »;
"Sport GirlB" 15 Gayety Baltimore 22
Folly Washington.

Stone

"Girls de Looks" 16 Perth Amboy. 16
Plainfleld 17 Stamford 18-20 Park
Bridgeport 22-24 Cohen's Newburg 2527 Cohen's Poughkeepsie.
"Girls from Follies" 16 Empire Provldence 22 Olympic New York.
"Girls from Joyland" 16 Lyceum Colunjbus 22 Victoria Pittsburgh.
"Girls, Girls, Girls" 16 Empire Hoboken22 Star Brooklyn.
"Girls of U S A" 16 Grand Hartford 22

I

••

"Social Mai da" 15-17 Cohen's Newburg
18-20 Cohen's Poughkeepsie 22 Gayety

•Trench
i

<

"Some Show" 16 Olympic

'

Dixon's "Big Revuo'V 16 Star Brooklyn
.-'••

-:

""r::-.-'-'

Th9ilroQuildmy-Chic«<y>

"Cracker Jacks" 15 Vlctorla^lttsburgh

nS?£&

$

HU3C rtBUSHERS

,

£:'

"Cabaret Girls" IS Gayety St Paul 22
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"Pedallzlaa In collection of theaMal
cialmi. »ui be •slid, to hear from
theatrical folki retolnac bit
State fan par-

awimnm

Ueulara.

New York
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musical play, which opened last week in
Rochester, by William Cary Duncan, preaented by Mr. and Mrs. Coburn, opened
to a good house Monday evening. '; The
newness Is not yet entirely out of the
handling of the various roles, and the
snap born of experience is lacking. It Is
a clean play from beginning to end and
was received with appreciation.

.

MARTLAND.—Vaudeville.
PALACE.—"Beauty Trust"
GARDEN.—Vaudeville.
HIPPODROME.—Vaudeville.
GAYETY.— Ed mo nd Hayes show.
FOLLT.—"Shimmy Misses."
8TRAND AND WIZARD.—Films,

"Pol-

lyanna."

NEW.—"The—Turning
PARKWAT.

ows," picture,

Point," picture.

"Footlights

-

and

Shad-

The Baltimore Opera Society, directed
by David S. Melamet, opened its first of
a series .of performances here Monday
night at Albaugh's. The first act of "La
Travita" and th,e second and fourth acts
of "n Trovatore" furnished splendldwehloles for the large and well trained
chorus and cast An orchestra of 20 or
more pieces, under the leadership of Mr.
Melamet, furnished the music.
The MoHenry, one of the group taken
over recently by the Whltehurst interests when they bought out the Parkway
holdings, has come into possession of
Fred J. Nixon-Nirdllnger.
It will be
known as Nixon's McHenry. Mr. NlxonNlrdllnger also controls the New Pickwick and the Victoria, but has confined
his attention in the past mainly to the

Academy

of

Music

-
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Ar\ Arabian Foxtpotwith Words by BEHMffiQiidl)]
/?.£ iconsider-ikistheQreQb^Ntanlerihave

25 cents each.
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CHICAGO.

PLYMOUTH.—The third
Girl In the Limousine."
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REMOVAL NOTICE

EUROPE

DYER

WEST

may

to

PHONE: CIRCLE
Formerly of 178 West 45th St,

in

.

for

VA-

to

it

Managera and Agents, U.

Now on Our tour

&

••

-.':

Carlton

>

':
.".

'

St

Regent St

WM London

S.

v..

.

For uniformity In exchange, the Pall

'
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.

Co.

Mall

VARIETY

will accept' deposits
at the prevailing rate.

A. and Canada; Also to Managers and Agents Booking
and England, Etc.

of the World for the Last

Time—Dont Put

Them

Off Seeing

aa

its

own

receipts
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Pollyanna."

,

'

girl in question was a professional sent
to the affair by a Boston booking agency
on request when some of the local amateur talent failed to show.

t

..

AND

<

''

«

Although

''

•

.

line.

"

The engagement of Hazel Newell,'
m
daughter of Mr. and Mra. E. N. I/Afrl-

'

•

cain, of Medford, to Julius Theodorowlcz,

.

second concert master of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, is announced. Mr.
a Theodorowlcs came here from Poland
30
years ago to play in the orchestra and
four weeks' run and which are cleaning -has been a member' since. Miss L'Afrlup big with; a S3 top for week nights
oaln Is a cellist, member of the Ameriand extra prices for Saturday,
can String Quartet and her father is
MAJESTIC—Theda Bara on the -sec- band master of th e 101 st Infantry Band.
ond and supposedly last week of Boston
, engagement
of "The Blue Flame." Is*
Lyonel Watts,* one of the company of.
playing, to capacity and could nil the
the Henry Jewett Players, lost several
vaudeville.
house at extra matinees if she would
performances
of
"Hobson's. Choice"
GORDON'S. CENTRAL SQUARE.—Pic- pl ay them.
through illness and Leonard Craske
tures and vaudeville.
WILBUR.— The fourth week of "89 filled In for him.
_
BEACON.
East," which seems to be just moving
FRANKLIN
SQUARE, STRAND,
PARK. along quietly and picking
Through the Inability of Mr. Bolm.
EXETER STREET. COLUMBIA. LAN- without much fuss or bother.up the coin who
was to take one" of the principal
CASTER. WALDORF, GLOBE, FENparts, to reach here in time because of
HOLLIS.—Helen Hayes in her new' traffio
AY/—Pictures.
,
V
conditions between New York and
show, "Bab," now on the fourth week,
this city, the performance of Mr. CarpenPARK. First week of the feature/ with
business good and- the star getting
ter's ballet, "-The Birthday of the In*
film, "Why Change Your Wife?" ,.
more and more publicity every day asfanta," was abandoned Saturday afterSecond week of the
SHUBERT.
possible future Important star, theatrinoon. Bolm left New York at midnight
"Greenwich Village Follies" In here for a
cally.
Friday and the storm overtook him at

SOMBBVUXE,

.Property at 719 West Baltimore street,
formerly a picture house, has been purchased by Balmear & Son from Edwin
W. Wilson and will be converted Into a
business establishment. The place has
neve% been a success in the amuaement

.

W ^-'^^P
JACK PLYNN and SABT KENNY
i'

^/~*^»

for all

a member of a prominent Detroit' family, and; a student, saw his
sweetheart in the theatre with another
man/- After writing her a note he drew
his pocket and started
to "end it all." He was prevented from
carrying out this melodramatic stunt by
theatre employes and locked up.
His
..case was filed in court, where he was
charged with carrying a loaded revolver, and he -has gone back to Detroit
with his father,
years,

.

WE PRATI 8ELHINI

the Pall Hall to

it

a revolver from

"''

'

-3

wasn't on the program, a
thriller came near being pulled at the
Exeter Street Theatre, a local film house.
during the week. James P. Aldrich. 18

%

"

Through this maimer of transmisdanger of loss to the player
averted. VARIETY assumes fall risk
and acknowledge* the Pall all Co."s
sion, all

receipts

fil

the last word in the way of authority,
stepped on the stage and stopped the
show. At first it was claimed that the
.girl wore pink tights but later it was
said the objection was to the dancing
steps she started to shoot over. The

The Act That Stands Alone.

,

for

Is

money placed with
VARIETY'S credit

:

HOWARD.—"The Girl from the Folburlesque.
TRBMONT TEMPLE.—
Last two weeks
"

A sensation was sprung at Athol, a
small settlement near this city, during
the week when a show being given under the direction of the Y. M. C. A. at a
church was stopped when a girl appeared qn the stage in short dresses and
pink stockings. A minister, who was

NOTICE!

NEXT WEEK, MARCH 15—ROYAL, NEW YORK CITY
y
WEEK MARCH 22—RIVERSIDE, NEW YORK CITY
WEEK MARCH 29—BUBHWICK, BROOKLYN
»";_.
WEEK APRIL •—ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN
MANY THANKS TO MB. E. F. ALBEB AND MB. EDWARD V. DAKLING
AND MANY OTHERS
|P ana Address!
^
__
\, ^\
9*********'-'.-

£?'>

:

.

'.

r.'

:

still

Girls of the tfc S. A."

lies/' in

WILLIAM SELBINI
JEANNETA GROVINI
.

-.

GAYHTY.—"The

CASINO.—Harry Hastings "Big Show."

-

MALL

:

,

'

City

Australia South America,

credit at the

DEPOSIT OCX
:'.:

:

'.'.'''

3634
New Terk

NOTICE!

See for Yourselves.
r

,

in burlesque.

copy

NOTICE!

.-

:

•

to big business,

>

VARIETY, New

payment

RIETY'S

*

of the Picktord

York, and deposit die amount

».

N

"The Outrageous Mrs. Palmer" and

49th

-

VARIETY

advertising

mail

direct

ent indications.

COPLEY.—Henry Jewett Players using
"A Night Oft" for a vehicle.
-ARLINGTON. — The sixth week of

Near Broadway

Players in Europe desiring

to advertise in

BOSTON, OPERA HOUSE, -r- Second
week of the Chicago Grand Opera Co.
This Is also the final week and Is the
only touch of grand opera that Boston
will get this season, according to pres-

ns-

NOW LOCATED AT

205

of "The

—

.AMD

CLEANER

week

TREMONT.—Second week of Elsie
Janls and her "gang" to capacity houses.
PARK SQUARE. "Honey-Girl," the
new Sam Harris show based on the story
of "Checkers," now pn the second week.

\,-tt'

N.

Palace Theatre BIdg, N. Y. C.

X.

BOWDOIN.—Pictures and vaudeville.^
BIJOU.—Pictures.
ST. JAMES.—Vaudeville and a feature
film.
SCOLLAVS OLYMPIA.—Vaudevllle^and
pictures.
GORDON'S OXjYMFIA. — Pictures and

.

.

CODMAN

MODERN,

J

•

.

BOSTON.

W

By LEtf LIBBEY.

ORPHEUM, LOEW.
vaudeville.

— Pictures

—

BOSTON. Vaudeville and a

and

feature

film.

,

.

.

—

—

BEAUMONT'S
Artists at

WEST

46th

SCENERY studios

VELVET and/
PAINTED

•;?

ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW!
Our Factory and

••

We

Your Service

off* for rent
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Can Be Inspected During
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Progress.
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CLUB HOUSE

Watch This Space for Weekly Announcements.
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Under, Construction—Georgeous Sets Jn Green and 014 Gold.
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DROPS AND FULL STAGE SETTINGS
Ml* brand new tettinn and drew
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NOTICE TO ALL MANAGERS

The youngest of the greatest Ballerinas

AGNES

&

ROY
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will

appear with her pupils

3
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FLORENCE
culver:,.:';'-:.;,
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In a Dance Program Specially Arranged for the
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'The presence of Albertlna Kasch on the vaudeville stage

%

a

Is to It

—Waiter Anthony, Ban Francisco "Ohroniofe."
—

''-**•'.•

~

"Albertlna Ilasch, the Polish dancer, held orer, could play Los Angelos Indefinitely and get a greater reception
each vet*.*
.
fiewy Dougherty, Urn JangtOtn Swfreafi"
/
.^V r
'
'?$ \* « safe prediction that Mis* Hasch will overtake and surpass tin* Better exponent* of her alt."
.^--.
,--j_
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"Albertlna Raich Is the greatest dancer ever witnessed on the Orpheum stage; and, if Mme. Genes or toe graceful
In our fair
Pavlowa have anything In addition to Albertlna,
rrr they have concealed It Carefully while performing

sse*
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"If out of
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an

entire season there

Albertlna Raach."
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may be an
act
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richly deserving of being treasured In one's
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"Madame Sarah Bernhardt

•-'•.

"rendered 'Camflle* in

proved equally great In her art*

a wondrous manner.
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"BepuWo."
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'Jewels- of the Madonna' the applause grew to a rf ot for a little! Ballerina who was wen named Basen.**
,.„.., ,,
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Albertlna Rasch, co-starring with the
de-'lo Marina/' Havana-, CB&o.

-fZMoro
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"Albertlna Rnsch had the big ovation of the Opera."

fissiM

memory such act is
—Omaha "Bit*
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New

s

early
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the originator of the Marionette Dance and this number
Is

her sole property.

-

It has been suggested by Mile. Tvonne
Call, tbe soprano of the Chicago Opera

a movement
be started to transform the Boston
Opera House Into a municipal theatre^
through purchase by the city. She calls
attention to the misfortune which haa
attended this house, now In the handa
of.
the Shuberta, and believes -that a
plan auch as she suggests Is successful
countries and could be
in European
worked here. With the house a municipal theatre, opera could be maintained
there, she claims, and the plaint of BOStonlana about the lack of It would be

Company playing

here, that

ended.
It la reported locally that A. H. Woods
is considering building a house here.
While rumors of this sort are constantlycropping- up It seems from the attractions that he has been booking In this
and last season that he could uso a
house exclusively.' John Montague, who
came here so often for Woods that he
finally told his boas that he should make
up his mind and let him stay here, doea
nothing but take care of -the Woods attractions and he could take care of any

house that Woods would acquire.
Mme. Tetrazzlnl Is booked In here for
a concert at the Boston Opera House on
Sunday- afternoon, April 4. Evidently the
Shuberts are planning to run Sunday
afternoon concerts at the opera house
in competition with the ones at Symphony Hall, which have been running for
several seasons and which go big with
music loving Bostonlans.
. \

BUFFALO.
By STDNHTT BURTON.

—

Ruth

Chatterton

ass

In

OLYMPIC.

Comedy

Special Scene: Consisting of the United States Post

Direction

ARTHUR

J.

—

"Mammy's

Singing, Talking and Dancing
on the Border of Mexico
City

—

Worlds," "From

,

Hand

GARDEN.—"Some

"FUN
A laugh

wook

SANDIFER

Costumes A-No, 1

Original

LOCATION WANTED
NATIONAL MUSICAL
STOCK COMPANY

A delegation of Chinese citizens called
on the mayor last week and protested
against the showing of "The Tong Man",
running at the Family this week. So .:'' "•
Ho Yan. manager of the Nan-Kin resturant, issued a statement declaring the
film unjust to the Chinese race and
'-'
claimed It had been stopped in other
cities.
The mayor promised a censorship by a board of public officials who,
after viewing the film, found nothing

-'.

supply of the musical comedy market
here this season.

good start Monday.

Plokford,
the Hills '; Joe Martin, "Baby
Doll Bandit," Sudworth Fralser,
STAR.— Jean Lelghton Revue, Floto
Bros., Gallarlnla, Fad and Fancy, Haney
and Vincent, "Lasca."

SHEA'S.—Vaudeville.
Mary
SHEA'S HIPPi 4

—

.

'

':';

,'.

'

objectionable in it The management' of
the Family made the most of the Incident for advertising purposes.

o'

'

More echoes of the defunct Garden
burlesque stock wero heard this week
when Judge Dudley In Supreme Court
awarded Mary
Titus the oustody of

R

BBBBBS

YOUR ACT
HOW'S
W
EBB

BUMPUS & LEWIS, 245 W. 46th St, N. Y.

u,'

mm

'

"Moonlight and Honeysuckle."
The
star's personal following can he relied
on to draw good business. Got off with a

Love/' Getting the better of the week's
break, but still far from anything like
big money. Probably due to the over-

';:.

».•.'.-

to 50 People
HAGEDORN, NATIONAL THEATRE, DETROIT

"Heart

-' *'-:

.

Can Furnish Complete Show from 20

But

V

-

Sir Oliver Lodge will lecture' at the
Majestic, March 14.
A heavy advance
*'
sale 1b reported,

At liberty May 31. Wonld Ilk* to Hear from good live managers, guarantee or pe*>
Fire years at the National Theatre, Detroit
cent ore. Beat organisation in America.

"Nothing

'

third

R

FOB

—

Mouth."

Over a hundred exhibitors and exchange men left for Utlca Monday to
attend the Exhibitors' League Convention, Tuesday and Wednesday. A special
oar In charge of C. A. Taylor was
chartered.
The party Included Harold
B Franklin, E. o. Weinberg, Br ucp Fowler, H. P. Smith, Henry Wilkinson, A.
S. Morltz, I. M. MoBher, A. Moses, H.
Kahn, J. E. Klmberly, T. H. Brady, F.
S. Hopkins; J. II. Groenwald, J. SobUOhert, Q. Hall, B. C. Wtnegar. H. Marsey,
G. Haney. js. Hayes, H. Taylor, S. Carver, L. Marcus, O. Siegel, A* Sharlek, N.
I. Fllklns, T.
Gardiner and W. Hayes.

Words and Mule

Copyright reserved.

Write or Wire C. R.

to

Wild Oats."

FAMILY.—"The' Tong Man."

m A STREET CAR" Without Power

a Minute

-

OAYBTY.—Sam Howe'a Big Show with
Harry Cooper, Sam Howard, Helen Tarr.
ACADEMY.— Pat White and his show.
STRAND.
"A Daughter , of Two
I

,

DeGODFREY

\-

-

.

tlon."

HORWITZ and LEE KRAUS, New York

and

Birthday."

Leonard and Bonjlman, wheelbaok' and
Hay, Worth-Wayten Four, May Clark.
LYRIC—"Telephone Tangle," Follding-Boomer, Ella La vail, Work and Kelt,
"Girl in the Basket, "The Third Oenera-

Hunter, Randall and Senorita
"ON THE BORDER LINE"

':•

MHNPFR

1907 Times Building

.

=e=

If BIT

PpDr'pyAI

"ALL PASSES, ART ALONE ENDURES''

SHTJBBRT-TECB^
MAJESTIC.

Press Representative

W

York. He did not arrive here until
Saturday night.
Money waa

turned hack to aomo of the audience, a
email one at that, and fqr the remainder,
a special danoo number was added. It

was suggested by the management of
the Chicago Opera Company, Mr. Bolm
and others that another afternoon this
week the performance be given but the
Idea was frowned on by the local management

'<!

is

aa introdtfeed by her pupils

Phone

Br,ut

im

THE IMPRESSION YOU MAKE ON THE AUDIENCE

".'v

•

Livelihood. Our Curtains Will Give Your
Act Atmosphere. All Colors, Unique Designs. Handsomely Painted New Curtains Our Specialty. For Sale

Means Your
and Rent
-

—

—

-»—'

—am
'•^'

•---,—-.
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VARIETY

ANDY WILLIAMS

New

is

-;.;

--.;-'

New Tetk

Connected with the

a GRURCH &

C.

mnd wants

hU frlmds

all

" '-;---*

:

Oflee tf

CO.
«a Ida

to call

..f

SUNSHINE ROSE

The Big Ballad Hit
A

'

NEW YORK, N.Y.

The

girl had
In Cleveland

joining the

company at

Blake

the Garden. Later, the Children's Aid
Society picked her up and was about to
•end her to training school when her
mother heard of the girl's predicament
and came here, asking the court to allow
her to take her daughter hack to Cleve-

ceeding act, Martin Webb, was refused
a hearing. By wonderful showmanship,
Webb stuck to his guns and won over
house to such an extent that he
went over In great shape. The band Is
held over for this week.

—

Next week. Alice Brady

In

ever After."

OPERA HOUSE.—Robert

and

[olnes this or

'

—

'Sis

House

In

the Dance."

ALHAMBRA AND MALL. — "Toung
Mrs. Wlnthrop."

STRAND.— "The

Little

KNICKERBOCKER

Shepherd

— "The

Luck

of
of

Geratdine Laird."

Andreyev's "Life of Man" was given at

the Play House on Friday, Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. The production

was one

J.

THOMAS

NASH, Business Manager

J.

CARMODY, Booking Manager

CHICAGO, ILL

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre BIdg.

any other season. Heavy

COOPER

IRVING
M.
ummm

big-time attractions playing here this
Des Moines Is getting the production for but two days and three
formances Instead of the usual tl
season.

;

reprbsbntativb

days,

Frances Starr, In "Tiger, Tiger," will
play the Berchel March 11-10. Prices
will Jump to |S top again, for the second
time this season. Only a few lower floor
seats will draw that figure, however.

1411

JOB COOPBB,

BROADWAY, NSW TORE

Oea. Hgr.

,

nm.

N

Order."

Kingdom Come."

JOHN

advance sale reported. Show Is playing
a split week with Omaha, aa most of the

GRAND.—Adonis and his Dogs, Three
White Kuhne, Dunbar and Turner. Calsholm and Breen, Homeer and Dubard and

— Film,

14

Managers' Association

"The Canary," with Sanderson and
Cawthorn, at Berchel. Flayed at ft for
entire lower floor and fl for gallery;
Saturday matinee, $1 to 11.60. These
8rices are the absolute top for Des

/

Fltsgerald,

EUCLID.—"On with

Week March

The Western VaudeviQe

at $2.60 top.

and Warmer."

STDUliMAN.

Dfll,

SAMUEL B. GROSSMAN, Msntftr

DES MOINES.
By DON CLARK.

i

pictures.

Playing: Kolb and

Wn OE WBITI FOB OPEN TOO

Nora Bayes made a hit in Des Moines
and drew four big audiences at Berchel
March 4-5-8 In "Ladles First" Played

B. Mantell In

Qulgley

Now

—

My
Tor*

Frank Ward, Belen Mortti,
Dance Fantasies and pictures.
PRISCULLA—Dan Collins and Co. In
"School Days," Frank Waldron, Una
Westley and Co., Back and Stone, Dot
Marsel and Co. and pictures.
LOEWS LIBERTY.—Weber, Beck and
Fraser; Burns and Garry, Arthur J.
Finn and Co., Three Maxim Girls, De
Vine and Williams an<v pictures.
EMPIRE.—"The Grown Up Babies."
STAR. Ben Weloh Revue.

Blackstone,

Cleveland is enjoying a brief respite
from the "bedroom" and "double-entendre" productions by the advent of Robert
R. Mantell In a repertory of the Immortal
Bard's classics. This week Mantell will
appear In seven different plays by
Shakespeare a marvelous week's work.

Shakespearean repertoire.
Next week,
William Gillette in "Dear Brutus."
PROSPECT.—Joseph W. Payton Stock
In "The 8ong of Songs."
Next week,

KEITH'S.—Vaudeville.
MILES.— "Temptation,"

KBAST OP

House available for Road Attractions

the

CLEVELAND.
By J. WILSON ROT.
8HT7BBRT- COLONIAL.
"Oh,

TO

IN

SAN FRANCISCO

THE PACIFIC COAST

The city council last Friday passed
an ordinance providing for more thorough Are protection in picture exchanges
In the city.
There was no opposition
and all exchange managers appeared in
favor. About 10 exchanges are affected.

\

SAVOY THEATRE

Amber Agency

MARKET STREET

the Standard Agency ef

Bernard Vowinkel, manager of the
Montana la Genesee street, was fined 116
by Judge Haul for permitting a 17-year
old boy to operate the motion plotur*
machine In his house. The boy was also
found guilty of operating a machine
without a license and was fined $10.

" Fair

&

•71

SAN FRANCISCO

land.

Dear I"

in for them.

STREET

48th

her daughter, Ruth Hino.

•

had better write

^^Wf^eiMMH^ ca

run away from her mother
'here,

ready, too; so you

.

WEST

and came

<

Send for Professional Copies and Orchestrations

Some new ones

'V

1

153

-

Princess Players made the hit sf their
season with musical comedy "Very Good
Eddie" this week. Leona Powers. Pall
Sheffield and Minor Watson drew the bis
parts and the big applause.
Sylvester Shaffer headlining vefle bill
at Orpheum this week. "Cheer Up" Is
headllner at Empress.

"Scandal" drew so well New Tear's
week at Berchel that It returned for
two performances March 11.

of the best ever staged at this

bouse.

''Holntyre and Heath In "Hello, Alexander!" at the Shubert-Colonlal. March

The biggest hit of any act seen ,at
Keith's In a long time was that made
by the House of David Jazz Band last
week. Their performance was a riot.
The clamor for the long-haired musicians became so boisterous that the sue-

VasdesJIle

Big pictures this week. Clara KimYoung, In "The Forbidden Woman,"

ball

at Des Moines; Btbel Clayton, la "The
18th Commandment," at Garden: Alice
Lake, in "Should a Woman TellT" at
Rlalto; William Farnum, in "The Adventurer," at Palace.

Mabel Normand, In "Jinx," pulled such
a big business at the Rlalto four days
last week that it was continued for a
full week.

it All

Tim *

Sstte

8M-M9 Delaware

Circuit

Bids.

NO ACT TOO BIO-NO 8A LABT TO O

HI GH

est Baadelph 8t- GsJcsf*
N West
Phon.

GEO. H. WEB8TKB
Genwal M»ntr«r

Mijettle 7J1S

S*J

Persistent rumors here are to the effect that the Orpheum will build a new
house to play two-a-day and convert
the present house Into a three-a-day.
Des Moines Amusement Co., owning the
Eighth street house, new under lease to
the Orpheum, denies the rumor, which
comes here from Chicago.

The corner under consideration Is
owned by the Equitable Life Insurance
Co. of Iowa, and the concern plans a
10-story office building for the site.

If

the Orpheum is built it wlU be a part
of the Equitable Building. .

DETROIT.
By JACOB SMITH.

"Slnsad" opened a three weeks' en-

gagement at the Shubert-Detrolt Sunday
sight.
House completely sold out for
week. SInbad will stay here three weeks,
creating a new record. First time. In history of Detroit that any show has remained longer than two weeks. Al Joleon Is In show here and Is working with

JOE

JEVEVIIE

GILDEA
JUST GOING AHEAD

Ads wanted

The Webster Vaudeville

and
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PHILLIPS

"ALL IN FUN"

TOURING PANTAGES CIRCUIT
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E. F.

S~

ALBEE,

President

MURDOCK,

J. J.

General Manager

PROCTOR,

F. F.

Vice-President

4|

Exchange

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville

I
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Artists can book direct by addressing S. K.
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HODGDON

MOSS

B. S.

Theatrical Enterprises
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Putnam Building, Times Square
New York
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General Executive Offices
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BROADWAY THEATRE BUILDING
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-

BROADWAY,
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Phone Bryant
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General Manager
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Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily
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Harry Rickards Tivoli Theatres
Australia
HUGH D. McINTOSH, Governing Director
Raglatnv* Cable

Addnm: "HU8HMAC."

Amerlenn BepreaenUUre,

Sydney.

Haad

Ofltea:

NORMAN JEFFERLES

WILLIAM FOX CIRCUIT
OF THEATRES

TIVOLI THEATRE, Bydtey, AaitnJla,
Rani Catatt Trrnt Bld|.,

PkllaMnhlt

WI1X1AJVI FOX, President

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE
BIHLDING

:

K^tfc

AUSTRALIAN ENTERPRISES
Albemarle Mansion!, Piccadilly. London. W. L Ban Fuller will be lecated In N*w Tork
Match n tit. See V. V. II. A. ln'Chlesfo. 8m Bits Morphy, Aekerman-HarrU, San FruaJKeY

•

;

(Putnam Building)

New York

BEN and JOHN FULLER
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1493 Broadway

>
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SAN FRANCISCO

executive Offices: 130 West 46th St,

New York City

JACK W. LOEB

v

General Booklna- Manager
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Arcade
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gaged Tyrone Power for revivals of "The
Middleman" and "A Bunch of Violets"
for next season, so successful hsa bis
tour In "The Servant In the House" been
thug far.

A specialist has at last perfected a
pure face powder that la guaranteed
harmless to the most delicate baby
skin.
It beautifies wonderfully, be*
xause it helps to dear and lighten the
skin and protect the complexion from
blemishes.
And it really stays on
better than any other face powder. Of
course, every one knows the famous
Powder.
(French, Poodre
L'Amo). This is the powder
that does not contain
starchy rice powder or
dangerous white lead to
make it adhere. White
lead II
deadly poison and
rice powder turns into a
gluey paste that ruins the
complexion by causing enlarged pores, blackheads,

"Sinbad" will do 1100,000
Certain capacity.

hi* usual pep.

at

J3.G0 top.

La-may

Louia Mann to "Friendly Enemies"
held over for second week. Next "Nothing- But Love."

New

haTwinum

Detroit

Gillette la

"Dear Brutus." Next, Robert B. MantelL

Next

"Burlesque Revue" at dayety.

Low Kelly Show.

"Bathing- Beauties" at Cadillac.

Photoplays: "One~With the Dance"
held qver third week at Broadway
btrand; "In Search of a Sinner," Adams;
"Hie House In Order," "The Strongest";
"The Blooming; Angel," Majeitlo; "The

Imp" at

and

powder

rice

Fox house

In

St

Louis.

H. A. Ross, Detroit manager for FaPlayers, has been transferred to

mous

the home office, where he has been promoted to assistant general sales manager. Charles W. Perry succeeds blm In
Detroit, being former assistant mana1

Butterfleld's

York.

We

NEW ORLEANS.

u

will

By

also give

new Regent,

shine."

opened

SAMUBU
Carls

.

"Sun-

in

"Fireflies."

LAFAYBTTB.— Dark.
DAUPHINS.—Dark.
STRAND.—Anita Stewart la
Kentucky."
LIBERTY.—"Victory."
May Irwin in "On the Hiring

,

<

Herbert Roystone,
Dept. W, 16 East 18th St,
New York.
this
Sato
price.

notice.

Why

"In Old
;

The Tulane may offer a supplemental
season of pictures at the end of its
"regular term, among which are mentioned

"Broken

Blossoms"

and ' Mary

Plokford in "Pollyanna."

.

BE ORIGINAL. Slag Uio song you wrote and pubalahod rouraolf. Wi can assist jrau. Write toe weeds
and tend than to as for a musical sating by one of the membon of cur dlatlngiilahnil staff of ssesssssa
among whoa en Mould Hasselbcre, TOMB POST, great Button pianist and composer, famous in Ittrota
and America; Lao Friedman, author of aoma of ABwtwS greatest song kits, • gifted composer; Bdward
DUSaBi flimSar Of tks faculty Northwestern Hohool Of Mutto, noted composer.

Foster Olroyd, manager of the Strand,
Is ill.
Clarence Oruenblatt has been
brought In from Alexandria to take
charge of the theatre while Olyrod la

PROFESSIONAL SINGERS
are lnTitcd to etolt our ceUoss
written now,

oror our latest bom ooooDea when la Obloago.
In for a mutual setting.
or tend

and look

Mag

• song poem

It

U

If jrou should

Incapacitated.
throat trouble.

bars

Boons

MS

Mi

He

Is

MCmOAN AVE, cmcAao

from

suffering

Another on the sick list
Loew, reported recovering.

is

Virginia

HrSMSJSWSJSSMSSSJSMSSHbsSBSJ

PLAYED KEITH'S

By VOLNKY B. FOWLHR.
MURAT.— "Up in Mabels Room."
ENGLISH'S.—"A Prince There Was."
PARK.—Musical Extravaganza.
KEITH'S.—Vaudeville.
LYRIC—Vaudeville.
RIALTO.—Vaudeville and pictures.
BROADWAY.—Vaudeville.

My

Dear"

NEW

ATTRACTIVB

AND

asUPB
FACE

FsM

i

Shiseni

Billy—

POTTER

and

««

Yoanrsr

was the truest at many social functions
last week. She former ely resided, bere.

gin within a few weeks.

Janet Adler

A Co.,

Reese

Xerk'e awe*

ban bed U

-Bun" Under

PRATT

thmiii

lift

huHMU*»"l
esse.

the Hyee

Dr.

fSjrs

to

l«m»W

tPSJSSmb

wttb e»

Inc.

town theatre at Princeon the show's second night

to get Into the
ton,

lad.,

& Brooks

and

automobile show.
After 17 years of promotion, Henry K.
Burton, of the Burton Tbeatrloal Booking Agency, finally has struck a winner.
Henry haa written the hook and Charles
Francis Roberts the mualo of a musical
comedy, "Roser Bean." The polios had
to be called to control the srewd trying

now

furs

at

1/3 less

there.

than wholesale prices. All the latest
Goatees, Scarfs and Throwo vers for
the late Spring and early Summer,
developed in the most wanted pelts.

'

By

8.

MONTIEAl.

Remember when yon make your

MOROAN-POWBLL.

TherlBfluensa opldsmlo

Ninnettl Brothers, of Chicago, were featured as entertainers at the twentieth

Mm

Buy your

HARTWELL-Effie

"MUDDLED MIXTURES"

Wrecking of buildings upon the site of
Marcus Loew'S $600,000 vaudeville theatre In North Pennsylvania street was
begun this week. Construction will be-

Shiftiy

"

Chin

RATKOWSKY,

FURS

i

Co.,

YOUTHFUL AGAIN.
Lifts

A.

WBBE

have played too best theatres all orar the world, bat hats off to this one, Bid the nest comfortable
In the ahow business.
Uhover-batha. ualeC and Brussels carpets In erery dressing room. eaysUel
with bata-towcls for the week; and. In fact, ciemhlng 1» dona to make tfco wees a plessaat one. Brorjoodf
baok-atais treats joe great.
We arrlred at the Theatre liondajr three hours lata, cold and hungry. Warn mat by the manager oa the
stage,
lie Informed ua thai It wai too late to go on and to to to the notel and ret something warn to
eat and drink and be back In time for the night ahow.
I guest that la getting treetgd aoma.
Jar. Albas
certainly had tha actor la mind when ha built the Byrscuse theatre.
That Tree? will always be • pMeaat
avot In our

IN
OB. PttATTg -LIFTING" RBSTOESB
TO -BAGGINg" FACE.
HAKJH

THEATRE, SYRACUSE, LAST

We

—Pictures.

Katherlne Barnes, "Oh

..

Line" at

the Xulane next week.

your own song

not sing

10.

CIRCLE}.

M.

-

LYRIC—Freeman'a

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS
Flint,

O.

TULAN Id.—Richard

yon five thousand dollars
If yon can boy a better face
powder anywhere at any

De Wolf Hopper In "The Better 'Ole"
ia to play a return engagement in this
city owing to a scarcity of attractions.

INDIANAPOLIS.

DR.

powder and see how beautifully it
improves your complexion yon will
understand *hy La-may so quietly
became the most popular
beauty powder sold
New

irritations.

ger.

tts

Five thousand dollars reward win be
given any chemist who finds that
Lit-may contains any white lead or
rice powder.
All dealers carry the
large sixty cent bos, and many dealers also carry the generous- thirty cent
site.
When yon use this harmless

Colonial.

Louis K. Sidney la the new manager
of the William Fox-Washington, Detroit, succeeding Sid Lawrence, who has
been transferred to the New Terminal
(Fox) la Newark. Sidney comes from the

March

There are rumors of certain Important
u*ev6lopmenu in connection with Canadian Theatres, Ltd. It is said some of
the Canadian partners are anxious to
sell
out at a comparatively small
amount. Why they should do so, in
view of the phenomenal business their
houses are doing, it is. dlfflealt to imagine. However, the report la persistent,
und it la also intimated that Toronto interests are not averse to buying up the
stook.
In that event, there may be
oreated a very Interesting situation, for
with Trans-Canada Theatres, Ltd.. building about a dosen new theatres la various olties, the Famous Flayers Canadian Corporation doing likewise, and the
Aliens also extending their holdings and
securing more houses, competition will
be about as keen as in any other enterprise in the Dominion shortly;

making

la

It*

on all forms of entertainment
throughout Canada, but Montreal Is not
suffering in this respect half so much as
Toronto and the Ontario towns.
effect felt

Plans are afoot for a chain of dance
halls with cabarets for the leading
1

Ltsl,

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO THE

PROFESSION

.

Cana-

dian towns. Mr. Bouohe, ox Chicago, la
the moving spirit. He has contracted
for a roof garden, restaurant, danee hall
and cabaret In Montreal,

Trans-Caaada Theatres,

for purchases here yon are dealing
directly with the manufacturer.

have en-

34 West 34th Street

New York

City
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No Lather Seems

1

Perfect

'*'

Without Shavaid
FURNITUBE

St
Oroff
S>
dmnta tf locates;
cfl^tfco
J*****^*,** tta
* tsws sw^ss. worn tirorssy ates
saive rvsi
sr ike
OwEi ef ^sui .assrT<assBt
to Jtoir
far ever
quarts? ef a ssaSify.
fi

i

$245

$585
•»*

ing

comfort"

$750
Asto

«TMk

way

who have

And

Try

it

li Fl«» QmlHj
STYLE SOW-Ooi itrme
French Hm*. Colon: Welts, Bis*. Rai,
Sim.
k. Eturald Or»n. Stag* lut; HMtt nm».\

im:

I

to

to «.

EE.

6th Avenue, near Slat Street
290 5th Avenue, at Slat Street

511
,

Terrace

Garden
CateaaVa Matt Basattfal
BteUnraat-Theafera

Booking High Class
Refined Attractions
•

DOUBUES-TRIOa-aUARTETTES. Ha.
aauaw an to a stsaiird
IrUl to wanted by Uu Bitot <tw of

eat awat to wflato and

wWcb

**S"n!5 Ml
cpnununlot*

HURLEY,

bnU witi Uu wjatasaias*. ftojt.
ud itst* faU pajtloiUn to FRED

"Betty Be Good," whloh Played the
Alvln early In the season, with a slightly
different oast la playing the Pitt thla
week to larger andlenoea than those of
the former visit. Sothern and Harlow*

The "Boomerang" dlsbandftfl following
the end of Its week's stay at the
Duauesne, whore only mediocre auocees
"The Batter 'Ole," with
attended It
Charles Dalton, opened for two weeks'
stand Monday ni ght

The Pershing, which has been playing
atoek for some time, la thla week presenting "Be a Good Fellow," a drama, by
Ralph Moody, leading man.

8t*o» Director.

The "Times-Picayune" and "8tates"
continue to pound the Saengera right
along. The film people do not advertise
' *
In either paper, using the "Item" ex*
cluBlvely.

PITTSBURGH.
By COLEMAN HARRISON.

Local managers are atlll bustling over
with the pep that the moat successful
season In history has brought. Despite
the 'tact that every theatre In town la
operating, each reports- unusually large
and steady returns.
-

c

Victor Herbert was present the first
two nights of the presentation of "Angel
Face," making short speeches on both

He Is unusually popular here,
having done orchestral work here years
ago. Manager Harry Brown, following
the overflowing crowd on opening night,
arranged to have the composer stay over
for the benefit of those turned away.
occasions.

Alice

Brady

Is

drawing

to the Aivln

^the lather.

the local

Earnest," which was -substituted for
Galsworthy's "The Pigeon." "The Merry
Death" will also be pre sented.

The Nixon's former treasurer, "Dob" L.
Place, who obtained a leave of absence
last season on account of ill health, baa
fully recovered and is back on the Job.
Haden Gentry and Charles B. Green, who
filled the box office booth In his *»aence, have resigned, and Austin Daugh-'
erty, of Philadelphia, has taken ths place
of assistant treasurer.
yjffij ifofcf'/r'
,

need

now

after -lotions

necessary;

is

a

it

137 N.

Shavaid was per-

wrong

time.

your

favorite

fected

after

time.

Shavaid saves

all

those

mo-

ments of hot-towel applications
and rubbing in the lather.

Then

shave, after thus applying

the Shavaid arid lather.
You'll be surprised I

razor responds so

It is

company

Vvhich

the product of a

for 25 years has been inventing and

new

perfecting

helps

for

And we want you

Fulling is minimized.

new

ence this

A

manto try
"

v

delight.

free trial tube will be sent to.

you at once,
pon below.

if

you mail the cou-

Then, after proving the value
of Shavaid, you can secure

The

willingly.

f.tsa

long scientific study

and countless experiments.

But do not rub the lather in.'
That is unnecessary and it takes

full

size

from

tubes

druggist at 50c each.

»

Abra

your

Or if he

cannot supply you, well be
glad to fill your order direct.

sions are rare.

I

m

Sha vai

LIBERTY.— Pictures.
LYCEUM.—Vaudeville.
HARRIS.—Vaudeville.
SHERIDAN SQUARE.—Vaudeville.

,!/.

At Druggiste— 50c a Tube
BAUER A BLACK, Chicago, New York,

ACADEMY.—Burlesque.
VICTORIA.—Burlesque.
GAYBTY.—Burlesque.

Mahtre of

Central 1801

A Scientific
Preparation

Shavaid, so that you can experi-

GRANT).—Pictures.

GOWNS

you

never knew before.

kind.

OLTMPIC—Pictures.

VVs!ST

that

lather.

gagement

M

a pleasant

glowing

soothing balm.

brings the; blood to die

over with

skin

a

softness,

prematurely.

Merely apply a thin coating of
Shavaid over the beard.
Then
cover

experience im-

will

mediately

bad habit any-

way, for

are

Follow-

ing your shave, you

and

firm

Repla~t mfter-hUone
—Shavaid Is a cooling;

to

Shavaid

so

.

That

fore shaving.

Sterile Surgical

Toronto

Mail free

!f?J

Free Trial Tube^

•

:•''

Dreuingi and Allied Product m

BAUER & BLACK,

NEW YORK COSTUME CO.
L

-

fact,

much of an
emollient
that
no
is

Remove* thm razor "pull"
—harsh ways age the skin

apply hot towels be-

Ray Henderson Is In tows doing advance work for the Bother n-MarJo we en-

MAN AaOT^S|s^N
WABASH AVE.
_ CHICAGO

d

—90

ei

COSTUMES

i

rubbing.

Sores time

remains
smooth.

Pleasanter
No

caused

much

In

—akin

Easier

Llttlo

Theatre organization whloh made such a
successful start reoently. win next present Wilde's "The Importance of Being

a

and trouble '
hot water, no "rubblngof
in"
the lather.

See

surface at the

,

ha v

Soiimnm tht bemrd inttmntly
—apply to dry face before

Protects the face

Looal patrons
unusually anxious to witness «xflim stars.
"Always Ton," with Ralph
Hers, next.
__^_.

Players,

S

too

is

paints.

shaye.

are

which

by hot water and

your-

Shavaid helps.

to see "Forever After."

The Guild

it

Quicker

eem

George White's "Scandals of 1»1S" Is
playing to bjg attendance all week at the
Nixon. "Ben Hur" returns next

that tenderness arid dryness

J

as others

grease

close

"Encyclopaedias"

next

/-

Your beard

how

from
_;.

And yon need a

His Newest Novelty

Shavaid keeps the skin in prime
condition—smooth and firm, free

to you, well send

it

probably heavy, due
to

feeling is absent

that

trial tube.

have, judge
self.

agree

.

The usual "drawn," smarting

the final development.

is

to prove

a free

model
new prench
8uiW

now

shaving

of Shav-

effect

moist and creamy.

every

tried

.:.-

.

aid— how cooling, how pleasant 1
Then note how the lather stays

the

to ease the harshness of con-

stant

Prof.

IN

Shavaid,

E

Hi

Soothing Balm

Note the instant

the profession

in

adopted

instant beard softener.

Shavaid

D. Steven Hall

unanimous

the

is

men

who have
Those

IMW TAU7B
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A

greatest advance in shav-
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-..'.ft*
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delighted with Shavaid.
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verdict of the stage world
new combination makes sharing easier, as a Free
trial will convince.
And It saves time, keeps the skin in
condition, does away with harshness, Ton, too, will be
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MEET THE WIFE

JOYCE

FRED DUPREZ

HOTEL
WEST

81

AND MARIAN

JIM

HARKINS

STREET

71st

NEW TORE

DIRECTION t

NORMAN

CITY

nana tut
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are

theatre

And Hopes with bar no*

at* to

Tea Knew Hew II b

with

CHARLIE WILSON

What can

of people.

'class

do to make them

I

LA R0CCA

feel

atnktem; Mgf.

Get a Dwarf to take tickets.

FRED ALLEN

Mrestftes

O.

low

a

home?

Ait Vest

J)-Xelt»'e Hl». Yi

'

"/.

MeMauale"

"THE LOOSE NUT*
I

WOODSIDE KENNELS

BOREM
'

Bhe earn*

Learned to eat wttk

at

We* (Hint

slant

Pigge, Peon.
/.
rVM iDear Sir; •-,
The audience that come into my

Fleeted TMdeiOlt rota with ker

i

wr MU

Matt

.

Maggie Sez:

nnNM:

DSAB

Utt

OSWALD

-

IV.

'".

Wr action. MARK LBVT

restates Cteslc

WIZARD OF THE BAJtP

FRANK EVANS

i

THE PEERLESS TRIO

PAUL PETCHLNG

COOK

and

LOBW

THE MUSICAL
FLOWER GARDEN

"Did be

hay e four?"

A Jewish
.

PANTAOB
CIRCUIT

Beady

for

KeaatUs

GRIFF
Getting

Sayst "Velocity
of a wasp with.

what a person

lets

ge

Closing

Week
Bmhwick
HARRY FITZGERALD

The Arkassaw Travelers
Originators ef Baaetsaw Bai
Still

Bare cot Matt apodal London-made Vent
flrnreo for

wuz La Mont's

Direction,

raavnxB danshtbb
With

JULIAN ELTLNGE

ERNIE YOUNG

All

THE PAYNES
&

Direction,

Hughes

MERCEDES

Manwarlng

PROVIDENCE.

k

By

KARL

SHUBERT

K.

— "Lassie,"
McKay." pre-

musical version of "Kitty
mier Monday. Reviewed elsewhere.
OPERA HOUSE.— "Stand from Under,"
a new drama dealing: particularly with
prohibition, and which has also to do
with love and politics, by William Anthony McGulre. In the cast are John
Halllday. William Morris, Richard Dix,
Sue MacManamy and Eleanor Gordon.
MAYFLOWER Third week of Mayflower Stock Co., presenting* this week
"Daddy Longlegs."
EMPIRE. Mrs. George Primrose and
her Primrose Minstrels.

—

—

ALBEB.—Vaudeville.
EMERY.—Vaudeville and pictures.

B. P.

—Vaudeville

PAY'S.

E

and

pictures.

The announcement was
week of the engagement

made

AWtBICA-8 MABTCT BTteWTIAN
BOO RIB SOLID UNTIL Ml

FRIARS' CLUB.
ii

1

n

1

Direction,

The Providence Orchestral Association,
artists, many of whom

When Mary Garden appeared here last
Sunday sne was assisted by a Rhode
Island

girl,

Luclle

who has won

soloist,

New York bf

"Fifty-Fifty*

this

The Llnwood picture house at Whitwas totally destroyed by
a Are Monday morning which swept
through two blocks in thefetown, doing
damage estimated at $10,01 k _•
Insville, Mass.,

violoncello
considerable fame

Orrell,

late.

next week.

ROCHESTER, N.

laqair* of

MB

I

MBTHiFXa

By

L. B.

I.K

in

Ti»:m

UKUIHKli

DoIoreB Casslnelll in "The Web of Deceit," and two to fill, second half.

"Chin Chin" fell down at the Lyoeum
the last half of last week. Whether this
to the fact that it was a return
engagement, the weather, or both, 1b un-

was due
certain.

A plan has been launched whereby picture patrons are asked to drop their pennies In a box In the lobbies.
These
funds are used for showing pictures in
the hospitals, the committee of theatre
men having engaged a portable projection outfit and engaged a licensed operator to make the rounds of the hospitals.

Railroad.

SKBPPINGTON.
.

half;

TEMPLE.—Vaudeville.
GAY BT V .—"The Beeham Show."
COLUMBIA.—"Shimmy Town."
FAYS.

and ^Ver jenia

iiicKAKiNt;
I.IT'1

Work is to be rushed on the recently
projected new theatre in Hornell, as that
town Is now being boomed by the Brie
Location there of the repair
shops is expected to bring 5,000 skilled

T.

LYCEUM.—"Dere Mable." first
"Three Wise Fools," second half.

— Vaudeville

In

Monkeyland,

Kennedy and Dlnns, Musical Wlleys,
Harvey Devora Trio, Anderson and
"On Strike." William Farnum In

Golnes,

"Heart Strings," Bcreen feature.
FAMILY.—Lottie Mayer's Diving Girls,
week; Rube Town Follies, Walsh and

workmen and

their families.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
By CHESTER B. BAHN.

—

EMPIRE. Monday, "Hitchy Koo."
with Frank Cornell heading the company. This sizes up as about the dullest
revue to hit Syracuse this season. Cor-

nell, with his monolog of ill-conceived
personalities, pointless familiarities and
Jocularities
is
the principal

all

painful

Austin, Joe Daly and Sister, Joe Crletle,

9-10. "Three Wise Fools." Last
"Here Mable."
Next week, first
"The Unwanted One."
week. dark.
Next
Husbands."
B.
F.
KEITH'S.—Vaudeville, with
Marie CahlU headlining.
This week's

Ross and Ash ton, Waak and
LeWaan Sisters, Knox and Inman, Clyde,
Nelson and Co., second half.
VICTORIA Olympla Desvall and Co.,
Bugen Emmett and Mary Miles Minter In
"Judy of Rogues Harbor," first half;
first half:

of Winifred
Lenihan as leading woman for the coming spring and summer season of the
Albae Stook.

aJOrCIIC

at the Shubert Majestic

i

Molly L.. Gray, a dancing Instructor In
Providence, has entered a $26,000 breach
of promise suit against James W.
Greaves, Jr., son of a wealthy textile
Another suit for
manufacturer here.
alleged alienation of her son's affections has been brought by the same
plaintiff against Mrs. James W. Greaves,
Sr., mother of the young man, and in a
third suit the plaintiff seeks to recover
a $1,500 diamond engagement ring which
the plaintiff charges was taken from
her by Mrs. Greaves after it had been
given to her by youna Greaves.

I

—

MARK LAVY

NEW TOBK
CITY
.. h
1

and

IK—
"A law Momenta ef

•\«e

play dally in the theatres of the city and
including 80 members, * made its first
public appearance last Sunday afternoon* at the Shubert Majestic. Roswell
H. Palrman, band leader and composer,
Among the assisting
la
conductor.
artists were Mario Carbon 1, baritone;
Vivian Place, harpist, and Beatrice Warden, accompanist.

I

1

PAKHWELL IOTA 09

JOHNSON BROS.

Argo

composed of local

In

KLARK.

MAJESTIC.

Star Bevee

Laughs

THE KING OF HATS

Camels.

WOELD

TOURING

MARIONNE

1,000

JACK JENNINGS

LES MORCHANTS
Meat Time

ROSANO AND HIS
JNABIMRA PHONE

1,000 Hats

lutelee.

on a 81ow Train;
la Arkansaw.

NOT

Bit

Mle.

Show

Hevrebody walked out leaving
honely a Henf ul of Peeples. On
the whole the Show wuz Abso-

Weaver Brothers

Beprefentatlve

.-

out

Hackrobats.

by nicely at

Theatre This

\

It

PERKIN'8

Em

a knpple
Dey wuz pritty
Side. Next kume out two Black
iggers. Dey danced at the end
wild like Hindians. Den kumes
up a Sketch; A feller makes
Love wit hinother feller's Wife.
Usual Wheeicle. Den wuz a
Two girls—No
Sister Hackt
Gude—dey must hev Hinfluence
to get Wages and Consecutive.

that

FRED LEWIS

BRITISH BEEF

kumes

First

hare mid. Vaaderllle the
favorite Aameateat ef the American
People: BBAUTT. COhTHDY and MUSIC.
Open fer next mmmi. Permanent address 1
II Packard Ave., LymaaevUle, B. t
ateata

SI
)

Boy's Report
on a

Vaudeville

Whiindcrd~Nove!--Apr#alinf
An Aet that eeatalas the three great elo-

Playing

OATMAN

CJJtCUlT

—

offender.
half,
half,

WiETING.—All
week, "Too Many
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VARIETY

FOUND THE

PLACE
OF THE BLUEBIR
a
E -^ \WM
£
Jls

Solo, Double

MY LADY

OH!
c

won't
vou listen to my serenade
NOVELTY. BQUAU.Y APPEALING A3 A SOLO OR. QUARTET

.

-^j

pCOATCD CHOCOLATE
BOY
MY SUGAR
WONDERFUL
RARE PICKANINNY SONG
A
FOR

A>

\f

JL^'

>

A DECIDED

£

or Quartet— TlfrIRRESISTIBL

"SPOT

PROFESSIONAL MATERIAL

k

R£ ADV

1604-

Burr Music Corporation

HfcNRY

Broadway, New York.

TRIUMPHANT RETURN
PALACE,

NEW YORK, THIS WEEK

(March 8) and BUSHWTCK, BROOKLYN, THIS WEEK (March 8)
(March 15) AT PALACE/NEW YORK
/

HELD OVER FOR NEXT WEEK

•

:

"THE SURPRISE PARTY"

r.

MANY THANKS TO MY FRIENDS FOR THEIR /WIRES OF WELCOME
.

bill one of the beat this house hu
offered since opening; In fact, that
phrase might be made a standing one;
the Keith bills shew weekly Improvement in strength. It Miss Cahlfl was
not on It the applause honors would go
to illlsB Juliet with her "one girt reVuer The other act*, all new to Syra-

cuse,

measure up to the standard.

BAST ABLE.— Firat

half,

a

"Girls

la

Perhaps Bert Hanlon and Ben
Ryan, who wrote the book for thla new
Arthur Pearson Bhow, went under thl
impression that the Columbia was the
rejuvlnatlon of the old Western BurCarte."

losque Wheel In which well nigh "anything went" That's the only possible
excuse for some of the stuff they have
worked into the lines' and business.
Martha Pryor, known here In stock, Is
the only principal to ajtand out Miss'
Pryor, last in vaudeville; hae a voice that
meets all demands and a wardrobe that
shows excellent taste. If the comics
only evidenced a bit of the sane good
taste lt'a a safo bet quite a bit of the
material they use would be greatly
changed.
That letter bit In the first
part and the vamp stuff in the second is
too suggestive by far to ever have recelved the stamp of approval of the
Columbia censors.
Last half. "Cheer
TJp, Mabel."
Next week, first half. "Beh-

CRESCBMT.—Vaudeville.
STRAND.—First part, "The Broken
Melody."

ECKBL-rFlrst

part, "Counterfeit"
3AVOY.— First part, "The
in
i:

Samuel Qulgg,

'

man Show."

TEMPL3.—Vaudeville.

Woman

Room Thirteen."
TOP/—Firat part, "The Fear Woman."

.

a Syracuse University student, claiming to be the grandson of Lemuel Ely Qulgg, former State
Senator and long a power in O, O. P.
circles, was arrested at the Temple Theatre here on the complaint of Manager
Albert A. Van Auken. The theatre man
charged that Qulgg pulled tacks off the
rear orchestra seats and threw them
about the house. One struck a woman.
Six other students with Qulgg faced
19,

-

i

simitar complaints, but as Qulgg was
the only one with tacks In hia posset*
sion, he alone waa arrested. Qulgg was
arraigned on Monday, charged with
petit larceny for the theft of the tacks.
Re auoceeded in having his case put
over one week.

Syracuse University Jumped Into the
limelight theatrically a second time this
week when William J. Dalton, a Tar*
slty Junior, and editor of "The Orange
Peel," the university comlo, was suspended indefinitely as a result of art
and jokes appearing in the current
"theatrical number" of the publication.
The front cover sported the cartoon of
a chorus girl with plenty of "display"
as to form. The real cover was given
over to an advertlaement for "Nothing

•

•'-•.

3

.

1&

hr-or txQGtbkal

K

Actresses %? ST"*
McK & R Aliole ne not o \y re-

>
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"HABTMAN," "MDBPHT."
"INDEfiTRUCTO"
TbU

bard
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ModtJ
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teases too naaatreaa to rat
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moves grease-paint in a jiffy, but
leaves the skin as soft and
smooth as s baby's,
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pound cantfor the dressing table.
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WARDROBE PROP.
TRUNKS,

In th* Uitttd

San

Bi-

HAVE A LITTLE FRUIT DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME
OR YOUR FRIENDS—TAKE IT TO YOUR WEEK-END OUTING

Franclaco, Cal.

"HAPPY DAYS"

Beautify Your Face

if"

You mint look oood to Bat* good. Many
of th* "Profoufon" hire obtained tad
retained bettor pirti by kiting do cornet ttielr foatartl Imperfection* tad renovo biemlthee. Coswltttloa tree. Foot

ft*/

SMITH, H.D.
847 Fifth Ave* N. T.

C

(Opp. Waldorf)

S70

to the Profeaalca)

M

Wa

-

INERS

HENRY

C.

MINER,

SPECIAL BATES TO ARTISTS
EUhth Ave, Near Slot St

208

West

4M

low

Street
:

J.

•

Young

FACE SPECIALIST

Batgy, ragging cheek* tightened: pally ttdka from radar
ere* ramonri: wrltJUee anywhere In face eracUceten;
Mm! eh fa. mole*, etc.. removed.

Noses corrected. No pain;
no bandages; no loan of time

,

.

from

j(

VL,

bnilneai.

Advice Free.
Pfioae: Coal. 6*78
Hour*: Till 7; SaDdiy 10 to I P. M.

^

DR.

VON BORRIES

OR k- M^yXCKE,t, * THCATBE BUILDIHO.
?7il..fi2
MADISON 8TREET.
NEAR STATE. CH1CAQ0.
Toko derstar to rliht imide lobby of theatre.

Olen D. Cook, of Poughkeepste, who
purchased the City Opera House at
Watertown from the Remington and
Gates estates, has transferred the property to the Bardavon Theatre Corporation, according, to the Seed Just recorded
at watertown;
The deed shows the
price was' about 130,000, subject to a
$70,000 mortgage. Delay in the arrival
of steel is holding up the reconstruction
work on the theatre, and it may not' open
before May 1. It will be known as the
Avon.

The Elmlra Central Trades and Labor
Assembly has formally petitioned the
city fathers to permit Sunday movies
during hours that will not interfere
with church services. Church organizations of
the issue.

1880

THEATRICAL OUTFITTER
New York

Broadway

DROP CURTAINS

II

FOR SALE—FOR RENT

Iff

PAINTED-SATEEN—VELVET—ETC.
BAR8AIN8 ON HAND ALWAYS
Tat.

W.

are preparing to fight

When
City

Hit.

M. GOLDEN, 248

.the city

46th St

.the

the case of Ida M. Logan against
Seneca Amusement Co., lessee of

the Crescent Theatre bere, was called
for trial In Supreme Court, It was announced that a settlement satisfactory
to the plaintiff had been made.
Mrs.
Logan, colored, alleged the Crescent bo*
office man refused to sell her a seat on
the main floor of the theatre, and sought
to force her to go to the gallery.
She
charged discrimination against her be•
cause of her race.

Suspensories

621

C.

and

—Special Discount to Performers^

price*.

WHEN

SCHNOTER CO.

SIXTH AYE.

Bept

Y

Jeweler

TO THE PROFESSION

direct 11.80.

stylos

CHICAGO

IN

State-Lake Theatre Bid*.'

'

i

Ground Fleer

-

N. Y. CITY

SHOP
B«t. Bvay.

Ned Van Buren, cameraman with the
American Pictures Associates, has been
in Oouverneur Aiming snow scenes for

astuAw.
(Ota.

Lyoara
Thea.)

use In. future productions. Van Buren'
a former resident of the North Coun-

SMART SHOES

la

try.

The Gauthier Theatre at Oouverneur,
owned and conducted by William Gauthier. closed Saturday. Lack of patron-

age is given as the cause, this situation
being the direct result of the opening In
January of the Gralyn Theatre. Gauthier
had conducted his house for 13 years.
The Gralyn is run by J. Claire Car"
renter, and offers both road attractions
and movies. Gauthier Bays that before
the Oralyn was projected, he had plans
under way for a new opera house. The
opening of 'the -Oralyn and loss of
patronage have forced him to quit the
theatrical field for the present

For 8tsao sad Street
8hort Vamaa, Mow Frew* Modal*
No Mall Order*

1MW.

-"'

.

EYEBROWS
& LASHES
SPIRO'S

will

EYEBROWS AND LASHES
One application lut* two to four weeks; wiahlna
or creenu do not afloat: tl.zO par box Hyeb row* and
lute* perfected, C0c. per treatment, at our parlor*.

PERMANENT HATE WAVE
JDjpotlii or
TVftTe«3,

will

move

in

when

the

forces headed by the former Pathe serial
star leave. With Giblyn are Bert Seldel,
William Armstrong, assistant directors,
and Joseph Ruttenberg, head cameraman.

refnnd money.
19 earla, $111

SPmO'S HAIR SHOPS

di-

take about two weeks, and another

Fox company

;5a-.^;..«<£, i .isaJSJ?

COLOURA DARKENS

Front
is

Aimed
White
Henry

Mtw Tot*

BEAUTIFDL

GoEnntced 6

Charles Giblyn, of Watertown,
recting "The Tlger*» Club," being
for Fox at Port Henry, with Pearl
as the star. The work at Port

.

Weat 46th St

34

26 gjsjj 38th St.

WANTED
DROP
CURTAttJS

MUST BE IN GOOD CONDITION
Syracuse movie exhibitors went to
Utlca Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
for the annual convention of the State

State

Address Box

Fan

Particular*

248, Variety,

New York

Bryan K7I

STRAIGHT MAN AT LIBERTY
iP

Let Ui ProTa B«^B
Sand for Price Liat
111 Weat 48th Street

II

"Elf The

price.

s«ui for booklet of otter

But Love," which played here recently.
The adv. likewise emphasized the
"human form divine." Dalton admits'
that last year he had fair warning that
feminine knees and calves were to be
taboo In the University publications,
but claims that the same design was
used last June without any great kick.
Dalton halls from Buffalo. He says the
particular bit of art that -aroused the
ire of Chancellor James Roewa Day was
the work of a co-ed.

Scbnoter's

At Dr*r Stores or sent

Now York

CHy

enjoy perfect comfort and

freedom.

have gained their wide-spread popularity by quality, wear, fit, and

WARDROBE TRUNKS
Phone t Bryant 8678

RUSH WORK OUR SPECIALTY
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'round satiafaetlon.
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IMS Broadway. How York
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Faces Made

i

Moalc arranged, and with
thla stamp on It moans

SCHNOTERS

EDWARD GROPPER
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Inc.

French Cleaner and Dyer
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Time Arranged!

JUMP FROM COAST TO COAST

WORK CALLED FOE AND DELIVERED

AMERICA'S
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Diamond Jewelry Bought

lira At
orsr th* CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
magnificent Canadian Pidflo hotel* in Canada's leadlni
due* and enjoy 800 mile* of apectacnlar *oanery croctlnf
tne Canidlin Padflo Rodde*.

HYGRADE

CHICLE

TAILCBB

BROADWAY

St».)

^AKE-UP
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MsBR* SUUJVAN
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ONE SHORT FLIOHT UP-NBAR PALACE THEATRE

NEW YORK
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KOTLER
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1582 Broadway
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America'*

TIMES SQUARE JEWELER
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HERMAN

reasonable.
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1

& SON

$10.00

Big Bargains. Have been need. Also a
few Second Band Innovation and Fibre
Wardrobe Trunk*. 110 and $19. A few
extra largo Property Trunks. Also old
Taylor sad Bal Trunks. Parlor Floor,
IB West list St, New York City.

557 Fifth Avenue, at 46th Street

Colombus At*.

377-279

HICKS

H.

SUM

Tbs only Factory tnai makes
any *et of Bead* mad* a*

bind
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Tel Franklin
laid.
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Co.

Accordion
Factory

Fa-

318 Canal Street
New York City
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Work*
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Incomparable
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Broadway
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WE FIT
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IRENE DUBUQUE
HAZEL BAN OUS
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VAUDEVILLE

JAMES
MADISON

II

Ii

RAPID TALKER, FAIR SINGER AND DANCER

Beat

and Color Card
New York City

Height

5 ft. 9 in.

fge

38.

Address

S, HJ,

e/o Variety,

New York

City
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

LEONARD HICKS^and HOTEL GRANT
CHICAGO

Madison and Dearborn

800

Streets

Offers Special\vetki°y Rates to the Profession

CHICAGO'S FOREMOST
THE ATRICAL PHOTO STUDIO

Housekeeping Apartments

(Of the Better. Class— Within Beach of Economical Folks)
/
Under the direct nperritton of "the owner*. Located in the heart of the city, Jurt off
Broadway, cloie to all booking office*, principal theatres, department itoree, traction
*
line*, "L" read and aabway.
We are the larreit maintalnera of hooiekeeplng- farniahed apartments apaclallzins to
theatrical folk*. We are en the jronnd daily* Thl* alone inanre* prompt aorrlco and

A
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do.
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HENRI COURT

roost, aritb tiled beta tad tnower, tiled kltoheoe,
Mfch aaattaa. Thew uartaorta embody every luxary
knows to modern tcleoe*.
$89.00 Up Monthly: JI6.0O Up Weekly
.

(M

all

common

328 aad 330 Wart 43rd 8t Phosa: Bryant 4283-8131
Thrae and four room* wttt bath, furslohed t» a
decree el edarsao** that ecoole anytfilei la tall
typo of boll din j. Tbeee apartaanta will aaaaeuw*
».--oat* foor or Bare adoita.
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Complete for Honsekeeplns.
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U raker
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Open
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alerat or.
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Addraaa

It

H

West 35th

Street, N. Y. City (J

Under sew Management.

101

Hocks from Pemn.

Batmt

H

and

A

101

WEST 44TH STREET
«j_:

__

Convonlcntea-Eqaltable Bate*

(6TH AVE.),

Boons

Exhibitors
Association.
Sydney S.
conen, in opening- the convention Tuesday, declared that a majority of residents of the state favored Sunday shows.
He also discussed plana for matrons at
theatres to look after children. The asaoclation banquet was held oa Thursday.
i

e

n «T!l
;
ned
S5?,
policy.

new 1S55S Theatre, Blnghamton,
Moi>day with a
£?
There will be six

vaudeville

acta,

with four

Single or

Suite,

With er Wtthest Bath

,TBL.

BBTANT UffT-UM

shows dally. The house Beats 1,600, and
stands as the largest theatre In the city.

The Kodeoo

Co. built the house.

When "Occult Waves" hit the Lyceum
Theatre, Ithaca, It was minus some of
the mystic experts who featured the perforrnance at thevBastable here.
The
thaca Journal says that Adah and Julius
Zanoigr. billed as telepathlsts, and lire.
Janet Van Busklrk failed to materialize.
The Journal adds: "She would, It had

WEEK—B. P. KEITH'S COLONIAL

Jelct st

tsseseerfa

"MY CELLAR"
"The"

ResdazvotM of CohemUoe.

«e

Eddy

flt, taa Fraadace
Adjacent to averjreAere,

Opes

Booms
With Baths
Frefosslea

Dlnlnx-Boem
Fran kiln
at

IN

fit,

BaUw

Ens,

It*.

i

woolly dog. The performance was as
near as "occultism1 ' as the Stunts of
Hermann or Kellar or Thurston.

to the

Home Cooking

*

"SOME COfFEE"

Special Bate*

,

ume.

sit tta

Waflea, Hot Cikaa, Hira

W

NEW YORK CITY

En

Osew

«r**t

Formerly

*

VANCOUVER,
JOB T1PMAN

4tTT

Prop.

THE HKART OF THE THEATRICAL DISTRICT

boen promised, get messages from the
spirit world.
Revelations In Syracuse,
it Is said, were- of such a nature that the

management decided

to

eliminate

the

trance medlumshlp here. According to
report, the medium told mothers where
their boys were in France, bow they
came to their deatb, and made various
other revelations that greatly wrought
up the audiences In the Saline City."

During her appearance here the medium
told one audience at the Bastable of the
appearance of the ghost of a little white

BILLY RHODES
THIS

tM

8t, Chlaapai o*»oelte Hotel Bbertdcn. City HsB ss« 0*H*gs IBS.
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Blectrle Light - »».«• Up

8TBEET

sad Service

My

CITY

IRVINGTON HALL
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In Csnaine

Under direction of H.

B. B, O,
B. O.
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steaks Sad chops are Jsst ths seme se when I baa
bat no Poll Dress salts allowed.
IS chairs.

Steam Boat end
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L Un equaled

All Year
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Clean aad Airy.
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Between 41th and 47th Streets
One Block West of Broadway
Three, Pear and Five-Boom Htch-Clsss Fnrnlihed Apartmenu— $10 Up
MBS. GEOBGE HIEGEL, Mgr.
Phonesi Bryant MleVl

Strictly Professional

The Edmonds Furnished Apartments
.

S'FREET

754-756

>

Principal Office—T«ndia Court, 241 Weat 43rd Street. New York
Apartment* eaa bo aeon evenings. Offlee In each boildlag.

TeL Bryaat

NbiW'-i-i "'>T -A "i'K.
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THE DUPLEX

241-247 Watt 43rd 8t
Prwoe: Bryant
One, tJrea aid foor room arartaeita, aim kit*
Urea, arlrate bath and Weihereea. Tka trtviey
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NEXT WEEK
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By H. P. NEWBERRY.
EMPRESS.— Empress Players,

featur-

ing Edythe Elliott, Business continues
§ood. Last week's attraction was "The
louse of Glass," which was also played
by this company two seasons ago. Rob*
ert Lawrence has joined the company,
opening; Feb. 23.
AVENUE. S, Sophie Bradlau. In con-

—

cert.,

Well received.

4-5-6, fifth

annual

play of the University of British, Columbia Flayers' Club, "Green Stockings"
being the offering.
12-18, Vaudeville
ahow by ex-service men in aid of B. C.

Amputation Club.
ROYAL.— "Tho Miracle Man," George
Loane Tucker film. This Is return date,
picture having been shown for two

FEATURED WITH

"CAVE MAN LOVE"

(March 15)—B. F. KEITH'S
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WHEN YOU HEAR

SH!
Have You Heard It?

SH!
Have You Heard It?

SH!

SH*

m

.

If s Called

YOU WILL IDOLIZE

D

E
Y

O

E

L

S

I

BECAUSE THE EYE&OF THE MUSIC
WORLLX WILL SOON BE IDOLIZING

Write at once for fdA

Dance

Called

PROFESSIONAL
COPIES

Orchestration.

Send 25a—or
late program

SAM DOWNING

By LOUIS HERSCHER,

and JOS.

NOW READY

BURKE

A.

THE SONG OF THE CENTURY—A FOX TROT SUBLIME
WRITE
TO

LOUIS HERSCHER

LAWYER

htrini

«<noB

TJJg

W&

Bldg.,

James

Also,

Corbett, in aerial "The Midnight Man."
ORPHBUM.—Vaudeville.
"
PANTAOES.—Vaudeville; *
COLUMBIA. Loew'e vaudeville and
*
IMPERIAL.—Dark. *
ARENA. —Ioe skating and hockey.
COLONIAL.—Najslmoya, In "The Brat"
REX.— "Even as Eve." featuring: Grace
,•;-".
>
Darling.
DOMINION.— Enid Bennett, In "What
...

General Theatrical and Manuscript

In this Issue.

Work

In

a Specialty

'

—Oeraldlne Farrar,
in "Flame
•
BROADWAY. —Catharine Calvert, In
"The Career of Gatharlno BuBh."

Hammersteln

Farile."

Phone: Bryant 5208

.

•

.

»

.

in

STOCK PEOPLE
TO OPEN MAY

has commencod on the new ParWork is also under way on
Both will show pictures.

C.

By HARDIE MEAKIN.
KEITH'S.—Vaudeville. -

R

HAGEDORN,

cast Intact.

The best

of Its

Bryant

Wash-

.

LINES

QUEEN.—First

burn
half,

31

•

half,

In "The Six Best Cellars"; last
Ethel Clayton in "The Thirteenth

Commandment."

MAJESTIC—Wallace

Held in "Double

De Haven comedy, "HooVICTORIA.—"Checkers."

Speed"; Carter
dooed."

BEND PHOTOS^ LOWEST SALARY, ETC. ORGANIZING
NEW COMPANY FOB NATIONAL THEATRE. WRITE

C

D.

ALL

STEADY WORK TO THOSE THAT MAKE GOOD

Allen's house.

,

-

kind seen, here this season. Last half,
Marie Dressier In her servival of "TUIle's
Nlphtmare."
GARRICK.—"The Spider," Holland and
Oden, GUI and Weak, William Cutty,
Carson and Wlllard, The Brower Trio,
Rekoma, The DoMolars, othecp and
Harold Lloyd comedy. : ....

Wanted: Musical Comedy

i

WASHINGTON,

-

half, Laurette
Taylor in "One Night in Rome" with the

New. York

.

The new Harold Lloyd comedies will,
be shown at the Colonial, the first being
"Bumping Into Broadway."

Work

"Greater Than

Murray and
"On with the Dance,"

WILMINGTON, DEL

.

Robert Lawrence, a new player at the
Empress, headed his own company last
fall in San Francisco,

amount.

in

PLAYHOUSE. — First

.

KITSILANO.— ConBtance Talm&dge,

"A Virtuous Vamp/'

In

GARDEN—May

MOORE'S

David Powell
second week.

GLOBE.

•

LOEW'S COLUMBIA.—Shirley Mason
"Her Elephant Man."
MOORE'S RIALTO.—Bert Lytell In

"The Right of

Way."
"CRANDELL'S
METROPOLITAN.—
Elaine

.

"The Courageous Coward."

•

:

Located with LILLIAN BRADLEY
Suite 503, ASTOR THEATRE BLDG.

•

Woman Learns," and Fatty Arbuckle, in "The Hayseed."
MAPLE LEAF:—SesBue Hayakawa, In
Every

of the Desert.".

Pa.

COSMOS.—Vaudeville and picture*.
GAYBTY.—The 28th anniversary of the
Al Reeves Beauty Show.
FOLLY.—"The Social Follies."
LOEWS PALACE.—Ethel Clayton in
"YoUngMrs. Winthrop."

PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER

—

plcturea

'-

St., Philadelphia,

Irving Carpenter, Jessica Brown,
Ted Doner, Marguerite Flor De Mayo,
Jose Vailhonrat.
Reviewed elsewhere.

SOPHIE BURMAN

Yort City.

"

2345 N. 29th

,

partner to open gmenl thottrlotl mnd morlac picture
office,
auta fun partleuUn. IddnM "Lawyer," Room
1407.

MOROCCO"

IN

ces,

JUMl.v^.

weeks at the Dominion.

™SP "BOUND

RIALTO.
Divided."

—Frank

Keenan

In "Brothers

—

SAVOY. Alma Hanlon and Stuart
Holmes In "The Sins of the Children."

National Theatre, Detroit, Mich.

•

SHUBERT-BELASCO.—Shuberfs new

production, "Not So Long Ago," with
Charles Abbe, Sydney Blaokmer, Thomas
Mitchell, C. Bailey Hick, Charles Gray,
Eva La Gallienne, Mary Kennedy, Esther

Clark's

"Little

Sunday

night

"sticks."

Miss
after

Charity"

a

week

opened
in

,

the

Received most favorable com-

ment from the

local dallies and is reviewed elsewhere In this issue.

Lyon, Anna Mack Berllen and Madeleine
Marshall numbered among the cast.
POLI'S. Return of the magnificent
"Chu Chin Chow." Opened Sunday night
and is doing big business.

—

NATIONAL.—Likened to "A Revolunew Charles Dillingham production, "The New Dictator,"
tion of Fun," the

SHUBBRT-GARRICK.—Edward

The Playhouse was one place In Wilmington not affected by the recent storm
or by the suspension of electric current
as it is a part of the du Pont Building
which has Its own electric plant. While
the city was enveloped in darkrtess, with
street cars stalled, the Playhouse flooded
with light gave a performance as usual.
In keeping with the tempest the play

opened Monday before a splendid gather-

The cast includes in addition to
Frank Craven, who is featurod as well
as being credited with the libretto and
l>rlcs, Gladys Caldwell, Flora Zabelle.
Marlon Sunshine, "William Bun-ess, Jed
Prouty, Russell Mack, John Parks, John,
Hendricks, George E. Mack, Charles
Mitchell, Walter Cdupe, Winifred Franing.

was "Time's Nightmare."

TEMPLE THEATRE, DETROIT, WEEK MARCH FIRST
(NEXT TO CLOSING—FOLLOWING "SPANISH REVUE")
VHSW POINTS OF DETROIT
"NEWS—MARCH

"JOURNAL"
Howard

follows the dancers and
all by herself achieves a little triumph of
her own. She sings songs, tells stories,
kids herself and even gets away with an
"imitation" of Charlie Chaplin.

Clara

JAMES

B.

McKOWEN

Howard

2"

a thin person In green
with red her and a drollery of her own
Clara

is

who

sings and tells stories and gets close
to her audience. The customers like her

and demonstrate

CRITICS
"TIMES"

"FREE PRESS"
Inimitable Clara Howard enlivens the .
bill with a bit of delicious comedy. There
is not a dull moment while she occupies
the boards.
'

A great hit was made by Clara Howard,
a comedienne, whose comedy songs and
nonsense kept the audience convulsed for
30 minutes.

It.
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MOVING PICTURES
RIALTO.

engagement.

was
:

:•
.-<'
'.
hibition scenes, etc
-' Emanuel List, a basso prof undo, sings
"Down Beep Within the Cellar," and
"
pretends to quaff from a cup with much
gusto. Prisma's subject Is "The Ghost;
of John Barleycorn," showing the mix-'
log- of a number of drinks heretofore
•_.
called for over bare.
.
The feature is "The Six Best Cellars,"
in keeping with the general layout of
•

..

'.

Jeffry ................. .'...Corliss Giles

Sam

swimming

.

"

,

.

has been- married to a highbrow a great
senior. He was "a good
his death the widow decides that she has had enough of "good"
men in her life and comes to New York
tc snare a "wild man;" She flirts with
a man la Central Park, later meeting
him in the Casino. A "Copper" .who has
trailed her there tries to arrest her tor
having violated the ordinance against
picking flowers, and her new found
friend puts up a battle with the officer,
allowing her to escape. When she gets
1

'

Constance Talmadge In the First National feature, "In" Search Of a Sinner."
was far and- away the best thing of the
program for the current week at the.
Strand. -There wasn't apythlng In the
show that' came near touching the fea- turo,
but the latter was so good that
tifere wasn't anything elae needed.
The Talmadge picture Is a John EmerHon-Anltu Loos production, and this pair
can certainly write titles and sub-titlesto hit the Broadway- mind. If their stuff
doesn't hand a laugh to the hlnterlandera
it is only Because their education has
been neglected, but the Main Stemmers
will get many a laugh out of the titles In
"In Search of a Sinner."

The Strand

only

,

filled

Its

best.

some "good,

to-

.

reliable

ing a friend Of his

man," mentionthe West. It

.

.

men t by good detail. Thomas Carrigan
as the hero played his part to fine ad-

'

vantage.
-

He Is down South when a little or- J
girl takes his offer to help her
too literally and arrives unexpectedly
at his residence In the city. She gets
herself innocently Into plenty ot trouble,
but finally frees him from the girl who
does not love him, but another. Intending
to marry him only for his money. The
Photography In this Capellanl productlon is adequate.
phaned

•

k
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•

"
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'
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Is finally successful.
'

Malcolm. McEachern, basso, made- his
with' the worst woman In New York," to
reappearance on Sunday after 'an ab- * which the dame returns: "You flatterer."
sence of several months. He was -welMiss Talmadge Is supported by a cast
comed royally by the regulars..at the -that Is adequate, especially Rockcliffe
house t,o whom the Australian singer is
Fellows, her leading man. Fellows
now well known. His offering was "The one of the best screen performances gives
that
Bedouin Love Song," a set being utilised' he has shown since "The Regeneration."
The dame bit Is played by Lillian Worth,
and the singer appearing In Arab cos- who puts It over with a bang.
tume.
She Is
A scenlo and a O. Henry comedy com- the typical slangy detained
dame to perpleted the program.
fection.
Fred.
..The production does not show anything out of the ordinary in the way of
sets or exterior shots, but the photogCAPITOL ..:. :.;
raphy Is quite good. There is one fault
Dorothy Dalton In "Black Is White,"
in the assembling of the picture, and
an
Ince-Paramount-Artcraf t
producthat is the predominance of close-ups of
tion, and a presentation of "Fagllacci."
Miss Talmadge.
Fred.
divided attention at the Capitol this
week. The feature picture has a corking story, but Miss Dalton Is hardly the
happiest selection that could have been
Margaret 1
made for the role of Margaret -The Theresa
:
Dorothy Dalton
operatic performance was a little rough
Yvonne J
Sunday afternoon, but It gave IndicLyda Desmond
Claire Mesereau
ations of working into a finished perMrs. Desmond
Lillian Lawrence
formance after the first day. Cesar
Jim
Brood
Holmes
B. Herbert
>Josl, singing the role of Canlo, gave a
Fred Brood
Jack Crosby
really remarkable interpretation. Irene
Ranjab
Joseph Granby
Williams sang Nedda feelingly, the balgaws .-.
Patrick Barrett
ance of the cast being Raymond Hunter,
R'ggs
.

BUdflTwHlTE.

1>

.Tom Cameron

William Robyn and Bertram Bailey.

The

This
tends
J

8
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-

ORDER
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George Barr -McCutcheon tale
wonderfully to the screen. It

Itself

a whale of a- story and It Is well told
Thomas Ince production that was

in this

directed by Charles Glblyn.
Dorothy
Dalton Is starred In the production but
she does not seem to have been the hap-

piest of selections for the principal role
Sk, tne drama. However, as a picture.
"Black Is White" will undoubtedly please
= "«.,!: 8 tnd audiences away talking
about
the story rather than the star.
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what became of him. He returns to this
foature and, although foatured, handles
only a small role which does not take him
Nina Graham...
Elsie Ferguson, -into more than 15 Bcencs at the most.
Filmer Jesson. ..... .-Holmes E. Herbert
The explanation of his absonce has been
Hilary Jesson.
vouchsafed In his declaration Bomo years
.Vernon Steel
Annabelle Jesson.
Margaret Linden ago that he purposed retiring from the
Geralfllne Rldgley
screen, However, his change of purposes
.Marie Burke
Derek Jesson
Lawrence Johnson is noted, and his return In this feature
gives some assurance of his being lit good
health.
This is not a good picture. Its market
His close-ups show him po*value rests principally on Miss Ferguson
sessed of tho same remarkable features
and her gowns. She wears some gorgewhich made him so popular In the days
when the films were just edgjng their
ous ones,. and that gets the women, but
•
the Ice has already been broken on this
way into popularity.
adaptation of Plnero's play.
When captions flashed -the name of
The one
Louis Sherwtn wrote for Pauline FredMaurice CoBtello tho audience did not alerlck uses a plot so similar as to give
together seem aware of that presence on
the brunet the advantage over the
tho screen, .but when they saw the man
blonde, in that the brunet showed first 'again, exclamations of surprise passed
"
and so got the pickings.
through the house In a decidedly audible
Moreover, In this Paramount offering tone. It was as If there was a unanimous
Hugh Ford's limitations as a picture -i greeting of approval. Costello is with
director are so marked as to drive a real
us again, and he is there! Make no misscreen boss almost crazy.
take about It
Mr. Ford
still thinks In terms of the legitimate
The feature Is one of the best that has
stage. His characters never act naturever' been shot out of the nose of a
ally but always as they would to score
camera, It deals with a newspaper roa point betore a listening audience, and mance showing further a side of newshfs
pictures suffer accordingly.
No paper work unknown to the public It
reveals the Interior of what Is known In
amount of excellent Paramount photography oan Conceal this fundamental newspaper parlance' as the "city room."
Moreover, its story is a continuous rove.
shortcoming, *
The story deals with the Induction latlon of sparkling realties drawn by tne
nand ot a man who knew his subject as
Into an aristocratic household of a young
P**"'" 1 knew M» " B " trlng. There
governess. When the first wife Is killed
Ir. an automobile aooldent, the widower < hasn t been shot Into It a rot of flllum
t0 tako UD unnecessary time.
falls In love with his son's teacher, but
In notion
tel1 a »*mplo story and
atfer they are married he Is constantly
1 out t0
comparing her to the advantage of &oe " ahead with it In a straightforward,
Purposeful manner that makes the audihis late wife. Soon It develops that this
wife had an amour and the aon is not t ? r marvel at both its brevity and oonthe husbaiid's after all. He treats his clseness.
_ ,„.„,.
sweet slip of a girl (Corlnne Griffith.,
new wife better then, and they are
outrages one of these mamma's
starring)
reconciled. Part of this Is told In suueo
stilted
.
wh0. d ratner navo the i r (daughters wed
tltlings.
titles
than
eat.
The
young
dame gives
Among the actors Vernon Steel, a reon eV ofwiBn ? lan d fl IV} ble 5? n " ? f re ' t tno
crult from "Declasse." seems out of
,
1
1
, J1
cold
ahoulder by
him she couldn't
telling
place for. a picture, but Holmes B. Hermftt.ry a man she couldn't love, and then
bert was the asinine husband to the life.
While Paramount will sell this offer- *"* ntt close-up of a heated argument between mother and daughter resolves to
"
ing, It Is not real picture stuff.
go her. way. She ploks out a newspaper,
Iee<t
walks demurely up to the desk of the
____
city editor, who tells her to- go out and
TUP
tine
Int civ ercT *n?t
write a "story" on Autumn and report
LbLLAKS.
back to the night city editor. The dead..
Haimy nn..*..
W...J..1
or •'* •' Br
n Wa hbu
n
»n e '8 U. In'the-efnce she bumps Into
/
Mrs c£n«n»££
T5
Hawley
the star reporter. There the romance boEd WftmSfnn5
C,a
e Bu r on
»£"£?£*
i
Mrs
££? £°'
T
.
? ,n »- The action later naturally finds
,m
these two deep in the mush stuff. Her
Mrs TeST
JoBeph
C w Jft
Mr Teik
nw.i tE iI! wojmyrty. Influence Is enough to make
g0 p * tne *ater wagon, jvhlle his InVlrslna Ja'sne;
XE?,?^
the **
.

HOUSE
huujd

1

But he wont flirt,, and then a chase
ensues, she deciding that she must make
him wild and then tame him.- In this

-

"1"?',^ 22ffl?*"S* by ffiS fanB wIt a amount of wondermont aa to

certain

.

do.

she

"_

•

entertained at dinner. The widow decides to put her "wild man" to a final'
tost to ascertain whether.or not he quail 2
flea, to be her second husband.
She decides to inform him on his arrival that
she is the wife of his friend, and then If
.he flirts with her Bhe Is oertaln that he'll
.

,m

6
S"l8*rf2
L'h^vJVmS
,l
°* Ma UT10e T^Siii?
COBtello, who
time
by this *»

^J**?"
mtwm

at the cSpltol

-

Trom

happens that the friend from trie" West Is
the man with whom she flirted.
•It is from this point on that tho story
beepmes a broad farce. The brother-inlaw and his wife are called out of town
and the friend from the West Is to be

-

the William Fox comedy,
"Money Talks." The latter closed the
program and received many laughs.
The overture was the Offenbach composition, "Orpheus In the Underworld,"
the selection being offered about onethird way in the bill.
The business late In the afternoon
filled the house to about two-thirds.

*

•

,

-

it Is- not so muoh the action of the
Firefly." Served as
was heartily applauded. •story 'that gets this picture over as the
titling,
The titles are whales and they
The news weekly which followed was
carry the action. Here Is a sample: the
also used to slip over a boost for "Look
scene
shows the hero's apartment, he
Who's Here" at -the 44th Street. Cecil
believing that, he has made love to his
Lean was shown rehearsing the girls of
beat friend's wife has decided to leave
the show on the Hotel Astor Roof.
for California with a dams that be has
Esteilo Carey, soprano, sang "Mother
ticked up In the street. The friend walks
of Mine" effectively after the -topical ref
n on him and he tells his plans, the title
view and was forced to deliver an encore number. The feature followed.
reading: "So I am going to California

News and

—

•

—

election from "The

tol

_

WALKED MARY.

.

.

/

Is certain that Bhe Is In love
certain that .she has met a
"wild man," for no one except a wild one
would give battle to a copper.
The brother of her former husband
with whom she is stopping remonstrates
with her for the foolhardy escapade, and
remarks that she should attach herself

the overture, and

film portion of the bill, In addition to the feature, Included "Topics of
the Day," an adventure scenic, the Capi-

:

Thle picture has played all around
in th« suburbs
nrlnr tn hAlnir
F
P

nw
HIS

home she
and feels

.

•

IN

_ „„_
j,
Some 6,000 feet of June Caprice at her
sweetest. If exhibitors and their patrons
like that sort of thing, they should snap
this up, as Oliver D. Bailey's story Is all
right.
George Proctor does none too
clever an adaptation of it, but George
Archalnbaud makes up for the arrange-

New York

shXn

'

'

two

center
sections up to about the half way point
Its 2 o'clock show Sunday, but when
the feature was almost finished there
was an overflow Into the side sections.
Later the house praotlcally filled up. The

on

—-:-i

.

-

-

It.

Jolo,

v
•—.-• —

.

many years her
man and after

STRAND.

,

Worth

It will please audiences every—while
they are looking at

winsome and charming Constance Tal-

>

I.;.,

where.

whore

madge. The -feature is a First National
release In five reels.
The story is .that of a young girl who

Kdoardo Albano and a chorus did the
Barcarole from "La Giocanda" in a
pleasing Betting, and after the feature
came "Good Night, Nurse." a comedy
-produced by George Ovey in Florida at
no great expense.

..

Lillian

....Arnold Lucy

..Charles Whlttaker
\... ..... .Ned Sparks
......... .William Boshell.
,.
"In Search of a Sinner," adapted from
the play of the same title,' has been developed Into a whale of a picture at the
hands of John Emerson and Anita Loos,
and is an Ideal starring vehicle for the

school, however,

for this.

'•

William Roselle
Marjorle MUtori
Evelyn C. Carrlngton.

Walter
Policeman

sag**

with so much of news value occurring
in the world, and was marred by bad
An
spelling In several Pathe inserts.
amusing experience of a camera man
girl's

.

Henry
Roue

•

a

.

Helen
Katie
Valeska

(Elsie Ferguson in "His House in
Order," reviewed elsewhere), but starts
off with a charming rendering by the
..orchestra ot Rossini's ''William Jell.
"The Beauty of Nature/-' a- Paramount
Post scenic, follows. There are some
beautiful views In It, and to an insider
some examples of clever technical work
that interest.
The Pictorial continues
to be of less Interest than It should be

In

SINNER.

Oeorglabna Chadbourne,
s -Constance Talmadge
Jack Garrison......... Radcllffe Fellows

with the weight of the feature offering

.made up

SEARdTof A

IN

-

the male

&SS

Btep.

bill.

:-.

:

there,

-

Vofc>.„

•'•.:
RIVOLI.
The Rlvoll program this week

however,

Interpolated in this "burlesque 'revue' " some of the material Hugo Jansen has been showing in vaudeville with
"Oh. Auntie 1" act. d
The feature of the current week la
"Deadline at 11,"' a Vitagraph picture, reviewed elsewhere in • these columns,
which made a valuable addition to the

the week's entertainment, followed by
-Alcoholic Blues," and the show concludes with a Christie comedy, "Her
Bridal Nightmare," which proceeds so
rapidly that It Is difficult to follow the
plot.

Monday,

has on the lives of a small village,
members of which are dally
commuters to the big city. The story
hands you a lot ot laughs and leads noit

husband believes her to be unfaithful
and turns her out. A son had been born
to the union: and the man retains the
child even though he believes that its
father was some one other than he. After
IE years have passed the man meets a
woman, in Paris, falls In love with her
and marries her. In truth It Is his
h 1
d,rected »! e "«•'
5 her
.3 2, V"
so that Sft'
this might
be accomplished
vengeance having taken that form, bellevlng that she could finally win her
son's affection and take him from the
father. When the attraction between the
two become noticeable tho father beUeves that his wife 'and her, as he supposes stepson, are In love with each
other.
He hears them planning to go
away together and shoots the boy.
Finally he realizes the wrong that he has
done both the wife and the boy and begs
forgiveness, which Is granted him.
The roles of father and son are played
by Holmes E. Herbert and Jack Crosby,
The latter as the son walks away with
all the honors of the picture.
He even
overshadows the star. The role that he
portrays contains all the sympathy, there
being even a greater measure for him
than there 1b for the wife and mother,
Miss Dalton with a blonde wig tries to
look the exceedingly youthful wlfo and
then the more mature matron of 16 years
later.
One can hardly believe that the

Sunday afternoon's business took a
but was augmented to capacity at
night.
"Powder Puff Follies,!' ran as
uuual, this making the fifth week of Its
flop

i

a young wife whose

It Is the tale of

BROADWAY.

This Is "Good Spirits*,' week. The prograin Is framed up to bear some relaThe overtion to the liquor question.
ture la made up of selections from "The.
Prince of Pllsen,"', with stress laid upon
the Stein son? from that comic opera.
Then there are. the Fox and Klnograru
news weeklies, showing several .pro-
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«?«r ; Washburn
w«.iPk„«. Is the
.w star,
.
».
Bryant
but Is
given a close run for stellar honors by
Wanda Hawley and Clarence Burton, due
tZ r?i^I"

.

w

,

..

,

to

the fact that their parts are better

than

his,

and

Sj&ftfe**
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tto,,ward
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TTftrVi.
a
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aye •' The feature winds up with her seduog*?* ing the> murderer of a victim she has
Z m % Ma3
assigned to get a "sob" story. In
'r>Lli,*J
£ beeninterval
Parkor MacConnoll
the
the "star reporter." waiting
th A hb
to get a yarn from a fellow newapaper«r«Vi
S
W,11
B;? y.dS »" an ' a»« '<" the booze, and In a drunken
J3r?
*

•

hence

stand

out

more

vlyldly.

The story la founded on the present
day prohibition agitation and the effect

condition tries to trace her to the Blum.
His cap and pocket knife are found
ne&r the body of the murdered woman.
He Is arrested, brought to the police
"ation and accused of the murder. The
damsel saves the day by getting the
a l a yer. Just In time enough to make the
deadline and get the story over.

This briefly

Is

the, story,

but in detail

of workmanship, the Interior of the
newspaper office, tho mechanism that

has boen Bhot Into the feature and the
manner In which it is punctuated with
laugh titles, the photography and the
east, all goeB to make It for one of the
best features on the present market,
Although starring with Miss Griffith,
Dodson Mitchell, as the night city edltor, Frank Thomas as the reporter, share
the honors with her.
Btep.
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Bi§ New Five-Reel Comedu Sensation _
'
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"The

best

comedy Mack Sennett has ever made"

is tjie

word

that comes out of the West from the
masterpiece of mirth in the making.

critics

who

Mack

Sennett's special productions have

have watched

this

made marvelous box-office
the Farm," his latest creation, has all the
make for sensational businesa— a bumper crop of fun.
furious farce, seasoned with that greatest of all
appeals-

"Down on

history.

elements that
thnlls

and

heart mterest

Here

Farm

I"

". t

.

a

picture that will give the exploitation genius the
chance of his entire career as a showman. "Down on the
is

will get

them all—the masses and the

^

classes.
-

-

•

-.

I
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United Artiste Gsrpomon
Mary

Pickpord:

I)bucu9 Fairbanks
-.

J.
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Charue Chaplin
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.

MOVING PICTURES

-

f

.

for theatres.

INSIDE STUFF
N)N

PICTURES

A

:\

i

picturization of
"Romance" is practically finished. It
was taken at Mamaroneck and in Florida, and when released it will not
have the name of D. W." Griffith associated with it as its director, but that
of Chet Wit hey. - Reports from the
studio are to the effect that Miss

:

.

II

St Loaf*

Tuesday night

.

The Doris Keane

Flinn left for

merly publicity director for the F.
P.-L. is now officially known as its
"theatrical manager," in addition to
the "man behind the throne," added
to the fact, that he is making frequent
trips out-of-town every week, gives
an added significance to the supposition F. P.-L. is still on the "still* hunt
1

j
'

novel method to locate a lost parent occurred when 10 of 13 children of
Prof. Treboal, of New York, entered
pictures. Treboal disappeared on Decoration Day last The wife and children searched in vain for the lost parent Finally one of the kiddies struck
upon a plan, and it was for some of
them to get into pictures. In that way
they thought the father would see one

and return home. Their film work
has been shown all over the country,
but father has failed to show up. They
have now decided upon an extensive
newspaper campaign.

,

i*

M

Sydney Chaplin has arrived in New
York with the print of his comedy
"One Hundred Million" completed in
France. He is stopping at the Claridge. •',1
The production was made for Fam- '^
out Players-Lasky.

_

Keane displayed considerable temperament daring the making of the picwhich did not tend to make her
over-popu'ar with her associates, and
that the* reason for the withdrawal of
the Griffith name from the venture was

>

SYD CHAPLIN HERE.

-

»2i

ture

R

"

DeMille Has Done It Again!

the feeling that the production will
likely prove a bloomer. Miss Keane,
according to reports, does not photo*
graph well before a motion picture
camera and it is understood the feature will be minus all close-ups. Some
time ago when the proposition to make

a picture of "Romance" with Miss
Keane starred, was put -before Adolph
Zukor, that gentleman expressed a.-'
willingness to. pay the price asked, provided the sfar submitted to a test which
should prove acceptable. This she re-

;

\70U

|.

,

"/Male and Female'

said:

masterpiece.

He

cannot surpass

DcMilleV

will stand as

y

it."

"

•'
.

'

^ut now you must say:" DeMille has done it again. He
excelled himself.
Why Change Your Wife ?! is greater!

has

'

AtGrauman's

fused to do.

faj-

J.

:

Rialto, Los Angeles,

"Why Change Your

where

-.

Sam

Wife?"

1

telling an old story about
Bernard and his first and last-

They were

—

picture engagement with Famous Playera.. They, were then located in West
26th street and Sam was posing in a
-dress suit in the middle of the summer
and sweltering. In the same studio

is

playing, a special 10.4.5 performance at night has

been instituted to take care of the overwhelming crowds.
this means that the 'picture
1

i-

One of Barrymore's scenes
picture.
called for. his appearance in an intoxi-

Here

The backers of Kathefine McDonald
finally decided to make a concerted effort to put ier over. They
have paid considerably more than

•

v

Pointing out that Metro had paid
$37,500 for the screen rights to "Fair
p

and Warmer," a producer of recognized ability recently demanded to
know if it were worth the price. He
went on to point out that even if it
had been a dramatic success on Broad-

-

way

some

/

excerpts from the Los Angeles papers:

into

life ajid

man

record

compiled a vivid hu-

therefrom that will
look into your own
It is a page out of lifq itself,
life*
more intensely human than "Don't

*-f;*f:

dramatic mosaic.

:.

Colorful, ab-

sorbing, worth walking miles to see.

Los Angeles Examiner

to

Change Your Husband." It has all
the artistic touches and deft treatment that made "Male and Female"
an epic in motion pictures. Again
does^the human, element predominate.
Los Angeles Express

t

A

DeMille has reached out

compel you

$5,000 for the picture rights to "Curtain," the story by Rita YVeiman which
appeared in the "Saturday Evening
Post" and was the third in a remarkable theatrical series, and. they \ are

i

arc

Cecil B.

have

sending Miss Weiman at a large .salary to the Coast for seven weeks to
co-operate with James Young, who
will direct Every effort will be made
to insure the success of this feature,
as Miss McDonald is believed to have,
major possibilities as a screen star.

playing to

seven capacity bouses daily,
,'

cated condition under a shower bath.
Bernard walked over to watch the taking of the Barrymore scene, and remarked: "How long do I have to be a
picture actor before I get such a part?"

1

is

-

John Barrymore was making another
'

A big

Clever to the' final degree.
achievement.

Brilliant, smart,

\,':A

up \

to the last minute.

','

.'.
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•
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There's a punch and kick in eyery

Los Angeles Herald

scene.
1

When you show "Why Change Your
* —JS

your

local papers will join in the chorus,

and you

will say

was not adapted to screen proand had to be completely
changed around and revamped.
In
other words, was the title worth the
it

duction,

price.

J

Among

the interested observers of
.

Maxwell Karger's production based on
"The Right of Way," by Gilbert
Parker, was Jack Noble. He it was

who made

the

first

it

for Metro,

Cecil B. DeMilLe's

screen version of

"The Right of Way."
with

Jesse L. Lasky presents

He

also

made

Metro's success began

production

it.

Two

feature films in which two' legitimate actresses now a success on the
screen respectively appeared, have been
so similar in plot as to create no end
of discussion. The author of the first,
released last spring, tried to sell his
plot originally to the second, claiming
it was based on a German play.
The
second is based on a successful English
play. The second company will bring
suit in England to protect its rights.

The

fact

that John

C

Flinn, for-

a

Change Your Wife?'

•.

•

"•

1

*A Paramourit-iArtcraft

Piffure
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Scenario by
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Sada Cowan and... -„
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Olga Printzlau
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William DeMille
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PROMOTE BAD MORALS.

I Y. EXHIBITORS' CONVENTION
Gathering in Utica Passes Resolutions Against New Plan
as Well as One for a Uniform Contract May Appeal
to Legislature for Relief from Deposit Evil.
Utica, N. Y., March 10.
Utica put on its best gala dress to
welcome exhibitors from all parts of'
the state to the annual convention of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of New York Tuesday. The convention

United States Steel Corporation is not
an unlawful combine is taken as an indication that the government will not
proceed against the Eastman Kodak
Co.

[

I.

HI'

The original charge was that the
headquarters at the Utica Hotel was
Eastman Co. was an illegal combinathe center for the largest gathering
tion' in restraint of trade.
It denied
of the film men. attending a state
it
exercised an unlawful monopoly.
convention.
The Theatre Owners'
At the beginning of the .war the govChamber of Commerce, the Film Club ernment suggested that'the matter be
of Exchange Managers, the Buffalo Exdropped for the time being, but rehibitors' League, the Central N. Y.
served the right to reopen the case.
State Exhibitors' League, the Cinema
Some time ago notice was received
Club of the Bronx, the Tri-Clty Exthat the case was to be prosecuted
nlbltors' League, the Rochester Exhibwhen its turn was reached on the calenitors' League an attended in a body.
dar.
The steel decision in effect deThe mezzanine of the hotel was divid- cides that it is not illegal for a corporaed into attractive display booths with
tion to be big or prosperous^ or to bev
ractically every film producer an exthe leader in its field.
Eibitor. In the early hours of the
convention before an executive session
METRO RETAINS JOHN E. INCE.
took place .the rooms of the delegates
Metro announces that John E. Ince
were the scenes for animated diswill continue to direct for them in
play of African golf and oftimes a
spite of a published statement he was
mysterious bottle would appear.
going with another company on the
Sydney Cohen, president, opened the
coast.
Ince was offered a 3-year conconvention at 11 o'clock. After readtract with his own company, but he
ing his yearly report, the convention
declined.
voted Charles O'Reilly as temporaryInce has just finished with Emma
chairman and Sid Weisberg as temDunn in an adaptation of "Old Lady
porary secretary.
Mayor J. K. O'Connor made the wel- 31" and is preparing to direct Alice
come address, the convention, adopted Lake in "An Outsider."
Alterations
are
being
made at
rules of procedure and the following
Metro's studio on West 61st street for
resolutions were adopted: a resolution
condemning forced percentage; one production on a large scale in the east.
Maxwell Karger, director general, will
against screen advertising; one urging national, organizing; one pro- have his offices tljere.
testing
the
deposit
system;
one - "The Trap" has been selected by S-L
Pictures, Inc., as the first of the five
against salacious films; one urging the
productions for distribution through
introduction of anew children's ordiMetro.
nance; one on uniform contract; one

after

An announcement of a new
be issued by the company
to be forthcoming in a short time.
'
The Educational is reported as haying the backing of the Hudson Bay Co.
The Hudson Bay is the most tremendous organization of its kind in the
world and is supported by unlimited
British capital. The reason for its interest is the fact that the Educational
has in the past few years managed
to focus considerable public interest on
the Canadian northwest through the
medium of the travel scenics it secured in that territory.
is

displays, the advance news announcements and the succeeding write-ups,
and the pictures displayed in front of
the theatres, on bill-boards and in the
film company offices and windows. In

the majority of cases there are at least
suggestive of impurity.
"You may not have realized the extent to which this insidious tendency
to positive immorality has developed,
but we feel sure that when your attention is called to it, yon will cooperate with us and al! other law-abiding citizens in seeing that the commercialism which seems, to pervade all
stations in life nowadays does not undermine the inherent morale and
morals of our community, and especially of our young people whose characters 'are still in that, formative stage
where they are highly susceptible to
outside influences. If you see fit, we
shall be pleased to hear from you on

THESE DREAMS CAME TRUE.
Several of the monthly fan magazines recently held a contest to. determine who the prettiest girls from a
motion picture standpoint were. These
girls

,

against daylight saving, and one on
Americanization.
The resolution on deposit carried a
hreat that if the producers did not
quickly eliminate the deposit abuse corrective legislation would be sought.
The convention adjourned at 5 o'clock
to enable its members to attend a
banquet at the Hotel Marlin the same
evening. The toastmaster was Senator
James J. Walker. Seated on the Dias

were Senator Henry J. Walters, Assemblyman Thaddeos C. Sweet, Senator
George F. Thompson, Mayor J. -K.
O'Connor, Mayor George R. Lunn of
Schenectady, George R. Eastman! Irene
Sophie Loeb,

I.

E. Chadwick, Sidney

Cohen".

A communication was read from
Governor Smith expressing regret at
inability to

be present.

SUIT AGAINST LONG ISLAND.
The Long Island Motion Picture
Corp.

is

named defendant

in

a

Su-

preme Court action by William Isensee
to compel it to issue 250 shares or
one-fourth of the capital stock to the
plaintiff.

Mr. Isensee alleges the defendant
agreed to increase its capital stock
from $75,000 to $100,000 and sell him
250 shares, or a one-quarter interest
in

the

corporation.

The

directors

agreed to this but the officers have refused to take the necessary steps to
increase the capital and issue the stock.

No answer

has been

filed.

UNFAIR TO SELZNICK.
In its issue of Feb. 20, Variety carried a heading which read "Sues Selznick for $37,000." This heading gave a
false impression and was not in accord
:

the reading matter underneath
did_ not involve Lewis J. Selznick or his organization in any suit
whatever.
The suit was brought by one outsider against another.
A, picture in
question had merely been released

with

which

through Selznick.

FARRAR LEAVING GOLD WYN.
Geraldine Farrar

The

Rochester, N. Y., Mar. 10.
action of the United States SuCourt in deciding that the

through with the

operatic season is finished.
The reason for severing her connection with the Goldwyn firm is not made
*

CORSICAN BROTHERS" PINCHED.
Chicago,

March

10.

J. H. Hodgson, manager of the Oak
Park theatre, in the suburb of Oak

Park, was arrested for showing at his
house "The Corsican Brothers" film,
chargedwith exhibiting a film corruptive of morals.

The feature ran in Chicago and was
not censored there.
Harry Carey's Latest.
Los Angeles, March 10.
Harry Carey has completed work on
"Bullet Proof," a story by John Frederick, directed by Lynn Reynolds.

KODAK CASE MAY BE DROPPED.
preme

is

Goldwyn Company. She and her husband are going abroad as soon as the

Beban'i Latest.
Los Angeles, March

10.

George Beban is cutting his latest
picture "One Man in a Million," which
to be handled by Sol Lesser

is

WANDA HAWLEY REALART STAR.

'for

Mayflower for release via

Realart.

BINDING AUTHORS BY GOLDWYN.
Although not generally known, Goldset a precedent in the matter
of the purchase of novels and other
data for screen pictures by binding the
authors to an agreement that the latter
retain the syndicate rights of all such
material.
.

ROCK AND PARTNER SEPARATE.
Earle Montgomery and Joe Rock will
be separately -starred in the future.
Both have been appearing together in
pictures."

resume producing.
In an interview he gave out there he
stated that "rather than produce 24
ordinary pictures a year we would
sooner concentrate upon the making of

two

subjects of superlative merit."

GET AMERICAN RIGHTS.
Select has bought the United States
and Canadiaq rights fo the Crest Pic-

Corporation

ture

POWERS WINS STOCK ACTION.
Rochester, March 10.
By a decision of Supreme Court Justice A. J. Rodenbeck, the Powers Film
Products, Inc., is victorious in the
action brought by Thomas E. Donovan
to compel Powers to fulfill an option
on certain shares of Powers stock.
'Justice Rodenbeck holds
that as
Donovan failed to pay 10 per ce.nt. at
the time the option was taken it cannot be considered a subscription, and
also that the stock has an ascertainable .value and that for this reason the

formance of the option.

feature,

"Children

Not Wanted," starring Edith Day.
The Antipodean rights were purchased by Australasian Films, Ltd- for
$5,000.

LEDERER'S COMPLAINT.
Interviewed in St Louis, George W.
Ledefer complains that practically all
theatrical companies are now controlled by motion pictures. He assails
the Shuberts for permitting this sort
of thing and absolves A. L. Erlanger,
going on to declare that plays must be
salacious and sensational to get in
pictures.

F. P.-L

not entitled to specific per-

chosen and will

According to Roy Aitkin, English
representative, Triangle proposes to

wyn has

plaintiff is

how been

TRIANGLE TO PRODUCE AGAIN.
,

The new star boomed in advance
without disclosing her identity by Realart is Wanda Hawley.
Another new Realart star is Nancy
Deaver, who is being featured by
Charles Miller in "The Law of the
Yukon," the first of a series he is
making

have

appear in "A Dream of Fair Women,"
the feature picture produced by M. W.
Garsson. They are Blanche McGarity,
Virginia Brown, Anita Booth and Anetha Getwell.

'..

*

a tour of the country. The trip
locate exchanges for the Edu-

was to

theatrical performances and more esThe objections are
pecially pictures.
directed to the wording of the display
advertisements, the illustrations in such

this subject."

EDUCATiONAL'S BACKING.
new general sales

cational.
service to

.

*

:•:--

.

Joseph F, Lee, the

.

his

.

manager for the Educational Films,
Inc., returned to New York this week

•

S.-

--' ':-'':'.

-

'\

.

Indianapolis, March 10.
wail against picture advertising is
contained in a letter the Church Federation of Indianapolis sent this week
to all theatre owners, newspapers and
billposters. The critical missive reads
<"
as follows:
"Of late, the local Church Federation
has frequently received comments,
criticisms, and finally complaints as,to
the character of publicity given both

A

PROTESTS AGAINST PERCENTAGE
i

•

MO^

56

.

GETS 3 FROHMAN PLAYS.

F. P.-L. has purchased the picture
rights to the following stage productions from the Frohman Amusement

Corporation: "The Conquest of Canaan," by Booth Tarkington; "Builder
of Bridges," by Alfred Sutro, and "The

Witching Hour," by Augustus Thomas.
United Artists in Minneapolis.

Unable to secure, a suitable entry
Minneapolis, the United Artists
have taken over the Auditorium in that
into

city for 30 days,

The opening
Charles G.

commencing April
will

Branham

be
will

5.

"Pollyanna."
exploit the

venture.

,«

California F. P.-L. Incorporate*.
San Francisco, March 10.
Famous Players-Lasky of California
filed articles of incorporation here last
week. The capital stock is given as
$12,000.

The incorporators are J. A. PritchM. Christian, I. M. Golden, V. B.
Clement, S. F. Walter, John B. Meehan,
H. G. Rosebaum, G. Vizzard, H. D.
Shanks, G. B. Huff, W. A. Mead, J. M.
Bethincourt, Sidney Cohen, A. Laurizella and J. J. Partridge.
The purpose set forth cover the entire field of
the film production and exhibition

Abe Warner Want*

Studio.

Los Angeles, March 10.
"Ahe" Warner, of Warner Bros., is in
Los Angeles to confer with his brothers, Sam and Jack, regarding the purchase of a tract of land in Hollywood
for a studio.

ard,

business.

Boo»tinsr

Frank Mayo.

Los Angeles, March 10.
Universal is exploiting Frank Mayo
in "The Pedlar of Lies" with billboard
display wherever the picture is shown.
Mayo's next Universal will be called
"In Number 29."
cutting room.

It

is

now

in

the

..

:
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MOVING PICTURES
BATTLE FOR EXHIBITORS COMING
WITH FOX PACKING HIS PUNCH

$819 JUDGMENT FOR LINCOLN.
E, K. Lincoln was awarded a judgment of $819.20 against 'the Northern

The action is
last week.
based on the lease of Lincoln's studio
Grantwood, N. J., up to December,
Film Corp.

at

1919.

Is Blowing.

Representative Now
Production Outlay.

Kuhn Loeb

Said to Favor

Heavy

self,

tent of the preparations were indicated
this week by several outstanding cir-

cumstances:
quiet surrounding William
1. The
Fox .and his activities lead to many
He is probably more'
wild rumors.
heavily bulwarked with cash than ever
before and is holding back "If I Were
King," the plunge he is to make on
Peari White as a star, and other "specials" for reasons more important than
the evident fact that spring is not the
time to get big prices.
2. The resignation of H. Whitman
Bennett as production manager for &r
Famous Players-Lasky. and the return
from the coast of H. D. Connick, representative of Kuhn, Loeb
Co., Wall
Street backers of the Paramount or/
V ganization.
3. The arrival of Maxwell Karger,
director general for Metro from the
-coast, where he has added more than
.50 acres to the Hollywood lot since
Marcus Loew bought in on the Rowland cornpaay. Mr. Karger has now established himself here and will immediately set about getting a- Long
Island studio and building the much
discussed 500-foot stage.
Of these circumstances the least understood is Jhe one dealing with Fox.
Winfield Sheehan is still abroad for
hint and there is an undercurrent of*
feeling that he is going to give Adolph
Zukor the one real battle the Para-

&

•

i

mount

dispossessed. The judgment was
awarded as a result of a second suit

tual direction to laboratory work will
be handled by his own experts. He
intends to make about eight pictures
annually and feels the whole tendency
in the picture world is to break away
from' hard and fast control and make
independent specials in which free play
will be given to individual fancies.

Mr. Bennett himself
class of 1904.

is

a Harvard
of an

He comes

old Massachusetts family. After graduating he studied for a year at the
Sargent school, then did reporting for
the Dramatic Mirror and the Times.
He began as a showman with the late
Walter N. Lawrence. For five and onehalf years he was with the Shuberts,
first as assistant to Toxen Worm and
then as general press representative.
From the Shuberts he went to Mutual
and from there to Lasky, with whom
he has been another five and one-half
years.

With Famous Players he has been
production manager and highly successful. All material used by that firm
has passed his "O. K.," but he has long
wanted to branch out on his own and
do what appealed to him. While he
is parting with Famous Players with
regret and without the slightest feeling of ill will, he feels that he is'
beginning the career he has always
planned for himself after 15 years practically without a vacation.

KLAW ABOUT TO CLOSE.
It was reported early in the week
Marc Klaw had decided upon his picture connection and was about to close
&

A

no

ill

feeling.

Mr. Connick

is in

dinavian-American Film Corporation,
sails for London Saturday on the Baltic.
He is going abroad to complete

perfect

w

offices is that there are plenty of

>

the details of a foreign distribution
plan in connection with an American
producing organization, the » United
States end of which is now in readiness
to function.

Betzwood Comedies Placed.
The Fontaine Fox Toonerville Trolley
(cartoon) comedies, made by the Betzwood company of Philadelphia, have
been placed for distribution with Goldwyn. The comedies are in two reels
each.

good

Mack Writing

directors who can put over a continuous line of acceptable stuff if they have
plenty of money to spend. It is now
certain they will not be handicapped

which Georges Carpentier, heavyweight champion of Europe, will make

in that respect.

his

Mr. Bennett is leaving to make feature picture and dramatic productions
for himself. The latter he will book
through the Shuberts. His first production will be "The Great Desire, bv
Leila Burton Wells.
For pictures he has made no releasing arrangements and it is significant
that he intends to keep his hand free.
He will plan and choose his own pictures, practically making them him-

Third District Municipal
York, before Judge Young.

begun

in the

Court,

New

Willard

Mack

is

Carpentiev Play.
writing the play in

debut in pictures with his wife.
The Carpentiers will arrive March
13th on "La Touraine."

WE CAN PAY
Attractive Prlees for Old lfovtag
Picture Films In Reals or

Imp

Pim
LEONARDO * tOffl
Nhih
CM*
HUM
Mm Nr» Twk ItZ
lll

St.

It, Ntwmrfc,

been arranged during Arbuckle s visit,
New York this week.
It is said the "Fatty" screen comedian has decided to limit his comedy
film productions in the future to five
reels.

Tom

Oliphant,

dramatic

"The Evening Mail"

morrow

will

editor
retire

Holzman,

who

of
to-

-

there.

APFEL WANTS

$5,000.

Oscar Apfel filed suitiiKthe Supreme
Court last week against the Cameo Exhibitors Corp. to recover $5,000 alleged to be due him under an agree-

ment dated November 29 last.
Apfel was to direct a production for
the defendants. The plaintiff charges
the Cameo people refused to carry out
their contract although a vehicle had
been decided upon.
Apfel was to receive the sum in litigation for his services.

FILM POST SEEKS MEMBERS.
Film Post 718, American Legion, is
desirous of securing additional members. The post meets at 138 West 46th

New

York.

Club,, is president; Joseph C. Scott,
vice president; secretary, Harold L.
Peck, of the N. V. A.; treasurer, Herman H. Loeb, senior vice president, and

Joseph A. O'Brien, attorney and manager of Brooklyn Play House, junior
vice president.

P. P.-L. REFILMING.
Famous Players-Lasky are remaking
a number of plays and novels, some of
which were picturized by themselves.
The list includes "The Witching
Hour" and "The Conquest of Canaan,"
made by the Frohman Amusement
Corp. about 4 years ago ; "What Happened to Jones," "The Shulamite;" ^A
Gentleman from Indiana" and "The
Husbands of Edith."

ROBERTSON-COLE MEETING.
semi-annual convention of
the Roberston-Cole Distributing Corp.
will be held at the Astor, March 16, 17,
18,

first

and

from the Boston exchange of the Universal have been sold in Europe and
elsewhere.

has been
advertising

the theatrical
section of the paper. •
Oliphant leaves to become associated
with the Myron Selznick productions.
He will be located at the studio of the
company. He returned to New York
last week after several weeks in Los
Angeles studying picture conditions

The

The Universal, has begun a $100,000
damage suit against Ramms, Inc., and

to be succeeded by Benjamin

Franklin
handling

street,

j:

UNIVERSAL SUES RAMMS.
Diaries Abrams, president of the corporation, charging reels purchased

OLIPHANT WITH SELZNICK.

Henry W. Pemberton, Green Room

chief need fear next fall.
the arrangements.
Certainly Fox's holding up of the
The Klaw plans in films for the fuWilliam Farnum "If I Were King" reture have been a matter of speculation
lease has. crested considerable excitesince the dissolution of Klaw
Erlment. It is also known he intends - anger.
couple of legitimate produc-offering Pearl White, an actress whose
tions made by Klaw since then delayed
major possibilities have hardly been
the picture matter.
touched, in a series of sure-fire dramatic offerings adapted to screen presBEECROFT SAILING
entation.
Chester Beecroft, who has been the
Bennett's resignation has not yet
American representative of the Scanbeen accepted and is the result of

accord with him so far_as Lasky policy is concerned, and, if he were not
always so inclined, is now certainly
convinced that Famous Players must
produce and produce on a large scale
°2? er to * eep U P wJth the- game.
Mr. Connick probably sees that it is
cheaper to make good feature pictures
in the present state of affairs than to
go out and buy them.
Famous Players' policy, in consequence, will be to keep up the production end as much as possible.- This
means the development of new directors, but the feeling in the Paramount

count for rental during
leaving a balance of $750.
Action was begun in the District
Court of New Jersey and the defendant

though technical- details from ac-

rr.an,

on acDecember,

paid $500

was

*

There will be a battle to enlist exhibitors' interest and entice them into
signing contracts next fall far more
colorful than the mere buying up of
theatres. The general nature and ex-

ARBUCKLE RENEWING CONTRACT.
The renewal of the present agreement between Roscoe Arbuckle, Joseph
M. Schcnck who directs his business
affairs and Famous- Players may have
to

The defendant had

Speculation as to What This Showman's Plans May Portend
for Zukor. Bennett's Resignation Shows Way Wind

57

;

FLORENCE MOORE'S DEBUT.

Loew.
Metro
:

will distribute them.

WHO'S. WHO IN PICTURES:
The Cinema Press Association, Inc.,

..-.^j

will issue annually an illustrated volume, 'Who's
in Motion Pictures."

Who

A board of governors consisting of
Adolph Zukor, A. P. Kelly, Benedict
James Vincent, Norma Talmadge, John D. Williams and H. O.
Falk will look after the business man-

Green,

agement.
'

BUYS

IN

ON STANDARD.

B. K. Bimberg has added another
theatre to his chain in New York. He
has purchased a half interest in the
Standard, which will continue its present policy of combinations during week
days and pictures on Sundays.

STARTS DISCUSSION.

~ Los Angeles, March 10.
Wife," running at
Grauman's Rialto, has started a discuson the* divorce question in the
......

"Why Change Your

sion

local dailies, giving the exhibitor front

irge publicity

in

all

the papers for

I is current attraction.

GRAUMAN STILL

BUILDING.

_'.
Los Angeles, March 10.
Sid Grauman has started work on
another million dollar theatre— in the
Hollywood district. His next will be
in the Wiltshire district, which
will
give him five houses in Los Angeles..
'

"BURNING DAYLIGHT."
L? 8 An Sel «. Ma «* 10l „ t
an.
Mitchell
Lewis is making "Burning
Daylight," from Jack London's story
of the same name.

BETTY COMPSON STARTS.
Los Angeles, March 10..
Betty Compsoif has started producwith her own company at the

P
m

tion

Brunton

Arthur Rosen

studio.
rect the story.

will di-

19.

A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-president and
general manager, will preside.

FOREIGN RIGHTS SUIT.
Louis Burston and Sherman S. Krellberg are named defendants in a $10,000
breach of contract action by J. Pearson & Co.
The plaintiff claims they were granted Australian and certain far eastern
concessions to a Francis Ford serial
for a consideration of $13,900, $5,000
of which was paid down.

"OLD LADY

31" DONE.
Los Angeles, March 10.
Harry Harmon has completed "Old
Lady 31" for Metro and returned to
hfs

ranch near

this city.

Grandon With Moreno.
Los Angeles, March 10.
Frank Gran don is directing the Tony
Moreno serial.

Dempiey Nearly Through.
Los Angeles, March 10.
Dempsey will probably compete his picture work by April 1.
Jack

Ethtfl Hallor With Walsh.
Ethel Hallor, a sister of Edith, has
been engaged by R. A. Walsh for his
first Mayflower production, to be made
at the Paragon studios, Fort Lee, N. J.

"Down on Farm"

April

23.

United Artists will release Mack Sennew five-reel comedy, "Down on
the Farm," April 23.
•»
nett's

t3$n

Florence Moore,
"Breakfast
in
Bed," will make her debut in pictures
on a long-term contract by Marcus

CAl
*****

I I IlL
V«J
•)

K(1 ""-<1 "owe". Mgr. Dtr.
Contlnuotu I to 11 P. 1

MAURICE TOURNEUR Prwwt*

"MY LADY'S GARTER"
"GAELIC FEIS"
("IRISH FESTIVAL")
CAPITOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA OF

M

i

'•;•••';•

•

•

;

""•'•'

'

'

:

'
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RUMOREDJLOEW-FAMOUS COMBINE
SENDS BOTH STOCKS UPWARDS

TO

53

SCARE FIRST NATIONAL
The

SETTLE SUIT OUT OF COURT.

throwing a scare into First

At present F. C. Quimby is
on the coast trying to arrange eitherall the Mayflower product or a portion to be .released through the Associated channels, undoubtedly in conjunction with Pat he.
J. D. Williams
of the First National is also on the
coast for a two-fold purpose, to keep
his eye on Quimby's activities and to
try to' close a certain woman star on a
National.

;

Heart," has been settled out of court,
according to an F. P.-L. official.
It is further understood that Manners, the author, received a "princely"
consideration to do away with all future litigation and speed the release
dpte of the feature.
Last December Judge Mayer, in the
United States District Court, restrained the corporation from releasing the feature. The decision was rendered after a review of the case and at
a private- showing of the completed
film, being based on paragraph 1 of the
contract between Oliver Morosco and
Manners, which read: "No" alterations,
eliminations or additions to be .made
in the play without the approval of

for

BE

Loew Ran Up

to 32 Early in the

Week.

Officials

of Both

Orpheum Declares
Corporations Deny Rumor.
Dividend of $2 a Share on Preferred Stock.
Other Activities on the Stock Market
Quotations on Famous Players and
stocks vera affected this week
by rumors of an impending consolidation between the two organizations.
There was noting in sight giving life
to the reports but the rumors said the

Loew

"money men" behind the

respective

companies were insistent that they get
together for economical reasons. At
both headquarters the story was denied,
with the Loew people stating not even
a vestige of truth

was

in

Morris Meyerfeld,

and

their associates control 80 per cent, of the capital stock.
dividend of $2 a share on the OrJr.,

A

pheum's preferred stock was declared
last week, along with the quarterly
•

dividend of 50 cents per share on the

common, both payable April

1.

The

common

stock with par of $1 was
quoted at $32.50 on. the Curb Wednesday.

it.

The Loew stock ran up to 32 early
in the week and was holding strong,
while Famous Players hovered around
The Loew stock showed the
SO.
best, recovering after having dropped
to 26, its lowest last week. That was
but one point above its underwriting
price of 25, with some of the insiders
paying 28. Loew, Inc., jumped to 38.
when first going on the Curb.
Orpheum Circuit reached its highest
bd to Tuesday, when touching 32% and
closing Wednesday at 31^.
Goldwyn hovered between 25 and 26
during the early portion o'f the week,
and United Picture Productions had a
margin over 12 as its quotation without much activity.
The several theatrical stock quotations are responsible for many wild
reports concerning'* possible or prospective combinations.
Upon the appearance of the Orpheum
Circuit financial advertisement Tuesday, offering the preferred stock for
sale, a report started to spread that
Famous Players had bought into Orpheum Circuit, but the. rumor had a
short run. The Orpheum's advertisement offered the preferred, an eight
per cent cumulative convertible stock,
at $100 a share (its par) with accrued
dividend. The salable amount was published at $1,917,000 with Richardson,
Hill & Co., the Boston bankers, signThe authoring the advertisement.
ized issue of Orpheum's preferred is
$10,000,000, with $6,876,100 outstanding.
The advertisement also stated that the

$75,000

ATTACHMENT VACATED.

C

K. Y. Film
The failure of the
Corp. to file a copy of summons and
complaint with the proper officials in
its breach of contract suit against Clara
Kimball Young, a $75,000 attachment
on the defendant's property, has been
vacated by Justice Platzek.
motion to set aside the summons
was also grantedfrom which the plain-

A

tiff is

appealing.

'

.

Orpheum properties, which were listed
in connection, had been appraised at
$13,033,835 after

deducting bonds.

The

net tangible assets amounted to $153.72
per share and the total assets $203.37
per share.
The Orpheum's net income for 1919,
with December estimated, was given
as $3,516,262 before taxes. The statement was included that Martin Beck,

HIGH DUTY IN JAPAN.
Geoffrey Nye, Far East representative for Goldwyn, writes from Japan
as follows:
"The entry of foreign prints into
Japan is carefully watched by the local
authorities, the regulations calling' for
a high rate of duty, which must be paid
before the prints are released from
bond. No provision has been made for
a rebate on sample prints when the
same are taken out of the country"
$1,000,000

THEATRE IN BOSTON.

Boston, March 10.
In the near future work will start
on the building of a $1,000,000 theatre
building in Province street and Province court in this city.
This district, in the heart of the
business district, is minus anything but
small picture houses. - Gordon and
Shoolman are to build the theatre and
the
ex-city
treasurer,
George U.
Crocker, is also said to be interested

Before leaving for the Coast Williams issued a warning to exhibitors
to the effect that if they did- not get
together to protect themselves they
would be wiped out of business. The
question now is whether or not his
various warnings will have the effect
Of driving exhibitors into rival organizations instead of his own.
First National is working out plans
for the producing end whereby producers will receive guarantees on their
productions.
percentage over cost
will be the rule.
Whatever surplus is
earned by a picture will be distributed
among the franchise holders in the
form of dividends. This information
was offered by one of the executives
of a producing organization which is
releasing through the circuit.
At the First National offices it. was
stated that there wasn't any change in
'

'

A

arrangements with producers contemplated. There are in existence at present several forms of contracts with producers and these would remain in force,

was said. Some call for the payment
of a certain amount on delivery of a
negative and a sharing basis after the
initial sum laid out for the picture has
come back; an outright purchase contract and the releasing on a straight

it

offices

admitted

bad been in progress between Quimby and Isaac Wolper for
negotiations

several days, but that nothing definite
had come out of them. There was a
tendency to intimate the Associated
might have a number of extra productions that the Mayflower would turn

out in addition to what their contract
with Realart called for. In the event
of a break between Realart and Mayflower the Associated would get all of
the Wolper productions.

ORGANIZE POET'S COMPANY.
Boston, March

10.

financially.

has

Ashley, formerly with the World Film
Co., as vice-president and general man-

organized

the

Poet's

Photoplay

Company, and has taken Arthur
London, March

10.

Albert De Courville is said to be
organizing a special company to exploit Mrs. Frank J. Gould (Helen Kelly) in pictures.
Edgar Wallace will
be literary adviser to the organization.

'

the author."
The original litigation was between
Manners and Morosco as to whether
the latter had acquired the picture
rights and the court dismissed the case,
holding that Manners had conveyed
these rights to Morosco. The Supreme
Court, however, allowed a writ of certoriari.

ZUKOR TO SEE BARRIE.

H

ager.

Gordon has secured the picture rights
works of Ella Wheeler Wilcox,
and work on the first picture, "Laugh
and the World Laughs With You,"
has been started.
to the

V

With Adolph Zukor en route to London, it is expected he will get together
with Sir James M. Barrie on the other
side
Apart from other interests that are
taking Zukor across now, the F. P.-L.
is anxious to get the titled playwright
to wrjte exclusively for it and the matter of money is 'also inferred as being
a sum far in excess of what the latter
could make on a royalty basis by the
sale of a play to the legitimate stage.
Barrie,

it

work on

at

for

is also understood, is now
his first "straight* scenario

F.-P.

PRESBYTERIAN CENSOR.
The Presbyterian Board of Temperance plans a moral welfare reform for
pictures.
They will issue a "white
list" approving worth while releases
and condemning those which they regard as menacing to child welfare arid ~~
promotive of juvenile delinquency.
The Board has made a canvass among
prison wardens and chaplains all of
whom they say are. unanimous in
'

.

ascribing juvenile criminal offenses to
pictures in which crime was exploited,

Samuel Gordon, a Boston merchant,

DE COURVILLE HAS MRS. GOULD.

•

,

First National contract

percentage basis.
The "Mayflower

:

The -suit pending between J. Hartley
Manners and Famous Players-Lasky,
by .which the latter were enjoined by
Federal Judge Mayer from releasing
the screen version of "Peg O' My

the Associated Ex-

activities of

hibitors are

'•

)
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BREACH OF PROMISE SUIT.
William Allen Johnstone, editor of
"Motion Picture News," is named de-

$50,000

fendant in a $50,000 damage suit by
Mrs. Bertha J. Schedko, a model, according to papers filed in the County
Clork's office.

The

plaintiff

alleges

proposed August 3 and
10.

the defendant
her Sept.

jilted

'
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OFFERED TO THE
OF AttEfcICA BY

HOPE
HAMPTON?
FILM FANS

in the greatest fan contest of
motion picture history-^

You can

realize

the exhibitor
. *

>

what

that

all

means

to

who books

•

k

MODERN SALOME"
Conceived and Directed by

Star

LEONCE PERRET

and Picture

are the center of an exploitation campaign that
will surely make you bring out the

S.

R. O. §ign

A WORD TO THE WISE—
Produced by

-;"..

"

*•

-

.

Hope Hampton
:.

Productions, Inc.
Distributed

by

METRO

VARIETY
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EAST

ARTHUR
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WEST

J.

KRAUS
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INC.

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH

j-

AND

ENTERPRISES
••
•

AND ALL INDEPENDENT

CIRCUITS

ARRANGING ROUTES NOW FOR THE ENTIRE SUMMER

WHY LAY OFF
NEW YORK

CHICAGO
LOOP END BUILDING
177 N. State Street

GUY PERKINS

7

LET US

BOOK YOU

PUTNAM BUILDING
1493 Broadway
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SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN

QUR

MUSIC PUBLISHERS
BERNSTEIN, President

CO.,

LOtJLS

MVE BIG SENSATIONS

HE TREMENDOUS ZIEGFELD FROLIC H IT

I

i

BY BALLARD MAODONALD AND JAMES HANLEY
Published as a eornedy .song, as

a straight- ballad,;

.".--"_

-*"

ONE OF THE MOST

and as

a

character song
'

'

-b't

everv description,
'

si

'

'

;

7

ngle or/double

:.

BEM

US:

BY JOE (,00 WIN AND JAMES MONACO
A NUMBER THAT WILL OPEN OR GLOSE^ANY ACT IN THE

^MMSIllP

lit!

SUCCESSFUL)

n

D

D

BY CHARLES HAYHA AND MACE

NKARD
fSr^rSpY

A MARVELOUS -QNE.STEP SO

^
BY JAMES MONACO
rEyery;

still act

needing an in>tru mental -number will im pi

i^wu^tfi

is

:music

MARY EARL SBEAUTIFUL NEW YYALTZ NUMBER
:

«•!TT
B\ -GEORGE

MARTENS AND MARY EAR!

&
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THREE LEADING PICTURE STARS
IN LEGTT SHOWS
..:-.•' TO APPEAR

"IRENE* VALUED

"

i

.

.

Mary. Pickford, William S. Hart and Douglas Fairbanks
Hart
to Join Picture Invasion of Speaking Stage.
Will Revive "Virginian" and Play Heavy Role.
Marks
Person
Return of Favorites in
•

:

.

New Era in Show Business. Woods
Led Way with The da Bare.
Next season wilt mark the return
of three of the highest salaried picture Stars to the legitimate stage, Mary
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and Win.
S. Hart, each having reached the point
1n negotiations with certain producers,
where the. placing of their respective
signatures on the dotted line' is only a
matter of clearing up a few minor details.
Consummation of negotiations
reported pending between legitimate
Sroducers and Miss" Pickford and Mr,
airbanks, which embraces a whim*
steal comedy on the order of "The Cinderella
Man"
i stage starring
vehicle for Miss Pickford and a newly
written light comedy for Mr. Fairbanks, is expected shortly.
\Vm. S. Hart, according to inside
information has already effected arrangements with a producer who controls a New York theatre, whereby
Hart will be starred on a revival of
"The Virginian." Hart, it is understood will play the role of "Trampas,"
the heavy, a character portrayed by
him before he became famous as a
picture star.
At that time Mr. Hart
played opposite Dustin Farnum, wh<*
enacted the title role of "The Vir-

u

•

ginian."

*

Charlie Chaplin and "Fatty" Arbuckle have both received fabulous offers from legitimate producers calling
for their appearance as the stars of
spoken plays.: It is pointed' out by the
producers offering the bait to Chaplin
and Arbuckle, that they, like Pickford,
Fairbanks and Hart, can continue with
their picture work while appearing in
The big: picture prothe legitimate.
ducers sensing the coming reversal of
the tide which swept hundreds of
legitimate players from the spoken
stage to the picture studio five or six
years ago, have prepared for coming
emergencies, by arranging to do far
more film producing in the east from
now on than ever before.
Legitimate producers cognizant of
the drawing power of a big screen
personality,

been

and their attention having

specifically

of Theda Ban's

The

drawn to the 'success
initial

stage tour in

Bine Flame" and Dorothy Dal-

finally awakened to the potential
pulling powers of a picture "name" at
the box office
Clara Kimball Young is also reported much sought after as a possible
Ethel Barrymore,
star for the legit.

have

.

Tack and Lionel Barrymore, Crane
Wilbur, Arthur Ashley, Claire Whitney, Constance "Binney have all increased their clientele through their
appearances on the screen, film farts in
each instance following their favorites
when they have changed from picture
to oral acting.
With the successful picture star, an
appearance In the legitimate, while
it may possibly mean a temporary reduction of income if forced to leave
pictures entirely is largely a matter of
personal ambition.

BOSTON FOR 'TOLLIES"
Boston, March

i
It is predicted "The Greenwich Follies" will play to $100,000 gross on its
j

"RUNS* AT THE MONTAUK.

1157,500.

17.

creased scale Saturday. Last week
got $25,000; the week before $27,000.

it

"The Follies", is now owned by John
Murray Anderson, Morris Green and
Arthur Pearson. Pearson had a "piece"
originally, but sold out and recently
in again.

A show to quit Boston while running
at capacity was Elsie Jam's'. In the
two weeks she stayed here the show
picked up $45,000 and broke the house
record for a Saturday matinee last
when the receipts totalled
week,
$3,000.50. It had to go to make way for
Dere able," due to booking congestion on the road.

M

"MISSION PLArS" 1,500TH.
Los Angeles, March 17.
The Mission Play" had its 1,500th
performance this week. It was first
presented April 12, 1912.
The present cast includes Frederick

Warde and Mrs. Tyrone Power.

is to.

The

each.

amusmeents

The

which

pre-

:

''

:''

';':

:

'

There is to be another legitimate
house in Brooklyn. Louis A. Werba,
manager of the Montauk, has obtained
a site in the Bay Ridge section for »v
new theatre.
-&*&!$
Brooklyn capital is financing 'the;
.

venture.
.

The Montauk, incidentally,
remodeled in the summer.

it

to be
r':S

capitol started

The Grand Jury, Kings County,
gan this week an investigation of

MORE R.R.

in-

BROOKLYN SHOWS OVERCROWDED

SERVICE.

"_While railroad men say that the Interstate Commerce' Commission wit)'"
regulate rates on the railroads' follow'_>

'.

the period of six months guaranteed the roads by the Government';
against contingencies, that Commission
has no authority in the matter of
service. This latter is expected to immediately improve with more trains restored until the roads are running noring;

'

mal once more.
beal-

leged overcrowding in Brooklyn theatres.
This was the result of complaints received at the District Attorney's office that the theatres, particularly the picture houses -were violating
the law regulating the number of persons permitted to stand in aisles and
behind the seats.

Thomas J. Drennan, fire commissioner, was summoned for the purpose of explaining what the firemen,

who

are assigned to the theatres to enforce the law, were doing in that re-

spect.

The

'metropolitan

Sunday

cludes dancing, bowling, etc.
Both
measures „ could possibly apply to
Alaska, but really' are local, to Washinton.

Its

Next week the Edward
Clark production, "Mils Charity," willbe ihown.

shows, providing for the prohibition of

Sabbath

having

is

'

miere there.

ing in Congress but neither apply save
{or the District of Columbia, Congress
nving no power to legislate such mat*
ters for the states.

all

^

ence,"

sie"

at

attraction next season
for the house is "Clar-

booked
which will remain two weeks.
*The Son-Daughter^ which follows,
will be at the house for three weeks.
There is a possibility that Fred Stone)
in "Jack o'aantern" will Oil in the
Montauk time that was originally allotted to David Warfield at the, house,
The Shubert s are making a production house of their Crescent Theatre
across the bridge, and this week "Lasto be

I

aimed

-l

;

BILLS AFFECT D. C
Washington, D. C, March 17,
There art two theatrical bills pend-

is

••;

first

-

pending which

in

<

James Moran and James Montgom-

One is the Wheeler which seeks to
prohibit ssles of tickets In excess of
seating capacity. This is aimed at over
crowded picture houses in particular.
The Temple is the other measure

undergo a change

&

ery made, the purchase of their partner. Each held one-third.
Mr. Carlton is sailing with his wife,
Edith Day, for London. Miss Day will
assume the role in the English production of the same show that she created a* the Vanderbilt, where "Irene"
is' one of the most successful box office
T't
/
cards of this season.
Replying' to a letter from A. H.
Woods published in Vaktett a couple
of weeks ago, Mr. Carlton,' writing Mr.
Woods following its publication, denied he had ever solicited an engagement for his wife from the Woods
office or Woods. ,

Sunday shows
during the war, when the city was full
of war workers. Legitimate attractions
.four weeks here. This is its third week
use Sunday night as an opening date.
at the Shubert. The show is charging
$3 top during the week and an in-

bought

Brooklyn

the booking scheme for next season.
Erlanger^
The Montauk, the Klaw
house there, is to switch from its pol- v ^
hold
and
playing
combinations
icy of
attractions from two to four weeks

•

ton's success in "Aphrodite," and Elsie
Ferguson in "Sacred and Profane Love"

$100,000 IN

AT

According to the' amount received by
Carle Carlton, $52,500, for his one-third
interest in "Irene," that play's value
has been appraised at $157,500.

jurors are to visit the theatres

to-morrow and Sunday to make first
hand observations. The two week-end
days are selected because of the capacity audiences attracted into those theatres at such periods.

The period of

six

months

will ex-

pire Sept. .1 next.
By that time it is
anticipated by the rail executives hustle
for business to hold up necessary earnings will force rate reductions, though

there is no concerted movement among
the roads now that they control themselves once more to that end. Whatever reductions will be made will be

done

singly.

,

The general office opened by the
U. S. Railroad Administration as a'
union ticket office for all roads, on
West 42d street, is to be maintained
by the roads, acting as one unit, and
will probably continue at the same' address during the governmental period,
After that the roads are expected to
revert to their former manner of handling' the passenger traffic through distinct offices and in active competition
for business.

"""

:'
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CABLES
MARIE LLOYD'S "COME-BACK"
NETS HER 400 POUNDS WEEKLY
Playing on Percentage Proves Biggest Favorite in England.
Managements Refused to Pay £150 Salary, Saying
"Marie Lloyd is 'Through'/' Offered to Gamble
on Shares and Made Long Contracts. t
-London, March 17.
Marie Lloyd since entering into a
sharing agreement with the variety
managers over here has been netting
herself amounts weekly considerably
exceeding her former hall salary. Of
late Miss Lloyd's net has reached 400
pounds a week, sometimes' over that
•
amount.
It is without doubt the greatest
comeback the English halls have ever
Recently celebrating her 50th
seen.
birthday, Marie Lloyd just now Is going bigger than she has ever done and
is the strongest music hall card over
here at the present time.
Miss Lloyd is playing the halls in the
provinces at around SO per cent, of the
gross. Out of her share she pays the
surrounding company, not in expensive
one. The terms often are 55 of the
gross for Marie. A heavy advance
sale always registers and she is practically assured of a big week from the
day of opening.
A couple of- seasons ago when Miss
Lloyd wanted to return to the halls,
the management refused to consider
her at even 150 pounds a week. They
said she was "through." This angered
her theatrical representative trying for
the dates and he replied that if the.
managers thought so, Miss Lloyd was
willing to gamble with them, to test it.
He proposed she share the gross and
furnish the entire performance, The
offer was accepted, whereupon the
agent insisted that if Miss Lloyd were
willing to make the gamble the man"'
agers must be agreeable to a long term
on a similar contract. Believing it was
a matter of a few weeks only when
they would secure an entire. bill cheaply before Miss Lloyd quit, the managements accepted the offer, allowing Miss
Lloyd to make her own contract. She
did it with several tours, for several
seasons in advance. The first weeks
under the new contracts netted over
200 pounds for herself, with hef net
weekly continuously increasing, until

'

pounds.

has gone beyond 400

The managements

It looks as though
confidence in herself plus
less.

are help-

Miss Lloyd's
her "gamble"

has proven to be the best thing she
ever did; also how lasting in England
are its favorites on the music hall
stage, although it is conceded that
Marie Lloyd is now doing the best act
she ever did.

HASTI ONLY FAIR.
Paris,

March

17.

"Roger Bontemps," comedy by Rivoire,

was presented

March
The

13 with, success.

actor,

lead

who

at

the

Odeon

held by Hasti, a fine
created the title role in the
is

NEW

w
"SHE WINKED AT YOU.
Paris, March 17.
"Te te dis qu'elle la fait de 1'oeil" ("I
Tell You She Winked at You") is the

clumsy but suggestive title of the new
Hennequin and
farce by Maurice
Pierre Veber, produced by Quinson at
the Theatre du Palais Royal March 12.
It seemed to go well, but will not have
the run of "Hercule a Paris," by Rip
and Gignoux,_withdrawn from the

hand

last

week).

EDITION AT CASINO.
March

Paris,

17.

Leon Volterra offered a second edition of his Jacques Charles' revue
"Pan's qui Danse" at the Casino de
Paris March 6.
It is now billed as
the "Revue Nouvelle," half a dozen
fresh scenes being introduced for Mme.
Mistinguett (back after her rest),
Maurice Chevalier, Belle Dherlys,
Drean. Xaroff.
The, feature pushed is a Russian
dancer, Jan Kawesky, as a partner of
Mistinguett in a carnival idyl; he does
well also in "Le Faune Vert" with Mile.
Darska.
Senora Conchita, Spanish
dancer, gives the fashionable touch to
the production.
Tiller's girls continue in their long

"BUCK
Pari*,

LISTED."

March

17.

Georgius, a French singer (not Georgel) was declared a. "black-leg" by the
French music hall syndicate during the
last walk-out and Union men were advised to give him the cold shoulder. He
continued on small time until the other
evening at Montreuil, where he was
announced to appear with his own
troupe in a traveling revue. Just before the rise of the curtain the stage
hands received an order not to assist
the act, and a delegate, the actor, Carpen tier, explained the situation to
those present.
A dispute ensued which necessitated
the hall being cleared by the police.
Georgius is bringing an action against
Carpentier, representing the Federation, who transmitted the Union order
to "down tools" on the act
Montreuil is a suburb of Paris, mainly composed of the working classes, so
the singer is accused of having deliberately put his head in the lion's jaw
by accepting the engagement under
present conditions in this district. He
is a prominent member of the new
Independent Union of vaudeville artist
(in opposition to the Federation), to
which Mmes. Camilla Stefani, Mistinguett, Maurice Chevalier, Boucot, Dorville and other prominent artistes have
adhered.

POUDOR ALIVE.
March

Rome now

ETHEL LEVY

.

,

the report that Polidor
an aeroplane accident
brother who was killed.

was
It'

killed in
was his

March

Paris,

17.

1/AIcove de Marienne" by Feh>
Gandera, produced a fortnight ago, is
withdrawn from the Athenee, havjng
failed to. attract

J

Rosenberg is reviving "Le Couchee
de la Mariee" by same author, which
had a long run in 1918.

GEMIER'S LATEST.
Paris, March 17<The productions of Firmen Gemier
are always interesting and invariably
of a novel tendency. After "Oedipe/'
just withdrawn after a short but very
Successful run at the Cirque d'Hivef,
i . Gemier presented March 10 "La

Pastorale," by Hellem and Estoc, music
by Jacquet from old airs of Provance
and dances of the south of France.

The play

is given in the circus, somesimilar to "Oedipe," with splendid
coloring, effects from the root. The
piece was nicely received. It is probably Gemier's last attempt at the
Cirque d*Hiver.
",..-; -'..'.

what

VAN HOVEN ASSAULTED.
London, March 17.
Van Hoven was assaulted at Hull
week by men who made their es-

this*

March

Paris,

17.

a new- comedy by
Francois Carco and Andre Picard was
presented at the Renaissance Theatre

March
17.

11, successfully.. Cora
in the leading role was

eerie

La parexcel-

lent.

She managed fairly well;.
One song in French was inappropriate.
Juliette Dika also did well on the bill.
She should have Opened two Weeks ago
but was prevented by throat trouble.
12.

NEW REVUE FOR FOLIES.
'

A

MARIGNY CLOSED.
.

Paris,

March

not be ready

till

17.

London*,

$1,500.
17.

that James acted as Withers' manager
and therefore the contracts sighed by
him hold good.
The case has already cost Withers
$1,500, and an appeal to the higher
court is likely.
Charles Gulliver's
brother, employed in Bentley's office,
is chief witness for the plaintiff.

NEW

PLAY.

London, March

17.

Henry Ainley will play the lead in
"Uncle Ned," a new comedy by Douglas Murray.
It .will follow "Julius
Caesar," in which Ainley is now appearing at the St. James.

FOLLOWING "MUMSEE."
London, March 17.
"Other Times," by Harold Brighouse,
.

"Mumsee" at the Little
The latter was improved by

follow
6.

having the

last act entirely cut out,

17.

17.

.

new play by J. M. Barrie will follow Tea for Three" at the Haymarket.
Robert Lorraine, Fay Compton and
Jean Cadell are

Walter Bentley, the booking agent,
has sued Charles Withers for $400, alleged to be due as commission on contracts signed by Arthur James, author
of "For Pity's Sake." Plaintiff claims

AINLEY IN

London, March

A

March

March

NEW BARRIE PUT.

April

COSTS WITHERS

Paris,

;

Another production signed Louis Le>
marchand, as usual, is being rehearsed
at the Folies Bergere.
Present title:
"L'Amour en Folie" (but no connection
with F. de Curel).^

.The Folies Marigny is closed. The
Spanish Operetta Troupe failed to arrive and De Courville's new revue will

will

granted,, prevent-

"Mon Homme,"

Ethel Levy opened at the Alhambra,

April

was

RISKY FARCE FAILS.

"MON HOMME."

scored' in

March

injunction

cape. He had to be treated at the infirmary. He stated subsequently that
there was no reason. he knew of for
the attack and that he had no opportunity to defend himself.

IN PARIS.
Paris,

.

March

The

ing the publication.

17.

London, March 17.
,
The third peal of "Joy Bells" has
proved to be a big success. Daphne
Pollard is a big hit and delightful as

Ray

London, March 17.
Christine Neilson, the grand opera
prima donna, brought an application
this week in the High Court to restrain
Sadie Mary Murray, of Massachusetts,
from publishing certain statements
Miss Nielson considered libelous.

correct

THIRD "JOY BELLS" PEAL

Cleopatra.
Florence
Shirley Kellogg's part.

CHRISTINE NEILSON PROTESTS.

i

Paris,

Despatches from

engagement.

"Monsieur Dasnovelty,
previous
soucy," but who in this instance was
only fair and apparently indisposed.

i

leads are held,

whom we

whose death was reported

,

it

(to

no. bouquets), Victor Boucher (an excellent comedian), Baron fils (son of
the deceased actor of the Varietls,

'

now when

The

house this week.

by Jean Renouardt

STRIKE BREAKER

in the cast.
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st Amen

VAN HOVEN
We all threw In for a fellow who was np
against It, and when he got well be came
and made a speech full of big words and
hod all of us, except a few bonefaeads, crying; but what gets me la how so many of
these college boys have to much bard lock,
although this fellow was a prince; and what
a speech—I dldnt know half the words. They
certainly were Jolly long, but from what I
did understand it was very sad; and I was
glad Arthur Swanttone was not there because
he would have known all the words and then
It would have been so sad I probably couldn't
.

have stood it
Arthur used to get into arguments with
people In London about wonderful things
and was always getting into trouble. Then
I used to side in with him and pull a bum
crack and crab all he had won, and he used
to get sore and next day he used to laugh
but he knew more college than any guy Vr*
ever met.
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tii wettra sjhmt.
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VAUDEVILLE

.

KEITH THEATRES INSTALLING
ASSISTANT HOUSE MANAGERS

s

top of other troubles encountered

.

in

England, there is the possibility of the
English Labor Bureau failing to. endorse the labor permit necessary beft re an artist under contract can enter
that country.
It lately happened in
the matter of the application of Conk'

«

';

Duties Will Be Back Stage to Aid Artists and Acts in
Attention and Judgment- Not Interfering with.
Regular Stage Manager.
All Keith and
-Proctor* Big and Small Time Houses,
:
y
v
'

•

'

Have
—————

to
A general

letter

was sent out

^———

this

week by E. F. Albee- advising house,
managers an assistant manager is to
be installed in all the big and small
time Keith and Proctor vaudeville
theatres.

•"

Assistant.

*
•*,

/

*

^

*.'

Smith, Joe Opp, ^George and Dick
Rath, Ralp Riggs, Harry Turpin, Loh
Haskell, John Crone, George Schall,
Julian Martin, Eddie Miller, Nick
Kaine, Jack Donnelly, and Bill Creedon.
.

'

.The

duties of the assistant manager
Withwill principally be back stage.
out interfering with the regular stage
manager, the assistant, who is to be
more of a stage director, will look
after the interests of the artists, adjust

m

V

%

theatre..
•"

It is the first time in the history of
variety anywhere that any one person

connected with' the theatre has been
specifically appointed to look out only
lor the artists and their acts.

Charles

Bornhaupt as the! agent. The English
Labor Bureau, without reason assigned, notified the London representative of the turn they would not be permitted to land, automatically canceling
the couple's foreign engagement.
Th? agents are perplexed as to the
cause of the refusal, with an inclination to think that any one of the English

actors'

may have had

societies

something^ to do with

it.

decision

Chicago, March'

17.

which

i

in a large measure revolutionized big-time' vaudeville standards in
the West, and which was probably a
decisive factor in many ways toward
bringing about the Orpheum' Circuit
Consolidated plan and action, is one
year old this week.
Martin Beck and Mort H, Singer
were on hand on the anniversary,
which was not publicly celebrated. In
the initial year of the State-Lake.it
broke many records, playing to more
people than any other theatre on earth,
for one.
About 3,720,000 admissions
were registered during the year. Money
figures were withheld, but {hey run
over a million in gross receipts. On
the other hand, the house cost more
than any other to operate.

tioned in Variety last week, wherein
the taxing of non-resident earners was
declared unconstitutional, still has an
important bearing for professionals not
having a residence in New York. Thus
far.no provision has been made to
collect any tax from non-residents and
none will probably be made .this year
(the unconstitutional provision of the
New York State tax law was the
regulation which called for payment of
a higher percentage, than alloted resi•

dents).

The state comptroller stated in an
interview that every dollar of tax paid
by non-residents had been or would be
refunded and
residents of

if

any professionals, nonYork, who paid the
once to

New

state tax, they 'should apply at

the comptroller for a refund.

,

He may

be addressed at Albany or' at the New
York City office, Woolworth building.
.The comptroller has extended time
limit for returns to

March

31.

TOUR FOR BARD.

Montreal, March 17.
The engagement of Wilkie Bard by
Trans-Canada Theatres, Ltd., for a
transcontinental tour opening Dec. 27,
has created a. sensation in Canadian
-.';'
'•• \
theatrical circles.
Bard Will be supplied with a special
train, across Canada from Halifax to
Vancouver and will play many single
matinees at small places in order that
the greatest possible number of Canadians' may be enabled to hear him.

is not known, but
reported to be $150,000 guaranteed.

JAZZING ACTS ROUTED.
The Loretta* McDermOtt and Eddie
Cox jazzing turn; with a jazz band,
has been placed to open on the Orprieum Circuit March 22 at a weekly
.

salary of '$1,100.
Another jazzing act also carrying a
band, "Aunt Jemima," will starts the
Orpheum route May 3, drawing $1,000
•

•

weekly.

The Ray Hodgdon agency, through
Charlie Morrison, booked the turns.
Both are recent formations..

DIXIE NORTON'S DIVORCE.
A divorce decree was granted Feb. 26
in the New York Supreme Court on
grounds to Dixie Norton,
from William K. Saxton. They were
married about six years ago.
Mr. Saxton is with "Business Is
Business." Miss Norton is at the head
of Dixie Norton and Co., in vaudeville,
with Grace Renard replacing Helen
statutory

is

heralded through the intention of

SYBIL

B. F. Keith's Palace has a rival right
'across the street' in the Living Curio
Palace. / The- manager of the 'Curio
place offered Ernie Young, manager of
the. House of David Band, $2,000 to
move his band into, the home of the
freaks.
Young declined with thanks
as the band has been .routed 8 weeks
by the Keith office.
The Curio Palace charges a quarter.
to see the freaks and has been doing
$1,200 a week since it opened:
Its
manager intended to raise the admission to 50 cents at afternoon performances and a dollar top at night and
would also Insist on the band standing
for a bally hoo appearance in and
around the lobby before each show.

AN

ACT.

Mrs.' Frank Tinney is thinking" about
vaudeville. Before her marriage to the

17.

March 28 has been selected for the
event at the 44th Street, and a 15-act
program is to be presented.
The- team --consists of Jim Barton,
Charlie. Dale; Charlie Winninger, Joe

Herbert Evans purchased the wooden
battleship that stood in Union Square
from the Government for $50,000.

'

/'-'.

#3

ger.

She is receiving 1,500 francs daily for
her appearances at the Olympia Paris
and her London salary is set for 300
pounds weekly. The American salary .:ij
.

:'

will occur shortly.

QET "BATTLESHIP'' FOR LUNA.'

He will move it to Luna Park and
make an amusement house out of it.

:

;,.

asked is $2,000 weekly, which approxiMme.
mates the French contract
Meller will be available for America in
the

'".

fall.
•

ANOTHER MOTOR CIRCUS.

i

-:.:
r

»

'

Eddie Arlington and Fred Hutchinson are reported interested in a new
Motorized Circus that will start out
from Washington the latter part of
May. They purchased the equipment
of the Spellraan Motor Circus, which
went Out last year, but failed.
•

blackface comedian Mrs. Tinney was
professionally,

known

as

Edna Daven-

port and was a principal in several
burlesque shows.
Mrs. Tinney is reported to have requested a conference With a vaudeville
agency looking to future bookings for
herself, but with what result is not
tpid.

•-.'
..

Tinney

.

is

-

*:

LAST KEITH SHOWS AT CENTURY.
Keith's

Sunday shows at the Century

will cease April 4.

" -:3

;

The following week it passes to the
Shuberts. The Keith people are negotiating with K. and E„ with indications
pointing to the New Amsterdam.

on the road, in an Arthur
musical show.

Hammer stein

r.W

J

i

:

....

SURATT FOR ENGLISH HALLS.
Vale ska Suratt is looking towards ap
pearances in English music halls f*
.

CHAPLIN'S "CHAMPION" ON STAGE
Victor Kremer will send out 'Charlie
Chaplin's

"The Champion**

as a vaudeville act, surrounding the film With 8
girls, who will form an athletic carnival, including wrestling, boxing, physical culture, etc.
Kremer also has Chaplin's "Carmen"
out with a girl show arrangement.
Part of the "Champion" act plan is
to have the athletic girls meet
all
'
comers in wrestling, contests.

:-

summer and negotiations
for booking at the Coliseum nave been
the coming
started.

.

-

.'

.

Miss' Suratt will do "Scarlet?

'

*

%

FRITZI SCHEFF'S RETURN.
Chicago, March 17.
Vaudeville next week will again see
Scheff, who opens in Chicago
Monday at $1,250 a week. She will appear three 'weeks in vaudeville, then
a .member of the new show
A. H. Woods intends producing,
Billy Van may co-star with Miss
Scheff in the same piece. It is reported
Woods is looking for a third "name* to
add to the production. ;"."',
Fritzi

-;

become

BECK AND SINGER TOUR WEST.
Martin Beck and Mort Singer left
York, last Sunday for an inspec-

New

over the Orpheum Circuit,
with Chicago the first stop, in a three
weeks' itinerary.
tion trip

Marcus Heiman will accompany them
on a portion of the trip.

—
CHARLES WITHXRB

In

"TOR PITT BAKE"

made mo laugh oonUououilr and unoonUolUbly.
ihall m to
blin aula.— London

m

•

A divorce was granted at Reno to
James Mylestorck Lloyd ("Chic") from
Eileen MacMiJHan (Sedgwick), In pictures.
Lloyd has gone into partner-

CHARLES WITIIIH8' mrfonninca
a parfact
tUtci of c-hiractCTlzatloa. Tn«*
narer a
of
ewiteratlon. but bit quirt method* kapt tie audience In a s continual Mat* of laugbtar.—London

!

"Tlmei."

U

Um»

!

'-'-,:

•>-

ship with "Slim" McNally.
....

,

CHARLES
WITHERS

•/

DIVORCE FOR "CHIC LLOYD.

LEAVING GARDEN SHOW.

Sybil Vane, at the Orpheum here last
week, announced her engagement to
her pianist, Leon Domque.

<

1

'

I

'The Passing Show" at the Winter
Garden to organize a baseball team.
To aid athletics in the show the Shubcrts have donated the 44th Street for
a Sunday night, when the proceeds will
be employed in equipping the nine.

The wedding

drawn attention in' Paris and who is
booked for the English halls.
The deal was verified this week by
Georges Pasquier, the Parisian mana-

'

VANE ENGAGED.
New Orleans, March

m

option on the American
booking privilege for Raquel Meller,
the spectacular Spanish artist, who has

CURIO WANTS DAVID BAND CO.

cnrulnlr
"Itefewa."

Gladdings in the turn.

BASEBALL'S SUNDAY SHOW.
The approach of the. baseball season

RAQUEL MELLER SIGNED. .
The Wirth-Blumenfeld agency has

at several of the

New. York.

MRS. TINNEY WANTS
.|150,060
...

v.

.

secured an

The State-take Theatre, the house

is

men-

•

the artists were asked to appear, therefore they could give programs that
would nob conflict with their regular
concert bills.

Conkwright and Dunne are dancers

who have appeared

The sum involved

CONCERNING STATE TAX.
The Supreme Court

for high class concert and operatic artists tor vaudeville. The campaign is
taking the form of an explanation of
the opportunities that vaudeville offers
the chances that there are to pick up
money after their regular concert dates
are played and the fact that appearances in vaudeville do not injure their
musical reputations.
One of the recent issues of a musical
n Eublication
carried a lengthy article
y E. F. Albee In which he explained
the requirements of vaudeville audiences, and pointed out that IS minutes
on the vaudeville stage was all that

STATE-LAKE'S HUGE TEAR.

any difficulty, make such suggestions
as he may consider beneficial without
they being mandatory, aid in stage settings and in a general way promote
the interest of the acts as far as he
can while they ark in the theatre.
At the Keith office it was stated experienced' showmen were not necessarily required for this work. 'The assistants could be men of ambition Who,
in the new position, would be enabled
to make plain their ability in several
directions.
Proving capable the assistants would be almost certain of advancement.
'The- assistant will have nothing to do
with the front of the theatre. It seems
the purpose of the Keith executives
the departure to make the delegation primarily to ensure uniform courtesy to artists back stage from the
appointed
specially
representatives,
which will likewise guarantee that they
-will
receive proper treatment from
their entrance into the theatre until
the engagement ends, with a similar
repetition in every Keith and Proctor

wright and Dunne, through

.restaurants in
.''

SEEKING CONCERT ARTISTS.
The Keith Agency'is making a bid

KEPT OUT OF ENGLAND.
On

by agents attempting to place acts

The 25 weeks' contract with Blanche
Ring and Charles Winninger for the
Winter Garden is about to expire and
they will retire from the show.
Frankie Heath is to be promoted to
the position held by Miss Ring.
Granvlll* Bates, of the Billy West
Co. at Emerald studios, quit
pictures and joined "Mrs. Wellington's
Surprise" for vaudeville during that
aefs week at the State-Lake, Chicago.

Comedy

-i

m'

rv."->/. -\

"
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VAUDEVILLE

KEITH CHECKING UP AGENTS
GETTING DOUBLE COMMISSIONS

WALTER READE'S BACKING.
The Trent Theatre Building Co.

WESTERN BOOKINGS GOING EAST.
of

N. J., which controls the
TreM, Taylor opera house and Grand in
that city, has been doing a big business, according to Walter Reade, who
Trenton,

.

.is largely interested.

Acts Said to Have Saddled, Themselves with Contracts with
More Than One Agent Representatives of Other
Agents Approach Them. Result of Investigation Will Probably Be Made Public.
Hie Keith Agency

is

checking up

certain agents and acts the office believes have been working in with one
another until the acts have taddled

themselves with two commissions or
more through entering into contracts
with more than one agent.
The Keith people say they heard thit
nets playing, the big time have been
approached by agents representing
other circuit*, with the agents offering the turns long term contracts' that
carried the customary commission
clause. The acts Were already under
agreement with their big time agents
and obligated to pay commission to
them. Induced to sign other agents*
contracts, the Keith office found out in
some instances so far where an act has
actually bound itself to pay three commissions for any engagement played.
The other agents making repre sen tat tons to the acts, says the Keith people,
represented both small time vaudeville
and productions. Not so much stress is
laid- upon the production agent, al-/
though that phase is being looked into,
as it is said the production agent only
claims cqmmission when the act appears in a production, but the smalltime agent who makes these agree-

down- $300

riders wouldn't play for Moss or Fox
and another $1,000 that they would play
for him at the Star, Brooklyn.

Dandy Simmons,

the Moss
had the foresight to sign Goullet
he came back from Europe.

«.

.

ments after offering a season's work
and failjng to Secure it, claims commis-

•
/

-

sion under his contract, according to
the investigation, upon' the act's salary, though it continues on big time
or goes into a production. The small
time agent, the Keith people say,
claims his right to commission while
his contract endures, although the act's
big time agent may have placed the
turn after the small time agent failed
to respond with the "40 weeks" mentloned.
One agent is said to have
brought suits for commission under
small time
these circumstances.
agency is reported having offered last
week to. an act on the big time a con*
tract for 40 weeks on the "Loew, Fox,

A

Moss and Pantages

circuits."

The

Pantages agency in New York when
hearing of it is reported to have stated
the agent could not have secured the
Pantages booking in conjunction with
the others.
Circuit can give an act 35
Loew plays in opposialone.
to Pantages in several western

The Loew

and southern

their business
another.

The Keith
public the

There is much
between the Loew

cities.

feeling displayed

and Pantages

*

circuits as evidenced by
activities against one

*

<

office will

result

of

very likely
its

make

investigation

when completed.

MOSS GETS BIKE WINNERS.
'Goullst and Magin, winners of the
six-day bike race, opened at the Jefferson Monday despite bets and rumors
they would play for Fox.
At the 'completion of the race Edgar
Allen, of Fox's, advertised the riders to
appear- at the City and exhibited a contract signed by Manager Joe Fogler.
•

A

controversy ensued, with Simmons

also advertising the riders to appear at
the Jefferson, with the Hamilton to
follow.

Several bets were made as to where
the pedal pushers would make their
vaudeville bow. Nat Nazaaro be.t Tom
Rooney $50 the City would get it.
Simmons offered to bet $1,000 that they
would open at the Jefferson and got

office,

when

Canton, 0» March
meeting last week the
City Council reconsidered its action on
the circus and carnival licenses. It
voted to make latter $250 a day for
shows of more than 2,000 seating ca17.

At a

special

pacity and $100 ef less.
Carnivals must pay $100 a day to
exhibit in Canton.

Showmen and advance

agents say

this price is prohibitive and' it is not
likely that Canton will have any more
carnivals.

The circus license three weeks ago
was fixed at' $400 a day. -Amusement
interests protested

duced

and the council

j

•

A

That

Reade, he says.

he com-

will

pleted within two years and the house
is to have a seating capacity of 3,000.
Reade states he also has a site at
opposite, the Rothschild
Canton,
store on Market street and will shortly
' S
start to build there.
The lease of the Hippodrome, Cleve,

GV

land, is held by Reade, it becoming
active in 1922, following the B. F.
Keith tenancy of the theatre. Straus
was behind Reade in that Cleveland
'

deal.

Some opposition lately developing in
Trenton against the renewal of licenses
the Reade controlled, theatres was
house
the
with'
out,
straightened
granted their permits to play.
in

ROANOKE THEATRE BURNS.

re-

Roanoke, Va., March 17.
theatre, burned March
m., will be rebuilt Every.

The Roanoke

LOEW FUTURE BOOKINGS.

,11, at 1 a.

Through having acquired the far
western time (Ackerman & Harris) on
its routing sheets, the Loew Circuit
booking office is not making any especial bookings for next season.
The western time, with its other
houses all around the country, gives
Loew sufficient time to play acts, taking in or lapping over seasons. With
the Loew houses as a rule remaining
open throughout the summer, the bookings become continuous, without much
attention paid by J. H. Lubln, the .Loew
booker, to engagements very far in
advance of current needs.

ORPHEUN STOCK.

SELLING

Chicago, March

i

17.

Orpheum Circuit's eight per cent, preferred stock is being offered for sale
here by the American Bond and Mortgage Co.
The solicitation to buy is made mostly

by circular

WANTS

letters.

FOR SERVICES.

$2,500

Marguerite Sylvh, opera prima donna,
defendant in a $2,500 suit by George
Abbott for managerial services.
alleges, by an agreelast, he was to secure
a picture edgagement for the defendant and was to receive alt over $1,500
per week of her salary. She worked
5 weeks at $2,000 a week. He thereis

S.

The plaintiff
ment of July 15

fore claims the $2,500 difference.

Plimmer to Back Two N. Y. Houses.
The Strand, Amsterdam, formerly
booked by Arthur Btondell, will be
added to the books of Walter Plimmer
beginning March

29.

The new managers are Sam and William Woods. The Rialto-Amsterdam is
booked through the Sheedy office.
Plimmer has also taken over the
Bijou, East

Now

New
&

York.

New

Orleans,

March

17.

There seems to be some hitch about
opening at the Daphine.
Many believe the western manager dePantages

sires to build his

Orleans

before

own house

entering.

thing back of the footlights
Three or four months will be
for repairs,
The fire caused no loss to
through the Roanoke being

in

New

burned.

needed
artists,
split

a

week, vaudeville theatre. The bill for
the first half had left the house after
.

the Wednesday night show, with their
baggage, and the ineoming program
Tor the second half did not arrive until
•

Thursday morning.

The second
Academy.

half ef
•

bill

played at the

.•'_r\

LOEW OPINING THNEK MOM.
Before this season ends the Loew
Circuit will open three more vaudeville
houses. Its converted theatre at Nash-,
ville is due to start March 22.
No date has been set for the opening
of the new Loew theatres at Ottawa

and Windsor, Canada.
Elizabeth Smith, a guest of the Hotel
street, was arrested
Fridav and held for examination
charged with the theft of a fur coat alleged by James Thornton to have been
the property of his wife, "Bonnie Thornr
ton. who died the day previously.
Miss Smith according to the detective who made the arrest, denied the
theft and sttted she had been called
into Mrs. Thornton's room in the Argonne, shortly before Mrs. Thornton
was taken to Bellevue Hospital Thurs-

Argonne on 47th
last

from

present

the

Association's

office here.

The towns and houses

so far

men-

girl acts, "flashes" arid

———

musical

comedy

Orphoum House Managers' Change.
Chicago, March 17.
Martin Beck ordered several changes
house managers while here. Frank
manager of the State Lake, left
for St. Louis to succeed Harry Wallace
at the Grand. Harry Singer returns to
i

in

Phelps,

the State Lake temporarily.

,

Champainge, Springfield,
Lincoln
and American.
These were for'theatres, Chicago.
merly Finn & Heiman theatres, but
were merged with that circuit into the
tioned

are

Davenport;

reorganized Orpheum.

CANADA DECLARED OPEN.

,

The Orpheum Circuit offices have
been advised passports are no longer
required for admission into Canada.
The information also covers former'
alien enemies of that country, but the
Orpheum people where advised to "use
discretion.*'
This is taken to mean
names of former alien enemy acts
playing Canada henceforth should not
-

smack too much of the lands of

their

nativity.

About the same time an order was
issued in the Province of Quebec, Canada, that the vaccination edict, through
the smallpox scare, had been revoked.

.

GOLDBERG AND

SPIRITS.
Jack Goldberg has a brand new idea
for, a road show which he has on tour
is
It
a
for several weeks upstate.
spiritulistic
performance, which includes mind reading, crystal gazing and
the

like.

There are 12 persons in the company,
the others acting in various capacities, including'
necessary "plants." The mediums were
secured from the First Church of
Divine Inspiration. The show Is play*
ing at $1 top. It included the Zancigfl

two being mediums and

for a time.

The show is figured a good road
proposition at this time because of the
amount Of spirit-world stories
abound with the Sir Oliver Lodge

that
talks.

CORTHELL SUED ON SONG.
Herbert Corthell
a

in

is

damage

$10.00

named defendant
suit begun by

Arthur Hammerstein.

rights.

.

KAHANE TO

STAY.

Ben Kahane, the Chicago attorney,
who has, been here for some weeks on

Orpheum

Circuit,

Inc.,

matters,

will

remain in New York, having been appointed general counsel for Oroheum.
Mr. Kahane is known in Chicago
vaudeville circles, and until recently
was in the office of Judge Trude. The
executive offices of the Orpheum Circuit, Inc.. will move to the 10th floor
of the Palace next week, only the
booking department remaining on the
sixth.

,

Clayburgh Withdraws Divorce
Newburger signed an order
week permitting Albert Clayburgh
to withdraw his divorce action against
Alma Clayburgh, opera diva.
Justice

last

.

..

The suit concerns the song, "The
Argentines, the Portuguese and . the
Greeks," which Mr. Corthell embloyed
production,
.in
the* Hammerstein
"Tumble Inn." Mr. Corthfll represented he owned one-half interest iu
all rights to the song, including the
publishing, and was paid a certain sum
to relinquish his share to the producerplaintiff.
The number is published by
Joseph W. Stern & Co.
It has developed that Mr. Corthell
has only the performing rights and is
in no wise interested in the publication

day morning.
Greenwald Coming to Now York.
Because of easier producing conditions in the East another Chicago
agent and producer is moving to New
York in May, when Maurice Greenwald will establish his headquarters
on Broadway. He is a producer of

'

York. 'The remainder will be booked
at

.

Bonnie Thornton's Fur Coat Missing.

turns.

*

Orleans Doubtful for Pantagee.

,

.

$150.

it

j

!;!

-of

EXORBITANT LICENSES.

weeks
tion

Henry

Nazzaro.

with

Dixon offered to wager $1,000 that the

Mr. Reade says the town is returning
company a huge profit weekly. He
claims the Trent, not known to have
made over $10,000 a season in the past,
now* netting between $1,200 and
is
</
$1,500 weekly.
4
Unlimited backing is reported behind
Reade's theatrical ventures with one of
his chief sponsors, Frank V. Straus,
who formerly dealt largely in .theatrical
Others interested on the
programs.
money end with Reade are the Bamberger s, downtown New York bankers.
lease has been obtained -upon the
theatre to be built in conjunction with
the Siverling Hotel at Akron. O., by
his

Chicago, March 17.
It is locally reported that within the
past week in New York it was about
decided by the heads of the Orpheum
Circuit in conference, that some bookings for many of the smaller houses
hereabouts now in the Orpheum chain
will be placed from the east commeno
ing with next season.
The plan is at present to increase
the number of turns by one, giving six
as a rule to a bill instead of five acts,
with a couple of acts in each show
routed from the Orpheum office in New

:

,

'

3m-
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VAUDEVILLE

LABOR CONTROVERSY THREATENS
TO CLOSE PROVIDENCE THEATRES
____—

.

"SWEtESMfi

»HHiHS
nesday, April 14. Mr. Loew was born
He
in the old 11th ward, on Avenue
lias never forgotten the neighbors of

C

Ref usal of Theatrical Managers' Assn. to Recognize Theatre
Attaches' Union Results in Crisis. LA. T. S. E., A.
F. of M., and State and Local Labor Organiza).•
tions Back Attaches' Stand for Recognition. Walk Out Likely Unless
*

Matter Is Speedily Adjusted.

i

his youth

Mr. Loew will sit with Justice Leonard A. Giegerich, of the Supreme
Court; General George W. Goe trials,
famous builder of the Panama Canal;
Rev. William J. Donohue, Alderman
iack Friedman, Assemblyman Mitchell
Friend, Judge Benjamin Hoffman
and Judge William Blau, all of whom
were Mr. Loew's neighbors.
Justice Giegerich, chairman of the
Committee commenting
Executive
upon Mr. Loew, said "It is wonderful
to see such men as Mr. Loew who, although they have made much money
and have achieved much success, still
remember the friends of their youth
and the neighbors of their boyhood.
Mr. Loew is a shining example 'of a
man who never forgot his old friends."
'.

As a

result

the refusal .of the

of

of
Association
Managers'
Theatre
Providence to recognize the recently
organized Theatre Attaches Association in that city, a controversy has
arisen that unless settled by the end of
.

.

the

week strongly

employed

The

cus,

S. E.

One is the Amelia Pichiani Troupe,
coming from Italy. This is not the
Pichiani Troupe known here, though

A

trouble between the Theatre
Managers Association and the Theatre
Attaches started 4 weeks ago when the
latter asked for a conference with the
managerial organization and was refused. The Theatre Attaches, which is
affiliated with the American Federation
of Labor, holding a Federal Charter,
then took the matter of the Theatre
Managers' refusal up with the Central
Federated Union of Providence, who
in turn referred the request to the
State Federation of Labor of Rhode
Island.
i
Both State and local Federated labor
bodies requested the Theatre Managers
original
Association to rescind their
answer and hold the desired conference
with the Attaches Association. The

The

Theatre

Managers Association again

refused, and the labor bodies decided to
take the matter up with the I.A.T.S.
E. and the American Federation of

Musicians and seek their support. This
last week, a committee representing the local Federated Union of
Providence, the State Federated labor
body and the Theatre Attaches appearing before the executive board of the
I. A. T. S. E., which held its annual
session at the N. Y. offices of the

was dope

organization.

A

practically

An odd

amounted

to the

same

thing.

feature of the controversy

is

Edward M. Fay, of Fay's Theatre.
Providence at one time a member of
the Musicians Union, and formerly
that

leader of the orchestra at Keith's
Providence, is now the President of
the Providence Theatre, Managers As.

sociation. Mr. Fay will be remembered
as having appeared as a witness in the

Federal Trade Investigation of vaudetestimony being in effect that
the Keith interests had ha'rrassed him.
Each of the refusals of the Theatre
Managers Association to meet the
Theatre Attaches it was stated at I.
headquarters, has been conveyed by Mr.
Fnv*
The Theatre Attaches have not asked
for wage scale increases, nor has anything
been demanded regarding a change in
working conditions, the recognition of
the Attaches Association, or union,
being the only concession asked thus
far.
It is understood, however, as soon
as recognition is granted other demands will follow. In the event that
the Theatre Managers continue their
refusal to recognize the Attaches union,
the stage hands and musicians have
been placed in the position where they
ville, his

A

'

rope.

•

•
.

.

the principals are related.

The other

the Sandwinna Troupe, from Berlin, but held up on account of the dock
strike at Rotterdam.
is

CROHAN CASE ADJOURNED.
Boston, March 17.
The action of Attorney Cronan, who
is seeking to establish a one-third inPaul Keith Estate, was
terest, in the
adjourned until March 23 at the conelusion of the hearing before a Master
March 11. Mr. Cronan was on. the
stand at the time of adjournment
It is expected that the trial will be

A

protracted.

:

COLUMBIA G'PHONE STATEMENT.
For the year ending 1919, the annual
report of the Columbia Graphophoue
Co. shows net income after all charges
and Federal taxes of $3,624,202, equivalent, after the deduction of preferred
dividends, to $3.32 a share earned on
the outstanding 868,471 shares of common stock of no par value.
Gross earnings last year aggregated.
$7793,044. After interest on funded and
floating debt, of $262,960. and $514,560
for depreciation reserve and other
charges, net profit for Federal taxes
were $7,015Jl£
Dividend payments totaled $2,535,402, leaving $1,188,800 surplus.

NEW ROCHELLE THEATRE
New

A

Rochelle,

March

17.

Gilbert, Ben Blumenthal, describes life
it may confront tha showexpects to get there, as being "on a par with that of most large

in Berlin as

man who
^cities."

"Any foreigner living at hotels and
transferring neutral currency into Gerdoes not feel the high cost
of living. The larger restaurants are
always full of people, there is plenty
of food and wine for those who can
afford to pay for them; cabarets and
1

"Taxicabs, so scarce 8u ring. the war,
can be found now in most of the frequented portions of the city, and can
be hired 'by the hour at 50 marks. In
other words, 5Q cents American cur1

'

rency.

Traveling facilities have* been very
bad throughout Germany. In most directions there have been so-called daily
express trains which take twice as long

,

make a specified trip as before the
war, and wherever a sleeping car is attached to a train; tickets are selling
at premiums and it is only through the
greatest fortune that one can obtain a ....
to

;'

Otherwise

means

up
with eight people in a car and sometimes the corridors are crowded with

sleeper.

REJECT MUSIC NOM-DE-PLUME.
Company's ap'Shapiro, Bernstein
plication for the registration of the
nom-de-plum, Mary Earl, was rejected
at Washington. Louis Bernstein's attorneys, House, Grossman
Vorhaus,
contemplate appealing.

people

standing.

it

From

sitting

Berlin

to

Vienna means four to five days' travel
in comparison to 12 hours in pre-war
days.

I

'
"The general public in: Berlin seem
to be bent upon amusing themselves
as they do here, and Seem to have entirely forgotten that there had ever
been a war.
The theatres, picture
houses, and all sorts of amusement

tfBM t.gSg
^gfffiJSJSi

m

a're now the vogue, and after
turning the expenditure into dollars,
the cost of living is far below what it
would be in America. For example,
in the AdlosrHotel in Berlin, a modern
hotel of absolutely the highest standard, one can obtain a suite of rooms
for 150 marks a day, which at the present rate of exchange means $1.50, and
in this same proportion food, clothing
and luxuries can be purchased. For
the German naturally' everything is expensive as they earn in* marks and
not in dollars.

dancing

&

Sl^wST*©^?

I

man mark*

syndicate has purchased a plot for
$75,000, located at the corner of Division and Huguenot streets, and will
"Mary Earl" is but a fanciful title,
erect a theatre to seat 2,500,
originally coined by Robert King, and
This report appeared simultaneously
with the starting
t
large the. Loew Theatre (picture, and
split vaudeville).

BLUMENTHAL ON BER1IN.

—

&

$75,000

ofTe wordsT

>>taces

are

continuously

filled.'

The

a mo us

LEE CHILDREN'S ACT.

STAGE EMPLOYES BALL

Jane and Kathryn Lee, of wide film
fame as the Lee Children, are appear-

Theatrical Protective Union No. 1
N. Y. Local of the L A. T. S. E. (stage
employes) will hold, their 7th annual

'

The conference resulted in the joint
T. S. E., American
bodies of the I.
Federation of Musicians, Providence,
State and local labor orginzations and
Theatre Attaches sending a telegram to
the Theatre Managers Association of
Providence, once more asking a conference The message intimated that
a conference would be advisable and'
while not in the form of an ultimatum,

.

Two acts booked for the Ringling
Brothers and Barnum and Bailey cirwhich opens next week at Madison Square Garden, will not arrive in
this country until the middle of April,
due to congested shipping from Eu-

threatevery theatre
ened
in Providence and 90 per cent of the
picture houses through the affiliation of
T.
the picture operators with the I.
in Providence.
strike would affect

t

CIRCUS ACTS ARE HELD UP.

points to a walk-out,

not only of the theatre attaches, but
the union musicians and stage hands

I

be forced to back the Attaches
Union and walk out if requested.
The Attaches Union is composed of
sellers
and
ushers, janitors,
ticket
takers. Its membership is about 350.
will

'

Returning from an extended trip
abroad following his contracting with
including
Central - European talent
Max Reinhardt, Sudermann, Schnftzler.
Franz Lehar, Kollo, Oscar Strauts and

ing in a

new

act specially written for

them by Tommy Gray. The special
act came about through the enthusiasm
the children were greeted with when
playing a little skit in the smaller
towns.
Irene Lee is the mother of the precocious kidlets. MissXee once appeared in vaudeville at the head of her
own act. Harry Lee formerly of Hoey
and Lee is the children's father. The
parents were divorced some years ago,
the mother taking Jane and Katheryn
at the

time

tomorrow (Saturday) night at the
Regiment Armory, 34th street and
Park avenues.

ball
71st

~

—

ville

'

vaudeville agency

Patrick Brosnahan, an uncle of Billy'
Gould's died in Cork, Ireland, 3 months
ago. According to a telegram received

York

by Mr. Gould from

years.

E. Connell, a

San

Francisco attorney, he is left a fortune
of $500,000, as the sole heir. The late
Mr. Brosnahan was a brother of Mrs.
Mary Ftannery, Mr. Gould's brother.
The bulk of the fortune consists of valuable real estate around the business
section of Boston.
Gould says he will leave New York
for Cork to claim his inheritance

New

Guide.

The 20th edition of Julius Cahn's
theatrical guide is being prepared.
Three new departments will be added,
such as a complete list of all picture,
vaudeville and burlesque booses in the
United States and Canada, and picture
producers, studios and laboratories.

this week.

.

don last Saturday.
Burns has not visited America

'

This week Miss Keller is at the
Maryland, Baltimore, with other engagements secured by the Harry
Weber office booked for her.
Miss Keller's vaudeville salary has
been set at $1,750.

'

Blumenthal practically has acquirsd
production rights for all English
speaking countries to most of the plays
that have been produced in the Cen-'
tral countries for the next ten years'.
He controls the output of the Authors'
Society, composed of the foremost
authors
Of
the
central
countries,

among whom

are Sudermann, SchnitHe also has control
of all the film rights to practically all
books and plays produced and to be
produced in those countries.
zler

and others.

ANIMAL ACT BILL KILLED.
Boston, M?rch

The

Fred Stone has been taking
snapping lessons in California
Jack Morrissey, the Australian
snapper as his instructor. The
will be exhibited in Stone's

whipwith
whiptrick

O

1

in ten

Helen Keller Playing Route.
The act with Helen Keller is likely
to proceed through the remainder of
the season on a big time route.

'

American producers.".

in the English
due in New
sailed from Lon-

is

field, is

He

till

"The Germans have learned a great
many things from America, among
them the great strides pictures haye
taken in this country, and they are producing films., Althgugh the majority
of them are not up to the American
standard, still this will be within a
short time a serious competitron to the

with a view to producing for vaude-

Harry Burns, who

CaKq'a

'

DIXON PRODUCING.
Harry Dixon; formerly of the vaudeville team of Dixon and Delaney -will
establish offices in New York shortly

ENGLISH AGENT COMING HERE.

GOULD'S INHERITANCE.

\

Palais de Danse is nightly
closing hour with thousands
drinking bottles of champagne As soon as
the winter is over and they are relieved of the coal shortage, the Berlin
amusement establishments will receive
permission to remain open all night.
-This is the only country in Europe
which at the present tolerates this.

packed

17.

bill introduced in the Legislature to prohibit the showing of animal
acts on the stage or in a circus in this
state, on the grounds that Such exhibitions constituted "cruelty to animals,"

new show, has been

killed in

committee.

:

I
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INSIDE STUFF

not properly come within the province
of the managers' association, then the
National Vaudeville Artists should
That is to throw the
take it up.
crooked gamblers out of the show
business. There are eight or 10 cheaters
who are quite well-known and they
play in vaudeville or productions,
cheating their companions at cards
or dice whenever, the opportunity presents. While it would seem everyone
they come into contact with should
have heard of them as cheaters, many
have not, for that information in the
way of names usually passes only
by word of mouth. But the cheaters
are undeniably such, and may be
Steps should be
quickly identified.
taken to stop their cheating career
as far as other actors are concerned.
If these thieves want to steal money
let them steal it from passengers on
steamships, in the gambling houses or
any other place they may be able to,
excepting in the show business. The
theatre, to them, is just a side line to
enable them to fleece companions who
look upon the cheaters as pals or
friends and are therefore easily taken.
The crooks have a staff, mostly steerers, who stand in on the winnings
and the victims never have a chance,
whether' it is cards or dice. Whoever
wants to cleanse vaudeville or the theatre, should go aftCr these 'few crooks.
They are one of the big disgrace's of
the profession. The association taking it up could confidentially advise
all booking offices as to their names,
also producing managers, and in that
way drive them out, to work, misery,

from his home to the brother's for safe
keeping. The neighbors recognized the
cases and 'phoned the police, and the
three were arrested. They were brought
next day before a judge, who is the
brother of the official's attorney, and
who, to save himself the embarrassing
necessity of being a good scout, tipped
the defendants to square it with the
prosecuting attorney. They did so and
But at
it was decided to nolle pros.
the last moment the assistant assigned
to the case by the state's attorney was
fresh
a
another
court
and
switched to
young stripling lawyer, out for a record, sailed in and started a Ciceronian
oration about law and order, defiance
of society's mandates by those who
were powerful and who sneered at justice, etc, until the court had to shut
him off and dismiss the prisoners him-

1

-

S".

.

-."

jail

or

hell.

.

.

laugh—they

audience
Chandler.

—Glenn and

paid."—Anna

T

•

,

it is still to be decided what or
is the mark.
There are those,
however, over here who bought the
English pound and the French franc
at the low exchange. There's no doubt
that they will cash. The English peo1

'

J.

wills, that which ever one dies
the other promises to carry out
the other's request as to burial. For
this purpose $500 has been set aside.
-Should Kingsley pass out first, Pollock agrees that he will secure six
Ziegfeld beauties to act as pall bearers
that an auto hearse be used, and if
it should happen that he cashed in because of old age it is to be blamed on
Kingsley further claims
the "flu."
that he has arranged with Ziegfeld to
see there is no slip-up on the choristers.
Pollock isn't so particular, and is willing to pay laborers to be pall bearers-

tive

first

country made
a profit immediately and do not have
to wait for the pound to revert to its
normal value, for a pound is still a
pound in England.

own

.

Some of the agents are reported
investing in outside business, posprotection.
Vaudeville
as a
agents as a rule if they understand
their business, not the technical end of
it, place little value on what might be
termed "good will." Hardly any one of
them will dispute that he could wake
sibly

t

:
-

up any morning and find he had no
agency business. Of course his name
would be there for whatever that
might be worth in free lance bookings
such- as they are or might be, but that
is all.
Witness, several such instances in the past with probably more to
arrive in the future.

But the outside

venture along commercial lines may be
a better scheme of providing for the
future though an agent never grows
old, mostly because he has a stock of
liquor, a bank account and little to do.
The testimony of Irving Cooper before
the Federal Trade Commission that he
had an interest in a shirt waist business could have suggested to other
agents to get under cover, away from
theatricals.

count which
agent.

The

That needed a bank acis trifle to a successful
successful ones' greatest

and about only worry is how to invest
their money. One agent is reported
having gone in with a relative, becoming a silent partner and without giving
the relative a piece of his agency busiAnother agent knows how to
ness.
outwit Wall Street to a small but
steady weekly profit, and some of the
rest have a piece of a theatre here or
there. But the agents with the booze I
They are the ones who think themLittle they care what
selves lucky.
may come or what may go They are
under cover in money and liquor, only
wear a pained expression when around
the booking offices and never cry excepting in front of their acts.
I

i&

Chicago, the brother, former
secretary and intimate friend of a certain high-up vaudeville official, received
a telegram to move his stock of liquors

Out

Five years ago Al Meis, a peddler,
into Kenosha, Wis., with $3.84
in his pocket and no place to sleep.

came

He wandered about town and found

.

little

A

A

The gross of the second six-day race
Garden last'week amounted to
with the management running

at the

Considerable excitement was caused
Club one night recently
single ran down the

$118,000,

at the N. V. A.

the second affair for less expense by
$15,000 than the first. The first cost $65,000 to operate. The prize money offered
was publicity. The riders rode under
guarantees.
The Garden cost $1,500
daily for the second week, as against
$5,000 rental for the first week. That
was. the only item of the second week
exceeding the expense charges of the
first event.
Last week's race gave out
no paper, and a large increase in the
gross was received through that. Other
economies were practiced, with the
management netting every dollar possible. Charlie Hanson, Marty McCrea
and Chapman were the principal promoters.
The financial end, was unusually well taken care of.

when a female

in

Another "tough to handle" idol has
been shattered. Last year in Chicago
Fritzi Scheff proved to the satisfaction

-

SS'frffX

mSnine,

scTeanung,

"My husband

has gone crazVl" Closely
following her came her accompaniest,
a piano player, and just behind him the

husband

puffed, yelling

something un

intelligible to the ivory tickler.
woman in question is married

The
to

a

who is reported to be
wealthy .and at the time of her marriage ready to leave the stage. Jealousy
was the motive for the quarrel at the
non-professional

club,

it

is

.

•

said.

.

^—

"

sing my latest, song. She broke
my heart so I broke her leg."—Kellam
and O'Dore.
"I'll

"I'm going away. Could you tell me
to go? I'm too polite. Did you
ever kiss your girl under the mistletoe?
I never fool around their feet."—Anger
*
•
and Packer.

where

V

-

-

:

"You're not as thick as I thought you
were."—"You're thicker."
"I promised not to tell a human being, but I'll tell you."— Mills and
Smith.
-"

(

"I'm going to be a Polar bear.".
"What's that?"
"Uncle died and they wanted me to
be a pall-bearer (Polar bear)."—Anthony and Rogers.
-

"Give me one little heart. I wrote
that for a fellow who tried to fill a
"I don't care who treats me
flush."
so long as I get treated."—La Toy
Brothers.

.

"Can you give me a room and bath?"

'

closed theatre, discarded and
unguarded, and slept in the dirty lobby.
Next morning he looked the place over,
made the acquaintance of a local business man and raised $200 for one
An Indian seeress, said to be one of
month's rent, the Virginian Theatre.
very best doing mental telepathy
He negotiated With the Western the
in vaudeville drew a lot of attention in
Vaudeville Managers' Association for
a roof show lately. The act has played
vaudeville, then found that Monday,
many small time dates and only bad
Tuesday and Wednesday were "oversamshowmanship has. held it back.
time" nights in the factory town, and
ple in her remarks in a White Plains
he discarded them altogether, continu- 'theatre several weeks ago. In reply
ing to run only the second half of the
in
woman
of
a
query
to the supposed
week. Last Week he retired.
local
-the audience she said "you want to
syndicate took the house 'over, paying
if your husband is true to you;
know
Meis $68,000 in cash, and it is said he
I assure you that he is; that is more
has $100,000 besides, with- credit far
than he can- say for you." It isn't
beyond that if he wants it. Under the
if the query and answer was a
new management Charlie Freeman, of known
frame. It is the same question and
the association, will book the' stand and
answer however used by another "mind
it will play pictures the first half.
reader" around New York.

a

Jenkins.

y

•

•

.

Kingsley and John Pollock
claim to have set forth in their respec-

on this side who invested their
American dollars in 'f the exchange

*.

-

"Don't you wish you were a man?
Yes I Don't you?"
IT1
"I'll never come drunk again.
/
„,!..'
stay- out until I'm sober."
"Oh
"I never washed in my life."
and
Anderson
thing."—
dirty
you
<
Graves.

,

Walter

:

.

'

.

,

.

three times a day. I
"Take one
',..,. .., of all concerned that the reputation for
being "difficult to get along with", she
enjoyed was built up by over-zealous
press agents. Now the report comes
along that Olga Petrova is traveling
the Orpheum Circuit without the vistage of a contract between her and the
booking office. There is just a mutual
understanding between, the star and
Martin Beck, and thus far it has worked out wonderfully well. In the understanding it is provided that not a line
of publicity regarding Mme. Petrova is
s
sent out by the office, her own publicity agent 'traveling, with her attending to all of the press matter.
pill

I

——

sense than a snake has hips." "Boss is
worth—
foing to pay you what you're
ain't going to work that cheap.

.

at? 'Let the

.'

close."

'•"•

v

"I come from Alabama—What part?
—All of me." "You ain't got no more

"Having nothing to do write; these
few lines. Having nothing to. Vay I

who

of their

•••

-

"What are you laughing

the
it but couldn't get it up after
time."—Jim Murray. ;•

•'.".-

Stanton.

but

sterling

first

.

"Lucky guy, that Max Hart," remarked a by-s Under as the agent said
one day last week: "Are you getting
One
in on this, kid, buying marks?
hundred for one dollar or maybe only
90; but it's pretty soft and I'm soon
day
next
going to cash."' Then the
they spilled over the German Government and Max may have his marks

ple

tried

"Which is the front end of a ferry
boat? The first to appear (a pier)."
"I have something to tell you but
don't know where to begin. Well, begin at the beginning."—Val and Ernie

self.

•

RELEASED

and
Under Sheading from time to time will be published dialog
are of .anetent
"gags* heard in the New York vaudeville houses, which
vintage or currently employed by two or more acts:

ON V AUDI VILLI
The V. M. P. A. is overlooking a
chance to cleanse vaudeville. If it does

"~

"I can give you a
you a bath."

room

but

I

can't give

,

'There's something wrong with the
keyhole." "Well, let it go until tonight
and I'll look into it"—Smith and

Inman.

'

-

'"

"HelloTT "Is this you?"
"Hello I"
"No." "Are you comfortable up there?"
"I was."
"I

was brought up

in Astoria."

"Ohl

you're a foreigner?"
.".George Wood married Sally Ax I"
kindling around the house?"
"Sally has six little cut-ups."

"Ahy

"Why-

George !"—Lydston and Emerson.
I

Where'y goin!."* "None of
"Hey
your business." "Well, go ahead." "I
letter, who's it belong to." "I don't know. I haven't
read it yet." "When were you in jail
last?" "When I went to see you."—
"Every time I see my wife I try to
close my eyes and think of Theda
Bara."—"Every time she sees me she
asks for money, give me 25, give me 20,
I

saw you take that

**

^*&h*?*
££
W-F
*
2

«*""*-•
gimme a dime."

"•

do with

it

all?"

rt ? r ***. a
"Well, what does she.
"I don't know, I never

give her any."—Dobbs and Welch.

"When

I

think of those

eyes, those nose."
kiss?" "No, kisses

lips,

those

"Come, give us a
breed contempt"

"Come, let's be -contemptible."—The
Little Lambs.

There are only two good jugglers in
I'm both of them.—Ward

this world.

The other day a

fellow walked into

Walter Plimmer's office and said, "Can
you use a quartet with three men in
it?"
"Say,

and Van.
"Will

you

have

a

little

"Where?" "Anywhere. On the

— McCormack and Jones.

bite?"
neck."

man, don't you know a quartet

has four voices?" said Plimmer.
"That's all right I never studied music," was the answer.
;

"I'll now sing a song entitled 'Where
there's a will there are always rela-

tives.'

"—Fern- and Maree.

•.

<'•

"":

•
.

-

*
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-VARIETY

ARTISTS'
New
»

.:

-

York, March

16.

Editor Vahobtt: '
Since the abaurd claim of Edwin
Hannaford that the Wirth Family routine and especially the stunts of "Phil"
St. Leon were" lifted" from his own
performance and since Hannaford takes
credit for having originated those

i

tricks, style of act, etc, I think it only
fair that the facts become kown.
.were loath to discuss the matter in
public. prints, but since "Poodles". has
started it, there seems but one avenue
left tame, and that is to reply similarHannaford's claim' has raised a
ly.
objection, indicated in 'more,
, storm of
than 50 telegrams from circus folk!
of international note. There can be
no doubt that Hannaford's claim oi
originality has never had a basis.
The stunts complained about' are
falling between the horses, holding on
to horses' tails, stepping down, from
horse to ring, running at horse from

We

>
.

'

behind,

•

etc.

complaint

is

eliminate

all

In fact, Mr. Hannaford's
that generally he would

comedy equestrian

acts.

Just to mention a few comments
from those that know. I have in my
possession a letter from James H.
Groh (father of LeGrohs), who goes
further back than most others. Mr.
Groh states that trick, of falling between the horses and dragging by the
tail was done by Al Caron, of the 4
Carons, in 1890 at Madison Square
Garden. Stunts of holding on to another performer while riding on horses
rump was done by Linda Jeal and
•Sam Bennett, with the Adam Forepaugh show in 1886. The business of
permitting the horse to knock down
the performer and pivoting turn from
under the horse while seated on the
'

i

'

ground, as part of "Fete Jenkins Act,"
as performed by Gus Sherbeck in 1902
with the T. B. Reynolds circus. Business of' the single step has been a
standard trick of various comedy acts
for half a century. Marceline, Oscar
Anderson, wires me that they saw- the
same routine complained about done
by Cardinale troupe in Cirque Medrano, Paris, 1911-12, The Olympia, London, 1914, and

r

I personally saw the
Card in ales in 1911 at the Circus Medrano, Paris, doing the "Old Madam
Denny Act." I don't think old timers.
like the Cardinales would have the
nerve to claim originality on tricks,
etc, such as claimed by Hannaford.
"Toto," too, affirms, in an extended
letter of comment that on the "August"
type of dressing, and corroborates the
others in showing that Hannaford's
claim to originality is "bunk." Toto
states that in the matter of falling between horses, "I have seen same per-

ILL

FORUM

West Palm

Philadelphia,

Wirth.

March

11.

his

was amused to read in the Feb. 20
Harry Boldeh's claim as the
originator of the stunt "dancing off on
1

the shoulders"; furthermore that he
it.
He says he has been doing it for 16 years and has same listed
as his original idea in !Vabibtt?s Protected Material Dept I was in the
business 25 years. 1891-1900 as a single,
the original "Father of the Little Yellow Kid"; 1900-1916 as 'a double (Sully'
and Phelps) from coast to coast and
Canada, and all these years I did this

can prove

If I

on a tumbling pad. I believe I was
one of the first, if not the first, to do
same on the bare floor;
I can refer Harry .Bolden to a few

'
\
did m single.
Nate Leipzig who recently underwent
.
an operation for appendicitis hopes to
leave the nursing home this week.
Eugene Foxcroft, who resigned from
the Guy Bates Post Co. and joined the
American Red Cross in 1919, has recovered from a nervous breakdown.
.

•

does not close until
.

!

May

31.

/. D. Proudlove,
Business Manager.

:?

Dan Jdaley

see me and I will gladly give him
information he desires.
John /„ Sulfa

Comedy Co., a separate organiweek before
but the Winninger Players, under
the management of John D. Winninger,

-*••»

liam Conway in comedy skit.
Fisher (Hoey and Fisher) and Honey
Hurst, two-act.
\
j
Laura Pierpont in sketch with six -m,
people (Harry Weber).
magical
Goldin,
new
Horace
£&Liffim
with 10 people.
Bailey and Cowan and Lloyd and
Wells are doing new acts this week at
the Riverside, New York.
Fred Bowers in a .condensation oft ,$
"His Bridal JJight," the tstvto run 40
^
•'.
.'
>
v
.i|'':
minute's.
:

.

.

=^

4

^

•

.'

.

Paulctte Lorayhe has recovered from
the flu.
Frank Farnum left the Vie Quinn act
at Des Moines to have his throat opera ted upon.

If

France Field is to retire from "FiftyFifty" in Brooklyn next week, going
into vaudeville with a comedian in a
special production. _•
*,
;'U
:^tf-

,

%

Star wer and Gunther, musical come- j
•''*;'
dy novelty.
Frank' Warner and Dolly Cronk,"
dance act./ •.
The original Miami Five have re.

'

;

.

.

';

They were separated Jour
united.
four years. In the act are Jack NeaL
"Frisco," Joe Carter, Andy Weiss and
'•
7
Larry Doerr..'

'V

'

,

Moore & Megeley have placed
Corinne Tilton under a contract for, 3'
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Curtis (nee. Rosa .years, the producers agreeing to feature her; The. first turn is "This and
Bernstein), at their home in New
14*-perjon act,, due to start
York, March 9, son.' The father is a That/' a
Western, a
-".CAaLl;
member of the firm of Rose & Curtis. next month.- Benny and
will also be featured.
dance
team,
Mr. and Mrs. George Rockwell,
Bloomington, 111., March 4, boy.;
Mr. and Mrs. Harry H. Buxbaum,
IN AND OUT.
BIRTHS.

'

;

March

12,

daughter.

-vWJ
m

Frances Pritchard could not open at
Orpheum, Brooklyn, Monday, v -2
"Aunt Jemiha" substituted.
§|
v
Esther Jarrett: /'Reckless ..Eve," "re- ppSJl
«>-:.* &:*
signed- 'March 13.-V..-. -*"-'
''
Thomas Potter Dunne replaced fl
Weber and Elliot at the American the
§
last half of last week.
'fffi'-l
the

'

r

^w^s^i

•

,

.

^ufla
March

formed by many well-known European
equestrians, particularly by Delbrosq.
The same performer, did the dragging
at the horse's tail stunt. The famous
Cardinales have this trick and many
others that are mentioned in the con-

last

troversy

the'

included in their "original
act," and they are among the oldest of
old-timers. The business of running
from the horse from behind and allowing horse to knock down performer
is all old stuff, seen by myself and, I
suppose, hundreds of others at all circus shows!
1 may say that, more or less, all big
equestrian acts have been running
along similar lines. It is quite within
the nature of their work. I think that
Mile. Ella, assisted by the clown,
Footit, was the first to introduce the
tricks and stunts complained of; that
is many years ago.
Mr. Hannaford
might, with equal right, accuse of
piracy such others as the Cardinales,
the Glauerts, the Cookes, the Famous
Lecussons,"Permit me to venture a personal
opinion in conclusion. "Foodies" must
have been wrongly advised in filing a
complaint.
Surely he must have
known the originality for the tricks

.

,

^

-

Frank Marino (Marino and Maley)
was unable to open -at the Oakland,
Orpheum, last week through influenza.

who I am sure remember me

last,

•

,

Chief Tendeloa is rehearsing "The
Daughters of 76/
Hite Refflow and Leuhr (two men,
one woman). '/
Baroness DeWardher. Hollub (Harriett Lorraine), Lew Christy and Wil-

at

'

doing this"trick. I always used it for
a finish In the act with my wife, "The
Irish Orator," and played the Kohl &
Castle Circuit with same previous to
the date which Mr. Bolden mentioned,
and should he happen to play Philadelphia in the near future, he may call

zation, closed its season,

in

Irving Fisher, pianist with Bradley
ill at Los Angeles, Cal.
Paul Martin, musical director of "Little Cottage Co.," substituted without
any rehearsal.
The topmounter of the Four Haigs,
playing the Palace Theatre, New Britain, fell and injured his head. The act
was forced to cancel. •';.*'
Charles A. Bird, general manager of
the William Fox interests, is recovering frdm a painful operation.

>-

S3

-.

.

and Ardiae,

this

ninger

ill

"

;
Carrie Lillie, single.
Ormonde Per ley, who served in the
308th Canadian Artillery, featured in
imfemale
of
revue with a company
personators.
Ethel MacDonough in "Milady's
Busy Day," with, an assisting (layer.

Mary's Hospital, Pittsburgh, has
recovered and is with Theda Bara's

remember

Mankato, Minn., March 3.
Editor IVahmtt:
We would like to correct the erroneous statement that the Winninger
Players had cldsed. The Frank Win-

French dancer.
Nat E. Jerome and Co., including
Arthur Sheilds, JoSie Sisson, and Anita
Tully, in "Our Children."

St.

it

all

who has been

dancer, with Rosalie Mar-

Bill Riley,
seillaise,

«

Company.

tuck was the La Rose Bros., a straight
acrobatic act, and one of this, team did

and

"Auctioneer,"

lacerated.

Tessie Lawrence,

had the nerve to claim it. I
saw. same done in the late 80*8 before
I saw do

face

scratches.

trick.
I never

I entered the business.
rightly the first team

act.

which he was playing closed.
Yvonne Gall, French prima donna, in
auto accident in Central Park, New
York, March 12. She escaped with

issue of

Sj

ACTS.

(Peterson, Kennedy
and Murray) and Trixie Smythe, two-

Kennedy

Vic

David Warfield, struck by an automobile-truck in Los Angeles, Cal.,
March 12. His left leg was broken and

Editor VAjuwrr:

old timers

resting at Salt Air,
Beach, Fla., following a
caused by the death of her
is

break down
mother.
Jas. Brennan, stage door man of the
Alhambra, is down with "flu."
Ernestine Myers and Paislye Noon
resume tour at Winnipeg, Canada,
March 21, after several weeks' layoff
due to Miss Myers' illness.

dated back to the early circus history.
Naturally any /claim as he set forth
would bring protests from the oldtimers who know. The Wirth Family
is sorry to have been dragged into such
a contest, but had no alternative.

May

NEW

AND INJURED.

Sylvia Clark

1

i

•

?^ &

Dean left "The" Uagic"-Metady 5
<.'
11, replaced by understudy.

Fern Rogers replaced Norma Brown
as Mable in. "Dere Mable," in Boston

Monday.,

.;

.

1

.1.3

.....'.

Blossom Seeley withdrew from the
bill-

at the- Eighty-first Street before

Tuesday matinee on account of illHarry Fox' and Co. substituted
and went into the bill Tuesday.
Al Piantadosi and Belt Walton were
added to the Fifth Avenue bill Monda y* '::Phoebe Whiteside and Lou and Paul
Murdoch did not open at the Harlem
Opera House Monday. Luba Meroff
ness.

and. Co.

filled

#

the vacancy.

MARRIAGES.
Edwin Snyder (Four Danubes) to
("Fashions de Vogue ) at
Minneapolis March 5. Both acts are

Mae Westdn

on the Pantages

Monroe M. Jackers to Beth Weston
Reno, Nev., March 2. Jackers is
musical director at the Wigwam, San

EDYTHE BAKER
Featured with BARRY FOX In his new vaudeville offering, Is scoring a marked success
with her piano solos. Miss Baker Is also under contract to the AEOLIAN CO., and her piano
rolls an Mine featured at the Aeolian Hall recitals.
The artisUa Individual triumph or this charming lass, in the Fox turn, which is playing
the B» F. Keith theatres, has surrounded hex with a host of new and enthusiastic admirers.

£
|

Circuit.

.;?

I

at

:

Francisco.

,

Bobby Henshaw to Vera Van Atta,
at
Yonkers, March 11.
Henshaw,
single comedy, and Miss Van Atta, of
Ten Navassar Girls Co.

-

*
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|

M
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BURLESQUE

'

NATIONAL ADVERTISING FOR
BURLESQUE AND VAUDEVILLE
H

>

Number

I

I.

II

BURLESQUE REVIEWS

.

Large Publicity Buyers See Opportunity
Through "Numbers" and "Gags" in Variety Proof

Also Seeking Legitimate Productions.
Offers to Produce Entire
Show. Consulting Publicity Bureau.

grams.

Silk Concern

Vaudeville and burlesque 'are to be
the objectives of a number of large
national advertisers- as a medium to
reach the public One concern has
placed a former theatrical publicity
man under contract to handle their in-

There

in the past.

"Blutch

question is manufacturing and marketing a cheap timepiece
and it is their intention to gat "gags"
regarding it before the audiences of
the vaudeville and burlesque theatres.
The plan will, include the retaining
of a number of vaudeville and burlesque authors who are to write a certain number of "bits" and "gags", with
these are to' be generally released to
the profession. In the case of several
burlesque shows, there are to be special
numbers suggested and there is a possibility that the company will defray
the expense of costuming of the numbers in return for the publicity obtained.

Another advertiser is placing a certain brand of perfume on the market
It is a large concern that already has
several popular brands of cologne and
toilet water.
In an effort for quick
popularity they want to direct their
publicity at the audiences of vaudeville
(and legitimate theatres.
They have
approached a publicity bureau with a
proposition to defray the. cost writing
and placing of a production number
with a big attraction on Broadway.
third is a large silk concern which
is willing to defray the entire costuming of a production providing they
can have their particular brand of
"silken girl" as one of the features of

A

the show.
idea is not entirely a new one,
having been previously used about
15 years ago when Levey, the Cleanser,
who was backed by Klaw & Erlanger
at the time, had a number in one of
the New York Roof shows that was
put on by Jos. Hart in which six of the
show girls came to life from a sign
board which showed the trade mark
of the cleaning Arm/ While the scheme
is not new, the present plans are more
extensive than those of the olden days.

The

it

SUMMER SHOW OPENS MAT 10.
The summer show for the Columbia,
New York, to be produced by Bluch

in the

Tha tis a.
will open May 10.
week earlier than customary.
The Sunday vaudeville concerts at

on.

May

for the Actors'

Fund

the Columbia will end the season

May

with May 9 taken up for a dress
rehearsal of the show.
Frank Hunter has been engaged by
Cooper. That is a hot -weather revue.
The Tennessee Ten are also reported
engaged.
2,

CHANGES ON AMERICAN WHEEL
Prospective changes on the American
Wheel for next season may see the
Camden and Trenton week replaced
with Troy and Utica; and if a good substitute offers, tha Wilkesbarre week
may be dropped.

The Camden-Trenton substitution is
contingent upon the erection of a tractor factory opposite Troy. These are

i

1.

Qraat la blessed with appearance
above the average aad hanuies lines
well, be has a tew minor iaulia. probably due to inexperience, ana when these
are correcteU he saouiun't remain long
In burlesque. At present he works directly to the audience and not to his

$

The /fund
floor.

will occupy the entire
Cooper suite on the fourth
The Actors' International Union

is using part of the space temporarily,
but will locate on the ninth.

stage partners, aud is also notably stiot
in carriage as regards the upper part of
his body. Me showed considerable wardroue, aud- evidently patronizes a good
Urast only attempts vocalizing
tailor.
on the occasion of his double specially
with tf nyuer.
Hay shannon has a few minor roles,
doing well with each, and leading a
chorus number,' "Koom 2u*r' which la
woraed up tor numerous encores by
Snyder aud Mclntyre, who pick on a
ticalish chorister, tor comedy purposes.
Ai Dwinaell possesses the voice of the
combination and ciogs up tne Show witn

BURLESQUE NOTES.
Margaret Walker, Evelyn Paul and
Buddie Lee with the Marcus Musical

Comedy

Ce.

bnyder s comedy, and does It well, bnyder also flues a talking specialty in tne
second act with Joan U. Grant, the tall
looalng stralgnt man of the snow. The
specialty cousists 01 an ancient routine
of tangled dialog witn Mclntyre handling tne comedy Unes.

offices

-

Jake Lavine, formerly treasurer of
the Empress, Cincinnati, is now assistant manager of the Mt Morris, New
York, on the American WheeL

his solo, "1

Know W

Means

Be

hat
Lonesome." Mo has a sweet, sympathetic
tenor aud can sell a ballad in great style.
JDwinneli also bandies several roiea
capaoly. Be does a policeman, a chauffeur aud tough guy alternately in strong

BURLESQUE CHANGES.
Leo Stevens, Johnny LeFevre, and
Dorothy Rave have been placed with
the Minslcy Brothers.

it

to

fashion.

3AKER-HERK ON COLUMBIA.

,

The new show Cbaa. Baker and L H.
Herk are to jointly produce n«xt season will go on the Columbia, not tht
American Wheel as previously reported. No title has been selected.
Max Field and Stella Morrisey have
been engaged as principals.

SIGN EDDIE FOX FOR WHEEL.
Eddie Bozo Fox, in stock at the
Houston Street Wintergarden, has
been signed for 3 years by Charles

Of the women, Gertie De Milt la the
/ingenue and the artistic class. Miss i»e
Mill uses her voice Intelligently 1a several numbers and wears clothes well,
her most striking costume being a black
pantaiette ahair. She la a clever dancer
and puila a dancing specialty, using hard
buck and a
shoes ior" a wortnwhile

corking Irish

reel.

Evelyn Stevens, the prima donna, is a
largely proportioned woman with a big
voice. She was consistently off key and
ruined several numbers with flat obligates. Mer costumes were all in good
taste, and one black decollete gown
with an aigrette head gear was class.
is a vivacious soubrette
also exhibits numerous changes, all

Babe Bealy

who

Clara Louise, 'the horse owned by
Shirley Kellogg, won the first day's
flat racing at Saint Cloud near Paris
March 12. William K. Vanderbilt's
horses won three other races.

looking well. Miss Bealy Is a nimble
stepper, but her vocalising was off running to the nasal in quality.
Olive BUgh deserted the chorus on
several occasions to do dancing specialties or clowning with Snyder, and imtressed with what she was allotted. She
J
a a tall, long-legged girl and aa unusually limber kicker.
Tbe first act usee one full stage set
and the second two full sets and scene
The book Is titled an "AutoIn "one."
mobile Upset," and occasional references
to an auto and a funny trick taxlcab
are the only evidences that the book is
present throughout. The bits are strung
together, the taxi rough bouse with
Snyder, Mclntyre, Grant and Shannon
ibout to take a trip around the world,
was the high spot of the show.
The second aot opened In full stage
"Fairyland" set, the chorister having a
picture book number and wearing the
pretties one of their eight changes. The
IK girls were a surprise for this wheel,
being about the best looking assortment
witnessed so far. Their ensemble vocalizing was fair, but In a cabaret scene
where a trio and a quartet stepped out
the harmony was distinctly of the backyard variety.
A funny piece of business by Snyder
In this- act was a silent ballad and a

BROMLEY CHALONER DIVORCED.

the show were noticeably familiar, and
a telephone booth affair with Mclntyre

Baker.
Fox will be assigned to the "Sweet
Sweetie Girls" (American Wheel).

SUES FOR SEPARATION.

1

Constance Bruggeman, through Abner Greenberg, her attorney,, has
brought suit for separation in the
Brooklyn
Supreme Court against
August Bruggeman, manager of the
Empire, Hoboken.

»

Hodges Company at Reading.
Reading, Pa., March 17.
The Jimmie Hodges musical comedy
company is at the Orpheum, opening
this week for a run of 6 weeks. Current is "Some Baby."

Cooper
.

'

is a shifting about of tenants
Columbia Theatre Building to

make room

in

comedy clowning.
Chief assistant to Snyder Is Billy McIntyre in an eccentric role. Mclntyre
does ail the verbal straigat work tor

the only weak links in the American
chain and will be strengthened if posAtlantic City is a possibility.

1

The concern

bits ana injects himself Into numerous
numbers without uttering a
Be does a villainous looking
tramp and gets results frost his low

sible.

teiests in this 'direction.
It is their
intention to secure as much "free" publicity through this medium as the Ford
automobile and the Erie Railroad did

HASTINGS BIG SHOW.
Possibly It was just a routine whirl
which brought Harry Hastings Big Show Into the Columbia this
week, with St. Patrick's Day Wednesday.
But whether by accident or design It
was a good booking arrangement at any
rate as Dan Coleman, Hasting's featured
comic, Is a "Tad." and the flnale of the
first part oae of those all nations singing ensembles, winds up with a tableau
that sets Ireland free with a whoop that
could be heard over on Tenth avenue.
The outstanding feature of the show
Is its comedy, the good old fashioned
hefty kind of clean laugh getting material that keeps the audience smiling,
giggling and yelling whenever the comColeman has a very
ics bold the stage.
capable and experienced assistant In the

musical
word.

'

MAKE ROOM FOR ACTORS' FUND.

SOME SHOW.
Barney Gerard baa some show at the
Olympic tola week, but not enough. The
is a yurlous mixture or* good and
bad bits, alternately being dulled and
stimulated throughout the two acta,
Tommy "Bozo" Snytier la the principal
comic and billed aa "It'he Man Who Never
bpeaaa." bayder vermes the billing and
pantomimes bis way through various

show

SHIRLEY KELLOGG'S WIN.
Paris,

March

17.

London, March 17.
The wife of Bromley Chaloner, lessee of the Scala, obtained a divorce
from him March 8.

New Music

Hall for Paris.
Paris,

March

M. P. Cornaglia, who has several

17.

pic-

ture houses in Paris, has arranged ta
build a music hall on the site of 37 Rue
d'Avron, with a capacity of 3,000.

1

silent curtain speech.

All the lines of

answering the phone users from the
other side of the booth, was yawnlngly
unfunny and got nothing.

"Some Show" doesn't quite stand up
with the best of the American Wheel
shows seen on 14th street this season,
and It is mostly the fault of the book.
The principals are up to the Wheel average and the choristers above It. but It Is
questionable whether a pantomlmlst can
entertain for two hours without a strong
cofnedy assistant to make them stop wishing he would open up and aay something.
Con.

of tbe wheel

comedy

Coledivision in Phil Peters.
starts out In the initial section as
a modified type of stage Celt. He's quiet
and subtle (for burlesque) in method,
never raising- his voice above the conversational, always legitimately funny,
but a bit inclined to overdo things

man

And as long as
with "mugging"
Coleman has set out to do a real Mick,
he might as well forget the neck whiskera They're passe, and besides Dan has
naturally
that's
as Irish as
a.
"pan"
Dublin Bay, needing no phoney grogans
to accentuate his racial characteristics.
In addition to the Irish character asIn the opening, Coleman does a
Patsy Bolivar kid in the second scene
a 'schoolroom" affair, and a "dame" with
a make up reminiscent of George Munroe in the after-piece. Peters is a puttynosed "Dutchman," with a convincing
but modified dialect at first and later an
eccentrle "Dutch" kid going back to his
original make-up tor the closing frolle.
There are four principal women.
Marjorle Mandervllle and Haseile Lorraine, both of the soubret type, Olive
Le Compte, the prima, and Alma Bauer.
wbo> plays several Important straight
roles, feeds the comics with a sure touch
and gets into a number or two; The
four are splendidly contrasted. Mlsa
Mandervllle la slender, cute and redheaded, singe In a sort of baby voice,
dances like a ballerina and throws in
a few contortion feats for good measure.
Haselle Lorraine, brown haired, shapely
of figure and possessing facial attractiveness above the average for burlesque
or Broadway for that matter, sings well
enough to get away with her numbers,
has a first rate vocal delivery and dancea
gracefully. Miss Le Compte Is a, regular
prima donna, a statuesque blonde, and
apparently comes from the concert or
operatic field. She has a strong resonant
soprano, cultivated and pleasant to listen
to, and Is minus the usual mannerisms
that' vocalists of her calibre usually
bring, to vaudeville or burlesque when
Alma
they change their afnllatlona

sumed

'

Bauer Is a plump brunet, soft spoken
and legitimate In method when It comes
to reading lines and depleting charaoter.
Wm. Wainrlght is the straight, wear-

ing clothes, singing acceptably, and
avoiding any tendency to over aot. Besides tbe above named principals there
Is Fred Dale, who would probably class
as the juvenile and Jimmy Bastard and
Jack Spellman, a lively pair of hoofers,
who do odd bits throughout the shpw.
Eighteen choristers with the regulation eight ponies and ten show girls
are carried. They average about So per

cent, on form and work hard every
second they're on tbe platform. It's a
great dancing aggregation, at least,
twelve of the eighteen being able to
place a forward kick without bending.
The ensemble singing Is always tuneful.
This Is probably because It Is subdued to an extent, never reaching the
raucous ear splitting volume attained
by tbe majority of burlesque choruses.
From a costuming and a scenic standpoint the Hastings show does not rank
high.
Most* of the chorus costume
changes are very burlesquy, the color
schemes In the main being loud and
commonplace.
The women principals
atone for this, however, each of the four
showing a nice array of wardrobe.
The first part has six scenes and the
after piece two. The show opens with a
singing ensemble with the principals
entering singly.
This Is played In a
worn-looting Palace Interior. Next, a
badly painted landscape drop In one,
with Miss Le Compte flilllng In with a
singing specialty that got over.
She
has evidently taken Grace- La Rue aa a

pattern, offering concert numbers of the
type favored by the latter, "The Americans Come" with a high C for a finish
that filled the theatre from pit to dome,
and "Love Comes a Stealing" both landed
The third scene was
for hefty hands.
a full-fledged "schoolroom" act, holding
a bunch of sure fire comedy, but borrowing nothing from any other turn of that
character now playing. Miss Bauer, as
the teacher In this, gives a delightfully
effective performance. The eight ponies
are on as the pupils, dressing tbe stags
(Continued on page 20)
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VARIETY
and then return*

PaTitasei,

United booking*.

Ben

J.

to

its

,

FalUr now

in

London expects

to leave there for bit Australian home
at the end of If ay. En ronte be will
stop at New York, San Francisco,
China and Japan.
-

and Ball have been booked
by Jenie Jacobs to open Sept 9, next,
at the Palace, New York, then playing
continuously in the east until June 6,
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TOMMY'S TATTLES.
By THOMAS J. GRAY.

York, Sunday April 4. The performance will be made up of sketches
produced at the clubrooma during the
season at the monthly "Rehearsal*."

New

The hard part of the revolution in
Germany is the fact that in a short
time

luncheon with 2,000 covert is
planned by the Theatre Assembly at
the Astor for April 24. This is the annual event by that organization and
the name under which it is christened
prior to winding up the season is "Theatre Assembly Follies of 1920."

Nathan Bobbin* is now the sole pro*
Srietor of the Majestic, Utica, N. Y.
obbins
Hogan first had the theatre.
Robbins sold to Hogan but lately
bought out Hogan's interest.

&

south, golfing.

E<Mif» Darling- will sail for England
June 12 on the "Mauretania."

At

'

Billy Arnold is rehearsing a revue to
go into the Garden.
.

The Black. ton*, Atlantic
opens March

re?

City,

25.

and Bertha Gleeson and Fred,
ulihan sailed for England Saturday.
fphn
elected a
of the Actors' Equity Council.

Tank Bacon has been

——

member
9^

•

•

•

Jean Sothern has been booked for a
Loew Circuit, through Abe

the coming

spring election at
Grand Island, Nebraska, the people of
that city will vote yes or- no on the
closing of picture houses and theatres

on Sundays.
Adele Herman, of the Sam Berstein
office, narrowly escaped choking last
Thursday when a piece of butterscotch
she was eating stock in her windpipe.
Dr. Baer dislodged the obstruction.

Jama*

Cerbott expect* to play
•eastern vaudeville for about six week*,
-J.

CoL W. S. Buttorfioid of the ButterMichigan Circuit was in New York,
during the week, looking like a boy of
20.
The Colonel remarked bad spells
of weather throughout Michigan hurt
busines tome but didn't -stop him from
sending the top to 50 cents.

Ward,

open September

will

"Look Who's Here"

The Duncan

-

Sisters,

who were

Good Fellow," will
Raymond Hitchcock show.

"She's a

Si.

'

.

,

Max Spiegel will sail for London in
May to supervise the presentation
there of

'

t

with

join the

performance by society amateurs
of an operetta "Princess Crysanthemum," is scheduled for Tuesday after-

Nat Saunders, who joins the
Irving Berlin next week, is to be married to Theda Bernard.

••

staff of

Albert Jamas, .recently connected
with Chamberlain Brown, will open an
agency April 1.

Johnson, Baker and .Johnson are
booked for a tour of the Moss time
in- EnglaTnd, opening July 5 in London.

..

I

Shuberfs "Gaieties"

just before.

Blossom Seeley and Co. opens April
on the Orpheum Circuit with a new

'i

19

N-

act.'

M

Jo Paige Smith expects to return to
his office in New York April 1. He ha*
been out on the Coast

feel obligated.

si,
-

;i
;/

sign over the Gaytheatre entrance is being torn
down for one on the style of the Rivo-

The canopy and

ety

I

;

li

and

Capitol.

——

*

-•.

Alan Brooks has disbanded his "Dollars and Cents" sketch. The act had
several weeks to play, but could not be
held together.

The Theatrical Protective Union No.
1 is holding its Fancy Dress and Civic
Ball at the 71st Resriment Armory this
"r-

starting the end of March. He is due
to reach New York early in the week.
Taw Harry Weber office will book Cor-

bett
Kara, the juggler,

.

Saturday evening (March

W.
rical

20).

has opened a theatbooking agency at 53 Unter der
L. Passport

Linden, Berlin. Passpart for several
years was attached to the Orpheum
office in

New

York.

The dispute over the act known as
"Tarzan the Ape" has been settled
amicably by all parties concerned. The
act is playing wis and next week for

is

were

.

such a big hiteeaemme

'

<*

The Prince of Wales is on his way to
His agent keeps him
going but he gets some very big jumps.
However, his agent has not yet announced when the Prince will play

..

many and

broke.

back in Gerlost his money

is

He

through settling in France just before
the war. Trewey, known in his day"**
a great entertainer. Is living in retirement at Asnieres (Seine), France.
Marjorie Blaine, playwright, has
brought suit in the City Court against
Jonas S. Scheff, her husband, 'to recover $1,900 expended for necessaries
during the actual period of their separation, October 23 to Feb. 13.
Tito Schipa, tenor of the Chicago
Co., is to appear at the Royal,
Madrid, April 3 in "Rigoletto." Director
Signor Volpini has brought 6 stars
from La Scala in Milan for the Spanish

Opera

engagement.
Carl Milliran, formerly with the New
York office of the Pantages Circuit,
leaving there to become scenario editor
of the Joseph M. Schenck forces, resigned his position with Mr. Schenck
this

Springtime revues have taken the
place of the old Spring revivals. In
this way It is only necessary to revive
the jokes, the melodies are usually, ret

statements.

..

Franklin and Green return to vaudeThey leave the
March ».
ville

danella"

transitory visit to the metropolis.

York, a room will be at* once assigned them and they will be so
advised Immediately, if the room i* open for that time.
There are four or five of the smaller rooms on the ground floor hot
there Is ether space available or will bo made so and it is not probable
-.•-•-.
there will be overcrowding.
A visiting agent er manager need not bo known to any one of
Variety's staff to avail himself of this privilege, as long ae he is a
recognised agent or manager in this country or abroad,
Variety extends die freedom of its New York office to visiting show*
men in the belief that showmen leek upon it as a public institution of
the profession and in acceptinr the offer would not consider it in the
light of an obligation of any kind, whereas if they did while In New
York City ask aad secmro the .use) of the office of a friend, they might,

few days.

*

keepers

Newspaper headline says: "Allies
ask our views on Turkey." It wouldn't
be right to tell them now while "Dar-

written.

New

Sam Kahl reached New York from
Chicago Saturday, to' remain east a
-

shop

French

noticed at the dock at Brest, peering
in the distance for American transports, so they could rush back to their
shops and raise the prices.

The courtesy of Variety's New York/ office is extended without
charge to any out of town agent, manager or travelling 'manager who
mar wish to make it his headquarter* while) in New York City.
Variety* office at 154 West 46th street was formerly n dro*smaking
establishment Several fitting rooms were located on the. ground floor.
When Variety took possession of the building those rooms were left
untouched and are nicety adaptable for desk room to anyone on a
If applications become too numerous time will be apportioned to
applicants in order of receipt If anyone desirous of nsing the smaller
offices will advise Variety In advance, stating the time they will be In

:

>;.

may

visit Australia.

A

"Variety's Office Courtesy"

*-

*:..".

Four

.

The "Vauben," sailing March 17 for
South America (Buenos Aires), carried
the following artists, to open on the
Sequin Tour: Rasso, juggler; Albert
Rouge and wife: The Rios; Mme.
Alverno and Co. Booked also for next
sailing by Richard Pitrot are Merian's
Dogs.

soldier*

have thought they should keep going
until they wore out their old costumes.

Ireland.

The Astoria, L. I. Theatre, now being
controlled jointly by Messrs. Glynn
arid

Then again the German

field

tour of the
Feinberg.

'

have to look at the pictures

If the war start* in again, a* it did
before, it'* going to be much easier for
us to declare it than any of the other
allies.
They will have to issue long
statements. As we haven't signed the
treaty as yet all President Wilson will
have to do is cable: "War continued."

192L

CUrk Brown has gone

we'll

of it

A

week.

The Green Room Club will hold its
annual Dress Rehearsal at the Astor,

,

noon, April 13, at the Selwyn. The
entire proceeds are to be donated to
the Actors' Fund. The direction of
the event is under Mrs. James N. Ballantine with Dr. J. Christopher Marks.

Henry Shapiro, the Chicago agent
(with Billy Jackson), it in New York
handling the "House of David Band"
for Ernie Young. He will remain for
about a month.
There' is a play on the market called
"Well. Henry Says," by Dona Blair

and Margaret Lee which is understood
to have for its main figure H. L.
Mencken of the "Smart Set"
.

Joseph Hoff, a 19-year old student of
University of Pennsylvania, has written a play called "Don Quiote, Esq.,"
which will be played by the college
dramatic society, "The Mask and Wig,"
opening Easter week at the Apollo,
Atlantic City, for one full week, then
going to the Forrest. Philadelphia, for
a week, with a two months' road tour
to follow.

Nat LeRoy, formerly of LeRoy and
Woodford, is recovered from his attack of illness while touring on the
big time. Mr. LeRoy is now furnishing
stage material. He has written some
of Gus Hill three-act comedies and
is

agreeable

to

accepting vaudeville

Probably in a few years 'every actor
be his own producing manager

will

and every songwriter will be his own
Then they can fight with
themselves over their own salaries and

publisher.

It has been a dull week in the Great
Men's Plays Handicap. Up to the time
of going to press there has been no
added starters. Cheer up, next week
some author may buy a new copy of

history.

We think they should pay the teachThings are worse now than
they ever were. With the high price
of fruit the kids can't even bring them
an apple— to say nothing of a watermelon. ..;
.
ers more.

.

We

don't know whether it's prohibition or not, they say that home-made
stuff is. bad, but there seems to be an
awful lot of people talking about shooting rockets to Mars and the Moon.
Boy, page Mr. Volstead.

In China female impersonation is accepted as a serious art In America
it's

not.

.So far Admiral Sims hasn't kicked
about the Swiss navy.

Somehow or. other the one half of
one per cent St. Patrick Day Parade
didn't have the old kick in it
commissions for acts. As an oldtimer
Mr. LeRoy knows the best of sure-fire
bits of other days and is bandy at
adapting them to current times. His
address is 312 West 42nd street, New
York.
Carl Randall is to marry the
ter of a Prince of Lombard!.

daughShe is

Solange Hutchins, the step-daughter of
Colonel and Mrs. Walter Hutchins.

The

colonel

was

in

command

at

Wool-

wich Arsenal during the war. He is
exceedingly wealthy and one of the
leaders of the English and American
colony in Paris. The Princess- married him and is living in Paris, where
the dancer met the daughter.
Her
father is Prince Latazzi of Lombardi.
Miss Hutchins is now on her way to
America to join her fiance and the
wedding is to take place in this country.

-
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GET 54 TOPS ON THE ROAD.

MUSICAL STOCK COMPANY.

MANAGERS MUST NOW PAY ACTORS
EVEN FOR CANCELLED BOOKINGS

Philadelphia Company will stage
production: at the Little Theatre, Philadelphia, March 22, with "Out
Madame." The music is by Victor
Herbert, and book and lyrics 'by' A. W.
*
Wright and Robert R. Smith.
Georgia O'Ramey is the star.
The company will be a permanent,
musical comedy stock organization,
patterned somewhat after George Edward's London Gaiety. Tea will -be
served between acts to the patrons.
The company of players besides Miss
O'Ramey includes Harry Kelly, Vintpn

The

its first

•

When

Clause 14 Is Arbitrated in
Precedent Established
Members of "Scandal' V Against Walter
Chicago.
Hast Co. Three Nights Cancelled But Manager Must Pay. Judge Olson's Opinion.
Gilmore Pleased.
Chicago, March 17.
A decisive precedent was established
at the first 'arbitration on Clause 14 of
the new Actors* Equity-Managers'
Protective contract, the actors winning

hands down.
Clause 14

is

the.

one which provides

that the management shall pay salaries
for all performances up to the full

Dorothy Maynard, Cathleen
Calhoun Ducet, Glen Anders, E. Nicols,
May Thompson, .Marguerite Fritts,
Butler, John Lowe, Dorothy
John

ana Gordon are interested.
This
it

success
has no

is.

A

St

T. Cecil Leonard, who was business
manager for Sam Harris' "Welcome
Stranger" and Willie Collier companies, is general manager.

.

.

stamp."

week except where such performances
are prevented by strike, fire, riot, act
of God or "any other cause that could
not have been reasonably anticipated."
The final words, the ones. quoted, had

"INNOCENT IDEA" SCHEME?

A

was

deal is on between Chas. Emerson
Lubin, whereby
Cook jtnd Sawyer
the latter concern may take over "The
Innocent Idea" and place the show in
"The Innocent Idea"
the. Fulton.
played a few weeks out of town early
in the season, but stopped short before
reaching New York, because of unpaid

aanies

salaries.
salaries

led managers

to believe that

where

bookings were Canceled on them they
had an "out," but Judge Harry Olson,
chief justice of the local courts, who
selected as referee in the arbitration case of one of the "Scandal" com-

Walter Hast
the
against
Co. (management Ed. W.

Amusement

Rowland), said:
"It is clearly established in law that
specified and then

where causes are

generalized with the word 'or' in-between, what follows 'or* must be related to or of the same nature as what
precedes it; that is to say, this clause
must be held to mean that any cause
that .could not be reasonably anticipated must apply only to causes similar to those set out, as for instance
a burst water main, an epidemic, etc.,
-and cannot be stretched to cover contractual misfortunes no matter in what
thorough good faith the manager may
wish and fail to book dates."
The compahy was therefore awarded
pay for three nights which had been
canceled without due notice by theatre

managers.
The Equity regarded this

initial case
as erf strategic moment, and Frank
Gillmore came on from New York to
act as arbitrator for his side.
J. J.
Rosenthal represented the managerial
<nd.
.
J-.
Judge Olson's opinion prevailed, and
the precedent was established, but
Rosenthal maintains that an arbitration board is not a- court of law and,
had a layman been chosen as the neutral arbitrator, he would not have construed the words as did Judge Olson,
but wpuld have, held .to the. commonplace significance of them, that the
manager. was exempted where for any
reason at all that he could not reasonably anticipate he was unable to give
'

:

•

.

performances.
"I admit that Judge Olson is probably authoritative when he says that
is the legal acceptance of the phrase,"
said Rosenthal, "but it does not follow
that future arbitrators will follow his

&

Gilmore, however, returned east with
the jubilant belief that his association
had settled a troublesome point for all
time.

March

17.

Sam Harris'
"Welcome
presentation of Aaron Hoffman's comedy, is probably the biggest non
musical nit in America:
In the 10
weeks just concluded it has taken in
Cohan's Grand Opera House $192,or in excess of $19,250 weekly. It
has successively broken every record
the
history of the house, for single
in
matinees and nights, for individual
at

PRODUCE

Players-Lasky

-

,

The White show has been out of
Chicago for seven weeks, playing t«
the $4. stale ever since. Last week It
pulled almost $35,000 at the Nixon.. In
Cleveland the week previous, with an
extra matinee, the show came near
Kansas
touching the $30,000 mark.
City, St. Louis and Cincinnati met the
-.'

increase.

'

is

drama opening at
Monday, Famous
making another con-

tribution to the season's crop of Broadway .productions. '

"CHECKERBOARD"

IN

BALTIMORE.

&

Gesfs tryThe first of Comstock
outs is due April 19 in Baltimore, where
the premiere of "The Checkerboard,"
occur.
will
Hattqns,
the
by
The show was listed for presentation
this season, postpones because of booking conditions.

F1NESTONE MOVES TO'CENTURy.
Dave Fine st one, who for the last 10
years has .been manager of the- Shubert, Boston, has resigned due to ths
shift which put E. D. Smith out and A.
\'
Toxen W/> rni '">•Finestone has been appointed business manager of the Century, New
general
manis
Loveridge
York. John

Th|| play xi by Edwih*Milton Royle,
under whose direction it will ostensibly
be .'presented. Royle has selected an

ager.

by the Producing' Managers Association
which settled Cook's obligations.
Sawyer & Lubin are picture people,

interesting premise, dating his play in
1935 and '/setting" it in France, "Aftermarth," dealing with a generation after

never having produced for the legitimate.
Chas. Maddock is associated
with them in the proposed "Innocent

the "war.

Daniel Frohman is coming back to
the producing field with a play,
Golden Days," by Stewart Olivia, who
is also the author of "The Big Chance,"
and connected with the "Baltimore

ander Leftwich.

Idea" venture,

Ware, Cyril

r

-
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.
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New
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MARY NAGLE SEPARATED.
Mary

Nagle,

known

as

Mary

Epstein

on the Yiddish stage, was awarded $30
alimony and $150 counsel fees in her

testimonial contribution funds
have been started within the.last week.
One is for James R; Decker, formerly
one of the, chief executives for the
Shuberts. Decker has a farm upstate,
and the fund is designed to lift the
mortgage on it. He is incapacitated

The

separation action against David Nagle.
The* plaintiff, who is- a sister of Boris
Thomashefsky, was represented by
Abner. Greeriberg.

..

TO REVIVE "KEEP HER

SMILING."
Richard Walton Tully will revive
"Keep Her Smiling," with an English-

man

to

is

Gus

"The
Honey Boy Minstrels" Tuesday from

being raised for the

benefit of Hike E. Leavitt, who is now
past 75 years of age, in charge of E. F.

Dan-Shea.
It is Mr.
a minstrel

•SINNERS BOTH."

17.

send out
show next season under
title.

Inc.

Goetzel, Inc.'

Gilbert Miller will shortly revive the
operatic version of "Monsieur Beau-

They- first piece will be, brought out
next season, an adaptation from an old
Viennese story. They will book through

by Booth Tarkington.

Percy Standing Postpones.
London, March 17.
Percy Standing has postponed his remake one

of

Hill's intention to

Anielm Goetzel,

REVIVING "BEAUCAIRE."

turn to America in order to
more picture on this side.

title

A new producing corporation purposing the presentation of musical works
has been formed with * Dr. Anselm
Goetzel, composer, and Joseph Urban.
The firm is to be known as Anselm

of York's.

London, March

purchased the

the acquired

London, March 17.
Violet Melnotte will produce "Sinners Both" at the Kingsway March" 16

Duke

Hill

When

the 'show was out

cast,

make money

until

it

was beginning

Mr. Drew

to

died.

••"

.*!

.

.

"APRIL SHOWERS" NEXT.

"April Showers!" with Anna Wheaton
featured, will succeed "Wedding Bella''
at the Harris Eastern Monday.
The
producers are the Coburns.

Throe Barrympre'a on One

Bill.

In connection with the benefit per-

formance for the S. Rankin Drew
Post No. 340, American Legion, at the
New Amsterdam, Sunday, April 11, the
three Barrymores, Ethel, Lionel and
John, will appear on the same bill.

The
for a
has a

benefit

given to raise. funds

is

gymnasium for the post, which
membership of 300. The per-

formance

will

be under the direction

of R. H. Burnside.

'.'•,.

.

$500 Colleg. Play Prire.

Boston, March 17.
t
Influenced by th'e success of getting
such an attraction as "Mamma's Affair"
Oliver Morosco has renewed his offer
for a prize of $500 for a play in 3 acta,
.This offer is open to playwrights now
of recently students at Harvard and
Radcliffe.

May Be for Woods.
Philadelphia, March 17.
A. H. Woods may have a theatre
bearing his name here if he is willing.
It is understood there are a number of
people with "idle" property on their
hands, who are ready to build.

Two by
i

Gets 'Tea for Three" Western Right*.
Arthur Tyson has taken over the
western rights to 'Tea for Three."
-!

with

last,

Mr. and Mrs, Sidney Drew in the

the Shuberts.

'

the role of the late Sidney

fill

Drew. Rehearsals next week.

HILL GETS MINSTREL SHOW.

from work.

\

News." ^
Mr. Frohman may produce the piece
before the current season. is over.

.

next .attraction- at the Princess, which
will probably be dark next- week.
"Tick Tack Toe" stops tomorrow.
The new comedy will be offered by
Joseph. Klaw, indicating Klaw attractions 'will book through the Shuberts.
This piece rehearsed at the Casino.

company wera

DANIEL FROHMAN PRODUCING.

.

PRINCESS.
"Mrs. Jimmy Thompson" will be tha
;

last

-

>..*

•

1

is

KLAW SHOW AT

TESTIMONIAL FUNDS.

caire,"

that

'..

affairs.

Two

The other

due

No one will venture to predict his
recovery within the near future; Mr.
Hayman's condition does not permit
any personal attention, to his business

informed that "there wasn't .anything
doing any more."

.

is

:

piece, after rehearsing for 6 weeks and
due to open last Monday night in

the

illness,

serious.

.

FAILS TO TWINKLE.
"Twinkle, Twinkle," -a new musical
suspended

being staged by Alex-

is

In the cast are Helen
Scott, Pauline Lord, Laura

ALF HAYMAN QUITE
.'The

Friends" with Emil Nitray
(programed), and is demanding that
Nitray divide the royalty with him,

Monday morning.
The members of

piece

H&yman to. his r^oom continues and
now looked upon bV his friends

"My Lady

Baltimore,

"-

V

Walker. The show
York Easter week.

ARTHUR SUING FRAZEL
Instructions to start an action against
H. H. Frazee, alleging a one-fourth interest in "My Lady Friends," at the
39th Street, have been given to his attorneys, O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll, by Daniel V. Arthur.
The same * attorneys " also represent
Dick Madden, who, though un programed, alleges he is a co-author of

instead of at the

Chicago,
Stranger,"

Chicago.

The matter or the unpaid
was recently straightened put

"WELCOME STRANGER" RECORDS.

673,

F. P.-L

"AFTERMATaw

In "Aftermarth," a
Atlantic City next

Albee.

opinion."

Dolly Al-

Clair, Eleartor Sinclair,

wyn, Mayre Hall, Myrtle Weller, Marguerite Mason, Patrice Clarke, Ralph
O'Brien, Howard Remey, J. Franklin
Daly and Karl Nielson, stage director.

more phenomenal

"New York

Follies" and
dals getting

Freidly,

weeks, for several weeks and for advance sales. It ia today playing capacity and will remain here until the end
of August. 'The cast is comparatively
inexpensive and the comedy, will make
a fortune. Harris, Hoffman and Lewis

since

top road scale seems to hava,
all time with both Thf
George. White's "Scanit ever since they left

The $4

been set for

A. H.

Woods

Miss Wellman.
will put

by Emily Ann Wellman
April

1,

"A Question

She Were

My

Wife."

of

two new plays
into rehearsal
"If

Time" and

,

*

'"-

'
'

LEGITIMATE
BROADWAY HAS NO NEW SHOWS
COMING FOR NEXT FORTNIGHT
-

-

-

.

Managers Await Passing of Lenten Period Before Revealing
New Productions. Interest Centering on "Floradora" Revival. Getting Great Press. Work.
"U^H^nn at Amsterdam a Possibility.
*

.

ts
There are bat one or two new shows
to arrive within the next two weeks,
but though Broadway's show map is
present,
practically
permanent
at
Easter week lines up as an important
shift date. Six attractions or more are
due to come -in at that time and there
.

tion is admitted and A. H. Woods
credited with having beaten the field in
putting, forth the first died-in-the-wool
Picture 'vamp as a legitimate offering,
'redaction as to "how long "The Blue
will "pack 'em in" means little.

Flame"

Indications are that capacity will last
for a minimum of four weeks.
But
as a road attraction there isn't -any
doubt that Woods has a money bag
with Bara.
The showing of new plays in Brooklyn before a Broadway presentation is
growing, managers taking the risk
since none of the critics has assumed
the initiative to go across the bridge
and "catch" the new pieces. This week
"Lassie" is the Crescent attraction, and
though it is destined for New York
after Easter, jumps to Montreal next
week. At that time Eddie Clarke's new
musical play, "Little Miss Charity,"
plays the Crescent.
Managers look forward to Easter
week for big results. To date two

is considerable interest already concerning two of the new offerings. The
shift date calls for the withdrawal of
"Monsieur Beaucaire" from the New
Amsterdam and the succeeding attraction may be the "Ed. Wynn Carnival"
(several other attractions figure in the
booking). Until lately "Beaucaire" has
Broadway's
leading
with
figured
money-getters but the house itself -is
one of the- most expensive to operate
and calls for big money. The road success of the Wynn show makes it figure
as an excellent stopgap at the Amsterdam between Easter and the premiere
orthe next "Follies." "Beaucaire's"
run will have extended for four months,
something under the length of run first
allotted it
.

More interest, however, attaches to
"Florodora" as an Easter novelty,
aided by some of the best press work
Already the revival
of the season.
has been given a -number of generous
"splashes." -Among managers intimate
with the original production there is
some discussion as to the selection ofthe leads for the revival, but there is
no doubt that the Shuberts have exerted as great care in the selection of*
the chorus, "lookers" being the idea.
There

some comment on the

is

selec-

of the Century for "Florodora"
instead of the Casino. Where the original run was accomplished.
tion

-

Other new shows for Easter include
Showers," the new Coburn
piece, which goes into the Harris, succeeding "Wedding Bells"; a new show
"April

'

'

the Casino following "The Little
surprisingly
long
run
(there are three shows listed to succeed); a new show for the Bijou if
for

Whopper's"

.

"His Honor, Abe Potash" moves to
Lyric as now planned. "George
Washington" was withdrawn from the
latter house on Saturday, but Walter
Hampden and his company remained
with "Hamlet," announced for two
weeks. The date is dependent on the
draw.
Last season Hampden played
special matinees with "Hamlet" to conthe

>

.

siderable success.

.

will
attempt
matinees
throughout the .week. They are "The
Famous -Mrs. Fair" at the Miller and

Broadway business

.

comment

in the

Sunday

failed

will lay off the

company Holy

cast changes to meet
the manuscript he will write for a new
first act after which the piece will go
to the Hoi lis, Boston, since the New
York premiere will be saved for the
fall;
The company is unusually large
for a comedy, numbering 46 people, including seven musicians. The title has
been changed to "Genius and the
to

make

Crowd*

is.

planning

to

present Nance O'Neil in "Mary Magdalen" by Maurice Materlinck.
L This play is pronounced by many to

be the greatest work of the noted Belgian poet and instead of being in blank
verse as are his other stage writings, is

SALARY.

1

Lee Shubert got in touch with the

New

York Equity office and asked for a
week's tune and arbitration. This was
granted The matter- was scheduled
for arbitration Wednesday afternoon.
Keyes came on to attend the meeting.
This

is

the

first

instance since the

strike any matter between the Equity
and a manager has been taken up di-

rect with the manager.-

All disputes
heretofore have been heard. by the
P. M. A.-Equity joint arbitration board.

CHATAUQUA'S EIGHT COMPANIES.
The Community Chatauqua of White
Plains, N. Y., is sending eight companies on tour for the Summer season.
Four are dramatic attractions while a
like number are musical revivals. The
casting of the attractions is being*
handled through the Matt Gran office.
There

PLAYING "MARY MAGDALEN."
Richard Hearndon

.

Thing" continues to climb at the
Playhouse and may make a run of it.
No new shows were listed for next

ful

week up

theatrical

'

to

Wednesday.

For March

29 one is on the lists to date, it being
Joseph Klaw's "Mrs. Jimmy Thompson" going into the Princess, a house
affiliated with the Shuberts.
There was a frightful yell from the
agencies Tuesday morning when they
got a flash at the notices handed to
the Theda Bara show, "The Blue
Flame."
All of the agencies were
hooked on a four-week buy for the
show, the total number of seats a
night being about 480 with a 25 per
cent, return. The agencies went into
the buy willingly enough on the
strength of the showing the former
film vamp had made out of town, particularly in Boston.
Monday there was something of a
demand for seats after the opening
night, reservations being made by a
number, of the regulars, but these were
cancelled over the phone Tuesday
(Continued on page 14)

,

around $2,000 nightly. For the first
eight days it played to $21,000.
For
the first full week (last week) the takings were nearly $18,000 (capacity is
$20,000), that including a $5,600 day
last Saturday when the matinee drew
$2,600 and the night $3,000. These fig-

the play itself there is no division of daily
press opinion that it is" "terrible." But the
power of Bara as a box office attrac-

week

•

Cohan

A

.

The opening at the Shubert this
week of Theda Bara in. "The Blue
Flame" drew a crush of. patrons. As for

touch.

Week

NO

columns. The piece did not show the
same quick high gear pace that attended the opening week of "The
Jest" last season, but nevertheless,
without hitting capacity "Richard" drew

ures are possible because of the $3.50
scale which attains for the first ten
rows and in actual takings "Richard"
led the non-musical attractions.

which started off in Baltimore
under the title of "The Irresistible
Genius," for it had been known he intended making his premiere as a producer in a comedy called "The Celebrated Chums," in which he was to
personally appear in the leading role.
Witnessing the dress* rehearsal of "The
Irresistible Genius" the night before
the the Baltimore premiere, Cohan was
dissatisfied with what the play offered,
and immediately made changes of manuscript, particularly in the second act.
The authors showed no unwillingness
for Cohan's interest and urged him to
This will be
fix up the entire show.
done by. the end of this week in Buffalo, where Cohan is adding the final
piece,

WANT

Ten members of the chorus of "Sinbad," the Al Jolson show, have filed
complaints with the Chorus Equity Association against the Shuberts, alleging
unpaid salaries for extra performances
given during the last six weeks. The
claims run from five to fifteen in number, some of thechoristers having been
with the show longer than others.
Last week the Actors' Equity, acting
on request of the Chorus Equity, sent
word to the Shuberts the claims for
extra performances would have to be
paid before "Sinbad" left Chicago or
the Equity would take "drastic" action.
Marcus Reyes, Equity's Chicago repre'
sentative, delivered the "ultimatum.

will

be two companies each

of 'The Cinderella Man" and "Polly
of the Circus," two of .the "Chimes of
Normandy" and one each of "The

MikadO" and "Robin Hood."

The contracts carry a guarantee of
ten weeks. The season opens June 15
and is to continue to Labor Day. The
Chatauqua

circuits to

Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Nebraska.

be played are in

Illinois,

Iowa and

,

Hopkins' production of "Richard
with John Barrymore at the Plymouth drew the bulk of aftermath critical

last

Others may

"SINBAD" CHORUS

not only not to slip further but was
better than the previous week as a
in straight dialog.
whole. No one pretends to know the
The performances are to be given as
reason.
But it is certain that Lent
special matinees during the run of
isn't materially hurting the box offices.
Two attractions were given new leads "The Passion Flower" at the Belmont.
The .production is in the hands of P.
this week, when Adele Rowland replaced Edith Day in "Irene," and Mar- Dodd-Aakerman, who will design the
jorie Rambeau succeeded Mary Ryan in 'sets and costumes. Miss O'Neil is.to
'The Sign on the Door," Miss Ram- remain at the Belmont until late in
beau being starred. As for "Irene" the May when she and the company are to
change made no difference to patrons start a tour of Canada, going to the
and as for the show itself, the demand Coast.
has grown stronger than ever.
Miss
Rambeau's entrance should, add new
STOCK IN HAVANA.
life to the drama at the Republic.
They don't want musical stock in
"The Night Boat" at the Liberty is
Havana.
New York agent and profar in the lead of musical shows with
moter just returned from Havana tried
"Irene" and "As You Were" about tied
to interest one of the large theatre
for second in point of receipts. "Apple
owners
in.
a
stock scheme and. in reBlossoms" is still strong but a new atturn was shown the statement of one
traction may go into the Globe during
April.
".The Hottentot" at the Cohan .night's business in a house playing picand "Sacred and Profane' Eove" at the tures and vaudeville where the show
Morosco stand-up as the other new cost about $900 a week to run. The*
show leaders. 'The Storm" which is gross was a little over $2,800. .
When the audiences in Havana crave
nearing its sixth month at the 48th
music they go to the 'grand opera and
Street shows exceptional strength for a
"show of the kind and will outlast some pay $6.50 a seat and will not patronize
anything but the best in the musical
of the other successes. "The Wonder-

HL"
•,

COHAN MAKES NEW COMEDY.
According to such information as has
penetrated to the wilds of the Times
square district, George M. Cohan has
made a metropolitan show out of the
new comedy written by John T. McIntyreand Francis Hill, the two Philadelphia newspapermen. Cohan laid no
plans Jo contribute attention to this

attractions

"Buddies" at the Selwyn.
try the same stunt

13

.

line.

There

is

no medium, either grand

opera or vaudeville and pictures.

DETROIT'S LONGEST RUN.
Detroit, March 17.
'

Al Jolson in "Sinbad" will remain
here for two more weeks, making a
total of four. That will be the longest
run a legitimate production has ever
had in Detroit.
J. J. Shubert stopped off to adjust
differences with some of the chorus
girls who claimed pay for 16 extra performances.

Roheaning The Man Outside." *
The Shuberts are putting into immediate rehearsal 'The Man Outside,"
a comedy by Kilbourn Gordon and
Ward Howe.
Gordon, in association with Wtllard
Robertson has disposed of "The Proper
Spirit," which will also go into rehearsal shortly, to be produced by Mrs.
Henry B. Harris, who sponsored Robertson's "Big Game."

"HONEYDEW OPENS TONIGHT.
Joseph

Weber's

"Honeydew,"

the

new

Zimbalist-Herbert musical piece,
its premier in Stamford tonight
(Friday)..
In the cast are Octavia Broske, Renee

has

George
Bancroft,
Ruth
Welch, Frank Belcher/William Seller*,
John Roche, Frank Hollins, Jane Dair,
Lee Johnstone, Cliff Stirk, Hal Newport, Edward Sherman. While there
is no chorus, six girls are playing bits
in the show.
They are Katheryn

Deltinge.

Shbup, Mary Martin, Ottilie Corday,
Leah Lewis, Dorothy Peightal, Courtney Slaughter.

WARNS AGAINST IMPOSTER.
The Actors' Fond sent out a warning
week for the theatrical profession
to be on the lookout for a grafter who
approaches players through the medium
of a messenger and requests assistance
this

via

a forged note stating he is a
former acquaintance or friend.
Among those victimized recently were

Wallace Eddinger, Mrs. Mary Nash and
Roland Young. Crystal Heme was ap-»
-roached but did not believe the faker.
SThe impostor is described as a Swede
about 30 years of age and of heavy
build.

WALLIE REID IN PLAY.

J a !\ Francisco, March 17.
Wallace Reid will make a personal
appearance with "The Rotters," which
will be presented by Harry Corson
Clarke's company at the Ye Liberty,
Oakland, during week of April 4. Mr.
Reid has been specially engaged to
appear with "The Rotters" as the
"Chauffeur" for three weeks at a salary
said to be $1,000 weekly.

.

HERRICK TO PRODUCE.

Lee Herrick is to enter the ranks of
the producers. He is going to present
a farce by Mark Swan, "Kiss Her
Again."

-
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EYRE'S

SHOWS IN NEW YORK AND COMMENT
'•Abraham Lincoln," Cort (14th week).
Htlll traveling at a pace of $16,000
weekly, which means capacity. May
continue through Bummer and figured
strong enough lor two seasons' run.
"Adam and Etc," Longacre (27th week).
Looks like this attraction will run
until May or through that month.
Face Is around $9,000 and business is
better than late January.
«A» Yon Were," Central (8th week).
Shaded 118,000 last week, playing to
capacity throughout the week save for
a few seats at the mid-week matinee.
"Aphrodite," Century (16th week). Has
two more weeks to go. "Florodora
revival date for here Easter Monday
.... (April 6). "Midnight Whirl" roof Bhow"
closed Saturday and starts on tour

March

'

27.

'

_

, ,
"Apple BloaaomaV (Globe (24th week).
Has played to important takings
throughout its run thus for. It may
make
to
Easter
however,
after
out,
go
way for Dillingham's "The New Dic-

tator."

••Beyond the Horlson," Little (7th week).
Started regular showings Tuesday of
last week and on the five days drew
around $7,000. Should beat that figure
this week easily. House can do over
-

$8,000 for full

week

at $2.60 top.

week).

"Bine Flam*/' Shubert (1st
Greeted with packed house for open-,
lng. Show Itself roundly panned by
reviewers, but big business sure for
a time. It is a question of how long
the attraction ean pull heavily.'
"Buddlea," SelWyn (21st week. Held Its
pace and again hit the $13,600 mark
This attraction will play
last week.
dally
matinees throughout Easter
week.
"Breakfaat In Bed," Eltlnge (8th week):
Doing fair business and will remain,
-

for a while.
"Clarence," Hudson (27th week). Seems
settled at around $8,000 weekly, at
which figure a profit is attained. Show
can stay indefinitely at the pace.
Takings this week a bit better than
last.

V

v

"Declajue*," Empire (24th week). Holdlng to its good paoe and will finish the
season out at the Empire.
"Ea»t la WmI," Astor (71st week). One
of Broadway's wonder attractions as
Confar as business is concerned.
sistently plays to big business. Last
week $18,000 or over.
"Famona Mm. Fair," Miller (13th week).
Continues to figure with the successes
and looks good for the balance of the
season. Dally matinees throughout
,

Easter week.
Diggers," Lyceum (25th week).
So strong in demand it can remain all
summer. Management has not decided
on running through the hot months as
•

Gold

*

yfit

"Hamlet/' Lyric

(1st

week).

"George

Washington" Was withdrawn after
showing two weeks and "Hamlet"
substituted, with Walter Hampden
again the star. "Hamlet" listed for
two weeksj further time dependent
on business.
. ,
"Happy Days," Hippodrome (30th week).
Will probably continue open until
May.' Business still standing up to
good profit.
_. .
"Hla Honor, Abe Potash." Bijou (23rd
week. May move Into the Lyric in two
.

weeks, the

show

will

Woods
jump

office figuring the
when
In receipts

berthed in a theatre of big capacity
where a lower scale can be effected.
"Jane Clear*-," Gar rick (4th week). No
announcement of a succeeding attraction as yet and may continue longer
than the six weeks allotted by the
Theatre Guild for Its productions this
season. Offers to take the show over
not accepted by the Guild.
"Irene," Vanderbllt (18th week). Adele
Rowland went Into the leading role
No
Monday, succeeding Edith Day.
change as far as the audience Is concerned. "Demand for the show growing.

"Letter of the Law," Criterion (4th
week). Without being a smash, this
attraction has shown strength so far.
Was off a little last week, but a credible run quite possible.
••Little Whopper," Casino (23d week).
Going out In two weeks, having accomplished a longer run than expected. Succeeding attraction not definite.
«L!gbtnln7' Gaiety (79th week). Gaining the reputation of being another
"Rip Van Winkle," but it is unlikely
a third season will be attempted.
Show may continue here until Chicago
run starts, though a coast .tour was
"*
planned, starting late In May.
'v "Look "Who's Here," 44th Street (3rd
week). Business for the second week
held up very well to nearly $16,000.
Started off this week better than last.
••Manunn'a Affair," Fulton (9th week).
Picked up somewhat last week and
although gross was under $6,000, show
is. playing to a profit. House guarantee" runs for several weeks more, with
attraction probably strong enough to

remain through

April,

••Monsieur Beancnlre," Amsterdam (16th

Due to leave In two weeks
will close to ordinarily big busithough not enough for this house

week).

and
ness,

of

heavy

Wynn's

operating

''Carnival"

expense.

hearsing.

Ed.

Josephine Victor

struction

rcvlcwcrfl

Friends/* Comedy (16th week).
One of the stickers and looks possessed of enough punch to round out a
good run, probably finishing out the

season here.

house will have a frontage running

is to star

probably the 'first dramatic offering to
reveal that man's personality exclusive^ the multitude of books and articles written anent him and his art

•

...'•':
.

"My Golden Girl," Bayes (7th week).- A
shift may send this attarctlon Into

another theatre. Roof house handicap
recognized. Is doing but fair business
at' Bayes.
week).
(7th
"Night Boat/* Liberty
Broadway's leading musical money
getter, with last week's takings going
to nearly $23,000. No other musical
figure.
show near that
"Pnsalng Show of 1010," Winter Garden
(22nd week). Next Garden show being
readied. Whether Jolson will returnto Broadway after Easter to take up
running with possible withdrawal of
"Passing Show" appears not to be

WARFIELD BADLY INJURED.
.Los Angeles. March 17.
David Warfield is at tne Samaratan
Hospital here and will not be able
to leave for several weeks.

(3rd

in last Friday.
figured, although not

No booking arrangements have been
made, or policy for the house determined as yet

ROAD CALLS

His face

COHAN SUMMER REVIEW.
George M. Cohan

re-

-

"Ruddlgore" run now made Indefinite
instead of another revival at Easter..
Last week around $10,000, with better
business Indicated for this week.
"Sacred and Profane Love,". Morosco (4th
week). One of Broadway's strongest
offerings with Elsie Ferguson its star.
Takings around $17,000 again last
week with demand strength equal to

SHOWS

IN

is

to

produce a

The.shoy
revue, this summer.
will start rehearsals about May 15 and
probably go into the Liberty about
stars
comedy
IS. Several musical
new

dis-

is

ISSUED.

Calls" have been issued by the
A; T. S. E. against the Phenjx and
Princess theatres, La Porte,. Ind.;
Arcade, Montreal; and Grand opera
house, Fairmount, W. Va.,
The theatres play legitimate shows
booked by K. & E. and Shubert offices.

"Road

I.

permanently.

June
have already been placed under con-

The Warfield company has been disbanded and the members on their way
to New York.

week).

Last week (practically the first week
because of a Saturday premiere) the
gross went to around $18,000. lncludlng a record Saturday, when $6,600
was played to on the day. Net getting
capacity as yet, but $3.60 scale makes
it leadnon-muslcal shows.
"iiuddiKore." Park (9th week). No succeeding attraction has been set and

is

block, running through to Sip avenue.

covering from the auto accident he

wa9

settled.

HI" Plymouth

He

work

from 2860 to 2870 Boulevard and will
occupy the better part of a square

The other two are 'The Golden Key?'
which Lou Telle gen is to produce himself, and 'The Wasp," which Adolph
Klauber will sponsor. The latter play
is about Whistler, the artist, and is

"My Lady

a
Jersey City, conto begin June. L. The

2,800 seat theatre in

.

•

. ».

BUILD JERSEY CITY THEATRE.
The Stowdin Realty Co. will build

.

mentioned aa the'

succeeding attraction.

"Haik," Punch and Judy (2nd. week).
Opened last week. Little praise from

"Richard

THREE PLATS PLACED,

Before the season is over Lawrence
Eyre may have one play in full blast
and two more to come. The first as
announced is a piece called Martinique," which Walter Hast is now re-

tract for the

new Cohan

revue.^

SUES RUSSIAN SOCIETY. V

NEW ORLEANS.

New Orleans, March 17.
The Eastern verdict on May Irwin
in "On the Hiring Line" is being concurred in by Southern audiences. The
company is proclaimed excellent, and
Miss Irwin her usual humorous self
but the play lacks sustained cOmedy
balance. The New Orleans week will
probably total around $9,000.

UP REHEARSAL

HURRY
< '
anything.
_
"Scandal," 39th Street (27th week). Is
Edward J. Locke, wno wrote
running even better than "doped" and
has written a new southern
management now plans It to continue Dancer,"
play which William Morris secured
throughout the summer.
"ShavlngSi" Knickerbocker (6th week).
March 13. cast it; and started rehearsHolding up splendidly for a play of
ing on Monday.
this type; last week's takings were

The

'".•:.

The Russian Symphony Society has
brought suit in the Supreme Court
.against Richard C. Martens to recover
the
$2,500 on an agreement whereby
plaintiff was to pay the sum to, pay
expenses for the opening of the 191eM9
season on ^condition that Director
Modest. Altschuler secure pledges to
the extent of $9,500 or more.
Through Attorney Dallas Flannigan
the plaintiff contends the pledged
amount was procured, but that Martens failed to live up to his end of the
f

agreement

.....

.

around

$13,000.

"Sophie," Greenwich Village (3d week).
Drew attention at opening. Possibly

HEFNER BETTER.

/

William Hepner, the theatrical wig
maker, who has been seriously ill with
pleuro-pneumonia, was reported to be
well on the road to recovery this week.
Wednesday he was able to sit up for
an hour and his doctor has assured
him he will be about by next week.

.TWO MORE 'STORMS."
Langdon McCormick has determined

planned to move uptown later.
to place, two more companies of 'The
"Sign on the Door," Republic (14th
Storm" in the field. One is to play ChiMarjorle Rambeau ••entered
week).
cast Saturday last, replacing Mary. 'cago and the Middle West while the
Ryan, and being featured. Change of
other is to go to the Coast. The origplayers should find reflex In this
inal company will continue its New
week's box offloe takings.
York run.
"SmlUn' Through," Broadhurst (12th
but
week,
last
bit
Pace
off
week).
a
takings not much under $12,000. That
Not the Sama> Julius Calm.
figure considered good for this attrac'

NO NEW SHOWS:
(Continued from page 13)

One of the agencies sold
three seats for the second night out
of the 40 that they held, and after the
return was sent in and the balance was
dumped to Leblang.
The brokers went to the buy at $3.30
box office price for the week night and
morning.

1

The New York "Times" Tuesday pub-

"Son-bnnghter,n Belasco (18th week). Is
one of the best dramas of the season
and Is Bure of lasting until warm
wcEttfci©r

t

\

"Tick Tack Toe/* Princess (4th week).
Stops Saturday. Plan to send it to
Centrury Roof changed. House likely
dark next week. "Mrs. Jlmmle Thompson" the next attraction, opening Mar.
.

29

"The Acquittal," Cohan ft Harris (11th
week). One of the successful dramas
"and unless unlooked for slump hits It,
should stay until May.
"The Hottentot/' Cohan (3rd week).
Looks like the farce success of tne
Last week business let out
season.
another notch with. the gross nearly
$17,000.

"The Passion Flower," Belmont (10th
week). Shows exceptional strength.
Last week takings were over $8,100,
which is nearly capacity. May last
out tho season now that It has moved
uptown.

"The Purple Mask," Booth (lllh week).
Is doing strong business though not
up to the first flush of takings of the
first six weeks of the run.
"The Storm/' 48th Street (25th week).
Hit $10,000 again last week, and its
continued good business leaves no
doubt of
.

It

having scored a hit. In
It measures with the

length of run
successes.

,._

"The Wonderful Thing," PlayhouBe (5th
week). Climbed again last week with
around $8,000 drawn. Matinees especially reflect strength and indications

now

are that attraction Will catch on.

"Wedding Bells," Harris (19th week).
Has two more weeks to go, being succeeded Easter Monday by "April Show•

ers." the

new Cobum

"Whnt'a In a Name,"
Opened Wednesday.

piece.
Elliott (1st week).

Waller Failed to Cash.

Sam Weller did the pres9 work, for
the production of "George Washington"
and took payment for his labors by an
interest in the attraction.
He now
washes he had taken cash.

lished an obituary notice of the death
of Julius Cahn, the theatrical manager,
for many years associated with Charles

Frohman, and publisher of Cahn's TheThat same day Cahn
atrical Guide.
walked into his office m the Commercial Trust Co. building. It
.ably another Julius Cahn.

Saturday night Tuesday afternoon one broker was offering all his
seats at $2 to anyone that would take
them off his hands' for the~ run. There
were no bidders.
Another buy that hit the brokefs was
that for "George Washington," they
having bought for four weeks and the
attraction ran but two at the Lyric,
but Walter Hampden put on a revival
of "Hamlet" for the two additional
weeks of the run originally laid out for
"Washington," and. the brokers were
forced to carry out the original buy

$3.85

was prob-

"

,

•«..

.

..

Ben At well Out of Danger.
Ben Atwell, press representative for
the Capitol, was stricken with double
pneumonia last week but is now out of
danger. He is progressing favorably,
but won't be able to return to his activities for another fortnight.

SHOWS

IN PHILLY.

Philadelphia, March 17.
All but one of the attractions In the
legitimate theatres this week were holdovers, the single opening being; Eugene
O'Neill's sea story. "Chris." which had
Its Initial showing at the Broad.
The
piece la presented with a strong cast

Emmett Corrlgan, Lynn Fontanne and
Arthur Ashley being featured.
Wellfilled house In for the opening and the
play was warmly received.
"Listen Lester" la still drawing crowded houses in Its third week at the Torrest, and the Ed. Wynn Carnival la pulling strong in its second week at the
Oarrlck. Wynn Is working continuously
on the piece, shaping it up for a New
York showing: and It is 'Improving steadily.
The handsome stage settings and
elaborate costuming have created con-

siderable

comment

,

.

"The Frivolities", continues to draw
well at the Chestnut Street opera house,
and William Hodge holds up the business in "The Guest of Honor" at the

Lyric "Up in Mabel's Room" la doing
good business, but not what was expected for It, while "Take It From Me"
Is doing fine at the Shubert
"FiftyFifty" with Herbert CorthelJ Is the only
new show announced for the coming
week, replacing ''Frivolities/*

for the latter piece.
-

The "buy" list dropped considerably
week, there being but 20 running,
as against 23 the week previous and
almost 30 two weeks ago. The strongest demand on the market. at present
is "Irene" and "The Night Boat," both
musical shows.
The list of the week includes "SonDaughter" (Belasco), "As You Were"
(Central), "The Hottentot" (Cohan),
this

"Lady Friends" (Comedy), "Abraham
Lincoln" (Cort), "Letter of the Law"
(Criterion), "Breakfast in Bed" (Eltinge),-

"Look Who's Here"

(44th St.),

"Apple Blossoms" (Globe), "Wedding
Bells" (Harris), "Famous Mrs. Fair"
(Miller), "Night Boat" (Liberty), "Gold
Diggers" (Lyceum), "Hamlet" (Lyric),
"Sacred and Profane Love" (Morosco),
"Monsieur Beaucaire" (Amsterdam),
"Richard III" (Plymouth), "Tick-TackToe" (Princess), "The Blue Flame"
(Shubert), "Irene" (Vanderbilt).

.-,.'

-

:

.'

LEGITIMATE
AMSTERDAM ROOF SHOWS.
"Zlegfeld Girls <al 1920" Is the title- of
the new nine o'clock revue atop of the
"

New Amsterdam.

It

opened last week.

this week ah excellent house was
particularly on the lower or dance
The roof la newly decorated in a
fold and buff color design. Flo Zlegf eld,
c. had a definite idea with the reopeno'clock

Monday
in,

show, and that
lns of the nine
to provide a resort for dining and
amusement. The roof opens at seven,
with the early show starting around
8.46, that affording ample time for dinner
to be served. Minus booze, Zlegfeld Is
trying to fill the void of percentage
profits which the catering brought the
roof by running his own. cafe. It's liable
to catch on especially with visitors and
others who dine out. In total it is more
the Continental Idea which has been, tried
here lately.
There is a lot about the nine o'clock
show that is par excellent, and In many

was

.

•

Ling Foo...........
Don't, let

iV

—

You can hear every word she

says,

make

understandable.
The opening scene was in the libraryAlan Dlnelaboratory of a scientist.
hart Is revealed at a desk.' Ah Foo, his
valet, hovers near, and it is gathered
from the conversation that passes between them that all Is not well with
Alan. Donald Gallagher enters shortly,
and we learn that a party is about to
be pulled; a nerve specialist to attend
In disguise, and that Donald loves Alan's
sister.
Also that a young lady named
Ruth is nothing if not sweet and dear
and religious. She loves Alan and Alan
is by way of being an atheist and sniffy
about godly things, which Is distressing
to Ruth. Just at this point there, tripped
on the stage a slender, girlish person in
an adorable chiffon frock, a young
woman with a chin delicately modeled,
a baby doll of a face, slender fingers,
bands, wrists and ankles and a voice
that, while It was to an extent still selfconscious and a bit affected, had nevertheless pleasant, even notes In it.
She no more came on than the applause started for this was Theda Bara.
For two minutes, perhaps, Bhe 'bowed
and bowed and bowed, while the unfortunate Dlnehart waited to administer the
first of many kisses destined to enliven
Presently the audience
the evening.
paused and the show went on. Miss
Bara showed careful training. She has
not yet learned how to get around the
stage, to Bit down and get up, but otherwise she was satisfactory enough. When
she went off, after letting us know how
much she loved the hero end. all the
world and had both looked and spoken
like a dear, little- girl, the stage was
clear for the entrance of "The Stranger."
glass to

it'

—

falls.

Suph
:h Is the play.
According to the
program,
ram. it is based on a play of the
title by Leta Vance Nicholson. This
title
version was written by George V. Hobart and John Wlllard. Wouldn't you
know from the description that George
'

same

V.

7 ,A n

.

got discouraged

and, when .he goes, yells "Police!"
Caught, he is, of course, blamed for (he
murder. Miss Bark's husband, however,
suspects the truth and orders her from
the house.- "You go to hell!" she tells
Curtain.
Applause, cheers and
him.
smelling salts hastily brought down the
aisle for Louis De Foe, dramatic critic
of "The World," who had never survived

•

•

anything like this before.
The next act is twice In Chinatown.
The first scene is a street scene, with
Donald Gallagher doing a perfect bit as
a cocaine fiend. He has stolen the emerald and gives It to Miss Bara, telling her
she can get *$ 26,000 for It from Quong

Toy, but Quong Isn't so easy.
He Is
playing patron saint to the wife whose
husband Miss Bara vamped away In
Scene I of Act II and Is having a happy,
happy time calling her his "little white
'

'

'

i

by demands for money, money, money
and made every one Jealous by going

'

else

is certain.
The rest -doesn't matter particularly,
for Miss Bara is the show.
She splits
60-60 with Woods, who is to share with
her equally on the picture profits. The*

—

out and coming back properly plastered.
In the meantime Mr. Gallagher appeared
with the cocaine. By this time Miss
Bara was feeling "very Palm Beachy"
and by the next scene she was ready for
anything. Mr. Hill returns and she persuades him to sleep the sleep' of the
soused In her husband's bedroom. In
comes a burglar with a pitiful story of
a starving wife. "You shall have all
you need," Miss Bara tells him. Promptly she disappears into the bedroom, murders poor Mr. Hill, returns, gives the
burglar Jewels, makes him tie her hands

Who

tr 1 1 ft

much

—

kisses, however, Mr. Hill

in it?

So shrewd a piece that Owen Davis is
already adding to the general air of riot
at the ehubert-by claiming that his Is
the bright mind that brought out all
these highly original and fetching melodramatic Ideas. His claim is that he
produoed "Lola" at the Lyceum In 1911
with Laurette Taylor in the leading role.
Later Clara Kimball Young appeared In
it as a picture and somebody who wasn't
too busy made a book of It At this
golnt, Mr. Davis alleges, the dirty work
egan, for George V. Hobart, he declares,
took "Lola" and, along with John Wlllard, made a "Blue Flame" of it, selling
it to Sanger & Jordan for 110,000.
This
firm sold It to Woods for 135,000. That

.

Theda a vamp.
For the next two acts vamping at its.
vampiest was the show. Some of this
went on in an orange-decorated boudoir,
with Donald Gallagher and Kenneth Hill
as the chief victims. After a couple of
less

Hobart had a hand

would have thought of casting a spot*
a soul and sending the same to
heaven?'- By our troth, no one but
George, may he live long and continue
many years his weekly promenades to
the receiving teller's window. Originality should be rewarded, add In this case
will be richly, for a shrewder piece of
showmanship than A. H. Woods' presentation of Theda Bara would be bard to
come on In these days of the' Drama

life by the scientific
Revived, yes but her soul
(Impersonated by a spotlight) went
floating up to heaven in full view of the
audience. We now had with us a* soul-

Dlnehart.

-

-

light as

The messenger from heaven reproached
Mr, Dlnehart for his godlessness. Outside a storm was starting.
Miss Bara
re-entered, touched onl of Mr. Dlnehart's electrical machines, dropped dead
and was revived to

'

In the last act we are once more back
the laboratory- library.
It has all
been a dream. Mr, Dlnehart wakes up
a reformed, changed man. Miss Bara
enters (once more held old sweet self)
and leads Alan firmly and gently into
the fold of the church and the curtain
in

'

'

-

of it

every last-word. This always helps to
an understanding of any play, but "The
Blue Flame" was not so complicated as
to necessitate an ear trumpet and a spy

'«

.

any highbrow kid you into

'

legit

*

*.•-.:

Henry Herbert
Joseph Buckley
.Martin Malloy
Robert Lee
Royal Sbout

'

.

.

place. Priests murder the Illy, in come
the police, Quong Toy commits suicide
and the oops pinch Miss Bara. At this
point Miss Bara tried to sustain an emotlonal climax that was way beyond her,
•just as the climax in "Within the Law"
was beyond Jane Cowl. Neither of these
ladies have the power behind the voice,
but Miss Bara has one advantage, if report be true. She is anxious and willing
to learn. In a box at her opening performance sat Florence Reed, ono" of the
few really able emotional actresses In
this Country. Miss Reed can take a big
scene and play It both convincingly and
distinctly,
Furthermore, she Is so good
she can afford to be and is generous.
Miss Bara ought to send for her and ask
her advice. Neither J. C. Huffman nor
W. H. GUmoro, who staged this piece,
told the 'Star she should have handled
this climax In pantomime.
In other
words, she should have made a picture

thinking "The Blue Flame" isn't worth
It Is all of that all of thatl

seeing.

-

-

about Ave minutes in which to live.
But Miss Bara arranges this otherwise
by slipping the "white lily" Into her

Chaperoned by A. H. Woods, it came to
the Shubert March 15, with Theda Bara
In the leading role. In It? In It, around
it, over it, on It, all of It.
Literally, Miss Bara was the show, and
not such a bad show sb the cut-ups of
the dallies would lead you to expect,
for the former picture "vamp" has one
great advantage over many of her proud
and haughty sisters starring In the

.

'

. ;

.

Wung Ming

me

It is a better show than the midnight entertainment. The title for the
early show. Is somewhat deceiving, for
while the girls might be "Zlegfeld Girls
1920"
a very good deal In the way of
of
numbers, bits ahd' costumes are of the'
ante-bellum period.- And if the gals of
those days sported the wonderful brocades and silks as in the roof show, if
ranaom asking Wan-Letka to tell
must be admitted that the ante-bellum peoples names and wnat they are think-,
belles were a lot more pleasing to look
ing aoout. Wan-i.etka spoke in a nign,
.upon than the old photographs indicate. squeaky voice, but sne surely Interested
"Where are the Plays of Yesterday?' in ner seven-minute stay..
was the opening number, sung by Ally
six of tne ten or eleven numbers In
King and John Price Jones, and noon
the "Midnight. Frolic,'' programed as
afterwards Sybil Carmen was on with
tne seeonu edition or the niatn in tne
"I'm Crazy About Somebody," that being
series oi frolics) are retained irom tne
her sole specialty number (she is not in
tali "show,
interest mostly centered on
Vanda Hoff fol- tne appearance of Mile, spinel it, tne
.the midnight show).
lowed with a veil dance, her -oply conParisian artist, wno returned too retribution to the early show. She showed
cently from i'aris.
Tne snow opened
to better advantage In the midnight perwith a Hagglrf enect, tne picture of a
formance with an Oriental number. Lilclock at mmmght ana a Deautltul thing.
lian Lorraine was In and- ont In both perIt being programed "The Witching Hour."
formance's, and she certainly puts in a
bplnein maae her appearance irom tne
night's work between themf having more
rioor encumbered witn numerous boxes
to do than any two others. In appearin whlcn sne said sne was carrying her
ance she still blooms 'as fresh as ever
costumes un Frenon). tine explained
and in voice la- consldesably improved. au.auout it to Handall, wno bad just
Her. first number was a combination of
made his appearance to loud rapping,
the olden style in costume and the topispinelli, too, was greeted cordially, and
cal as to song.
It was "Every Teletnen sne stripped on the stage to tigbts,
phone," with Miss Lorraine about .ten
adorned herself with a very brief soubret
feet above the platform stage, giving the
SKirt- witn Handall'a aid and went into a
impression of an immense telephone doll
French
The Farislene sported
with wide, old-fashioned skirt—quite an 'a bodicenumber.
so out that very,
effective costume idea.
The lyric told very littleof 1bcrystal
left to the Imagination.
about never being alone, "always getting
first song was "Nous Avons To us
an earful, sometimes a tearful," but ad- Her
Fait ua," but nobody seemed to know
mitting that "service is hell."
wnat- It was all about. Handall then
Perhaps the most truly humorous bit
went Into his first number, "Life Is a
of the early show came with Fannie
Gamble," with tne choristers aiding, and
Brlce dolled up in ante-bellum frock
then Spineiii was our again to do "My
doing "Don't Tou Remember Me?" with
Baby
JJoil" in English, getting laughJones, Thomas Handers, Arthur Mills and
w. c. Fields, who actually sang with ter through her pronunciation of "sensation." The applause hit of the "Frolic"
Fannie. Here the types did look like a
was awarded to Randall's specialty
peep into the family album. The men
were old-fashioned beaux.- Miss Brlce dance, by tar the best effort In tnat line
either show.
Spineiii and. Randall
had two more numbers In the early show, in
and as she figured prominently in the again teamed after intermission with
an "Egyptian Fox Trot," both looking
midnight show, Bhe ran a close second to
well In bare legs. This number is pracMiss Lorraine in .the number of songs
tically
the
same
dance,
partially burand appearances. "Boss of Washington
lesqued, as done by Handall with, ErnesSquare, done before by Fannie, drew
tine Meyers several seasons ago.
fresh laughter, and a new hunting numSam Moore, the "handsaw wizard," and
ber written by Blanche Merrill Was made
Anna Maria De Mllta, with the harp
Just as funny. After Miss Brlce's "Remember" song was another old-fashioned (they were Pallas Royal), furnished an
interesting diversion. Another specialty
number, "When Grandpa Was a Boy,"
was Lillian Leltzell with her "aerial
lead by Miss King. The lyric was placed
frolic," which is as always a remarkable
to about the prettiest melody of the"
display for a woman.
"Zlegfeld Girls" Show.
Fannie Brlce had two numbers. One
Near the intermission of the early
was
"Spring," a repeater, and a new
show Fields drew hearty laughter with
comedy number, "Rockaway Baby" (Balhis croquet bit, programed as "An AnteBellum Diversion," and set In the color- lard MacDonald), which had Fannie sitting in a rooking chair with a doll. The
ful Urban garden set, used In both
lyric drew laughter: The Frolic brought
shows.
Fields
still
has
William
back Frisco, who jazzed things alone for
Blanohe, the midget, with him, and for
his first number and drew healthy refurther old-time atmospheres in the
turns from the first nlghters (the second
croquet bit there were Jessie Reed and
edition of the "Midnight Frolic'* debuted
Jones. "Emancipation Day," which Miss
Monday),
Later with his "Kitchen Stove"
Lorraine lead, at the finale of the first
he appeared with Pauline Chambers, who
section, showed the first trace of rag.
Kathleen Martyn, a very pretty miss of Is a second edition of Loretta MoDermott,
and that number was more genuinely a.
English type, did very nicely with "You
Know What I Mean" shortly after the hit.
.;,«.
The "Frolic" held two "sketch" bits,
second part of the early show started
and drew an encore. The opening num- the stage being boxed In both times with
small sets. The first was "Ambition,"
ber was "Orchard of Girls," lead by cute
Mary Hay (out of the "Follies"), who with six of the prize choristers having
lines In a chorus room scene. Mention
showed to advantage during the evenof David Belasco being in the house is
ing.
mentioned, and then the girls discover
Aside from the splendid old-fashioned
costuming there was a costume display D. B. at one of the front tables ahd drag
him forth. The Impersonation is done by
with a grand opera number which came
in two sections.
One was "My Rdsary Brandon Tynan and the Ideals a travesty
on how Belasco picks his talent. The
of Melodies," sung by Miss King, and
bit went well enough, but was entirely •
"Metropolitan Ladles,
done by Jones,
both calling for girls who typified ten / too long.
The other "sketch" was
"Shimmy Homestead," with Frisco, Fields
of the famed operas.
The individual hit of the first show and MIbb Lorraine the leads. Fortunately
went to Hander and Mlllls with their this bit was short. Among the interpolated
songs,
"Hattery" stunts.
several are by Irving
These are the boys
whb were in "Flo Flo," and featured on Berlin. His "Cuba" Is "produced" for
the road this season with that attracthe finale of the first section of the
tion.
They seemed perfectly fitted on "Frolic," with Miss Lorraine leading It.
During the intermission it, too, made a
the roof, and their manipulation of the
derbies brought rattles of returns with
capital stepping number. Dave Sampter
the hammers. They encored with the
and Gene Suck wrote both shows and
Cameron Sisters, doing a quartet dance. both were staged by Ned Way burn. The
The Camerons were on several times In first one ran until ten minutes past
the early show, and though they did
well enough they did not show to the
"The Frolic" started at 11.65 and ran
same advantage in old-fashioned rigs, until after two. Anyone making an evenfor they are types who need the more
ing of it on the roof will sure Bee plenty
modern style of stage dress. The girls of. show. Right now the better show of
were also on in the midnight snow, the two is the "Zlegfeld Girls," or early
though not programed there.
performance,- probably because It's the
Ben All Hag gln figures more promi- fresher entertainment.
ibee.

tion that It is

Miller (policeman)
Patterson (policeman)....Frank Hughes
DeWltt C. Jennings
Inspector Ryan

Quong. Toy
Barnes
Grogan

scheme

the wily mandarin Is too much for her.
When she springs the emerald on him
he springs on her the upsetting Informaa holy thing and she has

Law ton

Theda Bara
Earl JHouse
Tessle Lawrence
..Harry Mlnturn
.Tom O'Hara

Ruth Gordon
Th© Stranger
Nora Macree.
Tom Dorgan

this Idyllic Oriental

of things Miss Bara enters with the
emerald and tries to vamp Quong In a
well written and amusing scene, but

Kenneth Hill
Thais

Clarissa Archibald

Upon

lily."

Alan Dlnehart
Jack Gibson
Donald Gallaher
Helen Curry

Larry Winston.
Cicely Varnum...
Ned Maddox. ......'

'

ways

'

THE BLUE FLAME.
John Varnum
Ah Foo

.

floor.

'

nently than .ever, in both shows and he
has edme forward with some beautiful
pictures, using' gold crbth which under
nis Ugntlng prouuoe the most striking
enects.
Tne first of his contributions
came in the first show with "Wonderful
Girls," sung by Miss Lorraine, as an
artist.
In a frame there appeared living pictures or old masterpieces of the ruinous .English school ox portraiture
ana some modern types. All of the
poses drew applause.
"The Feast," a.
typical Haggln eiteot, came near the
iinisn of tne nine o'clock snow, it was
described as a "16th century decorative'
panel," ana it was one of his best efforts
thus far.
The single audience number of either
show was In the nine o'clock periormance, it being a "uujl" board bit and
song lead by Miss Martyn, who askea #
questions from tbe front tables ana naa
*a enlarged board on tne- stage answer,
an arm oeing worked By wires. The
uame and patent marks Were prominently displayed 'on
big boara.
Tne most Interesting 'bit In the early
show was tne appearance of two lnaians, featuring tne "Caerokee saeress,"
iriucess wan-iyetka, assistea by prince
Hoyre.
it was an experiment, calling
Koyle passing
tor
strict
attention,
swiftly arounu tne iront tables ana at

,

whole idea began because Miss Bara
needed a picture vehicle, and don't let
any member of the University Club tell
you it was a bad Idea, That's all affected
snobbery. The star is anything but the
voluptuous vamp of picture fame, and
that fact Itself is enough to crowd the
house with the curious. The intelligent
will also be interested to see how near
an approach can be made with a little
training to the none too high standard
set by the average in this country, for
Miss Bara Is not so bad. Pretty enough
to give even a blase old clubman like
Wee a thriH, she has at least learned to
speak her lines distinctly and tries all
the time and sincerely to get her point*
(such as they are) over the footlights
for the benefit of. those who have paid

•--,

real money to see her. It's a pity those
who came to sneer and left to knock
wouldn't learn this fundamental lessen,
too.
While they're learning it they may
also tumble to why A. H. Woods is forever hitting the highbrows below the
belt and cleaning up a million dollars, as
he's sure to do on this show.
;:
Leed,
'

HAMLET.
Walter
Hampden, ' artist charged
through Shakespeare for three and a
half hours at the Lyric, Monday night,
with all the grace, charm and artistry
at his

command.

versatile Hamlet
actor L crime detector, lover, madman
with a method was portrayed with a
zeal and power all Hampden's.
Only last week Hampden appeared In

—

—

Percy Mackaye's "George Washington"
fantasy and to fill out the two weeks at

Hampden revived his
famous matinee Ham.4. The audience
was Interested not only In Hampden but
by the presence In the old tragedy of a
new Ophelia In Beatrice Maude's debut
She was an ambitious Ophelia but she
the Lyric.

';

<

The

•

'

"

Mr.

'

has some distance to travel.
The oast was not topnotch but there

were some bright spots In It Thomas
(Continued on page II)
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London, March

1.

"Just Like Judy," having failed to
catch on at St Martins, Basil Deane,
of Reandean, Ltd., produced an American play by William Hurlburt, "Over
Sunday." Iris Hoey is the leading

"Wild Geese"

allow H. Vs Esmond to come in with
a play of his own, "Grier son's Way."
This was first seen some years ago at
a series of Hay market matinees..

The question of licensing managers
and agents and the bill brought forward* by the V. A. F. and A. A. has

although some of the original
numbers by Ivan Caryll will be heard
again. Seymour Hicks, who appeared
in the piece 20 years ago, will be the
ski,

producer.

Apparently The Eclipse" has not
met with much success at the Oxford,
and its. brief career at the converted
music hall terminated February 21. BeB. Cochfore the end of the month
ran will follow it with the production
of a play founded on the sensational
novel, The Mystery of the Yellow
Room." This has already been "tried
out" In the provinces.

C

When "Sylvia's Lovers", finishes at
the Duke of Yorks, the theatre will be
taken over for a short season by J. B.
Pagan.
>
(

The

ing to

Crimson Alibi"
its

third-act-

on the stage

and'fell.

has a new

An

end-

actor slipped

and fearing that

-the incident would kill the "curtain"
Kyrl Bellew substituted an impromptu
finish, which went so well that it has

been kept

in.

A third

edition of a revue is unusual,
but. Albert de Courville intends to put
on a third "peal" of "Joy Bells" at the
Hippodrome. This, it is hoped, will
hold the stage until George Robey
goes to the Stoll management in April.

*

Beattie and Babs will replace Clay
Smith and Lee White at the Prince of
Wales when that couple leave to tour
"Bran Pie" in Australia.

v
"

'

It

is

actress,

rumored that the veteran
Genevieve Ward, will return

to the stage in the next Strand pro•
duction some time hence.

Marie Blanche,

in

partnership with

E. Lewis Waller, will tour the Drury
Lane drama, "The Great Day," opening
at the Kennington March 29.
Marie

Blanche herself will head the cast.
Waller's hands are pretty full just now.
In partnership with Seymour Hicks he
is

touring

"Sleeping Partners," has
running, will tour

two pantomimes
•

,

-

.

"Afgar" from July on and also "Sacred
and Profane Love." As side lines he
has an agency business and is also a
theatrical
costumer, in partnership
with Marfe Blanche. He is also a
managing director of another limited
company, which is touring "As You
Were" and "In the Night Watch."

Andre

Chariot's action in offering a
reward for information that will disclose the identity, of the "galleryites"
who "birded" Cuvillier's "Wild Geese"
on its opening night is causing a good
deal of comment. It is argued by one
critic that anyone who buys a seat in
a theatre has as much right to show

fit

is nowhere in the same
street with the composer's other work:

roused the anger of a certain class of
managers and they have proposed the
of all artists, and another
clause forbidding performers of opposite sexes to occupy rooms in the same
house unless they can produce a- marriage certificate. This is an absurd attempt to hit backhand one that will

Mason will sing
Opera for some time..
Edith

.

Billy O'Connor, Paul Stevens,- Clark's
'Rense de Banga, Den and
Mark, GecMgel, Gilbert and French, Ju-

The Mogador Palace

character actor in the best West End
houses, and we think was associated
with the late Sir George Alexander
in many of the actor-knight's St
James' productions.

with Constance
doing wonderful business
at the Savoy, and the same can be
said of Tilly of Bloomsbury" at the

crowded

That remarkable work by Daisy
Ashford, The Young Visitors," had
an enthusiastic send-off at Ramsgate.
The production is notable for excellent
burlesque acting, and judging from
photographs the scenery is wierd add
wonderful. It will go into the Court
program on February 24, on the same
night Messrs. Vedrenne and Vernon
will produce "Mumsee" at the rebuilt
Little in the Adelphi.

Michel Mortier, founder of this little
house and now retired, is looking for
another stage.
Pierre Wolff, the

and Charles

Withers came before the court some-thing seemed to have gone wrong with
the evidence, as the men were only
bound over to keep the peace for 12
months.

Another Romantic Success.
London, March 17.
"Boy of My Heart" is a success at
the Lyceum. It is the usual type of
romantic drama with a semi-military
setting.
Whenever necessary Matheson Lang will follow in a Parisian play
"Au Jardin de Hurale."

called

their feet" He was some singer in
title of the new comedy by Y. Mirande due soon at the
Michel will probably be "La Femme de
mon Ami" (The Wife of My Friend").

on

those days. The

the adjourned case against the
Callett

doing

fine at

,

•

Richard Walton Tully, author of the
IBird of Paradise," is in Paris for. a
month, on his way from Nice to United
States. He hopes to sail early in April.

.

Mme. Mariquita, a Krench danseuse,
who has been instructor and ballet
mistress at the Opera for some time,
will shortly retire, and threatens' to
write her autobiography.

.

Mile. Dhelys has quitted the Casino
de Paris revue to appear in the opera
"Qua Vadis" at the Theatre des

Champs

The
.

,

*

-

Elysees.

Belle of

New

York" has been

revived by O. Dufrenne and H. Varna
at the Bouffes du Nord, and creditably

mounted.
Hilda Roosevelt made her debut at
Opera-Comique here in "Les Contes
d'Hoffmann" March 3.

-,

Lucien Fugere, the comic opera artdebuted at the Ba-Ta-Clan, then
under the direction of M. Paris, March
He is now appearing in the
5, 1870.
"Barbier de Seville" at the Opera-Comique and the event is to be celebrated
by a special matinee. Th story is told
that when he was at the Ba-Ta-Clan
the manager told the other artists to
stand. "But in my role I am supposed
to be sewing at a table," explained one
of the women. "No matter," said Paris,
"when Fugere sings I want everybody
iste,

Ibbet'son,"

Walter

is

present, with pictures and a couple of
Jay Gould still controls the house
with E. Rqltenbourg in charge, assisted
by Roger Tolomet, who represened the
South American tour in New York dur'
ing the war--.

New

Colombier.
Copeau's mounting of
Shakespeare's "Winter Tale" is a. curious and interesting attempt of producing without scenery. All lighting effects are from the sides of the auditorium, without foot lights, the result being most satisfactory. In place
of the footlights there are steps in imitation stone. There is a drop curtain
in white cloth for the change of furniture. At the- back only a staircase is
seen, with a small platform, a kind of
stage within a stage.

a popular West End favorite until she
retired at the time of her marriage.
Later she returned to the stage, her
last appearance being in "Dear Brutus"
at Wyndhams some two years ago.
Another artist passed is-Lyston Lyle,
who died February 20, aged. 64. For
many years he had been a favorite

When

.

acts.

C. A., Hotel St Petersburg, Paris, his
subject being the Theatre du Vieux

52.
She made her debut in Adair
Fitzgerald's and H. Merrifield's play,
"The Barringtons" at the Novelty (now
the Kingsway) in 1884, and remained

assailant of

/

liette Dika.

Copeau, after his return
York, gave a lecture Feb, 24
to the American Woman's Club, Y. M.

actress, Maud Mildied during the past week, aged

drawing

'

cyclists,

'

Jacques

from

That charming

is

.

at the Paris

brother of the lady) will withdraw.
The engagement has been a success
and the act suits the house. The new
program Feb. 28 comprises Great Wetland, Gobert Belling, Agax & Emily,

has already

.

which

-

.

A

Apollo,
houses.

""*

Alhambra
Mme. Tamara Gamsakourdia, Alexandre Demidoff and Wassilie Orloff (the latter a

Blum engaged a troupe to sing "La
Favorisee" by Traversi in a small house
here, alleging his wish to produce the
works of young authors. When the
dress rehearsal was called and the
critics assembled, M. Blum disappeared
and has not been since seen. The
artistes brought a suit for payment of
Salaries, and Blum, with his associate,
M. Maki, have been condemned by de-

Monte Bayley says the V.
F. did
not discuss the minimum wage question; they simply rejected it

is

*

After a' fortnight at tthe
the three Russian dancers,

fault.

"Peter

•

a six months' tour
Genevieve Vix expects to go to Brazil to sing French
opera, after a trip. to Egypt and Spain.

at the value of 700 frs. claimed,
the actor now explains it was a silk

the license-holders and their establishments.

Collier,

-

M. de Feraudy, of the Comedie Fran-

ment

.

lett,

'

caise, is leaving for
in South America.

been reported, but after sarcastic com-

know and have known

for some time that no responsible
manager will mind in the least being
licensed. The house at which he apr
pears is -licensed, and in many cities
and towns very close watch is kept on

silk shirt

jacket

only have the effect of making the artists' leaders
more determined that
some steps should be taken to kill
"Mr. Bogus" and his "White Slaving"

We

M. de Max's

of

*

Valentin, the can-can quadrille dancers,
with La Goulue, Grille d'Egout, etc

5.

to Moscow. The latter case was settled in favor of the defendant, the
.Court considering there was no proof
o*f the things being in the trunk when
entrusted to the maid. The pilfering

.licensing

friends.

March

Stage people, have been victims of a
number of robberies. Martha Regnier
had a sapphire ring stolen from her
apartment, but has recovered it, the
thief being the son of a well-known
Marthe Chenal, of Opera
politician.
Comique fame, accuses her maid of apEropnating 15,000 frs. Worth of linen.
ikeWise the Russian dancer, Mile.
Bsrowska has filed a complaint against
her maid for taking articles from a
trunk lift in the her care during a trip

'

Although playing to excellent business "Three Wise Fools" will soon
have to vacate at the Ambassadors to

When "The Kiss Call" is withdrawn
from the Gaiety March 6 it will be followed by a new version of The Shop
•GirL" The ndw book is by Arthur
Wimperis and the great portion of the
score is the work of Herman Darew-

'

Paris,

resentment if he doesn't think he's get-ting his money's worth as has a person
who finds himself up against a profiteering butcher or other tradesman.
Whether anybody claims the 25 pounds
or not and whether the culprits suffer

.'.-.- death or only imprisonment in the
Tower dungeons* the fact remains that

la**

'.

IN PARIS

.

new manager

the

The Theatre de l'Athenee management is already preparing the press for
the withdrawal of Felix Gandera's "Alcove de Marienne," which has evidently
"Le Couche de la Mariee" by
failed.
_•••
same author is to be revived.
-

*

The Spanish show due shortly at the
Marigny, for one month, is announced
as being under the patronage of the
Royal Infante Isabelle, with the Uruguay Consulate rendering unofficial assistance. 'No news can be obtained
here of Albert de Courville's plans, but
it is understood he is* to mount a revue here for May, having a year's lease
of the Marigny. He burnt his fingers
somewhat in giving vaudeville on the
Champs Elysees in January.

of the

Theatre du Vaudeville, declares he will
produce each year a work by a new
author, to encourage the newcomers,
M. Antoine having promised to read
the manuscripts and print them in the
daily "L'Information," of which he is
dramatic critic. There is a lot of talk
of-helping the young playwrights, but

no piece by an unknown author has yet
had a run since the war.

"Le Paquebot 'Tenacity,'" the

work by a young
is being mounted

first

poet, Charles Vildrac,

this week by Jacques
Copeau at the Vieux Colombter.
'
-

—

-

Georges Fragerolle, a musician well
in the old days of the Chat

known

Noir, died Feb.

19.

Paul Fugere, French actor, born 1851,
March 1, after a long illHe was the brother of Lucien

died in Paris

A well known

dancer of the old Mou(whose
real name was Mme. Daguin), died recently in the Brouse Home for Aged at
Villejuif. Visitors to Paris in the late
80*8 will remember her in the .troupe of
lin

Rouge,

Nini-Patte-eril'afr

.

ness.

Fugere.

M.
died

Baron,
at

a

comedian

Asnieres,

March

(Continued on page

in
'

2,

17)

Paris,

aged

'
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SOUTH AFRICA
By
Cape Town, Feb.

H.

_

by Eve Kelland, Incidental musto by
Dave Foots, Sydney Triggs and J.
Lowndes. Produced by Esplnosa. A four
weeks' run In Caps Town Is something
unusual. The small state of the Tlvoll
was utilized to its fullest extent, and the
ssttlng of the scenes, stage effects and
wbole production proved a hit to the

'

.

proved the

star.

*

.

-

in

Trust

bis comedy work Is somewhat
crude, but he Shows promise of a clever

moment

comedian.

Stanley

Vilven

was

The many picture shows' around Cape
all report good business, this being the, season for up-country visitors.

Town

the

Demon. He gave three musical num"The Rose of No Mail's Land," "The
Land of Yesterday" and "For Ton a
bers.

Commencing Jan. 28, the same company staged a musical comedy revue
1'

entitled "Partners." Book by J. Maddlson, additional dialog by Alfred Quest,
The
incidental music by Dave Foote.
revue drew good houses for nine nights.
Weeks Feb. 2 and 9 vaudeville. The
bill is headed by Beth Tate, the Califor-

V

William Stoweii.

'"

Feb.

9,

"Billeted."

Alhambra (M. Kats. Mgr.).—Pictures
continued to draw nearly capacity at
each show. Jan. 19-21, "The Clue," starring Blanche Sweet and Sessue Hayakawa.
Jan. 22-24, Triangle comedy-drama, "The
Follies Girl." featuring Olive Thomas.
Jan. 26-28. "Gods Good Man." Jan. 29-31,
"And a Still Small Voice," featuring
Henry Walthall. Feb: 2-4, released and
produced by the African Film Productions, "Isban, or The Myxtery of the
Great Zimbabwe," adapted, from the
novel "Isban Israel." by Joseph Albrecht,
with Mabel May and M. G. Wetherell.
It Is In sUt parts and well produced. The
photography and scenic effects are excellent.
Mabel May, as Kate Clayton,
does not. appear to work well In front
of tbe camera. She racks the freedom
and talent necessary to insure the perfect picture actress.
She has an at.

'

I

V

-

.-l
t

tractive appearance and is pretty, and
evidently does her best, but she lacks
the necessary qualities. Feb. G-7, .Swedish Blograph Co. film, "The Flame of
Life."
Feb. 9-11, "Under Two Flags."
featurtng Theda Bara as Cigarette.
Grand (M. Foster, Mgr.).— Showing excellent pictures. Jan. 19-21, "The Island
of Intrigue," featuring May Allison.
22-24, "A Stitch In Time,'7 starring Gladys
Leslie. 26-28, Metro film, "The Microbe,"
featuring Viola Dana. 29-31, "The Business of Life," featuring Alice Joyce.

.

.

-

.

A

Hart's.

still

best

popular

resort

—

—Tait's * pantomime,

.

Brownie Vernon and Wilfred Lucas
support

—

—Pictures. Child."
Lyric Theatre,— Pictures.
Hii Blnjeaty's.—The pantomime) "The
Babes In
•

Jappea Theatre.

in

—

Auditorium. Mary Plckford In "How
Coutd You. Jean?" packing them in at
this theatre.
Supporting program includes Charles Ray, in "The Busher."
Paramoant.
Sessue, Hayakawa,
In
"The Gray Horizon," and Tom Moure, In
"A Man and His Money." turn away busi-

—

ness,

i

NEW ZEALAND.

—

Opera House (direction Fullers). This
week. Preston and Perrln, Marzon and
Florence, Will and Lldda Newman, Paul
Stanhope Co.

—Feb. 9-12, Theda Bara, In
—
Strand,— Feb. 9-12, "The Crimson GarNational,

"Du Barry."

Lyric, Feb. 10-12, Sessue Hayakawa,
in ."The Courageous Coward."
Doing
great business.

Illustrating
dances.

all

the

latest

ball

room

Claude Flemmlng, producer of "As You
Were," now running with big suoceas
at the Tlvoll, has received a cable from
Robert Evett, of London, offering an enJragement to, appear as leading baritone
n "Southern Maid" at Daly's, under the
direction of Oscar Aache. Mr. Flemmlng
will be remembered alone Broadway,
where he appeared at the Winter Garden
with Al Jolson In "Robinson Crusoe."

Feb. 2-4. "A Rogue's Romance," with
Earle Williams In the lead. 6-7, "Caprice
of the Mountains," featuring June Caprice.
9-11, "The Wolf," starring Earle
Williams.

the Wood" has been doing capacity business, and Is a fine production.
Dan Thomas, comedian. Is responsible
for the production, and has a good part
Week Feb. 2, new musical company In
"Oh, Joy."
stnndard.— Week Jan. 19, Allen Deane

Wolf mm'-, (G. Phillips. Mgr.).—This
picture house giving an sfternoon session and two at night. Quite popular
resort
Jan.
19-21,
Triangle
film,

supported by Edna Keeley In
?Tom Moore.1 ' Jan. 26, "The Burglar
and the Lady." Business good.

Feb. 9, Palermo and Chefalo, announced as one of the big Illusion acts
from the States, open at the Palladium.
They do the whole evening's show;

The African Films Trust has acquired
a Gaumont film, entitled "Jaxsmanla,"

business

Co.,

The African Film Productions, Ltd.,
has enlarged Its scope and now Include
commercial and press photog"still"
raphy.
An expert has arrived from
England to Join the studio

chinI
Shanghai, Feb.

'

6.

The Dennlston Players will close here
31 and proceed north.
They will
£lay a return engagement here at the
yceum. The company has had a most
successful season and its productions

tan

have been highly spoken

staff.

Reports from other centres state that
Is good at all shows.

v

of.

The following productions were staged:
"Up In Mabel's Room." "Our Wives."
"Friendly Enemies,"

"Civilian Clothes,"

"The Third Degree." "Nightie Night."
"Woman in Room 13" and "Acquittal." •
Through a severe cold Mr. Dennlston *$
lost his voice Snd could not appear.
When the company returns he will take
up, roles.

'

•

.*.•:;

.

The Julian Bltlnge Company Is due
at the Olymplo February .9. They are
down for a two-week run here with the
option of a- further week.
'

The Jazs Orchestra, at the As tor House
Is gaining In popularity. -The
Hotel gives three tea dances a week.
The orchestra is under the leadership of
Freddie Lynch, formerly with Fred Solar", of Ban Franclsoo.
The other members are Oscar Young, Viola Verclalrs,
Art Faulkner and Tommy Holman.
Hotel,

IN PARIS.
(Continued from page 16)
His real name was Louis Bouchene,
born at Alcncon, 1838; he debuted at
the Theatre de la Tour d'Auvergnc,
1857, under the pseudonyme of Geophaj. He first appeared at the Theatre
des Varietes in 1866 in "It Photograph" and continued to play periodically at this house until 1914.

82.

Sam Stern, the Hebrew comedian, i» to
tour Rhodesia during February with a
small company." The show will Include
a one-act Jewish dramatic scene entitled "Toplltsky."

:

V

9 per "Ventura.''

.:.-

.

Goodhue and Oliver, Ward and Sherman,
McNamara and Clinton.
Town Ball (direction E. J. Carroll).
"The Man from Kangaroo," featuring
Snowy Baker, doing fine business.*

—

and

March

"Mother

Bijou {direction Fullers).—This week.
Rev. Frank Gorman, Princess Mysterla,

turing Jack Sherrll.
Bijon.
Considered the finest picture
hall In the- country. Jan. 19-21, "For a
Woman's Honor," featuring H. B. Warner, and "The Exploits of Submarine U86."
22-24, "When Bearcat Went Dry,"
featuring Bernard Downing. 26-28, "The
Clue," starring Blanche- Sweet and Sessue Hayakawa. 29-31, "The Follies Girt,"
featuring Olive Thomas. Feb. 2-4, "God's
Good Man," featuring Basil Gill and
Peggyr Carlisle. 6-7, "The Business of
Llfe,' starring Alice Joyce and Walter
MacGrail.
Carlton.
Jan. 19-21, "One-thlng-ata-time-O'Day."
22-24, "Castles in tbe
Air,"
featuring May Allison.
26-28,
"Muggsy." 29-31, "The Ranger." Feb.
2-4, "Tarzan of the Apes," featuring

"The Angel

:•'.'

i

New York by N. Talt The artists enfaged Include Marie Ilka, Etna Allen,
louglas Rose, John Walter, Reg. Goods,
Honey Groscon. They are due hers

Easter.

show caught on big in Melbourne and
could run another six. weeks._

always

"Once to Every Man," fea-

6-7,

*

Tlvoll (direction Hugh D. Mcintosh).—
"Buss, Buss" will finish Feb. A3..
This

—

Lincoln.

till

—

Ktnjr*«.

Waif," featuring John Bowers and Louise
Huff. 22-24, "The Auction Block," featuring Rubye de Remer. 26-28, "Sylvia
on the. Spree," starring Emmy Wehlen.
29-31. "The Melting Pot," with Walker
Whiteside In lead. Feb. 2-4, "The Wages

Elmo

Booked

«

-

'

Hubbard," with Barry Luplno," still a
big success and will run till April. Pretty
ballets are a feature,

Carter, entertainer at the piano; pictures.
Week Jan. 26: Three Scamps; Rita Re-.
nas, comedienne; pictures. Week Feb. 2:
Brlnkman and Sisters Steele, in song
travesty; Shogun and Ryder, comedy
shooting act; pictures.
Pullodlum. Jan.
19-21,
"The
Sea

6-7.

'

-

"Tiger Rose," Wllilard Mack's drama,
which will be the next Important production by J. & N. Talt, win be played
by a new company already formed In

Royal, "Kissing Time" was presented
Feb. 7 by J. C. Williamson, with Maude
Fane. Theodore Leonard, Leslie Holland
and Nellie Payne> GUxen line reception
and is sure of a long run. Jack Haskell
produced.

doing well. Week commencing Jan. 19:
Martinez Troupe, acrobatic act; Leslie

of Sin."

*

running to good business. It Is the
pantomime yet produced by J. C.

Williamson, Ltd,

Commencing Jan. 26,
centric comedy.
"Thumbs Up," a revue written and produced by Dan Thomas, and drawing very

—A

Fox and GoldWalsh this week

release

—

manipulator;
Torke
card
Stuart, light comedian; Walter Wade,
Yorkshire Scot; RIense and Roger, ec-

orphenm.

—First

Melbourne.

Bernard,

well.

•

Victory Batsman, at the Criterion in
"Lightn in'," is returning to the States
Miss Batsman has. been
fier. "Sonoma."
n poor health for. some time.
r

Her Majesty's.—"The Sleeping Beauty,"

—

'

A rule prohibiting the use of the words
"God" and "hell" on any stags controlled
by Fullers has been issued by W. J.
Douglas, the general manager.
"The Lilac Domino," to be presented
here by Hugh D. Mcintosh, goes Into rehearsal this week.

Lorrl-

Alex.

—

wyn pictures. George
in "Help, Help, Police."

J»e

Empire (£. Fletcher, Mgr.). This fine
house of variety has been entirely renovated, new .carpet* laid down and the
attendant's are resplendent In new uniforms. Week commencing Jan. 19: SaHera, mind reading; Dorothy Varick,
character sketches, at the piano; Harry
Fairman, vocalist; Jewell's Mannlkins;

(Grant Fallowes, Mgr.).

brought about. Elolse Farrlngton (the
naughty wife) Freda Godfrey plays with
ease. John Cairns. Malcolm Tearle and
Eva Mess filled their parts satisfactorily.

part in the

JOHANNESBURG.

t

Opera

(direction

"The Way of a Woman." Very big business Is being done with this feature, as
the star is very, popular here.

the States. It is stated that. his body
will be taken to Chicago for reburlal.

"Pan and Orpheus,'* Evelyn Brew"The Shakespeare Girl"; Vera Hlnf,
Three Scamps.
..,

Bara AUgood canceled her passage to
last minute and has begun
another season under Talt dlreotton.

London at the

Crystal Palace (direction Union TheaNorma Talmadge this week, In

tres).

was directing the- cinematograph section
of. a natural history expedition sent out
from America by the Universal Film
and the Smithsonian Institution, Is a
well-known figure in the film world of

ers,
ster,

House
The Leonard Rayne Co. has been staging
The Naughty Wife," a comedy In three
acts by Fred Jackson. .Although very
little to commend It, the comedy has a
run of spicy humor and Interesting dialog, and some amusing situations aro

who took

railway accident 4n the Congo, where

her songs, but she so cleverly turns It
off it is forgotten.
Miss Tate says she
will probably go to India and the Far
East after her Soutb African engagement Emerson and Hasto, comedy act
and piano, gave a fair show. Euardo
Field
Brothers, gymnasts, are clever.
and Marshall, billed, did not show the
night reviewed.
Victoria and -Ramoo,
crystal pyramids. The woman does the
whole show. She is a clever artist. The
man passes the props. The Martinez
Troupe, equilibrists, well .worked act.
Commencing Feb. 13, Warsaw Broth-

-'

Bayasarket

Griffith picture "The Heart of Humanity," and who was recently killed in a

and she created a riot. Miss
Tate has a style that demands attention.
There is a touch of suggestlveness In
nia Girl,

—Business

(G. Audley. Mgr.).

more).—Picture house. This week. Fatty
Arbuckle, in "Back Stage," and John
Barry more, in "The Honor Test"

T. Marks is building a bioscope at
Mlnxenberg, a seaside resort near Cape
Town. Seating capacity 1,000. Tbe seat*
ing accommodation is copied from the
Rialto, New York.

Rose."

3

Fuller's)

..:

I

Goodhue and Oliver, f rlncess Mysterla
and Ward and Sherman have arrived
per "Sonoma" under contract to Fullers.

fair.. This week, Leonard Nelson, Jaok
and Cora Williams, the Gilberts, Burgess
Revue Co.

:"*"•.'.

*

i

Sydney Yates, the dancer, la sued for
breach of promise. The case is to come
before the court this month.

"™"^^^

Tlvoll <B. Catley, Mgr.).—«<As You
Were." After a record season, withdrawn Feb. 14. 'Opening Feb. 20, new
London revue, entitled "Buss Buss." Minnie Love and -George Gee head the cast.

way in this country. If is out to open
a big opposition to the African Films

'

Co.,

been an artistic triumph.
Opera House (direction Fullers).— Bill
this week: Cecilia Mavis, Maggie Foster,
Keely and Aldous, the Astras, Lieutenant
Harper.

Palace (H. Bowden, Mgr.).—"The Little
Damoiel," with Emelle Pollnl. drawing
good business and has settled down to

a long run.

-

Cbriatckurch.

Royal.— Williamson's Grand Opera

in "La Tosca." The entire eeaaon of this
company throughout New Zealand has

Royal (H. Musgrove, Mgr.).—"Llghtnln'."
Greatest comedy hit Sydney has
ever known. Will run for twenty weeks
.
or mora.

Ratlwsy Institute.— For week Jan. 19
Rial to Film Co. presented the morality
film "Shame," featuring Lena Ksafe.
Picture has, a good punch and is well
acted. The Rialto Film Co jta a South
Myers
African concern. Manager
says his company intends making bead-

Adele

.

hit in "Joy Bells." Muriel Hudson scored
very big In "Take Your Girlie to the
Movies."
This number was done with
Bpeclal effects.
Dan Agar and Jennie
Hartley added new business.

of Justice."

Btellsr,

denia," featuring Owen Moore. This Is
one of the most popular pictures screened
here for ages.
Town Hell (direction J. N. Talt). Daisy
Kennedy, the violinist, is doing wonderful business.. The season has had to be
extended.

11.

Her Majesty's (D. Stewart, Mgr.).—
The second edition of "The Bing Boys on
Broadway," Feb. 10, and Is an Improvement on the first. Phil Smith makes a

.

clever stage management craft of Esplnosa, Willie Jubb and Resident Stage
Manager Wright. The dresses were a
star feature. There is no plot. It is a
mixture of "Dick Whlttlngton." "Robinson Crusoe," "Aladdin" and "Cinderella,"
and bence the title "Pantomime Pie."

as Cinderella, and Ada Edney, as
tbe Fairy, looked pretty and dainty.
Esplnosa, as Man Friday, gave a clever
character sketch. Jaok Sprightly was
amusing, but his comedy business required more spirit and less of that blase
style.. As Cookie. Chester Cortney was
one of the successes. At the present

gydney, Feb.

"Muggsy," featuring Miss Jackie Saun22-24, "The Ranger," starring
28-28,
"The Angel
Shorty Hamilton.
29Child,*' featuring Kathleen Clifford.
81, Triangle film, "Mistaken Identity,"with Anita King in the lead. Feb, 2-4,
Jackie Saunders in "A Bit of Kindling/'
6-7, "Wlsp-o' the Woods," featuring Con.
stance Worth.
Majestic (Manager, LernSr).— Popular
Jan. 19-21, "The Honor System."
S rices.
2-24,
26-28, "The
"Russia- Within."
featuring
29-81,
Alice Brady.
-Knife,"
"Fool's Gold," starring Mitchell Lewis
and Florence Turner. Feb. 2-4, "The
Death Dance," featuring Alice Brady.
6-7, Metro film, "Black le'a Redemption,"
starring Bert LytelL 9-11, 'The Finger
ders.

'

Eve Kelland

By ERIC GORRICK

HANSON

11.

—

TtTolJ (Moss Alexander, Mgr.). Commencing Deo. If, ene of the best shows
for some tine, and for four weeks, despite terrific heat were, rplayed to ca"Pantomime Ple,' revue in 20
pacity.
scenes. Book by jc. de Leon. Synopsis

'

Albert Vanldo, playwright, died in
March 4, after a painful illness.
the words for operetta by
Charles Lecocq, Offenbach, Serpette,
Messager, Varny, the best known being
"Veroniquc" (just revived at the Gaite),
"Le
s Petits Michu," "Giroflc-G irofla."
**^^B^rsaB«BnaaaBp
-

Paris,

He wrote

^••1

LEGITIMATE

18

known

HAMLET.

(Continued from page IE)
was a rood Polonlus; Saute r Just a nice
friend Horatio, while Laertes was made
up like a walrus. The courtiers, for all

purposes, the heavenly twins, mediocre
and weak. The traveling actors acted
Indeed as no doubt traveling; actors scud
In their day and now.
Thomas, the grave digger, showed up
well and made his pithy lines hit the
mark. Gertrude the Queen might have
changed places with the Player Queen
and- none would have marked the difference. The Ghost, just a Ghost -spoke his

—

!

—

DERE MABLE.
Boston. March IT.

Private Wataa
Private Lavinski.

....John Johnson
George Allen

.

Ronald St. John
Paul Hepner
Tonl
..-'...George D. Cukor
Angus
Robert Woolsey
Gwendolyn Pettygrew. .Elisabeth Hlnes
Y voiie Pettygrew
Sidney Reynolds
Carl Haller

Fern Rogers
Smith...
..Louis Bennlson
Chairman of Mayor's Committee.
Frank Walunan
Bill

Frank "Walsh

Edwin Forsberg
Lieutenant Jack Wing
..Sam Ash

.

Top Sergeant Gelsner

Sam
Eph

Foster

HI
Jonas

—

Max Myers
Jack Raffael
.Max Wautmaa

Garrett. Carroll
Corn Prentice*

to the illiterate.
It remained only for those responsible
to put on the stage the humorous vein
as it was portrayed In the letters, and,

.

,

'

In productions such as "Dere Mable"'
it Is unnecessary for those'" responsible
to go through any great advertising
campaign to acquaint the theatregblng
public with the Idea of the sbow, for
through the appearance of the letters In
book form and In the leading- newspapers of various big cities, the letters
and the Idea they should convey, that of
a big "hick" overnight a hero and his
wonderful and much better educated
sweetheart, are very well know except

-

island,

where

remembering the disappointment of many,
Bostonians when they witnessed "Ole
Bill," that was no easy task.
But at
the Tremont Theatre Monday night it
was done, and successfully, and "Dere
Mable" is a* sbow quite good enough for
the big places on the road and possibly
good enough for Broadway if those who
patronize that lighted thoroughfare are
not
completely
satiated
with
the
"doughboy" through past experiences.
Marc Klaw presents the snow, which
Is a musical comedy In 3 acts, all of the
conventional sort.
Louis Bennlson is
billed as the star, but he has to watch
out for his honors, as there are others
in the cast who are always crowding
him through their ability and the opportunities given them. Edward Streeter
and John Hodges wrote the book and
lyrics, both much above the average
The music Is by Rosamond Hodges, who
happens to be the daughter of a big
Boston business man, and Incidentally a
prominent member of Boston's seleot
society.
It Is reported that she wrote
the score "sub rosa" like and burnt the
midnight oil for many weeks undiscovered by her husband.' It Is staged by
George Marlon, and Joseph C. Smith ar*
ranged the dances good enough.
One of the things to be feared Is that
there will be so much soldier atmosphere
that those who stayed at home for various reasons can never get in under the
tent, and will always be on the outside'
looking In. This was overcome by eliminating completely the "overseas" business after the first act, and from then
on, with the exception of one person In
the cast, there is an absence of uniforms. The introduction of the play Is
well done through the use of a short
film, which depicts "Bill" as writing the
letters.
This also shows that the play
has possibilities' of being transferred to
the pictures when it has had its run.
In the first act Private William Smith,

vitation.

Meanwhile Letournel has been keeping

of the man
his own wife out to dinner,
George spoils this ephemeral Idyl. The
chief waiter from the Versailles restaurant turns up to claim his money, for
In their precipitation It appears they
forgot to settle the bill. The husband
thus learns the truth. He first accuses
the son of running after his stepmother,
but George explains.
Letournel recognises nls fault and
negligence, but still-the wife refuses to
The
accord him his marital rights.
father then prevails on the son to intercede; George accepts the delicate situation. In us he ascertains- Jacqueline Is
as' pure as on the day she was .born.
Letournel consents to divorce so that his
son may marry his wife.
This broad farce Is delicately handled
and welt played. But it betrays a curious mentality.
_

company with the mistress

who took

Bill is to

'

.

LEPERMIER COUPLE.
Paris.

-

,

-

act, the general store, the regular "Jars"
stuff is produced, and the village cut-

ups In attendance give a very fair
In this act la also
Introduced a novelty Idea when the glrla"
of the neighborhood troop In to greet
Bl)l, each and every one accompanied by
definition of this Idea.
.

carriage, just to

show

Bill

was exterminating the
the human race was being per'
petuated In PhllopoUs.
To the credit of the show It must be
said ,that nowhere in it la there a alngle
line or movement that is either suggestive. It Is as clean as a whistle straight
through, and this may prove to be onu
of its chief attractions in the future.
Some gags pulled are new.
For Individual credit, Louis Bennlson
as Bill and Fern Rogers as Mable come
first, but close behind comes Sam Ash,
who has the only real startling voice,
and who did some work in connection
with special numbers. Elisabeth Hlnes
as Gwen Pettygrew takes care of the
female end of the dancing in good shape.
Robert Woolsey la easily the best comethat while he

Germans

dian.'

.

MADEMOI SELLE

March

-

Is

a

even more tantalizing under the Empire,
as Forain once wittily suggested. But
Felix Gandera, a young playwright of
talent hut laoking tact has painted her

The title of his so-called
politico-sentimental comedy In three
the Theatre de VAthenee, Just

in dull Colors.
1.

The subject

bit near the knuckle.

wright (who

a

good actor)

this

,

would

spoil his political career,

*

mounted by Luclen Rozenberg, refers to
the anti-room of the Government, where
senators are supposed to form the ministries to hold power,
_^.
It Is a distasteful company into which

he introduces us. Glnette (Mme. Sorla)
married a politician, (Mauley), In sheer
admiration. She Is shocked when finding him kisslncc Natatcha (Mme. F. Albany), an influential person with a
Russian accent. She overlooks the decelpt on being assured It is the proper
But she resents
path to high office.
Natatcha deceiving her husband, whom
she still admires and will not tolerate
him being made, ridiculous. For she discovers Natatcha Is also being courted by
Chantal (L. Rosenberg), a political rival
of Bentamtn.
Glnette's object is to save the situation and the only means of doing so Is
to entice Chantal to her own charms.

he

decides to shut his eyes. Glnette, who
has. ousted Natatcha, feels mortally hurt
and now realises her husband (like Nora
In "Doll's House") is a bit of a cad. She
thereupon accepts Chantal's courting;
the two politicians become reconciled
and she Is the leading spirit In their respectlvo careers.
Seated between the
two. she suggests the moves for retaining office in the Cabinet.
This rather immoral comedy did not

meet with

a

reception.

flattering

.

*

••

.

*

i'-,

It

is poor satire and as a political study
far from the truth, albeit Ministerial
combinations are supposed to be fashioned by pretty women in the anti-room.
There Is no censor for theatrical productions in France, now the war Is over
and the authorities are unable to veto
such questionable farces, but the public
will probably laugh over, this effusion
without being seriously Impressed. The
situations, exaggerated, are amusing; but
the comedy will have a short run.

-

JCsndreto.

/*

LES TRIPOTEURS.
•
.-'
Paris, March 3.
The works of new authors are always
interesting, even if they are poor efforts.
However, although given In the
Salle of the "Journal" by a private stage
society, the three-act drama by Gaston
Derys and Traversl cannot be branded as

--

Weak or uninteresting. It Is a brave atto depict the machinations of war
profiteers: a satire on the nouveaux"
riches. "Trlpoteurs" meaning brewers of
tempt

•••'

mischief, such as current events have
brought Into the lime-light (but not
yet sufficiently).
Bourgarel and Dupont are united in
their struggle to get rich quick, but at
the time of settlement they becomebitter enemies.
The quarrel could be
forgotten tf Bourgarel's daughter .would
marry Dupont's son, but the former, encouraged by the girl, flatly refuses such
a mean arrangement, so Dupont seeks
vengeance by ruining- hts former part-

'.

v
'

.

-

_

'•-..

ner.

When on

his uppers Bourgarel shoots

Dupont down.

The

marries her

girl

Du-

father's ex-secretary, while young
pont is happy to have a wife of his
choice.

own

Refused by the regular managers, the

startling drama was lucky In being fostered by an Independent theatre society,

for

it

'

is

young men of

.

a strong play by two

talent.

And

there are

many others who are only awaiting an
opportunity to prove their worth, notwithstanding it would be an Impossi-

-

for the legitimate directors to
the promising plays submitted.
they, therefore, rely on men who already
have a name, considering the public like
a flock of sheep ready to run after an
alleged leader (and alter all the direcKmdrew.
tors are not far wrong).
bility

mount

all

*

CRITICISMS.

THE BLTJE FLAME. *
Melodrama In four acts, by George V..
Hobart and- John Wlllard, Shubert,
March

16.

•

.

-

Miss Bara -Is a sad disappointment aa
an actress. Alt the thrill in the play had
beon put there by the authors. It seemed
sometimes as If they were deliberately
"kidding" the public and the drama.
Miss Bara spoke In a thin voice without
eloquence.
Even her gestures possess
ho slgntflance, and .her facial expression
sent no shivers down the spine. Evidently the camera is the only medium
through which she can express herself,—

...

-

Sun-Herald.

Miss Theda Bara Is the best that the
movies can offer to justify themselves,
then the spoken drama Is safe for 20
If

-

more generations. In the general tawdrlness of this Wood production, Donald
Gallaher as a cocaine addict was a source
of

some relief. World.
The play Is a terrible

acts, at

Is

young play-

likewise
has tackled an almost Improbable problem.
Letournel (Lefaur), aged 48, has marJacqueline
(Gaby Morlay), a girl
ried
of 20, who refuses to permit the union
It was a quick
to be consummated.
match affair. Letournel consoles himself and does not hide the situation. To
constitute the piece the outraged wife
does not seek a divorce.
Letournel
imagines every married
woman to be unhappy, and It Is his duty
to flirt with them. He has a son, George
(Louts Vernelul). who la sedate and by
no means a chip oft the old block. He
is

Eenirevi.

Pars. March 3.
Marianne is the familiar denomination
of the French Republic. She Is a charming lady and It Is doubtful If she was

The title of Louis Verneull'a new comedy In three acts, presented at the Theatre Femina, sounds risky, and as a
matter of fact "Mademoiselle My Mother"
cleverly treated, and this

.

L'ALCOVE DE-MARIANNE.

HA MERE.
Paris,

-

...

Libbey,

.

1.

early man felt no definite preference in
the choice of his mate. The instinct of
propagating the race existed In animal
form, without domestic virtue.
like
Human beings then followed the brutal
laws of nature—
_
"The First Couple" herein described
were the supposed precursors of a legitimate union. The man and girl love each
other: they reciprocate a unique passion
and decide to quit their tribe that they
may live together for the rest of their
existence, thus creating the first city and
family ties. Their companions Jeer at
the Idea they wish to be faithful to one
another and repudiate any other ephe_
meral marriage.
„
The troupe of the House of Mollera
conveys a meagre impression of prehistoric man, though all are attired In the
But they
conventional animal skins.
converse In stylish Alexandrines and
such learned phllosphy ill fits the savage
tribe that observes no laws excepting
those of nature (which, after all. cannot
be faithfully followed In an organized
community). The first couple' organise
this status in Its rudimentary form.
The play Is well acted by Paul Mou net
as the oldest man of the clan who Is to
be put to death as a useless unit: Albert
Lambert, the percursor of legitimacy,
and Mile. Del vain as the girl who sought
a mate to whom she could attach herself
-.
for life.
The work Is not a big success In spite
of its curiosity.

show correctly, although none of
them have a charm that would make
them Jsjitlng or popular. In the final

a

March

The object of the author of this oneplay, in verse, produced at the
Comedie Francalse, is not to paint the
life of Adam and Eve but the evolution
of marriage on a more scientific basis.
No comparison Is possible between the
Imagination of Andre Dumas, who has
written the little work, and reality of
which we have no definite, records.
Wells is making a' learned research
Into the mystery of prehistoric mankind.
But It has been generally supposed that
act

the.

in

JTsndrSw.

_,

has been deluded he gives way to remorse, and right here one of the prettiest touches of the entire show Is produced, for, forsaken by friends, hla pal,
Harold, the dog, gambols la and befriends him.
Bill throws up the sponge. Stung by
his failure to get any. of tne ricn pmma
he considered within his reach he walks
back to PhllopoUs, to tne country store,
to the clerkship he disdained. Tnere he
is greeted with much 'acclaim, is given
his job back again, and eventually, after
Mable has given the' aviator hero hla
clearance papers, gets her again and the
customary "little white house with the
green shutters."'"
There have no opportunities missed .in
the show as far as is apparent now.
The scene on the dock is taken as an
excuse for some fair character acting,
also done well In the second act at the
country club. The musical numbers, of
which there are is, are sprinkled tnrough

a baby

she encourages.
Benjamin Is indignant when he notices
the direction of the wind. He at first
considers a duel the proper course, imagining his wife unfaithful.
But as

and

stepmother. Is revealed when. Jacqueline
weepingly tells him how unhappy she
ete.
They confess their mutual
and on realising the precarious
situation, George rushes back home. The
wife cannot return till next morning,
having pretended a visit- to friends at
Havre In order to accept the diner in-

attention

.

Jack Russell
Janet Horton

Henry Pettygrew

The true position

of his father

feels,
love,

ana making heaaway.
When he realises that he is finished and

Mable Foster

Mr. Snodgrass
Mr. Brent
Mrs. Pettygrew..

In despair Jacqueline accepts to dine in
the country (at Versailles) with a fop
(Alerme). who has been baying court
assiduously for some time. George knows
of the rendesvous and Interrupts the
dinner party in the role of the outraged

husband.

assistance of an artist, TTgolin
who Is painting her portrait

(Arnaudy),

and much In love with her. Glnette Interrupts a meeting between Chantal and
Natatcha, and prevails on the former
finally making amorous overtures, which

unavowed.

be lionised.
The second act finds the show stripped
of all but one patch tf the military atmosphere. Bill is trying to master the
game of golf, and has demolished several
clubs, but found little success otherwise. He is also. losing favor with his
new found friends, but does not realise
this, and other heroes are appearing on
Mable tries to convince
the horlslon.
him of the error of his ways, but fails,
and not until he finally makes up his
mind to accept some of the lavish offers
he has received la the past trom his
wealthy associates does he realise that
his sun has set. He also discovers tnat
he-is in a talr way to lose Mable because
a naval aviator is paying her considerable

. . . .

Csptaln

grews In Long

By the

pities his stepmother. In fact Is secretly
In love with her. It is reciprocated but

unearthed a German spy system through
a fortunate and bewildering series of
accidents: in tact, he was chasing his
pal, Harold, the dog, in "No Man's Land"
when be came in conflict with the spies
and captured several. There is the usual
-reception to the hero, with the stage
plentifully sprinkled with Red Cross
nurses, social welfare representatives
and the mayor's welcoming committee.
Bill falls under the Influence of Mrs.
Pettygrew, who convinces him, for her
personal social gain, that he Is a big
figure In American life and should start
on a small-sised Chatauque, which she
will manage. He promises to go through
with this before hla sweetheart Mable
appears from Phtlopolls.
Mable has Journeyed from the little
town to the big city to greet BUI and
wants him to return with her and again
take up his position in her father's store.
He, with his head, not very level at best.
turned by the reception he has received
and the promises held out by nls new
found friends, refuses to return. Mable,
to keep running even, accepts an Invitation from a much different social plane
to spend a week-end with the Pstty.

Ghostly line well.
Hampden deserves encouragement in
An evening well spent,
the venture.
many of the Broadway lights should see
at least one act If only to learn how
the English language should be spoken.
Here is diction. One loses very few
words.
You need not imagine what
Polonlous has Just said to Laertes.
The appearance of the Ghost, Hamlet's
little soliloquy and all the other excitement finally brings from Marcellus
the famous line, "There Is something
rotten In the state of Denmark." Perhaps caused by Hamlet's, "Frailty, thy
name Is woman."
Deep Impression.
".Neither a borrower nor a lender be.'!
Bye opener: "Insolence of office." Ophelia wavering under the direct question
"Are you hones t?"
If some of our present productions
boasted ten lines of Shakespeare's poorest they would have a two year .run.
Proof Shapespeare has been running
800 years and Is still going.
Really there must be something to this
fellow Hamlet See Hampden.

Transport Officer
Clerk

to his "buddies" and Mable as
"BUI" Smith, 4s shown landing at the
dock at Hoboken. He is a hero, having

HAMLET.
Walter Hampden

New

In

thing.

Timea.

...

Shakesperlan

role.

York, March 16.
(Hampden) reappearance In the
role of the Danish Prince was marked
by some slight tokens of strain, due to
the abrupt change from fantastic cirPrincess.

His

•

cumstance. He presented, nevertheless,
that wholly human Hamlet which serious playgoers have learned well to appredate.
To the robust phases of his
impersonation will be added doubtless In
succeeding performances those touches
of the spirit which make the character
complete. World
Mr. Hampden played the Dane with an
unrelaxed tensity, and In his scenes of
frenzy struck a responsive chord. Miss
Beatrice Maude as Ophelia melted 'the
audience to compassion, but semod to
stir Mr. Hampden only to Impassioned
Sun-BeraUl,
flights of rhetoric.

*

-

LEGITIMATE
INSIDE STUFF
ON LEGIT
There is considerable interesting
data concerning the forthcoming visit

New York

members of the
making a gross of

book society,
$30,000 to capitalise

blie

He

Wilson and
Robert MacDonald, of London. Wil<on and Arthur Voegtlin have split
away from J. L. Sacks, and though still

has avoided publicity,
prosecuting his campaign by personal
approach only.

interested in the Sacks' productions,
The Lilac Domino" and ''Going Up,"
will be associated with Mr. Macdonald,

John R. Rogers has about completed
The
his book, "A Showman's Life."
knowing ones will not have to be told
that J. R. R. has made 8 trips around
the world and the Atlantic 116; has
managed many great stars; been rich
and broke. One big punch in his book
is using the names of those who kissed
and feted him when rich and cold
shouldered him when bent. The book
is dedicated to George M. Cohan.

to

who

of William

J.

entering the London production field with new shows. Macdonald
His
is "king" of provincial producers.
first London offering was "Sunshine of
the World," the success of which atis

tracted

American

offers.

Macdonald

has decided to produce originally instead of buying rights from this coun-

Wilson and Macdonald are whipping into shape a musical play, "The
Purple Lady." The show is really The
Velvet Lady," but the Victor Herbert
score will not be used, a new one being

his venture.

try.

done by Edward Horan, an American
composer, who was "discovered" by
Voegtlin and sent abroad. "The Purple
Lady" is due to open at Leicester in
Macdonald has
May.
heretofore
specialized in "number three" shows
for the English provinces. His method
of dealing with a producer .is to pay
over royalties for a guaranteed period
and then pay 50 per cent, of the profits
to the original producer. He has had
between 20 and 30 such productions
durincr - season. He started as a property man.

There was an "inside" to the spirited
bidding for certain parcels during the
Astor Estate auction sale last week.
It was evident a "syndicate" was bidding against Ed Margolies and the
Shubert interests. This syndicate was
made up of Sol Bloom, Jos. Goldstone,
Maurice Rose and the Pincus brothers
(who formerly were interested in the
Longacre Theatre and now own the
Aldon apartments). The parcels were
sold separately, but the first purchaser
had the privilege of buying the adjoining four or five properties. So in
capturing the highest bid the syndicate could chose the center plot and
check-mate any theatre plans of other
buyers. This group bought a desirable
site on West 45th street, opposite the
Plymouth Theatre. It was reported
they resold the site to Sam H. Harris
at a profit of around $40,000. Monday

was announced Mr. Harris and
Irving Berlin would build a house on
the site, which confirmed the other
"dope." The new house wilt be called
it

4w.

"The Music

Box.**

Louis W. Cline has delivered some
exceptional press results for the several Broadhurst attractions this season.
Perhaps his best work was with The
Wonderful Thing" at the Playhouse.
Though this piece was "panned" at its
opening, Cline delivered 50 pictures in
the dailies, 20 rotograph pictures and
15 photos in the magazines, besides
the usual paragraphs. Since the show
has steadily picked up since opening,
there is little doubt that the publicity

work

figured. Publicity on "The Crimson Alibi" and "The Storm," also handled by Cline, attracted attention earlier
in the season.
One of the "Storm"
stunts was making a moving picture
of the stage effects. Outside of metropublicity Cline
politan
has gotten
stories in 900 newspapers since August
last.

Andreas Dippel is in Chicago, quietly
promoting a comic opera venture along
grand opera lines. He proposes to
give a repertoire of all the light operas
he controls or has heretofore produced
at the Auditorium, and is seeking backers among the wealthy patrons of the
arts. But, instead of asking guarantors
against losses, he is aiming at subscriptions of only $100 a piece from 300

LASSIE.
"Lassie," a musical version of "Kitty
MacKay." Is the attraction at ths Shubert Crescent In Brooklyn for the current week, preparatory to a showing; on
Broadway. It Is Just as well that the
piece has not been brought to the Manhattan side of the river as yet for though
it has a pretty story, any number of
pretty melodies, and a production that
stands up with any thing on the street
at present, the piece is woefully shy on
comedy. This defect should be remedied
at once, for If It Is not a very good piece
of theatrical property will go Into the
discard because of not producing laughs

enough.
"Lassie"
"Lassie,"

is

Inc..

presented
by
being
a corporation originally

formed by Wendell Phillips Dodge and
Willy Pogany at a time when they had
the assurances of financial hacking of a
banking Arm. The Wall Street people,
however, got cold feet and control of the
company passed to Paul Salvain, Jimmy
Thompson and Oil Boag, with Dodge and
Pogany the minority stockholders at
present
The book and lyrics of the piece are
by Catherine Chlaolm Cushing, while the
score la the work of Hugo Felix Ths
production was staged by Edward Royce.
Three acts, in two scenes, are utilised
for the telling of the story of the little
Scotch lassie, who Is brough up by a
family In the Blelans, and who Is passed
off by them as the "ward" of the English nobleman, while In reality she is a
child from an orphanage, who was secured by the family after the death of
the real ward. She falls In love with the
son of her guardian when she Is taken to
London to live with his family. To prevent a marriage the supposed guardian
confesses to his son that the girl Is really
his half sister and the match la broken
off with the girl heartbroken.
Later on
the confession of the old Scotch couple
the truth Is revealed and there is the
happy ending wltb the lovers reunited.
The first act and the last are the same
set, and show a little cottage and street
in a Scottish town. The second act Is the
interior of the London house of the guardian.
Both sets are extremely pretty
and look substantial. The costuming Is
also effective. In the first act the plaids
.

of the tartans and kilts and the waving
spurons give the girls a pretty appearance ana In the second act the widespreading gowns of the period of I860 set
prettily on the chorus and principals
alike.

There are two figures in the cast that
stand out The first is Tessa Kosta in
the title role of the piece. Miss Koeta
looked beautiful, acted cleverly and
above all sang in such manner that she
won her audience completely. She revealed vocal ability In this role that far
surpassed anything that she did In "Chu
Chin Chow." Colin O'More was the other
member of the cast that shone, particularly because of vocal ability. O'More
Is a tenor of rare accomplishment but
like most tenors he Is an atrocious actor
and this was heightened by a frightful
make-up that made him resemble "Boob"
McN'utt of the Sunday supplement comlo
series.

Meg Duncan was the
comedy relief of the piece that regWith Miss Kosta she managed

Molly Pearson as
sole

istered.

to carry out the one real laugh scene
of the piece to perfection. It Is the Bible
revising bit in the second act
couple
of scenes like that could be used to advantage In the first act and a couple

A

more

the final act.
Dorothy Dickson and Carl Hyson have
a couple of roles and Miss Dickson surprises most agreeably in the'manner In
which she handled her lines. She and
Hyson have a crying number In the first
in

act that is

one of the

distinct hits.

Ralph

Nairn and Perclval Vivian are supposed
to have comedy roles, but the material
wherewith to be funny Is sadly lacking
and therefore they fall to score.
Roland Bottomly sings the baritone
role and has a couple of numbers that
am
t«r»»in His ,TLassle" song In the
are effective.
second set is the best The baTanoe'of

MM
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the cast Is adequate and well balanced.
There are fourteen principals and sixteen girls and eight boys In the show.
There Is an attempt to place "Fairy
Whispers" as the theme,' but In reality
Miss Kosta'a number In the first act which
is programmed aa "Echo" is by far and
away the prettiest selection of the score,
while the opening number looks best for
popular appeal through its adaptability
for dancing. "Lady Bird" In the second
act and "Boo Hoo" In the first, both
falling to Dickson and Hyson look like

There isn't, however, one
lg number that one carries away in
memory.
Those now sponsoring "Lassie" have
Sossibllittes.

a piece of theatrical property in the
show that It is possible to work Into a
second "Maytlme," providing that It is
properly handled, but they must not try
to hit New Tork until the comedy end
of the book

la

bolstered up considerably.
Fred.

CABLE

NEWS
"DEFEAT' GLOOMY

MIMI.

them successful, only

to fall Just

a

little

short

The story has to do with a director
general of a Parts banking house, the
entire action taking place In Paris, who
encourages the young men of his establishment to marry so he, the director,
can make love to their young brides. If
the young bride accepts his advances, the
youthful bridegroom-employe
sought-after promotion.

gets

the

With Robert Perronet a clerk In the
bank. It was different because his parents-in-law took his wife away from
him on their marriage day and said he
should not see her until he had gotten
his promotion.
A party is being given
to the young couple at the opening of
the piece and one of the guests and fellow employes tells Robert that he must
produce his wife when the director-general comes.
It Is

here that Mtml Is called upon to

help out Mlml Is a music hall favorite
and likes that sort of thing. She comes
and fascinates the employer, who wants
her to divorce her young husband. This
takes two acts or rather three to bring
about, In which the real parents of the
bride are brought upon the scene and
the father developing Into an old sport
on his own and trying to win Mlml. The
added attraction of the bride and groom
who are desirous of being together Is Interesting, their desire finally being gratified by the pood graces and help of Mlml.
The usual hiding of men In closets and
bathrooms and behind curtains Is utilised and there you have another suggestive French farce set to music.
Robert Pitkin as the Director-General
gave the most pleasing performance of
the evening. Fred Walton as the bride's
father was very good Indeed. Lawrence
MarBton Is. credited with the direction
and the roughness of the first night
would indicate the rehearsal period had
been very brief.
Animated conversations were carried on while a number
was being sung, chairs were reached for
from off stage with canes, and other
little things that look mighty big at a

premiere.

iteakin.

mrs. jimmiFthompson.
Atlantic City, March 17.
A bright, clean, likeable comedy Is
"Mrs. Jlmmle Thompson," revealed at
the Globe Monday to the great delight of
the audience assembled to chuckle at its
many laughs.
There are two acts of comedy and a
final one that Is nearly farce
all dlssemblement of the meddling of Mrs. Jlmmle Thompson. It Is played by a cast
that never attempts greatness, yet has
a sincerity and earnestness about It
that gives that play an Interesting, unaffected natural Interpretation.
With sheer Irony the authors of this
comedy, Edith Ellis and Norman S. Rose,
have evolved a Batlre on the lonely
woman whose llfo consists of the office
and the boarding house. The desolation
of such surroundings, the monotony of
life In New York without an escort or
an Invitation has appealed to them.
From this they have constructed the
problem, a young woman worn out with
work, surrounded by men who are full of
desire and Insufficient Incomes and a few
women of almost equal situation. She

—

PLAY.

principal characters are a Gerprostitute masquerading as a Rus-

The

man

and a young army
with a fair reception.
sian,

Washington, D. C, March 17.
Adolf Phillpp, along with Edward
Paulton, has given us another musical
venture along the lines of Mr. Phltlpp's.
"Alma," but It does not look this time
as If the venture will prove as lucrative
as did the other. That may be laid partially at the selection of Chaplne to sing
the leading role and that there Is nothing unusual In the music by Phillpp.
Chaplne looking very Frenchy with
her "bobbed" hair is absolutely devoid
of all "pep," an attribute you would naturally expect from one of her type and
Sunday night she literally "walked
through the performance." Her voice,
on the rare occasions that yes) were successful In hearing It above tile orchestra,
impressed you as being fairly good. The
moments that you were able to hear her
though were so few and far between
that you could not help but wonder why
she was intrusted with the role.
Two or three of the musical numbers
came near to the mark that would make

WAR

London, March 17.
John Galsworthy's new play, "Defeat," presented by a private producing
Hammersmith,
Lyric,
society at the
March 14, proved a gloomy war play.
officer.

It

met

BARRIE PLAYLET.

BEWILDERING

London, March 17.
James M. Barrie's playlet, "The
Truth About the Russian Ballet," produced at the Coliseum March 15, had
an enthusiastic reception from a beSir

wildered audience.
It is full

of weird

humor and strange

incidents.

The music by Arnold Sax is

excellent.

PLAY OF AN IMMORAL VILLAGE.
London, March

"Tom
a

is

17.

Trouble," produced at Holborn,
of the "Hindle Wakes" type,

drama

It
set in an immoral village.
the betrayal' of a cottage girt
local libertine.

shows
by a

The dialog is remarkably outspoken.
The piece had a good reception.

APPEARING AT

83.

London, March

17.

Genevieve Ward, aged 83 on March
20, will appear at Volumnia in "Corialaiius" at the Old Vic on that night.

Her voice and health are as good

as

ever.

Really an American, Miss
here 70 years ago.

"LOVE FLOWER"

Ward came

IS SUCCESS.

London, March 17.
"The Love Flower" is a success at
the Kennington.

MRS. KENDALL

IS

70,

London, March
Mrs. Kenall celebrated
birthday March 15.

her

17.

70th

"Come Oat of the Kitchen" Produced.
London, March 17.
"Come Out of the Kitchen" was produced at the Strand by Gertrude ElliMarch 15. The piece had an excel-

ott,

lent reception at the premiere.

Ms

Hoey

for Vaudeville.

London, March
Ins Hoey

is

17.

.going into vaudeville

shortly.

goes away for a few days and comes
bnck as "Mrs. Jlmmle Thompson" to the
surprise of all her former boarders. How
the men play safe to the married woman
and enjoy her company offers many opportunities for an effortless, spirited welcome, freshness of comedy that Is a rare
breeze across the stage.
Frances Sterling Clark played the leading role with sometimes coldness, sometimes a fine sense of comedy proportions
and oftlmes ease of manner that was
pleasant to watch in Its limited scops.
As the bride Peggy Boland offered a
more liberal seizure of her part and less
of the conscious sense of the stage than
net companions.
Warren Krech as a

bridegroom and George Spalding as a

lover who had to be coaxed showed a
lack of freedom in their manner especially so with the latter.
Anlt Rothe.
Thns. Rolfe, Gordon Johnstone, Richard
Taber, Minna Phillips and Bara En right

gave some very good characterizations

of common-place people.
There are a number of very funny
scenes, especially a poker game played
In the second act with winnings to the

"greenhorn"

woman who never

played

before.
is

As a whole, "Mrs. Jlmmle Thompson"
a decidedly worth while evening of fun

—
a ploy worthy
that might

of seeing and yet a play
havo even greater possibil-

ities in

the hands of a
cast.

and finished

mors experienced
fcheufr.
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Before a packed house in Madison
Square Garden last Saturday night the
team of Goullet and Magin won the
six-day bicycle race. Oscar Egg and
Eddie Madden, who had been Goulett
and Magin's closest rivals all through
the week, were lapped during a terrific
"3801" just after the finish of the sixth
point sprint in the final hour of riding and then dropped out, literally
ridden into the ground by Goullet
final

standing was
2,378
2,378

Dupuy and Hanley

2,378

2
2
2
2
2

Buyssl and Speissens... 2,378
Godivier and Van Nek.. 2,378

The

riders

received

1,238

573
514
292
242

Monday

last

about $40,000 of the $118,000 total gross
receipts. The victors got $5,000 in addition to $2,500. in prizes.
*

>

-

The theatrical baseball league, now
in process of formation, expects to secure Dyckman Oval for Saturday
games. The N. V. A. Club is making
arrangements to play the preliminary
to the "Treat 'Em Roughs" on

fame

unday at the same field, and if this
atrangement is completed the schedule
will be played out on three diamondsLights grounds, at Freeport the Universal, at Fort Lee, and Dyckman Oval.
;

A

benefit, to be arranged by all the
interested, will be staged, the
proceeds to be turned into an athletic
fund for the purchase of uniforms,
baseball gear and rental of grounds.

clubs

This is going to be a banner sports
year, what with the revival of the ancient Olympic games; major leagues
baseball campaign ; restoration of boxing in New York and other states, and
general improvement already noticeable in various minor fields of endeavor. The American Olympic Committee announced last week the creation of a fund to solicit $200,000 to send
representative team to Antwerp,
a
Belgium, next summer, to uphold the
Stars and Stripes in international
Colonel
M.
competition.
Robert
Thompson, former chairman, made the
first subscription of $5,000.

A

the. ringside

to permit any amateur athletic
outdoor sport or game on Sunday, between the hours of 2 and 6 p. m. will
be reported by the Massachusetts
Legislative Committee on Legal Affairs
There are many stipulathis week.
tions in the bill, particularly as to the
location of the places where such
games or sports shall be held; 1,000
feet from any regular place of worship.
Horse racing, automobile racing, boxing or hunting are also barred. For
years a battle has been waged at the
State House to allow amateur sports
on Sunday but this is the first time the
bill has ever been reported out.
bill

The Great White Way was deserted
again last Monday night for everybody
who's who was at the wrestling match

betting.

his
13.

Co.,

My

"Oh

Tha Jos. Morrla. Music Co. will remove
from the Exchange Building, April 1,
to 1599 Broadway.

wife

They

Harold

writing; field.

Tha Joe Morrla Mualc Co. moved

New Tork

lta

"Romance," Lea David's number, will
be featured in conjunction with tha D.
W. Griffith film of the same name.

removed

it

from him

in

Chicago

in

1905.

News of a championship handball
tournament has been announced between B. S. Moss, of the circuit of
theatres bearing his name, and Harry
H. Buxbaum, general manager of the
New York exchange for the F. P.-L.
The stakes are said to be in four

Club, Jersey City, bringing together
Willie Jackson, recent conqueror of
Johnny Dundee, and the famous Philadelphia southpaw, Lew Tendler.

welterweight. Griffiths just returned
from Europe, where he defeated
Johnny Basham, welterweight champion of England, and Albert Badaux,
welterweight champion of France.

N. V. A- COMPLAINTS.
Joseph L. Browning has filed a complaint against

Langford and Fredericks

alleging material infringement.
Potter and Hartwell vs. the Adroit
Brothers claiming the latter are doing
a head to head balancing trick against
the proscenium arch that has been
identified with their routine for several years.
Flying Wards complain against the
Casting Wards using the name of
"Ward." The contention is made that
the similarity gives rise to confusion
in the booking offices.

Johnny Morris vs. Butler and Germanis, Morris alleging the team is infringing on dialog and gags in his act.

SHOWS CLOSING.
The "Powder Puff Follies" at Moss'
Broadway, closes in two weeks to enter vaudeville.

"Cornered," the new play by Dodson
Mitchell closed last Saturday in HartIt is called in to be rewritten and
expected to resume next fall with Florence Nash, again in the leading role.
Opera
Brunswick
House,
New
(Feibcr and Shea) closes April 26.
"Listen Lester" No. 3 closed Satur-

ford.

day.

"Stand

From Under,"

Dix, closed Saturday.

with Richard

of

violation

jail

for

Amendment

18th

the

While a guest of Warden Berney Lee
Tipman sold his business at a net profit
of $50,000.

Tha cabaret* appear to be assuming
more confidence in the future. Be-

shows that can be replaced with no
other, whether liquor is on sale or it

office.

Alexander Marr, A. Seymour Brown
and Archie Fletcher have Incorporated
aa publishers In the' Keith Building.

Leo Edwards, of the Fisher and McCarthy profeaslonal staff, will be located In the Chicago offices, beginning
Monday, for 4 weeka.
Jack Abrama has been appointed BosSol
ton manager for Jack Mllla. Inc.
Philadelphia
a
Lelkens established
branch last week.
T. B. Harma, Francis Day and Hunter
have acquired the publishing rlghta for

Victor Herbert's

operetta,

latest

"Oul

Madame."

Thomas and "Walker hit upon a novel
method for exploiting their new number, "There'll Never Be a League of Nations Without Ireland." by selling It
from motor trucks St. Patrick's Day.
•
Somehow a lyric every now and then
in a popular song sounds like a snag
delivered, aB for instance a song
muchly In use at present carrying the

Like all others interested in
is not
drawing the public the restaurateurs
think that the people must go some
where in the face of a dry condition
and are jnst as apt to select cabarets
as any other place.

The new Palate Royal show opening March 22 will be called "Fads and
Fashions." Andre Sherri is producing
it The company includes Blyler and
Greene, Cynthia Parot, Elliott Taylor,
jean Tennyson, Norma Hark and a
Mr. Sherri has written the
chorus.
words and music He is also staging
the piece.

Nat Mortan is leaving the new Reisenweber revue. He turned in his notice
after the first performance. VAjmrr't
revue last week of that show mention Mortan as one of the two hits
of the performance.

when

expression, "Must have

went"

Joe Kelt. Remlck executive, left New
10, with Boston as his initial stop In a three weeks' inspection
tour that will carry him as far west as

York March
Salt

Lake

City.

Yvonne Darle, the prima donna of
new Moulin Rouge revue, has been
engaged by Cohan & Harris for their
"House That Jack Built."

the

Mina
return

Nate Lewis, of Chicago, is in New
York with Johnny Griffiths, the Akron

to the stage of

today and of the past.
Tipman served 4 months in

Theatre Building.

figures.

One of the best matches made in
some time was complex! by Matchmaker Dave Driscoll, »i the Arena

men and women known

Mack Stark, of Stark and Cowan, left
for Chicago this week to open a branch

Philadelphia.

Georges Hackenschmidt, the Russian
wrestler, has settled in England, where
he is living on the income of his mat
earnings. Hack is married and says he
has quit for good. He held the wrestling championship until Frank Gotch

graphs containing the signatures of

sides the several revues that have resumed since Jan. 16, others are reported or announced in a number to indicate that the restaurants believe
there is a drawing attraction in the

F. J. A. Forater has located his New
Tork professional office in the Astor

-

Joe Tipman, its
for working girls.
proprietor, is a veteran boxer, a Balti-

more boy. whose prowess in the ring
is remembered by followers of sports
in all parts of the country. Out from
a vault, where it had been safely
guarded, has gone the book of auto-

headquarter* to 1699 Broad-

way.

very likely that within a few

days the legislature at Albany will pass
the Walker bill, permitting 15-round
bouts in New York State to a decision.
It passed the Senate a week ago.
It
is now up to the Assembly.
Governor
"AI" Smith will sign it as soon as the
papers reach his hands.

Chamberlain, formerly with
Co., haa entered the

"Way To Heaven"

expected here shortly. In this
country the European champion will
be managed by Jack Curley. Francois
Deschamps, his manager, on March 12,
signed a contract with Charles D.
Cochran, the British promoter, for a
bout between Carpentier and Jack
Dempsey in Europe.
arc

is

Henry Burr Mualc

Lady."

bankroll.

and
from Havre March

Tork.

Ray Perklna haa a new number with
the

Promoter

Jack Curley grabbed himself another

Car pen tier

New

CABARET.

Baltimore's theatrical "White Way"
ene of its landmarks March 9,
with the passing of Tipman's Hotel to
the Salvation Army for use as a hotel
lost

Caaatua Gay, a brother of Byron Gay,
la debuttlng In songdom as profeaslonal
man with tha Henry Burr Music Corp.

and hip lock enabled the victor to
throw his man to the mat with a flying fall.
Lewis was 6 to 5 favorite

It

Joie Ray, the Illinois Athletic Club
runner, easily outran his field of rivals
ia retaining his 1,000 yard title in the
annual indoor senior national track
and field championships held at the
22d Regiment Armory last Saturday
night.
Ray showed great speed
throughout to win by 10 yards in 2:15
1-5.
He holds the indoor American
record of 2:13 2-5. The third American record to be broken came in the
one mile walk through the victory of
Joe Pearman, New York A. C. His
time was 6:39 4-5. Walter Whalen won
from Egon Erickson, after a jump-off,
in the running high jump; while the
New York A. C. won the point honors,
with the University of Pennsylvania
second.

profaialonal staff In

ster

sailed

Miles Laps FolnU

Goullet and Magin
Hill and Kaiser

as-

ia

Coleman Goats has joiner the Ramlek

Madison Square Garden. The moncrawd saw Ed (Strangler) Lewis
the game Earl Caddock in 1 hour
and 45 minutes. A combination head
in

Georges

single-handed.

The

Bob Herlng, harmony arranger,

sociated with Joe Morrla Muaie Co.

down

in

\

WITH THE MUSIC MEN.

SPORTS

HASTINGS BIG SHOW.
(Continued from page 10)
nicely and lending good atmosphere.
Coleman and Peters keep the laughs at
fever heat In thlB scene, with Miss Bauer
aiding their efforts throughout with the
best straight feeding done by a woman
In burlesque In many a Ions season. An
unprogramed chorister and Jack Spellman stopped proceedings cold with a
harmonized ballad, introduced as a speColeman and
cialty In the school act
Peters got 'em at the start with some
"teacher, can I leave the room?' business, and they laughed at everything
lesson
geography
that.
A
they did after
with a dash of rough low comedy, wound
up the school thing with a howl. The

set used was one of the best in the show,
an exterior with a garden wall set in
front of a landscape drop, and a couple
of set pieces on each side.
The fourth scene, a poorly daubed olio
drop In "one" had Fred Dale on for a

saxophone and singing specialty. Dale
haa a powerful tenor of good quality
but he doesn't know how to get full

value out of his veeal abilities. "Was
there ever a Pal Like Tour' sent him
over for a hit, a likeable personality and
appearance helping the general result
largely.

Next was an Egyptian

full stage set

with the choristers doing a sort of ballet Hazelle Lorraine put over a dancing
specialty In

this
of

and Olive Le Compte

Oriental moon
Coleman and Marjorle

handled one
songs acceptably.
Mandervllle have a funny comedy bit
here, with Miss Mandervllle as a mummy
and Walnrlght doing straight. This was
another howl. The final scene of the
first part brought forth the choristers
those

and principals as representatives of difItaly, Belgium, France,
ferent nations.
and Palestine each were loudly applauded, with England just as lustily hissed.
The girl representing Great Britain was
forced to turn her flag around Tuesday
night, owing to the demonstration of
disfavor which was even stronger In the
orchestra than In the gallery and balcony. The finale with Uncle Sam extending a helping hand to the Emerald Isle
waa a riot with tha Columbia banco.

booked for a

Schall has been

engagement

at

the

Hotel

Walker, Philadelphia.

The Jansleya opened "Saucy Bits
1920" at Reisenweber's Monday.

of

PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS.
William and Wolfus, "What's In

A

Name."

The Kaufman

Bros, will leave vaudeville to enter the production at the
Capitol April 5.
"Papa's Baby," musical farce, with
Frank Brooks, Babe Roberts, Harry
Barlot, Ada
Klein, Gordon Frazer,
Dorothy Rafuse.
.

who" seemed desirous of freeing Ireland
on the apot without any further parley.
The afterpiece was baaed on prohibition, with Coleman back In hla "Tad"
character

andi Peters

doing

"Dutch"

A substantial looking ship set
is used for this, with a cabin containing
practical doors for the principals to
exits and entrances.
They
get a lot of fun out of the timely question of safely concealing the "hootch."
One of the quaintest expedients was a
peddler selling whisk brooms with a
pint contained In each. The show holds
up In the comedy end right to the finish,
again,

make funny

a novelty ending being achieved with
the lowering of a drop In "one" showing a stage entrance and the artists
leaving the theatre.
Among the numbers and specialties
which landed legitimate encores were
"Moving Picture Ball" led by Miss
Mandervllle,
"All
the
Quakers" by
Hazelle
Lorraine.
"Alexander's
Band
Coming Back to Dixie" with Miss Man-

Miss Bauer and Fred Dale playing saxophones, a double song and dance
by Walnrlght and Miss Mandervllle, a
double hard shoe dancing turn by Haszard and Spell man and a number near
the finish that threatened to become a
"pick out" with three or four of the
choristers breaking up the ahow with
interpolated songs and dancaa.
Bell.
dervllle,

'

h
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NEWS OF THE

AMONG THE WOMEN
The opening of Sophie Tucker's
act has been altered. At the curtain
Miss Tucker is serving tea (very
Also her gowns are* different.
The first of gold spotted lace puffed
at the waist, was good looking but the
last one brought a gasp. Turkish costume of jade green sequins with the
jumper edged with a band of mauve
social).

The train was of the same
sequins.
material with black fur at the bottom
Elsie Le Mont (Seabury Co.) also at
the Colonial this week, was cute in a
short dress of silver cloth and wide
of the skirt was of
white fox fur. The black lace and
orange frock was not at all pretty.
The girls at the opening of the Three
Naces act wore attractive coats, blue
cuffs.

A

squirrel

Sam H. Harris and Irving Berlin are
going to build a theatre and stage their
own shows. The have purchased the

Morris Cleat sails tomorrow for Europe
on the "Mauretainia" la quest of novel-

property at 239 to 247
from L. and A. Plncus
Messrs. Harris
stone.
take possession May 1
afterward\ begin ths

ties.

Joe Smith Is rearranging all the new
musical and dance numbers In "The
Magic Melody."

wrap was hand-

some, with gray fox for the

hems of fox fur. One girl makes
a change into a smart frock of white
satin double skirt one edged in blue
the other red.

Frank Gregory, of "Scandal" fame, iswriting "In Comes Tax" to fit the Government regulations on such affairs.

collar.

Weston, two girls, favor
the short dresses and they show good
taste as they have shapely limbs.. Black
net trimmed in sequins were sweet

Brown

Stti

Comedy
picture "His House in Order" is
only fair, the best thing being Elsie
Ferguson's choice of gowns. In the
evening frock of gold cloth Miss Fer-

As a

guson looked
draped

go to'Vera Burt There

satin

Salle act

A

showed

short dress was
with fringe.

Elsie

Eugene G. O'Neill's great tragedy,
"Beyond the Horizon," the present cause
for extreme joy at the Little Theatre, is
now on sale In book form. Copies of the
book may be obtained in the lobby of
the Little Theatre.
Rita Welman, author of "The Acquitwas the principal speaker at a
meeting of the Dramatic Art Society at
the Hotel Astor last night. The subject
of the evening; was, "The Modern Quiet
tal,"

hanging down one side. Miss Fisher
looked smart in a blue serge one-piece
frock, trimmed in braid with smoke
pearl buttons running down the back.

Method of Handling Dramatic

Harold Lloyd continues to appear
in such funny pictures as "Haunted
Spooks," Chaplin will have to watch

Wallace,

Lee Shubert has completed the cast
"A Week-End Marralge," a comedy

arine

six seconds.

An effective band for the hair that
is being worn
in Paris is made of
Kingfishers feathers glycerined mounted on filigreed metal.

been indorsed by John Drlnkwater,
Daniel Froham, Rupert Hughes, Arthur
Hopkins, Josephine Preston Peabody,
Laurence Housman, Robert Edmond

tifully.

Josie Heather has postponed her trip
England until next year, remaining
on this side to play the Orpheum Cir-

;

cuit,

commencing May

reported a picture actor in London who figured in a sensational West
End case has been refused a passport
to this country.

'

others.

•

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
T. M. A muicnim t Co„ Manhattan, motion pictures; $20,000: J. K. Field. "W.

Tragalsen, S, A. Moross, 146 Lenox avenue.
Cnppelonl Plctnrea, Manhattan; $25.000; A. L. Felnsteln, H. Cahave, A. Cappellanl, 1457 BroadAvay.
Globe Trota Films, Manhattan; $20,000;
H. H. Caldwell. It. S. Harris, A. Weiss.
120 West 41st street

Nippon Film Corp., Manhattan; $10,and L. H. Soman, F. Landy, 680

000; L.

Nicholas avenue.
Outlook Photoiiinya, Manhattan; 3,000
common stock, no par value; ac-

St.

shares
tive

capital, $300,000;
Kahlert, C. Sarver, 305

Berg, W. C.
West 97th street.
A.

Frolic Fllma. Manhattan. $20,000; H.
M. Strouse. R. Bernstein, C. Franklin, 701

Seventh avenue.

Max Rostra Thentrlenl Enterprises,
Manhattan; $5,000; H. S. Hechheimer, M.
Cohen, I. Bernstein, 220 West 42d street.
G. M. Anderson Enterprises, Manhattan, motion pictures, $50,000; same as
preceding;.

Brooklyn.

Eminent A nth ore Pletnres, Del.; II.000,000; Rep., E. Schay, 4*9 6th avenue.
Dissolutions.
I ersnlon

Tkentraa Curp.. Manhattan.

—

Last Saturday night "Peggy's Secret,"
a comedy with music, was played by amateurs under the direction of Mrs. Mark
Emanuel in the ballroom of the Piazza
Hotel for the benefit of the fund for
blind and crippled children. Miss Helen
Carl
Keller was present and spoke.
Laemmlo had made a picture of the last
scene, and as an encore this was shown
on a screen, the players singing their
parts off stage.
After an absence of seven years In
England, Georgette E. Cohan, daughter
of George M. Cohan, came back to
America on the steamship "Adriatic"
Thursday. She left this country in
short skirts and with hair down her
back and she returned nearly a grown-

last

up woman and a star as well. She
played In "Peter Pan" in England and
finished a season in "Mr. Pern Passes By"
Dclnvrnre Charters.
Adnma Auiimcnientl $1,600,000; William
F. O'Keofe. George G. Stelgler. E. E.
Alerle, Wilmington.

Authorisation*.

Ednenre Amusement Corp., N. J.; $25,M. J. Martin, 3828 8th avenue,

000; Rep.,

__

of

tht

implies, ths

Berlin.

SHOWS

IN CHICAGO.

Chicago, March IT.
Business all around Is bigger than In
any previous Lent period in Chicago history, though last week was marked by
a few talk-downs, due to individual
causes, which marred an otherwise amaging conditions of box office patronage
for the early spring.

"The Hulned Lady." Grace George
(Princess, second week). Jumped Into a
resounding hit and pulled $18,700 In this
limited house outside the theatrical eonMiss George's receptions reach the
ter.
character of personal triumphs and the
comedy takes with every element.
"Hltt-hy-Kuo," Raymond Hitchcock (Illinois, 6th week), ending its brief local
run a bit leaky. Though Hitchcock's
revues have never been long-lived in
this town, they have stood up with the
highest class of musical attractions la
This year, while
takings heretofore.
the visit was undoubtedly profitable, the
receipts were not of the big girl-show
figures; last week around $16,000. Elsie
Janls followed, opening big.
••Clarence" (Blackstone, 11th weak).
This freak comedy still booming along;
19,360.

The

Rose of China" (La £alle. Id
Instantaneous smash, lauded by

week).

critics In hyper-superlatives, filling this

musical comedy success house

natural

to the doors; $14,000.

"Dear Bie," with Grace La Rue and
Hale Hamilton (Cort, 6th week). Hit,
though not quite up to capacity grid*.
Jockeying back and forth and always
well over $10,090 in a house of medium
capacity; over $11,000.
'•Howdy, Folks" (Olympic. 2d weik).
Heavily advertised and pushed with aggressive and Intelligent publicity, this
eastern step-child once called "Thunder1*
got a favorable opening and Is tugging
toward a chance to make good. The
story is not spicy and this is a hard
kind of a play to sell, and the house Is
not the smartest hereabouts, either.
$8,100.

after the lightest week of many months
for this Btar Shubert stand; about $8,000.
"Gaieties" followed, opening better than

middle of April. In the cast will be
Dallas Welford, William Roaelle, Floronce Garrette, Eva Condon, Puree Benton, Vira Rial, Catherine Carroll and

\

name

house will be devoted entirety to ths
production of musical plays, ths first
of which will be a. musical review by

James Forbes, Stuart Walker and
Walter Hampden.
The indorsements
were given to aid the league's endownment fund.
will

It is

and Berlin will
and Immediately
erecting

which Ir to be Th«

The work of the Drama League has

"Oh, Henry." a farce by Bide Dudley,
be produced In Far Rockaway on
March 26 by Theodore C. Dietrich, and
will be brought to New York about the

2.

of
the

West 45th street
and M. L. Gold-

"Monte Crl« to, Jr." (Woods, Id weak).
Roundly walloped by the newspapers as
a gaudy and blue Winter Garden bunk,
this glrly mass Is nevertheless climbing
and got $19,600. Watson Sisters out-

Jonea,

worn to match edged

Majority of Dorothy Dalton's gowns
the picture, "Black Is White" favor
and very becoming they are to
Miss Dalton's type of beauty. An evening gown of black and silver cloth
was gorgeous. Made plain, slightly
draped round the ankles, the train
in

It includes Misses Fay
Gateson and KathRobert Ober, Miss Maude

Marjorle
Salle.

Isabella Lowe, featured by the Shuberta In "The Dancer," and last year at
the Broadhurst in "The Melting of
Molly," has been secured by Nathan Appell as stock star for his summer company at Harrisburg, Pa„ where Mlsa
Lowe will try out a new play.

Lloyd has worked this in beauThe audience laughed fully

hands.

v

La

Granger, Miss Emily Alden, Heyward
Ginn, Charles Gotthold and Guy Nichols.

to

trains

Situa-

tions."

for

'out. One of the biggest laughs in the
film is the old story of two Hebrews
in the motor car talking with their

green sequin was

completed this charming picture. Miss
Lloyd's bathing suit of white satin,
trimmed with cherry velvet, made on
straight lines was ducky.
"The Cave Man" takes you back to
three separate ages, each different but
equally beautiful. The Cleopatra costume had a skirt entirely of gold
fringe with a girdle of brilliants. Ornaments of green beads hung from the
A train was embroidered in
waist.
red and green. The headdress was
one mass of orange
magnificent,
feathers. One of the Misses Wirth is
wearing a new gown of white chiffon
edged with blue panels of silver lace
back and front.

and Her Gang gays a

Janis

special performance in Boston last Fri-

day afternoon for more than a thousand
ill and wounded soldiers from hospitals
in and near that city. Major-Gen. Clarence R. Edwards addressed the audience.

by Owen Davis.

the
in
taste in all

Each time Alice Lloyd is seen she
looks younger than ever. Miss Lloyd
of
is wearing a very attractive gown
pink net over a foundation of silver
at the Alhambra this week. The net
was frilled each side, while straight
panels starting from the bodice were
A large flop
ot iridescent sequins.
hat of net, with .a crown of sequins,

29.

appear in the play, following his tour in
"The Rise of Silas Lapham.

If

neck and on one wrist.
The female impersonator

gowns.

March

American right to "L'Adventuriere," by Alfred Capua, have been acquired by James K. Hackett, who will

The

Silk formed the bodice. Flowers made
a pretty trimming around the waist

sonations of dancers a black satin dress

effective with chiffon each side as also
was a cloak of silver and black metal
cloth, the collar of black feathers, a

will start lb Boston,

made on

The woman in Cooper and Lacey act
was neatly costumed. For her imper-

Mack and

in the

attractive gowns in it. A white
evening dress was charming,
straight lines, the skirt edged
with ermine. Another evening frock
was sweet but more of the fluffy type.
The skirt had flounces of chiffon with
long loose sleeves of the same material.

the skirt was silver, the sides had little tucks, a cape of net hung at the
back edged in silver. A yellow gown
was dainty, opening in the front showPantelets were
ing a lace petticoat.
of the yellow. For a song Miss Burt
looked attractive in a Chinese costume
of blue chiffon trimmed in gold.

of his

McCoy Davis has been enfor a tour
"Century Midnight Whirl," which

Mrs. Bessie

gaged by John Henry Mears

full

some

made entirely of ruffles. Black
pom poms were at the back of the
bodice. A ruffle was worn round the

was

Charles Ray's new picture is a corker,
of laughs. Millicent Fisher wears

many changes and each one charmHer black 'taffeta was sweet, the
bodice and panel down the front of

are

ing.

chiffon

skirt

with the bodice plain.

wide collar of kolinsky fur. A suit of
dark duvyteen, trimmed in squirrel,
was smart. For a fancy dress ball
Miss Ferguson wore an oriental costume ; sort of "Chu Chin Chow" makeup that was beauteous in its splendor.

at the back. The
hats were small sailors of net with a
bunch of cherries at the side.
The honors for dresses at the Ameri-

was worn, baskets were embroidered
in steel on the skirt and bodice, hat was
turned up at the side in red, pink and
red streamers hung from the crown.
An6ther frock was pretty of cerise

The

,

had the double train effect of gold
and net. Her velvet cloak was handsome, appliqued in gold braid, with a

name
Muslo Box. As
theare, the

for production.

Lauretta Taylor Is making her last
appearance In New York in "One Night
in Rome" at the Standard this, week before sailing for London.

It

with large red bows

(first half)

striking.

in front,

DAILIES

m

Poodles Hanneford and his equestrian
family have been re-engaged tor next
season at the Hippodrome.

hung from the side, with three small
feathers at the waist, the only trimAnother evening dress was
ming.
made very similar, only of velvet, with
gold lace for the bodice, edged with the
This time the much favored
velvet.
Miss
train was worn at the back.
Dalton looked well in an afternoon
gown of dark blue chiffon brocaded in
with
skirt
having
the
draped
silver, it
a train flowing at the side. Sleeves
opened at the elbow, the ends hanging
loosely.

i

in London. Miss Cohan, who was met at
the pier by her father and soma relatives, has come for an indefinite stay.

The edge

velvet

can

'

Adele Rowland tang- the title role in
"Irene" at the Vanderbllt Theatre Monday night, replacing Edith Day.

Qnnllly Picture* Corp., motion pictures;
Charles C. Nobles, Robert.
$2,000,000;
Durell Ellis, New York; John Llnsden,
Andover, N. J.
Regent Theatre Co. ef llnllnnrti $55,D, McKay, Robert G. Mil,
Frank
000;
Gilbert E. Carter, Grand Rapids. Mich.

standing feature.
"Hello
Alexander."
Mclntyre and
Heath (Garrlck, 14th and last week).
This noisy entertainment remained here
two weeks too long and limped away

fair.

"Sometime" (Studebaker, 2d week).
Biggest money getter In Ins city, leaping right In without a struggle; $22,000.
"Welcome, stnmarr" (Cohan's Grand,
12th week).
Substantial leader among
the consistent money makers: passed Its
100th performance with s high weekly
average. Last week, $16,600. This comedy will make a fortune for everybody
Interested.

"Mlaa Nelly ©' N'Orlenna." Mrs. Flake
(Powers', 2d week). Booked for a short
stay, it came into its own the second
week, after a little neglect the opening
week. Mrs. Flske plays but sis Says
weekly, and her receipts are significantly
heavy for the ourtalled calendar, about
$13,000,

"See-Snvr" (Colonial, 2d week). Feeble
successor for "The Follies."
Doubtful
whether this one got $10,000 last week.
Caught on somewhat with the best olass
of theatregoers, but never got near the
rabble at all.

SHOWS IN LOS ANGELES.
Los Angeles, March 17.
"Turn to the Right" got away to a
good start at the Mason this week. It
packing the house.
Lady's Garter" (film), produced
is at Grauman's,
"In Search of a Sinner" (film) at
Kinema.
"The Luck of the Irish*

i*

"My

by Maurice Tourneur,

(film)

at

Tally's.

"Polly with

show

at the

a Past" is the stock
Morosco. Eleanor Wood-

and Louis Calhem are in the lead.
"The Professor's Lovs Story," atock,

ruff

at Majestic.

;

22
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OFFICE
VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO

Claude Wade
has a good Idea with his "Trying to
(lease the manager." He starts by tellfng how hard it is to please the manager and that he will try various forms
of vaudeville entertainment which he
does, to be Interrupted after each bit by
the telephone which the leader hands
him and Is supposedly from the front of
the house disapproving his every effort,
best in an acrobatic dance.

FRANCISCO.
ORPHEUM, SAN
UR
17.
Sun Francisco. March

oer.
here,

ui»u»» »

was

weicomea „ one recordially welcomed,
shoulder

which Includes talk, song, whistling,
dancing and nut stuff. Wade has abiland by strengthening certain sections

ity

should be able to

fill

a spot on the bet-

ter time.

Daisy Dean and Co. presented "The
The sketch was formerly the

Crisis.'

a«»
prooc'ii. 4«~t nm.»
Sia" cjne
Th.VtSSUt
a hit
w
kob e wat
Ha"y Roaa
finish,

returns

light

er _

closing.

next to
^'ft^Vcentrlc
nds wltha well regma^

rous

vehicle of the late Guy Woodward, who
played the principal part of the Judge,

which

who

is

now handled by Lou

Streeter,

by comparison. Miss Dean is
Sam Well acts the husband.
Both meet requirements. The playlet
held Interest, receiving good laughs and
a good hand at the finish.
Rice and Graham, a mixed team, did
a straight singing turn In fourth spot.
On their showing here with only a fair
collection of songs and results obtained
they figured for number two. The girl
suffers

featured and

,

far surpasses her partner, putting her
numbers over In a more experienced

way.

The Four

Bill Posters,

closed the vaudeville.

a male quartet,
Their excellent

harmony singing won big

appreciation.

Attired as billposters and equipped with
paste and brushes some comedy is attempted, but they deserve credit for not
mussing up the stage by not resorting to
paste throwing.
The King show, with its elaborate settings and attractive stage furnishings
which followed, closing the show In the
usual successful way.

hit*

PANTAGES, SAN FRANCISCO.
March 17.
San Francisco.

PICTURE THEATRE'S SONG PLUG.

JANE O'ROARK'S EXPLANATION.

San Francsico, March 17.
The most pretentious "song plug"
ever put over on the Pacific Coast was
presented last week at the California,

San Francisco, March 17.
Creditors caused a search to be made
week of several trunks belonging
to Jane O'Roark for the purpose of
finding several articles of clothing included in a mortgage.
The creditors claim a piano is listed
in a bill of goods upon which a chattel

considered the finest picture palace in

The idea was conceived by
Sherman Clay &
(Ben Black), Jerome Remick
(Ford Rush) and Waterson, Berlin &
Snyder (Mort Harris). The above with
the
assistance of
Jack Partington
staged the act billed as "The Melody
Shop." The setting was the interior
of a song shop with a street which
was used for comedy from the pedestrians coming in to hear the latest
songs. Appropriate and good comedy
preceded the introduction of each number sung. The outstanding songs were
"You're A Million Miles From Nowhere," by Evelyn Francoer; "Hold
Me," sung by Lela Rickabaugh, and
"Venetian Moon," by Ford Rush assisted by Doris Duncan, a special setting
this city.

the representatives of

Co.

being used for the latter number. Little Charlotte Huff, a child of three,
sang "Bubbles" from a baby carriage
scoring tremendously. About 15 people participated which included Jack
LaFollette, singing "Do You Know,"

and

San Francisco, March

17.

George L. Shirley, Deputy District Organizer of the A. A. F. and Equity, arrived here last week.
closed the fhow
Sfr lSprS»lon and and
Co., in The °°y
Edward Blondell

»,„™ worn T" scored their usual success.
ancient but
BtondeirPl-'ood wo?k in this
helped. Some
snra laulh-getting vehicle
modernised.
of the dialogue has been
JL'?' nicott did a pianologue buropera and
comic
fesaue irnpresslon of delivered In big
.?i. wtl
Thii wai
only hit.
?.m B s?yle and got the show's Immensepleased
Three
Th?Suoe?lat"ve
They were
singing.
ly with harmony
yodeling
n«Btlv attired and presented a
"The Act Beauflnish to good applause.
up of five dogs, a horse
tiful" is

and'a

made

man and w'oman

They

prated

Screen illustrations
the Interpreceding each pose added to
opener.
The act made a prettysinging
est
voice.
Mary Ann has a good
numpopular
and
notes
She handled top
well anS did nicely.
ber exceedingly
probwould
appearance
attractive
Her
headably be enhanced by a different
T
Attractive

poses.

Gladys La Mar
dress.
of Washington Square"

»»«.'

Basiesand JarsJ»*?2J
audience to
Ball " She then asked the
best.
decide by applause which It liked
This ad&d to the value of tj»
Jotapi*.
plug.

mm

.

17.
San Francisco,
Business was capacity at theHlppO;

drome Sunday.

William Cavanaugh, of the Alcaiar
Company, was held up one night last
week by four bandits. He was relieved
of some money, a tie pin and a manuscript of his part in the play which the
bandits refused to return.

The Charles King stock opened at the
Republic last week with the "Rich Man,
Poor Man." Prices 20-40 cents. In the
company are Virginia Thornton, Irving
Dillon, James G. Edwards, Victor Donald, Florence Prlnty.
Harry McCabe has completed the organization of a musical comedy show
scheduled for 12 weeks at the Rlalto,
Reno, New The principals Include Qene
De Bell, Laurence Thleber, Bob Sandberg, Irma Cleveland and baby June HoFourteen girls will be in the
vlck.
chorus.'

Alma Astor has
show.

"The Fortune Hunter"
was a

There
the screen feature.
flve-act vaudeville bill besides.

date at

.

The routine Includes numerous
The Four Solarea closed the
show* The man and woman do ordinary
work on the rings, but hold the Interest
the men did a good loopfinish
For a
nanas.

old-timers.

FRISCO BOOKINGS.
San Francisco, March

CASINO.
San Francisco, March

17.

novelty In the vaudeville section that contained a lot of solid
entertainment was the LuteB Brothers In
which Clare Lutes minus both arms receives big applause for the remarkable

control of his feet with which he performs the usual functions of the arms
and hands with surprising precision. The
other brother assists in a general way.
The Fostos, man and woman, opened
The
the show with a varied routine.

goal

Is

Dill are playing a return
the Savoy this week. Other

Savoy bookings are the "Georgia MinMarch 22, Gus Hill's
strels" week
"Bringing Up Father," March 29 and
Harry Corson Clarke's company in
"The Rotters" scheduled to follow.

EIGHT WEEKS IN FRISCO.
San Francisco, March 17.
Margaret Anglin now in her third
week at the Columbia in "The Woman
of Bronze," will continue her engagement for eight weeks.

SHOW ARRIVES

versatility.

They are at

their

LATE.

Chicago,
Elsie

An outstanding

17.

Kolb and

Joteplu.

tho-loop.

in
last

Sol Berns was here last week in the
manager for silk shade
and lamp manufacturings of Chicago.

Ted and Corlnne Breton did well with
some talk In front of a drop ehowlnff
the
the boardwalk. The girl also plays

Cortelll and RogerB scored big: laughs
with their wop and straight. The wop
enters from the audience selling ba-

"Sonoma"

week.
capacity of sales

harp to fair advantage. Both finished
The
with a song to good applause.
Seven Brownies headlined. They haye a
schoolroom act along the usual lines,
The
playing.
violin
and
xylophone
with
entrance of a couple of male pupils into
the schoolroom made the act go big here

of "Llghtnln'"

Australia," arrived on the

Blalto
and La Mont gave this small time averand
age bill a good start with Juggling
ladder
and
playing
guitar
and
mandolin
There was some good panbalancing.
tomime comedy Injected throughout for

regardless.

Joined the Will King

.

Victory Bateman,

LOEWS HIPPODROME.
March

was

Carlton Chase will close his engagement at the Lyric, Portland, next week.

Jam's'

show

March

failed

to

17.

open

Monday at the Illinois, ariving late.
The house was sold out in advance and

Van

"Sunny Weather
The production was elabo-

Johnny

Friends."

NOTES.

PANT AGES THEATRE BUILDING

rately staged with special scenery for
the occasion and was featured in the
advertising, also drawing bigger notices
in the local press than has been devoted to any special attraction offered
in a picture theatre in a long time.
"The Melody Shop"* proved a good
drawing feature with capacity business
prevailing the entire week. The program started with a California topical

review

which

Pathe,
Charles

Gaumont and Fox issues.
Ray in "Alarm Gock Andy"

was the

feature picture.

a

is

contribution

of

San Francisco, March 17.
Loew-Ackerman-Harris formed two
capitalization

mortgage was taken by William M.
Wauntland.
Miss O'Roark explained the piano by
saying there never was such an instrument, stating that Wauntland lent her

money and wanted something to explain the loan, so they made out a
chattel mortgage. She said that Wauntland insisted that there must be some
furniture in the mortgage and it was
at his suggestion that a piano was included.
Miss O'Roark has appeared
here with dramatic stock companies.

MARY GARDEN'S GUARDIAN
Chicago,

DIES.

March

17.

David Mayer, brother of Levy Mayer,
the attorney prominent in big theatrical affairs, died at St. Augustine,
Fla.
Mayer was guardian of Mary

Garden and sued her after she became
a star, charging he financed her education. She repudiated the claims.

Miss Garden was a choir singer and
Mayer took her into his home, where
she lived for years. Later he sent her
to Paris. Deceased was a retired retail
merchant.

PRINCESS NOT RE-LEASED.
Chicago,

March

17.

The Shuberts have not

yet renewed
on the Princess, one of their
three legit Chicago stands. The term
expires in May.
The Princess is housing Grace
George in "The Ruined Lady."

their lease

WESTON CLAIMS REFUSED.

TWO LOEW CORPORATIONS.
corporations this week.

last

One

of $1,500,000

with a
as

known

Seventh and Broadway Building
Co., in Los Angeles, will handle the

the

new

theatre and 12-story office building in that city.
The capitalization of the other corporation is $1,000,000 to operate the
new Loew theatre and office building
now in construction on Market street,
San Francisco. It will be known as
the Market and Taylor Corporation.
The directors in each corporation are
Marcus Loew, Irving Ackerman and
Sam Harris.

Chicago, March

17.

Lucy Weston's claim through the
A. E. A. against Jack Lait for alleged
salary in "Scarlet and White," was
disallowed by the board of arbitration
sitting on it here, which was composed
of J. J. Rosenthal for. Lait, Frank
Gillmore for the Equity and Chief
Justice Olsen, referee.

.

UNIVERSITY'S OPERA HOUSE.
San Francisco, March 17.
A site has been purchased for a $2,000,000 opera house to be built west
of the Civic Center bounded by Van

Ness avenue, Franklin, Hayes and Grove
The title and control will be
vested in the Board of Regents of the
streets.

University

of California.

The opera house is sponsored by a
number of wealthy San Franciscans
who secured an option on the site last
fall.
The building is to be erected
as a memorial for California soldiers
and sailors in the world war.
It will

be a music center built by

popular subscription free from politics
and will be self-supporting.
The symphony and other musical organizations will pay rentals.
.

Kettering's Irish Piece.

Chicago, March 17.
Kettering revealed a new
play, "Rose of Killarney," in
stock at the Shubert, Milwaukee. The
necessary Erin ballads were written
by W. R. Williams, published by Will

Ralph

Irish

Rossiter.

CHICAGO NOTES.
Ed Beck, who produced the Marigold
Garden shows for years, has left for
an "tended western hunting trip, after
which he will establish Chicago offices
and go

into general producing.

Lester

Bryant, Helen Murphy and
who this season had out a "Business Before Pleasure" company, are said
to have purchased one night stand rights
6 A
ooas Bh <>ws, and are formr°
. r£;jy
ing
a $50,000
syndicate to tour them next
others,

,

year.

Patricia colllnge, strong local favorite,
will play In the "loop" for the first time
at Powers'.
Her two former successes
were at the Blackstone. George Tyler
will star her.
.

Mrs. Fiske in "Nelly

o'

N*Orleans" has

jumped up among the winners and is announcing extra matinees for her limited
engagement
William R. Topler, in the Joliet Stock

Stormy Voyage to China.
San Francisco, March 17.
F. Kelly, Jimmy Elder and Joe

Company, got a divorce from Helen Top-

Meredith, formerly of Solari's orchestra, who left here on the "China" for
an engagement at the Empire, Tien

cago visitor, looking over "The Rose of
China" for England.

opened Tuesday evening to good demand.

G

$2^00 In One Night at Merced.
San Francisco, March 17.
"Maytime," the first road show to
open in the New Merced Theatre, Merced, last Tuesday night got $2,300 on

Tsin, have written of their safe arrival
after a stormy trip in which the ship

the night.

was run aground during a

squall.

ler,

desertion.

Capt.

J.

A.

Malone of London

is

a Chi-

Leslie Harcourt has organised a girl
act to be known as "Inspiration Girls,"

costumes by

May belle,

ino.

.

a httt
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MAJESTIC; CHICAGO.
Chicago, March 17.
Ben Ryan and Harriett© Lee rose from

mall

Monday

type to big favor

Not since Laurie and Bronson has

-

,

night.
a.

two*

act in "one" created the Instantaneous
sensation here and held up to the smashing finish that this whimsical couple uncorked at the staid Majestic Miss Lee
Is a comedienne of bullseye personality
and methods, as eccentric as Florence
Moore, as winsome as Marlon Bent In
her finest mood. Ryan is a slangy, ap?eallng comedian and feeder who knows
he stage as well as he knows life; he
serves the stage and satirizes life. For
fully five minutes' he stood In the shadows and let his partner put over her
best matter in the spot The repartee
was so punchy and so staccato that It
kept the house in a quivering uproar that
topped only to send it Into a cyclone of
aplause.
The comedy, of the deepest,
Cleanest and surest Bast Side order,
topped with tripping dances and all
dished up so Bmoothly and intimately
and loveahly, gave this unpretentious
teem the honors of the show easily over
avblg bill that had scenic marvels and a
lot of other things besides "names" with
'
which to conjure.
The Rickards opened, working hard
with a variety of stunts from card
shadowgraphs and
manipulation, to
aongs and a dog "escape" from a suspended rug rolled into a cylinder. The
act oould not successfully fight the spot,
but it took and hit. Fllbur Sweatman,
the clarinetist who proclaims himself
"original and much imitated," blew away
In Kumber 8 and got his routine recalls.

months of absence through Illness, and
"The Pest House" Is again 100 per cent

a panic. .They have the flavor of a trip
England, and, Instead of being dam-'
aged In transit, appear to have rounded
out an ideal quick comedy routine and
technique. Their "nut" stuff, light singing and prime dancing, piled up a hand
that never would have stopped had they
not Jammed In an encore evidently designed to ^nake possible the rest of the
show; they could have taken mean advantage of that audience, but dldn t
and Mclntyre,, with their cdbHvams*nLTttv
..ki.» "May
niAAm"
no fragile
frnrHlA as the
Bloom," ae
webby
title Indicates, were gracious and mild:
so ^was the audience. Marie and Mary
McFarland In a concert program proved
has highPalace
either that even the
brows or that the smart ones are smart
enough not to show their Ignorance, for
their stuff went as though the mob knew
,

-

'

.

more showmanship and more knack at
what It takes to booberlze an American
audience and make it yowl for more than

any other single woman in a blue moon.
Robert Hyman, Virginia Mann and
Company, did "6,000 a year," a plot skit
by Orrln F. Brleby. It had a sound dramatic and comedy Idea, though just a
little talky in spots for vaudeville.
The
surprise finish was a darb and the whole
turn, nimbly acted and replete with wit
from some of the most successful plays
be counted a success.

The Bothwell Browne melange went past
the bathing girl rot which has been
done ragged hereabouts, and took fairly

all

until the H'l Brown Sisters pot It breathing faster with their double accordeon
Browne's dance scene, unspecialty,

doubtedly gorgeous and artistic, was
viewed curiously and probably with more
weight than was expressed In the hand,
which, however, was not meagre,— The
turn is headline goods, all right, though
the Sennett-glrl trick Is shopworn. Lil-

Shaw came

after all that and tore in

on a glad hand. If Miss Shaw ever gets
a cycle that can replace this- one, she will
be Immortal. Repetition alone can take
the razor edge off her brilliant work in

cantankerously continuous

reperpowerfully, appreciative
what lack of novand Read suffered
from walk-outs, but their skating enthused the bargain hunters who did a
Lait.
Gasablanca for them.this

toire.

.

It carried

recollection putting In
elty subtracted. Athos

what

It

was about

house
again.

leg sag. He did not make a single effort
He got the
at serious Impersonation.
laughs, and went about as he has in.
the past The Dancing Kennedys, one of
the few/ straight dancing acts left In
well /satisfied those who
vaudeville,
The whirlwind movement still
stuck.

___!

.Chicago, March IT.
One of those mercha'ndlsable family
vaudeville bills satisfying the booker,
the baker and the candlestick maker.
and went the
headlined
Mike Bernard
works for home talent and home-winning. The Whole show ran strong, exceut for Fred Carberry, community singing "teacher," whose persistent plugging methods served to bring out the
rowdy impulses In the upper regions; it
wasn't the fault of the round-heads, for
.'..'

The Empress orchestra stood out
.-•

.

.

Lait.

Chicago, March 17.
Walter Baker, comedy magician and
card handler, opens. His work is neat
and baffling and some of his comertv
Is crisp.
A few of his <puns might do a
disappearing trick without hurting his
'

.

.

like

AMERICAN, CHICAGO.

•

-

a

a rose In a cabbage patch compared with
the average orchestra on this time.

:

,

rise

to

the most utter

a

all-muslc-counters school.
La Rose and Lane, in crossfire patter,
won laughs. One or two gags were very
Indigo, notably one about babies and'
The girl's dress, was
rubber gloves.
short enough to give full money's worth,
too; otherwise a good buy on this cirNorman and Jeanette get away
cuit.
from the simple dumb ring and web act
by opening in a garden set Their singing and dancing proclaim their calling
instantly. After a few feeble nifties they
get to work and show muscular development and -apply it, closing with the
woman spectacularly on the web. to^
heavy takings In applause. Harry Walters, In a special hoosegow set sings
parodies In blackface, then switches to
a- snappy ready-to-wear and thanks thb
audience for applauding him out of jail
A stagehand then wheelas a Jury.

'

never

»onk. 3laS^tir?BSS of co^.
Sf
edy and concentrated attention.

Carberry begged and pleaded to be InThe house was plainly salted
sulted.
with sheet music pushers, all of Carberry's numbers being of the now-on-»

Kalama, a hula baby that
shames the shimmy, wiggled the headliner a mean second. She Is assisted by
a steel player who deserves billing; his
"Vamp" on that ordinary Jarring lnstru-

descended

was

male comedians in a routine of witless
dialogue and tuneless song, didn't get
enough applause to take one bow. D.
Stephen Hall, the character monologlst,
had a hard time for a minute on entering,' as he was satirising a professor to
a bunch that had never seen one; but
when he got his first deep nifties over
on politics the mob tumbled that he
wasn't a highbrow, and after that he
threw '.em about like ten pins to a belt-

RIALTO, CHICAGO.

wallops.
Princess

It

•

I

barrows him off to an exit In keeping
with his stuff, his character and the
pulse of the house, and he Is pardoned
with great good will and good great

drop

•

probably
flop in the calendar of the present sea•
J
son In local hlstsry.
Cliff Bailey and Co. opened the show:
Bailey is Immensely clever with tumbling and the Melrose tables, introducing
many individual novelties. It rang, down
to, a solid hit
Sam K. Naonl, Hawaiian
Instrumentalist, knocked the house dead.
It was an applauding audience when
pleased, and the Islander tornadoed
them. Weston and Young, male and fe-

.'

Herbert Clifton showed considerable
new stuff. He opened in a frayed gown,
then appeared in a sorry looking soubrette dress, and carried the burlesque
Idea consistently through vf or laughs,
letting his stocking fall and one bloomer

thrills.

„

.

A

i

A study in act-selling contrasts followed with Muriel Window, Everything
that the populous Evans turn had attempted and failed at' this lone lassie
tossed across without sweating a hair.
This girl, who is a Chicagoan and who
never got much here before 1919, returned with her peacock act and Friedlander songs, and got to the bunch
quickly with her Insolent Individuality
and tremendous comedy talents, shocked
them, amused them, rode them, whistled
at them, and then, when ehe had them
all scared of what she would do next,
she being by that time almost qude and
almost out of jabs at the proprieties, ehe
whisked into a maidenly frock and did
a sentimental ballad In piano sincerity.
Then she filliped in a josh, then she
winked an eye, then she bowed demurely,
then she floated out, and she showed

lian

place now/* -Undressing shadowgraphs,
talk by the male comedian about the
feminine lead's legs, questionable locals,
efforis to establish trans-footllght personalities to the audience about the
girls, and -the like, marked the "hook"
throughout And the dressing and scenery were In keeping with the standards
of the dialogue..
, ., ,_,„
fair small-time trio, Wood, Melville
and Philips, was pressed Into the cast,
surrounded by a chorus of three, small
a
ueivro, but
uni »
ve been
ceen seen before,
girl acts have
ree Is Hooverlzlng In peace
c horus of thn
times; Indeed. The principal comedy Is
of the obsolete "Jew" order without any
The set
plot reason for It being so.
is a shallow thing of hangings, shaking with every breath. A miniature curtain In the set fell at the end and was
Immediately raised, after which the

„

•

results. Went strong. Oeorgle Emmett,
single girl In "one," attempting a colleen

and making one shed change from skirts
to satin pants, failed to reveal

much

rea-

son for seeking the stage as a field. Her
notes are throaty and strained.
Her
personality is colorless. She makes no
effort at comedy and has no trill of the
sort required to sell Irish lyrics. Harris
and Lyman, before a special drop, a man
•.«»and woman In disorganized
><:» comedy
uvimm; for
a start, then
.hen the girl changes to male
evening clothes and the two do a brother
dancing double, then run Into the old
Mxfsjsj bit In which they lift some of
the lines that seems a part of that scene,
such as ."I was born with boxing gloves,"
"You'll die the same way." The dancing
portion was good and well received. The
boxing got laughs but was rough and
killed the hand.
«
Little Caruso and Co. are a good sized
act, six people.
It openB in a blue light
before the curtain like a two-man wop
>nv iact. then flies to a full stage
harmony
production showing a lighted street scene
ln Venice, very gaudy but for small time
probably very effective.
Though in

3
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infant son of

Peggy Marsh,

-

-the

ww

recently
(in who !<««";
Gaiety
vjaiciy girl
appeared on the Century Roof, New
York, was denied a $2,000,000 claim in
th<l cour t s here.
Its father was Henry
«. .. _.
tj
nn J, on oi
n t tne
t
e late
rnuiii ran
late multi-milf,»eia, granason
lionaire Chicago merchant, Marshall

muce J-onuuii
London

,ij tt j

remembw wnen%ou

.to

drew a respectable round.

'

.

.„

The

weVe°a^oTand°you
jumped over the barbed wire fence and
tore thereat of your trousers.^ He;
Ah, but you wouldn't know the ol$

Franklyn Gates and Bruce Morgan, In

At one time, when
a violin solo, he was seen
to wearily wipe his brow. He ran it like
the ringmaster of an animal act, smirking and acknowledging the tricks of his
trained pets. Llllaln Boardman, not recently seen here in vaudeville, appeared
as the soprano lead In the turn, scoring
with a ballad and fllwerlng with a novelty number.
At the end Evans stood
center and' took all the bows with each
of the women, having them enter one
by one, just barely stretching out the
process through the porous applause to
make It. The act at no time impressed,
lacking any high spots except Miss
Boardman's electrical sky-note, which

may

'.

•

._,»_ „.-..
-„ out. •, iaus
GIRL'S SON CUT MILLIONS.
GAIETY
w
"

delirium of "what shall we do nextr and
Sent Into die standing up. On Friday
night, second show, the scenes, numbers and finale all told did not register
In the aggregate as much applause as
an opening animal act might expect.
At times the. material was more than
Such hobblue, it was dirty black.
nailed witticisms as the following, shopworn to begin with, but never as bluntly
r prevalent: She: i
presented before, were

v j?

what seems a new act hereabouts, pulled

girl finished

of decades,

j

bit and took home a classy If
not a nolsv satisfaction from front. The
Jazzland Naval Octette, about the best
thing the war gave to vaudeville, with
enough right material In it te equip
several lively turns, played cat and
fiddle with the house and remained on
Just long enough to get perfect results,
.
a riot

thinnest provocation.

'

'

Bowery

.

,

Tnorft

Aerial De Graffs opened with speedy
gymnastics. Lou and'Jean Archer, No. 2,
found the spot cruel for so fleecy an act
but woke up the customers with the

This is his home town.
Ernest Evans and his "Associate Artlets" gave a strange spectacle of strained
and obvious "showmanship" with everything painfully pushed at the people, so
that one could see the seams. Evans, a
tall, blond man who does everything,
yet not much of anything through the
varying run of unimportant events, was
almost never off the stage, standing at
times during entire numbers By his girls
and gracefully bowing for them on the

a

f&w

-S

--

•

•

off.
The man has a valuable
ease of delivery and the girl has a quaint
personality that helps him and a plpey
voice that one must get used to before
taking. Some of the gags were wallops.
The dance was neat and deft, both being
feathery on foot and It wafted them off
Equlllo Brothers,
to a sweet little hit
as good hand balancers as any, closed
UiU.
powerfully.

'

Chicago, March 17.
Dan Kusol and Morris Greenwald present here "Rolling Along," one of those
typical mid-west* split-week "revues"
.which seem to survive only In the vaudevllle deserts where production acts seldom venture from other sections, it is
a shoddy affair, written with Inept selecof frayed buru
r
a pot pourrl
tion .from
lesque bWsr8Uged' lnV so'rt oYchiidTsh

the theatre that had, not seen the turn
before. Each of the trio got a banging
The' roars of laughter were
receptlan.
like postage stamps* on a strip,, separated by airy perforations for breath.
This vehicle ranks probably with "For
Pity's Sake," as Its only competitor, but
It is dubious what its value would be If
divorced from the personalities Identified
with it. Imhoff refused to step out of
the character at the end, and let It go at
six bows, though he could have teased
fl

...

EMPRESSTCHICAGO.

•.

then danced

Mi*

* -

and gravy.

Imhoff, Conn and Coreene are
there.
like faith, hope and charity, a trinity
not to be disturbed without a loss. It is
doubtful whether there was a soul In

.

'

Chicago. March 17.
The show is below grade" In lmpresslveness, though Its entertaining qualities carry it through to average returns.
The chief applause winner, Imhoff, Conn
and Coreene, taking as zippy' laughs as
ever and probably more applause than
before, has become one of those recurrent Joys like mother, sister or wife,
Hugh
great but no longer exciting.
Conn reappears In his original part after
,

-

Venice, the routine opens with an Egyptian dance by a tall, muscular woman,
therw a Spanish song, then a number
seemingly Hawaiian, then Italian opera.
LI'l Carus' Is a bit throaty but has some
The
fine notos in the- lower register.
oporatic8 drew bravos and went hugely.
Lewis and Norton, a nloe young couple
before a special drop, funned a while

ment being delivered with rare playing
and stage skill. Jack and Eva Arnold,
return date, drew a reception and hew
up nobly In songs and piano, with a
colorful character bit somewhat a-ia
Chick Sales the top peak of their enArthur Devoy and Co., fous
deavors.
peoplo, might get early big-time positions, though the ingenue needs direction: comedy big and applause average.
Romra and Haney. a sweet girl and a
handy lad. with "nut" stuff built for
laughs, were In tune with the audience,
and bowed off dripping with apple sauce

|

- §8

pjeij,

No denial of young Field's paternity
of the child was made, and it was
proven that the father, who died shortly after the child was born to Miss
Marsh, had planned to provide for his
son and his brother later settled $100,g^ fof jts gupportj xjat the local claim
was on $2,000,000 left the young father
in his father's will, to descend to his
"issue" if any/ The court held that
since Henry Marsh cannot legally
claim his father's name he cannot
legally be regarded as "issue," and the
father's
inheritance was therefore
ordered divided between his brother
and

sister.

.

s

.'.-.=•;

CA
;
!
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a small
fund and but
This is a special
• .
..
..
u
percentage of the wealth the Field
children were willed, about $125,000,000
in
trust
funds.
in all being tied up
.

c

Miss Marsh will appeal the case.
Should she win her son may get some$50,000,000 at his maturNo bitter contest was made, the
ity.
entire thing being argued by written

where .around

|

briefs iover technical interpretations of
Marshall Field's involved will.

HOFFMAN CANCELS BIG DEALS.
Chicago, March 17.
Aaron Hoffman has had to withdraw
from his contract to write George
White's "Scandals of W," because of
his going
necessitating
health
ill
abroad. He sails this month. Additional details of the deal with White
reveal that Hoffman was to have reaped
an unprecedented fee, the advance roy#»«"~"V '"S
_..„ _.«-u:«« !,» „ n i,.,^ «( total
J
»>£K ach,n 8 the unheard^f «»! ot
$30,000, to be paid him in instalments,
He returned a retainer of $5,000.
V:
Hoffman i, s? id to have disposed of

"

:

his interests in all vaudeville acta,
largely to Lewis and Gordon, and to
placed hig pergona i financial affairs in the custody of an eastern trust
company in view of an extended absence to be followed by activities d««
voted exclusively to pfaywriting.

h
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ILL

AND INJURED.
Chicago,

v

March

17.

'

.

Following patients are under care of
Dr. Thorek at the American Theatrical
Murray,
Chicago:
Jack
Hospital,
"Handicap," operated; Floyd Kathburn,
dancer. Stewart and Rathburn, oper-

'

'

hernia; liable
Clark of Winter Garden cabaret show,
__-_-j:-:*:.. t_/»i, «c.
rt f^h" \farlr
conMack, rem.
Scotch
appendicitis; Jack
chorus
Elizabeth Coyne, chorus
valescing;
gj rl, nasal operation; Dorothy Smith,
«ic»i n t w -1v fiirli"all a<»ng
Hointr w«i.
well
te P L » vel y ^ lr » » »"
ated

for

;

.

strangulated

.

-

:
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ROCKWELL SOME DADDY.
Chicago,

March

i

17.

George Rockwell (Rockwell and
Fox) is the proud father of a boy born
to Mrs. Rockwell at Bloomington, 111.
Each night during his engagement at
the Majestic he caught the 11 JO, ar'55 a.
v na "»
J n o'oomingion^.aj
Rloominsrton
a m.,
m leavleay
Jr 1*"!?
leg
there 9:55 a. m., arriving here 2 :20.
i

\
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new Acts
The

Home

of David Band

The

(20).

Palace.

To get the right slant at long distance on The House of David Band,
just visualize a roomful of bearded
That's what these 20 male
ladies.
musicians from Benton Harbor, Mich.,
look like. They have their hair hangtog down their backs, hair on their
faces and the program says they have
never visited a barber. What a sight
they must be early in the morning
combing out their back hair, for their
back hair is nicely eombed out The
billing aays they are religionists from
the Community Farm in Michigan. The
"David" in the title indicates they are
Hebrews, but if they are their beards
hide any distinctive facial features, excepting a couple who seem smooth face,
although perhaps having a light mustache or another with a mustache only.
Ifs some sort of a freak community
robably, getting away with it in Mich,
6few Yorkers will call them fanatical
nuts and lej it go at that. At the
Opening' the 'men are standing with
their backs to the audience. That is to
exhibit the main exhibit, otherwise hair
Some look like the
down-the-back.
mountaineers in the old Universal
"western" features and certainly nothing worse than that was ever put on
the screen. 'Others recall the bearded
ladies so quickly that now the secret
Perhaps the best looking hair
is out.
down the back in the Benton Harbor
tells who is the handsomest man in the
village. Two or "three of the players
are near comedians. As this is their
first time out, the try doesn't count.
Especially in that class is the, leader,
who wears glasses besides hair front
and back. He almost did- a shimmy
movement once. With their stage work
the main dependence is the hair. Without that they would be lucky to lead
a firemen's parade. But with the head
adornment this crowd can
something in the smaller towns.
looks too big for them unless they ballyhoo around the city.
All required would be to walk Broadway with a sign reading: "At the
Palace this week." The music runs to
brasses. But two or three reed instruments. One of the cornetists sounded
regular, likewise a trombonist. Their
musical scheme is to take slow time at
the start of a piece, hitting up the
tempo toward the centre and finishing forte. It's a good scheme. The
music is mostly rag, giving enough
swing but with too much similarity and
not enough latest tunes. No, they did
facia!

start

New York

not play "Dardanella."

A

laugh at the

opening was when the bass drummer
tied up his hair behind as though he
didn't want to mix it up with the cymbals.

The band was

a riot in Cleve-

land, did almost as big in Chicago and
is a certain draw anywhere but New
York. The Palace gave it the No. 3
spot, too hard a position. It should
have closed the first part. Tuesday

evening the band did very big, bringing steady applause at the finish. Taking the comment of near-by auditors,
it
was looked upon as a novelty,
through the men themselves, and that
is what it is, for people will wonder
how they ever dropped into vaudeville.
Ernie Young dug them up and it was
some digging, for Mr. Young wears
his hair only on the top of his head.
8ime.

Howell and Gear.
Songi and Talk.
15 Mint. One.
i

Jefferson.

5th

Zuhn and Dries.
Talk.
13 Mini.; One.
Columbia (March 14).
Thirteen minutes of solid talk and a
laughing hit at the Columbia is quite a
record for a two-man act nowadays.
Zuhn and Dries are the two men, both
in boob costume, with each shouting
absurd questions and answers at each
other, about their fathers, family and
farms.
They also talk about one
catching a whale and the time they
had with it It's a matter of securing
ridiculously impossible answers and
this couple seem to be supplied with
many. Some are adapted from other
fi

cm

but many will force laughter
the most sophisticated vaudeville

combination, straight and
in evening dress waiting for "their girl," a Mary Smith, who
happens to be the girl for whom both
are waiting, though singly and unaware
of the other's presence until the due
course of time. Crossfire. "Oh What
a Pal Was Mary" by straight. Parody
by comic. Some more crossfire. Very
effective.

An odd combination as a two-act.
Given the next to closing spot at the
Fifth Avenue Monday night, they held,
it up, in the face of a rather big time
Srogram for that house preceding
fan and woman form the turn. It
opens with talk and follows with song,
then talk again, with the man meantime
evidencing he is an acrobat in a way;
also a light comedian but he displays
his best as a monologist and singer. He
did a ballad in excellent voice and told
a couple of stories just as welL But
when working with his partner.-the
man gives indications only of small
time with the collection of gags and
his habit of saying "Woof, woof* after
the apparent gags or puns, likewise

stooping low and walking away in the
ioe Barret stride at other times. Early

e jumped into the arms of the young

woman, who then allowed him
to the floor.

drop

to

Afterwards he did several

The finishing number Ts "I'm
"falls."
Bugs About You" and it sent them over,
they registering strongly although for
big time there seems to .be in the turn
The
only the man's single work.
woman does little excepting to express
a certain class held in restraint through
force of circumstances and she looked
very nice after a change of gown, failing to bring out her appearance when
On its showing at the
first entering.
Fifth Avenue the turn is entitled to the
small big time, for the oddity of the
act in its make up and work appears
enough to carry tt along. Still there
remains a strong suspicion the man can
do a big time single. He has the delivery and voice for stories and songs,
needing but the material to pad out a
regular act of that description.
.

.

Sim:

Monmin, Winefred and Vance.
Dances and Songs.
14 Mini.; One.
125th St

Mossman and Vance was formerly a
two dancing act now build into a trio'
with the addition of Miss Winefred.
They opened with "Some Harmony,"
followed with "Back to Dixieland" and
some stepping. The boys went into a
neat double dance While the girl made
a change,- with Miss Winefred succeeding with a song, "Shadows Will Fade
Away." There were two other trio
numbers, "Rockabye" and
Simply
Full of Jazz." All three are neat in
appearance and work and the turn
-"'
should deliver on three-day bills.

Tm

Ibee,

Hal Johnson and Co.

Comedv

Sketch.

Four (Parlor).
Columbia (March 14).
The Hal Johnson comedy skit depends upon a female impersonation by

make them

will

laugh, as much as Moss and
Frye's material does, though the two
routines are in different strains, but
based on the same scheme of humor.

Mm

Hip Raymond.
Clown.

One; Two; One.
23d Street
Hip Raymond is doing the table
13 Mine;;

act, using four
finish in "one"

good Russian

tables

high.

he does

floor stuff.

fall

For a

some very
Fred,

Mr. Johnson. It is very well done.
Johnson does not try to make it too effeminate, rather rough with low comedy in the business of the character.
This with the dialog amuses. But the
sketch

is

interest and- the finish immediately
after leaves nothing but the memory
of Johnson's impersonation. Opening
are the father, his daughter and her
sweetheart who wants to marry. The
father forbids the match and says he
all

engage a chaperon.

The young

man

connives with the girt to become
the chaperon, affording the excuse for
the impersonation. The other players
take care of their roles, but just why
the yodel was allowed can never be explained unless the yodeler made it a
Eart of his contract. Mr. Johnson will
e sensible to have this playlet gone
over, bolstered up and a finish inserted
when he should n.ake the big time with
it It looks as though he has a future

as a female impersonator along comedy
Blm$
line if he cares to pursue i t
.

On«;

Full;

On*.

City.

Cameron and Kennedy last were together as a team in 1911. Then Cameron did "Hired and Fired," with Johnny. O'Connor (O'Connor and Dixon).
The present combination looks all set,
with a new revamped version of "On
and Off," the old Cameron and Flanagan vehicle. They open in one as dames,

doing a ropeskipping.dance, a

man

in-

terrupting, telling them he: is the manager and, they leave the stage to go
into a full stage dressing room set
Here comedy is derived from the
change to male attire and the dialog
gets plenty of laughs. The manager
enters and bawls them out asking
them where they have been for the
Sast 2 years. They answer .by showing
im khaki coats, which is good for
applause. He relents and after they
describe the act they did previous to
the war, gives them another chance
and they step into "one" for an excellent eccentric double. An encore is a
monkey imitation, with Kennedy introducing Tudor Cameron as the monk,
the latter doing an excellent travesty.
The finish is -Kennedy pulling an eccentric soft shoe buck, with Cameron
accompanying on a harmonica. Kennedy is a strong partner and' the act-'
ought to fit in nicely on the best of the"
bills.
They cleaned up at the City. Co*.
.

-

.

'

Sear Allen and Co. (1).
1

Slut
17 Mini.;

One. '„

12Sth St.

Searl

Allen enters alone talking
about having just quit a "matrimonial
training school" and is soon joined by
a well. appearing girl, who explains' that
her father runs the institution. Allen
finally arrives at a point in the discussion where he remarks that he really
looking for a wife, not a policeman,
and that the school's rules are tootough for him. There was a song, "I'd
Be Satisfied," used at the finish. It was
too long and so is the act. However
the act's chances were spoiled on the
long try-out program Friday night'
last Allen appeared ninth, after eight
try-outs and so quiet a skit had tough
is

sledding.

Ibee.

Eyler and Green.

City

(March

*

12).

male

pianist
Girl singer with

clothes.
fect match

k

».

Piano and Singing.
12 Mini.; One.

Blonde

(2).

knocked skelter when toward
its close the man playing a father
breaks into a yodeling song. That ends

is

Both

Three a day feature act

14 Mini.;

Anma

They have two peculiarities. One
that both stand in the same spot
near the right entrance almost continuously, without moving. The other is
that they shout at each other as though
they have been doing the act in the
open air or convention halls. Just
where they came from no one at the
Columbia knew Sunday afternoon. If
the. men will tone their voices, work
with more smoothness and either make
better use of the boob idea or abandon
it for something else, they should become laughmakers of sufficient value to
get the big time. Their material will
fan.

Two men

Hebrew.

Cameron and Kennedy.
Comedy Sketch.

One.

"The Haunted Violin" is a Mystic
novelty that goes the thought tranference acts one better. There are two
drawbacks at present " The first is the
lack of showmanship by the man who
presents the act and the second is that
there is unusual metallic quality in the
reproduction of tie violin playing.
The man at the opening makes, an
announcement he will have the violin
play of its own accord and render any
selection asked for and also talk and
sing.
The talking bit it first run
-through the man going into the audience and asking the usual. run of "what
is this" questions and receiving replies
from the general direction of the stage
After
in a very phonography voice.
this he brings the violin into the audience and goes about one-third way
sugaudience
with
it
The
np one aisle
gests selections and forthwith they are
played. At the finish the man playa a
duet with the "haunted" instrument
and the only effect is that the difference between the real violin playing
on the stage and that which is transferred over wires is shown up. The
quality of the voice in answering the
questions would indicate the principal
used for the haunted violin is somewhat similar to that employed in the
bigger railroad terminals around Hew
York in announcing the arrival and
departure of trains. There is a woman
in it somewhere for she is the one who
answers the questions. There is enough
to the act to work up remarkable mystery turn. The best suggestion would
be for the cutting out of trie talk entirely and sticking to the violin and
playing altogether. Why not a sketchy
history of the famous violins, a little
bunk about the old masters, the story
of the struggling musician who discovers that study as he may he cannot
master the instrument and suddenly
the realization that the instrument he
is trying to play turns out melodies
Fred.
without the aid of a bow?

days,

week

Bevaa and Flint
Songa and Talk.

Violin,"

Mystic Playing}
12 Mint.| One.
Alhambra.

17 Mini.i Full Stage.

and

Haunted

this

in

evening

gown

a per-

of the piano player's hair.

She sings several meritorious songs in
cabaret manner. The songs sound new
and are. "Toodle Oodle," "Love Thy
Neighbor," with special lyrics; "I Got
Out and Walked Before," a near
naughty automobile number, and "Oriental Girl of Mine," with a slight
shimmev attached Her jazz technique
is flawless and her vocal limitations
concealed cleverly. He contributes vo?
cal assistance in the opening number'
and accompanies the others without
the usual solo, as she makes no change.
The girl has a nice appearance. They
are a pleasing small time couple with
possibilities.
Con.
•

Tony George and Co.

(2).

Acrobatic
9 Mini.; One (Special Drop).
:American.
Two man, one straight, the other rednosed foreign eccentrique, also straight
-

woman, for tumbling- stunts. Straight
and woman doing the understanding
for the comedy head-stands and kindred tricks of the comedian. The best
trick is a twisting somersault from understander's shoulders to same position.
Comedy rather good. People
have classy appearance.
Jolo.

.

''^^^W
L

NEW ACTS
Van Dyke,

Gertrude

Song«.
14 Mini.; One (Special).
23d Street
A good idea gont wrong.. The reason
is no one except Gertrude Van Dyke
She is using a special drop
herself.
that

is

very elaborate, with a huge

heart in the center. The heart is of
golden hue, and she steps, through for
her introduction. After she steps behind a screen, and, while making a
change, leads to her "Cave Man Love"

This seemed a little beyond
her
gives
it
her voice, although
an. opportunity to drop from the*
soprano heights of the opening song
v
to a deep contralto. Another change,
after which she acts as a love salesman. It is the best thing as far as
Miss Van Dyke's delivery is concerned.
It is a talking song. After it she strips
down to tights behind the screen, and
goes into a posing act for a single
picture, singing a song with it The
picture is shown by the parting of the
curtains that form the heart in the

number.

;

center of the drop. Miss Van
is a good looking girl of the

Dyke

problond type, and in tights she
3 nounced
reveals a stunning figure, but this
dees not seem to be enough to carry
It looks as though she is ather.
tempting too much vocally. But with
the flash in the way of production and
the novelty she could slip along the
route for once around providing she
got down to talking numbers entirely.

•-.'

Frtd.

Story and Clark. •".
Song* and Music.

15 Mint.) One.
Columbia (March 14).
Story and Clark are a young woman
and young man, with the former a singer and the latter at the piano when
not doing an xylophone solo. The girl
has selected punch line popular songs
that she can get over through enuncia-

<-

She sings like a cabaret worker,
but her present songs prove enough.
The man with his ^cylophonery displayed nothing unusual. He should remain at the piano and if playing the
piano better, give a solo on that instrument instead. -The girl is a brution.

\t

net.

She needs coaching

in delivery,

also appearance, although she will do
just now for the best three-a-day, but
could be aimed for big time with instruction. No. 2 at the Columbia the
£^k .turn held up the show with all the
Blwe.
credit going to the songs.
__
—
Ann Gray.
-

•

—

'

and! Harp Selection*.
16 Mint.; One.

Songs

—

aan Riverside.

Vr Ann

;

-

.

.

ft sr

mi

quite obviously very limited stage experience. This lack of experience does
not matter greatly, however, as Miss
Gray's shyness and lack of sophistication serve to add charm to her per-

formance.

A

white Grecian robe

is

worn by Miss Gray throughout her
if; act Opening with a classical selection on the harp. Miss Gray follows
:-l7
this with a song, The Humoresque,"
"Oh
Next,
accompanying herself.
Marie," sung in Italian, then "I Hear
You Calling Me" and "Pal of Mine"
•- for
an encore. All of the songs went
over.
Miss Gray should do for the
Bell

big time.
I

Dorothy Doyle.
:

Songs.
13 Mina.i

m
nor

"'»

&

Frei.

«

Geo and

Burnett*,
Comedy Acrobats.
12 Mina.| Full Stag*.

Dancing "Sister" act composed of
Brown (Kalmar and Brown)
and Effie Weston (Weston and Kerr).
The girls have a strong penchant for
abbreviated dresses, if indeed any of
the costumes they wear can be spoken
of as "dresses."
With Dave Dryer
at the piano, they open with an introductory number, which eventuates into
an umbrella juggling dance the pianist
sings; Miss Weston does a "Spanish
Jessica

.

Job.
'

Contortionist.
9 Mi n i.i One.

clock remarking that he will do 9 minutes. He places the clock on a stand
and goes into an excellent routine of
dislocating and contorting on a table.

His .athletic work is accompanied by a
running fire Of good gab delivered in
a drawling dialect that sounds Southern. He works until the alarm rings
and then dons his discarded hat and
ccat for an exit It's a neat idea and
novel He went well in second position and is a remarkable exhibit of
muscular plasticity.
Con.

Man eccentric tumbler, woman asboth do straw hat boomerang
throwing. The man essays ponderous
attempts at comedy.
Crude small
sists;

timers.

Mack and

Salle

One

American Roof.

Two men, one doing an Eltinge that
seemed to fool the house completely.
The

straight handles his vocal numbers capably, the "girl" doing most of
the stepping.
Job.
.

•

.

,

...-

-

j

question.
Why?
That's
his
mother's photograph. That's the kind
of playlet it is. Bat despite this incongruity the turn pleased. When his
mother turns out to be a long lost
sister of his irate Irish boarding house
keeper and she becomes aware of that
matters become once more roseate for
Bruce.
Miss Ferguson handles the
housekeeper role effectively while the
juvenile roles of Nora and Bruce are
equally well taken care of.
in

15 Mini.;

-'-.

"

On*

;

>. ..'
•

American Roof.
Without any pretense at showmanship or affections of any sort, one man
sits down at the ivories and the other
starts reeling off a series of restricted

comedy songs. What comedy points
the songs possess are gotten across for
their full effect through the clear enunciation of the lyric by the vocalist He,
too, is attired in plain business suit
and stands on the rostrum singing his
tunes. The lobby billing has it the duo
are "featuring their own compositions."
They are doing it effectively. While
none of the numbers is of the type
one would imagine to move a minstrel
into
force.

composing, they have a quaint
that hits home with
A brace of encores fell to them.

Wire.
9 Mini.
125th

i

Foil Stage.'

St (March

12).

Hap Hazzard opened

in

"one" with

Florence Gast
Songs and Dances.
7 Min*.; Two.

some

sort of a medal on his chest He
patters about being overseas and having done so much flying he became an
acrobat. Going to full stage a partially slack wire is disclosed. Hap says

125th

the wire came from a dirigible which
exploded.
He keeps up his chatter
while on the wire, but accomplishes
some clever feats. The first trick of
juggling dubs is topped off by a throwup from the feet—no simple trick on
the wire. There is a good chair balancing feat and a ladder trick. Hap
ought to work out a pop single for the
opening or closing spot He ought to
lose the talk in "one," get a regular
hair cut and he can lose the armlets.

veloped she will probably command attention.' though she
get little now.

St (March 12).
Miss Gast is quite youthful—perhaps.
16—and very good looking and. her act
has costumes and material. But she
is immature in her work.
When de.

may

Several song numbers and two dances,
with a change for each. Miss Gast rebehind a tableaux curtain, her face
alone showing, the changes being made
by a dresser, while the girl comments
on her next offering. Her best effort
was a toe dance, which didn't show the
grace of "the darling -of the ballet,
Pavlowa," as promised by Miss Gast.

tires

•v£g

Ibtt.

Wallaee Getvm.

Magic and Talk.
12 Mtm.i On*.

Pasquale and Golden.
Mutical.
15 Mini.} One.

pop house turn is this
two-man accordion and violin com-

bination.
Pasquale, the accordionist,
is inclined to "hog" matters a trifle.

improvement on

\

RoyaL

Jefferson.
An excellent

his

showman-

ship also would not be amiss. The
fiddler handles himself quite well,
although he seems rooted to one spot
He could improve his mannerisms by
strutting a little around the rostrum.
Good three-a-day act

Juggling
11 Mine.;

One

American Roof.

Two man

combination with juggling,
mixed with some hat throwing, as their
forte.
Straight and comic.
Latter
missed a couple in his routine due to
evident nervousness.
An interesting
small time act

*.t«&£l

Ibtt.

Gal via is a clean cut chap with a
sterling routine of palming and card
tricks followed by the magic rings seen
with Ten Ichi and other magicians.
However, Galvin gets a lot out of the
latter and uses it for a finish harmonizing the shaking of the rings to orchestral accompaniment to shake them
apart at the last beat He accompanies
his stunts with a running fire of witty
comment Galvin can entertain in an
early spot

on any of the

bills.

Coi\.

Jolo.

Song and Dance
15 Mina.j

with a $3,000 per annum job in the
offing. Norah has acquired $25 by selling a little picture. The lodger, Bruce
Crayton, after a trip to his "uncle's"
where he has exchanged an overcoat
and some other necessary wearing apparel for $30 is at once removed from
the sum in favor of the little picture

homely humor

Hap Hazxard.

Gardner and Van

American.
Pretty girl, sweet personality, but
swallows the last word of each line of
her ditties. In other words, she doesn't
know how to breathe while warbling.
Good changes of costume for each
number.
A little vocal instruction
might work wonders for this girl.

ing her lodger of his room unless the
amount is immediately forthcoming.
Her daughter, Norah, has a crush on
this lodger, a struggling artist by profession, at present out of work but

-

the man attempting comedy through
peeking. The finish finds the girl on
a web (instead of a rope) with the man
balancing it
The opening section
needs the most repair.
Ibee.

little

>

(3).

Four (Parlor).
Boarder owes boarding house keeper
$19.80.
The latter is intent on reliev-

McDermott end Heagney

A

(2).

Tumbling.
6 Mint.; Full Stage.
American.

s

25

Piano Act

eliminations this
act should develop into a pop opening
act for the couple has a good idea. The
man does eccentric comedy, as a repair man calling at an apartment to
fix the lights. There after a too long
comedy section the man mounts a ladder, slips off and catches on to the
chandelier, which falls apart uncovering a trapeze. He shows something on
the bar. The woman changes her gown
to sonbret costume behind a screen,

ing one leg on other's shoulder. Very
neat dancing turn by seasoned performers, but there is nothing sensational in the act to distinguish it from
the dozens of others in the field—nothing especially distinctive or individual.
It seems to need some sort of a wallop to lift it up somewhere—somehow.

The Bradners

I

St (March 12).
With the proper

Brown

sings "Come on and Play Wiz
Me," with some toe dancing (which
received the largest applause of the
act); pianist does a pianola specialty
on the black keys of the music box;
both return in, black short skirts for
jazz song and dance during which they
shimmy violently and kick high, throw-

Ibtt,

125th

Jazz" dance, in short pantelets covered
with fringe, the "Spanish Jazz" consisting of high kicking to the accomSaniment of syncopated Spanish music]
oth, in filmy skirts for a high kicking stage waltz, including some "legover-legr with cartwheel finish Miss

Harry Watktes.

playlet is satisfactory for

three-a-day consumption.

Singing and Dancing.
17 Mins.1 Fall Stage (Special Cyc).
Colonial

y-

The

ideas.

Brown and Weston.

One.

/•to.

v.

effective.

new com-

edy playlet In it he plays a. traveling
salesman who has been married six
weeks. Half of that time he has been
on the road however, and comes back
expecting a happy greeting from his
bride. She makes a tardy appearance
in a house smock and doesn't give the
groom much of a tumble. The explanation is that she had gone to a lecture
about how wives should treat husbands
and having "seen the light," hubby
don't belong very much. There enters a flossily dressed blond who announces that she is the physician for
the "Woman's Substitute Society" and
orders wifie from the room while she
"examines" the patient The answer
is that wife wakes up and when she is
finally permitted to re-enter the room,
she's dressed in some lacy things—the
tip-off that she has gated the lecturer's

Watkins opens carrying an alarm

—

Gray seems a recruit from the
concert platform. She is a girl of about
18, with an attractive appearance and

%

Eddie Heron got a hand on entrance
but- his present act appears a

is one of those bedroom acts.
a combination of ideas-contained
in acts from other days. One asleep
at opening, and the smothering of the
alarm clock bit for the comedy—the
husband who is lying abed while the
wife is out hunting a job. The dialog
A
familiar from old acts.
is also
sample, "I wish I had taken my
mother's advice and never married
you." "So do L" "I remember when
we walked to the altar—." "Walked,
you dragged me" With the bits .from
standard acts rolled into one it follows
that this turn is a good one. It is
in this case so good that it will make
audiences laugh anywhere, especially
on the small-time, which seems to be
about the speed of the team. The set
that is used is tack stuff, but mighty

This

It is

^^^^^Ws^^ ^^i

19 Mint.;

17 Mint.; Full Stage.

23d Street

:

Mattie Ferguson and Co.
Playlet

Eddie Heron and Co. (2).
The Traveling Salesman.'*

;

_

WEEK

THIS

Anderson and Graves.
"Oat of Work" (Sketch).
If Mini.; Foil Stage (Special Set).

^r-

Manning and Bates.
Comedy Talking.
12 Mim.i One.
125th St (March 12).

_

Man and woman with a Toutine that
needs strengthening if it -is to attract
bookers. They won one laugh with a
gag relating to mules in a brewery.
The man tries for comedy with a trombone with fair results.
Ibtt.

act Jaziing their heads or dancing their

feet

off.

Two single women turns did not hurt
either. Trixle Frlganza In her second
Palace week was in the first half and
Elizabeth M. Murray was second after
Besides,- there was the
intermission.
greatest collection of whiskers ever
grouped together on the stage and labIt

elled "The House of
Acts), besides those

subtle.

It's

the house
Mr.' Kelly

Is

is

a

'

Glenn and Jenkins, colored
comedians. It Isn't their singing, danc-

is Just their little bits of character
Those of us who have never
been south and seen the illiterate coon,
seem to feel just as well as those who
have, that the characterizations ar> true.
And being so, they are appreciated.
Rekoma followed Klnograms with an
equilibrist-contortionist act, surrounded
by a neat and clean looking calico cyclorama drop and himself attired In dress
clothes, walking on and off In silk hat
and carrying a cane. The idea is good.

ent with Percy Bronson shading Winnie
Baldwin for appreciation.
In other
houRea it may be Miss Baldwin who will
individually win out for Mr. Bronson
has a difficult role he must make stand

.The more Intelfect In front of him
the easier that Is.
Their reception at
the finish was very cordial.
Miss Murray happened along* with all
new material, from songs to stories.
She did everything, Irish, Yiddish and
coon, In songs and stories. Mavbe Miss
Murray ran everything In knowing Miss
up.

plaee

Was no"

sinecure.-

Her

song,

In

her first two stories were so big they
hurt those that followed. It was a clean
up.

,

Then the Dooleys, next, coupled with
Morln Slaters who fill in for the
Dooleys' changes.
The girls do nlcelv.
the four opening as the Doolevs did
with the Watson Sisters In "Monte
ChrlBto" at the Winter Garden. During
the turn the Dooleys alone do three of
_thelr travesties. The "Apache" was one
scream. "Walking Down the Avenue"
(with Lll) another, and the burlesque on
the hand balancing the third.
The
Dooleys can do anything they want to
at anv time with any audience.
As low
comedians they are without a peer In
this country.
The second week for Miss Frlganza
did not diminish her reception; if she
did the Rnme act last week.
She ran
right through a comedy turn excepting
a sad recitation about a three-legged
dog. then she did the garbage' wagon
number and also hitched up her clothes
dog. front and back. That hitching may
make Emma Carus sore and If it does.
Patrlco'a can pan the both of them for
It, for Pat did It first.
the.

'

If not original.
Rekoma might practice
a little more the. doffing and donning
of his chapeau. Otherwise he Is an eaex,
worker and does some marvelous single
hand-stands and "planges."
A word to Sophie Tucker, if it Is permitted and will be accepted In the spirit
In which it Is Intended.
She Is using
altogether too many "ylddlsh" asides.
They are funny to a relatively small portlon of the average audience, but are
not at all In keeping with Miss Tucker's
staging snd attempts st artistic presentation.
She is the same popular, buxom
queen of syncopation, "but It is so easy
to fall from a carefully erected pedestal
In the public's affections.
"Topics of the Day" didn't seem a bit

funny Monday night. The audience never
once broke forth into hilarious laughter.
There„seemed to be a rather poor selection of witty sayings culled from the
press of the day.

William Seabury and his girts, with
Buddy Cooper at the piano, are a fine
specimen of the kind of act they stand
Me is a wonderfully supple looselimbed dancer and gets a lot out of his
girls.
They have Bome new costumes

for.

since shown at the Colonial earlier In
season.
But his girls make their
Initial entrances on his announcements
before their music cues, which somewhat mars the effectiveness.
Joe Cook, with his familiar one-man
vaudeville show, held the next to closing spot with his nonsensical itles. Alfred Naess, assisted by Miss Llgrld and
Collins, on real ice, offer most agile

the

skating and dancing.

Jolo.

•

The house had hardlv settled down
when the David Band onened. Those

long-haired guys are a funny looking
but the audience seemed to take
them seriously.
Perhaps through the
program mentioning religion. There are
nrunct. blonds and red- heads among the
men with hair. One or two have dark
hair on their heads and a lighter shade
down their backs. If the house would
take It as a comedy musical turn on Its
looks, there would bo nothing to It, so

set.

RIVERSIDE.
Plenty of variety In the current Riverside show, with a nicely arranged running order which gave every act a fair
shake. Although the bill held two names
In Eva Tanguay headlining, and Bessie
Clayton as the feature, attendance was
off Monday night, the orchestra espe-

showing numerous gaps.
Bailey and Cowan, third, and Bessie
Clayton's Dance Revue, closing the first
half, were the hits of the early section.

cially

-

rates.

all

Alhambra

"

people and four horses on the bill that
showed. How many there were back
stage In addition to this (meaning people, not horses), is problematical. Lloyd
had the headline honors, with Frank
Dobson and "The Sirens" taking the bot-\
>
torn of the bill.
Evans and Feres, an Australian act
here about .4 years ago, opened the
show. Their offering Is a combination
of rlsley and perch work. The heavier
of the two men does all the rlsley work,
while the top mounter shows some very
nifty work atop of a ladder and later on
a pile perch. The turn was greeted with
unusual applause for an opening act
The warship wreck novelty used at the
close is sure Are.

McCormack and Mellon with their
dancing act on second recalled the old
days at "the Corner" when no Hammerstein show was complete without a
couple of hoofing boys in the No. 2 spot
This team, however, combine a touch
comedy

of

In

their offering

aged to get their rube
shape.
-

and man-

stuff In great
Their acrobatics earned applause
finish 1 healthy bends were

and at the
tallied.

The May Wlrth riding act was a

tre-

mendous hit in the third spot. The
dainty equestrienne won the audience in
the opening number "When My Baby
Smiles." after which the riding had them
thrilled and laughing by turns.
Phil
St. Leon, the comedian of the act, worked
great and the laughs In full measure
were his return.
Jsck Inglls. the "nut" comedienne

of-

fered his single next to closing Inter-

mission but even his walking out with
the musical instruments at the finish' of
his offering failed to get him more than
2 bows.
Inglls Is funny to a certain extent and his numbers get over In good

shape, but his "N.V. A." cracks andthe
burlesque that he pulls are all, to the
Greasy Vest and the rest of 8th Ava
shooting galleries.
The class offering of the first part
closed Intermission. It Is the new William B. Frledlnnder act "Cave Man
Love" with Billy Rhodes, featured.
Rhodes Is a Juvenile type who can sing
and dance and with all of this shows
ability to act and handle comedy. Some
combination. He Is assisted by 4 girls
who work hard and earn their share
of the applause.
Opening the second half of the show
'The Hsunted Violin" (New Acts) managed to Interest but did not mystify.

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmle Barry were on
Just- ahead of the dancers and went
strongly with their familiar comedy talk
creation.
Barry's "rube" remains In a
olass by itself and will live forever in
vaudeville favor.
The Mrs. Is getting
very stout but feeds and foils him as
perfectly as ever. They went over like
a water falls. ..v.
Selblni and Grovinl opened the show
with a fast routine of Juggling on
bicycles.
It's a peppery opening comblnatlon and gave the show a fast start.
Wallace Gal vln (New Acts) with palming and ring manipulating accompanied
by a running fire of chatter, worked as
though the spot annoyed him. At the
finish he walked off In a bored manner
and didn't even attempt a nod. He entertained while on and should have
'•
cashed much more liberally,
Anna Held, Jr., assisted- by Emmet
Gllfoyle were In the third hole and Miss
Hold's wardrobe made the women buss
shoulders
like bees. Gllfoyle
the lion's
share of the entertaining and succeeds
admirably. He sings, crossfires and In;
troduces her various changes In a medley of popular and near popular songs
which sounds as though It was smeared
together.
Jazs doesn't rhyme with
Broadway as attempted In one lyrical introduction.
Tlje last change to white
tights with a gorgeous white spangled
peacock tall was on a par with the ermine cloak that preceded It/ Miss Held
holds the eye and doesn't attempt much
beside the mannlkln exhibition.
Harry Mayo opened the second half
after Topics and Intermission. Mayo Is
doing a tramp backed by a special drop
depleting a closed saloon with crepe
hung on the door. Jimmy Barry Is
credited with authorship of Mayo's
monologue and it is the most cleverly
constructed routine of booze gab heard
so far. Mayo breaks It up with a couple
of 'songs delivered in his splendid bass
.

There must have been people falling
over themselves back stage at the
this week.
There were 84

acting.

-s.-

at the Royal
to the time-

it

lect "Walt 'Till You See," sung to the
leader arid sounding new in her hands,
"What's the Use of Kicking," an optimistic ditty on topical subjects, and
"Pittsburg, Pa.," another Hebrew dialect
number. She was forced to respond to
shouted requests from the bouse with
"Alle Alle." Salvos of applause followed
after she had taken repeated bowa
Roscoe Ails closed the first half and
held up the Ihterralsslonlsts with his
dancing assisted by MIdgle Miller and
the Picks. It's all Alls and Miller foe
the band don't mean a thing.
They
sound all wrong on the fast Jazz numbers and do more contortlonlng than
Babe Ruth trying to get hold of a fast
one. Ails/Was forced to -a speech' nearly
all
remaining seated until he was
through. He and MIdgle can step out
as a team any time- the jazz traze evapo-

ALHAMBRA.

It

.-

Irish. "Don't Do That." Is a whole act
In Itself as Miss Murray does It, while

makes them

an act strong enough to follow, any sort
of a turn on a program and "clean up."

'

Frlganza had been on ahead and her

Is

queening

her -songs stepping off with "Manor's
Arms," a crooney ballad, "Sits Around
Sits Around" a pip of a dialect number In which she explains the trouble
he has With a non-spending Hebrew
suitor.
"Buddie" another ballad, "I
Gotta Da Proof In which she makes a
quick switch to Italian costume and dia-

across, the act, Is far too commonplace
for a light comedian of Gax'ton's ability.
Ann Gray (New Acts) opened the 'second half and Margot Francois and partner closed the show with a comedy
Bell.
ground tumbling turn.

suitably staged..

Is

and

bull's-eyes while Miss Clayton made her
costume changes. During the course of
one of Miss Clayton's dances the audience started to "kid" Wilbur Dunn, her
dancing partner. This was occasioned
by Mr. Dunn's costume, which appeared
a trifle too "classical" for the remainder
of the act.
William Gaxton made 'em laugh hard
and often second after Intermission with
Rupert Hughes' sketch "The Junior
Partner." It's very broad farce, of the
sort the small time Is especially strong
for, and while Mr. Gaxton and his company succeeded in putting the sketch

—

Baker

week and contrary

honored custom of newly wed celebrities, she doesn't make an entrance to the
'strains of "Here Comes the Bride." She
tied the show Into a lovers knot with

worked over.
Bailey and Cowan panicked the works
fourth with their fast cabaret turn. An
elaborate special street drop with, a
couple of curtained store windows, which
the boys'and Estelle Davis; assisting,
make practical use of, set the specialties
off snd give the turn an undeniable
tone of "class." "The Irish Were Egyptians," "Wedding Bells" and a concerted
Chinese number were the highlights of
the vocal stuff. Bailey's banjo singles,
all played with a sure touch that comes
with expert knowledge of his Instrument, landed heavily.
Bessie
Clayton was a tower of
strength fifth, giving the middle section
just the sort of timber needed.
The
Canslnos, James demons, one of the best
eccentric dancers around for several
seasons, and Joseph Regan, a sweet•voiced contra tenor, each filled In for

ists, stand out effectively
Val and Ernie Stanton, on early, are
couple of nut crosstalk performers.
Instead of pulling their gags In misfit
clothes or conventional dress suits, they
have characterised their rotes as tutor
and Eton college youth, respectively.
With a sharpened sense of humor they
perpetrate a clever play upon words
that, uttered in ordinary or other makeThe
up, might not sound so ludicrous.
fact of a college tutor or a student
not 'knowing the meaning of a lot of
words is. In itself, the essence of humor.
As a result they were accorded a bunch
of clamorous applause.
Take one of
their gags, as an Instance, a very old
one.
Discussing aong-wrlting, one of
them says: "I only make up the words
you can get the air outside." Most of
us have heard It Innumerable times in
the small time, but when pulled by an
apparently erudite college youth It is

the Day were Bronson and Baldwin In
their well set act the/ becomes » the
Palace siage.
They ran through the
turn to the full Pleasure of those pres-

Belle
this

erly

a

ing or instrumentation that

Fred.

ROYAL

George Teoman had to fight his way
the first five minutes, but got to the
house when 'he started to tslk of the
"Automat." Most of Yeoman's material
Is fresh and the old ones have been clev-

straight; conducting herself as If recruited from the legit. It makes the remainder of the bill, made up^pf special-

There

voice and repertoire lasted.
The Frank Dobson "Siren" act closing the show held the audience right
up to the finale. There wasn't a single
person sitting on the lower floor that
moved from their seat during the turn.

present.

The current bill at the Colonial is a
fair example The show is an especially
pleasing one and the reason therefore
Isn't hard to find
It Is due entirely
to the presence on the stage of a few
talking acts—one of them a character
,s
skit.
Late Again." presented by Alleen
Bronson. assisted by Margaret Hoffman.
It takes the form of a duolog between
a schoolteacher and her pupil. Miss
Bronaon making a cute kid while her
"feeder," Miss Hoffman, Is a splendid

few moments

^s.

speedy routine of trapeze stunts. Frasere's feature trick, a daring heel grip
with the trapeze swinging swiftly to and
Irving
fro, made a corking "thriller."
"Goslar snd Rhea Lusby, second, entertained pleasantly for 18 minutes with
songs and dances. Goalar's ptanologed
numbers contrasting capitally with Miss
Lusby's artistic little dances. The team
overdoing the spotlight thing at
It

.COLONIAL

exactly catches the
losing his former
mannerisms though he continues with'
the mannerism of appearance and carriage. The supporting company of four
is high grade and worthy of a $2 play.
They are G. Davidson Clark as the minister, Doris Dagmar as his wife, Alice
Parks In a character role and Polly
Redfern doing. a silly kid amateur and
(tolng it just to a T.
When the minister's wife asked the actor If he was
married, the actor replied: "Not this)
season."
After the Intermission and^Toplcs of

.

Enos Frazere sent the show away at
a mlle-a-mlnuta gait, opening with a

Looks like the Jass crass Is destined
One
for a trip on the toboggan slide.
no longer finds a satisfying vaudeville
program made up entirely of Jasi acta
There is no denying the fact that If administered to audiences In more homeopathic doses the erase would have continued much longer.

Dooleys!
It probably covers the widest variety.
does thla week's Palace show, George
He has everyGottlieb ever fell Into.
thing in the nine acts. Including a sketch,
George Kelly's, "The Flattering Word"
that closed the first section. The Band
was No. 3, and for a premiere here with
a freak turn the band could have taken
the Kelly position but that would have
broken Rosalie Stewart's little heart.
Rosle presents the Kelly, presentment.
Some vaudeville author, Mr. Kelly! He
writes better than he plays and he la
the star as well as the author of the
"The
playlet, but he plays pretty well.
Flattering* Word" was shown for a week
last summer at the Fifth Avenue. Then
Now It's back agals
it went west likely.
and sure to stay around for Quite a
while. It's called a satire, with an actor
pitched against a minister, the actor
winning out but as It happened In
Youngstown, Ohio, the town that started
Felber & Shea on a wild career of bank
accounts, anything could happen there.
Mr. Kelly, as the actor, says, tell anyone they should have gone on the stage
and they will fall for It. He tries It
upon a clergyman who Is unalterably
Shortly after
opposed to the theatre.
the minister Is recltjng and to prove
that human nature Is ever the same regardless of the kind of clothes worn,
the minister asks for "a couple" for that
night to see the actor's show. Mr. Kelly
Is developing all the time. In his writing and playing. Tils authoring of thla
piece
'before
depth.

as usual.

Sim*.

Band'^New

David

Alice Lloyd received a tremendous receptlon on her Initial appearance and
completely stopped the show. She sang
four numbers In full stage. They were
"Crinoline," "Did Your Wlf le Ever Do
That7" "Susie" and "Younger Days."
Then In "one" Beveral of her old
favorites won the house. Of the latter
they did not seem to get enough and
were ready to keep the delightful English comedienne working as long as her

Miss Tanguay, next to closing, got over,
but failed to create any undue excitement Seven songs and a couple of recitations were Miss Tanguay'a contribution, that ever green favorite, "I Don't
Care," landing better than all the others,'

the "Religionists" on the program should
go put. Call them anything but that In
the show busUess, for the old looking
boys are coin getters after all, notwithstanding the stuff you can hear about
their colony at Benton Harbor.
Pearson, Newport and Pearson 'with
their acrobatic dancing did very well.
No. 2 Lucy Gillette opened the show
and Delmore and Lee closed It.
The Palace holds the record so far for
"Dardanella," hearing It but once this
week. Monday night at the Fifth Avenue
It
was played or sung three times.

PALACE.
Maybo because there waa no Jaw dancproduction act on the program;
maybe because "Dardanella" was heard
but once; anyway, the Palace show this
week Is a rip-snorter, real variety, all
entertainment, showing- that a big time
house can give a- show without every
ing

-

-

voice.

Basil

His last appearance

was with

Lynn but he looks set for a lonely
new single. They ate

future with his

him up at the Royal.
Harry J-angdon In "Johnny's New" Car"
-

duplicated its laughing success of the
other Metropolitan houses.
It's
the
comedy offering In
strongest
little
vaudeville and the mechanical laughs
are worked out and change over with
.smoothness and sure Are results. Langdon's simp character aids the results
materially and he keeps his material
constantly freshened. The Magley'a held

them

In closing..

Con.

KEITH'S, PHILADELPHIA.
Philadelphia. March 17.
From a local standpoint there was
nothing to this week's bill but the Mosconl Family, Phlladelphlans, with a following that covers the entire area of the
city, hut with the house holding Its
usual capacity audience Monday afternoon, every act on the bill got Its share,
and there were other big hits besides the
home production, Rae Samuels singing
herself out snd taking "bows until she

was
It

tired.

was anything but an audience

of

^

SHOW REVIEWS
V

drama lovers In front, so that the way
Rosa Coghlan was received was really a
surprise, and It was a most gracious and

thankful artiste who finished her one-act
play with a pretty speech.
Splendidly balanced bill and laid out
to perfection, the whole show playing; as
smoothly at the first performance -as it
probably will through the remainder of
the week. The Wheeler Trio gave It a
fine start with their neat acrobatic turn,
disclosing some clever three-high stuff
and hand-to-hand work that won warm
"
applause. Jed Dooley had the first chance
~ to land laughs and succeeded In putting
over a very pleasing turn. Dooley has
broadened the scope of his offering, adding a bit of instrumental music which 'he
uses for some laughs. A natty looking
girl, not pragramed, acts as assistant,
but does little except contribute a nify
Next came Eric Zardo, a
appearance.

special xnuslo from the orchestra, and
yet he had to work very hard to get even
an ordinary amount of applause. Perhaps the fact that his performance Is a

-'

•.

has in It many antt-cllmaxes
be responsible for this. It was impossible to tell from in front just where
his act stopped, as after leaving the
stage three times, he came back and
pulled other stunts. He had the house
bit jerky,

may

'

puszled and lost some punch as a reHe uses an assistant and one of
sult.
the house stage hands in his best bit, a
travesty on Pavlowa. Under usual conditions this working In of the stage hand
is

whose program of classy numbers was a bit over the heads of this
particular audience, but Zardo is an
artist and proved he can handle the
popular kind of music by playing a
couple of well known selections which
were heartily applauded. The Du» Fora
got along fairly well with their comedy
talk for an opening, but their fast stepping brought them big returns. The boys
distinctly deserved all they got, one of
the two winning applause that lasted (or
several seconds at the close of some very
clever footwork.
Miss Coghlan was nicely placed in the
center of the bill and her appearance was
warmly greeted. "Forget Me Not" is a
clever condensation of one of this veteran
artiste's biggest successes in the heydey
of her brilliant stage career, and it
affords a splendid vehicle for her vaudepianist,

.

r
*

It is necessary to produce
something more than a few good looking
figures and seme pretty costumes to get
away with such a sketch on the vaude-

startling.

fact that it Is a piece
of musical comedy, in tabloid form, won't
do the trick, and that is about all there
The principals in this exis to It
hibition either have not the ability or do
not get the opportunity to go over big.
At the conclusion of the act there was
some desultory clapping, but nothing
compared to what the act holding the big
spot should get.
Henri Scott was really the surprise of
the bill. The boss- baritone singer from
the Metropolitan Opera, here for the first
time, got right down to business. With
A. Winter Smith at the piano be sang one
ville stage.

1

V-

Clear enunciation has alville trip.
ways been a marked asset of Miss Coghlan s work and she speaks just as clearly
and distinctly as ever, which enables
every one in the house to enjoy' her high
adeV class performance. She is given
quate support, Lynn Pratt being especially worthy of commendation.
The comedy turn of Morris and Campbell was a big laughing hit. It, is much
the same as when last .seen, but is well
handled and a laugh-winner. That the
Mosconi act should be a riot was expected, but there Is no Question about
the merit of the act. It Is one of the
greatest dancing acts ever seen on any
stage, and the honors are liberally distributed, the elder Mosdbni being given a
tremendous hand and running Charley
and Louis a close race for top laurels In
his double dance with his daughter. The
latter has developed into a wonderful
loose dancer, and even the limber-legged
-

v

.'.'.gi

Homer Dickinson and Oracle Deagon
were their usual hit While using their
stuff this pair got across nicely,
probably because their act is nine-tenths

°

old

\

brother must look to his laurels from
this young lady.
Whatever applause went before, there*
was plenty left for Miss Samuels. A
word of praise must also go to Miss

The Kinograrns were received
much enthusiasm except one
which slammed prohibition. The 18th
popular In this city.
Amendment isn't ~

walkout.
without

,

.

•"•.''

S\

FIFTH AVENUE.

-

'

Libbey.

Walker, who plays the piano for Miss
Samuels. She seems to anticipate every
atop or break In rhythm made by the
singer, the result being clearly shown in
the smooth working combination.
"Eiley," the girl juggler, had the cloiing spot and held it splendidly, there being plenty of applause for the girl at the
finish of a decidedly showy and well
handled act.

•

-.

KEITH'S, BOSTON.
Boston, March

17.-;

It wasn't the acts that had been advertised* heavily and billed the most
prominently which got away with the
honors at the show on Monday af ternoon. In fact the two headline acts did

(A
.

;

rather poorly and failed to start any real
enthusiasm. Two acts toward the end
of the show, Henri Scott, a singer, and
Homer Dickinson and Grade Deagon, old
.... favotites
The
here, got over the best.
house was capacity at the matinee, being
sold out several minutes before the cur.
tain, and showed absolutely no signs of
any falling off because of Lent. "
".
Chong and Rosie Moey, two Chinese,
open the show. It is billed as the Chinese
.«,- version of American songs and dances,
'•: but the accent should J>e on the dances.
They have two songs and neither of
them give any evidence of having more
:,-; than ordinary voices.
As to their dancing, about the only thing which lifts it
out of the rut is that a couple of Celes.

:•

i

;•-'".

'

tials are performing.
Griff, the
with the bubbles and
the baby-doll, is in second position on
the bill, and he could well navigate ahigher place. Starting off rather slowly,

man

.

because some of his humor is too fast
for the house, he gets them running
when he pulls the doll stuff, which is a
combination of a ventriloquist-bubble
blowing act that is well worth while. He

".'>

'.
•

...

closed strong.

Stanley and Blrnes,

.

.

•

a couple

of

boys

who know how to dance,- got away pretty
fair.
They also resort to singing, something they have no right to do if they

expect the slnghrg to be taken seriously.
-Their burlesque on an esthetic dance was
the best they did, and they used it for
the closing.

There is something radically wrong
with "Toto's" act. Here is a clown on
the Keith bill, the first clown to be featured for many a moon, and still he
doesn't get the hand that he should.
He does many things cleverly, has the
full stage, with more than the ordinary
.amount of setups for his stuff, and
.

__..

The first half bill held up better at the
Fifth Avenue than usual down there of
Franklyn Ardell headlined with
his "Wife Saver" sketch, with the McDermott-Cox production turn the second
Ardell got all the laughs he
feature.
could. The McDermott-Cox act has two
strong personalities and a jatz band.
It's an even thing between them. There's
nothing /else remarkable about Loretta
McDermott and Eddie Cox, but together
they make a good Jazzing, singing and
dancing couple, with the band doing the
rest.
That Miss McDermott can head a
turn by herself In vaudeville must have
struck a wise head which let 'Frisco out
and the present act resulted.
Al Piantadosi and Bert Walton were
also there as a turn Piantadosi was at
the piano, with Walton doing the singing and talking They jazzed through an
entertaining number to the satisfaction
of the audience, with the medley of
Plantadosi's past song successes securing more than that stereotype pianocomposer's sort of turn customarily receivea. Walton does well with the song*.
He had a couple of Plantadosi's new
ones. Next to closing were Beven and
Flint (New Acts), and they got a great
deal in that position, more than ordinarily would seem to warrant their efforts.
The DeMacoa closed the show
with ring work, using a rose garden set
that greatly improved the looks. It's a
very nice ring act, neatly costumed and
gone thrdugh with showmanship on the
part of both the man and woman.
Billy Fern and Co. (New Acts) gave
the bill a good opening, after 8:20, with
The
Lillian McNeil and Shadow No. I.
"shadow" portion Is a young man not
so very thin after all. They did doubles
and singles, doing well enough in the
spot The Helen Gleason ship stateroom
comedy playlet was next, with the finish
pulling it along. The act needs snapping up some way. The couple play it
well, but It doesn't seem to have the
ginger as it did when first produced
late.

'

,

'

.

use

it

two sectioni, a Harold Lloyd comedy
splitting the eight-act bill equally both
ways. Three new acts In Two Earls,
Ethel Kellar and Co. and "Walters

their comeliness

probably without knowing

Capacity.

Packed

around here.
s
The Three O'Gorman Girls also need
something In their turn. They dress
well and that, about lets out the present
act.
The cornettlst la the only one to

convince musically, for the trombonists
with their mutes don't, carry far. The
act simmered far down toward the finish and the girls will have to build It
up If they want anything better than

Wanted", started proceedings.

Dorothy

comedy with a song and dance

offering,

Wahl

closed the first half with an Interesting piano act. Miss Wahl was doing a double turn with Billy Tracy recently and later with a Mr. Coleman, but
she has discovered her effectiveness lies
in a "single" act. She came near stopping proceedings.
Fern and Muree reopened after the

it.

In before eight.
Sims.

dashingly' spiced with a little hokum,
Johnny
that hit its mark every time.
Singer and Dolls with their terplschoroan offering were worthy of their spot,
and also hit the bull's eye each time.
Howell and Gear (New Acts) held down
the next to closing spot In fine shape.
_
The cyclists closed.

AMERICAN ROOF.
Swarts
and
Clifford,
headlining,
walked away with all honors next to
closing, the first half. The duo bids fair
in developing into a standard big time

team. The "smell" story is far from
the best of taste. At that they struck
a responsive chord.
Gardner and Van opened. Cooper and
Lacey, a mixed stepping team, found No.
2 easy, the fellow's eccentric solo going

.,

.

-,

ORPHEUM, NEW ORLEANS.
New

Orleans,

March

17,'

<-.

'

were retarded by
McDermltt and Heagney (new five successive slow numbers In the midspot
dle of their vehicle after beginning
acts) were followed by Vera Burt and
her Syncopated Steppers who closed the. speedily. The act was Jazzed up toward
the end, but not enough /La make It more
first half in an Interesting fashion with
>
a dance revue. Her assisting quintet of than pleasing.
The matter of Black and O'Donnell
male steppers In their first simultaneous
was Improperly approximated, losing'
offering have the effect of their dance
strength
thereby.
.t
spoiled by the affectations of the pivot
"Indoor
Sports"
started
in
optimistic
man In the middle. He must be too vein, but dropped back when Blanche
Impressed with his own Importance for
Jimmle Ireighton followed too many
he pulled a rousing hand with a dance and
others to mean much here.
solo to the tune of "Throw Me A Rose"
Saranoff and Winter Garden girls hit
as well as in all ensuing numbers, but
rocks almost instantly and remained
a toning down of his style of working the
looks like an old Timbers
in this particular number would not be/ foundered. It
act suffering; from artistic anemia. The
amiss. The "Chong" number employed
Will

Ward

arid girls

•'
.

-

Impresses one, because of

its

.:

Soma

A half dozen cartains, a couple
bouquets and some more curtains,

their final reward.

.

vintage.

picked up speed and made every post a
winning
° one
Vco'
Color Gems" held the auditors.

.

Two new acts reopened the second
Mack and Salle and Frank Readlck
Following Eddie
Co., a sketch.
Swarts and Julia Clifford, the Aerial
Cromwell* closed with a trapeze routine.

half,

and

:.

,

ture position,

Her three mate assistants
The act is particu-

sing harmoniously.

larly new, Georgia Campbell going on
her own since her sister suffered a nerV-v.'vous breakdown.
Neal Abel connected in easy manner
with his refreshing stories. His matter
was all new. "Miniature Revue" went
6ver with a bound.
Samuel.
;

•
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CRESCENT, NEW ORLEANS.
•
New Orleans, March 17.

.

v.
':',:

.

A bill of no special significance

i

but one

.

pleased withal.
The attendants
was the usual capacity but spring '",:
weather depleted the rows of standees
that

'.-•

'/.<

;

some.

Randow Trio gave the show a flying
start gathering much applause for their
various feats. Spencer and Roso, with
Hebraic comedy and hoofing, were hot
and cold intermittently. They were very
confident
Ryan and Moore were the
usual small time two. act with matter :
that would strike the masses.
William Sistow, with his tangled comment on current topics, provoked scat-

vertising Ramases No. 11, cigarettes, for
one of the girls is garbed In an outfit
with the brand of smokes plainly marked
on It If the act Isn't getting money for
his advertising, it should.
McCormack and Jones, headlining,
with the former, kept the fun up. The.

.
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tered laughter. Some of his sallies missing through Impotent delivery. His final
moments could be elaborated.
"Honey Moon Inn'.' Is headlined. The'

customary tab with six girls, two comics
and a soubret. The bit with the bibles
should be ordered out as bibles should
not be used to cloak comedv In any theatre anjwhore.
Most of. the material Is
of the frothy sort and gained approval.

man rendered the Oh-By-Jlngo" song
and the woman used the "Buddha" number a little prior to closing. They closed
to about between' four and five bows, but
McCormack gave the orchestra " leader
v
the wink to lay off on the encore- while
some of the applause continued. Robllllo
and Rothmann closed the show precedr,

ing the feature picture, "Desert Gold,"
with half 'the house walking out Those
who. remained, however, contributed to

17.

Dlvertlngi show at the Palace the first
half. gantry and Norton .with ball room
dancing worked hard to please with moderate success.
Dunham and O'Malley
did not prove engaging. In the smaller
places they might-appeal. They do not
seem to be trying very hard.
Georgia Campbell occupied the fea-

With Tuesday night's show they craned
over the brass rails of the upper and
lower boxes, standing three deep in back
of the rail on the lower floor, which Held
only one vacant seat.
Stockton's Terriers did not tarry In
getting more than the average number
of laughs for an opening act. The pace
set In the fun by the opening act was
not sustained on the same scale with the
following acta until the feature turn,
"Heir for a Night," the honors being
shared equally by McCormack and Jones.
- Buddy
Doyle did an Eddie Cantor in
second spot, his songs going better than
the comedy, which seemed to die. but
braced up before concluding.' Walsh,
Lynch and Co. In "Along the Erie," Is
very old-fashioned material for a skit.
One of the men got away with two songs.
The character part of the rural mall
deliverer doubling in the role of the village miser Is certainly the brightest
contribution to the act. The rube song
was well done. Paul Southe and Estelle
Tobln In songs suffered materially by
not being able to bring In an element, of
relief, from the constant harmonizing.
But the voices sound good and their
blending Is not unpleasant.
"An Heir for a Night" got 'em from
the start, the antics of the messenger
boy subsequently garbed in a dress suit
burlesque outfit practically walked away
with the entire show up to that time.
The act must be getting a slice for ad-

I

Samuel.

tfETORLEANS,
New Orleans. March

PALAJCE,

23RD STREET.

welrdeserved applause.'

•

prize headline brodle of the season for
this one.
Lydla Barry In the best act she has
had In several seasons got away flying,

ancient

floral

^

>

'

•

were

:

;

.

:

Half-baked vaudeville at the Orpheum
this week.

strong.
The 8 Kitaro Brothers, a Jap
act, also pulled strong in the following

and therefore

suffers little
from repetition. In fact with Scott they
were undeniably the hits of the program.
Johannes Josefsson and his Icelandic
"Qllma" closed the show. Despite the
fact that the program contains a full review of what is coming, to the extermination of considerable space, Josefsson
makes considerable talk. He therefore
finished his act to considerable of a

personality

•

*

The

song, talked a bit about bow glad he was
the house liked his offering and touted
grand opera as the real music, then sang
another. In all he has four songs,, finishing with "On the Road to Mandalay."
The curtain had to be held a few minutes
to set the stage for him, as he used the
full stage.

.

-

With

personality can do may be seen in the
Eddie Cox delivery of a ballad. Not
alone Is the song unsulted to a single,
but Cox looks to be all wrong in the
singing of it until the finish, when the
Fifth Avenue bunch went right off their
nut over him. That's why his is a strong
personality, like Harry Carroll's and a
number of others who had it and Just

sure-fire hit.

Frledlander's musical "tab," which held
the big spot on the bill, got what
comes pretty near being a frost at the
afternoon show. Evidently this sort of
act is being worked too hard or else this
particular one lacks something very essential.
Perhaps both. \At any rate
there was nothing in the performance,
which ran over a half hour, that was

;

.-

a

the small time.

and clothes they should do better.
Perhaps the best illustration of what

SS<3S!

The principals are negligible but adequate for the present classification.

'

-

m

Samuel.

'

Step.

JEFFERSON.

The winning team of last week's sixday bike race, Alfred Goullett and Jake
Magin, drew a healthy sized crowd Tuesday. Tom Rooney Is again managing the
turn, as before, and does the usual announcement business. Eddie Madden, a
winner of last year's bike race, is also a
member of the act The turn has been
booked but for a limited engagement
and Is only worth while as long as the
memory of the recent Garden grind Is
fresh in one's memory. The turn closed
the show to a full house. Its effectiveness is further enhanced by the work of
a clever "shlll." The usual invitations
to the audience to come on and try the
also helped sustain Interest a
couple of the local crowd adding some

rollers

unlooked for comedy.
The show the first half

Is

divided In

S8TH STREET,

v

Thore were three last minute changes
In the last half. Max Laube cancelled
and was replaced by John Neff, the Warren Girls were supplanted by Lydston
and Emerson, but came balk on the
bill, replacing Newberry and Phelps, who
also cancelled, with the girls getting
next to closing spot.
The vaudeville program began at 8
o'clock with en overture. It ran almost
to 10:30 Thursday night, a little longer
than usual. The Little Lambs headlined
with the glims holding Dobbs and
Welch, second. The honors were not all
theMrs, however, a close race for the
Illumination being the Warren Girls,
who, in two songs, showed as much big(Contlnued on page 2V)
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New York March

hospital in

OBITUARY
Bonnie Thorton.
Bonnie Thornton died in Bellevue
New York, March 13, from
double pneumonia, following an illness
of six days. She was the wife of James
Thornton. Her age was given as 47,
although the deceased was considered
hospital,

mm divided

30 years ago -was Elizabeth Cox The
couple never had any children.
Burial took place Tuesday morning
in St. Raymond's Cemetery, Brooklyn,
following a requiem mass conducted
for the deceased at St. Malachy's Roman- Catholic Church, New York.
Father O'Reilly conducted the cere-

Some

mony.

PARTED
The

Among

PARTNERS THROUGH LIFE
IN LOVING MEMORY
of

My

50 floral offerings

My

ef

16 at Saranac Lake, N. Y.,
,

24th, 1029,

Bon rut

eonl.

hli

Bonnie Thornton was a
born in the old
Fourth Ward. She entered the theatrical profession at the age of 17, ap.

New Yorker

church ceremony Tuesday were* Maggie
"line, Frank Evans, Robert Daley, Billy
Jerome, Maude Nugent, Alf Wilton,
lellie Seymour, S. K. Hodgdon, Sam
Ryan, George Monroe, and a host of
others,

t»

Mil hi*

BJSBSi

MM

Unele.
hie luis

.who

JB

IN LOVING
of

Who depart*

ALICE McNAUGHTON

With the exception of a couple of recent seasons when she appeared with
her husband in a double specialty,
Bonnie Thornton throughout her entire career appeared as a single, first
in concert halls, later -in variety and
At various
still later in vaudeville.
times she played with travelling vaudeville combinations, of the type popular
She was a favorite at
in the 90*8.

the

in

My Dear

English

halls,

MEMORY

February 24th, 1*20, In London.

Who

ehM well.
LmlM Nenkew

lorn:

Tony

Pastor's for years, playing there
frequently and always as a feature attraction/ Miss Thornton always used
songs, and was directThornton's
Jim
ly responsible for the popularity of
such old favorites as "She May Have
Seen Better Days," "My Sweetheart's
th e Man in the Moon," "Sweet Six-

GOOD NIGHT

DEAR UNCLE FRED
I pray for 70a
Co'e Daddy e*yn
You're cone to sleep.

TOMMIE McNAUGHTON
"Just One Girl," "The Streets
of Cairo" and countless others. She
was the original of the first Adams'
Tutti Frutti advertisement of a girl

IN LOVING

hU

FRED McNAUGHTON
Who

died

February 24th,

a muker

1920.

We

hnd not met

fir

hli

f*M

dear te hii newly Brieves

le ever

ef

yean:

ettll

COUSIN CHARLOTTE
Her last vaudeville appearance was in the Keith houses last fall,
when she appeared with Mr. Thornton.
Miss Thornton's maiden name before she married Mr. Thornton about
avenue.

Th« father of Richard Henry (Harry
and Adelaide) succumbed to pneumonia March 7, San Diego, CaL

Deeply mourned by

ALICE LLOTD
the deceased with his brother, Tom,
started as a team called The McNaughtons 31 years ago. They worked themselves into the leading two-man turn.
About 13 years ago The McNaughtons
came over here and were an immediate
success in vaudeville, remaining about
three seasons when Fred returned
home. Tom remained here, playing in
productions and is now with "The
Magic Moody.". Fred secured another
partner abroad, continuing as The Mc-

LOVING MEMORY

FRED McNAUGHTON
fell

uleep February

24th.

J

19M.

paying so much for a certain joke. His
price mounts as he tells another and
gets them laughing at It His stunt with
the fiddle should And even a heartiest
response If he made an attempt to draw
the bow. This he does not do and loses
a comedy effect by not carrying the Illusion more than he does.
Smith & Inman had some old stuff to
hand but The yarn about the keyhole
and the rube looking after it sometimeIn the night is played out, so In the one
about' the room and bath.
But they
caught a good-natured audience and got
responses. The turn of the woman on
the rope brought a big hand and the
good night song impressed. Hydston
and Emerson, in some up-to-date ohat
tor. registered good laughs.
fiobbs and Welch were a riot In some
old gags. The assistance of one of the
stage men well trained jn rushing the
can on cues added to the fun. The windup with the helper shouldering a keg
of suds brought the biggest laugh of
the evening and ended in applause. The
started to harmonise
"Carolina Sunshine," and then surpassed
themselves In the "Dardanella."
The
girls

Girls

Were

In

good

voice/

both good

Deepeat aympathy to hli family.

lookers and slngtng tbe difficult cadenza

LILY LENA

tempo without falling flat. These
songs seem the strongest part of the
act and would prove, perhaps, a better
way to finish than the act stands at

His widow

In a
2

is

Georgina

Preston, formerly of the Sisters Preston (English). Five children also survive.

Clarence J. Miller.
Clarence J. Miller, 40, treasurer of
English's Opera House for 10 years, at
Indianapolis, was found dead in bed
March 11, heart trouble. He served in
a similar capacity at the Victoria, Columbus, before he went to Indianapolis.

The father of Freeman and Sam
Bernstein died suddenly in an uptown

Fenwlck Sisters opened and enterminutes

tained pleasantly for
with a routine of pop singles and
doubles.
"Walt Till Tou See." with a
nicely worked conversational arrangement; "Wonderful Pal," as a double, and
"Dear Little Rose," by the taller of the
The
duo, pulled substantial returns.
girls displayed a corking array of costumes, a" pair of gold cloth creations

standing out. The act would be improved
If the spotlight and flood were more conservatively used.
The class of the bill were De Macos,
second. It Is a novelty ring act which

has played around the smaller houses
some time but for some unexplalnable
reason seems unable to negotiate the
better time. Both Mr. and Mrs. De Maco
wear clothes in a meaner seldom carries,

for

by acrobats, the class of their wardrobe
alone constituting a feature which takes
their turn out of the ordinary run of
silent acts. The ring tricks are limited
to the most difficult formations, each
practically a feature, and put over with
consummate showmanship. It's a big

timer In every particular.
Mills and Smith kept the laughs coming nicely with their rube comedy double,
building up a grand stand finish with
some nifty yodeflng. The characters are
well suggested. The conversational exchanges carry the sort of crossfire that
With just a
Is sure In the pop houses.
bit of revision of this part of the act
the pair should make a first rate number
2 for the big bills.
Marva Rehn, an eccentrlo singing comedletne with a manner and method suggestlu? Charlotte Greenwood, held up
the middle section very well with four
diversified pop numbers delivered in a
Miss Rehn
likeable comedy manner.
"kids" herself about her slenderness getting a number of laughs. The allusion
to the "coming out dress" should go out
however. She went over.
"Poor Old Jim," one of those standardised comedy sketches that always makes
'cm howl In the pop houses, was next
and' cleaned up. The three players In
the sketch handle their roles properly
and with a sure knowledge of small time

present.

A

little

more polish

will easily

bring them Into big time. The Little
Lambs, a girl act, with the usual idea
of the school mistress In love with the
professor, and the juvenile climbing out
over a garden wall, with all plotting to
wind up In the tea room after bed time,

The

closed.

dialog

laugh making requirements.
The La Tars closed with an attractively produced dancing turn. A combination whirlwind and society double
with a mixture of up to date jaas steps
thrown la tor good measure and a medley of old fashioned dances landed for

MR,

smashes.

actually finishing..

Warren

Who

from the usual line of Italian profanity.
The Irish reel at the finish made a novelty get-a-way and returned the team for

a knock-out

.

LAST HALF SHOWS.

(Continued from pago 17)
time calibre as any sister act on the twoa-day.
Acta playing this nous* might make
a note that a song with any element of
the patriotic will prove a strong finisher. The "bring back" song, which is
the only one that was duplicated; though
Interpreted differently, got them. And,
peculiar an it may seem, an act. using
the patriotic long before winding up
often registered a bigger hand than

coropate the stuff the other men have
used, gives them credit for It, advertises
them Incidentally all the way in his 13
minutes of dialog songs and tells the
audience to Imagine the big comedians

A WONDERFUL PAL

Naughtons.

MEMORY

Isaac Murray, 82. years old, father of
Charley Murray, picture comedian.
died in Los Angeles, March 10. Burial

colored, pulled the usual stuff about
Jolson. Tlnney and others paying for
their jokes, fie Is clever enough to in-

teen,"

chewing gum.
For five years prior to her death Miss
Thornton conducted a millinery establishment on 47th street, near Sixth

years old.

Scamp and Scamp In 6 minutes of horbar work livened things from
the start, with plenty of comedy work
by the man dressed in the burlesque uniform.
In the secend spot John Neff,

died February 24th, MM, at
home In London.

LN

Or-

izontal

A WONDERFUL FATHER
A WONDERFUL HUSBAND

HARRY McNAUGHTON

New

leans, March 10, intestinal trouble He
was taken ill at Erie, Pa. He was 32

when

Brnthar-tn-Law

FRED

FRED
Hie

man

IN LOVING

FOND BKHEMBBANCE
of My Dear Undo

Sim

O. MAY-

Fred McNaugnton.
Fred McNaughton died Feb. 26 in
London, age 51. Known as the best

of

at

Ths mother of Minnie Vaughn (Boston and Vaughn) died March 5 at Waverly,Mass. She was 84 years old.

trca thie earn) Match Srd, IS2S.
Ever Remembered hy

a fortune of approximating $50,000. la
addition to James Thornton, her husband, Miss Thornton's, mother, now 80
years old and a sister, both living in
Brooklyn, survive.

"straight"

home

died at bis sister's

from son's home.

HELEN and MARIE
ALLERTON KILETOFF

Fell atleep February 24th. 1820.
From hj« Niece In oritf

died

MEMORY^

William Clifton (Clifton and Dale)

Oir Dear Friend

ARTHUR

UNCLE FRED

Who

and

associated

.NAN HEWINS

IN LOVING MEMORY
ef My Dwr

IN

were

played with Miss Thornton during her
long vaudeville career.
It is understood Miss Thornton left

pearing as a single delineator of sentimental and comic songs. In those
days she was known as a "serio comic."

MM M

where he

was in a sanitarium. The deceased
was a pianist in the Josie Heather act

.

•

Only ra rerolr

WH POM

INS.

fcr several seasons and previous to
that the leader of the orchestra at the
Colonial, Utica. He is survived by a
wife, mother, three sisters and two
brothers.
__

Eeileio.

aevreed hy Mi •orrowieo

SISTER ELIZABETH

FRED, OLD PAL

I

Slth.

CHAS. McNAUGHTON

MEMORY

In London,

TOM McNAUGHTON

A»

FRED
February

ter stuff wbloh kept the house yelling
from the opening to finale. These boys
have the right idea for a refined Italian
dialect comedy turn, refrain from exaggerating the character and keep away

twelve

MEMORY

Dear Brother

Who pawed away

Denr Brother

brother.

older.

Hy

Gone bnt not forgotten.

nueei away February

Deeply

Died February 24th, 1920, In London.
Never forgotten by his heartbreken

native

of

Were

FRED McNAUGHTON
Who

FEED
much

IN LOVING

those in attendance at the

IN LOVING

Brother

The

William Vincent Caeny.
William Vincent Casey died March

sent to the church.
at.

11.

elder Bernstein had been affected with
bladder trouble. The mother died about
a month ago.

is

girls

not fresh.

danced well.
'

The

Stay.

23RD STREET.
That dancing contest gag
ries

The show was considerably below the
regular average, the bill lacking a big
flash turn customarily used for a headline feature. The applause hit went to
Anthony and Rogers, next to cloning,
With a routine of natural "wop" charac-

the ber-

far

Is

con-

•

.

to start the house going.
A revival of the Paul Dickey act "The
Comeback," was next Four men and a
woman In the act Very badly done and,
even though It Is Intended for the small
time, won't do with Its present east
The girl and the freshman will get by.
but the balance of the men are "out"
Dickey stood at the back of the house,
and he must have either laughed himself sick or burnt-up on seeing his for.

mer

keeney-sTbrooklyn.

is

as pulling business
as
cerned at tbe 23d Street Friday night
the house was jammed. There was a
turnout after the feature at 8 o'clock.
with enough standees at the back to
fill all the seats and still leave a triple
line standing. There must have been a
fine rush out of the N. B. C. factory and
Kinney cigarette foundry on the lower
West Side on Friday night so that the
Srlrls would have time to get frilled up
or the dance. The contest was what Is
known as "dearie dance" (meaning two
girls dancing as partners). The chanees
are that pretty soon they'll be pulling
_ .
"pet polkas."
Five couple In the contest Friday
night Three sets were sisters and the
opening pair won the applause. The
closing girls, framed as a Dutch-Irish
team, had Lang and O'Brien for the
names. They were the class as far as
the dressing was concerned and the tall.
dark girl of the pair looked good enough
with her dogs to qualify as a profesThe other half of the
sional hoofer.
sketch was show wise and pulled the
>rop smile for the audience. They Uneshed second in the honor battle.
In factory neighborhoods, where there
is a regular dancing academy or more
than one, the Idea still works out as a
The contest followed the show
darb.
and ran from 9:45 to 10 o'clock.
The regular bill contained the usual
seven acts, three new offerings and a
revival among them. "His Temporary
Wife," a W. W. Hodkinson feature film
and a news weekly. Hip Raymond (New.
Acts) opened the show, getting both
laughs and applause. Stone and Raymond did a flock of "released" stuff, but
a number of women In the audience enjoyed it and their laughter was enough

surefire playlet slaughtered.

Gertrude Van Dyke ana Anderson and

Graves, both

New

Acts.

Harry Breen walked away with the
Eary
bit In the next to closing spot
and Eary, late of -the Relsenweber Revue,
presented their combination of acrobatic
(Continued on page 14)
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Thursday, October 16

HARRY MOUNTFORD
tw nrs

M

awwcu.(c«Niiii«f

FSBKUI* WyKSTTOATION

<

th* 1<««1 onion* of Janitor*?
A. Tes, air. And If I may add. I mar slate that
snob union In any aocb locality—
answer my
Q. Now, Mr. Mountford, II yoo don't mind Jtut
questions and we will gat along much batter.
A. Only giving- a falaa Impression; that l* ail.
aad
0, Mr. Monntford, Mr. welsh li a, vary onpaetojnwper
a«d
yon
ron can tali nun all that, and ha will c ross ens mtn e yon
Q.

And

brin* It all out.
A. All right wa win anawad th* question* th*n. % the result
.._*
will ba on yoor own head.
,:.!..
recsjsmixe
Q, I ahow yon this paper and I aak yon « yew
the signature thereon, or tha stamp, I don't know which U la
(handing paper to witness)?
.

A.'

Tea,

-

u

__._

Joe Burns, and ba was ablet dayahy organiser of the atata of iUlnolaT
A. Tea, air.
.
:
Q. And yon were the international omeer r asirroi
Q.

And tha name

lJuuuii

•

-

DM

A.

Tea.
I offer

It

In evidence.

(Paper resolved In evidence and narked B eepa ofl oat's Bxhtbit
No. 149.)
!____!
Q. Mr. Moantford. In paragraph 8 of this prepoaod sow* smart
the word "orchestra" la need.
A. Tea, air.
Q. And tha effect of that paragraph la that BBrtaaawha
worked together wera to work together for tha mutest haaats
''...„
of the orchestra and the managamsntf
A. Tea, air.
Q. Tbla propoaad agreement waa drafted from altera at •
contract need by tha mnnlelan'a union, waa It at*?

••-.••

-

A. Ho,

i

•

'.

air.

waa that word "orcaeatra" than an
waa placed there by design*'

Q.

Well,

Q.

It

arrarT

A. Tea, air.
Q. Ana win yon explain why that ward "oraheetra" waa la*
eroded In tha contract, when tbla la a contract or p pesid eaa>
tract between tha manager of a. theatre) arid tha Watt* Bab)
Actor*" Union covering the closed shop?
A. Tea, air. I can explain It
A. Tea. Knowing tha mental atatsa and lack of intelligence
Q. WIU yon, planner
of th* men I had to deal with, knowing the average lntelllnaoe
of tha average theatrical manager, and th* average theat rical
agent, and knowing that they wera afraid of tha term "cloaa*
ahop," and knowing that tha suggestion of a union ebop would
aend them Into hysterica, and wlablng to. bring ovary poesinls
thing to bear, every influence possible to bear on the arbltra*
tlon agreement. I drafted tbla agreement ray own aelf, making
nee of th* union ahop, putting In thia proposed agreement tha
word* "anion ahop" and those other words and sent It ont,
and knowing it was a bogus agreement, and knowing that any
person receiving It would not take the trouble to read It and
wonld not hava the Intelligence to read It carefully through,
and that they wonld aU rush to the conclusion that It wa* a
anion shop agreement and go right ap Into tha air, and communicate with each other and say, 'What are we coming tot
The White Bats are aaklng for a onion ahop, therefore had wa
not better make aome settlement with theml" Bventa Justifies
my conclusion exactly, becanso nobody until tbla investigation
.atarted aver knew that It waa a joke agreement It waa point**
-<
out to me In tha .office,.
Q. Kow, wait a moment And yet week after week yon
published In variety the advantage* to tha actor of tha

n

m

m
:':-

'

closed shop, didn't you?
:

•'-

!

.

.

A.
Q.

A.
Q.

No,

sir;

of

a anion

Shop.

^

'
.

Is the beat answer you can make to that question?
I did not publish anything about a closed shop, air.
I don't think I asked yon to state your official connection

That

With the White Bate Actors' Union?
A. I waa the international executive, the International secretary and treasurer.
Q. What were tha duties, what does that mean?
A. Tha international executive, under tha by-laws—and 'If
you hava a copy of the by-laws I should be very glad to read
dntlaa
it out aa It only occupies nearly three pages, what

my

are.

••fc".-

:

Ci
:

.•":b

!"-.':•.';

-

q. Wa don't want to get at It at that great length, fast
tn a general way.
a. My duties were to, carry out tha policy which waa laid
down In the by-laws, the policy with which my name waa
associated. If at any time the board of directors of tha International union differed with me on what might be the policy
of the organisation, if at any time influences wera brought to
bear on the board Of directors to Influence them Into a course
of action .which I did not think waa for tha benefit of the
actor, which ooourred once or twice In my career, and there
waa a contest between tha board of directors and myself on
the question o( policy, the question of the direction of tha organ its tlon and the question of what we should do, that would
hava to be submitted to a referendum of tha actors of the
entire membership. If at any time my policies wera different
from the board of directors, I disagreed with the board of directors In any plan they were willing to take, I had a perfect
right to cell for a referendum and let the members chooaa be-

A. In April,
Q. Tea.

_

this?

Do yon

A. Tea,
Q.

IBUf

-

•

A. There waa a etrike on, yes.
Q. Whereabouts?
A. Banging from Montreal to Atlanta; all tha Poll.
circuit* east of St Loula, the Grand, Bt XaMhv
of tha
five theatres In Chloagc—I think altogether

Lav

all

Oklahoma, four or
about 70 theatre*,

Ton know an

Q.

act by the

recall

air.

When waa

the strike situation hi twit and

.

MM?

name

of Hunter
'

A

aaappeUel

A. If you describe It to ma X probably can. X don't remember the name.
Q. I think It la a colored act; I don't know, lost lookingj at
this telegram. WIU you took at this telegram and atata whether
yon aent It to tha Boater A BhappeUe group (handing paper to
witness) ?
A, I don't know. I do not know that X did sand that
Q. It appears to be an original telegram ahmad "Harry
<

..':;.

Mountford."
Tea, bat X had nothing to do with the colored

A

branch,

artists'

'.*.

Q, Ton believe that somebody els* sent ltf
A. No. The probabilities are that X think the delegates
the colored artists' branch aent It It waa in doth street aad
I would not know whether it was sent or not
Q. Did that delegate have authority to use year name la
sending telegrams of this kind?
I

•

Who Is hs and what Is
Can I ask a question?
(A voice: Parrell.)

Q.

.

his

A.

yon ever seen one of them oaforof
A. X have,
Q. And you mean to saw that this waa printed without the
authority of tha White Bats Acton' Union?
A, It waa printed without my authority.
«V Walt was It printed with the authority of too anion?
A. I think It waa printed by an hi eonanotooi man, My.
Whaiea, aad I called htm down for It
Q. And you disclaim responsibility for tha publication of

Q.

Mr. Goodman:

mind your own business and your own theatres aad tot Mr,
Blnopoulo fight his own battle*, you are aafe"?
A. He waa safe from o sympathetic etrike.
Q. In April, 1810, waa there a White Bats' etrike en
where?

printed.
Q. Bare

letter?
'

'.'»'

;'•".'

'

tween ma and anff board of director* on that position. I waa
also charted with the question of organisation, aad building It
up as strongly aa I could, or we could, aad tha getting In of
aa many members aa wa eould, and using all legitimate aad
legal mean* to carry oat the furtherance of tha organisation
as tar aa It lay In my power. Aa International secretary and
treasurer, I waa charged with the care and keeping of tha
deeameats of tha International anion and area empowered to
emptor any aach help aa I saw fit to carry oat such end. I
waa also under a bead of fSS.000. Farther detail* as to my
dating win ba found mere specially dadaed la tha attached
copy of tha by-laws.
Q. There was aome sort of aa arbitration la Oklahoma city,
wasa't theret
A. Tea. air.
<*.
And yon attended the hearings down there, didn't yon?
A. Tea, air.
Q. Mow, m. a rwrult of tha bearings there aome aawar was
made, or decision, and I think It waa read in *na*ae* by the
Commission.
"too recall that?
A.. Tea, air.
Q. Mow, I ahow yon a paper and ask yon waathar yea ar
rganisatton procured that to be printed and eUrtrlbatet
the proteaatoa (banding paper to witness).
A. No, air.
Too notice that there la aa alleged telegram addressed to
<J.
Harry Monatford, and signed by or bearing the name, par*
porting to bo a telegram received September St. from a*, f.
Gliding*, an attorney. In Oklahoma City, by Harry Moaatfordt
A. Tea
yon receive that telegram from Mr. OUdlog*?
Q.
A. To th* beat of my recollection, yea. I am not the ane
who authorised that to ha printed; I did net know that It wa*

'

Q,

Had

I

name?
have forgotten?

that la right
His addrees
Exchange Building.
you ever aent telegrams Of like Import sent ont to

A. (Continuing)
Forty-fifth street

Ferrell;

actors?

A. No, sir. Ton see that was not aent ont by us. I can tell
from th* fact there, because we had a charge account and this
Is not marked la th* obargo account cipher up there (ta d tea ring).
Q. During the strike were these sheets sold at the WhttS
Bate' clubhouse to those who wished to bay them (handing
paper to witness)?
A. Not to my knowledge.
yi
Q. Will yon swear they were not sold over the desk at the
White Bat*' clubhouse*
'?'
A. What desk
Q. Any desk, any place la the White Bate* olubhow* wharo
•
yon were tha International executive?
A. To tha best of my knowledge they ware not sold from ..:.
any desk or sold anywhere In the White Bats' olabbousa.
<zg£
Q. Were they aold outside of the White Bats' clubhouse?
-|
A. I don't know.
..'
Q. Ton mean to any that tbla Is the first time yon hava ansa
this list with that latter or rather envelope accompanying it?
A. This Is the first time I have ever seen a list of stabs .4;
made out ilk* that; yea,
Q. Is there a scab list or was there a scab Hat maintained
by the White Bats Actors' Union?
-

.

.

M

tha Oklahoma striker

A. The date?
Q. Whan waa the Oklahoma strike; yea recollect ttj
around September, 1»1«?
A. X could not tell yon that without my records; It
around about that time somewhere, yea,
Q. I show yon tbla letter and oak yon if it la a letter
by yen aad seat to Mr. Karl BoMtlaoUs (haarrtni
i

witness)?

A. Tea
Mr. Goodman: I offer It In evidence.
(Paper received and marked B ss uu nds sl Exhibit N saber tat.)
Q. The strike, at that time had not noao beyond that city,
had ItT t mean, there waa not any actual strike anywhere
also exoept Oklahoma?
A. There waa a Whits Bat** etrik* on at that time.
Q. There waa an asters* strike on tn Oklahoma City at that
time, wasn't there?
tha way yon mean tt
A. No; not tn the worda,
Q. Well, as you understand me to mean?
A. There waa not
Q. There waa not a White Bats* strike in OWabaxaa?
A. No, air.
a Have yon a copy of the tilsgrasn seat by yon an tor*
Umber 8. 1S10, addressed to the **oar Kings, car* of the
Princess Theatre, Wichita. Kansas?
A. I don't think so. Show It to mo.
Q. (Handing paper to wltasao.) Tea recognise this copy X
.
ahow yon aa the telegram yon east to the fear Kings?

n

.

A. Tea. air.
Mr. Goodman: I offer it In evidenos and, tstaganoh as It la
part of a oartlnod copy of soma testimony, 1 will have to
read It Into the record.
The telsgran reads:
"New Torn, N. T, sectember «, 1«».
Four Kings, care Princess Theatre, Wichita, Kansas.
X suggest oa leaving Wichita g«t loot In Journey, never
arrive Oklahoma City. This fight Is far your benefit aad
good Of all actors. Obedience your simple doty. Disobedience la treachery. Did not allow headline act MoVIekers to
open this week. Aad know can depend on all of yon.
International Executive, Barry Monatford.
Q. Now, did you send telegrams like that to other actors?
A. I could not say; I probably did.
Q. Of coarse the purpose of that telegram was to keep the
act particularly the one which was afl lrnaaa, from fulfilling
its engagement at Oklahoma City, waa It not?
A. The purpose of. that telegram waa to procure—
Q. Just a minute, Mr. Moentford. Will yon state whether It
waa the purpose, yes or not'
A. Part of the parposo.
Q. Now, this letter which you seat to Mr. HohitiseUe, Re-

.

A.

There waa and there

Q.

And was

A.

No,

a

How was

that

list

la.

ever sold?

.:/$

sir.

".^
~'
officers, and by myself
A. It
to trace the progress of tha scabs In their downward path,
Rata,
member
Mr.
v.J
become
a
you
of
the
White
Whan
did
Q,

used?
was used by myself or other
It

.

.

MonatfordT

m

A. X think in December, 1B0T, approximately.
Q. slow long after that did yon become an officer %t
•
kind?
A. X think about approximately March or April of tha

-

ceeding year.
Q. And you have held practically the same office la the
organisation since that date?
A. There has been change of title, but it has been practically
the earns

a

office, yes.
;

;

like

that

Q. October, 1918?

A. Something like that
Q. During your first connection with the White Bats, and
about 1910 or 1911, did you not conduct for It an advertising
campaign looking toward the union ahop or closed shop, whatever yon wish to call it?
A, X did that
Q. And during that period ware there any articles pubU»b*d
over year signature or name along the lines similar to the
article published by yon on your return la October?
A. There ware.

8

.

Company?

99,

you mind your own business, and year owa
Mr. Blnopoulo fight his own battle*, yon are
sate." What did you mean by telling him: "Am long aa yon

...

Q. October, 191B?
_,
A. Tea.
Q. Were yon a stockholder and director of the Aaooolatod
Actors'

strike.

Q. Ton state In this letter to Mr. Hobitlselle: "If this Information Is correct X hereby give yon notice that any further
continuance of this will ba regarded aa an act of war against

V-

,

A. No; that Is a double-barreled question.
Q. Were yon either?
A. Tea.
Q. Well, now I ahow yon a certified copy of the certificate of
incorporation of the Associated Actor*' Company, and I aak
yon now If It la not a fact that yoa wara both a stockholder
aad a director (handing paper to witness)?
A. Correct; I waa mistaken. But this la a certificate simply
of a former incorporation; never had any shares In It really.
Q. I Will come to that
It was organised about December

us. As long as
theatree, and let

,:-,

Q. Was there a period when you resigned from the Whit*
''-'
;r*g§
Rats?
;•,
A. Tes, air; lMl-Ootober 1, 1911.
Q. And you returned to the White Bats when?
'feJg
A. About four years' afterward, October, 1918, or omethlns

spondent'* exhibit number lit, says:
"At the present moment we have no fight or eontravoroy
with you, but yon are assisting by all the means In year
power Mr. Blnopoulo in his fight against u*. It mast ha
clear to you that If yea are an active ally on hie aids, and
fight against as, that you are entering this struggle."
Who waa Blnopoulor
.A. A Creek peddler who owned a theatre In Oklahoma City.
Q. Where this strike was ont
A. Where the musicians and stags hands had gens out on

q Well, Mr. Mountford, a strike, or whatever yon wish to
term it of the actors and the reason for your wiring the Four
Kings waa because there waa no local arrangement such as
Mr. Vltspatrlok baa testified tot
A. No, sir. I don't know what Mr. Fltspatrlck has testified
to, therefore I say "No."

4

1908?
A. Tes,

sir.

Q, Was the White Bate Actors' Union or the Whits Bats
by whatever name it waa known-a controlling stockholder of
*

the Associated Actors' Company?
A. To the best of my recollection— the controlling stockholder?
Q. Was it a large stockholder?
A. It was a largo stockholder, yea,
-

m
•:
v

'?

'/

'•

;•!

VARIETY

30

NORFOLK

2d half (25-27)

BILLS

(Others to

Df VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

asm.

•Before

B. F.

CITY

Keith's Paine*

•Santley-Sawor Co

Lena

•Lily

•Maurice

Bantell

ft

doing

where

elty

Uajeetlc
(Pittsburgh Split)

Kew York

& M Dunn
•Glbbs & Col well

Old Time Darkles

Donovan
(Two to

ft

Hurst

DeVan

F & T

&

Shell

Anger

ft-

Chas Heniy's Pets
Davis Harris
Sampsel Leonharj

M

F &

Kelth'a Riverside

Co

Britton

Valeska Suratt Co
Margaret Young Co
La Toy's Models
Kelth'a

Orphean

Rome ft Culled
F Pritchard Co

Griff

Eddie Foyer
Mosconl Family
George Price
amber's Animals
Keith's Royal.

Bessie Clayton Co
Wright ft Dietrich
Leon Errol Co

Julia Curtis

Trixle Frlganza
•Connelll ft Gibson

Cameron
Dale

ft

K

Rae Samuels
Chas McOood Co

BUy

Harry Fox Co

Kane

Herman

ft

ft

N

(Two to

fill)

2d half

Luba Meroff Co

1st half (22-24)

Sammie Duncan

Huston Ray ft B
Race ft Soke.

Mil

(Others to

Id half (25-28)
Cooper ft Lacy

Tom

ft

(Others to Oil)
Proctor's 123th St.
2d half (18-21)

Aeadesay

Christy

Roy

Follla ft

(One to

Keith's 81st
The Mag-leys

St.

& Larson
•Laurel Lee
Tennessee Ten
Dickinson ft D
Stone ft Kallsz
Proctor's 68th St.
Wilson

"Oh Billy"

F ft B Carmen
Stol & Campbell

ft

B

ALTOONA
Orphenaa
Dooley & Oleen
ft

Vance

"Kiss Me"
2d half
Schepp'a Circus

Rome

Gant
Cahlll
Romalne
(Two to mi)
ft
ft

ATLANTA

Luba Merolt Co
Vine ft Temple

i

Carroll

Brown Gardner

to All)

Proctor's Sth Ave.
2d half (18-31)
Claire Vincent Co

Grace Fisher Co
Gardner ft Hartman
Fricoe

Chas McGoode Co
(Others to

fill)

1st half (22-24)

Wright ft Wilson
Toye ft Anderson
Fenton & Fields
(Others to All)
2d half (25-28)

Wheeler
Gates

ft

8

Flnlay

Anderson

ft

Graves

•"Huckleberry Finn"

O & M
Astor

Perry

MoGlnty

ft

"Broken Mirror"

Hank Brown Co
Gene Fowler

BIRMINGHAM
Lyric
(Atlanta Split)
1

1st half

Sunshine
Holmes & Wells
"Frolics of Youth"
Earl

ft

Martelle

Paul Levan

ft

M

BOSTON

B F

Rose

ft

Briscoe

CHICAGO

"Once Upon a Time" Eva Tanguay
0)1)
(Others to fll
(Others to All)

.

.

HAMILTON

CINCINNATI

.

'

B F

Keith's

to

PROFESSION

the

Kelth'a Palaee

Shirley

2d half

Gyp Meredith & Br Dooley &
Nlta Johnson
Calvin ft Wood

Chas F Semon
"FootUght Capers"

C

ft

Aerial Belmonts

CLEVELAND
B P Keith's

Two

Jesters

Dugan

& Raymond

Maleta Banconl
Rooney Bent Rer
Slayman's Arabs

COLUMMA
Colombia

(Charleston Split)
1st half
Little Jerry
-

Cunningham & B
Melville & Rube
Hayataka Bros

COLUMBUS
B F Kelth'a

Nathan Bros
Hendricks ft Stone
Ben Bernle
"Ragged Edge"
Lady Sen Mel
Marie Cahlll Co
Rockwell & Fox
The Briants

BF

Keith's
Clinton Sister*

Ed Marshall
Co.

Claudia Coleman

Mabel McCane Co
Bros

Arcade
(Savannah Split)
1st half

W

Dolce Sis Co
Eddie Ross

JERSEY CITT

n. F. Keith's
2d half (18-20)

Stockton's Terriers

Gates ft Flnlay
6 Chnplns
(Others to nil)
1st half (22-24)

Lucy

Miss Raffles

Lee
"Submarine F-7"
ft

rtnrt TkMtr.

NED DANDY,

Gen. Mrr.

Mnr Y«*

Spier

Cook

ft

Vernon
ft Sawyer

•Stanley

ft

Fields

Ctty

**,„ *»«*

BF

Kranz

ft

(Others to

Lyrle
(Norfolk Split)
1st balf
ft

-

fill)

NASHVILLE

Bro

Sherwin Kelly
Yates ft Reed
Revue De Luxe
The Lelghton*
Bob ft .Tip

NEWARK

Proctor's
2d half (18-21)

E

Adair
Aepps Family

Clccollni

Frank Conway Co

Ava

ft

Johnson

Sisters

SAVANNAH

l«*>

(Petersburg

Split)

Connolly ft Webb
Hawkins
J &
• Nosaea

M

Bartram & Saxton
$6,000 A Year
Crawford ft Brod'k

Hippodrome

Kartell!

Proctor's

Davis

Chadwlck

ft

"Babel. Be Careful"

8CRANTON
Poll's

(Wllkes-Barre
split)

1st half

Plata

J ft B Alkena
Agnes Kane
"Li the Dark"
Warren ft Mabel

May

ft

Kelly ft- Green
Sabaatlna ft Myra

Co

Will O'Clare ft Girls

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
Official Dentist to the N. V. A.
Bresdway (Fataam Bulldlns), New Yerk

14*3

&

Gilmore

Kelth'a

Frank Brighton
Warren Girls

L McMIMan Co
Dillon & Parker
U S Glee Club
Mr ft Mrs J Barry
Three Lordons
TOLEDO
B F Keith's
Walthour & P

Teiganee

HARTFORD

Glllen

•

&

NEW HAVEN

Poirs
(Scranton split)
1st half
J Jimmy Hodges' Co

Lelganee <
2d balf
Great Johnson
Claxton & May
Florence Hack't Co
Mel Klee
Sabastlan ft Myra

WORCESTER
PoU'a

Arthur Davids

Adams ft Griffith
Mile Anna Ottan
Mel Klee

Mldletn ft Spelmyer
2d half

Luck ft Claire
Harry Buck
Bcanlon Denno BrO
Gordon ft Ford
Cellno's Circus

Co
Palace

Luck

O'Brien
Cinderella"

WXLKBS-BAKRB

ft Green
ft Forest

Mason

ft

"Little

2d half

Johnson Baker

Mulcahy

Glllen ft

Mulcahy

ft

"Mabel Be Careful" Hall

Clayton ft Clayton
J ft E Conners
Gerald Griffin Co
Bert Lewis

ft

Corlne

Claire
Tllton

Mr Chaser

&

Ford
Brooks

WORCESTER
Plana
Francettl Sis

Smith

ft

Bagley

E ft L Ford
&
.Jack Marley
2d half
Richard the Oreat
Gordon & Germalne
2d balf

Gordon
Sabbot

Adams &

"-_

Griffith

Mldletn ft Spelmyer Cervo
Cleveland Bronner Leonard

Co

SPRINGFDZLD
Palace

Cellnas Circus

ft Whitney
McDermott ft Heag-,ney
"A Peek In Pekin"
.

(One to

fill)

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATION
OOIBIRBIIfO CO

Schrain

K Benedict & Co
Spencer ft Williams
Welllngt'n Cross Co
Sean Rogers
Tontl.r'i Brick

Poir.
Clayton ft Clayton
J ft E Conners
Gerald Griffin Co
Bert Lewis
Johnson Baker ft J
2d balf
Daisy ft Wilson

Palace
Daisy ft Wilson
Dreon Sisters
Hall ft O'Brien

Shea'*
Baibette

Raymond

WATBRBURY

2d half

May Foster Co
Mast Sis
Mason ft Forest

Kelly

SYRACUSE!

Sis

Mile Anna, Ottan
Jack Marley
^._

Mr Chaser

Young & Wheeler
Nell O'Connell
Seren'd'rs

t

Dreon

2d half
Francettl Sis
Allen ft Purcell
Sabott ft Brooks
Cortne Tllton

Sis

Hawaiian

AS

Florence Hacke tt Co "Little Cinderella"
2d balf
Margeurlte Padula
Cleveland Brdnener Valentine ft Bell

Hast

Jim

Pairlcola

Jim Hussey Co
Whiting ft Burt
Royal Gascolgnes

UoDermott ft HeagBBJDGBPOBT
Poll'*
Gordon & Germalne Scanlon Denno Bro

Bijou
Foster Co

Fisher

Rev

YOUNGSTOWN

N. T.

fill)

May

Dorothy Brenner
Buzsell & Parker
1st half
Chas Irwin
Ernie & Ernie
Creole Fash Plato
The Henulng*
Swor Bros "s
Mr-Mrs Melbourne Victor Moore Co
B Kenny ft Nobody Cora Y Corson Co
Man)? A Snyder
TORONTO

1st half
Frltchle

International

(Jacksonville Split)
1st half

BIJo*

BF

NEW ORLEANS

M

Dotson
Grace Huff Co
Hallen & Hunter
Olsen

Prlacea*

ft B<iatty
ft Scott.

Geo Ye c man

Worden Bros
Morey Senna ft L
"Once Upon a Time"
Carson ft Wlllard
Lawrence Crane Co

Porray

ft

Temple
Page Hack ft

fill)

(Louisville Split)
1st half

ft

& Wilson
RICHMOND

ROCHESTER

2d half (25-28)

Wright ft Wilson
Bevah ft Flint
Ward & Murray

E

Murphy & Lachmar
Burns

Leonard

LaSalle

Sullivan

„

Mammy's Birthday

MacDonough Mullen ft Francis
8 Weber Girls
Co

Claire Vincent

Hobssn

Keith'*

Wheeler Trio
Johnny Small
ThoB O'Shea
Rae Samuels

2d half
Fred & Albert

P Breamer

fill)

1st half (22-24)

Ethel

Olympic

•tf AfjiHort
Bide.,

&

Proctor's
2d half (18-21)

NEWPORT NEWS

OUR ACTS WORK IVtRY Willi
The REAL PRODUCING CO.

III

Scott

ft

Palace
(Mobile Split)

ARC YOU WORKINO WCXT WECKt
r*r*«Jt>©s)0

Beatty

ft

/ WASHINGTON

Great Johnson

Nolan

ft

Sullivan

(Others to fill)
1st half (22-24)
•Allen ft Taxi
Allen Shaw
(Others to fill)

•

Romalne
Donovan

Nolan

YORK

(Others to nil)

daxton

Hajestlc

Hobson

Bevan ft Flint
*G Vanderbllt
Kellam & O'Dare
Lovenberg SI*

Lowe Evans & S
MeCormack ft
& K Sutton

ft

Leed

READING

O'Mall'y

.

JACKSONVILLE

Cooper

&

2d half

Co

Aibee

Mljares

Norton

Belle Montrose Co
Walter Fisher Co
MT. VERNON

Bellclalre

H

F

Loiart
Melnotte

Cutty & Kelson
Neal Abel
G Campbell Co
2d half -

(Others to

INDIANAPOLIS
Shone

ft

Dunham &

.Oleen

8ylvester ft Vance
"Kiss Me"

H

Santry

(Others to

Marlon Harris

Herman &

PROVIDENCE

Emmett Briscoe Co Marllttas Maneklns
Billy Gl as on
Millard & Marlin
"Reckless Eva"
Porter J White Co
& Williams
MONTGOMERY Elinors
C ft M Dunbar
Grand

Fenton

.

Wayne Mar

1st half

f»r II Days

VABBTT

Poll Circuit

x-

Dufor Boy*

The Glockers
Willing ft Jordan

stagpole

The.tr. BMg.

SpkIiI Rate,

Keith**

«•*•

Opera House
2d half
Fred ft Albert
Lorlmer ft Carberry Murphy
& Lachmar
Jack Levy Girls
Burns
ft Wilson
Josephine Leonhart Mammy's
Birthday
Fenton &\ Fields
half
2d
(Two to fftf)
Nolan & Nolan

Geo Yeoman
Amoras ft Abey
Rhoda & Crampton International Rev

Lyric
Grenadier Girls
Jean Chase Co
.

Arthur Hustln
(Two to All)
Wilson Bros
HARR1SBURG
Dianl ft Rublnl
Majestic
Jos L Browning
Schepps' Circus
A Frledlander Co
Rome ft Gaut ,
Santos ft Hayes
Cahlll & Romalne
"A Modern Mirage" (Two to All)

Keith's

Moon
ft Rauh

ft G Archer *
Columbia ft Victor

MeVUkert

Four Nlghtons

Lj-rtc

(Birmingham Sp)
Franklyn Ardell Co §
1st half
Lew Wilson
Young & April
Powell Tr
Chabot & Dixon
2d half
Shirley Co
Eva
Jean Jacques
Klrby Qulnn ft A
Evans & Sydney
Dixon Bowers & D
Hlte Reflowe & L
AUGUSTA
Carson & Wlllard
Grand
Lawrence Crane Co

(Two

'

BF

"Fixing Furnace"

MOBILE

(New Orleans Split)

'

Empress
De Garmo,.

DR.M.J.CARY

..

2d half
Morlln
Frazer ft Bunce

Sylvester

fill)

DENTIST
i

ft

Beck

ft

L

fill)

m

UTICA

YONKEBS.

Renn & Cavanaugh Marco Llvins
Austen & Allen
Vardon & Perry
Grey ft Byron
Kltamura Jap*
Leon Varvara
(One to fill)

t

Lyric

Fallon ft Brown
Casey's Novelty

2d balf

Rogers

1st half (22-24)
Ward ft Raymond
MeNamee
"Lots of Lots of It"
Gates ft Flnlay
Alexandria
*L Shaws ft Players (One to fill)

Shea

ft Bennett
Dobbs Clark ft D

W
H Armstrong Co
Billy

Pinto ft Boyle
"Sultan"

Grand

Mack ft Earl
Munroe ft Grant
Alice

to

N.w Yuk

Chabot ft Chain
Colonial
Ethel McD enough »
Lamberti
Anderson & Graves Clark ft Storey
Newhoff ft Phelps Thomas Sax-o-tetU

(Others to

B Loomer Co
Dunn & Wheeler
Princess Kalama
-PORTLAND

1st half

GRAND RAPIDS

8

PITTSBURGH

Davis
Ell da Morris
»
Gallagher ft Martin
Nonetto .__
Kramer & Boyle

H

(Augusta Split)

Colonial
Sllverlakes

Florida 4

Olllsn
Bevan ft Flint

.

Dawson Sis ft 8
Edna Nickerson

Rahn

"Submarine F-7"

All)

".

Blossom Seeley
Keegan A Edwards
Delano ft Pike

(Two

Mabel Sherman Co

"Hungarian Rhap"

fill)

Bradford

ft

Helen Keller
Quixey 4

MACON

Henn A Lockwood The
Larry Comer
Leonard ft Wlllard
Gabby Bros ft C
Two Chums

Powell Troupe
Halston & Norton
Thru Thick & Thin

.

(One to

Quirk

CHARLOTTE

•Dusenberry ft R
(Others to fill)
Black ft Dardanella
ALLBNTOWN
Franklyn Ardell Co
Orphean
(Others to fill)
Nora Janet Co

(Others to fill)
2d half (26-28)
Lieut Thetion Co
Howard ft Crad Jock
Nat S Jerome Co
Krans & LaSalle
•Sultan

&

J C Nugent
Geo Kelly Co

Sheridan So.
Dal ton ft Craig
(Johnstown Split)
ft Frances
1st half.
Bert Earl
Reno ft Wilson
Jack Inglls
Four Gardeners
Kremka Bros

ERIE, PA.

Percival Girls

Tom

Lee

Lawrence

Hartwell
Alice Hamilton
"Love Shop"
ft

Hunting

Raymond

ft

.

Keith'*

George
Laplne & Emery

"Lots ft Lots Of It"
Alexandria

1st half

(Others to fill)
Keith's Greenpolnt
2d half (18-21)

1st half (22-24)

allien

Donovan

LOWELL

B F

P

Lorraine

ft

& Hart

Collins

EASTON

Victory
(Columbia Split)

(One to

"Over Tour Heads" Pinto & Boyle
Claire Vincent Co
Keith's H. O. H.
J Devereaux Co

J Regay

fill)

CHATTANOOGA

Murray

ft

"Huckleberry Finn"
Kellam ft O'Dare
Wheeler 3

Friscoe

(Others to

CHARLESTON. S C Ward

Keith'* Prospect

Ward

Largary ft Snee
7 Bracks

Chandon Trio

Donald Sisters
Datsey Nellls
Esysle & Dutton
Rose Coglin Co
Herbert Brooks
J R Johnson Co
Lew Dbckstader

fill)

PHILADELPHIA
B F Keith'*

-

Oscar Lorraine

Rialto
Able O H
(Knoxville Split)
Morlln
1st half
Frazer & Bunce
Herrltt ft Brldwell "Oh Billy"
Creamer Bart & S Shea & Carroll
Rives & Arnold
Brown Gardner ft B
Ned Norworth Co
2d half
Redford ft Win
Nora Janet Co

Burch

ft

"Fall of Eve"
Sybil Vane Co
"Only Girl"

E

ft

"Honor Thy Chll'n"

B-.F Keith'*'

(One to

In

Address

Lawtpn

Potter

Miller

fill)

Alexander Bros
Jack La Vler

DAYTON

Shea's

Co

O'Meara

(Nashville Split)
1st balf

Tii--BHYANTa41£42

BUFFALO

Packer

Reynolds ft White
R C Faulk er
"Playmates"

Anderson

M93 BROADWAY

BROOKLYN

J C Morton Co

K

ft

U Now

Split)

Gaby

(One to

(Others to All)

Mollle Fuller

W

Lovenberjr Sis
Belle Baker

L

Jean Devereaux Co
Huston Ray & B
Franklyn Ardell Co

Century
(Newport News
1st' half

LOUISVILLE
B F Keith'*
Be Ho Cray
Al Raymond
Sully & Houghton
Geo MacFarlane Co
Sam Lleber ft Co
Ruth Roye

"Gaieties of 1919"

OF CHICAGO

PETEBSBURG

.

Mlnature Revue
(One to mi)

Sammie Duncan

Ryan & Ryan

•Oliver ft Olp
Connolly R ft
Walter Brower
Alice Lloyd
Camillas Birds

1st half

Wm
Frank

Under Our Exelntlve Uanarement

(Others to fill)
2d half (25-28)

Enos Frazer

ft

Selblni

With Shuberta'

Keith'* Bo.hrrlcL

White
LaTour
- Frank Dobson Co
B & B Wheeler

Wm

ft

Balllot 8

(Chattanooga Split)
Janet of France
Lanyse Co

Shlll

ft

B Walters Co
Clara Howard

liijoa

Larimer Hudson Co

Kelth'a Colonial

Black
Foley

Lee

All)
1st half (22-24)

Permane

&'B
KNOXVILLB

Placed

YOUNG

OTTAWA
Dominion

Chas Wilson
Dypay-Dlers

AL
SHAYNE

M

Harry Langdon Co

•Rokoma

We

City

Proctor's 234 8t.
2d half (18-21)
Lieut Eldridge

ERNIE

Helen Jackley
Hewitt ft Mitchell
McDevltt Kelly ft W
Mcintosh ft Girls
Breen Family
•

Harry Bond Co
Elsie White Co

abase— from

tarn, or reappearing after

mtmmmmmmmmm

Mile Rialto
Santley A Blrnes
(Three to fill)
Keith's Alhn mfcrn

V & E Stanton
Brown Weston Co
Olenn Jenkins Co
Sophie Tucker
Allen Bronson Co
Win Seabury Co
Joe Cook
•.,
3 Nasea

new

1st half
Gillette

Lucy

relative importance «f

listed for the flirt time.

KEITH

Pmlice Theatre Building,

NEW YORK

now

Indicate* act la

tuderlUt, or appearing In

Split)
1st halt

Race

(All home, open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwtte liW Jested.)
The Halt below axe grouped In divisions, according to the hooking offices they ere (ap-

'

(Richmond

& Edge
nil)
JOHNSTOWN

22)

plied from.

The manner in which these bllU are printed does not denote the
aeta Bar their pngraoo position*.

Academy

McNarnee
•Maud Fealy Co

NEXT WEEK (MARCH

ART
lift

'

FOREIGN MONEY RXCHANG1

Holnsn Bros

sad Cab!* BeallUaeae
International Travel Baraau, lac
1M Beat 43ai Street, Nor York
Ufaarr

CHICAGO
BATTLES CHEEK
BUea
Keno Kaye 4k Mel

BAY CITY

Ray

XI

Gordoa

Slaters

Moore

Lennle

4c

Temple

aplit)

lat halt

(Two

ZlsKa

to

Lew

fill)

.

Gordon Players

"Rolling Along"

4 Boies
Wslssr 4k Reiaaer

(One to

Grand O. H.
(Brsntford split)

FLINT

DR

J.

Putnam Ballilsg

Sea,

Sd halt

'

•

-

S Lees

>

Farrell Taylor
(Three to All)
Sd halt

Variety 4
Vanetlan 4

.

Broad

Billy

Gordon's

,

PORT WAYNB
Palaee

Cstalano A Wlll'nu
S Melvln Broa

A

Nasb

.

CALGARY
Orphean

bill
plays
Calgary 28-27).
Olga Fetrovs

A KingBond Morao
Byroa A Pries
Arthur Geary
Jester

K

(One to

fill)

BATH

Gene Greens
Brent Hayes
Bamsted A Marios
Ethel Clifton. Co
Majestle

Opera Heaso
Sd halt

Pranks

Jassle

Ail

1

A Cor UB
BOSTON

is

Boston

Wslnan A Berry

Bddls Jsrono
Dunbars Slngsra
Pranesa Ksnnsdy
Prosper A Moret
Gordon's Olysapla
(Scollsy Square)

Frank Brown
Blllott A West
McKay's Rst
Knowjos A Whits
JohalBlondy Co

Ford 81s Band
Moss A Foysv
Johnny Ford Girls
Bl|ly McDernott

•

Dainty Marie

(Washington Bt)
Brown A De Mont

Wbltflsld A Ireland
Brewer Trio

Touhsy

Wilson Aubrey

I

Sd half

Anderson A Yrol
Fox A Ingrahan
Shsldon

A

Haalasa

Pox A Mayo
A White Rer

Black

CAMBRIDGE

Gordoa'a Central •«

Madden

La Mont A Wright

A Haalay
A Msyo
A Tvel

Sheldon

Fox

Mrs. Wellington aTse
Follls 8lstsrs
•

N

BROCKTON
Strand
I w or A West brook

A

Anderson

Sd Salt

Eduards

The Duttons
Palaee
"Trip to Hltland"

Owen McGlvensy
Bert Hanlon
Jack Osterman
Howard'a Ponlea
F A O Walters

Keans A Williams
MeDermott
"What We Want"
State Lske

• Loretta

Stella

Mayhew

DENVER
Orphean

Sunday
i
Cenny

A

Opening)
Hollis

Chas Grspewls Co

LEO BEERS
Prlaatpal Ctttes ta tks World
Jallaa BIMaga Co.

i

Orphean*.

Openlag)

Ruth Budd
Mason Kseler Co
Lyons A Yoseo
Bert Berrl Co
4

Mortons

LINCOLN

DBS MOINES
Orphean

Sam Hearn

Edith Cllfftod

Hlckev Bros
Ford A Urma
Ishlskwa Bros

(Sunday Opening)
atsBao A Clegg

CHICAGO
Chateaa
The Seebaeks
Soaman A fcloaa
"Somewhere la P"
Dunbar
Dunbar

Wnsatsgtea

8am Naomi
Walton
Mullen

ft

A

Brandt

Correlll

2d half
Russell A Hays
Brlerre A King
Grlndell ft Esther

1

Bottomley Troupe
2d halt
Angel A Puller
4 Melody Monsrahs
Prank Mullens

(Two

BLOOMINGTON

to All)

Aaserleaa

Majestle
Garry Owen Co
Art A Leah Bell
(Five to All)
Cbody Dot A Mldgle
Sd half
Cummins A Whits
Clayton A Lsnale
to All)
Hammond A Moody (Flvs Empress
Walton A Brandt
Cedrlc Lindsay
Borslnl Troupe
Wlnchell ft Greea
BRANDON, CAN. Browns Muslo Rsv
Willie
Angel A Puller
Ketch A Wilms
SO Pink Toes

Kennedy A Nelson
"For Pity's Saks"

MEMPHIS

Orpaeasn
Nash A Holmes
Lambert A Ball
Wlnaton's Seals
Lambert!
Jean Adair Cs
Outran A Margate
;

MILWAUKEE
Majestle
sward Clark Bar

Premier Trio

CEDAR RAPID!
Majestle
Page A Gray
Stuart A Woods

Orpheam
Misses Weston
Brown A Jackson
"League of Natlor.a'

WA

Lady
r

MUlsr A Vance
Gardnsr A Revere
MUlsr Smyth A K

GRANITE CITY

Stsn Stanley
Farrell Tsylsr

WashlnsTtsa
A Esther

Rogsrs

Alice's Pets

2d bslf

AsrlalXddys

DAVENPORT,
Jin

D

ft Maybslls
Stephen HaU

(Two

to 811)

Sd half
Musical Hodges
Roanir ft Ward
(Three to AU)

GraaA

_^
The
Brads
2d hslf
Joe Levaux
Girls
Carslton ft Belmont
Jask George Duo
Pot Pourrl
GBEBN BAY, WIS. Saxton ft ParroU
Orphean
Bsra Matthsws Co
Sd half
Nora Nor In*
Cliff

Los

Bailey

A

Due

Bennett

Boh Whits
Suisy A Blrbeek
JOLIET, ILL.
Orpheaas
Lewis A Morton

Ore sa A Dasn
LaRae A Duprse
Sd halt

A Midgie

Raymond Wyle Co

A

Gllmors

VENOSHA. WIS.

A Van

(Three to

i-

Pollotto Pearl
S

ft

Jabna

W

SIOUX CITY
Orphean
Hudler Stein

ft

Phil

Ivan Bankoff Co
Will Creasy

Nat Naa a r ro

(Two

ft

Band

to 811)

Id bslf
Tojettl A Bennett
Frances Renault
Creasy A Dayno
Polly Os A Chick

Orphean

MADISON
Bailey

(Two

to 811)

Beb Whits
•eaas A Albert

Carle

A

All)

Orphean
Due

"Bvery Bailer"

(Jo

B.

'i

Dave Manley

SOUTH BEND, IND.
Stuart Girls
Baxley A Porter
L Harfclns Monarohs

Cliff

LA.

i

Mack

Rlgolattl Bros

Colambla
Little

_

Koena

Wilson

The Honoymeea
PdggY Brooks
(Two to AU)

im

;

Columbia

Grlndell

S

j

M

Whits

Eddy Duo

Joe Melvln

VlrglBlaa

All)

Thslma

CHAMPAIGN

2

Lodl
Foolery A Pal
Sd halt
Lsstsr

LaSova

fill)

ft

OBD. FORKS, N. D. Imperial Quintet
Gonns ft Albert'
Orphean
(Two to All)
Jerroon A Mack
Bandy A Fields I
ST. LOUIS

Chody Bot

Dennis Bros

A

Murphy

May
Tom

j

ROCKFORD, ILL.
Palace
B ft J Connolly
Staley
Blrbeek
(Three to 811)
Sd half

Sd halt
A Bentley

Walsh

Sd bslf
"Evsry Ssllor"

Keaals
Dsnnts Bros
2d half
Prank Mullans
Bvsrssts Monks
"Reg Bus Man"
Sam A Ada Beverly Sua
Stanley
Taylor A Francis
2d half
Broslus A Browa
Gabber ts
(Two to nil)
(Three to

( American Girls
Snltb ft Kaufman
Bottomley Trousa

Venetian Oypslss

Hsns Hsnks
Dunbar A Tumor
(Two to

Murphy A Whits

Whits Kubsns

The Seebaeks

Mabel Blondell

A

Bylveatar

LOS ANGELES

Dogs

Sd half

2d bslf

"Ralnbor Cocktail"
Josephine A Hea'g

Hsrbsrt's

A Ward

ILL.

I

A Rleardo

iThe Love Bugs"
Brady A Mshoasy
Axons Trio

Jimmy Lyons
"Lsfs Go"
BELLVILLB

***

RJalto

Harry Hay ward Co

Stratford Comedy 4
Ud balf

S

Orphssuai

hooper

Grace DeWlntoro

Hipped roans'
Jack George Duo

.

May Lodl
GALES DURO,

Alsx Melford Co
CO ley ft J axon

Jerome ft "Ne well
Frank Wilson

I

ALTON
Bon air

A A F 8teadnsn
Nestor A Vincent
KANSAS CITY
(Sunday

~ Sd half
Jsrmon A Msck
Bandy A Fields

Song Shop"
Mary Marble Co

State-Lake Tkestrs BaUdiag. Chicago

Brlce Co

Dl'LUTH
Orphean

Orphean

Ts

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

Readinga

Scotch Lads A lias's
Orpheam
Stevens A Holllstor Morgan Dancsrs
Ryan A Orlob
Burt A Rosedafn
Harry Jolaos
Watts A Hawlsy
Marls Lo
Williams Cutty
Kinney A Corrlne
Leach Wallan S
Bruce Duddett Co
Great Leater

Bert Fitsglbbon
Bradley A Ardlne
Duffy A CaldweU
Lucille A Cockle
Plsano Co.

BehoAsld

4

(35-17)

Cortes Sis

A

WINNIPEG

.'

LOUIS

Jaxsland Naval

Orpaeasn
.

Prank Wilcox Co
Burks A Toohey
Fiorlott

Marino A Maley
Jsck Kennedy Co
Mile Rhea Co

City

(Sunday Opening)
Jordan Girls
Stuart Barnes
"Flsshss"

CHICAGO

Go/doa'a Olympla

Burke

(22-24)

,-ST

Kubsns
RACINE, WIS.

DfcSHECKMANjrp
DENTIST

(Same bill plays Sandy Shaw
Fresno 35-37)
MIrano Bros

Trsvers A Douglass
Bernard A Duffy
Sis A 8

Lew

Bliss Schuyler Ce

S Whits

Gabberta
Wilson A Van

Rita Mario Ores
"And Son"

Bd Morton

SoVhalf

New York

B. C.

Orphean

Orpheam

Marmeln

(Same

Newell A Most
Ernest Hlstt
Jack Alfred S

Bert Melrose
Bl Clavs

Ross Revue

Olyaspla

Distrlsh

N, D.

MatUs Loekott

Henry Santry Band Shelton Brooks Co
Lelghtners A Alex
Wilbur Mack Co
Ames A Winthrop
Chas Howard. Co

Saul

Arthur Geary

> <fS-S4>

O'Donnell

Bnrke Walsh A

A

A

VANCOUVER,

Ben

Orpheaaa-.

BOSTON B. F. KEITH
VaadevUle Breaaago, Bostoa
BANGOR
•sera Hsaw
.Veal Lester
ChaUia A CorUu
BeU A Bellgrade
Van A Vernon
(Oaa to fills)
Sd halt -

Lucas

Waldorf

El Dora
Gilbert

H

A Blair
A Ines
K Benny
SACRAMENTO

O'Donnell

WALTHAM

.

Palaee Theatre BuOdlag.

Billy

..

Ford A Hewitt
Dorothy Lewis
"At the Turnpike"
Lcney Haskell
"The Owl"
Jinny Bavo Co
Kate A Wiley

S

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Jegra'a St raid
Loss
Broad "
Venetian 4
Margaret Ryan
Moors A Shy
"On Mlss'lppt"
Sd half
Jack A Pearl Hall.
Arthur Abbott CO
S

"Rolling Along"

A

WbltsSsld A Irel'd
Psdeatrianlsm

Plerlott Schoneld
Sweeney A Rooney
KeeneyjA Poxwortb Irene Francis
Hector
Billy Smyths Co
Musical McClarens
Mman Bros

SAGINAW

Margaret Ryan

Choy Ling Hee Tr
Nltts Jo
LsMont Trio

Presslsr Klslss
2d balf
Bolger Bros

LYNN

Co

Hodges Show

Ashley

Basil

2d half

W

.

Alexander Kids

Raymond Bond Cs

FARGO,

Graaa
BAM
Austin
"Just tor Instance'

Orpheaaa

Cervo

ft

W

Revue

Myers Moon Co
Montgomery A All's
John B Hyner Co

Borslnl Troupe
Id half

Flnke Mules
Maybelle
Art ft Leah BeU
D Stephen HaU
Louis Brocades
J Ward A Girls
Hamilton A Barnes
EVANS VILLB, IND. Cummins A White
GraaS
QUINCY. ILL.
(Terrs Hauts split)
Orpheem
1st half)
Walsh ft Bentloy
Jerome ft Newell
Mabel Blondell
Little Caruso
Venetian Gypsies
Jim ^fcWIlllams
Sd halt
Wsrnsr Amoros S
Alsx Melford Co
(Two to SU)
Colsy A Jaxaon

Mack

SEATTLE

PORTLAND

Lynn 4

tiAiO

Opening)

Orphean
Marx Bros Co
Maboney A Auburn

-

Sd halt

Avey A 0*NeIl
Hughes Duo
Wm Roch ft Girls

4

Ora B 4

Sam Naomi

Sarah Paddsn Cs

Bob Hall

OSHKOSH, WIS.

A

"Lsfs Go"

Frablte

W A HColoalal
Brown
Jack'

Rogsrs

CAM

Byrnes A Gehan
LIbby A Nelson

Wlnslow

"Extra Dry*'
Stone A Hayes
Pravost A Goulst

A Noyaa

A H Brown
Van A Vernon
Eckert A Moore
Brower S

-

A

Steele

A

Peggy Brooks
Little Jim

21 half
Francis
Rsxo
Kapt Kldd's Kids
The DuBarrys
Cleveland
Mr A Mrs Mas Hart
Everest* Monks
Garcanntttt Broa
B. ST. LOUIS, ILL.
PEORIA, ILL.
Erber-a
Orphencn
Russell A Hsys
Jean Boydell
Brtsrrs A King
Hsrroa
Jimmy Lyons
Hall ft Shapiro

Boatock's School

Una Clayton Co
Fay Courney

Saul

PORTSMOUTH

Le Grobr

NEW VOBE CITT
MUSKEGON
Regeat
Ramsdells A Deyo

'

A U

A Dsy

LEWISTON

BIER; PHYSICIAN

Imb

Broadway

"*"
Nash * O'Donnell
Mabel Harper Co
Prank Bush
Jack Alfred S

A

Welch Mealy A M
Vine A Temple
Roee Revue

Sd half

Vsrnon

Majestle

Taylor

Orphean

.

Norton

to All)

Dunuaus
Thslma

Bell

(Sunday

Weston

W
A M Rogers
Lady Alloa's Pets

Harry Cooper
Marconi A Fitsgtb'a

Billy Shaw's
Phil Baker

(Two

Amblsr
Broa
~

Sd halt

"Little Cottars"
Bessie Rempel Cs
Elss Ruegger Co
ft

A

Lswls

•League of Nations' "The Honeymoon"

SAN FRANCISCO

Orphean

2d balf
Eldore A Co
Gilbert

AaorU Trio

S Misses

SALT LAKB

Van A

Sd hslf
Stratford Comedy 4
Valentine VOX

MOLINB
DECATUR, ILL.
PsmlatfMi
Empress
Bwalns Cockatoos
Hammond A Moody 8am A Ada Beverly
Raymond Wyls Co Imperial Quintet
Brady A Maboney
Tom Mahonsy

Barbor A Jackson
Master Gabriel Co
Clara Morton
Bensee ft Bslrd
Roy A Arthur

Burns

OMAHA

Chaa Ahearn

Md.Ic HaU
Bolger Bros
Raymond Co
Poster Ball Co

W Swestmsn Co

„

Dolly Ward
Melodious Msids
Mabsl Johnstons

The LeGrohs

The Puppetts
Xddls Hill

Sans

Co
LeMalre Hayes Co
Harry Rose
Nan Gray
Leo Zarrell Co
Mower A Avery
Baraban A Gbros

Opera Honae
Dancing McDonalds

Poster Ball Co

1st half

Palace
Bijou Circus

A

Gordon

Orpb'eaas

(8unday Opening)
Carus

Emma

4

Keene A Poxwortb

LONDON. CAN.

A Clinton
OAKLAND

Clinton
'

Dawson

Ambler Bros

Cellos
nialfe

Orpkcaaa
(Sunday Opening)

Kharum

NEWPORT

A Hanford
A White Rev

White, Black
Sd half

A Hewitt

"At the Turnpike"

Paul Decker Co

Whits

White Hussars L

LA WIIRNCB

Colonial
3d bait

Ford

Ell

Empire
Chss Edenbury
Padsn Trio
Bckert A Moors

All)

LOOANSFORT

Lcney Haskell
"Rag Boa Man"
Kate * Wiley

Chapman

2d half

Prank Bush
Ksno Keys A Mel

A Mails
A Thorn
A Brown
Beemsn A Girlie
Sd bait
Mullen A Correlll
Adam* A Haggard
Flagler

Rose

A Gardner
Harmon A Washb'n

A Noyan
Josslyn A Chapman

Chae Edenbury
Wheeler A Potter
Pr easier. Rials A S
Whits Blsck A U

i.

Ball

Josslyn A
Local Act

Mysrs
Black

Dljea
Sd bait
Juggling DeUale
Nixon A Sans

fill)

Palace

Mlxoa

I

A

.

Dresser

Id half.

Koene
Jack

•

Orphean

Cortes 81s

Coloalal

B AJ

Bothwell Brown Co
Morgsn A Gatss
PUcher A Douglass

NEW ORLEANS

Rowland A Meehan
Paramo
Frank Wilcox Co

HAVERHILL

T Ray Co
Connelly
Stuart A Woods

J

Msrtln Wsbb
Jos Towls

Slstera

Milt Collins

1 Offsprings

i

2d half
LaPstlts Cabaret

Car's

Sis

Lachmann

Eduards

Fox A Ingrahan

.

A

MINNEAPOLIS

Gordon's Olyaspla

Koban Jap Troupe

\
Id half
Kay Hamlin A Kay
BIJou Circus
Mabel Harper. Co
cra wfords•On Mlss'lppl"
V1LLE
" Stra.d
Eral A Edwards
Wood A Wyda
Sd half
Browns Music Rev Rama dell a A Deyo
Ball A Brown
LANSING
DANVILL.S

>

Williams ft Lytell
Hslsn Vincent
Stephens A Bordeau.
4 Higgle Girls

Ail Rlpon

(Tbrsa to

King
(S7)

Ernest Hlstt

Bob Poshay

A

Moran

Conn

Prltsl Schsff

Van

Wltsi S Msthers

1 Father

Ths Bosellss
Norwood A Hall
Orpheus*
Ths Stanleys
Vis Qulnrr Co
ST PAUL
Claire Forbes
Orpheam
EVS Taylor ~Co
(Sunday Opening)
Marshall Montgom'y Gus Bdwsrds Co
I

Aubrey
JAB ALeonard
Duffy A Sweeney
Chong A Hoey
NEW BEDFOBD

Elliott

1

Ernest Evens Co
Maris! Wlndsw

Pataes
Bert Baker Co
Joe Laurie
.Shells Terry Co
Smith A Keufmaa

Scott

Strand

Orphean
Juggling Do Llale
Rice A Newton
J Coutbrope Co

BRANTFORD, CAN
(London

Gordon Players

LaVail

JACKSON

Bea

ft

(ST)

Irahoff

Merlin

Psdestiisnlsn
Id bait ,'
Jos Msddsn

Aekers

Sd bait

Shy

4e

Calta Broa

HALIFAX

H.

Bdson A Doo
Root A Whits
Puller A Vance

Ella

"Snapshots'"^
Sd bait

A

Ensign
Padrlnl's Baboons

Dunbar
Edwards

A

Earl

4 Deimar

Clayton

A

Palaco
Esunio Japs
Kerr A Enalga
Harry Brooks Co
Will Oakland

Harlequin Trio

GALT, CAB.
Collins

RANCH ESTBB

Equmb Japs
Ward

Dolly

Kerr

Christie

Harry Brooks Co
Davis A Cbsdwlck
Holland A Meeaaa
Ball A Jack

Valentine A BeU
2d half

"Look Pleasant"
Billy Shoen
Bl Rot Slaters
Seattle O.

lUJeu

'

A

Scott

A Aubrey
J A 8 Leonard
Duffy A Sweeney

LIABILITIES

Whistle

HAM
McPsrland
Grace DsMsr
Adels Bell Co
Hugh Herbert O
Belle Forge

FOX

and

I Baaje
Teeth sad Bwsty

Sd halt

Scott

A Deimar
Jessls Millar
Morgan A Gates

Co

1 Tla

Moey

Whirlwind Hsgans

Wood

Jos

.

Gordon

* Beatr
Merrians Dogs
Sd half

Stuart atria
Rica ft Newton
Jane Cour thrope

A

Chong

i

STATEhVNT-l»lB

ASSETS

Irene Francis

•

Mabel Johnson
Billy Smytho Co
Dancing McDonalds Welch Mealy A M
Gordon A Day
PITCHBTJBO

Id bait
Equlllo Broa

Calta Broa

'

Lanont A Wright

ColonlaJ

VaadevfUe Sxchaaga, Chicago

FINANCIAL

ROCKWELL

Waldorf
Sweeney A Rooney

Id half

Wood

loo

KEITH

B. P.

SS halt

Cedaaaa S«
Padsn S
Whirlwind Hagan* Paramo
Mayer* A Hanford
Prank Markley
Scott A Christie
Monroo A Wtllard

Draft*. Postal

•

*\

DORCHESTER

STEAMSHIP TICKETS
BeeervatJeas far All Steamers at
Conpaatar Bates

•

.-

Sd balf
Inea

L Mortimer Co

BaOUIENDINGEB

Jswalst* to ths Pr of ssdsa

BONDS
ToLXeAsaR
JOBN ST, NSW TOI

41

"

?

1

•-..-.

v.

...

•

•;

-

-

•

:

Mons Adolphus Cs

PAUUNB

FORD

and PRICE

mm

With Joilu

Sd half

Os, OMra Hea*.

"aalla. P. I,

Issatsttab-.

Greene

(Two

ft

to

Rouble 81mms

Dean

Princess

fill)

SPRINGFIELD

Kalama Co

Ben Linn

Majestle

3d half

Jack Hanley
Adams A Haggard
Chaa Maek Co
Jessie Millar
Hugh Johnston
Hamilton ft Barnes Howard ft Fields S
LaSova A Gllmore
Finks Mules

I

VIRGINIAN, MINN.

2d half

Brown & Jaokaon
La Berntela

Lyrie
id half

&

The Cromwells

:

Virginia
Holllday & Wlllette
Submarine F-7
Rawson ft Claire
WAUKEGAN, ILL.
Majeatlc

ft

CITY

Dance Fantasies
Henry ft Moore

|
HT

LaB&rbe

Wohlfd

ft

Danny Simmons
3 Pureella Sis
Alien ft Moore

Mr ft Mrs N

Nick Hufford

The Oaudaohmldts

Sutter

Gormley Sisters Co

Phillip*

Id half

MeCoanell ft West
Eddie Carr Co
Harry Lee

Arcane B
The Geralds
Seymour & Jeaaette
E F Hawley Co
Dunham ft Edwards
Nakae Japs

Victoria

Rodero
Royal Hawaiian 4
Swart s & Clifford
Royal TJyena Japs

:

City

"New Leader"

Shaw ft Bernard
Royal Hawaiian 4
Al Lester ft Co
Payton ft Ward
(Three to fill)

Revue

Sailors'

Col

Diamond Cs

Bonner ft Powers
Til Say Bo
Arthur Rlgby
ft

2d half

Paul Patching Co
Billy K Wells
Primrose Minstrels

Taimanians

Murray

CHICA80

.

Lew Is*

bi«i»

Boms

Baby

It

Metropolitan
Gangler's Entert'rs

Steppers
Lincoln So..
Paul Patching Co
Blair ft Crystal
Primrose Minstrels
Don Alfonso
6

Cunningham

ft

D

ft

Allen Clifford

B

ft

J

J Burns

ft

Monte
JeBsle

ft

Parti

Reed
ft

Harry Lee
Gene Hamilton Co
2d half

Musical Waylands
Abbyslnlan 3
Married Via Wire

Dunham

ft
ft

R

Henry A Moors
Gene Hamilton Co
Orpaenm
Rose

-

"Married Via Wire"

Lew Hawkins

Brford's Whirl
3d half
Bernard A Merrltt

Autumns

L

Lawlor

ft

Hippodro me
June ft Irene Mel va
Fredks ft Palmer
Kingsbury ft M
Eddie Phillips
t Krasy Kids

F

ft

M Hnsrha

C

ft

B Frabel

Harry Antrim

Co

detooit
Colonial

Wilfred DuBols
ft Goodrich

Co

3d half

Purple Lady Minst

Gormley Sisters Co

Burke

Abbyslnlan Trio

FALL BIVER
Empire
Dressier A Wilson
Cooper A Lane

Danny Simmons
Concentration
2d half

LaDora ft Beckman
Orben ft Dixie
Concentration

Howard Kane
3

ft

Pureella Sis

M

(Two

to All)

„ Id half
LeRoy ft Alexander
Mystic Hanson 3

ft

Durkln

Girl In Basket

-

Golden Bird

Mabel Darrell Co
Johnny Clark Co
3d half

Tony A George Co
Harry Van Fassen
Blossom Balrd Co
C A T Harvey
Shirley 81a

FRBSNO

_. Hippodrome

Mason ft Gwynne
Nakae Japs

Carr Trio

ATLANTA

Grand
The Bimbos
Henry Kelly
Jimmy Rosen Co
Walmsley ft K

F1INBBBG

MEMPHIS

Kennedy

ft

Klppy

Frank Warner
Billy Miller Co
Harry Ooulson
Corrodlnls Animals
Sd half
The Fostos

^

Rice

ft

Graham

Granville

ft

K

Healy Cs

ft

Fields

HOBOKMN

Loew
.
Robort Swaa

Las Moroaants

Russell ft DeWItt
Tyson
Bennett Twins
Harry Thorns Ce
Arthur J Finn Co
Va Deacon ft Baxter Sulgley ft Fltsg'td
Robt Doha Co
Iris of Altitude
ft
ft

Fennell

3d half

Dare Vanfleld Co
Green ft La Fell

A

WACO

"

Hippodrome
Wilbur ft Lyke
Phil Davis
Gllroy Dolan

Emerson

Wilson

BAN ANTONIO

F

Prlaetas
8peneer ft Ross

Raadow

ft

M

ft

C

MeAvoy
Hughs
ft

2d half

Spencer

ft

Ryan

Rose

ft Moore
"Honeymoon Inn"

Wm

Slsto

Slsto

Raadow

Trio

Trio

FANTAGES CIRCUIT
Now York and

(Same bill pUys
Haaford SI)
The Fostos

Chicago Ofllsss

DETROIT
Pantastea

Majestic

-*
Rice ft Graham
(20-23)
Tuseaao Bros
Granville ft Fields
(Same bill plays Burns ft Lynn
Anaconda 34; Mis- Octa vlo Hand I worth
soula S3)
ft Co.
(24-S7)
Four Laurels
Worth Waylen 4
Chong Toy Duo
Henry Frey
Slatkos Rollioksrs
Jonas ft Georgia
Collage Qblntet
Orpbeuss
Daisy Dean Co
Foley ft Onelll
Arnold ft Florence

Claude Wade
Torn, Linton ft Girls

4 Billposters

Britt

Lutes Bros

Wood

Ross

"On High SeasT

MONTREAL
Leew

3 Yaquis
Marie Russell Co
Stuart' Black Co
Lane ft Plant
Al Golem Troupe

NASHVILLE

Loew
ft Kramer

Kennedy

University Trio

Healy Co
Halley ft Noble

Pontages
ft Lewis

_

Naynon's Birds

Carllta

H

Grand

•

Tasmanlans

IRoy
Jerri s

Sd half
Sisters
ft

Boyle

ft

Pontages
H Savage

Rueker

ft

Wlnnlfd

Bantuccl
Father's Daughter

Salvation Mollis

Johnny Johnson

Laurie Ordway

DeWinters ft Ross
C Loyal Lourraias

Dorothy Roye

Retreat

EDMONTON

CLEVELAND

Bonner ft Powers
ril Say So
Arthur Rlgby

Oreseeat
Lester Raymond Co

'

H

Current of Fun

,

Co

Heras ft Preston
ft Johns
Wllla
Wakefield Challls ft Lambert
Maggie LeClalr Co
Nevlns ft Gordon
Walters ft Walters Bison City Four
"His Taking Way" Mind .Reading Act

Abraham

Col Diamond Co

Montamho A Nap
NEW ORLHA7TB

ft

CALGARY

Mary Dorr

Barnold's Animals
Id italf

Wyse

The Angelas
Julian Rose

Thalros Circus

Claude Wads
Gertram May Co
Linton ft Olrls LeRoy ft Dressaer

Tom

ft Neville

Dean

Brans

Wm

Halley ft Koble
Barnold's Animals

3

HAMILTON

Ryan ft Moors
Honeymoon Inn

University I
Jeff

Dae

GREAT FALL8
Pa si taxes

Mfflesi

Number Please
Prince ft BeU

Tarsan

DENVER,
Pantasms
Frank Shields

Harmony Trie
Roach ft McGnrdr

(22-24)

(Bame bill plays
Helena S3)
Nelson's Katlaad
Lonnle Naoe
Walser ft Dyer
J C Maok Co
Frank Morren
Japanese -Revue

Hendrlx Belle Zeis
JfeeaeTrsTetU
Oslli Trecpe
is*

LONG

Krlo Bros
Ooetx ft Daffy

SPOKANE
Paatagca
A K

Harvard Holt

Pacta era
(Sunday opening)

Bird Cabaret

SEATTLE
PantageS

Act Beautiful
Superlative Three

Haas Bros

Mary Ana.

Lucie Bruoh
McOrath A Deeds
Girls Be Girls

Ed Blondcll Co
Chaa Olcott

Holiday in Dixie

OGDEN

"jaw
Lots
Wilbur

Fred Alloa
Asahi Troupe

TACOMA
Paatagca

Nalda Norrins

Fred ft Anna Pelot
Reynard ft Jordan

Peerless Trio

Periera Sextet

ft

H

Jovedah DeRadlah Sherman Van ft
LaFranos ft Ksa'dy Florence Rayfleld
Yip Tip Yaphank's Berlo Girls

VANCOUVER

PORTLAND. ORB.
Paatasao

Aerial Patts
Allen Lindsay
Four of ITs
Lorner Girls

Co

MeKlnley Co
Great Leon ft Co
Nell

REGINA

Gypsy Trio

Maraden A Manley
Walter Fenner Co

Gorman Bros
Chaa Althoff

Parkin's Dogs

VICTORIA

Vantages

Pantagea

Phil LaTosha
plays Perrons A Oliver
Saskatoon 15-17) Patrick ft Otto
Fashion's DsVogas Aleko Panthea ft
Plplfax ft Panlo
Quinn ft Caverly
Weaver ft Wearer "Oh Mike"
(22-24)

(Same

bill

SALT LAKE
ft
ft

Flake

Adelaide
Fallon

Glasgow Maids
Hwa Four

Chang

P

WINNIPEG

-Oh That Melody"

Paatagca
Upside-Down Mil*
letta

Del A Phone
Miller ft Capman
Sevea Bell Tones
Julian Rose

Riding Lloyds

F

Barnes ft Freeman
Lee Art Sextette

SALT LAKH

Van

Walters Wasted
Royal Trio

ft

Harvey DeVora

Klnkald Kiltie*

°

Newman

A Meebaa

Business Is Bus
Texas Comedy 4
Little Hip A Nap

Hope Vernon
Ada Beverly Valand Gamble

ft

Great Howard
Pour Mellos

S Maxims
Weber Beck

Lamont's Minstrels
Gllmore ft Castle

Lyeeaaa
El Roy Sisters
Janrls ft Boyle

ft Berate Jeff

.

Klpp

Rich

(Sunday opening)

Henry

A Adair
TORONTO

ft Kevins
Conroy ft O'Donnell

(21-21)

Ford

ft

ft

Pantagesi

Adair

Edw

'*sd1S5f

Hipped reaee

Hall

Hazel Tarrlngtoa

Fred LaRel ne Co

Low

2d half

Wilbur ft Glrlls
Cooke ft Hamilton
Charlie Hlekey
Ruth Curtis Baad
Knight ft Jane
Mole Jesta ft Mol i

Leew
ft

Davis

UB

(Sunday

Bertrude

Bender

Circus

A Kenneth
Farrell Co
Fred Hughes Co
Kimball

MODESTO

DAYTON

Manning

ft

Sd balf

ft

Crystal

Kevins

.

Mayo

Bart

MacLane ft Madge
Revue Comlque
Edw Lambert

2d half

Wilbur ft Lyks
Phil Davis
Wilson ft MeAvoy
Gllroy Dolan ft C

Blair

Tracey ft Mohr
Wardell ft Donoourt
Billy K Wells

3d half
Bollinger A

ft

NY
3d half
Ward & Gory
Pattern

Autumns

T

Liberty
Sadie DeLler

ft

Brford's Whirl

Innes Bros
Hearts ft Flowers
Murray Livingston
Kitaro Japs
National
Aerial Macks
Jewell A Raymond
Al Lester Co
Murray Livingston

ft

Drisko

Taylor Trlpletts

CLEVELAND
Joe

Shaw

Walter

The McNaughtons

Stanley

ft

Bangarda

Edwards

Mack

Bernard
Police Dept En

Imperial Four
8 Va Steppers
2d halt
Tate ft Tate-

A Dell
Long A Ward

Parti

Palace
S LeRoy ft Alexander
Mystic Hanson S

Delaneey St.
Chyo ft Chyo
Orben ft Dixie
Rice ft Francis
Eddie Carr ft Co

ABB

ft

4

DALLAS

Minnie Harrison
Hunter Randall ft 8

Fulton

Don Alfonso

Rodero

Monte

Momford

Graser

Four

ft

A West
Al melds
Ward Bell ft Ward

'

Wlnton Bros

Bob Albright
Hill's

ft St Clair

All man

Klnso
Grace Leonard Cs

5 Ladellas

Chyo

ft

Broadway
Tyler

Stryker

NEW YORK

Weir
Carlisle ft Roemer

ft

Hunter Randall
Odiva ft Seals

2

Chyo

SPRINGFIELD

.

Sheppard ft Dnnn
Homer Lind Co

Samarott Trio
Badie ft Ramsdea

"Broadway Echoes" Hasel Kirk Trio
OAKLAND
Empire Comedy 4
,

Lougfalin

P»r Ceatrarti

er

J

Golden. Troupe
Sd half

Imperial

Dell

Nick Hufford.
Dance Fantasies
Greeley SqMann ft Mallory
Bernard ft Merrltt
McConnell ft West
Jones ft Johnson
Odiva ft Seals
Sd halt.

3

Ward

ft

M

Raymond The Gaudschmldts
DeKalk
Mrs N Phillips

Jewell
ft

Payton

ft

Minnie Harrison
"New Leader-

Sd half

Rose

Reed

Jessie

Howard Kane

H

Perl nls

Paatagca
Lt Berry sf Miss

Sam

ft

SAN DIEGO

ft

Lohae ft Sterling
Rose Valyda
Thunder Mountain

(Sunday opening)
AndrleS S
Morton Bros
Martha Urbank Co
Raines ft Avery
Norriss* Baboons

Lycenm

B

(Sunday opening)
A Lewis S

Valll
Willis Gilbert Co
lppadr s sss

PITTSBURGH

Bldrtdge Barlow
Bert Stoddard

MINNEAPOLIS

W

Senna ft Weber
Geo Randall ft Co

BROOKLYN

Lew Hawkins
Long A Ward
Til you & Rogers

Mr

".'".

Marconi Bros
Ward ft Kins
Henrietta DeSerris Martha Hamilton Co
Baron Llchter
Bud Snyder Co
Glldea A Phillips
LOS ANGBLBS
Braxllian Heiress
Paatagca
BAN FRANCISCO
Bullawa Girls
Paataaes
Denny ft Dunsgan
opening)

BAN FRANCISCO

The Bimbos
LaFolIette Co
Sd half
Henry Kelly
Sd half
The Pertnts
Jimmy Rosen Co
Brewster
Tyler ft St Clair
Quaker City Four
Walmsley ft Keat'g Boudlnl ft Bernard Howard ft Bernard Bobby Van Horn
Mons Adolphus Co
Sd half
Allman ft Kevins
LaFolIette Co
Arthur Lloyd
Loughlla ft West
BOSTON
STOCKTON
Cook ft Oatmon
Al Fields
Orpheus
Hlpgsdr s—s
Ward Bell ft
Tony ft George Co Hal ft Francis
Chong Toy Duo
Harry Van Passes 4 Volunteer*;
Jones ft Georgia
SACRAMENTO
C ft T Harvey
Daisy Dean Co
LONDON, ONT.
Hlppedraaas
Blossom Balrd Co
4 Billposters
White Bros
Andrew Mask
Lutes Bros
Herberts
Fisher ft Evert
Shirley 81s ft B
Sd half
Chliholra A Breen
Geo L Graves Co
Sd half
(Bams as Saera*
Gus Erdmann
Helvey ft Brill
Dressier ft Wilson
mento 1st halt)
Temptation
Caesar Rl voll
Cooper ft Lane
TAFT
Sd halt
Sd half
Mabel Darrell Co
Caplane ft Wells
roe Spartans
Golden Bird
(21-32)
Tltf
Btaa ft May Laurel Hand ft Barnet
Andrew Mack
Charlie Hlekey
Beck ft Stone
Stanley Wilson I
Johnny Clark Co
Ruth Curtis Raad
Steve Freda
Knight ft Santella
Knight A Jane
Marion' Dogs
CHICAGO
Royal Hussars
Wilbur A Girlie
MeVlefcara
_
LOS A NG ELKS
ST. LOOTS
(28-27)
Gordon ft Gordon

taom PUy

Swarts A Clifford
Golden Troupe

Taylor Trlpletts

Cooper

Faber Bros

The

KNOXVILLE

-

Sd half
Delmar A Cole

Oh Auntie
Hampton ft Blake
-

.

MacLane ft Madgs
Revue Comlque
Edw Lambert

Burnam ft Tan)
Bingham Four

Btaan

BOOKINS

Thli Oflo.

Sdbalf
J ft J Burns
Drlsko ft Earl

Violet

Leslie

Fox Benson. Co
Gordon Duo
Leon Stanton Ce

EAST AND WNST

in H

SAN DIEGO

Hlnpodreaas

Conroy ft O'Donnell Flying Henrys
Klnkald Kilties
Jack addle
Sd half
"Sweet Sweeties"
Bonn ft Bona
Bernard ft Meyers
Hall en ft GOSS
Belle ft Caroa
Will Fox
PRO VTDENCB
Huyler ft Baaa
Eatery

ftTOwnraawrrai iggeyss-

-

* Gory
Ted Healy
Walter Low Co

Ward

Sd halt

Kansas crrr

Nap

Sd halt

The McNaughtons
Dell
Id balf
Gangler's Dogs
Bolla Trio

(

MoC Co

Montamho

Hearts ft Flowers
Innes Bros
ft

Co

BUoa

Bosheajr ft Rlehnad

.

Raymond Co Kaufman ft Lillian
Flying Weavers
Dorothy Roys
Bertram May Co
Sd half
LeRoy ft Dressner Marshall ftrweltoa

BIRMINGHAM

Royal Uyena Japs
Boulevard

Tate

ft

S

ft Sldelll

HOUSTON

Klnso
Grace Leonard Co
Westeott Mayo ft Nevlnn

ft

Mullaly
Trovato

Hammer

Putnam BaUdlar. New Tetk

NEW TORK

Mennettl

Sd halt
Swain's Cats * Bats
Neal ft Stewart
Tom Davles Co
Coscla ft Verdi
Stelner Trio

ROCHJDLLM
Loew

Lester

Carr Trio

2d half

MARCUS LOEW
Tate

Way

White

BALTIMOUI

Mahatmaa

Jap

Klppy

ft

Drlseoll

Vance

Gardner ft Revere
MlUer Smyth ft K
Toto

NEW

.

Miller

ft

ft

Hippodrome
Linko ft Llake

8 tread

Lester

Howard A Lewis

Argo

Fays

Corrodlnls Animals

A Warfleld
WINNIPEG

Hippodrome
(Evansville spilt)
1st balf

Klpp

Frank Warner

Sims

TER. HAUTE, IND.

to All)
14 half

The Geralds
Prince
Adair ft Adair
Swain's Cats ft Rats Maxlna Dancers
Kimball ft Kenneth Neal ft Stewart
OKLAHOMA CITY
Christy ft Ryan
Liberty
Tom Davles Co
Edw Farretl Co
Coscla ft Verdi
Beth Stone ft Co
Fred Hughes Ce
Beulah Pearl
Btelner Trio
Sd halt
Nine O'clock
Sd half
..

Harry Ooulson

o Mconi Co

Shapiro

(Two

Jack Smith
Wardell ft Donoourt

Bernard

ft

-Walters Wasted
Royal Trio

Maxlse Dancers

BAKER8FIBLD
Opera Hoik

Billy Miller

Dancing K>nnys

Sllber ft North

Hall

Fox Benson Ce
Gordon Duo
Leon Stanton Co
Brewster
Boudlnl

!

s-

•

A1U1TY

32

I

—

.

.-.

DALLAS, TEX.
The Gallons
HA
B Conley
Wm DIek

Kovelle Bros
InteFnal 9
Robinson Bleph'ts

WACO. TEX.
Orphensa

Varna Msrssreau Co
"Making Movies"

G

Archer ft Belford
Ray Lawrence
S Partroware

TEX.
WIehMa
DePage ft Yorkov 8

3d half

ft

M LeFevre

MUSKOGEE, OKLA Ray Lawrence
Biead w ay
Archer A Belford
(31-23)
Hyman Meyer
O ft M LeFevre
5 Partroware
Hyman Meyer
WICHITA FALLS.

BAN ANTONIO.TEX
RotbI
Mler ft Gibson 81s
The Youngers
lungers

'

Forrest

ft

Church

Happy Jack

Gard'r
Stephens ft Brun'le
Rising Generation
Gene

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT.
Palsee Theatre Building,

DALLAS, TEX.
MaJeetJe
Melnotte Duo

New Terk

Cl ty

Sd half

BarTTA Win G Girls
Frescott A H Eden

William Bbs
Arnaut Brothers
Kltner and Reany
Harry Green Co.
Venita Gould

Bobble Gordone- -

Princess Rajah

Magic Glasses
James Cullen

FORT WORTH,
-TBX.
ft

Brcell

'Nursery Land

Vernon Stiles
"Man Hunt"

to All)

MCSKOGEE

"Sweetie s"

-

PINE BLUFF, ARK.

Majestte

Dancing Dorans

Hayden

(Two

Majestle
Horllck A Sa'pa 81s

Majestte

Robbie Gbrdone
Donald Roberta

H

,

'

Brendel ft Burt
"Four Aces"

GALVESTON, TBX.
Majestle
(22-34)

Frescott A
Eden
3d half

The Von Cellos
BAN ANTONIO,
TEX.
Majestle

The Pickfords
Duncan A Caslar

.(Same bill plays Morgan A Kloter
Austin S3-S?)
Anderson A Burt
Kanasawa Japs
g 8 Ja Ban<1
Lillian Herleln
Comfort A King
Tango Shoes
Beginning of World
Mme EUis
TULSA, OKLA.
Harriet Rempel Co
Orpaease

„

Lydell and Macey
Ergotti's Midget

HOUSTON, TBX.
Majestle
Hugo Reo

Galettl's

Monks

"Magic Glasses"
lames Cullen
"Sweeties"
3d half
Will Morris

Murray Girls
Mrs Gene Hughes Co Bennington A Scott
Chris Rlohards

Gertrude Hoffman
The Sharrecks

Dooley
WLITTLE
ard
ROCK,
ft

Dunbars Salon Sin's
Powers ft Wallace

Electra

WICHITA

FALL*,
TBX.

ARK.
The Von Cellos

Bully Rogers

Not Yet Marie

Lans

Majestle

JaDaS
Karl

lrnmn

Pets

ft

The Orslghtona
Lydla Barry
ft Moron
Iadoor Sports

s
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"FLOWERS FOR THE LIVING"
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The aPP,reci2tive

attitude of Arthur A. Whitelaw, a veteran vaudeville artist, as shown in the
Delow» * ^e kind of encouragement being received daily from performers on
big
WjJMfifeui tune and the "small time" and which show that a vast majority t>f artists are anxious
PF1 *? bringing about a more sympathetic understanding between manager and artist
°Jr
lne reply of Mr. Albee is typical of his consistent attitude upon the question that is now
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Building.
Palace Theatre Building,
New York, N. Y.
• *
Dear Old Scout:
'
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has been the custom for ages to extol the virtue* of one who baa passed away and to heap flowers on their
"•- ,;
'%h*
While in life the sunshine and flowers that they are oft timet entitled to are denied them, and words of praise that
~" would make their life's journey brighter
are seldom spoken in their hearing. Mr. Albee, I am going to reverse
conditions, or I might say, change the habit, to tell yon (and I know I sjteak for thousands who dwell in our
world of make-believe) how much we admire and appreciate your every effort to better conditions hi vaudeville; efforts that have brought and are bringing good results to the artist in the vaudeville world every day.
-'.Your name, once spoken in whispers with awe, ia now ahonted aa one companion shouts to another. No mora
are you looked upon as the Rigid, Punishing School Master, but as the Big Brother, ready to right any wrong
that may have been or might be done in the dealing between manager, agent and artist.
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have read your letter to the different managers several times. I refer
to the letter wherein yon request all managers, stage crew and spotlight men to treat the artists with consideration
and respect, especially so at rehearsals; to remember that if the artist Is temperamental, ha has had a bad Jump,
probably up all night getting from the last town, and is over-anxious to make good at the first performance. It
is letters of advice and little things like that. Old Scout, that ia going to make this vaudeville game one big
family—"a you-help-me and I'll-help-you" feeling.
Do you know, I have never meet you, bet It seems Pve known yon all my life, and strange to say,, that when I
heard of your illness the past winter, I removed my cap and bells and In a serious mood repeated the "Oar
Father" with an earnest request that your health be restored. The good St. Joseph was surely on the Job, for
later I read that you were back at your desk, and I hope you'll be spared to us, the Rank and File, for many
years to come.
"
In

'-'.
.

'

-'''

.;

;

"• .-"*-'."

-

For. years Samuel K. Hodgdon has been the idol of the vaudeville profession, especially the elder element
In late years dear old S. K. has not been in contact with the younger generation, therefore is not familiar to
them. But they, with the older artists, know what you are doing to spread the sunshine of content and good
fellowship in the hearts of the strolling player. So, in behalf of the Rank and File, I have coupled your name
with that of S. K. Hodgdon, making it our Entry in the Race for the two best-loved men in vaudeville; past
performance insurea the entry a dead heat; the judges will be men and women artiats who have mad* a study
of the Brotherhood of Man. I dont mind telling you. Old Scout, we are all backing you, and we of the stage will
cash bur tickets for Peace and Contentment. Knowing that Right is Might and as long as 'Von" are Vaudeville's
Pilot, Justice will prevail.

ARTHUR A, WSlTELA
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New

York, N.

Y, March

13th,

lh

--•

DEAR MR. WHTTELAW:
my return from a trip out of town, where I have bean for the part week,
pleased to know that you. appreciate our efforts to bring vaudeville closer together and to see that
protection get It. The big artists will take care of themselves; still we find occasion to assist them.
The rank and file that you mention in your letter are my particular care, and it is not only a dn'y I perform, but
a real pleasure. We find them so grateful for anything that has been done in their behalf. We find so many
things that should be done that have not been given consideration in the past, and with. an organisation like
the N. V. A. and the V. M. P. A, co-operating together for the betterment of all concerned In vaudeville, I feel
that the time is not far distant when the field of vaudeville will be Utopian and the envy of all branches of
the, profession, unless they follow our example.
Your reference to Mr, S. K. Hodgdon and his many kindly and manly attributes is not only appreciated by
myself, but has made dear old Sam feel good. Hia business and hia home life have been without a blemish; his
consideration for others ia proverbial; the love that others bear him is universal, and he has dignified our profession by his manly qualities and his gentle nature.
Please accept my sincere thanks for the sentiment expressed in your letter. I hope to live up to the good
things yon have said about me. I want to be no bigger or better than the humblest artist to our profession, but
I want to be as good.
With sincere good wishes,
Yours of March llth received on
I

those

'!•

.*

am

-.:

.'
r.

who need

CordUUy
Mr. Arthur Whitekw.
Keith's Theatre,
Jersey City, N. J.
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A SENSATIONAL

HIT!
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MARCH 15TH AT THE
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COLUMBIA THEATRE, NEW YORK CITY
NELSON
•t

ELSIE

STORY

m
:

i

?

---,:

CLARK

AND

v

SONGS—MIRTH—MELODY

MORRIS

Direction,

&

Booked Solid

FEIL

B. F.

HORWITZ & KRAUS

KEITH THEATRES

Mason Ann
Massey Hughes

LAST HALF SHOWS.

'

t Continued, from page J8)
and hoop slipping novelty, holding the
audience and getting no end oX applause.
Too routine is run through with such
tremendous speed that the turn is capa-

MLLE. MARION

*Mayer Geo
Meadows Dorothy

w

.'--;

MlUer Mad

MARTINEZ RANDALL

I

AMERICAN.

,

,

Judging by recent bookings, there
seems to be a sort of policy to book
about S or 4 turns of a quality above
the average S-a-day act. The .bill had
Jones and Johnson, Thomas Potter Dunn,
Golden Troupe and Grew Pates and Co.
This quartet of turns could qualify for
the big time and bad served their apprenticeship in that field at one time or

Now At

Feature Dancer i

Moore Tom

>

FASHION SHOWDETROIT
WEEKS OF MARCH

another.
Jones and Johnson is made up of Irvine Jones and another colored man doing straight, Johnson steps with soft
shoes, augmented by a few acrobatlo
stunts. Jones has a good parody on "Oh
What a Gal Was llary," his old St. Patrick's Day number, more crosstalk and
dancing. " Good, excellent performers, but
weak with material.
.Thomas Potter Dunn scored so strong
ly he had to make a speech, due prj--

Morse Johnny
Morris ft Campbell
Morton Harry

Mowatt

ft Mullen
Mullaly Jack

15 and 28

Murdock Japle
Nast Conde
Nayes Aubrey
Nestier Harry

Return Engagement (March 29)

Norman Bobby
Nor veils The

FRINT GEORGE

;

...

<

a
•

!

_

.

The Bradners, Tony George and Co.,
Dorothy Doyle (New Acts), Dunham and
Edwardo, tat and skinny maa for singling and crosstalk, extracted a lot of fun
out of the stout one dressing up as a
woman. They finished strong with a
traveatry Egyptian duet and dance. Rlva
Larson and Co., two men and two
women, acrobats, have some original
combinations, but not sensationally so"Bhoy do lifts, teeth holds, trapese, rings,
hand stands, etc.
For a long time now there has been
a wrinkle in the center of the picture
drop on the roof, which mars the effect
•

•

the males is the best exhibition of Its
kind seen around. They went hugely.
Eyler and Green (New Acts) did pretty
well In fifth, and Cameron and Ken-

nedy (New Acts), who came next, pulled
down the hit of the evening In a mod^
ernised version of "On and Off."
McMahon and Chappelle were another

reminiscent couple In their argument
frame-up. McMahon does a drunk, and
the old train-missing opening before the

Union Depot Is still retained. The talk
has been revamped, and the finish Is also
new, but the Idea is the same as when
the late
The act

Most of the crossfire
former appeal.
sounds new and McMahon and Chappelle
look set for another trip over the big
league circuits.
The Four Nelsons, one of the fastest
moving of all the hoop Juggling aggregations, closed the vaudeville. All the
known hoop juggling tricks are run
through with speed and perfect technique.

9m,

verythlng at the City" the A last half
appropriate. For instance, the opening act was a contortionist named Dorman.
Cooper and Lane, colored boys (New
were second and caught on
'Acts)
strongly with a well selected song rouBaldwin Clair and Co. (New Acts) folIn
a comedy sketch that hit them
lowed

]

i

Just right on ltth_street.
The Fox News was projected next, and.

tho Topics of the Day followed it. Boms
of the gags were held on the screen for
long period, and the slowness of the
audience to assimilate them seems to
hear out the artists' underground that
this particular house Is a bug-a-boo for
•
a fast-talking act.
a
„
Natalis Ferrari and Co. followed the
pictures In her olassy dance offering, assisted by two graceful males. Both men
'are clever steppers and one is a body
spinner of the first water. Miss Ferrari
looked Immense In her costume changes
and gees sens difficult toe dancing, ejevatlng with more ease than usually wi t-

a

sending for mill to YAMKTT,
address Hall Clerk.

POSTCA RDS, A DVBrmSLNQ OR Cn*
cvlar i^rnaaa will not bb adVSBT1SED.
LKTTERS ADVKBTXSSD XM

:

A

"tough" deoble wits eae of

Cronin

Mme

C

.

Hensley Addle

De Armo Juggling

Hiner Emll

De Lancy Francis
De Mont Frank
Detty Maud
De Vean Sade

Hobson ft Boatty
Holsman May
Hopkins Ethel

Dunn Peggy

Adams Mabel
Adams Fred

;
\

Aitklns B'wlts

Belmont Tom
AUrcon Rosa"
Bennett Alma
Albert Mr A; Mrs B Bennett
Jack
Alexander John
Alexandria
Allan & Chester
Allen 81m
.

Allen & Lewis
Alton Maxlne
Anderson Pauline
"
Arneta
Ashton Florence
•

A

Bailey ft Cowan
Bailey Billy

Banks Joseph
Barker Jack
Barlow Harvard
Bertram A Santos
Baasltt Ella

Boden Art
Boyd Emily
Boynton Paul

Brannlgan ft Klein
Brennan ft Murley
Brennan ft Rule
Broonlell Grace
Carrie Browson Percy
Brown Burton

Astor Sisters
At hoi Percy
Attebro May

Avery Van

Berlalnt Elite
Bernard Clarenoe,
Bernnle Jessie
Bertram Alice
Blondell ft Archer

Edwards Mrs Jack
Ellsworth Ursula
Elroy Betty
Ely
English Jack
Everette Flossie

DB

.

Baston Bernlce

Basmss Josephine

Brown Tom

Burno Lynn
Burton Madeline
Carson

ft Wllllard
Carvel CsrleveCbassler David.
Claire Deris
dag ton Deloqes

Falcons Mr J
Finn A G
Flaherty Mark
Forbes Vera
Forrest J

Frlnk Chas

Faye

Hamilton

THEATRICAL

<

WARDROBE TRUNKS
208 West 42d Street
Phone: Bryant 8178

~ New Yefk

T

Innes Bob

Johnson Roy
Johnstone Ollle
Juns Alfred

CHAS. ALTHOFF

Kay Frank/

eadlinini the Pantagee Circuit

Keane Chan
Kelgard Billy

Sole.

.

Kelly Mack
Kennedy Francis
Kimball Maude
King Rosa
King Mildred

Management

JOHN GOLDEN

'

Helena Dolly Independent,
Feb. 27, 1920:

Kork Joe

Althoff,

Lamplnls

Most of the
'Tan"
Show'

La Rean Thomas
La Rose Mable
Last Night

Latell Ed
La Vail Geo

Laurence Larry
Lee Dolly
Legge Gertrude
Lewis Ted
Lewis Roy
Lincoln Corlne
Llllette

Lloyd" Bessie

Lonegan Jlmmle
Blllle
%. Long
Lowande Oscar

Glyn Harry
Goodwin Walter
Gordon Arthur
Greene Marlon
Gregory Julia
Grlsmore Joseph
Grosse Mae
Gruet J B

Hack Joe
Hagan Frank

Tabor

.

Francis Milton Francis Dorothy
Franklin Jack
Fraser B
Freeman Sidney
Friend ft Downing
Friend Al
Frilling Frieda

Glffln

,

Strong Nellie
Strosa Richard
Sullivan Jas F

Lew

Klraly Bolossy

Fox Julian
Fox McKay

Gates Marie
Gaut J H
Gibbons Mary

Harry

Stillman Miss.-

Ideal

'

Earl Burt

Sterling

EDWARD GROPPER

Ho watt Eddie
Huff Grace
Hughes Mrs Geo
Hurst ft De Varrs
Hyde Jack

Dupreece Leone
Dn Rocher Jean

\
.

Munro

/

Hill Olive

DeWlnter Grace
Dlx Richard
Donovan Irwin
Downing Geo

ft

Stevens Millie
Stewart Deal

Pullman Emily
Pymm Fred

Hendricks Herman

Shitley

Shono Hermine
Simps A R
Sinai Norbert
Singer Joe

Smythe Sylvia
Stanton Chas

Price

Hennlng Lee

Dayton Sylvia
Deane Phyllis
Dean Cal

Wm

Sanford
Sarisflled Padrlac
Saunders Nellie
Saxon Tredd

Percivsl Jack
Perry Albert
Peters Ae

Powell Troupe
Price Jack

Haven A D
Hayes Ed

-

Pedrin Pauk

Pbellls Jas

Harvard Chas
Hart Hellen

Dale Johnny
Dale Fred
Davis C B
Davis Geo

,

Beasley {Catherine
Beauchamp Florida
Bell J H

4

Harris Avertll
Harrison Claire

-

-

-

!«!

Cossman Miss

*

LETTERS

ISSUH ONLY.

is

Hansel Jerry
Htrlcan Chas

Harmony Kings

Salter Harold

Smith Loring
Smith Mme
Smith Lottie
Smith Thomas

Ormand Ore

Hand Rate

.

DuttonMrftMraEC

JSS

CITY.

.

Cornell Frances

Dygert Arthur

-

of the pictures.

Tim McMahon was the partner.
now shown retains most of Its

D T

Cole

Coates Mrs
Cooke Eddie

-

Ray

O'Neill

elpally to his excellent series of dl,..
'impersonations.
The Golden Troupe of 7 Russian sit i
era, Instrumentalists and dancers ii.t
things pretty much the way they w«>
like it, with their own leader, who j.:.:»s
violin solo excellently. Their pleiv.i -\
'esque native costumes and finished dancing were a decided hit.
Grew—Pates and Co. have s comedy
skit entitled "Ha. ha, ha." which is, in
reality, a give and take duolog patterned into a sketch. The man is an actor
with a remarkably easy stage presence,
with poise, who makes his points with
iall the mechanism carefully concealed.
The dialog is quite brilliant and evidently written by an author who ranks
;: la trifle higher than the average supplier of vaudeville chatter. The interior
in which they worked on the roof was.
:.;-.
an awful conglomeration of scenery and
•
furniture.

H
H

Smith-Tom

Oliver Jane
Olsen Ola
Onelll Bros

.

.

Sabe
Sabo

Seldon Geo
Sheldon Louis
Sherwood Marlon

.

Nicholas Clyde
Nightingale Char

For Four Weeks
THANKS TO

-

,

Morgan ft Stewart
Morlford Rose

Edelweiss Gardens. Chicago
i^MUMA

Rand ft Gould
Rand Marva
Rediker Frank

Revere Ralph
Rlckard William
Mclnotte ft Leedon Ridings Opal
Messereau Dolores Rifle Rose
Robertson lone
Mills Joseph
Robinson Cas
Milton Jos
Rome & Wager
Mohler Ray
Rull Alex
Montrin Donna
Ryan & Lealy

AMD

ble of hitting the better time anywhere.
Fre4.

Raker Ethel

May Evelyn
May Halle

Lucas Jlmmle

McCormlek

ft

Mel'n

McGood Chas
McHose Norvin
McMillan A T
McNeil Peggy
Major Garrlck
Marco

HK

Martin Mrs V
Martin Adeline

Ckarlee Altiaff hasn't ben
seen around ben for omeUma
but the "Sheriff of HlekrUle"
came back last night aa the
beadllner of the Pea ahow and
hi waa entitled to the big type,
alio to the liberal applauea that
waa paaaed bla war. after be
bad nnjabed • mighty daret
tmperaonatlon of an a«ed fanner
with a penchant for gettins kla
tUTened leu locked together.
He enueeked bla war through
twenty mlnutee of monologue
which drew roars of lasghtc*
and wound up by dolus eome
country fiddling and then disosatrated be la a One rtollnlit.
Althoff baa a droll line of comedy that atnda bis audience
lalo tearful panorama of mirth.
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VARIETY
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MUSiQ

BY
GEORGE

WOODS

GERSHWIN

I.CAESAR

MS IS THE BIG HIT PROM >4L.-J0LS0NS SELECTION ^SOHOS
Which he personally uses its the most EXTRAromNAny
MUSICAL COMEDY SUCCESS OF THE PAST FEW

SEASON^SINBAB.

}Jou eanuseihisnumherahoiSendfiryoitrcop^'i^orcTtejiraiio^.

T. B.
Taylor

&

Arnold

Dowlea Roy

Thomas Vera

HARMS $&5S&& 62»/EST45^5TREET NEwYoRit
>

._

DoHaven Mllo

A

Dolan Gertrude K
Forsyth Juliet
George Jack Duo
Hamaka Chas
Hals William

Vann Vara
Vivian AdaVollen Haunted

Warden Harry
Watson Tod
Webb. Teddy
Weber Harry

Hough

Wm M Mrs

Iveraon Frltsle
Lorraine C A

Webber Kitty

"All

Malloy Pat

Welle Gilbert
Weston NellU
/Weymer AI
White Jackie

Martyn

&

Mann Ben Mrs

Peggy Mabel
Rhoades Florence
Valli Arthur ",
Young Mattua

O'Nell

Wilde Ur A Mrs
Williams Marlon

Jan

Revue"

22

Majestic Wilkes-

Barre 29 Majestic Scranton.
'^Aviators" 21-22 Grand Terra Haute 2827 Park Indianapolis 29 Gayety Louis-

i

Florence

ville.

"Bathing Beauties" 22 Haymarket Chicago 29 Gayety Milwaukee.

"Boatonlans" 2? Gayety Kansas City 29
L O.
Jersey City 29
"Bowerya" IS Majestic
""
Perth Amboy SO Plalnfleld 31 Stamford
1-3 Park Bridgeport.
dgep
"Broadway Belles'-' 21*28 Gayety Sioux
City.
Cits' 29 Century Kanaas^City.
"Burlesque Review" 22 Gayety Buffalo
29 Gayety Rochester.
"Burlesque Wonder Show" 22 Perth Amboy 22 Plalnfleld 24 Stamford 25-27
Park Bridgeport 29-31 Cohen's Newburg 1-3 Cohen's Poughkeepsle.
"Cabaret Girls" 22 Gayety Minneapolis
28-30 Gayety Sioux City.
"Cracker Jacks" 22 Penn Circuit 29 Gay-

f?om Joyland" 22 V lot or la Pitta,..•'
burgh 29 Penn Circuit.
"Glrla Girls Glrla" 22 Star' Brooklyn 30
GUmore Springfield, MasB.
"Girls of U £> A" 22 Jacques Waterbury
29 'Miner's Bronx New York.
"Golden Crooks" 21-23 Borchel Del

"Glrla

Molnea 29 Gayety Omaha,
"Grown-up Babies" 22 Engelwood Chi
cago 29 Haymarket Chicago.
Hasttinea Harry 22 Empire Brooklyn 19
Empire Ncwnrlc
Hayes Edmund 22 Trocadero Philadel»'<•
phia 29 Empire Hoboken.
"Hello America" 22 Empire Toledo 29!
'

Lyric Dayton.

ety Baltimore.

r

'

••

wishes to announce that he has been engaged by

•

.

JEAN BEDINI

for

/

:

SEASON

N

Booked by

1920-1921'
:-

fc]

HARRY 6ESTRY and HELEN BEDINI

SI

PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES
f.
•

i

;

Ji i

a

Wills G B
Woods Helen
Woodrow Four

j.Worden Geo
'Worth Grace
?;Wyer Forrest
,

'A.

Young

H

H

3eacon Vera
Freddie

3rlll

Satchelor Billy

3ergen G
Jummitt Gcorgln
Crosby Fred

Mattus

•

«"Beauty Revue" 22-24 Armory Binghamton 26 Auburn 26-27
Falls 29 Star Toronto.

Harris

29-21

H

Mann Billy
Muslc'l Montgom'ya
-

Inter Niagara

"Beauty Trust" 22 Gayety Pittsburgh

Cunning

*

CHICAGO OFFICE.
Jolden
ft
3ennett Chas

ft

Baa Fraaalaa* Office

.

J

Pettigrew Hector
Bhepsrd Kate
Stael Leopold
Wakefield George
Teadaker Earl
Teager Blanche
Toung Margaret
'
Toungers. The

Park Toungatown
.

Akron.

Behman Show

1-2

Grand

J*

22

Gayety Montreal 19

Empire Albany.

-

Valli Muriel

"Beat Show In Town" 22 Gayety at Louis
22 Colurabla^Chicigo.

-

Dlxon'e "Big Revue" 22 Gllmore Springfield 29 Worcester Worcester.
"Follies Of Day" 22 Gayety Rochester
29-31 Bsstable Syracuse 1-8 Lumberg
Utlca.
"Follies of Pleasure" 22 Lyceum
bus 29 Victoria Pittsburgh.

23

LO

Gayety

39

,•

-

'

St
'"-

"Kewple Dolls" 22 Gayety Louisville
.>•
Empress Cincinnati.
•

"Girls de Looks" 22-24 Cohen's Newburg
28-27 Cohen's Poughkeepsle 29 Casino

Boston.

"r?

"Liberty Girls" 22 Casino Boston II

d|

lumbla New^Tork.

21
•

'' -•;.

0s#

•••-:-•';

"Lid Lifters" 22 Majestic Bcranton 29-81
Armory Bingham ton 1 Auburn 2«8 In<\
ter Niagara Falls.
"London Belles" 23 Columbia Chicago
28-30 B.rchel Des Moines.
^fi
••'':,

from Follies" 22 Olympic New
Tork 29 Gayety Brooklyn.

"Girls

.

Loula.

22-24 Beatable Syracuse 20-37
Lumberg Utica 29 Gayety Montreal.
"Jais Babies" 22 Worcester Worcester
&jfij
29 Howard Boaton.
Kelly Lew 22 Gayety Toronto 29 Gayety
Buffalo.

Albany 29

Gayety Boston.

,

"Blue Birds" 22 Mt Morris New York 29
Majeatlo Wllkes-Barfe.
"Bon Tona" 22 Palace Baltimore 29 Gay-.".'
ety Washington.

Colum-

"French Frolics/ 22 Century Kansas City
29-80 Lyceum St Jose.
"Glrla a la Carte" 22 Empire

"Hip Hip Hurrah"

Howe Sam

-

;

.

m

BILLY
m "CAVE MAN LOVE"
Featured with W. B.

:

I*

.

FRIEDLANDER'S

I

•sivi

THIS
'"
'

'-V

WEEK

(March 15) B.

F.

KEITH'S
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It is

with great pleasure that

I

announce my twenty-eighth anniversary as a s
I will always me

generous support they have always given me, and trust that

BALLADS

the goods.

I

submit my twenty-eighth jubilee Ballad

WHEN THE HARVEST

*

MY OLD NEW
HAMPSHIRE HOME
DOWN WHERE THE
8 WANEE EI VER

FLOWS

\NO THER CAROUf^Aa^SlJNSMtNE

WHERE THE SWEET

I

*
MAGNOLIAS BLOOM
WHEN THE HARVEST DAYS
ARE OYER, JESSIE, DEAR
WONDER IF SHE'S WAITING?

DOWN WHERE THE
COTTON BLOSSOMS GROW
THE MANSION OF
ACHING HEARTS
THE BIRD IN A GILDED CAGE
JENNIE LEE
IN A VILLAGE BY THE SEA
SOMEBODY'S WAITING FOR ME
STORIES THAT
MOTHER TOLD ME
I'LL BE THERE, MARY, DEAR
WHEN KATE AND I WERE
COMING THRO* THE RYE
DOWN ON THE FARM
THE SENTINEL ASLEEP
IN THE EVENING BY THE
MOONLIGHT, DEAR LOUISE
WHERE THE MORNING GLORIES
TWINE AROUND THE DOOR
JUST SING A SONG
FOR IRELANDLAST NIGHT WAS THE
END OF THE WORLD
ALL ABOARD FOR
BLANKET BAY
::

A

LITTLE BUNCH
OF SHAMROCKS
THEY ALWAYS PICK ON ME

mimnil

.-

HARVEST MOON
A^WONDERF tffb
l£t>

D

W&

~&

rmony^ vBAEead: a

i%$£

N TORlWNrM-

BIG H IT
1

rl IS

,-Z

I

M$$$&W(& hen£k:<

EG FE ED'S jFOELi ESQ*

^L ^m
TVYvRli

fr •£

;hit

J§± ^L

^^L ^K. ^^iw

.^H.

ND:REW,,Bv "STERLING

BILLY JEROME'S^WONDLRFUL

ESI \GEE

COMEDY

LYRIC

WEEG

uiv; iK)!
NT'S the cr\ze"of the country
ri:Li;

SOMEONE'S MORE

LONESOME THAN YOU
JUST AS YOUR MOTHER WAS

My

Hits
Till

'NO\V: r

I

Stm E-.T ME TO
I

P OT7;TFI IS::HIT

ON

from 1892
1920

/A

WALTZ SONGS
DOWN WHERE THE
WURZBURGER FLOWS
UNDER THE ANHEUSER BUSH
AND HER NAME IS ROSE
ON A SUNDAY AFTERNOON
MY LITTLE CONEY ISLE
TAKE ME BACK TO
NEW YORK TOWN
ALL ABOARD FOR DREAMLAND
IN THE SWEET BYE AND BYE

ITfl

dSf^*lsSi«

HARRY VON TBLZER MUSIC PUB
BEN BORNSTEIN,

General Manager

CHICAGO—STATE LAKE BLDG. Eddie Lewis, Mgr.
SAN FRANCISCO—PANTAGES THEATRE BLDG,

«

HERMAN SCHENl
BOSTON—220 TREMONT ST.

Suite 209.

,1

Carl Lamont, Mgr.
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want to thank all my pals and friends in the profession for the
by fair and square business methods and by delivering
>N IS SHINING, and the greatest bunch of song hits I have ever published.
iter.
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COONANDNOVELTY
SONGS
ALEXANDER, DON'T YOU LOVE
YOUR BABY NO MORE?

Ji»

Movma DAY
MY JERSEY LILY

TED LEWIS'S RIOT SONG ;JN;TM£
"GREENWICH VILLAGE FOLLIES/
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HANNAH. WON'T YOU
OPEN THAT DOOR?
CHOCOLATE DROPS (lint.)
WHOA. BILL (last.)
WON'T YOU ROLL THEM EYES7
I JUST CAN'T HELP FROM
LOVING THAT MAN
IUBANOLA GLIDE
UNDER THE YUM YUM TREE
I LOVE IT
I'LL LEND YOU ANYTHING
EXCEPT MY WIPE
KEEP YOUR FOOT ON THE
80FT PEDAL
I LOVE MY WIPE, BUT OH.
YOU KID
IDAHO
I REMEMBER YOU
DON'T TAKE MB HOME
TOP O' THE MORNING,
BRIDGET MeCUE
MARIUTCH At CONEY ISLE
TAFFY
MAKING BYES
ARE YOU COMING OUT TO-NIGHT.
MARY ANN?
COAX MB
I WANT TO BE THE LEADING LADY
MY LADY HOTTENTOT
I'D LEAVE MY HAPPY HOME
FOR YOU
I AIN'T A-GOING TO WEEP
NO MORE
OH, OH, MISS PHOEBE
GOOD-BYE. ELIZA JANE
WHAT YOU GOING TO DO WHEN
THE BENT COMES 'ROUND I
ON THE SOUTH SEA ISLE
ON THE H0K0-MOKO ISLE
ON THE OLD FALL RIVER LINE
LOVE MB WHILE THE LOVING
IS GOOD
AND THE GREEN GRASS'OREW

TIT

ON

^V

ALL AROUND

I

SENT MY WIFE TO THE
THOUSAND ISLANDS

I WANT A DOLL
CAN YOU TAME WILD WlMMINT
I'D DO AS MUCH FOR YOU
WHAT A FOOL I'D BE
THE RAGTIME GOBLIN MAN
KNOCK WOOD

MARCH SONGS
ALL ALONE

u;

JUST ONE SWEET GIRL

WHEN THE FLOWERS BLOOM
-"'

v'-'.J 1

I
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WAIT

I

NELLIE

ISHING

COMPANY

222

WEST FORTY-SIXTH STREET
NEW YORK

MURRAY BLOOM.
PHILADELPHIA -KEITH THEATRE BLDG.

Bil

—Tl|
life

IN SPRINGTIME
TILL THE SUN SHINES,

'

HOTEL

Ted Emary, Mgr.

Supervisor

Suite 70S.

LONDON— Herman

Harry Link, Mgr.

Darewaki Muala Pub. Co.

BYB BYE, DEARIE
SUMMER TIME
MARCHING TO THE MUSIC OF
TOE BAND
WHEN THE BAND BEGINS TO PLAY
I WANT A GIRL JUST LIKE THE
GIRL THAT MARRIED DAD
GOOD-BYE, BOYS
DO YOU TAKE THIS WOMAN FOR
YOUR LAWFUL WIFET
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A GOOD BET

o» y

THE MAGLEYS^
FOR A PLACE
PAST PERFORMANCES
PALACE DERBY

Draw

JUDGE McKEB. "TELEGBAPH"
1st Position— Week of February 9th
"Derails Telejresb,"

Fee.

It.

By SAM McKEB

ALHAMBRA CUP

COLONIAL HANDICAP
JUDGE "CON," -VAMSTT*
Draw 9th Position—W«k of Mirth

1Kb

The Magleya—Guy and Pearl— accompllehed in mrthWal rtadftlB*
feat.
Opening the ahow. they al»o etopped It beeacee the entaoalaetle
patrona refund to reaee their applaua* until thl* nimble, attrtetlr*
and youthful couple repeatedly bad bowed their appreciation of tile
tribute.

TLey cany a considerable production ind make a chime of cortunse
appropriate to eseb acene.
Erery number li an acted atory In ecn*
and dance. In daring and ipecd the Mailere hate gone far btyocd
other* who make a dlmai of the girl auatained without a touch of
tie hand frora either houlder of her partner when ha opted* troond
with the rapidity of a topi. The ipectator* Id the front row tat la
breatiJe** expectation of reoaMng Mia Magley at any menunt in

theft to

JUD OB
Cloth*

altrrett

The MatKyi chained them to

hdd them

until

flft

W

"VAKIETT"
ape*

Tela item eoiclta til of the iraoa, nalillty
a*ad*a»5a af ^t»"8tatlw* tt their ktet, with the dtrlaf aad whirl* ef
a ape* mad* tt
tat kOlMa.
Um la OW crating tataradatiba
la
weald bare
petal kit
lie to ret a
ea the aet that would
ben beta
laeu
they tftwks
Th* *«t I* a* seed that it e
on any
or bill eat the atreacth ef the ear**? at tat
the at*w. eWaaed ua.
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5th Petition— Week of March 8th
U
ilaain
ft* hah-, the Hitler*, tarred n* free* the

Drew

lit

manlBVualr. Tito latter art taw
of the beat dancing team* In iiodwllle end Petri Magtey abasia eft
• world of credit for her eotnusf adewltn*. sua look* tatter aa
each appearance and her laat creation. • dead black abort attrtad
affair, la the laat word Id clerer color bTendin* and atyla.
Both are
clever danorra. and the openlnt with both tested before the
graph in Chlntae attire la noral and awty from the u b lite

IDs Usjleys held

their

11:13 P. U.

their lap*.

Trainer

MAX

HAYES,

Palace Theatre Building

I

"Round the Town" tt Empire Providence
89 Olympic New York.
"Sis ht Seers" 22 Miner's Bronx New York
.<

I

WANT ALL MY
TO ENOW THAT

FRIENDS IN THE PROFESSION
I

AM NOW LOCATED

89

"Social

Yon, and

When

You're in Chicago, Be Sore to Call

29-1

Broadway Camden

2-8

Grand

Trenton.
"Million Dollar Dolls" 22 People's Philadelphia 29 Palace Baltimore.
"Mischief Makers" 22 Gayety St Paul 29
Gavetv Minneapolis.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 22 Gayety Milwaukee 29 Gayety St Paul

"Oh Frenehy"

Empire Cleceland II

"OH

and Garter

23
Cadillac Detroit.

Girls" 22 Star
Detroit.

II

Gayety

"Pace Maker*" 22 Standard ft Louis II29 Grand Terra Haute lt-» Park Indianapolis.

"Parisian Flirts" 22 Gayety Baltimore It
Folly Washington.
"Parisian Whirl" 22 Gayety Omaha 8t

Gayety Kansas City.

"Peek-a-Boo" 22 Star Cleveland 19

82

Gayety

Boston

Buffalo.

Em-

Reeve* ill 28-24 Park TetfrJretown, n_ 27 Grand Akron 29 Star Clevelaaea.
Reynolde Abo tt Graad Hartford 29
Jacques Weterbury.
"Rosel*rld Girts" 2$ Hurttg *V Seamoa's
Mew Tork 89 Empire Brooklyn.

"89th Century Maids" 88 Olympic Clnclanatl 29 Star & Garter Chicago.
"Victory Belles" 28 Casino Brooklyn 89
People's Philadelphia.
Watson Billy 22-21 Broadway Camden
26-27 Grand
Philadelphia.

Trenton

Troeadere

29

Welch Ben 28 Lyric Dayton

29

Olymple

Cincinnati.

White Pat 28 Cadillac Detroit

89 Bngel-

wood Chicago.
Williams Moliie 21 Empire Newark 89
Casino Philadelphia.
"World Beaters" 88 Bijou Philadelphia
99 Mt Morris New York.
aaBaawawawawawawawaawawataawatawaawawawawawtBaoaajti

NEW YORK-THIS WEEK (March 15)
ALHAMBRA, NEW YORK-NEXT WEEK (March 22)
ROYAL, NEW YORK—MARCH 29
COLONIAL,

"THE GENTLEMAN
EQUILIBRIST"
-"

b*

i

-

.

-

ii,

!

ALP. T.

WILTON

rLARENCE OLIVERandCEORGIE nLP
m A NEW COMEDY PLAYLET

"PARADISE CLOSED"
By MATTIE KEENE and LEO WEIL

COLONIAL THEATRE, NEXT WEEK
Production

lay

Becker Bros., Chicago

(March 22)

Direction,

U

cinnati 29 Lyceum Columbus.
"Tempters" 22 Star Toronto 29 Academy

pire Toledo.
"Hassle Dazsle" 22 Howard Bosten 19
Empire Providence.
"Record Breakers" 22-21 l.yeeum St Jose
29 Standard St Louis.

EK-0

89

BIJou Philadelphia.
"Sporting Widows" 88 Orphenm Pateraon
89 Majestic Jersey City.
Star and Garter 98 Gayety Washington
99 Gayety Pittsburgh.
"Step Lively Girls" 22 Gayety Detroit 89
Gayety Toronto.
Stone and Plilard 22 Academy Buffalo 89
Empire Cleveland.
"Sweet Sweeties Girls" 22 Empress Cin-

JOE BENNETT
"Maids of America" 22 Caaino Philadelphia 29 Hurtig & Seamen's New York.
Marlon Dave 22 Columbia New York 29
Casino Brooklyn.
"Midnight Maidens" 22 Gayety Newark

Maids"

Grand Hartford.
"Some Show" 82 Gayety Brooklyn 89
Gayety Newark.
"Sport Girls" 88 Folly Washington 89

OFFICE: 827

Me Hear from

-

Star Brooklyn.

ARK
M. WITM
& SONS
CHICAGO
GARRICK BUILDING
Let

OTpheum Pateraon.
28 Empire Hoboken

"Social Pollles"

WITH

IN CHICAGO

HARRY

J.

FITZGERALD

TARIBTY
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WITH THEY GREATEST BATCH OF

BALLADS. NOVELTY and COMEDY SO^QS
m

OUR GOOD FORTUNE TO "HAVE. AT ANY ONE TIME

ITS EVKR BEEN

/

"

to Coast Service Will Take Care of Your Wants
IN THE CHAIN CARRIES A COMPLETE STOCK (PROFESSIONAL COPIES AND ORCHES-

Our Coast

EACH AND EVERY OFFICE

TRATIONS IN ALL KEYS) OF THE FOLLOWING GREAT BIG HITS

BY
LET THE REST OF THE WORLDHH GO COUNTRY
ERNEST

,by

BALL &

R.

J.

BRENNAN

K'EIRN

STILL

THE BIGGEST BALLAD

IN

THE

LOVE Y00 JUST THE SAME

I

SWEET ADELINE
BY ARMSTRONG AND GASKILL

by

Wonderful

GEORGE FAIRMAN—vocal
tional

belled

quartette

and

instrumental.

The Sensa-

Egyptian fox-trot novelty.

PLACE OF MARY
WHO'LL TAKE THE
MAYO—
AL DUBLN; CLARENCE GASKILL

by

HARRY

and

Greatest of

MOONSHINE
IS IN

AL HERMAN'S

big

r an

Greenwich Village

bit in the

J.

adam

FADE AWAY
GREATEST OF ALL FOX-TROT:BALLADS

KEIRN BRENNAN & BERT RULE.

DEAR LITTLE BOY OF MINE
BALL & BRENNAN

mm

hit.

HENRY LEWIS' big comedy hit in the Frivolities of 1920.

Follies.

SHADOWS WILL
by

APPif

next big ballad

WHAT A PEACH COULD DO TO ME

THE MOUNTAIN STILL
comedy

"MARY;' ;son gs and our

all

;

GOOD NIGHT, ANGELINE
& BLAKE'S wonderful serenade song.

SISSLE

ballad classic-it will live forever.

THERE'S
A TYPICAL TIPPERARY OVER HERE
ALEX GERBER & ABE
SILVER'S

Y00 KNOW WHAT
jy

AL DUBIN & FRED RATH.
doubles.

AL DUBIN

and

BROWN E,

Fr»nci«:o, C«l,
:S*t"PmnU"fei.:.BIdf. :;
CROWLEY,' Providence, R. 1..

•-

"

JOS.

--.

.

JACK

II

Belkn.p

St.

ROSS McCLURE, St. P«ul, Minn.,
Emporium Merc. Co.
THOMAS J. QU1GLEY, Chictfo, II!.,
H.

Gtrrick Th*»tr» Bldf.

MANN,

L.

U<

:

&

One

of 'em.

lots

SONS

Dtnvrr, Co4o.;

-Birth', Block."

scream and

linei-a

V

^

...
"

SIDN EY KLEIN, &»!t L*k« City, Utih,
HvWKItmor* Apt*.::-

Kiuiiw

Gilety Tht.tr*

SIM rHENDERSON,

:

m

I

'

"

Merch'unt.

City,

WANT

EDWARDS,
J5

Phil«d»lphU,

South Ninth

St.

'

"

P«.,
.

.

DOC HOWARD,

.CI

St.

15<

,V()

M
."7-1-

0..

1

Ai tlnn- St.,
500

St.; W.C.P
So.ilth-.- Wn*h..-

N. Oxford

" RARNFY HACAN,

'EM
in

years.

,\va\'.^i>e\\

Bld*;^.

Cincinnati,

Main

comedy songs written

Mo-

Iridi.napolii', Ind.'.
B»nk B'ld» :'

JACK" LiAHEY,' Boit'on,
211 Tremont St.
:

ED.

of the".best

AL COQlv.

HARRY .WALKER,

:V

NEW ORLEANS

IN

KEIRN BRENNAN AND BERT RULE
a corking good lively number, great anywhere, to open, in middle
or to close the act
J.

THE YOUNGER THEY

CLARENCE GASKILL—every

S*ji

GRAND

IT
BY

Great for

All sorts of versions.

M. WITIVtARK
AL.

MEAN AWT

I

Cute and cunning.

THEY
GET
by

Novelty Song (with patter) that everybody's raving about.

Irish

Mantcllus

Hlcirj.

VARIETY

H
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JOE HOWARD'S LATEST!

B»autlfnl

BOSTON.—Vaudeville and a

Eyea

are

dlifiraramanta raraerad

feature

film.

BOWDOIN. —Pictures and vaudeville.
BIJOU.—Plcturea
ST. JAMES.—Vaudeville and plcturea
SCOLLAT OLMYPIA Vaudeville and

rained with dliflf nrlni
Wrinkles, nslr Crewsfeet er nrnlgh (It Flabby
flkln and Forrowt. 8eek

FURS

pictures.

GORDON'S OLTMPIA—Pictures ant

Imraadlattly—oe visible

vaudeville.

traat Itft

Call at

A

GORDON'S CENTRAL SQUARE.— Pic-

These

tures and vaudeville.

Dr. Pratt
MTH

<t Vf E1T
ST.
Tdaaheia: KaMureetacr

M

ATLANTIC CITY.
By CHARLES SCHEUER.
The Conway Thaatre Ticket Agency of
Philadelphia will opan an offlca in the
Boardwalk lobby of tha Alamao Hotel
April 28,

coats
to Leading;

week

East."

In anticipation of the pre-Broadway
booking of "Floradora" at tha Globe tor
oly weak, recollections of tha original
company's appearance here are being
brought forth. An old program has been
discovered and copies will be made as
•art ef the local advertising campaign.

Mr. and Mr*. Coburn will Introduce
at the Globe next week,
offers a split week with
"Aftermarth," the new Edwin Milton
Royle play, 22-24, and "The Unwanted
One," a new Chinese-American play,
with Forrest WInant, 26-27.

Three Showers"
and the Apollo

General criticism of the local producof "Chris" by George Tyler here

tion
last

week seemed

to Indicate that the

event did not have the proper co-operation of producer and author. The public
failed to take to the play, In faot openly
opposed It, while the operation of lighting, Jboth of stage and house, spelled the
illusion.

BOSTON.
By LBN LIBB1TT.

—

ORPHSUM, LOEW.
Taudarille;

Picture*

and

HOLLIS.—Fifth week

In

of Helen

Hayes

"Bab."

PLYMOUTH.—"The Girl In tha Llmoualne" on the fourth week.
TREMONT. Opening of new anew,
"Dere Mabel," a mualcal comedy, which
ctruek In here for Its premiere.
PARK SQUARE.— "Honey Qirl" en the
feurth week to big bualnesa

As manufacturers,

free en leanest
au dnvfiatt dad destere.

fur piece

t»

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE— Return ef
COPLEY.— Second week of "A Night
by Jewett Playerc.
ARLINGTON.—"The Outrageous Mr*

34 West 84th St,

ALBOLENE

Palmer" for the seventh weak.
HOWARD.— "Round the Town" com-

McKBSSON A ROBBINS.inc

pany.

MAN UfACTU HERS
NEW:
SSTASUtflU 1834

CASINO.—"Abe Rcynold'e Review."

BUFFALO.
By SIDNEY BURTON.

YO")IV.

SaJ

MAJESTIC—Geo. M. Cohan's new star,
Qeorgea Benavent, In "Genius and the

It has bean announced by Frederic
Fradkln, former cencertmaster of the
orchestra and tha first one to lose his
Job becanae of the trouble, that a fnnd
of $199,090 has been received for see of
the striking muslclansin forming; a new

Loped in from Chicago on its way east
Appears to be sparring for booking*.
"Passing Show 1918" next week.
SHE A'S.—Vaude v Hie.
SHEA'S HIPP.—Wallace Rold, "Double
Speed"; Charlie Chaplin. "The Rink."

Marian's "StagelaneV

The Boston Symphony Orchestra la doing business without 16 of Its players.
This Is the number who Joined the
union and partiolpated In the strike. At
a meeting of the trustees it was voted
to hold up the pay of the men and Una
them for not appearing at the rehearsal
and when they refused to accept the
lines their con tracts were canceled. Tula

symphony

orchestra..

New York and

woman arc credited with being
the donors.
At tha Colonial Theatre
neat Sunday night a special performance to raise funds for the strikers will
be hold.
Bostan

r

sHUBERT-TECK.—"Betty, Be

GAYETY.—"Follies

4
r

Clyde Nelson Duo, Mellilo Troupe.

— Lottie
—

Fnnch

Pink,

Emarald

•lau:

I

te a,

205

itrip Saadil la Flat Qialltj
Colon:
Hill.
White, Blaik. Red,
fine a.
Staae laiti thtrt w«a.
B te

,j

-

'*'

"

WEST

tamed
latter

3634
Mew Terk

VELVET anil
PAINTED

Onr Factory and

Artists at

WEST

City

46th

STREET

profit

during the

SCENERY studios
DBOPS AND FULL STAGS SETTINGS
tatt and meet io weoaa
aattlaai sad dine la the
tread sew etttlBfi
Lat aa autnit una far year apvrarti.
let aaw wti aad Mail.

Your Service

Construction—Georgeoua Sets in Green and Old Gold.

in a substantial
part

The lengtha to whloh the Loew Interests went in order to obtain their
Main street site was shown last Friday,
when Loew Theatres, Inc., filed plans
for a new warehouse for $66,000, which

PHONE: CIRCLE
formerly ef 171 West 4sik It,

ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW!
Now Under

49th ST.

'

BEAUMONT'S
230

Frank Offerman has renamed the old
warden the Empire, for pictures. "Some
Wild Oats," which started badly, held on
for three weeks and is reported te have

Near Broadway

K.

511 6th Avenue, near 81st Street
290 5th Avenue, at Slat Street
-'*

DYER
NOW LOCATED AT

STYLI WOfr-OM
SallR.

Mayer and Nymphs,

—

AND

NEW FRENCH MODEL

of the Day." with

Ceeteee Toys, Wyoming Trio, Lamberts,
Joe Cryatle, "The Lord Loves the Irish."
STAR. Royal Pekinese Troupe, Wilson and Wilson, Conroys, Meyer and
Marrln, "Manhattan Four."
EMPIRE (the old Garden). Showing
William Farnum, "The Adventurer";
"Back to Nature," Jugo-Slav Orchestra.
FAMILY.—"Mother, I Need You." Plcturea

REMOVAL NOTICE
CLEANER

Good."

Barry Welsh and George Hayes.
ACADEMY.—"Oh, Frenchy," with Bert
Weston and MIHy De Vere.
OLYMPIC— Dot Marsell. "Blue Grass
Four," Beck and Stone. Allen and Lewis,
LYRIC.

VAMP
shop

you buy.

A. Ratkowsky, Inc.
New York

"Chu Chin Chow."

GAYETY.—Dave

selling

Special

Off"

leaves the orchestra much depicted In
numbers for the time, bat steps are
being taken to take It out on the road,
with programs arranged accordingly.

'

At

and fur pieces

tars only, we can offer yon
tremendous savings en every

s»™ pU aabc

—

exten-

of fur

anywhere.

Cats the greas e In a Jiffy,
make-em poisoning
In ene and twe ounce tabes
poond and pound cans.

"if

ef

Lad?

suie-up.

Melody."

fifth

more

than we are displaying
could not possibly be
shown in any one shop

Fran Clown

"Greenwich Village Follies."
MAJESTIC—Opening of "The Magic

WILBUR.—The

finer,

sive collection

MODERN, BEACON, CODMAN SQUAB*
STRAND, FRANKLIN PARK, EXETER
STREET,
COLUMBIA, LANCASTER,
WALDORF, GLOBE, PBNWAT.—Pictures.
PARK.— The second week of the feature film, "WhyCbange Tour Wife?"
SHUBERT.—The third week ef the

la

lajatal

PHONE: BRYANT %.*

DIRECTLY OPPOSITE THE N.
Cam Be

Inspected Daring Progress.

V. A.

Watch This Bpaee

for

CLUB HOUSE
Weakly Announcements.

dnaartae,

s "..

;

••,.

:Cr.!utnet r'.Bliilciing^

Bidj
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Chickcring

.
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Theatre

Gaffes !TKeatVe>Bui!di:iJj".
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^INDIANAPOLIS
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CaeVcr. MiiCch. 'Bldr. "
.

Arcade

LOS /ANGELES"

.-.

io-_

•Hiill '
'

BuUilinir

NEW. ORLEANS
115

a~h

1 JUlkJ 1

LjLjKJ
-'-:;;

:

University

PI.

-CHICAGO

Grand' 'Opera. House

PHILADELPHIA
Clolic

P.

rrioHr

\-

SAN FRANCISCO

-

'

.SEATTLE

:;

.."

PMiitages ^Theatre

T*c\

i

ST. LOUIS'

MINNEAPOLIS
16

:

Birilding"

'CLEVELAND

'"('"

'i

i

-'

;

A

.

..

......

Stoue's

,.

,,.

:.-....-

Throw irom

..
tlie

.

.'I

P.iin'ce

Next

E'llaRtoo© Buil^Hnjt

TORONTO,

••-.---

193

Theatre
to

'

'i^

the Columbia Theatre

Yonee Street

710

Lyric:

;?an

4«S

-KANSAS CITY
•

312
^.-.

_•

Bull din r

Mafn

Street

PITTSBURGH

'Gjiyety Theatre Bullcllnc

h

Hernando

"nUFKALO

Theatre Bide.

Camcrphotie Building
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%

'
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»» A
tf^#
/MILLER^S^i

HAZEL RENE
HATS GOWNS COSTUME?
SfMss OUU-Laka
-

-

Balldlns. Chicago

IRENE DUBUQUE
HAZEL RANOUS

TA«

c

WE

world't largett manufacturer*
of theatrical footwear

gttaanih tp aceom modat lorn arranf ad oa

ChMw

Mom

State and

at 41th St.

Broadway

New York

E. Galkl

Tory foil i arraajra early.

til.

all

& Bro.

'Edith- Sir lib land

J

Oraaton Profanal aiail
Accordion Manaf actnrsn

BtmlMB

iBcompoisblo fipaolai
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SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
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STRAND LUGGAGE 8H0P, 1573 Broadway
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Now York

success.

CLEVELAND.
By j. Wilson rot.
OPERA HOUSE.— William Gillette,
"Dear Brutus."
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THEATRICAL OUTFITTER
Broadway
Now York
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ALFRED DOWARD MATTHEWS
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JUMP FROM COAST TO COAST
OTtr tba

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

lit* at

munificent Cantdlio Pacific aottli in Caaidl'l Itadlai
•ltlea and anjoy 600 ml In of aptcUcaJar acaaary Croatia*
tba Canadian Padfle RocUce.

7TII

AT THE RCSISTRV. STRATroRO-ON-AVON.
WARWICKSHIRE. KNSLAND.
bo occupied by a furniture company. At present It has a warehouse,
on the site of the new Loew, and In
order to secure the consent of the owners to a termination of their lease, Loew
agreed to acquire an adjoining .piece of
property.
will

In recognition of his twentieth year
with Shea's orchestra, Director Herman
E. Schulti has written a new overture.
"Anniversary," which la being played
at the Court Street House. Herman went
into the orchestra at the eld Garden as
'cellist

In 1900,
«

V-..
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Stmt
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a*. Now
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Per Stan aaS

IfAlall Ordira
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BEAUTIFUL
COLOURA DARKENS

SPIRO'S
in

—

and .Warmer."

KEITH'S.—Marie Cahlll, Joseph H.
Howard and Ethelyn Clark, In "Chin
Toy"; Dorothy Shoemaker and Co., Patrirola, Gallagher and Martin, Bert Howard.

Bertram and Sazton and ChaUen and
Keke.
MILES. Kumtt end' Co., Wolfe and

—
Patterson, W.

EYEBROWS AND LASHES
M
PERMANENT BAIR WAVE
ChHiaateid « bmmbi or refusd aoaa.
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Fro.t
U aarla. BE

Oas appUomtioo lasts tea to four waakti easales
aer bo. a>oW«sa sal
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M

SPIRO'S HAIR SHOPS
West 4Sth

and pictures.

Herkert

—

PRlSCILLA. Cupid Revue Co., Byron
Brothers' Saxo Band. Tiller Sisters,
Nickol Slaters, Tracy, Palmer and Tracy
,.

empire.— Pat White and his "Gaiety
STAR.— '-Hello, America!" with Lewis
;
GRAND.—"Dangerous' Dan McGrew,"
/

and Dody.

Maggie Le Clair, The Angelua, O'Connor
and Folsom, Challls and Lambert and
pictures.

__EVCLID.—Fourth end final week, "On
With the Danes," with Ma* Murray and

Wast Nth SL

NEW CATALOG OP

H&M

LOEWS

M

8t-

B. Whittle, Amoros and
Jeanette, Bertha Gilbert and pictures.
LIBERTY.a-"Pweet Sweeties,"
jack Goldie, Flying Henrys, Bell and
Caron, Bernard and Meyers and pictures.

David PowelL

.

EYEBROWS
& LASHES

BHUBERT-COLONIAL. Alice Brady,
PROSPECT.—Joseph W. Payton Stock

Glrla"

'

W. «th ML

.

in "Forever After."

Players, in "Fair

MARRIED
MARY CROSS SHERIDAN

Tssr

.1

Instead of preaching the usual sermon, Rev. O. E» Eldridge, of Calvary
Presbyterian Church, gave a showing of
Mary Plckford's "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm" Sunday night and drew the moral
lessons to be derived from the story. He
has been using: pictures as a medium for
teaching religious truths (or several
weeks and says the plan Is meeting with
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What JOHN H. RAFTERY, Music

America's Leading

Critic of

Professional Daily Newspaper says of

1
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STILLMAN. AH week, Constance Talmadge. In "In Search of a Sinner."
ALHAMBRA and MALL.—AH week,
Charles Ray, in "Alarm Clock Andy."

METROPOLITAN an4 STRAND.—AH
week, Tom Moore, In "Duds."
ORPHEUM.— ah week, Anita Stewart,
In "Mind the Paint Girl."
KNICKERBOCKER.—Madge Kennedy,
in

Liberty Lota,

Writ* for onr

Bonds

100-Page
Catalog

Ml he*
Tain «m Any

"The Blooming Angel,"
for

alfteaa

An

bill,

the Fayton Stock
the father of a 12-pound boy.
to him at the close of
the third act of "The Song of Songs."
Mrs. Soraghan Is a stock actress (Ritchie
Clark Russell).
is

gagement.

The postponed concert by John McCormack will be given Sunday at the
Masonic auditorium. The house was sold
out 10 days before the date for the February event, and it is reported none have
given up their pasteboards.

DENVER.
By

EDWARD

T.

Scotland

America at the age of
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and

came

to

22.

Wilkes was formerly Mrs.
McQualde Zabala.

Mrs.

Vaudeville

is

being shown three times
Films nil in a con-

show from

1

to 11 o'clock.

* Befting capacity of BOO, a new
.Y lth theatre
picture
will be erected at Steamboat Springs by C. D. Haupert and James
A. Brobeck.

;,

M. W. Bennett, press agent at the Or1b reading copy at his leisure
Denver "Times."

pheum,

The Sells-Floto

Circus, after wintering
here, is about ready to "raise canvas."
The circus management is inviting Denver children out ttf the winter quarters
to sen the animals. A baby leopard and
a new family of ostriches arrived last

,

daily at the Tabor.

tinuous
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A 3-Rooro

•

A Big Money
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With his new wife on one arm and
his new play, "False Gods," under the
other, Ernest Wilkes stopped off here to
see Ben Ketcham, manager of the DenAlecia,

wke»

tkeaMalvw af the prl»lle«» af ear caavaalaat Marred payaitat
la New Tsrl far avar a ««>rUr «f a eaatary.

.

the Empress for the last five years, died
after an Illness of several months. He
In

Stunning Evening Models
and Smart Street Dresses

a>

lOU

Ballvar by Aato Traak
Btrart to Tea

lower floor, the highest price
ever charged for a musical comedy here.
Doyle and Dixon especially pleased:

-entire

Frances Starr In "Tiger! Tiger" at the
Berchel Friday and Saturday this week,
$3 top.
Next week, 3 dayB, Walker
Whiteside in "The Master of Ballantrae."
"Scandal" drew

2

big houses Thursday

last week in return engagement.
Hill's Minstrels played one night
week at Berchel to big house.

headlining
at
Orpheum this week.
•"Paper Dress Revue" holding top position at Empress, first half.'
,

Leona Powers, leading woman at the
Princess Stock Company, celebrated her
birthday with a dinner last Saturday.

GAHAN.

George M. Robinson, superintendent of

was born

»»

«»!• sf Ike kaadrada af IfHum
*•" tbraarfc at, aad tkartby ael
'

•

IfMld

Oraalar

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE STAGE

The news broken

Top prices of $4.40 have no terrors for
fans here, as advance sales for the Zlegfeld Follies next week are reported as
extra heavy, and the probability is that
the house will be sold out for the en-

*•! •

Cashor Credit

Edmond Soraghan, of

Players,

lf-?«X«

Direct from

the Manufacturer

Bagravtaga

FURNITURE

DRESSES
Buy

maatratai wltb

Aft

This is "home-coming" week,
Ethelyn Clark, who is on the Keith
as she Is a Clevelander.

I

Gus

Received many gifts from Lynn and
Maiden, Mass., where she played leads
the past 2 seasons.

in stock

Movies this
shell Nellan's

week. Des Moines. Mar"The River's End"; Rlalto,

Will Rogers In "Jubilo"; Garden, House
Peters in "Silk Husbands and Calico
Wives," first half. Olive Thomas In
"Footlights and Shadows," last half;
Palace, Nell Shlpman in "Back to God's
Country," first half, Owen Moore in
"Sooner or Later," last half.

this

Elbert' and Getchell have announced
stock season at Princess will close Mavo
8.
Last legitimate booking at Berchei
is "Three Wise Fools," May 6-7-8,
Orof
although
.

DES MOINES, IOWA.
By DON CLARK.
.

Sanderson and Cawthorn In "The
Canary" drew capacity for 3 performances at the Berchel, 2-13, at $8 top for

SCENERY BY EDWIN

Minor Watson made a hit in "Grumpy"
in stock at the Princess this week. Next

week "The
Will

M.

H.

rheum may

Brat."

Cressy

and Blanche Dayne

close last
May,
no decision ha% been announced. Empress vaudeville will run all summer.

FLAGG STUDIOS

.
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aralC
Temple

Theatre, Rochester, Week March Eighth
VIEWPOINTS OP LOCAL CRITICS
HERALD

TIMES-UNION

POST-EXPRESS

Thei earned* "bit" of. the program wet
won by Clara -Howard, whose comedy
antics were so spontaneous and unf arced

The comic honors and most of the laughs
of the afternoon wen divided between
Clara Howard, billed as "The Musical
Comedy Girl" . . . Miss Howard has

had her audience ihoutlng with
laughter while she was on the stage and
calling for more when the departed. Imitations of Charier Chaplin are not new.
hut Miss Howard gives one that proved
a "scream.*' that she

JAMES

B.

Mc KOWEN

Why pay
in

sufficient personality to

make a

"single''

act amusing and keep It so for twenty
odd minutes. She sings rather cleverly
and does a wee bit of dancing, but it Is
her general fooling that makes her act
"go." She is genuinely funny and worth
seeing.

age in quality and variety Is offered by
the Temple Theatre this week. The seeker
for amusement who Is not pleased will be
hard Indeed to satisfy.
Following the Spanish Revue on the program. Is Clara Howard, long a musical
comedy favorite, who has a style of mad-

cap comedy that is Infectious In humor
and that Is provocative of laughter and
applause.

THB BXABT OF

IN

SAN FRANCISCO

Long Island?

i
|

House available for Road Attractions
Now

DHL Week March
WIRE OB WRIT* FOB OPEN TMB

Blackstone,

FOR SALE

Playing: Kolb and

14

>

SAMUEL B. GROSSMAN, Manager

The Western Vaudeville

All^ear-round 7-room modern cotacre of
garage and
cultivated grounds (lawn, flowers,
shrubs, orchard) on Carlton Ave.,
Huguenot Park (Borough of Richmond) near station 1 ^4 hours from

%

Managers' Association
JOHN

J.

THOMAS

NASH, Business Manager

J.

CABMODY, Booking Manager

CHICAGO,

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.

;

;

FRANK EVANS

SAVOY THEATRE

excessive prices

tage, with

registered,

Vaudeville

A BARGAIN

.

DEMOCRAT

dan

Howard, • singing comedienne.
o gjJod-slied success. She did
considerable travestying and "nut" stuff,
more or less cleverly, and her voice was
agreeable.

TKMPLB TBEATBH

A vaudeville hill far superior to the aver-

ILL.

Times Square.
Most picturesque and

IRVING M.

charming

country spot in the City of New
York; one mile from seashore.

,

COOPER

REPRESENT ATIYE
BROADWAY, NEW TORE

ARTISTS'
1416

JOE COOPER,

Gan. MgT.

PRICE, $10,000

rfc...,

Brya«t 4US

VaadarUla Acts Wanted at All Times

Will Take Small Mortgage

Can be seen by appointment

The Webster Vaudeville

only.

Salle

SM-Mt Delaware

Circuit

Bids.

NO ACT TOO BIO-NO BALAU TOO HIGH
Telephone: Tpttenyille 1221

GEO. H.

M WearBandelpfc St, CUcagn

WK88TEB

General Hanaaer

BORNHAUPT
CHARLES
.BROADWAY, NEW YORK
.

CITY

1493

Pfeene Majestic 721*

Gregory Kelly and Ruth Gordon have
received an offer to star In the Maud
Fulton Stock Company at Oakland, Cal.,
next summer.

The Little Theatre, under the direction
George Somnes, 'will present 4 new
plays by Indiana authors at -the Masonic
Temple, March 26.

m
Blake

Ifi

•

will stay
Al
at least three weeks. Some say he may
So far Jolson has not
remain four.
'

missed a performance. He is not singing
as many songs as usual, however. Voice
won't stand It.

"Dear Brutua," with William

Gillette,

big; business last week at New Detroit.
This week Robert Mantell. Next. "Bei»
Hur."

"Nothing but Love" at the Garrlck.
Brady In "Forever After."

Next, Alice

At the photoplays: "Black

Is

White"

at Broadway-Strand; "Footlight and
Shadows," at Madison; "Willow Tree,"
at Majestic; "Slaves of Pride," at Colonial; "Inferior Sex," at Adams; "Daredevil," at Washington.

Ground for the new Butter field The-'
atre In Lansing was broken Tuesday.

INDIANAPOLIS.
By VOLNEY B. FOWLER.
MURAT.— "The Unknown Purple.
ENGLISH'S.—Zlegfeld Follies.

KEITHS.—Vaudeville.

PARK.—Musical Extravangansa.

BROADWAY.—Vaudevl lie.
LYRIC—Vaudeville.
RIALTO.—Vaudeville and
CIRCLE.— Pictures.

til

"WXF™

Wal. at ft. niladslplte

The Standard Agency si

THE PACIFIC COAST
and means of opposition. The movement
has gone no further.

New picture ventures in Indiana are
as follows: Tillock and Llohtslnn have
opened a new leased house In New Haven. A photoplay theatre to be named
the "Columbia", will be erected at Van

Managers Heller' and Coffin, of the
Starland at Anderson, turned tho theatre over to students of the 'Anderson
high school for a celebration in honor
of their basketball team after It had
won a district tournament, getting some
invaluable advertising thereby.

Buren and Main streets

in Columbia
City soon. A. J. Wacker Is planning; the
construction of a theatre In Clinton.

declared

C. T. U. at

Seymour,

Ind.,

has

war upon Sunday performances,

having held a meeting to discuss way

BEHRENS-LIPSHUTZ CO.

COSTUMES

.

The Broadway deviated from Its
vaudeville policy last week to show the
Jack Dempsey film, "Daredevil Jack."
The house record was broken.

The W.
pictures.

MARKET 8TREET

SAN FRANCISCO

of

DETROIT.
By JACOB SMITH.
Jolson in "Slnbad." He

& Amber Agency

UNDEB PERSONAL 8DPEB VTHION OF

JACK

L.

'i

Riviera at Anderson had all of tne
children from the Madison County Orphans' Home as guests at a special
showing of Mary Plckford In "Pollyanna."

LIPSHUTZ

.

4

I
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£. F.

ALBEE,

President

MURDOCH,

J. J.

B. F. Keith's

General Manager

F.

R PROCTOR, Vice-Prudent

Vaudevi

e
.;*

CAQBNCT)

(Palace Theatre Building,
B. F.

>

KEITH

F. ALBEE

EDWARI)

•

New
A.

York)

Founders

,

Artists

can book

'....•.

by addressing

direct

:

PAUL KEITH*

S.

K.

'

HODGDON

MOSS

B. S.

s
BOOKING AGENCY

.;

*^RP!KWft)R

Theatrical Enterprise*

/'

.*•

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

General Executive Offices

l- :«

M. D. SIMMONS, General Booking Manager

Putnam Building, Times Square
New York

General Executive Offices

BROADWAY THEATRE BUILDING
1441

BROADWAY,

N, Y. CITY

y*

Paone Bryan* 8200

J.H. LUBIN
General Manager

Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between

•

11

&

Feiber

and 1

Shea

Theatrical Enterprises

r

..I

CHICAGO OFFICE
Masonic Temple Building
J.

1493 Broadway

C MATTHEWS in Charge

(Putnam Building)

New York Gity

BEN and JOHN FULLER
AUSTRALIAN ENTERPRISES
Albemarle Minsloni, Piccadilly, London, W. I. Head Office: Grand Opera Honie, Sydney.
Ben Fuller will be located In New York Jane next.
W. V. M. A, in Chicago. See Bita Mnrphy, Ackerman-HarrLe, Ban Franclico.
.

See

Harry Riekard's! Tivoli Theatres
Australia
HUGH D. McINTOSH, Governing Director
Reilrttref Cible

M
NORMAN JEFFERIES

Adtrtn: "HUSHMAC." gydMy.

American Representative,

.

Offlee:

You Don't

Real

Mate

Trort Bldg., Phlinjrtehlt

SAN FRANCISCO

Advertise in

VARIETY—Dent Advertise

WILLIAM FQX CIRCUIT
OF THEATRES

TIVOLI THEATRE, tytasy, Aeitmia,

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE
BUILDING

If

'

WILLIAM FOX,

President
New York City
JACKW. LOEB

Executive Offices: 130 West 46th St,
General

BnUii
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

—

8

*-

LEONARD HICKS^M) HOTEL GRANT
CHICAGO

M^disOn and Dearbom

Streets

Offers 3peciT\VeekIy Rate? to the Profession

CHICAGO'S FOREMOST
THEATRICAL PHOTO STUDIO

500 Housekeeping Apartments
(Of the Better CInsa—Within Beach of Economical Folks)
Under the direct supervision of the owner*. Located in tba heart ef the city. Jnrt
eleee to all booking offices, principal theatres,

Breed war,
Una*.

eff

M

GRAN1)

department stores, tractiea

.-.

-','';""

---.-..:

are the largest malatalners of hemekeoplag famished apartments speelsllswg te
theatrtcnl folks. We are en tha ground daily. Thb alene fasaree prompt service and

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

te 847

West «ia St.
da lam.

Pbsaa: Bryant S2SJ
Jsst sanpMetf: etenter

bonding

asarlMHti arnawt
to

u.ta

of

i.

.

tfctsw. flits wteiwes,

m»d« a

gM.CO U» Hontlty: 118.0* Up

mmy \axmo
WnUy

etrd

St

Pkeeet Biyaat 7911

tan* aid feor neat ssaftarasta, artw kit.
private kaU aid tatsakeses. Iks srtraay
MiH was fr ate Bated far.lt see af ft* a*.

Oat,

tat,

-1IUS U»

all

common

THE DUPLEX

Bryant

...

..-

US

S3

asd
W«t 4trd St. Pass* BrytatiTM-eiSI
Thrco ami fear reea« wltk ketn.. f ura hhrf ts 8
n| la this
dtsnat ef **rf*msut that mhmI* anytktn
TDws apsrtsnaM wUi
trie ef hafMlsa,
sits fear ar awre edutt*. ..

754-756

One Blaak

to

Times Square

Catering Bxelaalvtly te ths Frefeeelen
778-78-89 EIGHTS
Private Bath and Thaae

Pelhssa Parkway, at Bsstchestir ATtnaei and

BLOSSOM HEATH INN

Proprietress
B p octal Bn
er Bates from Jane to Septesnheg
Between 47th and 4Mb Streets

ma

AVENUE

NEW YORK

InEseh Apartment

Merrfck Raad, Lyabreefc. L.

Open

SS^ti,,-—
aanaam.
Tfi EIGHTH AVENTJB

THE BERTHA
Complete for Hoasekeeplag.
828

West 4am

Street

Ciena nod

Airy.

NSW TORE

CITY

M

NEXT DOOR TO TBE COLONIAL THEATRE,

rl sti.

ToaW

.

fled

WRIT RANDOLPH

8B

sf the Brmt
Chsw jtlst at bm Caawfal
Wait St» CMaata; a»t«it. Hitri Shtrtoat, CH> Hill aa< CaUan las.
* te sed mat POTTI, the fras,

•rtettaste
It

•*

fa

in

Narth

'

—

-

connection with any alhar haase.

IM newly

Mocks from Ponn. Station)
reams—all snadem cenveavleaisea

Mtshf

renevnted
Batosi 44 and np.

leaving the Rlalto bereft of one of
shining lights,

Its
Hsrkart

MararWd

'

HOTEL ARISTO

Asjaemt

Om*

All

NEW ORLEANS.
Br O. M. SAMUEL..
TULANE.— May Irwin, In "On the Hiring Line."
LYRIC—Quaker City DanclniT Olrle
LI
(colored).
BTRAND.— Bort Ly tell and E mtrlco
Jo%

TEL.

In

"The Right of Way."

Jimmy Hussey did not play New Orleans or ^Memphis. It was expected he
would play both towns.
"Twin Bods" somen to the Tnlano soon.
Following- the engagement of the farce.
Quy Bates Post, In "Tha Masquerader,"
plays a return.
Archie Lloyd returned from a tour
" of
Texas »0»1b weak.
I

BBTANT

1

117-1 111

The racing season clones this week.
The playera, as usual, lost, and' the bookmakers are almost In aa bad a fix. With
a meet extending 100 days, the "kitty,"
which Js the associations, hotels, autos,
etc.
has tbe money, and the turf adherents are sadder but, eeemlngly, not
very much wiser. The 'bookmaker with
885,000 who remains 100 days at an expenditure of 8860 a day will certainly
Blip his 85 thou. Into the maw, and the
player who wine one day and loses the
next will do the same thing. Summing
it all up, following the races Is

way

a happy

to part with money.

Impresario Veranda has leased the Lafayette for next season and announces
he wilt bring; over another opera' troupe
frort France, veranda really means that
if he can set enough local subscriptions

he will do

so..

Virginia Loa w has left for

New

"Rings of Smoke,"

The Gayety
audiences.

waa

Tork,

Bttienltna.

to ererfirhara;

an tha Urns,

A Ens,

rte,

corny

week drew the

largest

Jean Bedlni's*"Peek-a-Boo"

the attraction, and there are several

show which merited

GATETT. — Burlesque.

to capacity.

Charles Dalton is playing- the leading
role in "The Better 'Ole," which is In Its
second week (return) at the Duquesne.
This play made a poor Impression last
year in Its Initial showing, due to Inaccurate portrayal of the leading char-

last

features with ths
the heavy draw.

of the big patronage at the Alvln. Her--'
bert S troth at, composer of the score. Is
conducting the orchestra. Alice Brady

drew almost

af

Hat Cakei. Haei

"some

drew heavy attendance at the Davis last
week. Vincent Lopes' Jass band Is a
real one and the beat by far that has
"Always You." with Irene Franklin
and Ralph Hers,. Is seeing a continual

NEW

Cearenleneee—Bejnltshle Bates

Waffles,

aver graced tbe local stage.

(POBMBBLT HOTEL BBTANT)
YORK CITY
AVE.),
Beoaw Single or Ra Bnita. With or Wlthoat Both

STREET (6TH

act,

IUbibthhm

THE GRIDDLE
4* Eddy 8t, Sin Francisco

Manager Harry Brown of the Nixon
report* an unpreoedentcid sale .of seats
for "Bek'Hur." "Three wise Fools" next.
Pat Rooney*s

"MY CELLAB"

"The"

PinSBURGH. ..-'
By COLEMAN HARRISON.

MABTW A. CBABAM. Mastasar

UTMSTd

101 WEST 44TH
Under New Managsmsnt

CHICAGO

ST.,

plenty ef Petts bat as Pans at

•rtTileges.

TeL Creeler

Basskind

POTTS PLACE

Phone: CIRCLE 6640

85th Street, N. Y. City (2

Undeaistew msaagamaaL

J.

"The 13th Chair" "PETE" SOTEROS
rafen

MARION HOTEL
1M West

A

-.».

•

I

uwast tips. hSTint emr Arrlra indj cna raataBCB,
Assatnanta ara beaattfolir arraDitd. ami eoasist of S. 8 asd t reeae. otib kttebraa asd]
tl7.ot Up Wathly
htteaeortter. Ulcd bath sad *pbaaa
Addrsss all cemmanlcallena to Charles Tenenbaom. Irrlngtea Bell.
Ne

and Servtea

IS chairs.

IRVINGTON HALL

S55 to 859 WEST ,51 ST STREET
An elerator. flrrproof kaiMlns of Bo

In Calslas

Under direction of H.

B. «..
8. B. O.
Iloylag te Cuesfay every alght. se have remodeled, adding 18 mare ehelre and Ittahtts.
na Pall Brass salts eilewes. My ateeks aad eheps are Jot the earns ss whea I had

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

Catering to the eeafert and eonvenlene* ef the
PtItbU Bath. S-4 Beenu.
« - - - 8*.M Up>
Steam Beat and Bleetrle Lit

L Uneoaalad

All Tear

B.

See. P. Sehaeldar. Pre*.

Phenol Bryant lt44

\

PELHAM HEATH INN

M^oaTBBSwBT.

Furnished Apartments
Tbe EdmondsGBOBGB
DANIBL,
MBS.

i

Stristly Prorasstonal

Office in «aeh bnlldlng.

IMOK-7H»

EIGHTH AVENUE

Bsrwaoa Beth and 4Tth Btrsata
One Blotk Wait af Broadway
Three, Fear and Flra-Beam Hleh-Claia Parnishsd Apart m onto—flO Up
Phonta: Bryant BIM-l
MRS. GEORGE HIEGEL, Mgr.

t».M Us Weekly
cations ts It. Clapaaa

Apartments can ho seen evening*

Tel.

Phont' Randolph 3393

190 N. ,S*fAT-E:.STv

up wawtr

jir.eo

Wrrtlf

Addraaa

i

ra-LAK£'.O.EE>.<".«'

4lm St. Phase: Bryant ttsa
a».ta-tka.MlBBta, saw, Snanof koiliHis. arn*s*d Is aiarf asta sf nrw as* fear nana writ)
Utahme siisrrctta katk. 'Psoas la eec* sgerf

As

YANDLB COURT

MI.M7 Wait

'

8ft *jid 811 Wart

812.

Tfcsit aaartMSta tmtirtt
atleaea.

MtabeMttet.

kaane

la

timiuts ««d

reean, "its

!

:

HENRI COURT

HILDONA COURT
A

v-

:®LO <>iV|

cleaallaeai.

Ml

..-•,

ALL KINUS GK:^;KNERY Aftjfc^

"L" read and snbway.

We

ACADEMY— Burlesque.

,

VICTORIA.— Burlesque,

HARRIS.—Vaudeville.
SHERIDAN SQUARE.—Vaudeville.
LOEWS LYCEUM—Vaudeville.
GRAND.— Pictures.
OLYMriC— Pictures.
LIBERTY.— Pictures.

-

acters.

An electrician with the "Scandals of
1919," which played the Nixon last week,
took suddenly 111. He Is recuperating
At tbe Allegheny General Hospital
The local fire authorities have come In
for censure as a result of some recent
small fires In picture houses. The claim
is that they have been lax In enforcing
regulations as to cleanliness. A fire In
the Blackatone a week ago Saturday
caused a scare in the audience.
Bother n and Marlowe are playing to
capacity all week at tha Shubert-Pitt
and living down the ballet that tha house
Is A beodoo,

PORTLAND, ORE.
By RALPH ELLIOTT MILLER.
BAKER.— 14, Baker Players "The
,

Trail of the

Lonesome Pine."

ALCAZAR.— 16,

"Girls Will

ORPHEUM.—William

Be

Girls."

Rock.

PANTAGES.—Vaudeville and pictures.
HIPPODROME.—Vaudeyllle and pic-'
tUr*3B
RIVOLI.—Tom Moore; "Toby's Bow."
PEOPLES.— Charles Ray, "Alarm Clock
Andy."
LIBERTY.—Wallace Held, "Double
Speed."
COLUMBIA.—Bert Lytell, "The Right
*

of

Way."

0-

'
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(NATE)-BOLTON and BENSON-(RUSTY)
:;-h"

-...V.

•

•
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"MUSICAL VARIETIES"

'
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:
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••.?;.

f-

:
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in

;-.

J.

rnrC

latueof

;

W'.

-

Msnwarinf

Hughes

M. Stain Co«mat.e Co.
fM ft****. «w»«rt

BALSINGER

correction of features, facial blemishes
drilled nirjeon.
12 years' experience and eerrloo In Franca In
facial surgery enable* mo to offer greatly 1m-

The proper

My

___
pmg-

PERMANENT

Uftiai of Banana; Cheeks,
TBLE Correction of Banff Eyelids. HUMP N08E8
Corrected Without 8car. RELIABLE Tlania BuildNo
ing for Hollow Cbeekf, Llnet and Wrinkle*.
paraffin used.

North BUte

,

.

afternoon.

One."
While \the' title is somewhat
prosaic and meaningless, the drama tells
an absorbing story of social barriers
between the Occident and the Orient.
Syracuse critics and first nlghters united
in predicting the piece will be a tre-

,

for the

com-

'

meeting Sunday. Max Nathanson was
again named as vice-president. Other

Chlce»o

are Meyer Harzberg, secretarytreasurer; Charles Lovenberg, chairman
of the legal committee, and Felix Wendleschaefer, chairman of the entertainment committee. The organization voted
to have a dinner March 26.
officers

MAJESTIC—Tom Mix, "The Cyclone."
STAR.— "Caliber 38."
GLOBE, CIRCLE, GRAND, REX,
BURNSIDE, CASINO, SUNSET.—Pic•

.

tures.

—All

Is

the Fay's,
the Theatrical Managers' Association of Rhode
Island at that organisation's annual

-,_,.

WIETING.

Act
which

Pertinent among: picture happenings,
not only In Oregon, but the Northwest,
la
the rlvlval of the Motion Picture
League of Oregon. Changes were Introduced so as to make eligible for membership men representing exchanges and
producing companies as well as men
connected with combination houses.

ROCHESTER,

—

and Co.

Vincent Knov/lcs, director of the ColIs

-issuing

Prank Hayward,

old

special

time legltmate

performer, has opened offices at 1013
Chamber of Commerce and Is producing
The people are known
3 road shows.
as Blackstone Players.

•

PROVIDENCE.
By KARL K. KLARK.
SHUBERT MAJESTIC—"Fifty,
musical comedy.
OPERA HOUSE.— "Little Miss

—
——

FAY'S. The Little Cafe7 Mabel Darrel
Co., Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Darrow, Jesse
Reed. Roy and Alexander, Pearl Abbott

Hearl A. Keates, the noted organist
to take charge
of the Liberty orphan. He is temporarily
filling Henry B. Murtagh's place.

Canadian irif:lv?les In the score which
will form the music and back ground
for "The Rtjg-bt of Way."

-

—

"Temptation," R e s 1 1 V o,
FAMILY.
Warblers' Serenade, Infield and Noblet,
Madelyn Frank, first half; "Telephone
Tangle," Peerless Marimba Band, Exposition Jubilee Four, Morin, Williams and
Bernie. second half.
VICTORIA. Jean Leighton's Revue.

—

Gallarlnies

Sisters,

With various changes and a little
more pop the show Is said to be going
ity."

half;

Madame

Jack Farren

playing big time stuff
at the Victoria. Madame Doree's Celebrities, on the program this week, have
previously always played the Temple.
is

week

Is

to stage

what he

"the play of 1,000 laughs" next
at the Lyceum "Genius and the

—

Rochester picture men are Jubilant
over getting the New York State Motion

week.

Stock Co.
"Lombnrdl. Ltd." This new stock going better than Its backers had hopes of.

There are plans for roof gardens in
connection with a number of proposed

better here than

Whore

It

had Us

Initial

Washington,
performance last
in.

MAYFLOWER.—Mayflower

in

ALBEE.—Vaudeville.
EMERY.—Vaudovlllo and pictures.
—Vaudeville and pictures
EMPIRE.—"Girls from the Follies" and
E. F.

FAY'S.

"*

.

DOUBLES— TRI08-OUARTETTES, Kit.
mat t» refined and meaaura op to a atandatd

hotels here.

Considerable
being
speculation
is
evinced in the summer park proposition.

bo appreciated by tba bUaeat claaa of

will

FRED

HUm.EY.8tag*

las, Is

an excellent one.

EMPIRE.—First

mendous

success.

half,

The

"The Unwanted

Director

.

Set Back

Your Grip'

play, in addition,

OnHealth

wonderfully well cast Madeline Delmar scores effectively as Tea-Flower;
Forrest Wlnant strikes a high level in
is

his characterization of

Rodney

Sturgis.

Mabel Burt and Marguerite Leslie are
two others whose work Is a. delight.
B. F. KEITH'S.—Vaudeville. Another
cracker Jack bill, with Valeska Suratt's
"Scarlet" sharing honors with Laurel
Lee and the Morton family.

NlJXATED IROK

'

BASTABLB.—First

half,

Master Strength-Bui.de;

"Behman

Of The Blood

dOn't wonder why this production played to a 33.75 top at Chicago, after seeing "Putting It Over."
You know. And you likewise know that
the folks who did cough up that record
burlesque admittance 'figure received
their money's-worth. Offering new and
clean comedy, novelties and specialties,

Show."

You

Helps Hawaii

Strong, Sturdy

->

3,000,000 People Use

•

Ask

the "Behman Show" stands out as one
of the season's best An the NO. 1 Wheel.
Is -a real And as a comic.
Sam Wilson, colored, who can sing in
Is likewise a worth-while addition- to the Singer string.
Last half,

—
—

STRAND. First part, "Hawthorne of
S. A."
ECKEL. First part, "The Vengeance
of Durand."
SAVOY.—First part, "The Little Shep-

Annuei

]

•

<MUr

amusements

-

herd of Kingdom Come."
TOP.—'First part, "The Woman Game."
Establishment of a vaudeville house in
Ogdensburg, N. Y„ within the year is
forecasted by inquiries being made in
A site at
the city by realty dealers.
Ford and Caroline streets has been mentioned as the one favored. There is also/

may establish a string of houses .in
Northern New York, offering both vaudeville and pictures. It Is said that if the
syndicate does enter Ogdensburg, It will
take over either the Star or Strand.

:

ward the formation

Way Down East." "•-..
TEMPLE.—Vaudeville.
CRESCENT.—Vaudeville.

the U.

Your. DtftftO r

If,

Rlchford Edwards, who .directed the
at San Diego, Cal„ during
the exposition there, Is now chairman of
the temporary organization working toof a Syracuse Opera
League. "..•*./'•

Harry Lander
'"

Men

and Healthy, Beautiful Vtotrer

is made of plans for
the Knickerbocker Players

Announcement
the return

of

Empire for dramatic stock. The
headed by. Minna Gombell
Howard Rumsey). will open
(Mrs.
shortly after April 15.
''Polly With a

to the

company,

Past" will be the first. This is the fifth
season of the company in this city. -Miss
Gombell, it is stated, will be managing
director of the company. Adelaide Hlbbard, clever character actress, who has
been with the K nicks for several seasons; Hal Salter, another old favorite,
and Philip Sheffield, who won a warm
welcome last year, have signed Knlck.
contracts. Whether Frank Wilcox, part
owner of the Knicks, and leading man,
will be with the company this season is.
still undecided. Mr. Wilcox at present is
In vaudeville.
F. P. Martin, representative here for
M. E. Wolff, of the Empire, is not in a
sanatarlum, as was recently reported.'
:

The Gauthler. at Gouverneur, closed a
week ago by Its 'owner, William Gau_because of a. decline in business,
reopened this week, the proprietor deciding to take another fling at pictures.
thler,

VANCOUVER, B. C.
H P. NEWBERRY.

By

Crowd."

Picture Fxhlbltors* League to vote this
city as the place for their next convention.

much

-

a refreshing antidote for the blues.
The cast, headed by Estelle Wlnwood,
Lawrence Grosmith and Kenneth Doug-

some talk that Famous Players'-Lasky

REGENT. —Pictures.

PICCADILLY— Pictures.

calls

Char-

first

Doree's Celebrities, second half.

George M. Cohan
Fifty,"

N. Y.

By I* B; SKBFFONGTON.
LYCEUM. "Oh My Dear," all week.
TEMPLE.—Vaudeville.
GAYETY. "Butterflies of Broadway.*'
COLUMBIA. "Girls from Erin Isle."

from Denver, has arrived

orc>\Autra,

-

If your act meet* with the requirement* afton,
oomnrnnlrat* and atata hill particular* to

Yiddish,

umbian

-

.••".

•w

patronasa*

BAHN.
week, "Too Many Hus-

Rlccardo Stracciari, baritone, substituting for Amato, originally scheduled
to appear but unable to do so because of
illlness, was heard and given an enthusiastic reception at the. Strand Sunday

, Edward M. Fay, manager of
was re-elected president of

Phone: Central 2950

St.

.

Refined Attractions

Opened to excellent business
Monday: Welting dark last week. Piece"

ing season of the IS. F. Albee Stock include Symona Boniface. Stanley Price
and Helen Reimer. This. will be Miss
Relmer's 20th season with the company. Boniface and Price are new.

and defect* by**

199

'•.

<.'- .i

Booking High Class

N. Y.

bands/'

Engagements announced

E. Balitnger

-.

..,'';••,•-

;

:

*•

'.

ChtearV* Moat Beaatifal

•

B.

offering.

Because of the protests of the Rhode
Island Branch of the Friends of Irish
Freedom and other prominent Irish leaders in the city, the film, "Kathleen
Mavourneen," has been canceled from
the bill at the Bijou. Newport. It was
to have been shown this week.

prorcd methods.

By CHESTER

"Here and There" this week's burlesque

FACIAL 8URGEEY, DERMATOLOGY

W.

.•">.-:>

.'•

NOW

Central 1801

smcusii,

*•

120 West

Dr.

.;

tit.

'Ontario Beach Park, for years the big
summer amusement, has been taken over
by the city for a bathing beach.

THE FAYNES
&

Direction,

war

,::.;

-•.

,

'.f"'.i,

"

v

K«Uor*nt-Th«atr»

FOR THt BOUDOIR

^tVrtt»«r Csl*\

DR. W. E.

•;

--•:)

:

larob«t corrunK
MANUPAOTURIR* IN WIST
CHICAGO
AVE.

137 N.

CTEI!
»

;,'.•!:*,.•

NEW YORK COSTUME CO. Terrace
GOWNS
COSTUMES
Garde n
WABASH

Latest

HOW TO MAKE-UP
toa thi STficr

** s;

MARY HOOVER, RUSTY BENSON, NATE BOLTON

CECIL NOE,

K.'-'.+

-.%-v:.

...

*

KEITH'S THEATRE, JERSEY CITY,
FKfifit

».

'-

-v^'\

•.

;

with

E.BROWN,

\

..

.;

A.

•''

"

'

"»

Present

A

William Fox company is at- Saranac
to do a Russian picture— The
troupe will stay at the village for two
weeks.. William Bach was ahead of the
company.

Lake

Marlon SomerB, of Auburn, an amateur
entertainer, has accepted a contract to
appear in musical comedy in the fall.
Miss Somers, who is 20, at present is
employed at the Auburn National Bank.
She has been prominent In home talent
productions.

EMPRESS.—"Jim's

Girl" presented to

good business by the Empress Players
with Ray Collins, Edythe Elliott, Robert
Lawrence and Margaret Marriott in the
principal

roles.

Next,

'Xlttle

Peggy

1

O'Moore" featuring Edythe Elliott, who
was seen here two seasons ago in the

same

part, sdoring success.
12-13, -vaudeville
ex-service men in aid of B. C.

AVENUE.—

-

show by
Amputa-

Coming .22, all week, "The
Dumbells," road show by former ffrmy

tion Club.

men.

•

^—-r—-: •.--•— ,-:'•:• -—'

.Variety

;
:
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U
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FOUND THE

I'VE

PLACE OF THE BLUEBI

A HEADIMER- j4& a

Solo,

OH!
A

c

MY LADY ^
Doable or Quartet-

serenade
Won't vou listen to-mv
AS A SOLO OR. QUARTET
)

DECIDED NOVELTY. EQUALLY APPEALING*

s'.

CHOCOLATE
BOY %.
MYA SUGARCOATED
A
RARE PICKANINNY SONG— WONDERFUL

I*

v

FOR

.

"SPOT"

PROFESSIONAL MATERIAL

READY

Henrv Burr Mu5ic Corporation

1604-

Broadway, New York

WHAT WOULD YOU

GIVE

».

TO FEEL YOUNG AGAIN?
Many nlddle-iaad
th* vim, vigor and

am

virility

and

wan

tediy attar
of routs throat*
,

IN

LA CROIX'S
GLAND TABLETS

EUROPE

roaititely free from dru*a
This nartfioaa discovery enables couaUeae men and women to defy
Um ravaces of see. Batons lie scthflty. eneny
and vitality of younger days. Band
for oar
Introductory offer today.
Try tbe tablets a weak
and not* the duota, If yea era not ail nutate*! a*
the result, return tbe unused uutti and we vrUt
refund yourmoney la fall. Mailed la plain vrranpar.

DR.

ItW

:

The Dr. La Croix Laboratories
M Wert Wis St
B
New York City

Player* in Europe desiring

1

1

.

.

Dtst

to

advertising'

mail

copy

York, and deposit the amount

payment

in

Which Rivers Have Made

/

VARIETY, New

to

direct

VARIETY:

in

advertise

may

RIETY'S

for

Cross-Continent

credit at the

.'',

DEPdSIT CO.

AU the way you are welcome as a personal guest, and
the question— "Is everything quite right?"— is
prompted by desire for your pleasure felt by train*
men and by the personnel of the CANADIAN PACIFIC HOTELS at which you may stop off—Victoria,
Vancouver, Sicamous, Glacier, Lake Louise, Banff,
Calgary and other leading cities in Canada.

London

S. W.,

For uniformity In cubango, the FnD
Mall

will

Co.

VARIETY
Through

at the
this

accept

for

deposit*

prmlllng

rata.

Sal ooa of the Canadian Pedfle Fasaenger OOees lata
yon with your rsssivatlens-

Naw York.

1231 Broadway. Madison Janata 6640
Chicago, 140 So. Clark St. Majestic 8820 _
San Francisco. 657 Market St., Sutter 1 585
Us Aagslee, 605 So. Spring St.. Plea 3499-64323

manner of transmte-

dinger of

n

to the player
rlak
and acknowledges the Pall Mall Co.1i
receipts at Its own receipts for all
money placed with the Pall Mall ta
ilon, all
la

averted.

Io

VARIETY eaanmea fall

P. $.— Th is Canadian Pacific Railuxo
trip

works equally

u$U both

ways.

VARIETY'S aredIL
>

ROYAL.—Mary
anna"
Corbett

In

"Polly-

to good bualneaa.
Alao James
aerial, "The Midnight Man."

IMPERIAL.—Dark. 'ORPHEUM,— Four Marx

PANTAGES.—Paul

BROADWAY.
headlines

film.

Porelra

hill.

.COLUMBIA—LeoWa
ARENA.—Ice

REX.—D. W.
Question."
_ DOMINION.

vaudeville

and

Bkatlng and hooky.
Griffith's 'The Greatest

— Douglas

MoLean

and

Dorla May in "Twenty-Three and a Half
Hours' Leave."
GLOBE.— Katherlne McDonald In "The

.Turning Point."

MAPLE LEAF.—Mary
"Pollyanna."
film.

pictures.

In "Flcadllly

— "The

Plckford

Man,"

Miracle

G RAND VIEW.—"Chooalng

a

In

Wife."

—

KITSILANO. Constance Talmadge in
"A Virtuous Vamp."
PROGRESS. NATIONAL. FAIRVIEW.
PRINCESS.—FUma.
Robert Lawrence, the new member of
Empress Theatre Stock Company, is
doing good, work and has become poputhe

lar.

who
the

He succeeds Sherman Balnbridge,
directing the plays presented by
Woodward Players In Spokane.
Is

HOW'S YOUR ACT
BUMPUS & LEWIS, 245 W. 46th St, N. Y.

Phone
Bryant

Mil

"Pollyanna" la playing at both the'
Royal and Maple Leaf, which are controlled by the Columbia Theatre, Ltd.

"MlmlP

.

.

hr

-

.

NATIONAL—Chaunoey

Olcott In "Macushla."
Opened Sunday night to hla
usual good bualneaa.

~

~

Washington
A SHOBBRT-OARRICK.
Opera
Company, the Government owned
musical organization, is offering a series
of operas this week with visiting artlata
in the principal role*.
Otaker Marak
and Mary Cavan appear In "Pagllaoot"
and "The Secret of Susanna" Monday and
Tuesday evenlnga.
Wednesday and
Thursday evenings the same two operaa
will be given with Serge de Zanoo appearing aa Canlo, -while Friday and
Saturday nights will be devoted to
"Faust," -with Cesar Neal In the leading
tenor role.
COSMOS.—Vaudeville and pioturea,

GAYETY.—"Beauty Truat/^
FOLLY.—Hayes "Own Show."
LOEW'S PALACE. — Filma,^ "Alarm
>
LOEW'S COLUMBIAy—"Jack Straw."'
MOORE'S RIALTO.—"The Stolen Kiss."
CR AND ALL'S METROPOLITAN.— 'The
Forbidden Woman."
MOORE'S GARDEN.—"On with the

Clock Andy."

hia

taneously at
bocker.

has

Vr
'

."

i>

«

I-

Crandall

showing
politan,

"The Witching Hour" was the attracEmpress last week and atforded Edythe Elliott an opportunity for
some fine emotional acting. It was substituted for "The Misleading Lady."

:.-'.

/

—

viewed elsewhoro In tbta issue.
'SOLI'S.—Marie Dreaaler In "TillloV
Nightmare." Box office Indicates a good
week.

Dance/*

•-

Jim."

and

Bros,

vaudeville.

vaudeville

!'

COLONIAL.—Owen Moore
Plckford

.

;

600 Miles of Spectacular "Locations"

Regent St

St

SHUBERT-BELASCO.

Adolf Phllipp and Edward PaulCOn.
its flrat ahowlng Sunday night- at thla
house, with Chaplne, Robert Pitkin,
Helen Hanlon. Alfred Kappoler, Marie
McConnell, Letty Yorke; Fred Walton,
Lllliaa Dlx, Jack Paulton and Louie
Spauldlng.
The piece waa not very
kindly received by the local dallies. Re-

Pacific Rockies

from Vancouver on the Coast to Calgary in the foothills
of the Rockies— your train trails one waterway after
another-Fraser, Thompson", Kamloops Lake, Shuswap
Lake, Columbia, Kicking Horse, Bow- and for twentyfour hours you ride through an Alpine Fairyland—'

PALL MALL

KEITH'S.— Vaudeville,

'

.

The Canadian

Carlton

WASHINGTON, 0. C
HARDIE MEAKIN.

By'

Jump

take the Canadian Pacific Railway and follow nature's
Mghway built a million years ago. For all the way

-

VA-

to

it

Oe Tour Next

adopted the

policy

of

new feature picture simulhla downtown house. Metro-

and hla uptown

one, Knicker-

WHITE PLAINS,

N. Y.

tlon at the

";

played by this oompany
will be repeated
again. "The Tiger Woman" will be another attraction at thla playhouse. •

Nina Howell, and her associated playera >opened In stock at the new Palace
here last week.
"Which One Shall Z
Marry?" by Ralph Thomas Kettering,
was presented.

The Vancouver Conservatory of Dramatic Art, under direction of Robert
Athon, will shortly preaent "The Truthful Liar," "Mffry Jane'a Pa" and "Are You
a Mason" with a caat composed of students of the school.

George K. Brown, until recently manager of the Strand, has taken over the
Palace and will manage It. The return
of stock to this city Is being watched
closely as other cities In the country are
to
after

which was

first

In July, 1917,

and which

expected

pattern

It.

THE IMPRESSION YOUkMAKE ON THE AUDIENCE
Means Your

Livelihood. Our Curtains Will Give Your
Act Atmosphere. All Colors, Unique Designs. Handsomely Painted New Curtains Our Specialty. For Sale

and Rent

J

MOVING MCTURES

52

wmt$ttn

WVOLL
There didn't seem very much to the
at the Rivoli from a Quantity standpoint this week. However, there was
quality. The opening selection vti vlotor Herbert'* Irish Rhapsody while the
sixth Sonata en the organ olosed the
Sandwiched between were the
show.
news weekly, a song production, the
Charles Ray feature, "Alarm Clock
Andy," and a Harold T-loyd comedy.
The news weekly contained cuts from
the Fox. Pathe and Oaumont releases,
the whole containing; nothing; startling
bill

or thrilling.

_

•

,

The song solo was offered by Emanuel
List, basso, the selection being "When
the Bell In the Lighthouse Rings." . The
set for it was very effective, showing a
rooky coast with a tiny lighthouse, with
a practical light. There, was a surf
effect used, the Aim evidently being proWhile It dejected from back stage.
tracted the attention from the sololst.lt
added materially to the effectiveness of

"Haunted Spooks"

is

the

title of

man named Calhoun is suspected of being the Hawk. He is in love with Helen

Hamilton. Mr. Tourneur omitted before
proceeding with his pioture to get us
romantically Interested In the personality of the Hawk so the rest of the ohase
fell rather flat
On the whole this film
Is average but no more.
It should have
torn the market apart
£ee&

THE DEADJJER
Mary Wi Hard...
Henry Wlllard.

.

SEX.

......... .B la noh

Sweet
Winter Hall
...Roy Leidtew
Harvey Judson. ....... Mahlon Hamilton
Russell Simpson
Jim Willis
Jules Borney... ........ ..Boris Kerloff
Huntley Green

the way and serves to bring back to
the screen a slender and less voluptuous
Blanche Sweet but a girl still as attractive as ever and much more lively. All
Miss Sweet learned about acting before
a camera from D. W. Griffith Is still at
her finger tips, and a pleasant comedy
touch Is In this Pathe special besides
The photography Is fine, the choice of
locations excellent the support all that
could be asked, and, while Bayard Velller's story seems a little out of date,
A novel final close-up brings
It will do.
a good hour's entertainment to an amusI«xj.
ing climax.

Is

direction.

Carelessly done,

starred In this.

Fox feature and gives her usual good

all

first class

That's

a

this

love.

piece

has Miss Brockwell to thank for
value.

the

is, build your soene on a comedy story
that has boon told around the country
for a couple bf years (always providing'
the story Is clean enough) and the audience will start laugWag the first shot Is
past. That happened to be the case with
this picture which utilised the story of
the two Hebrews talking business in
the automobile and projecting their
arms from the side of the car. It was
the biggest laugh wallop In the pioture.

The feature Is an Inoe-ParameuatArtcraft which seems short of five reels.
Charles Ray, the star, has a boob part
that la of the type In ffneral of his
usual characters, but still somewhat
different. It was thoroughly enjoyed.

N

STRAND.

Sunday afternoon's business at the
attracted a capacity audience.
No radical departure of the usual manwas
>

Strand

I

ner in presentation of the .Program
noted, the orchestra opening with the
••Prelude," and followed by the Topical
The compilations this wesa
Review.
are lacking in Interest, although a laugh
getter<proved to be a strip of film showcocktail
ing; a boose expert concocting a
The musical features were
Havana.
In
the Russian Cathedral Quartet and
Bldora Stanford,, the latter singing in a
pleasing soprano voice selections from
••Look Who's Here." The Russlaas sang
two airs heard previously at .the Rlalto,
•zaiuiia" and the familiar "Boatmen's
'

^The brightest spot was tKeBupM
"Haunted
oyd comedy, entitled
and Mr. Lloyd
,

.

1,1

Spooks." The comedy
one conclusive faot that
they are comedies In the real sense. In
lotion, material and situations "Haunted
Spooks" la, the best that Lloyd nasdone
Days,"
so far? The feature, "Dangerous Samuel
reviewed elsewhere, in offered by
Wsp.
Goldwln and Rex Beach.
ability prove

{paramount

THE CAPITOL
The Capitol program la so long, tvtoM
dose of it taken at once it tiring. This
is not alone the reviewer's otlMOsv^W
has consulted patrons of the hpuss generally and discovered a Blngular o2» n
BesTde «a*<£
imity on this point.
news, a comedy and the. feature there
Woie a Universal release for the Stf*o
man's War Relief with. Holbrook BUnn.
and
Jeanne Uegiea. Helen MacKellarsongs
Irish
Ethel Intropldl featured.
and dances are given before a chorus
grouped round the stage In a Gaelic
Stewart.
O.
William
Fels irtaged by
"My Lady's Garter" Is reviewed^ elsewhere. Dances by AlberUna Basoh were
rceived with aoclaim. The woman is a
great artlBt
'

WM

HY

LADY'S GARTER.
Wyndham Standing

Bruce Calhoun
Helen Hamilton
Henry Van Derp

Sylvia Breetner

Meredith
Dexter
Brokaw Hamilton.
Mrs. Hamilton

Keats Gaunt

Holmes H. Herbert
»?L
9 i0Clerget
AmPon5
Paul

•

WM

1

y*r??n
,0^^
* D,r&£?£
^Hl
Charles Craig
.

•

1

.

Neither Maurice Tourneur who directed nor Lloyd Lornergan who adapted
Jacques Futrelle's novel to the screen
this
can congratulate themselves onGaunt
feature They have left old man
out enUrelyend caught U"U " any of
the sparkle and charm of the original.
tacks
elsewhere
Mr. Tourneur here as
They do not proceed
In his big effects.
naturally and inevitably from the scheme
of 4he story and tb» Procedure here Is

a

bit

awkward

to

boot

it.

Paramount Mack Sennett Comedies are
".''.nothing like them.

from the Museum and a youag

features.

Everybody knows there's

Play them up as features and watch the crowds come.
-

*

FEATURING

,

CHARLES MURRAY
Harriet

&*&&£

photographed, however, and ,P«f«*P*
everyone won't catch this oversight.
The famous Salisbury garter has been
stolen

?Gee whiz!" says father. "Look at Charlie Murray!"
"Gee whiz!" says mother. "Those men will break their necks!"
"Gee whiz!" says BilL "Some girls!"
That's how it goes when you show a Paramount Mack Sennett Comedy.
The whole family make a headlong rush for your theatre and they all enjoy

*»»•$•»•

point there 1b carelessness about detail.
are looking at a single
suddenly are shown a train rusning
along on one of two tracks and are
asked to believe there wiU be a colThe avoidance of on* Is cleverly
lision.

We

snmz ! *
every minute of

I

Hammond, KaHa Pasha and Eddie Gribb on
^ Directed by BICHABD J0NE9

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
Mm^iXasaKrn$.JE$tglXimtaitPmCtCIL%nmil»lln0trCtmnt
n»W YOUtO
J
,

•"

I

III

II

..

Ill

I

of

work

its chief

Lead.

It conlatest Harold Lloyd comedy.
tains a flock of snlkkers and a couple of
good belly laughs, and with it an object
lesson to comedy producers. The latter

'

pity, for

Miss Brook well is one of the few with a
punoh. She can get a sense of realityinto, moat » things, but poor handling
has kept her from being a star of the
Louise Glaum magnitude.
In this story Miss Brockwell is a girl
In the North woods separated from nor
real love by an accident. She gets Into
a traveling theatrical company, Is parted
again from her love by the -lying tongue
of the hell cat of a leading lady, but
finally Is reunited to him when about to

marry a man she does not

THE DEVTmUDDLE.
Gladys Brockwell

This Isn't heavy, hut It goes well

Serf ormanee. She is capably supported
y William Scott but the stuff they appear In lacks finish, intelligent plan and

.'^'' ,

f*

,

fr- ;'-;i

Oww

"BF=^

WWS
pictures.

their

'

.,

.

A new

newest

star,

will

•

V

,:

Brat

>

•

.has

.

n

Kenneth

R. Smith has joined tha Brunton publicity forces.

;!

The International Film Company (Cosmopolltan productions) will be merged
Into one unit in the new studio head-/

'

quarters. 129th street and Second' avenue. 'It is planned to merge the scenario,
produc tlpnt publicly and other, depart-

;

ments.

:

V
N

(

The Motion Picture Directors' Assoclation banquet originally scheduled to be
held at -the BUtraore April' 1, has been
postponed until April 10. .;•;.•
Burr Mcintosh wilt play the Squire In
the film Version of "Way Down Bast"
will play Hi Holler.

>

Edgar Nelson
•

-•

..

-

*v

-

•

,

knows

of Janet
It la the big brother

!|

.

first,

the

.

.

,

..

;
'

good program

The

,

"A Mod-

ern Salome," Is booked, for the Broad.•'•
"
way/.^ ••
,
•

'

'
;

Goldwyn

release.

.

Matthias Radin, president,, of Tyrad
Pictures, inc., has purchased "The Soar
of Shame," a 6-part photodrama starring
Lucuie: DeTar. It will be released via
the state right market.

"The

has acquired' the rights to
by Channing Pollock and
<
Ayery Hop wood.

who runs Into a den of -the jewel smugglers quite by accident, and there meets
a. sweet young girl who says to him:
"Please help me—pretend I'm with you."

Metro

Moore

i

"Clothes,"

.

is

series.

'"

Frank

mount

to stop

P. Donovan, formerly of, Paraarid Rathe, who. was compelled
work on a 7-reel picture, is re-

covering from a nervous breakdown.

a demobilised army captain

men to his staff
Ray has completed

technical

week, Charles

this

the

organization of his studio personnel and
has commenced work on the introductory
details Incident to production at his

new

Los Angeles studios.
»«

Realart has acquired the Morosco studios in Hollywood, and Wanda Hawley,

•

be said In

favor

Its

is

By

Sir Gilbert Parker

m

Bert Lyteil

Starring

"Old Lady 31*
By Rachel Crothers
'

Emma Dunn

Starring

"The Very

Idea**
By William Le Baron

st at/ring

ixsM

'

Taylor Holmes

that

"Should a

Woman

Telir
.By Finis Fox

•

Alice Lake

Featuring
t

The WiUowTree"
By

J, H, Benrimo and.
Harrison Rhodes i

Viola

Dana

\

Andrew Gray.......... .....Charles Ray

"The Walk-Offa*

George Webb
William Blinker
MUlloent Fisher
Dorothy Wells
.Tom Guise
Mr. Wells. .
Mr, Dodge... .......... .Andnew Rpbsoa

The

Ray

latest Charles

By

Frederic and Fanny Hatton

released by Paramonint-Artcraf
shows the star in a type of role that Is
consistent with those-' that he has apture

Withal his characterization In this vehicle is somewhat
The
different from those In the past
Slcture seems to be a short flve-reeler,
ut It contains no end of laughs and a
most satisfactory ending for Ray fans.
aphas
picture
best
Ray
Isn't
the
It
in,

Fng.

but

it Is

'

t

a good program often.
,

Jolo.

A.

Heme

Alice

Lake

and others of the Perfect

1

Thirty^ix!

girl, In the meantime not overlooklittle detail of setting baok the
efficiency expert of the office who Is the
y
hfiftW
Mifllcent Fisher la the lead opposite
the star and gives a charming interpretation of the role. George Webb plays
satisfaction
and
great
with
heavy
the
Tom Guise Is the gruff old boss.
The picture will undoubtedly find

Better book them and

come

in

for

your

share of the Federal

Reserve note foliage.

-

This Robertson-Cole feature deals in
the main with the problem of the civilized half-breed, his struggle to return to
This own people to lift the curtain of
ignorance and consequently secure more
of the benefits of the scheme of life, as
conducted by the surviving white man,
Last Of all his struggle whether to
.

marry Into the race that

A

is

ing the

—
gave

By Janes

Starring
-

Is

the

-

,

|

by Agnes. Christine Johnson and the production was directed by
Jerome Stornv

The story

Allison

"Shore Acreaw

peared In In the past.

peared

May

Starring

starring fea-

great picture.

THE TOIRD WOMAN.

With the addition of several well

known

%
"The Right of Way"

had It been produced three or four years
back It would have coined all sorts of
money.
The feature found direction In the
capable Reginald .Barker, who,, apparently did not stint himself In tha expenditure to achieve big results.
.The scenes of the conflagration follow-

might have been made Into a really

father.

The feature Is a very good one, all
things considered, but, with the exercise of a! little more Ingenuity In plot,

Ragland, general sales, manager
for Realart, has tendered. his resignation to accept the post of general manager for Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corp.
J. C.

..Bertram Grassby

stuttering, bashful youngster who
the slave of the alarm clock, through
his being a clerk In a large office, Is the
hero of the tale. He Is Injove with the
boBs' daughter. Of course he overcomes
his bashfulness, lands the biggest kind
of an order for his firm, and finally wins

girl's

"

the

returns must be on such
remarkable productions as

.

ALARM CLOCK ANDY.
-

doea so, saves her from arrest—It
turns out she is innocent of any. wrongdoing, the daughter of a wealthy art
dealer, and in the end marries her. after
recovering the valuable Jewel which, In
fact had not been stolen at all; but la,
all unknowing, in the possession of the

Eileen Percy has been signed by Will-

You can imagine what

.

.

Starring

He

iam Fox for a

...Prank Leigh
. .
H. Milton Boas
....Eddie MoWade
Starke
.
. .Pauline
Florence Deshon

.'
'.

and almost, spiritually enhanced by Ann
Step.
'Forrest as Anna Klein.

'

....

...

.

i .

Earle Williams' next feature will be
by Frederio Van
Rennseiafer- Day. The east includes Vola
Vale, leading woman; H. A. BarroWB
:*
and Frank Crayne,
.

Rudolph Klein....

ing the explosion, the charity ball In
full swing, and the cast prove conclusively that Barker Is worthy of
handling big things in a big Way. The
love Interest of the feature is materially

1

,

receipts comes to the exhibitor who has had the foresight to plant the Fewer and
Better tree on his booking
schedule.

,

Row

satisfying.
It is all

.

Lawson Butt
Clarissa Selwynne
Rowland Lee
Barbara Castleton

What must

-

Dud,"

about the famous Sultana
diamond,- one of those Kohlnoor jewels,
of priceless value, which everybody is
seeking and which- was stolen during
the recent war by the Boohes.
It la
suspected of having been smuggled Into
America and everybody is after it

"The Three Keys,"

ti

-,

ibee.

starring Tom Moore, by Henry C.
land, scenario by Harvey Thew, directed
by Thomas Mills, starts oft as II it would
eventuate into one of the most absorbing International smuggling stories ever
written.
It originally appeared in the
"Saturday Evening Post" and waa transferred to the screen with an adaptation
following closely the original version*
Goldwyn has spared no expense in the
matter of cast, production, etc., surrounding the star with such capable
artists as Naomi Childera, Edwin Stevens,
etc., but, somehow or other, the story
peters out after a brilliant start and
the finish is relatively weak and un-

Lubllner ft Trlns, important exhibitors
In the Northwest, were In town this
week,, and It was, reported, they were arranging an alliance with Famous Players-Lasky.. ,., ;;; ,., r
,

release.

'1

iniwmmmt.

i

Qoldwyn.
The theme coming at this late date
and following an era in the cinema
market when it was flooded with simifar material, takeB the edge off It as a.
-'
commercial proposition.

THE DUD.

Activities.

first picture,

.

Interesting though the scenario seems
to provide too much haste In the disposal
of the loot The close-ups at the finish
of bride and groom affords a finish of
lighter nature than the preceding aeries
of events and lend a romantic touch
hardly visible previously.
"Black Shadows" shapes up as a fairly

-The office of the National Association
of the Moving Picture Industry is moving into the New York Theatre Building,
acquired several rricnths ago by the Famous Players-Lasky Interests.
The
N. A. P. I. will occupy the suite formerly
used by the Committee on Training Camp

i i

•KB'

production.
That of course, takes' In
the names of Samuel Goldwyn and Rex
Beach, and the release Is through

Is

,.

Hope Hampton's

"fence,"

The story by Natalie Sumner Lincoln

(

i

-;

An untimely feature. The subject Is
one that Mrs. Hary Roberts Rinehart as
authoress, drew largely upon her imagination and Industrial facts as they existed during the period when. the United
States was on the verge of hostilities
with Germany. There is consequently
the story of plotting by. German agents
In this country to undermine the activities of munition manufacturers, etc.,
Nothing that has not been already
etc.
shown on a vast sqale previously. The
picture is billed as an Eminent Authors

quickly attained. W. H. Mitchell in
directing "Black Shadows" has dona well
Misa Hyland, despite her star
role, la not made too much of a central

"Billy Jim," has been sold to Metro;
second, "The Duke of Chimney
•
being bid for

Butte,'; Is

.

m

:

Dr. Haverford
Delight Haverford
Marion. Hay den...
Rodney Page......

la

and produced by
Fred Stone have been completed. The

•'>•

Clayton Spencer.
Natalie Spencer.
Graham Spencer.
Audrey Valentine

Dunbar

enough.

.features with

Miii i

,

Ann Forrest
Anna Klein... .«-..-••
.....Stanton Heck
Herman Klein....

accldently

figure.

Two

i

rJ

of the big luscious box-office

what aha

who

i

DANGEROUS DATS,

comes upon Barnard putting Janet in
a trance and a solution of the robberies

K The second production; which stars
Gail Kane,, In called ."Tha Scarlet
Dragon.-" ~ " s
'

.

a

disposing of jewelry at
Marjorle doea not disclose

E
.n

)

.

-

Willard King Bradley, who wrote
"Empty Arms" for Lester Park and Edward Whiteside, has sold another photoplay to the, same producers.

v.

iliiniummii HiM

Vsfi

of social drama.

Although Barnard throws susFcion on Marjorle and her name is used

Grace 'Cornell 'has finished a picture
"A Romance
of Gloversr-^™"
'

Peggy Hyland is starred.
"Black Shadows" may have been out
and. If so. that was the right Idea If

spell.

for Un|versal,

: vllle"

'3

;

1

.

"

T

'.*Hs

.

is' lacking in action, deas moat features' do with
weightier subjects oh explanatory matter In titles to impress its realism:. The
director has gone ahead giving .local
color heretofore seldom found in .such
features.
This Is the part where .the
hero (Carlyle Blaokwell), after returning to his people, takes up their customs
'In the scattered Pueblos of Arizona.
The work of Mr. Blackwell and nis
Sersonal adaptability for the role have
een a wise selection. His feature* are
well suited and his handling of what
seems a difficult role enhances the symSathy which this character is bound to
raw with the unfolding ot the feature.
The subject and the feature in general
should bring more than an average
draw. It is a relief from the balderdash

maintained interest was sought.
"Miss Hyland plays Marjorle Cooper
whose old Quaker-like grandmother has
spent the principal of her competanoa
So when the
instead of the Interest.
well-to-do Fordyces come to the Cooper
home to ask advice as to a companion for Janet, the blossoming Ferdyce
daughter, Marjorle has little trouble in
persuading her grand ma to allow her
Marjorle quickly
to fill that position.
becomes the* life of the Fordyce household and a romance between her and
the grown son Is foreseen.*
But tho lovo Interest in "Black Shadows" is made but a faint thread, in fact,
hardly figures until the end. Janet Is
being courted by one Barnard, easily
pegged as a vllllan. One night an alleged hyptomlst is provided as amusement at a house. Before he leaves there
is an exchange of words with Barnard,
disclosing the fact that the pair had
one time been In the same "graft."
Janet is mentioned as a fit subject for
hypnosis and from then on 1b often put
under the influence by Barnard and inJewelry Is missed
structed to Bteai.
from various persons and although
Marjorle sees Janet purloin Bhe does not
know that tbjb maid Is. under a hypnotic

.

Lyons .and Moraif. Vitagraph oomedlans, have completed" the first five-reel
comedy feature from the Edgar Frankn 5 a aalne t°W.' "Everything but the
#

-/*'!,

not suffer because the last
features are long' and far

pending

!

Lucien Hubbard, last with Vitagraph,
joined the Universal as scenario
editor on the West coast under Perer
He&tn.

I.

!>•

;i

The, feature

The" story rather than tha acting Is
firlmary in this William Fox feature of
Ittle more than four reels), In which

"The Invisible

.''*:

may

It

mentioned
between.

BLACK SHADOWS.

record has been broken. An.has put forth a klssleie

'"''

•

....

Moreno

serlal,jjic.ture in SO reels,

-

/'•'ttflfl

his mother or return to the third
" "
'-"
woman.?
There Is a good deal to be aatd'of .this
subject, that is, Its serious Import, but
a good deal of this problem hM already
big
feawidely
in
two
been
depleted
tures (If not more), "The Squaw -Man"
and "Ramola." As a commercial propo-

The employees of the Eastern studios
of the Famous Players-Lasky are to give
a ball at the Commodore April 28, prior
to the opening of the Long Island studio

;

:

•',

•

make her

production there.

1

•

,

&•'•'..

:
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Mn

Mr. and
George Randolph haVe
-completed two stories. "The Son of Walllngford" and "The Scarlet Cloak," for

-

'

'

\V

:

f

•

Cotl no GtftfthVnext feature will be

-

'•''•'

•/

,

OF THE FILM WORLD

««
£
rounwtaoes
4-B," by Forrest ChriBsey.
•

tonio

."c

':

j

;

i

''':-.

''

birth to

great favor with the Ray fans and prove
Interesting to even the casual film goers.
...

•

.'".'

•

-
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tant to kiss his Intended, by kissing her

THE BELOVED CHEATER.

a room suddenly to be darkened for
the occasion.
Following this Introauction, the other la to step In and
thus set the stage for life's kisses to
follow.
But they forgot the expert Is

SOONER OR LATER.

In

lUther a thin situation en which to

base a comedy episode but nevertheless
brough out In the laet half of the Centura in ft manner to keep an audienee la
good humor, "The Beloved Cheater" will
appeal to thoae looking for a comedy
and the name of Lew Cody, the star.
The ploture la releaied through RobertBon-Cole and when caught at the New
York Theatre, that audienee endorsed the
film as a laugh getter In the Isst half of
the feature. Its story In the beginning
drags, and prior to getting into action,
the introduction by Its title is somewhat
misleading as to what Is to follow. Antlclpatioa of a serious episode rather
than the comedy vein confronts the auditor lust as the ploture gets under way.
Its subject and subsequent comedy ars
based on the situation between a highly
experienced philanderer, verted 'In the
art of kissing better than any subject In
that individual's oorrloulum. His best
friend is engaged to be wedded to a
damsel who "loathes" kissing. To obviate that thought In the lady's mind.
the two men entefMnto a secret pact
The more experienced one is to precede
the timid one who Is engaged and hesi-

with a mustache, while tbs
other's growth on the upper Up ts a
blank.
She falls for the passionate
smack of the expert clinging to him
while the room Is pitch dark. The action
later causes the one to step out and the
other approaches with, the follow-up
stuff.
But the young woman finds the
first kiss something she would have more
of and goes after him. A good situation
In the comedy vlen from then on.
The feature Is an expensive one,
though moat of the work la In the
studio.
The sets are uncommonly fine
and the photography Is almost faultless.
An exterior of a mansion la very impres-

.adorned

sive.

Mr. Cody's role of >a batchelor caressing the high spots of life and drinking
his fill Of the' piquancy of flirtation will
the
batchelors, and no woman In the audience
will dare to go away without an afterthought that there Is a lot In life If the
marriage vow. Isn't taken too seriously.

draw him muoh sympathy from

"

Bttf.

This picture Is great fun. It's a Selxnlck release, with Owen Moore starred.
Seena Owen playa the lead and looks
very pretty and attractive In the ault
trimmed with fur she wears throughout
The Idea Is far fetched, but It'a farce,
and the humor keeps a pretty steady
pace.

Mr. Moore Is a' young lawyer and
beauty-proof, but while waiting for a
telephone call he Has time to do anything from build a house to fall In love.
Unfortunately, he doesn't know the girl,
but a friend has lost his wife and the
two are confused. 80 he runs off with
the girl he's crasy about and takes bar
to his friend's house only to learn la
time that she Is free to marry.
,
Previous to this there Is an amusing
Interlude wherein the man and girl try
to nab two kleptomaniacs.
Mr. Moore reglstera and has his old
near-Chaplin method working well.
•

•

•

Contracts were executed last week by
the Associated First National Pictures
for James Oliver Curwood's next feature,
"Nomads of the North." David M. Bartford wlU direct

Easy Picking
of the big lusciou s box-office
receipts cornea to the exhibitor who has had the foresight to plant the Fewer and
Better tree on bis booking
schedule.

You can imagine what the
returns must- be on such
remarkable productions as

That flphoJd The

"The Right of Way*

Eodknson Standards
;

Br

"Old Lady 31*

for forthcoming release to the
of America, under the single
Picture policy first established in April 1919 by
7. W. Hodkinson, these powerful productions:

Bj sUcatl Ciotisrs

exhibitors

Starring

\

J.

Parker Read Jr. presents:

C.

Gardner Sullivan

(

*

"S

n
%

EX"

Released April

"Should a

U

MITCHELL LEWIS

in,

Directed by

Day

Br
Ftaturing

"KING SPRUCE"

See following week's insert

ALL-STAR CAST

Directed by Jack

Theodore

Br

B. BeariaM aai
Harrison Bbsass

starring

in

By Angustoa Thomas

viola

Dana

By Fraasrte an* fanny Battest
suuring May Allison

THE HARVEST MOON"
Directed by J. Searle Dawley

See following week's insert \

Released

These productions, on

and

their dramatic

May 2

"Shore Acres"
By

technical,

power, will be the outstanding picture successes in
the biggest first run theatres of the nation all spring
and summer. They have been picked from individual
sources under our selective system by "the W. wT^
Hodkinson Corporation with the same care and caution that you, the exhibitors, display in picking only
big pictures for your theatres.

Twenty consecutive weeks oi advertising will back
them up in introducing them to you and to the'
•American people.

Jsjass A. Htraa

&£& J^e ^

Starring

/

and others of the Perfect
1

Thirty-Six I

Better book them and

come

in for your
share of tshe Federal
Reserve note foliage.

WW. HODKINSON C0RP0MI0N
427

Fifth

;

The Walk-Offa*

.

C Deitrich and Arthur F. Beck present:

DORIS KENYON

J.

Conway

Released April 25

J

"The Willow Tree*

Warner present:

"DESERT OF WHEAT"

in

By Zane Grey
See following week's insert

Fex

jjfo Istfc
/

Released AprilJ 8

Fltinge F.

Finis

Roy Clements

\

Hampton and

Woman

Tell?*

By Hoi man

Benj. B.

Very Idem*
lay 1 r H o lm es

Starring

'Dial Film Co. presents:

F.

The

Dnnn

Directed by Fred Niblo

See next week's insert

2.

flmrria

By WllUssa LaBarsa

.

LOUISE GLAUM
By

.

Bert Lyt*?U

!.••„-«;>*

WE announce

...

Sit Gilbert Parker

Starring

Amine. Nov TforltOty

'Attributing' tAmtjr/i pAj JlH uch&nsjv, Meorpcrutcd
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As explained in our last advertisement the task of
figuring percentages for the entire United States and
Canada has required more time than anticipated. It
has been our firm purpose not to sell a single franchise
until the correct rating of every territory has been
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A MANHATTAN KNIGHT.

INSIDE STUFF
J

John Fenton
Bella Charmlon

ON.PICTDR1S

;

The Comment in this department last
week on the Doris Keane picturization
of "Romance" is denied by those interested, especially Hiram Abrams.
He

-

and he has no other connection
with the enterprise. We have paid
*

•

'

mately

A woman

outside the Capitol read

Marshall Neilan has formed the

ft

A

story was released this week that
Carl Laemmle and
H. Cochrane had
arranged to purchase the stock holdings in Universal now held by P. A.
Powers. Not so long ago Laemmle
offered his holdings to a film man not
connected with Universal and, oddly
enough, Powers made *- similar proposition to the outsider on the same day.

CHI'S

,

^

B.

Chicago,'

$4,000,000.

March

17.

Ground has been broken by Bataban
and Katz for their Capitol Theatre, opposite the State-Lake on State street,
which will be unique in many respects.
It will cost according to contractual

.,:.

R

estimates, close to $4,000,000, will seat
and will have a policy of specially
feature.- films, spectacles and
high-class vocal artists.
The stage is being equipped with
traps and .tanks big enough to show
skating and diving specialties of any
known magnitude. The interior is to
be artistic to the last breath in modern
decorative progress, with
hanging
boxes covering all wall spaces, so that
there will be no blank walls to be
seen, but the entire auditorium, 'from
floor to roof, will be .encased in unbroken:- series of draped togej and
5,000

<

Staged

sentative for Mary Pickford, is in New
first half of his lap around
the country. On his arrival last Monday, Carlisle Robinson, Douglas Fairbanks' man, started for the coast over boxes.
the southern route McGaffey covered.
The theatre will occupy full 6 stories
These two "lily painters" have been out
over the whole ground space, and on
of Los Angeles for a fortnight visiting
the 7th floor the firm is building a
papers in each of the big centers trying
complete' stage as large- as the one in
to forestall any publicity that might
have been injurious to the interests of *" Jhe Jneafre, where they will produce
and rehearse "their "stunts,"' project
their stars.
McGaffey will make his
way back to the coast over the north- their pictures in advance and house a
staff of music arrangers, stage craftsern route, leaving New York Sunday.
Miss Pickford is not to come East this v men, publicity promoters and designers of effects..
V
spring. At present she is at work in
It will cost about $25,000 weekly to
Los Angeles on the production of "Hop
run the Capitol, there being a fixed
o' My Thumb," which is to be comoverhead of about half that amount
pleted before New York receives a visit
with rent, taxes' and interest. The
from her.
prices will be normal, not, to exceed 55
'''"
cents.
In a convened council. of a film proWith the opening of the Capitol
ducer the other day, the lament was
Balaban and Katz will take their place
loud that the price for plays for picas the foremost;- purveyors of their,
tures had advanced too far. One of the
type of amusement in America outcouncil, acknowledging the justice of
side of New York.
They will then
the producer's remark, suggested that
have four tremendous new houses of
it might be worth Avhile trying some of

York on the

_,.
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CAPITOL TO COST

'.'.'

Kenneth McGaffey, .publicity repre-

,

''•'
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Mayer, who has Anita Stewart and Mildred Harris Chaplin under contract.

sion to call for one of his assistants,
named Arthur. "Oh, Arthur!" he
yelled.
The man he wanted wasn't
around, so Engel yelled again: "Arthur,
Arthur I" Three doors flew open and
Winchell Smith, Bayard Veiller and
Peter B. Kyne appeared, each bowing
low. They thought Engel was calling
Author."

I*

V

'

:

the

time plays. "These modern
authors have gone crazy in their deold

mands,
couldn't

he said. "Why
take a chance on a Shakes-

that's certain,"

we

play?
They are heavy, of
course, but there's none better known,
and Shakespeare is the greatest play-

pearian

wright who ever lived." "Good Lord I"
exclaimed the producer, "if he's the
it, for he
would want more than anyone else, you
can bet on that."
greatest, don't even think of

George Bronson-Howard has reason
to call on any gods he believes in to
deliver him from his friends.
Their
latest service has been to spread far
and wide the report that he was dying.
Several of them were spreading it
through the village beginning almost

month ago, and finally a .cit izen of
Broadway, compass in haridTandgas"
mask on, ventured down there and
a

him.
to

S. B. M. Association in Los Angeles.
Its membership is to be entirely com- *

prised of former employes of Louis B.

the new type in Chicago, with a fifth
yet to be built, and will begin to expand to other cities of the interior.
They have procured virtually unlimited
capital, and their houses are being
quoted on the street as netting during
the past year an aggregate profit of
$1,500,000.

LINCOLN CLAIMS MORE.
E. K. Lincoln is invoking the help
of the courts to secure an accounting
from the S-L Picture Corporation
(Sawyer and Lubin) on the earnings
of "Virtuous Men," a production in
which he starred and originally
financed. Joseph Schottland, attorney
for the picture star has started an action in his behalf against the S-L.
Lincoln intimates that he did not
receive a fair share of the profits of
"EHe p&CBNL' ftfthoUill

he did~obtaimt'

return of the cost of production.

.,

....Charles Blatter

a

girl.

In the next episode he goes to a ball

and through an. error of the hat-check
boy balls out the wrong coat, finding a.
note in the pocket which Informs him
of the location of The House of the
Bllndmen, where the girl is being held
i

for a million ransom. He locates the
Joint and after several six-round bouts
with various members of the crowd who
are on guard, he succeeds In locating
the girl, only to find that the building

In this picture, -as the film comes
he battles with at least 12

finale,

guerillas, and the manner in which he.
filants a left, followed with a right, and
he shadow stuff would make a Benny

»

Joseph Engel, Metro treasurer, who
at present in charge of the company's studio in Hollywood, had occap'

Detective

"

Mangus O'Shea
Louie R. Wolhelm
Jack Raymond
Sproul
Walter Mann
His Daughter
Pauline Garon
Her Sweetheart.,
W. A. Sullivan
Another Detective
L. J. O'Connor
This Is an Interesting feature, 'it can
safely be Included .In the. week's program of a house booking pictures of a
variety where melodrama takes precedence. The feature stars George Walsh,
perhaps Its greatest recommendation.
As may be Inferred from his previous
releases, he takes the honors In all
scenes, the continuity bringing him Into
the kind of notion that the Aim fans areaccustomed to seeing In releases starring

$400,000.°

is

Hammond

William H. Budd

Stool Pigeon

the. sign,. "Dorothy Dalton in 'Black
and: White'," and asked her husband,
"Is that a taxicab story?"

.we have an investment of approxi-

time rescuing his daughter from the attentions of the mob.
8tuart Holmes Is a cousin of the pros,
and is hand in glove with the schemers,
as is also his sweetheart, a vamplsh
looking moll' who is bunking the
president and his family with one hand
and slipping the low down, on their
plans to the gang with the other.
After doing a flop In their efforts to
steal the bonds they kidnap the bankers'
daughter from the rear end of a train
as all hands are going to Chicago.
Benny is Inside the train helping the
vamp with her baggage and the trick
Is pulled off before he gets hep. As soon
as be does he leaps from the train and
Jumps into one of the assistant director's autoa for a mad chase after the

George Walsh
Virginia

Warren Cook
Crook "Butler
John Hopkins
The Family Doctor.... William T. Hayes
A Medium
...Cedrlc Bills

ding for (he release rights.

$150,000 for the story; the production
appropriation is $200,000, and there will
be a further investment of $50,000 for
prints and advertising. In other words,

•

Their Uncle

heard the report. Like most things that
come from the village it isn't true.
True enough is the fact, that Mr.
Bronson-Howard had an attack of the
flu, but in the end, as is his custom;
he beat the everlasting daylights out
of the disease.' He is back at work,
very much alive and very resentful
as to the "exaggerated" reports of his
demise, as he is about to direct a series
of pictures founded on one of his
classic adventure stories, and the reports gave temporary pause to the bid-

says: "The picture .is less than onethird completed and Miss Keane will
spend at least four weeks more at the
studio working on it. Regarding the
allegation that it is a venture of D. W.
Griffith's, that js incorrect.
Tht production is being made by the United
Artists, of which Mr. Griffith is a member,

Gordon Brewster

is

on fire.
The "Evil Bye"

Is

prominent throughout and
never misses a chance to put the sax
in about Leonard, but right prevails
and up 'to episode three the light-weight
king had grabbed all the decisions..

Holmes

Is

The lost episode sees more battles for.
girl's mother, who is
an automobile accident while following him and
the vamp, who has oopped ber jewels.
The banker is also knocked off at this
stage when he entero the house unexpectedly and pipes Holmes trying to.
open the pete to get the bonds out.
They have a realistic looking struggle,
Holmes finally croaking him and biding
Benny, and the

falling for Holmes, is killed in

,

I

blB body In the safe. The vamp .pulls,
a bone and turns one of the tumblers

locking the safe with the jack Inside.
Leonard meanwhile is busy outside
the house cleaning up about ten plug
and enters to find nobody home

uglles,

but the gun moll. We leave them there
with the heroine vowing to solve the
mystery as to what has happened to her
parents.

•

/

The photography Is excellent and the
follow each other like ducks to
water. Leonard wisely refrains from
trying to act and looks Immense In all
his scenea He even survives the close-glnia Hammond, who seems reduced from
ups, which is a sure- test of his well
-stardom in the present instance.
'v..
-known ability to hit and get away.
The scenario, by Paul H. Sloane, from
Holmes Is villainously excellent and
the story by Gelett Burgess, is a strlkthe
rost of the supporting company are
lng example of continuity for the benewell cast and capable.
fit of a star in action... Shots of gun v
Ruth Dwyer is a sweet, lovable little
play In a close room and a pitched battle
person as the banker's daughter, and
coats
.the
blue
a
In
gunmen and
between
though a newcomer in the world of
subterranean passage, supposedly under
pictures she should go far.
a saloon (running open a la lslT) should
Benny looks like a sure thing as a
find favor with mentalities appreciative
draw and easily cops the honors from
of picture plays.
of the 10-20-30 style
all the pugilistic and athletic stars who
•'
-•
?.•••• - Sfsp.
have hopped before the camera. He
looks like a college boy, and if the spectators weren't familiar with his facial
THE EVIL EYE.
characteristics, he could get by. for a
replica of any ordinary young chap.
Benny 'Leonard has spent some busy
Leonard plays hfs role< with the shadow
moments In his life getting away from
of a smile hovering around his lips,, as
the slams of Johnny Dundee, Jack Britthough- he realised that it was all in
ton, Ted (Kid) Lewis and the 'rest of
fun, and he- tears into his work with a
the' hitters, but he was never busier In
businesslike manner .that probably exhis career than we find him in the Super
plains why he is at the top of the
Hallmark release, distributed by Aener
lightweight ladder.
Enterprises and monlckered "The Evil
The picture should draw like wildEye."
particularly now that our other
fire,
The- scenario is by Roy MacCardell and
film champion, Jack Dempsey, 1b Justly
the direction is by J. Gordon Cooper unUnjustly In temporary disfavor.
or
der the supervision of Wally Van.
Con.
photographs
.
Benny Is the hero and
like' a clean cut Juvenile fresh from the
thrills

..
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.
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Tomashef sky theatre, -He knocks dozens
of pugs for a row of, bath 'houses, and

saves the heroine every 20 minutes. He
is a bank messenger, and a gang of
grafters led by the "Bvll Bye" have
planned to take the bank for a million
In bonds. Around their efforts the story
evolves and nothing wilder or wollier
has been seen, since. Tracey the outlaw
tried to stick up the country a feW
......
years ago...
"The Evil Bye" is a one-eyed man,'
and he has confederates by the. dozen.
Blind men, panhandlers, ex-pugs and
numerous others are trying every mln-.
uto to outsmart Leonard and the bank
the father of the
president, who Is
heroine. For one episode they try to
get the papers away from the champ,
aided and abetted by everyone In the
Benny out-slugs
but
neighborhood,
them and plants them safely in the
home of the bank president, at the same
•

.-.

WE CAN PAY
Attractive Prices for Old

Moving

Picture Films In Reels or feres

PETER LEONARDH A tONI

•

to safety.

dium's house the stunt of hoisting the
draperies .by a mechanlcarprocess, leaving the room In a condition as naked of
the medlumlsttc furnishings as it was in
the original Ib Used here. The trick may
be original as far the legit piece is concerned, certainly it has not been done
before If memory recalls correctly. Andwhether a battle may ensue as a result
of it, there is now no way of telling.
The feature exhibited In the new. Fox
studio's projection room was not shown
to the advantage It might/ have benefited by in exhibiting on a screen generally in use at public showings.
A good many of the scenes are studio
and show substantial but not Inexpensive seta The cast seems capable, and
sharing the honors with Walsh is Vir-.,..
.

-

I

'wheeled out of
harm's way and In the next episode,
after the usual "Did Frank and Dora
Perish in the Flames"? see next eplsode, Leonard climbs a ladder with her

Leonard blush. So much for the action, i
The story Is taken up with tho "athletic"
Manhattanlte, who stumbles Into a lady's
apartment after getting the gate In a
medium's house. The latter urges him
to take the air, while she supposes the
police are going to make a calk From
that point on he Is Involved In 'securing.,
valuable Jewels for the lady he meets,
The letter's brother stole them from his
uncle and her. anxiety to replace them
to save her brother's honor at last finds
the Jewels restored and the final clinch.
George A. Beranger, director of the
feature, has evidently taken advantage
of a .trick shown In the legit piece called "One Night In Rome." In the me-

<

BRADY ON HIS OWN.
*

William A. Brady is to return to the
producing field as head of a corporation bearing his name.

He

will specialize on screen adaptations of the
.plays, to which he holds rights.

Who

Came
These include "The Man
Back," "Life" and "Bought and Paid
"Life" will be the first to be
For."
directed by. Travers Vale. It will be.
an

8-reeler.

CHASE AS MERRIWELL.
That

Hal

pictures

is

management

Chase

is

to

The
settled.
of his affairs

get into
exclusive

has been

placed with T. E. Letendre, through art
arrangement with' Frederick J. Goldsmith.

,,

Letendre has secured the rights from
Street and Smith to the Frank Merriwell series of stories, about 2,500 in
number and all dealing with college
athletics and. aports with the intention,
of having Chase play the hero.

j
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Mid-West. Banker Financing.

•

Warren to Be Associated with
Speculation is rife as to the method
of distribution to be adopted by the'
Associated Directors of "Big Six."
There seems now to be little or no
doubf that they will sign with the First
National for distribution. This was
the object of J. D. Williams' recent
trip to the coast, and from what information can be gathered the deal has

been consummated.'
.

The

proposition,

apolis, etc.,
sively in one

and two reel subjects,
producing and distributing. Among the
productions to be produced are those
of Billy West, Alice Howell, Texas
Guinan, Moranti Comedies and Burrud
Scenics.

is

understood,

OBJECT TO CRITICISM.
."'''

The

'

Hodkinson Corporation, as representa"Big Six," to have direct.

of

,

distribution

from any comments when

offices of First National.

damages

Practically every distributing organization and individual of any consein the business end of the pic-

if

any rough

criticisms "are

FORMED

IN BERLIN.
London, March 17.
The British-American Film Co., just
formed in Berlin, is alleged to have
$5,000,000

director,

behind it
claims he

Mox No vello.
a

has.

of a supposed
j

William

Mills,

named

Tarlo.

-.

'
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MASTBAUM MEMORIAL SERVICES.
March

of the Crawside film house,

was murdered as he stepped from the
box office at 10 o'clock in the evening
in response to call from two men who
tapped on the door. Arrests later
brought a confession that the men;
both young ex-convicts, had planned
a hold-up, but got panicky and shot.
The story was a local sensation and
was at first played as a union gunmen
episode, then later as a love tangle.
.The entire audience heard the shots
and the performance broke up in confusion. Later the girl cashier was arrested when it was charged that she
was closely acquainted with the /murderer.

Two

'

of these

who

is

men

are

territory out of Cleveland;

who

New

is

in

Edward

handling the mid-west

Columbus, and

Ace

J.

Berry,
Pegler, in

York.

Sunday

giving

argument

The West End Cinema

interested.

REELCRAFT5

$5,000,000

CAPITAL

Reelcraft Pictures Corp., has been
organized in Delaware with a capital
They are understock of $5,000,000.
stood to be amply financed by "downtown interests." The president is R. C.
Cropper; vice-president of finance, J. D.
Ferber;' secretary, Sam Spitzer. They
are to have studios at

Hollywood and

Long Beach, Cal.
The new concern has purchased thf
assets of the Bullseye Film Corp., Ini terstate Films, Inc., Emerald Films,
Inc./ of Chicago; Beehive Exchanges
of. Chicago,
Milwaukee and Indian-

"Dope" and "Fu Manchu" Announced.
London, March 17.
Saxe Rohmer announces that A. H.

Woods

will

his novels,

if

produce dramatizations of

"Dope" and "Fu Manchu."

ADITAI

yu

BrMdwiy.

\srix a a
ctmumiow
ETHEL CLAYTON
"Yooiib Mrs.

Dnnlrttfn
i
aOlelia

it SI rt
i

to

Stmt

a

p.

In

Wlnthrop"

Own

Daly, adapted

.'

lnBoillth. Ensemble of
1M. Orchostr* of so.

CMMdlM, Review, 8»«ll«
CAPITOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

from Edward Everett Hale's classic,
"The Man Without A Country," and
released through Metro.
plaintiff,

3

mi

through his attorney,

Samuel H. Wandell, sets forth he is
an author, historian and editor of note,
author of one particular work, "The
Aaron Burr Conspiracy," which took 7
years to compile. His efforts, he says,

1

resulted in disproving the. erroneous
belief' that Burr was a traitor.

In the production a certain title
occurs purporting to be a quote from
The title enthe plaintiffs work.
dorses the general impression that. Burr
was a traitor, which is exactly the
opposite of <the main purport of the
Slaintiff's book. The plaintiff declares
e was quoted only partially and that
the continuity writer tacked on a misleading sentence to the quote and
passed it off in its entirety as an excerpt from Mr. McAleb's work.
He claims this has seriously damaged
his reputation and the value- of nis
book to the extent mentioned.
."•"
.

in

v

.'
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ENLARGING L. I. STUDIOSThe Municipal Studios, to be erected
Long Island City, has acquired ad-

ditional land and now: has the entire
square block* 200 by 600 feet, at a cost
of $1,200,000. They will start digging
about April 15. They have also purchased a plot directly opposite on
which are a garage and general mechanical workshop.
A feature will be a 6-story building
for dressing rooms, which will be operated along the lines of a hotel, so players appearing in the pictures can live at
the plant. This is an idea evolved by
R. A. Walsh, one of the stockholders.

—r^~

Platzek last week denied
George Loane Tucker's application for
an injunction to restrain the Famous
Players-JLasky
and the Mayflower
Photoplay Corp. from exploiting and
advertising "The Miracle Man" other
than
in
accordance wtth certain
clauses in their contract
Justice

1

Mr. Tucker also sought to restrain
the defendants from cutting and assembling
his
second
production,
"Ladies Must Live," stating the deponent was still in the respondents'

—saved many
timated

'

lives.
The loss was esat $100,000. Three firemen were

'•'•'

hurt.

::-.->.

Select Taking Ova* Prinna.
Arrangements were made this week
for Select to take over from Republic
the distribution of alt Prizma subjects
and for Prizma to produce five reel

photoplays for Select.

Metre Engages Gene Walter.
scenario -department of Metro
have Gene Walter, with a contract

The
will

already entered into by the playwright.

New

Strand In Wilmington.
Wilmington, March

17.

.

The

Strand, which is being built
here, is nearing, completion.
It will
open in 6 weeks.
First National'* Betiwood Comedie*.
The distribution of the Betzwood
Toonerville Trolley comedies will rest
with First National, instead of Goldwyn as reported. The First National
will handle the series, of twelve, each

of two reels, with
Skipper.

Dan Mason as the

.

employ.

MANNERS DENIES SETTLEMENT.
David. Gerber, attorney for

J.

Hart-

ley Manners, the playwright, denies
any settlement had been, reached between his client and Famous PlayersLasky with respect to the suit restraining the F. P. L. from releasing Teg
O' My Heart" in picture form.
The statement a settlement had been
reached was secured from an important official employed by F. P. L.

HEARST GETS PARAGON STUDIOS

m
i

$

I

Mi
.::.,

The Paragon Studios td Fort Lee,
are to be, taken over by the Hearst interests next month and utilized for the
making of Cosmopolitan productions.
At present the building is under lease
to the Mayflower, with
A. Walsh

R

and Emile Chatuad working

there.
Its lease expires April 14 and Mayflower is looking for new quarters after
that date.
In the event that studio
space cannot be secured in the east the
companies will be sent to the coast. ,

Lowell Thomas Reopening In England.

London, March 17.
is due to reopen in

Lowelj Thomas

England March
\

i.

by Anthony Paul Kelly

-

.

in Piccadilly

Circus has been purchased by a syndicate in which the Brothers Klosenberg, of the Film Booking Office, are

•.

Cleveland House Destroyed.
Cleveland, March 17.
The Main picture house was destroyed by fire March 11. The quick wit of
the proprietor's wife—Mrs. O. E'Belles

»

London Film House Purchase.
London, March 17.

,

a

DENIES TUCKER'S INJUNCTION.

"Cor licah Br o then ."

6 men. and 6 women,

'

The feature photoplay to follow the
"Letter of the Law" is ?*Why Change
Your Wife?" at the Criterion.
"The Letter of the Law" should
close about the middle, of ApriJL Then
the house will be darkened for a fortnight to permit redecoration and alter'ations. Hugo Reisenfeld will manage.

6ft

Chicago, March 17.
A jury of men failed t0 sgree in the
trial, of J. M. Hodgdon, manager of an
Oa,k Park (suburb) theatre, arrested
on a charge that he had given an indecent entertainment ("The Corsican
Brothers" film) in defiance of censorial
law. He will be retried by a jury of

picture shows on Staten Island. Both
are charging a form of admission.
\The new Jersey exhibitors now trying to persuade the legislature to permit Sunday shows in that state will
point to these 2 church shows as points

•

first

'

FIRST AT CRITERION.

.

The

are

churohes

in their

an innovation for a producing company.
are sending 12 exploitation men
into the field for productions to be.
released through the Realart
Holland,

Disagree

CHURCH SHOWS AN ARGUMENT.

EXPLOITATION BT MAYFLOWER.
The Mayflower Corp. is inaugurating
They

17.

The Stanley V. .Mastbaum Memorial
Committee, will hold exercises March
28 at- the Eaglesville Sanatorium, near
Morristown, N. J., at two in the afternoon, to commemorate 'the birthday of
the late Stanley .Mastbaum.'-..

'

manager

West

G

"MID CHANNEL" FOR
K. Y*
^Mid Channel," the Sir Arthur Wing
Pinero play, has been purchased by
Equity Pictures as a vehicle for Clara
Kimball Young. This is the play Ethel
Barrymore was supposed to have appeared in as her initial vehicle under
the new Smiley-Totten management!

London representative

Philadelphia,

ford Theatre, a

reel.

,

THEATRE MANAGER KILLED.
\1.

the
of

000 reels for the film ste/rage in the
Brooklyn yard. The moneys derived
from used and new prints will be ex'.
pended for entertainment.
The, maximum price for new and
used prints will.be $65 on orders of
$20,000 or .more, and used ones, $20 per

1

American and British assistants' and*
says he will produce big fine arts films.
A search failed to find or get any news

so,

Chicago, March

staff

,

filed

•

PICTURES.

The>U. S. Navy Motion Picture Exchange has installed a library of 20,-

published before the reels issue.

and it was finally agreed that'
all of them were to go in on the same
basis—that is, to have their, productions financed by some one who would
be interested in the general venture.
do

F

NAVY PRICES FOR

quence

ture industry has sought to secure the
handling of the productions of the Associated Directors, but they were deterred by the necessity for financing,
the pictures, which involved the ex-,
pendtture of the large amount above
indicated. While some of the directors
were able to finance their own productions, others were in no position to

&

'"•

at-

tending trade' shows.
Some renters threatened to sue for

New

the

in

17.

recently and called

met

together the pressmen, to. inform them
they did not like the present policy of
writing up films before exhibition to
the public and requested the critics to
refrain'

tive of the

charge

renters

March

Paris,

is

,

York

>.

..-

.

"Motion Pictures—Public Opinion vs.
Legal Censorship," is to be the topic
of discussion at the Women's City Club
at a meeting the organization is holding at the McAlpin next Monday.
Rupert Hughes, president of the Authors!. League' of America, will make
the address from the authors* standpoint. The public will be represented
by Orrin G. Cocks, advisory, secretary
of the National Board of Review of
Motion Pictures ; 'Everett' Dean Martin,- assistant director of the National
.Board of Review of Motion Pictures,
and John A. Quinn, president of the
M. P. T. for Better Pictures. The
speaker. for. the actors early; in the
week were not then scheduled.

and will specialize exclu-

being financed by Robert Liebler, a
Middle West banker, and there are
indications which point to Frederick
Warren, vice-president of. the W. W.

Walter Flavins McAleb has

$200,000. suit in the Supreme Court
against the Frohman Amusement Corp.
and the Metro Pictures Corp., on the
United States."
production of "My
a propaganda feature starring Arnold

The

PICTURE DISCUSSION.

Releasing.

*

it

.

Fred

ty

REPUTATION DAMAGED.

Paris, March 17.
in favor of the percentage -system of booking films with
exhibitors is being actively pushed, in
spite of picture hall owners' opposition.
It U now certain the practice will- come
into operation later in the year, when
the means of collection has been properly studied and established.

The movement

D. Williams' Trip to Coast Seems to Have Been Successful
All Other Distributors Tried to Land New Combination.

,

57

PERCENTAGE BOOKINGS.

PLUM

GOING TO FIRST NATIONAL
J.
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MOVING PICTURES
"BIG SIX" RELEASING
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MEMBER'S CONTRACT GUARANTEED
BY N. Y'S CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Formed Theatre Owners* Chamber of Commerce
Represents 156 Theatres in Greater New York. Field
Will Be Extended. Not in Conflict With Any
Chamber
Other Exhibitors' Association.
Working for Abandonment of 'deposit
System."

Lately

t

\

L

BENNETT HAS

BARRYMORE.

m
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The formation of the Chamber of
Commerce came ai a direct result of
the attempt to force the percentage
plan on the exhibitora by the united
Artiiti with the Mary Pickford "Polly*
anna" picture. When the proposition
was made them to book under the percentage plan or not to be permitted to
play the picture a few of the exhibitors got together and wired Mary Pickford regarding the conditions.
Miis
Pickford took the matter up with her
attorney, Dennis F. O'Brien, who was
there on the eoast, and he replied to
the exhibitors' wire. His answer was
that arrangements would be made by
Miss Pickford with the United Artists
so that the production could be booked
in the usual manner.
Heartened by their victory in this
instance, the exhibitors decided to get
together and the Chamber of Commerce is the outcome.
The temporary officers are William
Brandt, president; Hy Gainsborg, secretary; Samuel Bock, treasurer, and
Adolph Stockheimer, sergeant at arms.
The organization was incorporated in
New York §tate Feb, 27.
The social side Include club rooms in
connection with one of the big restaurants or hotels in the film district,
.

I*

where a. daily luncheon will be served.
These rooms will be open to the trade
in general and there will be a sort of
general get-togother idea behind the
meetings. At present the meeting place
of the members of the association is
the Hotel As tor, where they lunch each

v

Tuesday.
In speaking in behalf of the Chamber of Commerce, Mr. Brandt stated
the organization was in no way to be
regarded as, an opposition to the existing organizations of exhibitors, Practically all of its members are associated ia one way or another with the

existing exhibitor and other .trade associations and are not dropping their
membership, in any because of affiliation with the Chamber of Commerce.
It is the intention to line up all of
the owners of the better class of film
theatres in New York, New Jersey and

Connecticut in the Chamber.
The business plans including a fight
for a simplified and uniform* contract
on the part of all of the releasing organisations; the wining out of the deposit system and the guaranteeing of
the playing of dates booked.;
One of the exhibitor troubles b that
under the present system in exchanges
they are riot certain of obtaining prints
after booking dates.

The home

offices

•

,

"MME.
Harry

r

INJUNCTION.

through his attorney
has served Henry W.
Savage in an action for an injunction
seeking to, restrain Mr. Savage from
delivering the manuscript of "Mme. X"
to the Goldwyn Corporation, the latter
having entered into an arrangement to
make a picture version of Mme. X."

Mark

rumor around Times
'

arranged

IMPROVE STAGE EFFECT.
A new

departure for the popular
booked through the Keith
the installation of an elaborate
and lighting effects, also
moving the screen back during the
running of feature pictures.
The plan was organized by J. J.
Maloney and patterns the projection
mefhods of the big picture houses, It
has been installed in the 81st Street,
Greenpoint, and Prospect, and will be
adopted in all the other popular priced
holmes.
The managers claim that It is a success for it increases the value of the
price houses

'special; set

)

1

films.

'

to "sell short" on; the strength
of the rumor,, clean up, and when -the
story was exploded, to cover themselves in time to make a killing. Althought the story was around for- several days, nothing seems to have happened.
Some of the Famous-Lasky
officials, asked about it, stated they had
heard the rumor, but placed no credence
in it. They added, further, that the,
stock is held so closely that such a
stunt would be difficult to put over
as there was not enough of. the stock
in the hands of the general pubtic to be
able to create any panic.
The majority of the holders are "in the know"
and would not become unduly excited
should such a rumor become prevalent.
Famous-l.ailcy, ex-dividend, is hovering

around

BESSIE McCOY FILMS WELL'
William Fox has placed Bessie Mc)
Coy Davis under contract for a series
of screen appearances. The "Yama

cials of the

Yama

Girl" Is to appear as the 'chorus
character in a number of the
written bv her late husband
Richard Harding Davis.
Miss McCoy was taken to the studios
of the FoX company for a test prior to
the signing of the- contracts and the
reports are to the effect that she "pho-

girl

stories

.

.

past week, the stock quotations remaining firm at 23%.
United Pictures Producing is asking
14 with bids confined to U%.
j

Triangle and

tographs like a million dollars.** The
pictures are to be made in the east during the coming summer.

BEAUTIFUL

WOMEN

r

l-,:i

GOVERNMENT PAYS EXHIBITORS.
Paris,

GOLDWYN

SAILING.
Goldwyn

president of

sails

tax, a

percentage being refunded

when

the week's receipts are reported to the
fiscal authorities for the usual tax
on
admissions.
The arrangement will ensure the cooperation of the entire screen indus-

don with branches on the continent

-Belle Storey and the Camera.
Belle Storey of the Hippodrome Is
appear in the films. She has placed

Fields,

17.

ment the exhibitors will receive during the month a reduction of the war

for London on Tuesday March 23 to make arrangements
for the European distribution of Goldwyn Pictures. Mr. Goldwyn it is understood will establish offices in Lon-

Eisner,

March

The French Government has arranged with some local renting firms
for the projection of a series of films
during four weeks to advertise the new
big loan now being floated. As
pay-

»

Sam Goldwyn.

'

29$$ bid.

17.

petitions to obtain beautiful stars.
Pathe has offered a prize of 1,000

Pictures,

quoted at Ji to 5/8

Only 400 shares of Orpheutn Circuit
were traded In Tuesday at 30, the asking price being held at that point, with

Despite the overcrowding in the profession, Pathe Films and various West
End managers are announcing com-

pounds.

World Film show no

activity, the former
and the latter at 1.

COMPETITION.

London, March

78.

Loew, Inc.. remains at around 31,
moving between 30^ and 32. The officoncern do not anticipate
any radical change in the quotations
of its stock in the Immediate future.
Those holding its certificates have purchased them as an Investment and there
is little or no speculation.
Very little trading in Goldwyn the

',

of the exchanges in many cases turn
down contracts just prior to playing
dates and the exhibitor finds himself
hard put to secure a substitute attraction and is often held up for an excess rental because- of this. . >.
In asking for the abandonment of
the deposit system the Chamber of
Commerce is going to stand behind the
contracts of its members and guarantee the fulfilment of all agreements.
In this connection the organization
seems to have achieved a victory at
the meeting of the New York State exhibitors in Utica last week, when a
resolution was passed to seek legislative relief if the exchanges did not
abolish the system. This was attempted in Pennsylvania last year, but the
producing - distributing organizations
defeated the mea'sureV>n the floor. If
the bill had passed the representative
houses they had an ace in the hole,
having the assurance that the executive office of the state would veto the
bill.
At lease that was their boast in
trade circles while the matter was
pending.

a

were planning a bear raid on
Famous Players-Lasky stock, basing
ll on a rumor it was proposed to circulate that Adolph Zukor had retired
from the company and had gone to
England to build up a mammoth producing organization there. It was understood that those in. the affair had
ests"

His contract with Barrymore does
not include appearances on the legitimate stage, but the understanding that
the*Barrymore family intend to make a
star of Doris Rankin. (Mrs. -Lionel
Barrymore) will", probably be worked
out through this connection.

office is

The newly organized theatre Owners

There was

square that certain "downtown inter-

10.

\

Chamber of Commerce is out to clean
up the industry, wipe out all of the
existing abuses, and to stand as an
association behind any of the contracts
signed by a member. The association
is three weeks old andfhas a membership representing the ownership of 156
theatres in the Greater New York ter-

STOCK QUOTATIONS.

H. Whitman Bennett has signed
Lionel Barrymore for release through
First National.
He leaves his present
connection with Famous Players April

try.

to

her business affairs as far as screen
c n *f»ct» »re concerned in the hands
S
T . I;etendre * no "*• received
two offers
for the colortnra soprano -to

V

eate.

»

<

Accompanying the Frinca of Wile..
London, March 17.
Will Barker, of Barker's Films,

Is

accompanying the Prince of Wales to
Australia a« official cinematograpber.

\
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VARIETY
MEET THE WIFE

JOYCE

FRED DDPREZ
ta

HOTEL
81

AND MARIAN

JIM

Starring In "Mr.
~ nUnhettaa-

Naw

Yi

HARKINS

MM
mu«2ay aTd'aw
I Ll*» St..

WEST 71st STREET
NEW TORE CITY

WA 1

DIRECTION

NORMAN

^%r?3it>;

i

JEFFERIES

The wile oaa do aiora Make with • eaa of Stereo.
Ought to aatak her heating a oaa of "ohm."

WnTON A tn

OSWALD
WOOD81DB KENNELS

Dm*

Reiki:
Any of you harinj • new wt, or

But ud

want •

ml

Mtt.

lire trlrt

Hln

flaltl
lo
Feleo* ftieatre

She

1

rmtdlM In toe

Da'l

kSui BooMna

am

Maggie

you oant

* little Bad Read Ma
Pleeoed TuutortDs

S3

ore
is •
yon fit an*

win

ARTISTS'

to

Sahm, Col.

wttk k

Tort.
•

beamed

to fit with

And HOPH Wttk

Sincerely toon.

ROXY
LA ROCCA

Dear Sir:
Kew

or eon on

her at one*.

BOREM

tat

f oua

trick*.

8b» canw

Offloee.

warte time, bat writ*

Sez:

to til

a

fork.

What

is

meant by the vaudeville

expression "Hot Sketch"?

teHIMt

Helen Bent

Itiwlnrtt Ii
M. TtmrnW

-Y«u

CHARLIE WILSON
"THE LOOSE NUT"

"Matte Mary."

TMe Weak (Man* IS)— KelnYa,
Mart

WMk

Yetaiatewa
<kUrH) 22)-0arlt, Plttoewn*

with

Warn An teat

(Haggard and Bent)

An

act like the "Fore it Fire."

FRANK EVANS

L

Pantagw Orealt

COOK

4

Prof.

PAUL FETCHING

Direction,

and

THE MUSICAL
FLOWER GARDEN

OATM AN
Lsew

Getting

IS

Wilds?

t% ALIEN

the Agent.

that eeatabu the three treat element* that have made Vand.TlU. the
Favorite Amuepeat «f the Aaiariaaa
Peonlei MAUTT, COfflSDY and MUSIC.

Permanent addreeti

paid the Check

Certainly, I made a few mlftakM daring my
weak at toe Royal, but I nave reettned them Han*
and am going good and etrong now.

ate at Child's?

My Friend,

I

believe

HARRY FITZGERALD
Get

the Agent,

L

Packard Awe* Lrmanswllle, R.

Big Laughing Hit at Bnahwlck
Big Laughing Hit at Boston

Who
when we

BeaaUd Nicely

GRIFF

me

in the

Aa Act

for nasi aaaaan.

BRITISH BEEF

Omit

My Friend,

Wklm»ic»l—Novel—Ap-pealfaaf

Open

HARR LRVT

Who
discovered

4^

WIZARD ©F THE HARP

FRED ALLEN

BIroctfea

can

Me "Time"

Who

FRED LEWIS

MERCEDES

HIMSELF
roit
marc la wet
became they alwara a~o op when

"Umbrella*

Bays I
I

weather,

I

It

CLUB,

mini."

got
.

..•

.on

me

Real

PERKIN'B

My Friend,
r

ninety-five per

cent, of

AL.C. MITCHEL

Ta* Arkaaaaw Trawalara
Hinditw Harmony
Left their Mil In Arkansas;
but they love her "still."

my Wages?

My Friend,

More Hats Than Being Has
the Agent.

guy who owns those

LES MORCHANTS
Moia Time

Direction,

MARK LEVY

THE KING OF HATS

tailor shops.

WORLD

TOURING

ROSANO AND HIS
NABIMBAPHONE
Direction,

MARIONNE
RANBBUBR

julianTltinge

ERNIE YOUNG

All Star

Revae

EDDIE

VIOLA

and DUNIGAN
DENNY
TOURING PANTAGES
CIRCUIT

Hunter, Randall and Senorita
"ON THE BORDER LINE"

Comedy Stasia*, Talkln* and Daneta*
Special Secnai Contlatlns of the United Statea Poet aa tho Border of Mexico
Direction
J.
and LEE KRAU8, New York Cltr

ARTHUR

HORWTTZ

DeGODFREY and SANDIFER
'FUN IN A STREET CAR"

Without Power

A

Orlglaal

loach a Minute

Ceetames A-No.
Copyright n

1

Werdi and

afaale

Plcklee.

JACK JENNINGS

Originator! •(

BATB
I'm not the

KD

the Agent.

Who
wanted

Weaver Brothers

Dough

a trip for Pantages?

FAREWELL TOUR Of

JOHNSON BROS,
and JOHNSON
— —

Argo

IN

and

Verjenia

HI.I.AIi'X/i;

"A Few Moments of Minstrelsy"
Reward for a rood author.

.nit k

jtki

PAIH, liAKOCC/V

JIMMIE BLISS
The Policeman

In

Geo. Drary Hart

&

Co.'a Act, "I

Beg Yonr Pardon"

AT LIBERTY
Addreae VARIETY.

NEW TOBK

NORA HUSTER
SAYS

ITS ALL IN FUN"?
Ask FREDDIE CLINTON

VARIETY

Our Routine

#

The Pictures Speak for Them-

OUR RIGHTS
BUSINESS in Our
Doubt

Hr
w-

•

•

and Establish Beyond a

selves

to

ALL

and Our

Offering

-'
•

•

SoleProperty

1900

- JOHNSON
The foundation of our act is jugWe served our apprenticeship

Hard work,

gling.

with the

MASTERS and

LAST

so

WEEK

(March 8)
AT

PALACE,

NEW YORK

ciated with the orig-

VARIETY Mid: "John ion, Baker aid Johnson,

mm

clnb

inator, spell

*v-

juggling and comedy hat tossing, earned a reraark»bly huge quantity of applanse."-nJolo.

t

cess.

1910
Having Successfully Played the Foremost Theatres in America,
All of the Keith Circuit, We Are At the Top of the Ladder

who can

Let others come
Live and Let Live

is

our motto

PLAYING A

RETURN ENGAGEMENT
AT

DAVIS, PITTSBURG

By POPULAR

(April 5)

DEMAND

PERPETUAL PILOTS

MORRIS

practice,

perseverance and
originality, coupled
with an idea we have
come by honestly
(Hat Manipulation),
having been asso-

&

FEIL

1920

our suc-
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GOLDWYN PICTURES
CORPORATION

Samuel goidwyn

fr*jiamt

VARIETY

{

AND f
COMPANY

JEROME
H.

I

ifRii

13

A HIT
t.

WHEN HE

HAND
HAND

CAVE ME YOU,

FALLING IN LOVE

MOTHER
OF MINE

WITH THEOTHER

BEAUTIFUL

FELLOWS GIRL

•TORY

0VERNI8HT SENSATION

BALLAD

AGAIN
WONDERFUL
BALLAD

crpnLj

rHE BIG SUCCESS

DARKTOWH

YOUR
ARMS

DANCING

SCH #

•

BEAUTIFUL NOVELTY SONS

JAZZY
JAZZ

DANDY BALLAD,

CONCEDED BY EVERYBODY TO
BE THE REAL MUSICAL OEM

FOX TROT

OF THE SEASON

THE

(

NY ISLE
0F6OLDEN
DREAMS

HEN AND

HAVE TOLD

THECOW
ONLY A DREAM
OF THE PAST

HI8H CLASS
BALLAD

WALTZ SON©

foil will find a "REMICK" office in nearly every town you pl$y— no waltingeverything ready for you—orchestrations. Prof, copies, special arrangements.

NEW YOR K-219 W«t 46th Street

BROOKLYN—566 Fulton Strut
Hotel.
BOSTON—228 Trerront Street
PROVIDENCE-Berkthlre

Fifth

Avenue

CLEVELAND— Wooodromt

BuildlnQ

ATLANTA-fiOl

Mtok

PHILADELPHIA—31 Soutli 9th Street
WASHINGTON-9th and D Streets, N. W.
PITTSDURGH-244

CHIC AGO-4W State-Lake Bulldlna
PORTLAND. ORE^-322 VVa.h ngton 8tfdrt
BAN Pl»ANCI8CO-908 Market Street

DETROIT—1ST Port 8tr*et. Wert
SEATTLE-321

Eddie

Pike 8traet
Fl.tiron

eWE*!*

BALTIMORE-323 North Howard

8ALT LAKE CITY—Linden

/

._-

Yonoe Street
Weet 6th Street
MINNEAP0LIS-218 Pentegw Building

CI NCINN AT1-615

LO'HS—Th« Grand Leader
LOS ANGELES-427 South Broadwa/
BUFFALO-4S5 Main Street
AKRON, OHIO— M. O'Neill Co.
ALBANY. N. Y.— Kenmora Hotel
ST.

Street

Hotel
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MUSICAL COMEDY

'

Dayton,

O.,

March

24.

salesmen in annual session. The show
was given at the Victory Theatre,
matinee and. night.
It was called
"Cost," a musical affair combining
amusement and expositions in the art
of salesmanship.
«
Usually when there is a salesmen's
convention the attraction at the local,
| theatre
is bought out. The -experiment
"' of '"Cost" was more expensive. But
the Delco executives believe that a new

out.

The idea, was conceived and the
show produced by Tulsa Leason, wife
of Ray H. Leason, formerly in the Gus
Sun office and now a vaudeville agent
in New York.
Mrs. Leason broached

*

.

:•:•

fe
.!-

aw,

I
..

.

-

men was

it,
"a direct message was delivered,"
efficient than, for, example,
the insertion of a page and one half
in the "Saturday Evening Post."

m

and the Goodyear plant. .
The plays to be produced for the
various plants will all be different, but

and better way
one more

'.'..

extra costs entailed outside of the sum
paid Mrs. Leason the company probably expended around $10,000, but felt
highly satisfied.
Pictures of the "industrial musical
comedy" were made. The feat is talked
about in all the big- plants in this state,
and Mrs. Leason is being entertained
by various civic bodies. She has already received offers from half a dozen
other big plants to stage a similar
show, and among those now listed are
the Robinson-Meyers Co., electrical,

the basic idea of professionals carrying the entertainment feature and alsc
message'
delivering
the company's
"straight from the shoulder" during
the action of the show, will be carried

of instruction to salesattained or as one explained

her proposition after being advised in
the East that the big plants would
never expend the money called for.
She wrote "Cost" with the aid of the
Delco advertising department, staged
the show and "put it over" with a bang.
The figure set by Mrs. Leason for
her end of the bargain was $5,000. This
sum covered the cost of three sets of
scenery and costumes for the principals.
The cast was paid two weeks'
salary, transportation to and from New
York in addition, and their hotels bills
were paid. There was a chorus of 26,
made up of amateurs from the Delco
employes.
Costumes for the latter
were paid for by the company.
The success of the play was indicated
by the fact that a number of the professional players were given bonuses
by the Delco company. Figuring the

v
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26, 1920

1905,

'TRUTH"

W "SAT. EVE. POST."

The "Saturday Evening Post" is reported to have accepted for publication a story on vaudeville, entitled
"Truth" and written by Al fyayer.
The

Story,

Mayer

says, after finished

by him was designed for book form,
hut the cost of publication discouraged
He finally sent it to the:
the author.
Philadelphia weekly on»a long chance,
receiving 'a letter of acceptance.
For several years Mayer was an
agent in vaudeville. Later he booked
for cabaret. Mayer states the accepted
story is about his .experiences as an
agent and'in vaudeville.

many

He'has had

CHICAGO LIKES

A

flock

"FLIVVERS."
Chicago, March 24.
of New York "flivvers" are
N. Y.

and Chester Rice.
Grace George in "The Ruined Lady;"
in

New

"loop"

York, got $14,900 outand with limited

"Sometime" passed $23,000.
"Howdy Folks," which perished as
"Thunder" is climbing, though not
capacity.

among

$100,000

the big ones.

BILLIARDS FOR ARTISTS.
St. Louis, March 24.
the new vaudeville theatre Joe

In
Erber is building at East St. Louis
there will be a billiard and pool parlor
for the artists engaged for that house.

LETTERS CAUSE DIVORCE.

carefully.

24.

wife carried and protected

1*T«.

I.

IN CINCINNATI.

Cincinnati,

March

24.

Shubert here last week announced
that he had an option on the former
Y. M. C. A. building at the northwest
corner of Seventh and Walnut streets,
and on adjoining property. J. J. says
his firm contemplates erecting two
One house
theatres at that location.
would be for Shubert shows which
have never been seen here before; the
other for the repeaters. The Y. M. C. A.
building was condemned some years
ago. It is one block east of the Rialto,
the Goldwyn-Ascher film house now being built at Seventh and Vine streets,
and one-half block north of the Walnut street theatre.
The Shuberts' action was precipitated
by the purchase of the Lyric, where
Shubert shows are being presented, by
McMahan and Jackson, and the possibility that the new owners will not
use Shubert attractions.

.

|

Following

came

Shubert

v

i

.

Marcus

Loew and told the villagers he was going Shubert one better., He will build
two or three theatres. Loew got his
start in Cincinnati, with a
cade, some 20 years ago,

penny arand has a

kindly feeling for the old town.
He
would not disclose the possible locations.

..;

.

The theatres are Republic,
Maxine Elliott, Booth, Bijou,

cured through his booking agreement
with the Shuberts, entered into when
left the Klaw & Erlanger office
to line up with the opposition. The
Woods-StiubertB booking .arrangement
has
some time to run."
still

a

case his

mUnk

Aot Of

Woods

ENGRAVERS GETTING THE HABIT.

'.

Omm

tie

The first two houses mentioned are
Wood's own. The others he has se-

Th* Engravers' Union is figuring on
ordering a 25 per cent, raise in April.'
This is a total of 300 per cent, increase in four years.
March

second cluf jnttlar moaob« It
Port
»t New Tork.

the

unflar

Astor, Hudso.nj^Harris.

$14,000."

Boston,

\-'.->j

J. J.

ducer.
Eltinge,

.

Vincent Schrottenburg, until recently
member of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, obtained a divorce from his
wife, Madge, here on the grounds of
The plaintiff claimed his
.desertion,
wife left htm after they were married
two.weeks, returned for two weeks and
then left again. He also told the court
he had discovered several ardent love
letters from another in a black suit-

..

-.

Between Aug. 15 and Sept. 4 next,
A. H. Woods will open plays in eight
Broadway theatres, constituting an unheard of record for any American pro-

WEEKLY

Chicago, March 24.
"Boersianer," the financial expert of
the Chicago "Herald-Examiner," publishes the following: "Net earnings of
the Orpheum Circuit for the, first eight
weeks of 1920 averaged $100,000 per
week. Net earnings of the State-Lake
Theatre alone average well over $11,000
Last week its net was
per week.
V,

getting heavy swag here.
"Rose of China," which they didn't
Broadway, has
care much for on
broken every record in the history of
the La Salle, taking down $15,200 last
week, putting "Leave it to Jane" to
shame for single performances or a
week's gross. The promotion work on
this presentation has been heroic, with
honors divided between Nat Royster

neglected
side the

ORPHEUM EARNS

u

»t

-.'

&••:

OPENING SEASON IN I THEATRES.

.*

experiences.

T..

CROWDING

The " Keith offices have stimulated
enterprise among the resident managers of the Keith or Proctor's theatres
playing "The River's End," a picture,
through having the 15 houses running
the film contribute $10 each to a pbol,
with the house manager declared the
winner for the best showing.
The prize winner will' be selected by
a committee from the Keith office. Approval for general publicity in cdnnection with the showing .will largely
count in the decision.'
The contest is expected to develop
new ideas in promotion of picture advertising in and around the theatres.

.

.:':•*

•

..,:•"••

:

PUBLICITY CONTEST PRIZE.

Considered Better Form of Advertising Than Magazines of
Largest Circulation. Professional Talent Employed
for Principal Roles. Cost $10,000. Salesmen
Tulsa Leason Has
in. Convention.
Offers from Other Big Concerns.
The keenest interest throughout the
Central West manufacturing field followed the successful demonstration
here Thursday last of "an- industrial
musical comedy," a new idea in entertainment.' It was produced by professionals for the' Delco Light Corporation's employes, and especially their

CITY,

" •,.

;

N.

DELCO LIGHT CO. IN DAYTON
GIVES OWN

:

SANTLEY-SAWYER ACT.
The Joseph Santley-Ivy Sawyer Revue, following the Monday matinee at
the Palace, was engaged by George
Gottlieb to hold over for next week.
The Santley-Sawyer act is receiving
The
$2,000 for this and next week.
turn is asking $3,000 for a third week.
Harry Weber is handling the act.
The Santleys have about 15 weeks'

open which they

will

spend in vaude-

before sailing for England first
in July. Whether they continue
in vaudeville for next season with their
present act has not been settled. They
are asking $3,000, with the managers
understood to be offering $2,500 weekly
ville

week

for their turn.

4

CABLES

•

'
:

Actors.

London, March

\

wherein the herd almost goes crooked
because of his previous lionizing.
LaGrence plays the demobilized

24.

Adolph Zukor stated

his trip
here is primarily in connection with his
British studios now nearing compleHe says he is very anxious to
tion.

make a good

organization.

The

first

Marie

Dumestre, music bySeulz. Amusingly
handled by Dranem, a well-known local
cafe concert, Defreyn and Mathillon.
A good run is aticipated.

r

production will probably be
"The Sorrows of

QUEEN'S PLAT CLOSING.

Corelli's

Zukor claims to be delighted with his
reception and finds the English Kinema
people very friendly. He says he has

no connection with Lord Beaverbrook's
nor with the First National
Zukor does not
Exhibitors' Circuit.
of the Danish-American company with, which his name has been
activities

know

"SINNERS BOTH" POOR.

associated in reports here.
Zukor declares he has no intention
of acquiring Kinema theatre interests
He is out for an open market
here.
and will produce British stories with

He
British artists.
rights to Sir James

London, March

24.

"Sinners Both" presented March 22
at the Kingsway drags through four
dreary acts. There are only two characters. These are a middle aged couple
who keep wrangling" about their love
child. The piece is poor and the fourth
on this subject now in the West End.

has acquired the
M. Barrie's works.

BRADY'S STATEMENT.
SPECIAL TRY-OUTS.
London, March
,

London, March 24.
William A. Brady told your correspondent today he did' not want to produce pictures here, but would like to
bring Grace George over in "The
Ruined Lady." He will produce "The

Sir Oswald Stoll has
for
try-outs
special

who complain
chance at the suburban
artists

April

He

8,

and

thinks

there

will

be no great

trouble in getting theatres now as the
situation has changed, there is no quick
rush and things are getting back to

"IRENE"

normal. He thinks the English fear
an American theatrical and picture invasion and don't relish it.
He has brought Cochran assurances
that Dempsey will come here to fight.
His son and Arthur Hammerstein are
also here.
»

"Irene" with

_

24.

panies here.
He also intends acquiring an interest in the Kinema Thea'

tre here.
For -the

...

present,

however, he will

continue with 'The Luck of the Navy"
where it has been a big suc-

in Canada
cess.

"THE ACE" IN PARIS.

'

Paris, March 24.
.the run of F. de Curel's "L'Ame en
Folie" came to an abrupt end at the
Theatre des Arts this week, and the

co-operative of playwrights decided
to present Lucien Descaves' new play,
"L'As
de Coeur"
("The Ace
of
Hearts"), which was given March 20.
The work was well received, as
usual, by M. Descaves' fellow critics.
It is a success.
The plot describes the transition of a
flying ace from war to industrial Jjfp,

is

a success.

LORD BEAVERBROOK'S BUYS,
|

Paris,

March

s

24.

Interviewed here by your- correspondent, Charles .Pathe acknowledged
that Lord Beaverbrook had purchased
the controlling interest in PatheVBritish business. His purchase was 52 per
-

,

London, March 24.
Lord Beaverbrook has caused another
sensation here by the acquisition of
300000 one-pound shares in Associated
Provincial Picture Houses, Ltd. Apparently he means to corner the British
Eicture world. Besides the above and
is Pathe interest he -now owns the
Canadian Famous Players and the Provincial Cinema Theatres.

NEW SHOW AT

INDEPENDENT.

London, March 24.
The Independent theatre produced a
new play last Sunday, by Lord Dunsany, entitled "The Glittering Gates."
Two burglars break into Heaven.
beer, the
other his mother. On blowing the
gates down they find only stars.

Those

London, March
Day, the

Edith

PAY.
March

Paris,

INDIA.
London, March 24.
The H. B. Waring company leaves for
India April 12. They will present there
a repertoire of twenty modern plays.

fell

REDUCED BY CUREL
Paris,

March

24.

Following the literary success "of
"L'Ame, em Folie" at the Arts, the
Comedie Francaise revived March "22
Francois de Curel's "Le Repas de Lion"
has. been retouched.
The ending is
less tragic, the principal character sur-

The workman goes into partnership with his employer.
The piece has now been, reduced to
four acts.
It was originally in five
acts when presented at the Greater
Theatre Antoine. Mme. Herve is replaced by Aymer and Duclos plays the
role created by Kolb.
DeFeraudy has mounted the work,
which was well received.
viving.

MARIE LOHR REHEARSING.
London, March 24.
Marie Lohr has been restored to
good health and has begun rehearsing
in

"Birds "of a Feather."

"CHU CHIN CHOW" TWICE DAILY.
London, March 24.
"Chu Chin Chow" will close during
Holy Week and then resume giving two
performances

daily.

CISSIE LOFTUS IN RAISER.
London,. March 24.
Cecelia (Cissie) Loftus began appearing in a curtain raiser to "Mr. Pirn
Passers By" at the Garrick March 21.
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In

"FOB PITT'S SAKE"

la one great bltf laugh, and never hire the walla
of the Palladium resounded to more unrestrained
mirth.— London "The Sporting Life,"

15.

CHARLES
WITHERS
The audience laughed aj heartily at CHABLE8
yesterday as they erer did at the actio
of LUUe Tlch, and a Palladium can pay no higher
compliment than that—London "Times."

WITHERS

WILSON RETURNING.
London, March 24.
William Wilson is returning to America on "Adriatic" April 7. On the same
steamer will be Robert MacDonald, in
association with whom Wilson produced "Sunshine of the World."
also scheduled to sail

ship.

FOR "KEEP HER SMILING."
London, March 24.
Richard Walton Tully has engaged
David Miller for the New York produc-

"Keep Her Smiling."

(Maure-

Back."

CHARLES WITHERS

ages.

tion of

Bros.

New

into the orchestra of the

is

La Toy

23,

Who

Came

EST

24.

other damage was done.
The management deducted 700 frs.
from the weekly salary of 1,225 frs.
for the broken melody.
The troupe'
sued the Gaumont Palace for its .full
salary and the Court has decided it to
be due, ruling a manager cannot take
the law into his own hands but must
sue the troupe for any alleged dam-

Phil Klein

March

Jules Eckert Goodman, accompanied
his wife, sailed Tuesday on the
Mauretania to assist in the London
production of his play, "The Man

by

VtaswaM. IMS BrMftWay
representim the womra vtcua.

Palace (Hippodrome) and
smashed some of the instruments. No

on that

London.
tania).

Hairy

During a performance of a troupe
acrobats, Lefrancais, one of the

members
Gaumont

Cycling Brunettes opening Finsbury
Park, England, April 27, and June Mills
opening Empire, Birmingham, April 5,
sailed Tuesday on the Mauretania.
.Morris Gest and Will A. Page sailed
for London Tuesday on the Mauretania Mr. Gest is going to Constantinople after starting "Experience" in

TOURING

AT EMPIRE.

GAUMONT TO
of

Percy Hutchinson has big plans for
producing British pictures dealing with
British stories, locales and played by
British companies.
He|is out for a
free^ market and will organize two com-

disappointed
they get no
halls.

,

York actress, will follow "Sunshine, of
the World" at the Empire, March 27.
The latter show will tour the provinces.

•

BIG BRITISH PLANS.
London, March

24.

arranged for

are successful will be booked for
the Stoll tour, including the London
Coliseum.

at the Oxford
is looking for new plays.

comedy, with Mile. Musidora. This
produced March 20, was well received by- the friends of the house, and

One wants a barmaid and

who

Man Who Came Back"

Watteau-

cent.

London, March 24.
"Mr. Todd's Experiment" finishes its
engagement at the Queen's said to be
illness.
Narea*
Owen
to
owing
Marchioness Townsend's 'The Foldfollows, with Godfrey Tearle, Hilda
Trevelyan.

Satan."

Cerisses," a

play,

Paris, March 24.
The Rasimi revue was withdrawn at
the popular Ba-Ta-Clan last week, and
on March 24, a sort of operetta, entitled "Flup," was presented with a
The book is by G.
certain success.

'

"Temps des

like comedy which they have just completed, "Les Deux Cornettes" in three
acts.
It is an eighteenth century

«FLUr GOOD.
-

start.

their

aviator.

Milton Hoffman, late studio manager
Players-Lasky. at Los
for Famous
Angeles, is in charge; Hugh Ford is
director of production as he was in
claims the new stu*Zukor
York.
New
dios are as fine and as well equipped
as any in America. All the artists and
These are now bestaff are British.
ing chosen for the formation of a stock

SAILINGS.

•
Paris, March 24.
.
vaudeville farce by Yves

Mirande, entitled "La Fern me de Mon
ami" ("My Wife's Friend"), was presented at the Little Theatre, Michel,
March 20 and was well received at the
which is not
generate,
repetition
It is rather
always a sure guide.
risque.- The plot resembles "Les Deux
Cofnettes," which had its premiere on
the same date at the Theatre Albert I,
but is modern.
£
J. d'Hanswick and P. de Wattyne,
Who have taken over the Theatre
to/
Albert I, produced as a successor

Will Produce British Stories with Native
Has Secured Rights to B arrie's Works.

Speaking to Varibtt's London representative,

'

The new

Famous Playere-Lasky President Out for Open Market
Abroad.

'•

RATHER RISQUE.

ZUKOR DISCLAIMS INTENTION OF
ACQUIRING KINEMAS IN ENGLAND
v

^

-

VAN HOVEN
Did you ever hold a cigarette and watch
the smoke go up and up? At first it hurries
and hurries as if it really bad something to
do or some place to really go to, -mid as if it

meant something; and then It gets
slower and slower and kind of lingers as if it
hated its early waste of energy and it seems
to try and stay a second or two longer; but
lust look again to the cigarette's end and on
It comes and comes with great impatience
ambition.
Even the little flea keeps biting and biting.
Dont you bate it all sometimes and, then
again, Isn't it sweet? Ob, Un* it sweet?
all really

E
L R
E R
O O
N L
Ob, that InooK* Taxi
Direction, 1L
1KNTHAM
Ths "Oh" Nftratitas
i*.
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first time in her long vaudecareer Eva Tanguay is arranging
to appear with a partner. Roscoe Ails
will be the other half of the act.
Miss Tanguay and Mr. Ails may play
during the summer in a production or
at the vaudeville theatres* then open.
Their joint tour next season is already
under consideration by the big time

Rubin and Former Ackerbooking managers.
Patrons of F. & R. Houses
Mr. Ails has been appearing around
Accustomed to Pive-a-Day on Sundays. Lubin
New York with Midgie Miller and a
Jazz band. The Tanguay-Ails turn will
Arranged for Extra Pay.
include the present Ails' support, it is

Rule Embraces Finkelstein

man and

ancj

A

of M. and the U. M. P. A. expires
1.
The local musicians (Mutual
fusical Protective -Union 310) will
in session three days weekly until

theatres

F.

July

.

be

April 4. The following day the increased wage scales an cf demands covering certain changes in working conditions will be presented to the United
Managers Protective Association.

Circuit

last week.
books the firms

which are located

Min-

in

reapolls, St. Paul, Superior and Duluth.
R.
stated to Mr. Lubin." the' F.

_

&

He

theatres had been accustomed to playing five performances Saturday and
Sunday; that the people of the towns
expected it and it had become a part
of the theatre's policy.

'

Lubm answer-

&

ed thaf in that event Finkelstein

Rubin would have to pay the acts pro
rata for extra shows and .the firm
it. Mr. Lubin added the same
rule applied to the Loew western
houses where the 'policjr, embraced ex-

The wedding, was supposed to come off at the home of May
Wells, a mutual friend. Miss Brown
professional.

has

been

the

in

chorus

Broadway musical shows.
:•

U.N.

-:'.

P. A.

several

of

/

,

:

"

-

New York

stated they had form-

demands for vaudeville, burJesque and pictures but not legitimate.
The committee was informed that the
U. M. P.. A. would not consider the
musicians' matter piece-meal and that
until they were ready to present their
proposition in fujl, there could be no
ulated

value to the meetings.

The American Federation

.

of Music-

ians will hold its annual convention at

Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, beginning
May 10 and continuing for a week.
The question of increased wage scales
for traveling musicians will come up
for discussion.
The road musicians
contract entered into between the A,
the

.

last

quartet.
The act opens at the Jefferson March
29, and will play a full week In each
of the Moss theatres,

JOINT BENEFIT ON

•

house Sunday

The show

_____
WYNN MUST PAY BENTHAM.

sketches

The litigation runs back to
Bentham sued Wynn here
managerial fees and attached his
automobile and other- properties. Wynn
for $1,600.
1916, when

for

The

final bill of

ville at

Keith Sunday vaude-

the Century will happen this

Sunday or April

During the week
of April 5 the Shuberts assume active
management of the Century, opening
with "Floradora" and holding the Sun14.

days there for themselves.
Up to Wednesday no closing of negotiations for the Keith bills to move
to the Amsterdam (Klaw & Erlanger)
diad been made, though
they shortly would be.

it

N. V. A. BENEFIT

The date of the annual

was

May

9.

i

•

CLARA HOWARD'S DIVORCE.

San Francisco, March 24.
Clara Howard, who during her recent
visit to Portland, Ore. (her home town),
filed suit to have her marriage contract
dissolved, was granted a divorce last

month from Jack Josephs by default.
The couple were married at Sacramento, Cal, in June, 1911, and separated
in

March,

1918.

Miss Howard

present on the Keith time.
Persons divorced in Oregon
at once.

at

is

Monday, and was married to
Ednah Altemus, a young beauty in the
Bailey, before the war, managed the Colonial, Alhambra and
Bronx at different times, then became
manager of * cantonment
territorial
houses. This season he went on the

--fi

•

road for the Shuberts.
Miss Altemus was late at a rehearsal
and he fined her. She pleaded so prettily he took a second look.
Now he's

working for

:

her.

:

TRIANGLE FOR TARGET.
Chicago,

March

24.

This week's weekly theatrical shooting story from
Chicago concerns
Theophil Piatrowski, manager of the
Iola, who -was back stage with Mrs.
Julia Dombrowsk when his wife came
back, pulled a 22 and shot the lady in
the' cheek and her husband in the hand.
She put them both in a taxi and the

wounded were

treated

at

.ir

:

->f.

a hospital

while the star of the sharpshooting specialty waited for her husband, whom
she took home with her.

W1UARD

'•;&

-iV-S

MACK'S SKETCH.

Just finfshing writing a playlet for
himself and a company of five, Willard
Mack is being placed for an eastern big
time vaudeville route by James B. Mcwill

open with

the. sketch -

May.

"RAIN CHECKS" FOR SHOWS.
Chicago, March 24.

A Chicago booker and
cies

booking agen-

in the larger cities as a whole,

were taken

week in an
advertisement
labelled
"Announcement," inserted by W. E. Duncan son,
manager of the Majestic, at Waterloo,
Iowa, perhaps for publicity.
"The present bill is not at all a well
.balanced one—with due respects to
the individual acts—they were sent
here by our agent in Chicago, and on
-such a biU no act can find Its correct
to

task last

place. The manager is a worse critic
of acts than the public and he is very
much disappointed in this bill.
"All who have seen it and are dissatisfied can have their money back upon
request or a complimentary ticket will
be given to our next bill if you will
let me know.
policy of your money
back if dissatisfied holds good to one
and all who patronize the Majestic,"
said the announcement.

My

•,."-.^8

LOEW MAN HONORED IN BOSTON.
-Boston, March 24.
M. Douglas Flattery, local representative of Marcus Loew, was appointed
a member of the Harvard Cancer Com-

•

1!

mission at the last meeting of the
president and fellows of. Harvard University.

may

re-

marry

- CHANGES

IN MANAGERS:
Dave Nowlin Robinson has been appointed assistant manager of Proctor's

58th street, and John Alden to a similar-post in Keith's Jersey City.
The appointments are in accordance
expected
with the Keith interests' plan to install an assistant manager or "stagem
director" in all of the Keith theatres
16.
excepting the Greenpoint and the Pros-

MAY

benefit for the
National Vaudeville Artists has been_
set for May 16 at the Hippodrome, New
York. The announcement states that
the proceeds will go toward the maintenance of the club in its 46th street
quarters.
Advertising for the program is in
charge of Elmer F. Rogers, who has

started hli campaign.

•

will consist of dramatic

and vaudeville.

The season of the Lights Club -at
Freeport, L. L, will take its customary
start about May 15 or May 20.

against

gave bond then.
Bentham produced an affidavit from
J. J. Shubert, proving that he had advanced Wynn from $350 a week to $600
a week. Adolph Marks represented the
complainant

0.

LIGHTS OPENS IN MAY.

Chicago, March 24.
Bentham was awarded a judgEd Wynn, the comedian,
•

S.

MAY

The Actors' Equity and Chorus Equity
Associations will jointly give a benefit
performance at the Metropolitan opera

sons.

M.
ment

24.

Point,

Ind.,

in

usherettes formerly working in the
Hamilton, Flatbush, Jefferson and Regent and formed them into a singing

eW

,

Crown

company,.

Mr. Mack

SING.

S. W. Lawton, musical director of the
B. S. Moss houses, has picked four

fmU

FINAL CENTURY BILLS.

office.

The musicians

Cristo, Jr.," slipped off to

Kowen.

MOSS USHERETTES TO

had been

the Jrying Berlin pro f ess j ona f department a9 head of -tg gtaff
Mr. Bergman went out to the Coast
several we
ago with his wife, Gladys
Clark, to make comedy pictures. Bergman
tw0 afld directed thcm wh5Ie
out there.
Gark and Bergman have been a
standard vaudeville act for many sea-

MARKING TIME.

A

meeting, between a committee of
the American Federation of Musicians
and the United Managers' Protective
Association, held last week, was unproductive. It was called off soon after
the committee reached Ligon Johnson's

The

.

»£*

'

men and two women.

objection
was to
police reserves appearing in the
act in trousers.

Bergman returned to
week he engaged 'with

After Henry

avenue and 103d street last Tnursaay.
night, Johnnie Collins, the Keith booking man, was still confined to
u& to Wednesday of this week, through
the injuries he received.
The holdup men secured $40 # in cash
and a silver watch, Collins having sent
his gold watch for repair the day be-

in circulation last Sat-

five

Commissioner's

BERGMAN WITH BERLIN'S STAFF.

JOHNNIE COLLINS HELD UP.
A victim of a holdup at West End

urday to the effect that Collins was to
be married at 2 p. m. to Bly Brown, a

had

women

the east.

in

The' holdup occurred at about 10.30.
Mr. Collins was walking up the atreet
when He felt an arm thrown around
his throat and then the .stick-up fellows
proceeded to beat him unconscious before robbing him. Mr. Collins says he
caught a flash of two men, but is not
certain whether there were any others.

act

POLICE JAZZ BAND CLOSED.
The Police Reserve Jazz Band is off
as far as vaudeville is concerned. The
band opened at the Palace, Brooklyn,
last week, but under orders from Commissioner Enright it closed the engagement.
Ray Walker of Walker and,
Thomas was managing the act. .It

virtually accepted on the Orpheum time>
at $1,000 and $1,100. New' bookings are

tra performances.

rumor was

Despite reports that Loretta McDermott and Eddie Cox with their jazz
band had dissolved after the first half
last-week at the Fifth Avenue, the act
intact is still seeking bookings through
the Harry Weber office.
In the present status, Miss McDermott and Mr. Cox appear to be in full
possession of the turn. Frank Hale,
who' staged it and was reported to have
held an interest, had words with Cox
according to the story. They led to
an encounter. Following that the turn
notified the Rajr Hodgdon office it<had
placed its bookings with Weber.

The McDermott-Co*

agreed to

A

Ails turn. No agent has been yet reported selected for the new double act.

McDERMOTT AND COX CONTINUE.

New York

in

through the combination. The Harry
office is booking Miss Tanguay
in her single turn; Charlie Morrison,

Weber

pi the Ray Hodgdon agency, books the

;

&

representative for Finkelstein

said,
Mr." A*1s this week refused seveial western weeks for his own turn,
stating he preferred to remain in New
York. This week Miss Tanguay is at
Keith's, Boston.
Confusion in agents may result

March

Chicago,

Harry A. Bailey, manager of "Monte

Harris Theatres.

AH theatres on the newly annexed
western end of the Loew Circuit, playing oven three performances in one day
ar any time will pay for the extra
shows, pro rata. This was announced
By J. H. Lubin, general booking manager for Loew's'.
The possibilities of over three shows
daily seem to be iir the Finkelstein &
Rubin houses or the former Ackerman
fr Harris theatres in the west, now
called Loew's.
Rubin was
The Loew

*

For the

ville

ALL LOEW WESTERN HOUSES

IN

HARRY BAILEY ELOPES.

EVA TANGUAY WITH ROSCOE AILS.

PRORATA PAY FOR EXTRA SHOWS

Mr.! Flattery

was 'formerly a

profes-

sor of physiology and has. endowed
and established several fellowships and
clinics at thf- university.

:.'"S

;

:;l

JIM THORNTON COLLAPSES.
Following continued illness since the
death, of his wife, Bonnie Thornton,
James Thornton suffered a nervous
collapse at his apartment in the Hotel

Argonne Tuesday morning and was removed in an ambulance to Bellvue.

''

HV.'i

pect.

Closes and Open* In Same City.
Minneapolis, March 24.
When Nora Bayes and "Ladies First"
closes the season here March 22, Green
and Parker with that show opened a
tour of the Orpheum Circuit the foli

lowing day at the local Orpheum,
Jenfe Jacobs did the booking,

Increasing Bills for Holy Week.
Metropolitan Keith houses are adding one and two acts to their vaudeville bills in anticipation of the usual

Holy Week slump in business.
The Alhambra has a ten-act bill for
next week with most of the other New
York and Brooklyn houses pitying ten
and nine,
:
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-"VAUDEVILLE ^
1

LEW CANTOR QUITS ASSN. FLOOR
TO BOOK WITH LOEW IN EAST
Makes Sudden Exit from Chicago After Securing Loew
Franchise. Western Agents Dissatisfied by ConcenCantor Will
tration of Booking in New York.
Take About 70 Acts to Loew Side.
Chicago, March 24.
Cantor, one of the foremost of

comedy scenes for Fay and Adler.
The show opens tomorrow (Saturday)

the local agencies, made a sensational
and sudden exit to New York, where
he had quietly procured a blanket
franchise to supply acts for the Loew

night at Springfield, Mass.
It is a composite of several midnight
revues produced on the Century Roof

Lew

Circuit.

Cantor made the deal recently
through J. H. Lubin and strictest secrecy was maintained until the news hit
the local agents' camp with a bang.
Owing to the outspoken dissatisfaction among agents here because of the
<

gradual concentration in the east of
bookings formerly done locally, the defection of Cantor, one of the most successful, aggressive and prosperous of
them,- was treated with grave significance. Cantor, in the two years since
he was admitted to the association floor
and during the last year _ when he
operated his own agency, is* said to.
have amassed a considerable fortune
and has upwards of 70 acts on his
books at this time. Several are in his
own productions. He will probably
take_ the better portion of these- with

him

to his

new

,.

fields.

Associated with Cantor in New York
be Irving Yates, another Chicago

of

Gest, where Mr. Mears managed, them.
Mears is taking out the
troupe on -his own, with outside finances reported behind the tour.

by Morris

INCREASE ACTS FOR ONE WEEK.
The

Jefferson will play 10 acts each

half the
office,

saries,"

week

of

March

29.

The Moss

having run out of "Anniverwill call ft "Spring Festival

Week."

Fox Takes Albermarle, Brooklyn.
William Fox has acquired the new
Albermarle in the Flatbush section of
Brooklyn. The house is now building
and is to be ready to open on .Labor
Day.
The Albermarle is being built by
John Manheimer, who has made a deal
with Fox whereby the latter takes over
the house.

The

theatre

is

to seat 3,800.

MATTER OF PLAY OR PAY.

PANTACES'

should claim salary while laying off
with "GoodNight" It. was a Buckley
& Sullivan vaudeville production. Mr.
White held a play or pay contract for
10 weeks. When the act opened at the
Alhambra it closed after the second,
show, for revision.
White argued with himself that that
was not his fault He told his wife the
act was all right and asked his friends
if he weren't entitled to salary under
the play or pay agreement, pending the
reopening of the turn, expected next
Monday or a week from Monday. His
wife condoled with him, but as she had
not seen the act said nothing else.
His friends refused to commit them-

himself, "If a 'play or* pay* isn't play
or pay, what is it and "what's the use?"

BOOK FOREIGN

ACTS.

Kara, the juggler, arid Schictl's Marhave been booked for an

ionettes

American engagement by Marinelii.
Kara opens at the Orpheum, Brooklyn,
Sept. 6, and the Schichfl act at the
Riverside, New York, the same date.
Kara has played over here before.
His last engagement was about 10
.

years ago.

-

be made part of the struc-

•:•...

-

•.:

.

The western manager, through his
representative, Earl E. Edmondson, has
leased the Torre property, containing
a Solid square of. frontage On Canal
street and extending from S. Rampart
street to Elk Place, for 75 years, at
$35,000 for the first year, with a subsequent raise in the price of the lease
each succeeding year. It is said the
Pantages negotiations for the Dauphine
were merely in order to play vaudeville at that theatre, pending the completion of the playhouses now arranged
tor, with the result the Dauphine will
not be used until the Pantages' house,
.

now

building in Memphis, is finished,
which will be by Sept. 1, it is thought.
Pantages has decided to cover the
South with his houses, and the Kansas
City theatre, open in October, will be

considered part of the southern chain.
Pantages is said to be seeking sites
in Atlanta, Birmingham, Shreveport

and Little Rock.

The Saengers may beat Pantages to
the Shreveport proposition, for they are
right* now dickering with the Keith office to place vaudeville, at the Ehrlich
opera house in that city.

PICTURES ADDING VAUDEVILLE.

TO EXPLOIT STARS
Norman

-

IN PRINT.

ex-correspondent
and newspaperman, has turned publicity purveyor for a number of vaudeville stars, including Trixie Friganza,
House of David Band and Elizabeth
L.

Sper,

Murray.

San Francisco, March

•

five act vaudeville bill one
Lindsay and Lodi,
joining March 26 and April 4.
acts are booked through the

adding a

day each week.
Cat.,

The

representative who, until two weeks
ago was the association floor booker
for Earl & Yates, "until barred from
the association and Keith offices because of charges that he had tried to
undermine his partner and seize the
When Humphrey and Nash
business.
proved unforgiving Yates sold out to
Earl and got a berth with Cantor. It
is said he will have an interest in the

Bert Levey

new

$1,000,000.

offices.

WORK. ON JUNIOR ORPHEUM.

,

The Orpheum Circuit will start conwork on the new Junior

struction

Orpheum

May

on

to be erected in Kansas City
The house will occupy a

1.

on the southwest corner of Main,
and Fourteenth streets, and will cost
plot

eastern agency.

The seating capacity will be 3,600 and
the policy similar to that of the StateLake in Chicago.

Cantor takes with him also Lou Hol-

The future- of the
his assistant
franchise which Cantor surrenders has
leb,

not been determined but it will probably die as the Chicago -field is overcrowded with the gradually thinning
bookings.

REGULATE BILLBOARD ADS.
Boston, March
to regulate

KLEIN RUSHES INTO LEGIT.
Arthur Klein is at present devoting
to legitimate and is readying
a musical version of "Caught in the
Rain,'! which will be called "PitterPatter." William Friendlander is writing the score with Will H. Hough, the
Chicago librettist.
his time

scale since opening a little over a year
ago.
Smalltime vaudeville houses throughout the country have as a rule in-r
creased box office prices.

Keith's Atlantic City Opening.
Keith's, Atlantic City,

opens

mer season Monday March
.

eges of the Keith office are to be at
their posts not later than 10 a. m. and
remain on the floor until 5 p. m. according to a recent order by J. J. Murdock.
A boy on each floor checks up..

:

sum-

The

and Yvel.
26 Interstate Houses.

ENGAGED FOR "WHIRL"
among its principals Bessie
Davis, Winona Winter, Frank
"
Fay and Felix "Adler.
>
Tommy Gray has written in a couple

its

29.

house "has been renovated and the acts
drawing the opening assignment are
Nan Halperin, headlining; Frank lyn
Ardell, Fenton and Fields, Smith and
Savain, Forde and Sheehan, Mijares,
Jim and Betty Morgan and .Anderson

TIME SCHEDULE FOR AGENTS.
Agents who have the booking privil-

have

bill-

board advertising is being made.
The Committee on Legal Affairs at
the State House gave, a hearing this
week on measures drawn up for this
purpose, and representatives of planning boards in the state appeared in
support of the measures.

The upward tilt in vaudeville admission scales following ' the recent increase at the Palace, New York, has
already been followed in several of the
big time Keith houses out of town.
Keith's Washington, D. C, lifted the
scale to $2.00 for the boxes and $1.50
top for the orchestra, the same also ac
Keith's, Philadelphia, starting from
early in March.
It is expected the admissions in some
of the Orpheum houses may be lifted.
The State-Lake there has increased the

McCoy

24.

Another attempt

ADMISSIONS GENERALLY UP.

will

24.

A

large number of the smaller interior towns heretofore devoted* to a
straight picture policy have lately been

will

"The Midnight Whirl" opening next
Monday, with John Mears managing,

24.

A

ture.

.

SITE.

March

is made Alexander
will erect a theatre here.

may

hotel

'

selves.

Orleans,

Announcement
Pantages

"

White said he didn't want to get in
wrong with anyone, but repeated 'to

NEW ORLEANS

New

All last week and up to press time
Al B. White struggled with a knotty
problem— to him. It was whether he

Edward FOLEY and Lea LETURE
AT COLONIAL, NEW YORK, THIS WEEK (March 22) presenting

,

"Musical

Comedy DIverHse-

ments" and concluding a 60-week tour of the Keith Circuit our farewell vaudeville appearances.
Opening soon In the musical comedy, "HIGH AND DRY."
We are leaving vaudeville In order to be In New York .and keep a watchful eye on
EDWARD FOLEY, JR., who has reached the dangerous age of thirteen months;
Direction,

LEW

GOLDHR.

Chicago, March 24.
Kenneth Davenport, representing the
Interstate Circuit here, nqw books 26
year ago, when he started,
houses.

A

he had 11.
The Grubel string out of Kansas City
is

the latest convert.

-

'

VAUDEVILLE
WARNING FOR AGENTS.

MANAGERS' WEEKLY PAPER.

GOVERNMENT CHARGES CHICAGO
MANAGERS WITH TAX FRAUDS

Following

On

the letter head of the Keith Circuit, E. F. Albee issued the following
statement last week, addressed to "All

from

complaints

artists

alleging that agents promised them
certain specific positions on bills, "star"
dressing rooms' and other concessions,
Managers of, Vaudeville Theatres."
not written in contracts, and which in
The proposal to publish a weekly or- numerous instances has resulted in v
"walking out" of shows, E. F. Albee
acts
gan 'circulated free and without carry--*
sent the appended notice to bdpkMason. Investiga- ing advertisements was taken by the has
U. S.
Issued
ing managers and artists' representapersons receiving the circular letter as
tives doing business with the Keith
Evidence Against 50 Houses.
tion Discloses
Vaudeville Exchange.:
indicating an intent to at first issue
"I find that the clause at the bottom
in
Starts
the weekly, when published as a genof the contract is not being made use
eral press sheet:
Failed to File Returns.
of Professionals
of either by the artists, booking manIt is our intention to inaugurate in the
agers or artists' representatives, and
near future a- vaudeville paper for free
that promises are being made without
those connected
circulation among
Chicago, March 24.
and Central Labor Union of the city, with the profession all
in the United States
being recorded in the contract
the local: of the other organization
and Canada'. This paper can be made a
Investigation by the local federal
"I have called attention to this a
very valuable organ for the disseminacould walk out in, sympathy.
number of times, and I find that it is
authorities into war tax returns from
tion of news and suggestions pertaining
It was pointed out that the Theatmuch
do
should
it
to the business and
necessary, in order to carry out the
outlying picture houses resulted in apricar Stage Employes' and the Moving
toward cementing the relationship of
proper business principles, to make this
managers and artists. However, Its useparent evidence against about 50 houses
Picture Operators' Unions, both afannouncement that any one doing
fulness will be measured only by the exfiliated with the same international unon charges of defrauding the governtent of co-operation that is received
business in this office, who does not
ion, had contracts With all the Provifrom
the 'managers themselves, and we
respect
and make use, in every instance,
ment.
muat have your, individual assistance
dence theatres and that neither the incf their understandings between the
from the very first in order to give it
Four warrants were issued by U; S.
ternational nor central labor body •here
artists, -managers and artists' reprethe greatest possible scope of activity.
Commissioner Mason, ordering the arbreakthe
sanction,
would
giving
could or
Will you not write me at once
sentatives, as to the conditions under
rest of David Lipman and Moe Goldme the name of the person in your the- which artists are to play, and, if these
ing of these contracts.
atre (preferably yourself) who la to fee
berg, Monroe Theatre; Jacob GrossIt was then claimed thai the Musiconditions are exceptional, and are not
regular correspondent of the paper,
man and Jacob. Paley, Empire. In the cians' Union had contracts with only the
of yourself suitphotograph
Bend
a
and
recorded, as -per the footnote in the
first case $500 and embezzlement is altwo of the theatres here and that the able for reproduction, and any news
contract, I s hall be obliged to take
leged, in the second $5,200.
of general Interest that will fit Into
musicians employed in others were not items
a drastic measure on those who
the first issue. I would also appreciate a
bound and could go! put in sympathy suggestion from you. as to a title for the
V
offend."
E. F. Albee.
in mind that it is to
Under instructions from, the Internal with the new union and then the stage publication. Keep
The footnote referred to by Mr. Alstrictly and exclusively a vaudeville
Revenue Department, Augustus Barnes, hands and picture operators might fol- be
bee is printed on the bottom of the
to
interest
..-•
organ and will carry news of
department,
back
the
low:
employees,
agent
of
special
house
Keith
contract
and
a
reads as follows:
.
artists and all
The musicians, however, through and" front. Its Columns will be op on to
started this week on the rounds of the
"Special Notice—No statement or
howvaudeville,
with
anyone
connected
they
delegate, answered that
their
theatres in New York, going/ back
promise by the manager pr its repreever obscure their position may be. It
could not act without instructions from
sentative or the artist or its representastage where he inquired as to those
will not accept advertisements of any.
kind. Several copies of each issue will
their international president.
tive concerning the artist's position on
present who did not file an income tax
sent direct to you to be Placed in
At the present all parties involved be
the bill, dressing room or advertising
report.
dressing rooms and otherwise made
seem_ta.be marking time awaiting the
or any other thing whatsoever, shall
It is said Mr. Barnes has been deleavailable to members of the profession
-help
theatre.
playing in or employed by your
international Officers who are to
be binding on the aftist or the mangated to travel over the country, digI cannot emphasize too strongly the fact
%
straighten out, if possible, the-tangle.
ager unless clearly endorsed in writing
ging out tax dodgers among the prothat this is. to be a co-operative paper
The greater part of the theatrical em- and will contain nothing but matters'f or on the face of this contract."
fession.
the general edification and advancement
ployes of all. kinds are ready and willconcerned.
of
all
that
likely
seems
it
and
strike
ing to
SAYS HE IS VERY
ALIVE
PROVIDENCE STRIKE IMMINENT.
It la essentially for the purpose of
trouble of some kind or other is sure
bringing the vaudeville people closer toCleve Davis, an English actor, reProvidence, R. L, March 24.
>
'•.'", gether, and suggestions which will ported to have
to follow sooner or later.
gone down on the
benefit the vaudeville business in genWith strike sanction refused, the
"Lusitania,"
very
claims
to
be
much
out
eral and all those who make a lbflngCentral Federated Union of Providence
*
and
managers
•
artists,
alive.
of it including the
FOR LOEW NEXT SEASON.
last Sunday voted to ask the internathe theatre employees, will be gladly re"I have been torpedoed twice since
"
tional officers of the Musician*, MovTwo big time turns have been taken ceived.
then." he says, "on the hospital ship
Thanking you for your prompt coming Picture Operators' and- Theatrical
by the Loew Circuit for all of next pliance with the foregoing request and 'St. Andrew' and the steamship 'Blake.'
Stage Employes' Unions. to come to ' season. They are McConnell and Simptrusting that we may have your ImmeOn
both occasions I was wounded. I
diate and continued co-operation in makthis city to work with representatives
son and Odiva and Seals. Both bookhave been wounded three times being the paper a valuable, upbuilding meof the American Federation of Labor
ings were made through Horwitz
sides being torpedoed three times,
dium, I am
and a local committee in .efforts to obKraus.
Very sincerely yours,
gassed and blind for 47 days. I arS. 9. Albee.
tain recognition of the newly formed
McConnell and Simpson, playing full
rived here on the 'Carmania' last week ••-•.union of Theatrical Employes, No.
weeks; will give two acts, "At Home
trom England, very much alive. "
17,169.
ERIE R. R.
$100
and "Twin Sisters." The Odiva turn
strike has been threatened for sevhas a 30-week play or pay contract
HEADLINER IN. BOSTON.
Jack Martin, the monopedic dancer,
eral weeks because of the trouble beBoston, March 24.
won a decision against the Erie Railtween managers and the newly formed
Andrew Mack is headlined at the
EXPANDING. road in an out of court settlement.
CHICAGO
union.
Loew
Orpheum
house this week/ He
damages
as
1,000
for
Martin
sued
f
Milton Schwarzwald, the yeung ChiStrike votes have been taken by the
is using a monolog and a few songs,
sustained
of
injury
he
result
an
the
cago composer, who attracted attenpicture operators, stage hands and
and at the'Monday shows went over
after boarding an Erie ferryboat last
members of the new union but no fur- tion last summer for contributions to summer. The road settled for $100.
big.
several productions, has joined the prother action can be taken without the
He is accompanied by a girl, who
Mackand
Moore
ducing staff of Menlo
sanction of the international unions as
sings a chorus of one of the songs
RECITAL.
ELEANOR
lin Megley.
the first named two organizations have
from one of the upper boxes.
Eleanor Young, who has been seen
He will come to New York next
contracts^which are binding except unmonth and will provide the score of in Mme. Dore's acts, is going to give BERT ERROL OPENS
der one named condition.
COLONIAL ]£
The theatrical matter was discussed several big acts designed for next a recital in conjunction with her
Bert Errol, the English "dame" come-•
teacher, Mme. Mina Kaufman, at Caratkngth by the C. F. U. at this meet- season.
dian who arrived here last month, wilt
negie Hall, April 9.
ing.

Commissioner
by
Apparent
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It was reported by a committee
which had attempted to bring about a
settlement, that a conference had been
held with the local managers, at which
.the committee had offered to agree that
the managers should be protected by
the Central Federated Union from any
demands by the new union 'until such
4

a time as the four theatrical unions
here had organized a joint council, providing recognition was ' given by the
managers.
The managers turned down this
proposition.
The next move of the

committee was to

visit the international officers of the Theatrical Employes' and Musicians' unions in
'

New

York

as

reported

Variety.

The committee was

in

last

week's

WINS SUIT AGAINST GOLDING.
C.

G

Warde, proprietor of a diving

act, wen an action against the Golding
Studios in which he sued them for
holding property belonging to him.
Golding contested that he owed $140
storage fee, but the court would not
allow the claim, ordering the goods
returned.

BROWER TO GO INTO

LEGIT.

Walter B rower has been signed up
by the Shuberts for the "Gaieties" and
will wind up his vaudeville route at
Washington the week of March 29.
He is a monologist and has been a

standard vaudeville turn for

several

seasons.

*

told that the in-

ternational officers could not sanction

any breaking of contracts but that there
was a clause in the agreement between
the two international unions that in
case a local of one of these organizations should strike, if the grievance
could not be adjusted by its officers

Dorothy Breen's Long Contract

Baltimore, March 24.
While playing here last week with
the Breen Family in vaudeville, Dorothy Breen was placed under a con-,
tract for five years by George White.
The White show ("Scandals of. 1919")
was also playing here at the time.

TO BOOK GLOVERSVILLE HOUSE.
Billy Delaney will book the Glove,
Gloversville, N. Y., after April 12. The

house plays five acts and pictures on
a split week basis.

New

his first reappearance in
at the Colonial April 5.
Errol's booking here now extends for
about 12 "weeks;

s

Mown

end Mack Out of "Scandals.".

Chicago, March 17.
left George White's
"Scandals" last week. They open on
the Orpheum Circuit Apirl 5.

Moran and Mack

LEAVES PICTURES FOR STAGE.
Violet Gray, pictures,
to

appear

out from

Orpheum

in vaudeville.

coming east
She will start

is

New

Yprk, to play either the
or Pantages time in three

months.

DIVORCE FOR BETH STONE.
Beth Stone was
New York Supreme Court from
Frank P. Hughes (Frank and Mazie
Hughes) last week.
granted a divorce in

CAN YOU GUESS
THSV AR&

? WHO

ML

?

FOOLISH QUESTION
EVERYBODY

*the

TRANK

KNOWS

liffl^iSE&JJJi STEVEN

Franklin and Green Change Shows.
Pittsburgh, March 24.
Closing here with "Always You" Saturday, Franklin and Green joined G. M.

Anderson's "Frivolities" at Washington Monday.
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first appears in an old legit
As he entered the
above yelled, "Get off there, you
E una." Rosener proceeded with his
turn without taking notice and reaped
a whirlwind of applause, bringing him
back for a speech to quiet the tumult
Thanking the audience, Mr. Rosener,
glancing toward the gallery, said: "I
don't want to leave without referring
to that person who made the remark
when I .came on the stage. He's in
the gallery, somewhere. Those around
him know who he is. They look very
intelligent up there, and I ask those
near that person to look at him closely.
Especially observe his face. Study it

Rosener

INSIDE STUFF

characterization.
era on

ON VAIJDITOLI
go on the rest of the W. V. M. A.
time, which will bring new, aad lively
blood into a section which needs encouragement to performers to enter it

Bert Lamont will leave for Milan,
Italy, May 1, to study under Jean De
Reszke for' the operatic stage. He intends to remain away about a year. To
friends the announcement may not
come as a surprise, since Lamont retired four years ago to take vocal culture, but in back of Lamont's trip is a
Sunday supplement story. In 1893
when 8 years old Lamont was selected

will

The western Keith circuit should share
the benefits thus provided in giving
it fresh vaudeville merchandise within
easy routing reach.
.

m

During the course of the Federal
Trade Commission's investigation of
vaudeville Harry Mountford testified
bis proper name was "Harry Walsh,"
has father was a clergyman, and he
(Mountford) had been educated at Oxford University, Oxford, and King's
College. London. Mr. Mountford also
swore he had been granted Bachelor
and Master of Arts degrees by Oxford
and a Bachelor of Science degree by

by Theodore Thomas in Chicago from

among

6,000 kid aspirants as soloist for

the Apollo Club of Chicago during the
World's Fair. He was paid $25 for each
of 40 performances and was awarded
three medals. He was given free singing lessons until the age of 12, at which
time he went on tour with the Hy
Henry show. He returned to Chicago
three years later and coming under the

carefully and I know you will find it
the strongest possible argument in favor of birth control."

Joe Micheals, the agent, has been trying for more than, a week to collect
a bet on the six-day race which he.

bought from Jimmie Sheedy.

Sheedy

bad laid $50 to $25 on the field against
King's College. Letters addressed to
notice of B. A. Mellette, a Memphis
both seats of learning have brought ( Egg and Madden with Arthur Hormaster, went under the latterY trainwitz.
Micheals met Sheedy on. the
replies stating neither can find the
ing for a year. Bert then had a range
name of "Harry Walsh" as a graduate street and bought the bet for $5, so he
of thTee octaves—Fybelow C to
flat
claims.
Horwitz admits he lost but
listed on their respective degistries.
Upon the death of
above high C.
says that until Sheedy tells him of
Mellette, Lamont somehow wandered" ., The replies follow
having transferred the bet, Jimmie is
Feb. 11.
into the boxing game, fighting under
the
one to collect. Meantime Jimmie
"H/T
the name of Joe Curtain. During his
had not appeared around the Putnam
"Memorandum from
boxing days he is said to have fought a
"
building. Micheals has been spending
Secretary's Office,
12-round draw with "Philadelphia" Jack
money on taxis trying to run Jimmy
King's College, London, W. C. 2.
O'Brien, but in 1903 was stopped by
to earth. In addition to that bet HorHugo Kelly with a blow to the neck, "Dear Sir:
"In reply to your letter asking
witz was "ruined" by the race. He
which left him speechless for 7 months.
whether Harry Walsh is a graduate of
lost $187.50 in bets, had tickets for
His voice came back piece-meal and he
London University, and whether he every night and won't catch up witb
went into vaudeville as a freak tenor
has received a degree of B. S., I have
sleep for the rest of the month.
with the "Cowboy Minstrels." „ A* peto inform you. that I cannot trace' his
culiar result of the boxing accident,
when the walls of the throat were name either in the list of King's ColFriday night's performance at the
lege or of the University of London.
"broken down," was that Lamont's high
Falace was unlucky for Elizabeth Mur"Yours faithfully,
notes alone were later available. He
ray.
She had but started her song
has been studying in New York under
"H. G. Haiku,
routine when a woman in the orches"Assistant to Secretary."1
Oscar Sanger, who brought out Orville
tra called out asking the artist to "go
Harrold and it was only in December
jump in the river." For a moment
"Register of the University.
last that a measure of voice range posMiss Murray was disconcerted and im"University Registry,
sessed as a boy- returned. In his youth
mediately 'after the finish of her num"Oxford, Feb. lev 1920.
Lamont is said to have sung 8 notes
ber, switched to the finale number and
m.
"DeainSir:
higher than John McCormack. /Carl
walked off. She was out again," but in"In reply to your letter of Jan. 26,
Fabian, a singing coach, will accompany
stead of offering anything further drew
Lamont to Milan. His office will be re- beg leave to say that I have searched a laugh by saying: "What I'd like to
my registers, but have been unable to know is where did she get it" The
tained pending the outcome of the fordiscover any graduate of this univereign visit. Joseph Klein, an attorney,
disturber "had been ushered out of the
sity called Harry Walsh.
will have charge of his affairs, Sam
house in the meantime, pulling a "re"Yours very truly,
Astey attending to bookings. His wife
leased" by declaring she had been
is going back to her home in Kansas
"Leudesdorf,
"thrown out of better theatres."
"Register of the University."
City. Lamont is 35 years old, an age
said to be prime for vocal efforts. It
William and Gordon Dooley entered
has been his ambition to become a
the Strand barber shop Que day last
Small time resident managers are
tenor and the trip is to decide whether
not prone to give over much attention
week and discovered one vacant chair
he can fully regain the remarkable
to artists on their bills. Just why has
with .the barber out to lunch. Gordon
vocal power earlier exhibited.
never been known. There are excepbopped in the chair) while William
tions to the rule, but the exceptions
shaved him Then William seated himare few. Only recently a small town
self and Gordon did the honors. The
Sam K/hl's recent visit to New York and time house manager
proprietor thereupon Offered them each
refused to alwas the first of what will be recurrent
low an act to go on earlier Sunday $3 a day to join his troupe, of lather
ones in a move that has mildly alarmed
night to make a difficult, jump, causing
hounds.
Gordon remarked that the
agents in the mid-west
Kahl went
the act to lose a half week. The manfigures were the same offered him by
to' book the
minor acts for the Orager is reported to have remarked:
his father, who was a barber, and 'that
pheum Junior houses, and issued "What do I care? I've my house
was his reason for entering show busito
routes.
The contracts were made think of first" In contrast are
many ness.
through the W. V. M. A., but the chief
big time resident managers and the
lugaboo in the minds of the Chicago
reverse of the Detroit incident may be
The other evening some police ofagents when the many-sided changes
found in this: Two weeks ago a girl
ficers invaded the Palace, New York,
were made recently, concurrent with
act had a bad jump through train constating they heard Nick Arnstein (Arnthe merging of the Finn and Heiman
nections. The house manager was inold) was in the theatre. Asking one
and Tate and Cello houses with the
formed. Could he help them out ? He
of the staff where Arnstein might be
Orpheum Circuit, was that the bills for would see. Before Sunday arrived
seated, the reply was that if there
the
these theatres would be booked in the
manager told the act it could ship out
he must be in the House of David
cast. When they became the Orpheum
all of its scenery Sunday afternoon and
Band. The officers waited for the band
Junior, with the chief acts picked and
all costumes but one set.
and when seeing the bearded fellows
Later he
ooked by George Gottlieb, the only
said he thought all the costumes should
with the flowing hair left the theatre
comfort remaining was that the smaller
in disgust.
be used in justice to the audience, but
turns would still be booked in the west,
he would give the act a house set.
as Kahl was given the W. V. M..A.
Also it could go on. Sunday night in
Despite that the Western Vaudeville
sheets for these stands.
But KaM-'s
time to make the 920. That evening
Managers' Association recently .deeastern journey was a blow. Not that
immediately after their performance
clared that no house booked by it
Kahl is throwing, anyone down or that
the members of the act found a transshould play over three performances
he has broken faith only the Chicago
fer truck in front of the stage door,
daily, some of the houses booked by
field, already heavily hit by the Ackertixicabs to go to the station, the manthe association are still doing it. The
man-Harris shift, further wounded by
ager had their berths ready, and he
managers claim they have not been
Orpheum feature acts in the two most went to the station with them
notified to the contrary and even use
to see
important Association, groups, is very
that they left in perfect comfort. The
that reason as the ground why they
blue over having more acts booked
manager was Roland Robbins, of should not pay the acts for extra
perin directly from the east. As a matter
Keith's, Washington, D. C.
formances over three. Houses directly
of actual prosperity the eastern acts
mentioned as adopting these tactics are
will help rather than hurt, if, as is
Geo. M. Rosener, in one of the Sunone
in
Oklahoma
City
and
East St.
probable, they will be of higher grade
cay vaudeville houses last Sunday
Louis.
than the average run of available Chievening, had occasion, to rebuke an
cago material, because, after complet-, unholy gallery
god. which he did to the
Muriel Window, recently returned
ing the Orpheum Junior bookings, they
huge enjoyment of the audience. Mr.
from the Lauder tour in Australia, and
,
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the biggest hit of her career according
to her reports along the partial Orfiheum tour played to bring her east
torn the Pacific coast since she landed,
met her fate in Sioux City, la., and it is
whispered that she will marry a wealthy

J
\
']

|

%

resident of that town in summer and
retire—at least for some time— from
the profession.
'

.'

.

A new act showing in New York this
is said to have .planted a large
clique/ in the theatre Monday night,
not knowing that the booking man this
war to have affected always visits that
theatre at the matinee. In the afterweek

noon the turn got mild applause and
the booking men. heard it At night

was tremendous.

the applause

A

story is told of Rose Coghlan
visiting the Keith office concerning
Walking through an
iter bookings.
ante-room where sat Thos. E. Shea,
also on the same mission, someone
introduced the couple saying, "Miss
Coghlan, have you met Mr. Shea?"
"Oh, Mr. Shea," said Miss Coghlan, "I
am so glad to meet you and I hope to
play Buffalo and Toronto/'
a.

i
•

v

;

I

The

reports in the past of isolated in-,
stances where stage hands in the
vaudeville 'theatres were obeying the
ruling of the union concerning the acceptance of tips from artists7, have now
become more general. Several big time
theatres have beep mentioned of late
where the stage crew politely declined
to accept proffered tips by outgoing
.

artists.

One

of

the

laughs to circus

Monday

formers

Garden was
houses

at

per-

Madison Square
which

in the Garden's cafe,

"Congress

of Freaks."
Among the latter is a "genuine wild
man," at least, he looks that way. But
along with others at work, he was busy
the

building his

own

cage.

KEEFE GOING WEST.
Walter Keef e, of the Pantages forces,
go west this month for an inspec-

will

tion trip.

Special significance' is attached to his
in certain quarters and rumors
are to the. effect that while west Mr.
Keefe will confer with Mr. Pantages
with a view to some kind of an agreement as regards agents who claim
and advertise themselves as bookers.
These agents, while availing themselves of the advertising value of the
weeks on the Pantages Circuit, are seltrip

dom

active.

This is explained by a desire to avoid
antagonizing other popular priced Circuits, and it is said that the Pantages
people are about to demand that the
agents declare themselves one way or
the other.

LOEW'S RELIEF MANAGER:
New Orleans, March 24.
Ed

Loew southern repgoing to appoint a "re-

Schiller, the

resentative,

is

manager" next month, with a view
to having him take charge of the various houses while the resident manlief

agers are taking vacations.
Every manager is to be given a rest
of a fortnight. Schiller states every
theatre in his territory is making
money save that at Waco, Tex., and it
continues to improve each week.'

•

-

BOSTON'S DANCE HALLS.

:

.

Boston, March

24.

There is a peculiar jam here between
the police commissioner and the city
licensing authorities over the status
of dance halls in hotels.
.

The commisioner 'claims that they
are public dance halls and should obtain a $100 license and that police
officers, for which the hotel pays,
should be in attendance to regulate
them. The licensing clerk says otherwise.

The matter
court

-

will

be fought out in
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ate being done over, in ivory with brothey
cade panellings. When finished
complaint in the
will leave no possible

w>y

most

It is

of tasteful decoration.

effective.

the
Hassard Short, who produced
the Palbiggest riot of an act eveTat
can have
ace, has proven vaudeville
brands.
production acts without jazz

rffMbjS^^

*
;

Called "Bits
the act
eph Santley and Ivy Sawyer,
covers a period of three yea".
y

W

program sUtes costumes

«»«ned

b

,

/

be conkr. Short and he can well
especially
gratulated on all of them,,
and
thSe for the "My Lady Friends"Four
"Some Pretty Day" numbers.
net
handsome girls wear full whitelayer
each
layers,
many
in
,

skirts made
edged at the hem with

flowers,

one

or
one buttercup, one bache
The color
button and qne red rambler.
and
scheme was carried out. in sash
'Pretty
the
has
it
But
turbaned hats.
audience,
Day" number, which made the
A
burst into tumultuous applause.
were in
bride and her four maids
gowns of white and silver. Miss Sawviolet,

train that
yer as the bride carried a
when unfolded covered the Palace

stage.

As Ming Toy, Miss Sawy»r

Bainters

ILL

FORUM.

SAYS—

March

Women—Mostly)

at the Palace

handsome black and white drop made
they evidently forgot to have leg drops
it If is a fault many acts
are making. They forget that a theatre
carries nothing to match individual
scenery. Often a handsome curtain is
spoiled by its surroundings. Miss La-.
ture has a pleasing voice and appears
in a white cloth sport suit with a very
blue" accordion
bad black hat
plaited dress has silver over dress
wired at the hem. With it she wore
a bonnet Then the inevitable Jap
song was done in dark blue satin.

made with

A

Oliver 'and Olp, depending upon a
rainy finish, did splendidly in a sketch
called "Paradise." Miss Olp's dress was
pretty in color design and material of
daintiest 1 pink crepe, the full skirt had
rows of hemstitching and a rusched
hem. The bodice was baby-like, with a
sash and the short sleeves also edged
in rusching.
»
,

Bert and Betty Wheeler could be
worked into a good two-act were they
to dress better. Miss Wheeler's clothes
were not only soiled, but atrociously
made.
Some acts kid themselves into believing that after weeks of continuous
-

wear soiled clothes don't show from
the front Don't you believe it. Frank
Dobson's "Sirens" act is a clear case of
clothes having been worn for months
and months and months. They may
have' been cleaned many times, but
1

copied exactly one of Fay
And in
pale blue Chinese costumes. _
black "trips to the cleaners only tend to make
a white linen riding habit with
curls,
them shabby.' "The Sirens" % is an act
boots and small hat apd hair in
well.
so
as good now as when first produced.
Miss Sawyer never looked
a
It deserves better treatment from its
There were seven numbers and in
particuproducers.
season where the styles aren t
done wonDolly Connelly showed but one dress,
larly smart, Mr. Short has
beautiso
girls
the
a
puik velvet embroidered in crystalders in dressing
ized gold. The skirt was puffed at the
a
j£n Berzac (Berzac's Circus), as hips with a band of flowers. Miss
high-spirited as one of her dear little Connelly's partner (Ray Raymond)
and was smothered in powder by the time
ponies, was in a costume of white
with a long the act finished. And why will Miss
red. The skirt was covered
feathConnelly persist in singing with her
tailed coat The large hat was
hands on her hips?
1
Alice Lloyd walked upon the stage
"LVthat funny sketch, "Johnny's New
at 10.55.
Her season is soon closing
Mrs. Langdon was cheaply
Car,"
vestee
motor
knitted
(Continued
blue
*
on
in
page
gowned
17)
cape edged with tan. The skirt and

first

white face characterization

done within the

last

I

15 years.

cold.

have
It

Blanche Evans (McLaughlin and
Evans) ill with flu at New London,
Conn.
m
Hazel Fordes ("Oh, Frencby") (American Wheel), ill in a'Toronto hotel for
a week.
R. C. Miller, picture booking manager for Poli Circuit, nil with pneumonia
~
at his home in New Haven. «
Chas.. Horwitz, author, ii in the

is

my

.

But it was
over two years ago that

"mammy"

roles.

but a little
I played in white face in "Beverly's
Balance." Sometime prior to that I
was in "The Country Boy" also doing
white face, and in "The Heights" with
'
Frank Keenan.
Some of my friends have written me
yarn asking
recent
following the
whether I was.growing "up stage." I
was never accused of that before.
Mrs. Charles G. Craig.

the Capitol, is confined to his home
quite ill with an attack of acute in-

digestion,

York, March

23.

•

:

•'S

"

«

:

show.

Mr. Lee, but he Is not their father.
After my divorce from Mr. Lee, I
married Thomas Bannahan (of the
Five Mohatts), who is the father of
the children. I am also divorced from
Mr. Bannahan.
The error caused me to tell you the
story of my life, but I am sure that
under the circumstances you will not
mind making the correction. •
I, hope this does not given any 'one
the Impression that I am hard to get
along with fas some moving picture
directors claim).

-

K

V. A. COMPLAINTS.
William Osterfeld has filed a com-

Chas. Robles complaining against
Glenn and Jenkins, that they are infringing on a "trick laugh" identified
with the Robles act.

.

several

Gerald Griffin, the Irish- tenor, who
stricken with appendicitis while
playing Poll's New Haven, last week,
was operated on at St. Raphael's Hospital in that city, and is now recovering.

Nate Leipzig, after undergoing an
operation for appendicitis, suffered a
relapse as he was about recovered, and
has been obliged to remain in the hospital.
He may leave there the end of
this week or early next. week.
Leslie Morosco, agent, was injured by
a piece of flying glass last week, when
something thrown from the roof of
the Gayety theatre building struck and
smashed the window in his office. The
glass cut his foretiead.
Alberta Moore, who was- thought to
have recovered from her illness, hat
suffered a relapse and is now at Columbia, S. C, recuperating. Miss Moore
was formerly with Myrtle Young in
.

•

plaint against the Millers alleging the
latter act is using a Chinese set similar to his.

may be

was

'

Irene Lee.

Miss Lewis

weeks recovering.

1

-

-l\

-

vaudeville.

Miss Young

is

now Mrs.

A. B. White and retired from the Stage,
living at Freeport, L. I.
Last week
the death of a Myrtle Young was reported. The deceased was with a burlesque show, a chorister on the wheels
for 20 years or so.

—MARRIAGES.

p

Lillian Lea (Lyddiard) to Vernon
Gray, non-professional.
Beatrice Smith to Bob Manning.
Former was connected with tbc"j>ro-~
fessional staff of C. C. Church
Co. ,
May Pike, "Oh-U-Baby" Co., to John
L. Babb, at Manchester, N. H., March

bodice had a lace skirt and a high
crowned hat. A white and black dress
was trimmed with red fruit. *Miss Lena
looks very pretty and has a charming

&

„ ,
In watching the Dooley boys. William and Gordon, one can't help but
picture the entire family and what fun
they must have had at home before the
stage called them. The Morin Sisters,
in the same act, dress rather burlesquey in deep blue dresses with rose
A second change were short
tops.
.„.,

=

17.

Bob Fisher (Carola Trio) and Edythe
•Green, non-professional, March 2j, at
the Broadway Central Hotel.
John O. Grant, straight man, and
Babe Healey, soubret of "Some Show"
(American Wheel), were married in'
York, Friday, March 19.
Dorothy Meufhet to Arthur James
Martin, non-professional, at the home
of the bride in New York, Feb. 12. Mrs.
Martin has appeared in vaudeville as
Dorothy Meuther, also Dorothy Dale.
Her future residence is given as Lu.ctrne Apartments, Fort Worth, Tex.

•

-I
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New

skirts of silver faced in cherry with
»
blue bodices.
Flo Campbell (with Joe Morris) was
nicely gowned in blue taffeta.
And now that so much seems to be
for the artists, why couldn't the orchestra question be takeq up? Better
orchestras would be very beneficial.
Not that all the bands are bad, but they
are just too short of instruments.

•

.

Black and White, as the opening act
at the Colonial this week is called, have
discarded the. idea used for so many
years, one girl in white and the other
in black, for pink crepe negliges worn
over jumper like pajamas. Their costumes of former years remained long
in memory, but the present one will
probably be forgotten tomorrow.
When Foley and Lature had the

\^J

lantic

'

in a pale yellow
a tight
a coral

.

y

is recuperating in AtCity after a severe illness of,
bronchial pneumonia. He is not exEditor Vambtt:
S
pected back before the first part of next
In a paragraph last week concerning
,..',..-'••
week.
..
the vaudeville debut of Jane and
Flo Lewis hurt her leg while dancing in "Tick-Tack-Toe" last week with
Katherine Lee, you said that their
taking her place in the
father was Harry Lee of Hoey and" Pearl Eaton

Ben H. Atwell

New

taffeta made in two. puffs over
lace petticoat. In the second,

smile.

:m

Coney Island Emergency Hospital, recovering from a broken arm.
William G. Stewart, the producer at

Three simple songs
first

AND INJURED.

upon Wednesday for appendicitis.
at
Ethel Barrymore, •'Declasse,"
Empire New York, March 22, heavy

25 years on the
stage I accomplished no less than .18

true that during

colored

•:•'">'.

Room,"

Lily Lena, fortunately, has one song
the audience took notice of. It-is the
fanciful aviation suit'of short French
blue panties and regulation English
coat worn with white tights that put

the -song across.

-

Will vDarbur, of "Up in Mabel's
ill at Dayton, Ohio, March 21.
Mrs. Charles Strickland was operated

22.

Editor VAnurn*
I wish to correct the stories lately
sent out to the effect that my present
role in "The Passion Flower" is the

trimming were white.

were dressed, the

:

9

=r=

The dressing rooms

'.'-•••
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''.-VARIETY'

"THE SKIRT"
(Speaking of
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BIRTHS.
Raymond (Maud

Mr. and Mrs. James
Tiffany),

March

2,

daughter.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schaefer, March
13,

TAMEO KAJIYAMA
In appreciation of the kindness and courtesy of the American vaudeville managers who
have made my tour successful and the American artists who have made it pleasant I bid
you farewell. Sailed Wednesday, March 24th, on the "Kroonland," London bound,
Ambidextrous callgraphlst and will-power expert Id a practical demonstration of quadruple
mind concentration. An example in experimental psychology,
Address all communications care of my sole representative, Lee Bphrlam, Chathams House.
George St, Hanover Sq., London.

son.

PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS.
'•

A

Beatrice Darling, "Just
Minute."
Fay Marbe for Geo. M. Cohan's "The

House That Jack Built."
Foley and La Tare for "High and
Dry" musical show.

ZiM

BURLESQUE

10

HEUCK'S

BURLESQUE REVIEWS
when

DAVE MARION'S "STAGELAND."

He

Is

followed

'

In'

-

sonallty angle.
The two principal women are Inez De
Verdier, a big non-dancing prima, donna
and Agnes Behler, who doesn't lead anyvocal numbers and Is one of the line
garbling offenders.
Miss De Verdier doesn't attempt any
double voice vocalising, but probably
could, as her tonal equipment ran from
baritone to contralto. She looks well in
several costumes, making her big flash.
in the second act in white tights, where
she leads the "Elks March" backed by
tbe choristers, also In tights.
The eighteen choristers are undoubtedly the best singing aggregation on either
wheel and reveal painstaking drilling
on somebody's part. They are eight
pontes and ten show girls, all above the

average In appearance, dancing ability
and shapeliness of limbs.
In the street scene Conn and Whiting
offe/ their dancing specialty, both prov-

*

Scene two was another familiar Marion
It was the ^'Church on the East

touch.

"beggar" number.
The. last scene is the "King's Garden
on the Nile," with Ward doing a musical
comedy tin crowned king, and Marion

as the familiar Snuffy.
Inez De Verdier and Agnes Behler are
prominent in lavish costume creations,
and the choristers look nifty In their
apparel, much of whtch runs to tights.
One of the prettiest dressed numbers
of the show was "Bonnie Mary," led by
Bable La Tour in an effective Scotch creation with the choristers in .green Scotch
tights and bonnets.
The show Is produced lavishly, the
wardrobe of the principals and the
chorus being all that could be expected
from some of the legitimate musical
comedies.
Scenlcally the show is there also, and
Marion and Ward keep the lulls from becoming too frequent between the laughs.
Marlon still retains his ability to hold
the Interest and tickle the risibilities

unconvincing

in

sev-

pictures.

The

an the Bowery Will'
house stock burlesque due to open
August 1. The theatre -has been taken
over by P. F. Shea and is to be operated by him heading*as treasurer a corporation called the Bowery Theatre
(old) Thalia

Corporation.

The policy in addition to stock calls
for a change of "big" feature acts from

Daly's, Broadway and
in sky Bros, call30th street, and' the
ing for the latter to. take over the
house and install stock burlesque next
season. The Minskys are now running
stock at the National Winter Garden

management of

M

on the East Side.
Daly's has played stock burlesque occasionally during the last ID years. Sam
T. Jack introduced the idea to Broadway 20 years ago at what was later the
Princess, Broadway and 29th street.
The Princess has since been remodeled
v
.„
as an office building.
;

.

SUMMER BURLESQUE IN DEKALB.
The De Kalb, in Brooklyn, now playing Loew vaudeville, may switch to
burlesque stock over the summer
"

:'?

months.

The Loew interests are erecting a
new theatre a. short distance from the
De Kalb and

will install vaudeville
The Loew lease of the
expires in September. Next
season the De Kalb may play vaudeville supplied by the family department
of the Keith Exchange.'

next season.

De Kalb

Broadway every week.
It is to be .renovated, new seats
brought in, etc., beginning May 1. The
house is controlled by T. Ferrera. Sunday night arrangements have been
made by Shea with Antonio Maiori,
heading an Italian dramatic stock com'

••-.-•.-..•'

pany.
.

TO "RESURRECT EAV0R.TES.
The opening scene of the Burlesque
Club's forthcoming benefit performance at the Columbia June 10 will be
called "Resurrection" and will introduce a flock of old-time favorites, in-

PUSH FORWARD COOPER REVUE.
The opening of the Bluch Cooper
summer revue at the Columbia, New
York, has been advanced one week, or
May 17, because of the engagement of
the principals and choruses of his three
shows. The week of May 10 at the Columbia will be filled in by Lew Kelly.
The cast of thi revue will be composed of Frank Hunter, Bert Lahr,
Johnnie Walker, Stella Ward, Frances
*
Marie Texas; California Trio.
-

The military dressing

is unsuitable for
but this Is not a serious defect
Elsie Donnelly leads this and gets away
with It handily.
Miss Donnelly and
Ralph Rogers have a' specialty which
constitutes the entire second scene. It's
a singing and dancing turn, with plenty
of low comedy for seasoning. It was a
huge hit at the Olympic. Binder and
Rogers held up the show in the afterpiece, -with a fife and guitar specialty
also containing a bunch of laughs.
The afterpiece played in one 'set, a
Palace interior, with a stage in the
center, on which the choristers posed as
"models" in white union suits started
with the usual ensemble, followed by a

.the song-,

succession of specialties.
Anna Armstrong landed four recalls with "Let's
Help the Irish Now," Shirley Maiette
scoring quite as well Immediately after
with "Good Man Is Hard to Find." Miss
Armstrong does one of the funniest
"souse" bits seen around since Carrie De
Mar's "Lonesome Flossie" in the table
scene mentioned. Binder sidestepped numerous' opportunities to make this bit
suppeBtlve, but although sticking to
legitimate methods with the aid of Miss
Armstrong made It a howl.
At the opening the choristers are
named as they enter via a card placed
on an, easel, after the fashion of Al
Reeves' show a couple of seasons ago.
The show holds the advantage of possessing cumulative comedy values, starting a bit slow, but working up gradually
throughout the four scenes, with the
laughs holding right up to the finish. T.
J. Murphy does a pleasing comedy character bit in the third scene and generally
helps out as handy man in the others.
The numbers are notable for "pep," but
while the stepping is lively, it lacks nov-

excellently.

The show has a pair of primas in Elsie
Donnelly, a hefty soprano and Anna
Armstrong, who In addition to displaying a resonant contralto shows marked
ability as a comedienne. Shirley Maiette,
soubret. completes the trio of principal

women. She's one of those petite slender
Frenchy soubret* with a nifty pair of
dancing feet and a jazz voice that will

.

never get Gatti Cazzaza, chief pusher of
the Met. Opera House, on her trail.
The first section has three scenes, the
opening being played in an ordinary
looking garden -exterior, the second a
house drop and third one of those Egyptian Palace exteriors.
There are seventeen choristers, not much on looks in
the aggregate, but a lively dancing ensemble and all hard workers, who Just
about cop the "American Wheel championship for Bmlilng. This smile thing
scorns to be a feature of the show. Binder
laughs himself into more than one big
roar during the show and both Larrivee
and Rogers, as well as the women principals carry a pleasant grin throughout

elty.

_

As a production the show reeks with
cheapness.
But with Binder, and his
three comedy aids and the trio of principal women holding up Uje singing and
dancing end, the scenery and costumes
are a secondary consideration. When a
burlesque show can make that blase
bunch of Fourteenth Streeters laugh
their heads off it's a good one, and
that's Just what Binder and his comedy
crew did Tuesday night ,
BtU.
'

the entertainment.
.

—

March

Cincinnati,

of

Some

COLUMBIA.

START

Work on the erection of the new Columbia Circuit theatre will be started
April 5. It will have -a seating capacity

HERKBAKER SHOW TITLE.

accomplishment in the comedy line when
Is
remembered that musicians and
ushers glory In the reputation of being
the toughest audience in the world.
Fred (Falls) Binder is the featured
comic.
He's a Hebrew comedian, with
the conventional crepe hair, derby over
his ears and all the rest of the stereotyped characteristics of the old style
stage Jew. But when it comes to method
Binder is right up to the minute. He's
a good eccentric dancer and a first rate
acrobat, although not over doing the
ground tumbling or falls. Assisting him
is Larry Larrivee a "Tad" with a nappy
smile, convincing brogue and easy manner of handling comedy. Larrivee also
dances well. Ralph Rogers, who uses a
"wop" dialect that stands the acid test
but whose make up suggests a Frenchman, and his clothes an eccentric tramp
shares second honors with Larrivee. Rogers has a voice, Is a good ground tumbler
and also dances neatly. Harry C. Van,
the straight, plays Intelligently, dresses
neatly, but not "classily," and. "feeds"

WORK ON NEW

cluding May Howard, Phil and Chrissie
Sheridan, Fanny Eyeritt and others. '

Another scene will have each pair of
comics on both wheels doing a brief
bit from their respective shows.

"Jingle-Jingle" has been selected as
the title of the new show I. H. Herk
and Chas. Baker will operate on the
Columbia Wheel next season.
Gail Wire has been engaged for it.

It

The costumes run to black and white
White tlprhts are worn
The only costume arrangement that stands out is worn in
the "Preacher Makes You Mine" number,
which has the girls arrayed as Hussars.

7efFs Dream," an-

These are the first'
aveling cheap-priced attractions to
be played here since the Walnut was
-converted into. a picture house, some
years ago.
the Boulevard, formerly the Standard, burlesque, at Canal and Vine,

The

Broadway revues shown recently contained in the whole show. Another old
timer that went over for a .full-fledged
panic was a comedy quartet, -with a line
of hokem that even made the musicians

effects mostly.
In both sections.

•

BURLESQUE AT THALIA.

absent
All the good old "sure fires" are present. There's a money changing bit In the
• first part that most of the regulars must
have known by heart, but Fred Binder,
Larry Larrivee, Balph Rogers and Harry
C. Van through clever handling and a
fresh, twist or two made It a scream.
Then in the afterpiece Binder and Anna
Armstrong put over another veteran in
the shape of a table scene, that held more
laughs in fifteen minutes than' several

•

has

Prices 15 to 75 at
Next
50 matinees.

•

STOCK AT DALY'S NEXT YEAR.
A deal is reported on between the

•

24.

policy

consists of Lew Cody, in "The
Beloved Cheater," a Robertson-Core
film, and the Standard Film Service
Feature, "The Lost City."

duction ability in evidence, but if the
dialog now used is retained, the cast Will
have to be re-tailored to fit the book or
the book re-hashed to fit the people, before this year's effort can climb up on
the shelf with the Dave Marlon shows of
seasons past The present show,- anyway, is said to be a sort of revival of
Con.
one of Marlon's earliest efforts.

and ushers laugh Tuesday night

girl

opened Sunday with

tirely

.

POLICY.
March

new

first bill

—

is

Side," with the snow falling and Dave
coming on for hlB "Scenes Taken from
Life," which has been shortened to the

la.

GIRLS FROM THE FOLLIES.

ing excellent acrobatic buckers, but both
lacking the showmanship to cash as
befits their ability. Their dancing waiter

feeding.

Riffy

its

tl

Strouae & Franklin's "Girls from the
Follies" at the Olympic this week is one
of those old fashioned standardized frolics of the type that held forth down at
the Dewey and London a score of years
ago, before burlesque became "refined."
And after lamping. a few of the satin
lined velvet curtained productions that
have playeTt'around on the major wheel
for the past season or two, with a million
dollars worth of scenery and a "book"
that at best was a flabby imitation of
musical comedy, only with the comedy
noticeably minus, a show like the "Girls
from the Follies" can be forgiven for
a great many things It lacks because it's
funny not mildly bo, but hilariously.
There Jsn't a breath of suggestion, spice
or .even mild ginger either, and while
the fun is derived from the roughest
sort of low comedy bits, vulgarity is en-

-

a clever piece of pantomime and hoof-'
lng and should have brought them bigger returns.
The third scene was a switch back to
scene one with a Blight alteration and a
realistic rain storm, which showed Marion's production touch all through.
A
river boat with all lights lit was a realistic touch seen in perspective.
Marlon also had a recitation' in act one,
discarding his character for a white wig
to deliver "Top of the Morning, Ireland"
from the deck of the steamer.
Act two opens in "one" with Will H.
Ward leading a chorus number for comedy returns. Ward proved a tower of
strength to Marion all through the show
and was given plenty of opportunity. He
did his familiar putty nosed Dutch dialect eccentric character, and walked on
after Sid Gold's singing and dancing specialty to work up an excellent dialogue
bit In which Gold helped with intelligent

Thomas

eral straight roles, but Bay Magruder
shows an excellent bit of character work
as a physical wreck on crutches, in one
of the early scenes with Ward.
"Stageland" is not a bad show and
couldn't. be with Marlon present In the
cast and Marlon's showmanship and pro-

fellows.

"Stageland" the book supplies ample
opportunity which is muffed by every one
of the principals except Marion, Will
Ward, bis principal comic assistant, and
Babe La Tour,
the hard working nut sou/*
bret
The others garble their lines and
speeches until the audience loses the consistency of- tbe story and the book becomes as meaningless as though the
show consisted of the usual burlesque
succession of bits and chorus numbers.
'
The first act consists of two full stage
sets and a street scene (house drop) in
one.
The opening shows a liner and a
tug tied up to a dock. The entire company are on- the deck of the liner and
there are two natural gang planks. The
water front of New York City can be
seen in the background.
Sid Gold is
firominent here leading several of the
ntroductory numbers and pulling an eccentric dance that was well executed, but
strenuously sold. Gold is a hard working juvenile with a good voice.
His
chief fault Is over anxiety to please, and
he tries so hard it hurts him from a per-

_.

funniest bits of the show.

This season's attraction maintains the
former high levels as far as production
Is concerned, but it is woefully weak as
regards human interpretation ot the
book supplied by Marlon.
Occasionally a producer by a lucky
stroke will assemble a company that can
read lines intelligently and when this
occurs and the book is worthy, the
show is usually head and shoulders above
It's

show.
nights and IS to
week, "Mutt and
other Hill show.
Hill

Babe La Tour works like a Trojan and
grows on one as the evening progresses.
She helps Marlon wonderfully in a scene
where Snuffy is gorilling a cop. The
latter is backed up by Babe and all the
males in tough make-up. It's one of the

by the
humpty duznpty horse pulling the wagon.
Marlon's shows have always hovered
around the higher levels of production
handed
been
he
has
after
year
and year
the palm from a producer's standpoint.

wagon.

NEW

Cincinnati,

pop priced road shows, and opened
Sunday with "Penny Ante,* a Gus.

weakness of sevfrom the

eral of the principals detract
total impression.

Dave Marlon. "Snuffy" the hair Up cab
driver, Is with us this week at the Columbia minus the cab. Marlon's first entrance is made as the driver of the express

present, but the

-

Heuck's under

24.

1,640.

The present Columbia house is the
Olympic and the American Wheel is
represented by the Empress.

BURLESQUE ENGAGEMENTS.
Rennee

Four

Girls,

"Peek-a-Boo"

next season.
Kitty Warren for "Hip Hip Hooray
Girls" next season.
Cleo Lewis, "Sweet Sweeties."

BURLESQUE CHANGES.
Lew

Lederer replacing

in ''Best

Show

in

•

Manny Koler

Town."

.

•

-\

MARION'S BALLYHOO.
The H. C. L. means nothing in the
of Dave Marion. Recently he purchased a MacFarland car in marble
life

color for $9200.
On the side of the machine painted
in, large letters is the following :
"Designed by and built for Dave Marion."

Considerable ballyhoo stunt.

BACK FROM PALM BEACH.
Sam

S. Scribner, president of the
Co., returned to
after a two months'
sojourn at Palm Beach.
Mr. Scribner played a lot of golf and
captured several trophies from pretty
fair company.
He will leave New
York in three weeks for a visit to his

Columbia Amusement

New York Monday

birthplace.

SHOWS ON COLUMBIA WHEEL.
If the "Night Owls," who close their
season in Detroit, can break the jump
to Poughkeepsie the attraction may
keep
the
Newburg-Poughkeepsie
houses' open for an additional week.
The houses which are supplied with

Columbia Wheel
attractions
have
asked for a three week extension on
their season, and have requested that
the American Wheel supply additional
attractions.
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until last fall, when he moved to the
coast with his mother and father.

The
Ttrndet-llaik

VARIETY,
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No. 5
teams. He will try 'and accommodate
all before the ''Passing Show?' takes
:" r
Jacques sail from Montreal toth'e road.
.«
J\
May 1 on the "Saturnia". to open in.
"-;•'"',
Glasgow May 17.
V
Bert Kolley, who originated the jazz
band in Chicago, and. who introduced
Max Bloom, manager of the Quirk, this surefire novelty in the College Inn,
Fulton, N. Yi, is.jow booking his acts' w_rtab.Ji.,
through; the Walter Jlimmer agency. lack Built, has taken oVer- the Niks
Bungalow, an atmospheric "summer
on the Milwaukee -road, .11
Anthony, a single on the' small' time. roadhous e
miles out of the "Loop^'V
playing an accordion, is the father of
seven children, He is <31 years of age,
The
Adelaide and Hughes revue openmarrying at 19, an d served in the army.
ed vat the; Hotel Winton,, Cleveland,

VOL. LVIII.

n and

.

soloists,

,

.

!•;.

£

head

of- tne'- sales

department

•William B. Lindsay, eastern passenger, agent for the Lehigh Valley
Railroad, is. how located in Room 526,
'" -<-.• *
110 West.42d street.
.

ture.

Eli Sobel will book.

Riverside and Royal,

""•".

•

'

Claude" Greneker,
general
press
representative for the Shuberts," returned to New York oh Tuesday after
a hurried trip 4o South Carolina to the
bedside of his mother.

Harry Dent, the author of "Odds
iri-'tWs country, airiviffg from

London. He proposes remaining here
and entering 'the field as producer. He
.

collection of the French
Fund', in the .vaudeville
theatres this week Alfred. E. Hender-

In

Bush-

the

That a good floor will do business is
proven at Maxim's.
A new revue
opened there about two weeks ago.
son 'and Walter Hughes were the MonSince
then the business has picked up,
day speakers -at the Palace, New York.
''"'•'
'
.."'•;
until it has reached the proportions
i.;
Marcus LoeV,' in, a special car, with of what Maxim's -did in the restaurant
before prohibition. Both the dinner
film favorites for special attractions,
•and after-theatre business moved up
left New York Saturday night for the
opening of his Nashville theatre Mon- with the advent of the new revue,
which was put on attractively, with
day. He was expected to return yesterthree or- four novelties.
day (Thursday^
;

i:.'.

.

-

'•

<•

will dissolve their vaudeville, partner-

With Richard Anderson they are
Caesar's Sees Her."

W>th the closing of the Dolly Sisters
show "Ob Look," this week; Joe Glick
is due on Broadway Sunday to find out
what it is all about. Mr. Glick has
worked -hard .all season, saving his
salary and pinochle winnings, .as the
racing Season resumes next week.
Dr. Harry W. Martin, known in Chicago's Loop and a popular practitioner
among professionals when there^is how
lcoated in Los Angeles in the Black
building. Dr. Martin was in the army

from Cleveland
Keith's

Band

is

to.

It's

boy

see the

The salary agreed upon with Carpentier for his show appearances oyer
here is said to be $1,000 a performance,
with not over 10 a week 'to be given
by him. That would seem to remove
the. French champ as an American
vaudeville possibility, leaving him to
take out a road show. Agence Ryner,
the Paris agent, writing to Variety,
says it was through his office Lee'Ephraim of London placed CarpenJier's
theatrical contract .With Jack Curley.

'

-

seem quite

-This

as the New York Military Band, unthe direction of Edwin Franko

der

•

li

.

.
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Spare, That
'

:

leuon for—

the

Managers" plans

for next year.
Baseball writers' southern vacation.
their golf swing.

.

Agents to rehearse
.

play ball only with the Flushing team,

,

last summer.
Pete lives
in Beechhurst, known as Flushing's
lost suburb. Pete is a pretty good ball

player for the head of a family which
•s of great help to BeecHhurst's population.
As a side note, baseball shoes
now are $22 a pair and the regulation
baseballs, $225 each. That will probably stop all the "over the fence is out"

games.

.

Sunday newspapers are giving lots
of picture space, to the new spring
fashions from France.
Those boys
who are still oh guard over there
aren't in so bad at that.

t

'»"'.:.

.•-Ji.'

Eddie Miller is manager of the
Winter Garden Baseball Team. 'They
are going to have a benefit at the
44th Strftt theatre, Sunday night
(March 27) to buy uniforms for itr

'

As Eddie is now with the Avon Comedy Four he has arranged things so
the quartet plays the .infield, figuring
that as most of the balls. Will be hit
to the- outfield it will give the four
a good chance to rehearse their har"
"
mony.
»-*'.'•

",

,':

,.

'See where a show has. 24 law suits
filed against it.' Wonder if .the lawyer
gave the artists a party rate.
•

.

S Every once in a while some manager
;>
has. some of his actors married on
#
the stage. Might be a real attraction
if
they had some one divorced the
same way. What an audience that
would bring.
.

.

.Get the

Beach

moth

:''

'

_
Y.? chief

»

of

police has stationed a policeman at
the entrance of all dance halls in the
city, with authority (given them by
the chief) to prevent any one entering.
The object is to regulate . the
dancing, the chief says. He also says
that "this cheek to check dancing and

'":

•

>j

j

balls

but of that Palm

suit.
»

which he did
*

Maybe the steamship companies
raised their ocean' rates to try and
keep down that rush of foreign authors
from the American lecture platforms.

t

little

Pete. Mack may yet promote agitation through his decision to play with
the Lights baseball club this summer.
Pete is hot an .actor and the. Lights
club is supposed to hold pros only.
Again Pete is an agent and in previous
years has been with the nine of the
Keith office. Pete says he doesn't know
just how it happened or why he is doing it and may eventually conclude to

The Watertown, N.

man Concert Band formerly known

"Woodman

Tree/' to him.

cozy."

.

The Columbia University free band
concerts will ran 12 weeks instead of
ten this summer, starting June 7 and
continuing until Sept/ 3. The Gold-

wood

sawing.
time they had some little girl or
recite the old Graduation Day sure

fire recitation

now com-

mental condition that makes this

.

;

ship..

The

jail-house

.

James and Sadie Leonard have agreed
to play out the remainder of their
bookings this season, after which they

now playing "When

Report from Holland says the exkaiser has resumed his

'
Plan* for a 20 week French season
fall, the Belmont again
being used and renamed. the Belmont
Theatre Francais, were made a't la
meeting held before the Parisienne
company sailed this week. Support
was pledged by several of New. York's \*
leading educational institutions,
through whom subscriptions for the
entire season .were promised.'.;
The program for next season' will

Monument

''"

B. F. Keith Boys' Band of 350
ni^ht at the A1 .
, ast
, ed

:

On "is

-

-

include French classics. Three memMargaret Peggy Bacon was awarded
bers Of the Parisienne company are
an interlocutory decree of divorce from
remaining here, among whom is Robert
Benjamin F, Bacon by Justice Tomp- Casadesus, who
is to become an Amerkins in the Supreme Court last week.
ican actor. His wife, Henriette BelThe defendant does a skating act in' lamonz, also stays.
.'.'..'
a restaurant revue. She is allowed to
resume her maiden name. They were
Lexie
Tweed,
aged
a cabaret
18,
married Jan. 15, 1917, and have no chilsinger, is under arrest at Newport,
dren.
Olive Burke, Bacon's dancing
Ky., across the river from Cincinnati,.
partner, was named in the proceedings.
jis a fugitive from justice. She is wanted at El Can tro, Imperial County, Cal,,
.^The -Stage,"
London,
enquires
on the charge of having deposited an
through Variety; the whereabouts of
invalid draft for $1,000 in a bank at
the following persons, whose addresses
E! Centra and having obtained $300
are wanted by friends in England:
on it. Commenting oh her sojourn
Frank Hilton, a former cartoonist, in
jail, /he remarked, "This is not so
Professor Kohedski, Charles Davies,
'Ritz Carlton,' but it is not as bad as
formerly a violinist with Sousa's band.
some of the dressing rooms in the
Will the above gentlemen kindly com•West. Putting on a make-up by the
municate with Bert Levy, "The Stage" light of the
moon and trying to hit
representative at th* Friars Club, 110
high C. to the accompaniment Of a
West 48th street, N. Y.
Mexican barrage have developed a

Corse Peyton is trying to secure the
Shubert-Crescent, Brooklyn, to present summer stock at the house. He
formerly had the house, until the
,i
Shuberts took it over.

papers.

Russia has proved so nicely that the
Bolshevist rule is all wrong. That the
"all wrong" people in Germany are
going, to keep that country all wrong
as. long as they can help it.
..

starting in the

wick,' Brooklyn. The:, small timers of
all 'circuits as customary will remain
open in the hot months.

-

first

Dr.

of

!

as usual

New York;

direction

posed of 660 boy musicians with more
continuously being added.' Six instructors are at Alhambra. hall daily. teaching the boys. The Band has been accorded the post of honor in leading
the May First parade of the Boys'
Week to be then 'held. Twenty-five
other bands besides drums and fife
corps, will be in the line.

hambra, New York, and Orpheum,
Brooklyn. The others expected to run
through the hot weather are Palace,

Harry Da-For Denis are booked to
sail on the .'Imperator" July 3, opening
At Coliseum, London, July 26. They
will play 8 weeks with St oil and 12
weeks review '.in 'Paris, v.? .••-'.."!;

has also taken out

The Keith New York houses

'

The Cort, Newark, N. J.,,and Grantwood, at Granfwood, ft -IT; 'are .to play
pop vaudeville, five acts with * fea-

•

band.

'will try for a summer run. Those experimenting will be Colonial and Al-

•

.

fcmhnL Han in Harlem by John Philip
Sousa. The noted bandmaster made a

.

•,

es

special trip

ward, Maurice Holland. There is a
chorus of 12 girls. The revue has four
week 'at. the Winton, with 12 weeks' to
follow in Chicago. Vj)

*'.

•'

under the

It won't be necessary for this generation to tell their, grand-children
about the great world war. Congress
will still be investigating it.

and the Senate

.

ie

Monday night. In addition to the.
dancers the principals are .Frank Erwin, Florence Martin, Eleanor* Wood-

Max Laube announces his retirement
the. stage. He is tlow connected
with a "million dollar" corporation as

Jfrom

There are two bad seasons in Los
Angeles, the rainy season and the
divorce season.

'

The

Wyn-CmMI^ema^Hou^e^t

,

-

Melius Christianson of Norway. This
the same organization that played
Norway in 1914, being received there by
royalty, decorated with an Imperial
order-emblazoned on an American flag.
is

.

-

What became of the old fashioned
contract that read "Half
salary Holy Week?"
theatrical

The St Olaf Lutheran Choir from
Northfield, Minn., is due to make two
appearances in the East April 26, at
Carnegie Hall, and the next day at the
Academy of Music, Brooklyn. On its
way east it stops to play Orchestra
The choir
Hall, Chicago, April 5.
number's 50 girls and boys plus seven

'

late fall.

Eddie Miller, manager of the Winter Garden Baseball Club, has received
challenges from "The House Of. David
Band," The Friars and the N.. V. A.

Foreign... ......... .18
;Single copies, 20 cents
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TOMMY S. TATTLES.
BY THOMAS J. GRAY.

.
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SUBSCRIPTION

.
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'

open by the

11

•'

•

given in other portions of the city but
under the auspices of Columbia. -'-"

Work

manner the house may be ready to

New York City
•-* ;'

i

Loew's new State The-

street has
will be rushed on
construction through three shifts of
in this
expected
workmen daily. It is

Prtslflmt

46th Street

:

Goldman will play Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings on the university green each week. Tuesday and
Thursday evenings concerts will be)

Broadway and 45th

been razed,

Inc.

RIME SILVEIUUN,

W«t

site for

atre at"

BeslitaM

Published Weekly by

•'£?# :';•'
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hip wiggling must be cut out."
It
wasn't suspected the cheek' to cheek
thing had yet hit Watertown, a town
best known as the principal stopping
place on the way to the Thousand
Islands, after you leave Utica.
The
•cheeky style of holding, a dancing
partner has been quite prevalent in
New York of late, but only practiced
by the sharpshooters when dancing
with a strange girl. They, tell the
girl that that's the thing, getting away
with it. It must look awful in Watertown, now that the bloods of that town
are short on booze. But Watertown's
chief of police is a bear. He' runs the
City having constituted himself a sit*"»B magistrate for minor offenses.
When his traffic cops pinch speeders
the chief looks them over, thinks
about it (and being a knowing chief,
not wanting to hurt the town for tourists) usually says:
"I think you are
guilty but will give you the benefit of
the. doubt if you promise to get right
out of Watertown."
Most of them
get. pinched again in their haste to
leave, but think of cheek to cheek
dancing in Watertown 1 That's almost
as bad as high cut skirts would be in
Cortland, N. Y., another self-incorporated "city."

*i
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LEGITIMATE
SHOWS

SIXTEEN SUMMER.

MAY

IRWIN'S. PROPERTY SOLD.

May

Irwin has sold- the property at

PLANNED FOR BROADWAY

first
sample of real
weather only, became evident
this week there was plenty of talk
along Broadway in forecast of .the
summer season. Last year the returning troops with the metropolis a

summer—until

breaking

the

actors'

strike came along and stopped the
works.
Last summer saw twelve
musical attractions in v the. going—
about 50 per cent, of the total list
offered. For this summer it has been
-

predicted that the number of musical
shows—revues arid musical plays—will
mount to sixteen.. It is a matter Of
record that it was not nearly so much
the returned soldier feature that made
for big Business as it was the continued "open" weather break.
Cool
weather prevailed then. It is likely
that hot temperatures will mean a
thining of the proposed summer ranks.
According to weather records the coming summer will be less cool than last
year, "doped" on the severe winter.
Among the predicted group of 16
new musical attractions, five line up
as holdovers from the present show
map and eleven will be new shows—

<

.

f they all materialize. Current shows
which stand the best chance to continue into the

summer are

"Irene." at

the Vandcrbilt; "The Night Boat" at
*he Liberty; "As You Were" at the
Central; the Ziegfeld roof shows at
the Amsterdam and "Buddies" at the
Selwyn. "What's In a Name," the

new revue

at the- Elliott has possibil-

but the balance of the dozen
current musical attractions have no
chance. The "Ed Wynn Carnival" is an
ities

unknown

quantity.

At present it figures as a stop-gag from Easter until
the

premiere of the "Fbllies."
#

The 42nd

street thea'tres will figure

stronger than ever with

musica

new summer

offerings. Ziegfeld's "Follies"
teads the list at the New
Amsterdam?

G eor*«

•.*-

%

White's
second series of
.
c
Scandals
is framed for the Liberty
and that means that "The Night Boat"
may be moved to another house if it
is to
remain for the summer; the
f Cohan
and Harris may hold "My
Honey Girl;" the Republic is framed
for a revue by EarlTarroIl and the
Lyric 'may hold the planned Wilner
and Romberg summer show.
With
"Buddies" succeeding in hanging on
the "street" will hold six of the group.

The Winter Garden will as usual
have a summer offering and that is
planned for the 44th Street, though
it is not set which house will
get the
next "Gaieties." "The New Dictator"
will be the Globe's next attraction and
it
shapes up strong enough to run
through the summer. There are three
other shows planned for summer so
the estimate of sixteen musical attractions is not extravagant.
One show
in the making, '-'Broadway Brevities,"
may be saved until the fall.

The two Ziegfeld roof shows atop
the New Amsterdam have drawn unusual attention.
With the "Ziegfeld
Girls of 1920" starting before nine and
the new edition of the Midnight Frolic

beginning near twelve, there is nearly
hours of show for patrons staying -for both entertainments. A combination of the two revues is a sort
five

remodelling.

of

big

grosses

during

*•

»

MADAME AT HIGH
1*

"OUI

and they are dickering for another.
It is also

reported that. the Shuberts

have bought in on the Arlington the•

atre.

.

productions are booked
Park Square, the Selwyn

Morosco's
into the
house.

-

*.

•

NELLIE REVELL BETTER. '
Hope is at last seen by Nellie Re veil

SCALE.

in her unfortunate affliction that commenced last July. It will be next July,

Philadelphia, March 24.
scale idea has slipped in
here. as demonstrated Monday at the

The high

premiere of "Oui Madame," the new
Alfred Aarons musical play at the 330
seat Philadelphia (formerly ,t he Little).
The show looks like a success* Georgia
O'Ramey and Harry Kelly registered
hits and there is a—pedigreed" chorus
.

drew

that

attention.

The show

'

'

the

at St. Vincent's Hospital, New
until recovered.
She has been
some time. Another ray in Nelcontinual gloom is that visitors
are now allowed to call upon her.
Last week Hiss Revell experimented
at again walking.' Her ankles doubled
under the 'weight, causing casts to be
placed also upon them.
Miss Revell s recovery is looked upon
as a medical miracle.

York,
there

lie's

CUT DOWN BOOKING EXPENSES.
Managers of Yiddish attractions
seeking booking out of New York City
are making arrangements direct with
out-of-town operators, thereby eliminating the customary overhead.

Jacob P. Adler, who is to open a five
or six weeks' road tour on May 18 -in
Philadelphia, plays in practically three
houses controlled by interests who do
not operate such theatres for Yiddish
attractions.
These are being booked
direct, the others play Yiddish shows
in season.
r'
mine in the Bara piece.
Adler's tour takes in Philadelphia,
There has been no definite decision
Baltimore,
Washington, Pittsburgh,
regarding the next attraction* at the
Cleveland, Chicago, St/ Louis, IndianWinter Garden. The fault in the curapolis, Pittsburgh
(again), Toronto,
rent "Passing Show of 1919" has been,
Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Boston,
defined and in it may be found the reaHartford, Bridgeport, New Haven, Patson why the show did not stand up as^
erson and winds up in Brownsville.
weir as expected. There is a burlesque
His salary is $1,500 for five performon The Jest," counted as one of the
ances weekly. The tour will be manbest bits in the piece. But comparaaged jointly by Louis Goldberg and
tively few visitors saw the drama and
Edwin A. Relkin.
so can hardly appreciate the burlesque.
n
It will be- necessary to insert
new
BARA DOES $16400.
business as a substitute for the road
The first week of Theda Bara in "The
and possibly the same applies to the
Blue Flame," at the Shubert, grossed
"East Is West" burlesque
The entrance of Marjorie Rambeau $16^00. That amount on the sharing
terms gave Miss Bara $4,400 for her
into, the "The Sign on the Door" in
week's work on the stage.
which she is now starred, worked out
The Bara play may remain at the
as expected and her first week with
Shubert until the middle of May, when
the attraction at the Republic found a
jump of $3,000 in. the business, giving it -will be withdrawn for the season, to
start
Out on the road early next seathe attraction a gross last

BLAIR GETS "ABUT RIGHTS.

/

Sam Blair has secured the stage
rights to "Abie the Agent," the Harry
Hirshfeld daily comic strips which appear in the "Evening Journal." This
the 'first cartoon play to have been
framed for several years. Unlike the other, however, "Abie"

is

'

.

however, before Miss Revell can again
walk, her physicians say.
Losing the use of her. spine when
taken down, Miss. Revell has been in
a plaster cast Now she is mending
with the spine knitting together, bat
it becomes necessary for Nellie to re-

main

will

be kept here and fixed up for Broadway
instead of being shown in, other cities.
The Philadelphia may be kept open
throughout the summer for try-outs, it
being -figured that considerable economy can be worked out through the
easy rental arrangements and the close
proximity to New York.

Broadway engagement. After an over
capacity opening, however, attendance
did not quite reach expectations.- The
first week's gross was around
$16,000,
which is big money for a non-musical
play but that figure is 25 per cent, unaer the figures reached on the road.
The Bara piece is playing to $3 top and
it is possible for it
to draw better
than $23,000 at the- Shubert.
An
agency buy extending for four weeks
is lending support, but it
is unlikely
that the buy will be renewed nor that
the attraction will continue much after
April.
As 'a road attraction A. H.
Woods is conceded to have a "gold

re-

I

Flame" at the Shubert, and the possibilities

"

i
,

New

'

.

Theatre property would

.

This time the report has it that
through a real estate firm Morosco has
an option on a piece of property in
Tremont street, near the Shubert, on
which the new theatre will be built.
It is said the property is assessed for
$138300, of which $125,800 is on the
land
The lease which Khw & Erlanger
have on one Boston house expires soon

•The
York Theatre will continue
indefinitely in its present way, with no
time settled upon for any rebuilding or

''

•

:

terialise.

quire them to erect a structure of suitable size for the large Broadway front.
Famous Players-Lasky has secured
the New York Theatre, but a representative, of that concern stated it was
not the- purchaser of the Irwin and
Blumenthal properties. .- He added the
asking price of Miss Irwin and Mr.
Blumenthal was considered too high.

edition of the "Follies," but. cost
more. The frqnt tables bring $5 -per
person with the other chairs at $3.50,.
so that a patron staying for both snows
pays $10. Possibilities of big takings
were shown with last Week's combined
gross (both shows) which amounted
to $22,000. Then the restaurant feature
brought in an additional $11,700, a play
for dinner patronage being made with
the roof open at seven o'clock. The
margin of profit for the cafe is as great
in proportion as the shows so that the
roof attraction figures with other
Broadway offerings .and appears a big
draw in spite of prohibition..
This week started .off better than
last week all along the line, but a natural drop is expected next Week (Holy
Week). The falling isn't expected to
be material, however. "Richard III"
increased its lead in the non-musical
field with $19,000 drawn, a jump of
$1,000 over the previous week.
The
way the house is scaled the Plymouth
can play to around $22,000. "The Night
Boat" holds undisputed leadership
among the musical pieces.
Interest centered around Woods'
Theda Bara attraction, "The Blue

of

magnet for soldiers' relatives was one
of the main reasons for the record

years stories of this sort -have been
circulated with appropriate- intervals
between them, but the plans never ma-

joining the Irwin property.
Both these plots were held for a
number of, years as a speculation oa
the theory that whoever purchased the

New York
Though the

West

thai, the racing man, has disposed of
his two plots on West 44th- street ad-

Managers Figuring for Big Season with a Weather Break.
Fine Attractions Now Current to Hold Over.
Scrambling for New York Dates After Easter.

spring

MOROSCO RUMOR PERSISTS.
Boston, March 24.
^,
Once agfin the' story about Oliver
Morosco ceming here and building a
theatre has cropped up. For several

45 th street and the
abutting house at 153 West 44th street
to • syndicate at a price vreported to
*
be $350,000.
It is also understood Maxey Blumen-1S2, 154, 156

will be

made

into a

Broadway musical

show. Writers' are to collaborate with
Hirshfeld in doing the script.
The
title has not been selected, but it may
be "Abie Kabible," the name of Hirshf eld's runt hero.

"MAG IC MELODY" GETS BAD START
•

Boston, March 24.
The "Magic Melody," at the Majestic
week, fell down from a financial

last

standpoint,
v

Saturday

except

hen the box

office

reported

night,

$2,000.

The show is booked for four weeks,
it may dose sooner unless the, receipts perk up.
No "paper" was al-

but

lowed last week, which the producers
account for the poor showing. It received fair notices.
]
-'

.

,

week

around

of

son.

$11,000.

The Easter

card, of new attractions
lines up with Ed Wynn's "Carnival" succeeding "Monsieur Beaucaire at the
Amsterdam; "Florordora" following "Aphrodite" at the

It is
.

now

New

Century; "Three Showers," which follows "Wedding Bells" at trie Harris;
"Lassie," which goes into the Bayes
"theatre on a ten week lease; this
moves "My, Golden Girl" over to the
Casino
succeeding
"The Little

Whopper."
Next week two new attractions are
carded,
they being "Mrs. Jimmie
Thompson" at the Princess and "The
(Continued on page 18)

reported that A. H. Woods,

who

dared with Bara and won out, lately
offer embodying similar terms
to Bara, for two of the biggest film
stars to co-star under his management
on the /speaking stage. The terms

made an

>

offered would have netted each of the
stars approached with a very large net
if they did the anticipated business. The offer remains under consideration.

amount weekly

Mack Loses
Leslie

Willard

when
trial

Suit by Default.
Morosco won his suit against
Mack by default last week,

tbo latter failed to appear at the
\

-

"DICTATOR" AT GLOBE,
It is almost certain that "The New
Dictator," the musicalized version, of
former Willie Collier farce which
Charles Dillingham has produced is to
be the summer show at the Globe,
coming in about May IS. The piece is
in Baltimore this week with Cleveland,
-Pittsburgh and Philadelphia to follow.
The latter town will be played- for
three weeks opening on April 12.
'the

FRITZI SCHEFF

WONT

CO-STAR.

Upon hearing A. H. Woods' plan for
new Earl Carroll show was to have

the

co-stars, Fritzi Scheff notified the management she declined the proposed engagement, which had been tentatively
accepted by her.
Leon Erroll was engaged this week
for the show.
^ Tommy Gray is co-author with Earl
•

)

Carroll.
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PURCHASE OF PITT
CLINCHES PITTSBURGH CONTROL

SfflJBERTS'
•

•

%

.

'

2Pay 3850,000 for House. Have Had It Under Lease. Also
IBnve Alvin Theatre. To Operate Jointly with Harry
u.
Davis Enterprises. Price Considered Small.
..

/

Pittsburgh, March;/24.-'

:

The

*

Pitt

.that the

was acquired by the'Shu-

under the present scale of $55 for carpeuters, electricians and property men

s

Iberts from the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. a few days ago for $850,*

road stage hands must work

.

until 1^21. provided the cost of living
price paid is regarded here
did not exceed a specified peak. The
as very low. The theatre was- valued
stage hands claim the cost of living
-at that sum when.it was built in 1913. has topped the agreed upon point,' and
The advantage gained by the SBu- accordingly will ask an advance of
by" this purchase is inestimable.
. } berts
$10 weekly.
meeting will be held between rep"It is their second holding here,, and *?
"
resentatives of the I. A. and U. M, P. A.
just about clinches their local superiority.
The Shuberts had' been next week to thresh the matter out.
lessees of the theatre. for some time.
The theatre will be operated jointly
"HONEY GIRL"
by the Shuberts and the Harry Davis
Enterprises Co. John B. Reynolds was • Sam H. Harris can no t get a house in
New York at which to show his prorecently appointed manager of the Pitt,
duction, "The Honey Girl." The piece
besides holding, a similar post at the
is at present in Boston and did $14,000Alvin. Kenneth Renaud is his man ia
000.

•

The

.

.

A

•'

NO HOUSE FOR

there last week.
It was the original intention of Harris to move 'The Acquittal" from the
Cchan
Harris to the Harris and
.place the new show in the former
house.
This plan, was abandoned.
summer.
Later A. L. Erlanger tried to effect a
For six years the Pitt has undergone
of 'The Night Boat" from the
a diversity of management and policy, switch
Liberty to the Amsterdam and place
with no success until this year when
the Harris show in the Liberty. Marc
the Shubert productions, were preKlaw is said to have offered an objecsented.
The house- is still "far from tion to this.
successful, the old stigma evidently
Lee Shubert and Sad Harris got tokeeping many patrons away. With a
gether last week and it is possible
general -revamping, it is generally be-,
some sort of arrangement may be made
lieyed the Pitt will .come into its own.
whereby 'The Honey Girl"
'

*
charge at the -Pitt
1
The Pitt has long been termed "the
theatre beautiful"" with no special jus^tiication^ However, it is believed that
tbe Shuberts will remodel during the
.

&

£

.

.

T1LLIE ALONE.

MUST LEAVE
By

Justice

SHUBERTS LOSE S1NBAD CASE.

Erlanger's decision last

Chas. C. Shay, president of the I. A.
T. S. E., and Jos. W. Weber, president
of the American Federation of Musicians, acting as umpires qn 'evidence
given at the joint arbitration conference held by committees representing
the Shuberts and Actors'. Equity Assn.
to straighten out the controversy over
the question of payment for fourteen
extra performances given by Al Jolsen's show "Sin bad"" during the last 25
weeks, decided in favor of the Equity.
The Shuberts as a result will have to
pay a total of $4,000 to 30 members of
the "Sinbad" chorus.
J. J. Shubert,
J. J. Geraghty, Wm. Carroll and Stanley Sharpe represented the Shuberts,
and Frank Glllmore, Marcus Keyes.

week, the defendants, A. Baldwin
Sloane, M. Witmark & Sons and the
Witmark Music Library are restrained
from interfering with the further run
of the Dalton Enterprises Corporation's
production, 'Tillie's Nightmare,'* pending final outcome. The Dalton people

charge the Witmarks have been- interfering with the progress of this Marie
Dressier show by continually attaching the box office receipts for back
royalties due them, it is alleged.
The plaintiff complains of Mr. Sloane
that he had agreed in the summer of
last year to. .supply a new score for

show which he and Edgar Smith
wrote 10 years ago: For these services he was to have received a 3 per
cent. royalty on the gross. The composer assigned his interests in the

this

Chicago Equity representative, and
Paul Dullzell' acted as arbitrators, for
the Equity.
Edward Nock els, secretary of the Chicago Federation of La.
bor. also took part in the conference
as legal aid to the Equity.
The arbitration meeting, held at the
Equity headquarters, Was the first of
its kind.
All of the forme;'' disputes
between the Equity and managers have
been»settled by. the P..M. A.-A E. A.
joint arbitration board/N

Siece to the

-'

J,

TIMBERG TAKES 'TICK-TACK-TOE."
On an alleged claim of $10,000 Herman Timber& last week
Tack-Toe"

royalties voluntarily. The had threat*.
ened to pursue similar actions, and. the
to

tions."

'

•

will

Sammy Shipman

has been at

(collaborators.
.

•

The Shuberts are
as hard put to it as anyone to find
houses for attractions that are on the
road trying to, get tp Broadway for a
*

A*

ONE ACT PLAYS AT BELMONT.
There is a movement afoot to take
•over the Belmont for next season to
establish a permanent home in New
"York for' one act plays.
The idea is the accomplishment of

The

difference

is.

creased.

A

been mentioned

of names
in the project.

have

Richard Madden has instructed his
attorneys, O'Brien, Malevinsky
Drisbring suit against Emil Nyitray,
the co-author of the Clifton CrawiordH. H. Frazee production, "His Lady
Friends," alleging a one-half interest
in rights.
Mr. Madden states he was
let out because of his failure to disburse, one-half of a $550. expense for
incidentals, such as (typing, steno work,
etc., incurred by Mr. Nyitray.
Both Madden .and Nyitray had the
.
rights to the piece, which is adapted

i

=

from "Oh, James," an English piece.
It was originally sold to Cohan & Har-

ris, who allowed their rights to lapse.
Frazee came into the title to the piece
and after a three weeks' production

also dropped it ,It was resold to him
for the second time, when Frank Mandel was called, in to "doctor" the book.
Madden was left out of matters alto.•»
gether.
.

••;

'

STAGE HANDS DEMAND MORE.
Demands for wage

scale, increases

ranging from 10 to 75 per cent pre-'
sen ted by 250 locals of the I. A: T. S. E.
were endorsed last week by the I. A.
executive board. The traveling stage
hands are working under an understanding Between the L A.. and United
Managers' Protective Assn. which runs
.

.

>•
Sept 1, 1921.
The agreement contains

until

>

.a

provtfo

Justice Erlanger. ordered the defendants to be restrained from further pursuing such attachment proceedings and
that the plaintiff corporation deposit
with the Bankers' Trust Co. $2,413.96,
representing 3 per* cent, of the gross
receipts from Nov. 23, 1919, to Feb. 2,
1920, and 3 per cent, of the weekly
gross every week thereafter.

fi

coll, to

will

number

-

WANTS SHARE OF "LADY FRIENDS"

that the

be
made up of professional players and
i»ot amateurs.
There are a number of fine- one-act
flays considered unsuitable for vaudeville and the list will be steadily in-

'

production, offered to rent the Knickerbocker at $4,000 a week for ten weeks.

what the Washington Square Players
proposed Belmont company

••!

Max Blumenthal, who is interested
Sam Harris in the "Honey Girl"

with

'•'•..

Mr. Shipman has mastered the art of
simultaneous pi ay writing within the
working like a master chess
player but accomplishing his task in
On* of the
relatively quicker time.
recently completed plays was done in
conjunction with Percival Wilde and
'the other with J. B. Rethy, a newcomer.
One of the pieces is to be produced
by William Harris, Jr., and the other
will be a joint offering by A. H. Woods
and the Selwyns.

V

says. the 'show
'..-'.'
.

fr.

the.

directorate of the

company

operating the production, with Timberg
immediately electing himself president,
T4 he show is. reported to represent
an investment of $50,000 up to the date ;**
,

of closing at the Princess last Saturday. The prices there were reduced to

i

a $2 top last week with, corresponding
increased patronage.
Timberg attributes the light business before that to *
the $3 scale.
v N
ThVGilseys are in the .diamond bustnijBS'/Herrmaoii is the Cincinnatian of
baseball fame, .None of the outsiders
was familiar with the show business. *
On the road;"Tick-Tack-Toe" with}
"the original company excepting Flo
Lewis, replace4jby Pearl Eaton, will
play at $2 or $2.50.
Before entering
New York the show did very well
on
"'"'
"" i
.;.':'
the road..
>
Jay, Gould, although offered more
money:with "The Midnight Whirl," also
starting out next 'week, listened to Mr.
Timb erg's persuasion to return to his
show at his former weekly wage, i;
'

showing*.

.

.last year,

failed to do.

into

cast at this time.

it again.

He was missed' from Broadway for
about a month and it now comes out
that he 'was hidden away writing, plays.
Two complete scripts were "accomplished within that time,' both' done with

,.

go

one of the Shubert houses. Just which
house it seems to be impossible to fore-

now

1

from

.

A TWO HANDED AUTHOR.

attached "Ticic-

which he was featured at

The attaching process is reported to
have cleansed the names of Sol and
Harry Gilsey,. also Garry Herrmann,

bring suit to restrain the
carrying out of these "malicious inten.

in

the Princess, and
'belongs to him.

Dalton Enterprises Corporation were
forced

'

:

%

Witmark people on Sept.
1919, thus making the publishers
co-defendants in the act ion.
When it developed in the course of
the next, two months that Mr. Sloane
was not living up to hi* agreement in
that his numbers that were being "supplied from time to time were mediocre
and disapproved by. both James H. Dalton, Clarence West, the musical director, and Marie Dressier, the star, royalty payment was stopped.
The Witmarks brought attachment
proceedings in, Chicago and St. Louis
and recovered $650 and. $850. Some
$2,200 had already, been paid them, in,

.•'•'-*!

1

WORM'S NEW BOSTON POLICY.

Boston, March 24.
A. Toxen Worm, who lately took up
the Shubert management here, has'
adopted a* new policy for .opening
nights of new attractions.
He is putting tickets out through
some agencies at half price. Also he
is the only manager in town who is
sticking closely to the ruling of the
government that tickets given as' courtesies to those reviewing the shows,
pr representing bona fide newspapers

W

or magazines, should be exempt from
tax,

"MUSK" LOST $18,000.

•

A

.

>

;

tween Wendell Phillips Dodge and
Willy Pogany, of Dodge & Pogany,
Lyric Theatre building, occurred this
week, as a result of losses sustained
through, the. production of "Musk."
Eighteen thousand dollars was dropped
on this venture.
The production of "Lassie " the other
piece of, property, passed from their

,

•.:'

The
.

"Musk," before winding up its oneat the Punch and Judy
Saturday night, was forced to hold
the curtain up until 9 o'clock due to

list amounted to about
only a small share of. the
one member of the firm
sighed promissory notes and other
forms of guarantees for future payment. Inclusive of the amount owing
the actors there is over $14,000 due.

The Claude Beerbohm production,
"Bonehead" is Misted for the Fulton, to
v
run on a rental period of 12 weeks,
gtarting April 12.

•••.-'-•'

•

which came

and not recovered

in time

last week SO
after the performance of "Richard III" had started
and could not be disposed of. The

same thing occurred

-

salary

"BONEHEAD" AT FULTON.

office staff

tickets

.

is

box

For one performance
were mislaid until

the intervention of the Equity Association in behalf of the salaries due
the actors. As a guarantee of future
payment they assigned the motion picture rights of the 'piece, holding them
until some compensation, is made to
the unpaid artists.
but

girl

into the Plymouth, when the selective
service act became operative, was
.'"gated" last Saturday. The change followed discovery of blocks, of tickets

struck away
for sale.

last

The

.

PLYMOUTH GIRLS OUT.

;

week career

obligations, as

'•.

;

.

control last week into the hands- of
Paul Salvain, Gil Boag and James
Thompson, the trio getting 75 per cent
for their end in carrying the show,
while 25 per cent, is still retained by
Dodge & Pogany and Leo Sarkadi.
Ihe latter comprised the; third but
silent member of the firm. The show
is in Montreal this- week, plays Syracuse next, and is due to open Easter
Monday at the Bayes.

$2,175,

.

'

dissolution in the partnership be-

lajit

Saturday

af-

ternoon, when the house was capacity
except for $50 worth of tickets which
the girls found after the count-up waa,
started.

,

The
box

use of girls in the
has not been

offices

New York
successful

The exception is the Booth,* where
Peggy Collins, who is both courteous)
and popular, is in charge. The girl
system held out longer at the Plymquth
than at other houses.
The new box office force at the
Plymouth has Dave Mayer, formerly
at the Palace and lately with McBride,
as treasurer, and Al Hyde, formerly assistant at the Knickerbocker, as hit
-.-•

assistant,'

™

--—

•

™
'";

>
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"Abraham Lincoln," Cort (12th week).
gross
(16,000
beating
Consistently
weekly. Continuation of run through
the summer dependant on weather; It
stopped during hot months, Is practically sure of continuing here In the

.

•

Von Were"

Central

Dictator," listed for 'the third
In April, but that date may be

Show

week performances.

•

.

play-

"Passing Show of 1910." Winter Garden
(23rd week). Picked up In the last few
weeks, but if not succeeded before.
Garden Is due for new "attraction by

ing to $3 top, but a little disappointing
as to gross even with around (16,000
last week, whloh is under business on
Show has buy for four
the road.
weeks. Is good for about eight.
"nrrakfn.r In Bed," Eltinge (9th week).

profit but not big business
last week's gross about (8.200;
"" with
Another attraction possibly In Eltlnge
before season Is over.
"Buddie*." Selwyn (2 2d week). Classes
with the season's leading successes
Again went to around $18,600 last week
and management looking to makjng .a

May

.

•

summer

continuation.
Tlnrenne," Hndsoa (28th week).

(4th week).
III," Plymouth
Jumped another/ $1,000 in pace last
week when the gross mounted to $19,-

vanced

its

pace last week, getting

$9.-

100. Some talk of another play coming
In after EaBter. but Tarklngton piece
too strong and It should finish out the

SBASODi

*"

'

'

*

Letter of the Law" third. Still figures
In the demand.
"Ernrt la West," Astor (66th week). Almost every week this attraction is
beating Borne newer hits.' Last week It
again played to $13,000, which pace
should successfully ward off weiuld-be
successors until late 'Hay.
«Tnmoni Mrs, Fair," Miller (14th week).
Playing to virtual capacity, the chief
variations to the weekly gross being
Indicated In the gallery sales.
"Gold Dingers," Lyceum (26th week).
Holds Its premiere position as the season's champ comedy success. Hitting
bevond $16,000 weekly without a miss.
"Hamlet." Lyric (2nd week). Early last
week It was decided that this attraction could not remain over two weeks

...

.

and moves to Subway Circuit Monday.
"His Honor Abe Potash" switches over

from Lyric at that time.

„».•,

"Happr Days," Hippodrome

.

-

(31st week).
Holding on so well for this section of
the season that no definite date for
ending has been figured. Takings last
week were $62,621, $3,000 better than

previous week.
"Hi* Honor. Abe Potash." Bijou (24th
Doing over $8,000 weekly.
week).
Moves to Lyric Monday. There the
large capacity provides for better arrangement of scale allowing moderate
price seats in quantity. Should Jump**.

.

.

markedly

In

Hand" follows

gross.
at Bijou.

Unseen

"The

"Jane Clegg," Oar rick (6th week). This
attraction Is doing real business, no
surprise

to.

those

who know

the play

(tried out .several years ago).

John Irvine

play.

was the Theatre

A

St.

("John Ferguson")
Guild's .success last

season and "Jane Clegg" should sim-

"/

ilarly register, though It doesn't shape
up as a money maker of equal power.
"Irene," Vanderbilt (19th week). In demand this attraction equals anything
on Broadway. Not far from $17,000 In
weekly gross, it would share top
money among the musical shows were
It In a house of larger capacity (Vanderbilt has 780 seats).
"Letter of the Law." Criterion (6th
week). Has slipped, which was' expected. Is playing to profit, however.
House la to be switched to pictures
soon, berthing features for long runs.
Attraction may move to another thea:

tre if strong enough.
"Little Whopper." Casino (24th week).
Another week to go. "My Golden Girl"

will move over from Bayes.
Latter
attraction may be later followed by
"rWty Be Good,"

giving the attraction undisputed'
among non-musical plays.
-

week was

(2.760.

Park (10th week). Rev«Rnddlgore,"
vival still creating much Interest and
certainly Is to, be classed with the sea- *
'
son's surprises.
'•Sacred and Profane Love,"
week). Few offerings on

Moroseo (6th
Broadway In
the non-muBlcal section doing any betIs In the sell-out
ter than this one.

;

POLLOCK PLACES A PLAY,

:

Nice day Monday, so Channing. Pollock pushed his rushing roadster in
front of Al Wood's office, went upstairs, heard' Woods read over the
latest Channing Pollock play and decided Woods could have it.
The affair was fixed quickly and Pollock forgot to tell Woods the title, but
may caHit "The Letter." .":

«8eaadal,".39th Street (28th week). Set
the fashion in establishing $3 top for
The scale has
the smaller houses.
martially aided In the big takings.
Has not been necessary to rearrange
prices as yet.
"Shavings/* Knickerbocker (6th week).
Has been picking up steadily since
'opening, and with over $13,000 an ex-

-

run.

Somebody
critics, is
licity line

week).

(20th

Production drew

Attraction

figures

much
to

attende velop

It finally
/

Boston, March 24.
and if isn't' the
fine job in the pub-

for Ada Forman, "Greenwich
Village Follies."
The staid Transcript ran- a double
column cut of her during, the week,

'")}

m.

will

make

applica-the

"When

»•»••.•

1

A

,

strength.
It started the week off to
big takings.
Kelgfeld Shown, New Amsterdam Hoof
3d week).
"Ziegfeld Girls of 1S20,"
the nine o'clock revue. and the new
"Mldnlght:Prollc," both going at great
pace.
LaBt week the combined gross
(both playing to SB per person top for
front tableB) was $22,000, with S11.700
from dining. Started out the week

*\

Miss Gordon

.Gordon act with Wilson -was at' the
'.Alhambra during" New Year's week,"
Miss Gordon refused'to give an extra
performance New Year's Eve. Wilson
offered to go on. The Keith booking
office immediately cancelled all of Miss
Gordon's route and it was then said in
the agency she would not again be
booked...
...
statement, made by the 'Alexander
Producing Co. was to the effect, that
there* was too much Gordon family
about the star's support. It was explained that Miss Gordon's agreement
called for $1,200 weekly with five per
cent, over $12,500 gross; Wilson $400 per
week with two and one-half per cent.
star ting, at the same gross attained:
$100 per week for. Vera Beresford
(Miss Gordon's daughter); $45 for a
niece; $40. for a sister and the railroad
fares of her mother.
man- interested:
the producing company said; Miss
i in
Gordon forecasted a business pace of
$17,000 weekly, but actually the takings
ran $8,400, $9,370 and' $10,400, the latter
being the best gross attained. He said
that

with a t^OOO Monday.

.1

.

.

carried another.

-

;

A

and on Sunday the Herald' used two
pictures, of* her in the Rotogravure
section, and Monday the American

-

,

Harris

likely

here,

doing a

'..:/

tion for vaudeville dates.

ragged

CLEVER PUBLICITY WORK.

(11th

•-.

will return
to vaudeville
with the Jack WilsonTrio. It is un-

was singing

-J-

"

Wilson

promptly ejected.

Continues close to $10,000 weekly gross.
Some talk of continuing during summer. Operating .cost small.
"The Wonderful Thing," Playhouse (6th
week). Picked up slightly again last
week, though the Jump not as marked
as the previous week.
Doing around
Bells,"

site,

Mean."

Helen Clarke, Vera Beresford,
Carmen, Jules Devon, Frank

Griffiths.

a ride, insisting that the only song'
she could sing was "Mississippi." They
did not get far this time, as they were

Sticking to real business for
this- small capacity house.
Last week
takings around (7,600. Show listed for
trip to coast starting In May.
"The Purple Mask," Booth (12th week).
Is considered a fine play and Is drawing excellent though not capacity trade,
will roundout a good run here.
"The storm," 48th Street (26tji week)."

Going to the road after next week.
"Three Showers," a musical attraction
succeeds Easter Monday.
"What's in a Name," Elliott (2nd week).
Opened last Friday. Show not yet in

I

front,

...v

Barrett

She returned after the "stus" had
been given the gate. "Friday -night the
same bunch managed to get a box
and started in again to give Frances

week).

(8,000.

down

*

stage.

t

"The Paselon Flower," Belmont

tion.

.Pauli,

got so bad that she walked off the

Harris* "My Honey Girl"- was figured
for this house, but "The Acquittal's,"
pace Is too strong. It may later move
to another theatre.
"The Hottentot," Cohan (4th week).
Equals the leadersin demand.
Last
week's business again around the (17,000 mark. No farce has equalled that
pace this season or last. Play's hit
.something of a surprise to the wise

trim.

seat

"You Know What

-

oneB.

who had

her considerably while

"Son-Danghter," Belasco (19th -week).
This drama with the Belasco touch has
been staying right with the leaders of
its class and there is no doubt of It
remaining for the rest of the season.
"The Acquittal," Cohan & Harris (12th
week). The success of this drama has
created a booking problem.
Sam H.

"Wedding

'

Boston, March 24.
Frances White, star of "Greenwich
Village Follies," ran into a couple of
storms last'weekv Wednesday night
several students of the highly ignorant
type,

..

'

COLLEGE BOYS AT OLD TRICKS.

.

V

-

.

'

'*.

each for unpaid salaries.- Chas. Hampden filed a claim 'for ,$150. ..
X
In the Gordon company among the
other .-principals- were Harry Short,
Henry Antrim,. Fay Marber, ...Harry

'

,

.

McDonald and John Merkle alleging
the Alexander Amusement Co.. which
operated "Lady. Kitty," owes them $200

The revival of "The Return of Peter
is definitely planned by David
Belasco with David War field in the.
title role next season at the Belasco,
According to present plans the prc*duction is scheduled to open around
October.

"Sign on the Door," Republic (15th
week).
With Marjoria Rambeau in
the cast the takings Jumped nearly $3,000 last week, "giving the. show a gross
'
of around (11,000.
;
".SmiHn* Through/? Eroadhurst
(13th
week). Again nearly $12,000. Assured
of completing season heVe.
It had
been routed out at one time early in the

.'-'

".

'

Grim,"

cellent margln^of profit Is being made.

.

it

at his apartment.
,
It is the- second show this" season
with the Gordort-Wilson names at the
head, to abruptly .close. The -first was
"Love For Sale "also produced with
outside backing.
-.
Claims were filed with the Actors'
Equity Association Tuesday by Donald

WARFIELD IN "GRIM" REVIVAL

"Sophie," Greenwich Village (4th week).
Little heard of this attraction on

Broadway.

his person which he split and. finally
borrowed enough for his own fare.
On the train the company dodged
the conductor on the count-up. Wilson's colored valet, made up as a porter,
fixed, berths -and so was not counted
in the company. •'•-'"':\
Wilson on his arrival in New York
made arrangements to join Frank Car-

men

class.

>

.

•

.

Thursday matinees dropped starting
Saturday's matinee last
this week.

"

Is
"Declasse*^ Empire (26th week).
running second to the trio of plays
starring the Barrymores, with "Rlohard
III" taking first place easllv and "The
.

000,

"

forced to close.
,•: "Lady Kitty Inc." had been on tour
for about five, weeks, having opened in
Lancaster, Pa. It .played Cincinnati,
Baltimore, Louisville and a week of one
nighters ending in Clarksburg. After
the second week .the principals .were
neglected when salary time came
around. There was $1,100 in the house
in Clarksburg and this was used to pay
the chorus as far as possible so they
could settle hotel bills and fares. Wilson, after' the attachment, had $35 on
'

week, when arrangements may be. com-'
pleted for. the opening of his. "Frivolities" at the Casino in May.
Negotia^
tions have been pending. for several
"'•''
'•'
•";
.'••',
'•
weeks.Ortly a few minor details remains to
be agreed upon such as the percentage
«basis, extra stage hands, musicians,- etc
'If the^ "Frivolities" opens -here: other
Coast cities will be played following
the local engagement which is' expected
to run about four weeks.
'

leadership

«.

Ad-

•

X,

.

San Francisco, March 24..
G. M. Anderson is expected here this

"Richard

Drawing a

.

"FRIVOLITIES" IN 'FRISCO:

Girt," Bayes -(8th week).
to Casino April 6, Where It has
"Lassie" ara much better-ehance.
rives at Bayes the same date under a
10-week rental arrangement.
"Wight Boat," Liberty (8th week); Still
far in the van of the musical shows
with better than $22,000. again; last,
week. Now figured strong enough to
enter the summer going with the re....'
vues.

-

first

.

Moving

limit late in the week.
«BIu« Flame," Shubert (2d week). Plenty
of excitement at opening and» other

W." Va.,

'

"My Golden

"Brfond *he°HoH«on,'' Little (8th.week).
Going strong with around $8,600 last
room
week. Is drawing to standing
-

"Lady Kitty, foe," ended abruptly Saturday at Clarksburg,
when Jack Wilson levied an attor's Equity-Union.. The account says- tachment on
the scenery for' back salJolson does not seem to approve of
ary. The company managed to return
the. Equity and has. communicated his
to New York "Monday with 29 people
ideas on the subject to the members
'-•.':
of the show. V "- ••'-".
"\v* riding on 25 tickets over the B. « O.
The matter has been* brought to the. -The; financial* backer was Melville
attention of the A. E. A.' ift^etf^Ydrk
Alexander with offices ins the; Brokaw
but just what that organization can
Building. The .manager saw Saturday
do about it seems problematical. A
few of the "Sinbad" chorus girls, are - that the company -would not be able
affiliated
with the Equity through
to continue after the Clarksburg stand
membership in .the Chorus Equity.
and wired Alexander in New York for
"Sinbad" leave here this week, its
additional funds. The backer refused
:'* '..".
third, going to Pittsburgh.
'
further advances and the show' was
starring tour in

.

6,

Frazoe In 'several seasons.

"Apple Blossoms" going
back.
along at between (16,000 and (16,000
weekly, wirich provides a good mar-

•

Al> p ll

and should pull big business for six
weeks or more.
"My Lady Friends," Comedy (17th week).
Continues to good business and Is the
most successful theatrical try for H. H.

set

-

*

.

"Ed Wynn's Carnival,"

ner.

The -Charles Dillingham show, "The

week

i

.

"Monaleor Beanealre," Amsterdam (16th
week). Withdraws after next week.
To date has been a heavy profit win-

.

•

•

again.

last wfick
"Aphrodite.'' Century (17th week). Has
another week to go; then stops and
'Plorogoes on the road in the. fall.
dora" succeeds Easter week; (5 top for
opening night: (8.00 top for week day
nights and (8.60 for Saturday night.
"Apple BlossoM*," Qlobe (26th week).

New

(80th week). Indithat this double season

•

(17th week).
Show going along with the strongest
Drew (18,300 again
In business pace.

«As

are

winner will accomplish a 90-week run
before It withdraws. Is one of the biggest profit winners in ten years,
"Look- Who's Here," 44th Street (4th
week). Holding on strongly for show
of Its class with over $16,000- In last'
week. Likely to be In the going until
May.
"Mamma'* Affair," Fulton (10th week).
Still playing to fairly good business.
Pace for the next few weeks' to decide whether a successor will come In.
House may have a summer offering

fall.

••Adam and Err." Longacre (28th week).
Holding to better pace lately and last
week's business was well over $9,000.
Predicted date for closing now set for

—

Detroit, March 24.
Internal, disturbances are reported
from the. Al Jolson .show, "Sinbad"
through Jolson, according to the story,
apparently being; at odds with the Ac-

"Llghtttln'," Gaiety

cations

KITTY GORDON'S SHOW STRANDS.
TKe Kitty Gordon-Jack Wilson co-

JOLSON AND THE EQUITY.

SHOWS IN NEW YORK AND COMMENT

Miss

Gordon

has. attached, the
show for approximately a week and a
halfs salary but since the company had
advanced $1,750 for her costumes and.
$500 for Miss Beresford's costumes, the
salary claim was not. altogether fair.
:

•

For the producer's angle it .was thought
the attachment could just as well have
been made in New York as irt Virginia.
The
show cost about $50,000 to put" on.
««
,

t

*-.

'

-..

m
•

•

.

:

*
;

•

•

••»
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.

-
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LEGITIMATE
SHOWS

INSIDE STUFF
•

;'

'.,

Naturally it is noticed only between.
acts.
Overtures that could be very
brief from the looks of the set are interminably dregged out with the orchestra braying along into strange
melodies to cover up- the waits. This
makes for a disappointing performance,
for while a $2 audience doesn't know
what speed means to- a performance,
they do at any rate grow restless between the acts. For a short show it's, a
fine stall, but this isn't being done as
a stalL The only reason appearing is
that certain stage crews must be working for the exact scale, therefore, going about their work, methodically and
good' stage meat their leisure.chanic commands a premium and good
stage mechanics composing one stage
crew, paid according to their skill and
•without .regard to the scale likely saves

the only new attraction or the week in
the legitimate theatres, "Fifty .Fifty,"
opening to a well filled house Monday
night The piece was well received and
won the approval of the newspaper

ment of a gentlewoman and talent
worthy of. the most polite forms of
public entertainment.

-

-

•

'

A

a producer as much money as the oyer
payments may amount. to, besides giving what is essential, the best of labor'
behind the scenes.

•'--•"

""

'
•
.

opening,

.Humorous stories of the
weeks of the Theda.Bara show are
teaching Broadway. When "The Blue

Flame'"" played the Alvin, Pittsburgh,
$19,000 on the week it was

and drew

said at-the time hardly a regular patron was seen at the house. The class
of attendance was shown in a letter received by Johnny Reynolds, the Alvin
check for $3^0 was enmanager.
closed, the writer asking that "two
adult tickets" be sent him. The man
evidently was never in a legitimate
house and believed roll tickets were
used, regardless of the scale of ad-

A

mission.

The slow passage of the "Imperator"
which sailed from New York March 8
and did not dock until March. 18,
caused anxiety along Broadway late
last. week, after stories appeared in
the dailies the big former German liner
had developed a bad list during the
voyage. One yarn had several sailors
swept overboard. The failure of cable
v messages to arrive lead to all sorts of
rumors. Irene Bordoni was particularly affected and "raved" that her
husband, £. Ray Goetz had been injured. After Jose Ruben, who is Mary
Nash's husband, talked with Miss Bordoni, he too was as much worried.
Cables, delayed two days arrived Saturday afternoon and cleared the atmosphere. Arthur Hammer-stein, according'

had been
warned not to sail on the "Imperator"
and that story started the Others.

to press dispatches, said he

Catherine Crawford, wife of Arthur
Pearson, .the .Jftirlesaue producer, is,,
heading his "Step Lively Girls" On the
Columbia Wheel, having retired her

'

Fashion Show^ act from vaudevjille.
Miss Crawford was received with admiration and- enthusiasm in Chicago.
She presented herself in a dazzling new
wardrobe from the Mile. May belle, Inc.,
studios, and in a red velvet fur trimmed
robe over. a gown of purple velour she
made an appearance that may be safely
described as unprecedented in burlesque. She looked distinguished and
in every manner elevated the atmosphere of her surroundings so that the
audience at a glance realized that it
was face to face with true "class." Her
work was modulated and dignified, and,
strangely, carried with more weight
than the customary abandon of burlesque comediennes.
Burlesque can
do nothing for Miss Crawford, and she
can scarcely do enough for burlesque
to justify her devoting herself to itshe should be in legitimate comedy
work, or at least foremost vaudeville.
She has a superb figure, the deport-

•••

doing the beat
business among the other Shubert attractions and the receipts are being
boosted through the $1.00 popular matinees on Wednesday at the Shubert The
same thing Is being tried at the Adelphl,
where "Up in Mabel's Room" Is In Its
third week, but business Is not so good
William Hodge In "The Quest of
there.
Honor" Is holding on fine at the Lyric.
Business took an upward bound at the
Garrlck, where Ed Wynn'a Carnival is
drawing heavily through the local popularity of the star. The piece got around
£17,000 with a booBt In prices Saturday
night and opened strong this week. Numerous alterations are being made for.
.the opening at. the Amsterdam, New
York, and the company Is being augEvans Burrows Fontain, the
mented.
dancer, is to replace Ruth Jennery as
dancer and several other
principal
changes are contemplated, according to

"Take

Walter Hampden certainly started
something in his native Brooklyn last
week when he addressed the Brooklyn
Woman's Club at the Hotel Bossert.
The Brooklyn' papers took up the issue
of player's comment and there were
letters pro and con for several days.
In his address Hampden was quoted
as having said among other things that
playgoers would "rather witness a disrobing scene on the stage than see the
plays
of -Shakespeare." v. Hampden
wrote to the dailies and to the club's
president explaining 'that he had not
meant to be rude nor to scold nor did
refer to Brooklyn people but that his
remarks were supposed to be .'general.
The letter included: "I was merely
making a plea for the support of. the
best things in the .theatre rather than
the worst." Perhaps it was too, much
a fighting plea. I feel very strongly
about it I am giving my life to it."
However, other letters said, that "the
papers hadn't made their reports strong
enough, despite the claim that Hampden had been misquoted. What created
more Brooklyn interest is the fact that
Hampden appears there in "Hamlet"
next week.
'

Back stage

BARRYMORE CUTS MATINEE.

IN PHILLT.

Philadelphia, March 24.
The Chestnut Street opera house held

ON LEGIT
some of the legit theatres on
Broadway there is a noticeable tediousneas in the work of the stage crew.
In

15

in

It

Prom' Me"

Is

reports.

"Listen Lester," which has another
to run at the Forrest, has been geta strong play. "Chris" hag done
only fairly well at the Broad. This is
the final week for the O'Neill sea drama
B. Mantell, who has had two
Robert
and
big weeks already at this hoifise returns
for another two weeks' engagement In a

week
ting

1

Ante" next week.

"GOLDEN GIRL" NEXT AT CASINO.

a theatre on Broadway

It numbers
the salary list
The player complains
fifth on the list.
Through the sysit should be fourth.
tem of folding the list for signature
there is no way for other players to
know exactly what position any par-'
ticular name numbers but the player is
apparently jealous over another player
being listed first. One of the stars was
attracted by the altercation last Saturday afternoon. When he learned whatit was about he declared he never beard
of that brand of kick before.

name on

"My Golden Girl" is to be the attraction to, follow "The Little Whopper",
at the Casino moving over from the
Bayes to make room for "Lassie,"
which is due there April 6.
The "Golden Girl's" stay is contingent on playing to $12,000 weekly.' The
chances that "Betty" comes in on the
date set looks fairly good but in the
event that the Jordan show manages to
bit the staying figure the show. is sure
to come in the first week in May.

t

.

White

Settles with Allen.

The suit of George White's Scandals,
against Lester Allen was settled
out of court last week. Allen had
jumped a contract by which he was to
appear in the "Scandals" production at
$150 per week in favor of a $500 weekly
offer with G. -M. Anderson's "FrivoliInc.,

ties."

"Always You" closed in Pittsburgh
last week as planned after drawing a
gross of $16,000 there. The show was
opposed by Sot hern and Marlowe,
"Ben Hur" which played to big business, "The Better 'Ole" and the Chicago Opera, a favorite in Pittsburgh.
The Hammerstein show stopped because of booking conditions. Philadelphia was not available and Mr. Hammerstein 'refused to permit the 'show
to sap middle western territory which
is figured to be better for next season's

"LONELY ROMEO" IN FRENCH.
E. Ray Goetz will produce "Lonely
Romeo" in Paris with a French cast
featuring Mme. Ten Zui.

green

it's

now

and is- now playing a two-weeks' engagement at the Broad Street, Philadelphia, will close in the Quaker City.
Saturday night.
,
Jansen's ""Powder Puff Follies," at
the Broadway, closed March 20.
Walter Hampden, "Hamlet," closed
.

at Lyric,

March

The R. T*. Richards Indoor Circus
closed at Amsterdam, N. V., March 13.
"George Washington" closed at
Lyric, New York, March 16.
"Somebody's Sweetheart" closed at
Atlantic City March 20.
The No. 2
company stops at Altoona March 27.
"The Rainbow Girl" closed its season
111.,

"Maytime"

New

March

20.

closes

at

York, March

the

war times

-

Riveria,

Georgie White's "Scandals of* 1919"
will close its. season Saturday and
White will at once begin preparations
for a new production, to be known
as "Scandals of 1920."
The new review will be by the same authors
and composers as the present one.

>

I

m
"-iii

24.

Shubert to take

its

place./

-

m

-

'*'

A

new producer to enter the legit
on his own is Robert Milton, with
piece entitled "The Charm School,"

a
of which he and Alice Duer Miller are
authors. Jerome Kern is also writing
numbers for it, and the opening will be
in Baltimore, April 19.
Milton is director for the Comstock & Gest shows.

3

i
-

Du Ponti Not

eye opener to the show business
week occurred when "Twin Beds,"
in Tarentum, Pa. The show

in

*

20.'.

PRODUCING "CHARM SCHOOL."

even improved
probably the
New York.

a show there
draw $35.

ft

\

'

The Kitty Gordon-Jack Wilson costarring tour in "Lady Kitty, Inc." at
Clarksburg, W. Va., March 20.

at Peoria,

''"*

:

27.

field

MARY HUGHES

drew $877

couldn't

CLOSING.

C

into. the

in

folk can't understand a show getting
that figure in a town 13 miles out of
Pittsburgh, more so, in view of the
fact that

SHOWS

George'
Tyler's production of
"Chris, written by Eugene O'Neill, author of "Beyond the Horizon," which
opened zt, Atlantic City a fortnight ago

At none of the legitimate houses this
week was there a change of attraction.

An
last

mid-week

of the touring

is

along

lines

physically.

Boston, March

car as her birthday present. Before
Marty had .ridden 12 miles in the car
Monday, following its delivery, he was
offered $2,500 profit on his bargain.
The way high powered cars are running nowadays, Herman's new one on
sight looks to be easily worth $15,000.

Cunningham

star dislikes

matinee Wednesdays so the suggestion
to switch matinee days was rejected.
On the part of the management it is
felt that Barrymore will be able to play
a three weeks' longer engagement on a
seven-week basis than the usual eight
v
performance week.
"Richard" has been speeded up and
at present the night performances are
over at 11."30 but no improvement on
that running time can be- made.
The premiere ran until 1 a. m. and although that afforded the star's family
(Ethel, Lionel and John Drew) an 6$?~~
portunity to witness a major portion of
the play after completing their own performances, it brought forth humorous
comment. One friend in writing to
Arthur Hopkins said he "liked the first,
five hours of Richard*."

All the theatres in this city will re-

type, with a Victoria top, and a beauty.
Tuesday morning Mrs. Herman had the

Painted

The

main open during Holy Week. There
is but one change booked, the Greenwich Follies finishing up Saturday and
the Century Roof show, being booked

Martin Herman's mother had a birthday Tuesday. Monday Mr. Herman
had a new $11,000 Cunningham car de-

best looking car

him

the usual

too heavy a strain upon

.'•IM*

BOSTON OPEN HOLY WEEK.

route.

It

•

repertoire of his successes.

"The Better 'Ole," with Charles Dalton featured, is at the Walnut at popular
prices and doing good business. "Fenny

hear 47th_street there has been a wordy
battle weekly between one of the
players -in the current musical show
there and the attraction manager. The
reason is a most peculiar one, the actor
complaining about the position of his

livered to him.

The number of performances of
"Richard III" at the Plymouth will cut
to seven weekly, starting this week.
This means the elimination of the
Thursday matinee, John Barrymore
feeling that five performances bunched
in the three final days of the week make

Now appearing with Johri Barrymore In
"Richard III" at the Plymouth, playing one
of the princes In the production.
Miss Hughes is 17 years old—a daughter
of Annie Hughes, the well-known
actress.

English

1

[i

in Opera House.

Philadelphia, March 24.
The report that the du Font interests were to purchase the Metropolitan opera house has been flatly denied.
The report had it that the Metropolitan company would either abandon
opera in this city or return to the
Academy and that the "Met" was to
be taken over by picture interests.

1

i

1
1

i^GirroiAT^
THE AFTERMATH.
Atlantic City, March 24.
Helen Ware, Cyril Scott, Pauline Lord,
Forrest. Robinson and Laura Walker
have Important parts in the new .and effective play splendidly acted at the

tenor who has fallen low, Katherlne
Stewart as the fat diva, Owen Meech as
an old viloln maker, Paul Ker as the
manager. Merle Madden as a
dancer and Mary Louise Pecheur as a
debaunte, all do well.

.

GENIUS

ANDTH0 WORLD.

Rochester, N.

T.,

March

24.

.Georges Renavent
Philippe Trava
'.....Frank Ott
Roberto. Burr
Paul Ker
Abraham Latxaraohn
Frank Farrlngton
Dickson
Owen Meech
Gaaparo Tagil a nl
Howard Boulden
Salvatore Venneto
George Boldtman
Giovanni Sataro
Charles Bartlett
Lulgl Bacclgalupo
'.

,

Wright Kramer
Edouard Barna
Mint Van Ness. ........ .Marian Coakley
Mary Hamilton
Madame Trava
Daisy Atherton

Louise Grlbert

Leonora Ottlnger
Lanaham
Rosamond Lanaham,
/
Mary Louise Pecheur
Mrs.

Rubl Trelease
Merle Maddern

Mrs. Berners.
Vera Cleeve

Madame

Serafina Lorlola,

Katherlne Stewart

».•'..

A

typical

Cohan

piece, "Genius and
bids fair to equal the suc-

the Crowd"
cess of previous Cohan productions. The
unusual number of curtain calls even
for a new play and a new star showed
that the audience took kindly to the.
offering, which, while not a smoothrunning, finished presentation In parts
can easily be made bo. George M. Cohan's previous plays usually experienced
.many changes In their early careers and
If the same rule holds good in this case
by the. time "Genius and the Crowd"
reaches New Tork In a few weeks It
ought to be of Broadway calibre.
It concerns the struggles -of a young
genius, a violinist, who has alternating
devotion to his art and the fair sex.
The real conflict *of the play was the
conflict within the young violinist between his desire to create beauty and
a threatening tendency toward sensualAll* of these elements of Interest
ity.
create a goodly amount of material, an
admirable general conception and a
framework well constructed Georges
Renavent as the young violinist proves
a capable artist In the role, with a mag-

——

netic personality, ability to speak his
lines well and to comport himself impressively.
Time and other roles jwill
tell the story of his versatility.
He fits
well, into the character of the genius;
he has the ability to become a comedian
of more than ordinary note.
The curtains had strong climaxes, that
of the second act being particularly effective.
As the general situation developed to the climaxes strong interest
was aroused. The Internal conflict In'
the plot flarred up at times, however,
when 'there was little In the lines or
the scenes to denote its progress. What

suspense had been gained was diminished.
It was apparent that the first
two acta needed a general tightening

up, so that the action would follow along
more definitely and so that the real
good situations might not be lost or
weakened. With this done it is probable
that the star would give a -better account of himself, although he handled
the climax of the second act with considerable dramatic force.

The supporting company la large and
and as excellent as might be expected
in a Cohan production. Marian Coakley,
the female lead, appears to be quite
youthful and her danty personality appealed strongly to the audienoe. Frank
Otto as Robert G. Burr, an automobile
salesman, does some commendable character work. Wright Kramer as an old

.

Is assisted

s

by Paul Frawley, who

makes love In a rather unimpressive way,
but has a good voice that makes amends
for his faulty stage presence.
Vera Rose, with a fine contralto voice,
and Bernard Ferguson, a baritone, held
the choicest duet of the evening' a real
gem of the excellent score, "The Old
Love Is the Real Love" and Miss Rose
also had the best song, "Baby Lamb."
Edna Morn furnished a bright spot.
William Jefferson played the nearest
thing to a villain with good grace. Walter Wilson posed successfully as a southern colonel, and- little Andrew Lawlor
gained applause for his small part as a
very young "son."
There Is a colored quartet, which sang
a song; called "He Raised Everybody's
Rent But Katie's," to the great delight of

—

tempted to do something worth while,
and in the second act seem to really
have reached the possibilities of the
combination of good singers and deep
muslo that is at their command. More
of the good things musically and leas
of the somewhat inane book with a

-

Cora Wltherspoon
Eugenie Blair
Carton
Hon. Charles Cardigan North,
Rupert Lumley
Brandon Sullivan.
John Craig
.Oscar Grey Briggs
Leble
Betty Barnlcoat
Miss Tripp
Mrs. Charles Cardigan North,
• Mary Toung

"Common Clay." As a result
the Bhuberte have bought in a half interest, and when the show finishes up

class with

It Is planned to take it out on the
road, Chicago and New Tork being in
prospect, and keeping Mary Young 'In
the lead.
Grlbble has given those In the cast
plenty of material to work with; in fact,
this may be the only fault of the show,
for there are four acts, a bit too long
at present. Through Judicious pruning
and dipping the play may be put Into
three acts without the loss of a real

here

punch, or three acts and a prologue. It
is
well constructed throughout and
It was written by a

shows plainly that

strutting.

needs, achieving effects that are startling to the American theatregoer. Until the show is whipped into shape its *
attraction for the public will be production. The costumes, Bettings, drapes and
lighting effects are at once awe inspiring and a delight That is all the
show is at present an optical banquet

Anderson has super-imposed a stage
on the regular stage of the theatre. The
new platform is about 16 Inches above
the floor of the regular stage with two
steps leading to it It is movable. The
acenio production Set upon this consists
of a huge Japanese screen effect entirely of white.
In height it Is about
twice that of the usual scenes used in
ordinary productions The general effect
Is that of a Maxfield Parrfah Idea done
in white.
The tremendous height that
Parrish gives his trees Is more than suggested in the scene. In front of this a
series of transparent draperies are used,
with aheavy velvet drop back of the
apron to mask In the so-called "inner
stage." This stands throughout the first
act with the change of scene coming
with the use of the drapes.
For the opening of the second act
the Japanese screen Idea is driven home,
as the. design of the screen is used .In
its entirety.
In the final scene a huge
tapestry Is hung up stage In a most
effective manner.
There are very few props used, but
those In evidence are most massive,
running mostly to the giant staircase.
In lightings there is another departure
from the stereotyped. No foots or borders are employed. Everything: Is spots,
the regulation spot In the front of the
house, about four' In the place of the
footlights and the balanoe of the lighting seems to come from a series of spots

he and Marlon to become reconciled.

One of the chief values of the play Is
manner In which it rises from what

the

almost pure comedy to the realms of
tragedy and then descends, as In the last
act to pathos, with the tenseness of the
situations which have gone before affording a fine background. It Is plausible no matter how it Is viewed.
is

I.,

lAbibey.

March

It.

It bids fair to go big when it once
gets going.
In the east are Ruth Welch, Oct a via
Broske, Louis Casavant Renee Deltlng,
William Sellery, Katherlne Shoup, John
Roche, George Bancroft Charles Whyte,
Elsie Malatad, Ottllle Corday, Ruth Morrow, Lee Johnstone, Nip and O'Brien,
Mary Martin and Cortney Slaughter.
The story has to do with Henry Honeydew, a composer and severe impressionist who Uvea for his art His latest musical composition is a cantata "written for
a coming society event for charity. At
the rise of the curtain he is teaching
several society people. His wife, Lenore,
appears indifferent to him, claiming that
he nays her no attention. As a matter
.of fact, Lenore's mother, Vanoni, brought
about the marriage because she wanted
her daughter to marry a rich man.
Honeydew's troubles are caused by his
mother-in-law, whose friends monopo-

.

home, soil his furniture, smoke
his cigars and clganettes and drink his
wines until he decdes to take an apartlise his

ment n the elty. He places a "To Let"
sign on the front and declares his purHis uncle, Dick
Sose to his family.
ioneydew. a sea captain, advises him to
get a divorce. At this point Sylvester.
Adams, a millionaire insect powder manufacturer, accompanied by his daughter,
Muriel, calls to inquire as to the renting
of the house.
Honeydew and Muriel
in love, and Honeydew gets rid of
his -wife and raBther-in-law.

fall

Sixteen months later Honeydew has
been married to Muriel, his second wife,
and they are In a home presented to
them by Sylvester Adams, who in the
meantime has been away to a health resort, and has fallen in love with Honeydew's first wife and married her; and
Honeydew has his first wife for his
mother-in-law and she brings her mother
with her.
Uncle Dick falls In love with Vanoni
and Honeydew now has two mothers-inlaw under the same roof wtlh his wife
and ex-wlfe. His father-in-law Is his

*

»

But from a production standpoint
"What's In a Name?" is the acme of
anything that the theatre in America
has seen to data For this the credit
must go to John Murray Anderson. He
has combined the Ideas Of- Gordon Craig
and the famous German producer. Reinbardt and applied them to his present

transfusion operation is necessary to
save bis life. His mother offers her
blood, and the suffering she experiences
while going through this ordeal for the
life of her son conquers the Jealousy sbe
had felt for his fiancee and she causes

.-

Keith Ross

"The Outrageous Mrs. Palmer" la a
play In four acts, rather difficult to put
In any one category because of the many
diversions of the piece, including as It
does much comedy, not a little pathos
and some emotional acting which Is
close to tragedy.
It was written by
Harry Cribble, himself a professional
and former member of the Jewett Players and now stage director of the play,
which Is being -acted by the stock company, presided over .by John Craig, holding forth at the Arlington.
The play was taken on by Craig as a
bit of experiment, but went over so well
that it soon found Itself In the same

ing and dancing are concerned.
At
present all the girls do is an overabundance of show girl work In posturing and

.

„

which is the work of this same
firm. Comedy Is moat neces-

sary, for at present there are only- about
four laughs. The chorus will alao have
to be Whipped into shape as far as sing-

Shubert .Majestic Monday night when he
opened his musical play, "Honey Dew."
It Is a score which gives the most to the
vollins. The music is tuneful and catchy.

24.

Rowen Herrlck

.'

Follies,"

producing

"

Providence, R.

THE OUTRAGEOUS MRS. PALMER.

James Holden..

achieve the popular success that was
the share of "The Greenwich Village

^ZLmbalist the second eminent violinist
to try his hand at musical comedy writing, received a big ovation here at the

Bcheurer.

Bol-Loo-Ylang
-Ooiy Wooay. ...<<
Philip Michael Palmer.. Charles Blckford
Mrs. Herbert Rolllna. Minna Gale Haynes
Marjorie Dalton
Miss Clara Beebe
...Bert Pennington
Guy Dunn......
Maid
.Jessie Alison
Natalie Thompson .
Miriam Doyle

rung up at 8.10.
The performance was frightfully
ragged and draggy, and it will have to
have a lot of work before It can hope to

HOMEY DEW.

sprinkling of comedy the audience
grasps, will doubtless offer them lucrative rewards In the near future.

Boston, March

sufficient cuts made to permit of the
final curtain about 11.15 after having

Months after the report that Philip
had been killed is found to be incorrect,
but he Is brought home s wreck, stricken
blind and in such shape that s blood

.

V

A NAME?

'

<

army and Is on the
to Plattsburgh to grab off a commission. Just before he sails for France,
the youth, commissioned a lieutenant
tells his mother of his engagement to
Miriam Doyle. This excites the Jealousy
of Mra. Palmer, and when Miriam hears
.some gossip in regard to Philip's birth
the mother does not hesitate at a chance
to allow the scandal to remain undented,
believing in this manner she can break
the bond between the young people. It
results In a breach between the girl, the
son and his mother.
On the night' when Mrs. Palmer scores
her greatest stage success she receives
word that her son baa been killed In
France. Right here one of the big minutes of the show Is chronicled, for the
battle for supremacy between the mother
and the actresB Is typified in this scene
and Miss Young does It exceptionally
welL

IN

combination of the new idea in art
•

way

—

.

WHATS
A

and the theatre arj-lved on Broadway
March 19 with the advent of the John
Murray Anderson, Inc., production,
"What's In a Name?" at the Maxine
Elliott The Initial performance ran for
hours and hours. Saturday it was out
somewhat By Monday there had been

Just enlisted in the

everybody, and whose presence could be
increased to the distinct advantage of
the "comedy with music."
"Three Showers" with its trifling
story," by William Garry, Duncan, about
two lovers who parry over their girl because they are each playing a secret
game of conniving on the Other with
government employ, and Virginia mountains as the suggestive setting delights
as an entertanment
There are
It Is fresh, clean, bright
no bare-legged girls in the chorus, but
everybody sings so well, so magnificently
that you need no carnal attraction to
magnify the evening. The play Is built
with poetlo interludes before each set
recited by two young ladles of the chorus ^
the effect being more picturesque than /
understandable.
Mr. and Mrs. Coburn seem to have at-

!

first

He

right.

In real life "Mrs Palmer" Is Mrs.
Charles Cardigan North, and she carries
into her own home the fits of temper
which go with her artistic temperament
For the exploitation of this feeling on
her part she hesitates not at casting- sofa
cushions and other articles of decoration
of her heme at persons whom she considers Intruders. In the sort of JekyllHyde manner the adopts and balances
these fits with others in which through
humorous remarks and actions, she
brings again to her feet members of her
family and others whom she has so lately
offended by her violent outbreak.
Her one real affection is for her son,
Philip, who when the show opens has

,

Miss Wheaton or any members of the
cast has a big part, for the play as a
whole does not measure up to the standard of the music. It la left to the cast
to do the best they can fo maintain interest, especially In a rather slow moving

She

wife's husband His uncle is now
his father-in-law. His first wife Is his
mother-in-law, his present wife being
the daughter-in-law of his first wife.
finds himself almost, his own son.

all

her due for eo many years that she par*
donably gets the Idea that the entire
world Is created for her and that whatever she says or does Is perfectly all

Next In Importance came Ann Wheaton, whose simplicity of manner and delightful interest were paramount. Neither

first act.

business from

who la receiving •from all sides the
homage of her admirers. This has been

THREE SHOWERS.
Atlantic City, March 34.
The biggest and best portion of the
clean entertainment called "i Showers"
at the Gldbe Monday la the music. The
Creamer and Layton score Is full of appealing tunes. It has beauty, fuH orchestration and sometimes too much volume.

his

/The idea of the play is the development of the character of "Mrs. Michael
Palmer," a highly temperamental actress

BcJcefflnjfton.

Apollo Monday. It is "Aftermath." by
Edwin Milton Royle, a play well written with a powerful Impulse, but slightly

afault In Its plot construction.
The theme is a big one, bigger than
anything Mr. Royle has tackled before.
In his delineation he has .clumsily obscured the plot and reduced Its effectiveness, though hardly lessening the power
and -strength of the theme, or the interest of the audience.
Arllne de Coulanges Is the daughter
of Madame Coulanges and an enemy
father. The scene is set 16 years hence
with this recollection of the World War
to the foremost In this family and a
constant hate of the origin of the daughter flashing before the mother's eyes.
Poverty and despair have seised the
family. Love and natural hatred conflict In the several characters of the
play with clashing realism.
The action of times bears no direct relation to Its preceding act or subsequent
story and falls to follow forth with'
Against the fine staging there
clarity.
were also many fully dramatic ecenes
and the entire play was supremely acted.
The bristling suddenness of some of
these scenes were almost startling In
their effect.
Pauline Lord as the daughter carried
the lead of the company. The Countess
was the finely skilled Helen Ware, with
Cyril Scott, an American architect In love
with the daughter. Laura Walker played
legitimate daughter of the Countess, a
The Abbe
girl of the French classes.
Renaud, a pleasantly adorable character,
Is given to Forrest Robinson.
v
"•
Bchnrer.

man who, knew
angles.

violinist's

worked from

light bridges in the first

and second entrances. The use of the
lights coupled with the draperies brings
about effects that the regular foot and
border lighting cannot achieve. All of

the spots are said to be operated from a
'

single switchboard especially Installed,
single swtlchboard especially Installed.
One drawback to this lighting is that
the faces of those on the stage are In a
shadow, except when a spot Is directly on

them.
It Is In costuming the producer has
outdone anything attempted In the way
sartorial splendor In any revue
Broadway has seen. The girls show off
the dresses to great advantage." Unusual draplngs, tremendous bead-dresses
and the handling- of unusual color
schemes are throughout the show. One
of the numbers In the first act entitled
"Strike" has a novelty ballroom dance
by an octet of boys and girls, with the
girls all In black costumes. In the Jewel
Number almost a score of costumes of
tromendous. beauty were shown. Again
In "The Valley of Dreams" and then* In
the finale of the show (an all white
bridal number). the dressing was most

of

effective.

;-

Acoordlng to the program of "What's
In a Name?" the book and lyrics are by
John Murray Anderson. Little can be
said for the book, and If any one heard
the lyrics their hearing was most acuta
Anna Wynne O'Ryan and Jack Yellen
are given credit as collaborators. Milton
Is credited with having composed
the music. Another line states "the entire production devised and staged by

Anger

John Murray Anderson."
Two parts with 11 scenes in the first
and six in the second section. Numerous song bits, but in reality there are
but 12 songs In the show.
Monday night the program was considerably^ switched from the printed
order. Three soenes from the first act
were placed in the second part and two
(Continued on page II)
)
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played by a hidden orchestra which
come up to scratch during the:
did
show, always behind or before the ar-

A

tists.

The show lacks good comedy.

Introducing of vaudeville acts doesn't
help matters, in fact, makes thins* drag
The producing of tome of the numbers.
was not only exquisite, but artistic;
the. Show struck one as being delight
fully young. Gloria Foy waa absolutely
sweet in her "Dance Plancette," gowned
entirely in white willow plumes. One
of the prettiest pictures was used durFancy.
ii.g the song. "A Young Man's
A' large gold musical box set in the
with two Dresden
,,_
middle -of the stage
shepherd,
and
figures' of a shepherdess
start tc^deit would be* impossible to
Jcribe each gown: separately, as there
^ere so many and each equally beauThe gowns representing Jewels
tiful.
were magnificent, also were they of
the Muses, while those of Fair Japan
and Brides gorgeous. Another frock

'

.

.

charmingly worn by Miss Foy was
three tiers of soft lace, pink and blue
daisies formed the bodice, with garlands of the flowers hanging each side
of the skirt^ Mary Lane looked striking in a gown of orange velvet draped
'round the figure, with a train at the
side, deep fringe shading into purple

was worn oa the wrist, also hung from
the turban. The story of Lamia and

Pilate could be omitted, as there are
quite a number of folks visiting theatres who do not care to bear Mary
'Magdalene spoken of so lightly, nor
our Lord, for that matter. The curtain fell on the first part at 11.5a
.

"Dance Fahtasties" at the American

-. (first half) is a dainty offering. That
may be said also of the younk lady and

her costumes.

A

soldier

make-up was

striking, the^skirt of black lace frilled

round the waist, the bodice of red with
small brass buttons

down

the. front:

Next came a neat maid's costume of
black. A ballet frock«was sweet. Pink
tissue formed the -skirt with underskirt
of green blue and pink net. Feather
lapels hung each side of the skirt,

"

while the bodice was plain pink silk.
Headdress was of feathers. A tennis
costume was worn for the last of

-

edged with black fringe.
satin

hung

A

lin's

panel of

at the back.

•

Snyder ana

edged with

Berlin's.

,

putting out la to be confronted with the
analagoua question as to whether the/
intend selling a song or an artistic title
If the sole purpose of the pub-

nice in frocks of pink
blue.

Little-bibs

were

Isher is to dispose of a ware that will
ha a decorative fixture on any home
piano, he has succeeded in his intent.
On the other hand, if he is selling a
good song In addition to a pretty title
page, he is falling down completely on
the song end of it. Melodies are so
brasenly "lifter" from the classics the
veriest one-finger musical tyro detects
the source. This state of affairs has
caused the larger publisher. Who feels
he can afford .to do without the Woolworth people and* other chain stores
that retail only at a ten-cent scale, to
look with speculative Insolence on his
lesser contemporary, for the simple reason said lesser contemporary is as much
a music publisher as the firm which reatfs
In beautiful pastels would be,- were it
to throw in a string of notes and some
verses to the bargain. These songs mostly sell on their title page value alone.

Minnie Blaurnan, Berlin forces, denies
matrimony.

Egyptian costumes were
good looking Miss Loraine has a
pleasant smile throughout the "show.
The girls had an opportunity to show
their shapely forms in question mark
costumes, of orange.

she' has. committed

/Cecil Arnold, the composer, is under
contract to write for Berlin's.

Fred Cohen, formerly with

now with Wateraon,

of brilliants trimmed .the
sides of the skirt
band of diamonds

trot,

Stern's, is

Snyder.

Taps, the Berlin /band and orchestra
manager, is back In New York.
Mel. B.

Kaufman "has

Fox for three
*

Sam

signed with

years.

the Wltmark

Joe Bennett has

Joined
professional forces in Chicago.

«

"THE SKIRT" SAYSMaceo Flnkard has severed bis exclusive contract with Shapiro-Berne teln to
free lance as a song-writer.

Jimmy "Sootty" Lapsley is now connected with the C. C. Church professional staff.

Max Burkhardt
and
act

is

left Berlin's last week,
contemplating a new vaudeville
.

.

A

daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Kelley in Chicago. Mr. Kelley ia
the xnuaio arranger for Shapiro, Bern-

*

stein there.

'

Howard .Johnson and Vlollnsky have
placed "Honolulu Byes" with Leo Feist
Violinsky's "Sahara Nights" has been accepted by Stark ft Cowan.

Bob Bralne, pianist to Grace Nelson,
has written a new waits number, "My
Memories of You," published by Henry
Burr and Co.
Arthur Hamburger, late publicity

silk
at the

Elizabeth Murray's -one gown was
becoming; green and gold brocade
draped round the back. Two tiers of/
gold lace hung at the side, with a,
bodice of the lace.

di-

rector for Jos. w. stern ft Co., is now
general manager for the Jack Mills publishing house.

•

was worn round the head, with a

-

Frank Davis,* traveling representative
Stasny, completed a seven weeks

for

trip fbr his -firm and has
ritory laid out for htm.

had new

ter-

Lew Kempner, who plugged Water-

son, Berlin & Snyder songs during the
six-day race, collapsed from the strain
and was at his home for several days.

Harry Hooh boasts his "River's End"

last gown was made entirely of jet
Harry Basting's "Big Show" with fringe.
Dorothy Toye, who is a trifle thinner,
Dan Coleman, at the Columbia last
week, is good in its comedy but the wears a dainty frock of yellow net over
Silk flowers
dresses are mean burlesque. The girls shimmering gold net.
first appear in black and white stripe
trimmed the hem of skirt they were
costumes opening slightly at the side, also wore at the waist

-

.

"'

The

V

'

:''

feature

picture; at

number, that Waterson-Berlln-Synder Is
publishing in conjunction with the picture production of the same name, bids
fair to become a second "Mickey,
Otto Jordan, for the past 17 years with
M. Wltmark ft Sons in charge of the
publicity

and advertising, has gone to
a simi-

the T. B. Harms organisation in
lar capacity.

Rocco Vocco

is

recovering from an at-

tack of the flu, and will resume the
management of.Belat's Chicago Office
The office Is now being taken

the

Rialtointerest-

by any means the most
ing thing on the program. Hugo Risenfeld sailed' into glory Tuesday night
with his band playing the "Capriccio
EspagnoF and over again his rendition of Victor" Hugo's superb Eilleen
was gorgeous. But an incident not
programed was the hissing of one
man when John Priest, the organist,
played "Lohengrin." There was much
applause for Mr. Priest which soSncensed the hisser he walked out .That
is new stuff— hissing music written by
German composers long since dead.
A very tiresome and perhaps useless
bit was the showing of the care and
abuse of auto tires.
/Dorothy Gish's film' has just another
simple story. She is from a small town
Miss Gish as Mary
in village dress.
Ellen comas to town, soon finds her
isn't

side.

«•**

(Continued from page 9)
her dresses are getting a tired
bok. But otherwise she's a dear in
'•'•''
every way>
A prominent member of a theatrical
club in 44th street has lain, at- a sanatorium for many weeks,' evidently forgotten by those he has so often graciously entertained. Not one member
has called or inquired for him.
Iind

_y,y

Harry Kuh, who managed the Philly
office for Irving Berlin, Inc., has been
transferred to New York. He is assistant professional manager.

A

shade hanging

ft

has a new Spanish fox
"Carmenella" with C. C. Church,

Billy Folia

Trixie Friganza, bigger than ever,
but still as oretty, wears a handsome
coat of ermine at the Riverside this
week. Sable formed a deep band at
the bottom of the coat, with collars
and cuffs of the same fur. Later
MisY Friganza loked striking in a
loosely made gown of black velvet, patterned in steel beads with tassels. The,
hat had silver tassels hanging from
the brim, with black paradise in front.
The black tights worn. by Miss Mosa,
coni are far more becoming than the
socks previously worn. They make
Miss Mosconi's limbs appear mUch
thinner. Her dresses are all made very
much after the same style, short with
high neck and bare back. Miss Mosconi's first frock was very pretty. A
white skirt, opening in front, displayed
dainty royal blue knickers laced, at the
side in silver. The bodice was trimmed
in blue beads, forming squares.
Another gown that looked sweet was
green taffeta, underlined in black..

Ornaments

Berlin

..

ftage.

Miller, of. the Berlin office, returned after illness of several weeks.'

hip.

tassel of/ copper

with

Dora

of gold lace. Large hats were worn,
having blue streamers each side. Effective dresses were those representing
shamrocks made of the leaves! with
white satin knickers showing. Shamrocks were on the heads.
An 'attractive gown was Olive Le
Compte's. The bodice was silver sequins, long wasted, with a skirt of
black satin draped, ending in a train
White feathers formed a rosette on the
right

To look at some of the ten-cent songs
some of the minor league publishers are

fessional staff' of

to the hips.

Tha girls were

U now

n

and was featured by Ckraldlne
.*'.".
Farrar, the opera diva.

-

Caslus Gay has been added to the proHenry Burr,

.

satin

age of

Is leaving Irving Berprofessional staff.

Jerry White has left Waterson, Berlin

&

Marjorie Manderville was cute in a
sbort dress of chiffon ruffles turquoise
blue shade, shoulder straps were of
gold braid, the braid continuing down

5

A

-
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AMONG THE MUSIC MEN

"The Idol Dancer," D. W. Griffith's
white satin with a green jumper.
latest picture is not a masterpiece, but
Miss Tate (Tate and Tate) was neat- contains an interesting
story very simly attired in a bellboy costume of green
ilar to
Bird of Paradise," and
Her next' change was brown has some"The
cloth.
pretty scenic effects. Claire
velvet
Scymore
as a maid of the South Seas
The woman in the Mowatt and Mul V
U "»'«»
Hawaiian costume
Pink,
len act"wore aVeat srii"of
collar and cuffs of white
Maurice Diamond's n/ew act with
Miss McNaughton's (The McNaughLola
Girlie
at
the
Fifth
Avenue is much
tons) white charmeuse dress was becoming: but a trifle too long, made on better than Diamond's old one, but this
could still be improved. Miss Girlie's
straight lines with pockets coming to
Her gowns
a point on the hips. Waist and neck .dances are too similar.
were piped in red. For her dance Miss were nice. The last one of white satin
panel of
McNaughton wore a short frock of was trimmed in feathers.
.pearls
and
diamonds
hung
in front,
blue tissue with lace bands top and bottom. Little blue knickers were edged bodice of lace. A Chinese costume was
chic yellow chiffon trousers with a coat
in pink feathers and silver.
The dresses in "Hearts and Flowers" of gold and blue.
Hazel Green showed good taste in all
weren't very pretty. One was of dark
her
gowns but that cannot be said of
biue flowered chiffon with a narrow
band of pink ribbon round the waist. her drop of bright red cloth with the
The prima donna's gown was lace with chairs covered in the" same material,
and the men's suits were of vivil green.
pink taffeta draped each side.
Miss Moore (Henry and Moore) Miss Green first appears in green
wore a good-looking white cloth suit sequins paneled down the front and
The vest pockets and turned up hem foundation of green tissue caught
were embroidered in orange and green. round the hem with pink roses. Her

wh

"''''

:'•;"'

MAC
Charles Bowers

After patiently waiting half an hour
"
for the opening of "What's. In a Name
the curtain rose at nine o'clock,* then
for about ten minutes the audience sat
in darkness while the overture was.

':"-,'..

"

i*

AMONG THE WOMEN
By ALICE

>

-

variety

'

into' a cabaret, wearing one crinoand an evening dress 'made empire
front and hitched- up in the .back
with
narrow ribbons. 'A
Peter.
Thompson dress was worn. If Hiss
Gish is wearing a wig it is. not well

line
in

made.

One thing about the Dave Marion
show now playing the Columbia, it
never is tiresome. Mr. Marion's scenes
are always a scream.
The numbers are often and furious
with the girls always well dressed. The
clothes are; the same as seen earlier in
the season.

care of by Chester Cohen.

Inez De Verdier as usual spends most
of her time changing as she never
appears twice in the same gown. Her
Elks costume still remains the most

—

came from Philadelphia one day last
week with Lennle Blumberg, general
manager for the Bhuberta in the Quaker
City. On the trip he lost S100 in a little
game. When it came time to settle the
.

man suggested a dozen copies
music and would call It off.

Shubert
of

As a result of an advertising campaign
recently conducted In the trade papers
by the Riviera Music Co., of Chicago, for
a "clever young composer" to affiliate
himself with their staff, Ethwell Hanson,
a Windy City youngster who is described
a "comer," was adjudged the winner out
of 600 applicants. He has signed an ex-

'

The

first

number

Is

"Desertland,"
first

an

song at the

An

uncle

of

Blanche

Ring worth

$5,000,0000 recently died in Boston.
sisters' are wondering.

Ring

m

'

'**"..
stunning. j
Agnes Behler looked well in a white
dress covered with blue chiffon. There "
were rose bands on the overdress. A.
black satin was covered in net and
jet
Bable La Tour wore one dress
worthy of any production. Of a rich
dark blue velvet over chiffon petticoats the velvet was caught up with
blue feathers. The shoulders of black
net ended at the waist line in a girdle
of blue and mauve sequins. A soubrette costume of white and purple
was especially well designed.

clusive contract with the Riviera people,

who will publish and exploit at least one
new composition every three months.
Oriental fox trot
Mr. Hanson wrote his

.

way

shortly.

.Mose Gumble claims the record for the
sale of popular sheet music that is. In
the matter or price. He says that disposing of 12 copies of music for S100 Is
the best known rate to date, other than
for an auction sale for charity.
Mose

.

The

m
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which one of the men from
knee-hold, on the upper bar holds a
trapeze for his team-mates to cavort on
as the principal feature. A good openBert and Elsie Mathews; a
ing turn.

ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO.

rings,

and a Scotch dance by the girl. They
give a good acount of themselves In all
of them.

The

act,

however, finished

to.

.

received. The-Sakata
Japanese foot Jugglers and equiliFollowing
brists, were next to closing.
some head balancing on a trapeze by
one of the men, the other two toss a
barrel around with their feet getting
the usual laughs for the comedy part.
The juggling of the barrel is done
equally as well as others that have pre-

They were well

Trio,

1

screams from showing amateurs with

plause.

In

nice appearing team, start with a song,
Their dancing inthen offer dancing.
cludes an eccentric acrobatic and a Laddie Cliff imitation by tho male member

safety devices attempting to ride. 'The
announcement that Jojo from the preceding act would also try to ride helped
the excitement aloflg.
Miss Billle Shaw and Co. have a neatly
staged dance offering, well presented,
but showed nothing original In dancing.
Dave White dominated the assistant, doing an eccentric dance well. Miss Shaw
made a good Impression with her dancing' ability and pretty costume changes.

ceded them here.
Lawrence Johnston closed the 'vaudewith his ventrlloquil offering, in
which he employs one dummy. He was
liked the best of all the bill, getting big
laughs for his gags and stories, many of
which have been heard long ago. The
Kings show closed as usual.
ville

BANDITS FOILED.

light ap-

West Avey and Oennie

O'Nell

scored big laughs throughout Avey has
practically the. Same routine as with ills
former mates. The crap shooting Opened
and got big laughs. O'Neil's work compares favorably In this scene and, he
shows superiority in his toe work. His
wench dance with Avey made the finish
a big hit.
Josephine Byrnes and Robert E. Gehan
have pleasing personalities and were
moderately- well received in a straight
singing offering. The Jack Hughes Duo
got good applause for their musical efforts, finishing a hit with -saxaphones.
Lib by and Nelson opened and proved to
be a good straight and comedy with bicycle stuff.
Big laughs were secured
from the comedian's good work, the turn
finishing to big applause. The straight
showed ability In executing his announced whirling finish. William Bock
and his girls were welcomed again from
last week.
Jack Josephs. -

PANT AGES, SAN FRANC I SC 0.
San Francisco, March

24.

Pantages has a good show this week.
Hip and Napoleon were the head-

San Francisco, March 24.
Another attempt to hold up the Maitland Playhouse was made last week by
two bandits who were foiled by Mrs.
E. L. Maitland, who, instead of com-

•

plying with the request of turning over
the money, cried for help which resulted in Arthur Maitland chasing and
capturing the men.
One of the men confessed that it
was he that held up the theatre a few
weeks ago and got $80.

Replacing Old Theatre With New.

San Francisco, March

24.

A theatre to cost $85,000 will be built
street near Minna.
It will
have a seating capacity of 1800 and under lease to Aaron Goldberg.
It will replace the film theatre at this

on Third

location.

Little

.line act
They closed the show with
* their usual stunts, which were enjoyed:

Texas Comedy Four uncorked some exceptionally good harmony, depending entirely On the excellent qualities of their

They registered a big
Hawley and Saxton got a laughing
success with "Business Is Business," a
well presented sketch.
The Winton
Brothers, displaying unusual strength
with hand-to-hand lifts and other physical feats attractively presented In a spesinging voices.
hit.

-

frame drop, opened well.
Bender and Meehan are a versatile
team and cleverly inject familiar nut
comedy gags throughout their dancing
and. acrobatic novelty routine.- They
went exceptionally well. Their finishing
stunt on ropes dropped from the fly won
a hit. Gertrude Newman registered
strongly with jazz numbers »put over in

Vacation After 100 Weeks.
'Solly

San Francisco, March 24.
Carter, principal comedian of

musical stock at the Columbia,
Oakland, is taking two weeks' layoff
after 100 consecutive weeks at this

the

house.
Sailing for Australia,
San Francisco, March 24.

cial

Apdale and his animals came here
from Cuba to sail on the "Moana,"
J.

March

for Australia to join Wirth
Brothers' Circus.
24,

LOEWS HIPPODROME.
San Francisco, March 24.
The Andrleff Trio opened very well at
the Hip this week. The two men and
the woman displayed real ability in the
Russian style of dancing. They also have
excellent costumes, way above the small
time average. Morton Brothers provided
•

good

entertainment with
harmonica
playing and got big appreciation for
beautiful designs made from paper.
..

Martha Urbank and

edy

GALLO'S GUARANTEE.

Jack Joseph*.

.

Co.. have a commelodramatic sketch called "The
Shepherd of Bargain Road." It

Little

went along quietly to a good applause
finish.
Raines and Avery are a mixed
team, with the man In a simp character
getting laughs with mediocre .material
The girl is only fair.
Norrls' Baboons closed satisfactorily.
The Pathe News was given during the
vaudeville and Mae Murray, in "Twin

San Francisco, March 24.
The Gallo. English Opera Company
which opened a two weeks' engagement at the Curran this week in "The
Mikado," will cancel other middle west
dates providing the local engagement
proves profitable, to accept a five weeks

from Jack MacArthur, manager
Ye Liberty, Oakland to appear
there, changing the bill weekly.
The expenses of the company which
is around $8,000 weekly to be guaranteed
by MacArthur.
offer

of the

HALF MILLION

Jack Josephs.

LOEWSCASim.
San Francisco, March 20.
Not enough variation to this week's
vaudeville bill consisting of five acts and
Elvla Hand singing Feist songs. Miss
Rand appeared second.
The early part of the program failed
to arouse much interest although Frank
Byron, featured with "Let's Get Marrlf-a," livened things up a little, Injecting
some
laughs In the farce with music presented by Harry Saubor. Two men and
two rather attractive girls compose the
act

in

which

Byron predominates

all

through, the others only fairly handling

respective dialog and songs.
A
wedding number with much old business
their
is

used for the

final

bia,

Oakland, has

against

filed suit for $500,000

Frank Proctor, an Oakland

capitalist.

_T

number, bringing

fair applause.

The Three De Lyons, two men and a
woman, opened with a routine on the

San Francisco, March 24.
Agnes Reyes, the chorus girl, who
eloped from New York to this city with
Floyd M. Bennett, of a wealthy Brooklyn family, has filed "suit to recover the
presents Bennett gave her prior to hi*
arrest here on charges of embezzling
several thousand dollars from Bennett
Brothers, New York.
Bennett will be returned -to New
York.
The Federal authorities are considering the filing of a white slave charge
under the Mann act against him.

According to Rohan the lease held by
him on the property at the corner of
Broadway and 19th in Oakland was
voided when a larger bid was made by

a syndicate desiring the location for
a theatre

San Francisco, March

i
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Brady's Only London

_ .,-fi

i
.

i

ion.

London, March 24
William A. Brady says his only mishere is to produce "The Man
which opens at the
Back,"
Who Came
Oxford April 8.
- Brady's
«
son is. with him.
sion

.

,

.

buy at that time.

on, the

Of

course,

the Jones Broadway agency and its
affiliations, the Equity and the Arrow,
were in on the buy from the start.
The result is now that practically the
lower floor is out for the next four
weeks. The demand for the show was
rather slow early in the week but it
strengthened as it went along. Monday night a couple of the agencies
that had jumped in for the early buy,
without reurn, had 'their men working
in front of the theatre gettjng rid of
what they had been stuck with at the

box office price.
There is a total of 23 buys running
for the current week." They include
."Son-Daughter" (Belasco); "As You
Were" (Central); "Hottentot" (Cohan);
"Lady Friends"
(Comedy);
"Abraham Lincoln" (Cort) "Letter of
the Law" (Criterion); "Breakfast In
Bed" (Eltinge); "Declassee" (Empire);

"Look

Who's

Here**

(44th

Street);

"Apple Blossoms" (Globe); "Wedding
Bells" (Harris); "Famous Mrs. Fair*
(Miller) "Clarence" (Hudson) ; "Night
Boat" (Liberty): "Gold Diggers" (Lyceum); "Hamlet'' (Lyric); "What's In
a Name" (Elliott); "Sacred and Profane Love" (Morosco): "Monsieur
Beaucaire"
(Amsterdam)
"Richard
III" (Plymouth)
"Blue Flame" (Shubert); "Scandal" (39th Street); and
;

;

"Next Best Thing" ei Savoy.
London, March 24.
"The Next Best Thing" folIows'"Peter
Ibbetson'! at the Savoy Easter, with
Peggy O'Neill in the lead.
"Sunshine" Touring Province*.
London, March 24.
"Sunshine of the World" 'finishes at
the Empire, March 27, and will tour
.

"Irene" follows

the provinces.

it;

OB March 29.
London. March 24.

"Silence" Goes
"Silence"

be produced at the
Novikoff and Phyllis

will

Savoy March

29.

Bedells, will also appear' in

a ballet

.

Waring Company Going to India..
London, March 24.
H. B. Waring and company, leave
.

.

for India April 12 with a repertoire of
20 modern and Shakespearean plays.
They open with -"The Choice," produced at Wyndham's here.
.

New

Barrio's

Piece Postponed.

London, March

24.

Sir James M. Barrie's new piece for
the* Haymarket has been postponed.
"Even the principals have no idea of .
the plot*"'•'-,' w :v
•

Harris, Jr.,

Buys French Plvy.
London, March 24.

William Harris, Jr., is here and- has
acquired a new French play for New
York production.

Keefe Denies Invasion Report.
report that Panjages would invide the East shortly by building or
leasing a house in New Rochelle, was
ridiculed by -Walter Keefe, Pantages'

A

representative, when asked
about the matter last week. Mr. Keefe
added that Pantages had formed no
definite plans for invading the East
and when he did** the invasion would
not start in a fourth, class town like
-

New

Rochelle.

'-•..':
.

NOTES.
San Francisco, March

20.

Nora Kelly, Who Is vacationing" out
here, had- her tonsils removed last week.

;

'Irene?

<VanderbiltV

,--.

Fourteen of the current Broadway
were listed at cuf-rates
on Wednesday. They were "Smilin'

Leander, of Booth and Leander, was
called East by. the illness of his mother.

Booth continued the Loew-A-H
with another partner.

time

attractions

per"

"Little

Whop-

"Breakfast In Bed"
"The Storm" (48th Street)
"Look Who's Here" (44th Street);
"Mama's Affairs" (Fulton); "Wedding
Bells" (Harris); "Clarence" (Hudson);
"Adam and Eva" (Longacre); "Ham-

k£

The Jim Post engagement at the Ma-

jestic

is

expected

to

terminate

•week.

next

(Casino);

(Eltinge)

;

(Lyric)

;

"Buddies"

Bob Hughes

for Reno to Join
Blake and Amber's musical comedy show,
which opened at the Rialto. Twenty-six
people in the company.
is

"Golden Girl" (Bayes)

Wonderful Thing"

(Playhouse)

(Selwyn),

and

Show" (Winter Garden.

"Passing

left

BUI Jacobs' of Berlin's sales forces,
«n a coast trip."

"Honey" Harris has replaced -Qene

Gorman with the "Revue Comlques."

-

Opening at Paris Alhambra.
Paris, March 24.
DeBiere, Willie Rolls, Two Tomboys,
Ellons and Victor Kelly open at the
Alhambra March 26.
Kolb and
Kolb and

Dill Do $10,000 on Repeat.
San Francisco, March 24.
Dill did

over $10,000 last

week at the Savoy on a return engagement afteranabsence of one week.

.

New York

Lillian

Mason

at the Columbia

Loew's new Metropolitan in Oakland
now expected to open in May. In
the event of "Frivolities" opening at
the Casino about that time, the vaudeville bills scheduled for the Casino will
be switched to the Oakland house during the run of Anderson's show in this
city.

i

I

NEWS

.

(Continued from page 12)
Unseen Hand," a spiritualistic play
which, comes to the Bijou, "His HonorAbe Potash" moving to the Lyric, succeeding Walter Hampden in "Hamlet."
A new piece, "The Hole- in the Wall,"
is mentioned for the Punch and Judy
which suddenly lost "Musk" Satur.;:..>
day last
There was a jam between the agencies and the management of "What's
In a Name" over the buy for that show.
The producers wanted the agencies to
buy outright without any return
privilege being granted.
Because of
this the "Big Five" (Tyson Co., McBride, Tyson and Co., United and Tyson and Brother) refused to buy for
the show. The smaller agencies also
remained off the ^ buy until Monday
.when they were given assurances that
the house would be glad to take anything that wasn't sold and then they
got aboard, McBride also coming in

site.

Loew's Frisco Opening Set.
is

'

CABLE

SIXTEEN SUMMER SHOWS.

Through" (Broadhurst) ;

SUIT.

San Francisco, March 24.
Jimmy Rohan, lessee of the Colum-

.

Picks," finished.

TRYING TO RECOVER PRESENTS.

;

.

clever style.

m MM

''.jfar^,

'

PANT AGES THEATRE BUILDING

VARIETrS SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

San Francisco, March *2 4.
At the Orpheum this week the splendid
entertaining qualities of the last part
more than redeemed any shortcomings
of the earlier section. Phil Baker with
Jojo planted In an upper box created
more enthusiasm than has been seen
here in a long time. Mr. Baker himself
has a dandy personality and cleverly
handled comedy lines, an ability on the
accordion equal to the best, formed a
combination with Jojo exceptionally
clever nut stuff which caused a veritable
riot next to closing.
Bostock's Biding School, headlining,
closed the show. The big circus act held
everybody interested, besides getting big

-:-•-'•

-

engagement
Oakland last week.

closed her
in.

Miss Mason contemplates a trip to the
Orient and Australia

Nat Wentworth

Is

now with

lumbia Musical stock

In

the CoOakland.

Barney Franklin, publicity director of
the Curran Theatre, is on a six weeks'
leave, which he is spending at the
Springs. John E. McCormack Is holding

down the desk during

his absence.

Dorothy Caldwell, Hazel Furaan and
Marjorle Orant retired from the King Co.
chorus last week for a rest.

X
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could bo Justified

claiming honors.

In

HIT

Will Maheney, nut monologlst startad weak, but finished strong to generous applause. His material Is at least
partly original, In fact, he Kot his biggest laugh on his bit with the drummer.
His vocal bits showed plainly that he
is the possessor of a splendid voice, and

at such dlfflcult business *•»»"'"; **X
and
Mldes. know* Ju»t when to
and jr«ts
how to exit for a punch, his
»»*»•»»•
flippantly Intimate with
that after he gets going everything Is
rolling In high. His songs. are specials

MAJESTIC CHICAGO.
Chicago, March 24,
It would take a discriminating critic
to Judge as to just which act on this bill

•

Comstock

MUST GO OUT.
&

Chicago, March 24.
Gest must throw their

1

m
business.
tract, despite record breaking
The musical hit will. probably rent the

ne'

Girls,- two of the daintiest young ladles
that are vaudeville's offering of today.
danced and sang their way into the very
heart of what is usually termed Chicago's most critical audience. Their costumes, unique In deBlgn. illustrated, the
particular style of work they offered
their dancing was nicely done; their
specially written songs and their pleasantly appealing personalities made them
an easy hit Johnie Ford, capably held
No. 8 spot. Ford is a finished performer
and his support well chosen. The piano
numbers by the five girls, the songs and
dances and the costumes are the last
word In style and presentation.
Walter Weems carried the audience
away, and somehow or other, caught
them a little off their guard; perhaps

'

.

-

.

"Frolics of 1»80 M In their own dainty.
Their wardrobe is
Inimitable manner.
breath-taking to ~- women, and their
beauty of face, form and grace In every
move, brought them thunderous applause.
They responded to an Insistent
curtain call, and finally got away after
a neatly made little speech to more applause. Billy MeDermott, billing himself as the only survivor, of Coxey's
Army, Is an old friend to almost every
vaudeville patron. He's funny as usual
ss to alcoholic looking nasal extremity,

*

drummer

round

.

.

palaceTchicago.

last echo of the final encore, the kid
scored, and any friendly tumult was

would have registered
almost
before an audience of
Yorkers or other foreigners. Jack
the Kidder revealed a perfect personality for the work, plus a smooth polish
attained from rubbing against blg-tlme
audiences during his first whole season,
olus a nimble routine of smart cracks.
Friends may come to applaud and go
through like Trojans; but nobody can
laugh at what Isn't funny, no matter
how much affection there Is for a player.
And Osterman's laughs were ringing,
spontaneous, honest and priceless. The
lad has a "wise" eye. so to say, and Is
a natural nifty-cracker. His comments
gratuitous, for he
as ^stoutly

New

on traveling- men. hotels, his relatives

and his fellow actors are more humor
than comedy, therefore more comedy
than hoakum. Osterman has his beautiful mother's good looks, which Is plenty
of capital to go Into show business with,
and he has his dad's nerve, which took
his capital there. Being a stage thoroughbred to begin with, therefore, and
having more than many a headllner finished with to start with, this party who
can't vote yet has picked out of the air
a delivery In keeping with yet extraIs

'

—

.

1

'

I

i

.

M

'

^
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Chicago, March 84.
Toung Tack Osterman made It a homesomlng holiday. Leaving out the personal applause, which was "noticeable
from the Introductory reception to tho

He

LoU.

skillful

Chicago, March 14.
with the exception
of one bright spot, Dewey and Sogers,
In a pretty skit with comedy based on a
supposedly predicted ending of the
world Their material, every line of

The

He

ordinary for his years..

MIsb Williams' danc-

HIPPODROME, CHICAGO.

.

tated several bows.

_

.

would have been tremendous In a mld-

finished to a
of hearty applause that necessi-

busy.

"

the Introduction of tho writers, as tho
numbers thereafter would hold better
than starting a new thought broken up
by dialogue and precarious comedy. The
above must not be~ misunderstood as Indicating that the ten-act went begging,
for It came through with honors and

talk and makeup, and perhaps no one
but Just McDermott could get the comedy out of his last bit the burlesque
SnanMh Bull fight. Ho gave an all too
short example of his really wonderful
vocal ability, and also managed to keep
the

—

.

OweivMcGlveney's protean "BUI Sykea"
went without mishap and Impressed, entertained and merited the unstinted
acknowledgment that l£ brought McGlveney got a round ovation. Bert HanIon cleaned with ease on his satirical
chatter and airy Individuality, and **A
Trip to Hltland/ the 10 songwriters and
5 pianos, closing, held virtually a solid
house to the end; the final turn went
for a bit In all. though the comedy In
spots missed and the stunt of writing
the song in view of the audience (not a
good trick because nobody believes It
Is, on the level, and It Isn't) comes too
late In the running order of the turn In
that spot There is much conversation
in It that does not register on Its own,
and It should be shoved up right after

blll position.

24.

locked horns with
Tack .Norworth
J
>v«_.*•
_-^a—
— __:4-! n rt* *u«
Chicago, March 84.
Amy Leslie, the veteran critic of the
Stan Stanley, in kffSJmsntjikS a kld#
,
"News;"
. „_ L
„/
at a circus, hits It off to. the climax nf
^
his merry career. Not that this Is the
Leslie, in her review of 'The
Miss
biggest he has ever done, but It Is the
Gaieties" observed that Norworth was
biggest this veteran house has ever done
satirical
her
a
wrote.
He
several
old.
growing
and In eleven years, through
ownerships and under many booking arletter pointing out that all who live
rangements, though always, under the
long enough grbw old, and suggesting
same skipper, Harry Mitchell, the Em"you're ho Lillian Russell yourself,"
press has never,, known a losing week.
Stanley, booked for a full week (a departure here) kicked all the records
Liquor Galore, Cash Light.
The first half he did his "reguloose.
Chicago, March 2*.
lar" act, ahd anybody will tell you that
For the second
But one place in town Is selling liquor
Isn't any too formal.
half he had to switch, so he ad-Hbbed a
openly, and that only after 2 a. m. The
line of Hal s ted street hoak that tied
principal cafes and restaurants, espethe whole stockyards ward Into a laughcially the ones catering to daricets and
ing cramp. At matinees he orammed his
offering cabarets, are getting a strong
pockets with dime boxes of candy and
gave them to the kids: he offers a dollar .'!»"»»
receipts are light.
DU ^ tnfi
!tfy
*""*
"'*:_...„ £•_ 5
"TT3
per Joke and has paid out an average
Everyone carries hip liquor andbuys%
of 117 a day for a lot of Joe Millers that
ginger, ale and seltzer, which doesn't;
even he can't use. The rest Is Just clown
stuff, and of all the clowns Stan Stanley
up into figures. Henrici's is *tl|«
run
was born for the eggs In the Empress
rendezvous of the profession after
Sunday night was sold solid
section.
the show for the quiet bite, with Colboth shows, of course, and Stan had
osimo's, Green Hill, Pekin and Red
them raising the roof. Mitchell offered
week
any
another
to play him back for
•._•
„"
Lantern getting the late push.
time, In the presence of the audience,
when Stan singled him out (Mitch Is the
best known' Individual In tho resrlon)
SHOWS HTCHICAGO.
Chicago. March 34.
and started Joshing with him Impromptu.
Mffewdy Polka" (Olympic. 3d week),
It Is a case of a perfect fit, so It beworking up slowly but steadily, with
comes one of those local vaudeville history items, where a $8,000 headllner
no support from the "wise" element and
'might come and go and never raise a
no call at the scalpers' to speak of, but
ripnle.
getting to the middle classes. This kind
The bill was a strong supporter, too.
of patronage most affected hy Lent.
Orren and Drew, one of those alwaysLooks as though this golden piece will
there turns that make up the staple hub
get money If patiently nursed: $1,627
the
with
clang
for
a
went
of bills,
Saturday night. 12.490 Sunday night, with
startllngly real Imitations of instruthe early portion of the week light but
ments and animals and comedy that
rising: gross*. 19,000; average advance
slips so easily from' Orren, an amiable
sale. $8,000.
big boy, fed by Miss Drew, who backs
"Clarence" (Black s tone, 18th weok).
up a charmlno; and legitimate straight
Slipping; about |8.000.
with some mellow whistling and a part"Sometime," Frank Tlnney ^ (Btudenership in some of the amusing nolaea
baker, 8d week).- Biggest cash -grabber
Fred Denman. the small-time Grapewln,
In town, $33,000 and oVer and turning 'em
In "Foughkeepste," hooked In bellows of
laughter and a hearty hand. Cantor's
"The Rained Lady," Grace George
Minstrels, a big time success, closed to
(Princess, 8d week). A surprise smash,
Impressive effect and a harvest on numJust about capacity, matinees turnaways;
Harris and
bers, dances and comedy.
'
$14,800.
Harris opened and Rose Miller, a pleas"Rene of China** (La Salle, 8d week).
ant single for the time, held the second .$16,000 for the .first time in the history
Vo<*.
spot
of this theatre, having no trouble selling out at $8 nightly and 18.50 Saturday
and Sunday: press work unique and a
SELLS
CIRCUS LEAPS IN.
show-miracle in that this entertainment
Is
sensational for Its daintiness and
Chicago, March 24.
'
cleanliness.
in
arrived
Circus
Sells-ITloto
The
"Welcome, Strangea** (Cohan's Grand,
town Friday, making a record' Jump
Biggest week of Its un18th week).
broken string of bite weeks, the bonansa
from Denver, to open a two-week run
of the season; over $17,000.
at the Coliseum April 3.
"Gaieties" (Garrlck. 1 week). Ripped
H. H. Tammen was here "ahead"
unmercifully by critics and a very
cheesy show wtthal, the Winter 'Garden
in person and got unprecedented adlabel seems still to draw, and while revance stuff. He and- Otto Flofo will ba
ceipts not in the top class, still very
here for the opening.
profitable; 119,000.
"Monte Crlato, Jr" (Woods, 8d week).
Ditto In comment as above on Its nextGeorge Webster Breaks Down.
door neighbor and Winter Garden twin.
Watson Sisters well reviewed, parte of
Chicago, March 24.
show kidded. This Is the first musical
George Webster, head of the indeproduction at the Woods, and* It Is the
pendent vaudeville agency bearing his
lightest draw with one exception In the
history of the house; $18,000 claimed,
name, is suffering from a nervous
with plenty of empty seats week nights
His physicians ordered
breakdown.
«Mlas Kelly e* N'Orleans**
Sd
him to rest and he went to Hot Springs, week). Reached its high (Powers,
peak and
Ark.
passed It early in the run, now apparMrs. Webster is conducting the busi- ently standing still or dropping, though
heavily plugged by church people and
ness in his absence.
school teachers as a moral comedy, historic In phases of native life: Mrs. Flske
great, supporting oast woefully off; about
CHICAGO NOTES.
-»

but the best part of
it was her start and the routlno of It
should' bo reversed for stronger results.

'

r

VS. LESLIE.
'Chicago, March
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Is

unworthy of a stellar throat. The
encore was sterner stuff and convoyed
to her own realm, success.
her

'

-

.

NORWORTH

showman.

back
Harry Keene and Katie Williams then
came with their rub© girl and dancing
Miss Williams is an eccentrio
skit.
bucolio Topsy, broad but sure. "Keene
Is a negative manifestation In every respect doing the little that ho does with
neither wholesome simplicity nor artistic effectiveness.
ing encore was big,

cause Of its huge size for such a dainty
entertainment.

nonohalant monologue manner to nis enHe's conquerable

tire routine of orders.

tirely

1

;<

Flo

'

•
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a dainty girlie
and Ollle. Is a knockabout comedienne.
be-^
The girls need a lot of experience'big
fore they can hack a niche Into
time. Wallis Clark and Comparer (New
Acts) and Osterman then cams, folstatuThe
Sylva.
Marguerite
lowed by
esque diva was entirely at ease with her
house. She was gowned in shimmering
black and had a feminine piano support
of tastefully negligible personality. She
sang "Madelon" and the big' scene from
"Carmen," the latter done to classic
perfection. A story-song that followed
was neither apropos nor amusing, enIngs In second.

Auditorium where business may hold
.unfitted beup, but which is entirely

Kl^g.^^^J'gflfkhT'iif^
^;sJMMrw^«iy»l.»^^»5Jg»
and that of his two pets, * ^ 'ives a

:F**J?*£
ert about 1.800 f Menus^ap-

If Broadway doesn't score
m It
it will hug
huar hlra.
him.
.:. ....
him
without;
Howard's Animals opened without,
onie Walters,
Flo and onie.
.„.
much furore,
smacking of small time, took lean pick-

his "biggest laugh was his direct manner
of telling them that he knew the kind
of stories- they wanted to hear but he
was afraid to tell them. Weems is an
Not
Inexplicably different monologlst.
only Is his Southern drawl dlstlnctlve,and he doesn't overdo it, but his manner
is Just sort of chatty, his appearance
immaculate. Laughter and plenty of It
greeted his every line, and he was accorded some real appreciation from the
music lovers on his Instrumental numbers. He carried off honors. "Mrs. Wellington's Surprise" Is a good bit of entertainment, with characters exceptionally well handled by each "artist, the

--

-

pijuded him.
plauded

;.

comedy more than capably put over hy
Miss Barrett, who, aside from her comical appearance. spoke her lines 'with
great reality. Miss Briscoe as the wife
was a little Inclined to be too precise
In speech, but warmed up to her part
toward the finish; and there were genuine laughs at the reality of the squabbio between husband and wife owing
They received
to a misunderstanding.
a sroodly share of appreciation.
The peak of nonsense was scaled by
Moss artd Frye, colored entertainers with
comedy material of origin .that cannot
be even guessed. Their harmony numbers brought them back for repeated
encores, and they Anally got away to
The Ford Sisters
a couple of bows.
with their artistic drops and setting.
accompanied by a ptctureoaue group of
musicians, who could not be termed a
Jan band because their artistry la too
apparent danced their way through the

cam!

^ lm; wnen ne

bill Is trying,

which was handled

in

a manner worthy

of the two-a-day, as -well as their appearance, easily made them the outstanding feature. They carry special scenery. Miss Rogers makes three changes,
and the act is destined for big things.
Stuart and Kelley, number two spot
danced and talked. As Is the case with
lots of good dancers, the girl sang a
single number badly and danced a chorus
The man's opening;
of It acceptably.
suit savored of the late arrival of
trunks, which often happens, and it
should bo pressed or a tux* would harmonise more with the rather pretty
gown the girl wears. They do a Western costume speedy dance finish, which
although pretty as to wardrobe and fast
as to steps, lacks any particularly distinctive
ever.

work.

They went

well,

how-

Kelley and Post aang their way
through what appeared to be a series of
singles These men have fair voices for
both singing and talking. Their material, while It got lots of laughs, was
ordinary, with comedy derived mainly
from a pantomime of the female of the
species dressing.
Somehow or other,
that always Is funny to everyone, and it

sent them off well. With material this
act should arrive, but before anything
can be" .said of them, the 'something'
that's
wrong with their appearance
should be rectified. Steed's Sextette with

Anna May-Belle opened

noisily with an

too long jazs number, that was either
too loud or too suddenly finished, because there was a sort of bewildered silence that preceded the appearance of
May-Belle. She wears her gowns beautifully and dances well, but should not
sing. She has a pleasing act. but needs
touching up In places and seems to have
real talent both In Its orchestral division
and the possibilities evinced
all

throughout bar work.

ROTO

$13,000.

Catherine Crawford, wife of Arthur
Pearson and prima donna of "Step Lively
Girts," waB "touched" for her purse with
1600

downtown.

The Keith- and W. V. M. A. offices
booked a St. Patrick's Day show for St.
Malaohy's Church, Including Ralph Seabury, Johnnie Keane, Smith and Kaufman. Georgia Emmett, Charles Welter,
OH Brown's Jazz Revue.

Lev Cantor Is producing four acts In
conjunction with Stan Stanley.
Jack Finn, long with the Carrel]
Agency, has opened his own exchange In
the Masonic Temple, offering 8 to 10
weeks near Chicago.

Elsie Janls Revne (Illinois, first week).
Miss Janls was greeted by the critics
as though she were the combination of
Joan of Arc, Sarah Bernhardt and the
Queen of Sheba; seldom have the dramatic writers slobbered so over anyone;
with one night out, missed by lata arrival, about $18,000.
"See-Saw" (Colonial, 3d week). A financial collapse, especially conspicuous aftor the $37,000 weekly average for the
Follies; probably under $10,000.
"Dear Me," Grace La Rue and Hale
Hamilton (Cort, 7th week).
Capaelty
matinees and end-week performances,
and never noticeably light bouses, easily
In the hit class; slgsagglng around $13,00 and never under f h.oqo since open-
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of the Independent Booking Agency?
had.
A.
Q. That was organised about August 21, IMS, was It not?
'**
•.•'•
A. "Tea.
Q. And Edward Moaart waa one of the dlrectora, waa he?

J

A. Tea..

That was a minor purpose.
Did It operate a booking office for a time; did It not?
Tea: It did.
other officers of tha White Rata knew of tha existence of the .Independent Booking Agency?
/
A.

Q.

A.
Q.

The

A.

The members

all did, too:

'
Q. Tea, and the members?
A. Tea.,
Q. Was It advertised and referred to frequently by the actors
as" the White Rats' booking office?

A. That Is a double-barreled queatlon.
Q.
the name' ever need; waa the White Rats' name ever
uaed In connection with the Independent Booking Agency eo as
to give the Impression, whether truthfully or not, that 4he White
Rata had something to .do with it?

Was

A. Uaed by actora?
Q.

Uaed by actora?

A.
Q.

I-

*

•

dare- say It was.

Did not the White Rata receive at tha time a certain
share of the profits or income of the. Independent Booking
Agency
A. No, sir.
Q. Well, did not the Associated Actora' Company?
.

Receive part of the profits of the Independent' Booking

And

planation,

C

'
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1008?

14,
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A.

Tes.

Q.

Mr,' Mosart'e agency

A-

Tne Independent Agency?

was
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or" afterward?
I don't know-well, I Judgo— I do know this in the inception
it. of the busmeavv-we did a tremendous business,
before I

-a,; it -did.A.
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he not?
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.Q. Was it stilt operating or publishing The Player' when you
v
resigned in Mil? ? ?
]
,
A. -tee. And It Bad a circulation of about 94,000 when I
.:..'*' '" '*
v
.'• „.resigned. ]!,-'
£.
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with the Lancaster
;".-

"

'resigned/'

vft

••
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Before you 'resigned

Q.

,

'"''

connected with it?"

also a director -In "connection

sir.

'"'*'''.

'^

Q. Did the White Rats* Publishing Company, r tbls publishing
company that ws have Just .referred to, go out of busin ess?

-

waa organised August

"*' .,:<<*.

""

'

year which they were to deposit, and which they did deposit
In the Union Trust Company.

Ineorporetien

of

*
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am not sure about it. Was it not
allow himself to bo a director? Was'

At least—I

'..

,''Q: Tes, that is right; '."I remember that.
While the Independent Booking Agency
In business duj you, draw say"-..
did you receive any part of- the profits of that agency?
''
.>
-/ .-^'
£e»£ No. air. -,.;.. Jt.
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director?

Here
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Q. Or did you receive any from the Lancaster Amusement
•
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<• :..'
..--Company? ;•
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date->

(Handing paper to witness.)

A.
A.

.

1
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A

The a*venth day -of August, 1011.
Q, Was It before you resigned from the White Rats or after?
r
"
;
A; Before I'reslgned.
Q. That waa organised for the purpose of building a clubhouse
:. ^
for the White .Rats?
,
)
A. I have discovered that afterward, it waa done eo, white 1
WW In Europe; I knew nothing about it,
Q, The original object of the Incorporation was to build a

'
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ganlsed?
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A. I think I will give you only the approximate
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any, interests they had?

/..'

v

'':':•'. ':
'.
No, air,
:\
-y: y,
s
Then when was the White Rata' Realty Company or-

A.

...

Company?
A. The bonds were Issued—you want. the whole operation?
Q. I 'don't want It too long.
I 'want to find out what,

,

'

Or the Associated Actors' Company?

'Q.

'

'

—

A. The theatre was—we bad it valued by -aa independent
/
;.•''
clubhouse, waa it not?
appraiser In the town and he valued It at, I think, |90,O00v
and on that Independent appraisal .valuation of -the theatre of ** ,- A»' Weli the papers there, according to what I discovered
per .cent, bonds were Issued. ..'after I returned to the White Rata, yes; I never saw It until ]
why $00,000 worth of
got' back from Europe.
Then $5,000 worth' of the stock went for the incorporation.
Q. As a matter of fact, was not the stock of the White Rata'
.Then aa the White Rata purchased the .bonds of the theatre
Building Company Iwued In your name and that of Pltspatrlck,
as an Investment," why one-tenth part of the value of tha
or waa not some of it Issued In your name and Mr. Fitspatrlokl
bonds was given to them in stock, bat R. V. Alexander, who
A. Tes; 1916.
was the main financial man ot Mosarts, who was tha operator,
Q. 'But none issued in your name while you were' in tha
that is, neither Moaart or Alexander could interfere with the
I
'
White Rats nrlor to 1911?
agreement entered Into between these theatres and the White
A. Tes; because "during 1911 I waa In .Paris, and when 1
Rata, because oF that stock, because the bonds unpurchased
came back I never knew a thing about that untj] one day they
with the stock, unallotted, were "deposited In -trust in the Trust
told they bad got, or that they' were going to build a club, and
Company' in Lancaster, particularly the Lancaster Trust Company, so that at no time could Moaart or Alexander double-cross
If you remember, I raised Cain about it, the building of the
club, and would not have anything to do) with It.
This was
the White Rats' organisation, though they did not hold Ota
about three days after that that I resigned. I resigned directly
majority of the stock.
AH of this waa passed upon and a
on finding out about that. When I came back la 1015 and discertain agreement entered into whereby everybody put up a
covered all these funds, and that the stock waa In 'certain
bond frftn $2,000 to $5,000 to iaaue equitable contracts to the
hands as trustees, which I didn't think were acting for. the
actors and not charge more than
per cent,
benefit of the organisation, why nothing waa done during the
Q. It Is proper to aay that the White Rata or the Associated
>
year 1915, I think, hut I think I was in Chicago In January or
Actors were financially interested in these theatres?
February, 1918, and I waa Informed about certain things, and
A. Tes, sir.
f
Q. The Lancaster Amusement Company, that is What I wee
I told Mr. Fltxpatrlck about these certain things, and we Jumped
»•
-really getting at?
on a train and came back and we called a meeting ot the
A. Tea; in that way they were interested.
atookholdera of the White Rata' Realty Company, and we threw
Q. Naturally, the -directors and the officers of the White Rats
two of them out, and' the stock waa then Issued to Mr. Fitiknew of the arrangement entered into, these coo tracts which,
Patrick and myself aa trustees for the White Rata Actors'
,
referred to it?
Union in 1918—or it may be the latter part of 1916.
A- Tee, sir.
Q. Are you the owner of any of the bonds of the White
Q. Were you connected with the White Rats at that time?
Bate* Realty Company?
A. Tea, sir.
A. I am,- air.
Q. In what capacity, international secretary?
Q. Now, la thle official organ of the organization, Tha
A, The same.
Flayer, did you ever publish Incorrect, statements?
A. Not to ray knowledge,
Q. International executive?
,
A. Not International; It la not the international union, tha
Q. Welt, bow Is your memory? Is tt any better about that
same thing, the same position.
when you testified at the Pemberton trial than It is today?
A. My memory, Mr. Goodman, Is equal to your own, air, in
Q. The White Rata Publishing Company was organised later
on, waa it not
every respect, and a great deal more dependable.
A. Tea, air.
Mr. Keliey: I object to the answer as not responsive gad
Q. November 23, lOOt?
move to strike it out
A. (Oontlnumg)
A! Tea, sir.
I am saying "Tea" because yon are reeding
Mr. Goodman ig trying to be facstitlous,
the dates.
and I will treat Mr. Goodman every time the same way he
treats BM,
Q. Here is a certified copy.
A. I am aaying "Tea"- because you are) reading tha dates.
Q. I am not trying to ha factitious at all.
I am asking
But you don't appear to be a director or stockholder on
you whether your memory la better then than now. That la
<J.
this certificate of Incorporation, and were you director or stocka perfectly fair question?
holder at any time?
A My memory la good or waa good .la the Pemberton ease,
A. Not to the beat of my knowledge; no,
end it Is good now.
Q. What was your' connection with the White Bats Actors'
Q. Were not you asked In the Pemberton case whether you
* »
Publishing Company?
printed lists showing donations received and. levies made on
A. The publishing company?
the members?
A. I wsa asked something to that effect.
Q. it seems to be named the "White Rata* American Publishing Company."
Q. And yon were asked this question: "<3, Tou are quite
A. I formed the incorporation and followed it
sure that all of these moneys were not absolutely received?
A. No; there are some subscriptions from J. J. Murdoch and
Q. Tou caused this corporation to be formed?
E. F. Albee and Martin Beck: they surely' would not give out
A. Tea.
any money. Q. In other words, It Is a simple camouflage, a
Q. Did It begin the publication of a weekly publication known
as The Player, which was used as the official organ of the
bit of humor? A. Deceptive toleration."
White Bats ?
A. Tee, but you are referring to another "Player" entirely;,
A. It did.
you are referring to another paper, another periodical, an entirely different publication; you are. referring to one which I
Q. Were you editor of that paper?
A. I waa
did not edit
Q. At that time you were drawing a ealary, ware you not,
referring to "Player" published by you at any time?
Q,
from the White Rats' Union?
A. Let me go back, Mr. Goodman, and tell you something
I was.
which you said referred to a publication by me of certain
things la The Player, and I am referring to ones published in
Q. Do you mind telling us what that salary waa?
A. At the time of The Player?
The Flayer at the time when it was published by me.
Q. Tea.
Q. Tou know what I am talking about
I am talking about
A. $T5 a week.
The Flayer.
A. I don't know what you mean.
Q. Were you also drawing a salary as editor of The Player?
No, sir.
Q., Do you refer to The Player or to soma other magaslne?
Q. Were you under contract to receive a salary which you
A. I don't know what you refer to if you do not refer to
"
/
did not receive?
that magaelne, hut it was not published by me when those
thlnga were published.
A. I waa under contract. They offered to pay me a salary.
and I said I didn't want a ealary. They satd, Ob, yes; yov
Q. Tou still say yon were not publishing The Player?
are to have a salary for this.
A. No, sir; not the publication company, no, sir.
I said, Oh. no; I am not a
moneyed man; I don't care about a salary. They satd, All
Q. Did not yon publish that in The Player regardless of who
right
will put $20 a week Into a bank tor you and at the
the publication company was?
end of the year, if the paper has made a profit, we will make
A. I did not publish anything that was incorrect; any incorrect statements in The Player while I wae publishing It
you take It then.
Q. Tou did not have any percentage aurangimant about
.
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White Rata got.
Q. Do you remember how long the Associated Actors' Company continued in existence
A. It continued In existence and waa in existence when I
the organisation In 1011.
And how about the Independent Booking Agency?

The Independent Booking Agency was smashed by me,

think—what

la

.

Ism

A

'

A

I

the data of that latter of tha exposure of the

graft?
Q. Tou mean that article in The Flayer?
A. Tea. I think It was smashed by me In December, 1010,
or 1000, I forget which It waa; It was shortly after that letter,

anyway.
Q. Was Qulgley a witness tor the commission connected with
the agency at that time?
A. Tes, air,
Q. And Mr. Sheedy also ao associated?
^
A. Tes, sir,
Q. Tou were a director Of tha Lancaster Amusement Com>any, ware you not?

We

profits?

A
Q.
A

.

Oh, yea; If the paper made 8 per
If the paper made 8 per cent ?

They were

to

pay

me

this $30

cent

a week at the end of the
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Q. Co ahead.
A. The White Rats Invested their money In the bonds on
the realty, and that as a bonus for the purchase of the bonds
a certain amount of stock waa given the White Rata, and
therefore their Interest waa In the bonds and not in this stock,
and they got their Interest on their bonds, and that is all the

A.

oertifiaate

'•'

'-""...,••;

;

.

sir.

Isn't It a fact that tha White Rats owned* about 40
*
per cent, of the stock of the Associated Actors' Company?
A. I could not tell you what percentage they owned. I don't
think, aa a matter of fact, they owned one share of stock in it
Q. Well, didn't you ao testify at page 801 of the record In
the Pemberton case that about 40 per cent of the stock of the
Associated Actora' Company waa owned by the union?
A. If you will read further on In the testimony you will get
the explanation ot that, that the White Rata Invested— I don't
want to explain this unlaw you want me to make the ex-

Q.

*.:

.

sir.

Agency?

left

the

,:'

V' -7v '''. '

'

'

Q. Aa well aa stockholder of the company?
A. Tea.
Q. And the purVose of the organisation waa to hook acta, ot
operate a booking office, or that waa one of the purposes?

Tes,

In

'1

'""_.:

1

L^

'..»

;

-'•'

-

.

.

A.
Q.

your name

"..'•{

'

_/''
or operate?
A. At that .time or afterward; I cannot tell you it It waa at
that time or afterward, the Lancaster Amusement Company
owned and operated the Lancaster Theatre, and they had a
working agreement at that time with the Chemung Amusement Company, which controlled Elmira. Theatre and the theatre
at Chemung "and at Pottavliie and at Chamberaburg, and In
about twelve or fourteen different towns In Eastern Pennsyl'
vania, alT Of which they had under their charge.
Q. Did the White Rata or; the Associated Actors' Company
own .or control the Interests In the Lancaster Amusement

tha Aaaootated

<
elated Actora' Company?
A.. I advised then:, yes; made, speeches oh the subject.
Q. The White Rata Actors' Union invested about, at firat
about 18,000, did It not T
A.» I presume «o.
/
Q. And then Invested about $5,000 more?
(
v.
A. it may have done ao.
Q. Did you have anything to do at alt with the promotion,

Tes,

:

.

,

,

dm

A.
Q.

'

'.'••'.'
''.

own

Q. Did you procure the White Rata to Invert any money In
'-.
the Associated Actors' Company?
A. What do yon mean by "to procure"*
you advise or suggest or have anything to do or have
q,
knowledge of any lnveetment by the White Rata-ln the Aeeo-

.

..".-.'

'• '• '

.

»'

.

.

'

'

'-,
is his name, Edward Moaart?
Tes; Mozart was. one of the stockholders; he held one
'
:.'.•••
>
share of stock In It
Q. What theatres did the Lancaster Amusement Company

'
.

It

Q.
A.

,

Aa a matlqr of fact, the White Rata caused
Company to be formed, did it not?

.'
-.'

.

ST41TD-<!C0*km$4)

air.

Q

A. .Tea,

Actors'

A* No,

la

"

-;.,'..'

believe eo.

I

Anna M. Moaart? Did he
not It his wife that was a

Actor*'
a" And what wu the business of tha Associated
Company operating In any theatrea?
.^
A. To obtain and operate theatres.
Associated
of
tha
dlrectora
and
stockholders
other
Q. Wert the
Actors' Company members or directors Of the White Rats?
air.

Tea..

Q.

•*::

FFDERAL INVESTIGATION

Tea,

A.

He was
Amusement Company, was

el the

HARRY MOUNTFORD

A.
Q.

There

'
.

Q. That was the Independent Agency?
A,. The Independent Booking Agenoy.
'

Thursday, October 16
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(indicating)?

Appeantaeet aa heretofore noted
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The hearing eree resumed, pnrtoeot to
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The verbatim tewtiaioBy In (hi procaine*
of the Federal Trade Commtaetoa la the matter of the vaudeville toreiUgatioa.
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Torn Jobm.

Tom Jones, vaudeville agent, died at
Liberty, N. Y., JIarch 22, as the result
of a fall which ruptured a blood vessel,
Mark
causing internal fyemmorhage.
Thomas Jones was born in New York v
City about 52 years ago. He entered
among
at
20,
the theatrical profession
the first to do the style of dancing

Five Million," Meehan

TOM JONES

his

IN FOND

A

PEARL JONES

Who

Who

'Gone Bat Not Forgotten

Forest, forming the team of 'The
Dancing De Forests," which played for
seven years. Following the death of
his wife 25 years 'ago, Mr. Jones married Pearl De Forest and the team appeared under the name of "The De
Forests" for 10 years. ' Jn -1905 Mr.
Jones took bver Frank Keeney*s old
Criterion theatre, Brooklyn, which he
operated as a vaudeville house until
five years ago, when he entered the
agency business With his brother,
Meyer, who died a year ago. Tom and
Pearl De Forest played every vaudeville theatre of importance in the
United State? and Canada during their

I

.

New York

March

'

was producing. The deceased is .survived by his wife, who was Vidlet

LEFT

ME SUDDENLY

A YEAR AGO

GEORGE SOFRANSEI

Charles H. Yale. . «_.'"
Charles H. Yale died in Rochester
23, following a nervous, breakdown. He had been located in that
city for some time -as manager of the
Gayety theatre for the Columbia Circuit.
The body was shipped to New
Yprk and funeral servicesywere scheduled for 'Thursday night by the Pacific
Lodge, F.
A. M.
Deceased was a
prominent producing manager for a

&

Who

V.

CASEY

Died March 16th, 1920

,

at

_

Far

Pearl De
Forest, Mr. Jqnes leaves three brothers

Match."

Besides

his

wife,

—Al,

,

Farewell 1

Farewell!

God Rest Your Soul

years, specializing in spectacular extravaganza, such as "Twelve
Temptations," "Devil's Auction," etc.

William E. Meehan.
William E. Meehan died at. Seton

Johnny Corcoran.
Johnny (Jack) Corcoran died of pneumonia in New York March 18. He was

Hospital, Kingsbridge, N. Y., March
23 of hasty consumption. He had 'been

formerly with
ville

IN
*

Who

Two

Memory

and

1919

We Mourn Our Loss—
We Shall Always Do So
MRS. GRACE SULLY

ESTELLE SULLY
JOHN SULLY
WILLIAM SULLY

Jennie

New York

about 35 years ago.

3rd, 1626.

partner, beginning In 1909.
tor Mta.tr. erelftwi tea ililin

TOOMER

B.

singer, appearing for several seasons
the accompanist for the Josie
Heather act in vaudeville

Al Denier.
Al Denier, formerly of the Denier
Family, died at the County Hospital,
Chicago, from complication of diseases;
buried at Mt. Rose Cemetery by the
Mrs. S. M. Underwood, mother of
Mabel Dore, died March 16 at Peeks*

and

.

Mrs. Fannie B. Smith, mother of
Frank B. Smith, manager of \V. B.
Patton Co., died March 9 at Rochester,

N. Y.

Jonathan H.

C.

Medrow, Rochester,

musician,

Y.,

months'

illness

succumbed

March
and

Died 'M.rch

1920.
be.

Mack. He was recently arrested when
trying to dispose of a $1,000 bond and
was held at the Tombs awaiting questioning as to knowledge of the bond
plot

robbery for

whom

Nick Arnold

FOND REMEMBRANCE
of

Mr

Who

polled on, March 23rd, 1919.

TUDOR CAMERON

ten
sur-

Mn. Caiendana

Anderson, mother

of Mrs. Daniel F. Pierce, wife of the

CHARLES MAX
(Non-Profeulonal)
Died euddenly March lOlh. 1920. la

New York
.

City.

Huteand

of

LUCEY MAX

(Nee Kwltehoff-Formerly with Kiev ft Erlan-er)
Interment B'Nal Aorarae Cemetery. Newark. N. J.

manager of the Star Burlesque 'TheToronto, died March 10.

atre,

Mrs. Art Smith, mother of Art
Smith, Jr., of the Shapiro-Bernstein
professional sta|f, died March 9, internal

trouble.

Myrtle Young, chorus, of Behman
Show, succumbed to dropsey and complication
of.
diseases, at Montclair
Hotel, Utica, N. Y.,

Wife

RUTH TUFFORD

to

The

city.

MOTHER

17th.

•

sister.

William Banks, SiC died March 13 at
Toronto, Canada. He was a newspaper
man and chief theatrical censor of that

Dingle in vaude-

to be, will

It

15.

vivors are his wife

Wetmore Campbell

What

>

Howland

splits his face

In.

N. Y.

kill,

was of Corcoran and

WM. 8. CAMPBELL
CONSTANCE CAMPBELL KOHLHAAS
FLORENCE CAMPBELL GWTNN
LEOLA MAE CAMPBELL

IN

removed to the institution Monday.
The burial will take place this morning
(Friday)
from St. Raephel's
Church at. 41 st street and 10th avenue.
Meehan was born on the lower east
side of

Tom

latterly

WIFE

of

Souls

13,

away March

as

Our Fond and Loving

i

Departed this Earth
April

passed

HENRY

Dearly beloved

MEMORIAM

Sacred to the

NAN HEWINS
Who

N.'

number of

He was at. one time general manager
for W. E. Gilmore, the Philadelphia
theatre owner. During the past few,
years Yale was associated in business with Gus Hill.

r

was- a pianist and

MEMORY

For live »e»n my
Mr (mi tTWttr I*

HEATHER

JOSIE

Sam and Henry Jones—and a
Burial took place
sister, -Katherine.
from his home, 60 W. 129th street,
Thursday Tnorning.
.

He

months ago.

.

.

60-60

March

19.

LEGITIMATE REVIEWS.
(Continued from page IS)
from that section moved up. The

re-

was that the show was almost dead
the early section while the latter
half held the interest fairly well, mainly
through the spectacular.
A prolog: opens the show.' Five charsult

in

-

thelS*

specialty almost. Intact

next spot.

fit

1

".

.

Williams and Wolfus with
ville

MM

l»

.

was Mlsft Foy and Mr. Howland who
put It over with their dancing. The two
stopped the show and were forced to
walk Into Beatrice Herford's scene to
take an additional bow before she could
go on. Miss Herford is doing two of hor
standard "bits," the woman shopper at
luncheon and the saleslady In the 10cent store. Both brought laughs.
A novelty was disclosed in "That
Reminiscent Melody" number with the
matching up of a number of the popular
hits of the Jast year and showing the
source of the original melody. It scored
because the writers were big enough to
show that even In the Idea of this ndmber they had not been above "choosing."
"The Valley of Dreams," sung by
Charles Derickson. was beautifully done,
with Grace Christie doing a "bubble
dance" at the finish. This scored. The
original finale was Intended to show the
evolution of stage finales In the last 20
years; however, the first part of It was
cut and only that of .10 years ago and
of the present day showed. Vocally It
was lacking, but It was long in novelty.
"In Fair Japan" was the opening of
trie second act, with Vera Myers leading
the number. She looked very pretty In
a Japanese makeup and sang delightfully. A legend of Old Japan Is related
py Charles Derickson and then enacted
In pantomime by two principals. Dorothy
Smoller and Frank Parker, with a ballet staged by Mlchlo Itow being filling

Actor's7 Fund.
It Our Bill;
Family, FrlemJi and Comradw thought hint
Kind and gentle, free from III.
But Sod went ed him «way
Up in Hearen, wtier* angeii dwell.
Why Hi did It who cm inyT
What twae none for none eaa tell.

bevorni ih« Ihunder'e roll.
Goodtvel Billy. Goodbye! Pal.

which eight
the two

It

Gone to Glory?

know hi

\

In

between white and cork and gets flock
The bit Is fairly

in Utica. N. Y., March 16, following an
illness that caused his retirement some

March

We
career and held the record for an
American act for continuous playing at
the London Palace, appearing there for
a solid year. Among Mr. Jones earlier
engagements were a season's run in
New York with Rice's "Evangeline"
and Evans and Hoey in "A Parlor

'

IN

JACK CRISP
WHO

Cabin."

Pearl

WILLIAM

-.

divides

funny but not worthy of the. talents of
this elongated comedian.
A cabaret
producer from Chicago Incidentally Is
claiming the bit as his, he having presented It. according to his claim, at the
winter Garden there.
On the "inner stage" the next scene is
."The Jewels of Pandora," with Mary
Lane handling the song and staged with
tremendous beauty. Mildred Holiday In
a dance specialty In this number scored.
Gloria Foy and Allyn Kearns started
the "Strike" number which followed, but

home at Mt.
who for many

21, in his palatial

William V. Cast*.
-William V. Casey died at his home

At the time

that he was taken ill he was in "Bucking The Tiger," which L. J. Selznick

CAN NEVER FORGET

MY DEAREST PAL

CASEY

Clemens, Mich. Kibble,
years had worked in minstrels and
tent shows, centered his efforts on
Tom shows a dozen years ago and
He Was a conpiled -up a fortune.
vivial man in his latter years and
'spent much of his Time in Chicago.
He died suddenly of pneumonia.

DUNHAM

appearance.

'

of laughs on the scene.

'

Departed This Life

BILLY

part,

OuIJa Board number is led by Marie
Oaspar, and It gets over rather nicely,
a seance burlesque being enacted with
Alice Hegeman and Joe Burrowes as the
principals. Later "What's In a Namer
Is sung by Rex DanUler, with Charles
Derickson and Mary Lane doing "Romeo
and Juliet" to It.
The first laugh arrives following this
with Olln Howland appearing and doing
a one-man burlesque of "Uncle Tom's

BOBBIE HEATHER

MEMORY OF

One Year. Ago

known as "whirlwind." He assumed the
name of Tom De Forest for his stage
career, he and his first wife, Dell De

V.

take

A

pasaed on, March 16th, 1920.
will always mill yon.
Tonr Little Pal

.1

JACK CRISP

DeForrests)

"The Theatrical Blues,"

Remembrance So Dear

WILLIAM

last

MY BEST PAL

Beloved Husband of

tunity.

principals
scenes.

tMMHHIHMI

^mamaammmmmmBammmmaBm

..-'/

(Whirlwind

made

•.••
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21

acter)! are employed tn It
They are the
Theatrical Boss who controls Broadway
and who assumes credit of having: raised
the street from a cow path to its present eminence; Martin, a box office treasurer; Drama, who has been forced from
the theatre; The Tired Business Man,
who supports the theatre, and Oppor-

William Kibble.
William Kibble (Kibble & Martin)
the most successful of all the presenters' of "Uncle Tom's Cabin," and the
last survivor' of any consequence, died

was with

of his early appearances

George M. Cohan in "Little Johnny
For years he was a leading
in burlesque and appeared in
Gordon & North's "The Merry Whirl"
with Morton and Moore for' about five
years. His greatest hit in the legitimate field was in "Turn to the Right"
at the Gaiety, New York. It was in
the Corns tock & Gest production, "The
Jones."
juvenile

;

/

'

i

being 'sought. Corcoran became ill
in the Tombs and was released on
hail. His wife died two days later, alto
succombing to pneumonia..

OBITUARY
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vaudeIn

the

The audience Monday night

seemed to know the act backwards, but
got a few laughs out of It.
The "music box" number Is a clever
conceit.
It is entitled "A Young Man's
Fancy," with Rosalind as the singer. On
a huge music box are the figures of a
Shepherdess (June Korle) and a Shepherd (Frank Parker). They revolve ona platform and the girl does a pretty
coloratura bit to the melody. A ballef,
with the principal dancer trying to lure
the boy. follows. There are six girls, all
on their toes, and It Is a most pleasing

.

I

j

picture.

For the finale a number entitled "The
Bridal Veil" Is employed. The veil that
has .passed down through centuries In a
WOr» It nana In nwIaw. It Is a pretty
family Is used and all of the brides who
number, but it does not deliver the
punch that there should be at about thjs
point.
The epilog which finishes the'
piece Is short and to the point.
In all of the second act there Is but
one number that really Beamed to have
a popular appeal, and that was "Without
Kissing Love Isn't Love." handled by
Gloria Foy and Allyn Kearns. In putting it over Miss Foy scored her second
nit of the evening.
Phfl White as the Boss and later, as
the poker player, Is an old burlesque
-comedian, and he put over a legitimate
performance that should keep hlni on
Broadway. He at least was much In
evidence.
The others In the cast lust
kept "passing through," and It was hard
toVshsck up Just what thoy wore doing.
In the entire cast of principals there
really arep't any names other than that
of Olln Howard, who has scored thrice
on Broad\vny in the last two years, and
Williams and Wolfus, from vaudeville
originally and more lately at the Winter

-

'

Garden.
Just what John Murray Anderson Is
going to "do with "What's In a tyeme?"
remains to be seen. It js certain that in
Its present shape It cannot last, but
Judging from the manner In which "The
Greenwich Village Follies was whipped
Into shape the same may occur here.
There Is material as far as production
is concerned to work with, and porhaps
in the end J. M. A. Is going to find out
that there Is something In a name, or a
coupki of them, after all.
Fred.

.

..-.

/:

•

.

•
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NEW ACTS

Joseph Santley-lYy Sawyer Co.

".
In Bed"
(Santley end Hoy and Kenneth Webb)
Miat Sawyer and Mr. Santley

Santley.
'

•*
Is West."
(Short and Silvio Hsla)
Miss Sawyer and Mr. Santley.
Scene 4—"The Greenwich Village Follies."
Turk)
(Jerome and
Hlnda Band, Madeleine Van and Mr,. Santley.
Scene 6—"Scandal" and "Tea for Three,"
(Roy and Kenneth Webb)
Victoria Miles, Dorothy Chesmond and Miss
Sawyer.
1919
....Hlnda Hand
Scene 6—"Maytlme"
Victoria Miles
"Jack o' Lantern"
•

:

sequence. With a half-audience num"Won't You Be My Husband," she
did a little better, and closed rather
well wjth an English "Tommy" number, dressed in the English aviator uniform, made girlish in fashion. With
a salute at its close that was a peach
for a girl to do, she received enough
applause to warrant the retention of
her position, No. 4. For Miss Lena
did look nice in that uniform, and looked well in all of her clothes. The salute
was a crescent shaped sweep- of the
right hand to the cap, then -a straight
downward movement that would be
called over here, "snapping it" -The
ber,

Mr. Santley, Mlsa Sawyer and Company.

Howard T. Co 1 Ins
Musical Bl rector
Costumes designed by Hassard Short
1

and pro-

duction is this latest of Joseph Santly's, which has been superbly produced
f
by Hassard Short. It's classy and clean
all the time; there are any number of
other productions recalled through
their music or titles, as the program*
ing above mentions, and as entertainment this 35-minute act would suffice

',

opening song was "Have

as musical comedy for a full show of
that description. The idea is engaging,
the execution is splendid and the effect
The billing carries
is show-stopping.
in equal display the name oi Ivy
Sawyer, who is also an equal portion
of the turn through her contributions,
whether with Mr.. Santley or the others.
The assisting company of young women
each of whom has an individual opportunity in the 1919 number does very
well.
With a plentitude of dancing
Mr. Santley, one of the stage's best
juveniles, did not find it necessary to interject- a "shimmy," judgment that ran
through and protected the turn as the
ultra-classy production act of vaude-

Girl"

:

show could boast of. It was
bedroom with twin beds, Mr. Sant-

legitimate
.a

phoning to Miss Sawyer, both sing
ing the number. The setting for "East
Is West" was nearly as attractive. This
production must carry a carload of

the

second,

Harrington and Mills.
Songs and Dance*.
One.
Colombia (March 21).
Harrington and Mills are colored,
man and woman, with the woman first
appearing in man's evening dress, as
1

\

the straight to the comedian, of the
Bert Williams school. The woman does
a ballad before changing to a dress
after which she dances. First stating
each will dance to either side of the
house for the most applause, both do
so, with neither gaining much from

The man indulges in pantomime
during a song and dance, strictly on
Williams' lines, doing it as fairly as
most who have followed Williams so
closely, although through imitation it
is cold by others than Williams himself.
Unless the man concludes the Williams
manner of working is his drawback at
present and unless he can do, and does
something else as a comedian, the act
may set itself for a permanent small
'Slat*
time stay.
it.

ley

For

satire or travesty the
"Greenwich Village Follies" bit with accompanying lyrics stood out, but the
entire thing sets a new and high mark
for vaudeville—it's vaudeville at its
peak today, an elevation that is a real
evolution. Just' from a legit tour at
the head of a show ("She's a Good Fel-

props.

'

—

low" Dillingham) it must have been
fast-work that permitted this turn to
appear so soon afterward. Mr. Short
as the producer is fully in the total
credit, for in construction

and running,

even allowing for the big measure of
work allotted Mr. Santley, this act is
second to none. "Bits affd Pieces,"
running 35 minutes, is the star green
of all vaudeville wheels.

Bime.

.

You Another
"My Sweet

Miss Lena likely is satisfied to know that she "got by" on her
It
return visit after so long away.
was a risk, for everything variety is
reaching around here now. And Miss
Lucky,
got
by.
just
she
that,
Lena did
and she may thank -herself and her
appearance rather than her songs.

the act proper; it was a different sort
of bridal number, to be compared to
none other, with the four young women
holding up at some distance to the
rear the train of Miss Sawyer's gorge-

ous wedding gown, with all six, includign Mr. Santley, dancing the finale in
a sort of nigh school step. A comedy
bit here was a pickaninny shown in a
cabinet as a Cupid, with the colored
kidlet afterward brought on for several bows. To the applause and after
many appearances for acknowledgement, the Saatley-Sawyer duo put over
another new scheme in singing their
thanks, expressed in an extra verse of
"Some Pretty Day." The act opened
like a race horse and a thoroughbred
at that, with as pretty a setting for the
"Breakfast in Bed" number as any

and

Lowell

,

full stage cottage set is carried that
makes a particularly fine background
for the action. With the rain storm
finish, the act can't fail.
Bill

Cliff

and Lewis.

.

'

22).

"/

Man and woman whose routine developed no strength' at any point. Opening the man as an eccentric comic interrupted the girl's opening number
to sell her a book. Little was gained
from the chatter. The man then soloed
with "Jingo* going into a dance, but
trying to take in more territory than
he can cover and that brought giggles.
The girl looked well on returning
after a costume change, doing "The
World Is Mine" but she eould do little
in a dance attempt either. Patter anent
films was weak. The routine finished
with "Why Don't You Put Me Wise."
lb it..
Only for small pop time.

.

•
1.

•

Fear

(Special).

-

—exit And

all this must be spoiled by
the unnecessary guitar solo by the
other Spaniard that follows.
It is
some Spanish ditty of even tone, without any melody, and therefore misses.
When this same man essays a Spanish
ballad in the native tongue to his own
accompaniment he redeems himself, for
despite the foreign tongue which meansnothing to the audience, the tune is appealing.' The act returns to "four," another special set for some simultaneous
native stepping by the senor and his

There are pos-

assistants.

act H. B. MarineBi
said to have brought them over. It
is. a novelty in spots and with the slide
that prepares the audience for what is
coming, it means just a little bit of
Madrid transplanted to New York for
15 minutes. That slide idea was Mr.
Duffy's, the house manager.
It sets
the house in a receptive attitude, arousing a sense of leniency now that it is
prepared for something foreign. It is
a good variation also on the current
"jazz" terpsichorean productions.
sibilities for this
is

reference to why his wife won't allow
him to touch the family's private stock
of liquor, his chatter being interrupted
bit too much of
that, however.
The bit preludes a
varied routine.
He tells a good
"cootie" story and then goes into a
series of little card tricks that looks
l|ke his own. One of his stunts is a
one hand shuffle. He also manipulates
a coin adroitly over the knuckles of
one hand, then does the coin stunt and
the one hand shuffle at the same time.
His card palming at the finish is exceptionally good.
For encore there
was a recitation on "A Bit of Sand," in
serious vein.
Green is a very neat
chap in tuxedo, is of nice appearance
and shapes up as a good entertainer
—one who should move upward.
- •;•"

n*i

Undine Andrews.
Kid Characterisation.
t Mln*.| One.

Harlem O. H. (March 22).
Undine Andrews is rather tall and
well built. She appears in a full smock
of yellow silk to explain about a young
.

who she says she will imitate.
She is undepressed as a kid and she
makes a very fine looking youngster.
friend,

drew laughter

at times

though one or two bits were familiar.
She won enough in the way of returns
whether from friends or others, to reappear, when she wore a black silk
smock a la Bessie Browning. For encore she moralized on being kind to
kiddies, saying she had learned much
from them. May fit for three a day.
Jbit..

Mowatt and Mullen.
Songs, Talk and Dance.
15 Mins.j One.
American Roof.
The couple smacks of a burlesque
pedigree. Some of the business and
gags were decidedly "blue." It is effective withal. The song and dance routine is topped off with' a little club
juggling by the man.

-

23rd Street
A slide projected on the street drop
announces this is the first appearance
of the act in America following engagements in Spain. The curtain rises
on a special street set disclosing two
men squatting at kettle drums, which
they sound in Oriental fashion.- Two
dancing maidens enter for a double
number. To "one" a special foot square
baseboard is placed oh the stage. Senor
Bilboa performs a solo on it to the
strumming of the other man's guitar.
The nature of the dance is this : The
senor's ankles are shackled with his
own handkerchief permitting but limited movement of the pedal extremities.
The purpose of the number evidently is a display of the man's agility
with his feet The first part of his solo
is in the nature of a clog.
He then
demonstrates how softly he can execute
his number. Then back to the accentuated feet stamping jig—much applause

two female
-..
.

by hiccoughs—just a

material

-

-

(

Harlem O. H.
Cliff Green has been playing pop
houses for some time, appearing in the
Fox" houses and others. He opens with
a souse bit talking in rhyme mostly in

Her

.

Talk and Songs.
12 Mine.; One.
Harlem O. H. (March

Green.

Monologittie.
14 Mini. j On*.

Parisenne."

While a "bridal number" ended

ville.

,

last here,

first two songs, neither of which seemed to mean anything of particular con-

.'

Pretty Day,"
,
.
•» (Young, Lewi* and Ahlert)

A magnificent vaudeville act

'

(4).

'IS Mia*.; Three (Special)) On*i

•:'

Noted when

this side.

_

...

Bilboa end Co,

Song and Dane*.

.

,

Colonial
Oliver and Oh/s new comedy playlet
It's
Dosed."
a
is called "Paradise
whimsical little affair, running along
smoothly with a pleasing line of dialog *
until just before the finish, when the
big punch happens along. This is a
thunder storm with real rain. The
effect is not new for vaudeville, having
been used by Joe Hart for "The Rain
Dears" several years ago. But it's new
to the present generation of patrons
and that's sufficient to put it over any-'
where. The act carries a light story of
a couple who have been dispossessed.
At* the opening their household furniture is out on the lawn, and the pair
are* wondering what their next move
will be. It seems, however, that the
husband has. been fooling the wife
about being broke just to cure her of
extravagance, and hired the moving
men to put- them out after having
"framed" the dispossess. Just as they
are about to arrive at an understanding the rain storm happens. This is
genuinely funny, the husband (Oliver)
and the wife (Miss Olp) each climbing
into; a bed and raising an umbrella, to
ward off the shower. An extra shove
is given the comedy at the close by the
husband's bed breaking down. A pretty

nowadays in American vaudeville. One
number had four verses. The house
listened indulgently for Miss Lena's

.

Scene

*

singing then as she does now, songs,
with a change for each, for her clothes
Miss Lena still strongly leans on that
Tuesday evening she sang four
air.
songs in 16 minutes, not very fast for

"Chu Chin Chow". .Dorothy Chesmond
Madeleine Van
"Going Up"

7—"Some

on

-

A

Sketch.

20 Mine., Full Stag* (Special).

from

Scene 2—"My Lady Friends". ....... (SanUey)
The Mleaes Hlnda Hand. Dorothy Cnennond,
Victoria Miles, Madeleine Vaa and Mr.

8—"Bast

"

After an absence of several years
New York, Lily Lena, English,
is reappearing this week, at the Palace.- Her local engagement is after a
road tour of some weeks, Miss Lena
having fallen into that bugaboo of the
English artist, the Bushwick, Brooklyn, when first opening after arriving

1930

Scene

n^~

Comedy

*

II Mlas.j One.
Palace.

1—"Breakfast

WEEK

OHtot and Olp.

Song*.

Palace.
Scene

THIS

Lily

(5).

"Bite and Piece." (Musical Comedy).
36 Mint.; Fall Stage (Special SeU).

'

...'

v.-.'^-'-v-:.--

.
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Alice Pact! and Nan Carlhon.
Songs and Piano.
16 Min..; Full Stage.
Harlem O. H. (March 22).
Two women neither having the appearance of being this side of thirty.
Both dress in black gowns, one at the
piano (Miss Caribou). The billing read
the latter assisted Miss Patti but it was
more than fifty-fifty if there is a division of ability-concerned. If Miss Patti
isn't using her - own name, she surely
has. reached upward to the heights in
the matter of selecting a name. As
for vocal possessions, Alice Patti showed little to command attention for.stage
work. The girls opened with "Sweetheart" duetted
(from "Maytime").
Miss Carlbon followed with her version
of "Old Black Joe" and "Last Rose of
Summer" played on the piano as one
number. Miss Patti followed with a
single, HBlues My Naughty. Sweetie
Gave to Mei" Another piano number,
not as good as the first, came next and
then for a finish there was a duet of
popular melodies. Miss Patti showed
more familiarity with the stage but
the act cannot go very far as now con.

stituted.

n*c

.y<r

Frank Ogleay..
Songs and Piano.

.

,

W,

-

9 Miiis.; One.
125th St (March 19).
Oglesy goes to the piano and solos
"For You Alone," a semi-classical, then
another ballad followed by "You'll Get
There in the Morning" and "Busy Little
Bee." He possesses, a tenor voice of

remarkable sweetness and volume but
ihandicapped' by a shabby appearance and inexperience. He betrays his
lack of showmanship and extreme
nervousness when he leaves the instrument,
i
c<m.

'

-

v^ ,

I
;

'*''''

••.
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•

--•

:
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"

Bert Uwii.
Song* and Talk.
17 Mint.) One.

;

* '.
Comedy Sail.
Full Sure (Parlor).

,.-.«_/

21).

Columbia (March

As a single singing monologist Bert
Lewis, said to be from the west, exhibited no$hing to attract special attention at the Columbia Sunday afternoon. Thereby he failed to attract
Starting off with
special attention.
"Moving Picture Ball," Mr.Xewis interspersed, stories and songs into a turn
it out to that
stretching
of 17 minutes,
length by jockeying .light applause into

tion of Jolson or attempted to. Showing nothing new in method; style. 6r
material Bert Lewis can hope for little

around here excepting such smalltime
as he may procure. Better material of
course might be an aid but Lewis lacks
the personality a singing monologist

••«

.

.

.Stme.

Burns and Wilson.
Untrained None."
.

The

,

need quite some polishing. The young
woman does a moderate straight and
the man comes up- to the requirements
flimft
of material.

.

Dyer, Rogers and Bell.
Singing-, Talk, Travesty.
20 Mi n*. One.
58th Street
;.
Some of the routine used by Dyer and
Fay, now adapted for two men, straight
j

Eventually .they
stupidity.
nurse's
break into song, she first.witha bit of

syncopated melody with swaying, sugr

and

intonation and mannerisms

Resting in
the work of Blossoin Seeley. He talks
a number very weir and they wind up
with conversational duet in evening

enunciation.

The woman

is

a "nut"
vulgar.

Street

^kt?£^Jl«£?WL
the

a rehearsal for a motion picture camera
and dance for a finish, with bits of
Jolo.
business. Good small timers.

"class."

Hurst and DeVars.

The

58th

"Millinery
'

..
•

*'•

Attractively caparisoned setting, an
imorovement over the regulation background for an aerial act. Special drop
Man and
represents solder's web;
woman, in full fleshings on platform in
center of huge web, open with song,
with theirheads through the webbing,
open and they operate on perpendicular ropes, rings, trapeze, etc.
Play bells, do teeth holds, plunges and

'

•'

NonseoW

her gown; conversational number.
Classy couple, most effective setting, a
.

good

but talk., not quite tip to
the standard of big time for' which
the production is designed. Might be
.smartened up by a crosstalk 'doctor.
idea,

/oto.

/oto.

Gertrude Morgan.

Katherlne Murray.

Sonm.

Senas..
16 Mint.}

9 Mint.; One;
American Roof.

•

'

i

—

-

—

Too Far From the Old Folks
at Home," done in coon dialect by Miss
Connolly for a single, and another
"One Loving
double for closing.
Carets" with more close harmony.
Wenrich; besides playing all of the accompaniments, does a medley of his
former song hits. This landed as well
as anything in the act. Raymond wears
dress suit and Miss Connolly a pink
evening dress. A blue velvet eye makes
Raymond was
a' classy background.
formerly of musical comedy. He will
do nicely for vaudeville, having everything, including appearance and voice.

"You're

act

is

set for big time.

Mahon, Diamond and Chaplow, and
Lola Girlie, formerly partnered with*
Ivan Bankoff, have a worthy vehicle
in their new dancing and singing departure. The act is dressed prettily in
a black and gold cyc. with special bonders, etc., and opens with Diamond, in
evening clothes singing to piano accompaniment, "I Left My Door Open."
Miss Girlie comes on at the chorus for
a brief pantomime. Next is a posture
toe dance "with Diamond doing the supr
port. There is a flash run and iump in
this, and a knee bend while elevating

My

Baby
that looks difficult. "When
Smiles" is soloed by Diamond, followed
by a toe -dance by Girlie in an elaboGood spins,
rate Oriental costume.
leaps and grape vines predominate in
Then Diamond's solo
-this number.
dance, featuring hoch. steps, wings, and
•ankle bends, one of the^ best of its
kind and forced to an encore. The last
number finds her in knee-length bridal
costume and they double, she matching
his difficult hoch and eccentric flatfooted work, while elevating. The act
averages up with any of its kind seen
Con..
on the best'of the bills.
.;

Crumbly and Brown*
Colored Comedian*.
13 Mins.; One.

Bell.

~

!

..:.'

.

~

Freddie Kerfey.""

.

Cap

They

open:. quarrelling"

.^•-.-•v

:

Dusenberry and Bonnie,

*

•

'

---Cofy

125th

St (March

;

rjw

'.,:-.,

.,'

.

v

.

Piano, Songa, Dancing,
12 Mint.) One.
.,;

;'-.•

lii-ifv.

-

19).

^

Blonde couple, youth in tux and girl
in elaborate evening cape, and head
dress.
He goes to piano and they
vocalize "I Never Once Opened
Next a brief
Eyes," a fair double.
travesty with the boy's efforts at comedy being all wrong. Next the girl imitates Blossom Seeley singing "My
Boy," followed by a piano solo, which

;

My

'

19).

Got Out and •Walked Before." Next
'He's Getting the Wonderful Girls," the
cellarette prohibition number. Kelley
gives the impression that he is a male
impersonator. He has a sweet soprano
voice and went strongly here.
He
should have no trouble in the smaller
houses and looks like a good prospect
for Gus Edwards, Nat Nazarro or one
of the kid scouts.
Con,

Road and

'Porters."

priced houses.^

Kelley Is a youngster 13 years old.
Neatly attired in a dark suit he 'opens
with "Wonderful Pal," followed by "I've

•

.

with exaggerated threats bandied back
and forth. Then seated on suit, cases
a double song Tm.Goin' Down Home"
well rendered as to harmony. Next a
solo by the comic "Prohibition Blues,"
followed by "Life Is a Game of Checkers," sung by .straight man with both
seated at a checker board.' The comedy
here consists ot the efforts of the comic
to cheat his partner and this phase of it
though funny at first, is overdone.
"What A Time" a comedy limerick
double, which contains some ancient
themes, got them big returns practicThey are a
ally stopping the show.
good small time comedy combination
and should keep busy 'in. the popular

Juvenile Singer.
9 Mina-i One,

St (March

:

<

:

11 Mint.) Fear (Special Cyclorama). «,
23rd Street.
Private James Clarke of the 22nd
Infantry (later announced) opens with
a bugle :all beside an American flag
waving in the electric fan breeze before a war scarred cyclorama scene in
"four." The lieutenant enters and explains/his style of art work. It is done
by sprinkling. certain colored sands on
a prepared easel and developing a scene.
He does three pictures, a ship at sea.
Lincoln's birthplace cabin in winter and
an, impression of the city of Rheirns
.burning down. For the latter, a little
touch of realism is added by real flames.
His small talk aids matters. The private
also does another demonstration session of the various bogle calls. In the
lieutenant's patter there are a couple
"old boys." The rest sounds original
and some of It clever. From the* officer's talk one gathers he served. in the

125th

•

- ••
St (March 19),
.^
Colored straight and comic, the latter
blacked up and both dressed- as Red

125th
Lieut. Randall (2).
Sand Artist.

.

•

person and .gets a laugh during one
number when she tells the drummer to.
"keep his eyes on his own drum stocks"
a special, closing with "Moving Picnot 'her. (kg*).- She opened with "AH
the Boys Love Mary," going into
ture Ball," another published song. A
"Change Your Name to. Mine." A father complete change of wardrobe is made
recitation is a "prelude to "You've Been
for each number, the costumes being
More Than a Daddy to Me." She -suitable for the song rendered and/ all
.shaping
closed with 'The Baby Who Can Baby
up attractively.
Between
Me" used an audience number. Miss time while Miss Murray was changing
Morgan opened intermission but didn't
the accompanist played piano solos.
start anything Thursday night
Her.
The act lopks nicely set for the pop
IbeL
curls are an— asset. —-^
Bell.
-*^— . houses.
•

set of comedy lyrics. He does a "souse"
in this, not exaggerated but funny.

"...*-

One.
Keener'*, Brooklyn.
Katherlne Murray is doing pop and
character numbers ass-sted by a male
pianist.
Opening with "Hen. and the
Cow," a published number, Miss Murray follows with "I Alwavs Do as I'm
Told" apparently written for her. Then
she does a "wise waitress" number, also

Miss Morgan is a becqrled girl, of
slender type—very slender in fact. She
wears frocks which fully show her bare
knees. Gertrude admits she's a thin

desired applause
Next, "You've Got That Some-

thing," another double, with a comedy
snapper on the end, touching on the
prohibition thing. There's a short bit
of stepping with this following the second chorus. Raymond has a single
next, a satirical ballad, with a great

The

.

harmony got the

results.

Philippines.

15 Mms.; Full Stag* (Special Set).
58th Street.
Scene is millinery shop, with yellow
and black drop, set in black and white,
purple drapers, etc, all making for a
gorgeous flash. Girl opens with a fashion song, during which she changes her
hats. Eccentric man enters for crosstalk; he nut sings while she changes

'

other stunts pertaining to the routine
of such an act. Neat closing turn.

by

straight is begged by the
for fust one kiss and finally, but
reluctantly, consents, to the bewilderment of the eccentric. Tttey sing a bit,
tl en have travesty melodramatic bit as

Jolo.

Solder's Web.
Aerial Act.
5 Mins.} One (Special Drop).

*J

assisted

girl

Both in song and talk one is impressed by the distinctiveness of their
being common, or
Throughout the act breathes

eccentric,"

kind—where

attire.

without

,

.

.

16 Mint.) One (Special Drop).
58th Street.
A "smart" idea for the perpetration
of a singing and crossfire act. in "one."
With the aid of a special drop to indicate—or more-correctly to suggest—
a doctor's office in a sanitarium, an atmosphere is at once created for the
two characterizations—a house physician and nurse, the latter a "out f with
the doctor doing "straight" for her.
Both are excellent performers, the fun
being created through his raving at the

close

.

etude-way, probably intended for small
time only, he bullies the young woman
who asks him to leave, to go down .in
the yard and throw pebbles at the
prop practical window. He does this
as she 'phones the janitor a boy is
throwing stones at the window and
the finish is the boy breaking the
glass to thrust his face through it and
inquire if. she expects him to wait all
day. The skit runs in the did style of
(messenger boy)
this sort of act
brought more up to date and with the
messenger dressing cleanlj from cap to
uniform. He is noisy at times apparently through a. habit acquired of
modulating his voice until at times he
yelling.
For small time the turn
is
will be a laugh, as witness,' when the
boy asks the girl if she is single : "I
guess so," she answers. "Don't guess,"
the boy replies, "A friend of mine once
had to leave a nice warm room at three
in the morning through a guess like
that." For better time the skit would
.

should be certain of before trying for
a single, unless he is agreeable to becoming as big a "nut" as others have
who got away with it. Bu~t that would

be no novelty.

The woman flirts a bit and
messenger grows bolder, finally
upon the sofa with her. In a

Girlie.

.

-

on. The first number is" *
double. "You Know, You. Know Me As
Well As I Know You." It's a noveltyflirtation song, expertly' handled by
Connolly and Raymond. Some pleasing

sitting

entendre but not dirty. Lewis seems
to be- aping Al Jolson generally and
would give the impression that at one
ttme he must have given an impersona-

.

22.

Eaymond

dialog.

the

Diamond and

Piano, Singing and Dancing. ^
,„.
IS Mins.| Full Stage (Special Drops (2)
• and Cyc.)
Fifth Ave, March 22..
;
Maurice Diamond, formerly, pi Mc-

Percy Wenrich starts the turn off
with a prelude on the'piano, in that
way playing Miss Connolly and Ray

thereafter whefT opportunity arrives
repeating he wants it, by outward demand or leading- up to that point in

My

Who

-,

March

Colonial,

21).

Burke and Burke are man and
woman, in a messenger boy skit The
man enters as messenger with a collect message, demanding 30 cents and

encores. His trick number was "SpanLife" with spe r
Blighted
iard
cial verses carrying points of double

^

WEEK

Dolly Connolly and Ray Raymond.
Wenrich.
> Assisted by Percy
->
Songs.
jV "•
18 Mins.t Two (Special).

Eurke and Burke.

*

•'
,

Columbia (March

•

THIS

•;i'

Calloway.

Piano, Harp, and Violin.
10 Mins.; One (3) Three

gets

nothing.

Then

Dreams"

.

"Wonderful

solo ed by girl in elaborate
pink pa jama outfit At the piano' he
sings "Spanish Dancer From Madrid,"
another comedy attempt that failed.
Follows "Ballyhoo" by mate with a
Jerky dance. Another- double, the girl
in a classy knee length costume. They
acknowledge bows, the girl making another costume flash with a shimmering
silver wrap. The wardrobe was. 'the
high spot of. the act.
Con.
;;.
.

,

.

>' !.11

(7).

St (March 19). '
Preceded by a picture sheet which
announces that Rond had appeared be125th

"

Shriner and Miller.
Comedy Talking and Singing.
12 Mint.; One.

••

>v

fore different celebrities, the latter in
125th St. (March M).
evening dress goes to piano in "one"
This team from the west .contains
for a classical selection well rendered.
half of the former Shriner and Herman
Then to "three" where, his female part- duo. They are a capable pair but are
ner is playing a harp accompanying on
using an old idea in "The Bullfight"
the" piano.' He plays a violin she doubroutine. The comic wears horn rimmed
ling with Harp. He announces the next
glasses and a trick hat affecting a Jewas his own composition and plays on
ish dialect. A double comedy song at
the piano a medley composed of
the finish earned them a. couple of
"Swanne River," "Home Sweet Home" bends. They are a sure fire, double for
and Sousas' march.. They are good the popular houses and with new matemusicians and average up with other
rial could hold down an early spot on
>
bills.
acts of their kind.
Con.
Con, a -mthe —better
—
.

NEW ACTS
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Don

Laurel Lao.

Tho Chummy
15 Mini.}

i

15 Mini.; Two.
Lincoln Square.

On*

\

The Don

is of Spanish extraction alhe suggests Italian nativity
strongly. But he chose the Spanish tongue, for a little impromptu
'aside for the benefit of a couple of
Castilians in: a stige box. The Don's
/
act is not as effective as it might be
but he has it in him to strengthen it
It is a straight piano offering and- one
gathers the impression the D. does. not
exactly hate himself or his playing altogether. This is' good showmanship if
he could deliver but he pitches the
expectations
too
high and
hence

.

slat (Street

though

Somewhat unique
net,' Laurel Lee, as

is

a

more

this pretty brusingle act. She

Eossesses magnetism and assurance,
oth of immense help to her. The
turn is very well laid out, with songs
talk, talk and songs.
Miss Lee
seems to drift -along during the
running and through that; removes
the idea of a routine. Several exceptional speedy costume changes are
made and her gowns are most modish.

and

just

act gets away from the regular
woman single singer. It runs pleas-

The

for the billing description. Her
are little ones. Two or three
bear the imprint of a regular
Those are the
ville author.
refined" and "Cafeteria" tales.

trifte.

fact— classical spasm

a

stories

do not
vaude"sugar

They

should be replaced.. Too simple and
for this turn. Also the "hotel
and traveling salesmen"* is purely a
small town local and even in a small
Miss
Lee might pass it up altown
though the story is sure of a laugh.
In songs Miss Lee does better, after
her first, although her French accent
is
deceptive enough to continue it
throughout the act should she care to.

A

long—too long in
is offered after
verbal announcement in
stilted language for an opener.
Another long winded explanation as to
the why and wherefore of the ert suing
number preceded a -one handed solo
that does not mean much. But words
do not fail him here. Some more weak
brodies a

antly, with Miss Lee often taking the
house into her confidence, such as she
did when after opening as a French
5irl .with
an accent, she suddenly
ropped it, informing the house it was
only a 'part."
That is why perhaps
"The Chummy Chatterer" was taken

common

.

needless

attempts at humorous announcement
is engaged in preceding a pot pourri of
pop stuff that was tinged with a suggestion of classical and "refined" treatment. That takes away all the "pep"
from the jazz and, as he has us believe in his explanatory chatter, he is
doing this jazz stuff for the benefit' of
the great lowbrowage. It is too delicately treated. Don Alfonso can tickle
the ivories in more than average fashion, but he needs assistance in proper
framing of the act

Be" was well done. Her Viola Learjr and Co. (2).
'"the finishing number, "Court- • Comedy Sketch.
of yesteryear and current- 16 Mina.| Full Stage (Interior).
There is syncopation against the old 23rd Street
time harmony and both are illustrated
Usual type of small time farce
in action, with real humor in the idea
sketch.
It has a bed room scene, a
of a present day proposal over the
pretty girl, a sleep walker and a cop.
phone. It looks as though Laurel Lee
That is the ground work and the rest
is set for big time.
She had the No. doesn't matter very much. T^he girl
3 spot; at the 81st Street which would
is one of those Impressionable things
be No. 4 in other houses and Miss Lee
that is "nuts" over a picture star. He
can hold that position. She impresses
lives in the same house and* is a sleep
Jleasingly and makes everything she
walker, wandering' right down the fire
as in her favor count for something.
escape and into her room". One can't
She has quite a good deal. In these blame him very\much for that for- she
days when production acts seem to be
is
rather a good looker.
But she
taking in all of the singles, a girl who
thinks he is a burglar and holds him at
can talk and sing should be in demand. .the point of a gun, forcing him to call
Miss Lee talks better than she sings.
the police on the phone. While the
There is a peculiar quality to her
copper is on the way she discovers his
speaking voice that she makes appealtrue .identity and the trick is to get
ing and it sends her' stories over but
him out without a pinch when the
better
she needs
stories, not home
policeman arrives. This is done by
made ones. Playing around for. some tumbling him into bed and having him
time out of town this is Miss Lee's
pose as "aunty." For a finish the girl
first stop in New York, Given encouris tumbling back to bed asking him to
agement she will develop into a stand- walk in his sleep everynight. he replySim*.
ard big time single act
ing that about two or three times a
"I'd Likfe to

best

is

.

ship,"

-

week

that

he can stand.

a laugh for small

Jeanne Devereaux and Co.

anybody and

it

doesn't

double closes the act.

The men appear

in

belong.
Fred.

swallow

tails

A

and

plug hats for a routine that mostly

consists of old style clog dancing.

They

open with a song which means nothing
and the second number is a prelude'
to the dancing.
Looks like the men
will have to shqw a more varied routine
tp attract bookers.

tiro*.

"Some Papa" (Comedy

Aitken Bros.
Dance* and Songa,
5 Mini.; One.
silk

i

all

Hurst and DoVara.
-Bit. of Millinery."
IS Mina.; Full Stage (Special Set).
23rd Street.
<

Ethel Hurst and a man are offering
a rather clever little flash act that will
pass in the small big time houses. A
special set shows the interior of a millinery shop. She opens the. act with
a number that permits of the trying
on of hats. The man is of the nut
comedian type who will go a long
way if assurance counts for anything.
He enters and the two cross fire for a
few minutes after which a "«ut" song
is in order." The man during the talk
leans a little too much to "camping"
for laughs. The day is past when that
"nance" stuff will get anything for

'

is

Ibtt

WEEK

George Wilson and Ben Larson.

Piano Act

Chatterer" (Songi and

Talk).

ThlS

Alfonso.

Jt
Fred.

is

(2),

Playlet).

.

Talking- Acrobats.
10 Mina.) One and Full Stage.
Slat Street
Walking on in "one" to sing a "nut"
song, George Wilson and Ben Larson,
two nice appearing young men, in
sack suits, afterwards go into full
stage where • they do acrobatics and
comedy. The comedy is not bad at
any time. Most of it is* gotten through

one holding a violin without playing
it and repeating a "nut" announce-

ment while the other

fools about.

The

acrobatics are taken from a springboard /mostly, with some new- tricks

One of the team makes
several heavy falls. The boys do not
try too much talk and handle it well
enough as they do their comedy, with
the acrobatics the main strength for
applause..' For "an encore in "one," it is
in that line.

announced Mr. Larson or Mr. Wlison
will do a "double from the ground,"
"the only person ever successfully doing this fcat" The man on the stage
intently watches the wings where the
other is supposed to take his start
from, the orchestra strums up to the
acrobatic break, when the one in front
of the audience .yells to the other if he
did the trick, and hearing the reply,
"Yes," bows ta the audience arid walks
off. The house seemed te take to this
scheme of foolery and the light applause almost immediately was swollen
into a volume that forced the boys to
return, for two .or three acknowledgements. It's a good comedy acrobatic
act with about the only question left
as to whether one acrobatic trick at
least should not be reserved for the
finish in "one" with the present comedy ending of course retained.
Sime_.

^

Frank and Tobio ShalL
Singing and Dancing.
_
IS Mini.; One (Special Drop).
23rd Street
Frank and Tobie Shell are offering
a rather neat novelty that will do in
an early spot on the better time. The
man opens with song about Indians on

Broadway and the

girl steps

on

to

an

Indian dance taking a jeweled tomafor a black jack at the finish
and separating the owner from his
watch. The»girl does a "kiddie" number next, the curtains in the center of
the drop being opened to show a small
bed-room. The lyric is about a naughty
kid who is always sent to bed for
every case of disobedience. A baseball number closes the act
The boy
doing a Johnny Boston Beans while
the other member does a tough girl
characterization. There is production
enough to the act and both the boy
and girl are clever but judging from
the lyrics of the three numbers used,
thy are either home constructed or else
somone put it over on the duo. The
ideas are there for three real snappy
numbers and once they are obtained
the act will get along nicely.
Frti.

hawk

12 Mina.; Full Stage.

Harlem O. H.
The act opens with Mrs. Johnny
Rodgers (Miss Devereaux) in bed having arrived at -the hotel the day before. Soon there appears Johnny himself, but since the pair have been divorced

it

to assign

was all a mistake of the clerk
Johnny to that room. Mis.

John getting a second look suggests
they run double harness again, but John
opines that he don't play return en-

gagements and his next shot will be a
premiere. However, he invites her to
dinner and exits to change clothes
(probably in the hallway since he
doesn't ask for another room). During
the interim a roue saunters in, but
though he gives her a pearl, he gets
the air. When Johnny comes back he

changes his mind about marriage and
the pair agree to listen to the wedding
bells again. Roue enters and when' he
"gets it." exclaims "Aint there no^God."
E. Lee Robinson and Claude Archer are
in support of Miss Devereaux. "Some
Papa" was probably intended for small
time only and there it ought to «i«;rve.
Ibttj,

Huston Ray with Aleta Dor*.
Piano and Dance*.
15 Mins.t One (Special Drop).
Harlem O. H.

Walli. Clark and Co. (2).
21 Mint.i Full Stag*.
Palace, Chicago.

Dramatic.
Wallis Clark
distinction

is

a British player of

who has done heavy parts
He gave a memorable

with credit

some years ago as
the ghost in "Scrooge." He. here esevening-dressed drawingsays an
room part in which he wastes himself
largely, though the effort in all is by
no means futile. Clark is not primarily
a 'delineator of such types as James
role to vaudeville

Morton, a broker prince, which he
it would be better fitted for
ohn Drew. But the one-actor—it is
that rather than a sketch—is of shipshape order. It has the alarming title,
of "What
Want Most," which turns
out to be power. Morton makes scandalous love to the wife of a' Struggling
frader, coldly offers the husband a big
business chance, to divorce her and
warmly offers her luxuries tb consent
The young folks yield for a moment,
then rush into each other's arms and
proclaim that what <hey want most is
each other. It was obvious that something was .being held back, and it
came when Morton made known that
the girl was his daughter, that he had
left her mother years earlier for a
chance to get rich, and that he had
been testing them; satisfied now, he
flays;

We

makes the husband

his partner and
successor, looks at his wife's picture
in his watch, picks up his hat and stick
and says to the picture, "Mary, our
daughter is a damned fine woman," as
he pussyfoots out and leaves her
crooning a love song at the piano.
Devah Morel as the wife gowns well
and plays with decision and staccato
'

punches in her lines. Louis Ancker
as the husband uses but one tone
throughout and lacks color, but feeds
with clean technique.
Clark wears
his clothes a trifle awkwardly, which
is either perfect
characterization of
•an eccentric millionaire or angular portrayal of a smartly dressed man. The
vehicle, written by George A. Carlin

and Howard Lindsay, is dramatically
and gramatically correct, differing
thus from most vaudeville manuscript;
is psychologically punchy and worth
remembering, and talks throughout Jn
sophisticated measures and perfect diction.
It lacks comedy.
It took three?:ood curtains and is durable goods
or vaudeville to intelligent audiences.
&£l* ';

__

;

**

and Crystal.
Song and Talk.
Blair

15 Mini.,

One

/

(Special).

Lincoln Square.

Boy

enters .before beach, drop fa
"one" soliloquizing he must get a big
story in this summer resort for his
paper or be summarily discharged.
Prop airplane is seen descending and
girl flops out. She had refused to accede to the pilot's osculatory demands,
hence this sudden entrance upon tht
scene. Crossfire ensues with business'

with a prpp camera.

It is fast and
A special number isv
by the girl. Some more talk
and a parody medley finish that is not
as strong and coherent and as funny
as it might have been. That should be

listens

original.

offered

Huston Ray is a pianist using a
grand piano for his playing, which is
most strenuous at times. He entered
in a velvet tux and flowing tie after
Miss Dore had explained the routine
and offered a toe dance. Among the
numbers Ray announced an impression
of a Liszt number as done by "the
world's greatest pianist," announced by
Ray to be Vladimir de Pachmann. Miss
Dore had another number in "Fifi."
.'She is a very cute'girl and looked well
though her tights wrinkled at the
knees. For the finish Ray, announced a
medley of hits "employing 15 rhymes
of syncopation," Miss Dore coming in
at the close for a toe dance bit.
Ray
attempts difficult playing and at times
"slurs." He has the appearance of being "there" with the ivories but a rearrangement of his routine ought to be
more effective, for he, doesn't .get the
results that his hard work deserves..

lb«.

looked

afterj-

George Shelton.

Tramp Monologitt.
12 Mina.; One.
125th St. .(March 19).
Shelton in an extreme

tramp make
up runs across stage disappearing to
opposite entrance evidently to convey
the impression that the cops are after
him. He returns to go into a rnonotog
in which he maintains a perfect average as regards released material. His
act could be billed "The" Consensus" for
he doesn't skip any of the standard
wows. They were hep to him Here. He
precedes each gag with the remark "Oh
Boy," and it gets extremely tiresome.
Shelton has a fair delivery and if
equipped with fresh material might
qualify for the smaller houses.

'

Con-.

SHOW REVIEWS

r
PALACE.
The

brilliancy

headline

the

of

turn,

Joseph Santley, Ivy Bawyer and Co., at
the Palace thla week bo undeniably Illuminated the evening when It appeared
second after Intermission that It pushed
away thoughts of all other acta, 'even
the two hold-over ones, that near-comedy House of David Band and the gen-

-

uine comedy of the Dooleya.
Sahtley-Sawyer (New Acts) had come
In quietly. The nearest to a line upon
them was the last Sunday night showing
of the act at the Manhattan °P.ft"J
House, although the stare of the turn
and its producer evidently Tcnew they
had something from the manner in
a
which they went after it. The actprob1;
sure hold-over. Just how long is
lematical. It's an easy repeat and there
not
are three weeke at the Palace, if of
longer, it would seem: The standing
Mr. Santley and Miss Sa-wyer with the
very
act they now have, should make It the
enduring at any house. It's likely for
only production turn yet produced
vaudeville alone that could be given a
the cirtwo weeks' .stay route all overthe
song
In one number, where
cuits.
suchits of several Broadway musical
cesses are reproduced, they are literally
reproduced In special props, In that one
the
number the "May time" Sit s.from UP
"Oping
flies in a swing, and the
"« airship, dropped likewise, whtfe
the
The "Chu Chin Chow" song Is from
simLantern"
o'
canine" with the "Jack
material and
ilarly. It's "crowding much
tab
Drops into one number. Almost any oneproducer, if able to put this out on
around,
half the general scheme to build
would hive stretched it j*"gr28L*
surprising
It
flexible 90 mlnutea.
of this
to see the quantity and Quality
turn speed by in 85 minutes at the first
n
8h
For the second week of the ^-whishalf.
first
•the
kers band, placed closing

.

$om
'

wm

:

Kalmar and Harry Ruhyw,?'*,*?!

Bert
sing
sorted, at the flnlBh of the act to
°°
their new song, a comic <»ll««_
Long," with Messrs. Kalmar and Ruby
travestying the band's members through
wearing heavy false beards. Ruby's was
yellow and Kalmar-o black. When the
musicians marched across the stage, as
they do for another bow, with each
throwing the back hair over hie foreihead, Kalmar did the same motions With
'his bald head. Kalmar and Ruby danced
to the old style, wearing derbys, with
the band playing "Sidewalks of New
York:' The band needed this little aid
put in for comedy, though the boyr
comlo song held up well. It has a.punon
•-.
line for the ending.
,
The band itself tried a little new music
which sort of showed Just what kind
of a band It is as a band, but that's, not
material, for it's the hair on their faces
and backs that counts. They played
"Dardanella," also a medley of Cohan
song hits, and did fairly for the second
week. When finishing "Dardanella" all
the musicians called out "Hot »og." The
chances are they don't yet know why,
and It must have been harder to- rehearse
them for that than it was for the music.
In ••Dardanella" the bass drummer, with
his hair tied up and his Idea of beating
'

-

was qulteMaughble

time,

If

you were

looking for the musical side of It (This
bunch my be serious In their home town,
but that lets theta out If they ever get
a haircut they can buy a ticket for Benton Harbor, at the same time.
The Doofeys repeated very well with

their laugh-making comedy travesties.
opening the second part after Topics of
the Day. Next to closing were Morris
and Campbell. It was a tough position,
following 'the production act and the
DooleyS. For several minutes It looked
as though the couple would flop In the
spot but Joe Morris pulled It over»when
he went into an upper box and started
his work from there. They had no special dron of the aviation field, though
doing "The AvI-a-tep," by Joseph I*
.Browning. Mr. Morris sang "Rose of

Washington Square" In travesty and Flo
Campbell had a "Baby Smiles" song, but
which one Isn't known. The Von Tllzer
and Berlin music houses .should send a
staff man around with every act to tell
those listening which is which. It was
a great scrap, though, while it lasted
for the trade papers, and if baby never
'

smiles again, the printers will.
Another new act or reappearance was
She is
Lily Lena, No. 4 (New Acts).
billed
as "England's Fashion Plate
Comedienne" not sensible billing, for it
discounts .the clothes appearance and
also Intimates Miss Lena will send forth
comedy, which she does not. Miss Lena
Just about slipped through in the position.
She came over under a play or
pay contract for eight weeks to the
Keith office, playing most of the weekB
outside New York.
Several years ago
when Miss Lena followed the flood of
English singles started by Alice Lloyd
she did rather well. It was her style,
then, rather than her songs, though she
had one favorite of those days, "Obedlah,' or something like that
Now she
has nothing In the song line, but does
look well, and was fortunate In securing
the Tommy Atkins number. The Misses
Lloyd and Lena are cousins. Maybe Alice
.

—

,

1*

and then wonders why he (or she) does
not get any more work.
After they had finished and Gibson had
made his "speech" referring to Julius as
a pinochle player, along came Georgle
Price had spoke about "Julius." What
must Lenzberg really think of these so-

told Lily to come along jraw and take a
chance..
Bcrsao's Circus, with Mrs. Beriac
working the act. opened the show. That
turn still remains standard, with Mrs.
Bersao working very hard in It The
comedy end has not been dimmed by all
of Its Imitators or any of them and the
turn held up. Stanley and Blrnes, the

two-man act

Impromptu and original comeSome day, when he retires, he
would be well worth Interviewing. In
the meantime it wouldn't be policy for
him to unbend.
Captain Gruber and his remarkable
animal act held the audience seated an
.

unusual thing for a closing
now has his dog back, after a elege of

RIVERSIDE.

Mr. Manager: Isn't

it a.

mistake to

.

a

— —

hand bags.
The Mosconl Brothers pranced and cavorted about In acceptable style, reinforced by their father, Bister and brother,
and at the finish dragged out Mamma
Mosconl as a bold bid for applause. Upon
analysis, of what value Is the remainder
of the family to the work of Louis and
Charles, other than a sympathetic one?
"Topics of the Day" re-opened after
the interval and made way for Elisabeth
Murray with her Inimitable songs and
.

stories.
MIbs Murray is a remarkable
dialectician, but should eschew the "Yiddish' dialect of which she seems to have

conception. She confounds it with
German. But she more than makes up
for It with her f'coon" and Celtic.
The more one sees of Gibson and Connelll in Aaron Hoffman's "The Honeymoon" comedy playlet the more one is
Impressed by its similarity to the act
used for many years by Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, entitled "When Two Hearts
Are, Won." It Is all about a couple who
go to Niagara Falls on their honeymoon,
the bride taking with her her dog and
her hitherto uncurbed temper.
In the
former Drew sketch the husband receives a wire from the bride's uncle telling him to- "Give her head, but collar her
In the stretch," to convey the idea to let

little

<

her break out with her tantrums 'and.
then call her good and plenty which
he does.
In the present vehicle the
groom calls the wife down good and
plenty and when she meekly subsides
and asks him who told him to act that
way he replies: "Your father."
The couple are playing the act carelessly rather apathetically and mechanically,
in |he legit, after such a performance aa they -gave* Monday evening,
the stage manager would call a rehear-

—

—

sal.
There is nobody to
,the vaudevlllaln.
(or

say a word to
He
she) is as free
as air—until he (or she) gets the air,

'4
;•

They made a decided Im-

-pfesslon.

Conway and

Fields were in the hole
and did well considering the spot Miss
ond.
Fields is now discarding the female appare) early in the act and looks nlf?;
Frank Dobson and "The Sirens," proin a cap, blue serge coat and gray
grammed third, changed spots with Oliver and Olp. the latter taking the third • trousers. She Is still getting a lot with v.
"Harris Come Back from Paris," sung In
hole, and ''The Sirens" closing the first
dialect Cpnway works nonchalantly, besection.
"The Sirens" pleased, but did
ing
a decided contrast to Sally Field's
not go as big as a big, expensive prp->
strenuous comedy efforts.
auction of its type might be expected to.
They went
strongly and had to pull their nationality
The comedy, derived almost solely from
speech encore.
the contrast afforded by a' fat woman
Regal and Mack, who have 'been' playand a thin man, got over, but it Is rather
ing- around for several seasons In "The
light-walsted material for present-day
Book Shop," have a neat Idea for their
vaudeville.
Dobson scored a personal
dancing efforts. The male alms toward v
hit with ecentric dancing.
comedy results with dialog, but the
Black and White opened and caught
dancing is the high spot The girl has
but a handful. Those who were in gave
appearance, and looks well In her three
the female acrobats a first rate send-off,
changes, In addition to being a clever
however. The girls have the right Idea
dancer and limber kicker. It's a pleasing
In backing up their excellent ground
act
and spotted about right In third positumbling with a pretty stage set, which
tion.
,
serves .to take the act out of the class
Dorothy Toye and -Arthur Anderson,
of the ordinary run of acrobatic turns.
the latter handling the piano and IntroFoley and La Ture, second, landed in
ducing Mlsa Toye's double voiced efforts,
the money with their effectively staged
were fourth. Anderson Ib a good musiand neatly costumed singing specialty.
and held up the act with a couple
A novelty opening number that sounded cian
of piano solos, Miss Toye's upper regnew sent them away strong and a comeisters are her strongest, with the lower
dy Chinese double passed them under the
tones helping toward novelty.
They
wire at top speed. Oliver and Olp (New * scored.
Acts) were third, and Bert and Betty.
Anthony and Rogers, following, tied
Wheeler fourth, the latter receiving the
up the show with- their double ''Wop"
Colonial's hallmark of approval, the long
routine,
Both
have
discarded
the
Neadrawn out, sustained unison applause,
politan attire and look like a couple of
which has become famous as the "Conifty Juveniles in their modern clothes.
lonial clap."
They get Just as big comedy results as
Connolly and Raymond, assisted by
any of the other teams and haye develPercy Wenrlch (New Acts), opened after
oped into a smooth working, sure fire
Intermission, with Walter Brower foltalking duo. The bit of stepping at the
lowing. Brower has an engaging perfinish helps the previous impression, and 'i
sonality and, unlike many of the contemthis pair look about ready for the major
porary singles who' bill themselves as
league of vaudeville.
monologlsts, Is really a monologlst He
Diamond and Girlie followed, and Fen- -V
doesn't sing or tell stories, but reels off
ton and Fields had the next to shut posian entertaining' discourse covering a
tion, where they pulled' another. cleanvariety of subjects, all handled with a
up -with their eccentric black face comekeen sense of humor and with the nigh
dy idea and double eccentric stepping.
lights brought cut perfectly. He has
Some of the material Is familiar, having
" a
continuous laugh.
been seen In Kenton's former vehicle, .
but It all registered strongly and their
Alice Lloyd received a reception on her
comdy effort was copiously rewarded.
entrance. She did six numbers, 'all put
s
They both possess comedy legs and utilover with whirlwind results. Her old
ize them to good advantage.
Following
favorite, "Who Are You Getting At. Eh?"
a raft of comedy these boys topped
and a new character comlo. "My Second
everything preceding them and pulled
Wife," were singled out for ovations.
rfwn the hit of the bill. They look ready
"Splash Me." another old favorite for
for the best
closing, scored as strongly as it did when
Hazel Green and '-or Jazz band had a
first Introduced by Miss Lloyd over here.
tough assignment v
the closing spot,
Camilla's Birds had a hard time of it,
but managed to hold them pretty well
playing to a retreating audience. It's a
until the finish.
Miss Green started a
high class silent turn, and deserved far
cornet
aolo "The End of a Perfect Day," :<
more attention, than It received.
Bell.
,

.

-

his catling -upon the audience
recitation.
But any legiti-

style beaded

fall.

.

"Dangerous Dan McGrew."
better be interred with

mate actor even one out of a school of
acting could give Foyer cards and
spades on "reading." He hasn't even
learned that it Is Impossible to build to
a climax if one opens at high pressure.
They used to teach that In the primary
schools when they made us reolte "The
Boy Stood on the Burning Deck."
Miss Frlganza gets a lot of laughs out
of her clever kidding of her bulk and
when she adheres to the legitimate travesty work she shines effulgently. So
also does she shine with her last change
dress, in which she looks like the latest

opened up in great style. Both are big
league tumblers, and clad In kilts they
run through a flashy routine -of body
twisters, topping things off with the

Melrose

•

that

a

Alice Lloyd, the headllner, proved
big draw, the house selling out early.
particularly respon-

,

"Gunga Dhln?" It looked for a brief
speu as if Foyer was going to reolte his
entire repertoire.* The only excuse for
is

Wright and Wilson, one of the best of
the two man comedy acrobatic doubles,

The audience was

the acts going over, with Bert
and Betty Wheeler and Oliver, and Olp
(New Acts) cleaning up in the first half,
and Connolly and Raymond (New Acts)
and Alice Lloyd, next to closing, winning
the major applause rewards of the sec-

"

bill,

sive, all

.

to select

Maurice Diamond and Lola Girlie (New

Acts) pulled down the artistic hit of the
evening, with the rest of the field strung
out In about the running order of the

Birds.

call

pep and alp.

the turn

Seven of the eight acts were teams
and five of the eight did comedy. It made
for a good show, every act getting over
to good results, with Fenton and Fields
and Anthony and Rogers, splitting the
comedy honors.

This might have been called "Black
and White?' week at the Colonial, the
opening, second and dosing turns carrying black and white stage settings. The
show ran from 8 o'clock until 11:20
Monday night, starting with the news
weekly and winding up with Camilla's

Rome and Cullen are a smart pair of
eccentric male simultaneous/ steppers,
with the little chap unfolding (many original and ludicrous legmanla movements.
Eddie Foyer, "The Man of a Thousand
Poems," announces he has committed to
memory over 4,000 stanzas, and out of all
of them the most unique thing he could
-was

fltes.

FIFTH~AVENUE.

COLONIAL

A

offer

continual laughter.
Buslnes was capacity.

—

handsome

attention to the machinery of the theatre? When an audience's mind is called
to the lighting, musical and' other effects
doesn't It take away from his illusion
and enjoyment? Aren't there sufficient
distractions that cannot be avoided without deliberately enhancing the unavoidable handicaps?
At the Riverside this week are several
offenders, among them Trixle Frlgansa
and William L. Gibson, both of whom
have been in the business long enough
to know better. Yet both "kid" the house>
leader, "Julius" In exactly the same
manner as one can confidently expect of
a "nut" comedian In a picture house doing four a day and "five" on Sundays.
clever, fast-moving opening act
started things along nicely Monday evening—Selbinl and Grovini—with their
comedy acrobatic . and novelty stunts,
hat spinning, bike riding, somersaulting,
contortion, etc. The couple have lots of

Hadn't

.

anced bill.
The house wasn't quite
seated for Rekoma. opening, but he drew
light applause at the start, and made a
stronger finish with a line of unique
stunts (probably original with him) of
the eaulllbrist variety.
Aleen Bronson, assisted by Margaret
-Hoffman, opened the second half, following "Topics." The kid characterization
of Miss Bronson opposing truth as conveyed to her by a school mistress, found

illness.
They are all so remarkably
trained the animals—and make for a
scene,
as well as going
through a wonderful routine of riding,
dancing, etc
Joio.

someone with

almost time

.

—He
turn.

for
sufficient authority to give orders for
Comediting acts on the two-a-day.
paratively little attention is being given,
to that part of the show business of late.
This mild observation is anent the tendency, of performers to kid with audiences and make familiar references to
the leader of the orchestra, calling him
by his first came. If it happens to be
a performer of the feminine sex it generally takes the form of a facetious remark about the leader's "chasing" proclivities— if a male it invariably mentions pinochle,
is this really funny?
Isn't it now obsolete and wholly devoid
of novelty?
is

The show proved an extraordinary
pleasing one, a consistent and well bal-

•

dians?

Langdons, in "Johnny's New Car," went
"Look," a
to heavy laughter third.
Bime.
dance act, closed the show.

It

Mlsa Tucker ran way over after strong
applause, giving as an encore "Rose of
Washington Square."

called

and the

did nicely second,

lifP^i^PPPj

'

r.

$
i

..

tad

.

'

and the audience accepted it
The Sunshine Comedy closed.

I

literally,

Con.
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ALHAMBRA.

KEITH'S, BOSTON.

Last week's show at the Colonial was

deposited

Intact

this

week

Boston, March 24.
"As Resistless as the Torrential Tide
that Tonses" was the modest billing that
/

at the Al-

nambra. the glims flashing the event as
"All Favorites."
Tn the billing

Jessie

third

Sophie

place,

Brown and

Joe

Bffle

Cook,

/

tho Keith program gave to Eva 1a.nguay, and the dynamic Eva lived Up to
her billing. The subway and "L" billboards for the first time in a year carried no mention of anything at Keith's
except the words "Eva Tanguay," and

Tucker and ?
her gang topped, William Seabury following In the deuce spot, Aleen Bronson
taking

'.

fourth,

Weston follow-

Glenn and Jenkins held sixth spot,
the Stantons In seventh, Alfred Naess
figuring eighth tn the runnlncr, with
Rekoma concluding. No Individual act
figured In the Illumination.

early

ing,

Monday afternoon

ington street

,

A«T
-if

the line reached

from the box office down through the
lobby and on to the sidewalk of Wash-

It was neck and neck between Joe
Cook and, Glenn and Jenkins for the
mopping up Btunt, both practically stopping the Bhow. but Cook in next to closing spot edged In with a shade on the /
former.
With the "big" acts, Sophi*
Tucker took the honors.
Starting at 8 the show ran exactly
until 11.20 Monday night
The Stantons
came back for a few minutes over their
regular working time, so did Glenn and
Jenkins, practically forced to it, and

:

Tariguay likes nothing better than a
stolid, sour-faced audience, and this was
exactly what confronted her Monday
night, with row aftor row of faces with
that Bostoneao "Go ahead, make me
Hor «4Bwt coetume
lauph" expression.
swept thorn off their feet, It being her
exotic silver bower effect which she Is
using with hor "You Can't Lose Me"
number. It was a less defiant Eva than
hitherto, and when she swung Into her.
comments as to what the gossips said
about her pads, her teeth, her missing
,

!.•-'

"...••""••.••'
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ear and her false teeth there was a little
touch of human appeal to her work that
caught the house just right, and when
she followed It up with that cleverest
of touches of psychology about "Don't
Forget Me When I'm Gone" the house

backs. An extra number, which waa the
beat of the act, was called for.
The one-act play "The Flattering
Word." with George Kelly, Its author, in
the principal character, proved decidedly
interesting not only because Kelly Is
a Philadelphia product, but because the
sketch he haa written Is really worth
while.
It la something different, has a
theme that commands attention and 1b
splendidly played. It contains some delicious humor and got many laughs, also
finishing midst well merited applause.
Keegan and Edwards were In the nextto -closing spot and It was rather hard
for them to get results, though they
deserved plenty for their excellent comedy and music turn, that Is a new step
along the Jazz route. It was too late
for these boys to get anything out of
Monday's audience, but before the K.
and E. turn had finished they had the

sembled each other much too closely for
effectiveness and need a knee dreaa in

hfltwfifir)

The supporting bill was not.heavy,
something almost inevitable with Tanguay, but It was well balanced and well

Willlaid out, although the closing act,
lam Edgdlrettu and his. Posing Horses,
Dogs and Madame, was hopelessly handicapped and experienced one of the worst
walk-outs in months, the house being
three-quarters empty almost as quickly
as a lelsuTely use of all the exits would
Pe
Babe'tta Patrick and Co. opened, Mme.
Patrick proving to be of even more herculean proportions than heretofore, and
her Insistence upon working in. black
fleshings merely accentuates her enormous strength and massive proportions.
Her routine is Bhort and fairly snappy,
one or two of her equllibrlstlo stunts
being slightly out of the ordinary and
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hand-to-hand work.
Jed Dooley followed, and his Juyenlle
Will Rogers act went remarkably well,
a» he works In almost identical vein and
of
yet has refrained from the temptation
bod-'
using any of Rogers' old materialversaHis opening displays a bit of were
lly
house
the
to
asides
tllty, and his
of
a welcome relief from the majority
been inthe "wise cracks" which have audiences
flated upon long suffering
from across the footlights of late.
In
Lee Rose and Kathryn Moon follqwact,
a really exceptional little dancing
Induring which they Introduce several

,

-

One in particular
tVresting novelties.
dance."
may well be termed a "stumbfe
refor Hose appears to stumble
the stunt
repeatB
himself
covering
it
work
and
stumble
the
do
both
Then
totne
into the dance in accompaniment
at
music. This and an acrobatic dance
across
the finish of their act put themopening
with a big finale, although the

Md

A

Grace Doro was

billed to

she
handle the ivories for the pair, but
d
in sight and a
Rauh offer;
What Olive Briscoe and Al
sketch of the
Is really a sidewalk patter
per
tC
about
act
the
with
old school,
not much
cent. Olive. Her partner waB
and then
?n evidence until the last
conshowed up as a boob. His rather pair.
servatlve comedy dfd a lot for the
She is strong for the coBtume changes,
does not
but wears a gray gown which nearly
as
Jlbo with her statuesque figure
well as one of, say, black ve vet would
Bert Erroll, the female Impersonator
over
went
program,
the
on
who appeared
the fact
well, and much of this Is due to
at all times he handles himself

™l7»~.

was not

,

that

Inoffensively..
and In one or

I

in excellent voice
of his songs trotted

He was
two

soout what sounded like a legitimate
prano, completely free of the falsetto
trade
tones which are the usual Block J"matter
of female Impersonators. In thewell.
especially
done
of gowns he has
Lloyd and Wells, a couple of black*<>
n
face comedians, have a new oP en > g>
the high
an old act. and they furnishedTrue,
they
apot as regards the comedy.
time.
had little competition up toupthis
on their
One fault Is they are letting
dancing. They went over well.
William Gaxton and Co., In "The Junior Partner," Is one of the best comedy
here
seen
sketches which has been
can
season. It Ib the type of act which
Btand a repeat In the same Beason. as it
Gaxton keeps the
Is doing this time.
hibbey.
act going at top speed.

OH

KEITH'S, PHILADELPHIA.
Philadelphia, March 24.
The show ran almost three hours Monday afternoon and seemed to drag badly
The house was crowded,
spots.
In

Monday,

though not quite up to last
there were several rows of standees,
attracted by the Mosconl Family of local
dancers. However, it was a big house and
really surprisingly large with a sample
of spring weather to keep people outdoors. PoBBlbly the first Blgn of spring
caused the audience to drag along with
the show, for they were not at all liberal
with their applause. This resulted In a
somewhat disappointing show, although
there was enough good material in the

when

bill.

The headline attraction worked under
a severe handicap, for It waB plainly evident thabssBlosBom Seeley was not In
good voice, while Bennle Fields was Buffering with a heavy cold.' The Seeley
act has some new members In It and
Miss Seeley has some new songs and Is
wearing some Btunnlng costumes which
off to excellent effect', so that
the act got over In spite of the draw-

big comedy hlta of the bill. J. C. Nugent
is also a monolglst, but of a different
kind. We have been used to seeing Nugent in his own ahort plays that were
clever character stories, ao that his attempt at doing a single Beemed strange,
and there Is a question whether he has
not gotten away from his own sphere.
His material ia bright and he delivers
It with telling force, getting his points
over clearly, but there is a lack of personality or something in the mannerism
of this artist that does not seem to fit
him for a monologlat. His chatter got
fairly good results from the none too reBponslve crowd In front, but it waa hot
until the flniah that he waa accorded
applause. Nugent la a better aotor In
his own plays than he Is a monologlat.
Two or three seasons ago "The Bride
Shop" waa one of vaudeville's best
tabloid musical pieces.
There is Just
enough of "The Bride Shop" In "The
Love Shop" to remind one of the former
piece, which waa rebuilt Into "Flo Flo."
But "The Love Shop", is not near bo
good. It ia funny in apots, the comedy
being well handled by Eddie Vogt, and
this, with the clever dancing of Harry
Ellsworth, helps put "The Love Shop"
over.
The piece has been splendidly
mounted and la a real fashion show In
gowns and lingerie, but the story ia
weak and there la little music that may
be considered above the ordinary. "The
Love Shop" is in the fair class among
musical productions.
Miller and Bradford form a pleasing
Singing team, the former scoring Btrongly
with his solo work. Potter and Hartwell started things nicely with a routine
of clever tricks nicely executed and De
Lano and Pike did very well in a very
difficult spot, closing the show.
The
Klnograma and "Topics of the Day"
were, as usual, pleasing to the early

•
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arrivals.

CRESCENT,

NEW ORLEANS.

New Orleans, March 24.
Enough people were turned away from
the Crescent Sunday 'afternoon to fill

another theatre. That is the usual. condition on the Sabbath, regardless of
who is appearing.
/

The

first

half

vaudeville

show was

opened by Lester Raymond and a feminine assistant who offered several odd
In Jugglery, gaining attention
instantly and holding it throughout.
Dorothy Royer was mildly received in
a song routine that contained many

moments

standards.

Bertram May and company

Inflicted

a

sketch usurping the bounds of horseplay. The emotive auditors who revel In
slapstlckery shunned this assault upon
their mentalities.

*

Le Roy and Dresdner comported after
the form of male two' acts. Confidence
Is their middle name, which probably
accounts for their theatrical being. It
got them some applauae.
They sang
about chasing rainbows. It helped substantiate the thought they were chasers.
Six Tasmanlans .made an Imposing
closing flash and had little competition
from the preceding complement.
Annuel

LAST HALF SHOWS
KEENEY'S, BROOKLYN.
The show last half lastr week presented about the poorest program arrangement seen In a small time house
hereabouts for sevoral seasons, the enllro first half embracing four acts, 'each
appearing in "one." Marks and Rosa, a
man and woman singing and dancing
combination, opened, with Cantwell and
Walker, another mixed team, following.
This tended to take the edge off Cantwell

,'»
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house going fine and landed hard enough
to prove What they might have done
under conditions that were even fair.
Alice Hamilton's monologue waa a real
delight The quaint appearance of the
woman ia In striking contrast with the
material of her act and it la the real
meat of her offering. When she appears
one rather expects her to' sing an old
ballad or do a minuet, but ahe 'enters
into a line of talk that is really a slang
classic, and she registered one of the

savin* the act from hopeless mediocrity.
if
She would do much better, however,
she worked In a Grecian garb that would
not reveal her weight so prominently
surprise
of
a
more
furnish
and thereby
put her
to the audience when she
strength In evidence In some of ner

show her

-i .•:-:..-...'

and Walker's specialty, although startSTREET,
ing a bit slow Whooped things up Briskly
show, replete with pleaswhen they got to the middle section and
ing entertainment, fell to the lot of the
closed strong-. Cantwell haa a bunch of
Lieut.
"Army French" colloquialisms which he capacity audience Thursday.
Randall (new), opened with an artistic
handles for great comedy results. Miss
Walker "feeds" competently and scores novelty. Maud and Marjorle Dunn with
a corking sister routine found No. 2
on appearance.
Marks and Rosa have plenty of ability spot easy. Glbbs and Colwell have a
sure fire, vehicle In a clever sketch,
but are ahort of the right sort of material.
The man la a clever step dancer "StrandodMn New York." It sustains interest throughout, and the concluding
and the woman gets away with a song
travesty on "Zaza." is a piece of art
neatly. The spot admittedly waa against
Old Time Darkles (neW), a colored
them, but the team got everything pos-.
male quartet, held down No. 6 in great
slble out of their stuff, landing their best
style.
Linton and Lamar were the class
returns with some entertaining patter
with their "Daddy Bow Legs" vehicle
and a double song and dance at the
They are about set to mop up In the bigflniah, pulling out with a couple of bows.
ger houses. The girl Is a cunning "kid"
Katherlne Murray (New Acts), third,
and the boy is an excellent foil for his
and Sargent Brothers fourth, the latter
vis-a-vis' quips and unsophisticated afrepeating here within the last four
fectations.
The actress "lessons" numweeks. The Sargent Bros, turn is sure
ber is a gem capably handled. To top it
for any type of house, containing a series
Off they do a spasm of song and dance.
of single and double pop song and musiThroughout the entire turn both work
cal selections,, done In the currently popuwith a zest that confirms the impression
lar Jazz style. The shorter chap's solo
they are very much in love with their
on a carpenter's Saw Is (md odd bit of
work and are seemingly enjoying It as
musical stuff.
It landed for a solid
much as the audience did.
smash. The harmonica and uke duos
Adrian with his quartet assistants
also gathered In hefty aplause.
were next to Closing, replacing Donovan
Following the news weekly which
.
and Lee, who were out after the first
splits the bill at this house came Hans
matinee through a mishap to Donovan.
Robert and Co. In a comedy sketch, based
Adrian Henry Lewls-ed all over the place
on what a married man might expect in
on the slightest provocation, but he sure
1943.
It's the pld triangle of French
owes it to that be-moustached Individual
farce, only given an odd twist by having
the huabRo^.. getting ready to run off
that "shllls" for him, for said b.-m. I. Is
with a female charmer Instead of the
a nifty hok.e artist and annexes- all
comedy honors. A. BUboa and Co. (New
other way around. The act kept 'em
Acts) sponsored by H. B. Marlnelll. aclaughing all the way. Roberts playing
a low comedy role without exaggeration
cording to the "dope," closed.
and subtle shading.
Allman and Nalle, the third mixed team

—

was hers, and deservedly so. She Is not
shoving the wide range of costume
changes that have marked her previous
bookings here, and her last two costumes, fleshings and white bodice, re-

was weak.
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to reach the audience, went over nlceiy
with a singing and talking arrangement
holding a full quota of laughs. Allman
has a first rate tenor voice which he
usea to advantage In a couple of pop
numbers. Miss Nalle Is cute and shows
a nice array of costumes. A large part
of the Allman and Nalle talk by coincidence was based' on the same Idea as
that Used In the Hans Robert sketch.
This naturally tended to put a damper on
moat of the gab.
The impoxiai RayufLjUftusslan dancing
troupe, closed with Welt* familiar Balkan
stepping specialty. The spina and' pirouettes of the solo dancer pulled their

applauae.

big

.usual

"The Adventure"

Farnum

BUI

FIRST HALF SHOWS
JEFFERSON.
The audience Monday night waB^a

number was on.
The Dixie Four, a colored quartet,
opened. They are billed as the "Melodious Champions from the South." They

In

cloaed.
-•

-

AMERICAN ROOF.

can sing and the boys appreciated their
vocal efforts. Give the 14th Street gallory gods ragtime, Jazz and some shimmy

Ben.

and they go

..
-

The

named isn't any relation
to Sammy Lee (now in "Nothing But
Love" with Ruby Norton and reported
getting away with * a comedy role).
first

Harry Lee, formerly teamed with Hoey.
offered his new single, "The Manager,"
down next to closing, and he had no contest as far as copping the honors. His
gag about "actors measuring money by
Inches" was a real laugh to agents In

light of the audience. •.'
Harry Miller, rightly billed the

The Maxlne Dancera closed Intermission with .a (lash danoe routine.
The
stunts of the men Is the meat of the act.
Both men are dressed better than when
Inn aot first showed, and It Is quite an
improvement. Hal and Francis (New
Acts) oh Just ahead of them did very
well while the Gaudachmlds who were in
the Hippodrome show made the number
three spot Btand out. The turn is probably keeping in trim and are due to

much

Horace Golden and Co.,
labeled
"world's famous Illusionist,"
struck a responsive chord. His magical
stunts hit the mark. He Ib assisted by
two young women who do their share to

Hughle Clark, "commander
the

ville

.

Ibee.

Seven acta, a good feature picture,
Klnogram, Topics of the Day, etc., comprised the bill at the 68th Street last
week. Four of the turns are reviewed

"New Acts." They are The Spider's
Web, Hurst and DeVars, Dyer, Rogers
and Bell, BurnB and Wilson.
Worden Brothers opened the show
with a good equllibrlstlo turn, with a
neat garden set, Some instrumentation
and Risley work with barrels.
Calvert and Shane, a pair of rathIn

walked out. So he tried It aeraln and
ran MosBman, Wlnnlfred and Vance on
third Instead of the alloted trial turn.

The trio did fairly well, but that didn't
work any better, for it only got rid of
half a dozen people. So the other tryouts were run next. They In their running order were Lovell and Lewie, Alice
Pattl and Nan Carlborn and Cliff Green,
all new acts.
Undine Andrews (New

skeller warblers, scored strongly with
their distinct enunciation. They are as
good as most of the acta of that Ilk—

possibly a bit better.

i.

/olo.

had appeared second.
Jeanne Devereaux and Co., with "Some
Papa" (New Aots), followed, being number three of the regular hill. Huston
Ray, with Aleta Dore (New Acts), performed eighth. Aside from the good
scoring of Green, Race and Edge, with
the next to closing spot, were the first
to put over anything like a hit
The
(Continued on page 32)

'Acts)

fectlve

»

"On

In

HARLEM OH.

58TH~STREET.

.

program.

Monday night saw one of the biggest
attendances this Beason. The try-outs
no doubt added to the draw for the firBt
day, but Oliver Curwood'B fllm "River's
End," appeared to be the main idea of
the packed house.
They came early and stuck. Before
eight o'clock the entrance side of the
lobby .was filled with a waiting crowd.
The feature ended at 8.15, and Sol Levoy
figured that by starting the show with
the first act of the regular show, Billy
Fern and Co., Instead of the try-outs.
enough would be. "chaeed" to permit the
lobby standees being passed through to
stand some more. About three persons

The Three Dun Mun Brothers with
bar acrobatics closed the show.
Pauline Saxton and Sister were second.

•

in chief of
fun," gathered In consider-

The picture. was Mae Murray,
With the Dance."

their

-

army of

able applause with some good stories.
The Schmettans, doing artlstlo balancing, and
the Slg. Franz" Troupe, in
"World on WheelB," closed the vaude-

third money.

.

effort.

put the act across.

again appear with the Rlngllng, Barnum
& Bailey Circus.
Gertrude Morgan opened Intermission
(New Acta). Seventh was the Hugh
Nortion and;' Co, turn, known both as
"Love In the Suburbs" and "Breakfast
for Three." This comedy playlet starts
off with a rush, Norton doing a funny
souse. It holds up to, and for a three a
day turn Itjuja most of tne sketches
(whloh rBbdY^TfiSccupled) backed into

background,
costuming Is rather expensive, «he girls have
good volees»4mtt4BjfmtYerl drilled. There
are six of them, a good looking soubrette
and a Juvenile who Is an eccentric stepper of no mean quality.
.

"Beau

Brummel," got acquainted early and received deafening applause. He ia a hard
worker, sings well and dances without

the house.

"Fads and Frolics,'! a tabletd' presented by Maxlne Sykes. is a big flash
for that style "of act. They have quite
an assortment, of drops, etc., for an ef-'
scenic
the

daffy.

A comedy sketch, "Marked Money,"
presented Ijy Frank Readlck and Co.,
scored.
It has
a regular- apartment
house setting and contains three people.
The story 1b short and simple and the
detective part goes over strong. Morris
and Tbwne,-in "bits of eccentricities,"
may do for big time in a short space
Of time with a little sprucing up. This
pair sang and danced to the great de-

There were' two Lees on the bill for
the last half, which was opened by Sam
Lee (New Acts) and featured by Harry
Lee.

re-

ceptive one and the seven acts worked
hard to pleane. Almost every one scored.
The house was practically filled and
more were coming 'In while the third

•
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KEITH

B. F.

New Tork

Palaee Theatre Bnlldlnr,

NEW YORK

OTFY

Kelth'a' Palaee
Trenttnl

Stanley & Sawyer
Leon Enrol Go

-.

Swift A Kelly
V & E Stanton

Nelson

i

i

/

.

amber's Animals
(Two to fill)
Kelth'a Alknmbra
DoWltt Burns ft T
Leon Varvara .
"Meanest Man"

1st half (29-31)

(Others to

fllrjr

Doyle

Keegan & Edwards
Stone & Kallsz
Campbell Frank DobSon Co
Morris
•Laura Plerpont Co Alleen Bronaon Co

&

Alice Lloyd

Zomah

Kane

Horsohel Henlero
Dooleya & Morln

(One to

.

Flirtation

•Lee Children

"House of D Band" Gygl ft Vadle Co
William Brack Co
Harry Fox Co '
Belle Baker
"Over Your Heads"
The Levoloa
Greenpolrat
Kelth'a Royal
1st half (29-31)

Rekoma
& Larson
Ethel McDonough

Wilson

ft

&

.

Lacy

Co
Donovan & Lee

Monak

(One to

Sisters

fill)

Proctor's 125th St.
2d half (25-28)

&

Howard

Craddo'k

Nat S Jerome Co
Kranz & LaSalle
"Sultan"

(One to

.Davison

ft

Woodrow Olrls
(Others to fill)
2d half* (1-4)

•4

& Vernon

Cook

A. Murray
(Others to fill)
Keith's SUt St.

Enos Fraaor

&

•Palo

Kollam & O'Dare
Harry Langdon Co

Glenns & Jenkins
Seabury Co
Proctor's S8th St.
Black & Dardanella

Wm

Cameron & Ken'd'y
Billy' Fern Co
Boyle & Patsy
Eddie Glrard Co
•Cy & Cy

W

ft

V

Stephens

Welch Mealy &
Roscoe Alls Co
to

M

fill)

Proetor'a 5th Ave.
2d half (25-28)

Wheeler

&

*Gates

3

Flnlay

Anderson A Graves
Huckleberry Finn
"Once Upon Time"
Boyce Combe Co
Bobbe & Nelson

(Two

to

fill)

1st half (29-31)

Gertrude Graves

Ward & Murray
It

Into

A

D:llon

&

Boyle

Parker

Joe Cook

P

Bremen & Bro

(Three

M

(Others to fill)
2d half (1-4)

Peggy Bremen Co

Sissle A Blake
*Chas Rlchman Co

Me"

."Kiss

Joe Cook
to

.

fill)

-

ALMINTOWN

to- fill)

Lyric
(Atlanta split)
1st half

.

BOSTON

B. F. Kelth'a

Nolan
Jas Grady Co
Munyshy ft Lachm'r
Mam my s Birthday
ft

Burke ft Burke
Fox ft Mayo

Young ft Wheeler
Renn & Cavanaugh
Hawaiian Serenadrs
ft Moran
Kitamura Japs

ALTOONA
Orpkrnm

Alva'z

Wheeler

Rov

Burns ft Wilson
The Randells

FOREIGN MONEY EXCHANGE
Drafts, Postal and Cable Remittances
International Travel Bureau, Inc.
136 Bait 42nd Street,. New York
(Ncir Grind Central Station)

Victory

(Columbia

Rlttle Bros

Morey Senna
ft

ft

L

Scott

ATLANTIC CITY
F„ Kelth'a

(Opening week)
Anderson ft Yvel

J ft B Morgan
Mljares
Fenton & Fields
Franklyn Ardell

Nan Halperln
Forde & Sheehan
Smith & Savaln

AUGUSTA

Grand
(Macon split)
1st half
& Spier

Stagpole

Jack LaVier

The Suttons
McCormack ft
Dolce Sis ft Co

Calvert &
(Others to
.

Shaw
fill)

JOHNSTOWN

Majestic
(Pittsburgh split)
1st half

Crayona Co
Pltsor

ft

2

W
H Armstrong Co
Eddie Ross
(Two

to

ft

ft

Mabel

Bergere
Walter C Kelly

BABTON

Reynolds ft White
"Playmates"

Faulkner
gC
ayataka Bros

Able O. H.
Dooley ft Oleen

Hobson & Beatty
Burke ft Burke

Lockwood

ft-

Vardon & Perry
Eva Shirley Co

LOUISVILLE

B. F. Keith's

Anderson
(Nashville split)
1st half
.

Amoros & Obey

Watior Fisher Co

Frank Gaby
Dave Ferguson Co

LOWELL

B. F. Keith's

W

Co

"Be Ho Gray"

Colonial

Eary
Lane

ft

&

Eary
Harper

&

Hendricks
Stone
Dunbar's Grenadiers
Olrls
Elsie White Co
Lord ft Fuller

GRAND RAPIDS
Empress

Dominion

S

1st half

Betty Eldort Co

& Dixon

Chanot

Rhoda & Crampton.

Klrby Quinn ft A
Dixon Bowers ft"D

MONTGOMERY
Grand

Ernie

&

Ernie

& Harrison
McDevltt Kelly A Q

A

Luck

Jean Barrlds

(Two

Khi-rlilnn

(Two

Sii.

.:;

Lyle

A

(One

May Foster Co
Ryan A Ryan
2d half

Gordon
Alaxton

PROVIDENCF.

Gcrmalne

May

NEW HAVEN

BIJon
Francettl Sis

Frank Frano
E A L Ford
McDermott A
(One to

Sis

.

City 4
2d half

A Ryan
Anna Ottan

'».

H

fill)

SPRINGFIELD

.'

Palace
Hip Raymond
Davis ft Walker
Johnson Baker ft J
"Reckless Eve"
2d half
Clayton ft Clayton
Bert A Lewis
"Heir for a Night'l
Evans A Wilson
Sabbott ft Brooks

WATBRBURY
Poll's

A

Gordon

Germalne

Claxton A May
Jack Marley
"Mabel Be Careful"
2d half
May Foster Co
Droon Sis
Floronce Hackett Co
Marguerite Paduln
Clevel'd

Bronnor Co

2d half

WILKES-BARRB
(Scranton split)

(Two

to

A Smith
fill)

Poll's

1st half

Tho Mitchells

.

"Lots A Lots of It"
Tip Top 4
Schepp's Circus

•

'

S

Hanson 3
Watklns A Williams
langton

"Kiss Mo"

Ward A Raymond

ft

Jack Marley
"Little Cinderella"

Bert Errol

DR.M.J.CARY

&

"Welcome Home"

E, F. Albee
Black A White
Ted Dooley Co
Rose A Moon
Margaret Young

2d half

Bronner Co

Clevcl'/l

Sis

Tho Brlttons

H

Florence Hackett Co
Marguerite Padula>

Dalton A Craig
Jack Inglis

(Ono to

ft

fill)

Palace

Zam

I'OIiTLAND
B. F. Kelth'a

Ara

to

HARTFORD

Gordon A Day
La Pinet-ft Emery
Hunting A Frances
Transfleld

i

Pelle

Sig Priscoe
Orth A Cody
Creole Revue

fill)

Virginia

E & L Ford

Rev

Taylor

Chief Zat

Elm

Mile

2d half
ft Pelle

ft

McDermott

Sports

De Voe

$

Palace

A

Harry Puck
A Burch

Ryan

fill)

to

Davis

Johnny Neff
Jarvls Footllg't

Millard & Marlin
Porter J White Co

Princess

•

Dalo

(One to fill)
Poll's
Plaaa
(WilkeB-Bnrre split)
A Williams
1st half
Martyn A Florence
& Smith
in Pekln"
Babcock ft Dorllda

'

Nightons

Emmett Brlscoo Co

MONTREAL

to

"Peek

(Johnstown

MeVleker'a Theatre Bid,.

Raymond & Schram

Equlpmint

Watklns
Langton

Shaw

DENTIST

The Paynes

Dyor Co

Johnson Baker A J Jean Barrios
Harry Puck
"Reckless Eve"
"Mabel F« Careful"
SCRANTON

Jesters

Tracy ft McBrlde
Espe A Dutton
Frank Conray Co

4

to

2d half

Davis
Al Jerome
2

Clare

ft

Anna Ottan
Welcome Home
Mile.

PITTSBURGH

READING
Majestic
Rome A Gaut

\

ft

antf

Davis

Poll's

.

"Creole Fash Plate"

CHICAGO nSMSfofc *

Huber

BRIDGEPORT

Thos E Shea Co
Francis Kennedy
Bessie Clayton Co
Kane Morey A M
Leonard A Wlllard

Dally

fill)

Joe Browning

Poll Circuit

.

Blrnes

Sheldon

2d half

Sis

Sheila Terry Co

B. F. Keith's

Elray Sis
Chas Wilson

The Glockers

Warren

D.ugan ft Ra vmon.1
Claudia Coleman
Victor Mooro Co

PHILADELPHIA

Brlscoo A Rauh
The Hennlngs
Mr A Mrs Melbourne Goo Kelly Co
Bert Kenny A Nob'y Henri Scott

Mang & Snyder

...

Hippodrome

Hmin 9 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
CAPITOL THEATRt BLDO.
NEW YORK CITY

3

Keith's Palace
Sherwln Kelly
ft

YOUVGSTOWN

Tuscano Bros

nmmmKanSi
DENTIST

Jarvls

2

ft

L

dr.

split)
1st half

Grand

ft

Jimmy Hodge

*3

8«otc»

split)
1st half

Countess Verona

MACON

split)
1st half

Lots of It"

8chepp's Circus
2d half

•

PETERSBURG

Raymond

ft
ft

"Lots

Crawford A B
Columbia A Victor
Maleta Bonconi
Marie Cahlll Co
Rockwell A Fox
Grey A Old Rose

Sis.

Century
(Newport News

Lillian

(Augusta

Ward

TOLEDO

Lewis J Seymour
MoWaters A Tyson
Wanzer ft Palmer

:_

YORK

Opera House
The Brlttons

B. F. Keith's
Alice De Garmo
FolllsVGIrls

fill)

OTTAWA

Chong & Moey

Lowe Evans

Georgalls

v.
'
:

to fill)

Morey 8enna

Eva Tanguay

Noodles Fagan Co
"Four of a Kind"
"The Real Mr Q"

Bon Bednle
Wellington Cross Co

4 Melodious Girls
Billy Glasson

fill)

ERIE, PA.

split)

Stanley

fill)

Barbette
Elida Morris
Slayman's Arabs
Clifford A Wells
Allan Rogers
"$6,ooo a Year"

1st half

Kramor & Boyle
to

(Two

B. F. Keith's

M

3 Weber Oirls
Dave Roth
Anna Held Jr

(Two

A Rule
Ginger Snaps
SYRACUSE

Academy

Arthur Hustln
Herbert Clifton

D Shoemaker Co

4

NORFOLK

Harmony

Neal Abel
Challon & Kike

Reynolds 3
Melville

Sunshine
& Wells
"Frolics of Youth"

B. F. Kelth'a

'

J J Jon os
ft Nelson
Frances Prttchard
Walter Browc"Over Seas Rev"
Zardo
The Naces

Bobbe

Rahn ft Beck
Cunningham ft B

ft

to

WASHINGTON

Blfon

I

(Two

Bert Earl ft Girls
(Others to fill;

SAVANNAH
(Jacksonville spill)
1st half •

(Mobile split)
1st half

'

M

(One to

Smith ft Austin
Emll ft Willie

Holmes

(Richmond

(Others to fill)
2d half
Jones ft Jones
Shea ft Carroll

Leona Lamar
Geo Jessell

Olympic

split)

CHATTANOOGA
Fox ft Mayo
Nell O'Connoll
Rlalto
(One to fill)
McCarthy>A Storn'd
(Knoxvllle split)
2d .half
„
Flshor & Gllmore
Nolan & Nolan
1st half
Jim
Jas Grady Co
O ft Perry
MOBILE ,
Murphy & Lachmar
E A Foster
Lyric
Goorgle Campbell Co. Mammy's Birthday
(New Orleans split)

The Lelghtons
Bob & Tip Co
CINCINNATI
B. F. Kelth'a
The Sllverlakes
Mabel Burke Co Sam Llebert Co
Geo MacFarland Co
Sully ft Houghton
Mabel McCane Co
Ruth Roye

Bert Howard
Texas ft Walker
Rae E Ball ft Bro

G ems"

3

UTICA

OoUmlal
Mallen ft Case
Otto ft Shendnn
Catherine Powell Co

Alfred Farrell

NEWPORT NEWS

ft

"Only Girl"

Chandon
"

Temple

Belle Montrose Co

HIJ.MI

Gau tier's Brleklay's Torzart
Austin £ Allen
Grey ft Byron
Cartmell & Harris Du For Boys
Valerie
Co

Mack

ROCHESTER

Janet of France Co
River A Arnold

1st half

"•

Emily Barrel!

Bessie .Clifford

2d half

Gaynell

AI Raymond
"Not Yet Marie"
Ward ft Van
The Brlants
DETROIT
*
Temple
The Mayos
Warren

fill)

Hewitt ft Mitchell
Connolly ft Webb
J & M Harklns
6 Nosses

Princess

Paul Levan

Shea's

Chas Henry Pets
Dave Harris
Sampson A Lonh'rdt
"Fall of Evo"
Sybil Vane Co

Helen Tflx ft Sis
Geo Rose nor
3 Danolse Sis

NASHVILLE

Martolio

TORONTO

RICHMOND

(Louisville split)
half

KNOXVILLB

(Chattanooga
•

Days

for It

VARIETY

rare

The Duncdlm*
Foley ft liaTwo

Kranz & La Salle
Billy Fern Co

Earl

me

Lyric
(Norfolk split)
1st htlf

Frazer A Bunco
Black ft Dardanolla

Lunette

Day

Chums
Dunn
MAM
Hungarian Rhaps'y

M

Gardner ft Hartman
(One to fill)
B.

Buzzell

split)

1st half

Florida 4

ft Kraft
ft Parker

fill)

2d half
Aerial Valentines

•Fannlo Rice

.

2d half
Sullivan

(Others to All)
2d half (1-3)

Beaervations for All .Steamere at
Companies' Bates

Academy

Brown

ft

ft James
•B Casey Co

STEAMSHIP TICKETS

Frltchle
split)

1st half

ft

Klein

ft

Slager

Helm

CHARLOTTE

ATLANTA

Marguerite

Race & Edge

^.laAbalf

Masters

.(Two to

•Blanche Franklin

Murphy

New York

In

Address

.

Bevan & Flint

"Color

Percival Girls
Billy Rogers

<

CHARLESTON

Stephens
Roscoe Alls Co

Quirk

Willie Hale & Bro
1st half (29-31)

Columbia.
(Charleston split)

Now

Is

Dawson
(Petersburg split)
Larry Comer
1st half
Gabby Bros ft Clark Parshleya
JERSEY CITY
Leonard ft Porray
Keith's
Mullen ft Francis
BF
Breen Family
2d half (26-28)
(Ono to HID
McNamee
NEW ORLEANS
Cook ft Vernon
Palaee
Maud Fealy.Co

'

Mario Twins
Edna Nlckerson 3
Eddie Foyer
Christy A Bennett
Maud Earle Co
Dobbs Clark ft X> :
Elinore ft Williams
COLUMBUS
Valeska Suratt Co
B. F. Kelth'a
Olsen ft Johnson
Reno
(Two to fill)
Dalsey Nellie
BUFFALO
Bert Baker Co
Hb.cn*. "
Dorothy Brenner
Wilbur Sweatman
Swor Bros
Harry Holman Co
Nonette
Hallen & Hunter
Jim Thornton
Lazan
Donald Sla
Dalsey ft Nellts
DAYTON
Cora Y Corson
B. F. Keith's
(Two to BID
Nathan Bros

1

2d half
Dooley ft Oleen
Hobson & Beatty

(Birmingham

Royal Gascoynes
Lady Sen Met
J R Johnson Co
Sabina ft Goodwin
Grace Huff Co
Fred Berrens
Rooney Bent Rev
DIers ft Bennett

COLUMBIA

&

"Putting It Over"

Orphenm
Nolan

CLEVELAND

Ermy'n Pets
Mabel Sherman Co
"Honor Thy Chlld'n"
Astor ft McGtnty
Revue DeLuxe

N. Y.
Proetor'a

O'Malley
Sis ft Stern

B. F. Kelth'a

Kalama

1st half

.

Flnlay

ft

International

Henshaw & Avery
(One

Gates

Arcade
(Savannah spilt)
..

<

Jack McAullffe
Welch Mealey ft

Dunn

Aerial Valentines
2d half
•Jupiter & Mars

Emma

Green

Lyric

Palet

Mossman

ft

(Others to fill)
Kelth'a Prospect
.2d half (36-28.)
Luba Meroff Co
Pinto ft Boyle
(Others to fill)

•

Murphy. ft Klein
Eddie Glrard Co

Ward

Tabor

-

.

(Two

fill)

1st half "(29-31)

Lea

Vernon

ft

Edwards

Julia

1st half (29-31)

allien
Claire Vincent.
4

ft

Cook

(Others to fill)'
2d half (1-4)

Lee

Kelth'a II. O. II.
2d half (25-28)

Cooper

Tom

Shaw

Calvert

C Nugent

BIRMINGHAM

fill)

Kelth'a Orphenm
The Patricks
Edward Marshall
Lovenberg 81s ft N
C ft M Dunbar
"Love Shop"
G Yeoman ft Lizzie

.

Kelth'a Riverside

Warden Bros
Ellnore Cochran

J

JACKSONVILLE

Lawrence

Lamps Co

OP CHICAGO

YONKERS,

ft

Dunham &

Yates & Reed
Alexanders ft E

Harry Bines
Blossom Seeley Co
Alice Hamilton
Princess

Herman

ft

Wm

Elaine

ft

Chlcolllhl

Mack

ft

ft Hart
Oscar Lorraine

Shaw

ft

Hayes
1st
"A Modern Mirage" Law ton

Collins

Maryland

Wilson

ft

The Randalls

m BHYANT84rM2

Hartley 3

.

Regan

Wilton Sisters

Burns

Proetor'a

Bevan A Flint
Ward & Murray
Bronson ft Baldwin

Emma
Alv'z

ft

Lucy Gillette
a Wilson Bros
Diane &' Rublni
McLallen & Carson
A Frledlander Co

.

BALTIMORE

Kelth'a Baahwlek
Selblni ft Grovlnl
Rome ft Cullen

Musical Johnsons
Molly Fuller .Co

Marguerite

Dunn & Wheeler
International Rev

Santos

BROOKLYN

.

Scott

YOUNG

.

2d half (25-23)
•Wright ft Wilson
Calvert

Hartman

B. F. Kelth'a

Under jOar Bxcloalve Management

jjgJjjQUWBf

ft

INDIANAPOLIS

(Others to -fill)
2d half (1-4)

Harry Taylor
Dorothy Rogers Cq
Slager & James

Kelth'a Colonial

Donovan

.

&

fill)

1919"

Amedlo
Luba Meroff Co
*

'

Sophie Tucker Co
Wright & Dletrioh
Trlxfo Friganza
Georgie Price
La Toy's Models

AL and HARRY
With Shnberto' "Gaieties of

Sullivan

Gardner
(One to

2d half

BROTHERS

2d half (26-28)

Jean Devereaux Co
Huston Ray A B
Franklyn Ardell Co

Dickinson & Doag'n
"Under Apple Tree
Moran ft Wiser
Rao* Samuels
Mosconl Bros
Vera Sabina
(One to fill)

Arco Bros

KLEIN

St.

*L Hudson Co
Sammie Duncan

Cronln

ft

:aa

Proetoi*a>

Majestic
Rlttle Bros
Tip Top 4
'

(Two to fill)
MT. VERNON, N. Y.

M"

fill)

HARRIBBURG

WePUwd

-

2d half (1-4)
*B Casey' Co
Kingsley & Bened't
(Others to fill)

•Mme

ft

City

(One to

.

•

"Cronin's Merry

from

ERNIE

,'

.

Josephine Leonard
Lambert!
Do t son
,

Howard

Clara

IIIIIIIIIIIBaTaimaYJreTnTMBM

I

W

fill)

Den la

St.

.

i

MoCormick ft
Jason ft Halg

in which theie bills are printed doea not denote the relative importance of

a«ta nor their program poaltiona.
'Before name mdldatea act la now doing new him, or reappearing after absence
vaudeville, or appearing in elty where listed for the first time.

S3

HAMILTON
Balllot 3

rated.)

ar» grouped In divisions, according to the booking cattees they

(Others to

"Dainty Marie"
Lyric

In*

piled from.

Tho manner

Qulxey 4
Hormlne Shone Co

29)

IN VAUDEV1LLB THEATRES
week with Monday matinee, when not otherwiae

11
Will Oakland
Helen Keller
Spencer ft Williams

Brown

ft

LEO BEERS
Ploying Principal Cities in the World with
Julian Eltlnce Co.
•Sew

•

-

/

—

.;

{.

28
-

ARI YOU WOSKIWa NtXT WIIKf
OUR ACTS WgPTK KVMY WIIKI
The REAL
CO.

MGDUONG

ttwM

III

Predeetra ik ArtMre
Theatre bui.. n*»

NED BANDY,

Hanson

Poll's

Lyle

2

&

Virginia
"Little Cinderella"

Clayton ft Clayton
Bert Lewis
"Heir tor a Night"

(One to

Wilcox

ft

im

City 4
Jonia Hawallans
Plain

WORCESTER

fill)'

2d half

Frank Frano
Bcott Aukrey

Sabbott ft Brooks
2d half

Hip Raymond

(Others to

CHICAGO

fill)

KEITH

B. F.

Vaudeville Exchange, Chleag©

BATTLB CREEK

Billy Broad
"Pianovllle"

M

Begent

"That's My Wife!?
2d half
Bijou circus

BUon

Rose ft Thome
Venetian 4
Margaret Ryan
"Every Sailor"

..

Nash* ft O'Donnell
Venetian 4
2d half
Nixon ft Sans*

Rice

LAFAYETTE

Newton

ft

Great Harmon
Ramsdells ft Deyno

Family
2d half
Jessie Millar

BRANTFORD, CAN. Geo Damarel Co
Temple
(London

Norwood

split)

La

1st half

CRAWFORDSV1LL
Strand

Ford

"League of Nat'na"
Alaska Duo

DANVILLE
Hewitt

ft

V«

Palace
Juggling Desllle

Norwood

ft Hall
Joe Laurie Co
Musical Hodges
Bell ft Caron
(One to fill)
2d half

Stuart Girls

Borslnls Troupe

Newell

(Four to

& Most

fill)

LONDON, CAN.

Herman Lelb Co
Wood ft Wyde
Keno Keys ft Mel

(Brantford split)

2d half

1st half

Hunter

ft

DR.

Boom
Broadway

1493

Grand O. H.
Bassett

ft

Bailey

BEER, PHYSICIAN

J.

NEW YOBE

.

W

MerllesB
Sullivan

Meyers

Jane Courthrope Co Ernest Hiatt

Watson

Lillian

Byron Bros

Revue DeVogue
FT. WAYNEi

CITY

& Dorla
&

ft

Band

MUSKEGON

.

Regay

2d half
ft Lor'ne Sla

L Mortimer Co
Fallon

(Four to

8

Pink Toes
fill)

SAGINAW

GALT, CAN.

Billy

30

fill)

Scott'a O.

Kelly

Browns Musfc'1 Rev
Frank Bush '
(Two to

Brown

ft

Jefrras Strand
Curtis ft Buster

H.

ft Gay
Lang

& Dunbar

Collins

Nixon

ft

Calta Bros & Bea
Rarodells & Deyno
2d half
Juggling Deslisle
Stuart Girls

Watson
Adams & Thomas
JACKSON
Orphrnm

Lillian

Chas Mac Co
Browning ft Davis

2d half

Lees
Newell ft Most
Calts Bros & Bea
8

BOSTON

Wood & Wyde
Keno Keys

ft

Mel

KEITH

B. F.

Vaudeville Exchange, Benton

BANGOR

C

S Leonard
Duffy ft Sweeney
Lester & King
Gordon's Oljmpln
(Scollay Square)

Opera Honse
Jesse Franks
Can & Pierce
ft

Walman

W

H

ft

May

ft

Berry

Brown

ft

Corttez Sis

Mel Klee
Nancy Boyer Co
& Moore

2d half

*

Eckert
George Hearn
Baldwin ft Sheldon Brower

BOSTON
ft

Fox

Price

ft

FORD
with Julio tiling.

Br

Codman 8q

Ward
Vaughn

Dolly
Ethel

Ball ft Jack
2d half

and PRICE
c#.,

Optra

Indefinitely.

Hon*

Mulls,

P.

DeMont
Sheldon ft Hasina
ft

Wllkina ft Wilklns
White Hussars
2d half
Jack Noyan
Bert Melrose
Barlett Smith ft S

ft

Mewer

ABE

Baraban

1488

Imhof Conn
Joe Towle

Ford 81s Rand
Owen McGlveney

Leo Zarrell
ft Avery
ft Grabs

&

AC

MANCHESTER

Pelot ft Schofleld'

Randolph

I & I Adair

ft

H

Cranberries
Primrose 4
Prosper ft Marat

HALIFAX
Acker*
(3)

Noel Lester

Claire ft Bergman
Bell ft Bellgra.de

Elliott

Orpaetim

.

* "Flaabes"
Master Gabriel Co
Hudler Stein ft P

Roy

Arthur
Herbert ft Dare
Clara Morton
ft

NEW ORLEANS

,

Orphenaa

Lambert

Ball
Winston's Seals
ft

HALIFAX
Strand
<£>

Dancing Root*
ft Wright.
"Fining Furnace"
Arthur Geary
Martenettl ft S

Lamont

LAWRENCE

Orpheaaa
(Sunday opening)

Wast

Wm Rock

Bartlett Smith ft

8

ft Willard
2d half

Monroe

PORTSMOUTH

Plelot

ft

Schofleld

Vine & Temple
Rowland & Meehan

LEWI8TON
Mosle Hall
E Connors

Black

ft

Chapman

F Henry Co

WALTBAM
Waldorf

Kerr

ft

Ensign

White Rev Van ft Pierce
Boyd ft King

2d half

Musical McClarens

Ball

ft

Jack

City

CALGARY

DBS MOINES

(23-31)

(Sunday opening)
4 Mortons
Mason Keeler Co
Lyons & Tosco

Orphenm

(Same bill plays
Calgary 1-8)
"Ye Song Shop"
Mary Mable Co
Cooper ft Rloardo
Jerome ft Newell
Frank Wilson

CHICAGO
Majeatle

Whiting ft Burt
Grace DeMar

B & J Connolly
The Rozellas
Howard Clark Rev
Alan Rogers

Orphenm

Ruth- Budd
Early ft Early
Bob Hall

Nat Nassaro Band

DULUTH

Orphenm

John B Hymer Co

Elsa Ruegger
Harry Cooper
Marconi & Fltz
Burns & Frablto

Van

ft

Belle

LaMont Trio

Orphenaa
C«-81)

« (Same bill plays
Fresno 1-3)
Emma Carus Co
LeMalre Hayes Co
Harry Rose
.

,

S.

Samsted

Marlon

ft

fill)

I

8
'

Brown ft Jackson
La Bernlcia

Lee
Helene Davies
ft

Nestor

ft

ALTON

BBLLVTLLB

'

Wlllla

M

Maye

Austin

Bob Hardy "
Marks Dogs
CHAMPAIGN
Orphenm
The Stanleys
Lubln

ft

Lewis

"Let's Go"

Holllday
3

ft

Wlllette

Jahns
2d half

American
Howard & Lewis
(Five to fill)
2d half
& Bennett
(Five to fill)

Lee

,

Jack Geoge Duo
"At the Turn Pike"
Stan Stanley
(Three to fill)
FARGO. N. D.

Vance
Nevere

ft

K

Miller Smith ft
2d half

Hammer

Carl

Mahatma
OALBSBTOtG
Orphean
Hugh Johnson
Walton & Brandt
Lois Brocales
2d half
Jean Boydell
Asorla Trio

Creedon

ft

ft

Hammer

Toto

ft

ft
ft

(Two

to

GRANITE CITY
Washington
The Brads
Sam K Naomi

W

Lewis
Herron

Band

fill)

Smith & Kaufman
Gaylord ft Herron

"Honeymoon"
Frank Mullane
2d half

Swain's Cockatoos
Fuller

IA.

Colombia
Vernon ft Rogers
Billy "Swede" Hall
Fink's Mules
to

fill)

Reslsta
2d half

ROCKFORD,

ILL.

Palace

Jim

Little

Valentine

Vox

Lewis ft Norton
Bottomley Troupe
(One to fill)
2d half
Ines

ft

Centuary Serenad'rs
John T Ray Co
3 Ambler Bros

LOUIS

Columbia
Russell & Hays
John Geiger

W J Ward Girls
Jimmy Lyons
2d half-

Kimlwa Japs

Brlerre ft King
Rawls & VonK
Carlton ft Belmont

(One to

./

May

& Mack
JOLIET
Orphenm

Jerome

Arthur ft Leah Bell
Hamilton ft Barnes

White

2d half

Edw Rexo

Hall ft Shapiro
Imperial 5

KENOSHA, WIS.

H.

Claire

Monks

"to fill)

SIOUX CITY
Orphenm
McRae ft Clegg
Althoff Sisters

Dietro

Marmlen
(Two to

Sis

&

S

fill)

2d half
Bell

Eva

ft

Al Conrad Co
Josephine Hennlngs
Cleveland
C ft
"Last Night"
.
SO. BEND, IND.

M

Orpheuiu
Pierce

&

Goff

Chas Mack Co
Gonne ft Albert
Kate ft Wiley
2d half

Submarine F7
& Turner

Dunbar

Equillo Bros

"Manila Bay"
Fields ft Wells
(Three to fill)

MADISON

Orphenm
Wilson ft Van
E.

O.

Robinson
Caruso Co'

(Two

2d half
Lodl

ft

ft

Brady & Mahoney
Gallettls

BIJon
Lodl

Cummins

fill)

Grand

Little

BIBBING, MINN.

May

v

Owr

"The

Bill

2d^alf
Jim*

Wilson ft Van
Zeno & Mandel
(One to fill)

Virginian

Harvey Haney & G
Peggy Brooks
Jim McWIlllams
Bottorhley Troupe

(Two

Little

Bob White

fill)

DAVENPORT,

Dunbar 'ft Turner

WIS. Rawson

'

Majeatle

&

Brandt

Will Morris
Lee & Lawrence

Jermon & Mack
INTER. FALLS,
MINN.
Grand

CEDAR RAPIDS

Angel

& Ward

Orpkenm

La Graciosa

(One to

ft

Louis Brocades
RACINE, ILL.
Rlalto
Fields ft Wells
Al Roth Band

DR JULIAN SLEGEL

GREEN BAT,

ft White
Wiley

Howard

Hugh Johnson

Walton

2d half

Kedsle
The Seebacks

Gaylord
Al Roth

QUINCY, ILL.
Orphenaa
Creedon ft Walsh
Jean Boydell
Asorla Trio
2d half

ST.

Boshey ft Rlchro'd
Ott ft Bryant

Ronaire

Argo ft Virginia
Imperial Quintet
Follette Pearl ft
Borstal Troupe
2d half

Werner

Venetian Gypsies
(One to fill)

Carl

Walsh

FK'S, N.D.

John Geiger

Inex

ft

Bentley

ft

ft

Ermine Bisters
Boshey ft Richmond Vernon ft Rogers
Ott ft Bryant
(Three to fill)
Toto

3

fill)

Etnpreu

Kate

BRANDON, CAN.
ft

fill)

Murphy

Bentley

Venetian Gypsies
2d half
Jack Hanley
Sllber ft North
Chalfonte Sis
_

B

Grand

2d half

W
M Rogers
Jaok Alfred
(One to

fill)

2d half

Dancing KennyB

Musical Hunters
Brown ft Jaokson
Reslsta

Majestic

ft

(One to

(One to
Rice

Gertrude McGUl Co
Sims ft Warfleld
"Going Along"

Fields

2d half

BLOOHINGTON

LaPayne

Dean

ft

White Kuhns
"Love Bug"
Coley & Jaxona

8

Official Dentist to the N. V. A.
Bresdway (Patasm BalMIng). New York

Dewey ft Rogers
Centuary Serenad'rs
Alaska Duo

ft Girls
fill)

Mabel Blondell

ft

PEORIA. ILL.

Orphenaa
Jack Hanley

1488

Chalfonte Sisters
Hall ft Shapiro

Howard

Co

Mabel Blondell

EVAN9YILLE

ft

>

Fields 8
Coulter

ft

Nellie Bennett
(One to fill)

Walsh

(terre Haute, split)
1st halt

Bob White

Washington
Francis ft Fox
Saxton ft Farrell
(One to fill)
2d half
Gabberts

Belmont

Ward

Chateau

2d halt

2d half

4

Francis ft Pox
8axton ft Farrell
Phil Adams Co

Miller

fill)

ft

Ferro

Eddy Duo

Gardner

to

03HK08H, WIS.

Bandy

2d half

Loster

fill)

.

Girls
ft

to

Grand
Aloha Duo

Brbcra

Keena

Carlton

Ronair ft
Gabberts

fill)

2d half
Denton Co

(Two
.

Peggy Brooks
Ambler Bros
B. ST. LOTOS, ILL.

Vincent

ft

_ „
Arthur ft Leah Bell
The Brads

Comedy

Sisters

Stratford Comedy 4
Fink's Mules

Mahatma

Musical Hodges
Clayton ft Lennle

Hippodrome
ft King

Brlerre

(Two

HE

Fuller

ft

Moran

(Four to

Stuart ft Woods.
LaPetite Cabaret

Orpaenm

Jas B Carson Co
Polly Os ft Chick

Ryan

Green

Kimlwa Japs

ft

act

White

MOLINE
Palace
John T Ray Co

Empress

GRAND

Orphcnm
Vic Qulnn Co

D.

ft Vance
Gardner ft Revere
Miller Smith ft K

Duke & Duchess
LOS ANGELES
Chody Dot. ft M
Orphenm
The Cromwells
Henry Santry Band (Two to fill)
Morgan Dancers
CHICAGO

Hughes Duo

Stuart Sisters

State-Lake Theatre Building, Chicago

ABERDEEN,

Walsh

Alex
Jack Kennedy Co
Ames ft Wlnthrop
Ed Morton
Maley
Marino &

Gene Greene
Gord ft Cunn'ham
Brent Hayes
Btleh Clifton Co

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

Milt Collins

&

VANCOUVER
Orphenaa
Mme Petrova

WINNIPEG

SACRAMENTO

J Ward
(One to

Lightnera

Jackson

to

DECATUR

Grand

.

Ashley ft Dietrich
Choy Ling Hee Tr
Nitto Jb

Orphenaa
(Sunday opening)
Florence Tamp Co
Eva Taylor Co
Senses & Balrd
Rinaldo Bros

Adelaide Bell Co
KANSAS CITY
Morton ft Glass
Orphenaa
Palace
(Sunday opening)
Bothwell Browne Co
"Extra Dry"
Irving Fisher
& Douglas
Johnny Mlddleton TraverB
Stone
ft Hayes
Rigoletto Bros
Fay Courtney
A & F Steadman
Renault
Francis
Hugh Herbert Co
Steele ft Winslow
Stuart Barnes
Ivan Backoff Co
Jordan Girls
State-Lake
. LINCOLN, NEB.
Orphenm
"Trip to Hitland"
(1-3)
Mack ft Barl
Kenny & Hollls
Diaz Monkeya
Chas Grapewln Co
Martin Webb
Bert Fltsblggon
4 Readings
Bradley & Ardlne
Stanley & Berbeck
Duffy ft Caldwell
Ernest Evans Co
Lucille & Cockle
Morgan ft Gates
Pisano Co
Merlin

DENVER

.

Miller

New York

SEATTLE

Orphenaa
Rita Mario Orch
"And Bon"
Sandy Shaw
Mlrano Bros
Shelton Brooks Co
Wilbur Mack Co
Ishlkawa
"Rainbow Cocktail" Chas Howard Co

Orphenaa
Loster

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
Palace Theatre Building,

„

Orphean*
Alexander Corr Co
Hickey Bros

2d half

Harlequin Trio
2d half
Joe Wood

ft

OMAHA

K Benny

-

Mnoi

J

Jossryn ft
El Cleve

Orpheuae
(Sunday opening)

Ben

.

Valentine ft Bell
Mabel Johnstone

SAN FRANCISCO
4 Marx Bros
Mahoney ft Auburn

Sam Hearn
Ford ft Urma

White

Great Richard

Harry Jolson
Maria Lo
Kinney ft Corlnne
Bruce Duffott Co
Kennedy ft" Nelson

O'Donnell ft Blair
Lucas ft Ines
Bostock's School

0*Neil

ft

Ms

ft

(Three to fill)
2d half

"Poughkeepsie"

Revue Alexander Kids
Basil Lynn Co

2d halt
PORTLAND
J ft B Connors
Orpaenm
Josslyn ft Chapman Myers Moon Co
Bl Cleve
Rev Montgomery ft A
ft

wyle

ft

(Two

Stratford
.

Orphenaa (Sunday opening)
"For Pity's Sake"
Ryan ft Orlob

Edith Clifford

Frank Wilcox Co
Meyers ft Hanford
Musical McClarens

Black

ft

Coley

Angel

..

Colonial

Dawson

Empire
J S Blondy ft Bro
Gilbert ft Saul
Jack ft Nayon
B Gordon ft G Ford Whitfield ft Ireland
Preosler Klala ft S Holman Bros
2d halt

Billy Shaw's
Phil Baker

Avey

Gordon ft Ford „
Lawrence Crane Co
Eli

Girls

Byrnes ft Gehan
Sarah Padden Co
Libby ft Nelson

Frank Brown

Dolly Kay Co
Sheldon ft Haslam

Frank Markley
Patterson Trio

ft

Raymond

Walters

Lew Brlce Co
Bernard ft Duffy
W1U M Creasy
SALT LAKE

Dancing McDonalds Whitfield ft Ireland
Jean Adair Co
Permane ft Shelley
Chains ft Cortsu
Giuran ft Marg'le
Mystic Clayton -Co
Keene ft White
Dogs
Permane ft Shelley
NEW BEDFORD Herbert's
OAKLAND
"Pedestrlanlsm"
Gordoa'a Olrnpla

&

F ft O

Johnny Ford Girls
Scotch Lads ft Las
Riaito

MINNEAPOLIS

Palaoa
Prospes ft Maret

Brjeet 8884-41. y. o.

Murphy

"Sweeties"
Walthour ft P
ft North
Marguerite Sylvia Emersomft Baldwin Bilker
The Cromwells
Stephen Hall
Beth BerrijCo
(One to fill)
Jerome ft Newell
Robbie Gordone
2d half
Werner Amoros Tr The Stanleys
Palace
Wlntergarddn Girls Gus Edwards Co
Lubln ft Lewis
Smith ft Kaufman
ST PAUL
"Let's Go"
Marshall Montgm'y
Orphenaa
Grace DeWlnters
Jeannette Chllds
(Sunday opening)
3 Jahns
Thelma
Creasy ft Dayne
DUBCO.TJB, IA.
Cliff Bailey Duo
Bohaef
Sylvester ft
Male* tie
Carl McCullough
Claire Forbea
Swain's Cockatoos

Scott ft Christie

881

2d half
ft Virginia

Argo

Watts ft Hawley
Walter Weems
Howard's Pontes

Girls
Holllster

Barber ft Jackson
Jack Osterman

Burnette

2d halt
Saul
Gilbert

FEINBERG

I.

BROADWAY-awHi

Thirty amfct* alty or **/ to iaars

Orphenaa

Majeatle

Stevens

.

ST LOUIS

MILWAUKEE

Ensign

ft

Keeler

Frltsl Scheff

Enrol DeGroff
Jassland Naval 8
Muriel Window

Co

Moss ftjrrye
Johnny Ford

DoUy Ward
Kerr

Nan Gray

Orakenaa

LYNN
Gordoarn Oirmpla

Gertrude Van Dyke Cranberries
Bond Morse
Vine ft Tempi* _
Blanchette ft DeV Mystic Clayton Co
Vanentlne ft Bell
3d half
Chas Edenbury
FITCHBURG
ChalUs ft Cortau
Colonial

(Sunday opening)
"Little Cottage"
•Bessie Remple Co

PAULINE

•

DORCHESTER

In graham

El Dora Co

Shaw

ft
ft

Burke Walsh ft N
CAMBRIDGE
Waldorf
Gordon's Central Sq
Joe Dealey ft Sla
Frank Brown
Bond Morse
Bert Melrose
Billy Hart Co
Daniels & Walters
Gertrude Van Dyke
Dolly Kay Co
Scott ft Aubrey
2d half
Dunbar's Singers
Juliette Bush
2d half
Elliot ft West
Monroe & Willard , Jesse Franks
Walsh Bros
Faden 3
Keene cV White
Hussars
White

Dixie Morton Co

Boston

Byron

3

Gordon's Oljmpln
(Washington St)
Cervo

"Girl in Air"
(Two to fill)

"Allen

H

ft

Sans

"Rolling Along*'

2d half
Melvlns

Htnkle

ft E Kuehn
Dawson

Adair
Wllkens ft Wllkena
Pedestrianlsm

2d hall

Pink Toes

30

E

Regent

Palace
J ft P Hall
RoeeB
"Look Pleasant"
L Mortimer Co
Billy Shone
Brown's Musl'l Rev Equillo Bros
4

Frank Bush

M

Kurt
Ell

Putnsm Building

218,

Collins &J>unbar
Follette Pearl ft

ft

Meehan Brown

2d half

Colonial

.

ft

-.

•_

V

MEMPHIS

Walters
Hanford
Frank Wiloox Co

Great Richard

LOGAX9PORT

FLINT

Curtis

Rowland

.

"Rolling Along"

ft

2d half
.
Joe Laurie Jr
(Five to fill)

*

Mlss'lppl" s
2d half
Pierce ft Goff

Billy Shone

Werner
Walter Baker Co
(Two to fill)

,

"On

Frank Rogers
Nash ft O'Donnell

Palace

Ford

Jessie Miller

Rice

BIJon
Bijou Circus
Billy Broad

Jane Courthrope Co
Rice ft Newton

Hewitt

ft

O Demont

ft

fill)

LANSING

Billy

F

Hall

ft

Bernlvlci

(One to

Lang
Kelly ft Day

n

Strand

Meyers

Chas Bdenbury

KALAMAZOO

BAT CITY
Jack Alfred 3
Margaret Ryan

Daniels

Madden
Faden Trio

Herman Lelb Co

Btjoa
2d half
"That's
y Wif e"

BROCKTON

.Burke Walsh

City

srr*»t

:

Elm

Romalne

"RubeviUe"

Evans

,

Davis ft Walker
Dale & Burch

Jim Martelle
Chief Little Elk Co
Cahllt ft

Y«k

nm

Gab. Mgr.

•-....-

VARIETY

*

(Two

to

fill)

SPRINGFIELD

,.. Majeatle
Aerial Eddys

DeWlnters
Misses Weston

Grrice
3

HEMMENDINGER

Jewelers to the Profession
LlllgRTY BONDS ACCEPTED
Tel. Joaa
U JOHN ST. VBW YORK

*TI

tmim

;-?-'

-.

'

"

-;•'-.::-:

.'-- ../

have deilrable vaadcvillt novelties «f
all kinde from the peni of varlooa author*,
for aale or royalty.
FOR INFORMATION. ADDRESS
I

New York

City

Fox
Flying Weavers
Gordon Duo
Id half
Leon Stanton Co
Marshall A Walton
Brewster
Murray Leslie
Boudinl ft Bernard 0n Auntie"
2d half
Hampton ft Blake
The Florlnls
Faker Bros
Arthur Lloyd
KNOXV1XLB
Cook & Oa t man
Saaab
Hal A Francis
Llnko ft Llnko
4 Volunteers
Drissoll ft Weatcott
l^OSTOV
Mullaly
MeC'tby Co
Orpkrum
Mills
Smith
ft
Rose * Dell
Military Itevue
Harper A Blanks
half
24
Blair A Crystal
Donahue ft
j»
Lew Welch & Ce
Senator F Morphy The MeNaughtons
LaHoeaft Uupreece
Golden Troupe

Ezra Mathews Co

"League of Natl'a"
& M Rogers

W

Cummins & White

"Going Along"

TBRRB HALTE

2d half

Kaufman & Besse

(Evanavllle split)
1st half

Cordon

Gypale Revue

-

*M

'

(One to

Delmar

ft

-

Fawnette

Hippodrome

fill)

MARCUS LOEW
Maw

Putnam Building,

NSW YORK

CITY

Amerlcnn
Johnson A Crane

2d half
Erford's Whirl
Jewell & Raymond

Mlnnettl

I

&

Sldelll

RoUnd & May*
LaFollette & Co
£ Keller & Chums

Eddie Heron Co
Harry Van Fassen

A

Butter

Dell

Belmont

Avenue B

Purcella Girl*

8

Loughlln & West
Mystic Hanson 8
Arab Troupe

Frank Stafford Co

2d half
Monte & Parti

2d half
8

Imperial- Four.

Sisters

Royal Uyena Japs
<
Lillian Durkln
Mr A Mrs N Phillips

KWeU.

Billy

Victoria

Musical Waylands
Howard .Kane A
"Married Via Wire"
Zelaya

M

The Gaudschmldts
2d half
Kitaro Japs
•

Jesate Reed
Henry & Moore

i

'

Chyo A Chyo
Bernard **t Merritt
Hearts A Flowers
Imperial Four
Erford's Whirl

Hippodrome
Spencer ft Rose
Ryan ft Moore
"Honeymoon Inn"

Wm

Sis to

Randow

Trio
2d half
Swain's Animals

A Sldelll
UeKalb
Dressier A Wilson
Bobby Van Horn
Walter Low A Co
Swartz A Clifford

Ford

Chyo

St Clair

A West
Weber A_Elllott
Loughlin

The Gaudschmldts

ft

Goodrldge

ft

Purple Lady Wins

Burke

Chyo

Durkln

ft

Basket"

"Girl In

DETROIT

Fulton
Dance Fantasies
Lillian

Durkln

Weber

Colonial
Allen Clifford

ft Elliott

Fred Rogers

ARTHUR J. HORWITZ-LEE
At
buwaYiNU
Lam

l»

Triii

I
Greeley Se.

The Perrlnls

Offla

Imum

McConnell ft S
2d half
Paul Petchlng- Co

& Fields
Pearl Abbott Co

Moore

Overholt

Young

ft

Delancey

Pnlnee
Canarls ft Cleo
Allen ft Moore
Primrose Minstrels

Bobby Henshaw
The Scrantons

LaFollette Co
(One to fill)

2d half

St.

Macks
Frank Juhas
Jessie Reed

LeRoy
Alexander
LAG
Harvey
Eddie Carr Co

Concentration

Dunham

ft

Payton

Maxlne Dancers

Aerial

ft

Ward

Gangler's Ent'rs
2d half

ft

Edw'ds

Warwick
LeRoy ft Alexander

Allen

The Perrlnls
ft Moore
Moore ft Fields

Doris Hardy Co
Murray Livingston
Maxlne Dancers

Concentration

(One-to AH)

Bobby Van Horn
Sutter ft Dell
National

2d half

Canarls

'

Cleo

ft

Bernard A Merritt
Gormley Sisters Co Howard Kane A M
Jones A Johnson
Ward Bell ft
Eddie Carr Co
(One to fill)
Tilyou ft Rogers
ATLANTA _
Paul Petchlng Co
Grand

W

2d half

LaDora

The Forlnls

Beckraan Arthur Lloyd
Abbysslntan Trio
Cook ft Oatman
Pearl Abbott Co
Hal & Francis
Swartz ft Clifford
4 Volunteers
ft

Orpheam
2d half
McConnell ft West Llnko A Llnko

Ward

ft Gory
Driscoll ft Westcott
Harriett Lltt
Mullaly McC'thy Co
Hamilton & Rawson Mills & Smith
Military Revue
Billy K Wells
BAKERSFIBLD
Odlva ft Seals
Hippodrome
2d half
Dressier ft Wilson The Fostos
Octavo
Rice ft Graham

Rolland

ft

Ray

Bobby Henshaw
Odlva A Seals
Boulevard

Granville

A

2d half

Olga Fedora's Dogs Chong Toy Duo
Abbysslnlan Trio
Jones A Georgia
Henry ft Moore
Daisy Dean Co
.

Al Fields

4

LaDora

Lutes Bros

A Beckman

Dill

Posters

Farrell

•

-

FALL RIVER

2d half
Ross A Dell

A Blanks

Harper

Lew Welch Co
Blair A Crystal
Golden Troupe
FRESNO
Hippodrome
Chong Toy Duo
Jones A Georgia
Daisy Dean Co
4 Bill Posters
Lutes Bros

A La Mont

TAC
7

Breton
Brownies
Rogers

Cortelli A
4 Sol a res

HAMILTON
Loew

A

Caplane

2d half

MEMPHIS

Chlsholm A Breen
Lane A Plant
Lee Art Sextet

HOBOKEN
Loew

'

Nippon Duo
Hal Johnson Co

(Two

to

fill)

2d half
Better*

Bros

Lyceum

MONTREAL
Loew

Russell ft^DeWItt

Bennett Twins

I4S3

Granville Jk Fields

(Same

-

-

Stockton

bill
1st half)

KASIIVILLB
Loeve

The Bimbos
Henry J Kelly
Jimmy Rosen Co
Walmsley A Kent's
C°
M0M

uiStt"

Fox Benson CO
Gordon Duo
Leon Stanton Co
Brewster
Boudinl

ft

Bernard

NEW ORLEANS

Kennedy

ft

Kramer

University Trio

Healy Co
Halley A Noble
Barnold's Animals
Jeff

2d half

Col Dimond Co
Bonner A Powers
•Til Say So"
Arthur Rlgby

Montambo

A

?Xn

Nap

NEW ROCHELLB

Murray Livingston
Arab Troupe
OK.I.A. CITY. OKLA
Liberty

Blorrdell

ft

Co

Lane A Moran
Horllck ft S Sis
GALVESTON. TEX

Lavells

.

A

OAKLAND

Bell

Pantager

DENVER

.

Love ft* AV "bur
Nalda Norrlne
Peerless Trio
Jovedarh DeRadjah

LaFrance A Ken
Tip Yip Yaphanks

EDMONTON

Texas Comedy 4
Hip & Nap

Little

OGUBN

.

Pnntaaes
(1-3)

Henry & Adelaide

Pantaatrs

Fashions

(Sunday opening)
Win ton Bros
Gertrude Newman
Bender & Meehan
Business Is Bus

DeVogue

Flake

A

Fallon

Miller ft Capman
Plplfax A Panlo

Glasgow Maids

"Oh That Melody"

Four Melles

Chung Hwa 4
Weaver A Weaver Great Howard

GT FALLS

,

Pontages
(30-31)

(Same bill plays
Helena 1)
Carllta A Lewis
Abrahams & Johns

Wllla H Wakefield
Nevlns A Gordon
Walters ft Walters
"His Taking Way"

LONG BEACH

PORTLAND

Pnatnaes
Fred A Anna Pelot
Reynard ft Jordan
Perlera Sextette

Sherman Van

ft

H

Florence Kayfleld
Berlo Girls

BEGIN A, CAN
Pontnici'S

(29-31)

(Same bill plays
Saskatoon 1-8)

The Mlllettes
"Del A Phone" .
Seven bell Tones
Jennings ft Mack
Carly A Latght
Riding Lloyds

Kanasawa Japs
(Two to

TEX

Hajeatle

Hugo Reo
Murray Girls
Mrs Gene Hughes

plays

Chris Rlcharda
Gertrude Hoffman
The Sharrocks
Ward ft Dooley
.

A

Butt
Kloter

.

Ebs

& Reany

Harry Green Co
Venlta Gould
Princess

ft

a j ah

LITTLE ROCK

Orpkesma
Bartholdi's Birds
.

Frescott
Beatrice

Lydell

ft

Macey

"Hengo Snoes"
2d r<alf
Ergottls Midgets

Bayea

A Steele

Ross

A Hope E

McK Co

Wanda

Terpsiekdrean 2 •

'

A Douglas
to my
WICHITA PALLS.

Pllcer

(Two

Majestic

Mme

ft

Selma Brsats
2d half

Xanasawa Japs
Lillian Herlein
Ellis

TULSA. OKLA

Keating

Majestic

Kltner

.

fill)

SAN ANTONIO

(29-81)

ft

rs-a

Speck

Mnjeatlo

Melnotte Duo

Wm

ft

Ac Wallace
2d half

Powers

Lydla Dairy
Indoor Snorts

.

Four Danubes

Bayes

HOUSTON, TEX.

bavage
Basil ft Allen
Rucker.A Winifred The
Haberdashery
Laurie Ordway
Prince

Hsjestle .
Ergottls Midgets

8

S Jazz oand
Comfort A King
"Begin of World"

Simpson A Dean
Arthur DeVoy Co
Rose ValaydA

HAH

A

The Crotghlons
The Honey Boys

Anderson

MINNEAPOLIS'

Hauch

PINE BLl'FP

Hajeatle

Morgan

'
Pnntnges
(Sunday opening)

Parnate's

Selma Braatt
(One to fill)

FT WORTH. TEX

bill

Co

Hajeatle
Bartholdi's Birds
Keating; & Ross
Beatrice MeK Co

•

U

"Holiday In Dixie"

City

Wallace

MUSKOGEE

Austin 1-3)

Mary- Ann

ft

(One to Ml)

Vernon Stiles
"Man. Hurt"
Brendel A Burt
"Four Acos"

(Same

Chas Olcott

CALGARY

Pantnaea
Lt Berry ft Miss
June A Irene Melva Marconi Bros
Ferderlcks A Pal'r
M Hamilton Co
Kingsbury ft U.
Baron Ltchter
2d half
Kennedy ft Kramer Eddie Phillips
Glides ft Phillips
Universi ty Tr io
Brazilian Heiress
9 Kraay Kids

Elroy Sisters
Waiters Wanted
Lee Nash
Royal Trio

Ed

fl

Powers

Hayden A Ercell
Nursery Land

Sully Rogers

Naw York

Harriet Rempel

The Plcktords
Duncan A Caslar

Pantages

.9

Robinson's Elep'ts

Palac Theatre Building,

T

"Act Beautiful"
Superlative' -Three

J C Mack Co
Frank Morrell
as Japanese Revue

4 Solares
(2-8)

Raymond Co

LOS ANGELES

y
(Same*"''!?' plays
n d af
Anaconda
31; Mis
Hanford aOi
sou la 1»
Rlalto A Lamont
Nelson's Katland
T A C Breton
Lonnle Nace
7 Brownies
Walter A Dyer
Cortelli A Rogers

Intern'l

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT.
Majcstle

and Chicago Offices

p

Novella Bros

Royal
LeFevre
GAM
Hy man Meyer

DALLAS, TEX.

Dorothy Roye
Bertram May Co
Lelloy & Dresdner
8 Tasmanlans

(27-30)

Archer ft .Belford
Ray Lawrence
Yorkov S Ward ft Kins

ft

Dancing Dorans

2d half

BUTTE
<8

-

_,
5 Partowara
Forest A Church
WACO. TEX.
Hap Jack Gardner
Orpaveom
Stephens ft Brunn'le
2d half
"Rising Qenerat'n"
Norvelles
The
OKLA
MUSKOGEE.
Estelle Sully
Broadway

Yonnge

Pantnges

Hippodrome

%

Hodklns-Panttf s> Beekthgs

TORONTO

Yaquls

Leo A Edna Miller
Gus Erdman
Arthur J Finn Co

Lester

*r.

'VICTORIA

Derkln's Dogs

"Bird Cabaret"

Oruham
Tom Linton A Girls

Evans

N«w York

Hope Vernon
Valand Gamble
Hazel Kirk Trio
Empire Comedy 4

ft

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

A Meyers
MODESTO

Bernard

2d half
3 Purcella Girts

Evans

ft

Girls"

Fred Allen
Asahl Troupe

Psstages
Gypsy Trio
Mars den. A Manley
W. Fenner Co
Gorman Bros
Chas Althoff

'

(2-3)

The Fostos

Elroy Sisters
|
Waiters Wanted
Lee Nash *
1 Royal-Four

te

Co

Corrodlnls Animals

2d half

LAO

ft

Frank Warner

2

Be

"Girls

Howard A White
Hickman Bros
The Corinthians
WICHITA PALLS
Howard & White
Wichita
Hickman Bros
Mler A Gibson Girls
The Corinthians
•AN ANTONIO. TEX Ths Youngers

Carr Trio

Rice

McGrath A Deeds

(28-29)
i
The' Norvelles
Estelle Sully..

-

(28-29)

Cooke ft Hamilton
Ruth Curtis ft. Band Qulgley A Fttzger'O.
"Temptation"
Wilbur ft Girlie
WACO. TEX.
IAN ANTONIO, TEX
Hippodrome
Prince**
Swain's Animals
Lester Raymon Co
Keal ft Stewart
Dorothy Roye
Tom Davles CoBertram May Co
LeRoy & Dresdner Coscla & Verdi
Stelner Trio
6 Tasmanlans

Brown

(One to All)

Prince

Hippodrome)

Williams A Daisy
Ethel Johnson ,

Loew
H White Co
Harvey
Eugene Emmett
Vera Burt A Step's Six Va Steppers

HOUSTON. TEX.

mento 1st half)
TAFT, CAL.

2d half

The Bimbos
Henry J Kelly
Jimmy Rosen Co
Walmsley ft Keat'g
Moos Adolphus Co

Al

Brown

•
Sakato.Trio
"
2d half
Sacraas

Pope A Uno
Henry ft May
C Hansen A Boys
Peacock Revue

'

..

Lucie Bruoh

Green A Pugn
M Samuels Co
Jones A Sylvester
Ted. Shawns Dance

DePage

•-

Lawrence Johnson

Billy Miller

Pantages)

Haas Bros

Jefferson

''(Same

.

P

VANCOUVER

DALLAS. TEX.

"Let's Get Married"

A Ooss

Otto

Aleko Panthea A
Qulnn ft Caverly
"Oh Mike"

(Sunday Opening)
Frisco
Roster ft Dog

t

STOCKTON

'Hippodrome
2 De Lyons
B A E Mather

Beth Stone Co
Beulah Pearl
Nine O'Clock

Crescent

Wells

Weber Beck A F

,

Kaufman ft Lillian
Klpp A Klppy
Flying Weavers
Carr Trio
SALT LAKE-'
Billy Miller Co
C amI no
Harry Uoulson
Corrodlnls - Animals J ft P Mattis

2d half

Rlalto

Senator F Murphy
Golden Bird"

I

"Some Baby;'

!

Gene Hamilton Co

i

ft George Co
Cooper A Lane
Chic A Tiny Harvey

2d half

Co

Sis

A

Patrick

SEATTLE
Paatages
Harvard Holt A K

Tony

Bonn

ft

Hallen

Fred Hughes Co
Booth A Nina

Girls of Altitude

Fields

Claude Wade
Linton. ft Girls

T

A Ryan

Christy

Edward

Harvey DeVora S

Al Lester Co
Harry Lee

Ward

Bohn

•

Bhlrley Sli ft Bernle
2d half

Enamett'a Canines
ST. LOUS
Gnrrlck

A

(Two

2d half
Gangler's Ent'rk
Harriett Lltt

ft

ft

Geo A Mack
"Which Shall
Marry"
Royal Four

Paataarea
Phil La TOBka.
Perrone A Oliver

Paatages

/*

.

TACOMA

SAN FRANCISCO

'

O'Neill

ft

Wood

"On High Seas"

HIU's Cltcus

Blossom Balrd Co
Mabel Darrell Co

2d half
Harry Fisher Co

Hippodrome

Geo Randall Co
Wllhat Troupe

Empire
LaVlne Trio
Minnie Harrison

Payton

Hippodrome
Lockhardt ft Laddie
Rose Garden
Mahoney-A Rogers
Gruet Kramer & G
"Go Ahead"
Anna Eva Fay

Brttt

Eadle A Ramson
Bob Albright

SPRINGFIELD

Broadway
J Clark Co
Geo Stanley &

Bernle

rley sis

Frits

College 5

Foely

Denny A Donegan

Stanley Wilson Sis
Knight A Santelll
6 Royal Hussars

.

Sis

iuhk.

Eddie Heron Co
Edw'ds McConnell ft West
Royal Uyena Japs Chas Ahearn Co

Dunham

"

&

Hanley

i

Four Laurels
Henry Frey

.

Sanaroff Trio

i

2d half

l'antagea

Pantages
Bullawa Girls

Caesar Rlvolt
Hippodrome,
(Sunday opening)
The Spartans

ft

SPOKANE

Bud Snyder Co
SAN DIEGO

Nina

ft

Fisher

•

George Co

"Golden Bird"

LOS ANGELES

Potaia BIOS..

to All)

—

,... ......

Henrlette Deserrle

White Bros
& Bvart
Geo L Graves Co
Helvey & Brill

Lawlor

ft

Will H Fox
Adair
Adair
Kimball A Kenneth Huyler A Bann

Flaj er Pay CaatracH

.

Octavo

:

BAB

Casino
(Sunday opening)

W m bacramento
&

KRAUS,
inc
INC.
haw

BAST AND WEST

State St.

N.

A B

v

...

-.

Ward A King

SAN FRANCISCO,

Johnny Clark Co
Mabel Darrell Co
Blossom Balrd Co
Andrew Mack

2d half

Wilfred DuBola

Booth

Lane
C ft T Harvey
Andrew Mack

Women

Dayton

2d half

v

Goeti A Duffy
Eldrldge
Bert Stoddard

& Ryan

Edward Farrell Co
Fred Hughes Co

Romer

ft

ft

Cooper

Bonner A Powers
•Til Say Sof
Arthur Rlgby
Montambo ft Nap

DAYTON

Chas Ahearn Co

Gormley Sisters Co
Jones A Johnson
McConnell A S

Frank Juan,*

Moyer

ft

2d half

Christy

Emery

Col Dimond .& Co

Neal ft Stewart
Davles Co
Coscla ft Verdi
Stelner Trio

Tom

Zelaya

2d half

A

DALLAS. TEX.

Inn eg Bros

Stafford A DeRoss
2d half

Olga Fedora's Dog*
Marie Russell A Ce*
"Married Via Wire"
Demarest A Colette
Mlnnetti

Al Fields
Danoe Fantasies
Lincoln Square

Tyler

CLEVELAND
Liberty
BROOKLYN
C ft E Frabel
Metropolitan)
Manning ft Hall
Ward Bell & Ward, g Harrington Co
W
»«*ry- An trlm
m^I Mr. N Phillips Fred LaRelne Co

,

Pantages
Mori Bros

Hippodrome

Adair ft Adair
Kimball & Kenneth

PROVIDENCE

Tony

Conroy ft O'Donnell Al Tyler
Klnkaid Kiltiea
Charlotte' Trio

Walter Low Co
Howard & Bernard The
Scrantons
Long & Ward
(Two to (ill)
Tilyou ft Rogers

.,,„

SALT LAKE CITY

•AN DIEGO

2 Ladellas

(One to fill)
LaVlne Trio
Geo Stanley ft Bis* LONDON, ONT.
Minnie Harrison'
Loear
Al Lester Co
8 Maxims
Harry Lee
Burns A Garry
Gene Hamilton Co "Turning Point"
Barnes A Freeman
CHICAGO
McVlckrr'a
Cabaret DeLuxe
Cook Mortimer ft H
2d half
Grace Leonard Co
Allanson
Mayo ft Nevlns
Butler ft DeMutb

Bros

tine 3

Stone

2d half

York City

--.--

••

••
.

29

Graier

..

Alice's Pets
-

r-

•••;-

..

Carlisle

.

Stan Stanley
(Three to All)
WINNIPEG
2d half
Strand
Russell & Hayes
Holllday ft Wlllette Dancing Kennedys
O McGfil Co
"Love Bugs"
81ms ft Warfleld
8 White Kuhens

Lady

'

VARIETY

BALTIMORE
2d half
Jeff Healy Co
Wilbur ft Lyke
Halley A Noble
Hlppordrosne
Phil Davis
CunDlriKharn & D
Barnold's Animals
Gllroy Dolan ft C
Dora Hilton Co
CITY
KANSAS
Wilson ft McAvoy
Wardell & Doncourt
Garden
F ft M.Hughes
Friend A Downing
Beth Stone Co
F1TTSIIURGH
S Autumns
Beulah Pearl
Lyceum
BUiMlNGHAM
Mne 0'CloclC
BIJua
Kaufman * Lillian J ft 8 DeLler
J ft T Weir
Benson Co

Patsy Smith Announces:

1562 Broadway,

-

.'

V

TEX

Maleatlc
Palfrey Ball A

Green A Myra
Magic Glasses

James

B
•..

Cull en

.-

Whirl o« Variety

IN AND OUT.
McLaughlin and Evans out of Syracuse and Paterson.
Danny Simmons's illness prevented
him from opening at Loews Fulton,

Brooklyn, the first half, with Sam
Milton substituting.
The Elvera Sisters were forced to
cancel their first half at the Playhouse,
Passaic, N. J., because of sickness.
Chief Tendahoa replaced them.
\
Oscar Loraine canceled Louisville
this week to be with his son during an
operation on the latter.
Ed and
Minnie Foster deputized.
The father of George Peduzzi (Creole
Fashion Plate) dropped dead while
traveling on a train Monday to his

home

in

Baltimore.

The

father

had

been visiting his son.
Peduzzi can*
celed Toledo and Grand Rapids, with,
Anna Chandler substituting.
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This

The
Kind, Queen

them

oim

CHING

al 1

JAZZ
A NEW

IDEA

BY HOWARD JOHN*

Awarded a distinctive
service medal lay
the song

all

birds,

A brand

PICT
BOOR

BY HARRY WILLIAMS
& NEIL MORE.T

IT

BY
lllliiiui

NO

HOWARD JOHN

ifiuiiiiti

YOU CANT GO WRONG
WITH A FEIST SONG
111IIHI!

liililll

Itlltllili

213

Woodward Ave.

LOS ANGELES

.Oayety Theatre Building

MILWAUKEE

INDIANAPOLIS
..122

UHIIII!!!

KAN8AS CITY

DETROIT

Pembroke Arcede

134

.

Grand Avenue

836 San Fernando Building

BUFFALO
485 Main Street

i

CINCINNATI

PROVIDENCE

710 Lyric Theatre Bldg.

S11 Caesar Mlsoh Bids*

PITTSBURGH
312 Cimerphone Building

)

»

r*

LEO
711 Seventh
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POftEMOST Hll
a pip!

"OK!

LINGS

What a hit is

is

.«e«B*B»w 99

**>

ZAAR

RAG SONGS
N & ETHEL BRIDGES

.

-

m

m feature

\

OVING

"0"0"OtOHO
BV ARNOLD JOHNSON &*

BALL
a hit

its
iON &>

BYRON

GAY.

;

'•...,

v

WHO WROTE

&heVAMP

!

JOE 3ANTLY
llllinim

A
A STAGE HIT

SING

BE
BOSTON

I ST,

Inc.
NewYorK

181

Tremont Street

iiiiiiiii

FEIST SONG

PHILADELPHIA

SAN FRANCISCO

Globe Theatre Bldg.

Pantagea Theatre Building.

MINNEAPOLIS

NEW ORLEANS

CHICAGO

tit Pantagea Theatre Bldg.

115 University Place

Grand Opera House Building

SEATTLE
301 Chlckerlng Hall

ST. LOU 18
Calumet Building

TORONTO,

193 Vaetge 8tre«t

^CLEVELAND
Bllaatena Building

i

a

VARIETY

NEW

PALACE,

:

WEEK

YORK;, THIS

(March 22)

i

FLO

JOE

/

A

MORRIS

(v

CAMPBELL

and

i

%
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NEXT TO CLOSING

•

&.,

NEW SHOWS

ASSOCIATED BOOKING OFFICES

routine.

WILL CUNNINGHAM.

Coupled with them for applause hon-*
ora
final

came "The New Teacher," In the
spot.
This la the Avon Comedy

Win Move from

Four's old turn, fashioned for the email
time. It waa surprising the laughs they
won after the long session (It waa eleven
when the act was throush). The routine
la much the aame aa done by the Avon*,
but It naturally lan't dona aa well. But
for pop booking "The New Teacher" can
headline.
In their singing the quartetmeasures up fairly well. The tenor led
'the first number, "Bylo," and there waa
but one other act, that coming at the
finish

with ""When

It

Comes

to

Suite 308,

General Manager
Salts 1015, Consumers' Bldf, to

Woods Theatre

Marshall

Building, Chicago

Mr. Cannlngham withes to notify all sets and producers that they can beek their
offerings direst and have a psrsenal Interview at all times, as always. Member of
V. M. P. A. •
Standard "sets sf merit going «ast er west can break their Jamp at the
.
PALACE THKATBB, DETROIT. MICH.. Detroit*, most popular family theatre.
Telephone: Randolph 1141.

Loving

Suits 308,

Myrle Walter
Nadell Leo
7

Newman

WOODS THEATRE BLDG„ CHICAGO

With the picture starling
'again at eleven, the show ran till past
bill,

'

anyhow.

ibea

midnight.

AMERICAN" ROOF.

V
.

The Ideallatlcally balmy outdoors was
too much for the Roof's prospective
patronage, and aa a result business waa
off Monday.
At that, the orchestra floor
was pretty much populated, the balcony,
alone betraying any signs of a dearth of j
Following Harold Lloyd's
Inhabitants.
latest comedy, "Haunted Spooks." by far
the best of the Inimitable begoggled
comedian's releases, Tate and Tate
opened with a «omedy acrobatic routine.
It is a pot pourrl of hokum, comedy,
tumbling, dancing, mugging and trampoline work. The couple were not slighted
In the least. They should do for a similar spot In the better houses. Mowatt
and Mullen (New Acts). Dance Fantasies filled In nicely In tbe third spot
Henry and Moore, who are using the old
"At the News Stand," held next to closing the first half spot In great style.
Henry still persists In using a "kasotskt"
number that Is aa offensive as It Is
poorly handled. Then, too, he is getting
away with the beat parts of two otherstandard acts, Ward and Van and Ben
Bernle, with his "impressions," even
though they are announced aa such. The
pseudo-stage hand business sent the act

Mmuierlpts Bons ttoe—Theeirlcal Utters
work S ipediUjr. Delivered MBit da*.
ff RA UTTER CO. Ml West 4tsd
Mt7Br» Mt
Ituili

St

sending for nail ts VAKHXT,
address Mall Clerk,

_POSTCA RPS. ADVgimsiNO OR _
cijlar urrrims will not ta ad-

headlined and
closed the first half.
Jack Del man Is
doing the "leader" role created by Sam
Mann. The aklt runs 20 minutes. It
throughout.
fast
clip
maintains a
The McNaughtons, a mixed team, reopened Intermission with a song and
dance routine that was liked. The boy
possesses a' pleasing and powerful voice
which he uses to good advantage. The
miss makes an attractive picture In her
abbreviated frills, and is a good straight
They finish with a
In the crossfire.
strong parody medley.
Bobby Stone and Co. .with their "Hearts
comedietta,
musical
Flowers,"
and
seemed to please, particularly the blackface .comedian. But It remained for the
Innes Borthara to deliver the wallop
with their talk and dance. The Three
Eddys, a male acrobatic trio In clown
get up, closed to a spare house, through
no fault of their own.

7

New.

ORPHEUM, NEW ORLEANS.
New

Orleans, March

24.

initially,

their

Jumping

elicited

com-

mendation. Secondly, Green and llyra
struck responslvely mainly through the
violin playing of Green, who carried
the act across neatly. The sketch "And
Son," played by Paul Decker and Co.,
brought uproarious laughter until near
the end, when an Improbable finish deSleted Its final appeal to some extent.
Lharum did approximately as well, augmenting the returns through excellent
showmanship. Louise Dresser and Jack
Gardner ran through their moment vivaciously, the light raillery Indulged In
carrying springtime ebullience. George
Austin Moore, sporting his overseas uniform, achieved bounteous success with
his stories, several of which are new.
Oak*? and Dslour gave the performance

Tsuda Harry
Tupper Irving
Turner Ernest

Van Anda
Vsn Alkeb Alex

Wm

Vincent Sid
Virginia Dainty

Parker Stella
Paulsen Willi*
Paj ton Corse
Payton Blllle
Pearce H L
Pearson Carl
Perry Geo

Waidrldge Harold
Wallace Jean
Wallace N ft O
Ward Joe
-

>.

PALACE, NEW ORLEANS.
New Orleans, March

'.

Pistol

Potter
24.

Splendid show at. the .Palace the* first
part of the week that proved a aotld
succession of hits.
Ed. and Mayernle
John
created whirlwind of applause.
and 'Winnie Hennlngs were In high favor for the major part Mr. and Mrs.
Melhurn were r.oyally welcomed. Bert
Kenney was the cause of- the colored
section, attracting the largest business
ever. Kenney Is a special favorite with
the dark folk here, and he fairly panIrked them. When he remarked that he
called his mamma loaded dice because

she had such winning ways, their yells
could be heard for blocks.
Mang and Snyder superlatively developed went through their routine amid
frequent outbursts of applause. The best
Show In months.
v

sVunveL

t

SUNDAY BILL

IN ALBANY.
Albany, March 24.

Leader"

A receptive audience Monday evening
evidenced unusual appreciation of the
present complement of acts at the Orpheum. Clinton and Clinton appeared

Olln
Osterfelt

iSamutl,

c

Among

.

amusement

affecting
the
legislation
interests, a bill has been in-

in the Assembly amending
Section 2154 of the Penal Law, by
striking out present provisions and prohibiting
Sunday picture exhibitions
where an admission fee is charged.

troduced

This

West

bill,

is

advocated

by

George

New York

Civic League
and is aimed to both destroy the commercial show on Sundays and retain to
the churches the right to give Sunday
night shows at which a "collection
will be taken up.
West has as yet been unable to have
anyone introduce the picture censorship bill and it is not known whether
it will be introduced or not this year.
The "New York Stale Conference of
Mayors having gone on record as being
against state censorship of motion
pictures, it is. entirely unlikely that a
censorship bill would get very far this
late in the session even if introduced
this year.
of the

"STILLS" WITH MOTION FILM.
Henry Cronjager, head cameraman
Marshall Ncilan, has invented an
attachment for the camera which, it is
claimed, will take "still" pictures of the
action of the different scenes at the
same time the motion picture! are being taken.

for

y

Acuaho Gracye
Alexander John
,

Allen Florence ,-

Fams

ft

Fox Mae

Barnes Caralyn

French*
Frlaeo

-

Bennett Chas

Benton A Shone
Blaney Irene
Eowman Jim
radley

Bradley

H

A

Lltt

Gallagher Peggy

Mr
Goodman O B

Hager

Cavanaugh Lucille
Cava nna ugh Earl
Chandler Joseph

Chapens The
Chapln Lee

Harder

WH

Milt Gertie

Dennis Gertrude
De Shelle Dorothy

De Stacey Frank
De Valery Leon
De Vera June
De Vere & Lewis
Dillon Eva
Dlvely Rea
Doherty Jim

Dunn Harold

B

Xeefe John
Keith Frank
Kelly Frank Most'n
Kennedy Jack
Kimball Herman
King Mazle
King Helen

Lane Henrietta
Leigh ft La Grace
La Rose Ssely

Everest Frank
Everett Flossie

Leon Etta
Leon! Trio

Peggy

Maud

at Clair Cscll

Scullen

Mao

f

.

LllUon

DeVoe Frank

Dqlan Gertrude K
Germalne Florrle

CHAS. ALTHOFF
HEADLINING THE

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
Sole

Management

Spokane
SpokesmanReview

March

Xeane Gladys

Eliot Maurice

Fauvett

.

" Chteag* OBee

Athos P Mrs
Chadderton

C

Jardon Dorothy
Joyce Jaok

Eary Fred A Ethel
Elfman Bessie

Fay Mrs. Eva
Fay nes Mrs Varl

Young Peggy
Toung Emma

James Walter

Dutton James

Farrell

Wm

Teakle Walter

John Golden

Knapp Harry

Fagan Noodles
Fallesen Nina
Fanchon Edna

Ryan Maud*
,
'

Hart Madge
Harvard Chas
Henry Arthur
Henneques Heles
Hent Chas
Hicks Trlxle
Hlenman Lawrence
Hill & Hale
Hoey Geo
Hoffman Muriel
Holbrook Florence
Hope Ruth
Howard Jack
Hudson ft Jones
Irving

De

Richmond Harriet

Wlnton Violet
Wright J F
Wrlgbt Walter

Richards Edwsrd

Wm

'Chrysler Virginia
Church Alice
Clucaa Carroll
Collins Geo
Conell Jack
Cunningham Carllse Irhmsc Tina

Dalah Sidney
Davles Jack
DeUroot Frank

5 eynolds Max
Ring Blsnche
Richardson Brae*
Orvllle

Harrison Leicester

Wlndom Ma*

ex Trio.

Rodgers
ROSS Helen
Ross Harry

Goodwin

Halllgan
Halls Prank

Wilder Marlon
William* Lillian
Wilson Franoss
Wilson Sue
Wilson Rellly
Wilson Billy

Reddy Jack
Ray Held Dolly

Quyer Mae

Hanes Alice
Cain Vera

Camla Willy
Campbell Florence
Carroll Joaepb
Carvel Miss C
Castle ton Barbara
Catlin Helen

•

Reavla Ruth

v

Gray Glide

A

Webster Harry
Wells Frank
Wort man Lloyd
Wbltesldes Phoebe

•

-

Rsnd Valley
Rand Marva
Raven B R

Gibson Alex
Giles Hilda

ft Conley
Haxel

Weber Harry

Qulnn Paul

Garbell Albert

Burke Eddie
Busey Dabett*
Burton Richard

Qulnlan Dan

<

Emma

Green Grace
Greene Marios

Webb

•

ress Florence

Frances Mabel

Gillian

Earle

Wm

Prince Meryl
Pullman Kate

Forbes Marie

Brooks Alsn
Brooke Monte
Brooks & Harris
Buchanan R t
Buckley Irving

Warren

Lew

?owera Jack

Ferry Tony
Follette J
Ford Margaret

Baker Leah
Baker Buddy
Bard Dorothy

Barnum Geo
Bingham Virginia

W

Totten Jos

Wm
Hollo

a lightsome tang, the tripping disclosed
holding enough color and versatility to
keep the spectators seated to the end.

Sug Edna

Oaland

LETTERS

'

off big.

"The

Morons; Frank
Noamaa Elsie

Norton Ned

Typewriting and Murtigraphing

Bynco Mr

Tombes Andrew
Ton-Caro ft CO

Nell

Ney Frances
-

Stanley Lea
Sylphlde Sisters

Taylor
J
Tarian Mr
Thompson' James
Thurber ft Tnurser
Tlghe Harry •--...
Tolman Mart*

Murphy Geo
Murray Lola

and Swarts.
Fortunately there wereJkut four try*
out acts, since the length of the "River's
End" feature made for an extra time

Covert

Morrell Bel va

i,

,

ft'

Mendelson Abe
Moran Tom
Morgan Jim ft B
Morgan Beatrice

Monday, March 29

the Qlrls." The act could have encored.
In the aot are Casaell, Kramer, Weill

i

MacDonald Robt
SchenVFrltst
McKay ft Carl
Bears Glsdys
McKay Geo
Shea Evelyn
Johnaon ft M'Kenna Sheldon Louis
Manley F G
Sheldon Van"
Mann E
Shepard Peggy
Bhrlner Joseph
Margerum Mabel
Marietta Robt
Soule Helens
Morrison Lee
Bpellmelrs Leonora

THIS WEEK.

(Continued from page 26)
boys were not bo long of getting laugh*,
but finished atrongly with a neat dancs

8th, 1930

Charles Althoff

seems to have
added a lot of

comedy business
with the violin in
bis rustic classic,
"The Sheriff of
Hicksville." This
not only
masterpiece
Is

makeup

a
f

Lorayne Paulette

and
method, bat Althoff
can also
play the violin
pleasingly.
He
was given a big

Lowe

reception.

•

Leonard Frank
Lewis Cleo
Llbonatt Geo
Llebert

Sam

Lille tie

Irene

Lynch Bay

I

I-

•

—
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Were

"I Wish All Managers

Same"

the

>•-

Here's a ^'small time" manager who greets the artists at rehearsal, sees that they get the best
"possible hotel accommodations, refuses to tolerate "Simon Legree" stage hands, conducts bowling
parties for the artists after the show at night, and in a pinch, essays a part in a sketch to keep
the act from having to lay off. In thanking him for the spirit shown, Mr. Albee observes that he

managers were the same."

."wishes all
"

•

.

i.

>

'

i

/

.

my

'

:,

Manchester Amusement Company, Inc.
••

•'.-.

Manchester, N. H., March

;

.-

4, 1920.

A.-

MR.E.F.ALBEE,

'

.

...

.

'_
:

'

Palace Theatre Bldg.,

New York

-

.

/

•

City.

Dear Mr. Albee:
I have read with a great deal of interest the numerous
letters I have received from- your office in reference
to the .treatment the artists have received from different managers throughout the United States, but I see
that the majority of these are from what we term "the

With Very kind wishes,
Yours

you this letter. I just want to tell
you that we "Small Timers" are doing our best to make
the performer feel that he is human.
\
We are handicapped at the start because we do three
shows a day and naturally the actor comes in not
feeling any too favorable towards a small time house.
I am jnst going to relate my own humble idea of how

W:

S.

•.

THE REPLY

I
i

In the first place, I meet them on the stage, as the
brother big timers do, at rehearsal and make myself
acquainted. Then, for their information, I tell them'"
personally the best restaurants and the hotels that cater
to the profession.
have one hi particular and I
have inveigled the proprietor into having a card room
and other little comforts for the boys.
have also
formed a little bowling club and we meet after the show
and bowl. This seems to be a sort of recreation that
they all like, including the women.

We

We

For instance, last week we had five acts and every*
one, including the ladies, participated in our games
show. Some bowled for the first time in their
lives; others were experts at it.
have no "Simon
Legrees" on our payroll and I do not tolerate any of
my crew abusing any of the performers and I have
finally, convinced them that to receive good treatment
from artists you must give them the same treatment
I have also informed them that if these 'artists come
in with grouches they should not antagonize them hi
any way, for their conditions are different from ours.
If we don't get a good night's rest it is our own fault,
it isn't theirs.
They have to take late trains and early'
trains and as they are usually of a nervous temperment
I have told
stage crew that they must make excep-

'

after the

We

my

tions.

I

'

13th, 1920.

<

/

MR W. S. CANNING,
My
it

•'.•^, '',;.,m"...:

'

Palace Theatre,
Manchester, N. H.

>'

";•

..

.'•.

',

i-

:-vV

•
.

dear Mr. Canning:

.

:•:

'..,

:..*

......

:

have yours of March 4th, and would have answered
sooner, but I have been out of town,
»

I

I read with much interest your description of the
conditions that arise in your theatre and the manner
in which you handle them. I wish all managers were
the same.

v*j

[

(

1

;i"

,-.
:-

••(

I have sent your letter to every manager in the
United States as an example of what one man can
if he has the disposition to help. Please accept my
sincere thanks. Keep up the good work, and also
explain to the artists that if they expect improvements,
they must help themselves by being members of the
N. V. A. and get the benefits that accrue therefrom,
such as being taken care of when they are sick; money
loaned to them when they are in need; having their
organization and the Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association to appeal to in any, grievance.

5
•

.-'.-.

•,

- .4-1

;

I

am sure that when the artists

fully realize that the

managers propose to deal with them' through their
organization (the N. V. A.) in the most liberal and
considerate way,, they will support their organization
interest in it as the managers are
taking in the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, and by their co-operation with the N. V. A.
bring about these good results. With sincere good

W
:

do

,
|

A
9»
'4k

'

.

:jm

and take as much

wishes,

s

lam,
(Signed)

E.

F.

....
.'

.;•

-'«

->
'

<

Cordially yours,

A

short while ago I played a sketch hi which the
leading man was taken ill after the first performance.

ii

•.

I

March

.

greet the different acts that play here.

*

*

M

justified in writing

!

..
,

CANNINGS

'

I

•

4

A

you

I play ten acts a week and the favorable comments
hear from the treatment received from the different
managers along the New England States make me feel

I

•MM

.'.--.

•

sincerely,

(SignedV

i

I am going to take the liberty to
that I think the "small time" managers are
-taking as much interest as the big time managers.
ttell

i

I do not want to appear egotistical in this but I want*
to let you know that some of us small timers who are
so handicapped at the start, do just as much toward
the lightening of the actor's burden as the big fellow.

big time houses," so

'<

v

.

>

It. was out of the question for me to replace the act
that night so I got the other two people in the act to
come to
office and I sat down and wrote the part
of the sick actor and played it for the next two days
without any compensation. I am not an actor but in
a case of emergency we can do most anything.
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Scott Tommle
Scott Sylvia

Mareeno Mike
Marks Benny

EDWARD

CROPPER

7%«s Week's

Headline™

P Mrs

Wllkernon

May George

White Irene
Walker & West

Nay George
Raye May

BURLESQUE ROUTES
(Merck 28-AprIl 8)
"All Jazz Revue" 29 Majestic Scranton
5-7 Armory Blnghamton 8 Auburn 9-10
Inter Niagara Falls
"Aviators" 29 Gayety Louisville 5 Empress Cincinnati.
"Bathing Beauties" 29 Gayety Milwaukee 6 Gayety St Paul..
"Beauty Revue" 29 Star Toronto 6. Academy- Buffalo.
"Beauty Trust" 29-21 Park Youngs town
1-3

Grand Akron 6 Star Cleveland.
29 Empire Albany 5 Cas-

•

Behman Show

•

Show in Town" 29 Columbia Chi-v
cago 6 Gayety .Detroit
"Bon Tons" 29 Gayety Washington 6
Gayety Pittsburgh.
"Bostonians" 29 L O 5 Gayety St Louis.
"Bowerys" 29 Perth Amboy 80 Plainfield 81 Stamford 1-8 Park Bridgeport
'.•,".
5-7.
Cohen's Newburg 8-10 Cohen's Pough-

ino Boston.
lljj

1

"Best

||o
If

llhr iu*i*
\l'H

1

Ji

.,"

•

HP

keepsie.

T*

$39.00

$55.*

Ms.

(as

"Broadway Belles" 29 Century Kansas
City 4-5 Lyceum St Jose.

REGULAR

$55.00

$80.™
(m

llluatrated)

Full tin; til fibre; 12 hansers. hat and ihM
box, dn •tarsal doer covers, baegor Motion.
laundry ba*. Ogaraataod Are years. Mada
medaily for an by Indeetruotn foiu.

This Is the

"Burlesque Review" 29 Gayety Rochester 6-7 Bastable Syracuse 8-10 Lumber g Utica.
.... *
"Burlesque Wonder Show" 29-31 Cohen's
Newburg 1-3 Cohen's Poughkeepste 6
-Gayety Boston.
"Cabaret Girls" 28-30 Gayety Sioux City
5 Century Kansas City.
"CrackerJacks" 29 Gayety Baltimore 5
Folly Washington.
Dixon's "Big Revue" 29 Worcester Wor'

Illustrated)

Hard fibre la and cut: fall elzo: 12 hastate:
mada to out ait the hardest tbaatrioal net.
A raaarkaUa trunk which will oott exactly
double next aaatoa.
I

Cut Week for Me!!

cester 5 Howard Boston.
"Follies of Day" 29*31 Bastbale Syracuse 1-3 Lumberg Utica 6 Gayety Mon-

Jnat a» even the boat of you actor folki will play • eat week occaiionally to let the manager* aee your act, ao I offer thla opportunity
•for yon to

treal.

"Follies of -Pleasure". 29 Victoria Pitts-

burgh 6 Penn Circuit.
"French Frolcls" 20-30 Lyceum St Jose
5 Standard St Louis.
"Girls a la Carte" 29 Gayety Boston 5
Columbia New Tork.
"Girls de Looks" 29 Casino Boston 6
GrandHartford.
"Girls from Follies" 29 Gayety Brooklyn 5 Gayety Newark.
"Girls- from Joyland" 29 Penn Circuit 5
Gayety Baltimore.
"Girls Girls Girls" 29 Gllmore Springfield 5 Worcester Worcester Mass.
"Girls of U S A" 29 Miner's Bronx New
York 5 Casino Brooklyn.
"Golden Crook" 29 Gayety Omaha 5

LOOK ME OVER!

In addition

to

tho two "big- time/' apeclala above Illustrated,
I absolutely guarantee to

Save You from $15.00
•'

$45.00

to

on any Theatrical Wardrobe Trunk yon

select.

.

,

y

i

B

{

•

.'

/ Offer Every Standard Make
INDESTRUCTO—OSHKOSH—MURPHY

r

Gayety- Kansas City.

"Grown Up Babies" 29 Haymarket Chicago 5 Gayety Milwaukee.
Hastings Harry 29 Empire Newark 6
Casino Philadelphia.

BELBER-NEVERBREAK—LIKLY

Take
Trnnka

will

It

From

Hayes Edmund

29

Empire Hoboken

Star Brooklyn.
"Hello America" 29 Lyric Dayton

Me—

6

5

Olym-

pic Cincinnati.

"Hip Hip Hurrah" 29 Gayety

&

Star

mrely be higher tk«n"«Ver next aeaaon; ao come in. make your
yon don't need it now, I will hold it nntil yon do.

St

Louis 5

29 Gayety Montreal 5

Empire

Garter Chicago.

Howe Sam

selection*, if

Albany.
"Jazz Babies" 29 Howard Boston 6 Empire Providence.
Kelly Lew 29 Gayety Buffalo 5 Gayety
Rochester.
"Kewple Dolls" 29 Empress Cincinnati 6
'

MY GUARANTEE!
Every trunk

I aell ia

guaranteed

five y earn* actual i err ice,

Lyceum Columbus.

"Liberty Girls" 29 Columbia New York
6 Empire Brooklyn.
"Lid Lifters" 29-31 Armory Binghanuon
1 Auburn 2-3 Inter Niagara .Falls 5
Star Toronto.
."London Belles" 28-30 Berchel Des

YOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU WANT IT
NO QUESTIONS ASKED

$9.50

A collection of slightly

soiled

TO

theatrical

dress and
trunks.

Moines 5 Gayety Omaha.
"Maids of America" 29 Hurtlg & Seamon's New. York 6 Orpheum Paterson.
Marion Dave 29 Casino Brooklyn 6 Empire Newark.
"Midnight Maidens" 29-1 Broadway Camden 2-3 Grand Trenton 5 Trocadero

SPECIAL

IMPORTANT
iW

steamer

Philadelphia.
"Million Dollar Dolls" 29 Palace Balti-

$18.00

All standard

more 5 Gayety Washington. .
"Mischief Makers" 29 Gayety Minneapolis 4-6 Gayety Sioux City. "Monto Carlo Girls" 29 Gayety St Paul
6 Gayety Minneapolis.
"Night Owls" 29 Majestic Wllkes-Barre
•

REGULAR

makes.

•

$16.50 to $30.00

Twenty yean
!

trank "game" have taught
trnnka performera muat have.

in the theatrical

!

I

Have

me

at great saving's to yon!

COME

IN

to

produce the

5

ville.

"Parisian Flirts" 29 Folly Washington
5 Bijou Philadelphia.
"Parisian Whirl" 29 Gayety Kansas City
5

EDWARD CROPPER
n

Gayety

"Paoe Makers" 28-29 Grand Terre Haute
30-3 Park Indianapolis 5 Gayety Louis-

v

yon need one or not.

208 West 42nd Street

5

Toronto.

PREPAID MAIL ORDERS FILLED

7thA%nue

29 Cadillac Detroit 5 Bngel-

wood Chicago.

"Oh Girls" 29 Gayety Detroit

AND LOOK AT THEM

—whether

Majestic Scranton.

"Oh Frency"

Them —

BryaZtlm

/

L

O.

"Peek a Boo" 29 Empire Toledo 6 Lyric
Dayton.
"Razzle Dazzle" 29 Empire Providence
6 Olympic New York.
"Record Breakers" 29 Standard St Louis
4-5 Grand Terre Haute 6-10 Park Indianapolis.

Reeves Al 29 Star Cleveland

5

Empire

Toledo.

Reynolds Abe 29 Jacques Waterbury
Hurtlg & Seamon's New York.
"Roseland Girls" 29 Empire Brooklyn
Peoples Philadelphia.

6

6
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When you rieceive a sheaf of contracts, you KNOW that they will be PLAYED
When any unfair condition or requirement is imposed upon you, you
KNOW where you can get a SQUARE DEAL! When you jplay fair, you KNOW
*

:

or PAID!

i

manager and agent
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working earnestly and honestly, consistently and conscienwith an eye single to the improvement of every improvable conditions

The N. V. A.

is

Elimination of every unfair or unjust condition. Fair adjustment of every claim
or complaint.
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National Vaudeville Artists-—is one of the factors that has brought about
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NEW DAY in vaudeville.
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you hold a paid-up card in the organization which
and ALWAYS. This has been clearly demonstrated.

that

last

for the artist
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DUES PAYABLE APRIL FIRST
?-

The prompt remittance of your jiues for the forthcoming period will show
you are heartily and loyally in accord with the principles and policy of

that
*

this organization.
i

-.

Send remittances

to

r

.

-

HENRY CHESTERFIELD
I*

NATIONAL VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS
WEST 46th STREET
NEW YORK
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Secretary
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BEST PLACES TO STOP
J

In

LEONARD HICKS
Madison and Dearborn Streets

S00

Offers Special

Weekly Rates

to the

PiANO irRNKBfvU TOR » /I: Mf ?s[-- A'
SCENERY AXD SPOTLIGHT:- OI'E.V

i.'RAX'n

i

HILDONA COURT

:STA7£-J.A*tE

mai

STATE

190 N.

om

-"

H7J» Up

Weekly

'

YANDIS COURT

THE DUPLEX
St Ph»e: Brrast *2»-llJl
tfj and 880 West
Throe aad lev rooau <Htft eeja. fiirahaW t* a
daort* of ooderaaeae teat cuele Urthl.e Is tale
brps of bolldlBi.
Ttteee ssartesete «tll aeeoe-stedato fear or nere adetts.

CM

tIZOO Uf Weakly

18.60

Strictly Professional

One Block to Tlmea Souare

511 7IJ3

motoTSobt.

The Edmonds Furnished Apartments
MBS. CEO EC B DANIEL.

:

PELHAM HEATH INN
and
BLOSSOM HEATH INN
Pal ham

Proprietress

Sped*! 8 a inner Bates
lane to Septembor
Between 47th and 4*t* Stroebj

MEM

Parkway, at Baste heater Aveaaoi

-

i

776-7MO EIGHTH AVENUE

NEW TOBE

Private Bath aad *Fh<m.
la Bach Apartment

EIGHTH AVENUE

754-756

Between 4tth and 47th Streets
One Block West of Broad w_
Throe, Pear and Five-Boom High-Class Furnished Apartments—fib Up
MBS. GEORGE HTEGEL, Mgr.
Phones Bryant

Up wenuy

Addreee all common cation • to M. Cla m an
Principal Office—Yandia Court. 141 West 4lrd Street. Nov York
Apartments can be eeen evenings. Office In each bnlldlna;.

Catering Bsellslvely to the Profession

Phone Randolpli-3393-

ST.

PefefefomL

7012
241-247 West 4Sfd St,
Oes, three aad fear raen eserteMota, with bitehesenss, prtrate bath sad telephone*. The srhracy
these tpartmenta art astsd far Is eat of fa at>
traotlMi.

Tot Bryant JM

OLDG.

<HiCA<SO

812. 3f4 aad 81* West 4Kb St. Pbsuei Brrast SM8
Aa ap-ts>tke>aileats, aew, urasreef ouftdlss, er»
wtta
ranted la ejartsnot* of three eae toor
Utabmi aid erhnt* ban. 'Pbeee la

kaewa to modern mIwc*.
IJ5.00 Up Meottjly: IH. 00 Up Weekly

.

\I)AV

Si

&LOO!

HENRI COURT

fl

Psoas: Bryant 6281
to M7 Wert «tb 8t
A building do loxe. Jsst sonsletef; elevator
spsitsMota anaaetd la mite* of eae. two aad tare*
room*, wllb tiled bith and ebowtr. Ultd Uteaeas,
kltetteittts, Time spartsimts eabedy every hmnv

ACTS

,

\U. KINOS-OK

ALL^Ul LDINOS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AMD ELECTRIC LIGHTS

Ml

CHICAGO

Profeselcn

CHICAGO'S FOREMOST
THEATRICAL PHOTO STUDIO

Housekeeping Apartments

(Of the Better Class—Within Reach of Economical Folks)
Under the direct supervision of the owners. Located in the heart of the city, last off
Broadway, elose to all booking offices, principal theatres, department stores, traction
lines, "L" road and subway.
Wo are the Isrseit maintsiners of homekeeplnc fntnUhed apartments sperfsllfinj- to
theatrical folks. We are on the ground dally. This alone insure* prompt service and

e,Mn

HOTEL GRANT

and

"The Keystone of Hotel Hospitality"

LL

Merrick Bead, Lynbrook,

Open

"' „«. ..*«„_
S?
ITS EIGHTH AYENTJB
1

Unequaled In Cuisine and Service
Under direction of H. & J. Sassfctad

All Year.

»
Pboaei Bryant 1844

flee, 1*.

THE BERTHA
Complete for Housekeeping.

9U

and

Clean

Private Bath, 8-4 Booms.

Catering to the comfort aa d
eat end Electric Light • • •

bat no Fall Dress

"The 13th Chair" "PETE"

Alrjr.

NEW YORK

West 4Srd Street*

.. O.
S, R. C.
Ftayiaf to Capacity every nlfht, as have remodeled, eddins; It more chairs and it tables,
suits allowed. My steaks and chops are jaat the soma ae when Iked

fchaeJiecy Prop.

J^sm
CITY

NEXT BOOB TO THE OOLONIAX. THEATRE.

itence of the prof
•

It

M

Tenll

IRVINGTON HALL

8S5 to 859 WEST 51ST STREET
An eieratw, fireproof building of tot

Me

•

an

Up Weakly

I17.M

-»

WEST

It b)

NEW TORE CITY
THL.

"Round the Town" 29 Olympic NewYork 6 Gayety Brooklyn.

ques Waterbury.

Show" 29 Gayety,. Newark 6-8
Broadway Camden 9-10 Grand Tren-

"Borne

Bijou Philadelphia 6

Empire Hoboken.
"Sporting Widows" 19 Majestio Jersey
City 5 Perth Amboy 6 Plalnfleld 7
Stamford 8-10 Park Bridgeport
Star & Garter 29 Gayety Pittsburgh 5-7
Park Youngstown 8-10 Grand Akron.
"Step Lively Girls" 29 Gayety Toronto

Gayety Buffalo.
& Plllard 29 Empire Cleveland 5
Cadillac Detroit.
"Sweat Sweeties Girls" 29 Lyceum Columbus 6 Victoria Pittsburgh.
"Tempters" 29 Academy Buffalo 6 Empire Cleveland.
Gartor
"20th Century Maids" 29 Star
,

—

BALTIMORE.
Bp F. D. O'TOOLH.

Otty

HU

8m

of

lad

I

SET ANT

-

•

of 60 cents. The same minimum
and a top of $2.50 will bo charged at the
two matinees. No prioe. above $2.50 has
previously been asked here for a regular
theatrical
engagement, opera
nies being the only exception.

&

Chicago 4-6 Berchel Dea Moines.
""Victory Belles" 29 Peoples Philadelphia
5 Palace Baltimore.
WatBon Billy 29 Trocadero Philadelphia
5 aft Morris New York.
Welch Ben 29 Olympic Cincinnati 5 Col-

umbia Chicago.
White Pat 29 Engelwood -Chicago
market Chicago.

5

several seasons.

Hay-

be ready Maroh

many

17.

novelties, Is

PALACE.—"Bon Ton Girls."
HIPPODROME.—Vaudeville.
GAYETY.—"Parisian Flirts."
FOLLY.—"The Dainty Damsels," stock
NEW. —"Excuse My Dust," picture.

burlesque.

PARKWAY.—"My

Lady's Garter." pic-

ture.

WIZARD.—"Mary's

Moving

Picture

Parlor,

'MODERN, BEACON. STRAND.

MAN SQUARE, FRANKLIN PARK,CODEXETER STREET, COLUMBIA, LANCASTER, WALDORF, GLOBE, FENWAY.—
Pictures,

v

PARK.-^Openlng of film "The Cost"
MAJESTIC. Second Week of "The
Magic Melody," which was well received
here, but Is said not to be the same

—

—

984

Pennsylvania avenue, and stole $240,
Entrance was gained by forcing the
offlc^ door.

.,

tures and vaudeville.

class with "Maytime."

Ankle," picture.

Morris Flack, of 1429 Madison avenue, reported to the police that between
Saturday night and Monday morning a
burglar broke Into the office of the

.

-

,

tan Knight."

.Lincoln

Steeplechase, with
to

—

BOSTON.—Vaudeville and a' feature
BOWDOIN.—Pictures and vaudeville.
BIJOU.— Pictures.
ST. JAMES.—Vaudeville and pictures.
SCOLLAY OLYMPIA.—Pictures and
vaudeville.
GORDON'S OLTMPI A.—Pictures and
vaudeville.
GORDON'S CENTRAL SQUARE.—Picfilm.

E. H. Sotherrf

GARDEN.
Musical
tabloid,
"The
World Review," headlines. Fisher and
Hurst, Tommy Allen and Co., Maxlne
Brothers and Bobby. Film, "A Manhat-

,

Dancing will be the principal attraction at the Million Dollar Pier, which
opens March 27. Two programs will bo
offered daily by Pry's Philharmonic Orchestra, which has played the Pier for

-

and

vaudeville.

~*

sperlan repertoire is
occurrence in this house.

compa-

Captain Pat Conway and his
will play two concerts on the Steel
Pier on Easter Sunday and will begin a
summer engagement for their second
season June 20.

>

of

and Julian Marlowe in "The Twelfth
Night" were well received the opening

man
Han A Epas, tm.
"•out oorrr-i"

Hot Oaks*.

BOSTON/
By LEN LIBBET.
ORPHEUM - LOE W. — Pictures

Shakea regular Lenten

night.

to everywhere.

Open aB the

MARYLAND.—Vaudeville.

AUDITORIUM.—A week

bus Fraadseo

ft,

Aunmnu

—

bTOOAI V*3(3

Of

Eddy

Waffles.

a good dinner.
FORD'S. Fair crowd for opening* of
Chanfacey Oloott In "Macushla."
Well

will establish a rec-

mum

40

largely

ATLANTlFciTY.
By CHARLES SCHETJER,
The engagement of "Flodora," the
only one outside of New York, for Holy

week at the Globe

"The"

the success of the play.
He
adapted It from the book of Richard
Harding Davis, and even his singing Is
acceptable. Here Is a Play that may be
enjoyed without the aid of cocktails and

lltT-US4

ord mark for box office prices In this
city.
Three dollar's Is to be charged at
all evening performances, with a mini-

"MY CELLAR"

—

5

"Stone

'

Mat

treat

ACADEMY. Each show that Charles
Dillingham brings here always seems
Just a little better than his last, and aa
a reuslt there waa a large crowd on
hand to see his latest production. "The
Dictator," which has all the ear-marks
of a hit. To Frank Craven should go

Williams Mollle 28 Casino Philadelphia
E Miner's Bronx Mow York.
"World Beaters" 29 Mt Morrla New York
5 Majestio Wllkee-Barre.

"Sight Seers" 29 Orpheum Paterson E
Majestio Jersey City.
"Social Follies" 29 Star Brooklyn 6 ailmore Springfield Mass.
"Social Maids" 29 Grand Hartford 6 Jac-

29

Ot ttO

MBSoMs Mossl

Sort.

118

eia BweTrOTTe, tt» Preir

Room* glade or Ha Biru, Wtth or Without Beth

All Conveniences— Bqaltnble Bates

ton.
."Sport Girls"

af Peru pat no Pans at

of.taa

teeetaS at

Tenrabaum, bviagtea HalL

(PORHEBLY HOTEL BBYAMT)
44Tfl STREET (6TH AVE.),

Under New Management

.

plenty

connection with any ether bossc

HOTEL ARISTO
101

find

POTTS PLACE

Phono: CIRCLE 6649
newest type, ksrlaf envy defies aad ooo ionketue.
A 8 and 4 Mima, eita stttasm and

Apartments are beaourullr amused, and consist of
Mbsmasmm tiled bath sad "phone,
Address all commanleatlons to Charles

SOTEROS

RANDOLPH ST, CHIOAd*

18

Vf

TREMONT. Second week of "Dere'
Mable," one of the few shows built on
the "doughboy" that Is worth seeing or
listening to.
8HUBBRT. The last week of "The
Greenwich Village Follies." Show has
been playing capacity or close to It since

—

arrival.

PLYMOUTH.—The

fifth

Girl In the Limousine.'-

week of "The
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MAX WINSLOW
«s

Murray

MUM

119 N. Clark Street

Chicago, I1L

Harry Pearl
421 Holland Bid g.
St. Louis,

Mo.

Fred Wright
1197 Chcttnnt Strest
Philadelphia,

Pa.

Billy

17 Gayety Bldg.
Kansai City, Ho.

Dare Wohlman

Elmer Olson

Sivot Theatre Bldg.
Fifth Arenae

Pantagea .Theatre Bldg.

611 Pantagea Bldg.

Mlaneapolla, lllna.

Sen Franclaco, CaL

Plttahwrgh, Pa.

HaUett

Earl Taylor

'Win Brookhouat
180

Tremont Streat

Boston, Haas.

Hal McGahey
'188

Randolph Street
Detroit, Mich.

.,--

;v

.••.

1587 Broadway

I„j4

«

.

•
,

V:
Vl

ritf

Cliff Btirna
711 Lyric Theatre Bid*.
Cincinnati,

Ohio

Joe Jacobson
2874 West 14th Street
Cleveland, Ohio
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.B.
PARK
"Honey

SQUARE.— Fifth
Girl,"

a musical show

week
that

going

In "Bab," on

the sixth week.

WILBUR.—
"39
^i

Bast,"

on

the

sixth

tvoo k

1

week of "Chu Chin Chow."
COPLEY. Had a change of attraction
on Monday night, when company offered
"The Private Secretary."
ARLINGTON.— The 8th week of the
Craig Players In the new show, "The
OutrageouB Mrs. Palmer."
TREMONT TEMPLE.—Opening Monday of latest film, "Los Miserables."'

—

Begs

to

1584
'

During Holy Week the picture to be
shown at Tremont Temple under the
Gordon management will be "The Eternal Light," which has been running dur-

47th

For a special performance Saturday
afternoon the six "Duncanettes" will be
seen In dances reminiscent of the visit
of Isadora at Symphony Hall here.
-

Brutus."
.

"Dear"
Unusually good advance, due

—

SHUBERT-TECK.—"Passing Show
Howard Brothers featured.
SHEA'S—Vaudeville. -

•

.

The striking members of the Symphony Orchestra held a concert at the
Colonial Theatre last Sunday night. A

LYRIC—Peggy

Hyland, "Dark Shad-

ACADEMY.—Stone and

Pillard Show.
Dustln Farnum, "The Corsl-

—
can Brothers"; Charles Ray, "The Hick."
STRAND. — Alice Joyce, "Slaves of
Pride"; last
"Jadk Plckford,
EMPIRE.

half,

"In

Wrong."

FAMILY.—"The Flame

of Hellgate."

him. The party Included
the cast of "Genius and the Crowd," JOe
Vlon, in advance of "A Prince There
Was"; half a dozen newspaper men,
Monty Gerrahs, of the Iroquois, and
several non-professional Buffalo friends
of Cohan's. The papers carried lengthy
stories and Interviews with Georgette
and her "famous daddy."

*

This week saw the metropolitan showing of the maiden efforts of two Buffalonians.

* "WEU

MAX

JACK

UNDER PERSONAL SUPERVISION Of

B. P.

It

to

KEITH'S.

lyrics

a local boy.

H.

L,

—Pat

;

.

Rooney

and Marion

Smoke7'; Lillian Shaw,
Thomas Dugan and Babette Raymond,
Bent, in "Rings of

Maleta Bonconl, Slayman's Arabs, Two
Jesters, Four Nelghtons, Grey and OW

Klnqgrams and

Topics.

MILES.—Thalero'a Circus. Mary Dorr,
Salvation Molly, Johnny Johnston and
PRISCILLA.—Irving Lewis and his
Chic Kee Choo Maids, Hugo Lutgens, Aland Lewis, Naval Base Quartet, Willlams and Taylor and pictures.
LOEWS LIBERTY.—Grazer and Lawlor. Jack and Tommy Weir, Carlisle and
Romer, Two Ladlllas, Joe and Sadie
D'Ller and pictures.

EMPIRE.—"Oh, Frenchyl" with' Mifty
Dover
STAR.—Jean Bedinl's "Peek-a-Boo"
company, with Bobby Clark and Paul
McCullough.
, MILES' GRAND.—Tarzan, the Missing
Link; Prince and Bell, in "Number,
Please" De Winters and Rose, C. Royal
Lorayne and pictures.
STILLMAN.—All week, Constance Binney. In "The Stolen Kiss."
EUCLID.—All week, Lionel Barrymore,
In "The Copperhead."
STRAND.—All week, Clara Kimball
Young, in "The Forbidden Woman."
METROPOLITAN.—All week. Ethel
Grey Terry, in "The Mystery of the Yellow Room."
KNICKERBOCKER.—All week, Mary
>

;

Plckford, In "Pollyanna."

L1PSHUTZ

Theatre, This

GEORGE GOTTLIEB

KEITH'S PALACE

and EDDIE

DARLING

Week (March

22)

for a Return Engagement After Eight

THEATRE—NEXT WEEK-^ (March 29)

|

FLAGG STUDIOS

GRUBER'S ANIMALS

Keith's
Many Thanks

is

whose "Dere
Mable" registered a success in Boston,
was an employe of the "Express," which
published his "Mable" letters before they
saw book form..

Ml Walant Si, ruUdripaU

SCENERY BY EDWIN

Jack Yellen, who did the

tWM M£h.at 8 In a Name?"
and Edward Streeter,

BEHRENS-LIPSHUTZ CO.

COSTUMES

St. Patrick's

Stock

/-

len

Cohan gave a

week here with

Tracy.

ows"; Five Violin Misses, Infield and
Noble, Charles Ledegar, Pearl Abbott and
Eddie Schubert.

PROSPECT.—Joseph W. Payton

Truth."

jestic.

Day
at the Iroquois in honor of
his daughter, Georgette, who spent the

SHBA'8 HIPP.—Bert Lytell, "The
Right of Way"; Betty Anderson.
STAR.—Eight Vassar Girls, EdzolaB,
Olman, Bernard and Ferris, Beattle and
Blume.
OLYMPIC.-^Byron Brothers' Band. Merrlless and Doria, Chlsholm and Breen,
Williams and Barnle, Tracy, Palmer and

—

•

Players, In 'The Trail of the Lonesome
Pine."
Next week, "Nothing but the

pictures.

M
dinner

;

"The Unknown Purple."

,

George

of

1918."

:

Heath, In "Hello, Alexander!" Next week,

Jacob P. Adler returned to Buffalo for
one performance Sunday night in "The
Stranger" and turned them away. At
$1.50 top the gross takings were close
to $2,000, which is unusual for the ma-

to Gillette's l arge p ersonal following.

Tremont Unless some of the productions now running here fall flat In
the next couple of weeks and there is
a likelihood of them bo doing, because
their engagements are stretching out
pretty well now these will be the only
changes in the next three weeks, except
the arrival of "The Century Whirl," with
Bessie McCoy Davis, into the Shubert.
cat re,"

':.»

OPERA HOUSE.— Ziegfeld
Next week, "The

Rose,

BUFFALO.
By SIDNEY BURTON.
MAJESTIC—William Gillette, in

The shows which are In the offing for
this city after the close of Lent are the
return of Fred Stone, In "Jack ©' Lantern" to the Colonial, where he cleaned
up last season, and "Monsieur Beau-

"*

Work of dismantling the present buildings on the new Loew site was begun
this week and ground will be broken
May 1. It Is understood that a majority
of the stock has been sold to Canadian
investors.

CLEVELAND.
J. WILSON ROY.
Follies.
s
New Dictator."
SHUBERT-COLONIAL.—Mclntyre and
By

4feth Streets

DIAMOND JEWELRY BOUGHT
capacity house was on hand. Fradkin,
whose dlsoharge started the real strike,
was given a big ovation. Speeches were
made by different members of the orchestra and others from the stage, in which
they expressed their views of the recent
trouble. The money was used as a fund
for the strikers.

ing the Lenten season at Boston College.

For a special performance at the Park
Square, and also for the first time on
any stage, "The Fool from the Hills," a
new piece by Charles Rann Kennedy,
will be staged on the afternoon of April
13. The receipts will go to the Denlson
House, a social welfare organisation.
Edith Wynne Mattbison will take the

BROADWAY
Bet
and

Formerly at Broadway and 45th Street
Present temporary quarters: 1556 Broadway, near Palace Theatre

-

•

Monday morning on

Announce that On or About April 1st He Wilt Be Located
At His Permanent Headquarters

Opposite Strand Theatre

GAYBTY.—Joe Hurtig's "Social Maids.".
"Liberty 'Girls."
CASINO.——
HOWARD. "Razzle-Daizle" company.

lead.

Eddie Garvan, with "Betty Be Good,"
a full column In the "Express"
his reminlscenes of
the old days at Bonney's, on Commercial
street.
Bonney's -Concert Hall, which
was the starting point of the Watson
Sisters, was one of the most famous resorts in the country 25 years ago. George
Primrose, Dan Emmett and a score of
others received their start here.

'received

TIMES SQUARE JEWELER

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE.—The second

WIPE

E

HERMAN BACH

is

big'.

HOLLIS.—-Holon Hayes,

1 1

a/mi
62W45T-HStN w\feR*

of

wan-

ders from the conventional path and
-

HARMS S&V&8S&

:

Direction,

Weeks

at

HARRY BURTON
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A Light Comedian of Farce and Musical Comedy who has just
r
V.

concluded a successful tour of the entire country
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was unanimous

press
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in its praise-^
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Birmingham *!News"
"Mr, Harrison
newer type and

Is the leading comedian,
wittily clever."

Minneapolis "News"

and he

Columbus, 0* "State Journal"
"Ben Harrison baa the
plays

It

in the

role of Stephen Baird

proper spirit"

ii

of (kt

~

to

Dayton "News"
•Mr.

as the young hero,

is

Atlanta "Constitution"

i

i

Atlanta "Journal"
"Mr. Harrison in the chief character role scered heavily
and was roundly applauded.''

In his work,

New

..

:

.

Toledo "Blade"

.

"Bca Harrtsen is now playing Harry Fox's rote. Ben,
whoso we last saw over at Joe Pearliteln's Keith House,
"
la a good looking chap with a keen sense of »""~»

an enetttent cam-

hinaUen of light comedian
Mian and singer.
interest quite as much as the 'Dolly Sisters'

"Mr. Harrison won the unstinted praise of the lady—
last night and believe
who—alts—nest—to—me by bis work\las'
me, my masters, she Is
is truly a carping critic He does
hero, and from the
make a very appealing, youthful he
sympathies
he carried the sy
moment
sent of his first appearance be
of every
very member of the packed audience with him. His
farclcal>dolefulness would wring laughing sympathy from
farcical
anyone."

'.

"Mr. Harrison sings
likable personality, and
logs well,'
well,- has a lfliahl
aim goes the comedy
boners."
wn edy honors."

,.

and be

f

.

|

He

held the

Sunday night"

Orleans "Item"

"Most of the comedy is In the hands of Ben Harrises),
wha is exceedingly clever as a straight comedian, a
dancer and stager.

Dulcth "Herald"
"The leading; male role, that of Stephen Baird, fall*
to Ben Harrison, a player of much talent Mr. Harrison
has a keen appreciation of the demands of the role."

Newport News "Press"
"Ben Harrison as Stephen Baird was easily the star of
the male cast, and came through with some of the best'
human comedy seen here in many day."

Colombia,

S.

'>'.

•3

C, "Record"

"Ben Harrison as Stephen Baird won laurels in his
part Mr. Harrison was Just the sort of Stephen Mr.
Montgomery's story would suggest"

DOLLY SISTERS, F. RAY COMSTOCK,
MORRIS GEST and the "OH LOOK" company for a very
I

wish to thank the

pleasant season.
S'

'in.'

BEN HARRISON
VARIETY,

NEW YORK

VARIETY
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TAGE:
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HAZEL RENE'
HATS - GOWNS - COSTUMES
Ceat

Stato-Lake

Bnlldtrtf,

HAZEL RANOUa

I

VAUDEVILLE

AUTHOR

MM Broadway
New York

UN

t*L

Chica«o

IRENE DUBUQUE

JAMES
MADISON

For seerly with
Edith Strickland

E. Galizi

&

Bro.

Orealeat Frofeaatonal

,

Aosottuoa leanufactarare

77t« nxrrUTt largest

and Bepaiiani
,
Ineompanala Saaolai

manufacturtrt

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

of theatrical footwear

WE FIT ENTIRE COMPANIES
ALSO INDIVIDUAL ORDERS

8teax«ahlp accommodation* arraaged en all Liaee, at

N*w Yet*
Monro*

Stetj and

•(».

Tory

foil

j

imnfi earlr.

Ferel*-n

Money beatht and

PAUL TAUSIG * BON, 1M Baat Utk

&

Guerrini

TIM Uidlee and

OsTlee

New Tar k.

boajkt aad

sold.

tisMin.

Pheaet

Co.

WARDROBE PROP.

u}K<i

Ctlnnbu

TRUNKS,

& SON

HICKS

H.

la thi United State*
The only laotorr tint mate
Seed*. Bade kr
hand.

M

Beautify Your Face
Yea

eg* Ice* ped
"rmmJSir

nWMi

a«B»

MMam

tit*;

Foe*

-

(0pp. WaldsrtV

WARDBOBE-

BUNKS
H—

a l» the Profi

IM BLHlHr-

SaOS

NEW TOM

SEVENTH ATR.
(ML 4*4

M

IB*

I.

WANTED

—both

SOLOIST

oaartsts, real

&

MINER,

ft loni on
Two practically new unite dropa
battens end with Urpiullne; four l.OOO-watt limps
end cable; one apot light; two ttrlp lljbte; one elecnew;
trical box (new) ; one ground dotb preetleally
Are different aria of ooitmne*. 10 to a act. coaeiitlni
of eboea. itocktma, bloomeri. bete, bonnete. etc.;
ten ereninc (own* In A-l eondltton; one »ew ateadApply GEORGE 9. TRIMBLE,
log wardrobe boa.
US Weit 17th Street. New York City.
,
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RAtoTar*
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BOX>K]i[?s
Wist
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,Slri<

A

I

V

.

9647
eall

VosBnrgh, HgT.

L. L.
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Braaawar,
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RELIABLE ARTISTS
Can Secure High Class Sketches from
Recognized Anther

" U8'° AR-

Maw Yark

Ctty

•

\

by writing

t*

"EU" The

Jeweler

TO TBI PROFESSION
ip arial Dlaeennt ta Ferforaiara—
WHEN Di CHICAGO
State- Lake Theatre Bid*.
Ground Floor

225 Fifth St, LakewootL N. J.

Wings."

LEASING VAC! 8TECLALI8T
In

f*o»

Em-

mrmM.

from beilneas.
Adr*as free,
PHeee: C*»t 4*7*
Hears: Tin 7; Sartor IB to I P. m.

VON BOBBIES

THEATHE
HMtfl
near stats,

Owing

to her big hit last

week

at

has been booked for a
return engagement in May.

BOILOIN0.
chicaso.

la46e lotto of tteau*

Hotel Wlnton opened its second revue
Monday night. "Jingles of 1920" Is the
name of the offering, and Adelaide and

Hughes, late of the "Monte Cristo, Jr.,"
company, are responsible for- the production.
ZiegfelJ'B "Follies" set a mark in advance booking that will be hard to beat.

The Opera House was practically sold
out for this, week last Saturday. .Top
prices of $4.40 cut no figure In the matter; many were willing to pay more, but
couldn't get the necessary 'passports even
at a premium.

THEATRICAL OUTPTTTEB
New Ttrk

IBM Broadway

City

The biggest hit made by a revue at
Keith's this season was the offering of
Pat Rooney and Marion Bent in "Rings
Excellent supof Smoke" this week.
port Is given the principals by the other
members of the company. The revue
will be held over for a second. week.

A

DROP CURTAINS
FOR SALE—FOR RENT
Tat

JUMP FROM COAST TO COAST
ejusAB'Asl PACIFIC RAILWAY. Ufa at
statu Peeta* Mete la CaaadU'e
r eeesaUseef

Bet.

crowded house greeted the Payton

Players at the Prospect when they submitted "The Trail of the Lonesome
Pine" Monday.
Mary Daniels, Selmer
Jackson and Elizabeth Rathburn are
conspicuous In their roles, and the other
parts are well filled.

Ballantrae," at

DES MOINES.
JJy DON CLARK

Ljrii a

Played a split week with
Sioux City.

Omaha and

a

TaeaJ

SMART SHOES
Fee State sad Street

Vuh,

1M W.

New FrtncS
Ne Hall Ordere

aMaw

Raw

Tsjtk

dftihaJ.

of the season.

Leona Powers, leading woman, scored
in "The Brat," in stock, at the Princess
this week.
Next week, "The Unklssed
Feature films this week: "Excuse

My

Dust," at Des Moines; "The Lone Wolfs
Daughter," at Rlalto; "What's. Tour

HuBband

DolngT*

Garden;

"Desert

Gold," Royal; "The Eyes of Youth."
jestic;

TRUNKS

STEAMER and WARDROBE
ALL STANDARD MARIS

Bride."

"Should

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
TO THE PROFESSION
STRAND LUGGAGE SHOP. 1573 Breed way
At 47t» St <8tree< Tststrs BMa.)
New York

Ma-

a Husband Forgive T"

Palace.
as,

Contractors are working extra shifts
on the new Alhambra to open this fall.
as a Loew vaudeville house. The brick
work has been completed for the auditorium, stage and basement dressing
rooms. Only the foundation Is In for
the front part of the building, which
will be a 16-story office structure. The
Loew house Is receiving more comment
than any theatre In built In Iowa in re-

WIGS

LARGE STOCK ALWAYS

ON HAND

ALEX MARKS
Ave* New Tark
At 4Snd St.

111 Eighth

cent years, as

It is the first venture of
\capital
into
the extremely
lucrative field of this state, which Is one
the wealthiest In the union. A. H.
Blank, Abe Frank le, J. L. Adams, all of
Des Moines, J. E. Hostetler, of Waterloo (chain of ten houses), and Larry
Longnecker, of Sioux City, have had
the picture field of this state pretty
much their own way In the past. If
Loew succeeds, and local men predict
he will, other Eastern concerns are expected to step In aad fight for a share
of;

Frances Starr In "Tiger! Tiger!" dramatic hit of the season at the Berchel
for three performances, Including Saturday matinee, last week. At $3 top the
production drew capacity at night, and
the $2.60 matinee did nearly as well.

SS

.teas.

the Berohel last three

days this week.
Billy Arlington, In
"The Golden Crook." playing the first
tour days, was one of ths burlesque hits

Bway.

A em

Walter Whiteside, in "The Master of

Eastern

11 GOLDBN, " *4S W. 46th Si

SHOP

SHOE
u

Let U» Prers^PJ-pfJI It
Bttt
Bead far Price LUt aad Color Card
Ill Wast 43th Blrett
New Terk City

Keith's, Patrlcola

entnattett:

No paint
Nesas
no bsjadaseei bo lata of Urn a

Use

•BBYANT"

Hero oer'ee-Ulde bur

at rear aeaw ar attaad a re*
beartal aad area yea beaett el

1

MALL and ALHAMBRA. — WalUce
My Dust."
STANDARD.—Frank Mayo, In "Burnt

Reld, In "Excuse

Dr.YonBorries

rUM

Y H.T.«3T?

COVERS f OR
ORCHESTRATIONS

"CleoDatra."

Matty Devere, appearing; at the

to

«•

-

FOR SALE M

pire this week. Is visiting the scenes of
his childhood, being a Cleveland product.

DB.

Dapt

YAJUna

CTTtTOH

SCHNOTER CO.

J. C.
«3 BUTE AVE.

1

WORK ODE BPEOALTT

FLOOR.
street,

Meier a oullivan

Stores er seat direct |Ut>
Bead far booklet of other atria aad nrteta

Beatrty to Gnrrand Faded Hah?
60c. and 1 .00 at dranrltta.
Hlaeoi Cnero. Vforke. ratchoaoe. R.TJ

Faces Made
Young;

maoisoh

perfect comfort end
Schnotrr'a Suspensories

At Drag

PAKKEX'S

CALLED MB AND DELIVERED
WOBS7BCZAL
RATE* TO ARTISTS
MS BUM* At*. Near Hat 8c
ohu fa*

ITN

Ton can enjoy

have gained their widespread popularity by quality, wear, fit. and
low price.

and inttnutteatal-aMla

Reatona Color and

French Cleaner and Dyer

AMERICA'S

M

„««,«« f
« Ao-v AND EVERT DAY
Matinee
Atvoay
bveninos at 8»u

BBDandrofi-MepBHairFalllEB;

Inc.

ctae k<f»re>-"Worl«.»

HIPPODROME

A—rlre'i Greatert Theatre— Absolutely IndiHCtdtat
BIOatfiT SHOW . LOWEST PRICES]

HAIR BALSAM

HYGRADE

On

Tocal

41st tta.)

AKE-UP

HBNBT

All Cornnleaee*
Phone: Bryaet M4t

alimony dnseia combiccA Toeal and lmtrumtntal acta from atnilai lata
OrebecUma to mud opera comtrtB»Uoo»—for hlah duo
plcturei bouses—win or write,
Amy V. Cox Aseney, Dcnighey Bldf, Uttle Roet Alt.

INERS

Bat.

DARE

bare
ell fast save

AT
THE

SUSPENSORIES

Wet* *Znd St, near Eighth At*.

TOM

freedom.

TBUrTU AND
DaUBOAIMS
K%PH.
KOTLER
876

115

.

SCHNOTERS

far Behearaala

Fonair Prcfeulonil—Supt

ALL MAKES

.

THREE LARGE

TECUiMSEH HALL

F. B. SMITH, M.D.
147 Fifth Ave, N. T. C.
'

TO HALLS
RENT

i

I

HtSaK

"HAPPY DAYS"

_/

taaafcaaocd. Mtmr
aero aktaltad and
-

parte a» hiylog en «rml Instruct ant aid re.

$10.00

Big Bargains. Bare beta ased. Also a
taw Second Band Inaavatlea aad Fibre
Wardrobe Traake, $14 and lis. A few
extra large Property Trunks. Alio eld
Taylor and Bai Tranks. Parlor fleer,
Wast Mat St» Mew Terk Oty.

557 Fifth Avenue, at 46th Street
HAVE A LITTLE FRUIT aaaTaTVEBED TO YOUB HOME
OUTLNO
OR YOUR FRIENDS-TAKE ITTD YOUR WEEK-END OUTE

A»e.

San Fraacisee, CeL

e* the

til Canal Btxewt
New Terk Clty
T«L yranaUn MS

are galas

:

said. Liberty

Laraast

Accordion
Factory

177-27S

St,

Mala

New Idea PatWoraa,
anted Shift Keys,

'

SAM MARLEY
AUTHOR

—

Special Songs Modern Material
SM Wast 4Sth BU New Tark Bryant SIM
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BLUES

MY

FOOLIN

NAUGHTY
"WEETIE

I

j;

a/-i/t\..:-.*

Mi.'.
ii '-.1

I

I

z~~r~

•

Such attractive bookings have bean
the Berchel for May that the
may keep open the entire .month
for the first time In history. The Methodist General Conference, with 5,000 delegates, will he In the town that entire
month, but theatre managers can't quite
figure to what extent it will effect their

SAVOY THEATRE

I GlASSBERGs

offered

house

IM THB HKABT OP

SAN FRANCISCO
House

available for

IWKK

THIS

Attractions

(MARCBT 21)—"GEORGIA MINSTRKS*

Basis'

'•'

mt, UmtsM
i

511 6th Avenue, sear 31st Street
290 Sth Avence, at 31et Street

then Jumping; again to Denver.
Despite the .handicap of the datee
Holy Week—the manager of the Berdayay

of the wealth of the -amusement loving
people of thla eorn-fed state.

Hitchcock has a tremendous following In
the Des Moines "theatre area."

TfflS

the

§arn

;r*3W!7i_______V r*V'

•

"forever After," with Alice Brady,
g_L •BtfrF the we,k at the CHrrlek.
Next, "Civilian Clothea"

_____
George Artlss in "Poldekln" at
Next week, «<Ben HarA

Detroit.

;

New
£g?2

Louis K. Sidney, manager of the foxWashington, la a brother to George Sid-

ney.

WEEK (MARCH

CHAS. McGOOD
"Society Equffibrists"

--—

DETROIT; -~

I

ohel expects four capacity performances.
Prices have been boosted to IS
again for the lower floor, but this didn't
hold 'em back for "The Canary" or"
"Tiger! Tiger!" and Is not expected to
influence the attendance at "Hltchy", as

KEITHS, ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN,

—

S

By JACOB

jiSs!

SAMUEL B. GROSSMAN, Manager
Raymond Hitchcock and "Hltchywilt Jump out here from Chicago
next week, playing Omaha the first
three days and Dea Molnes^be last three

Koo"

**?«»£;

Al Jolsoa in "Slnbad" closer
sight after three weak* of
business.
— ——

agtts.

8tm:

offices.

remove

The Methodists are expected
the "amusement ban" - of
the church, but whether they'll crowd
the Des Moines houses is a different

WEEK MARCH 28—"BRINGING UP FATHER"
- WnOTOB WRITE TOR OPEN
TOffl

hNjgW FRENCH MODEL
8TYLE SflOO-OM _T»» SUM I* Flw OB«tttj
Frwch HmI. Wert: Wilt* Black. fl*«,
Mm. tt*t» lut: tkortjmaa
t» I. B t» EE.
VM-

Road

box

to

atsisS

22)

and Co.

Direction,

MORRIS & FEIL

SUPERLATIVE THREE
(BARDWELL—MAYO—RENSTROM)
WITH COLOSSAL GOBS OF HARMONY

(Hello, Eddie Milne)

TOURING PANTAGES CIRCUIT

1

m
•'.

•

-

%•*
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THE BIGGEST ACTS ARE USING THIS- THE BIGGEST of ORIENTAL HITS

SENSATIONAL EGYPTIAN FOX TOOT SUCCESS

T/AE

b* GEORGE FAIR/WAN
SEND TO OUR NEAREST OFFICE
FOR PROFESSIONAL ORCHESTRATION BAMD.
ORCHESTRA or QUARTET ARRANGEMENTS
IF'NOT. WRITE, OR

,

WiraW^

HIT W

WITMARK & SONS

M.
.'

Li:

fr.i'.f

,

AND BE A
;\I.

<'<

'ok.

\;,i):i

.Mi'-m:'i(!-\

iv.

.VVirk

N't'*'-

C

.

fns/rlii .tl.Y.iD
"
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-

.s.fvirr;-

WAKIT-i
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REMOVAL NOTICE

Have Yonr Face Corrected
IMMEDIATE PAINLESS, INEXPENSIVE

AND

CLEANER

r On

„

DYER

your face

Plmplft

FrxtlM

M flea.

Tan

Warta
f

Jars is as Important In •
A
"blackface" act today as the Jig
was years ago.
MeK A R Albolene Is as necessary
removing blackface, or any
In
other kind of make-up, as. cold
little

cream and

and

WEST

137 N.

TRIANON'.— Mildred

YORK,

Chicago Opera Co. all week.
Jolion,

taking?

Is

Everybody playing)

INDIANAPOLIS.
1

PARK—Musical

Ilur.'

Extravagannn.

KEITH'S—Vaudeville.

LYRIC— Vaudeville.
RIALTO—Vaudeville

'

Harris

ChapUa

GOWNS
Central 1801

that Is It began using the
checkered advertising layout to be employed all over the circuit, thla week.
This type of advertisement waa originated by a national cereal concern, and
la

wroraen'a wear concern of New York
la
potting out a "perfect SI" model
shortly, and may use Rouble Gordons aa
.;,;-a personification of the form.

for

a score of year* as-

The

Orphtum

began

its

checkered

CITY, OKLA.
By WILLIAM NOBLE.

phone Oil ft Gas Co. by Cecil B. Do Mills,
director general of F. P.-L. Corp.
Another theatrical man. to en

the oil game
the Strand.

Xaan Interview given to a local paper,
May Irwin took occasion to paa New

May

City.

Few, good pictures are being released
Most
In Southern territory at present.
of them lack sustained Interest, are
ultra-conventional
and Incompetently

The Airdome Theatre
Ok la-

BEAUTIFUL

EYEBROWS
& LASHES
SPIRO'S COLOURA DARKENS

EYEBROWS AND
Oas aspuaittag lasts tee a* Her
onaaaa do set aflaet: 11 *e par fees,
ptffMtad. Ma. par tn» ami. «4

'

Bennett's

t

In

PERMANENT

Don't Advertise

"The

SPIRO'S HAIR
14 West 41th Si,

In

Our Factory and

Artists at

WEST

46th

Your Service

STREET

VELVET and
PAINTED

SHOPS

ft West tttb

SCENERY studios
DROPS AND FULL STAGE SETTINGS

Ws saw on

aw

ATB WAVE

•

Colored

Young

ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW!
Now Under

being built at

_ The Fraternal Opera House at Popular
Bluffs, Mo., has been made now, to play
vaudeville and plcturea

VARIETY

BEAUMONT'S
230

la

John. E. Glesslng, manager of tho Opera
at Flat River, Mo., -will ereet a
picture theatre.

House
-

By O. M. SAMUEL.
TXJLANE.— De Wolf Hopper

STRAND.—Clara Kimball
"Tho Forbidden Woman."

-J:

Holdenville,

enacted and directed. Business at the
ka* started to depreciate as
Even the mob has a

film places

a consequence.

NEW ORLEANS.
Better "Ole."
LYRIC—Clarence
Carnival.

H. B. Prtee,

9100.000 theatre Is being erected by
local capitalists at Pawkuaka, Oklav; A"
950,000 picture house la planned for
Vinlta, Okla.

If You Don't Advertise in

10.

la

A

and picture*.

The winter season la Indianapolis
-legit houses will not close as early this
year, due to the presence on the road. of
ao many attractive ahowa. Manager
Nelson Trowbridge of the Murat announced this week that his winter run
Will extend to May 8. The regular sum-

or sals brand saw saltings and
lit

as* S*U aad

Ideas.

la tht latest and mort Banana
Let us submit same for jour approval.

dmss

PHONE: BRYANT

directly opposite the n.

Construction—Gorgeous Sets la Green aad Old Gold. Can Bo Inspected Daring Progress.

v. a.

its

OKLAHOMA

A

Tork

49th Street

The latest development In the Farrta
County, Texas, oil activities Is the purchase of one-fifth Interest in tho Tele-

very distinctive.

In'-Thelnierlor Bex."

BROADWAY— Vaudeville.

will start

west

notwithstanding

Few legitimate attractions are playing in the South this spring, most of
them having switched northward In
order to-be In close proximity to New
York when the final curtain falls.

career,

CIRCLE—Pictures.

mer stock

sense of - balance,
lack of erudition.

"The Better 'Ole" ts playlnr a return
engagement at the Tulano currently,
Next
with De Wolf Hopper featured.
week a Twin Beds" company, at the
head of which la Lola Bolton.

Abe Sellgman,

Osw

_B*aatiMat Staslet
"Phone Bryant SS3S
for Private Appointment

City

CHICAGO

sistant to Colonel Tom Campbell. Is going out ahead of George Greenwood's
Humbug Circus. The opening date Is
Huntsvllle, with several other Alabama
towns to follow. The Humour* Circus
Is operated In conjunction with local
lodges and is one of those "can't lose"
propositions.

By VOLNBT B. FLOWER.
MURAI
\T— "Nothing- by Love.

ENGLISH'S— "Ben

AYE.

of Rogues' Harbor."

MANUFACTURERS

_aV? eun* by

WABASH

..

McKESSON & ROBBINS.mc

-

CerrMtal at

BEDFORD

y

largest costume
MANUFACTURERS IN WMT

LIBERTY.— "What's Tour Huv.iand
Doing?"
GLOBE.—Mary Miles Mlnter la "Judy

ALBOLENE
Detroit by atorm.
It

S6S4
New -Vast

ill

dealers.

—NEW

Bltckhtsdi
"CrawJaar"

NEW YORK COSTUME CO.
COSTUMES

ESTABLISHED. 1833

rituusu*

49th ST.

rersMtir ef Iff West ilth ft*

SAMPLE TUBE FREE
ON BEQUEST
all druggists

Wrinkle*

Rtf

PHONE: CIRCLE

years ago.
As necessary, yon might say, aa
the Jazi or the Jig.
In one- and two-ounce tubes and
half-pound aud pound cans.

At

i MNM
V.Im

Neat Broadway

were

creams

toilet

205

NOW LOCATED AT

8441

club house

Watch Thla Space for Weekly Announcements,

VARIETY
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*
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AND INDORSED BT

JOHN McCORMACK

A TRULY GREAT AMERICAN SONG
HoAinf,

Wjrd»by

m m in
.tfu.ainG

MARIAN PHELPS

:
-

V

i'''E{plf

TUDL-4S"!0BB

Snug by Mr. JOHN

'to.vithtjtpTetiidn

yjtlp|J^ ^jTl j^fU

Copyright KCHXX by

lassie -who's like a rose.

Mule by ALVIN

M« CORliACK

fl|^rtfl^

j

8. WIGrGERS

lj

f,

Bwi^ft Co.

I;

IDEAL FOR HIGH CLASS VAUDEVILLE AND CONCERT SINGERS
PROFESSIONAL COPIES TO ALL^SUCH ON APPUCATION

BOOSEY & CO*
New York

THE HOUSE OF SONG FAME
Toronto (Ryrie Bldg.)

(9 East 17th St)

U. 8.

NUXATED

Bed Nee*

FLORENCE

(BLOW KID)

THOMPSON and MILLS
Featured with Danbir'i

Direction,

(Hush 2i)—B.

THIS

P.

Tmimim

,

NEW TORE
-Woodbury Method shape* seats perfectly WtfsV
«r deUoUoo from done*,
et at all exseeslve, and felly
*fe* nojemort^use your
a

legitimate field. Theodore Dietrich, who
la now active In production of "Oh,

*SH.

IRON
"Nuxated Iron helps put ertODJsnini
strength and energy into lite vein»6| men
and bring roses to the cheeks of pale,
nervous, ron-down women." says Dr.
James Francis Sullivan, formerly physician of Bellevue Hospital (Outdoor Debt)
N. Y. and Westchester County Hospital.
"I prescribe it regularly in' cases of depleted energy, anaemia and lack ol
strength and endurance. There is nothing
like organic iron-Nu xate d I ron-to quickly
enrich the blood, make beautiful, healthy
women and strong, vigorous, iron men."

guaranteed

Satisfaction
refunded.

or

money
**

.

PITTSBURGH.
By COLEMAN HARRISON.
"Tumble Inn" at the Alvin all week,
playing to heavy attendance. The advance sale for "Slnbad," with Al Jolsoa,
has been moved forward two days, and
the price of the pasteboards will reach
the highest price ever oharged for a
production of this type. The "Follies,"
which comes to the Nixon the following
week, will follow suit In the matter of
prices.

.S

Mtfoo

Many Husbands*

'

la

the first pro-

HARRia—Vaudeville.

LYCEUM.—Vaudeville.
SHERIDAN SQUARE.—Vaudeville.

manser of

transmissi on, all daagsr

VABEBTY

assumes

Mm

Fan

VAMBrrs

Co.'*

bom

ductlon for the Pitt under the new Shubert control. The recent sale little affects the policy of the house as. Inaugurated at the start of the season. Beverly
Bayne and Francis X. Bushman next, in
person.

The Duquesne'a uncertain policy calls
for a two-week stand of "The Revelations of a Wife," during which the management Is running matinees for ladles
only. The Duquesne has played everything from movies to cheap legit
Lewis, a

member

of

the

Sothern-Marlowe company which played
here last week, was til early during the
engagement, but recuperated In- time to
play In closing performances.

Another local product

is

The Globe

entering the

of
C.
.

"Remnant?*

ALCAZAR.— Alcaiar players, "Girls
Will Be Girls."
PANTAGE8.— "Julnar of the 8ea." .
HIPPODROME. Vaudeville and pic-

—

tures.
thla

"Maytlme."

,

LIBERTY.— "Wlnga

of the Morning."

MAJESTIC—"Luck of the Irish."
COLUMBIA.— "Two Weeks."
RIVOLL—"Flame of the Desert"

PEOPLES.—"The Glorious Lady.**
STAR.— "Shepherd Of the Hills.''

CA8INO,
GLOBE,
CIRCLE,
BURNSIDE, SUNSET.—Pictures.

.-V

Henry B. Murtagh la baok al the Liberty organ after two weeks' vaactlon
due to- a alight illness. During hie absence Herl A. Keatea presided at the
Wurlitser.

VICTORIA.— Burlesque.

BAKER.—28,

W„ LONDON^

Ing rate.

Frederick

"Three Wise Fools" 'opened to capacity at the Nixon, with fair Indications for the rent of the week." "The
Canary" (third time) next.

ACADEMY. — Burl esq ue.

PORTLAND, ORE.
By RALPH ELLIOTT MILLER.

For uniformity Ir erdiange, the Fall Man Oo.
win aesept deposit* for YAaUKT at the prerall-

vrhu.oen be

RAJB-aANB-flUM METHOD ONLT AT
11*8 Broadway, Cor. list St
Nat to the Winter Gardes
Cell, Writ., ajj TOtggg grSejig

—Pictures.
OAYETY. —Burlesque.

28, 17,

ctuute,

John H. Woodbury

LIBERTY,

HEiLIG.— 85.

without

emanpilshrt for tom,

capacity

ORANA.—Pictures.
OLYMPIC— Pictures.

CARLTON STREET
REGENT STREET

nreogh

BTACKHODSa, Eminent Bnroon-L.
•apuin.

Keller is drawing
audiences at the Davis.

Helen

PaH Mall Deposit Co.

of loas to the player la amted.
full risk and a/staowlediee the Fall
receipts as it* own reeetpts for all
credit.
with the
Hall to

on

1

desiring to adverts* la VARIETY any
nail advertising copy direct to VARIETY.
Nsnr York, and dspselt Ike asaocnt to
payment far It to VARIETY'S credit at
the

8.

npaln

Henry, * was a former local newspaper-

EUROPE

a Oeed Vase

Tea

HARRY WEBER

KEITH'S 818T BT. THEATRE,

ARTISTS

Spells

Are You Handicapped?

;

will go back into the hands
Jack O'Neill, owner of the building.
M. Hill, who^haa been Its manager.

was forced to resign due to press of
duties aa manager of the branch office of
Famous Players-Lasky corporation.
The Sunset

William A. Rase will direct a. cast of
60 people and produce comedy pictures
for the Highway Film Co,

REX.

The passage

of the ploture censorship
ordinance last week means to Portland's
interest a permanent basis of operation,
assuring both public and private Interest
treatment The former
and
equitable
fair
censorship was governed by unjust,
crltcal and most unreasonable people.

Branch offices of the large producing
and distributing companies -will be reOver-strict and discriminating
sumed.
censorship such as Portland has maintained during the last six. years has
driven them from Portland, the geographical distributing point for the Oregon and southern Washington and Idaho
territory, to Seattle and Frisco, according to exchange men.

'•(•
.

closes April 1 for all time.

PROVIDENCE.
K. KLARK.
MAJESTIC. -The

By KARL

8HUBERT

>
ft

BOW

Zlmballst musical play, "Honeydow."
had Its premiere at this house Monday
night.
Reviewed elsewhere la this Issue.

—

.OPERA HOUSE.
Frederic Arnold
Rummer's farce, "The Bonehead." opened
before a large house Monday night. Reviewed elsewhere

in this Issue.

MAYFLOWER.—Mayflower

Stock OO.,

after two weeks of comedy, returns to
drama and presents "The House of
Glass."
ALBEE.—Vaudovlllo.
EMERY. Vaudeville and pictures.
FAY'S.—Vaudeville and pictures.
EMPIRE. Burlesque offering this
week presented by "Round the Townr
Co. and are "Going Some" and "The
Island of Mystery."

—

—
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ALBEE,

E. F.

President

MURDOCK,

J. J.

~

1j

-

General Manager

PROCTOR,

F. F.

Vice-President

IB f

B. F. Keith's

l|

•-.

.:.•"'••:

'

.-

'•

"S.

.'

'

.:••

\

'/•'.

•

(AOWCT) *

.

-;

-'

/

"'•••

'

"•

'

EDWARD F. ALBEE

KEITfl

"'

"

>

:

-

New York}

(Palace Theatre Building,
B. F.

'

.

.

A.

?•

'.

;

PAtLKI^
n-

..

1

can book direct by addressing S. K.

n

sj

RF. PROCTOR
--.i —

\ '•:. .••••

.

HODGDON

MOSS

B. S.

Loews

Theatrical Enterprises

BOOKING AGENCY

e

i

v*
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

General Executive Offices
•.

?•

Founders

v

»--

M. D. SIMMONS, General Booking Manager

Putnam Building, Times Square

General Bxeeatire Offlees

New York

BROADWAY THIATfiB WIUW6.
1441

J.

H.

CUT

N. T.

/

LUBIN

General

BROADWAY,

r

Huuitt
I.

Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists
'"
Between

11

Daly

&

Feiber

end 1

Shea

Theatrical Enterprises

.

CHICAGO OFFICE

1493 Broadway

Masonic Temple Building
J. G.
!

ft

MATTHEWS

(Putnam Building)

in Charge

New

I

T

BEN

and

York City

JOHN FULLER

J[

AUSTRALIAN ENTERPRISES
Alaeraarle

Sm W.

Xautau,

Piccadilly, London, W. L Head Officei
will be located In Ntw York

Ben Fuller
V.

M. A. In Chleac*.

Grand Opera Heme, Sydney.
June next
Bee Bite Murphy, Ackermaa-Banla, San PraneUe*.

Harry Rickards Tivoli Theatres
atotraua
HUGH D. McINTOSH, Governing Director
"
f al SftMt AMNM "HU8HMA0." Sydney.
Hae4 (mm: TIVOU THBATBfc trtta
iawieu Keprea entail™, NORMAN JEFFERIES Baal late* Trail lite.,

The Western Vaudeville
Managers' Association
JOIN

J.

NASH, loiineM Hants*?

TE0MA8 J. CA1MODY, B**Uaf Mui|«

NeJ i

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
ALCAZAB THEATRE
SANFBANCWW

5th

Hear

VaadrrlUe A« t>

WanUd

St All

NO ACT TO©

X

ILL.

T lm aa

The Webster Vaudeville

BUILDING

ka;

CHICAGO,

Stale-Lake Theatre Bid*.

labt t$o

men

Circuit

aBeBJjBji et, Cklw—
m WmM
raeat Ha/aatte HI*
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MONTREAL "STAB?

,

ROBERT SMITH

;

AROUND THE THEATRES
By

Bert Errott

C&zra

humor

and

i

Howard

Sharing honors 'With Mr. Enroll

.

is

the ever-welcome, «ver-lively. Irresistible

Clara Howard, a comedienne by

by achievement,
whose rich repertoire of comedy and
good-natured fan is never drawn upon
- in
vain.
Miss Howard forces her
nature and an actress

audience to laugh' with her, not at
her. Therein Ues half the secret of
her success- The other half is her

own sunny

disposition,

in everything

-

Singers at Princess
Clara
Theatre Makes Great'

and touches aH

with the. light of a disarming smile.
Whatever Hiss Howard does, she
does In a way devoid of any suggestion of vulgarity. Her burlesque upon
Charlie Chaplirt is, in the opinion of
many people, funnier than Chaplin
himself. Her stories are spontaneous
in delivery, and her songs are new
rind amnsingi She comes to us after
strenuous work in France with the
troops, and she sings a little French
parody song which will prove immensely popular, I imagine. But what
one appreciates most about Hiss Howard is not her material, but her personality and her methods. We like to
have her here, no matter what she

which sees does.

McNIEL

J. A.

•^GAZETTE,"

Montreal "Herald," Tuesday

MORGAN-POWELL

at
Princess Theatre

•

:

8.

"

MONTREAL

Howard

Clever

Comedienne Repeats Success

Hit With Audience
in
i There are at least two numbers
the programme at the Princess Theatre
this week that are in every way en1
titled to the term "star * turns— Bert
Enroll and Clara Howard.
k
Clara Howard, an old favorite comedy girl, has the knack of knowing
just what an audience wants in song
and patter, and she* gives' without
stint- from her overflowing store. In
new songs, and also old familiar ones,
she is as entertaining as ever. Her
impersonations of. Charlie Chaplin
nearly brought down the house..

at

the Princess r.

CLARA HOWARD RETURNS

'

%

Clever Comedienne Heads Bill
at Princess v' ; v ;.. »^c
:

,

"

.. .

T

and

fectious

;:

gt-g.

'
.

Hiss Clara Howard, who s£. offering occupies the place of hon'fir on the
week's bill at the Princess Theatre,
proves her right to this prettier- position by the spontaneity of her methods and the excellence of her mateA comedienne by nature, she
rial.
fairly exudes comedy of the most ineffective variety,

-

•

%

and in

everything she does she Is natural and
Even those portions of her
monologue which she has retained
from last season are delivered with a
spirit which gives them freshness and
point.
She wins her audience from
the start, and they are loth to see
her leave the stage at the conclusion
of her act.
individual.

JAMES

McKOWEN

B.

FRANK EVANS

YES-NEW YORK SOON!

,

/

An act was passed In the House of.
Representatives last week changing: the
name of the Providence Theatrical Mechanical Association to the Providence
Theatrical Mutual Association.

off

1

1

/and Gordon, Burns and Gaby, Jean
Blough and Lome. Flerson Trio,

Cirvlni.

MANAGERS and AGENTS NOTICE

'.--"
"Evangeline, screen feature.
*>;
FAMILY. Zarro-w'B Revues, all Week:/
Frear, Baggott and Frear, Allman and
Woods. Walsteln and Daly, David Cheskyn, first half; McCabe-Roblnaon Trio,
Felix Haney and Irma Vincent, Blsl Mur- ':
pby and Eddie' Klein, Schaller and Fran^.

—

.

•'•

«-.'

'

:

.,/

.

As early as

last Saturday, Albert M.
Stelnert announced. that the entire house
of the- Shubert Majestic had been sold

PATSY

for the appearance of John McCormack
next Sunday. This Is the first time In
years that a house has sold out so far
In advance.

"Chu Chin Chow," which went so bis
at the Shubert Majestic last season, is
to return to that house for a week be•.-,'"
ginning April 6.
j
According to an announcement made
this week by Manager Charles Lovenberg, the E. F. Alsee Stock Co. will
open Its 20th season at the B. F. Albee
Monday, April 12. Together with this
announcement comes that of the engagement for the third season of Samuel"
Godfrey as assistant director of the
company.*
,

ROCHESTER,

—
nius and the Crowd."

"Ge-

COLONIAL,

,

: '

REGENT.—Norma

j

s

5 /<.

Talmad&e, in:
all week.

Daughter of Two Worlds,"

5

•
-.*•

>A
t

•

T

1

r

.-:>

'

George M. Cohan

WITH

ia In .town supervlsstaging of "Genius' and the
Crowd" at the Lyceum.-

lng

A PANTOMIME OF MODERN LOVE-MAKING
PROCTOR'S 58th STREET, MARCH 29, 30, 31
TEMPLE.—Vaudeville.
GAYETY.—"The Follies

PIRATES, BEWAKE

4

COLUMBIA.—"Wet or Dry."
FAT'S.—The

of the Day.'

NEW YORK,

New York Engagement

Petticoat Minstrels,

THIS

•

First

—

Luck of Geraldine Laird," first halt; "The
Garden iof Mirth" and one to fill, with
Shirley Mason, in "Her Elephant Man."
second half.

ENTITLED "AT-A-BOY"
POSITION NO.

N. Y.

'
By L. B. SKEFFINGTON.
LYCEUM. Georges Rehavent, in

PRESENTING THEIR LATEST COMEDY SUCCESS

second half.
S:
VICTORIA. "Dangerous Dan MoGrew," Jack Atkins and Harrison 81bters, with
Bessie Barriecale, in "The'

ces,
.

:

S^-

WEEK

the

Another new play, "The Sweetheart
Shop," is to be seen at the Lyceum next
week. This is by Anne Caldwell, of VTheNight Boat" fame, produced by Edgar,
MacGregor and "William Moore Patch.
v'

'•'•1
;

Joseph Bonnet, of France, reputed to
be the greatest organist in the world. Is
to give a concert In Rochester on May 13.
Rochester picture men are opposing

•

(March 22)

*

Since

'

•.->;«

m
1

i

V
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Our Successful English Tour.

...

.

...

»

-

:
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WHEELER
Direction,

MAX HART
•5
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VARIETY

46

A

JOYCE
'•;

WE8T

Si

71*4

BAM. BAKBWTTZ

Ksn

i

Rttf.:-

Mf*r7*Sa*Sn

HARKINS

I4M Broadway

1

Urtw

Rear.:
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MURRAY A DAW

/k"/i

My AsMtlMB AsttMri
James MADISON

STREET

NEW YORK

N«Y«t

•

\

\

9

CITT

UHe

EtrfUtE

AND MARIAN

JIM

Starring In "Mr. Manhattan"
in EmUnd

HOTEL

a

MEET THE WIFE

cprin HIIPPF7
Null

St. W.O. t

PWYwYWl

NORMAN

°^

Caorionlltiaa:

JEFFERIES
I

TFt*B

WKSTOM a Lit

bi«

MM

Watt* tUf »t*o« yon

FRIEND MAGGIE

Seal

a letter from no
•aylag "Horrible dissstor
at the Jnnrti.»"-- TJn*Io

Bsra lest his entire herd of
cstUe-Uthtalsg struck mm]
killed both eews.

-

Tes

CHARLIE WILSON

know

hew

It

It

Arent this morning. After
•hewing me my report from Union Hill,
he chased me out o/ the office. and kicked
me down three flights of stairs. What
should I dot
"

.-

Al Xiaeo (Rluo and Raixo}.

Get saether Agent—one
office on the Ground Fleer.

IHreetlea

N act We* (Mat* a)

D.

FRANK EVANS

PsatasM

Omit

"KNCTCLOPAKDUS"

BENEFIT
P. S? Tell the Elevator Boy to
have the ear hen at Seven.

Open for nest season. Permanent addnsst
II Packard Ave* LymaniTilla, R. L

Loew

COOK
Ctreslt

and

Direction.

..

When

"No, that town in South Dakota was not named after me."

When

fiscatory.

i.ii

SEATTLE.
By WILBUR
METROPOLITAN.—"Twin Beds": underlined. "Maytlroe," Raymond Hitchcook. "Friendly Enemies."
ORPHEUM.—Levy Musical Comedy
Co. in "Wanted a Baby," with Ldw
White. Ert Hunt, Oscar Oerard and
Dick Hyland in principal roles.
WIL.KE& Wilkes Players In "Jim's
Girl," with Jane Morgan and Alexis Luce
Next week, "Believe
in stellar roles.
Me, Xantlppe."
LYRIC—Walter Owens Burlesque Co.
OAK.—Dark. Undergoing repairs prior
to reopening as Jink la chain of Fox

—

houses.

MOORE. —Orpheum

vaudeville, headed

by Four Marx Brothers.
IE

PANTAQES.—Charles Althoff and Pan
vaudeville.
PALACE HIP — "Go-a-Hcad" and Loew
circuit vaudeville.
HIPPODROME.—Vaudeville, pictures
and dancing.

KID

trying to land yon,
He's

SCHEMLN'

for anything,

You're

SIO

DREAMLN'

JACK JENNINGS

FRANZ TROUPE

Mess Tims

"

TOURING THE WOBLD

the daylight saving plan now before the
Common Council on the grounds that it
Interferes with their business and 1b con-

PERKLN'S

Direction;

THE KING OF HATS

MARK LEVT

JUGGLER?

MARIONNE
With

AH

MEANT HALL. — Seattle Bymphony

COLISEUM.—"On With the Dance,"
symphony orchestra under direction of

Reginald Dunn, featuring Weber's "Invitation to the Dance," and Albert H.
Malotte's Wurlitier program.
LIBERTY.—"The River's End," Lib.
erty Pictorial and Oliver O. Wallace on
the Wurlitzer, featuring "Missy" by
Stanton.

—

CLEMMER. Dust in Faraum in "The
Corslcan Brothers," Christie comedy, and
'Llborlous Hauptmann concert orchestra
playing "Drlgo's Serenade" and Haendel's "Largo.'"
STRAND.—Lillian Glah In "The Great*
est Question"; Harry Klrschbaum featuring "You're a Million Miles from Nowhere" and Strand orchestra under S.
K. Wineland featuring Friml's "Katinka."

She

Paid,"

Hayden and Hall Duo. singing "Dardanelles Topics of the Day, Lyons -Mo ran

Comedy, and Ladles Concert Orchestra,
featuring "Jolly Fellows" and "Sere'
nade" from Drlgo's works.

„The Burton-Smytbe
i

of this

city,

Muslo Publishing
haa opened a Mew York

for.

a

I.ITTI.K

NO!

Verjenia
run*

IlKitTlli-ii:

TAri; I.AROCCA
Cornelia Glass and Harold Burdlck,
former members of the Wilkes Players,
were married here Saturday at the home
The newlyweds
East

Myrlok has resigned as manager
of the Rlalto, Butte, and will go to California for his health. His successor Ib
H. F. Dalgler, of the Liberty.
E. J.

Mme. Davenport-Engberg, conductor
of the Seattle Community Orchestra, la
ill with the "flu" at Belllngham, Wash.
Doris Newell, a Seattle composer, asby Mrs. D. D. Dllts, a soprano, of
Tacoma, were beard at the Cornish Little
sisted

Theatre Wednesday In a program
Miss Newell's own music

and

\hk iihi:ak!\<; in

ef Minstrelsy'
geei asthea, . .,.

office at 15S1 Broadway, with Will B.
Hasklns In charge.

of

of the bride's parents.
left immediately for the

-

Four vaudeville acts have been added
show at the Tavern Cabaret.

to the
-

The

Colonial

has added a six-piece

ladles* orchestra, in addition to the big

organ, under direction of Jack O'Dale.

The Clemmer theatres in this city and
Spokane have secured the Washington
state rights to all pictures of the Associated Exhibitors, Inc., an organization
of 860 first-run houses' In the principal
cities of the United States and with
.

Meyer Burnett, first violinist at the
Moore, has returned to duty, after several weeks' absence. Mr. Burnett was
married to Cecilia AntelL of this city, a
weeks,
few

Day

Few Momenta
Bewsrd

Orchestra Concert*

Co.,

"A

Star Bevse

COLONIAL—'The

Argo

.

JULIAN ELTINGE

YE, GODS,

FAREWELL TOUR OF

JOHNSON BROS.
and JOHNSON
-IN-

PREMIER DANBEUBE

TOUNQ

-

SI

He b TONKIN*

.

tUTB

sis

an Agent's in Thought,

Weaver Brothers

AL. C. MITCHEL

HARRY FITZGERALD

MAES LEVT

Pauline Saxon

-

The Arkansaw Travelers
Origiastors ef Handsaw HarMeay
Left their Ms in Arkansas;
but they love her "stilL"

Leading attraction tflrat tarn) at the
Orphram, Brooklyn, this week.
Tryint to pay back some of the enorto America.

mona debt we owe

OATMAN

represents

"Keep your grooeh; nobody
wants IV

Says:

OTT

ready for eating.

Paying Off Acts
at a

When-he pays

Mnctton, KRNIS

New

An Act t b it tenure the tkne great ele>
meats that kave mid. Vasdevllle the
Favorite Araueneat of the American
People: BEAUTY, COMEDY tad MUSIC.

HIMSELF

ROSANO AND HIS
NABIMBA PHONE

_ 8% Allen
BRITISH BEEF

TOUGH* JOB

FRED LEWIS
AMERICA'S MASTER 8H0WM A*)
BOOKED SOLID UNTIL IKI

WIZARD OF THE HARP

MASE LEVT

Whimsical—Novel—Appealing

if:

FEMES' CLUB ,'nW TORE

Dl r action,

Our Conception

THE MUSICAL
FLOWER GARDEN

8TKPHKN HALL

who has an

FRED ALLEN

PAUL PETCHING
PEOF.

ROXY
LA ROCCA

my

.

with me, flaunt*;*

"THE LOOSE NUT"

OSWALD

**

Dear Sir:

Saw

Bad

«a •*

eMfjttl ee.

BOREM

ARTISTS'

CLARK'S

w—

udlua
MM

•

W00D8IDB KENNELS

MARIE

Sear Friends:
._
RomdiTi « tun rto
ur. WhAt'a Om ooWmmT No loame. Bo
»•• mtiwtkt catenas of tn tacomo to no
twxana.
So bow sntt But I Ion mi oooalrr
glad to pay tax. When I eoOtet my
ww*-| MtalT VU bo MMMT the MflllOMllM.
Ifa
I lite aput o-nats wtu> atsejar *nar«.

MM a met dltsotltfes. If (tare la a
WTheartwho
SB SB H MM lata ae ataad la tte aatnSM

tad

J

•M

ago.

smaller theatres
country.
8,000

"The Miracle Man"

throughout the

of the Wilkes Players.

being shown at
the eight principal suburban picture
houses, covering a two weeks' run, to

The "Tiny" Burnett concert orohestra
from the Moore Theatre provided the
music Tuesday at the funeral of Pauline

House

Miss Nina Molse has joined the cast

Fung. Infant daughter of Paul Fung,
formerly in vaudeville.

Is

capacity business.

Robert Athon, at the Old Grand Opera
here, haa opened a dramatic

school in Vancouver, B.

C.

Robert Sandburg, leading

man -at

the

•; -:.
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VARIETY
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THE BABY GRANDS

~
.

•f

(ASSISTED BY WM. PHINNEY)
^. ...

WHaARB SO WELL KNOWN EVEN THEIR NAMES

APPEARING fr|
-

_

-••-

PERSON W A

ARE IMITATED

•

-.

,

••-,.•.

«•

',

SPOKEN CQMEDY SKETCH
.-.-

"THE NEW DIRECTOR

-VI

,»

.

BR KEITH'S

By THOMAS

Orpheum, was married to Laurlce Fox, a
choruB girl at the Orpheum, a few weeks
"
ago.

/'

'.

i.as^5s?*n'

WEEK

'$:

(MarcK S9)

MAX HART

'

JAMES

.

,

GRAY

RIVERSIDE NEXT

Direction of
*

J.

Bessie Hill, formerly leading lady with
the Monte Carter organisation at the
Oak, has Joined the Levy Musical Com*
edy at the Orpheum aa leading woman, ,'

A. BLISS

ENGAGED WITH

'•:••

ALAN BROOKS IN

The Hotel Butler Cafe baa a big revue,
consisting principally of the former
Monte Carter Musical Comedy organisation, at the Oak Theatre.. .

'

*«EASY

MONEY"

.

Monday

opening

was

so
great that a hurry call was sent for
police assistance in handling the mob.
But the cops were unable to quiet the
crowd, which smashed the doors of the
theatre to gain admittance.
film

.

Oscar Seagle appeared at the Masonic
Temple Monday under the auspices of
David Sheets Craig, a local musician' and
editor of "Music and Musicians' Maga-

night'.s

—

EMPIRE. Dark all week.
KEITH'S.—Vaudeville. Another pleasErnest P. Rubs ell, organist at the Miaing bill, with the United States Glee
sion Theatre prior to its being rased to_ .Club, composed of former Navy tars,
make way for a modern business block.' headlined. This Is undoubtedly the best
is at the Colonial, Tacoma.
male singing combination in vaudeville.
Second applause honors went to Mr. and
zine."

.

smcu5"V&

1

Mrs.

»v

By CHESTER B.BAHN.
WIETING.—All week, "Some
*-

•

Wild

is supposed -to portray the "adventures" of the typical country lad who

It

,
•

New York

to enlist In the Navy.
The man In question deliberately seta
oui to sow his "wild oats," even against
the advice of his friend, who warns him,
using his own experience as ah object
Through the same friend, howlesson.
ever, the country pumpkin is given a
taste of the imitation rather than the
But 'there Is sufficient realism in
real.
the Imitation to bring a feeling of disgust. A house in the red light district
is vividly portrayed; nothing is left to.
Supposedly the film
the Imagination.
teaches a moral: perhaps it Is that a
producer who make a film such aa "Some
Wild Oats," can find enough ot the evilminded to pack a theatre for every performance. This probably explains- why
the rush of men desirous of seeing the

goes to

V

.
-

half.

.

——

.

First produced In this city in 1896,
"Old 81 Stebblns," written by Dan Darlelgh, bow of Fulton, and well known a
generation ago as an exponent of the
"Down East" type, la slated for revival
the last half of the week at the Bastable
here. Darleigh will appear In his old
part, and the balance. of the cast will be
recruited from former professionals and
well known amateurs in this neck of the
woods. Curiously enough, the Bastable
stands on the site of the old DeKress
and Jukes Museum, In which Darleigh
made his Initial-professional appearance.
Professionals, members of companies
here, after playing. Canadian

coming

dates, are kicking over the treatment
given them across the line.. They complain that they have been paid off in
Canadian coin, which is now subjeot to
a discount of 20 per cent, on this side
of the border. In some instances, they
have succeeded In compelling the management to make good their loss.

Arrested for complicity In the robbery

;
'

ATTENTION

CY

and

CY

Send Contracts to JO PAIGE and

—

lickly

ing

troublesome cougbs and

hoarfe*

TICJ1.
-

Keep Plso'i In the medicine cabinet
ready for instant use. - It iaves
weary trips at night and brings
quick relief.
30c atyour druggist t. Contains no k
opiate. Good for young and old i

PISO'S
for

Coughs & Co/c/s:
—
.o.."_—.,

.

of the store of the Ziegler

,

city,

Can Be Seen at

PROCTOR'S
58th ST.
First Half

PATSY SMITH

_.

Company

In

Sidney Miller, usher at the
Bastable Theatre, put up the novel plea
that he had engaged In the looting Job
this

In Their All-Comedy Offering,

BOOKING

MEN

tbc children by
tootbins irritated and
allaythroat*
tects

.

'

'

.

"The Butter-

of Broadway." When 8am Howe
dropped his net over "Too Much Married," the present vehicle of bis "Butterflies," he made one of the best catches
of this or any other burlesque season.
If a essentially a laughing show, with
.the comedy honors going to Harry
Cooper and Sam Howard, an old Howe
standby.
Cooper works same makeup
this year, and gives a more finished,
more smooth performance than even before. Howard also 'does a Jew and fitsnlcely as a foil for Cooper.
Much of
the comedy, both lines and business. Is
new to burlesque. The other principals
arc all that can be asked, from Matt
.Kennedy, late of vaudeville, doing the
straight to Helen Tarr, the gracious
prima donna with a real voice. The
only weak spot is the stepping of the
chorus. Last half, "Old SI Stebblns."
TEMPLE.—Vaudeville.
CRESCENT. Vaudeville.
STRAND. First part, "Alarm Clock
Andy" and "The Mad Woman," the

Needed
—like rubbers
ihwetweqther
Because
rWi pro-

.

Barry.

flies

Oats," sex picture, more brazen than
even "Fit to Fight." This film is made
exceptionally objectionable by the story.

'.

Jimmy

BASTABLE.—First

"

.

farmer an excellent vehicle for Charles
Ray, the latter a poor, very poor, tale
for the talents of Nance O'Neal and
Tyrone Power.
ECKEL.—First part, "Her Elephant
Man." Good as an exposition of circus
life, Is spUe of the crudities ot the usual
.William Fox story.
»
T'--plrilt »**• " **rtners of the
„.?£yP
Night"
_j^m
TOP.—First part "The Imp." '^^_

THEATRE
Next Week
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VARIETY

"

sm

FOUND THE

I'VE

-

NESTING
PLACE OF THE BLUEB!
A
HEADLINES*- j4g a Solo, Doable or Quartet-. i&LJHeE&SSSmi

A

*

LADY

OH!
vyoN

c

vou

>

TO MV SERENADE

5

DECIDED NOVELTY. EQUALLY APPEALING AS'A SOLO OR. QUARTET

MVA SDGAfcCOAUD
CHOCOIAgI BOY
RARE PICKANINNY SONG— WONDERFUL
k
FOR A'OPOT*

i

PROFESSIONAL MATERIAL

»!«•:

READY

IrSRv

M
Samuel T. Freeman

;

(

».

;

& Company

M«

CC»<! Orl'V)

-••if

ION

Xf-w iouk

!t>0'

THEFAYNES
&

BSOIE

VIOLA

DENNY
DUNIGAN
TOURING PANTAGES

;

Direction,

and

CHESTNUT STREET

1519-J1

.
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/

AUCTIONEERS

'

fHilMtt

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CIRCUIT

TORONTO, CANADA.

II

Hunter, Randall and Senorita

"The American

"Roly Boly Eyes" Co. entertained the
Inmates of the Military Hospital last
week. The performers enjoyed the visit.
A great many acts and EL ft El shows;
have been entertaining for the past few
.months, as well as the Shubert produc-

-ON THE BORDER LINE"

,

Cemedy
latktag aatl
tsecUl Seeoei CoxalarJnf of the United States Feet *a the
er . f
Direction ARTHUR J. HORW1TZ and
New York dry

mv
I

Manwaririf

-

AT AUCTION

f

Hughe*

and was 44 years old. She bad
been dead about six hours when her
lifeless body was discovered at the
Montclair Hotel by an expressman 'who
called for her trunk.
Mass.,

LBKRAUB,

EI:

tions.

1UV4iMH4 Pwt)

([Lot

I

*S.
i

Theatre project here, has now decided
to raise funds by selling shares In tbe
Little Theatre Foundation, which Is Incorporated, as well as by Individual

W. COR. GIRARD AVENUE
AMD FRANKLIN STREET

.

subscriptions.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

1920

14,

George

ATUK

**

X.
_

1519-21

\

Chestnut Street

.-

mo

•

•»., en ajpHeaUoo to the
.

Sale by order of the
American Theatre Realty Company
'

-

&

AreMaJd, £«•..

''''.'

'

'

Arty*.

611 Stephen Glr.rd Balldlnf
Philadelphia,' Pa.

>•"

vocalists, will

-.their

professional,

In Blnghamton to appear at the
Strand there, "Chic" Harvey, vaudevtlheard the call of home so strongly
that he announced that he will probably give up the_ stage to enter into
business In the Parlor City with his

AUCTIONEERS

CHESTNUT STEEBT
P H I L ADELPH IA, PA.

1519-Jl

Li

make

debut at the Capitol. New York, next
month, when Joseph Regneas will produce "Hansel and Gretel."

-

Samuel T. Freeman &. Company
,

Mrs. Sally Spencer Klump and Mary
Burns, two of Watertafcon's best known

llan,

because he was about to wed "a mighty
fine, girl" and had taken the stuff with
the Intention of using it to furnish his
futu*J»home. Miller, with Thomas Carroll, Ta held, 'for the grand Jury on a

brother.

building

project

- Evelyn. Nesblt. once the wife of Harry
K.' Thaw, was In Syracuse for a week,
stopping at the Onondaga, but only secured a one- line head In the local papers.
Her mother accompanied her. Miss Nesblt' explained her presence by saying
she was- here to confer with others regarding a new sketch which she will
produce shortly.

.

'

The Syracuse Center .of the Drama
League, which is fostering the' Little

Why

not sing

Myrtle Young, chorus
Singer's

-

—

245

W.

Two choristers who have had a long
stay In hospitals and are still confined
there through appendicitis operations are'
Belle Thompson at the City Hospital In
St. Louis, Mo., and Mildred Hudson at
General Hospital, Buffalo, N. Y. .Miss.
"Dixie" Tennyson, who had a similar
operation at St Michael's Hospital, Toronto,* three weeks ago, rejoined her
company

In Detroit.

-•

Hazel Fordes, prima donna of the "Oh.
Frenchy" €o. of the -American Burlesque

girl,

"Behman Show.«.

with Jack

died at Utlca

Miss Young, who leaves
last Friday.
no relatives, had been on the stage for,
20 years. One of the most pathetic fea-

tures of the case was that Miss Young,
ill for some time, was to
have gone to New York on Friday to
stay where she lived during the sumThe management and
mgr months.
chorus of the Behman show had arranged to* meet her expenses until she
received a pension from the Actors'
Coroner' Thomseen, who was
Fund.
called, gave dropsy as the cause of
death. Miss Young was born In Lowell,

who had been

,

Terrace
Garden!

your own song?

Chita**'* Mart BewwMisI

WHte He eard*
**ti*t yee>
BE ORIQINAL. 81m tie tone you wrote and pubUsbed yonnetf. We cea tlnrnlAwl
Wljr »—
tnd tood Uiem to nj for » niiuiral eeultu! by on* of tho iB=nbeT* of our dlt
a^nTVhJBTare Bdouard Heuelberg. TONE POHT. sreMBarrianjplanl* and ooopoetr. I**? "*,1" zanra
and America: Leo rrlednun. author of *omo of America'* greatest no* bit*, a ttfted eonunser:
DuffeU. Beaber of tbe faoalty Nortbweateni School of Untie, acted compoeer.

y""»"

an
a

Inrltad to titit our oSte** and look ore* our latest cone nineecae* when in Chloato.
poec* written now, brine It or lend It In for a mutieal wttlng.

If

yon *ko«*a

ban

_Aet *n*t

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS

Been

118

114

•

Pkome

4«th St, N. Y.

Bryalt
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PROFESSIONAL SINGERS

HOW'S YOUR ACT
BUMPUS & LEWIS,

Mrs. Casendana Anderson, mother of

Mrs, Dan F. Pierce, wife of the manager
of the Star Burlesque Theatre, died

March 10. The funeral was held March
IS and every branch of the theatrical
profession was represented.

also after the property.
Sweeney will
Improve the hotel and operate It until
the expiration of the lease In 1922.
.

.

[burglary charge. The arrest of the two
led -to the recovery of loot valued at
about U.00O. Miller was in the Army
and -was on duty at Camp Syracuse for a
period as a military policeman'. \

In

changed* hands, Harry Sweeney taking
over the stock held by A. L. Vlnney and
the Smith brothers.
For some time it
had been reported along the local Rlalto
that the Manhattan was to be purchased
by Interests now operating the £ckel
Theatre, across Ahe way. Syracuse also
heard, apparently on good foundation,
that both Goldwyn and- Selr nick were

.

•

la
-

Attorney* or Auctioneer*

Ehrllcr,

,

a Federal offense, Clifford R. "Witt.
pianist at the Strand, Ogdensburg, % ls
under arrest, there. Witt, who claims
he is Innocent, Is accused of taking a
stolen car. from Toledo to Cleveland to
Brie to Buffalo and finally to Ogdensburg, where he eold it. - Witt says he
bought the car in Toledo. The machine
was stolen In Detroit

-

,

Glrard Annua la tea of the widest jtreete la
PhlladaWila. with double Un* of trolley* and la
noted- bualneea thoroughfare,
In*
peily
from all part* of tb* city.

...

:

.

bulldlns*—theatre, hotel tad factory—
Ire ooDiu-ueted entirely Mparale and tbe purcha»*r

easily aeccttihle

Another theatre

this city received a temporary setback
this week when control of the Hahn
Hotel Company, holding the lease of the
Manhattan Hotel In E. Fayette street,.

Accused of violating the Dyer Act,
which makes the transportation of
stolen autos from one state to another

Tlie three

Full particular*, twin*,

Ro we, James- Conway- and
named as directors

-'

*M

could dlspofo of them tingly.

-

grocer.

The formal opening of the Avon,
Watertown, formerly the City Opera
House, will take place In May, it Is an.-"
nounced.
\

Philadelphia, Pa.

Tbl* It a Modern Fireproof Theatre Property,
•atUns about l.6«5 people. In addition, there la
factory iboptrty.
a hotel and a (tottf

a'

E.

Chester Howe are
.In the papers.

in the Beel Eetate Salesroom*

-U

".

Circuit and Foster G. Dennis son of a
wealthy
Chicago
retired
wholesale

The Lyric Athletic Club has been Incorporated at Blnghamton to hold boxing bouts at the Armory Theatre there.

to b« told

Wednesday, April

Watertown friends were surprised this
week when they received notice of the
marriage of Mrs. Ruth McClement
Mooney, Watertown professional, now
traveling over- the Dominion Chatauqua

I*
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playing in Canada
ar« not aware that the three-cent postage rate on letters and two-cent on
cards la still In existence and many
wonder why- their letters go unanswered.

-

-

The Strand Hotel, for years

-the

home

vations. Accommodation for performers
In Toronto hotels is getting worse every

.

week.

ORPHEUM—John

vaudeville.
.

Mr. and Mrs. 'John Cert, Jr., spent a
very happy week In Toronto, as Mrs.
Cort (Maude Fealey) Is popular here on
and oft She did not work In "Holy, Boly

J'

•

Violet

Byes.''

Hymer 6

B.

.

.

-/

.

A.

GLOBE—Pauline Frederick in "Bonds"
MAPLE LEAP—Mary Plckford in

of Love."

Royal.

•

-

*

'

BROADWAY—Enid

Every

Woman

In "What
Learns," first half; Nasi*
Red Lantern," second half.

Bennett

mova In "The
PROGRESS, EAIRV1EW. KITSILANO,
NATIONAL^ GRANDVIEW, PRINCBS&U
Films.

.

,

.

«•:-

.

v

\;

:

The

Last Week's attraction at the Empress
the' Land." substituted
for "Jim's Girl." Edythe Royal scored
a bit as the boy In -the former.

was "The Law of

Co. and

—

Co.,;
PANTAGES—Aleko, Pantbea
headline vaudeville.
COLUMBIA—Loew vaudeville and pic-

Following "Little Peggy O'MoOre," the
Empress company are staging a western
play written by Joseph Lawless, a member q£ the company, and who is alio
scenic artist The play bas been produced by other companies with which
Mr. Lawless appeared. During the local
engagement It will be presented without
any name and patrons of the Empress
will be asked to select a suitable one.

tures.

ARENA—Ice skating and hockey.
REX—Tom Mix in "Treat 'Em Rough."

There -Js a possibility that the
Allen .theatre, pictures, may open
15. It will seat about 8,000.

WASHINGTON,

'•
.
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Folks who have to jump from California
to Chicago and New York will find the
longtrippasslikeadreamiftheygobythe

Leave"

r

New York,

1231 Broadway. Madlaea Straere 6640

Chleato. 140 S. Clark St, Majaatie 8820
Sorter
San Fraaclaco. 657 Markat
Los Aaeclas,
3. Sprias Su Pico 3490-44323
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Write for our
100-Page

y Catalog

E

At Fall Face
Value

on Any

sad All

andVancouver—trail theFraser,Thomp<

Excellent Canadian Pacific Hotels in
Canada's leading cities.No passports.For
reservations write, call'or telephone one
of the Candi an Pacific Passenger Offices:

:,: i.

.

.

Considerable box office interest Is being manifested In the appearance of E.
H. Sothern and Julia Marlowe next week

Accepted as Cash

lllnatrated
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to

Ssls Circular

the artistic In furniture praaenta aver

Its

strongeat sppasl, should follow tha

axamsle of the hsndreda of-leadlnr membera of the profcaalon who hare fornlahed their
homes throsgh «s, and thereby not only aare from 25% to 40% on tha prica, bat ayatl
themselves of tha prlvllcsa of our convenient deferred payment aystem, the moat liberal
In New York for ever a quarter of a centsry.

X

3-Roora Apartment
|3M VALUE
of allttO^C

Cen.latlnr

Period

A

Pnrnltare^> tt'*i*
1

4-Room Apartment
$500 VALUE
'

Period Fornltaro. .
•f Kara Beauty....

Q7K
«
QO
i O

SeatUj reacted from Weat Bide by

getter

50th

Bt.

Croaattnro Cars.

5-Room Apartment

LIBERAL TERMS
Value Week Month

HOC
1150
$200
ISOI
$400
$560

11.00
$2.25
ts.se
IS.C0

$4.M
$5.00

18.00

19(4
$10.00
$12.00
S1S.00
$20.00

Larser Amount

Up

to $5,000
Special
i wfrf

Distant

15

%

^

VALUE

1701

Incomparably Rlcn (£CO

K

Period Furniture.

A 6 -Room
$1,000

Elaborate

.

.--

with

Halftone

Cash or Credit
MEN AND WOMENOP THE STAGE

son, Kicking Horse and Bow River canyons for 24 hours among snow-capped
peaks and iridescent glaciers—through

fairyland.

.

-:

real travel pleasure
trains from coast to coast in
90 hours with excellent cuisine and flawless service. They, see quaint Victoria

One"

>

Lean
Bonds

—through

"Fifty Switzerland* in

"On with ;the Danes."
. j ~; t

Liberty

Then they discover

and stop oft—if their time permits— at
Lake Louise and Banff (both open in
June)—two magic castles in this Alpine

1

(
Trentinl Is .meeting with great success at Keith's this week.

•

Show."

;.

?f

•

.

•

Canadian Pacific Rockies

m fLWflL

-

,

MOORE'S rialto.—"In Search of .a
*
-'
I
_£
CRANDALL'8 METROPOLITAN AND
KNICKERBOCKER—"War Brides?'
MOORE'S GARDEN.—Fourth week.

attracting good business for
„

Is

'

•

..

Town."

to

Sinner."

—

Garter
OAYETY.—"Star and __
FOLLY.—"Sport Girls."

,-

LOEWS '"PALACE.—Film, "His, House
u-„.
LOEWS COLUMBIA.—"Mary Blieh

In Order."

Comes

Another
reSHJJBERT-BBLASCO.
turn engagement for "Experience" continuing to draw goodly sized audiences;
8HTOERT-GARRICK.—-"Seven Days

the week.
;

-'-:

Si

COSMOS.—Vaudeville.

POLI'9:—G. M. Anderson's "Frivolities
1020," with Nellie % and Sara Kouns

'

.

V,

J

making the .show one of the
greatest drawing cards here this season.
Their work Monday night was received with what might be termed an
ovation.
.
.
NATIONAL.—George White's "Scandaft of 1919." It is going to be a "battle
royal"
between this attraction and
" Frivoli ties."

"•J

PIOFISSION

Furs Repaired and
Remodeled

D. C.

simply

600MUesof

smartest!

prices.

By H.
KEITH'S.—Vaudeville.
of

latest! The

Priced lowest! Wraps, Goatees,
Dolmans, Stoles and Novelty
Pieces In all the popular furs
at 1/8 lets than wholesale

<

.

Spectacular
"Locations"

RATKO WSKY, Inc.

34 West 34th Street

"Pollyanna," second week at this house
and last week It was also shown at the

—

Midnight Man."

If Clayton Kelcey returns to Toronto
again this season he should be eligible
to vote. He haB been here as musical

director with three cast shows' already.

DOMINION—"Bverywoinan," film, with
Homing and big cast of stars. '
COLONIAL—Alice Lake in "Should a
\
Woman Tell"?

VANCOUVER, B.
.By H. P. NEWBERRY.
EMPRESS— Edythe Elliott, leading
lady with the EmpreBs Players, again
delighted her audiences with excellent
portrayal of the little Irish girl in-kittle
Peggy O'Moore." The play* was
staged two seasons ago by the company
with Miss Elliott In the lead.
AVENUE Klraym, the Mystery Man
of India, played an engagement here 811; with "The Merry Monks" 12-13, proceeds for a soldier organization 22, "The
Dumbells" all week."
ROYAL Parle, the Hypnotist, all
week, also Earle Williams (n "The Black
Gate" and James Corbett In aerial 'The

—

hsadltners
In vaudeville -'playing
Loow's and Shea's (Keith Circuit), has
olosed to make way for a large office
building. Mapy performers are unaware
of this and are still writing In for reserof

I

art.

.

,

;

-"Moralnt Jesnaf," OaytM.

C

\/ -

Many performers

Plena, who owni • pair of furure wtlapertw fa* that do
magto emt of on-.thS air, alao adUj to the aucoete of Ua minatnl
perfonneaee.—CIMl»asil.''Tlaia*>Svr."
Eddie JUHer and Qeorw Piaft*. old mUumel men. both, reppjy
.7"
of the comedy dandnf and the burfeeaue.— Ottrelt.
,

am."

—
Wheel, was laid up all week in her hotel
in Toronto and unable to work.
'."'*

Otom

Bats Pullman, sari Gaits sad George maree,

reel htta of
la fact, Plana, la a black-face, does aome Una
daedag In two small opportantUes befcaa, and onrroody in a goodalaad aodttaoo as thai Victory laat nUht rtamonatratad tha fact that they
would bare appreciated mora from Plana,

"Holy Bolr
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In Period Furniture*? I
Dallvef by Auto Track
Direct to Your Door
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BURNT WINGS.

l

This Universal feature starring Frank
la sex interest stuff well developed
and, well handled. It la ao good there
was applause all through It and a burst
.of It at the climax at the Loe w theatres

Mayo

laat

week.

Mr. Mayo Is a good leading man and
should build up a atari following;, especially if he Is always given aa good
support as in this picture. The cast Includes Betty Blythe and Lois Wilson.
Both are excellent A little artist's model
marries a struggling painter. . She commits an Indiscretion with a wealthy man
to get money when her sick husband U
starving, and later when this same husband la successful the wealthy, man's

V
:

**£**

daughter falls In love with him. Her
father tries td buy the wife away and
almost succeeds, hut at the last moment
the truth comes out "You have everything.
She has only me," says the
painter to his rich love, and he goes back
to his wife while the audience yells
approval.
Is

This ought to go well In any house. It
better than the usual Universal

product

£es*\

"The Idol 'Dancer," the latest melodrama done by D. w. Griffith for First
National, Is the main excitement at the
It Is

-

satisfying to

..•:

'«*!

.

Bstelle Carey 'Bang
notable.
pense." and the organ solo was
of selections from •"Carmen.'*

THE STRAND.
Strand this week, and

all tastes and styles of mind. Reviewed
elsewhere, its chief Interest to the trade
Is the effective use It makes of Clarlne
Seymour's appealing' and whimsical
prettf new.
She has a face to rival
Norma Talmadge'B.
Musically the program Included, an
overture consisting of excerpts from Moskowsky's "Boablli" and" a prologue of
Hawaiian singers against one of those
beautiful tableaux this house baa made

"Recom-

made up

The pictorial, a comedy cartoon from
Bray studio, and a scenic, filled up
an evening of exceptionally
enterr good
- '
-.
tainment
,'
.
the

^

TO THE
BANK
in the Metro Thirty-Six,

1920 Model,

part of

is

the daily routine of the
exhibitor of Fewer and

Better Pictures.
If you have too lean a
mixture in your booking schedule, or the
spark in your feature.!
films is missing fire, or
there's carbon in your

(paramount

cash register, try

'The Right of Way"
By

MACKSENNETT

Sir Gilbert Parker

Starring

Bert hyieYL

"The Walk-Offs"
Frederic and

By

Starring

Fanny Hatton

May

Allison

"Shore Acres"*
By Jamas

A.

Bene

starring Alice

Lake

"Old Lady 31"
By

.

.

Rachel Crothers
'J.

Emma Dunn

Starring

"The Very Idea"
Starring

Taylor Holmes

don't have
YOU
nett Comedy

is

and

start off

on high

along Box-Office
Record Boulevard.

be in the theatre to know that a Paramount-Mack Senbeing shown. You can hear it!

You can hear the men roaring and the women
chuckling and the kids shouting. You can hear
gurgles of amusement and shrieks of laughter

And

all

exhibitor.

sweeter than music to the
it means that others will
and the whole town will come
r >:-'.'-

that

hear about *it

Metro
1 1

ii

ii

i ii

i

i

1 1 1 1 1

1

1

1

n

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 inpr
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features.

y

FEATURING

LOUISE FAZENDA
„

I'l

is

Because

and boisterous applause.
to see it.
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies axe features. Play them up as

•-

m

to

'

S^mmn ii

si

You Can Hear Them a Block

By William LeBaron

-.»

.

Armstrong and Billy Bevan
Directed by JAMES DAVIS

Billy

FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION
AMtnxammr^JBmLURCTftoJVttCXUlJSVIBWAhrtrtaB*
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MOVING PICTURES
Los Angeles, March 20.
Percy Heath, for the past year scenario

';,;

'editor at Universal, has resigned to
with Metro as chief continuity writer.

,,

ge

Aileen

Bill Farnum and brother Dustln are
vacationing at Catalina island.
^

:for

John Elliott, of the Wllkea stock; at
the Majestic, has resigned to go into pictures here. '.'•'••'

i'

Mabel

:

luncheon..

"

r

•

"

Mildred Harris Chaplin's next feature
will be "Old Dad."

•

-.

.,

It

Is

another western
temporarily titled "No

Imlt Carson."

.

Harry Edwards has been 'named promanager of the Christie Film Co.

duction

Mary Conan

Doyle, daughter of

Arthur Conan Doyle,

is

In

Sir

Los Angeles

for the winter.

Mark

Wright has been promoted
by General Man-

V.

to a directorial position

ager Tarklngton Baker.
Wright will
supervise the Hoot Gibson western

dramas.
Frlscllla Dean and her mother, May
Preston Dean, invited a score of friends
the other evening to tender a surprise
party to Wheeler Oakman on the occasion of his- birthday. Mr. Oakman was
leading man in her current Universal
spodai feature, "The Virgin of Stamboul,'.' and rumor has it that the two are
engaged.

,

way

Slg Schlager, press agent for J. Parker
Read, Jr., Is home from his first trip to

New York

In six years,

Coclle Perclval has been added to the
Ince .staff, and Is put In
charge of the research department

Thomas H.
-

]

I

John H. Blackwood, scenario editor at
the Thomas H. Ince studio, will enter
the ranks Mt the play writing fraternity"
at the Majestic Los Angeles, in a few
weeks, when his play, "A Dollar Down,"
will be presented,

The scenario writers are fighting the
stars for first page space for "stunts."
latest example of this craving for

The

was the voluntary Incarceration
of Agnes JohnBon, In the San Quentln
State penlentlary. Miss Johnson Is writing a continuity that calls for a Scene In
jail and she went after the real thing In
real style.
novelty

'

-Colleen Moore and two members of her
family were near death recently when
her automobile and a street car collided.

No one was hurt

Lew Cody Is now working at Universal
where he has secured studio space
under his contract with Louis Gasnler.
Betty Blythe is his leading woman.
.

City,

\

Mrs. Sidney Drew Is in Southern California for a vacation.
She expects to
come out here agan to make a couple of
pictures if she can induce her leading

man,

John Cumberland,

a

New York

legitimate actor, as well as film player,
to foresake the stage long enough.

Preparations are being

made by

Miller, technical secretary of the

violinist of the Rlalto was
to "nine as a

an opportunity

"Souvenier" which was
Frea.

liked by the audience.

EXCUSE~MY DUST.
J.

D.

.Tully Marshall

Theodore Robert*
-Ami Little

Ward

Dorothy Walden
narbv
Henderson
Qrlgga ...... +
Sit?

0uv Oliver
.......Otto Brower
JaJ? e8>

Police

.

.

M5S2

y^-^j&riF
-Jack
»•»*•£

.

Oldhfcm

-

Wallace Reld

"Toodles" Walden
President Mutchler

l

Fred Huntley

Magistrate.

Wally Reld In '"Excuse My Dust" Is
the-thlrd of a series of Btorles of the
roaring road that have appeared in The
Saturday Evening Post" All three of
the stories are based on the rivalry that

for

exists

between two automobile compan-

.8

who want to have the fastest stockoar on the market. They have all been
Interesting, and particularly so is the

CAPITOL

C. J. Marley will take charge of the
southwest branches of the Vltagraph and
United Picture Production distributing

corporations.

He

will

fill

'local

the Vacancy

who has been long

spring,

way. He succeeds Clinton Pedrlck. McQuesten has been Identified with the picture Industry since the old Blograph
days. He was -a-.th the naval forces in
France and England.

•

first

It

Hut
today are averaging more

was somewhat

timely.

shop girls
money than many Industries pay, evan
?olng above that of professional people.
hereforo, why depict the plight of tho
shopgirl falling prostrate over a sewing
machine?- Topics of the Day held Viry
little in paoe with some of the pristine
compilations they have formerly ex-

,

According to reliable Information, WalReid Is to go on the speaking stage
New York, under the auspices of Jesse
He will apSear in several plays at a local theatre
efore going to New York.
Reld was
once a newspaper reporter, then joined a
barnstorming company and finally landed
In pictures after he had come west to

the

"The Young Mrs. Wlnthrop." Both are
reviewed elsewhere.
The show started with "In Middles and
Bloomers," a film devoted to showing
the benefits In Y. W. C. A. camps as
populated by the overworked city girl.
Coming as it did with the first breath of

Triangle distributing

the United.
A. H. McQuesten,

Will M. Richey adapted the original,
for the screen and the direction was
handled by Sam Wood. He haB carried
the action along In a logical manner
and achieved several comedy touches
here and there that stand out.
In the present story Reld again plays
"Toodles" Walden, the sales head of the
Los-Angeles branch of the auto company.
the head
He has married the daughter of"Toodles
of the concern and there is a
Junior on the scene. Both the wife and
father-in-law of "Toodles" senior want
him to quit the speeding game because
of his family obligation and they frame
with « magistrate that the next time
he is brought In for speeding he Is to
be placed on probation for a year and
not permitted to drive a car. But In a
heat of an argument with one of the
firm's rivals he breaks his word, taking
his old racing machine out for a tryout
for a road race and the result is that
his wife leaves him. The road race comes
off and both he and his father-ln-Vaw
jump into cars at the last minute In
place of the regular racing drivers, each
believing that he Is out to save the other
from a smash up that Is to be engineered by the competing company. Of
course they win the race and all Is for-

release of Booth Tarklngton's "Edgar," stories made and released
through Goldwyn. The bigger feature
offering was the Paramount-Artcraft release, with Ethel Clayton starring in

was

caused by the resignation of H. H. Hicks
from the Vltagraph branch Who goes to
San Francisco to become manager of the
branch of the American Photoplay com-

The

latest one

Fair and warmer weather Sunday
afternoon caused a flop In business at the
Capitol, especially on the lower floor,
where there was no indication of a willingness to fill until well past Ave. The
show this week conformed to the usual
policy of giving a diversity of features
running into three hours. From the picture Viewpoint the biggest scoring point

support Eugene O'Brien In his fifth Sels£lck picture, "The Figurehead," by John
ynch. '•;'.'.

lie

The third offering was a
comedy Paramount-St. John, starring
Al St. John In "Ship Ahoy." Apparently
this is the first comedy offering with
It
him under Paramount direction.

in

.

exhibited.

—

Lasky and Oliver Morosco,

'

A. P.

Roth-

acker company for the Aim-laboratory
story which will be built Immediately
upon the Hollywood property purchased

Dan McGuIre
Richard Barthelmeaa
Rev. Franklin Blythe
Geo. McQuarrle
Walter Kincald
Crelghton Hale
Mrs. Blythe
Kate' Bruce
Donald
Thomas Carr
The Blackbirder
.Anders Randolph
The Rev. Peter
...Porter Strong
Old Thomas...
Herbert Sutch
Wando
Walter James
Black Slave
Adolphe Lestlna
Pansy

Florence 8hort

Native Boy
Native Musician.

Ben Grauer
Walter Kolomoku

scene being responsible for this. The
race was particularly well handled by
the director and the suspense is mainFmf.
talned throughout It

MARY ELLEN COMES TO TOWN.
Mary Ellen
Mary Ellen's Mother
Bob Falracrea...

Distinguished by poetic sub-titling
and fap-away, dreamy atmosphere, admirably acted by a well chosen cast. Including Clarlne Seymour, here seen at
her prettiest, and recognized as the most
charming face photographically since
Marjorle Daw's, the latest Griffith melodrama for First National sent a crowd
at the Strand Sunday Into whoops of
approval, But there Is less rough-house
in this entertainment than in "Scarlet
Days." There Is also a pleasanter love
Interest -danclngly evident through every
foot of film occupied by Miss Seymour,
Richard Barthelmeaa and Crelghton
Hale. The last haa been underestimated
as an actor.- He more than makes good
in this picture.

The invalid's tragic Inability to grab
his girl away from the stronger lad is
pathetically evident throughout thanks
to his skill, and he died well after Trojan work with a club. The planting of
the' drum boom early Is an example of
the skilful direction, but It could have
been better. Scene could have led to
scene more naturally. Photographically
the thing is as beautiful as anything
George W. Bltzer has done for Mr. Grlfflith,

though there

Is

still

the tendency

to ring In glorious effects for their

own

sake alone.

The picture Is also great work from,
the market standpoint. It should sell

of superlative Inter-

Hy

thread of humor Injected into them.

.

Elmer Clifton. The original story was
by Helen G. Smith, the scenario by Wells

Btep.

Hastings. It Is. the old, old tale of tho
lure of the great city, with the little
Innocent country girl and the beau from
the old home town as the victims of the
bold bad guys that run the Broadway
cabarets.
In this case the cops round
up all tho bad eggs and the rube couple,
return to the family fireside for their

R1V0LI.

My

Dust"

la-

and a Vltagraph comedy, "Squeaks and
Squawks," that was a rather sorry affair.
The overture was "Robespierre," the
aria from "lone," sung by Alma Dorla
and "Vlzlone Venezlana" by Edoardo
Business was affected by the
Albano.
weather, being slightly
noon shows.

...Dorothy Gish

Here is a feature that starts out with
all the Indications that It is to develop
Into a whale of a comedy, but that is
about all that It does. After, the opening Is set It does a flop and Miss Gish
Is far from delivering what Is expected
of her in this production. It's a Paradirected
by
release
mount-Artcraft

Mayer's Travclaugh, "Such
est, while
is Life 'Mong Dogs," had an animal

Wallace Reid In "Excuse

t.

Kate Bruce
.Ralph Graves
Adolph Lestlna
Colonel Falraores
William Gurson, alias "Will the Weasel"
Charles Gerrard
Raymond Cannon
"Beauty" Bender
Bert Apllnff
"Hard" Harris
Rhea Haines
Flossie Fleurotto

.

the feature of the current week at the
Rlvoll. Incidentally the feature Is about
the only thing on the bill worth while..
The other Aim portions of the program
are a Bruce scenic entitled "The Song
of the "Paddle," Interesting In spots but
with too much title, the Rlvoll Pictorial

off for the after-

Fred,

RIALTO.
If it wasn't for the presentation of
the Charles Chaplin reissue "The Champion" the show at the Rlalto this week
would have been an awful flop. The
old Chaplin picture saved the day for
the house and it received as many
laughs after Ave years as It did when
The balance of the
It was first Issued.
show was a poor one and most disappointing of all was the Dorothy Gish
feature, "Mary Ellen Comes To Town."
One has come to expect things In a
comedy vein from Miss Gish, but In this
picture she is positively sad. Tho only
other film offering of the bill was the
news weekly.
"Caprlcco Esagnol," the overture, was
directed by Hugo Relsenfeld himself.

:

a-

3

''

••
Fred Huntly appear to advantage
The picture from a production standpoint Is a real thriller, the auto race

atic and In costume effect surpassed in
some respects the two greatest operatic
The Capitol
institutions in America.

News had nothing

i

firlv*3n«

Reld. handles the role of the light
hearted "Toodles" delightfully but the
support given him by Theodore Roberts,
Tully Marshall and Ann Little aids materially in putting over the picture.
Roberts Is especially good. In minor
roles Guy Oliver, Otto Brower, James
Gordon, Walter Long, Jack Herbert and

proved, however, far less mirthful than
anticipated, much of the slap bang stuff
further bis Journalistic career.
that he has already been seen in probably
taking the edge .off this newer feature.
H. M. (alias "Beanie") Walker, for
The picture Is a costly one and some
many years sporting editor of the Los aotlon In the last scenes with a free tor
Angeles "Examiner," is about to resign
all In the barroom of a sailor's retreat
from his newspaper duties to go with
adjacent to the sea showed expert •itrecHal Roach as title writer for the Harold
tion In a willingness to shatter to smlthLloyd comedies.
Withal the
reens everything In, sight.
audience got a big laugh out of a bnlome.
dance done by St. John, in costume. Sorao
Bill Hart has Just purchased what Is
known as the Old English Cottage In. of the scenes, however, are entirely t>o
audifamily
of
a
the
appetite
raw
suit
to
Hollywood for his residence. The price
ence.
Is reported to have been $25,000.
Special
The musical feature Included the "Raylandscape work will be done on it a
swimming pool Installed and other ex- mond," overture by Thomas, and "Paoromantic opera by Pletro
tensive Improvements made.
Wanda letta," awith
libretto by Paul Jones.
Hawley also has purchased a large Florida,
Most appealing about this musical work
building lot. next to Hart's property and
were the settings and the costuming of
will start construction soon on the dwellthe piece, These were accomplished on
ing.
a scale as elaborate as the Metropolian,
but the music was often dull and trite,
now and then, too, smacking of musical
THE IDOL DANCER.
Influences gleaned In the study of older
Mary
Clarlno Seymour masters. The ensemble was rigidly oper.

.

Lawrence Weber, after seeing Edith
Halor and her company well on their
to the end of her first picture, returned to his own Broadway.

'

first

soloist, offering

la a relief after all the
Interest
and contrast.
Great stuff effectively done by the blazer
of bo many picture pathways.
heed.

straining

Ora

In the theatrical business, has taken up
the managerial reins of dune's Broad-

King Vidor's second production under
his new contract with First National
will be a picturzaton of Ellis Parker
Butler's story, "The Jack Knife Man."

'

Stevens,

JamflB Corrlgan and wife, Lillian Elof the Morosco stock in Los Angeles for almost 10 years, will in future
devote themselves to pictures.

Tom Mix. is making

>.

Edwin

Q. Nilsson,

agency was absorbed some weeks ago by

£lcture.

The
given

naturalness that

Normand has completed the

Archer McMackln has provided the
story for the next Douglas MacLeanDorria May picture.
^ - .
llott,

.

-

Carew, Joseph Gerard and Kate Parks
have been engaged by Harry Rapf, Selznlck west coast production manager, to

pany.
-

Henry

We

selling.

have a South Sea island setting, an old
fisherman with a daughter who wears
too little, to the horror of one of those
obstreperous missionaries Mr. Griffith
dislikes so effectively. Onto the beach
drifts one, of those castaways who are
the theme of romance. This one is young.
His abilities as a liar excite even the
old fisherman's envy, but to disturb the
young man's pursuit of the daughter
there appears first a young invalid' from
New England, and secondly a band of
pirates whose attack on the village and
attempt to steal the girl forms the last
mounting climax of effect. There Is
humor, too. In this picture. It Is Griffith melodrama at the very best and
proceeds about its telling with- a quiet

%

ies

Anna
-

Mrs, May Mason, mother of Shirley
Mason, Fox star, and Viola Dana, Metro
luminary, has left for- London to visit
her third daughter, Edna 'Flugrath.
whom -she has not seen for seven years.

-

of

"Slim Princess" " under the direction of
Victor Schertzlnger.

-

Clark Thomas, manager of the Thomas
H. Ince studios, John H. Blackwood,
scenario editor of the studio, and Luther
Reed, the author of "Dear Me," have
formed a lunch .club. With the Initiation
of each member, the newcomer is required
organisers to
to
invite the

'%

supporting

Brentwood pro-

Pauline' Fredericks has commenced
work on "Ma'dam X" under the direction
of Frank Lloyd. William Courtlelgh and
Casson Ferguson are in the oast.

-7

photoplayera

now

is

duction under the direction
Kolker.
%

report gof started
that Prank B. Woods, supervising director of Lanky studios, has started a school

.

Manning

Zaasu Pitts in her latest

Somehow a wrong

•

lost year by Watterson R. Rbthacker.
The laboratory will have a 327-foot
frontage on.. Sunset boulevard at Van

Ness.

'"•

I

anywhere and go right on

tOAST PICTURE NEWS

£•
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honeymoon.

.

Miss Gish Is the country girl, who
tends the. soda fountain in the hick
town and who because of having recited
at the church festival believes that Bhe
Is destined to run Bernhardt, Julia Marlowe and tho other noted tragedienne
Elfle Fay off the Main Stem. The early
country scenes looked as though they
had been laid out by D. W. himself as
far as Miss Glsh's work was concerned,
but after that there was nothing to Indicate that he had ever lpoked at the picture again.

Ralph Graves played tho Juvenile lead
opposite Miss Gish and gave a corking
performance.
He is youthful, has a
pleasing personality and manages to ImKate Bruce played the role of
Mary's mother, putting a real heart throb
in the early scenes.
In the "crook" set
Charles Gurrard proved a clever heavy,
whllo Raymond Cannon* and Bert Apllng
wore his runners. Rhea Haines as a fly
dame Impressed with her characterizapress.

tion of the role.

There

Isn't

A

very

much

couple of
tion.
In the picture and a
lattor

to the producrube Interiors early
cabaret scene in the

The latter was of the
The photography was fair.

section.

usual order.

Fred.

'.

t|
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Dr. Gardner
Catherine Belle.

THE VIRGIN OF STAMBOUL
Prlicilla

Sari

mm

Wheeler Oak
Ed. A. Warren

Yoaaaf

The Sheik's Favorite
The Proxie
The Young American

William Davidson
Anna Lehr

Dean

.Wallace Beery

Achmet Bey
Captain Pemberton

Hellen Ritchie

This picture Isn't for tbe

first

class

houses. There is too much propaganda
In it, and It doesn't start till &be second
reel,

when the poor father enters with

Eugene Ford
Edward Burns

*.

that may be able to restore bis sight.
is poor.
A resident at tbe same
boarding house and also the attendant
in the ocoullst's office Is the young
heroine of the story, in love with tbe
unfortunate author. She tslls him she
will receive a legacy of f 6,000 on the day
she marries, and with this sum he is*
enabled to go on abroad. He has i ever
seen her, and on his return is subsidised
by a wealthy woman who is Interested
in htm after meeting him in Italy.
I'he
bride, unknown to him, returns, but in
tbe capacity of a maid. From then on
the story develops in an interesting

He

ii

.

his sick child. Also It is very obviously
titled and told like a child's story book.
This last quality may help In tbe class
of house for which it is destined.
In
This Universal special with Prlacllla
these houses, too, its plea for lowered
Dean starred is great stuff. It has everyrents may aid.
thing necessary to a successful picture.
That message needs to be spoken, but
Jealousy
First there Is love Interest.
Ivan Abramson, who wrote and directed
results, and in picturesque Turkish setthis six-reel special for Graphic Films,
manner to the close.
tings there breaks loose a Sght that
needs to get more art and subtlety Into
The feature's possibilities as a comkeeps the blood stirred. In a final chase
his arrangements before he can tap the
mercial proposition are . increased in
magnificently staged and directed by Tod
big purses.
value more through the delightful Shirley
Browning, Miss Dean herself stars by «« A poor struggling artist offers to tell Mason than the production. She is well
climbing a wall, tumbling over it, swinghis daughter to a rich woman,- but takes
supported
by Albert Bosooe, as the
ing the gate wide for the invading troops
her back because his son wants bis sisauthor.
and then chasing Into the labyrinth to ter. Later he gets mixed up with a rich
find her lover, who is engaged In as
family.
The wife is his mother by a
bloody and effective a knife to knife -former unhappy- marriage, but before
First the
fight as anyone could ask.
Jhis is made clear there ate a good man
THE VEILED MARRIAGE.
sheik gets the best of it, then the lover.
complications and considerable jealousy.
Finally tire villain gets away, staggers
The picture's redeeming feature is the
A first class sex picture. Directed by
down the stairs and drops dead at Sari's acting.
Kenean Buell for Hallmark, it features
feet.
- Creighton
She thinks her lover dead. So do
Hale and Anna Lehr par- Anna Lehr, and has only one real fault
the onlookers, and the final suspense is
ticularly distinguish themselves.
of any consequence. This is a tendency
broken when he once more appears to
Leei.
to shift too swiftly from one thread of
be covered with kisses by the heroine.
interest to another.
These shifts are
The yarn is based on an original story
confusing, and particularly so to younger
I.
by H. H. Van Loan, and Carl Laemmle
and less developed minds.
hand
prodigal
for once has .spent with a
Moat picture patrons outside New
Molly
are
Shirley
Mason
resultB
effects.
The
get
these
rich
to
York and the larger cities are under
Shirley Brown
excellent. The story begins In StambouL
twenty and any story has to be four
Philip Smith..
Albert Roscoe
the Turks' name for Constantinople. A
Jack Herrlck
.Harry Dunkinson square to the attention to bit them
little girl of the streets attracts the atclearly.
Marion Sutherland
Miss Lehr, however, brings so
Lille Leslie
tention and then the love of an Americlean and dignified a charm and beauty
When
the
director
serving
tbe Fox
can, but she is witness to the murder of
to any production in which she is feainterests
will
picture
in
working
desist
a man in a mosque. The sheik who did
tured that she helps people forget other
on an economic schedule that robs them
this trick decides to marry Sari. to keep
drawbacks,
of achieving results they might otherbut in this case her support
her tongue quiet. So she will not object,
is also first class. «
wise secure by tbe expenditure of a lithe has the marriage performed by proxy,
tle more money, only then can these feaAs the daughter of a poor man, she is
but the American buys off the proxy and
tures hope to line up alongside other
receiving the attention of a bounder. A
when the concerns
is himself married to Sari,
devoted admirer, a young Irish roughin competitive bidding.
sheik finds this out he abducts both of
"Molly and I" offers a characteristic
neck, steps to her rescue, but too late.
them, but Sari makes her escape and
example of how stinted expenditure may She has temporarily lost her eyesight
brings back a regular army to his citadel
spoil a feature that had greater possiand the roan takes advantage of her
in the desert.
„
bilities than its trade showlne: proved.
under these circumstances.
But tbe
The whole presentation, made for the
four principals, the story
There
only
are
rougbneck
makes him promise to marry
first time March 21' at Moss's Broadway,
is Interesting and yet an Interior backher.
By a trick the bounder gets her
Is under the direction of Harry L. Relchmultiplicity of studio
ground
for
the
married
to a friend of his who is drunk
drew an appreciative crowd.
enbach and
and engaged to a girl he wants himself.
scenes haB not been given the feature
Leei.
consistent with the explanatory matter
Later wife and husband come together
preceding such scenes. Only a few ox?
just
as the roughneck brings the

i i
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-

Metro Thirty-Six,
1920 Model, is part of
the daily routine of the
exhibitor of Fewer and
in the

Better Pictures.

.

A CHILD FOR

SALE.

Gladys Leslie
Ruth Gardner
Crelghton Bale
Charles Stoddard
Paula Harrison. . .Julia Swayne Gordon
William Harrison....... William Tooker
Bobby Connelly
Walter Stoddard
Ruth Sullivan
Sylvia Stoddard
.

teriors

showed good Judgment on th>« bounder back by main
Beyond that—-when it is found the

part of tbe location man.

flopped in atmospheric value.
The story is taken up largely with
the hero and heroine. A young novelist,
brilliant and all that,- loses his sight land
in consuiation with an occulist learns'
that he must go to Italy to the one man
it

If you have too lean a
mixture in your booking schedule, or the
spark in your feature
films is missing fire, or
there's carbon in your
cash register, try

force. Kicked out
girl and husband

love each other, the villain is chased by
the roughneck, but is shot by a girl he
had formerly known. This plant, was
nicely laid. In fact all this complicated
plot shows the value of clever direction.

"The Ri#t of
By

Stgrring

"Looked forward to with same popular
»
a headliner act

interest as

.

" The

PATHE NEWS
\

Vaudeville men testify to the value of the most
picture in the world in their houses:

News has been shown

Way"

Parker

Bert Lytell

Walk-Off

s"

By Fred e ri c and Fanny Hatton
'Starring

May Allison

"Shore Acres"

famous motion

By James A. Herns
starring Alice
-

"Pathe

8Ir Gilbert

Lake

*

our theatre daily for the past
five years. We firmly believe it equal to our vaudeville program
in drawing power."
Sinopoulo Bros., Lyric Theatre, Oklahoma
in

"Old Lad* 31"

—

By

City.

Rachel Crotbers

Starring

"Consider Pathe News most essential part of the program and
have built up record attendances with it. Patrons took forward
to each issue with interest centered on News rather than vaudeville."-T-Geo. Clark, Empress Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa.

"Pathe News at Keith's Academy Charlotte, is looked forward to
with the same popular interest as a headliner act each change.
Have tried other news reels, but found them lacking. Was not
satisfied until we got exclusive first run for Charlotte."—L.
G.
Shoffield, manager, Keith's Academy, Charlotte, N.

"The Very
*

Idea"

By William LeBaros

Starring

;

^

Emma Du RJR

Taylor Holmes

start off on high
along Box-Office
Record Boulevard.

and

G

TWICE A WEEK

Metro
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going to be the biggest, fairest, most stable method of
handling film ever offered exhibitors and producers.
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We don't want tp talk until we can
talk turkey.
We want to be right!
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The vast work of our
will

statistical staff is

nearing completion.
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soon know the Franchise Rating of every theatre in the
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EXHIBITORS' DEFENSE COMMITTEE

^%

Composed of Members of

The

First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
•;

Address:
t

Exhibitors Defense Committee

c/o First National Exhibitors Ctmtft, Inc.

6 West 48th Street,

New York
.
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cilia Dean reviewed elsewhere. The prologue' is called "Turkish Pastimes" and
Is
a musical and dancing diversion

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD
Beauty

International will film "The
Shop."

Mildred Harris Chaplin's third First
National release will be "Old Dad."
"Topics of the Day" has been booked
for Jl.000 days In the Keith houses,

William H. Crane will do his original
stage role In the Metro screen adapta"The New Henrietta."

Includes Bayard Velller
Smith.

and Winohell

The Granada and Imperial motion
ture theatres
tion last

Granada

flled articles

pic-

of incorpora-

week at San Francisco.
Is capitalized

.

The

at $1,000,000 and

the Imperial at $600,000. The directors
Isadora M, Golden, V. H. Clement, S.
F. Walter, M. Chrlstman and J. A.
Prltchard.

-are

tion of

Lewis

J.

Pictures'

Selznlck will release the Crest
production,
"Children
Not

Wanted," starring Edith Day.
"Stop That Man," the George V. Hobart play, will be utilized by Owen Moore
for his next Myron Selznlck production.

Laboratory workers employed by the
eastern Aim concerns have formed a
union, with a membership of 3,000, as
the Laboratory Employees of America.
The organisation has been granted a
charter by the American Federation of
Labor and will' form a constituent body

L

of the

A. T. S. E.

ifflitiiiiimuj i ni i i i iiim ii i i i ii i

staged on a darkened stage amid burning incense by .David Burton, Sheik TaThe effects
li ar and -John J. Livingstone.
are swift-moving, life-like and quite sufficiently voluptuous, though they In no ,
degree step beyond the point of gbod
taste. In the cast are Princess Lahlah,
Abbe Omar, Saplneh'and Zazak, Hilda
Rose and some active native musicians J>
who rejoice in the following monickers:
Jamile, Divas, Bhuckery and Rajah.
Reading the names in this cast leaves
the sneaking suspicion that Mr. Moss is
kidding us, hut, be that as it may, these
flowers of Turkish nomenclature give a
good, show.. There Is dusk, Incense and
rreird music first and then sounds like a
lot The young woman who does the
dance thereupon enters and the excitement gets a good start. Her attentions
first to one man and then to another
The. tight
start a row . between them.
with swords is realistic and Is followed
by another dance and a parading exit.
The rest of the program was made up
of "Topics of the Day," a comedy and
.

.

Norrla Wilcox, laat. with the F. P-L.,
has affiliated with Klneto. Company of
America, as general manager.

"Face to Face," starring Marguerite
Marsh, will be released through United
Pictures.
.

Edward

Dillon will direct Viola Dana
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" for

In

Metro.

| -

.

.

-fi

-u^

:

Wanda Ha wley'a debut vehicle under
the Realart starring banner will be In

Jerome K. Jerome's "Miss Hobba."

H. A. Ross, for the past three years

manager of- the Detroit F. P.-L.
change, has been transferred to the

York exchange

ex-

New

sales force.

Karl J. Sonln has joined the F. P.-U
Buffalo exchange as sale manager, and
not manager of the Buffalo exchange,
as reported.

W. A. Gibson has succeeded Harry
Musgrove as general manager of the
Australasian Films, Ltd. The latter resigned.

*

Charles Neville 'Buck's "The Tyranny
Weakness" has been acquired by the
S-L Pictures for production. Metro will

of

'•.».

release.

Pauline Garen has been placed under
a three-year contract bx D. W. Griffith.
The deal was arranged through the
George Perry office.
"In Old Kentuoky," with Anita Stewart
featured, was presented at both the
Strand and Tivoli theatres in San Francisco last week.

James V. Bryaon sailed on the "Sonoma" Saturday from Ban Francisco for
Australia, where he will establish distributing offices for the Universal.

A

was consummated last week by
Ackerman & Harris for the California
deal

franohlse In the Associated Exhibitors,
Inc.
The Associated pictures will be
given at all A-H Loew theatres.
"Indiscreet Wives" is the title decided
upon for Metro's next big special, with
Lake at the head of a notable cast.
an adaptation of a stage play by

-

Alice
It is

Julie Heme.
Outsider."

Its original title

was "An

The Motion Picture and Theatrical
League for' Better Pictures, John A.
Qulnn, president, has opened headquarters at 32 West 47th street for its campaign of "uplift." Its. aim Is to stimulate the production of better pictures by
organized patronage and drive out tn<*
poor by encouraging the more worth
while.
Representation of the board Is
granted to such organizations as the Y.
M. C. A., the Boy Scouts, the Art Alliance,
the City Federation of Women's Clubs,,
the Knights of Columbus, the Friars
Club, Professional Women's League, the
University Club and the National Housewives League.

Determined to get the best pictures
without waiting for the larger theatres
to play them ''first run," 11 Milwaukee
exhibitors who own neighborhood houses
have organized the Milwaukee Associated First

Run

Theatres.

The

officers

are:
President,
Ernest Langemack,
Colonial; vice-president, L. Plate, C11-,
max; secretary, Fred. Slegert, Regent;
treasurer, M. Rice. State. Other members
Include Earl Rice, .New Riviera: S.
'

Bauer, Venus and Atlas; Harry Berlowltz, Climax; A. Diets, Savoy; J. H. Sllllman, of Downer and As tor; A. Lb Bart-'
lett. Empire; F. Breummer, Idle Hour:
and Joseph Schwartz, owner of several

houses, Including the Riviera and Liberty.

/

YOUNG MRS. WINTHROP.
Constance Winthrop
Ethel Clayton
Douglas Winthrop..... ...Harrison Ford
Old Mrs. Winthrop
Helen Dunbar
Rosle
..Dorothy Rosher
Mrs. Dick Chetwyn..Winfred Greenwood
Dick Rodney..'
J. M. Dumont.
Buxton Scott
Charles Ogle
Nick Jones
..Raymond Hatton
.

Mrs.

Mabel Van Buren

Dunbar

Janet
Dick Chetwyn

Bob

;

. .

Vlora Daniel
....Walter Hlers
.Rex Zane

There is more to be said for the quality and force Injected Into this Paramount- Artcruft feature by the strength
of Its cast, particularly Ethel Clayton as
the star, than the subject exploited. It
represents nothing new, and despite what
Its
respective Importance may have
amounted to as a contribution to the
drama by Bronson Howard, the relationship between a married couple, the husband absorbed In his business, and the
wife going her own way, though not an
erring one, with a misunderstanding
following, then death clutching their
only child from them, a reconciliation in
the end when they have agreed to meet
in the office of their own lawyer, who Is
about to separate them— all this has
nothing that has not In some form been
presented before.
What does put this feature over Is the
work of Miss Clayton. It is -Indicative
of Intense characterization, plus a personality well chosen and expertly directed in registering all that was required of her. She Is capably supported
by Harrison Ford and Helen Dunbar, the
former as the husband and the latter as
his mother, and the trio bring out the
forceful points in harmony and disharmony In this domestic drama
The director, however, has for some
uncalled reason dared to flaunt a piece
of business on the audience which must
strike the majority as being crudely conceived.
He has permitted the action
prior to the beginning of the bigger misunderstanding between the husband and
wife pivot on the vlllalness listening In
on the "party wire." People representative of the class of life depicted in
"Young Mrs. Winthrop" have long since
learnt the folly of "party wires."
The production Is expensive, the shots
of a society Jazz frolic In full swing
being especially harmonious with the
scheme of wealth sustained throughout.

Dorothy Dalton has started work on
Man-Thls Woman," the Avery
Hopwood play. Edward Langford will
do the male lead. Harley Knolee will

'

.

direct.

Jay Gove has been appointed assist-

manager of Realart. He
publicity man. Bert Adler,
In charge of exploitation, will suc-

ant general

was former

now

ceed Gove.

Ernest C. Warde will direct J. Warren
Kerrigan In his ninth Brunton production, "The House of Whispers" from the
novel by William Johnston: Frltzi Brunette will do the female lead.

Announcement
'

is

made

in

Los Angeles

that David Butler, artist, will hereatfer
be starred In his own productions. His
first picture Is an adaption of .a recent
story published in the Saturday Evening
Post.

Marshall Nellan has made arrangements to take a unit of the Empire Producing organization to Europe In May to
produce pictures In England, France,

Belgium and Spain. Marjorlo Daw and
other stars will accompany the party.-'

Arthur F. Beck's serial, "Trailed by
Three," starring Stuart Holmes and
Frankle Mann, will be released through
Pathe next month. Charles T. Dazey
supplied thd continuity. Perry Vekroff

More than an average draw because
Miss Clayton.

Metro has added Harvey H. Gates and
Percy Heath to Its staff of scenario
writers.

The expansion

of the

literary

department
Increase

Is In line with the general
In Its writing force, which

now

A WOMAN WHOUNDERSTOOD.

.'

Where but

-

In pictures will

a

Metro Thirty-Six,
1920 Model, is part of
the daily routine of the
exhibitor of Fewer and
in"the

director

with human nature in accentuating the heartlessness of a mother
to her only child by permitting the following captions- on the screen: "Won't
you kiss me good night?" "No. It will
Why In this comspoil my make up."
trifle

mercial neurosis to get a feature on the
market and over with Is there no more
attention paid to captions and other detailed
substances to accomplish the
means to an end sustained by a David
Work Griffith or a Marshall Nellan.
The mother who neglects her child in
the mad rush for social acquisition, or Is
swayed by influences of a lover Is quite
a logical figure In the complex social
drama of today, but no accomplished
director would have been guilty of handling the situation referred to in so Inane
a manner 'as described. It reflects a libel

Better Pictures.
'

.

;

on motherhood where libel Is unwarwanted, -the proof being, that she returns to her husband In the end and not
And where there Is -a
to her lover.
spark of morality there is motherhood:
This looks like Bessie Barrlscale's
first feature since she left the Vitagraph.
Although reported at the time she was
forming her own company, the name of.
Robertson-Cole figures in the picture, but
the start shows it as a "B. B." feature.
Miss Barriscale plays, the role of an
over generous soul. She rescues a musician from suicide, marries him, has two
children, while her husband- in the after
years of bliss Is re-enchanted by a
woman who married wealth In preference
to him. There Is a good deal of vamping
between the two, a great deal of generosity on the part of the loving wife In
overlooking the Indifference of 'the husband. The story moves along, lacking In
action and placidly, reaching its climax
with the illicit love making of the pair

If. you have too lean a
mixture in your booking schedule, or the
spark in your feature
films is missing fire, or
there's carbon in your
cash register, try

"The Right of Way"
By

Sir Gilbert Parker

Starring

Bert Lytell

"The Walk-Offs"
Ry

Frederic and

starting

Fanny Hatton

May Allison

.

"Shore Acres"
Ry James A.

Heme

starring Alice

Lake

"Old Lady 31"
I

Ry Rachel Crothers
starring

Emma Dunn

'-.

Summing up Miss

per-

Barrlscale's

a winning one." She looks
white dress as she always

did on the legitimate stage.
Pep. That seems to be the

asset to the feature, but

CAPITOL
Marion Davies

Ry William Le Baron
absent.

BVAV
5

I

IL

of

Cavalleria Rusticana
Scenic
-^ CAPITOL

I*

Starring

Taylor Holmes

and

SI-

%o^

By Popular Request—BepetlUon

LARRY 8EMON

"The Very Idea"

most needed

It Is

Step.

start off on high
along Box-Office
Record Boulevard.

"THE FLY COP"
*

Prlimi— Ntwi RfriiW
SYMPHONY

OKhWGW 80

WE CAN PAY
Attractive Prices for Old

Moving

Picture Films in Reels or Scrap
-

TO THE

Bessie Barriscale
..

persons.

of

however). It occurs In the course
of the prologue to "The Virgin of Stamboul," the Universal feature with Pris-

one,

heed.

.Forest Stanley
Robert Knight
Dorothy Cummlng
Mrs. Alden.
....Thomas Holdl"~T
Mr. Alden
Bobble Knight.;..... ..Stanton Williams
Peggy Knight
Mary Jane Irving
.Gloria Holt
Marlon Alden
Joe Butter worth
Jimmy
,

sonality, it Is
as pretty in a

Step.

B. S. Moss startled his patrons at the
Broadway this week with a hoochle
coochle (a very mild and entertaining

Guarany."

discovered by the faithful wife.
It is unnecessarily expanded. Its five
reels might have been converted into
three 'and reducing Its 66 minutes run to
about 20, and achieve, perhaps, better
results.
Much human interest Is contributed by the efforts of two little tots
as the children, Stanton Williams and
Mary Jane Irving. Another child actress
figures largely In the sympathy winning.,
qualities, Gloria Holt, as the negleoted
daughter of an alleged heartless mother.
The scenes of domestic tragedy and happiness are the moreromlnatlng with the
children's figures than with the elderly

BROADWAY

directed.

"II

Madge Graham

dare to

-

"This

Gomez's

mmmmtt

PETER LEONARDIS & SONS
131 Nasiaa St.. New York City
66 to 59 BiTer St, Newark, N.-T.

Metro
trrmini ii mmimmimmmnrtmrnttttttg
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LONDON FILM NOTES

V

INSIDE STUFF

iSH

ON PICTURES

'The Fall of a Saint" (although the
London, March 4.
The "million pound" Alliance Co., of majority of critics were all out in their
condemnation, of the picture), Josewhich Sir Walter de Frece, M. P., is
phine Earl has signed a contract with
chairman, is at last showing other acGaumont, Ltd. Her next picture is
tivities than the asere advertising of
They have bought' "Walls of Prejudice," adapted from a
their prospectus.
play "Break Down the Walls." To
the London Film Studios at' St. Marmake a single scene in this, W. P. Kelgarets, Twickenham, and Sidney Reylino, the producer, obtained the rights
nolds, late of the Fox Film Co,, has
of the London underground railways
been taken over as general production
for one night,
.-il
manager. It will be 6 weeks or. more
v

-

.

Tarkington Baker, both of whom have
been on the Coast, managed Universal
and are back in New York, one
with a case against the U. that is pending and the other having resigned and
about to embark in the producing field..
The frequency with which managers of
Universal City .come and go and the

Rumor has it that Daniel Carson
Goodman, known as a novelist and previous to acquiring fame in the literary
held as a physician and nerve specialist, has made a demarkable and unusual picture with Alma Rubens and
Lumsden Hare in the leading roles.
Dr. Goodman, who supplied the plot
for some early Mutual and Thanhouser

City,

-

many
tive

he has insisted on people behaving
as they would in natural life. While
his story has a plot, it is worked out
in the natural manner. There is little
or no striving for any especial theat-

"Whom

Goodman

understood
to have employed (and then fired) two
directors because they would not deliver as he washed. In the end he did
This experiment
his own directing.
was tried by Mrs. Sidney Drew in "A
Gay Old Dog," and market reports have
not as yet indicated whether she was
ahead pf the times or not. Certainly
the trade is waiting the Goodman picture with unusual interest.
rical

effect.

telligence Bureau, is back in pictures,
having signed to direct Alice Joyce in
her new Vitagraph feature. He was

The first touch of spring weather
Sunday hit the Broadway houses
a business wallop in the afternoon. It
was so pleasant that the crowds preferred to walk rather than see the
Neither the Rialto or the
pictures.
Rivoli had their usual attendance for
either the first or second of the afternoon shows. The Strand, Capitol and
last

Broadway were likewise somewhat off.
The Rialto held Dorothy Gish in "Mary
Ellen Comes to Town" while the Rivoli

has Wallace Reid in "Excuse My Dust."
At the Strand the D. W. Griffith picture,' "The Idol Dancer," did not pall
Ethel Clayton in
as was expected.
"The Young Mrs. Winthrop" held forth
at the Capitol. The Broadway held the
Universal feature, "The Virgin of
Stamboul." The night business was a
houses.

A

practically

all

of

the

/

is boasting a record
The
a feature film production.
first release of his new female star
was completed in 18 actual working
but—
let
it
is
record,
a
days. No doubt
us bone the final product has not suffered Tby this phenomenal speed. Does
he not realize he is practically convicting himself should the picture, prove a

leading lady was rendered unconscious
for some hours, while Aylott and his
cameraman, Edwin Day, received cuts
and bruises. The apparatus was lost.

The flow of

prurient so-called "pro-

paganda" pictures has received a secheck from local authorities.
Finding that the Exhibitors Society refused to back features not passed by
the Trade Censorship, they had been

flivver?

vere

'

instrumental in setting up, the renters
sought to engage public halls but, in
most cases, have only found failure.

"Our Girls and Their Physique," purporting^ show how B. .3 girls can, by
physical culture become fit to become
mothers of an

A

,1
nation, is a daring
Half-a-dozen extremely handwell-built girls in ordinary
one-piece "varsity" bathing costumes
go through physical exercises.
should not be surprised to find some
of, the "close-ups" cut when it is publicly shown, but it is a good showman's

appeal.

of superior quality.

some and

- Current with the topic on high salcommanded by stars who have;
,

suddenly been switched from pictures
to tbe legit, Dorothy Dalton's new contract calling her from the legit back
to the films says $5,000 weekly, against
half of that which she is reported to be

,

.

We

Heaving finished "Bleak House," with
Constance Collier. the Ideal Film Co.' is}.
busy on a screen version of Thacke->
ray's "The Newcomes," which they call;

"Colonel Newcome, the Perfect Gentleman," but why they have attempted an
improvement on the author's title is
difficult to understand.
Lewis Wil*.
loughby, a well-known American screenartist, plays the "Colonel," and many
of the scenes are being made in the
places written of in the book.
'

Fred Paul is at work on a screen!
adaptation of George R. Sim's and
Robert Buchanan's famous Adelphi
drama, "The English Rose." The prof;
ducing company is a new one, the
"British Standard" Films.
,

—

•

-.

British Actors, going to extremes,
having finished their version of Tennyson's "Lady Gare," are busily engaged
3n a ve'rsion of that "blood and thurier" classic, "The Face at the Window.";

may be art, but the box office Is'
the thing that, tells. The producer is
Noy, and the company in-i
eludes Sir Simon Stuart
Art

Wilfred

proposition.

The Cairns Torquay Film Co. has departed for Monte Carlo to take cerl
for a version of a novel

Broadwest Films have acquired the
Windsor Film. Studios plant and of-

BESSIE McCOY IN DAVIS FILMS.
With the announcement Bessie McCoy Davis has signed to do a series of
pictures for William Fox in stories by

fices.

by Warwick Deeping, "Unrest."

Harry Lorraine has added George
Foley and several other people to his
Offieer 26" Co. He has
also engaged Bert Haldane, the "Fa-

Gilfils*

mous

Pictures" producer, to direct
those scenes in which he (Lorraine)
appears.

Life," R.

Another new British concern is the
"Vale" Co., with a directorate of army
and North of England exhibitors.
They have acquired a magnificent studio in Central London and
will start work soon.

Harold Shaw is on his way to Poland with a company of British artists
to make a picture with a Bolshevist setting. The interior work was completed
at the "London" studios last week.
mysterious gentleman, Boris Said, is
apparently behind the venture.

Richard Harding
Davis, it is unlikely a suit Miss Davis
had contemplated bringing against
Morris Rose will ever take place.
Mr. Rose had acquired 57 short
stories by the eminent author-war correspondent for a consideration of
$56,000 or less than $1,000 per story.
The deal was negotiated through the
Franklin Trust Co. of Brooklyn, trustees of the Davis estate. Mr. Rose in
her

.

late

turn, as

husband,

was expected, resold the

lot to

William Fox, inside "dope" figuring it
unlikely the legit, producer would take

Miss Davis complained the Franklin
Trust Co. had negotiated the deal without her consent or that of her daughter,
Hope Davis,' and that the stories were
considerably, undervalued.

This new arrangement between Miss
Dtvis and Fox is the probable solution
of the tangle.

•

BAKER AS A PRODUCER.
Tarkingtott Baker is back in New
York having severed his connection

with the Universal. He resigned' as
manager of Universal City last December but remained on the lot until
two weeks ago for the firm.
He is going to embark in tbe producing field.

"Woman and

officers

Butchers' "Lorna Doone"

is

an ex-

cellent feature, well told, well staged,
well acted, and some of the riding is

worthy of "Western"

features.

This

adaptation of R. D. Blackmore's fawill be a winner.

mous Exmoor story

A somewhat

peculiar, position,

and

a

not altogether sportsmanlike one, has
cropped up. Some years ago Clarendon Films, since submerged in Harma,
made a picture on the same subject.
It passed into oblivion, only to be revived when the Butcher picture was

announced.

tain scenes

Another "Ideal" production is "Mr.
Love Story," adapted from

George

Elliott's "Scenes of Clerical
Henderson Bland, who played
Christ in "From the Manger to the
Cross," is the star.

A

Our "Lay"
visit

of

addressing the audiences.

Having made

a personal

laocen is

——"—
..it
press is full of a proposed
Pickford. ;

Mary

WANT CENTRAL FOR

PICTURES.

Carl Laemmle has been trying; to
secure the Central under a lease from
the Shuberts. He wanted to take the
house for a period of 10 years at an
annual rental of $100,000, to total for
the lease involving $1,000,000.
Lee
Shubert turned the offer down.
The Goldwyn people are also after
the house and an offer that they have

made
Houdini is giving his. picture, "The
Grim Game" a "boost" by appearing
at different trade shows in person and

,

26."
.

earning.

a flyer into pictures.

bird is whispering that Elsie
Ferguson is anxious to get out of her
contract with Artcraft, which expires
at the conclusion of the current year.
It is understood that her agreement
specifies her picture activities shall
not interfere with her legitimate appearances, and as she is not anxious to
make any more pictures for Artcraft
she will continue to play upon the
spoken stage untij the period expires.
Miss Ferguson's pictures .have been
grossing in the neighborhood of $250,000 each.
Harry Reichenbach has started for
the Coast to become general manager
of Universal City. He is following in
the footstep* of Kerry Kleia tad
little

The "Brilliant" Film Co., while using
the slopes of the Jung Frau, at Wen-.
gen, Switzerland, as a "location" for
their first picture, "The River of Light,"
nearly met with disaster. Dave Aylott,
the producer, had prayed for an avalanche and got it. Vivian Palmer, the
leading man, nearly went West; the

One producer

aries

;

.

for

Lewis J. Selznick, on Monday, is
understood to have called into conference the editors of the various trade
publications to tell them of his plans
for the amalgamation of his distributing corporations and to further inform them that in the future his productions would be under the direcsupervision of his son Myron which,
he assured them, would be a guarantee

Most British productions are for the
held up by the fog and general climatic conditions. The sufferers
include Einar J. Brunn, with "Enchantment" (an all British production employing almost every nationality but
German, and we are not too sure jof
that) Maurice EI vey, with Stoll's "The
Iron Chair" (Elvey has -also been
Railway
stranded by the French
strike); Dave Aylott, with the "Brilliant"
production,
"The River of
Light," and Harry Lorraine with the
"stunt" film, "The Woman and Officer

many

of

William Humphries.

MMSMB)

bettering conditions.'"

pictures

adventures, including the
the principal ladies, Lydia
Kyasht and Christine Maitland, at
Monte Carlo, the making of the "B. &
C" version of Charlton Dawe's novel,
"The Black Spider," was held up by
the illness of George Edwardes Hall,
producer. His place has been taken by

After

arrest

always one of the live ones among the
younger directors and -made a pronounced success of "The Secret of the
Submarine" and of several of Mary
Miles Minter features.
•

making

:

moment

the Gods, would destroy they
of Universal City."

Captain George L. Sargent, who had
charge of all the Liberty theatres on
the Pacific coast during the war and
later did exceptional work in the In-

is

tainment and ^creation. There are
many dance halls and theatres where
they cannot find the proper sort. The
Y.W.CA. must provide it for them.
-\In general I believe that motion pictures are every days raising their
standards. I believe the motion pictures can be a tremendous factor in

at

before the business of

can begin.

make manager

first

John D. Rockefeller, Jr., according to
a newspaper, said "the city has too
many immoral motion picture shows,
at the Lexington theatre, March 21 at
the official opening of the $1,500,000
drive for the Y. W. C. A. The statement had effect on the publicity department of the F. P.-L for immediately the director, of publicity was
despatched to see Mr. Rockefeller. As
a result a denial was secured from him
in a statement sent out by the F. P.-L.,
captioned as being from the National
Association of the Motion Picture InMr. Rockefeller's statedustry, Inc.
ment follows: "What I did say was
this: Young women demand enter-

turnaway

that beset the execu-

head at the West Coast plant has
led to the transposition of a/ Bibical
maxim to fit the occasion. It -is:

it

•

difficulties

efforts, is understood to have sunk
some $75,000 of his own money in this
It is a venture because in
venture.

It is a

under consideration at present
question whether or not Shubert

js

With the present scramble for theatres on Broadway it looks as though he will need
the homo to take care of the needs of
the preducen on the Shnbwt beoki.
will accept the offer.

fj

\

'*

.
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EASTMAN ANNOUNCES SUSPENSION
:.;.;
OF ALL BUILDING PROJECTS

Rochester, N. Y., March 24.
of the most far-reaching announcements In recent times is that by
Eastman
of the suspension of
George
all building activity in which he is in-

One

'
This includes the National Academy
of Motion Pictures, the Eastman
which he
building
School of Music, a
is to donate to the Chamber of Comterested,

i

.

merce and numerous plant buildings for
the Eastman Kodak Company.
Unreasonable high cost of building
given as the reason.
George Simpson, of the Regprson
Corp., operating the Regent, Gordon

operations

is

and Piccadify, hesitates to go-forward
with his new house in Clinton avenue
south.

'

A

site

was

recently purchased

for nearly a quarter of a million dollars and it was estimated ihe theatre
would cost around a million. Simpson
says that he is unable to keep track of

---mount inR building costs from one week
to another.

helping business in the- theatres he recognizes a menace in the victory of the
prohibitionists and fears that a continuance of the victory would mean
that their reformations would be extended to take in the theatre, and especially the picture houses.

PICTURES CONFUSE—COURT SUIT.
The Eminent Authors Pictures, Inc.,
has filed suit in the Supreme Court last
week against the F. P.-L. and Thomas

Ince production, "Dangerous
Hours," on the ground it will cause confusion with its "Dangerous Days."\
The plaintiff aveTs it acquired the
screen rights on August 29, 1919, and
that it has spent upwards of $150,000.
They profess no knowledge of the defendants' date of the story purchase but

MORE NEWS WEEKLIES.
flood of news weekly releases
continue, although all of those
place the new reels on the market
contend that there is no money to be

The

made

in them.

The two new added

starters to the list of those already in
existence are the Selznick news reel
is to be issued by the
Educational.
This will bring the total of news reels
on the market to seven and as each
will make a bi-weekly release the total
is 14 reels a week and the exhibitor
would have to run two a day to keep

and the one that

up.

The one cut that is to be made is by
the Hearst people who are going to
reduce their output from three a week
to two beginning April 1. The name of
the reels is to be changed to The International Weekly.
At present Fox is releasing two reels
a week ; Path e, two ; Gaumont, two International, three; and Kinograms, two,
;

The reason

for there being so little
profit in news reels is the short duration for which they live. The exhibitor
realizes that there is nothing so dead
as a newspaper of yesterday and. the
same applies to the news reel. The 'first
seven days of their life they are interesting hut in the second week the run
dies out and-none of them go beyond
fourteen days.
In trying to solve the reason for the
continuance Of those now in existence
and the advent of the new issues the
exhibitors are of the conclusion that
the producers are trying to get their
names on the screen on product other
than their features so that- their name
remains before the public whether or
not the house is running -one of their
features.

NEITHER PRO NOR CON.
The. exhibitor world is holding aloof
from participation one way or the other
in the wet and dry fight. They will not
run any propaganda film either for or
•'
against prohibition.
From a business standpoint the exhibitor is
for prohibition, but in
deference to the evident tendencies of
their patrons in the question they are
refraining from running productions
that have a leaning in either direction.
The peculiar angle that hits the exhibitor ii that while prohibition ia

has been

There

South

Africa, Rita Sutton has appealed to the
to help, find hejr

features.

Syracuse, N. Y.,

March

24.

After looking at 'Some Wild -Oats" at
the Weitiflg here this week, the police
sent out an order the men and women
watching the film would have to see it
at separate exhibitions.
It's a very broad picture and caused
a riot at the Weiting box office Monday night when the police had to handie the mob wanting admittance.
The Commissioner of Public Safety
said the picture is "simply commercialization of sex propaganda."
Samuel Cummins presents the feature, which appears to be. on a' road
tour as the Weiting is a Shubert legiti-

mate

'

:

';.,

theatre.

$30,000 SUIT

is

The

possibility

is

that

recting.

According to the. complaint, it was
expressly understood the plaintiff was
to receive financial remuneration for
this amount for services.

ing episodes of the Benny Leonard
serial, ."The Evil Eye," which will be
released through Hallmark.
Ascher plans to spend at least ten
weeks on the coast. The production
r as been going on under the direction
of Wally Van at Universal City.
\
'

"DEMOCRACY" ORIGIN.
The produced photodrnma, "Democ-

IN SCANDINAVIA.

Cohen, Metro foreign manager, leaves New York for a six
months' tour of Scandinavia, April 15.
J.

will establish distributing offices

were 33 and
them down

Memorial at Norriitown, Pa.
24.

The Stanley V. Mastbaum Memorial
Committee will hold exercises next
Sunday at the Eaglesville Sanatorium,
near Morristown, Pa., to commemorate the birthday of the late Stanley

'.'•<

master.

SOUTH BEND ULTIMATUM.
South Bend,

Mayor F. R Carson
moned managers of

Ind.,
last

March 24.
week sumhouses

picture

operating on the Sabbath and served
them with an ultimatum, the essential
parts of Which are:.
p.

Doors must not be opened
m.

until

1

The customary price must not be
raised unless at feast three days' notice
'is given in the newspapers.
of the crowds.

-.

*.
'

public expressio'n in July, 1905.
lectured on "Democracy and
the Future" at the Miami Valley Chautauqua.

F

For 15 years he has expounded the
theme to and with the people of

24,000 square feet of floor space in

.its first

America.

mission scale.

'

The ordinary run must not be cut
down to permit a more rapid turn-over

is the fulfillment of an idea born
the mind of Lee Francis Lybarger
during his college days and it found

CUT DOWN ADMISSIONS.
The Reo, on upper Broadway, which
opened a few weeks ago, has undergone a downward revision of the ad-

for a dinner to "motion pictures, to
their people and their problems," Sunday, at the Biltmore, at $6 a plate.
Augustus Thomas is to be the toaat-

in

Sweden, Denmark and Norway.
Heretofore the Metro product has
been distributed in these countries
through London.
.

Announcements have been sent but
the. Society of Arts and 'Sciences

•by

racy,"

when he

in

ARTS SOCIETY $6 DINNER.

Sydney Cohen,

of the New York organization, will be
at the head of the new body. Alfred
Black is the president and Frank Rembush secretary of the existing national
body.

Los Angeles, March 24.
Sidney Ascher, head of Ascher Enterprises) arrived here Tuesday to supervise the production of the remain-

FOR SERVICES.

Hugh Weir has brought suit in the
Supreme Court against the Alexander
McClure Service, Inc.. to recover $30,000
for services rendered between Oct. 24
last and March 9, securing contracts for
productions, scenario writing and di-

new

TO SUPERVISE LEONARD PICTURE

portion of the advertising for the exploitation of 'The Virgin of Stamboul."
This guarantee of rental is at the rateof $260,000 a yearVreatly in excess of
anything they had been paying.

March

a

Kentucky.

.

,

Mastbaum.

.

SEGREGATION FOR "WILD OATS."

tiorial
organization.
The exhibitor
bodies that are active in bringing about
new organization are the New York
and Ohio associations and the Miami
Valley exhibitors of West Virginia and

It has leased the Broadway for four
weeks from B. S. Moss, guaranteeing
Moss $5,000 a week on a percentage
arrangement and paying for ;he major

Philadelphia,

•

•

the

Universal now regrets the loss of its
lease of the Broadway Theatre in New
York, finding itself in the same position, as other picture concerns desirous
of securing Broadway showings for its

At the opening the prices
44 cents. The cut brings
to 30 cents.

.

of the reissue.;
scheme. She still retains a financial
interest in the picture and has 'expressed her willingness to refilm several portions of the originals for reissue purposes.

dissatisfaction
was expressed
over the inactivity of the existing Na-

UNIVERSALE BROADWAY LEASE.

Cohen

"•

was inaugurated 'because

much

brother, Patrick Calhoun, whom she
saw in that company's picture, 'The
Law That Divides.*
This actor played a prominent role,
but the company has since lost track
of him.
Apparently through a misunderstanding about addresses the two
have been separated. Miss Sutton's
address is now 71 St. Amant street,
Malvern, Johannesburg, South Africa.

Harry

'

be under the Zukor management again

national organization
of exhibitors in the wind. It is the
result of the New York States Exhibitors convention held in Utica at which

Hodkinson Corporation

TO DISTRIBUTE

rXm

Attcraft.
Plans include the opening of special
branches under a name that will be
distinct from the P.-A title.
The report that Miss Pickford was to*"

NEW NATIONAL ORGANIZATION.
in

•

I

'

filed.

Writing from Johannesburg

-.

'£

Fairbanks features that they originally
released in Star Series program. Originally the pictures were rele ased b y

Mr. Boni has had no experience in
He was assothe picture business.
ciated with the publishing house of
Boni and Liveright.

*.

LOST BROTHER IN PICTURE.

still

who

'

the

No answer

The Paramount-Artcraft is to reissue the Mary Pickford and Douglas

*

Ince, Inc., for a permanent injunction to restrain the defendants from
further exhibiting or cause, to be shown
II.

desire to protect their interests.

interesting innovation hi the making of pictures is promised in the plan
of Charles Boni, who is about to produce pictures with cast chosen exclusively from colored people. The plan
is more of an educational and artistic
venture than a commercial one. It has
never been tried before.
The -spoken stage has been more progressive in this respect with a decided
negro movement in the theatre, the
/Ridgeley Tbrrence plays having been
'produced at the Garden Theatre in 1917.
The venture had a marked measure of
success. An effort is also to be^made
to secure the finest dramaturgic talent
in the negro race, and the plans call
for, a tentative offer to Bert Williams
to appear as the star. This would insure a certain following which might
not ordinarily be attracted by a negro
production. Of the 15,000 recognized
motion picture theatres in the United
States, one-third are estimated that
might be inclined favorably to' a showing of productions enacted exclusively
with negro actors.
Beydnd a suggestion that the ven-.
ture' is to be backed, by "philanthropic"
capital, no mention is made of those
financially interested. The South will
probably be the most likely location
for a studio, as this would offer greater
facilities for hiring colored people for
extras.

An

Rochester to Lose National Academy of Motion Pictures,
School of Music and Chamber, of Commerce Buildings Through Decision. High Cost of Building
Operations the Cause.

.

ALL NEGRO CAST.

RE-ISSUING BIG FEATURES.

':*

;.•£
'

.

P.-fc.

INCREASE FLOOR SPACE.

Famous Players -La sky are about to
complete negotiations for the lease of
a
new 14-story building to be erected on

West 42d

street between 8th and 9th
New York exchange.
The structure is being erected by L.
Barth & Son, dealers in hotel supplies
and Will not be completed before next

avenues, for their

GRIFFITH'S PRETENTIOUS CAST.
The D. W. Griffith company screening "Way Down East" is now at White
River Junction, Vt., taking snow scenes
for the production.
The cast is a pretentious one. It includes Lillian Gish and Richard Barthelrness in the leading roles, Burr McIntosh
as .the Squire, Lowell Sherman
/
as the heavy, George Neville as the
constable, Edgar Nelson as Hi Holler,
Vivia Ogden as the spinster, Creighton
Hale as the professor. Kate Bruce as
the mother and Clarine Seymour as

Kate.

year.

WESTS ARE RECONCILED.
After a period of five years' sepawhich time divorce proceedings were pending, Eugene West,
song writer, has joined his wife, Catherine Henry, in Los Angeles, where she
is scenario writing for George Loane
Tucker.
The Wests have been married 14
ration, during

yean.

urn

MOTION PICTURE DEPARTMENT PAGES

50

TO

58

i

NEW YORK

EXHIBITORS
TO TESTIFY IN SAENGER CASE

LEADING

Government Maintains Southern Amusement Concern.
Operates in Restraint of Trade. Voluminous Testimony Gathered. Representative McCorkle Will
Resume Hearings This Week.

"OUT" FOR MOROSCO WITH "PEG."

PASSPORT HOLDS BACK GOLDWYN.

Oliver
Morosco can prevent J.
Hartley Manners from disposing of the
picture rights to "Peg O' My Heart" by
giving 75 stage performances a year of
this comedy, though the United States
Supreme Court this week decided that
the picture rights belonged to the
author, reversing decisions in favor of
the producer by Judge Mayer and the
lower courts.
A picture based on this play has already been made by Famous, but Paramount was prevented from issuing it by
the Manners suit. The' matter may be

Samuel Goldwyn was to have sailed
for London Tuesday on the "Mauretania" to endeavor to arrange a settlement of the differences between his
concern and the Stoll Film Corp,,
which has been handling the English
distribution of Goldwyn Pictures. The
deadlock on the approval of the President's, appointment of the Secretary of
State prevented the issuance oi his
passport.

.

compromised.

New Orleans, March 24.
continuation of the hearing of the
case of the Federal Trade Commission
against the Saenger Amusement Co.
will begin before Commissioner W. T.

A

Roberts in this city this week.
The Government's contention is that
the Saenger concern is a combination
restraint of trade. Voluminous testimony has been gathered with rela-

in

tion to the alleged practices of the
organization in its connection with the
picture business and the operation of
theatres and supplying of film service.
Representative George McCorkle of
the Federal Trade Commission is here
and will take in the direction of the
hearing.
A large number of witnesses -have
been subpoenaed and there is considerable testimony in the way of depositions, some of the leading distributors
in New York, it is understood, having
offered testimony in the case.

BIG SIX UNSETTLED.
The

situation with regard to the distribution arrangements for the Associated Directors ("Big Six") is still uncertain.
/
The First National is freely mentioned as likely to secure them, but
understood
the
First
National
it
is

crowd

"jockeying" with them, having partly withdrawn the proposition
submitted to the directors when the
agreement drawn by the First National's attorneys was discarded and a
new draft was submitttd by the direcis

tors' counsel.

The Associated Directors have been
dickering with Hiram Abrams for some
sort

of

an

Abrams was

arrangement

for England of Samuel Goldwyn this
to indicate they are
not interested under the exactions demanded by the directors.

week would seem

*

CHURCH DISCUSSES PICTURES.
Philadelphia,

March

24.

Claiming that the use of pictures in
churches to help sermons might act as
a wedge for Sunday pictures in theatres, caused a vigorous fight to be

to

Famous

bring such

is

making

an agreement

by

about.

The Supreme Court opinion was written by Justice Holmes who held that
the contract with Morosco granted
onjy the right to produce the play in
spoken drama, with Laufette Taylor
the star part, and that no rights were
in

sion here.
Pictures have been used in some of
the local churches and have helped attendance. There has been no evidence
that any motion picture interests were
back of the movement, but the clergymen are determined not to permit the
"movies" to get a foothold. .

accorded to produce it as a photoplay;
that, by the terms of the contract, the
royalties were based on gross receipts;
the play was to be'Tchearsed by the
.author; the company to be agreed upon
between the parties, and the star to be
Miss.. Taylor, all of which provisions
were inconsistent with a photoplay
performance.
The court also held that a photoplay
cannot be made by Manners in competition with Moroscos' performances
of the play in spoken drama.

GROSSMAN SETTLES.

TUCKER AND MAYFLOWER RESUME

waged

,against

the

movement

Methodist Episcopal conference

at

the

in ses'

Harry Grossman confessed judgment.
the $5,300 suit brought against him

in-

by the Phoenix Feature Film Corp., of
Boston. The latter had sold Grossman

some property,

films,

fixtures,

equip-

ment and other stock in trade for
the sum to be paid in $100
monthly installments, starting Dec. 12,
$6,000,

1916,

covering a period of

five

years.

Only $700 of the sum' was paid and
payment stopped thereafter.
The total judgment amount of $6,349.36, representing interests and costs,
was entered against Mr. Grossman.
On a motion to -discontinue the action
without costs, the suit having been settled,, Justice
Newburger - last week
signed an order of discontinuance.

whereby

to distribute for them in
conjunction with the United Artists.
Abrams' proposition is understood to
be in the nature of a deal whereby he
was to put up no guarantee but merely
distribute the directors' output on a
percentage basis. O'Brien, Malevinsky
&_DriscoIl, the firm of attorneys, is
said to have tendered a proposition to
finance the productions to the extent
of $1,500,000 cash and to be willing to
go an additional $1,000,000 if the
Abrams deal materialized, but it is not
known who the law firm represents in
the proposed transaction.
The # Goldwyn negotiations for the
Associated Directors is dormant at the
present time and the intended sailing

efforts

TO DISTRIBUTE VIA STANLEY.
Philadelphia,

March

24.

A deal has practically been consumwhereby the United Artists
("Big Four") will hereafter distribute
its pictures through the Stanley Booking Co. in this territory. Heretofore
they have been releasing independently
mated

here, booking direct.

Two New

Film Howes.
San Francisco, March 24.
Ackerman & Harris have announced
two new theatres to be built for Loew
A.

ft

in this

H.'.

city.

One will be in the Richmond district
and the other in the North Beach section. Both will be devoted to pictures.

Los Angeles, March 24.
'All indications point to the resumpof business relations between
George Loane Tucker and Mayflower.
The director and Mayflower have been
in litigation for some time and a decision was handed down recently in. a
suit to void the agreement between
them, which both sides claimed was a
tion

victory.

A new company has been formed for
making Bessie Compton pictures, the
president of which is Tucker's secretary.

,

Stoll for* prints or advertising.
Stoll people claim a call on six

The

fiictures

alleged

for Pictures.

March 24.
prima donna of-

Louisville,

Milburn,

"Angel Face," which played here last
week, has offers from two leading
producers to go. into pictures, but
hasn't quite made up her mind whether
to leave the stage and a chance to use
her excellent voice, or to be a rival of
Mary Pickford. Miss Milburn is only
five feet tall.

Sunday Morning Showi.
San Francisco, March 24.
Sunday morning concerts have been
again inaugurated at the California
Theatre. A 50-piece orchestra will be
used.

Prices at this house have lately been
increased from 40 to 50 cents for orchestra seats and 85 cents for boxes
and loges unreserved.

to

have been made

ast year, before the expiration of the

agreement and the Goldwyn contention
is understood to be that these pictures
were completed after the termination
It is
distribution agreement.
said Goldwyn has, an offer for an advance of $30,000 per picture for Eng-

of the

land.

BUILDING IN HAVANA.

New Orleans, March 24.
The Saenger Amusement

Co., is plan-

ning to erect a picture playhouse in
Havana. Julian Saenger and E. V.
Richards, president and general manager Of the company, respectively, have
just returned, from a visit to the Cuban
capital, whitHer they went to go into
the matter in detail. Cuban financial
men are interested.
It is said the Saengers may erect theatres at 'Palm Beach and Miami.
Saenger and Richards stopped at both
Florida places while en route back to
this city.

SUPPRESS CHINESE PICTURE
Rochester, N. Y.,

March

24.

Following an appeal to the mayor by
the Chinese Consul-General at New
York to prevent the showing of "The
Tong Man," it has been suppressed here

by the

Mary Milburn Wanted
Mary

The Goldwyn people had an arrangement with Stoll to distribute their output in England on an advance of from
$12,000 to $18,000 per picture, on a
"sixty-forty basis, with no deductions

local censor.
The Consul said the picture gave offense to the Chinese and this was borne
out by other communications, particularly one signed by Chinese residents
of Rochester, It had been booked by
Jack Farren at the Victoria.
.

NO PROGRESS ON CENSORSHIP.
Boston, March 24.
The sub-committee appointed to
draw up the bill to be presented before
the Massachusetts Legislature for the
censoring of pictures is having its
difficulties,

-\

At a meeting during" the week the
committee was obliged to report no
progress. The minority of the committee is opposed to the State censorship and lean toward- the censoring
through the municipalities, a bit more
stringent than the scheme which is
being operated now.

•

VARIETY

M

(Copyright 1920)

A

ten-reel cinema epic of enthralling, world-wide interest,
as announced in December, 1918, now completed.

"DEMOCRACY" will find a welcome in all parts of the earth, because it is a dramatization of the everyday struggles and aspirations of humanity for Justice, Right and

I
:

Freedom.
V

"DEMOCRACY"
tions

which

'

:

r

and thrill millions of spectators with the ideas and emoages and countries have made heroes of common men;
*-

will grip

in all

"

/'
I

;:

COMBINED EFFORT OF THESE THREE GREAT MINDS

I

:•§

m

(c)

LEE FRANCIS LYBARGER
Thinker—Historian

—Orator

10,000,000 people in 46 states have
this distinguished orator
expound Democracy from the
lecture platform during the past
fifteen years. He retired as president of the International Lyceum
and Chautauqua Association of
America to produce this epoch-

heard

™

PAUL THOMPSON

NINA WILCOX PUTNAM

WILLIAM NIGH

Author—Dramatiit

Matter Play-Ballder

10,000,000 people have read the

20,000,000 people in the United
States have marveled at Director
Nigh's screen triumph, Ambassador James W. Gerard's "My

human interest stories of this brileach week in the Saturday Evening Post. She brings
to this photodrama a deep intuition and understanding of woman
and the part she has played in the
world's struggle for Democracy.

liant writer

Four Years

in

He

Germany."

stands supreme as a master of
screencraft.
,4

making photodrama.

DEMOCRACY PHOTOPLAY COMPANY
ReleasinglPlans to

Be Announced Soon

Studio: 2826 Decatur Avenue,

New York

(
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Printing and paper conditions have combined to force a change in the make-up and
form of VARIETY, that will be inaugurated
with VARIETY of April 9th next.

it

.»

Vail

The most important feature of the impending change will be that VARIETY
henceforth will publish without its green
cover.

.'•"

be

all

lines.

The changes to be made are in the line
of economy, of time add money.

:i!

Increased circulation makes this imperaThe economy of time is as important,
not more so, than the money.

tive.
if

VARIETY will
I

The departure of VARIETY in dispensing with its green cover (to save time in
binding), a trade-mark of fourteen years'
standing, will explain in itself the necessity
felt fortius move. While VARIETY may be
a pioneer among trade papers in taking the
radical step,

©

Another step forced by conditions is that
VARIETY will change the size of its print
page to 10 inches wide by 15 inches deep,
five columns to a page, with a page containing 1,050 agate

circulate in

New York on

Friday as at present under the coming
change and by Saturday each week east of
Chicago and as far as St. Louis and New
Orleans. West of Chicago on the direct
line and northwest Saturday afternoon and
Sunday intervene for deliveries through
news agencies, but a gain of from 30 to 36
hours will be made west of Salt Lake and

it

bejieyes sooner or later ithe

same conditions that compel it now would
compel it at some future time. There is no
need to wait, with the urgency of the timesaving making itself so evident the change
can no longer be delayed.

With the change

in the form of VARIincreased size and white from
cover to cover—will come a change in the
make-up of the paper. The style of makeup of VARIETY which has proved so popular with other theatrical papers they copied

ETY—its

it

literally, will

be entirely done away with.
in the white

VARIETY'S future make-up
will conform more closely
newspaper idea than

it

to the daily

has done in the

past.

The title, VARIETY, will be promiriently
displayed in the first few issues of the new
form, on the front and back pages.
This notice in one way or another will
be repeated weekly to impress upon VARIETY'S readers that there will soon be a

"VARIETY" ALL WHITE
1

in

.

After April 9th, VARIED wfll
white, from front to back page/

|

north and south on the Pacific
weekly arrival of VARIETY
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